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INTRODUCTION

Dur1ng the night of December 29, 1940, the headquarters of Thomas
De La Rue & Company Limited, with the works attached, was destroyed
during an air attack on the City of London. The buildings in Bunhill
Row, which had scarcely changed in appearance over the last eighty

years, now lay in ruins, and nursed the remnants of the machinery. This
calamity was not allowed to jeopardize the Company's business, and

production was kept going with the help of other printers at home and
the Company's own subsidiary factories abroad, especially the large

Rangoon factory at which the Chinese banknotes were printed. This had,
in fact, been expanded with a view to such an occurrence in London.
When Rangoon had to be evacuated later under threat of the Japanese
invasion much of the machinery was saved and erected in temporary
premises near Bombay.

It seemed to those philatelists who had hoped for the lifting one day
of the curtain which had hitherto separated them from the Company's
records, that the history of the transactions governing the production of
the vast majority of postage stamps issued in Great Britain, India and
the British Colonies during the nineteenth century, if it existed, had
disappeared for ever on that devastating night. Any member of the
Company's staff concerned with the preservation of those records would
be forgiven if

,

after surveying the scene ofdesolation, he had come to the
same opinion. The air was filled with floating paper ashes; banknotes
scurried before the wind; and everywhere lay the pools of water and
dripping piles of paper which are the inevitable legacy of an efficient
fire brigade. And yet every Day Book, and all Correspondence Books

save one, have survived.

The Day Books are the source books for the history of the thousands
of different postage stamps printed by the firm. To them were posted in
full each invoice as submitted to the customer. They are in turn sup
ported, and their information usually explained and supplemented, by

the Correspondence Books, which do not begin earlier than the death of
Thomas De La Rue in 1866, except for one or two odd letters which have
survived. These Correspondence Books, however, do not record the in
formation resulting from personal interviews or discussions, for the
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firm's principal customers for Postage Stamps, the Board of Inland
Revenue and the Crown Agents, were visited constantly. No regular
system for filing reports of these interviews existed, and it is only matters
of general policy handled personally by Warren William De La Rue that
are given the distinction of an occasional note, usually marked 'Confiden
tial' and initialled by him, being filed in the Correspondence Book.

Explanatory notes are also to be found from time to time in the Day
Books when some unusual event has taken place.

The invoices dealing with postage stamps have been consulted from

the following Day Books:

AA. The first of the early books current when postage stamp print
ing began.

Private Day Books, Volumes A to T. These contain all the relevant
invoices for Parts Three, Four and Five; the invoices for Part One

up to March 1867; and the invoices for Part Two up to the end of

1883. The period covered by this survey ends before the middle of
Private Day Book T.
Inland Revenue, Volumes 1-12. These provide the information for
Part One from March, 1867 onwards.

East India, Volumes I-V. These start on January 1884, and provide
the rest of the information for Part Two.

The separate Indian Day Books were started after the transfer of the
placing and supervision of the postage stamp contracts from the India
Office to the Board of Inland Revenue.
The Correspondence Books relevant to the period are divided into the
following volumes:

Inland Revenue

An early volume entitled 'Postage', which begins on September
12, 1866, and ends on August 23, 1870. It is smaller than the subse
quent volumes and the items in it are not numbered.

Inland Revenue, Volumes 1-10. Volume 1 overlaps 'Postage', as

it starts on April 21, 1870.
India

Three Volumes without titles. These contain the letter ofOctober
14, 1854 accepting the original five years' contract, and then cover

the period July 1865 to August 1870.
India Stores Department, Volumes 1-12. The first volume, which

begins from September 8, 1870, is unnumbered, but the second is

numbered Volume 2.
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Crown Agents

Crown Colonies A and B. These begin on January 1, 1867, and
end on June 15, 1872.
Crown Colonies Volumes 1-36. These start on June 12, 1872,

and Volume 36 ends at February 22, 1901 .

Imperial Contracts

South Australia, Volumes I and II
New Zealand, Volumes I and II
New South Wales, Volumes I-V
Cape ofGood Hope
Tasmania, Volumes I-II
Natal

Orange Free State

Sarawak

Johore
British Central Africa

Zanzibar

Foreign Contracts

Italian Stamps, 1862-1 865
Belgium

Egypt, Volumes 1-6

Siam

Miscellaneous

Volume I contains both Imperial and Foreign correspondence,
and covers the period June 16, 1884 to June 3, 1903.

The separate Correspondence Books for Cape of Good Hope and
Tasmania were started in October 1882 and July 1886 respectively, after
the supervision of the business had been transferred by the Colonial
Authorities from the Crown Agents to a separate Agent General.

The Works Records were unfortunately destroyed, except for two

volumes ofdie proofs, an album ofpunches and two striking books. Some
burnt scraps of paper were rescued from the rubbish heap and sub-

sequentiy deciphered.

The missing Correspondence Book, dealing with Official business,

was kept in the Directors' private safe, which received two direct hits.

This no doubt contained Foreign Office correspondence, and its absence
may account for the lack of information concerning some of the Inland
Revenue postage stamps which were overprinted for use abroad, such as

the British Post Offices in Turkey and the first stamps issued by the
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British East Africa Company. As these invoices for overprinted stamps
were not consistently posted either to the Inland Revenue or Private Day
Books it has been impossible to give the usual detailed history.
Five years ago Messrs Thomas De La Rue and Company agreed to let

the Publications Committee of the Royal Philatelic Society, London
have complete access to the wealth ofmaterial that has survived. It was
considered desirable to limit the release of information to within fifty
years of the present day, and the end of 1900, which practically coincided
with the end of the reign of Queen Victoria, was selected as a convenient
point to close the history of the British postage stamps. A wealth of
material, therefore, remains to be explored at some future date.

Typescript copies, running into thousands of foolscap sheets, were
made of every entry in the Day Books and Correspondence Books which
referred to postage stamps, and to those revenue stamps which were sub

sequently authorised for postal use. From this mass ofmaterial this book
has been built up so as to provide a complete picture, in contemporary

phases, of what went on at Bunhill Row during the period studied, as
well as a detailed history ofevery stamp produced.
De La Rue's stamp printing department was divided into four separate
sections according to the security controls. The work for the Inland

Revenue, India, and the Crown Agents was carried on each in its own

separate room, while a fourth room was set aside for work supervised
under the firm's own controller. By adopting a similar scheme in pre

senting the contents of this book it has been possible to show how the

pattern of stamp printing developed during the period under review.
The Inland Revenue and India sections show common patterns, and

should be read together; the Crown Agents' section forms a book in

itself, for its paths rarely cross those of the other two sections. On the
other hand the philatelic development and history of the postage stamps
of any single British colony only makes sense in its context, and the nar

rative therefore is continuous, each transaction being described in the

order in which it was first entered in the firm's books.
A careful study of the following pages will reveal the fact that almost
all the problems of surface printing that have beset philatelists in the
past have been dealt with in writing by De La Rue at one time or another,
and with unmistakable clarity. It is not the function of this Introduction
to sum up the huge amount of evidence that the book contains, any more
than it has been the function of the author to conjecture from the evi
dence he has mustered the answer to any problem which still remains
obscure. The exact construction of the Grenada forme, for example, is
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not revealed, nor are the exact dates of the introduction of Crown CC
and Crown CA papers confirmed. Any variation in the spacing of the
perforation pins, causing the rare perforation varieties in the stamps
printed by De La Rue, was of no significance to the printers, however
much such variations may intrigue philatelists. The perforating machines
in normal use had been constructed to meet the normal demands of the
Board of Inland Revenue and the Crown Agents. There was no need
therefore to refer to perforation in the invoices, and only the most
unusual circumstance of production would explain the use of any other
type of machine. Such circumstances would normally be prompted by
the firm's own convenience, and would call for no mention either on an
invoice or in a letter. The evidence for the date of certain colour changes
can only be circumstantial in the absence ofany mention ofcolours in the
invoices. Only after the system of supplying printed specimens had
been established is there any direct evidence, unless the matter had been

dealt with in the correspondence. In spite of these gaps the tale, as it
unrolls itself, is moving enough, and taken as awhole must be unparalleled
in the amount ofnew information it reveals.
In one respect only has this new information not been printed in its
entirety. Since all the Day Books have survived it follows that the num
bers of stamps actually printed against each warrant or order can be
tabulated and analysed. Such an analysis is beyond the scope even of this
history. It would involve hundreds of pages of tabular matter, and the
intrinsic value of the information, when so tabulated, is very doubtful. In
the case of the Inland Revenue it would be valueless, for after 1880 the
total quantity printed each month is charged without any differentiation
in duty. The principle followed, therefore, has been to detail wherever
possible the actual quantity of stamps invoiced against the original order,
and only in exceptional cases to indicate the quantities of subsequent
printings.
While an analysis of the numbers printed ofany duty, or for any parti
cular colony, might be of importance in research the student would have
to fall back on conjecture for the answers to the all-important philatelic
details of watermark, perforation, or colour. The narrative makes it
evident that neither Warren nor Warren William De La Rue would for
one moment have tolerated any sort or shape of 'guess', and it is in the
same spirit that the evidence of their work has been co-ordinated and
set out in the following pages. The illustrations have been selected

largely with a view to showing the 'might-have-been'; they include

everything 'new' in the firm's remarkable collection which is relevant to
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the period. Many are tracings barely perceptible on a dark brown paper,
and reproduction has not always been easy.

* * *

v Thomas De La Rue was born in Guernsey on March 24, 1793, of a
family long established in that island. He was apprenticed to a printer
at the age of ten, and set up for himself ten years later. In 18 16 he de
cided to seek his fortune in London.
He was endowed with unusual inventive genius, and himself impro
vised what he could not obtain elsewhere. Thus he worked on paper sur

facing until he found himself in possession of the shining white art board
which enabled him to develop stationery and playing-card manufacture.
The construction of an envelope-making machine in 1845 enabled him
to produce the vast orders which followed in the wake of the One Penny
postage stamp. In this invention he collaborated with Edwin Hill.
In a letter to the Board of Inland Revenue dated January 14, 1857
the firm made it clear that Thomas De La Rue personally took part in the
experiments which enabled the firm to print Revenue stamps for the
Board of Inland Revenue in 1853, a11d postage stamps two years later,
although such correspondence as has survived from that period points to
his elder son Warren as having played the leading part in that business.

Apart from this reference Thomas's name only appears once in this

history, when Warren reported to him from Turin by telegram and letter
in October 1862 the progress of the discussions he and William Frederick
were holding with the Italian authorities. In the letter of October 28th
Warren did not hesitate to give detailed instructions to his father about
the design and arrangement of the new Italian fiscal stamps: on the other
hand William's reports to London from Turin at the end of December
were addressed to Warren. Thomas died on June 2, 1866 at the age of
seventy-three.

There can be no doubt that his successor in the business, 'Dr Warren',
was a formidable character. Born in 18 15 he joined his father's firm at an

early age, and was quickly given responsibility. In July 1846 two articles
appeared in Chambers' Edinburgh Journal* describing in great detail the
whole lay-out of the factory at Bunhill Row, the various methods of
production, and the articles manufactured, including the large workshop
for making and repairing machines. 'Here, at massive iron planing tables,
and turning apparatus, I found five or six engineers busy at work, pre
paring lately-invented machines of different kinds. Mr Warren De La

* Chambers' Edinburgh Journal, Nos 133 and 134, New Series.
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Rue, by whom some of the most ingenious machines had been con
structed, superintends this and other mechanical departments. This
young gentleman mentioned to me that they could not possibly conduct

their business with satisfaction and profit, unless they had always ready
at hand the means of repairing and making machinery; the time lost and
trouble expended in getting this species of work done out of the house
would be tormenting and ruinous.

'Adjoining this department is amill-like apparatus for grinding colours,
and materials for enamelling; and further on, in two upper apartments,
is a laboratory, with retorts, mixtures, and a store of bottles sufficient
to set up a chemist's shop: here is also a chemical library of French and
English books, which are in constant requisition. It is deemed somewhat
of a favour to be admitted to this department; for many projects for
executing new and peculiar tints and surfaces, likewise processes for

electrotyping, not generally known, are here daily in operation. The elec-

trotyping, which is carried on by means of large troughs full of the appro
priate liquids, is employed to multiply casts of any engraved or other
wise figured surface. Mr De La Rue has carried his ingenuity so far in
this branch of art as to produce an electrotype plate, in copper, from the
finest lace, and has hence been able to impart the effect of lace to printing
in colours. How curious that a piece ofdelicate tissue, taken from a lady's
cap, can, by means of troughs, acids, and other materials, along with
electric action, be made to produce a solid plate of copper from which the
pattern of the original can with facility be printed! Instead of using wax
for taking moulds, gutta percha, a newly-discovered substance from
Borneo, has here lately been introduced. It partakes principally of the
nature of caoutchouc; but with this is combined a certain farinaceous
quality, and it therefore retains impressions better than preparations of
India-rubber. >

'By the electrotyping process, a very small piece of engraving can be
multiplied to any extent; and therefore, supposing we wish the surface of
a sheet ofpaper to be printed all over with a continually repeated pattern—

for example, the patterns on the backs of playing-cards —we need only
engrave a single square inch: having got the electrotype repetitions of the
original, they are all soldered together, and the sheet of printing surface
is formed. Ofwhat immense value to the arts is this discovery, any one
can form an opinion.'
Warren comes alive in the Italian correspondence, and appears as a

genial person with a strong sense of humour, howbeit exceedingly
shrewd; but the personality of any member of the family is not allowed
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to intrude on the relations ofthe firm with its customers. Everything gives
way to efficiency, an efficiency which at times becomes almost alarming
as it spreads through every department ofthe business under the adminis
trative guidance ofWarren's elder son Warren William. Yet Warren had
no one track mind. Beyond the confines of Bunhill Row he was a chemist
with an international reputation; President of the Royal Astronomical
Society, Fellow of the Royal Society, and President of the Chemical
Society. He carried out pioneer work in the influence of photography on
the recording of astronomical data as measured by a micrometer which
he personally invented; he also established an observatory of his own at
Cranford in Middlesex.

Warren had laid aside the responsibilities of senior partner as early as
1868. He finally retired in 1880, although he continued to act as En

graver to the Board of Inland Revenue for another eight years, and his
name is still found in Correspondence. Whatever one may think of the
Bunhill Row designs, and there is no evidence that Warren De La Rue
was ahead of his age aesthetically, there can be no doubt that from the
technical angle Warren De La Rue surmounted production difficulties
which no printer of postage stamps by any process had been asked to
face before, or has encountered since. Tradition has it that his name was
due to appear in the next Honours List as a baronet, but he died on
April 19, 1889.
Of William Frederick, Warren's younger brother, very little appears
in the records apart from his adventures in Italy. He was born on April 3,
1825, and died on August 24, 1870. He was apparently in charge ofwhat
today would be called the Sales Department, and conducted negotiations

verbally both with the Inland Revenue and Crown Agents, principally
with the latter. His negotiations may not have been confirmed in writing;
at any rate no regular files of correspondence were preserved until after
Warren succeeded his father in the business in 1866. Certain letters in

the correspondence suggest that William Frederick was in the habit of
keeping his affairs to himself; it was fortunate that Warren William had

developed so rapidly that he was able to take over his uncle's work en

tirely at the age of twenty-three, only four years after he had joined the
firm. It is not revealed if the nephew was interested in winning a five
pound note at the 'fete of St Derby', or would be ready to negotiate the
purchase of a cincture rigente in Paris.
Warren William De La Rue was, according to tradition, a great ad
ministrator. He is stated to have re-organised the factory, and raised the

business to a very high level of efficiency. The correspondence reveals
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him as a most painstaking exponent of accurate detail. His readiness to

expound the underlying principles of the firm's business on the slightest
excuse, and at prodigious length, should not blind the reader to the

tremendous value of his work. His refusal to accept defeat, as witness
such episodes as the controversy about gum,* enabled Thomas De La
Rue & Company to retain what amounted almost to a monopoly at a time

when the whole of British trade was expanding rapidly in a world of
fierce competition. Warren William seems to have had a one track mind;

he believed in De La Rue and Doubly Fugitive Ink, and he preached no
other message. It is difficult to believe that he inherited his father's sense
of humour, or that he could comprehend sympathetically the suggestion
that a remote island with a few hundred inhabitants was unlikely to take

up seriously the practice of forging or faking the local postage stamps, or
that storage facilities in a post office on the Gambia were likely to be as

efficient as those in Newgate Street. Nobody was better fitted to deal

with Sir Harry Johnston:f nobody less qualified to comment on Jacob
Perkins Bacon's letter to the Lieutenant Governor of St Vincent.:}:
Warren William, who was born in 1847 and took over the helm from

William Frederick in 1870, was compelled by ill health in 1896 to retire
at the early age of forty-nine. He died in 1921. It is permissible to
wonder what the effect on him would have been if he had been able to
board an aeroplane at Heath Row and see things for himself.

Thomas Andros De La Rue, younger brother ofWarren William, took
over the general management when his father retired, and succeeded

Warren William. He was the first Chairman of the Company. It was at
the beginning of his administration that the Doubly Fugitive Inks began
to wobble on their pedestals— not entirely without some outside jogging
— and the firm agreed to print attractive stamps by the copperplate
process without arguing with those who suggested that they might do so.

He was made a baronet in 1898 in recognition ofhis social work.
Apart from these members of the family there are few names to be
found in the correspondence. It will come as a surprise to many to
realize that the Joubert connection, at the beginning at any rate, was no

closer than that of Frederick Heath with Perkins, Bacon; both were com
missioned by Rowland Hill or his son to engrave heads after a drawing
by Henry Corbould.§
Warren De La Rue's Letter to the Board of December 5, 1881|| seems
to confirm the fact that engravers of the calibre of Joubert, who was a

* See pp. 476-88. t See pp. 554-6, 575-8. J See pp. 360-1.
§ Sec p. 3. || See pp. 109-10.
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free lance, or of Daniel Pound, who was on De La Rue's regular pay
roll, were largely concerned with engraving the Queen's heads; it would

appear that lettering, frames, ornaments, etc., were engraved by other

regular engravers on the firm's staff. This seems to be confirmed in a
second letter dated May 17th 1889, written to the Board of Inland Revenue
by Thomas Andros De La Rue shortly after his father's retirement.*
The young artist therein mentioned as being trained as Pound's suc
cessor was David Turner, a pupil of Joubert. Pound himself, to quote a
contemporary, 'was a big, stout, picturesque man in a very wide billy
cock hat, who lunched with the De La Rues daily'.
Owen Jones, whose sketches for the new Two Shillings and Five
Shillings duties were rejected in 1866, was an R.A. whose services were
used in other departments. He designed an album in 1856 which the
firm still use as a Distinguished Visitors' Book.

It would appear that the majority of the designs were made at Bunhill
Row by artists in the firm's employment; in fact the speed with which

they were usually produced hardly gave time enough for the firm to con
sult an outside artist, nor until the closing years of the period covered by
this history is there any indication of anybody giving a thought to the
possibility of stamps being attractive. All lived under the shadow of
doubly fugitive ink. Indeed, if a colony possessed a printing plate for a
Threepence or Four Cent postage stamp any suggestion that it should be

replaced before it was worn out would have been regarded as irrespon
sible; that any Colony might ask for a change of design because it was
bored with the old one would have amounted almost to an attempt to

misappropriate public funds. Even as late as 1888 the Egyptians were

invited not to change the currency on their postage stamps because it

would involve engraving new dies, and making new printing plates.f
The change came when the U.S.A. decided to commemorate postally
the five-hundredth anniversary of Columbus's Bahamas landfall, and
new ideas were put into the Crown Agents' heads. Six years later E. E.

Blake, the Agent General, was writing to Thomas Andros De La Rue:
'Why cannot your designer seek his inspiration in the Chinese, Japanese,
Persian and other Eastern stamps. Some of these are beautiful in design,
but we never seem capable of turning out good work either in design of
stamps or medals or coins.':}:
The name of A. Richardson crops up from time to time. He seems to
have combined the duties of senior assistant on the Postage Stamp
printing side with the specific job of acting as security controller when

* See pp. 163-4. t See p. 800. J See p. 603.
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the firm was printing stamps for a Dependency or Foreign Country

whose work was not supervised by the Inland Revenue or Crown Agents'

Inspectors.

The person of most importance outside the family seems to have been

Dr Muller. He was in charge of the chemical laboratory and had much
to do with the famous singly and doubly fugitive inks, and their pro

perties. He provided Warren William with ammunition during the gum

battle, and himself engaged with no little vigour Dr Thorpe and Dr
Helm simultaneously when the former had suggested that if lead were
present in the ink used for postage stamps it might be dangerous for

young children to lick them. This was an official argument which could
not lightly be dismissed, but there were other occasional complaints

or suggestions from cranks which had to be dealt with in all seriousness

at the time. Although amusing today they have no claim for preserva
tion in this history.

* * *

The building that was destroyed by bombing in 1940 resembled very

closely the engraving prepared in 1856. While it bore the usual features

of the large mid-Victorian factory, several storeys, numerous rooms and

passages, large staircases, it had nevertheless a character of its own, as
one might expect from anything built for and developed by the De La

Rue family. 'Entering by the large gateway of this interesting establish
ment', wrote the contributor to Chambers' Journal, T was, by the kind
ness of one of the partners, conducted over the several departments of
the works— the whole nestling in a cluster ofold edifices, and forming an
amusing hive of industry; steam-engines, machinery, and animated
beings, commingling in varied and restless movement. The purpose of
nearly all that strikes the eye, is to cause paper to assume new forms and

appearances. Ofthis article, forty-five thousand reams, valued at £30,000
are consumed annually — a quantity so great that it would require three
mills for its production.'
Edinburgh herself was a hive of the book-printing industry at this
time, and yet there was much at Bunhill Row to surprise the visitor. 'The

Drying-room is an extensive series of vaults, to which I was let down by
an apparatus called a /://. The moist boards being dropped down in large

quantities by this machine, are hung on poles and dried by the heat of
five hundred feet of iron pipes, through which steam from the engine is
blown. To ventilate and remove the moisture from the vaults a fan is

kept constandy rotating and propelling air at the rate of 2000 cubic feet

per minute. Having undergone a due baking in this warm and airy
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oven, the boards are lifted to a second floor, towhich we shall follow them.'

His closing sentence is an interesting footnote to the conditions com
mon in industry over one hundred years ago: 'Solicitous to improve the

condition of all in their employment, the proprietors have latterly in
duced them to abandon the practice of taking beer twice during the
hours of labour, and in lieu have remitted half-an-hour from the general
day's work. A marked social improvement has been the consequence.'

I cannot close this introductory note without expressing my deep
obligation to Mr G. Leslie Newman, the Archivist of Messrs Thomas
De La Rue & Company, Limited, for the kindness and patience both he
and his staff have shown during the five years that this book has been in

preparation. He has checked the numerous typescripts copied from the

Day and Correspondence Books, and dealt with continuous queries. He

has allowed photographs to be taken of anything in his collection of die
proofs, plate proofs, essays, designs and sketches that we have wanted

for the illustrations. At no time has it been suggested that our countless
demands were unwelcome.

Mr D. G. McPherson of the Inland Revenue has kindly allowed
access to the early correspondence between the Board and De La Rue,
and thus enabled us to fill up the gaps in the first ten years before the

firm had started to file any correspondence. Othermissing information of
this kind has been taken from The Adhesive Stamps of the British Isles,

by H. E. Wright and A. B. Creeke, published by the Society in 1899,
the authors ofwhich spent a whole year in the Archives of the Board of
Inland Revenue, and studied much that has since been dispersed.
Above all I must thank my colleague on the Publications Committee,
Mr Arnold M. Strange, for all he has done in collecting the material and
photographs over the last five years. While I am responsible for what has
been selected for publication, and for what has been said about it

,
it is

due to the countless hours he has spent in going through the original

Day Books and Correspondence Books, and picking out what might be

relevant, that I have been able to write anything at all. To the President
and Council of the Society I would express on behalfof the Publications
Committee our thanks for the encouragement we have received during
the initiation, preparation and completion of what must be the most
ambitious undertaking yet to be published under the Society's auspices.

March, 1958 JOHN easton





PART ONE

INLAND REVENUE

CHAPTER I

FIRST ISSUE:
1855 and 1856

The history of the first adhesive postage stamps to be printed
by Thomas De La Rue & Company unfortunately can only be
built up from the Day Books, which are complete, helped by
certain minutes and correspondence on record in the files of the
Board of Inland Revenue. No Correspondence Book is to be
found in the firm's Archives before September 12, 1866, when
1nland revenue postage begins, and for the following ten
years these Correspondence Books are little more than files of
communications and warrants from the Inland Revenue; only
an occasional note from the firm has been included.*

It is beyond the scope of this book to record the history of Draft and
Fiscal stamps or postal stationery printed by the firm, but an Receipt Stamps
exception must be made in the case of the Draft and Receipt
stamps printed for the Board of Inland Revenue in 1853, for Plate 1; 1
these were the progenitors of the whole of the postage stamps
to be typographed by De La Rue. On its performance in Fiscal
production the firm secured the printing of the new Fourpence,
Sixpence and One Shilling postage stamps two years later, and
by an act of poetic justice the two stamps themselves are cata
logued as postal fiscals because they were accepted by the Post
Office after their successors had been authorized for use postally
by Parliament on June 1, 1881.
In a minute dated April 14, 1853 the Board had considered
the preparation ofadhesive stamps for drafts and receipts. While
it seemed desirable that they should be produced at Somerset
House there was insufficient accommodation. It was decided to
give De La Rue a four years' contract from August, when
operations were to begin, and the period of four years was fixed
so that its termination should not clash with the date for the re
newal of Perkins, Bacon's contract, in July 1856, for the printing
of the One Penny and Twopence postage duties^
* There is a similar absence of correspondence with the East India Com
pany and Crown Agents, but when it starts on January 1, 1867 it provides a
continuous narrative from both sides.
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Draft and These Fiscal stamps are the subject of the first entry in
Receipt Stamps Private Day Book A.A., dated December 1853:
(continued)

To Experiments in multiplying W. Thompson's
Wood Engraving, and after rejecting that plan, En
graving a brass Original, and making therefrom 2
formes of240 Casts each
To Engraving Steel Die for Draft Stamp and
making therefrom 2 Formes, each containing 240
Casts

To re-engraving Receipt Stamp Die, and making
therefrom 4 formes each containing 240 Casts

To Outlay for 5 Printing presses, 10 Inking
Tables, & Complement of inking rollers, pallette
knives &c., £312. 17. 3d. — depreciation if sold at J
of cost

Outlay for new premises £677. 4. 6. As part
of these fittings are applicable to this purpose only,
\ ofCost only is charged

683.

104. 5. 9.

225. 14. 10.

£1013. o. 7.

It will be noticed that it had been originally intended to work
from a wood engraving by W. Thompson. As this failed the
design was engraved on brass, and two printing formes pre
pared, which apparently were also rejected. Finally the Draft
Stamp was engraved on steel, and the die, or possibly a dupli
cate of it, re-engraved for the Receipt Stamp.

Fourpence There is an equal lack of information about negotiations
which led to the preparation of the first postage stamp to be
printed by De La Rue. As subsequent correspondence indicates,*
there were two principal reasons for adopting typography in
place of the line-engraved process by which Perkins, Bacon &

Co., were printing the One Penny and Twopence. In the first
place De La Rue claimed that by using their special fugitive
inks they could prevent attempts to defraud the Post Office by
cleaning cancelled stamps and using them a second time. This
was a matter about which the Board was always nervous.
The second important point would appear to be concerned
with perforation. The One Penny and Twopence postage
stamps had been perforated since the beginning of 1854, and
the work had been done by the Board of Inland Revenue at
Somerset House. There is no doubt that during the early years,
and indeed throughout the time that these stamps were line-

* See pp. 11, 73.79.
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engraved by Perkins, Bacon, the Somerset House authorities Fourpmce
had a good deal of trouble in perforating the sheets. This was (continued)
largely due to the fact that the paper had to be damped for line-
engraved printing, and that when it shrunk after drying there
were wide variations in the extent of the shrinkage between one
sheet and another in the same ream. As a result it was very diffi
cult to register the printed sheets in the comb perforating
machines which Somerset House had installed. The fact, there
fore, that De La Rue were not proposing to damp the paper
before printing it was another point that was evidendy em
phasized.
In the Board of Inland Revenue archives appears the follow
ing copy of a letter from Ormond Hill dated December 1853,
and addressed to J. Joubert Esq.

Herewith I send you the drawings of H.M. head which we wish to
have engraved. To prevent mistake I will state what we really re
quire; though in so doing I shall be merely repeating what we agreed
upon when I had the pleasure of seeing you on Saturday. Our object
as you are aware is to obtain in hardened steel a cut or engraving of
this head and ground fitted for surface printing, but as a means to
this end it is required first to have a good line engraving in steel in a
style adapted for being copied line for line in the mode required for
surface printing. The line engraving to be made quite perfect and a
proof to be submitted to the Commissioners.
The head to be of the size of the outline drawing but in every
other respect like the finished design of Mr Corbould. The ground
to be oval of the size of the inside of the garter in the present
Receipt adhesive stamp.
The garter &c will be added in a subsequent process.
The engraving may be made upon an ordinary plate of steel.

This letter proves that on this occasion Joubert's services were
engaged by the Board, and not by the firm. It will be remembered
that in the same way Rowland Hill, Ormond's father, engaged
Frederick Heath to engrave the Queen's Head for the One
Penny black in 1840. He also worked from a drawing by Henry
Corbould, which was based on the Wyon medal. It is possible
that this commission referred to a Queen's head for the 'Draft or Plate 1; 3
Receipt' stamp issued in 1855.
The new Fourpence stamp was announced on July 24, 1855,
and was issued on July 31. The two Day Book entries, dated
September 30th, give full details of the method of production of
the 'New Postage Stamp Die' and the stamps, but they do not
include any charge for engraving the die. This omission, and the
fact that the firm invoiced the Board separately for the two blank
dies which they prepared for Joubert, and also mentioned his
name in that invoice, indicates that he was appointed and sub
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Fourpence sequently remunerated by the Board for this particular work. In
(continued) view of what followed it is interesting to see that the ink is de

scribed as 'pure Carmine'.

Preparing 2 blank dies previous to Engraving, from
which Mr. Joubert selected one
Making a strong wrought iron ring bored out to fit
the die: hardening the die, and shrinking on the ring 5. 0. o.

Men's time and materials; improving the En
graving during the various stages 5. 17. o.

£10 17. 0.

Making 2 hardened Steel punches from the New
Postage Stamp die — retouching them before
hardening, turning them true and furnishing and
fitting 2 strong wrought iron rings —

Preparing from one of the Punches a duplicate
head, highly finishing the head equal to the Original,
and engraving the border with the words 'Postage
Four Pence', hardening the die and furnishing and
fitting thereon a strong wrought iron ring
Preparing 2 Electro formes each containing 240
multiples, and mounting the same on Cast Iron
plates truly planed 275.

Preparing the paper, printing in pure Carmine,
and cementing at the back, from 27th July to 12th
September inclusive
21 Reams 452 sheets at per ream 84/- 92.

£367. o. o.

The Minutes of the Board of Inland Revenue show that
twenty-five reams of paper for the Fourpence were ordered
from Turner and Company, Chafford M1lls, Fordcombe, on

June 14, 1855, and that instructions to prepare for the perfora
tion were issued on July 2nd. On July 24th it was noted that the
Post Office would require four thousand 'Specimens', and it
was determined that the stamps should be issued on July 31st.
On November 3, 1855 the Board instructed Turner to make a
further thirty reams ofpaper for the Fourpence.
The Day Book entries throw no light on the watermark of the
paper used, nor was it De La Rue's normal practice to mention
in their invoices the colour in which the stamps were printed.
The reams contained 500 sheets each, and each sheet contained

240 stamps.
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The number of copies printed of the first Fourpence, accord- Fourpence
ing to the Day Book, can be calculated from the following (continued)
entries:

Date Sheets Date Sheets

September 30 .1855 10,952 May, 1859 4,000

February, 1856 5,292 June, 500
November, 4,686 July, 3.344
December, 2.945 July, 1,000

January, 1857 974 August, 3.335
March, 1,500 October, 3,000

April, 4,395 November, 3,500
July, 3,500 December, 783
August, 1.374 March, 1860 3,500
October, 4,868 June, 7,029
December, 3,000 August, 2,000

December, 1,830 September, 3,000

February, 1858 2,500 October, 3,139
March, 2,280 December, 2,000

May, 500 January, 1861 3,623
June, 3,000 March, 1,500
July, 1.877 April, 6,500

August, 1,379 May, 2,000

November, 4,830 June, 2,118

January, 1859 1,500 July, 2460
March, 4.421 August, 3,000
April, 4,000 October, 195

This makes a total of 133,129 sheets, or 31,950,960 stamps.
Two printing plates, or formes, were charged in the original
invoice and there is no record of any further plates having been
made subsequently.
Plate No. 1 was registered at Somerset House on July 13,
1855, and Plate No. 2 on October 29, 1855.
The Stamps invoiced on September 30, 1855 and in February
1856 were charged at 84/- per ream of 500 sheets. Thereafter
the rate was increased to 90/- per ream.

A Board of Inland Revenue minute, dated July 27, 1855, Sixpence
authorised a warrant for De La Rue to prepare 'forms' for One
Shilling and Sixpence postage labels. On November 3rd twenty Plate 21; 5
reams ofpaper were ordered from Turner for these two values.
The printing plate was invoiced in July 1856, and the method
ofmak1ng the new die is clearly detailed.

Preparing from the Original die of the 4d. Postage
head a Duplicate die — highly finishing this equal
to the Original — Engraving the border with the
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Sixpence words 'Postage Sixpence' — hardening and fitting
(cont1nued) thereon a strong wrought iron ring — preparing

therefrom a forme containing 240 Electro casts and
mounting the same on a cast iron plate, truly planed £175. o.

On this occasion only one printing plate, or forme, was pre
pared. According to the Day Book the following sheets were
printed and invoiced:

Date Sheets Date Sheets

November, 1856 3S389 September, 1859 4416
December, M65 October, 2,500
February, 1857 3458 November, 2424
May, 2,500 January, 1860 1,500
June, 1,000 February, 3,412
July, 1,421 March, 1,500
September, 3,000 July, 5,500
October, 899 August, 4,186
December, 3,887 September, 5,000
December, 3,889 October, 2,262

April, 1858 1,500 December, 3,500
May, 2,386 January, 1861 3,000
July, 2,500 February, 802

August, 4.342 April, 1,500
October, 3.933 May, 730
January, 1859 2,500 August, 7.325
February, M39 December, 3,500
March, 3,500 January, 1862 3,805
April, 2,413 February, 2,000

May, 2413 March, 1,500
June, 2,000 April, 3.789
July, 1,000 July, 3,500
July, 1,865 August, 2,310
August, 500

It will be thus seen that altogether 127,160 sheets were printed,
representing 30,518400 stamps.
The October, 1860 invoice contains a credit of£12 on account
of '8 reams "Garter" paper spoilt by ill prepared ink'. There is
also a note, dated September 26, 1859 in the Board of Inland
Revenue Postage Book that a deficiency of fifty sheets of Garter
paper was discovered and that De La Rue were held to be re
sponsible, but no credit on this account appears in the Day Book.
The plate was registered on October 21, 1856. There is no
reference in the Day Book to a second printing plate. The
sheets were all invoiced at 90/- per ream of 500.
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The invoice for making the plate of the One Shilling was sub- One Shilling
mitted simultaneously with the invoice for the Sixpence in July, Plate 1; 2
1856.

Preparing from the Original die of the 4d. Postage
Stamp two duplicate dies — one of which was
worked up as an original — this die was not finished
further in consequence of a change in the design to
obtain a greater dissimilarity between it and the
'4a.' and the '6d.' dies 23. 0. 0.

Taking from the Original 4d. die a punch from
which was removed a portion of the background
lines in order to substitute an Elliptical for a circular
border— retouching the same in other parts, turn
ing it true, hardening and fitting thereon a strong
wrought iron ring, preparing from this a duplicated
die — encircling the head with an Elliptical border,
making good the background lines up to the Ellipti
cal border and working up the head to equal the
original: — Engine turning the border and en
graving thereon 'One Shilling' — turning the die and
hardening it and fitting thereon a strong wrought
iron ring — preparing therefrom One Electrotype
forme of 240 Electrotype casts, and mounting it on
a Cast iron plate truly planed 187. o. 0.

£210. o. 0.

This most interesting invoice reveals that the Queen's head
was originally planned to be on a circular background, and that
a partially finished die was prepared accordingly. The fact that
the cost of the work was charged to the Board suggests that a
design on these lines had already been approved.
The details that follow show exactly how De La Rue mani
pulated the Mother Die so as to fit the head into an ellipse, and
explains clearly the methods which they were to adopt with
such remarkable success in the numerous designs', based simi
larly on a Mother Die, which they prepared for the Colonies.
On comparing this with the invoice for the Sixpence it will be
seen that the firm only charged £12 for this add1tional work. It
is no doubt due to a desire to justify the extra charge that the
invoice provides this wealth of information.
The Day Book shows that the following quantities were
invoiced:

Date Sheets Date Sheets

November, 1856 615 January, 1857 500
December, 881 February, 1,466
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One Shilling Date Sheets Date Sheets

(continued) June, 1857 1,478 September, 1859 1,951

August, 1,482 October, 2,478
October, 500 January, 1860 1,968
November, 807 June, 2,458
December, 500 August, 2,447
December, 956 December, 2,440
February, 1858 1,000 March, 1861 2,446
March, 489 July, 3,500
June, 1,472 September, 1,000

October, M75 October, 1,457
January, 1859 1478 December, 2441
February, 1,000 March, 1862 2,455
March, 976 April, 150
June, 500 July, 500
July, 1859 500 August, 6,806
July, 950

Although for reasons explained on page 23, the invoices of
April, July and August, 1862 have been assumed as referring to
th1s issue it should be pointed out that in the invoice of April
there is an extra charge of 'Forme 10/-,' both for this stamp and
the Threepence, the meaning of which is not explained. This
invoice reads as follows:

2009 Sheets 3d. Post 90/- Forme 10/-
3789 „ 6d. „ „ 90/-
150 1/- Forme 10/-

18. 11. 6.

34. 2. o.

1. 17. o.

These sheets were all invoiced at 90/- per ream of 500 sheets.
The total printed and invoiced amounted to 53,522 sheets, or
12,845,280 Stamps.
The plate was registered on November 1, 1856. There is no
record of a second printing plate, or forme, having been pre
pared.

Experimental On December 10, 1856, after the completion of the printing
Work of the first consignment of the Sixpence and One Shilling

stamps, the firm sent the following invoice for experimental
work to the Board of Inland Revenue:

Cost of Experiments to produce postage stamps
fugitive in such menstrua as could be employed in
removing the obliterating mark including 309
sheets of One shilling stamps printed during the
trial for experiment
These experiments were made at intervals from

1st March to 27th Sept., and occupied 94 days.
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Printer's and apprentice's time and use ofprinting
presses &c., 94 days @ 10/-

Foreman's Wages

Chemical Assistant and use of Laboratory

Materials including 20 lb. of various trial inks
manufactured in small quantities and 4 reams demy
paper

Benzole and other chemicals

Mr. De La Rue and Mr. Warren De La Rue's time
and superintendence

Add 10 p. cent for Incidental Exp.

(continued)

Experimental

47. o. 0. Work

5. o. o.

75. 0. 0.

19. 10. o.

2. 10. o.

15. o. 0.

£164. o. 0.

These experiments were undoubtedly due to a complaint
from the General Post Office as to the 'facility of removal' of the
obliteration from the Fourpence. The matter was reviewed by
the Board on March 18th, when Ormond Hill, who was in
charge of the Postage Department, reported that the experi
ments were in hand.
On receipt of the invoice Ormond Hill asked the firm for an
explanation and received the following reply on January 14,
1857:

Mr. O. Hill has returned our account of the 10th December 1856
for the cost of the experiments made by us for producing a postage
Label more secure against re-issue and forgery than those previously
in use, requesting some explanation ofour having made this charge.
We are aware that the % is not supported by precedent, but we
beg to submit to your Hon: Board that the work we took in hand was
entirely novel and although we knew that experiments would be
necessary we were entirely without data for estimating their extent
and cost and therefore could not in the first instance stipulate for any
fixed sum for preliminary expenses. We might have included in the
price given for printing the Labels a hypothetical estimate of the
original outlay, but that would have greatly exaggerated the expense
of printing, and we therefore thought it better to keep this charge
entirely distinct, and when we had concluded our investigations
successfully, to make application for the re-payment of the expenses
we had disbursed.

The experiments extended over a very long period and were only
brought to a successful issue by our persevering in a series of
chemical investigations which engaged much of the attention of Mr.
De La Rue and Mr. Warren De La Rue and the charges are confined
to payments actually made to our work-people, and the first cost of
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Experimental materials. The quantity printed of these labels is so small and the
Work waste so very considerable in proportion that the trade profit will
(cont1nued) not meet so large an outlay as we were compelled to make in this

instance to secure a stamp incapable of resisting the action of the
solvents which might be employed to remove the obliterating mark.
Having overcome all the difficulties of the subject and produced a
stamp as perfectly secure as possible against re-issue we trust that

your Hon: Board will allow us again to put forward our claim for
repayment of the cost for preliminary experiments, and we trust that
this explanation will satisfy your Hon: Board that our charge is per
fectly justified by the peculiar circumstances of the case.
We now leave the matter in the hands of your Hon. Board feeling
sure that our having accomplished so desirable an object as that
which forms the subject of this claimwill be duly appreciated.

This letter was referred on January 15th to the Postage
Stamp Department, and the following report was submitted by
Ormond Hill on February 7th.

I can certify that in the attempts to prepare inks sufficiently
fugitive, and at the same time of good printing qualities, a great
many experiments were made, and a great number of specimen
sheets ofmany varieties of inks, were submitted to me for trial.
I think that the price which is charged for the regular printing of
the 4d., 6d., and 1/- stamps, though high is not excessive; and that
upon the small quantities which are printed it will not cover the
whole of the heavy preliminary expenses. If these expenses had been
about the same as in other instances no doubt Messrs. De La Rue &
Co., would have borne them. As however, from inherent difficulties

they were much greater; probably threefold greater, in this case than
in others, I think it would be fair for the Postage revenue to bear two
thirds of the amount of the expenses shown in the accompanying
account, and for Messrs. De La Rue & Co., to bear the remaining
one third.

The Board did not adopt the suggestion that it might bear
two thirds of the cost of the experiments, and the following
letter was sent to the firm:

The Board having had before them your letter of the 14th ultimo
in regard to your claim to payment of the account therein referred to,
for the cost of experiments made by you for producing a postage
Label Stamp more secure against re-issue and forgery than those

previously in use.
I am directed to state that the Board apprehend that when you
undertook to furnish the postage stamps it was necessarily implied
that the stamps should be like others used for postage printed with an
ink sufficiendy fugitive to betray any attempt to remove the oblitera
ting mark. It appears that this was not the case in the stamps first
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supplied by you and that you were called upon to remedy the defect. Experimental
The Board do not feel justified in paying the expenses of experiments Work
made by you in order to enable you to perform your engagements in (continued)

a satisfactory manner.

The contract with Perkins, Bacon & Co. for printing the One One Penny and
Penny and Twopence postage stamps was due for renewal by Twopence
the Board of Inland Revenue in 1856, and the firm made a de- Contract
termined effort to secure it.
Shortly before submitting their invoice for the new Fourpence
stamp the firm sent the following letter to the Board, dated
September 14, 1855:

In the hope that it will not be deemed intrusive for us to address
you on the subject of the supply of Postage labels of a lower denomi
nation than those we have already been instructed to prepare, we
take leave to submit for the consideration of your Hon: Board the
following proposal —

1st. We are willing to undertake to prepare the original Dies and the

necessary number of Electrotype forms for printing the required
quantities of One penny and Twopenny labels free of all charge —
and to keep them in repair.
2nd. To print the required quantity of these stamps on dry paper (to
ensure correct perforations) in a manner quite equal to the 'Draft or
Receipt' Stamp and the new fourpenny postage stamp; to cement
at the back with the best quality gum-preparation now used for
those stamps — to glaze after printing and cementing and to deliver
the finished stamps at Somerset House, for the sum of Forty two
shillings per ream of Five hundred sheets — each sheet containing
Two hundred and forty labels.
As the preliminary outlay would be very considerable we beg to
submit to the consideration of your Hon: Board that should the
above offer be accepted we should be favoured with a contract for a
term of years.

It will be noticed that no claim is made for the superiority of
surface-printed stamps over line-engraved stamps on the score
of security but that special emphasis is laid on the two points on
which the Perkins, Bacon stamps were most vulnerable, i.e.,
irregular perforation owing to the variation in the shrinkage of
the paper as a result of its being damped before printing, and
defective gumming.
On June 12, 1856 the firm was informed that the Treasury had
decided to 'continue the use of the present 1d and 2d Postage
labels'.
The estimate remained in the files, however, and five years
later, when the contract was again due for renewal, its details
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One Penny and were quoted in the report submitted on February 9, 1861 by
Twopence
Contract

(continued)

the Postage Department to the Board.

The present contract with Messrs. Perkins [sic] for printing and
gumming the 1d. and 2d. Postage Label stamps will terminate in
July next. It will probably be deemed right that the arrangements
for the future carrying on of this work should be considered at once.
The following four courses appear to present themselves for
consideration.

1st. To let the contract, under the provision which it contains for
that purpose, run on or to renew it on the present terms.
2nd. To attempt to renew it with the present contractors, but upon
terms more advantageous to the Government.

3rd. To invite tenders for the preparation of stamps of precisely
the same kind as the present.

4th. Leaving the exact nature of the stamp an open question, to
invite tenders for the preparation of suitable adhesive stamps of any
kind.
The present rate of payment to Messrs. Perkins & Co., is 4£d. per
thousand good stamps as fixed by the contract, with an addition of
one half per cent upon the amount of each bill, in consideration of
the contractors having undertaken, since the contract was made, to

introduce certain letters and figures into the stamp plates.
The following figures show the increase which has taken place in
the consumption of the stamps during the existence of the present
contract.

Annual Consumption Annual Payments

£1. Sheets to Contractors
At the time the Contract
was made. 1,715,632 £l,l^>
At present time. 2,328,691 £10,479

Increase. 613,059 £2,759

which is equal to 35J per cent.

This large increase in the quantity must have considerably en
hanced the profits; I think, therefore, that the price would bear to be
lowered: perhaps to 4d. per 1,000 stamps.

I do not think it at all probable that the same kind of stamps could
be manufactured by any other firm at a lower price than at which

they can be made by Messrs. Perkins & Co. But stamps prepared by
surface printing might perhaps be obtained at a lower price.
In 1855 Messrs. De La Rue offered to prepare such stamps at

4^d. per 1,000; see their letter of 14th Sept., 1855. The increase in
the consumption might induce that firm to tender now at a lower

price.
It is due to Messrs. Perkins & Co., to state that the work under
the contract is upon the whole performed by them in a very satis

factory manner. And it should not be forgotten that when the premises
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were rebuilt after their destruction by fire in 1857, the plans were One Penny and

enlarged and otherwise modified at the request of the Board in order Twopence
to adapt the premises to the carrying on of the work under this Contract

contract. (continued)

There is a minute, dated February 16, 186 1, to the effect that
Perkins, Bacon were asked 'whether they are willing to make any
reduction in terms in consideration of the renewal of the con
tract', but no reference is made to any further communication
with De La Rue.

In the early days the steel for the various dies engraved by Preparation of
De La Rue was actually prepared by the Mint in accordance Steel Dies
with the requirements of each stage of the process. There is a
reference to this in a Board of Inland Revenue Minute dated
May 18, 1857, where it states that in future 'The Master of the
Mint will require a request signed by an officer named by the
Board'; Edwin Hill was appointed.
The following letter, which refers to embossing dies for postal
stationery, was sent to the Master of the Mint on April 14, 1859.

A Postage die to express the duty of three pence being required for
the service of this Department, I have the honour to request that you
will be pleased to allow the following operations to be performed at
the Royal Mint — viz.,
1st. To harden the matrix supplied by Messrs. De La Rue & Co.,
2nd. To take a perfect punch from it.
3rd To turn and harden the said punch.
4th. To get up four dies from such punch and to deliver them in a

soft state (unturned), to me at this office, together with matrix
and punch above named.

The invoice for supplying this set of dies shows in detail the
method adopted by De La Rue when manufacturing the dies of
embossed stamps for postal stationery. It is dated July 14, 1859.

For several preliminary engravings in soft metal and proofs for the
proposed 3d. stamp.
To turning down and facing a die with the Queen's Head, furnished
to us, so as to prepare it for the engine turned border.

Engine turning a border composed of portions of 3 Ellipses which
required three different settings of the engine and engraving lettering
thereon — Hardening the die and furnishing for and shrinking
thereon a truly turned ring — Taking a steel punch from the original
Threepenny Die during which it cracked and the punch therefore
had counterpart in relief of the cracks in the original— Removing
these defects and making good the work as far as it could be done on
the punch — Fitting a ring to the punch, hardening it and shrinking
on the ring.
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Preparation of
'
Striking the punch into a die to form a new original matrix. Repair-

Steel Dies ing in the matrix the remaining defects.
(continued) Working up this matrix in every respect equal to the first. Turning

this die fitting a ring thereto, hardening the die and shrinking on the

ring.

£45. 0. o.

On June 12, 1860 De La Rue invoiced the cost ofmaking dies
for an embossed stamp of the Threehalfpence:

Engraving on soft metal as a model for the three halfpenny Em
bossed Stamp

Turning down and facing a die with the Queen's Head (furnished
to us) so as to prepare it for the Engine turned border
Engine turning a border composed of three sectors of a circle and
requiring three different settings of the engine. Engraving the letter
ing thereon. Fitting and shrinking thereon a truly turned ring when
hardened

Preparing a steel punch and retouching the Head and border to
correct the defects of the matrix and shrinking a truly turned iron
ring on the hardened punch

£35. o. o.

The Mint also prepared the steel dies used in manufacturing
the printing plates for the adhesive postage stamps. The details
of the various processes are described in the records of the
Board of Inland Revenue relating to the early stamps of the
East India Company, printed by De La Rue under tie super
vision of the Board's Inspector.*
While the Correspondence and Day Books have survived all
Works records were destroyed by enemy action except the Die
Proof register and the Striking Book. The latter, wh1ch details
the date and number of lead moulds struck from the dies as each
printing plate was made, and covers all sections of the firm's
postage stamp printing, was not started until 1893. It is not
known therefore when De La Rue were in a position to carry out
at Bunhill Row all the processes involved in producing the
working dies without reference to the Mint.

* See pp. 180-1.



CHAPTER II

SMALL UNCOLOURED LETTERS:
1862 to 1865

In the absence of any files of correspondence there is nothing
to show why the bottom comer letters were not included in the
designs of the First Issue in order to make them correspond in
this respect with the One Penny and Twopence duties.
On July II, 1857 a suggestion was put forward by the Post
master of Amersham, J. R. Bettesworth, that the letters should
be placed at all four corners. The object of doing so was to pre
vent an unscrupulous person from joining together the upper
half of a stamp that had been obliterated on the lower half with
the lower half of a stamp that had been obliterated on the upper
half. Bettesworth's proposal for the arrangement of the lettering
was too simple for Rowland Hill, who suggested that if the upper
letters were the same as the lower letters, but in reverse order,
the task of the faker would become even more insuperable.*
The decision to place these letters in the top corners of the
One Penny and Twopence was conveyed by the Inland Revenue
to Perkins, Bacon & Co., in a letter from Ormond Hill to J. B.
Bacon dated November 26, 1857. It was accompanied by a
rough sketch of the new proposal, which also included the plate
number in small figures. f
The alteration of the One Penny and Twopence was approved
in a Minute dated February 8, 1858, but the first reference to
the Fourpence, Sixpence and One Shilling appears in a Minute
of February 4, 1860, when it was decided that 'small letters
should be inserted at the four corners of the stamps, as the
plates are renewed.'

The designs for the new Threepence and Ninepence duties Threepence
were passed on by the Board to the Postmaster General for Ninepence
approval on April 23, 1861, and the following letter of May
30th from the Board explains the reason for the subsequent
change in the colour of the Fourpence.

The Board have had before them your communication of the 15th
* Wright and Creeke, The Adhesive Stamps of the British Isles, p. 4.
t Perkins Bacon Records, II, p. 535.

15
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Fourpence
Colour Change

Threepence instant relative to the specimens of adhesive postage stamps to
Ninepence denote the duties of 3d. and ad., transmitted in the letter from this
(continued) office of the 23rd ultimo.

In reply thereto I have to observe that the number of available
colours is limited to those which can be prepared in fugitive inks.
So many of these colours are already appropriated to the existing
stamps that a variety from which to choose scarcely remains, and
moreover the preparation of fugitive inks ofmany tints would entail
considerable trouble and much loss of time.
With regard to the specimen of the stamps transmitted it is pro
posed to retain the designs to which, as the Board understand, there
is no objection, and to change the colour to carmine for the 3d. stamp
and to olive for the ad . stamp according to the specimens herewith sent.
As however the 3d. stamp would then be of the same colour as the
existing 4d. adhesive stamp, the Board suggest that the colour of the

4d. label be altered to that of the 4d. enclosed stamp, viz. scarlet,
which arrangement will have this advantage that the 3d. label and

3d. embossed stamp will both be of the same colour, carmine, while
the 4d. label and the 4d. embossed stamp will both be scarlet.

In his reply of June 7th the Postmaster General raised the
question of letters being inserted in all corners, and also the
plate numbers. It would appear that letters were included in the
designs, but in the top corners only. In confirming these in
structions on June 17th the Board stated that De La Rue had
been told to prepare the printing plates accordingly, but in fart
the plate numbers were not included in the final design.

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th inst.,
stating for the information of this Board that the Postmaster General
sees no objection to the designs for the new postage label stamps of

3d. and ad., nor to the proposed change in the colour of the present
fourpenny label, but that it is considered desirable with a view to
prevent fraud that the initial letters which appear at the upper
corners of the labels should be repeated at the lower corners trans
posed so as to afford greater security and that the number of the
plate from which each label is struck should appear on the right and
left hand side of it.
I am directed by the Board to acquaint you that instructions have
been given to Messrs. De La Rue & Co. to prepare the necessary
plates in question in accordance with these suggestions.

The order to the firm was dated June 14th.

Threepence The plate was registered on October 17, 1861 and the follow
ing entry appears in the Day Book under November.

Preparing from the original Die of the 4d. Postage
head, a duplicate die — highly finishing this to equal
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the original — Engraving the border with the words Threepence

'Postage Three-pence' — hardening it and fitting (continued)

thereon a strong wrought iron ring
Preparing therefrom a Forme containing 240
Electro Casts and mounting the same on a cast Iron
plate truly planed 175. o. 0.

Engraving letters in each corner of each stamp
=960 on Forme each 2d. 8. o. o.

Warrant 3837/61 14th June, 1861 £183. o. 0.

The wording of the invoice confirms the use of Joubert's
original Queen's Head die, and, if taken literally, suggests that
the corner letters may have been engraved by hand on the

printing plate, although the regularity of the lettering points to
the use of punches. On the other hand Warren De La Rue's
letter to Ormond Hill, dated December 18, 1861, states that it
was necessary to pierce the plate to insert the lettering.*
There is a Day Book entry immediately following the above
for supplying 1458 sheets, or 349,920 stamps, of the Threepence
at the usual 90/- per ream. Ormond Hill reported to the Board
on November 28th that 'the new Postage label Stamps of the
respective duties of 3d and 9d, are now being printed and will
soon be ready for use'. He applied for instructions as to the
number of specimens that the Postmaster General would re
quire. It is clear that the cause of the withdrawal of this plate
and the decision not to issue the Stamps was due to the Post
master General, who still considered that it was capable of
being confused with the Fourpence, even after the colour change.
On January 3, 1862 the Postmaster General sent the following
letter to the Board; after he had examined the specimens of the
new stamps:

With reference to your letter of the 26th ultimo, I am directed by
the Postmaster General to state, for the information of the Commis
sioners of Inland Revenue, that the specimens of the new ninepenny
and newly coloured fourpenny postage labels have been examined by
the practical Officers of the Department and reported as satisfactory;
but that the colour of the new threepenny label is considered to re
semble too closely the scarlet tint of the new fourpenny label, by gas
light especially, and therefore to be objectionable unless printed in a
darker hue.
As it appears desirable, however, to issue the new ninepenny and
fourpenny labels without further delay, the Postmaster General has
appointed the 15th instant for the purpose; and I am to request you
will be good enough to move the Commissioners of Inland Revenue
to consider the question of so modifying the threepenny label within

* Seep. 21.
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Threepence the colour or design as to make them less liable to be mistaken for the
(continued) other labels.

Ormond Hill added the following note to this letter on Jan
uary 7th:

I have conferred with Mr. Warren De La Rue and he has already
commenced experiments for ascertaining that which may appear the
best mode of rendering the 3d. label stamps more readily distinguish
able by gas light from the 4d. Stamps.

On January 24th Ormond Hill submitted the following report
to the Board on the experiments carried out by De La Rue, and
included a specimen of the new design. These alterations could
be carried out on the printing plate already in existence.

As the carmine color adopted for the 3d. label is the same as that
which has been in use for some time for the embossed stamp of this
amount and as moreover the ink of this color is one which works very
satisfactorily, I thought it better in the first place to try to change the
design of the stamp rather than its color.
With this view Mr. De La Rue has at my request removed from
the stamp that portion of the engine turned ground which lay outside
the tricurved figure in the design. By this means that figure and the
trefoils at the corners of the stamp are brought into prominence and
patches of white are introduced; and the general appearance of the
stamp is rendered so unlike that of the 4<i . stamp that I think these
stamps would be readily distinguishable even by gas fight.
Mr. De La Rue believes that this alteration could be effected in
the existing plate, and at the moderate cost of about £12.
I append specimens of the present 4d. label, the 3d. as it was pre
pared and the 3d. altered as now prepared. I submit that three
specimens be forwarded to the Postmaster General with a request that
the Board may be informed whether in the opinion of his officer the
difference now attained is sufficient.
Of the 3d. stamps as first prepared (specimen No. 2) we have in
stock as many as represent about £5,000 of duty. They are worth
about £25.
As the proposed change in the design is by no means radical, I think
there could not be much objection to these stamps being issued: and,
as besides the saving of their value (£25) some delay would be
avoided by that course, I submit that the wishes of the Postmaster
General be also asked on this point, further that he be informed that
in case all that is proposed be approved, we shall be ready to com
mence the issue of these stamps in three weeks from the time of re
ceiving his answer, and that he be requested to state whether the
issue may commence without further communication with his de

partment and whether a set of specimens of the altered stamp will be
required.
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The Postmaster General approved the new design, but re- Threepence
jected the suggestion that the stamps already printed might be (continued)
issued as not being 'considered expedient or safe'. He requested
that he should receive 5,000 specimens for distribution to Post
masters. He was informed that 'the necessary alteration in the
plate will be completed in about four weeks from the present
time, and a fortnight must then elapse before the stamps will be
ready for issue.' This reply was dated February 13, 1862, and
the 5,000 specimens were acknowledged on April 7th. The
stamp was issued on May 1, 1862. There is no indication in the
Day Book of the firm having received the cost of altering the
plate, nor is there in their archives a die or plate proof showing
the appearance of the stamp before the alteration.
The question of a reserve set of printing plates was put to the
Board by Ormond Hill on December 26, 1861, and a Warrant
for their preparation was sent to the firm on December 28th.
The matter leading to this decision forms part of the history of
the Fourpence, and the cost of the duplicate for the Threepence,
charged at £85, was invoiced on August 27, 1862.
The invoices for this plate show that it was Plate No. 3,
stamps from which appeared in August 1862, although it was
apparently not used for printing in the normal way.* It provided
the 'secret dots' variety.
Excluding the printing from the plate in its original form,
already mentioned above, and assuming that the Threepence
stamps invoiced in January 1865 were printed from the plate
of the Third Issue, the Day Book shows the following quantities
of sheets invoiced.

Date Sheets

April 1862 2,009

May 5,801

June 4.359
August 1863 1,382

September 500
October 1*438
March 1864 2,000

April 398
May 2425

This makes a total of20,312 sheets, or 4,874,880 stamps.
They were charged at the usual rate of 90/- per ream, with a
surcharge '1oj- Forme' on the first printing.

The decision to change the colour of the Fourpence from Fourpence
carmine to scarlet was made on June 10, 1861, and 5,000 sped- Silver faced

* The Postage Stamps of Great Britain, III, p. 47.
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Fourpence mens of the new stamp were sent to the G.P.O., on December
Silver faced 1jxh. The plate was registered on November 29, 1861.
(continued) ft ^ noteworthy that the system of silvering printing plates

intended for use with verm1lion, invented by Joubert, was
adopted for the first time. Apparendy the work was put in hand,
and the Imprimatur sheet submitted to the Board, before a
warrant to make the plate had been received, as the following
note dated December 6, 1861 from Ormond Hill to the Board
shows:

I beg to report that in attempting to print the 4d. Postage labels in
scarlet more difficulty was experienced than had been anticipated.
Ink containing vermilion cannot be used with a copper plate because
the copper decomposes the vermilion. Mr. De La Rue failed to pro
duce a fugitive scarlet ink without the use of vermilion. It was then
proposed to change the material of the plate and after experiment Mr.
De La Rue reported to me that he could make a plate with a silver
surface, with which ink containing vermilion could be printed. As
he told me that the additional cost would not be great, I instructed
him to proceed. Warrants had been issued for new plates for the
respective duties of 3d., 6d., and 9d., and it was not borne in mind
that no order had been given by the Board for a new plate of the 4d.
duty. The plate has been successfully completed: it was registered
on Nov. 29th last, and is now at work.
I submit that a warrant for this plate be issued to Messrs. De La
Rue & Co., and that it be dated 28th Nov. 1861, the day preceding
that upon which the plate was registered.

Clearly Warren De La Rue was not entirely satisfied that the
new process of silvering would preserve the printing plate from
corrosion, and he sent the following letter, suggesting the
policy of keeping a spare printing plate in reserve, to Ormond
Hill on December 18th:

You will remember that at your suggestion we made a number of
trials to produce a fugitive printing ink imitating vermilion and that
although we succeeded in imitating that pigment the ink failed from
not printing evenly and continuously when its fugitiveness was pre
served.

Feeling how important it was to have the power of printing with
vermilion both on account of its distinctive colour and the number
of oranges, olive, and brown tints it enables us to make, I made ex
periments in another direction which resulted in our making the

present fourpenny plate with a silver face. Silver precipitated by
the Electric current not being acted on by vermilion (sulphide of
mercury) whereas Electro precipitated copper rapidly decomposes
vermilion and becomes amalgamated.
The present fourpenny plate is backed with copper and, although
I believe nothing will happen to prevent its printing 80,000 sheets,
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still as it is backed with copper and we have had to pierce the plate to Fourpence

insert the lettering there is an outstanding liability to failure. Silver faced
I would ask you under these circumstances to allow us to make a (cont1nued)
hand plate in reserve which I would like to make thick enough in
silver to prevent the necessity for any copper backing. If the first
plate stands its work we will follow on with plates made in that plan
hereafter — if it fails then we would go on in the way I propose to
make the hand plate.
The price of the forme would be £104 — and we would allow £10
on the return of the plate for the silver.

This letter was put by Hill before the Board on December
26th with a strong request for applying Warren De La Rue's
suggestion of spare plates to all the postage stamp duties printed
by the firm:

For printing the Postage label Stamps of the respective duties of
3d., 4d., 6d., 9d., and 1/-, there is at present only one plate for each

duty. If one of these plates were accidentally injured or were to fail
suddenly, a serious interruption might occur in the supply of the
stamps. To provide against such a contingency it appears necessary
either to have a duplicate plate of each duty, or to increase con
siderably the minimum quantity of the stamps to be kept in stock.
As regards duplicate plates there would not be much danger of
their suffering injury while being kept in reserve. But as these plates
last about four years the keeping of duplicates would necessitate the
plates being made about four years before they would be required
for use. And in case of any alteration of the design being decided
on, would involve the sacrifice of the plates or a delay of several
years in carrying such change into effect. The plates are about £120
each.

As regards increasing the stock. The additional quantities which
it would be necessary to keep would bear an aggregate duty of about
£150,000. The bulk would not be inconveniently great.
Air. Warren De La Rue in a letter which I append gives special
reasons for the making of a duplicate plate for the 4d. duty.
Upon the whole I am of opinion that it will be best to have
duplicate plates of all these duties; and I submit that if your Hon.
Board decide in favor of this course, the necessary warrants be pre
pared for one plate of each of the duties that I have named.

The suggestion was approved, and Warrants for duplicate
plates of all five values were issued on December 28th. It may
be significant that, with the exception of the One Shilling, these
duplicate plates contained a 'secret mark' on each stamp. The
Threepence had two small white dots in the frame, and the
Fourpence, Sixpence and Ninepence a thin diagonal white line
across the corner of the lower left-hand letter.
The details in the Day Book entry of November, 1861 for
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Fourpence
Silver faced
(continued)

Sixpence

making the new plate were unusually brief, but contained the
particulars of the silvering.

Preparing Forme for Fourpenny Postage.

Engraving letters thereon.

Silvering — 12£ ozs. Silver deposited thereon,
per oz. 10/-

175. 0. 0.

8. 0. o.

6. 5. 0.

£189. 5. o.

The Duplicate plate was invoiced on July 14, 1862 at £104.
This was registered on June 27, 1862, and stamps printed
from it appeared on October 16, 1863. It contained the hair line
variety.
The following deliveries are invoiced in the Day Book:

Date Sheets Date Sheets
November, 1861 964 December, 1863 1,500
December, 3.776 January, 1864 5.925
January, 1862 6.975 March, 496
March, 3.973 April, 3484
July, 500 May, 10,500
August, 1.933 June, 1,500
October, 7.319 July, 5.8311
January, 1863 7,290 August, 4,000
March, 4,000 September, 3.293
April, 3.345 December, 7,013i
May, 1,000 February, 1865 2,500
June, 6,252 March, 4,786
October, 7415

The next delivery of 12 reams in June 1865 must almost
certainly have belonged to the Third Issue, ofwhich the Four-
pence was issued on July 4th.
The deliveries total 105,571 sheets, or 25,337,040 Stamps.
They were charged at the usual rate of90/- per ream.

The original Minute deciding that the corner letters should
be added to the Sixpence 'as the plates are renewed' was dated
February 4, 1858. The Warrant was issued on November 19,
1860, the plate was registered on October 17, 1861, but the

stamp was not issued until December 1, 1862. The following
entry appears in the Day Book at the end ofNovember, 1861:

Preparing from the original Die of the 4d. Postage
Head a Duplicate die, highly fin'g this die to equal
the original — Engraving the border with the words
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'Postage — Sixpence', hardening and fitting thereon Sixpence

a strong wrought iron ring — preparing therefrom a (continued)

forme containing 240 Electro Casts and mounting
the same on a Cast iron plate truly planed — 175. o. 0.

Engraving letters in each corner ofeach Stamp
= 960 on Forme each 2d. 8. 0. 0.

Warrant 8270/60 S. 19th Nov., 1860. £183. o. o.

The Duplicate plate, for reserve, following the decision of
December 27, 1861, was registered on April 17, 1862 and in
voiced at the end of that month at £85.
This was registered on April 15, 1862, and was put into use as
Plate 4. It constituted the hair line variety.
The Specimens for this stamp, as also for the One Shilling
issued on the same date, were invoiced on November 7, 1862.

Printing the word 'Specimen' on 21 sheets.
* each 6d. & 1/- Postage Stamps = 42 sheets @ 6d. £ 1 . 1 . o.

* These sheets have been delivered in their respective reams.

It is impossible to determine from the Day Book entries when
the invoices ceased referring to sheets printed from the plate of
the First Issue and began to charge for printings of the Second
Issue. Wright and Creeke state that the first plate of the Six
pence of the Second Issue was 'at press from the 9th
September'.*
According to the Day Book two reams of Sixpenny postage
were invoiced at the end of November 1862, but the Specimens
invoiced on November 7th may have come from the seven
reams invoiced in October. The fact that the invoice previous to
this, charged in August, was for 2,310 sheets suggests the de
livery of the balance of a printing. This quantity has, therefore,
been included in the figures for the First Issue on page 8, and
the following table starts with the October invoice:

Date

October, 1862

November,
December,

January, 1863

February,
April,
June,
August,
September,

October,
* The Adhesive Stamps of the British Isles, p. 109.

Sheets Date Sheets

3,500 November, 1863 4433
1,000 December, 3,000

1,253 January, 1864 1,500

2,000 February, 4,237

2,796 March, 3465
4,822 April, 2,500

4.839 May, 3,399

2,000 August, 2,298

3,OCO September, 5,832i

958 November, 5,763*
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Sixpence These total to 62,236 sheets, or 14,936,640 stamps, and they
(continued) were charged at the usual 90/- per ream of 500 sheets.

Ninepence The preparations for the new Ninepence duty were put in
hand simultaneously with those for the new Threepence. The
design was approved on June 10, 1861, subject to the insertion
of corner letters, and the warrant was dated June 14th.
Plate No. 2 was registered on November 14th, and 5,000
Specimens were sent to the G.P.O., by the Board of Inland
Revenue on December 17th. The stamp was issued on January
15, 1862.

The Day Book does not mention the first plate, which proved
to be defective and was destroyed on November 17th.*
The following entry appears in the Day Book at the end of
November:

Preparing from the original Die of the 4d. Postage
head a duplicate die — highly finishing this to equal
the original — Engraving the border with the words
'Postage Ninepence', hardening and fitting thereon
a strong wrought iron ring— Preparing therefrom
a forme cont'g 240 Electro Casts and mounting the
same on a cast iron plate truly planed

Engraving letters in each corner of each Stamp
= 960 on forme. each 2d.

Warrant R.3837/61 14th June, 1861

175. o.

8. 0. 0.

£183. o. o.

The Day Book entry for the duplicate plate, made under the
general instruction of December 27, 1861 and charged at £85,
appears at the end of April 1862, and confirms that the plate
was registered on May 8th.
This duplicate was Plate 3, and contained the hair line variety.
The deliveries were as follows:

Date Sheets

December, 1861 968

January, 1862 1,957

July, 1470
June, 1864 971

June, 1865 985i

This makes a total of 6,351^ sheets, or 1,524,360 stamps.
These figures are smaller than those given by Wright and
Creeke, which were compiled between 1894 a11d l897 fr°m the
paper warrant books in the Board of Inland Revenue archives.

* The Adhesive Stamps of the British Isles, p. 121.
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Like the new Sixpence the One Shilling was issued on Decern- One Shilling
ber 1, 1862, although the plate was registered on May 8, 1862;
the Day Book entry appears at the end ofApril.

Preparing from the original die of the 4d. Postage
head a Duplicate die — highly finishing die to equal
the original — Engraving the border with the words
'Postage One Shilling' hardening it and fitting there
on a strong wrought iron ring — preparing there
from a forme cont'g 240 Electro Casts and mounting
the same on cast iron plate truly planed

Engraving 6 letters on each Stamp
= 1440 letters at 2d. Reg'd. 8th May

175.

12. o. o.

£187. o. o.

This was the only design in this Second Issue to contain the
plate number as well as the corner letters. Although numbered
1 it was in sequence Plate 2. The Duplicate plate was invoiced
in June 1862 at £85.
This was numbered 2, although it was in fact Plate 3. As
shown on page 23, twenty-one sheets were overprinted Speci
men and charged on November 7, 1862: the stamp was issued
on December 1st. As the history of this stamp coincides so
closely with that of the new Sixpence it is reasonable to infer
that the above Specimens were taken from the four reams
entered in the Day Book in October. This entry, which is typical,
gives no details other than duty and quantity.

£ s. d.
14Rms. 319 sheets 4d. Post. 90/- 65. 17. 5.

7 ,, 6d. 33 90/- 31. 10. 0,

4 » 1/- j, 90/- 18. 0. 0.

The previous entry of August was for 6,806 sheets, again an
odd number. Beginning with this entry, therefore, the quantities
work out as follows:

Date Sheets Date Sheets

October, 1862 2,000 January, 1864 1,997
November, 430 February, 1,500
December, 2,434 March, 991
March, 1863 1*443 May, 2468 \
May, 2,453 August, 2,441

September, 2,435 September, 500
December, 2,915 October, 1,951*

These total 25,959 sheets, or 6,230,160 Stamps.
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Inspection In the complete absence at this period of any correspondence

it is impossible to form a picture of the personalities employed
by Thomas De La Rue and Company, or of the conditions at
Bunhill Row. The period covered by this Second Issue was,
however, one of considerable expansion in the firm's business
ofprinting stamps.
Side by side with the five duties which were now being printed
for the Board of Inland Revenue there was a steady flow of
printing for the East India Company, and by 1860 contracts for
the Crown Agents for the Colonies were being secured. These
colonial orders received a fillip in 1862, when the bulk of the
line-engraved printing plates which Perkins, Bacon & Co., had
made for the Crown Agents, and from which their famous
classic designs had been printed, were transferred to the firm.
The following extract of a letter to the Board, dated December
19, 1864 is of interest as showing the hours worked by the firm
and the amount of stamps that they were then printing.

With reference to the Superintendence of the printing of adhesive
stamps by Messrs. De La Rue & Co., on their own premises, I beg
leave to report that these operations which commenced in the year
1853, rendered necessary the constant attendance of a confidential
officer to have charge of the numerous engraved plates, dies, etc.,
made use of, and to superintend the printing of the stamps. This duty
has hitherto been discharged by a Senior Stamper who has now
applied to be superannuated. His salary as a Stamper is £100 per
annum, but as Messrs. De La Rue's hours ofwork are from 8 a.m. to
7.30 p.m. the officer has necessarily had to attend during 4^ hours
per day beyond the official hours. For this extra work he had been
paid by the hour, the amount being charged in the quarterly account
of extra service. From its uniformity however this extra pay has had
the effect of a regular increase of salary.
The officer who performs a similar duty at Messrs Perkins & Co's.,
(but whose hours of attendance are not quite so long) has a salary of
£180, it having reached that maximum from £150, by annual ad
vance of £5. 1 am of opinion that the salary of the Officer at Messrs.
De La Rue's should be put upon a like footing.



CHAPTER III

LARGE UNCOLOURED LETTERS:

1865 to 1872

A M1nute of the Board of Inland Revenue of February 18,
1864, under the heading Post Label Stamps, reads as follows:
'At request of Post Office introduce 1d. with letters at all four
corners without delay and increase size of corner letters of the
3d., 4d., 6d., 9d. and 1/- stamps.'
As far as the One Penny stamp is concerned Perkins, Bacon
had engraved the numbers for Plates 69 to 75 inclusive on a
transfer roller as early as April 9, 1858, and on April 13th they
prepared a similar transfer roller for Plates 7 to 12 of the Two
pence. The first Plate of the Twopence (Plate 7) was finished on
May 18, 1858 and stamps printed from this plate were issued in
July. Owing, however, to the good condition of the existing
printing plates of the One Penny it was decided to carry on with
them until in the natural course of events they were due for re
placement; the last of them, Plate 68, had been finished on
December 7, 1857. While, therefore, Plates 69 to 75 were fin
ished between December 10, 1860 and May 24, 1861 it was
not until April 1, 1864 that the first One Penny stamps with
letters at all corners and a plate number at each side, was placed
on sale. They were printed from Plate 71, as Plates 69 and 70
proved to be defective.*
The only information on the preparation by De La Rue of the
five new printing plates, with their duplicates, comes from the
Day Book entries. The Threepence and the One Shilling were
the first to be invoiced on November 28, 1864, followed by the

Sixpence on December 30, 1864, the Ninepence on February
28, 1865 and lastly the Fourpence in June 1865.
On April 20, 1864, after the receipt of the order for the changed
designs, the firm invoiced Plate 5 of the Fourpence in an incom
plete state. Although entered in April the price was not fixed
until May 21st, but the letter to or from Ormond Hill on the
subject is not available, nor can the reference to Letter Book

673 be verified.

* Perkins Bacon Records, IIJ732.
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Fourpenny Postage Form — silvered — (Plate No. 5/231)
One New form for Fourpenny Postage silvered 90. o. 0.

Warrant R.3327/63 (N.B. Off. Letter Book 673)
Corner letters not engraved. Price altered to £90 —

per letter O. Hill 21/5/64.

Threepence The changed Threepence duty was issued on March 1, 1865,
printed from Plate 4 on the Emblem watermarked paper. The
Day Book entry of November 28, 1864 gives the official plate
number as well as the date of registration.

Preparing from the original Die of the Fourpenny
Postage head a duplicate die — highly finishing this
die to equal the original, Engraving the border with
the words 'Postage

'
'Threepence' hardening it and

fitting thereon a strong wrought iron ring, preparing
therefrom a forme containing 240 Electro Casts and
Mounting the same on a cast iron plate, truly planed. 175. 0. 0.

Engraving 6 letters on each Stamp on the forme
= 1440 letters @ 2d. 12. 0. 0.

Registered November 28th 1864 No. of Plate 4/237
Warrant R. 1472/64 23rd February. 1864.

£187.

Stamps with the Spray of Rose watermark were also printed
from this plate.
The duplicate plate was invoiced on October 18, 1865, the
date of its registration.

Duplicate Electro forme containing 240 Multiples
casts and mounted on cast iron plate truly planed
which had been previously used and paid for 80. 10. 0.

Engraving 4 letters and 2 figures on each stamp
= 1440 letters @ 2d. 12. o. o.

No. 5/254 Registered Oct. 18th 1865. Warrant
March 28th 1865. £92. 10. o.

Although the cost of making the original plate remained the
same, the charge for the duplicate has been reduced. The dupli
cates for the Second Issue were charged at £85 each, exclud1ng
lettering, but £4. 10. was now allowed because the electroplate
was mounted on a cast iron plate used for an earlier forme.
The Day Book entries of the stamp invoices have hitherto
been meagre in the information they afford, but they have
shown individually the quantities printed of the various values.
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On March 22, 1867 the Firm opened a new Inland Revenue
Day Book Volume I, and at the beginning of 1869 began to post
to this book the invoices for the printed stamps which had
formerly been entered in Private Day Books AA, A and B. These
were even briefer because the quantities were amalgamated, as
the following entry of February 27, 1869 shows:

14,309 Sheets Duties 3d., 6d., 9d., and 1/-
@ per 500 90/- 128. 15. 7.

From the middle of 1870 onwards they give even less in
formation. The Day Book entry at September 30, 1870 reads:

Postages 27,526^ Sheets 90/- 70/- £238. 1. 6.

Engraving Four letters and Two figures on each
Stamp = 1,440 @ 2d.

No. 8/376 Registered this day

40. 5. 0.

12. 0. o.

£52. 5. 0.

Threepence

(continued)

In the circumstances it is impossible to continue listing the
various deliveries of each value.
The Warrant for Plate 6 was issued on December 23, 1867,
and the plate was registered and invoiced on June 8, 1868 at the
usual terms. Plate 7 was one of the four included in the Warrant
ofOctober 27, 1868 and was registered on February 20, 1869.
Plate 8 was ordered on November 20, 1871, and registered and
invoiced on February 22, 1872 as follows:

Duplicate Electro forme containing 240 multiples
and Mounted on cast iron plate truly planed which
had been previously used and paid for: charged at
half price upon the condition that the number of
impressions taken from the plate shall be limited to
35,000 as per the Board's letter of Nov. 17th 1871.
£85 Less £4.10.4. i

The special arrangement for supplying duplicate plates at Renewal of
half cost had its origin in a formal letter written to Ormond Hill worn plates
by Warren De La Rue on October 30, 1871, doubtless after
considerable discussion beforehand.

Owing to the natural reluctance of your Board to incur the expense
incidental to the renewal of Stamp printing plates, we frequently
have to use plates from which we cannot obtain satisfactory work,
and with a view of remedying this defect in the present arrangements
we beg to lay before you the following proposal. We may remark that
we should feel sufficiently compensated for the additional trouble and
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Renewal of expense which it would involve by the satisfaction of raising the
worn plates standard ofyour Stamp printing.
(continued) We find from an analysis extending over the last few years that the

average number of impressions printed from each stamp plate equals
70,000 sheets, but the work begins to deteriorate when httle more
than half this quantity has been printed. If, therefore, it is agreed to
limit the number of impressions taken from each plate to 35,000
sheets, we are willing to supply the second and all subsequent plates
at half price exclusive of the charge for silvering, or lettering the
Postage plates. The first plate of any new duty to be charged as here
tofore, on the understanding that subsequent plates, although not

fully paid for, shall remain the property of your Board.

Ormond Hill brought this proposal before a meeting of the
Board on November 11th, and the arrangement was approved
and confirmed on November 17th.

The Board of Inland Revenue have had submitted to them by Mr.
Ormond Hill your letter of the 30th ultimo, in which you propose that
the number of impressions taken from the plates for printing the
adhesive stamps should be limited to 35,000 for each plate, the plate
then to be renewed, you agreeing to supply the second and all sub
sequent plates at half price, exclusive of the charge for silvering (in
those cases in which the plates are silvered) or lettering the Postage
plates. The first plate of any new duty to be charged as heretofore and
the subsequent plates to remain the entire property of the Board,
notwithstanding the reduction of price.
In reply I am directed to acquaint you that the Board having taken
the matter into their consideration have assented to the arrangement
proposed.

While it was undoubtedly advantageous to have good plates
to print from, and the time required for make ready was thereby
reduced, the firm had now to cope with a greatly accelerated
demand for new plates. One of the causes of delay was the time
required for punching the corner letters and plate numbers, no
less than 1440 times in each plate. The problem was even more
urgent than it had been at the end of 1868.*

Threepence The Warrant for Plate 9 was dated January 13, 1872, and the
plate was registered and invoiced on April 22nd, under the new
special terms as Plate 9/382. The Warrant number and date
are not mentioned in the Day Book entry for Plate 10/407, which
was registered on December 6, 1872 and was the last to be

brought into use with this design.

One Shilling The invoices for the original plate and duplicate read exactly
the same as those for the Threepence, with the value adjusted
as necessary.

*See p. 33.
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The original Plate 4/236 was registered on November 28, One Shilling

1864 and the invoice bears that date. The Warrant had been (continued)
dated February 23, 1864.
The Stamps were issued in February 1865 on Emblem paper,
which changed to Spray of Rose paper on August 7, 1867.
The duplicate Plate which was ordered on March 28, 1865 was
registered on March 28, 1866, as Plate 5/256. It did not come
into use until 1 87 1.
Plate 6, which was registered on February 10, 1869 was one
of the four ordered on October 27, 1868. It was given the num
ber 6/330.
The last plate for this series was registered on September 30,
1872 as Plate 7/383. It came under the new arrangement of re
placement after 35,000 impressions, and was charged at the

special half rate. It had been ordered on January 13th.

This plate was invoiced on the day of registration, December Sixpence
30, 1864 as 5/238. The Warrant had been dated February
23, 1864, and the stamps were issued on April 1, 1865. This
original design had a hyphen in the value, which appeared as
s1x-pence. It was printed on Emblem paper.
The Duplicate was registered as Plate 6/253 on December 5,
1865. The Warrant was dated March 28, 1865, and it was put
to press in November, 1866, when a supply was printed on
Emblem paper. It was printed also on Spray of Rose paper.
The hyphenated s1x-pence was a survival from the design
of the Sixpence in the second series, and the gap between the
two words in the original design of 1856 is wide enough to
suggest that it may even have been there at one time, and sub
sequently etched away. It is impossible to tell how far back
Ormond Hill's memory had gone when he wrote the following
letter on March 4, 1867 to Warren De La Rue.

When designs were submitted by you for the sixpence Postage
stamp some time since the hyphen between the words six and pence
was objected to as wholly uncalled for and it was removed. In making
a new die it has been restored and has escaped our nonce. As there
is certainly no reason for its being there any more than on the stamps
of two pence, three pence, four pence, etc. will you be good enough
to take steps to have it removed from the die in order that it may not

appear on the next or any further plate.

Warren De La Rue's reply on March 7th was very much to
the point.

The hyphen between six and pence can be etched away and if you
will instruct Mr. Page to deliver the die to me and leave it in my
hands for a couple of days I will have it done under my own super
vision.
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Sixpence On November 27, 1866 a Warrant had been issued for a new
(continued) Sixpence plate, to be Plate 7/291. This was made ready for

registration in August, 1867, when something was found to be
wrong with the finishing. The invoice had already been posted
to the Day Book, and only wanted the date of registration to be
inserted. Across the entry is written, in red ink: 'This plate
when made ready for registration was found to be out of truth
and unfit for work, and was therefore condemned and ordered to
be replaced. See Mr Ormond Hill's letter of August 24th 1867
in Inland Revenue Postage Book.'
Evidently, as the following letter from Ormond Hill dated
August 7th indicates, the matter had been reported at the be
ginning of the month, and the firm suggested that a new plate
should be put in hand under the old Warrant. This would in
volve special security precautions in ensuring the destruction
of the defective plate.

I am very much obliged to you for your note concerning the
cutting of the 6d. postage plate and for the trouble you have taken to
explain the matter to me and to put it on a proper footing for the
future at Bunhill Row.

The decision to include the defective plate in the serial
numbering of the Plates of the Sixpence was made by Ormond
Hill. On August 24, 1867 he wrote to Warren De La Rue:

I am very sorry that 6d. Postage Plate No. 7 has to be condemned.
I agree with you in thinking that it had better not be cancelled until
another shall have been made. But the probability of our using it is so
slight, if good speed be made in the preparation of the next, that I
think it had better not be registered until actually required.

The instructions for the numbering of the new plate followed
two days later.

The new 6d. Postage Plate should be numbered 8 as the special
number, but the general current No. will be the next in my book at
the time it is commenced, and therefore cannot be decided until it is
begun. It is customary for Page to ask as soon as a plate is commenced
what the number is to be.

Something went wrong with the moulding and finishing of
the new plate; as a result one of the multiples had to be cut out
and a new one inserted in its place. Permission for this mending
was given on December 2, 1867.

The defective stamp piece may be cut out of the new 6d. Postage
Plate and a new piece inserted as you suggest, on the understanding
that if the plate fail in this place or in consequence of its being a
patched plate before producing a fair average number of good im
pressions, the loss so arising shall be made good by your firm.
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I will instruct the offices to give out the die for the striking of an Sixpence
impression for this purpose. (continued)

The Day Book entry of January 23, 1868, shows that the
plate was registered on that day, and that it was Plate 8/301.
The original Warrant date of November 27, 1866 was still
quoted.
The following letter from Ormond Hill of January 17, 1868
suggests that experiments with the colour of the Sixpence had
been going on for some time, which no doubt is the explanation
of the wide range of shades in which this stamp was printed.

On 13th September last I wrote you concerning the Post Office
complaint of the alleged too close resemblance of the small 1d. In
land Revenue to the 6d. Postage. I asked whether the color of the
former could be changed without detriment to the chemical security
against the removal ofwritten obliteration.
If I have had an answer from you I have forgotten its purport.
As I have informed you by telegraph the Post Office reiterates its
complaint.
From what has recendy occurred in relation to the color of the 1d.
Inland Revenue I do not imagine you would like to attempt to
change it.
What should you say to removing all the engine turning between
the ellipse and the outer frame as I have done with the enclosed? Or
does any other satisfactory and practical alteration occur to you?

No copy of Warren De La Rue's reply is on record, and the
design of the stamp was not changed until 1872. As will be seen
later, the matter was raised again in November, 1870.
The Warrant for Plate 9 was dated October 27, 1868. It in
cluded also instructions to prepare Plate 7 for the Threepence,
Plate 14 for the Fourpence and Plate 6 for the One Shilling.
This was followed on December 11th by a complaint from
Ormond Hill to William Frederick De La Rue that owing to
insufficient labour there was a danger of their not being ready in
time.

In answer to enquiries as to the progress which is being made with
the new Postage Plates I learn that there is but one man upon the
lettering and figuring and that at the rate he works this work will not
be completed upon the four plates in hand for some sixteen or seven
teen weeks, whereas the time fixed for the completion of the plates
was as I think you will recollect the middle of February. Will you
kindly make some arrangement for putting more strength upon the
work.

There is no doubt that a sudden demand for four plates at
short notice was embarrassing, bearing in mind the time re
quired for inserting the letters accurately, and the large amount
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Sixpence ofwork for the Crown Agents to the Colonies that the firm had
(continued) now on hand. The interesting point is that the plates were

ready in time, for three of them were registered on February
20th and the fourth on April 1st, and that the germ of an idea
had been sown in Warren De La Rue's mind. He had been set a
technical problem to solve: how could all this time be saved?
Plate 9/329 was registered on February 20, 1869. In the mean
time the firm had received a warrant, dated February 2nd, in
structing them to make a new plate 10. This was ready by
April 1st, on which date it was registered as Plate 10/331.
This plate was not used in the normal way for printing stamps,
as the design was changed before it was needed.
The following letter may be regarded as the herald of this
change. As already mentioned, the complaint was an old one,
and there had been various experiments in shades of lilac and
mauve, purple and violet, in order to make the stamp look
different from the One Penny Revenue stamp, issued in 1867.
Experiments were again put in hand, this time based on a com
plete alteration of colour, and led to the new design of 1872.
Ormond Hill wrote on November 21, 1870:

With a view to diminishing the resemblance of the 6d. Postage
label to the 1d. Inland Revenue Stamp, it is suggested by the authori
ties of the Post Office that the former stamp should be printed with
an ink made either of 'Brown Ochre' or 'Raw Sienna' and I am de
sired by the Board to request you to state whether you can produce a
suitable fugitive ink of either of these pigments which will be of a
color distinct from those of the existing stamps.

De La Rue replied in four lines on the same day:

We will have some trials made with inks approaching in colour
'Raw Sienna' and 'Brown Ochre' in printing the 6d. Postage labels.
These pigments would not work well as fugitive inks and a substitute
will have to be found.

Sixpence There is no Warrant date quoted in the Day Book entry of
Change of January 8, 1872 for Plate 11, which was registered on January
Design 5th as Plate 1 1/375, but there can be no doubt that it is the direct

outcome of the experiments promised in the above letter. The
new design is altogether stronger in conception than the
previous Sixpence, and more suitable for the colour change
which, starting with a deep chestnut, finished by being pale
buff, when it was changed in June 1873 to grey.

Taking a transfer from the original die of the

Queen's head as used in the fourpenny postage die;
highly finishing this die equal to the original and en

graving thereon the approved design and wording
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'Postage Sixpence', at the reduced price arranged for
this particular die

Preparing from the above die a forme of 240
Multiples and mounting the same on a truly planed
cast iron plate which had been previously used and
paid for. This being the first forme struck from the
die is charged at the full price as per the Board's
letter ofNov. 17, 1871. (£85. Less £4. 10. for plates)

Engraving 2 figures and 4 letters on each stamp
= 1440 @ 2d. each

Registered Jan. 5th 1872

50.

Sixpence

o. Change of
Design

(continued)

80. 10. o.

12. 0. 0.

£142. 10. 0.

The fact that this die was charged at a specially reduced price

is
,

in the absence of correspondence, a further pointer to the
theory that this formed part of a series of experiments for which
the firm accepted a measure of responsibility.
The Warrant for Plate 12, which was a normal replacement
under the 35,000 impressions rule, was not mentioned in the
Day Book entry, but the plate was registered on April 22, 1872
as Plate 12/381.

The new plate was made under a Warrant dated February Ninepence
23, 1864. It was registered, and invoiced, on February 28, 1865,
as Plate 4/239. Stamps printed from this plate were issued on
December 1,1865.
The duplicate was made under a Warrant dated March 28,
1865, and was registered on April 24, 1866 as Plate 5/255. This
plate was not put into regular use, and the demand for this
stamp ceased with this issue.

The first Plate 7 of the Fourpence with large uncoloured Fourpence
corner letters was registered on June 3

,

1865. The usual credit
of £4. 10. o. was given for the fact that the cast iron plate used
as a mount had already done service. This invoice shows that
only 9$ oz. of silver was deposited on the forme.
The first duplicate, registered as Plate 8/245 on August 15,
1865 against a Warrant dated March 28, 1865 was charged at

£99. 10. for the plate, being the estimated figure of £104 in
Warren De La Rue's letter of December 18, 1861, less £4. 10.
for the use of an old plate, plus £12 for engraving. A similar
charge was made for Plate 9, when registered on November 2,
1866, and for Plate 10, invoiced and registered on December 22,
1866. The Warrant for Plate 11 was dated March 18, 1868 and

it was registered and invoiced on September 10, 1868, again at
the same rate.
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Fourpence When the time came to invoice Plate 12, ordered July 30, 1868
(continued) and registered on November 28th, the charge for engraving the

letters was calculated on the basis of there being eight letters or
figures to engrave on each stamp.

Silver forme containing 240 Multiple casts and
mounted on a cast iron plate truly planed which had
been previously used and paid for 99. 10. 0.

Engraving 4 letters and four figures on each
Stamp = 1920 @ 2d. r6. o. o.

No. 12/321 Registered Nov. 28/1868 by Sir Alex
Gordon
Warrant dated 30th July 1868. 6319/68. S

£115. 10. 0.

The above as posted in the Day Book obviously differs from
the original invoice submitted to Ormond Hill, where the
forme was evidently charged at £104 on the basis of a new cast
iron plate. The following letter to the firm from Ormond Hill,
dated December 1, 1868, suggests that the letters and figures
were punched into the printing plate.

The accompanying bill for 4d. Postage Plate No. r2/321 is re
turned because you charge for 'a new cast iron plate truly planed'
whereas the plate is mounted on the back which previously bore
Plate No. 10/276, and which had already been paid for.
Also because you have increased your rate of charge by £4. for
letters and figures on each stamp, for although there are two figures
more, we assume that they are put on simply by cutting two figures
on the punch instead of one, and that the labor of the operation is
scarcely increased.

Unfortunately the firm's reply, which may have been given
verbally, is not in the file, but a case for the extra charge seems
to have been partially established, as the following letter from
Hill, dated December 2nd, shows.

As the arrangement you propose in regard to the charge £4. 10. o.
for the new iron back would be very confusing to our accounts we
shall much prefer to have the charge in the present case reduced by
that amount.

We withdraw our objection to the charge of £16. for the letters and
figures in this instance, but think that the arguments urged in our
former note should prevent this being made a precedent for future
similar cases. Perhaps £14. would be equitable.

As a result the wording and total of the invoice were adjusted,
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and the figure charged in the invoices for Plates 13 and 14 for Fourpence
engraving the corner letters and plate number was £14. (continued)
Plate 13 was registered on January 1, 1869, but the invoice was
posted in the Day Book at December 31, 1868. The last plate of
this series, Plate 14, was registered and invoiced on April 1,
1869.

The details of this period are largely taken from the firm's Correspondence
own Correspondence Books. According to tradition these were Books
started by Warren De La Rue, before the death of his brother
William Frederick in 1870. Warren's son, Warren William, had
entered the firm shortly before this event, and to him are attri
buted the improvements on the administrative side which are
evident henceforward.
It is no longer necessary to hunt in the files of the Board
of Inland Revenue, since a continuous record of correspondence,
in and out, was filed from September 12, 1866 onwards. The
first of these files is entitled 1nland revenue/postage and
carries on until August 23, 1870. This was followed by 1nland
revenue/ volume 1, and was continued in successive volumes.
At the outset the correspondence in postage largely concerns
the designs for the new Two Shillings and Five Sh1llings duties,
and the Tenpence duty, whichwere put in hand simultaneously.*

During the 'sixties' and 'seventies' a number of firms re- Postage Stamp
sorted to the expedient of buying their stamps in sheets, with Indorsements
the name of the firm printed on the reverse of each stamp. This
was a precaution against theft, for at that time anybody could
take a supply of uncancelled stamps to a Post Office and cash
them.f
The bulk of this business fell to Perkins, Bacon and Co., be
cause they printed the commoner values used in commercial
correspondence. + Two of these firms, however, required sheets
of the higher values printed by De La Rue. The following
letter from Ormond Hill to De La Rue, dated April 30, 1867,
gives more information than is to be found in the letter books of
Perkins, Bacon.

For some time 1d. and 2d. Postage Stamps have been prepared for
a Messrs. Boyd with the name and address of that firm printed at the
back, this printing being done by Messrs. Perkins & Co. after the
printing of the stamps but before the gumming. The Board has just
granted to Messrs Smith & Son of 186 Strand the privilege of having
their name printed at the back of the stamps in like manner. It
appears however that Messrs. Smith & Son require this to be done

upon all kinds of adhesive stamps — at any rate 3d. up to 1/-. It is
* See Chapter IV.
t See p. 52.
{ Perkins Bacon Records, II, pp. 540-64.
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Postage Stamp understood that not less than £100 worth of any single duty are to be
Indorsements prepared at any one time, but £100 worth of 1/- would not be more
(continued) than 9 sheets, and of2/- not more than 5.

In the case of the 1d and 2d stamps we refer the parties to Messrs
Perkins who are paid directly by the parties for the expense of pre
paring the necessary form and for printing from time to time.
I shall be glad to know from you 1st whether you see any insuper
able difficulty in the application of this process to the Postage Stamps
prepared by you?
2nd whether you will undertake the matter of trial with Messrs.
Smith & Son if I refer them to you?
I should mention that a serious difficulty is the liability of the
back printing to show through the paper to the face especially at those
parts where it is reduced in thickness by the watermark. To obviate
this the printing should be of the same colour as the stamps. It is so
with the 1d and 2d — red for one blue for the other.
I recommend that before coming to a decision you should try the
effect of printing a form of type at the back of a few of the Postage
which you have in hand before gumming.
The 4d. and 5/- stamps will require distinct forms from the
stamps which are upon Flower marked paper.

The firm's quotation, which allowed for making an electroplate
of 240 multiples, was too high, and Ormond Hill wrote again
on May 2 1st:

The representative of Smith & Son, 186 Strand, has been to me
concerning the printing of their name at the back of the adhesive
Postage Stamps.
He asks our consent to this operation being performed by Messrs
Perkins not only as respects the 1d. and 2d. stamps prepared by that
firm but as respects the stamps of higher duties prepared by you and
he does so on the ground that you propose so much higher a charge
for the plate than Perkins & Co. He says that P. & Co. will print with
a stereo plate but that you think an electro plate necessary. Will you
be good enough to consider whether a stereo might not be sufficient.
The quantity will be insignificant so that a stereo would last for many
years. It seems a pity to drive them to an expense which appears un
necessary and I do not like the plan of their going to Perkins because
so much trouble would be involved in the taking of the stamps back
wards and forwards.

I think it well to mention that if you undertake the printing of the
same we should desire the printing to be done away from our stamp
printing room.

The firm agreed to make stereo plates at Perkins, Bacon's
price, and on May 27, 1867 received an order from Smith for
two plates at £5 each. One plate was intended to fit the Three
pence, Sixpence, Ninepence, One Shilling and Two Shillings,
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and the other the Fourpence. The printing price was fixed at Postage Stamp
5/- per ICO sheets. Indorsements

On November 13th Ormond Hill wrote that Copestake, (continued)
Moore and Crampton had been granted similar permission, and
a lengthy correspondence followed as to a general scale of
charges due to the fact that a price was wanted per £100 of
stamps, face value. As Hill pointed out: 'The number of sheets
required to make up £100 worth varies from 34 down to 5 and
is in no instance above 34.'
The matter was dropped for some months, and when it
cropped up again on May 25, 1870 Ormond Hill sent the follow
ing summary to Copestake, Moore and Crampton:

In reply to yours of yesterday concerning the printing of your name
upon the backs of 3d., 4d. and 1/- Postage Stamps, I beg to inform
you that when applied to on the subject in November 1867, Messrs
De La Rue & Co proposed to charge as follows:
£5 for a plate or forme suitable for printing the name of a firm
upon the backs of the 3d., 6d., qd., 10d., 1/- and 2/- stamps, the
sheets of which are all the same size, and £5 for a forme suitable for
the 4d. stamps, the sheets of which are of a different size; so that to
provide what you require, £10 would have to be paid for the prepara
tion of the formes. The charges for printing at the backs, in addition
to the above, were £2 for any quantity not exceeding 200 sheets
printed at one time, provided stamps of the kind were then in hand,
but if this were not the case, that is, if the Stamp Plates should have
to be got to press specially to print the sheets required, then the
charge for printing would be double, and would be £4 for 200 sheets
or any smaller number. The sheets here referred to are the printer's
sheets of which 33J would contain £100 of stamps. 25 sheets of 4d
would contain £100 of Stamps. 8 £ sheets of 1/- would contain £100
of Stamps. 1/- Stamps are now in course of preparation so that if you
paid for £ 100 of these your name could be printed at the back at the
lower rate, and the stamps would be ready for you in about three
weeks. The others could be ready about the same time if prepared
specially, but if deferred until these stamps are prepared in the
ordinary course the 4d. would be ready in about 4 months and the

3d. in about 3 months from this time.

In the end Copestake, Moore and Crampton decided to have
only Threepence and One Shilling stamps with the endorse
ment. The firm were instructed to make the printing plate on
May 28, 1870; the instructions for printing would be given by
Ormond Hill when Warrants to print stamps for those values
were sent to De La Rue in the usual way.
On July 27th the firm was instructed to print 34 sheets (£204
worth) of the Threepence; this was amended two days later to
67 sheets, when instructions were sent to print £204 each of the
Sixpence and One Shilling i.e. 34 and 17 sheets respectively.
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Engraving by Although the printing of Revenue Stamps is not relevant to
Pound this book the following entry from the Day Book dated Septem

ber 18, 1866, is of considerable interest:

Head of Her Majesty after Theed

Engraving an original head of Her Majesty after a model by Mr
Theed—hardening the same and shrinking thereon a wrought iron
iron ring — Die Marked No. 116
Taking therefrom a punch No. 117, finishing and hardening the
same and shrinking thereon a wrought iron ring

Taking also a second punch No. 120, removing part of the ground,
so as to permit of dies being made with elliptical borders, finishing
and hardening the same and shrinking thereon a wrought iron ring

£200. o. o.

This die was engraved by Pound, a contemporary of Joubert
but, unlike him, a regular employee in De La Rue's engraving
department. It was used for the new design of the One Penny
Inland Revenue of 1867.
According to the M1nute of the Board, dated September 14,
1866, the firm had guaranteed that 'die and punch would each
produce fifty good impressions or transfers without failure'.
The Minute closes with a note that the Board 'declines to allow
any transfer of the head to be used for other purposes'.

One Halfpenny In the early days of the Letter Books there are many blanks.
Essay No correspondence or memorandum gives any hint as to what

happened before Warren De La Rue, as Engraver to the Board,
received the following Warrant and Letter dated August 7, 1865:

We whose names are hereunto subscribed, being Commissioners
of Inland Revenue, do hereby direct you to prepare a plate for
printing Postage Stamps of the value of one halfpenny.

This was accompanied by a formal letter on behalf of the
Secretary of the Board, signed by W. H. Cousins.

I send herewith a Warrant for the preparation of a plate for print
ing Postage Stamps of the value of one halfpenny; and I have to
request that you will be good enough to attend at this office for
further instructions in reference thereto.

And two months later on October 5th, Ormond Hill wrote
somewhat casually:

In re the new £d Postage Stamp. It appears that the Postmaster
General wishes to see and approve design for this stamp before plate
is prepared. Will you please send me a design for submission.
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Evidently the firm was well on with the engraving, for in One Halfpenny
acknowledging the design on October 8th Hill said: 'I fully Essay
expect no change will be made but of course the work upon the (continued)
die had better be suspended.'
On October 9th Hill asked for 'six additional proofs of the
Halfpenny die in its present state'. They were to be 'upon cards
or paper without a prepared enamelled surface'.
A long silence then ensued. On April 21, 1870 Ormond Hill
sent the following memorandum:

Referring to the conversation which I had with you today con
cerning the \d Postage label which is required, I will now put down
what I believe to be the conditions and ask you to give me an answer
which shall be in effect a tender for the performance of the work of
preparing the stamps.
1st. The stamps to the number of One hundred millions must be
delivered at this office by the 24th September next, and afterwards at
the rate of about four millions each week.
2nd. The dimensions of the stamps to be from side to side the same
as the present Postage label, from top to bottom two thirds of the size
of the present stamp.
3rd. The stamps in the sheet to be distinguished by corner letters
as at present and the current No. of the plate to appear upon each
stamp.

4th. The color to be fugitive and if practicable of a tint distinct
from that of either of the existing postage stamps.
5th. Each sheet to contain 480 stamps either all in one mass or
divided into four panes.
6th. The paper to have in it a watermark part of which must show
upon each stamp.

7th. The stamp to contain a head of Hill.
8th. The quality of the paper, the printing, the gumming and in
fact the general character of the work to be equal to those of the
present stamps prepared by you for this department.
Your tender had better be so much for thousand stamps including
paper, either including or excluding the preliminary expenses of
engraving &c., as you may think best, and stipulating for a contract
for as long as you may think necessary.

He confirmed these points in an official enquiry dated April
29th, which contained the additional information that the colour
was to be green, and the firm recapitulated them in the first six
paragraphs of their quotation of May 2, 1870. The seventh
paragraph of their letter referred to the engraving of a new
Queen's head and quoted sixpence per thousand stamps, in
cluding the watermarked paper.

7. In consideration of our receiving from your Board a Contract
for the performance of this work for a period of Seven years we shall
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One Halfpenny be willing to undertake the same at the price of 6d. (Six-pence) per
Essay thousand Stamps, this charge to include the whole of the preliminary
(continued) expenses, viz. — the engraving of a new original head ofHer Majesty,

the engraving of the special die for the half-penny duty, making the
first printing plates, and their continual renewal as required, and also
the preparation of the Dandy roll for producing the watermarked
paper.
Should the Board think fit to entrust the contract to us, we are in a
position to take without delay all necessary steps for its due fulfilment.

That is the end of the matter as far as the firm was concerned,
and on October 1, 1870, the new Halfpenny appeared, printed
by Perkins, Bacon and corresponding more or less to the speci
fication, except that it was not printed in green.
The firm's archives contain eight essays or designs for this
One Halfpenny, in carmine, which may have been submitted
with their letter of May 2, 1870. They also engraved a special
small die of the Queen's head which was used in the essays.

In 1875, when the firm began to tighten things up in readiness
for their assault on the Perkins Bacon contract, the following
note was sent to Ormond Hill by Warren De La Rue. It is dated
May 13, 1875.

We have asked Mr. Page to send you the original little Head Die of
which the enclosed is a proof, and which we prepared some time ago
so as to satisfy ourselves that we could, if required, produce stamps
of the size of the £d. Postage by the Surface process.
In view of the probability of this Die some day or other being
utilized for English stamps, it was arranged between us the other day
that it should be kept in your custody, although it will of course re
main our property, and you will no doubt hand it over to us in the
somewhat improbable event of our ever asking you to do so.
I shall feel obliged if you will kindly acknowledge the receipt of
this Die.

If this head was in fact engraved for the One Halfpenny the
work for which they had received an official order had clearly
gone a long way when it was cancelled, but no attempt was made
to charge for it.
Across the note ofMay 13th the following has been written in
the Letter Book: 'Reed this day back in D.R.L.'s charge.
December 1878'.

Procedure The following letters throw fight on the procedure governing
the control of the printing at Bunhill Row during this period.
Warren De La Rue writes to the Inland Revenue on September
15, 1870:

To facilitate the systematic working of our Control department, it

Plate2;1-I2

Small Queen's
Head

Plate 2; 13
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is essential that we should keep a perfect record of all Inland Revenue Procedure
Stamp Printing Plates. The want of any means of reference occasions (continued)
us serious inconvenience and loss of time, and our difficulty is in
creased with every addition which is made to the already numerous
variety of Stamps.
With the sanction ofyour Hon. Board we should propose to keep an
impression of each forme printed on its own paper and in the proper
colour. Each label might be cancelled in any manner which was
thought most advisable, but probably sufficient security would be
afforded by glueing the sheet on to a piece of card board, similarly to
the accompanying specimen. We likewise wish to retain a blank piece
of watermark paper, which might also be cancelled in the same
manner. As these sheets are only required for our own use, they
would seldom be taken out ofmy Counting House, and when not in
use could be kept under lock and key.

The Secretary of the Board replied on September 21st:

I have laid before the Board your letter of the 15th instant, and in
reply I am directed to state that they have no objection to you keeping
for the purpose of control an impression of each 'forme' of Inland
Revenue Stamps printed on its own paper, and in its proper colour —
nor to your keeping a blank specimen of the Water-mark paper.
With regard to the cancellation, the Board consider that the word
'specimen' should be written across the face of each label and on the
sheet of paper — a mode of obliteration which, it is presumed, will
not interfere with the object you have in view.
If desired, the labels &c. could still be attached to card board as
shown in the Honduras Stamps sent in your letter, and which are
herewith returned.

On January 26, 1871 the firm asked permission to exhibit
postage stamps at the International Exhibition.

As we are desirous of exhibiting specimens of our Stamp manu
facture in the forthcoming London International Exhibition, we
shall be glad if your Board can authorize our receiving a selection of
Stamps for this purpose.
You will recollect that similar requests on our part have always
been acceded to, and you may rely on every care being taken of the
Stamps, and on their being returned to your Officer when done with.

Permission was only given to exhibit proofs in black.

The Board of Inland Revenue having had before them your letter
of the 26th ult. and communication of same day's date to Mr. Ormond
Hill, I am directed to acquaint you that they will not object to your
obtaining proofs, in black, of the stamps manufactured by you, for
exhibition at the London International Exhibition, and have
authorised Mr. Hill to afford you the requisite facilities accordingly.
I am to add that the proofs should be returned at the close of the
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Procedure Exhibition, and that if any be not returned or accounted for to the
(continued) satisfaction of the Board, the amount of the duty thereon must be

paid.

The transfer of the Inland Revenue work to the Star Factory
was approved, under strong security conditions, on April 8,
1874.

The Board approves of the removal of their work to your Star
factory and they agree to the rooms being left open for the passage of
your watchman under the following conditions, viz: — that in the
adhesive stamp printing room suitable iron cupboards be provided
for the stamps and watermarked paper and that in the Card and
Wrapper printing room suitable appliances for securing, under the
officer's lock, the plates which are left upon the machines during the

night.

After some considerable correspondence an agreed arrangement
covering the periodical inspection of stock was arrived at on
September 12, 1876.

The Board have had before them your further letter of the 25th
July last, on the subject of the quarterly inspection of stamps in your
hands, and they are pleased to assent to your proposition that the
stock shall be taken each alternate quarter and that as to the other
quarters a certificate shall be given by you shewing the amount of the
stamps in your possession.
Under this arrangement your premises will be visited by officers of
the Board on the 1st April, and the 1st October, in each year, who
will take an account of the Stamps then in your hands. The Certifi
cates to be forwarded by you on the 1st January, and the 1st July in
each year should contain the value of each description of stamps in
your possession at these dates, and should be sent to the Accountant
and Comptroller General at this office.

Paper The absence of Correspondence Books covering the first ten
years of De La Rue's work means that information on this im
portant subject must be sought for elsewhere. The subject is
dealt with most fully in The Adhesive Stamps of the British Isles,
which contains diagrams showing the layouts of the various
sheets printed by the firm. J. B. Creeke, when compiling these
sheets from 1894 onwards, was in touch with the people actually
concerned in handling the business. The records at Somerset
House were thrown open to him; he consulted both the paper-
makers and printers; and shortly after Wright's death in the
autumn of 1897 ne was m a position to say: 'These researches
occupied us until the middle of September, 1897, and it was
only some few days before the death ofmy lamented collaborateur
that we were at last able to congratulate ourselves on having
exhausted all known sources of information.' There is, however,
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no hint in this book of the effort Warren De La Rue made to get Paper
the paper made by Hollingsworth instead ofTurner. (continued)

The paper for the adhesive stamps which De La Rue printed
by letterpress was made by Turner & Co., Chafford Mills,
Fordcombe, near Tunbridge Wells. According to a statement
made by that firm to Creeke all the Garter paper was hand-made
up to June, 1864.* The first supply of machine-made Garter
paper was made in December, 1864. The Emblem paper was
hand-made, and was replaced by the machine-made Spray paper
in 1867.1
The paper which was used for the four types of Inland
Revenue One Penny, issued in 1860, 1867 and 1868, was
machine-made, according to Creeke, as were all the Anchor
Watermarks except the first Anchor used for the Receipt stamp
of 1853 printed in blue, the Draft Stamp of 1854 printed in
brown, and the Draft and Receipt Stamp of 1855 before it was
overprinted 1nland revenue in 1860. If the changeover from
the first type of Anchor to the second type indicates the use of
machine-made instead of hand-made paper, it would appear that
Turner first supplied machine-made paper in 18564
The following letter, addressed to Ormond Hill on February
7, 1859j shows the deep knowledge possessed on the whole sub
ject by Warren De La Rue, and at the same time indicates the
poor opinion he held of Turner. The third paragraph refers to
the surfacing of the paper, carried out by De La Rue, as an
additional precaution against fraud.

I have delayed for some days answering your letter of the 20th
ulto, in order that I might have an opportunity of discussing the
subject therein referred to with a friend, and also of reflecting on the
cause of the defects in the Anchor paper, with a view to their pre
vention.

I am, after due reflection, enabled to state that the defects you
complain of are preventable, and that you would be fully justified in
rejecting all paper having the objectionable blue stains, or that

having blue spots. Mr. Turner is so far right when he says that the
prussiate of potash is the cause of the blueness in the paper, and also
of the blue spots, but I cannot for a moment admit that either the
blueness, or the blue spots, are a necessary consequence of the em
ployment of that salt. As far as the blue spots are concerned we may
readily dismiss them, for they are unquestionably due to the presence
of small particles of iron in the paper, which ought not to exist
therein, for more than one reason.
The V.R. paper is always white, but in this Mr. Turner puts no
prussiate of potash, although he was originally instructed to do so;
but, as he made a great trouble of having to do this, we put prussiate

* The Adhesive Stamps of the British Isles, p. 98.
t Ibid, p. 52. { Ibid, p. 88.
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Paper of potash into the white colour we use in preparing the paper, and
(continued) thus obtain the requisite security against the reissue of the stamp.

Although we employ prussiate of potash, you have never reason to
complain of the blueness of the V.R. sheets when printed, and you
have here distinct evidence that the employment of prussiate of
potash does not necessarily produce the defects complained of, and
which, in the case of the Anchor paper result entirely (so far as
regards the general blue shade) from the decomposition of the
prussiate of potash itself.
Now prussiate of potash is a very stable salt — I may pronounce it
to be one of the most stable — and I feel justified in stating that its
decomposition in some of the paper manufactured by Mr. Turner is
the result of want of the necessary precautions. Prussiate of potash,
by oxidizing re-agents, is convertible into red prussiate of potash
(ferric cyanide of potassium) by a removal of a portion of the potas
sium potash, but it is necessary that free acid, or an acid salt, should
be present, or that it should be in contact with decomposing organic
matter (stale size). I am, however, inclined to attribute the decom
position of the prussiate of potash, and the production of Prussian
blue and red prussiate, to the existence of free chlorine, or chloride
of lime, in small quantities, in the pulp from which the paper is
made, and which could be got rid of by using the antichlore (sulphide
of soda).
IfMr. Turner will, in the first place, employ pulp free from iron
particles, be careful, after thorough washing of the pulp, to add some
antichlore in the engine, and lastly, not to employ size in the slightest
degree putrescent, I am convinced that he will obviate the defects
complained of. I assume that he takes the precaution to employ alum
free from iron, and that he does not dissolve his alum in iron vessels,
and hence I do not suggest the probability of the defects arising from
such an obvious cause.

Both the V.R. and the Anchor paper are good, as regards texture
and surface.

Hollingworth and Company owned the famous Turkey Mill
on the River Nen near Maidstone. The first reference to them is
found in a note from Ormond Hill to Warren De La Rue dated
December 3, 1866.

Will you tell me whether any and if so what steps have been taken
towards the preparation of small anchor paper for the new Inland
Revenue 1d., stamps? I have heard nothing on the subject since Mr.
Hollingworth called.

Warren De La Rue replied on December 5th.
In regard to the new anchor paper Messrs. Hollingworth will
undertake its manufacture and they are to send on the dimensions of
the dandy roller suitable for the machine they propose to employ in
its manufacture. On looking at the size of the present anchor it
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appears to me that it will be necessary to institute a smaller one and Paper
I wish for your approval of this proposal before ordering. (continued)
I will get an estimate for the new dandy roller and submit to you,
as the expense of the first one will have to be paid by your department.

Ormond Hill replied on the same day. The Smith referred to
may have been an employee of the Paper Mould and Dandy
Roll Works of Maidstone. As will be seen later this firm made
the dandy rollers used by Turner, although De La Rue supplied
the bits. Alternatively he may have been a free lance engraver of
dies for bits.

As respects the paper for the small In. Rev. Stamps, I agree with
you that there should be a new anchor of reduced size. The exact
dimensions of this might be determined and Smith might make the
dies ready. But Smith should have his instructions from this de
partment. So if you will send me a sketch of an anchor such as you
think will do I will have him instructed to proceed with the dies.
I am not aware that there is any understanding on the part of the
Board that they are to bear the cost of the first dandy roller and to
prevent trouble afterwards I think you would do well to address them
on the subject before the contract is signed.

Nothing further appears in the Letter Book on this subject
until 1871. In the meantime the following letters reveal the
extent to which paper made by Turner gave trouble. 'Flower' is
the official designation of the watermark known to philatelists as
Spray. It is also clear that Ormond Hill was equally impatient
with the Chafford Mill. He wrote to William Frederick De La
Rue on May 17, 1867.

I am sorry you are put to any trouble about the defects in the
flower paper and garter paper. That Turner is a very troublesome
fellow as I told you the other day. He never keeps anything right, as
soon as one fault is cured he runs into another.
I think you will be able to have the paper sorted and we must make
Turner pay for the loss both in the trouble of sorting &c., and the
cost of the paper.
The spots on the flower paper are soft and I think not nearly of so
much importance as those on the garter which are hard.

He wrote again to the firm on March 20, 1868.

We have received from Mr. Turner a consignment of Garter
watermarked paper, some of the reams of which are made up of
thick sheets and weigh 11 lb. 4 ozs., and others are made up of thin
sheets and weigh only 9 lb. 4 ozs. These reams are marked respec
tively as 'Stout'Thin.'
Do you think there would be any difficulty in printing these reams
or that they are otherwise objectionable? If you have a doubt on the
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Paper subject will you kindly send some one, competent to judge, to inspect
(continued) them.

Unless this paper was rejected there must be a considerable
quantity of thin paper varieties of the Fourpence printed from
Plates 10 and 11.

Dandy Rollers The construction of the dandy rollers was a complicated
matter, and the following letter to the firm from Ormond Hill,
written on April 28, 1870, gives interesting details of the share
that the firm took in their construction.

The Board has ordered Mr. Amies of Maidstone to prepare a
three sheet cross marked roller for making paper for the 5/- Postage
Stamps. Also a three sheet garter roller for making paper for the 4d.,
Postage Stamps.
The cross &c., now upon a pair of moulds will be moved to the
roller and will provide for two of the sheets but 80 additional crosses
will be required for the third sheet and say 10 for damages &c.,

making 90. These I shall be glad if you will prepare and with as little
delay as possible as the roller is much wanted. The crosses should be
as nearly as possible like the existing ones. Letters to form the word
'mark' twice repeated will also be required for the roller.
720 garters will be required for the garter roller because those
upon the existing moulds are too large and therefore cannot be re
used. These and letters for the word 'mark' six times repeated please
to prepare.
Please to put yourselves fully into communication with Mr. Amies,
whom I have directed to communicate with you on the one hand and
Mr. Turner on the other, to the end that the master bits and rollers
generally may be .such as will work satisfactorily when finished and
produce good paper.
I wish this work to be done on the understanding that all dies cut
especially for this work shall be the property of the Board and shall
when not in use be deposited in the charge of the Board's officer at
Bunhill Row, and the same rule to apply to any similar work done on
a future occasion.

Hollingworth The attack on the Turner paper was reopened, obviously after
Paper preliminary discussion, by De La Rue with the Inland Revenue

on July 18, 1871.

Messrs. Turner the present makers of the Stamp Papers are not
giving us satisfaction, and we are desirous that Messrs. Hollingworth
of Maidstone should undertake our Contracts. We have had some
conversation with Mr. O. Hill on the subject and believe that he also
is dissatisfied with Messrs. Turner's paper, and agrees with us in
thinking that Messrs. Hollingworth's make is much more suitable
for adhesive stamps. Before taking any steps in the matter, we wish
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to ask your Board whether there would be any objection to the trans- Hollingworth
fer of the Excise's Officer to Maidstone. Paper

Previous to making an entire change we would propose, with the (continued)
permission of your Board, to have about 100 to 200 reams of the
Anchor paper made at Messrs. Hollingworth's Mill.

In their reply of August 11th the Board approved the pro
posal:

I have submitted to the Board your letter of the 18th ultimo
stating that you are desirous that Messrs. Hollingworth ofMaidstone
should undertake your contracts for the manufacture of paper for
adhesive stamps, and suggesting that as an experiment, from 100 to
200 reams of the 'Anchor' paper should be made at Messrs. Holling-
worth's Mill.
In reply I am to acquaint you that the Board approve of your
suggestion. Messrs. Hollingworth have accordingly been requested
to make for you according to your order a supply not exceeding 200
reams of the paper in question and the necessary instructions in the
matter have been issued to the Collector of this Revenue at Maid
stone.

The letter to Hollingworth from the Board, sent on the same
day, outlines in deta1l the circumstances in which Inland
Revenue paper was normally manufactured.

Messrs. De La Rue & Co. of 11o Bunhill Row, the contractors
for the supply of a portion of the adhesive stamps, have suggested to
the Board of Inland Revenue that as an experiment, an order for the
preparation of a certain quantity of such paper should be given to
you. I am therefore to state that the Board consent to your making
for Messrs. De La Rue according to their order a supply of Govern
ment paper with the Anchor watermark. The Board limit the supply
to 200 rms., and the following conditions and regulations are to be
observed in the manufacture of the paper: —

The officers of the Board to have free access to your Paper Mill
and premises during the process of paper making and at all reasonable
times. None of this paper to be made at the mill or removed there
from which has not been taken account of by the officer of Inland
Revenue, who will be directed to attend during the process ofmanu
facture.

The Anchor-mark dandy roller (with which you will be supplied)
to be unpacked in the officer's presence, and placed when not in use
in a secure room, the key of which is to be kept by the Officer, and
which room is to be at his disposal.
Four day's notice to be given by you in writing to the Collector
of Inland Revenue at Maidsone of the time when you intend to com
mence making the said paper, and when begun, the operation to be
proceeded with without unnecessary delay until completed.
The whole of the paper found to be defective, whether in or after
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Hollingworth passing through the machine, or in the operation of sorting and
Paper finishing is to be handed daily to the officer or supervisor for the
(continued) purpose of being eventually reduced to pulp, either in the presence of

such officer or supervisor.
Twenty four hours notice in writing to be given by you to the
Supervisor of Inland Revenue at Maidstone of the time when you
are desirous of having the defective paper reduced to pulp, which
should be done at one operation, ifpracticable.
The paper, as finished to be tied up into reams of 500 sheets each,
and placed in the room before mentioned, where it will remain until
the Officer receives instructions from this office as to its disposal.

A new dandy roller had to be made for the experiment, and
the firm was asked to bear the cost of this, and of any other in
cidental expenses, by the Inland Revenue in a letter dated
October 13, 1871.

I beg to refer to the correspondence which has taken place relative
to the experimental preparation of 200 Reams of 'Anchor' paper for
Adhesive Stamps at Messrs. Hollingworth's Mill; and with regard to
the statement of those gentlemen that they are unable, with their
construction of machine, to make sheets of the right dimensions
from the existing dandy roller, I am to authorise you to make a roller
suitable for their machine, you to pay for the same, and for all ex
penses incidental to the experimental making of paper.
It must be understood that the usual regulations for the safety of
the Revenue be observed, and that should the experiment fail, the
roller is to be given up to the Board.

On June 5, 1872 the firm reported to the Board that a con
siderable portion of the 200 reams had been made to their
satisfaction and asked authority for the preparation of a further
300 reams. The Board instructed Hollingworth to do so on June
26, 1872.
Turner continued to make the bulk of the paper and in 1878
they proposed to transfer the work from Chafford Mill to their
Roughway Paper Mills at Tonbridge. These had been previously
inspected by Ormond Hill, Garnett, and Warren De La Rue.
The paper for the new One Penny was made at the Roughway
Mills. De La Rue invoiced the bits for the new Crown water
mark to Turner on September 27, 1879.

1920 'Crown' Watermark bits. @each4d. £32. o. o.

This was cancelled by a credit note on July 12, 1880.



CHAPTER IV

NEW DUTIES:
1866 to 1874

The proposal for stamps of a higher denomination than One
Shilling was brought before the Board of Inland Revenue by the
Postmaster General in a letter dated July 13, 1866, in which the
Board was invited to express their view on the subject ofsecurity.
Their reply of August 29th, written six years before the wide
spread use of forged sheets of the One Shilling on telegrams at
the Stock Exchange Post Office,* emphasizes the dangers of
successful theft rather than forgery, although the possibility of
lithographed photographic forgeries is specifically mentioned.

The Board of Inland Revenue have had before them your letter of Proposal for
the 13th ultimo stating that the Postmaster General had had under High Values

consideration the question of issuing postage stamps of higher de
nominations than 1 ,- and that it appeared to him that the adoption of
such stamps would be attended with advantageous results, but before
taking any steps in the matter, his Lordship was desirous of obtaining
the opinion of this Board on the subject with reference to the principal
arguments used against the measure.

The chief objection is stated to be the risk of forgery, as to which
it is remarked that this objection is general rather than special, and
applied equally to Bill Stamps of higher values, and that it does not
appear that forgery is practised as regards these stamps.
I have to observe that although it is not within the knowledge of
this Board that there has been any forgery of adhesive Bill stamps,
which are used only for Bills of Exchange, drawn abroad, yet two
cases have recently been detected of forgeries of stamps in which
parties have been tried and convicted in the course of the present
month — one for forging impressed stamps for Bills of Exchange —

the other for using forged adhesive stamps for medicines; the offender
in the latter case being a Chemist and Druggist who used the stamps
in his trade.
Probably there is some more security in regard to postage stamps,
inasmuch as such stamps necessarily come a second time under

* The existence of these Stock Exchange forgeries was not discovered until
1898.
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Proposal for official notice; whereas Inland Revenue Stamps, when once issued,
High Values do not again fall under the notice of the officers of this Department.
(continued) Tt should however be borne in mind that great facilities for forgery

are afforded by the photographic and other processes of recent dis
covery. But that whilst it is stated that the principal objection to the
proposed measure is the risk of forgery, there can be no doubt that
the regulation which enables the Postmasters throughout the King
dom to purchase postage stamps of the public is fraught with evil.
Three months ago a robbery was effected at the Stamp Office at
Manchester, and Stamps to the amount of about £10,000 were stolen.
Of these stamps, there were adhesive postage stamps of the value of
more than £1,000. There is no doubt that the greatest difficulty has
been experienced by the burglars in disposing of the Inland Revenue
Stamps; but there is reason to believe that the whole of the postage
stamps were at once converted into currency through Post Offices. A
person suspected to be concerned in the robbery, was given into
custody at this office, upon attending here with a view to obtain the
allowance of a Bill stamp, for possession of which he could not
satisfactorily account; and he has been committed for trial at
Manchester.
This burglary has caused the greatest consternation among the
Distributors of Stamps, who feel that their risk as to robbery is
greatly increased by the facilities which the regulations alluded to
afford of obtaining money for postage stamps at the several Post
Offices; one Distributor having recently lost a parcel of stamps which
was afterwards found, open, in a field, and no other stamps def1cient
than the postage stamps.
The issue of postage stamps of higher values would unquestionably
still further increase the temptation to robbery and forgery, and it
would seem to be deserving of serious consideration whether some
modification should not be made in the rule alluded to previously to
the introduction ofpostage stamps of increased values.

In their reply the Post Office ignored the problem of forgery,
and explained why, in their opinion, it was impracticable to
carry out the Board's suggestion that the regulation allowing the
public to cash adhesive stamps at a Post Office should be modi
fied. This reply is dated September 7, 1866.

The Postmaster General has had before him your letter of the
29th ultimo, relative to the proposal of this Department to issue
postage stamps of a higher value than one shilling.
It is suggested by the Commissioner of Inland Revenue that,
before the introduction of such stamps, some modification should be
made in the regulation under which Postmasters throughout the
United Kingdom purchase Postage stamps from the public; and, on
this point, the Postmaster General has directed me to state that the

question of rescinding that regulation has been more than once con
sidered, but, as the payments for a very large part of the retail trade
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of the Country are made by means of postage stamps, it has been Proposal for
found that to put an end to such purchases, would occasion most High Values

serious inconvenience, and give general dissatisfaction to the public. (continued)
So long as tradesmen will receive postage stamps in payment for
goods, there can be little difficulty in getting value for stamps dis
honestly acquired, and his Grace sees no reason for supposing that,
in the case of the robbery from the Manchester Stamp Office, alluded
to in your letter, the stamps which were stolen were converted into
money through Post Offices.
With these observations the Duke ofMontrose has directed me to
enquire whether the Board of Inland Revenue have any further
objection to urge the issue of postage stamps of higher denomina
tions than the stamps at present in circulation, as, in his Grace's
opinion, stamps of the value of 2/- and 5/- would be found very use
ful to the public, and convenient to this Department, whilst, as
comparatively few persons would require stamps of these higher
values, the difficulty of disposing of forged stamps, or stamps which
had been stolen, would be much greater than that experienced in

getting rid of those at present in circulation.

Before this second letter was submitted to the Board on
September 19th, a report was prepared by Ormond Hill, who
was by no means complacent on the subject of forgery. His
argument for Four Shillings and Ten Shillings stamps rather
than Two Shillings and Five Shillings was supported by tables.

The question whether to prepare postage stamps of higher value
than 1/- mainly concerns the Post Office; it is therefore scarcely
needful for me to do more than to offer a few observations upon the
reasons contained in the Post Office letters.
1st. As to the danger of forgery. It is assumed that adhesive Bill
stamps ofhigh value are not forged, but seeing that these stamps when
once issued, do not again fall under the eye of the Officers of the
Stamps Revenue, I doubt whether anyone is in a position to give an
opinion as to whether in their case forgery is practised, or not.
Postage Stamps do necessarily fall a second time under the official
eye, and so far there is greater safety in their case. But, if the practice
of giving money for stamps at the Post Offices is to apply to the pro
posed higher values, a dangerous temptation to forgery will arise,
in connection with which the great facilities afforded by the photo
graphic and other process of recent discovery must be borne in
mind.
2nd. As to the fraudulent removal of stamps previously to their can
cellations — this Department has no information as to the prevalence
of such practice, but it would seem unlikely that the mere putting on
of one 5/- stamp instead of five 1/- stamps, could greatly increase the
temptation.

3rd. It will be important to secure the effectual cancellation of these
stamps of high value (if adopted) as letter covers have been more
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Proposal for than once sent from this department for inspection at the Post Office,
High Values of which the Stamps are not cancelled at all, and others of which the
(continued) cancel marks were so imperfect as to admit of their easy removal.

4th. As to the values of the higher stamps. As 'many packages' are
now found to be nearly covered with stamps back and fronts too, it
would appear that heavy postages (10/- and upwards) must be of
frequent occurrence, in which case a 4/- stamp and a 10/- Stamp
would appear by the tables appended, to be somewhat more advan
tageous than 2/- and 5/- stamps. The odd pence would require as
many stamps in the one case as in the other (never more than two);
they are left out of consideration in forming the tables.

Rates of Postage from 1/- to 20/- inclusive

(level shillings only)
as expressed by the use of Stamps of 1/-, 4/- and 10/-

s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s.

Rate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

No. of
Stamps

required 123 123423 1 23 4 2 3 4 5 3 4 2
= 54 in all for the 20 rates.

Rates as expressed by Stamps of 1/-, 2/- and 5/-

s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s.

Rates 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

No. of
Stamps

required 1122122332 3 3 4 5 3 44 5 5 4
= 58 in all for the 20 rates.

If the tables were carried up to 30/- the respective totals would be
96 and 117, and if carried up to 40/- they would be 148 and 196, since
in the higher rates the one 10/- stamp would so frequently take the
place of two 5/- stamps.

The acceptance of the Postmaster General's proposal was
minuted very briefly: 'Let the stamps be prepared and inform
P.O.' The proposal for Four shillings and Ten Shillings stamps
had already been abandoned, for when the letter from the Post
Office of September 7th was actually put before the Board it
was accompanied by the following recommendation from
Ormond Hill:

I submit that a warrant for one plate of each duty be issued to
Messrs. De La Rue and that they be instructed to prepare designs
and to communicate with me in reference to the colors of the
stamps, number of stamps to a sheet, &c., in order that when the pro
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posals are in a complete form I may submit them to the Board with a Proposal for
view to the approval of the P.M. General being obtained as on former High Values
occasions. (continued)

The Warrant instructing the firm to prepare one plate each Designs
for Two Shillings and Five Shillings duties was dated September
20, 1866, and the letter accompanying it instructed them to
'prepare and submit to the Board with as little delay as possible
designs for the same', and to get into communication 'with Mr.
Hill, the Comptroller of the Stamping Department, as to the
color to be used in printing these stamps, and the number of
stamps to be contained in each plate.' Warren De La Rue's reply
of September 29, 1866 reveals that Owen Jones was responsible
for the new designs.

I enclose two sketches for the new stamps — Mr. Owen Jones has
selected an unfortunate colour to throw up the intended figure.

In the meantime a Warrant dated September 12, 1866 had
been issued for the preparation of two printing plates for a Ten-
pence duty, and the designs for this were considered at the same
time. On October 1st Ormond Hill wrote to Warren De La
Rue:

New Postage Stamps 10d., 2/- and 5/-

These we must keep before us all together and in conjunction with
the existing stamps.
I will submit anything to the Board which you wish but I should
prefer not to take anything with which I myself am not satisfied.
I return all the designs with my criticisms marked upon them in
pencil together with a rude design of my own for the 2/- as I do not
like Mr. Jones' at all. Mine is something like the 2/- Customs, that
is, a curved figure with a point (though a dull one) top and bottom.
As the P.O. people will not be satisfied with mere difference of tint
I think we must obtain great dissimilarity of design and then repeat
some of the colors, thus I propose 2/- blue same as 2d., 10d. a sort of
brown not very different from the 9d., and 5/- green same as 1/-.
P.S. Please to let me have these designs again with such others as you
think well to have prepared.

Two days later Ormond Hill sent the following note to
Warren De La Rue: 'I think the three designs for postage
stamps will do with some trifling modifications. I will submit
them as they are and get you to make the alterations in the
engraving.' This note, however, crossed a letter from Warren
De La Rue ofOctober 3rd with new designs.

I enclose fresh designs for the Postage Stamps.
The large corner presents many difficulties but I think Mr. Owen
Jones has been successful this time. I would have come over myself
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Designs but I am fixed here by a lot of work which somehow or other will
(continued) notmove briskly without me.

The handicap of departmental interference to which the firm
was subjected in their efforts to design attractive stamps is
emphasized by the following letter dated October 27th. On the
other hand it would appear that the Postmaster General was
responsible for the continued survival of Joubert's head of the
Queen.

The Board have received a communication from the Postmaster
General as regards the designs furnished by you for the 5/-, 2/- and
10d. postage label stamps.
His Grace thinks that a design similar to that adopted for the
'Companies Registration' stamp would, especially by reason of its
size and distinctive character, be well suited for the 5/- stamp. The
colour of the new stamp to be pink of a somewhat darker shade than
the 3d., stamp, and the word 'Postage' to be printed on the top, and
the usual initial letters to be also printed in the corners, care being
taken that, as regards the initial letters placed at the lower part of the
stamp, the words 'Five Shillings' shall not be thereby rendered less
legible than those in the pattern.
His Grace approves of the design and colour proposed for the 2/-
stamps with this slight alteration, that the words 'Postage' shall be
placed round the lower part of the stamp, and the words 'Two Shil
lings' round the upper part instead ofat the sides.
He also approves of the design for the 10d., stamp, but he thinks
it desirable that the colour should be the same as that of the former
10d., stamp, viz., a rich brown or chocolate.
With regard to the question of the design for the Queen's Head,
the Postmaster General prefers that hitherto in use, as shown on the

stamp marked A. which is enclosed herewith, and he requests that
such design may be adopted for the proposed new stamps.
I also enclose the other specimen stamps.

The revised design for the Five Shillings, which Ormond Hill
'liked', was sent on November 15th, followed by the second
design for the Two Shillings. These were submitted to the
Board and Postmaster General on November 19th. The Two
Shillings was approved on November 27th, but a further modi
fication was required for the Five Shillings when it was approved
on November 28th.

I am directed to enclose to you the design for the five shilling
Label stamp and to state that the Board approve of it with this
exception.
The duty at the foot is to be denoted by a numeral and the word
'Shillings' to be engraved in full, thus '5 Shillings.'
You will proceed with the preparation of the plate with as Utile
delay as possible.
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Unfortunately none of these essays or rejected designs have Designs
survived in the firm's records. (continued)

The Warrant for preparing two printing plates had been dated Tenpence
September 12, 1866, and the design approved on November

27th.

I am directed by the Board to transmit herewith the design for the
2/- Postage label stamp which has been approved and I have to
request that the plate already ordered for this Postage stamp may be
prepared with the least possible delay.

The first plate was registered as Plate 1/286 on March 22,
1867. The invoice is the first entry in the new Inland Revenue
Day Book.

Preparing from the original die of the fourpenny
postage head a duplicate die; highly finishing this die
equal to the original — Engraving the border with
the words 'Postage Tenpence' hardening it and
fitting thereon a strong iron ring.
Preparing from above named die a forme contain
ing 240 Electro casts and mounting the same on a
cast iron plate truly planed which had been pre
viously used and paid for but which had to be re-
planed. 168. 10. o.

Engraving 2 figures and 4 letters on each stamp
=
1440 @ 2d. each 12. o. 0.

£180. 10. o.

No. of Warrant 5238/66 12th September, 1866.
Registered March 22nd 1867 No. of Plate 1/286.

The stamps were issued on July 1, 1867, but the sheets had
been delivered in April, when 3,911 were invoiced at the usual

90/- per ream of 500. Of these twenty were returned on May
8th for overprinting 4,000 specimens. A further 3,500 sheets
were invoiced in July, and 436 sheets in August. No further
printing is identifiable by the Day Book entries.
As w1ll be seen on p. 58, something went wrong in the posi
tioning of the electrotypes in the chase, leading to perforating
difficulties, and the firm was warned in May to watch the point
as regards the duplicate plate, which was registered on August
30, 1867 as Plate 2/293. ^ did not go into regular use, because
the need for a Tenpence duty ceased.
The following letter, written to Warren De La Rue by
Ormond Hill on August 26, 1867, shortly before the registration,
indicates the extraordinary precision demanded in the produc
tion of these printing plates.
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Tenpence I still find the pinning cross — top one of 10d. Postage plate —
(continued) 2/293-slightly wrong, the longitudinal line being rather more than

the thickness of the line too much to left side. The other 10d. plate
1/286 is equally wrong although we have passed it. We gauge with a
set of templates and do not compare a plate with its predecessor.
It is, however, more important to have plates of the same duty in
exact agreement than those of different rates because the work of such
plates may be mixed and perforated at one time, and under precisely
same treatment.

I am quite aware that now that you electro cast the crosses there
ought to be no difference in their relative positions, but still we find
differences and I can only attribute them to a want of accurate fit in
the 'cross' die in the steel collar or something of that kind.
However, we shall not much fear an error having such an origin
as it will not grow materially.
We can work plate 2/293 verv weU as it is.

Two Shillings The Warrant for the preparation of a single plate was issued
on September 20, 1866, and the design was approved on Novem
ber 27th. The plate was registered as Plate 1/285 on April 5

,

1867, and the invoice submitted on the same day. 1,953 sheets
were invoiced in April at the usual 90/- rate, and 1,968^ sheets in
July. A further unspecified quantity was included in the supply
invoiced on February 28, 1870, but it is impossible to trace any
more deliveries by the Day Book entries. Twenty sheets were
returned for overprinting as specimens on May 8, 1867.

Preparing from the original die of the fourpenny
postage head a duplicate die highly finishing this die

equal to the original — Engraving the border with
the words 'Two Shillings' 'Postage' hardening it and
fitting thereon a strong iron ring
Preparing from above named die a forme contain
ing 240 Electro casts and mounting the same on a

cast-iron plate truly planed which had been previously
used and paid for but which had to be replaned 168. 10. 0.

Engraving 2 figures and 4 letters on each stamp
= 1440 @ 2d. each

Registered April 5th 1867. No. ofplate 1/285

12. o. 0.

£180. 10. o.

This plate was not up to the usual standard of accuracy, and
the following correspondence led to the alteration of the Plate
on July 5th, after the stamps had been issued on July 1st. It

begins with a letter from Ormond Hill to William Frederick De
La Rue dated May 21, 1867.

We have a great trouble with the 2/- Postage Stamps. We cannot
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perforate them on account of their want of correctness of position on Two Shillings
the sheets. The plate appears to be out of form and I much fear will (continued)
have to be condemned. But besides this the sheets are unaccountably
smaller — both in length and breadth — than the 1/- and 6d. &c.,
with which they ought to agree. Mr. Peacock will show you a sheet
which we have perforated, and will if you please confer with you as
to the best mode of dealing with the sheets already printed — all of
which I believe are sixpence — so as to save as large a proportion as
possible of the stamps. I am almost afraid that one third of each sheet
must be sacrificed.

I wish Mr. Peacock also to examine the plate and the 10d. plate
and compare their dimensions with those of the 1/- or 6d. plate. And
as there has clearly been some fault committed by the plate makers
who are now at work making the duplicate plates I shall feel obliged
if you will have their attention called to the matter to prevent a
repetition of the fault.

A conference evidently took place at Bunhill Row with J.
Peacock, an assistant in the Stamping Department at the Board
of Inland Revenue, the result of which was confirmed in the
next letter from Ormond Hill, dated May 21st.

Mr. Peacock tells me you propose to rectify the 2/- Postage plate
by cutting it into separate panes and refixing them. I see no objection
to this provided your firm takes the responsibility of producing for us
a plate of average value by the operation — say that you guarantee
that it shall print 50,000 sheets.
Mr. Peacock does not appear to have laid sufficient stress upon the
apparent shrinkage of the 2/- sheets since the printing, which appears
to arise from some difference of treatment on the paper by your work
people. I trust you will be able to prevent this in future because this
fault alone would have occasioned a great deal of spoilage even had
there been no incorrectness in the form of the plate.

There is nothing to indicate whether the second consignment
of sheets invoiced in July was printed from the corrected plate.
A Warrant for a duplicate plate was issued on August 5, 1867,
and the plate was registered on January 23, 1868 as Plate 3/298.
There is no reference in Letter Book or Day Book to Plate 2,
which Wright and Creeke report as having been destroyed on
December 10, 1867, without being registered.*

The design, subject to modifications, had been finally Five Shillings
approved on November 28, 1866. As this was the first time that
a stamp of the size of the larger Revenue Stamp had been
adopted for postage the question of the arrangement of the plate
was gone into with great care. On December 3rd Ormond Hill
wrote:

* Adhesive Stamps of the British Isles, p. 125.
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Five Shillings Paper must be ordered for the 5/- postage stamps. As it is desired
(continued) that after perforation these stamps should be in sheets of 20 each —

value £5 — it will be necessary that they should be printed in panes
of twenty whatever number the whole sheet may contain. I think it
would be best for the plates to be exactly like the £1 Customs, i.e.,
nearly half the size of the present Inland Revenue plates but contain
ing only 80 stamp pieces in four panes of twenty each separated by
cross margins, one as wide as the length of a stamp and the other as
wide as the width of two stamps thus

m

Have you any opinion about this?

Two designs were submitted by the firm on December 5th,
and it was decided, for perforating reasons, to adopt the
arrangement of the Ten Shillings Customs, which followed the
general layout of Ormond Hill's diagram, but contained much
widermargins between the panes. Plate 1, which had the current
number 284, was registered and invoiced on April 18, 1867.
The plate number was not quoted on the invoice.

Preparing from the original die of the fourpenny
postage head a duplicate die — highly finishing this
die equal to the original Engraving device (size of
Receipt Stamps) with the words 'Postage' 'Five
Shillings', hardening it and fitting thereon a strong
iron ring
Preparing from the above named die a forme con
taining 80 Electro casts arranged in four panes of 20
casts each, and mounting the same on a cast iron

plate truly planed which had been previously used
and paid for

Engraving one figure and 4 letters on each stamp
= 400 letters @ 2d. each

Warrant dated 20th September, 1866

Registered April 18th 1867 (By Sir A. D. Gordon)

112. o.

5. 6. 8.

£115. 6. 8.

When Ormond Hill wrote for specimens of the Tenpence and
Two Shillings on May 8th he stated: 'The 5/- stamps I shall
mark with the word "Specimen" myself.'
The first printing of 802 sheets was invoiced in May at 70/
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per ream of 500, followed by 969 sheets in July. In April 1868 Five Shillings
960 were invoiced, 976 on February 27, 1869 and 945 on Novem- (continued)
ber30, 1869.
From 1870 onwards the quantities increased rapidly. No less
than 8,205 sheets were invoiced in four consignments between
January and July, after which details are lack1ng. This sudden
demand led to the following letter from Ormond Hill dated
February 16, 1870.

There has been a sudden and unexpectedly large demand upon us
for 5/- Postage Adhesive Stamps. What we looked upon as six
months' stock has been exhausted in two days.
You have had a warrant and paper for 1,000 sheets in your hands
for some time and I understand that these sheets will be all printed
by tomorrow. I have to beg that you will hasten the drying and
gumming as far as practicable so as to deliver some of these stamps
to us in the course of a few days. We are sending a further warrant
which we hope you will put in hand without delay.

The firm duly rushed the order through, and the following
letter was received by them on February 28th:

I regret to say that the printing of the 5/- Postage Stamps recently
received from you was by no means good. Probably this was due to
the haste with which the work was executed. I trust that you will
succeed in producing better work in future.

There is no answer in the Letter Book, and we can assume that
the firm attached to it as little importance as it deserved.
Plate 2/294 was registered on July 5, 1867, and the invoice
also was entered in the Day Book under that date, although it
gives the date of the warrant as August 7, 1867, which is
correct according to the copy in the Correspondence Book.
Wright and Creeke state that this plate was not brought into
use until March 25, 1874. The note at the end of the Day Book
entry for Plate 4, which was registered on November 28, 1874,
and invoiced two days later, gives the history of Plate 3, which,
according to Wright and Creeke, was destroyed on March 30,
1875.*

Five Shillings Postage Plate

No. 4/454 Registered Nov., 2%th 1874

A Duplicate electro forme containing 80 multiples
with 4 letters and 1 figure in each multiple and
mounted on a cast iron plate truly planed which had
been previously used and paid for: charged at half
price upon the condition that the number of impres
sions taken from the plate shall be limited to 35,000

* Adhesive Stamps of the British Isles, p. 135.
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Five Shillings as per the Board's letter dated Nov. 17th 1871, but

(continued) the full additional price of £3. 6. 8. charged for the
lettering.

£42. less £410 -r £ = £18. 15. + £3. 6. 8. 22. 1. 8.

Warrant dated April 2, 1874. 2953/74S.
The first forme which was made in execution of this Warrant was
condemned and this second one had to be struck. The rejected one
was No. 3/454.



CHAPTER V

LARGE COLOURED LETTERS:

1873 to 1878

The steady increase in the number of stamps required by the
public, and the arrangement whereby a plate was renewed
immediately 35,000 impressions had been printed from it

,

imposed a heavy strain on De La Rue's engraving and electro-
typing departments. Moreover, the firm's printing of postage
and revenue stamps for the Crown Agents to the Colonies, and
the demands of their Indian contract, were increasing so
rapidly that the point had almost been reached at which some
simplification of production methods, and increase of factory
space, had become essential. Only seven years remained before
these new methods were to be introduced after the firm had
secured the contract for printing the One Penny, and side by
side with them came the introduction of the keyplate system
for Colonial postage stamps, and the adoption of a more open,
and consequently coarser, style of engraving. The assumption
of the tide of Empress of India by the Queen provided the
opportunity for the firm to adopt this coarser style also when
engraving the new dies for India. The beautiful engravings of
Perkins, Bacon had all gone by the board, and when the bell
rang for this new series of 1 873 the fine engraving style associated
with Joubert entered on its last lap. Furthermore this period
sees the end of printing on hand-presses as far as the Inland
Revenue and Indian contracts were concerned; from 1880 on
wards the firm used presses operated by steam.

From the following letter, addressed to William Lomas, Sec- Designs
retary of the Board, and dated February 23, 1872, it will be seen
that De La Rue took the initiative in introducing the scheme
which led to the substitution of coloured for white corner letters.

Since the new arrangement regarding Stamp printing plates has
come into force, we find that the present method of engraving the
corner letters and figures in the postage plates is not sufficiendy
rapid to meet the increased demand for them, and as we are appre
hensive that in the event of our having a great pressure of other work
we should be unable to keep your department sufficiendy supplied

63
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Desigm with the plates, we have, after some pains devised a quicker and more
(continued) accurate way of producing them. As this, however, involves the

letters and figures being printed in colour on a white ground instead
of being left white on a coloured ground, we beg to submit the
matter to your Board, and to ask whether there would be any objec
tion to such an alteration.
We enclose in triplicate a set of proofs modified in the way we
should suggest, to each of which there is attached, for comparison, a
proof of the Stamp as it now exists.
The Five shilling Stamp being an exceptional size would require a
special apparatus to obtain the formes for it on our new principle,
and as we think that unless the demand for this duty is greatly in
creased, it would not be worth our while to incur the necessary
outlay, we should recommend that in this instance, the old arrange
ment of lettering be adhered to.
We are at present hardly in a position to judge of the expense in
volved in making the proposed change, but we would undertake that
your department should not in any way be placed at a disadvantage
by it and think that, in the event of its being carried into effect, we
may promise to make some slight reduction in the total price of
postage formes.

There can be little doubt that this letter had been preceded
by a good deal of discussion with the Board's officials, for the
proposal was approved without delay or argument. Lomas re
plied on March 16th.

I have laid before the Board of Inland Revenue your letter of the
23rd ultimo suggesting an alteration in the method of engraving the
corner letters and figures in the plates from which the Postage Label

Stamps supplied by you are printed.
Upon the receipt of your letter, the Board communicated with the
General Post Office on the subject; and I have now to acquaint you
that (subject to the alteration which you have since suggested as to
the 10d. Stamp) there will be no objection to the change proposed.
The Board do not desire however that new plates should be made
in order to effect the alteration, but that the change should be intro
duced in the next new plate required for stamps of each rate of
postage.

Plate 1; 4, 6, A set of the proofs which the firm submitted to the Board on
8, 9, 12 February 23rd was retained in the archives. In addition to the

duties approved and subsequently issued it included proposals
for the Ninepence, Tenpence, and Two Shillings. The original
suggestions for these three duties were rejected, and revised sug
gestions were approved.
As will be seen from the reproductions of these various sug
gestions on Plate 1 the firm in all cases engraved dies and sub
mitted proofs. They therefore for each duty submitted a proof
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of the existing die with white corner letters, on which they had Designs
engraved the words old d1e, and of their suggestion with (continued)
coloured corner letters carrying the inscription new d1e .
Following the rejection of the first proposals revised designs Plate 1; 5,
were submitted of all three duties, again from die proofs, and I0, 11, 13
these were approved by the Board on October 30, 1872.

The Board has approved of the further modifications proposed by
you to the designs for the 6d, 9d, 10d and 2/- Postage label stamps.
I now return the impressions of these stamps which you submitted
marked as having been approved. I shall be glad if you will carefully
preserve them and return them as soon as you have done with them.

For some reason De La Rue re-engraved the die for the Two
Shillings, and proofs of the second one are dated December, Plate 1; 14
1872. It differs from the first in that the first 1 of sh1ll1ngs is
placed in the apex of the label above the Queen's head: the letter
o in two and postage is also more extended in shape than the
corresponding letters in the first die, as can be seen on examin
ing Plate 1; 14.
No invoices were submitted for any of these dies, although
three of them had been approved, possibly because no stamps
were issued, although it would appear that printing plates were
actually made.
The new method of including the corner letters and plate
number consisted of inserting them as plugs in holes or recesses
in the die before the electrotypes were struck. These holes were
drilled in the die before it was hardened. The process was de
scribed in the Day Book entry for the plates of the new Two
pence Halfpenny duty, which were registered on March 30, 1875.
Warren De La Rue's assurance that the Stamping Depart
ment should not be in any way placed at a disadvantage finan
cially was fulfilled by charging the new plates for the values
already in existence as if they were electrotyped duplicates from
the die with the large white corner letters.

A Warrant for a new plate for the Threepence was issued on Threepence
July 20, 1872, and although the new scheme had been approved
this Plate 10, registered on December 6th, had the white corner
letters. Plate 11, with coloured letters, was registered on Decem
ber 21, 1872 as 11/414, simultaneously with Plate 13/413 of the
Sixpence, the first of that value to have coloured letters. As the
Day Book entry of December 23rd shows, there is nothing to
ind1cate that new dies were made, but the cost of adding the
corner letters, which had hitherto been invoiced as a separate
item, is now covered by the words 'but the full additional price
of £12 charged for the lettering'.

Id No. 11/414j R istered Dec. 2Ist l8?2
6d. No. 13/413J
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Threepence Two Duplicate electro formes containing 240
(continued) multiples with four letters and two figures in each

multiple and mounted on cast iron plates truly planed
which had been previously used and paid for: charged
at half price upon the condition that the number of
impressions taken from each plate shall be limited to
35,000 as per the Board's letter dated Nov., 17th
1871, but the full additional price of £12 charged for
the lettering
Each plate £85. less £4. 10. 4. £ = £40. 5s. + 12.

£52. 5. o. each. £104. 10. o.

Warrant for both plates dated Oct., 9th 1872.

The stamps were issued on July 5, 1873. This stamp had a
long life, and altogether eleven plates were manufactured before
it was superseded, the last one, Plate 21, being registered on
July 15, 1880.* A note in the Day Book against this entry reads
'Less special allowance (applying to plates ordered in Warrant

R.2417/80 April 15th, 1880), as arranged with Messrs Robert
son and Cousins on account of the plate having been ordered on
the eve of the new contract, £20.' This and other concessions
form part of the history of the new contract.
The Day Book entry for Plate 14, registered in August 27,
1873, contains the following note: 'Warrant dated 4248/73 5th
May, 1873 f0r 3d Plate No. 13 which turned out bad in making
and was replaced by above No. 14.'

Sixpence The first plate with coloured letters was registered with the
first Threepence as Plate 13/413 on December 21, 1872. The
registration sheets were printed in buff, and some of these
stamps were issued, but the main first issue was printed in grey,
and issued on March 15, 1873.
Of this stamp altogether six plates were made, and the last
one, Plate 18, was registered on July 15, 1880, with the last
Threepence Plate 21. It forms the next entry in the Day Book
to the Threepence Plate 21, and has a note at the end; 'less
special allowance on above, £20'.

One Shilling The Warrant for the first Plate 8 with coloured letters was
combined with the instructions for the Threepence, and was
dated July 20, 1872. The plate was registered on September
30, 1872, and was charged at half price on the condition that the
impressions on it were limited to 35,000. The stamps were
issued on September 1, 1873. Altogether nine plates were made,
of which the last, Plate 14, was registered on December 20,
1875 in green, and subsequently re-registered in orange-brown
on October 21, 1881.
* The details of registration can be found in Postage Stamps of Great
Britain, III, pp. 50-1.
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The introduction of One Shilling Telegraph stamps greatly One Shilling
curtailed its use. Plate 13, which had been registered on Apr1l (continued)
22, 1875, was put to press on January 17, 1876, when 25,000
were printed, and it was not again used until October 1880,
when the colour was changed to orange-brown. It was re
registered in this colour on October 21, 1881, the same day as
the re-registration ofPlate 14.
There is nothing in the Correspondence Book to throw light
on the reason for this colour change.

Although this stamp was not issued until March 1, 1876 the Fourpence
Warrant for Plate 15 was dated May 1873, anc^ included also
Plate 12 of the Threepence, Plate 14 of the Sixpence and Plate
9 of the One Shilling. The Plate was registered on June 10, 1874
and invoiced on the usual reduced terms. In addition there was
a charge of £12 for the corner letters, and £19 for silvering.
Although Plate 15 had not yet been used, the firm for some
reason wrote to the Board on June 9, 1874 asking permission to
make another plate, and received the following reply, dated June
16th:

I have laid before the Board your letter of the 9th instant, addressed
to Mr. Hill, requesting that you may now be authorized, for your
own convenience, to commence the preparation of another Plate for
printing 4d. Postage Stamps upon the understanding that should
such Plate become useless for any reason before the time shall arrive
at which it will be required for service by this Department you would
replace it by another one at your own cost.
The Board have been pleased to assent to this arrangement, and I
enclose the usual Warrant.

This Warrant for Plate 16 was dated June 16, 1874. The plate
was registered on August 4th, and invoiced on the following day
at the same price as Plate 15. Both plates had been registered in
vermilion, and printings began at the end of 1875. The stamps
were issued on March 1, 1876.

The colour was changed to green as a result of the following Fourpence
letter from the Board dated October 28, 1 876. Colour Change

I am directed by the Board to forward herewith some specimen
Postage Stamps showing the colour which has now been selected by
the Postmaster General for the 4d. Postage Stamps, and I am to
desire that all stamps of that value ordered to be supplied by you may
in future be printed in this colour.

Plate 15, from which the vermilion stamps had been printed,
was re-registered in green on November 1, 1876, and the first
stamps in that colour were issued on March 12, 1877; Plate 16
was not re-registered.
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Fourpence The Warrant for Plate 17 was dated May 18, 1877, and
Colour Change although it was registered in green on July 30, 1877 the colour
(continued) hacl changed to brown by the time it was used. There is a note

at the foot of the Day Book entry of July 31st: 'This plate was
not silvered as the colour of the stamp has been altered from
vermilion to bright green.'
The Warrant for Plate 18 was dated July 19, 1882 and it was
registered in brown on August 15th. There is no Day Book entry.

Twopence The first intimation of this new duty was given in the follow-
Halfpenny ing letter from the Board, dated October 24, 1874. It was signed

by the Secretary, F. B. Garnett.

The Board are informed by the Postmaster General that, in all
probability a rate of Postage of 2M. will shortly be fixed for Con
tinental letters, and that as the number of these letters will be very
considerable, it is desirable that a distinctive Postage Stamp of that
denomination should be issued.

I am accordingly to request that you will, as soon as possible, pre
pare for approval, a design for such a stamp.

The firm submitted a number of designs, tracings of which
fortunately have survived, and received from Ormond Hill the
following letter on January 4, 1875.

Plate 1; 14-17 I now enclose the design for the 2£d., postage adhesive stamp which
Plate 2; 1-4 has been approved together with six others from which it was selected.

This was followed three days later by a Warrant to make two
printing plates. Contrary to the usual custom the numbers of
these plates were not specified on the Warrant.
The two plates were registered on March 30, 1875, and the
Day Book entry of March 31st is important, for it reveals the
method by which the new corner letters were inserted.

2.\d. Postage Die and Plate

Nos. 1/465 & 2/466 Registered March y>th 1875
Taking a transfer from the original die of the

Queen's Head as used in the Fourpenny Postage
Die: highly finishing this transfer equal to the

original and engraving thereon the approved design
and wording 'Postage Two Pence Halfpenny' '2 Id'.
Drilling and recessing the die to receive four letters
and two figure plugs and then hardening the same 75. o. 0.

Preparing from the above die a forme of 192
multiples (in two panes of 96) and mounting the
same on a truly planed cast iron plate which was of
the right size and had been previously used and paid

for. This being the original forme it is charged at the
full price as per the Board's letter ofNov. 17th 1871,
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plus 2d. for each letter or figure, making £9. 12. 0. Twopence

for the 1 152 Halfpenny

£80. less £4. 10s. = £75. 10s. + £9. 12. o. 85. 2. 0. (continued)

A duplicate of the above forme also mounted on an
old plate, charged at half price upon the condition
that the number of impressions taken from it shall be
limited to 35,000 as per the Board's letter above re
ferred to, but the £9. 12. 0. charged for the lettering
,C8o.less£4.10s.-i = £37.15s.+£9.12s. 47. 7. 0.

Warrant dated Jan. 7th 1875. R.1 1220/74S £207. 9. 0.

This makes it clear that plugs of the letters and plate numbers
were inserted in the die, and altered for each combination of
letters for each individual stamp, before the lead mould cor
responding to that stamp was struck from it

,

i.e., there were
therefore one hundred and ninety one pauses for this adjustment
in the course of striking the 'leads', as De La Rue called them,
used for making a printing plate of 192 multiples. These leads
were then locked in a chase in the usual way and an electro shell
was grown over which formed the surface of the printing plate.
Hitherto all the leads had been positive impressions of the die,
with spaces for the letters and numbers. As already seen,
there is some doubt as to the method adopted for inserting
the letters and numbers with precision in these blank spaces.
The time required for the work must have been considerable,
otherwise the new method could not have been more economical
in time and labour than the old. The stamps were issued on July

1
,

1875.
It is interesting to note that there was an error of lettering in
Plate 2, a letter F being inserted instead of a letter H in the
combination LH-HL. Altogether twenty-three plates were
made of the Twopence Halfpenny.

The change of colour from rosy-mauve was due to the Colour Changes
adoption of the Universal Postal Union scheme, as is shown in
the following letter sent to the firm by the Secretary of the Board
on July 12, 1879:
The Board have received a communication from the Postmaster
General relative to the proposed changes of color in the £d, 1£d, 2d,
and 2 £d stamps according to which it is proposed to adopt for the £d
and the 2.M Stamps the colours recommended by the International
Bureau for Foreign Stamps of those denominations, viz. Light
Green for the id stamp and Light Blue for the 2id Stamp. It is

further proposed that the present color of the 2^d Stamp should be
adopted for the 2d Stamp, and that as regards the 1£d Stamp the
color should be the same as that, viz. light red, which has been pro

posed for the new 1d Stamp.
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Colour Changes Under these circumstances I am to request that you will be good
(continued) enough to furnish for inspection some of the 2£d stamps printed in

Light Blue Colour according to the enclosed specimen.

The references to the new One Penny, Three Halfpence and
Twopence Stamps are interesting. The firm had been informed
on June 27th that they had been given the contract for the One
Penny, but it was not until January 7, 1880 that they were asked
to quote for printing the One Halfpenny, Three Halfpence and
Twopence. The firm replied on July 25th:

With reference to your letter of the 12th inst., we beg to say that
we have today forwarded to the Controller of Stamps and Stores
some sheets of 2id Postage Stamps printed in two shades of blue, to
gether with some sheets of the 2/- Postage Stamps printed in the
brown hitherto used for the 10d Postage Stamps. We believe that the
latter duty is now obsolete. It, therefore, appears to us that your
Board may consider it desirable to employ the brown for the 2/- duty,
seeing that if that duty continued to be printed in its present blue, it
might be found to conflict with the blue 2 id. Stamps.
Should the change of colour which we have suggested be decided
upon for the 2/- stamps, your Board might wish, we think, to destroy
the existing stock of that duty, and to replace it by stamps printed in
brown, the more so as the stock of 2/- stamps must be small, the
demand for them being so little.
The blue of the pattern for the 2£d. stamps enclosed in your letter
under reply is of a somewhat dark shade, whereas in the last para
graph of your letter you state that the 2£d. Stamps should be printed
in 'Light Blue Colour'. We have, therefore, thought it prudent to
send specimens printed in two shades of blue, i.e., light and dark.

Plate 15, which had been registered on March 19, 1879, was
in current use at this time, and the colour trials were printed
from it. The change of colour took place early in 1880, at which
time Plate 17, registered on September 19, 1879, was in use.
The General Post Office sent De La Rue on October 21, 1879
'two copies of the sheet giving the colours which it is proposed
to use throughout the Postal Union for postage stamps of 25, 10
and 5 centimes respectively.'

Eightpence This duty was put in hand for special postage rates on letters
to India and Australia due to come into force on July 1, 1876.

Plate 3; 5-7 According to Wright and Creeke the Board of Inland Revenue
submitted these designs, prepared by the firm, to the Postmaster
General on April 29th. One of these was based on an alteration
in the value on the Ninepence die, now no longer being printed;
one was similar to the Tenpence, also no longer in demand, and
one unspecified.*

* Adhesive Stamps of the British Isles, pp. 118-9.
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From the following letter from the Inland Revenue, dated Eightpence
May 23, 1876 it would seem that there were at least four designs, (continued)
since Specimen D was approved:

I send herewith by direction of the Board a Warrant for the
preparation of a Plate for printing Postage Stamps of the value of
eight pence.
This plate is to be prepared in accordance with the enclosed design
marked 'D' the one which has been selected from those submitted by
you for approval, and as it is of the utmost importance that the
stamps should be issued before the 1st of July next, you will not fail
to give this order your immediate attention.
For any further information you may require in the matter I have
to refer you to Mr. G. B. Robertson.

The warrant accompanying this letter called for one plate,
and did not specify its number. The firm replied as follows:

Referring to your letter of the 23rd inst., covering a Warrant for
the preparation of a plate for the new 8d Postage Stamp, I regret to
have to inform your Board that it would be impossible to complete
the plate by the date mentioned (1st July), but by dint of great
exertion I think I may promise it in time to afford an initial supply of
Stamps by the middle ofAugust.

The plate was registered on July 7, 1876, and invoiced on the
same day.

%d. Postage Die & Plate
No. 1/503 Registered July jth 1876

Taking a transfer from the original die of the
Queen's Head as used in the Fourpenny Postage die.
Highly finishing this transfer equal to the original
and engraving thereon the approved design and

wording 'Postage Eightpence'; drilling and recessing
the die to receive the four letter and two figure plugs
and then hardening the same 75. o. 0.

Preparing from the above die a forme of 240
multiples (in four panes of 60 each) and mounting
the same on a truly planed cast iron plate which was
of the right size and had been previously used and
paid for. This being the original forme it is charged
at the full price as per the Board's letter ofNov. 17th
1871, plus 2d. for each letter or figure, making £12.
for the 1440
£85. less £4.10. =£80. 10s. +£12. 92.10. 0.

Warrant dated May 23rd 1876. R.3399/76.S £167. 10. o.
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Eightpence

(continued)

Ten Shillings
One Pound

Unfortunately the Day Book entries for the stamps invoiced
to the Board in July and August only show lump figures of
£195. 4. 5. and £329. 8. 4. so that it cannot be established when
the first delivery was made. The stamps were not issued until
September 11th.
The Warrant for Plate 2 was dated July 18, 1876, and the
plate was registered on September 11th. There is a special
charge in the invoice of £1. 0. 0. for 'Lengthening the cast
iron mounting plate in order to fit it for mounting this plate'.
This is due to the 'addition, opposite the centre of the exterior
side of each of the four panes, of a large arrow-head shaped
ornament, to indicate the point at which a pane could be divided
into two post-office sheets.'*
There is no explanation of how this change came to be made
in Plate 2, which was not used for printing.

Although their corner letters were uncoloured these stamps
represent the closing stages of the coloured letters group; they
were prepared simultaneously. Again there is no correspondence
covering the period of negotiation, nor do Wright and Creeke
provide any further information. The approved designs were
returned with the following letter from the Inland Revenue on
February 15, 1878:

I return herewith the designs of the proposed new Postage Stamps
of the values of £1. and 10/- which have received the approval of the
Postmaster General— who will decide at the proper time upon the
question of colour.

The Warrant for preparing the plates was dated February
11th. The plates were registered on August 6th, and the com
bined invoice ofAugust 7th reads as follows:

10/- and £1. Postage Dies and Plates

No. 1/559 & 1/558 Registered Aug. 6th 1878
Warrant 937/78 Oct. nth 1878

Taking two transfers from the original die of the

Queen's Head as used in the 4d. Postage die — highly
finishing these transfers equal to the original head
and engraving thereon the approved designs and

lettering, 'Postage Ten Shillings' and 'Postage One
Pound'.

@ each £50. 100. o. o

Making from each of the above dies a forme of 80
multiples with 4 letters and 1 figure in each multiple
and mounting the same on cast iron plates truly

* Adhesive Stamps of the British Isles, p. 119.
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planed. These being the original formes, they are

charged at the full price as per the Board's letter of
Nov. 17th, 1871, plus 2d., for each letter or figure,
making £3. 6. 8. for the 400 on each plate

£42. +£3. 6. 8. =£45. 6. 8. each plate 90. 13. 4.

£190. 13. 4.

Ten Shillings
One Pound

(continued)

The following details are given in the invoice for 'Stamps
supplied during August'.

Postage

2.981 Sheets 10/-
2.982 „ £1.

55963 » @ per 500

17 Sheets 10/- Half waste

7 » £l.

70/- £41. 14. 9.

M »

24 ! per 500 55/- £0. 1. 8.

The issue of these stamps on September 26, 1878 brings to an
end what may be regarded as De La Rue's 'apprenticeship'.
Everything so far has led up to the great assault on the contract
for the One Penny in 1879. One can almost detect a deliberate
plan behind these preliminary manoeuvres; an attempt had been
made to get the paper contract into more reliable hands,* and the
first perforating machines had been installed.

From the beginning of 1854 the perforation of all stamps Perforation
printed for the Inland Revenue by Perkins, Bacon and De La
Rue was performed on single-row comb-machines, constructed
by James N. Napier, at Somerset House.
Perkins, Bacon, whose commonsense usually deserted them
when they were faced with perforation problems, installed a
small guillotine perforator in 1860 on which for over twenty
years they perforated the stamps which they printed for the
Colonies; on the whole its performance was very poor. They
only used the Somerset House machines for Colonial stamps in
an emergency.
De La Rue on the other hand sent all their Indian and Colonial
Stamps to Somerset House, and as their sheet lay-outs were

planned to fit Napier's comb-machine the work went through
very smoothly. In their case they had not to face the problem of
shr1nkage, resulting from the necessity of damping the paper
before printing, which was the bugbear of Perkins, Bacon's line-
engraved process. The first threat to this pleasant state of

* See pp. 48-50.
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Perforation affairs came in a letter from Somerset House dated December
(continued) 15, 1876.

The application of various improvements to the Perforating
Machines it is expected will be completed in the course of a few
months. As the increased production will then amply suffice for the
requirements of our own Department, the Board have determined
that no work beyond the official hours shall, in any circumstances, be
allowed to continue beyond that period.
The overwork of the present time is in a great measure due to our
having to perforate the Indian and other stamps for your Firm, and

though when the above alterations are fully made we hope to be able
to perform about the same amount of work for you as at present,
during the official hours, still it must be clearly understood that this
Department cannot be responsible for any accumulation of arrears
that may arise by this change. The quantities required to be done
will have to be spread with greater equality of issue over the whole
year. Even with the most favourable modifications in this respect we

might not be able in the event of a great increase in the issue, or the
introduction of a new stamp of our own adhesive stamps, to afford
you assistance to the same extent.

I am directed by the Board to inform you of these particulars in
order that you may be prepared to meet any emergency that might
arise.

This is followed by a note in the Letter Book in the hand
writing ofWarren William De La Rue, dated December 18th.

I called to see Major Falkner (who has the matter in hand) upon
the subject of this letter, and asked him whether it was his desire that
the Department should be relieved ofour perforation.
He explained that this was not at all wished, but all that was in
tended by Mr. Robertson's letter was that we should clearly under
stand that no overtime would be allowed, and that if we sent in a
heavy quantity of stamps to perforate we could not expect to have
them done so quickly as hitherto, in fact that providing our flow to
Somerset House were pretty regular they would have no difficulty in
doing the work, but that if we inundated them with large quantities
it would come to a dead block.
I told Major Falkner that we should be very reluctant to disturb
the existing arrangements but that of course if it put the Department
to any inconvenience we must start our own perforating machines.
The result of the conversation with him was that it was understood
that the Department would continue to perforate our stamps, and
that if any inconvenience were hereafter felt on either side another
arrangement would have to be come to.

It is interesting to note how the firm went straight to the point,
in contrast to Perkins, Bacon's policy of evading the issue in
order to avoid the expense of installing a comb-machine. To be
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fair to Perkins, Bacon, however, it should be remembered that Perforation
they had nothing like the same amount of outside work as De (continued)
La Rue were printing at this time. The Indian contract itself
was formidable, whereas Perkins, Bacon's Colonial contracts
were now reduced to printing the postage stamps of Grenada,
St Vincent and Turks Islands.
On January 30, 1877 the Board wrote formally to confirm
that 'the practice ofworking overtime in the Stamping Depart
ment at this office has been discontinued.' It was also proposed
to increase the charges for perforating. It was pointed out that
under the new scale the total bill of £148. 18. o. for work done
in 1876 would have been £218. 13. 2, an increase of nearly 50
per cent. Furthermore, maintenance repairs on account of the
Indian contract had amounted to nearly £15 in 1876.
The firm's final reply on February 5th repeats the substance
of the Board's letter, and again hints that they are prepared to
consider installing their own machinery.

We beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 30th ulto.
apprizing us that the practice of working overtime in the Stamping
Department has been discontinued, and that, therefore, any Stamps
which we may send for perforation will have to be done during the
official hours. Further, that it has been ascertained that the charges
which have hitherto obtained for perforating Stamps for us are found
to be inadequate, and that, consequently, they will have to be in
creased according to the scale of prices set forth in your letter.
In view of meeting the altered conditions, we will make every
endeavour so to regulate our production of stamps as to render the
flow of work to the perforating machines as uniform as possible, and
we trust that by so doing the work will be got through without in
convenience to your Stamping Department. In the event, however,
of this not being the case, we shall be glad of an intimation to the
effect, when we will take an opportunity of discussing with your
Board some further plan of easement.
We have noted the advanced prices which will in future be charged.

Nothing further happened until October 24th, when the firm
received six months' notice of the termination of the existing
arrangement for perforating stamps on their behalf other than
those actually ordered by the Inland Revenue.

The Board have for some time past had their attention directed to
the great and growing inconvenience which is occasioned by the
perforation of Foreign and Colonial Stamps for your firm being per
formed in the Stamping Department of this Office; and they have
come to the conclusion that the only remedy is the discontinuance of
this work. They have, therefore, directed me to intimate to you that
they will not be prepared after the 30th April next to undertake the
perforation of stamps for the manufacture of which this Department
is not responsible.
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Perforation Even if the Board did not appreciate the situation the Stamp-
(continued) ing Department must have known that this request was entirely

unreasonable. De La Rue now entered into a long correspond
ence, which they handled most skilfully. They replied on
December 12th:

We duly received your letter of the 24th October last, informing us
that in view of the inconvenience now occasioned by the perforation
at Somerset House of the stamps which we manufacture for Govern
ments Indian, Foreign and Colonial, your honourable Board have
come to the decision that the only course open to them is the dis
continuance of such work, and that consequently after the 30th April
next they must look for its removal.
We beg to offer a two-fold apology for the delay which has
occurred in acknowledging your letter. Before sending a reply we
wished not only to have clearly in mind what was before us in the way
of organization, but the time to consider the best form of machine
calculated to meet the special requirements of our work. The latter
has proved a task which we have only just accomplished to our
satisfaction.

In giving us a notice of six months, it was, we feel sure, the in
tention of your Board that we should have ample time and oppor
tunity for making all the preparations needful for the performance of
the work here, but we nevertheless find that it will be impossible for
us to obtain the required machine and organize the staff to work it
within the time you specify.
It is extremely difficult for us to estimate how long our arrange
ments may take to mature and we would, therefore, respectfully ask
your Board to allow the perforation to be done at Somerset House
until we may be prepared to undertake it ourselves, rather than name
a date for the change to be carried into effect. We can assure them
that should they accede to this request, no effort should be spared on
our part to take the work over at the earliest moment. At the same
time it would be a great relief to us in organizing the matter to feel
that we were not tied down to a specific date, nay, that we might in
case of need look for assistance for a short time, even after our
machine should be actually in operation. It would indeed be a source
of anxiety to us to feel that the moment we had made a start, the
responsibility of the work would be thrown entirely upon us, seeing
that although we might be prepared to perforate one or two sorts of
stamps, it might be difficult for us at once to accomplish the per
foration ofall the different kinds we manufacture.
In view of the above explanation, we venture to hope that your
Board will kindly consent to withdraw their notice in so far as the
date is concerned, and to allow us as much time for effecting the
alteration in the system as may be found needful. In doing so we
repeat our assurance that we would spare no effort to relieve your
Department of the work as early as possible.
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This was answered by the Secretary of the Board on Decern- Perforation
ber2ist: (continued)

The Board direct me to state that, before consenting to postpone
the date of termination of the present arrangement, they will be
glad if you will inform them what are the particular Stamps which
you state you will be ready to commence by the 30th April.
I may observe that an indefinite postponement of the change con
templated could not be conceded, and that, while desirous of con
sulting your convenience as far as possible, the Board feel that they
must require a precise date to be settled although they will not at
present fix it.
Meanwhile this part of the question may be considered to stand
over, on the understanding that at the expiration of six weeks from
this date you again report progress to the Board.

This misreading of the firm's letter gave them a chance of
getting a breathing space, which they were not slow to take, as
the following extract from their reply ofDecember 28th shows.

We did not intend to express a promise of being able to perforate
any of the stamps by the 30th April next. From your question, we
infer that the fourth paragraph of our letter could not have been
sufficiently explicit and we beg, therefore, to explain that what we
wished to convey was that even when the perforating Machine shall
have actually been started, and we shall be thereby enabled to per
forate some kinds of stamps, it might be difficult for us to deal with
the whole of them.
As tar as we can judge — but we speak with hesitation in face of
the many difficulties that may be encountered — the construction of
the Perforating Machine will under the most favourable conditions
require at the least seven months from the present time and we believe
that after its delivery an interval of fully two months might elapse
before we could hope so to organize matters as to be in a position to
perforate all our various kinds of stamps. This being so, we respect
fully ask that instead ofour reporting progress at the end of six weeks,
as your Board are good enough to propose, we should be allowed to
defer doing so until the end ofMarch next, by which time we hope to
be able fully to satisfy your Board that considerable progress has been
made with the machine.

The Board agreed to this temporary arrangement, and when
De La Rue re-opened the subject on April 11, 1878 they
succeeded in getting a definite statement postponed until the
end of June.

Referring to our letter of the 28th December last, we have in mind
that a communication is due from us to your Honourable Board in
respect to the progress which has been made with our Stamp Per

forating Machine, and we beg, therefore, to report that the machine
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Perforation is so far advanced that we hope to have it at work upon stamps of the
(continued) 'Common Law' size within ten weeks from the present date. Some

time after that must, however, elapse before the apparatus for per
forating the other size stamps will be completed. We cannot, in fact,
say definitely that we shall be able to perforate even the 'Common
Law' size stamps at the date mentioned, but we think we may say
that the machine will then be in working order, after which we shall
only require a little time to bring it into actual operation. We speak,
however, with some hesitation because it is impossible to foresee all
the difficulties which may arise in starting a new machine, so that we
venture to hope that your Board will kindly allow us to defer making
a definite report upon the matter until next quarter-day, when we
believe that we shall be able to name a date from which we could
undertake to relieve your Stamping Department of the whole of our
work.

In agreeing to this extension the Board trusted 'that you will
not find it necessary to seek for further indulgences in this
matter'. Nevertheless when the time came the firm had to ask
for another six months before finally committing themselves.
They wrote on July 6th:

Referring to your letter of the 26th April last, we have to solicit,
we regret to say, the further indulgence of your Board in respect to
the perforation of the adhesive stamps manufactured by us other than
those we supply to your Department.
It was not until a few days ago that we were able to make a trial
with the Perforating machine which is in course of construction for
us and, indeed, all but complete. Although this trial proved very
satisfactory, some little time must still elapse before we can hope to
bring the machine into actual operation, seeing that certain parts have
to be perfected. The machine is as yet only provided with a perfor
ating apparatus for one size of stamps, i.e., that known as the
'Common Law' size; but we hope that within the next month or so
an apparatus adapted to the 'Indian Postage' size will also be com
pleted, and as of the stamps which are perforated for us at Somerset
House these two sizes amount to about three-fourths of the whole
quantity we shall, upon the completion of the second apparatus, be
in a position to take the bulk of the work into our own hands.
In view of the great difficulty which we have experienced in re
gard to the manufacture of the machine and of the promise which
we can now hold out of its being soon brought into use, we trust your
Board will be so indulgent as to allow the perforation of our stamps to
be continued in their Stamping Department upon the understanding
that we take over the work attached to the 'Common Law' size within
the next few weeks, and that attached to the 'Indian Postage' size by
the 1st of October next; moreover, that by the 31st of December
next, we fix a definite time for the completion of the apparatuses for
the remaining sizes, four in number.
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The Board agreed to this proposal without comment. On Perforation
December 28th the firm promised to take over the whole of the (continued)
work on June 30, 1879, fifteen months later than the date origi
nally specified by the Board. And the last laugh was with them,
for when the Secretary of the Board wrote on July 3rd, asking
whether they were prepared to do so, De La Rue were in a
position to send the following reply.

In reply to your letter of yesterday, we have the pleasure to inform
you that we have long since taken over the whole of the work con
nected with the perforation of the Foreign and Colonial Stamps, and
we should have apprized you of the fact had we not thought that you
would have received the information from the Controller of your
Stamping Department.
We have to thank your Hon'ble Board very much for the great in
dulgence which they have shown us in the matter.

As De La Rue had only heard on June 27th that they had Purchase of
secured the contract for printing the One Penny they were Somerset
evidently in good heart. This contract, however, led inevitably House
to the firm being asked to take over the perforating of the Inland perforating
Revenue Stamps also, and Warren William De La Rue held a machtnes

conversation with the Secretary on March 3, 1880, as a result of
which a valuer was appointed to determine the price at which
the firm would purchase the Somerset House machines. The
plant comprised five perforating machines, twenty-three sets of
punches and dies, and 'certain gunmetal racks'. The price finally
agreed was £1,326. I2. 6, plus £56. 17. 9. 'being one moiety of
the charges of the two Valuers and Umpire'. The machines
were installed by the end of September, 1880.

The use of singly and doubly fugitive inks was the corner Ink
stone on which the whole of De La Rue's stamp printing
business was built, and they played a great part in securing the
Inland Revenue contract. That this was recognised by Ormond
Hill is proved in a letter which he sent to Dr Muller, the firm's
Chief Chemist, on August 23, 1870:

As regards the fugitiveness of the Postage Stamps I think that in
the absence ofany evidence that the obliterating mark can be removed
we may rest satisfied that this is sufficient. Indeed some further trials
have convinced me that your stamps are more fugitive than I had
imagined.

The doubly fugitive inks were confined to all the Revenue
Stamps except the Inland Revenue One Penny; this and all
Postage Stamps were printed in singly fugitive inks. This
arrangement was confirmed by Ormond Hill on February 17,
1874.
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Ink I have brought before the Board the specimens with which you
(continued) furnished me of printing in doubly fugitive inks and your com

munications relating thereto and the Board has decided that these
inks shall be adopted in the preparation of all the adhesive stamps
printed by you (excepting the Postage and 1d. Inland Revenue

stamps) and has agreed to the increased rates which you propose to

charge in your letter of the 24th January last viz: — 81/6d. per ream
for the 3d. and 6d. Inland Revenue and an addition of 15% upon the
price of all the other adhesive stamps.
Please to cany out the change as soon as practicable and inform
me when you commence printing in the new inks.

The properties of these inks are frequently revealed through
out the firm's correspondence with the Crown Agents.

Gum The following interesting letter from the Secretary confirms
that by August 1, 1872 the paper was gummed before printing.

The Board are informed by the Secretary of the General Post
Office that an investigation, in which the Medical Officer of that
Department and Dr. Letheby were assisted by Mr. Warren De La
Rue, was recently instituted into the quality of the ink used for the
purpose of obliterating Postage Stamps, and that it has been sug
gested that the more highly priced stamps (i.e., those supplied by
your firm) would better take and retain the ink if they were printed
without being hot pressed, and if they were printed before they were
gummed.
I am accordingly to request that you will take the necessary steps
for giving effect to this suggestion.

In their reply the firm stated that they had anticipated their
request, 'as all those at present under supply are being so treated.

'

Extra accommodation was required as a result, and on June 12,
1873 the firm applied for permission to carry on the work in new
premises, which was granted.

As I have explained to you in conversation we have just concluded
an agreement for the Lease of two new Warehouses which have been
erected in Type Street abutting on, and in direct communication
with our Chiswell St. Factory, and we are anxious to obtain the per
mission of your Board temporarily to transfer the English Stamp
sizing and gumming into these premises. We trust there will be no
objection to our doing so as your Board are fully protected by holding
us as they do liable for the representative value of all printed stamps
which are in our custody.
It is perhaps well to state that we have for many months prepared
a considerable portion of the India and Colonial Stamps at Chiswell
St.

Although the firm was continually faced with the problem of
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supplying a gum which would survive the ordeal of inadequate Gum
storage in the tropics, there is no indication in the Correspon- (continued)
dence Books of any complaints of inferior gum being received
by the Board of Inland Revenue from the General Post Office.
Some difficulty however was experienced later on, after the
firm had installed machinery for gumming the sheets mechani
cally, and it was De La Rue who raised the matter in the first
place with Somerset House in a letter dated September 12,
1884, to which they received the following reply on September
16th:

The Board of Inland Revenue have had before them your letter of
the 12th instant addressed to Mr. Cleave, Deputy Controller of
Stamps and Stores, and they desire me to state that they are informed
that the 247 reams of paper to which you refer have been so im
properly gummed as to be unfit for further manufacture into stamps.
As this change in the mode of gumming took place without the
cognizance or concurrence of this Department, and the paper cannot
be applied to any other purpose it appears to the Board that they have
no alternative but to hold your Firm responsible for the value, and
also to hold if this waste be not covered by the fixed allowance for
spoilage under your Contract the amount will be deducted from your
current account.
A similar course will have to be pursued with regard to such sheets
of stamps already delivered as are found unsaleable in consequence
of the faulty gum.

De La Rue answered on the following day, and the fact that they
could ask for no less than 247 reams (123,500 sheets) to be
written off against a spoilage allowance of 5 per cent is an
indication of the accuracy of their work.

With reference to your letter of yesterday respecting the 247
reams of Crown paper which have been called in on account of the
gum being unsatisfactory, we beg to say that the gum on that paper
is the same as has been used for some time past, and it was most
certainly adopted in order to meet what we understood to be a
requirement on the part of your Department. We do not, however, in
any way wish to defend the gum in question, seeing that it has proved
not to be satisfactory, but we do think that it would be a very hard
case had we not only to bear the heavy loss which results from the
rejection of so large a quantity of gummed work, but also to bear the
cost of the paper.
The allowance for spoilage which is provided for in the Contract
is 5% upon the Crown paper used quarterly, and by dint of great
efforts on our part this percentage has never been reached, so that
your Department have not been taxed by our spoilage to anything
like the extent that they might have been had we not been exceed
ingly careful in all the stages of manufacture. We submit that this
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Gvn consideration may well be borne in mind when an exceptional case
(continued) 0f spoilage occurs such as the present, and we venture to hope that

your Board will be so good as to consent to the matter* being adjusted
by the Spoilage Account being kept open say for two years, when if

,

including these 247 reams, the quantity exceeds the allowance of 5%,
we should be charged with the excess. This we submit would be a

fair compromise of the matter, and we sincerely hope that your
Board will be good enough to agree to our proposal.
We feel sure that the Stamps already delivered will be found
serviceable, seeing that it was only during the recent exceptionally
damp days that any difficulty appears to have occurred with the
Postage Stamps.

The Board agreed in the following letter of September 25th,
and there is nothing in the Correspondence Book to show that
there was any need to refer to the matter again.

The Board of Inland Revenue have had under consideration your
letter of the 17th instant, and they direct me to inform you in reply
that having regard to the general carefulness of your firm in the
execution of contracts they will on this occasion accede to your
request for permission to include the paper recently rejected on
account of deficient gumming in your claims for spoilage during the
next two years. If therefore the spoilage of that period, including the
paper in question shall not exceed the maximum allowance of 5 per
cent authorised by the Contract, no claim will be made upon your
firm, and if it should exceed 5 per cent, you will be charged only in
respect of the excess.
This adjustment will take effect from the commencement of the
current quarter.



CHAPTER VI

THE CONSOLIDATED CONTRACT:
1880 to 1881

On March 7, 1877 there appeared in the Globe an article, in
flowing terms, describing the production of all Government
stamps, except adhesives, at Somerset House, yielding 'a revenue
over which the lordly Protector of the realm of Edward VI
would have made exceedingly merry'. The fact that the adhesive
stamps were produced by 'Perkins, of Fleet Street' (sic) and De
La Rue is mentioned: 'with the latter firm telegraphic com
munication is established from Somerset House.'
There is a good deal about perforation, 'carried on in one of
the basement rooms, into which curious outsiders may peer
from the street pavement.' The writer then proceeds to attack
the whole process used by Perkins, Bacon for producing the
Penny stamps.

Penny stamps are printed in the sheets of 240 with which every
body is familiar. Theoretically these sheets should be all of one size,
but the wetting to which it is requisite to subject them before print
ing expands them unequally, and after being delivered to the de
partment it is necessary to sort them into various sizes. This is done
by five or six boys, who rapidly lay each sheet to a gauge, and dis
tribute them to different heaps, after which each sheet is carefully
fixed on pinpoints, so that in each heap the individual stamps may
lie precisely over each other. Thus adjusted, the heaps — about seven
sheets in each — are placed in the bed of the perforating machine,
which promptly brings down upon them a number of tiny punches
arranged in rows. *****
All sorts of adhesive stamps are perforated in a similar manner,
but the penny stamps are the only ones requiring the sheets to be
sorted previous to perforation. This we believe is to be attributed to
the fact that the paper of which the penny stamp is manufactured is
inferior to that of any other kind — a fact which also explains the
notoriously unsatisfactory character of the penny stamp as compared,
for instance, with the receipt stamp, and affords a trifling but very
significant illustration of the parsimonious management ofPost Office

83
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affairs. Besides the fact that the colouring material of the penny is of a
soft and dusty nature, which renders the use of any considerable
number anything but pleasant, the label itself is too thick and stiff to
be readily adhesive, though the circumstance evidently does not
occur to the Postmaster-General, when in his last report he mentions
as a curious fact that there were in the course of the year to which his
report applies no less than 61,000 postage stamps found loose in
letter boxes. It is, we believe, frankly admitted by the authorities that
penny stamps are not just what they ought to be, but they are very
cheap, and hence they are retained with all their imperfections — or
nearly all— for latterly, we understand, an additional thickness of
gum has been conceded to popular discontent. This, no doubt, has
somewhat enhanced the adhesiveness of the stamps when once it has
been made to adhere; but, unfortunately, it has rendered it decidedly
more stiff-backed and uncompromising in its resistance to the
'licking', which some riddler says that stamps like schoolboys require
before they will stick to letters. Everyone who has had the satisfaction
of using a receipt stamp must be well aware of the superior character
of this stamp over the other, yet it is very difficult to conceive that the
difference of cost is such as to make it at all worth while to incon
venience the public generally by the retention of a form of stamp of a
very imperfect character. They may be cheap, and some profit may
accrue to the department by a gathering of 61,000 loose stamps in
various boxes; but neither source of economy can very heartily
commend itself to public approval. In a department of the public
service regulated with so delicate an appreciation of small savings as
the Post Office, perhaps a liability to come off in letter boxes may be
reckoned among the peculiar merits of the penny stamp. From the
public point of view they would be on the whole more meritorious if
they would invariably stick on.

This article, which might be regarded as a wholesome ex
pression of public opinion on the product of their rivals, was
carefully filed by De La Rue in the current Correspondence
Book of the day.
The enquiry for tenders for supplying the One Penny postage
stamp was sent to seven firms. The names of six of these are
written in pencil on De La Rue's copy: De La Rue, Perkins,
Bacon, McCorquodale, James Truscott, Waterlow and Bradbury
Wilkinson. A memorandum issued later by the Board contains
replies to certain questions on the tender which had been
raised by Skipper and East, so that they were evidently the
seventh firm. The original enquiry was dated April 3, 1879.

The contract for supply of 1d. Postage Stamps, with Messrs.
Perkins, Bacon & Co. being about to terminate, I am directed by the
Board of Inland Revenue to enquire whether you are willing to put
in a tender on the occasion. If so any further particulars, which you
may require, can be obtained on applying to the Controller of Stamps
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and Stores (Mr. Cousins) at this office, after which the Board would
wish to know, within a week from this date, whether you propose to
be one of the Competitors.

A further letter, dated April 8th, stated that the time for sub
mission of tenders had been extended by a fortnight to noon on
May 17th. Ten sheets for experimental purpose would be
supplied of the 'sort of paper on which the stamps will probably
have to be printed without however guaranteeing that such
sample is identical with the paper that will be ultimately used.'
These, whether used or not, were to be returned with the
Tender. De La Rue acknowledged both letters on April 10th
and stated 'that we shall have pleasure in submitting a Tender
in due course'. On April 29th the Board issued a further
memorandum, answering questions received from the tenderers.
This throws interesting light on the conditions under which
printing for the Inland Revenue was carried out.

In re Manufacture of Postage Stamps Memorandum as to Ques
tions that have been asked on certain points.
1. As to daily hours of business the Board do not lay down any fixed
rule on this point. The Contractors' usual and ordinary working
hours, if deemed reasonable and provided they did not conflict with
the Factory Acts would be accepted by the Board.
In some cases where manufactures are conducted under the super
vision of Officers of the Board the hours are from 8 a.m. to 7.30 p.m.;
in others from 9.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.; on Saturdays the work closing
at 1 p.m.

2. As to allowance for spoilage. If the spoilage in any quarter of the
year should exceed 5 per cent of the quantity of sheets printed during
the same period the Contractor to be charged with the cost of all
paper thus spoiled over 5 per cent. Half sheets, if good, of printed
Stamps will be accepted, but 100 half Sheets will only be reckoned as
equal to 30 whole sheets.

3. As to daily deliveries, the daily deliveries must be equable corre
sponding as nearly as possible to the then normal consumption. The
contractors will always have their orders quite a month in advance.

4. As to mode of delivery. Deliveries to be made at the Contractor's
expense daily in a covered cart, locked, a duplicate key being kept
at this office.

5. As to Insurance of the Stamps and Paper. The Government take no
risk whatever either against Fire, theft, or any other contingency
after delivery of the Watermarked Paper to the Contractor until it is
re-delivered as duly manufactured Stamps into the possession of the
officers of Inland Revenue at Somerset House. Any insurance
effected must therefore be borne by the Contractors. If upon taking
the half yearly account of the watermarked paper and printed stamps
in the hands of the Contractor there is found to be a deficiency, the
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Contractor will be answerable for the paper as if it were fully stamped,
and the amount of duty thereofwill have to be paid to the Revenue.

The firm submitted their tender on May 17th. It is a docu
ment of such importance in the history of Thomas De La Rue
& Company, and contains matters of such great philatelic in
terest, that it is reproduced in full:

We have the honour to address your Honourable Board in response
to the invitation which has been issued to us to place before you a
Tender for the supply of 1d. Postage Stamps, and in doing so, we
venture to premise the following observations.
From the Specification read to us by the Controller of Stamps and
Stores, we find that the conditions prescribed for the new 1d. Stamps
are exactly such as are fulfilled in the Postage Stamps manufactured
by us for your Department, from which we necessarily infer that
your Board seek to obtain for the 1d. duty, Stamps of the same de
scription as have been employed in collecting the higher rates of
Postage. Hence, as the originators and exclusive manufacturers of
stamps of that character, we feel it will not be deemed out of place if
we re-call to the recollection of your Board certain circumstances
connected with the production of adhesive stamps under the system
as devised and carried on by us with such complete protection to the
revenue for so many years.
When the institution of the 1d. Postage called into requisition an
adhesive stamp, it was only natural that in the first instance the
copperplate system of printing should be resorted to, that being the
method which was then employed for most of the better class of
work. But a very few years, however, elapsed before it was found that
the employment of copperplate-printed stamps was fraught with
great danger and inconvenience. When, therefore, a receipt stamp,
and high duties of Postage Stamps, were required, your Board cast
about for instruments of collection, which, whilst being handy to the
public, would be free from the inconvenience in use, and the liability
to fraud and forgery which attached to copperplate-printed Stamps.
All sorts of schemes were propounded, but it was only after our
assistance had been invited that a proposal was made which was

acceptable to your Board. We had the privilege of pointing out that
if it were only possible to print stamps of such a nature as to with
stand forgery in fugitive inks by the surface system, the stamps
would be secure against those attacks of the forger and fraudulent
cleaner to which copperplate-printed stamps are so especially ex

posed; and that the stamps would be thin in texture, and not liable to

smudge in handling. After the mature consideration of your Board,
we were permitted to enter upon a course of experiments in the
direction which we had indicated, which entirely engrossed us
for a lengthy period. We ultimately succeeded in conquering the

many and great difficulties which the problem presented, and had
the satisfaction of submitting to your Board a form of stamp, which,
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not only in this country, but in India, the Colonies, and in many
foreign countries, has, we are proud to say, defied all illicit attacks.
The number of stamps we have supplied could be counted literally
by billions, and yet in no case have we had a complaint of forgery, or
of the stamps being cleaned for use a second time, when once they
had been properly cancelled. The experience of your Board in re
lation to our stamps will be sufficiently confirmatory of this statement,
or we should with confidence appeal to the results which have been
attained by the use of our Stamps during a long series of years in
India. There, as you are no doubt aware, the Revenue has to be
guarded by the utmost possible precautions against the skilled and
patient efforts of numberless Oriental craftsmen, who, unfortunately,
combine with many of the subordinate native officials in regarding
the defraudment of the Revenue, not only as a source of profit, but
as positively meritorious. Yet, under those crucial conditions, our
system has been found to afford the most perfect safeguards.
We trust we may be excused in expressing surprise that the 1d.
Postage Stamp has for so long been allowed to hold its own, seeing
that copperplate-printed stamps can be forged by several direct pro
cesses, and obliterations can be removed from them without difficulty.
We entertain but little doubt, indeed, that fraud has been practised
to a considerable extent in this country, although not so much as it
would have been in a country like India, where, as we have said,
there is great liability to fraud. From our experience of stamp matters
in relation to India, we have no hesitation in saying that copperplate-
printed stamps could not have survived a single year in that country,
for they would have been found utterly untrustworthy, as they are in
America, where, however, owing to peculiar circumstances, which
we could, if needful, detail, the old system of stamp manufacture
still prevails, although its death-blow is, we understand, imminent.
The American stamps can be forged, and cleaned for use a second
time, without difficulty.
The copperplate system of printing is, indeed, altogether inad
missible for stamp manufacture; but in the face of the gratifying
circumstance that your Board, by now requiring a surface-printed
1d. Postage Stamp, have once again testified to their conviction that
such is the case, we will refrain from occupying space in pointing out
the special dangers, and the great inconvenience, which attend the
employment of copperplate-printed stamps. Suffice it for us to say
that all the great States of Europe have followed your Board in the
adoption of surface-printed stamps. Almost all of them have sought
assistance from us in one shape or another; and, if opportunity were
allowed us, we could conclusively prove to your Board that only in
the same degree as they have procured our assistance have the States
in question been successful in their endeavours to produce Postage
Stamps similar to those we have so long had the privilege of manu
facturing for your Department. They have all aimed at obtaining
stamps possessing the same properties as the higher duties of English
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Postage Stamps; but only those who have obtained our full assistance
have been successful. It is but quite recently that we have been in
communication on the subject with one of the largest neighbouring
countries, and although we showed some practical officials the whole
of the operation of stamp manufacture, as conducted by us, they
signally broke down in their endeavour to follow it

,

seeing that they
failed to acquire our personal assistance in carrying out their under
taking.
Your Board will we think readily concede that the system ofmanu
facture evolved by our ingenuity, and embodying the results ofmuch
scientific investigation has, during more than a quarter of a century,
afforded a means of collecting an enormous revenue at a very low
cost. This has been ofmuch benefit to the State, and your Board will
excuse us ifwe remind you that these results have only been attained
by the constant application of much experience, skill, and special
scientific knowledge, combined with great devotion to the work in
the shape of close personal supervision, and that we, therefore, re
spectfully demur to being ranked side by side in the question now
under consideration with other firms who do not possess the essential
pre-requisites of long experience, scientific knowledge and practical
skill of a very special kind. Even in the simplest industries, there are
well-marked specialities, and in every one of the higher branches of
manufacture certain articles can be produced only by certain houses
who have made a speciality of them. This is a well-known fact to
everyone engaged in trade, and the production of adhesive surface-
printed stamps is only one amongst several specialities which we have
been in the possession of for a number of years. Successive dis
coveries and inventions have enabled us to bring it to a high pitch of
perfection; and in all its developments we have in no case covered
our inventions by Letters Patent, involving, as they do, a publicity
which might be detrimental to fiscal interests, but have, as a matter
of public policy, waived our personal interests so far as to allow our
processes to remain unprotected, though, of course, guarded by
necessary reserves in the practical working.
If space permitted, we could submit specimens of the surface-
printed stamps of other countries, and point to the defects which
they possess, at the same time showing how those defects had been
brought about, and how they could be remedied; and in that manner
we could bring prominently forward the fatal mistakes which have
been made by each country, although the manufacture of the stamps
has been carried on in important establishments, and although great
pressure has, as we know, been put upon the practical people con
cerned to produce stamps of such a refined and protective nature as
we are proud to think that England possesses in the stamps supplied
by us. That such pressure as we refer to has been applied is demon

strated by the fact that the stamps of other countries are continually
undergoing change, and that manifestly a great and increasing un

easiness prevails concerning them. A glance at a Stamp Album will
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show, not only how many changes the various stamps have under
gone during recent years, but how clumsy and inferior they are, in
every way, to the English surface-printed stamps. These latter are,
we submit, pre-eminent, both in respect of their quality and on
account of their permanent reliability, for no change of character has
been called for in them in the past, or is required in them in the
present, notwithstanding that the advance of science since their
introduction has placed most formidable weapons in the hands of the
dishonest.

In reference to the difficulty of the stamp manufacture, we beg to
remind your Board that, owing to the numerous complaints which
have appeared in the public press from time to time, in relation to the
gumming of the 1d. Postage Stamps, we have often been consulted
by the practical officers ofyour Board as to how the gumming of those
stamps might be improved. We have, naturally, declined to put our
competitors in possession of the system on which we gum the sheets;
but we have upon more than one occasion gummed some of the 1d.
Postage Paper in our manner, to the full satisfaction of your practical
officers. Even with the assistance of those specimen sheets, however,
the gumming of the 1d. Postage Stamps has apparently undergone
no improvement, and yet the gumming of stamps is perhaps the
simplest of the many processes employed in their manufacture.

From the Specification which the Controller of Stamps and Stores Estimate
has read to us, and from explanations which he has been good enough
to afford, we find that the object your Board have in making the con
templated change is to obtain surface-printed 1d. Postage Stamps of
the same character as the stamps at present manufactured by us for
your Department; and upon that understanding — on which we
venture to lay particular emphasis — we beg to say that our price for
the stamps, manufactured complete, and delivered to the Stamp
Office, as described by the Controller of Stamps and Stores in his
Specification, would be 2§d (Two pence and three-eighths) per
thousand; the sheets containing 240 stamps in two panes of 120, and
machine-made paper being furnished to us in double sheets

23" x 22^", truly cut and equal to the Anchor paper in all respects.
We have, of course, assumed that the Queen's Head must be the
leading and essential feature in the stamp. Should, however, this not
be the case, or should your Board by any possibility determine on
varying in any way the prescribed conditions, we respectfully claim
to have an opportunity of reconsidering the whole question; for, even
if the matter were to be settled merely upon a question of prices, we
would still give place to no one, being fully able to produce the same
article at the same, if not at a cheaper, rate than any other house. We
cannot, however, pretend to supply a superior article at the same price
at which others can supply an inferior article; in other words,
we cannot pretend to supply adhesive stamps, possessing all the

properties of our present adhesive stamps, and produced in the same
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Estimate refined manner, at the same price at which we, or others, could
(continued) supply stamps wanting in one or more of such essentials.

Designs We enclose for the inspection of your Board, twenty-four designs,
Plate 3; 8-1 1 which have been arranged by us in four groups, those within each

group containing a distinct head. Every line has been studied in the
preparation of these designs, in order to obtain the best result which
would be practicable in working, so that your Board might thus rely
upon any one of them being carried out with strict faithfulness,
whereas if we had confined ourselves to submitting water-colour
drawings, however elaborated, only an imperfect idea might have
been conveyed of the effect which would be attained in the finished
stamps. Some of the designs are, in our view, very much better than
the others; but we enclose all, in order to show your Board that we
have spared no pains in bringing about a good result, and we think
that the group of designs upon the margin of which we have put a
red cross are really highly successful. We should explain that the
designs have been made in black, so as to bring out strongly the
effect of the work in them. The stamps could, however, be printed in
any colour which might be selected, and we beg to lay stress upon
that point, for our fugitive inks are not limited to one or two tints,
but can be produced in the entire range of all colours. This is a most
important condition, for difference of colour becomes essential in
distinguishing different duties of stamps.

Colour Although the properties of our fugitive inks are well known to your
Scheme Board, we beg, as required, to enclose specimens of them, in the shape

of some 1d. Inland Revenue Stamps printed in various shades of
colour. These colours we do not submit as those which would neces
sarily be best for the 1d. Postage Stamp, but simply as samples to
show the properties of the inks. The selection of the particular colour
for the stamps should, we suggest, stand over until the printing plates
have been completed, for such a course has been adopted with
advantage on all recent occasions. We invite the most crucial exami
nation of the specimens submitted herewith, and, if need be, into the
whole process ofmanufacture.
We shall be forgiven if we allude to the fact that the Press has on
many occasions passed the highest encomiums upon the stamps of
our manufacture, and has as often held up to censure the existing 1d.
Postage Stamps, and that their verdict has been fully endorsed by
public opinion, and by the action of foreign States. Your Board will,
we feel sure, acknowledge that the position of superiority thus
assigned to us, corroborated as it has been by your Board's action
during many years, is not undeserved on our part, and that on such an
occasion as the present, we are entided to lay emphasis on the
eminence which we enjoy as manufacturers of fiscal stamps, which
are at once convenient, refined, and inviolable. We venture respect
fully to point out that your Board, in confiding the work to us, would
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not be entering upon measures of a purely experimental and tentative Colour
nature (inevitably entailing, in face of the large revenue collected by Scheme
the stamps, harassing anxieties and uncertainty); but would enjoy an (continued)
absolute assurance that the new 1d. Postage Stamps would at once
take an equal rank with our other adhesive stamps, and fulfil in the
most perfect manner every requirement of your Board, of the Post
Office, and of the Public.
With the determination on our part fully to maintain the quality of
the work, should it be entrusted to us, we have named a price the
lowest at which, as we know from practical experience, such stamps
could possibly be produced. We now leave the matter with confidence
to the consideration of your Honourable Board, for we feel that a
searching investigation will convince your Board that although others
may possibly be able to submit certain kind of samples, we alone are
in a position to turn out in bulk such work as is required, and to do
full justice to the occasion which is now presented for satisfying the
wish which has on all hands so long been felt for 1d. Postage Stamps
equal in every respect to those issued for the higher duties.

The principals of the firm at this time were the son of the Contract
founder, Warren De La Rue, the 'brains', Fellow of the Royal One Penny
Society and a D.C.L.; his elder son Warren William, known as
William, who is traditionally held responsible for the firm's high
standard of efficiency in technical and administrative matters;
and Thomas Andros, younger son of Warren, who sub
sequently received a baronetcy. These were the men with whom
the other six competitors had to contend.
No useful purpose is served in attempting to analyse or
criticize, after a lapse of seventy-five years, the salesmanship
which prompted this letter, which sought to tear to pieces the
copper-plate process adopted by Perkins, Bacon, and to expand
the perfection of the letterpress process as adapted by De La
Rue to the printing ofPostage Stamps under security conditions.
We know now that the death-blow to copper-plate printing in
the United States was not delivered; that at the moment the
letter was being drafted one or more officials from the Stock Ex
change Post Office were enjoying the proceeds of an 'illicit
attack' on the One Shilling postage stamps printed by the firm.
The remarks on the indifferent quality of the stamps printed
by letterpress on the continent at that time may have been

prompted by the firm's failure to get the printing of the Austrian
stamps, and the reference to Anchor paper, presumably the 500
reams made by Hollingworth, may have been a reminder of
Turner's failings; one can also recognise inspiration from the
article in the Globe. The points which really mattered were the
scientific knowledge which was the very being of the De La
Rues: the quality of the personal supervision, so inexorable
when compared with the amateur and haphazard attainments of
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Contract the craftsmen, charming though they may have been, who
One Penny directed the affairs of Perkins, Bacon: and finally the advantage
(continued) that any firm who had devoted its mind to one highly specialised

branch of printing, and could point to efficient service as well as
results, must have over its rivals. Finally the tender was accom
panied by four groups of essays in the form of proofs based on
four different Queen's heads, comprising twenty-four suggested
designs, and an entire range of colour trials in fugitive inks
printed from a plate already made for the Inland Revenue. The
tender was accepted on June 27, 1879. The Board would have
been crazy if they had accepted any other.

With reference to your tender for the supply of Surface printed
Penny Postage Stamps to this Department upon certain conditions
at the price of 2|d. per thousand Stamps, I am directed to acquaint
you that after the fullest consideration of the Reports received from
their Practical and Chemical Officers upon the specimens which you
furnished, and having advised with the Postmaster General thereon,
the Board have determined to accept your tender, and will give
directions for their Solicitor to proceed forthwith to prepare the
Draft Contract.

Plate 3; 12-15 With regard to the design for the new stamp the Board understand
Plate 4; 1 that the Postmaster General gives the preference to that marked D

on the Card No. 4 which will therefore be adopted; and as there is an
urgent desire on the part of the Post Office that the new stamps
should be brought into general use at the earliest possible date, I am
to request that without waiting for the completion of the contract,
the Plates may be proceeded with and Specimen proofs submitted as
soon as possible.

As to the colour of the Stamp, Lord John Manners informed the
Board it is proposed that a red colour should still be retained, but
that a fighter tint such as the enclosed specimen should be used in
order to assimilate with the colour of Foreign Stamps of the same
denomination as recommended by the International Bureau and he
would be glad if a few stamps printed accordingly could be forwarded
for examination.
I have therefore to request that as soon as a Plate is prepared you
will submit for the Board's consideration Specimen proofs in all the
different tones of red which possess the necessary fugitive properties.

The firm acknowledged this letter on June 30th with their
usual reserve.

We have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of
the 27th inst., informing us of the acceptance on the part of your
Hon'ble Board of our Tender of the 17th ulto. for the supply of
surface-printed 1d. Postage Stamps. We have, in accordance with
your instructions, already put in hand the engraving of the requisite
die, and we beg to assure you that everything by way of preparation
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for the manufacture of the stamps shall be pushed on by us with the Contract
utmost despatch. One Penny

We beg that you will be good enough to convey to your Board our (continued)
best thanks for the additional mark of their confidence implied by the
acceptance ofour Tender.

The Warrant for the preparation of the first twelve printing Copper Red
plates (Plates 1 to 12) was dated August 21, 1879. It was fol- Ink
lowed by a second Warrant, dated October 17th, instructing the
firm to make a further fifty printing plates (Plates 13 to 62). In
the meantime the firm had been going into the question of
colour, and the following letter, written on October 20th, is also
printed in full in view of the light it throws on the thoroughness
with which De La Rue tackled the problems set before them.

Our arrangements for the production of the new 1d. Postage
Stamps being now matured, we beg to address your Honourable
Board on the subject of the printing ink to be used in their manu
facture. We understand that the printing ink should fulfil the
following conditions

(1) It should be of a reddish colour.
(2) It should be highly solvent in hydrocarbons.
(3) It should be insoluble in water.
(4) It should be quick-drying.
(5) It should not fade when exposed to sunlight.
(6) It should be stable in constitution, so as not to undergo any
chemical change with age, when exposed to damp or hot
weather, or to sunlight.

(7) It should be capable of yielding clear and sharply-defined
impressions from the printing plates.

To combine all these conditions in any material is a matter of very
great difficulty. Nevertheless, we possess a red colour which satisfies
them in a pre-eminent degree. This colour we were about to submit
to your Board some three weeks ago, when it was suggested to us by
the Controller of Stamps and Stores that your Board might possibly
take exception to the colour on account of its being constituted upon
a copper base. In view of that expression of opinion on the part of one
of your Board's Officers, we hesitated to write to you on the subject
until we had had the matter thoroughly investigated, for although
we felt convinced that the compound of copper which we proposed
to employ was perfectly harmless, still we considered that your Board
would like to have independent testimony to that fact. We referred
the matter, therefore, to Dr. Wm Murrell, who, we were advised,
was well known in the medical world as a leading toxicologist. We

requested Dr. Murrell to associate himself with any other gentleman
whose assistance he might think would be valuable in carrying out
the proposed investigation. He invited Drs. A. Dupre and Sydney
Ringer to co-operate with him in the matter. We furnished those
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Copper Red gentlemen with a number of the stamps printed in the proposed
Ink colour, as well as with a quantity of the colouring substance.
(continued) They assure us that they have pursued their research with the

utmost rigour, and that in addition to chemical investigations under
taken by them in respect thereto, they have administered the colour
ing matter without any effect whatever in large and repeated doses to
various lower animals as well as to man. They consider that by the
experiments and observations which they have made, they have ex
hausted the enquiry, and they have, therefore, sent us the Report
enclosed herein.

During the interval that has elapsed since we instituted the toxi-
cological investigations we have made a great number of experiments
with other red colours besides that referred to above. The result con
firms our previous experience, viz., that there is no red colour known
which possesses in so satisfactory a manner the various properties
which are required by the 1d. Postage Stamps as does the colour we
term 'copper red'. There is only one other colour which we could
with any confidence recommend to your Board, which, although it
works equally well with the copper red, is neither so fugitive under
the action of hydrocarbons, so influenced by sunlight, so chemically
stable nor so quick drying.
We enclose nine sheets of 1d. Postage Stamps; those lettered A and
B printed in two shades of the copper red, and those lettered C
printed in the other colour to which we have referred. In order that
the appearance of the colours may be judged from single stamps, we
enclose three envelopes to which we have attached a stamp printed
in each of the colours. Stamps printed in the darker copper red (B)
we think look the best, seeing that the severity of the design requires,
we consider, a somewhat grave colour.

The shade of the colour is, however, we conceive of minor im
portance as compared with its chemical and physical properties, and
we respectfully suggest to your Board that it would be a great pity to
forego the employment of a thoroughly efficient and perfectly inert
and harmless material simply to avoid the possibility of a question
being raised as to its having any physiological action.

We need hardly assure you that, apart from our earnest desire to
render the new 1d. Postage Stamp a success in every way, we have no
interest in recommending the adoption of the copper red, seeing that
the other red is, if anything, less expensive, while it would, we feel
satisfied, work equally well.
We shall be obliged by your forwarding us a receipt for the nine
sheets of stamps enclosed.

Enclosed with this letter was the following statement signed
by A. Dupre, Ph.D., F.R.S., Lecturer on Chemistry and
Toxicology at the Westminster Hospital School of Medicine;
William Murrell, M.D., M.R.C.P., Lecturer on Practical
Physiology at the same School; and Sydney Ringer, M.D.,
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F.R.C.P., Professor of Medicine at University College. It was
dated October 17, 1879.

From the crucial experiments and observations we have made, we
are convinced that under no possible circumstances could the Penny
Postage Stamps of the proposed new colour received by us for ex
amination prove injurious in any way. The colouring matter used in
printing the stamps, from its insolubility in saliva, and from its
freedom from deleterious properties, is admirably adapted for the
purpose, and we question whether any other known pigment that
could be used would be equally inert and harmless.

Specimen B, showing the darker shade of copper-red which
had been De La Rue's own choice, was approved on October
28th.

It is rare that history is given a picture of the position of both
sides in a business negotiation of this kind, but a 'row' in the
House of Commons in 1888 on the question of Post Office ex
penditure led to the preparation of a 'Report for the Commis
sioners of Inland Revenue in reference to the Contract made in
1880 for the manufacture of stamps and stamped paper'. It was
dated March 20, 1888, and was accompanied by a copy of a
Memorandum, prepared by Sir Charles Henries, Chairman of
the Board, dated February 12, 1880.
The following extracts from the Memorandum show exactly
what happened.

At the expiration of the limit fixed for the delivery of the tenders
six tenders only were received, one firm having declined.
The tenders were opened by the Secretary at a full attendance of
the Board, and a synopsis of each tender, as it was opened, was made
by the Chairman of the Board. The tender prices per thousand
Stamps were as follows, viz.: —

Copper Red
Ink
(continued)

Commission

Report

No. of
Tender Tenders Prices

d.

A. - - 1 tJ8L

B. - - I - 1.6/8.
C.andD. - 2 - 2f.
E. - - I - 2.4/8.
F. - - I - 2.4/8 or 2f .

The specimen stamps delivered with each tender were referred by
the Board, under number and without name, to the Board's chemical
and practical officers. On application of the chemical tests it appeared
that there was but one tender which thoroughly fulfilled the chemical
conditions to which the safety of the Revenue required a rigid
adherence.
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Commission This tender proved to be that submitted by Messrs. De La Rue,
Report whose price was 2fd.
(continued) There were only two other firms who tendered below this price,

and they both failed to meet the prescribed requirements, inasmuch
as in one case (A) the pigments used were not sufficiently fugitive, so
that the acceptance of such a tender would have perpetuated the most
serious defect of the old postage stamps, whilst in the other case (B)
in addition to this objection the process of manufacture proposed to
be adopted was not that of surface printing.
With regard to the firm whose proposal was identical in price with
that of the competitor eventually selected, the Board's chemical
officer reported 'the stamps to be neatly printed, and when fresh that
they stood third as regards fugitiveness, but that when dried the
pigment became very hard and was not affected by the usual re
agents; that the results of the experiments led to the conclusion that
the medium was oleaginous; that the gum fractured readily and was
liable to be removed on wetting the stamp.'
The report of the Controller of Stamping on the same tender was,
that of the specimens produced 'only one is worth notice, and that is
only fairly executed, whilst the colour is dull and common in
appearance.'

Thereupon, viz., on the 12th June 1879 the Board transmitted,
under number and without names appended, for the consideration
of the Postmaster General, all the specimens, together with the reports
of their practical officers, and on the 25th June the Postmaster
General replied that it appeared to him 'that Tender No. 3257 must
be accepted as being the only one which fulfils all the conditions of
the contract and thus seems to secure the Post Office Revenue against
the danger of fraud.'
The tender thus referred to as No. 3,257, was that of Messrs. De
La Rue, which the Board finally determined to accept.
From the contract to be thus entered into with Messrs. De La Rue,
it may be estimated that an annual comparative saving of £9,000,
based upon the yearly quantity supplied, will be secured.
A deduction to be drawn from the competition for the new con-
contract, is that highly finished stamps strictly fulfilling all the artistic
and chemical conditions required for the protection of the Revenue,
cannot be obtained from responsible firms at a less price than that
agreed to. Even this price was only obtained by a change from hand
printing to machine work, and through the work being undertaken
by a firm of unequalled experience in these matters and possessing
every modern appliance for the manufacture of stamps.
So far, the Board understand that the manufacture has been, and
will for some time be attended with considerable loss to the manu
facturer by reason of spoilage in printing which cannot be avoided in
the initiation of such work even by that firm.

The Memorandum then discusses the question of postal



Plate i

i. Receipt Stamp, 1853.
2. Die proof of Shilling essay.

3. Draft or Receipt Stamp, 1855.
4. Sixpence proof, 23 2 72.
5. Sixpence proof amended by hand and
approved 30 .10.72.
6. Ninepence proof, 23 2/72.
7. Amended Ninepence proof approved
30 ro 72, but not issued.
8. Proof of die prepared for Tenpence,

with rectangular corners, not submitted.

9. Tenpence proof, 23 2 72.
10. Amended Tenpence proof approved

30 1072, but not issued.
11. Proof of new die prepared for Tenpence.
12. Two Shillings proof, 23/2/72.
13. Amended Two Shillings proof approved
30/10/72, but not issued.

14. Die proof for Two Shillings, dated
December 1872, with altered style of lettering.



Plate 2

I - 12. Designs for One Halfpenny, 29 4 70.
13. Die proof of small Queen's head en
graved for 1870 Halfpenny essays.

14
-
17. Selection of designs submitted for

Twopence Halfpenny October 27 to Novem
ber 9, 1874.



Plates

I - 4. A further selection of designs sub
mitted for Twopence Halfpenny in 1874.
5-7. Three Eightpence essays, submitted
April 6, 1876.
8 - 11. Essays engraved and proofed for the

One Penny, showing the four heads and four
frames, submitted May 17, 1879. Altogether
twenty-four essays were prepared.
12 - 15. Supplementary essays for One
Penny submitted in 1879



Plate 4

i. Approved essay for One Penny, 1880.

2 - 12. Designs for Three Halfpence, submitted February 7, 1880.
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stationery, on which the firm was forced to make a reduction of Commission
15 per cent, and mentions that they were also called to prepare Report

a new scale for printing adhesive stamps 'in which the cost in- (continued)
creases as the quantity ordered at one time diminishes'. The
Memorandum also reveals that it was during these negotiations
that De La Rue stated 'that they would be prepared to purchase
the perforating machines now in use at this office at a valuation
upon an equitable basis'.

There can be no doubt that if
,

over the twenty-five years since Contract
the printing of the first Fourpence, the firm had tightened up its Modifications
methods and developed into a highly efficient machine for the
manufacture of Postage Stamps, the Board of Inland Revenue
also had developed into a highly efficient organization for pur
chasing postage stamps. Henceforward the relationship between
the protagonists, although friendly, becomes a battle of price
levels. The first skirmish took place as early as December 13,
1879.

The Board have under their consideration the arrangements to be
made for the safe keeping of the new 1d. Postage plates and Matrices.
It appears to them that the fire proof safes which are required for
that purpose, should be supplied by you as part of the suitable
premises necessary for the manufacture and storage of the plates and
stamps, and I am accordingly to request that they may be provided
as soon as possible.

The firm stood fast. In their reply of December 17th they
said:

Although the code of conditions upon which was based our Tender
for the supply of the 1d. Postage Stamps contained the chief stipula
tions which your Board had to make, it was obviously impossible for
such a document to enter into detail and where no exception is

pointed to in the code, we have adopted the course which has ob
tained in reference to the Stamp manufacture we have hitherto con
ducted for your Board. We submit that we have thus in a great many
cases been put to much expense and trouble beyond that which we
should have incurred had the various questions which have arisen
been settled simply upon the Code of conditions without any
reference to former precedents, and we cannot but feel that in the
single instance in which a charge would fall upon your Board in
virtue of an established rule, it would be hard upon us were the case
settled upon any other basis than that of former precedents. The
custody of the stamps, and the provision for their safe keeping, has
always been undertaken by ourselves; but it has been the invariable
practice for the custody of the dies, plates, &c. to be with your Board,
and that the safes required for their security should be provided by
them.
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Contract

Modifications
(continued)

Paper Contract
Terms

They elaborated still further on the subject in a letter written
two days later.

We are glad to find that safes of a small size would answer the
purpose. This result has not, however, been attained without great
extra trouble and expense to ourselves, for in order to render the
Plates as light and small as possible we have had to devise a new and
elaborate mode of producing them . . . We respectfully submit that
we cannot be expected to incur any further expense in the matter.

There the matter seems to have ended.
While these negotiations for the new printing contract were
in progress the Board had also been getting prices for paper, and
the order was placed with R. D. Turner & Co. at the Roughway
Mills. A copy of the tender was sent to De La Rue, and is filed
in their Correspondence Book. In view of the great detail it
contains as to the method ofmanufacture it also has considerable
philatelic interest, and is reproduced in full.

Crown Watermarked Paper for Surface Printed 1d.

Postage Stamps Terms of Contract

Contract to be for seven years and then running for six months
subject to notice on either side.

Samples of the Crown watermarked paper to be submitted, for
which the competitors must provide their own temporary Dandy
Roller.
The paper must be machine made and must be manufactured of
pure rags only, and be equal to the sample sheet of Orb watermarked
paper hereto annexed. The paper must be animal sized to the same
degree as the sample sheet so that the paper may properly sustain the
gum to be laid on the back thereof whilst it shall admit of the fine
engraved work of the Stamps being printed on the front without
difficulty.
The paper must be perfectly flat and free from wrinkles and cockles,
uniform in thickness, and free from holes, grit, or other foulness, and
of the same texture and finish as the sample sheet, which it must
exactly match in respect to quality, colour, opacity, surface on both
sides and bulkiness. It must also resemble the sample sheet as to
strength or length of fibre and degree of sizing, both the latter being
very important points considering the processes which the paper has
to undergo in the Stamp manufacture.
The paper must weigh 20 lbs per ream of 500 Sheets without
wrapper and must be made of a size 22J x 22! in accordance with the
annexed diagram.

The watermark of a Crown must be repeated in each sheet 480
times. The Crown must be of such a form that it shall fall within the
parallelogram X in the top left-hand corner of the diagram, in other
words, it shall not be broader or higher than the parallelogram X. A
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Crown thus limited in size must fall in each of the 480 Stamps, the Paper Contract
positions of which are given upon the diagram. In addition to the Terms
Crown the word 'Postage' will have to appear in the watermark round (continued)
the margin of the panes of the sheets, as well as the corner lines which
embrace the panes of Stamps upon the diagram.
The crosses lettered A, B, C, D, E, K, L, M, N will have to appear
in watermark exactly in the positions in which they are shewn on the
diagram. The paper must be made and cut at the paper machine of a
size considerably in excess of that in which it is required and each
sheet will have by an after process to be cut singly to the true size.
The right-hand edge of the sheet G.I. must be cut absolutely
parallel with the crosses A.B. at a distance equal to half the length of
the sheet from those crosses. The edge of the sheet G.I. being thus
determined with accuracy, the edge I.H. must be cut truly at right
angles to the edge G.I. and at the proper distance from the cross D.
After this has been done, the edge H.F. must be cut perfectly parallel
with the edge G.I. and at the proper distance therefrom, whilst the
edge F.G. will have to be cut truly parallel to the edge H.I. and at the
proper distance from that edge, the result being that the paper shall
be cut precisely to the right dimensions viz. 22J x 22I and perfectly
true, taking the line A.B. as the base of the cutting operations.
Absolute accuracy in the cutting of the sheets is indispensable and to
ensure this each sheet will require to be cut singly, the first cut being
governed entirely by the crosses A.B.
Although no paper will be accepted unless cut with absolute pre
cision as above set forth, it is not expected that the paper can be made
so that the watermarks shall fall precisely in their right positions.
The squares drawn about the crosses K. L. M. N. indicate the
latitude which will be allowed in the position of the watermarks.
Those squares are 5/16 of an inch in size, and providing the centres
of all four crosses fall well within their respective squares, the sheets
will be accepted, otherwise they will be rejected as too much out of
truth. The normal positions for the crosses to occupy is the centre of
the squares as indicated upon the diagram and the variation to be
allowed in the watermarking of the paper is limited by the square
orbit prescribed for each cross.
In order to gauge the sheets the squares will be drawn by the Board's
Officers upon metal plates and the sheets will have to be laid singly
one at a time, on the metal plates to ascertain whether the centre of
the crosses falls properly within the squares.
The manufacturer will have to examine the paper not only as to its
general make and quality, but also as to its being properly water
marked, free from holes and foulness, whilst it will have sheet by sheet
to be tested as to the watermarks being within the prescribed limits.
On its receipt at Somerset House the paper will undergo a process of
sampling and if found to be in any way imperfect or out of truth in
respect to the watermarking the whole consignment will be returned
to the manufacturer as unfit for use.
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Paper Contract The paper to be packed in reams in strong and thick wrappers of
Terms 500 Sheets.

(continued) The Dandy Rollers to be provided and renewed whenever neces
sary at the expense of the manufacturer of the paper, but neverthe
less to be the property of the Board to whom they will have to be
given up whenever required. The Board will also exercise the right
of giving to whatever tradesman they may think proper the manu
facture of the Dandy Rollers, the expense thereof to be borne by the
manufacturer.

The Die for the watermarks or bits will be paid for by the
Revenue.

The paper must pass from the machine into the hands of the
Revenue Officers who will only part with it for the subsequent pro
cesses of finishing &c. on the receipt of the manufacturer, he being
held responsible for any lost sheets.
The paper must be delivered fit for use at Somerset House in such
quantities as the Board's Officers may from time to time require.
The mill and the necessary adjoining premises must be approved
by the Board and be under the entire control of their Officers.
The manufacturer must provide at the mill a locked room or large
cupboard for the safe custody of the Revenue Dandy Rollers.
Proper and comfortable offices, to be approved by the Board of
Inland Revenue, for the accommodation of the Controlling Revenue
Staff must also be provided as well as a large and well-lighted room
furnished with tables for counting and tying the reams, a hydraulic

press and a desk for the Officer's use.
No other paper besides that contracted for must be made in the
same room at the same time nor must any other process connected
with the manufacture of other paper be carried on there.
This room, as well as the mill generally, must be under the control
of the Board or their Officers with the reservation of the right to use
Revenue locks wherever they may be deemed desirable.

All paper which it is considered does not fulfil the prescribed con
ditions and which cannot therefore be accepted must be cut diagonally
and afterwards must be pulped at the mill under the inspection of the
Revenue Officers.

The manufacturer must always have at the mill three weeks to a
month's supply of finished paper irrespective of any reserve stock at
Somerset House.
The Board will only accept tenders direct from principals and will
not agree to the contract being sub-let in any way whatever.
The tender with a sample of250 Sheets (the size of the paper being
22f x 22 i) and a statement of the net price per ream of 500 sheets to
be sent in at the expiration of 14 days from the invitation to tender.
The price to include packing, delivering at Somerset House, and all
other charges whatever.

The Board will not be responsible for the loss of the paper by fire,
theft, or otherwise until actually delivered at Somerset House.
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The account will be paid monthly and according to the deliveries Paper Contract
at Somerset House. Terms

A guarantee will have to be given that the deliveries of the paper at (continued)
the required rate will commence on the 1st of September next and
will be continued in such quantities as from rime to time may be
required.
A penalty will be imposed for non-performance of the contract.
The Board do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or any
tender.

The third Warrant for fifty printing plates (Plates 63-112) One Penny
was dated January 13, 1880. The following quantities were de- Deliveries
livered:

Day Book Sales of One Penny: November 21, 1879 to June 30, 188 1

Period ending Quantity delivered Price.

£. s. d.
January 31, 1880. 150,144,000 1485. 16. 0.

February 28, 69,024,000 683. 1. 0.

March 31, 71,424,000 706. 16. 0.

April 30, 78,336,000 775. 4. 0.

May 31, 76,800,000 736. 0. 0.

June 30, 78,144,000 748. 17. 7.
July 30, 88,704,000 850. 1. 7.
August 31, 81,984,000 785. 13. 7.
September 30, 21,744,000 208. 7. 7.
October 30, 76,896,000 736. 18. 4.
November 30, 97,632,000 935. 12. 9.
December 31, 100,224,000 960. 9. 7.
January 31, 1881 95,088,000 911. 5. 2.

February 28, 79,632,000 763. 2. 9.
March 31, 117,120,000 1,122. 8. 0.

April 30, 96,000,000 920. 0. 0.

May 31, 72480,000 694. 12. 0.

June 30, 1 1,208,000 107. 8. 2.

TOTAL 1462,584,000 £14,131. 14. 1.

These figures are summarised here to give an idea of the size
of the venture on which De La Rue had embarked. As these
astronomical quantities can have no philatelic significance it
serves no useful object to tabulate the Day Book entries hence
forward.
Up to April 30, 1880 the stamps were charged at the original
quoted rate of 2jd per 1,000: hereafter the revised rate of 2^d
per 1,000 was charged, until the new Unified One Penny was
first invoiced in May, 188 1 .
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One Penny A note attached to the Day Book at June 13, 1881 shows that
Printing Plates the firm then held three dies, of which one had been hardened

and two were soft. They also held thirty-eight 'formes grown
from the lead', or electrotyped printing plates; ten of these had
been used and six (Plates 35 to 40 inclusive) were at Somerset
House. The last serial number in their possession was shown as
Plate 46. The following plates are not mentioned in this list:
1j 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, and 14. The plates shown as having been in
use were: 9, 10, 12, 15, and 17 to 22 inclusive.
Under the contract no charge was made to the Board for
manufacturing the dies or printing plates. Three warrants had
been received under which the firm could have made 112 if
necessary. The introduction of steel surfacing, however, had
greatly added to the life of the plates.

Organization The memorandum of Sir Charles Herries, dated February
13, 1880, excerpts from which have already been quoted*, was
written after the receipt by the Board of a long letter from
the firm, dated January 30, 1880 which aimed to have the whole
of their work for the Board consolidated and governed by a long
term contract, 'so that we should feel that we had sufficient time
to recoup ourselves for the great ouday which we should be put
to, and the inevitable loss we should at first sustain.' They held
out the hope 'that a very great saving could be effected to the
Revenue by such means'. In the same letter there is the firm's
own description of the plant at Bunhill Row at that date, and of
their methods of supervision.

The Work for your Department extends over five of our factories,
and, in the aggregate, occupies about double the space that is afforded
in our new building, the Star Works. This building is, as your Board
are aware, of an immense size; and we may say without boasting that
it stands unrivalled in the nature of the accommodation it affords. It
was specially constructed for stamp work, each floor being thrown
into one large room for the purpose of proper supervision, whilst the
building is of such character that heavy machinery and loads may be
placed upon any part even of the topmost floor. It is exceedingly light
and airy, and has a floor area of 28,800 square feet; and, as we find
from actual measurement that quite twice its accommodation is
taken up by your work, it follows that the work occupies the enormous
floor area of 57,600 square feet. The machinery and appliances which
are engaged upon your work are of the most perfect character that we
have been able to devise, and as the delicacy of the work requires all
the operations to be conducted with the greatest care and circum

spection a very large plant is involved, the output of each machine
being, of necessity, very limited. In view of the great nicety of the
work and the many difficulties we have to contend with, we cannot

* See pp. 95-6.

-
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hope to increase the rate ofproduction. But in the event ofyour Board Organization
consenting to grant us an extended Contract, as hereinafter explained, (continued)
we would undertake to re-organise the whole of the manufactures, so
as to effect a great saving to your Department. We have instanced the
space and plant involved in the manufactures, in order to bring home
to your Board the great expense and labour which any re-organisation
on our part must of necessity entail, for it is patent that in such ex
tensive undertakings concentration and re-arrangement cannot be

achieved without great effort, particularly when it is borne in mind
that, in order to attain the high standard of work which your Board
require, we have always had personally to superintend its execution,
and have not found it possible to relieve ourselves in any way of the
close personal supervision which it has always been the habit of the
partners ofour house to exercise over the stamp work.

In an Appendix to this letter the following rates were
suggested for printing Postage Stamps of the normal size, the
paper being supplied by the Board, 'provided we are enabled to
make such changes as we have in mind'.

For any quantity of any one kind ordered at one time, Contract

not being less than 96,000,000 price per M. 2§d. Modifications

„ „ „ „ 36,000,000 „ „ „ 3d.

» « » » 18,000,000 „
„ „ „ „ 12,000,000 „
» n » n 1,200,000 „
jj j, » » 240,000 „
All quantities less than 240,000 „

N.B. Any quantity less than 120,000 to be charged out as 120,000.

A separate scale was proposed for the Five Shillings, Ten Shillings
and One Pound.

For any quantity of any one kind ordered at one time,
not being less than 44,800,000 price per M. 5|d.
„ „ „ „ 16,800,000 „ „ „ 6£d.
„ „ „ „ 8,400,000 „ „ „ 7£d.
„ „ „ „ 5,600,000 „ „ „ 8d.
» » » » 560,000 „ „ „ 9jd.
„ „ „ „ 112,000 „ „ „ i/4d.
All quantities less than 112,000 „ „ „ 1/9£d.

N.B. Any quantity less than 56,000 to be charged out as 56,000.

The contract for the One Penny was limited to seven years.
The firm had hoped to get the period doubled by consolidating
the other duties which they printed at the new figures, but had
to be content with an extension to ten years. The letter from the
Board of February 6th which conveyed their acceptance of the
proposal, contains the following appreciation of the firm's
services.

,, 3*d.
» 3fd.
„ 4£d.

» 7&d.
10d.»
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One Halfpenny
Three

Halfpence
Twopence

Contract It is scarcely necessary to assure you that the Board have never lost
Modifications sight of the highly confidential character of the business relating to
(continued) the production of Revenue Stamps, and that they fully appreciate the

alacrity with which your Firm have endeavoured in all cases to meet
the requirements of this Department and of the Post Office, as well
as the zealous services which you have rendered on several occasions
of special urgency.

One of the terms of the new consolidated contract specified
'that you will do all the perforation of the stamps supplied by
you free of charge'. It was due to this stipulation that the firm
took over the Somerset House perforation machines.

The basic rate of 2§d per thousand for the One Penny had a
short life, for on January 7, 1880 the firm were invited to submit,
simultaneously with Perk1ns, Bacon, designs 'for surface-printed
Postage Stamps of the denomination of £d, 1£d, and 2d', and
to send with their tender 'specimens of the fugitive printing inks
intended to be employed'.
Evidently the firm expected very keen competition, for they
put forward a proposal which had the effect of reducing the
contracted rate for the One Penny to 2y0.d per thousand. Their
letter was dated February 7th, a week after their proposal for a
new consolidated scale.

Plate 4; 2-12 In reply, we beg to enclose Designs for surface-printed stamps of
those denominations, together with specimens of the character of
fugitive inks which we should propose to employ in printing the

Plate 5; 1-6 stamps in question. These Designs, we may remark, have not been
in any way manipulated in order to add to the effect, but present the
actual appearance of the stamps themselves, in every line and feature,
excepting that, of course, the colours have yet to be determined upon.
As regards the £d. stamps, the quantities required being large, the
price of the stamps must cover the cost of the dies and plates.
In the case of the 1id. and 2d. Stamps, the annual consumption is
comparatively small; but as dies and plates already exist, we are pre
pared ourselves to bear the cost of preparing the requisite dies and
plates for printing these stamps also by the surface process.
In presenting the following Estimate for the above stamps, we
assume that the paper would be provided by the Board of the same
size and arrangement of the watermark as in the case of the 1d.
Stamps, so that the stamps, as completed, would be in two panes of
120 stamps each.

In an Appendix, we give the sliding scale of prices at which we
would undertake to supply the 1£d. and the 2d. stamps, and provided
that those prices are acceptable to your Board, we are prepared to

place the £d. Stamps in a separate category and to supply them on
terms of a highly favourable character. That duty of stamp is so
intimately associated with the 1d., and there is as it appears to us,
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such a great likelihood of the id. stamp at least in a measure super- One Halfpenny
seding the 1d., by a re-adjustment of the postal rates, that we cannot Three
in the consideration of the £d. stamp dissociate the manufacture and Halfpence
the price of the id. stamps from those of the 1d. So intimate indeed Twopence

is the connection between the id. and 1d. stamps, both in the (.cont1nuecl)

immediate present and in relation to future contingencies, that, in a
manufacturing sense, they must be considered as one duty; and
we, therefore, regard your Board's enquiry as equivalent to asking us
to consider a re-adjustment of the price of the 1d. stamps in con
sequence of the accession of work which would accrue should the
production of the £d. stamps be confided to us. It has, consequently,
been essential for us to consider not so much the price at which we
could undertake to supply the £d. stamps as the price at which we
could supply the 1d. stamps and the id. stamps taken in conjunction;
and we find that as the supply of the Ad. stamps would to us be tanta
mount to a great augmentation of the production of the 1d. stamps,
already under contract we should be enabled to reduce the price of
the 1d. stamps to 2^ths d. per 1000 (two and three tenths pence per

thousand) and to supply the \d. stamps at the same price, and on the
same general conditions, which latter would, of course, also apply to
the other two duties.

We are thus enabled to quote an exceedingly low price for the £d.
stamps, as will be understood when we point out that that price in
cludes the perforation of the stamps, and that our Tender is for
stamps of the same size and general character as the 1d., which we
understand to be a binding condition of the Tender. Our Tender for
the 1id. and 2d., stamps also includes the cost of perforation.
There is, moreover, another important consideration which we
wish to bring forward, and this is that the expense of renewing the
stamp printing plates, other than the 1d. Inland Revenue (those
plates and the 1d. Postage being the only ones which we have to re
new free of charge), cost your Board during the last three years upon
an average £400 annually, and that if this Tender be accepted we are
prepared, in order to place all the stamps upon the same footing in
this respect, to renew the plates in question free of charge, thus
effecting a saving equivalent to £400 a year on the quantity of stamps
supplied. It is obvious, therefore, that this further reduction must be
applied rateably to the prices which we quote, in order that the actual
terms upon which we offer the stamps, perforated and complete, may
be fully realized.

On February 19th the firm was informed that their tender had
been accepted, and in acknowledging it they expressed the hope
that they might soon receive the draft ofthe consolidated contract.

It transpires that the initiative leading to the temporary Corner Letters
abolition of the corner letters came from the Postmaster General. omitted
On May 27, 1880 the Board wrote as follows:
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Corner Letters Adverting to the Board's letter of the 19th February as to the
omitted future preparation of the \d., lid., and 2d. Postage Stamps I have to
(continued) inform you that the Board have agreed at the instance of the Post

master General to dispense with the Corner Letters in these new

Stamps — you will accordingly submit fresh designs minus such
letters. In preparing these designs you will bear in mind that the
Board object to ciiminish the security now existing by any curtailment
of the ornamental work round the Queen's head or margin.

Fivepence On the same day the Board asked for a design, without corner
letters, for a new Fivepence Stamp.

The cost of the Die and Plate for this 5d. Stamp will fall to be paid
by the Revenue but the Board think a sensible reduction in the

charge for the same called for having regard to the abolition of the
Corner Letters.

It becomes increasingly clear henceforward that the Board
always wanted everything 'both ways'. The f1rm reduced their
normal charge for die and plate from £172 to £140.

Designs Both the designs for the new Fivepence, and the revised
designs for the Halfpenny, Three Halfpence and Twopence were

Plate 5; 7-12 submitted on May 31st, when De La Rue stated that the
omission of the corner letters would reduce the initial charge for
die and plate by £32.
It is interesting to note from the following correspondence
that the Board now begins to take a constructive part in the
designs of the stamps. As this new move was to culminate
shortly in the crudities of the Unified series, and a great public
outcry, the growth of the process is worth watching. The letter
is dated June 3rd.

I have laid before the Board of Inland Revenue your letter of the
31st ulto. together with the fresh designs forwarded in compliance
with their request for Postage Stamps of the value of £d., 1£d., and
2d. respectively.
If you will refer to my letter of the 27th ulto. conveying instruc
tions for these designs, you will find it stated 'that the Board object
to diminish the security now existing by any curtailment of the
ornamental work round the Queen's head or margin'.
It appears to the Board that the designs in question display con
siderable curtailment of this ornamental work. Further, in the
halfpenny stamp the semidiscs on which the word 'Postage' and
the rate or value appear, impinge on the ornamental inner band
which is objectionable, and in the case of the 2d. stamp, the short
diagonal lines at the corners seem out of harmony with the general
design.
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For these reasons the Board are unable to approve of the designs Designs
now submitted, and they are herewith returned. (continued)
Upon the whole the Board would prefer the designs originally
forwarded (also returned herewith) without the corner letters, for
which it seems easy to substitute some ornamental work.

This was followed by a private note from J. L. Robinson, who
had signed the above letter, to Warren William De La Rue:

It has occurred to me whether there is not some middle course
between what the Post Office seem to want and our Board are in
clined to favour viz. that the margin of the stamp should be rather
ornamental — more so than the 1d. Inland Revenue Margin — than
between that margin and the oval containing the Queen's head should

be a white space — so as to throw the head up in relief. Possibly
I am suggesting what is not practicable and what if it were would not
be artistic, and (after denouncing those who are always putting
forward their own ideas as to stamps) I do not want to have such an
idea considered, ifyou as a practical man think it not feasible.

A. Ornamental border.
B. White space.
C. Oval on which Queen's head is to appear.

There is no further correspondence on this subject.

A warrant was issued on June 25, 1880 for the making of one Halfpenny
printing plate each for the Halfpenny and Three Halfpence. Three
This was followed by a Warrant dated July 21st for eight plates Halfpence
of the Halfpenny 'to be numbered respectively 2 to 9'. A further Twopence
Warrant was issued on August 5, 1880 for 'three plates of each Fivepence
of the following duties of Postage viz., 1£d., 2d., and 5d.'
Under the terms of the consolidated contract no charge was
made for the dies and plates of the Halfpenny, Three Halfpence
and Twopence. The Fivepence was registered on February 23,
188 1 and invoiced on May 9th. The Day Book entry con
firms its direct descent from the new die prepared for the One
Penny.
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Fivepence $d. Postage Die and Plate

I.R.4I40 Plate Registered Feby 2yd 1881. Warrant

#4080/80 Stamps.

£. s. d.
Taking a transfer from the original die of the

Queen's Head as used in the 1d., Postage die —

highly finishing this transfer equal to the original
head and engraving thereon the approved design and

lettering 'Postage Five Pence' 55. o. o.

Making from the above die a forme of 240 mul
tiples and mounting the same on a cast iron plate
truly planed which had been previously used and

paid for.
This being the first forme struck from the die it is
charged at the full price as per the Board's letter
Nov. 17th 1871. £85. less £4. 10. = 80. 10. o.

£135. 10. o.

The new stamps, which supplemented the values already
issued with coloured corner letters, lasted for less than four
years. It is interesting to see that the germ which led to the
Unified Series, as far as their designs are concerned, first
appeared in the deliberations that took place over the colour of
the Fivepence. The following letter was written to the firm by
J. L. Robinson on January 31, 1881:

The Board have had before them a report from Mr. Cousins,
stating the result of a conference recently held with Mr. Blackwood
and the Practical Officers of the Circulation Branch of the Post Office,
as to the difficulties experienced in fixing upon a color for the new

5d. Postage Stamp.

It is understood that the principal objections now urged by the
Post Office are that several of the stamps bear such a resemblance to
one another, especially by artificial light, that it is absolutely neces
sary in the interests of the Revenue to attain greater distinction
either by an alteration of shape or by some new variety of color.
The Board are however informed that your senior Partner was
present at the meeting, and is aware of the direction in which experi
ments should be made with a view to meet the objections of the
Postal Officers.

I am accordingly to authorise you for experimental purposes to
strike off from the Foreign Bill or other Revenue Plates such proofs
as may be required for the consideration of the question, and in
structions to this effect have been given both to the Controller of
Stamps and Stores and to the Controller ofthe Stamping Department.
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There is no immediate correspondence on this subject, but Cost of Dies
three essays, known as 'Jeffrey's Scheme'* are filed under and Plates

March 19, 1881. They show a Twopence of normal size, an
other slightly narrow and about a third deeper than the normal ^late °*' 1~3

stamp, and a hexagonal design. Four duties were allotted to the
first essay, three to the second and three to the third.
The processes which eventually led to the production of the
designs for the Unified Series of 1883-4 were thus set in motion
at this meeting. Before passing on to that strange chapter of
philately, a long correspondence took place between the Board
and the firm on the subject of the charge made for dies and
plates. Much of this was prompted apparently by invoices for
Fiscal stamps since, apart from the invoice for the Fivepsnce,
there are no Day Book entries for Postage Stamp plates between
July 1880 and June 1883. In addition to its revelation of the
uncompromising attitude now being adopted by the Board on
matters of price the correspondence is of great philatelic im
portance in that it is the first authoritative statement by the firm
on their methods of engraving. It starts with a letter dated
November 26, 1881, calling attention to the fact that the prices
for Dies and Plates are charged at the same rates 'as those that
have been allowed from the commencement of the present
method of your manufacturing Adhesive Stamps'. The Board
asked for a reduction of from 20 to 25 per cent in the cost of the
working die, and a much larger reduction even than 25 per cent
for the printing plates, 'without doing you any injustice'. It was
signed by J. L. Robinson. To this Warren De La Rue replied
personally in no uncertain terms on December 5th.

With reference to your letter of the 26th ulto., raising a question
as to the price at which adhesive stamp dies and plates are charged
to your Department, I beg to say that the remarks which you have
been good enough to offer have had my most careful consideration,

and as I am very anxious that the real state of the case should be
brought under the notice of your Board, I will, with your permission,
deal with the questions at some length.

In regard to the dies, no person excepting those actually engaged Engraving
on the work can have any conception of the amount of skilled labour Dies
which has to be thrown into their production. A gentleman of the
greatest eminence in the engraving profession is retained for the

engraving of the Queen's heads exclusively, this work being of such a
very special nature that it is found to be essential that the hand which
has to execute it should not be employed on any other form of
engraving, as the firmness and delicacy of touch required in the work
ing up of the stamp dies would be lost by the practice of any other
form of engraving. The setting-out of the dies, and the engraving of
* Jeffrey was tie Chairman of the Stamp Committee, pp. 126, 147.
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Engraving
Dies

(continued)

Hardening

Non-
chargeable

Expenses

the ornamental work thereon, is performed by the most skilful
amongst a large staff of surface engravers, and in fact every operation
— even down to the taking of the proofs — is conducted by men of the
greatest skill and experience, that apparently unimportant operation
requiring the services of one of the foremen ofMessrs. Thos. De La
Rue & Co.
Very costly and elaborate machinery is employed in the production
of the dies, and the engineering work upon them is of a most difficult
character, such as can be executed only by men of exceptional
ability and training. The amount ofwork entailed in producing a die
can in no way be gauged by the final result, as shown in a proof,
seeing that the processes which a die has to go through for its pro
duction are very numerous.
Each of the many stages in the production of a die is watched by
one of my sons, or his partner, and it will give you some idea of the
tediousness of the operations when I state that in dealing with the
£3. and £6. Unappropriated dies from 100 to 150 proofs had to be
taken from each of the dies, at different stages of their progress,
entailing a considerable expenditure of time in that operation, and
of course very close attention on the part of the partners superintend
ing the work, and I can with confidence assert that the dies, when
completed, are masterpieces, not only of engraving but of engineering
skill. It must be borne in mind, too, that at my own risk, I have to
expose these elaborate products of artistic and mechanical skill,
when completed, to the hardening process, which necessitates the
dies being heated to a bright red heat and then plunged into water, a

process which entails the risk of their cracking and being rendered
totally useless despite all the time and labour expended upon them.

I may, also, remind you that it often happens that I have to prepare
several designs before the pattern of the die is finally decided upon.
These designs require a good deal of thought and occupy no incon
siderable amount of time, for which, however, no charge is made.
As your Board will readily understand from what I have said, the
retention of a skilled engraver such as the one to whom I have alluded,
and the maintenance of the necessary staff to conduct the other
operation of die-making, as well as the costly machinery which is
employed on the work, represent in all a large annual expenditure,
towards which your Board have contributed during the last few years
but a small amount, for I find that in the year 1877 the amount which
they paid for stamp dies was only £70; in 1878, £100; in 1879, £110;
and in 1880, nothing. It has happened fortunately that more work
has come in from other sources; but, even taking that advantage into
consideration the charges for stamp dies have not been sufficient even

to cover the cost of labour and material expended in their production,
allowing nothing for the many other charges incidental to the carrying
out of the operations, and certainly no profit to me or to my sons for
the attention which is given by us. In view of these facts, I feel sure
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that your Board will not further press for a reduction in the price of Non-chargeable
the dies. Expenses

(continued)

Passing to the question of the printing plates, I have to explain that Printing Plates
those plates are now made twice their former size, e.g., a postage
plate consisted formerly of only 240 multiples, whereas under the
new system of manufacture it consists of 480 multiples, so that in
effect my charge for these plates has been very greatly reduced. It is
true that in the case of the two plates in question, viz. the £3. and

£6. Unappropriated, the size of the plates has not been increased,
because the quantities ordered of these stamps were so small that
they had to be printed by hand instead of by machine. Consequendy,
the old small size of plate is in those cases preferable to the larger;
but in other cases the plates have been supplied by me in the new
size at the same price as I formerly charged for the smaller size,
although the one is the double of the other.
Moreover, the introduction of machine-printing has necessitated
certain modifications in the plates, which entail considerable extra
expense in their production; but, notwithstanding this, and the fact
that they have been made of twice the old size, I have charged them
at the former prices. I feel sure, therefore, that it will be admitted
that those prices for such large plates as now have to be produced for
the machine-printing process are but reasonable, considering the
very difficult and elaborate processes by which the plates have to be
produced and the amount of time which has to be devoted to the
work cither by myself or my sons and their partner.
In conclusion, I think I may be pardoned for asking the attention
of your Board to the fact that it is

,

and always has been, my practice
at whatever cost to myself, freely to bring to the production of your
work every available resource of scientific, artistic and mechanical
skill, which might seem calculated to enhance the security of the
revenue; and I feel sure that services such as these will not be
overlooked by your Board in assessing the value of the material pro
ducts which represent the outcome of my labours and attention,
and which alone form the subject of charge in connection with your
Board.

The Board's reply emphasizes the attitude with which the firm
had now to deal. J. L. Robinson wrote on February 10, 1882:

The Board regret, considering the relation so long maintained
between this Department and yourself that this contention should
have arisen, but being satisfied that the charges for the work now
under review are capable of modification, and being desirous of
avoiding further misunderstanding, they must request you to re
consider your charges as their Engraver, so far as the future is con
cerned, and to submit to them for their consideration and approval a

revised scale for new Dies and Plates for Adhesive Stamp Printing,
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Printing Plates whether required by an alteration in the design of Stamps already in
(continued) use or by plates necessitated by the introduction of new dies.

It is not easy to disguise exasperation when dealing with this
type of person. Warren De La Rue's reply — of equal length to
his original letter — patiently went over his two arguments
again, almost as if he stood before the blackboard with a piece
of chalk in his hand. His second letter was dated February 13th,
and closed with an offer 'to give your Chairman such informa
tion as cannot fail to convince him of the correctness of my
assertion . . .' Alternatively he offered the firm's books for an
accountant's inspection. And so it went on. The offer to instruct
the Chairman was refused, but Warren De La Rue won on the
cost of dies. The argument switched to the cost of printing
plates, and in the end a compromise was reached whereby the
Board agreed that all plates in future should consist of 480
multiples, and the firm agreed to charge them at £80. This
arrangement was confirmed by Warren De La Rue in a letter
dated May 25, 1882; a letter which withholds in a tantalizing
way information which might solve several points which are still
puzzling philatelists.

It will be within your recollection that, at the institution of the
printing of the 1d. Postage Stamps by the surface system, pressure
was put upon me to render the surface printing plates as nearly as

possible as durable as the old form of steel intaglio plates, so that the
officer's time in controlling the plate making might be economised
as much as possible. After a series of experiments, I succeeded in
making the plates in such a manner that they last infinitely longer
than they did formerly. This result has not been achieved without
a large expenditure in the purchase of new elaborate machinery to
gether with other requisite appliances.

The explanation as to how the plates were made to last 'in
finitely longer' is g.'ven in the firm's letter to the Indian
Government dated September 23, 1882.*

* See pp. 215-16.



CHAPTER VII

THE UNIFIED ISSUE:
1881 to 1884

The decision to abolish separate stamps for Postage and One Penny
Revenue purposes, and to introduce a new One Penny com- Postage and

bining both duties, was carried out prompdy. It can be assumed Revenue
that the negotiations between the firm and the Board were
conducted by Warren William De La Rue verbally.
The first reference to the subject in the Correspondence Book
is a Memorandum initialled by the firm and dated March 28,
188 1. It was accompanied by a single specimen of the Inland
Revenue One Penny, printed in Singly Fugitive ink, and six
specimens printed in Doubly Fugitive ink. These were cancelled
in various ways as an indication of the superiority of the Doubly
Fugitive ink from the security point of view. Although purely
technical this memorandum is given in full, not only as an
instance of the thoroughness of De La Rue's methods, but
because of the great influence that the adoption of the Doubly
Fugitive ink, both by the Inland Revenue and the Crown
Agents, was to have on the design and appearance of the Great
Britain and Colonial issues for the next thirty years. It was
dated March 28, 1881.

UNIFIED 1d. STAMP
Memo on the subject of protective printing inks

Singly Fugitive Inks

The Postage Stamps are printed in Singly Fugitive printing inks.
These inks are of such a nature that a printed obliteration cannot be
removed from stamps printed in them without the stamps themselves

being destroyed.

The Specimen marked 1 on the Appendix will illustrate this
property of the singly fugitive inks. This specimen consists of a 1d.
Postage Stamp, which was obliterated by printing ink and then
washed in benzine. It will be noticed that the colour of the printing
ink has been affected as much ifnotmore than that of the obliteration.
The same effect would have resulted had the stamp been treated
with any other of the solvents which would act upon a printed

"3
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(continued)

obliteration. Hence, Stamps printed in singly fugitive inks, when
cancelled by a printed obliteration, cannot be cleansed for use a
second time.

Doubly Fugitive Inks

The 1d. Inland Revenue or Receipt Stamp is printed in doubly
fugitive printing ink. This ink is of such a nature that a cancellation,
either in writing or in printing ink, cannot be removed from a stamp
printed in it without effectually destroying the stamp. To illustrate
the properties of the doubly fugitive inks, reference must be had to
the Specimens given on the Appendix. The Specimen No. 2 was
cancelled by a printed obliteration and then washed with benzine
similarly to the Specimen No. 1. The effect has been the same as in
that Specimen, for the stamp has been more affected by the detergent
than has the obliteration. Hence stamps printed in the doubly fugitive
ink, like those printed in the singly fugitive ink, are efficiently can
celled by a printed obliteration. The specimens 3 to 6 show that they
are also efficiently cancelled by a written obliteration. These four
specimens had the word 'Cancelled' written across them with
ordinary writing ink. No. 3. was afterwards treated with hydro
chloric acid; No. 4. with a solution of bleaching powder; and No.
5. with a solution of oxalic acid. As will be seen the colour of
the stamps has been destroyed wherever the re-agent has been ap

plied, and that, too, in a more marked degree than has the writing
ink. There are many other re-agents which could be employed for
the removal of writing ink; but the application of any of them to
the stamps would destroy the colour thereof, similarly to the re
agents that have been applied to the three specimens under consider
ation. Those re-agents have been taken as the most available, and as
being those generally resorted to for the removal ofwriting ink from
paper.
In order to afford sufficient protection against a stamp cancelled
with writing ink being cleaned and used a second time, it is necessary
not only that the colour of the stamp should be sensitive under the
action of the re-agents which could be employed for the removal of a
written cancellation, but also that it should be impossible by a second

process to restore the original colour of the stamp after the writing
ink has been removed. Specimen No. 6. is an illustration of the pro
tection which the doubly fugitive ink affords against this mode of
treatment. The specimen in question was first treated with a solution
of oxalic acid and then with ammonia, as being the most convenient
base by which to attempt the restoration of the colour. As will be
seen the ammonia has dissolved the colour in such an effectual
manner as irreparably to destroy the stamp. Any other alkaline sub
stance would have behaved in a similar manner; indeed, any attempt
to restore the destructive effect of the acid reagent by an alkali, such
as ammonia, is met by the colour of the stamp being dissolved and
diffused.
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Concluding Remarks One Penny

Although the singly fugitive inks are as sensitive under the action Postage and

of benzine and the other hydrocarbons as are the doubly fugitive inks, Revenue

they are not sensitive to the action of such re-agents as would remove l.con
mu '

writing ink. The 1d. Postage Stamp, Specimen No. 7 on the Appen
dix, was cancelled by the word 'Cancelled' being written heavily
across it in good writing ink, and the ink was given many days in
which to dry thoroughly. Notwithstanding this, by the judicious
application of a solution of bleaching powder the writing was re
moved in the space of five minutes without the least difficulty.
The singly fugitive inks, therefore, afford no protection whatever
against the removal of writing ink from stamps printed therein. The
process of cleaning writing ink from the surface of a singly fugitive
stamp is so simple a one that an enormous number of stamps could
be dealt with at a time, for it would be simply necessary to throw
them into a very dilute solution of bleaching powder, and to agitate
them slightly in order to effect the removal of the writing ink.
Thousands of stamps could be cleaned just as easily and rapidly as
could a single stamp, and that, too in such a manner as to defy
detection.

For stamps which have to be cancelled by either a written or a
printed obliteration the doubly fugitive inks are alone reliable.

Appendix

1 . Obliterated with printing ink and then washed with benzine.

2. Obliterated with printing ink and then washed with benzine.

3. Cancelled with writing ink and then treated with hydrochloric
acid.

4. Cancelled with writing ink and then treated with a solution of
bleaching powder.

5. Cancelled with writing ink and then treated with a solution of
oxalic acid.

6. Cancelled by writing ink, treated with a solution of oxalic acid,
and then with ammonia.

7. Cancelled with writing ink and then cleaned with a solution of
bleaching powder.

This memorandum was followed immediately by an estimate
and design for the new Unified One Penny Stamp.

We herewith have the pleasure to hand you a design which we have
made for the Combined Postage and Inland Revenue Stamp, and in
reply to your enquiry we beg to say that we are prepared to supply
such stamps at the rate of 2^od. per thousand, if printed in fugitive
ink, and 3d. per thousand if printed in doubly fugitive ink. Both
prices to be subject to a discount of 3^% for the financial year in
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which the 25 million Parcels Stamps are supplied, provided the
manufacture of those stamps be entrusted to us.

This design was approved on April 25th, when a warrant
was sent covering the preparation of twenty printing plates.
The decision to print the new stamps in the Doubly Fugitive
ink was made on May 7th. The estimate and the firm's offer of
a special discount were both accepted, and the first delivery of
6,000 sheets, or 1440,000 stamps, was made before the end of
the month and invoiced for the period May 1st to May 31st.
The remainder of the 1880 One Penny were invoiced in June
and the first major delivery of the new stamps was made in
October, when 422,000 sheets, or 101,280,000 Stamps were
invoiced. As this was followed by an even larger quantity in
November it will be appreciated that numbers now have no
philatelic significance. The quantities henceforward show a
steady rise from month to month.
Since the rate per thousand stamps included the cost of any
dies or printing plates that might be required to produce the
numbers ordered there is no invoice in the Day Book to throw
any fight on the reason for the engraving of the second die (with
sixteen dots), or the extent to which the first die (with fourteen

dots) was used in making the printing plates. That the second
die was made in the early days of the contract is probable. No
less than three dies of the One Penny Postage of 1880 had been
made as is shown in the following letter of June 13, 1881, when
the firm attempted to recover their costs in the situation caused
by the unexpected abandonment of the 1 880 One Penny Postage,
which automatically made all their dies and plates obsolete.
Their claim was based, however, not on the new material that
had to be made, but the material that had to be scrapped: it does
not throw any light therefore on the number of new dies and
plates that had been made of the Unified One Penny by the end
ofMay.

The introduction of the Unified 1d. Stamp has, as you are no
doubt aware, entailed the preparation of an entirely new set of dies
and formes, for which we venture to consider that we are entided to

payment under the terms of the Contract with your Hon'ble Board.
We beg, therefore, to enclose our account in triplicate for this work,
which we have, in consideration of the special circumstances,
charged out at considerably less than half the usual rates.
We shall be glad to receive directions as to the destruction of the
discarded formes, so that room may be made in the safes for the new
Unified stamp formes.

The amount of the invoice was £1,700, representing approxi
mately half of the following material:
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3 Duty dies at £75.
28 formes (as yet unused) at £88. 10.

10 formes (which have been used) charged half

Price £44. 5.
2 duty dies (1d. Inland Rev.) £50.
2 formes (as yet unused) £80. 10.

4 formes (which have been used) charged half
price £40. 5

£. s. d. One Penny
Postage and
Revenue

(continued)

225. 0. 0.

2478. 0. 0.

442. 10. 0.

IOO. 0. 0.

161. 0. 0.

161.

£3567. 10. 0.

The Board did not reply formally until August 9th, when they
took the line: 'any sum payable to you . . . must be by way of
contribution towards the cost of new plates to replace the plates
now useless . . . the amount can only be determined with refer
ence to the actual money loss which you may have sustained, out
ofpocket, irrespective ofprofit.'
The Board then proceeded to make its own calculations as to
what that might be, and by halving the cost of the printing plates
arrived at the sum of £2,030 15. o. and offered £1,000.
Warren William's opinion of the contest appears at the end of a
short memorandum on the negotiations, dated October 14,
1881: 'By proposing to pay us only £1,000, the Inland Revenue
have taken things at a quarter price but I cannot fight them, I
find.' Three days later the firm agreed to the terms and re-sub
mitted their invoice in triplicate.

The following letter was sent to the firm on March 26, 1881. Procedure
Its tone suggests that the suggestion had been made by De La
Rue, probably to avoid delays in the production of new plates.

I am directed by the Board to inform you that they have deter
mined that in future it will not be necessary for you to submit for
examination any Die or Plate in course of preparation or until it is
completely finished.

In making this communication, I am to intimate that no responsi
bility will be accepted by the Board or this Office in respect to Dies or
Plates in course ofmanufacture, but the Dies or Plates will be subject
to rejection if found to be defective in any way when finished.

Unlike the speed with which the One Penny was prepared,
over two years elapsed before the die for the next value, the
Threepence, was invoiced on June 21, 1883 and the first stamps
delivered in the following month.
The first scheme submitted by De La Rue was, as the cover
ing letter dated November 29, 1881 makes clear, prepared under
the direct guidance of the Board. The principle beh1nd the new

Early
Experiments
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Early designs was the need to distinguish one value from another by
Experiments size and snape. Their effort to preserve the size of the halfpenny
(cont1nued) shows that they are not working on their own initiative.

Plates 6; 4-1 1 I herewith have the pleasure to hand you a Scheme which we have
Plate 7; 1-6 prepared for the new series of Postage and Revenue Stamps. We

have taken great pains to make each stamp as unlike the others as

possible.
I hope that notwithstanding what you have said, it may be decided
to retain the present size of £d. stamp, for the small size which we
have shown in our sketch would give us a great deal of trouble.

Scheme for the proposed new series of
'
Postage Revenue' Stamps

In the first group have been placed those four duties which are
now used, or may eventually have to be used for Revenue purposes.
They are shown, in the 'Doubly Fugitive' ink in which the 1d.
Unified stamp is printed. An ampersand has been placed between
the words 'Postage' and 'Revenue', so that the inscription reads
'Postage & Revenue'.
The remaining six duties up to 3/- have been divided into two
groups of three each, leaving a fourth group and colour for the
duties above 3/-.
The selection of the shape for each duty has been determined by
the consumption of the stamps, the most convenient size (Postage)
being taken for that duty most in demand; the next in order of con
venience (Foreign Bill) for the stamp following in importance; and
the hexagon for that for which there is least demand.
It must be understood that the sketches are but very crude and
only roughly represent the effect which would be obtained in finished

stamps.

There is no written record of the negotiations that followed,
but on May 16, 1882 Warren De La Rue, in his capacity of
Engraver to the Board of Inland Revenue, sent the following
note to the Mint:

I have received an intimation that in a new series of Postage
Stamps, the issue of which is in contemplation, the Board of Inland
Revenue will probably require the introduction of an engraved head
after the medallion prepared by Mr. Boehm. In view of such require
ment, I am desirous of making an experimental engraving at once
from that medallion, in order to see what effect can be obtained. I
should therefore, feel obliged if you could kindly supply me with a
wax or plaster cast of the medallion in question, together with a gold
impression from the die, which I understand Mr. Wyon has pre
pared.

The second stage was reached with the revised Scheme sub
mitted on July 18, 1882:
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Scheme for the proposed new series of Unified and Postage Stamps Early

The purple and green for the Unified Stamps would be 'Doubly Exper1ments

Fugitive', the red for the Postage Stamps 'Singly Fugitive'. (cont1nue )

The selection of the shape for each duty has been determined by
the consumption of the stamps, the most convenient shapes being
taken for those duties most in demand.
The sketches are but very crude and only roughly represent the
effect which would be obtained in finished stamps.
It is recommended that some words should be substituted for
'Postage Revenue' in the Postage Stamps, seeing that those words
are so much like 'Postage & Revenue' that confusion might arise.
'Postage Service' would appear to be a suitable inscription.

Duplicates of the specimens were preserved in the Correspon- Plate 8; 1-5
dence Books: they indicate that it had evidently been decided
that the Unified stamps would be confined to the duties from
Halfpenny to One Shilling, and would therefore be inscribed
'Postage & Revenue' and printed in doubly fugitive inks, green
or purple. The five high duties, ranging from Three Shillings
to Five Pounds, were to be confined to Postage only. They were
to be printed in red, or vermilion, and would be inscribed
'Postage Revenue.' There is no indication as to how De La Rue
proposed to arrange, or perforate, the sheets of the awkward
hexagonal Twopence and Sixpence. It would appear that at
this stage there had been no suggestion that corner letters
should be added, but a note on the file of specimens shows that
the proposal was made fairly soon after the submission of this
scheme.

In the meantime it was proposed to deal with the complaints Overprinted
from Postmasters that there was insufficient distinction between figures on
the various duties of the current postage stamps. De La Threepence and
Rue submitted proofs of the current duties printed in doubly Sixpence
fugitive ink, and overprinted with the value represented by a
large numeral in black ink. These were acknowledged by the
Board on August 11, 1882, when they asked for a note of the
costs, and stated that the new stamps would come into use on
January 1, 1883, and that stocks were therefore required. The
price was sent on the same day, but there is no further informa
tion either in the Day Books or Correspondence Books. It is
possible that the issued stamps were overprinted at Somerset
House.

On November 17, 1882 the firm submitted a third scheme Early
with sketches. These come much nearer in appearance to the Experiments
stamps as eventually supplied, and each value has corner
letters.
The first four paragraphs of the accompanying letter are Plates 8, 9
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identical with those of the letter of July 18th. The letter con
cludes as follows:

The Controller of Stamps and Stores is reminded that the idea of
distinguishing the various duties of stamps by the shapes thereof
emanated from the Post Office, the intention at the outset being that
the three primary colours should be alone employed for the stamps,
the further distinction depending entirely on shape and design.
When the scheme came forward for unifying the stamps, the primary
colours had to be departed from and the doubly fugitive purple and
green substituted for blue and yellow, still we believe that the Post
Office have not deviated from their original intention of confining
themselves to three colours for the stamps.
The Controller of Stamps and Stores has suggested that it might
possibly be sufficient to have the 1d., 3d., 6d., and 1/- stamps printed
in doubly fugitive ink. It does not appear to us, however, that this
alteration would improve the Scheme in any way, because if the Post
Office still require only three colours to be used, the doubly fugitive
green for the second group of stamps might just as well be employed
as any other colour.

In view of subsequent developments* one is justified in
reading into the first paragraph the firm's desire to be dis
sociated from responsibility for the evolution of the design of
the stamps for this series.
On December 8, 1882, the firm reminded the Inland Revenue
that 'if corner letters are introduced great extra expense will be
incurred and it would therefore be most desirable if those letters

Plate g; 8-12 could be confined to the duties used for Telegrams'. With this
note they sent specimens for the Three Shillings, Five Shillings,
One Pound and Five Pounds.

Plates 10; 2-12 Four days later rough sketches for the Three Halfpence to
One Shilling duties appear in the Correspondence Book, dated
December 12, 1882. A rough sketch of the current Halfpenny,
without corner letters, and a specimen of the 1881 One Penny
Unified, with sixteen dots, had been attached.

Warrants A warrant to prepare the die and plate for the '2/6 Unified
Stamp . . . which it is proposed to substitute for the 3/- stamp
originally intended' was issued on December 15th, and the
Warrant for the remaining values was issued three days later.

We, whose names are hereunto subscribed, being Commissioners
of Inland Revenue, do hereby direct you to prepare Dies and Plates
for denoting the following new Postage and Revenue Stamps.

ljd.
2d.

Without corner letters.

* See pp. 126, 147-9, 726
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With comer letters.

also 5/- i
With corner letters

2£d. '1 Warrants

3d. (continued)

4d.

5d.
6d.

9d.
and 1/-

The above to be of the same size as the present Penny Stamp.

10/- }

These to be ofthe same size as the present One pound Postage Stamp.

The One Pound is not included in this Warrant, as it was
originally intended to convert the Telegraph plate for this
value, as a Warrant dated December 27, 1882 shows:

We, whose names are hereunto subscribed, being Commissioners
of Inland Revenue, do hereby direct you to prepare an overprinting
plate for printing the word 'postage' on the present £1. Telegraph
plate — 80 multiples of the word will be required— also to cut away
from the present £1. Telegraph plate, the word 'Telegraph'.

These instructions were cancelled on March 3, 1883, when
the firm was told to prepare a new die and plate for the One
Pound 'Postage duty in the new series'.
While the dies and plates were being prepared the instruc
tions in the Warrant ofDecember 18, 1882 to omit corner letters
on the Threehalfpence and Twopence plates were revoked. The
firm's letter ofMay 2nd is missing, but the following, written by
Bokenham to Warren De La Rue, is dated May 3, 1883:

At Mr. Cousins' request I have seen the Post Office Authorities on
the subject of your letter of the 2nd inst.
Messrs. Blackwood & Patey both agree that it is desirable to have
the corner letters on the 1 hd. and 2d. Postage Stamps.
It appears that the 2d. stamp will come into considerable use under
the new rates for Telegrams.
My attention has been also drawn to the letters in the corners of
the £1 and £5 stamps being white on coloured ground instead of
colour on white ground. It is assumed that when new plates are made
the letters will be on a white ground in accordance with the decision
arrived at some years ago.

The firm evidently won the battle of the white corner letters
in the pound duties.

The first invoice for this series concerns the engraving of the Threepence
new small head die, which was given the number 269; it is dated
June 21, 1883.
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Plate 10; I

Two Shillings
and Sixpence

Original Die (No. 269)

Small Queen's Head for Unified Stamps

Engraving an original Head of Her Majesty,
hardening the same and shrinking thereon a wrought
iron ring £200. o. o.

This is followed immediately in the Day Book by the invoice
for the die and plate of the Threepence, which had been
registered on June 19th.

3d. Unified Die and Plate

Registered June 19, 1883, Warrant .R.8898/82.S.

Taking a transfer from the small Original Head
Die (No. 269), highly finishing this transfer equal to
the original and engraving thereon the approved
design and lettering 'Postage & Revenue Threepence'
piercing this die for plugs and hardening the same 75. o. o.

Making from the above die a full size Plate with
4 letters in each multiple and mounting the same on a
cast iron plate truly planed 96. 0. 0.

£171.

Ninepence
Ten shillings

As the normal charge for a plate was £80 it will be noticed
that £16 had been added for the corner letters. Die 269 in
appearance would seem to be a smaller version of the Queen's
Head as engraved for the 1880 One Penny, and there is no
evidence of any alteration to connect it with the Boehm head
referred to in Warren De La Rue's letter to the Mint ofMay 16,
1882.

The first delivery of 48,982 sheets (11,755,680 Stamps) was
invoiced in July.

This plate was also registered on June 19th. The invoice
shows that a transfer was taken from 'The Original Queen's
Head Die as used in the 1d Unified Die', that the design and
lettering was engraved on the transfer, and the die pierced for
plugs before hardening. The die was charged at the usual rate of
£j$. The plate, which owing to the larger size of stamp con
tained 112 multiples instead of 240, was charged at £87. 9. 4,
the £7. 9. 4. representing the cost of inserting the corner
letters.
The first delivery amounted to 979 sheets only (109,648
stamps), and was invoiced in July.

These plates were both registered on July 17, 1883. The in
voices follow exactly on the same lines as those for the Three
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pence and Two Shillings and Sixpence. The charge for the cor- Ninepence
ner letters in the Ninepence plate was £16, but no charge was Ten shillings
made for the corner letters on the Ten Shillings plate. (continued)

The first delivery of 4,957 sheets (1,189,680 Stamps), of the
Ninepence was invoiced in July; the Ten Shillings stamps were
charged in October, the quantity being 989 sheets (110,768
stamps).
There is a memorandum from Warren William De La Rue
on the subject of the charge for corner letters, dated July 23,
1883:

I had a conversation with Messrs. Cousins, Cleave, Bokenham and
Colls on Saturday, in respect to an extra charge which I stated we
ought to make upon the Unified Stamps with corner letters.
According to the terms of the Contract (Clause 2), it is provided
that the Postage Stamps should be furnished with corner letters, but
no such condition is made in regard to Revenue and Telegraph
Stamps. It is obvious, therefore, that we are entitled to charge for the
corner letters on these stamps, and as a proportion of the Unified
Stamps will be employed for the Telegraph and Revenue services,
my contention was therefore that we were entitled to make a charge
on them for the corner letters. This was I think admitted in so far as
the stamps were used for the two services in question, but Mr. Colls
pointed out that by the terms of the Contract we were obliged to
insert corner letters in the £d. and 1d. Postage Stamps, and that,
as the Government had waived this requirement, we were very
fairly met in the matter. I had to admit this, and gave way on the
point.

The invoices for the remaining duties, which include all Registration of
except the One Pound, were charged in September, October remaining
and November: duties

Fourpence, registered September 6th, on September 8th.
Five Shillings, registered September 6th, on September 8th.
Threehalfpence, registered October 5th, on October 6th.
Twopence halfpenny, registered October 5th, on October 6th.
Twopence, registered October 30th, on October 30th.
Fivepence, registered October 30th, on October 30th.
Sixpence, registered November 20th, on November 20th.
One Shilling, registered November 20th, on November 20th.

The One Pound was registered on January 31, 1884, and in
voiced on February 2nd.

All these printing plates were charged at the usual £80 except Invoices
the plate for the Fivepence, which had an additional £16 for the
corner letters. The reason for this exception is given in a memo
randum by Warren William De La Rue dated September 27th.
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Invoices I agreed with Mr. Cousins this morning to abandon the charge for
(continued) lettering all the plates, excepting the 5d., on the ground that the

plates which these are in substitution of were either not lettered at
our request, or bore letters. The 5d. plate was recently made and it
was not lettered. This being the case, it is evident that the Board
should pay for the lettering on the new plate as they had not to do so
for the one that has to be destroyed.

The credit note for the charge for corner letters in the Three
pence, Ninepence and Two Shillings and Sixpence bore the
same date.

The following table shows the month in which the first de
liveries of these values were invoiced, together with the
quantities:

Fourpence October, 1883 9,748 Sheets (2,339,520)
Five Shillings October, 1883 4,946 „ (553*952)
Threehalfpence November, 1883 49,117 ,, (11,788,080)

Twopence halfpenny December, 1883 48,000 „ (11,520,000)
Twopence November, 1883 48,862 „ (11,726,880)
Fivepence November, 1883 28,000 „ (6,720,000)

Sixpence February, 1884 48,383 „ (11,611,920)
One Shilling February, 1884 52,000 „ (12480,000)
One Pound February, 1884 969 „ (77,52o)

It should be noted that the invoice for the One Pound plate
described it as containing 160 multiples, and it was charged as a
full plate at £80. The February invoice, however, specified the
One Pound delivery as '969 Sheets of 80'.

On September 24, 1883 De La Rue sent a statement showing
which duties in the new Unified series had so far been invoiced,
and which were still in progress. In the table the charge for
corner letters had originally been inserted for each duty, and
was struck out except in the case of the Fivepence, where the
cancelling line had the word 'Stet' written against it. In addition
the statement contained the following table showing the exact
position in regard to the plates of the various Postage Stamps
which had been rendered obsolete by the new issue. This table,
in view of its philatelic interest, is reproduced in full:

With reference to the new Stamp Scheme, I beg to append a
Statement showing the amount which is due to me on account of the
dies and plates which have been already completed and charged, and

for your convenience I append a Statement detailing the dies and
plates, and the cost thereof, which are still in hand, so that the total
sum to be paid for the dies and plates necessitated by the adoption of
the Scheme may be seen at a glance. I shall feel obliged if you will be
so good as to take such steps as may be requisite to cause payment to

be made to me of the outstanding accounts, seeing that some of them
are of somewhat old date.
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Two of the rates, viz. 9d. and 2/6d., are new and the plates for Invoices
them are charged in the usual course. With regard to the other eleven (continued)
duties, the new plates are in substitution of those which already exist
for producing Postage and Revenue Stamps. Of these there were 35
plates, being less by 13 than the number of plates which I have
charged or am about to do, seeing that these 11 new double plates
represent 22 single ones. The plates are charged by me at the reduced
rate which has been agreed upon, although I have had to make a very
great effort, and to set aside most important work in order to turn
them out with sufficient rapidity to meet the requirements of the Post
Office.

Plate
No.

Arrangement
of Panes

Whether alterec 1 Has the
Plate done
any work.

Description Set or as originally
made

Id. Postage 1/596 240 2 As originally
made

550,000 about

do 6/607 240 2 do 550,000 about
do 7/608 240 2 do No
do 8/609 240 2 do No
do 9/610 240 2 do No
do 10/6n 240 2 do No
do 11/612 240 2 do No

3d. Postage 21/594 240 2 Altered 48,000 about
6d. Postage 18/593 240 2 do 36,000 „

1/- Postage 13/467 240 2 do 32,0001,,
76,500/,,

do 14/493 240 2 do 76,500 „
lid. Postage 1/60 1 240 2 As originally

made
62,500 „

do 2/602 240 2 do 62,500 „
do 3/613 240 2 do No
do 4/614 240 2 do No

2jd. Postage 21/625 240 2 do 40,000
do 22/626 240 2 do 130,000
do 23/627 240 2 do 130,000

5d. Postage 1/605 240 2 As originally
made

25,000

do 2/606 240 2 do No
do 3/623 240 2 do No
do 4/624 240 2 do No

2d. Postage 1/603 240 2 do 47,000
do 2/604 240 2 do 47,000
do 3/615 240 2 do No
do 4/616 240 2 do No

4d. Postage 18/688 240 2 do 5,000 to Sep.
5/82

9d. Postage No plate of this duty

W.F. for 5,000
now printing

5/- Postage 2/294 '.vithdrawn from press as originally made 25,000
do 4/454 56 1 Altered 2,000

10/- Postage 1/559 56 1 do 3,000

£1. Postage 1/558 56 1 do 3,000

The Day Book does not show the amount claimed by the firm
for this material, and whether the required sum was recovered.

The Five Pounds duty was not changed for this issue, but a Five Pounds
closer examination of its design was made in connection with an
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Five Pounds Inleaf, or illustration, which it was proposed to insert in a Post
(continued) Office Circular 'showing the designs and colours of the stamps

that will be in use after April the 1st, 1884'. The firm's rough
suggestion for this Inleaf was submitted on January 18, 1884,
with an estimate for printing not less than 25,000 circulars, and
an order for 16,000 was placed on February 15th. Warren
William De La Rue wrote the following letter to Somerset
House on February 25, 1884:

Mr. Colls pointed out to me this morning that in the £5. Postage
Stamp the upper corners are occupied by the figure 1 (this being the
plate number) in place of letters. I regret to say that it would be
impossible to alter the existing plate and if

,

therefore, it is essential
that letters in place of the 1's should appear in the stamps, a new
plate will be required. Seeing that this would put you to considerable
expense, I should recommend that the 1's be allowed to remain un
disturbed, and if you decide on this please let me know at once, so
that I may alter the Inleaf to Post Office Circular, as letters are shown
in the Inleafs and not 1's.

It was agreed that 'the insertion of letters in the upper corners
of the £5 stamp must be deferred until a new plate is required'.

The Stamp It has not been seriously disputed that, as a result of en-
Committee deavouring to satisfy the requirements of the Inland Revenue,

the firm had been forced into producing the most commonplace
series of designs for postage stamps that had yet been seen in
stamps produced in the British Empire; they could not even
claim the saving grace of manufacture in primitive conditions
which excuses some of the early Australian issues. There was an
immediate public outcry against them, a Stamp Committee was
formed, and measures which led to the issue of 1887 were put
in train as early as June 13, 1884, when Warren William wrote
as follows to J. S. Purcell at Somerset House.

With reference to our conversation of the other day, I sent you this
morning three copies of a Scheme which we have prepared showing
the effect which could be obtained by printing eight of the Unified
Stamps upon coloured papers in doubly fugitive purple and green
inks. I think the 1d. stamp and the 4d. stamp might well be kept on
white paper.

I must ask you to be kind enough to send me a receipt for the

six 1 Id. six 2id.
six 2d. and six 3d.

stamps, printed on coloured unwatermarked papers which are
attached to the Schemes. I require this receipt to hand to Mr. Page.

The submission of these proofs led to a series of discussions
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with the Committee, and a prolonged series of experiments Stamp
which ended eventually in the Jubilee issue of 1887. Comm1ttee

(continued)

The idea of these was first raised by the Inland Revenue in Stamp
November 1879, when the firm was very much engaged in the Booklets
negotiations for the new One Penny contract. The following
letter to the Inland Revenue, dated February 23, 1880, gives the
details, but there is no indication of the shape and nature of the
specimen submitted.

We much regret that press of business has caused us to overlook
your letter of the 4th November last, but we now have the pleasure
to enclose two specimen books each containing twentyfour 1d.
Receipt Stamps. We think that if the 1d. Postage and 1d. Receipt
Stamps were issued in such books they would meet with a favourable
reception from the public, as it would no doubt be a convenience to
many persons to purchase the stamps in such a form.
It will be noticed that for the last stamp left in each pane, no
attachment to the book would be afforded; but we do not see how it is
possible to secure the last stamp without damaging it and, after all, it
does not appear to us to be a point ofmuch moment, seeing that the
loose stamp might easily be taken care of.
Our price for the preparation of such books would be 34/- per
thousand, delivered free to Somerset House.
We shall be happy to afford any further information that may be
required at our hands.

There were no immediate developments, and the matter cropped
up again five years later, when the firm again wrote to Somerset
House on February 4, 1885.

We return herewith a letter dated the 5th inst., from Mr. W. Unett
Coates to the Postmaster General, suggesting that Postage Stamps
should be issued in books somewhat like Cheque-Books.
We enclose three little sample books containing 120 dummy
stamps and beg to say that we could supply such books in large
quantities, banded together in 10o's, at 35/- per thousand books,
thus enabling them to be retailed to the public at 10/0 £d. each.
You may like to refer to our letter of the 23rd February 1880,
addressed to Mr. Robinson, in which we enclosed sample books con
taining 24 Inland Revenue Stamps. This size was adopted with the
idea that the books might be carried in the breast-pocket and their
smallness entailed the Stamps being bound together in a somewhat
awkward manner, which has been avoided in the larger books here
with enclosed.

On May 28, 1885 the Post Office sent the following report on
the suggestion:

You stated on the 5th February last that books, ofwhich you fur-
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Stamp nished two specimens, each containing 120 penny stamps, could be
Booklets sold for 10/ojd., but it is not clear how much of the halfpenny will
(continued) be left, after paying the cost of manufacture, to meet the necessary

Departmental expenses.
As Mr. Shaw Lefevre is inclined to make a trial of the scheme, he
would be glad ifyou would be so good as to have this point elucidated.
It should be added that the Postmaster General is not greatly
pleased with the specimen books, which he considers somewhat
unsightly, and no doubt you will consider whether any modification
can be made in them.

The firm's letter of June 15, 1885 to the Controller is the last
reference to the proposal in the Correspondence Books.

We herewith return the letter from Mr. Hardy of the General Post
Office, dated 28th ult., respecting the little books of Postage Stamps
tendered for in our Memo of February 4th last.
We enclose fresh samples of books bound in enamelled covers, and
we trust that these will meet with the approval of the Postmaster
General, as being handsomer in appearance than the previous samples.
We could undertake to supply such books at the same price as that
quoted in our Memo of the 4th February.

Procedure That the stamp printing factory at Bunhill Row under Warren
William De La Rue was efficiently managed the negative evi
dence of absence of complaints bears remarkable witness. Here
is the history of one sheet of paper reported by the firm on
October 13, 1881.

We much regret to have to report that we have lost a double sheet
of plain (i.e. unprinted) Crown watermarked paper. The loss was
occasioned by a sheet becoming separated from the ream to which it
belonged during the process ofmanufacture. We are led to hope that,
as this is the first occasion upon which such a mishap has occurred,
and the sheet can be proved by your officers' accounts not to have
been printed, your Board may be kindly disposed to allow the Con
troller of Stamps and Stores to furnish us with another sheet of paper
in place of the missing one. We need hardly say that we have taken
steps to prevent a recurrence of such a mishap.

The matter was overlooked and De La Rue wrote again on
November 8th:

Understanding that our letter of the 13th ulto., ofwhich we enclose
a copy, has been mislaid, we beg to address you again on the subject
therein referred to, seeing that we are anxious to obtain a discharge
for the missing sheet ofCrown watermarked paper.
In further explanation of what we said in our former letter, we
should state that the sheet was inadvertently separated from the ream
to which it belonged by the forewoman of the Gumming Department.



Plate 5

1-6. Designs for Twopence, submitted February 7, 1880.

7
- 12. Designs without corner letters, submitted May 31, 1880.



Plate 6

1. Jeffrey's Scheme, dated March 19, 1881.
Design allocated to Twopence (plum), Four.
pence (blue), and One Shilling (red).
2. Jeffrey's Scheme. Design allocated to
Three Halfpence (plum), Threepence (blue),
and Sixpence (red).

3. Jeffrey's Scheme. Design allocated to
Halfpenny (green), Twopence (plum), Two
pence Halfpenny (blue), and Fivepence (red).
4- 11. De La Rue's first scheme, submitted
on November 29, 1881. Designs for eight of
the duties.



Plate 7

1-6. The remaining six duties of the first scheme for the Unified Series,
submitted by De La Rue on November 29, 1881.



Plate 8

1-5. De La Rue's second scheme for the
Unified Series, submitted on July 18, 1882,
contained five new designs.
6- 11. De La Rue's third scheme for the
Unified Series, submitted on November 17,
1882 shows the return of the corner letters.

A note says: 'If the 1d stamp had to have
corner letters, the plain oval form would have
to be appropriated to it, necessitating the

employment of a different form for the 2d
stamp'. Five of the low duties with alterna
tives for the Twopence.
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As soon as she discovered her mistake, she followed the man who was Procedure
removing the work from her room, and handed him the sheet done (continued)
up in a roll of Crown paper. The man being in a hurry placed the
sheet in the passage and unfortunately forgot to look for it until some
hours afterwards, when he failed to find it. We believe that the roll
must have been swept away, and got into the general waste of our
factory, and thus have been destroyed. We have severely reprimanded
the people in fault, and have taken every precaution to prevent the
recurrence of such a mishap.

The Board accepted the explanation as satisfactory.



CHAPTER VIII

THE JUBILEE ISSUE:
1887

Scheme

submitted to

Stamp
Committee

The form which this new issue was to take had been decided as
early as March 18, 1885, when the firm submitted the following
statement to J. S. Purcell the Controller of Stamps at Somerset
House.

Statement showing the cost of carrying into effect the Postage and
Revenue Stamp Scheme at present before the Committee which is
sitting at the General Post Office

There are nine Stamps affected by the Scheme, viz. 1£d., 2d., 2£d.,
3d.,4d.,5d.,6d.,9d., 1/-.

Initial Expenses

An original Head die with solid background £200

„ „ „ „ „ white „ £200
9 special duty dies at £55 £495

9 „ „ plates at £80 £720
5 second colour plates for 1£d., 2d., 4d., 5d.,

9d. Stamps at £50 £250

£1,865

Cost of Stamps

2\d., 3<f., 6d., & 1/- Stamps, being printed in one colour, the
cost will remain as at present.
1\d., 2d., & $d. Stamps, printed in two colours in panes of 120
Stamps, i.e. sheets of 240 Stamps: —

For any quantity of any one kind ordered at one time, not being
less than

96,000,000

36,000,000

18,000,000

price per thousand

jj » »
10£d.
11jd.

1/ofd.
12,000,000 33 33

33

55

33

33

1/1£d.
1,200,000

240,000

33

33

1/3fd.

All quantities
33 2/oJd.

less than 240,000 33 33 33 2/8Jd.
NB. Any quantity less than 120,000 to be charged out as 120,000.

130
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4<f. and ^d., Stamps, printed in two colours with second printing Scheme

extending to perforation. In panes of 20 Stamps each so that there subm1tted to
would be 200 stamps on the sheet: — Stamp

For any quantity of any one kind ordered at one time. not being yommt"ee' 1 J J , b
(contused)less than

80,000,000 price per thousand 1/ojd.
30,000,000 » 33 1/1j4
15,000,000 33 33 1/3*4
10,000,000 33 33 1/4*4
1,000,000 33 33 1/74
200,000 33 33 2/5*4

All quantities
less than 200,000 33 33 » 3/2*4

NB. Any quantity less than 100,000 to be charged out as 100,000.

NB. A new dandy roll would be required for producing paper for
the 4d. and 9d. Stamps, and coloured papers would have to be
provided for the 2^d., 3d., and 6d. stamps.

While the idea of having small heads against both solid
(coloured) and white (uncoloured) backgrounds had already
been approved temporarily, together with the introduction of
two-colour printing and the expedient of extending the second
printing into the perforation margin in two cases, it was assumed
that no change would be made in the designs of the Halfpenny
and One Penny. These had already escaped alteration in 1883.
The question ofaltering the One Penny was not contemplated
before the end of 1889,* but the proposal to change the design of
the Halfpenny was raised immediately, as is shown in the firm's
letter to Purcell ofMarch 30th.

Should it be necessary to prepare a new die and plates for the £d.
Postage Stamp, the cost would be approximately from £370 to £400.
With regard to the design we would suggest that if it be decided to
change the £d. Stamp, the design of the 1/- stamp should be adopted,
and that a new design for the 1/- stamp should be made treated in
two colours. But before we take action in this matter, we should like
to know whether it is apprehended or not that the 1/- Stamp will be
largely consumed. At present its consumption is small.
We submit that if the words 'and Revenue' be inserted in the 1jd.
stamp, it would become necessary to print the stamp in doubly
fugitive ink.
We shall be happy to take into consideration the criticisms in
regard to the 2 Id. design.

The negotiations with the Committee had evidently been Scheme
conducted by Warren William De La Rue, but in bis absence approved

* See pp. 166-8.
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Scheme the Warrant to go ahead was addressed to Warren De La Rue,
approved now reaching the end of his time with the firm. Warren was still
(continued) Engraver to the Board of Inland Revenue, and Warren William,

who managed the business, was given the title of Deputy
Engraver. The warrant, R.4212/85, was dated May 30, 1885.
We, whose names are hereunto subscribed, being Commissioners
of Inland Revenue, do hereby direct you to prepare an original
Queen's Head Die with solid background; an original Queen's Head
Die with white background; nine special duty Dies and Plates for
Postage and Revenue Stamps at \d., 1£., 2d., 3d., 4d., 5d., 6d., Qd.,
and 1/-; five second-colour Plates for the 1£d., 2d., 4d., 5d., and 9d.
stamps.

It will be noticed that instructions to prepare a die for the
new Halfpenny are included in this Warrant, but that the die
for the Twopence Halfpenny, the design for which had not yet
been settled, was excluded.
In acknowledging the Warrant on June 1st the firm formally
confirmed the prices given in the memorandum of March 18th.
Then they omitted the die and printing prices for the new Half
penny, but including the die and printing costs for the Twopence
Halfpenny. This was put right on June 8th by Warren William
De La Rue on his return. It will be noticed that he is writing as
Deputy Engraver, and refers to the firm as a separate party.

With reference to Messrs. Thos. De La Rue & Co's letter of the
1st inst., seeing that I was away from business when your letter of the
30th ulto. was received, those gendemen thought it expedient to give
you the information which you required at my hands, and I take an
early opportunity of confirming the prices they quoted for the dies
and plates ordered in your Board's Warrant of the 30th ulto. By in
advertence Messrs. De La Rue included in their statement the cost
of the die and plate for the 2^d. duty; but it is perhaps as well that
they did so, seeing that that duty will no doubt have to be provided
for in due course.
With regard to the £d. Stamps, I beg to confirm the estimate
which was handed to Mr. Purcell on the 30th March last, to the
effect that the cost of the die and plates for the jd. Stamp would be
approximately from £370 to £400 according to the number of plates
of the new kind which will have to be created in substitution of the
existing plates when the change takes place.

In sending theWarrant for the die and plate for the Twopence
Halfpenny die and plate the Secretary of the Board pointed out
that no price had been submitted for the Halfpenny, and
assumed it would be the old rate of 2j%d. per 1,000. The letter
was again addressed to Warren De La Rue and was answered on
June 22nd.

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 19th inst.
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covering a Board's Warrant for the preparation of a plate for the new Scheme
2 Id. Postage and Revenue Stamps. approved

Messrs. Thos. De La Rue & Co's letter of the 1st June as confirmed (continued)
by my letter of the 8th June gives full particulars of the cost of the
2 Id. die, plate and stamps, with full particulars as to cost of the other
duties affected by the new scheme. It has, I understand, been de
cided not to print the Jd. Stamps in doubly fugitive ink, so that the

present price quoted by you will not be disturbed.

In a letter dated October 23rd the firm informed Purcell that
they hoped to have the two new head dies, and the dies and

plates for the Halfpenny, Twopence Halfpenny, Threepence and
Sixpence, amounting in all to £1,205, ready for invoicing by the
end of the financial year closing March 21, 1886.

The Day Book entry for March 17, 1886 shows that the two Production
new Head dies, and the dies only for the Halfpenny, Twopence, Invoices
Twopence Halfpenny, Threepence and Fourpence were ready.

Engraving an original Head die of Her Majesty Plate 11: 1
with solid background (No. 288), hardening the same
and shrinking thereon a wrought iron ring 200. o. 0.

Engraving an original Head die of Her Majesty Plate 11; 2
with white background (No. 289), hardening the
same and shrinking thereon a wrought iron ring 200. 0. o.

\d., 2\d., 3<f., & qd. Postage & Revenue Dies
Taking four transfers from the original Queen's
head die (No. 288), highly finishing these transfers
equal to the original and engraving thereon the
approved designs and lettering 'Postage & Revenue
One Halfpenny' 'Postage & Revenue 2£d.' 'Postage
& Revenue 3d.' and 'Postage & Revenue' only, as the

4d. will be expressed by a second printing. @ each

£55. 220. o. o.

2d. Postage & Revenue Die
Taking a transfer from the original Queen's head
die No. 289, highly finishing this transfer equal to the
original and engraving thereon the approved design
and lettering 'Postage & Revenue' only, as the rate
will be expressed by a second printing 55. 0. 0.

£675. o. 0.

Although no charge had so far been made for printing plates a Halfpenny
supply of the new Unified Halfpenny, amounting to 104,000
sheets or 24,960,000 stamps, was invoiced among the deliveries
for May 1886. A note in the Day Book entry mentions that
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Halfpenny 16,000 of these sheets had been delivered in April. This May
(continued) delivery was accompanied by over twenty four million of the

current Halfpenny Postage. A further delivery of 92,000 sheets
(22,080,000) of the new Unified Halfpenny was made in June,
after which regular deliveries of the Halfpenny Postage were
made until December, when the remainders of the Postage
were delivered and the Unified came into its own with an initial
delivery of 30,000 sheets (7,200,000 stamps).
Two new Postage plates (Plates 11 and 12) had been put to
press on August 21, 1885. On February 5, 1886 W. W. De La
Rue reported as follows to Purcell:

We have completed the new £d. die and I shall feel obliged if you
will take such steps as may be necessary to cause a Warrant for six
plates to be forwarded to me forthwith.

The Warrant for six plates followed on February 12th.

Production The Day Book entry for August 30, 1886 covers the dies for
Invoices the Threehalfpence, Fivepence, Sixpence, Ninepence and One

Shilling, together with three printing plates for the Halfpenny,
one for the Twopence Halfpenny and one for the One Shilling.
No charge was made for dies in connection with the duties on
the Threehalfpence, Fivepence and Ninepence which were to
be printed in a second colour.

Taking three transfers from the original Queen's
Head die No. 288, highly finishing these transfers

equal to the original and engraving thereon the

approved designs and lettering, viz. 'Postage &

Revenue One Shilling' and two with 'Postage &

Revenue' only as the 1£d. and 9d. duties will be ex
pressed by a second printing @ each £55 165. o. o.

Taking 2 transfers from the original Queen's Head
Die No. 289, highly finishing these transfers equal to
the original and engraving thereon the approved
designs and lettering, viz. 'Postage & Revenue 6d.'
and one with 'Postage & Revenue' only, as the duty

5d. will be expressed by a second printing @ each

£55

Making from the £d. Postage & Revenue die 3
full size plates @ each £80

Making from the 2£d. Postage & Revenue die a
full size plate.

Making from the 1/- Postage & Revenue die a full
size plate

1ro. 0. o.

240. o. 0.

80. 0. o.

80. o. o.

£675. o. o.
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In the August deliveries the following supplies of the new de- Twopence
signs were invoiced: Twopence

Halfpenny
Twopence 22,974 Sheets (5,5 13 ,76o) Stamps One Shilling
Twopence Halfpenny 12,000 „ (2,880,000) „
One Shilling 16,000 „ (3,840,000) „

The remainders of the old Unified Twopence Halfpenny and
One Shilling were also invoiced. It will be noticed that no charge
had yet been made for the Twopence printing plate. It was in
cluded in the invoice for plates submitted at the end of Decem
ber, together with a fourth printing plate for the Halfpenny.

Ditto 6d.
Ditto lid.
Ditto i3
Ditto 2d.
Ditto )>
Ditto 4d.
Ditto 3)
Ditto 5d.
Ditto 33
Ditto 9d.
Ditto 35
Ditto id.

Die a full size Plate 80. 0. 0. Production
Ditto 80. 0. 0. Invoices
Ditto 80. 0. 0.
a second Colour Plate 50. 0. 0.
a full size Plate 80. 0. 0.
a second colour Plate 50. 0. 0.
a full size Plate 80. 0. 0.
a second colour Plate 50. 0. 0.
a full size Plate 80. 0. 0.
a second colour Plate 5°. 0. 0.
a full size Plate 80. 0. 0.
a second colour Plate 50. 0. 0.
a full size Plate 80. 0. 0.

£890. o. o.

The above charges are in accordance with the Estimate accepted by the
Board.

The prices charged in the Day Book establish the following
months and quantities for the first deliveries of the remaining
bi-coloured duties:

Threehalfpence October, 1886 35,030 Sheets (8,407,200 Stamps)

Fourpence December, 1886 26,000 „ (2,080,000 Stamps)

Fivepence November, 1886 8,254 » (1,980,060 Stamps)

Ninepence December, 1886 22,845 » (1,827,840 Stamps)

The dates and quantities of the first deliveries of the Three
pence and Sixpence can only be guessed: the rates were not
changed because the stamps were printed in one colour, and De
La Rue have omitted the word 'New'. There was a delivery of
29,000 sheets (6,960,000 stamps) of the Threepence in October
1886, and a further delivery of 33,800 sheets (8,112,000 stamps)
in November. Either of these might have been new. There were
no deliveries of the Sixpence in October or November, but
80,000 sheets (19,200,000 stamps) were invoiced in December.
This was probably the first delivery.

Three

Halfpence
Fourpence
Fivepence
Ninepence

Threepence

Sixpence

It had originally been intended to print the Fourpence and Fourpence
Ninepence, the two designs in which the second colour covers Ninepence
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Fourpence the perforation margin, in sheets of 200, consisting of ten panes
Ninepence 0f 20. It was subsequently found that only eight panes of 20
(continued) could be got on the half mill-sheet. This led to a revision of the

rates per 1,000 in the sliding scale, and the alteration of the
special dandy roller that had been made for these designs.
The following paragraphs from some technical instructions
filed in the Correspondence Book in August 1887, not only con
firm this new arrangement but indicate how the margins were
added to the Duty printing plate.

The 4<i. and qd. Head Plates are to be grown from leads set up in
formes of 8 panes of 20 set screwed down on chase without cross-
formes.

4d. and 9d. original Duty Plates of 20 set are to be grown from
leads screwed down on chase without cross-formes. After the
marginal fringe has been engraved on, sufficient matrices are to be

grown to produce the required number of plates from, without undue
delay.

The new 4d. and Qd. printing plates are to be made up in formes of
8 panes screwed on plain iron plates.
A strong and properly constructed hard-wood box must be made
to keep the 4d. and Qd. original Duty Plates in. A similar box must be
made for all the 4d. matrices and another one for all the Qd. matrices.
The following existing original plates and matrices must ultimately
be destroyed.

Original Duty Plates

4d. Nos. 0.1 0.2. 0.3.
Qd. No. o.l.

Matrices
Nos. M.1. to M.q.

Nos. M.1. to M.8.

Three-

halfpence
Twopence
Fivepence

Difficulty was also experienced with the original plan to give
the tablets in the Threehalfpence, Twopence and Fivepence
stamps an engine-turned background. De La Rue sent the
following letter to Purcell on April 27, 1886:

1 \d., 2d., and $d. Stamps

In the designs of the stamps of these three duties in the new
Scheme an indication is given of engine-turning work at the back of
the tablets which bear the duty. We have found by experiment, how
ever, that engine turning will not do for the purpose, and it is

,

there

fore, necessary to treat the backgrounds of the tablets either in lines
or as solids. The line treatment looks by very far the most refined,
but there is a doubt in our minds as to whether it would be considered
by the Post Office authorities that the second or duty colour of the
stamp would be sufficiently prominent if printed in lines, especially
after the Stamps had been obliterated.

We herewith send some specimens of the 2d. Stamps printed by
both methods and an examination of these will no doubt enable the
Post Office authorities to come to a determination on the subject. We
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should explain that it is impossible to print the doubly fugitive green Three-
darker than in our specimens, and that the effect of printing the back- halfpence
ground of duty tablet solid is, we think, to make the green look some- Twopence
what paler than it does when printed with the line background Ftvepmce

tablet. (cont1nued)

The decision in respect to the 2d. duty must govern the treatment
of the other two duties above referred to.

The suggestion with the line background to the tablet was
approved by Purcell on May 5th. In h1s letter he mentions that
there were eight specimens of the Twopence, of which four
were cancelled and four uncancelled.

On November 11, 1886, which may be regarded as the date on Report to
which the firm's preparatory work on the new issue was finished, Inland
Warren William De La Rue wrote on behalf of the firm to Sir Revenue
Algernon West, the Chairman of the Board of Inland Revenue,
a long letter ofnearly five thousand words.
The following excerpts are printed here for the light they
throw on the background of discussion and experiment against
which these stamps were produced, and the technical problems
that were involved.

Paragraphs relating to the Indian contract, which the Board
of Inland Revenue considered irrelevant to the argument, and
also to stamped papers, have been omitted. Altogether the letter
contained twenty-nine numbered paragraphs.

It has become necessary for us to approach your Board upon
certain subjects in connection with the work which we conduct for

your Department, and also concerning that which we undertake for
the Secretary of State for India in Council, and in view of the im
portance of the matter we trust you will be so good as to excuse our
venturing to address you personally thereon.

2. It will be within your recollection that when we entered into the
Stamp Contract dated 25th March, 1880, the Postage Stamps, with
the exception of the £d., 1|d., and 2d. which were then contracted
for, had been in use for some time, and there was certainly at that
time no reason to suppose that the Stamps then existing, and the new
id., lid., and 2d. Stamps which were to take the place of the old
copperplate printed Stamps, would not enjoy a long life. Neverthe
less, owing partly to the Parcels Post, and to other causes, it was
found by the Post Office authorities that even those Stamps which
had answered their purpose perfectly well for a number of years no
longer did so, whilst the new id., lid., and 2d. Stamps were also
taken exception to. The only ground of complaint against the Stamps
was that there was not sufficient contrast between duties, for in other

respects it was admitted that they were quite satisfactory. The sub
ject formed a matter of discussion for some time, and eventually it
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was decided to make the attempt of marking duty by varying the
internal configuration of the Stamps (e.g. circle for 2id. and hexagon
for 3d.) but at the same time to limit those internal shapes to five
varieties, and to make each one applicable to two distinct values of
Stamps, so that as ten values had to be dealt with, the 1d. and 4d.,
1 id. and 5d., 2d. and 6d., 2id. and 9d., and the 3d. and 1/- were alike
in design. Whilst the matter was under consideration but before the
Scheme was finally settled upon, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
decided to unify a

il

Stamps up to and including the 1/-, so that it

became necessary that they should be printed in doubly fugitive
inks, and the doubly fugitive purple was adopted for the lower and
the green for the higher group.

3
. The Stamps were issued in April 1884; but they no sooner got into

use than complaints of their similarity were received from all
quarters, and it was evident that some radical change would have to
be made, for the Stamps were much more likely to be confused with
one another than those which had given place to them. The old
Stamps had stood the test of time, and, had not the conditions
been changed, they would no doubt have continued to give satis
faction; but independently of the changes relating to the Postal
Service, there was another and greater element of disturbance.
With the unification of the Stamps a necessity arose for their being
printed in doubly fugitive inks, and although the old Stamps would,
in our opinion, have looked more distinct one from the other if

printed in the two doubly fugitive inks than the series of April 1884,
still there can be no doubt that they would not have met the require
ments of the case, and so, independently of other circumstances, a

change in the Stamps would in any case have been necessary, con
sequent upon the extension of the unification to values up to 1/-. The
requirements of the Revenue were, therefore, that the Stamps should
be doubly fugitive, whilst those of the Post Office were that they
should be markedly unlike to one another, so that, even when heavily
obliterated, they could not be mistaken one for another. Thus a prob
lem was set which promised of no easy solution, and we think it

would have been next to impossible to have arrived at any satis
factory settlement of the matter had not a Committee been appointed
formed of the Officers of the two Departments.

4
. The Stamp Committee, as you are aware, was in session five

months, and during the whole of that time we were most actively
engaged in preparing designs and in conducting tentative experi
ments in relation to those designs. Some idea will be conveyed of the
extent of our labours in that connection when we say that no less than

350 designs were from first to last submitted by us to the Committee,
and that an equivalent amount of work had to be done in connection
with those designs and enquiries that were put to us. However ex

hausting those preliminary labours might have been, so soon as the
new Stamp Scheme was finally settled, we found that we were only
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on the threshold of a most difficult undertaking. A series of designs Report to
which had cost us infinite trouble to arrive at — for they involved Inland

entirely new principles in Stamp manufacture — was before us, but Revenue

the more we considered and discussed the tentative experiments we (cont1nued)

had been conducting, and the best methods by which practical effect

could be given to those designs, the more difficult did our task appear.
We do not wish to trouble you unduly with technical details, so we
will enumerate the chief difficulties we had to encounter in as few
words as possible, in the order in which they presented themselves.

5. Technical Difficulties

Dies. (a) The designs were of so exceptional a character that they
could not be engraved on the steel dies in the usual manner, and a
new method had to be devised.

(b) The treatment of the head in colour on a white field for three of
the duties was an entirely new feature, and presented the greatest

difficulties.

(c) The introduction of the second colour in some of the duties
necessitated the production of two hardened steel dies in perfect
register (fit) one with the other.
Plates. (d) Where two colours had to be printed it was essential
that the multiples of the head or feature plate should be in perfect
register with the multiples of the overprint plate.
(e) In the case of the 4d. and ad. Stamps, this difficulty was com
bined with that of extending the overprint through the margins of
the Stamps.

Printing. (/) There was a necessity for modifying the doubly
fugitive inks in such a manner that we should be able to print the
solid backgrounds of the heads satisfactorily, and for rendering it
possible to use them on the machine on which the two-coloured

stamps are printed, whilst increasing their intensity, so that they
would show properly upon the coloured papers.
(g) In the case of the bi-coloured Stamps, provision had to be made
for printing two distinct impressions in most sensitive inks on large
sheets of gummed and highly-glazed paper.

6. Such is a bare statement of the difficulties which it has taken us
two most anxious years to overcome. New processes, entailing
elaborate and expensive experiments, had to be invented for every
stage of the work, and it was only after repeated failures that we
succeeded step by step in advancing matters. We will take by way of
illustration a few typical cases of our difficulties — those most easy to
explain.

7. Illustrations of Technical Difficulties

Dies. (a) If you will be good enough to examine the contour of the
Queen's face in the new 2d. Stamp, you will find it is defined by an
extremely thin line, instead of by the discontinuance of the back-
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ground as is usually the case. This line has to be left in the dies as
thin as a knife-edge, as otherwise it would print too thickly. It was as
a consequence impossible to produce the dies in the usual manner,
and it was only after a great number of experiments had been made,
running into many months, and ^absorbing the attention of the most
experienced and skilled members of our staff, that a method of over
coming the difficulty was devised. We will not dwell on our further
difficulties with the dies; but we will now take a typical case in
regard to the plates.
Plates. (6) For our example we will refer to the li£d. Stamp, for the
eye can appreciate the closeness of the register which is required
better in that Stamp perhaps than in the other bi-colour Stamps,
although our remarks are equally applicable to the 2d. and 5d. duties.
It will be noticed that a deviation either to the right or to the left, or
upwards or downwards, of the overprint would effectually mar the
appearance of the Stamp in question, besides which it would evince
an apparent want of care in production which might raise a doubt as
to the genuineness of the Stamps, seeing that perfect precision is ex
pected in their workmanship. The plates are 240 set (the number of
the Stamps on a sheet), and the multiples of the two plates had to be
made perfectly coincident. To attain that result we had to make new
and very expensive apparatuses and to proceed in quite another
method than we were accustomed to in the plate-making. The new
method is the outcome of an immense number of experiments, and,
indeed, was only hit upon by us just in sufficient time for us to supply
the bi-colour Stamps for issue at the commencement of next year.
Needless to say these remarks apply with even greater force to the

4d. and ad. duties, seeing that in them the overprint extends to the
perforations.

Printing. (c) The most perfect printing plates will not ensure good
work unless they be used with sufficient skill under proper con
ditions, and the registration of the bi-colour Stamps has been a
source of enormous difficulty. We made numerous experiments, and
devised all sorts of machinery and appliances to achieve our object,
but although we nearly succeeded in many instances the results fell
short of the perfection at which we aimed. We were led indeed
almost to despair of success; but we at last succeeded in getting a
machine constructed which would do the work satisfactorily; but
that machine is most elaborate and consequently difficult to work
with, besides which it had the disadvantage of having been very
costly.

8. These three illustrations of the difficulties we have enumerated
under the heading of 'Technical Difficulties' will suffice to show the
formidable character of them, but did space allow we should like to
dwell at much greater length on these points. No words of ours, how
ever, could convey the immense labour and anxiety we have had to
encounter in working the Stamp Scheme out. Never in the whole of
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our business experience have we had thrown upon us so harassing an Report to
undertaking, and we may fairly say that it has been an incessant sub- Inland

ject of thought with us whilst, owing to the pressure as to time, Revenue

everything, however important, has had to give place to it
,

and the (contmued)

best and highest skill in our establishment has been almost ex
clusively devoted to the work. Our labours are even now by no means
at an end, for the greatest difficulty will be experienced whenever the
Stamps have to be printed, seeing that we are working on the limits
of the possible, so that the slightest adverse influence — even a

change of temperature or a want of proper daylight— completely
thwarts our efforts to produce good work.

9
. Turning to results, we beg to refer you to the Appendix A hereto,

on which are given, together with the existing Stamps for the sake of
comparison, specimens of the new series; and to Appendix B, where
will be found similar specimens under the usual form of Post Office
obliteration; whilst on Appendix C are given specimens showing how
sensitive the new Stamps are to those detergents which would remove
either a written or a printed cancellation. The first desideratum was
great distinctiveness between values, and we submit that it is difficult
to conceive how eleven little pieces of paper, all of the same size and
shape, and all bearing impressions of the Queen's head and the same
wording, could be rendered more unlike to one another, than these
Stamps are, even if there were no restrictions at all as to colours. . . .
That such an effect of contrast should have been obtained when only
two doubly fugitive colours were available is, we think, remarkable.
That the Stamps will be found to answer their purpose satisfactorily
in every way there can, we think, be no question, as the only ob
jection to the old series was want of contrast, and we trust, too,
although it is perhaps a secondary consideration, that they may be
admired.

10. . . . It must be understood that the work expended in producing
the dies, plates and machinery actually used bears but a slight pro
portion to that expended in making the experiments leading up to
those final results, and that both in regard to those experiments and
in regard to the new apparatuses and machinery which we have
established, a very heavy outlay indeed has been incurred by us.
Besides which the power of production in other departments of our
business has been greatly hampered, owing to the manner in which
we have had to set everything aside for the Stamp Scheme, so that
indirectly as well as directly it has been a great pecuniary tax upon
us. . . . Whilst we are aware that your Board would have a difficulty
in allowing us an adequate pecuniary compensation we are sanguine
that they will recompense us in some measure in another manner for
the great effort that we have made in their service.

11. When work of any such a character has had to be initiated, we
have always made it a condition that a Contract should be conceded
to us for a long term of years; but in this instance a Contract is already
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in force, so that we simply beg respectfully to ask that an endorse
ment should be made to that Contract, extending the term of it

,

in so
far as it relates to Adhesive Stamps, by ten years beyond the time it has
to run

12. Before we close this branch of our subject, we should say that
although we find the printing in doubly fugitive inks of the solid
backgrounds to the heads, and the printing on coloured papers, so

exceptionally difficult, we are prepared under the extension of the
Contract to continue to print the single-coloured Stamps concerned
at the Contract price, provided aminimum price of 4 \ d. per thousand

is fixed, and the allowance for spoilage in paper be increased to 15
per cent, (we must ask also for this allowance in the case of the bi-
colour Stamps), and it be arranged that the printing shall be done at
suitable periods of the year. We think the most satisfactory arrange
ment would be for a large stock of the Stamps always to be held at
Somerset House, and that we should be instructed at the commence
ment of each year how many Stamps of each duty would be required
during the year, so that we might apply for Warrants for them in the
order and at the times we could best print them. Some such arrange
ment will undoubtedly have to be come to to ensure good workman
ship, and, as we have said, it is essential that the paper allowed for
spoilage should be increased, seeing that it will we fear be impossible
to keep it on the average below the percentage we have named.

25. The practice has grown up for the officer controlling the making
of Stamp printing plates, or the execution of any work connected
with those plates, or the dies, to remain on duty for short hours,
although it is expressly stated in all our Contracts that the officers
shall be in attendance our full working hours. Under the present
conditions the work is often much impeded, so that we must respect
fully urge that an arrangement should either be made for officers to
attend to those duties whose turn it is to work the full hours, or that,
provided short-time officers must continue to be employed, pro
vision should be made for paying them overtime, so that they might
be retained when requisite without feeling any grievance against us.
In view of the extension of the plate-making, we are laying down new
machinery and erecting a new workshop for it

,

and it has become
essential, therefore, not only on our account but even more so for the
proper conduction of the work, that the practice of delaying those
important operations in the morning, and breaking them off at about
four in the afternoon, should be discontinued.

The letter was formally acknowledged on November 12th,
and three days later PurceU sent the following private note:

I am sorry that I cannot possibly go to Bunhill Row tomorrow. I

am overwhelmed with work.
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If, however, you will kindly call here at 10.45 or any other hour Report to
you name, I will take care that we are not interrupted. Inland
I am bound to tell you that, in what you have done, you have, in Revenue
my opinion, made a great mistake. I have, with regret, been forced to (continued)
go against you.

Without Purcell's support it was unlikely that the firm's
application would go through smoothly. The meeting took place
and Warren William De La Rue confirmed the discussion in a
formal letter written on the following day. In it he managed to
separate the Indian digression from the main purpose of his
original letter, and to leave the position there in a state where it
could be conveniently shelved.

With reference to the conversation which I have had with you
regarding the letter that we have addressed to the Chairman, I of
course admit that your Board have had to incur the expense of dies
and plates for the new Stamp Scheme, but that does not affect our
position at all, which is that we have incurred a very heavy outlay
indeed, not in any way contemplated in the Contract, in regard to the
Scheme, and it is on that account that we have had to approach your
Board on the subject.

We were instructed, not only in writing but verbally by Mr.
Godley, that all our communications in regard to the Indian work
would have to pass through your Department, and this explains the
reason that we addressed the Chairman on the subject. In doing so
we did not for a moment suppose that the final settlement of any new
Contract would be effected by your Board, but simply that they
would negotiate the matter with us on behalf of the Secretary of State
for India.
I wish further to explain in this connection that there was no in
tention on our part to shut the door to negotiations as to the prices at
which the Indian Adhesive Stamps or Stamped Papers might be
supplied under extended Contracts. I will enter into these questions
more fully when I have the pleasure of seeing you to-morrow.

The result of the conversations that followed is seen in a
further letter from the firm on November 30th, in which the
issues are confined to an additional paper allowance for spoilage,
the prices to be charged for the stamps containing the Queen's
head against a solid background, and the production delays
caused by the Board's Inspectors. The following Memorandum
by Warren William De La Rue, dated December 1st, accom
panies the copy of the letter.

In handing Mr. Purcell the annexed letter this morning, I asked
him to inform the Chairman that I had written to him on these matters
of detail, and that the other questions raised in our letter of the 11th
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ulto., would remain in abeyance for the present. Oddly enough I had
no sooner made this suggestion to Mr. Purcell than the Chairman
sent for him, and he went up and conveyed the purport ofmessage to
Sir Algernon West. In doing so Mr. Purcell took the opportunity of
expressing the opinion that he had previously expressed to me some
few days ago that some sort of recognition ought to be made of my
personal services in the matter of the Stamp Scheme, and he came
back to me and told me that the Chairman seemed to think that it
would only be right if the Treasury consented to such a recognition.
The sum of £500 was mentioned to me by Mr. Purcell. I told Mr.
Purcell, as I had previously done, that what I did was as the head
partner of Thos. De La Rue & Co., and that it was the firm that
required recognition of their services and not me personally. I left
the matter, however, for further consideration.

The letter ofNovember 30th reads as follows:

We have experienced so much difficulty in printing the new 1£d.,
2d., 2£d., 3d., 4d., 5d., 6d., 9d., and 1/- Stamps that we must ask
your Board to be so good as to increase the Contract allowance for
spoilage in paper to 15 per cent, and to arrange that the printing shall
be done at suitable periods of the year. We think the most satisfactory
arrangement would be for a large stock of the Stamps always to be
held at Somerset House, and that we should be instructed at the
commencement of each year how many Stamps of each duty would
be required during the year, so that we might apply for Warrants
for them in the order and at the times we could best print them. Some
such arrangement will undoubtedly have to be come to, to ensure
good workmanship, and, as we have said, it is essential that the paper
allowed for spoilage should be increased, seeing that it will we fear be
impossible to keep it on the average below the percentage we have
named. We find, indeed, that the spoilage in the recently executed
order for 3d. exceeds 16 per cent.
Although the manufacture is so difficult, we can undertake to print
the 2^d., 3d., 6d., and 1/- Stamps at the Contract price provided
that a minimum price of4£d. be adopted.
There is a further matter which we must bring under the notice of
your Board. The practice has grown up for the officer controlling the
making of Stamp printing plates, or the execution of any work con
nected with those plates, or the dies, to remain on duty for short
hours, although it is expressly stated in all our Contracts that the
officers shall be in attendance our full working hours. Under the
present conditions the work is often impeded, so that we must re
spectfully urge that an arrangement should either be made for officers
to attend to those duties whose turn it is to work the full hours, or
that, provided short-time officers must continue to be employed,
provision should be made for paying them overtime, so that they
might be retained when requisite without feeling any grievance

against us. In view of the extension of the plate-making, we are laying
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down new machinery and erecting a new workshop for it
,

and it has Report to

become essential, therefore, not only on our account but even more Inland

so for the proper conduction of the work, that the practice of delaying Revenue

those important operations in the morning, and breaking them off at (cont1nued)

about four in the afternoon, should be discontinued.

After the last entry for 1886 in the Correspondence Book the Reconstruction
following memorandum from Purcell to Warren William De La
Rue has been filed. It is dated October 26, 1886, or about a

fortnight earlier than the firm's letter of November 11th to the
Chairman. It demands a comprehensive programme for recon
struction, links closely the Indian and Inland Revenue Con
tracts, and assesses the compensation at £500 a year. It is

arguable that the programme itself was impracticable owing to
the dilatory attendance of the Inspectors, that the cost of the
additional work that the firm was to undertake exceeded the
proposed compensation, and that De La Rue themselves would
welcome a classification of the position between Inland Revenue
and Indian contracts. The true reason for the firm's letter of
November 11th and for Purcell's refusal to support it

,
may he

in a dispute as to whether the proposals in the following memo
randum were reasonable unless the firm's contracts were ex
tended by at least ten years. It is quoted in full because of the
interesting fight it throws on the importance and extent of the
firm's stamp printing activities at this period.

Memorandum for Mr. De La Rue

1. Stamped papers.

I am prepared to offer you £300 per annum ifyou accept responsi
bility, or agree to make such modifications on this head as will enable
us to set free officers, except as to control of printing.
The responsibility is practically 'nil' up to printing.

I must press upon you the count of the 'water leaf' at the Mill, so
as to obviate waste o

f time there, and unnecessary work at the Star
Works. This, I believe, was formerly done.

I must press for the delivery of the stamped papers to the India
Officers in perfect 4,000's. The waste and rough should be charged by
you. This, I believe, was formerly done.
2. Rearrangement ofwork and machines, so as to enable Arliss's men
to control joint manufacture, — independendy of doing away with
present state of crowding in Indian rooms.
This, it is proposed, should embrace the following changes:

1 . Printing the Indian cards in the English card-printing room.
2. Indian adhesive stamps now printed at the machines and all
kinds of Indian stamps printed at the hand presses to be done in
the English machine room.

3
. The English Adhesive Stamps now printed at the hand presses
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Reconstruction to be done also in the machine room, the presses being moved
(continued) for the purpose.

4. The English envelopes to be stamped in the Indian room on the
first floor.

5. The Indian post-cards to be counted and banded on the third
floor, instead of the first floor.
6. Instead of the packing being carried on in two rooms, the whole
of it to be done in one, on the first floor — see plan, 3.A.
7. The parcels of stamps when sealed to be stored in the new pack
ing room till sent to the Depot.
The change ofmachinery to carry this out, would be as follows:
r, 2 and 3. Place one Large Platen machine in English Post Card
Room, and move one of the small Platen machines from where it now
stands on the west side of the room to the east side of the room.
Put three or four hand presses in the English machine room. (This
will enable all the hand press work to be done under the 2nd English
Officer). In addition to the above it would be an advantage if Mr.
Page's office were removed to the outside of the bi-colour machine
room, and the card and wrappers Tellers' table placed where Mr.
Page's office now stands. This would give room for another machine
and facilitate the supervision of the work.

4. This could probably be done without an increase of the emboss
ing machines in the India room, but one might be placed where the
Tellers now sit, as it is proposed that the envelopes should be counted
in the space between the new store room and the large Indian machine
room. The English envelope machines to be moved back in order to
make room for the hand printing (adhesive) presses.
5, 6 and 7. A partition to be put up across the inner room on the
first floor, to provide a place for Envelope Telling, and another
partition at right angles to this to form a Store and Packing room,—
a machine will have to be removed. If the Indian Printing room be left
entirely in the Contractor's charge at night, cupboards will have to be
provided for the Stamps Papers there.
I must press upon you the absolute necessity of a separate room
for packing, which would be at the same time a store room of stamp
parcels waiting to be packed.
I wish particularly to press upon you the advisability of telling the
Indian Envelopes at the machines in the same way as the English. I
desire to assimilate the practice all through. For this I am prepared
to offer you £200 per annum.

I annex plans of the rooms showing suggested alterations.

There is no further entry in the Correspondence definitely con
firming that these proposals were adopted.

Date of issue The year 1886 closes with one of the rare touches of humour
to be found in the Correspondence Books of a manufacturing
firm in the late Victorian period. The new issue was to be put on
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sale at the beginning of January, 1887 and had been linked pub- Date of issue
licly with the celebrations connected with the Queen's Golden (continued)
Jubilee. A set of the stamps, mounted in a book, was forwarded
for the Queen's inspection. It was acknowledged from Windsor
Castle on December 20, 1886.

I am commanded by the Queen to thank you for the book of
Postage Stamps which you have sent to Her Majesty and for giving
her notice of the proposed change of design.
The Queen looked at the new stamps but did not give me any
opinion upon them.
Perhaps she may do so later.

Purcell sent this on to Warren William De La Rue, with a
brief note, on December 29th.

I am afraid the Queen's mind is more set upon the Churchill
incident than upon our stamps.

This philatelic aspect of Lord Randolph's resignation escaped
the notice ofhis illustrious biographer.

The activities of the Stamp Committee in the long period of Stamp
discussion and negotiation from the middle of 1884 onwards are Committee
summarized in the following memorandum on the subject of the
designs, written by Warren William De La Rue on January 4,
1887 to confound the claims put forward as soon as the stamps
appeared. The enclosures to which he refers are not available.

In some of the subjoined articles, it is made to appear that valuable
information was acquired abroad by Mr. Purcell and his colleagues
(Mr. Purcell impressed upon the newspaper reporters whom he saw
that that was not the case, and that no suggestion whatever resulted
from their journey), and that it was not until after their return to
England that the new Stamp Scheme was got into shape. The best
answer to these remarks is this, that all the designs were made before
Mr. Purcell, Mr. Colls and Mr. Arliss started upon their Journey.
The only alteration that was made in the designs after their return
was that the sprig of laurel in the lid. was carried up in green, in
stead of being in purple as originally intended. The annexed tracing
shows the original idea.
Whilst Mr. Purcell was abroad, we made experiments to show the
effect of embossing some of the work on one of the stamps, as Mr.
Jeffery, the Chairman, was very sweet on introducing embossing in
one or two of the duties, and the visit of Mr. Purcell to the continent
was certainly of use in overthrowing that project, seeing that all the
officials whom he consulted on the continent were against embossing.
I do not think that the journey proved of any further practical good.
Subsequently, when the Scheme was laid before Mr. Shaw-
Lefevre he objected to the proposed design of the 2£d. Annexed is a
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Stamp tracing of the design which he objected to. The existing design was
Committee made to satisfy his taste.

(cont1nued) Everyone of the 350 and odd designs which were laid before the
Stamp Committee emanated from us. The only suggestion which we
had from the Committee was one made by Mr. H. R. Page, of the
G.P.O.j that the head in some of the designs should appear in white
instead of upon a solid field. We had long before carried out that idea
in the Labuan Stamp but hesitated to adopt it for surface-printed
Stamps (on account of the difficulty of printing) until pressed by Mr.
Page. We may lay claim to the Stamp Scheme as it now stands as
being ours in every sense of the word, and it is in fact carried out on
the lines set forth in the Scheme dated 16th September 1884 (in the
'Post Office Committee' box) and shown to the Committee in my first
interview with them. I then told the Committee that the only prac
ticable way, without going to very great expense, of rendering the
Stamps sufficiently unlike to one another in design was to print three
of them on coloured papers, and in the case of five duties to introduce a
second colour. Those are the canons I laid down, and they were never
departed from, but of course the final designs were very different to
those which I first laid before the Committee. My first designs were,
however, simply tentative, the final ones were selected from a very
large quantity of designs, which took a long time to elaborate.
I was surprised the other day by Mr. Colls saying that he claimed
the new 2d. stamp as his idea, and by Mr. Bokenham saying that
Mr. Carey of the Post Office had suggested the idea of carrying the
overprint or second colour to the perforations. I most emphatically
denied Mr. Colls's claim to the 2d. Stamp. It is true that in the
statement which he read to the Committee on the 3rd Novr., 1884 he
shadowed forth the sort of Stamp that he would desire, but I had long
before shown him my Scheme of the 16th September, 1884, and it is
the 5d. Stamp in that Scheme which he referred to as being the type
of Stamp he would like. He evidently forgot that he had seen that
Stamp, and imagined that the idea of introducing a large figure was
his own.
With regard to the claim advanced by Mr. Bokenham on Mr.
Carey's behalf, he has since told me that Mr. Carey does not himself
claim the idea of extending the work to the perforations and it is per
fectly evident from the notes called 'Mr. Carey's Suggestions' and
dated 29. 11. 84 (in the Post Office Committee Box) that he had no
notion whatever of that mode of treatment. All he advocated was that
the corners of the Stamps should have some sort of pattern upon
them, instead of being left almost bare, as in the case of the series
which has recently been superseded. He particularly referred to the
old Italian Stamps as expressing his idea. Attached is one of those
Stamps.
At the outset I felt that it would be a great mark of distinction to
carry the work to the perforations, and upon my Scheme of the 16th
Sept. 1884, I gave an indication of how that might be done, but it
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was not until Mr. Carey pressed the matter (because I know all the Stamp
difficulties there would be in carrying out the idea) that I decided to Committee
have some designs prepared in the spirit of those which have been (continued)
adopted for the 4d. and ad. In submitting the first set of designs, I
believe I stuck them on a sheet of paper and headed it 'Designs
carried out after Mr. Carey's suggestion' and this paper is I think at
the Post Office. I had no duplicate of it. I remember distinctly that
when Mr. Carey saw the designs he was very much surprised, and
said they were not what he had meant, but that he liked them very
much indeed. I headed them in that way because I thought it might
facilitate their acceptance by the Committee, whom I found very
reluctant indeed to accept anything that was original in appearance,
and I thought that if I made it appear that the originality was a
suggestion of one of their own officers it would be more acceptable
than if it came from us.

The correspondence in regard to the points raised in the firm's Report to
letter of November 11, 1886, continued, and not much progress Inland
was made. De La Rue failed to get a higher price for the duties Revenue
with the solid background to the head; the rate of allowance for
spoilage (10 per cent for postage stamps above the value of one
penny) was not increased, although it was agreed that no claim
should be made against them for spoilage in excess of that
amount during the first year. The principle of ordering stamps
at certain periods was accepted, but there was no mention of an
extended contract. As far as the inspectors were concerned the
firm had to remain content with the statement that 'the Board
have requested their Inspector of Stamping to make arrange
ments as far as possible for giving effect to your wishes'.

It is interesting to note that the insertion of the Jubilee fines Jubilee lines
was raised by the firm in a letter to Purcell dated January 19,
1887.

As we have already explained to you verbally, we believe that if
lines were placed round the panes of Stamps as indicated on the en
closed dummy sheet it would assist and improve the work very much.
Ifyour Board acquiesce in this, we should like to try it experimentally
on one forme of the 1d. Unified Stamps. Should the experiment
answer our anticipation, we should desire to introduce the lines in
all new Stamp-formes of every description.

In their reply of February 2nd the Board agreed 'to you insert
ing a line round each pane in all new stamp printing plates.'

The insertion of 'pillars' in the margins was first raised by Pillars
the firm on January 12, 1888:

We experience certain difficulties in the production of 4d. and ad.
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Pillars Unified Stamps, which we can only successfully overcome by insert-

(continued) ing in the printing plates pieces to bear up the sheets as they are

Plate 10; 1 printed. On the appended diagram, or dummy sheet, we have in

dicated the printed impressions which the proposed pieces would
make upon the sheets. As you will notice, they would be well clear
of the stamps themselves, so we trust you will be able to accord us
permission to make the proposed alteration forthwith.

The pillars were extended to stamps printed in one colour at
the firm's request, after they had written for permission on
January 26, 1900.
The firm filed a lay-out showing the Fourpence with Jubilee

Plate 11; 3 lines and perforations. An amended design was sent on Feb
ruary 1st, and this was approved for the Fourpence and Nine-
pence on February 20th. Twenty new plates for each value
were ordered by Warrant dated March 3rd, both sets to be
numbered from 17 to 36 inclusive.

Tenpence Following personal negotiations the firm wrote to Purcell on
March 15, 1889. The ten sketches are filed in the Correspon
dence Book.

Plate 12; 1-1q We beg to hand you enclosed ten sketches for the proposed new
10d. Unified Stamp. Nos. 4 and 10 are prepared in accordance with

your verbal instructions, No. 10 being the adaptation of the present
1/- Unified to a two coloured Stamp. We ourselves do not consider
this design particularly happy.
As explained to you verbally, we are obliged to have not less space
between the colours than shown upon the enclosed sketches.
We shall be pleased to make finished drawings of any of the sketches
which may be selected.

There is a note, dated March 19th: 'I sent Mr Purcell alterna
tive No. 3 design today, having spoken to him about it yester
day.'
Further designs and sketches were sent on March 22nd.

Plate 12; 11,12 We have prepared the enclosed finished drawings A., B. & C. for
the new 10d. Unified Stamps in accordance with your verbal in
structions, A. representing Sketch 3 — alternative design B. Sketch
1, and C. Sketch 8 carried out in the colours of Sketch 2.
We also enclose a design D., the same as C. but in purple and blue.
We return the four Sketches 1, 2, 3 & 8, which you handed to us.

The design was approved on June 26, 1889 and a Warrant
was sent on that date. The die and plates were invoiced on
February 19, 1890, for £55, £80 and £50 respectively, the nor
mal rates, and the first supply of 1927 sheets (308,320 stamps)
was also invoiced in that month.
The original intention had been to print the Tenpence in
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purple and blue, although it was realised that this might lead to Tenpence
the stamp being confused with the Ninepence. On January 24, (continued)
1890, the firm sent colour trials showing seven combinations,
and recommended the specimen in red and green. On March 6th
the Controller selected the specimen printed in lilac and red.
The first supply of sheets, therefore, must have been printed in
March, although included in the February Day Book entry.
Two years later the Firm submitted, on February 3, 1892,
specimens of the Tenpence printed on coloured papers. Alto
gether there were 36 specimens in duplicate, but nothing is filed
in the Correspondence Book to show what they were, nor is
there any further reference to the matter. In their accompanying
letter to Purcell the firm wrote: 'We are somewhat disappointed
with the results, and we fear that under artificial light the
yellow paper would be very liable to be mistaken for white.'

On February 1, 1892 the firm sent ten designs, lettered Fourpence
A - J, for the proposed new value. Halfpenny

We consider that the design marked A will afford a striking con- Plate 13
trast to the existing Stamps. We would suggest that the colour of the
Stamp should not be finally settled until the printing plates are ready,
when itmight be expedient to print specimens in a variety of colours,
in the view of testing them under obliteration.

On February 20th the Controller returned the ten designs,
and approved Specimen F. He authorised the preparation of a
die and printing plates, and agreed with the firm's suggestion
for 'essays in various colours'.
Six combinations of colour, in duplicate, were sent on July
6th, when the firm suggested that 'the top stamp offers the best
contrast to the existing duties'. This may well have been in
green and red, seeing that this combination was the firm's

original recommendation for the Tenpence. This combination
was approved on August 3rd, and the authority for die and
plates was sent on August, 5th. The die and plates together with
16,000 Sheets (2,560,000 Stamps) were invoiced in August.
The invoice also mentioned twelve sheets for experiments and
two sheets for Registration, although they were not charged.
This is an innovation in the Day Book.

The Correspondence Books contain several interesting replies Varieties
to queries from the Inland Revenue on the subject ofvarieties.

Fivepence

The following letter to Purcell is dated November 1, 1893:
With reference to the two 5d. Stamps returned herewith, we find
that the one with a line under the d. was registered on Apl. 5, 1883.
A plate was made from the die, and six reams of Stamps were printed
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Varieties therefrom under Warrant No. 24, dated April 12th 1883. These six
(continued) reams were delivered by us in May 1883 as waste; consequently they

should have been destroyed at Somerset House. It was found that the
die was cracked, and the die and the plate were destroyed, no charge

being made for them. A new die and plate were prepared and charged
Oct. 30th 1883. We cannot trace why the alteration was made in the
second die, probably it was arranged verbally.

The following letter is dated January 31, 1894:

One Shilling

Twopence

With reference to the 1/-, 2d. and 5d. Stamps returned herewith,
we beg to inform you that the circle round the letter K in the lower
left hand corner of the 1/- Stamp is to be explained in the following
manner.

When the Stamps bore letters in the corner they were struck from
a die which was pierced in the four corners so as to allow of the intro
duction of letter plugs, which were changed as required. There is no
doubt that in striking the lead for the Stamp in question the K plug
was not driven quite home into the die; consequently when the plate
came to be made there was a slight circular indentation in it.
This would be overcome by our printers putting extra 'overlays'
where this indentation occurred, so that the circle would not be ob
servable in any of the sheets printed until the 'overlays' began to give
way. Our printer would, as soon as he observed this defect, rectify it
by putting fresh 'overlays'.
As regards the large perforation of the 2d. Stamps, this was done
on a treadle machine. As far as we know specimens of each of the
duties were submitted with the large perforations. These were simply
sent as specimens to Somerset House, and should not have found
their way to the public.
With reference to the enquiry as to the 5d. stamp, this was fully
dealt with in our memo ofNovr. 1st last, copy ofwhich we enclose.

One Penny

Colour Trials On June 23, 1899, an experimental supply of the One Penny
and Changes was printed on red paper and delivered to Somerset House.

We beg to hand you on Appendix hereto, in triplicate, a specimen
of the 1d. Stamp printed on the red paper.
We have retained one specimen for our book and the remain

ing 444 Stamps will be delivered to Mr. Gore by van tomorrow
morning.

On November 3, 1899 Specimens of the One Penny were
submitted in doubly fugitive green on red paper. The Day Book
mentions three sheets, or 720 stamps.
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Halfpenny Colour Trials

One Shilling
and Changes

16
(continued)

The changes of colour for these two values are first mooted 1n
a letter from Ernest Cleave, who later succeeded Purcell as
Controller of Stamps, to the firm dated August 8, 1899:

In reference to the interviews which I recently had with Mr.
Fuller and Mr. Hayes, I have to inform you that I have now sent on
warrants for the following purposes: —

1. For the printing of 5 sheets of £d. Postage etc. in different singly
fugitive green inks.
2. For the printing of 50 sheets of 2d. Postage etc. Stamps, bi-
coloured in different colours, as essays for a new 1/- bi-coloured
Stamp. These are to be franked partly in doubly-fugitive and

partly in singly-fugitive inks in the usual way.

The firm replied on August 21st:

With reference to your letter of the 4th instant, we send you here
with, under separate cover, 5 sheets of the £d. Postage and Revenue
Stamps printed in three different singly fugitive green inks. We have
retained three stamps — one of each colour for our correspondence
book.

We also send specimens of the 2d. Postage and Revenue Stamps,
bi-coloured, in different colours, as essays for a new 1/- bi-coloured
Stamp. The specimens consist of 37 different lots of 12 Stamps each.
We have altogether printed and sent you 50 sheets, less 37 stamps
which we have retained for our correspondence book. In printing
single sheets a considerable difficulty arises with reference to the
register. We have therefore cut out from each sheet the portions of
good register, in order that you may the better be able to see the
appearance of the Stamps.

Instructions for the preparation of a new design for the One
Shilling were sent on August 25, 1899. Itwill be noticed that the
idea of adapting the existing design to two-colour printing came
from the Post Office.

The Post Office wish to have a design prepared for a new 1/- bi-
coloured stamp. I send you herewith, a specimen of each of the four
combinations of colour which they prefer. They ask also whether it
would not be practicable to retain the present design of 1/- stamp
printing part of it in one colour and the remainder in another.
For the sake of economy it will be preferable to adopt plates of the
480 set rather than those of 320 if this can be done.

This design was submitted on September 5th. It showed the
original One Shilling design with the head in doubly fugitive
green and the border and duty in singly fugitive purple. A large
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Colour Trials
and Changes

(continued)

range of colour specimens of the One Shilling, pasted up from
pulls of the single plate, were sent on November 9th.

We beg to hand you herewith 4 sets each of 18 specimens of bi-
colour Shilling Stamps, and we retain one set for our correspondence
book. The specimens are produced by sticking the head and lettering
on an entire stamp, so that the 5 sets of specimens represent 180
Stamps, less 90 borders which have been delivered to you, together
with the Stamps printed under Warrant No. 109, less the 180 Stamps
accounted for above.
The specimens with the Queen's head in purple are numbered 1 to
9 and those with the head in green 1A to 9A. The heads and letterings
are printed in doubly fugitive ink and the borders in singly fugitive
ink.
The specimens 1 to 5 and 1a to 5a are printed in different colours
to any existing duty and 6 to 9 and 6A to 9A in colours of existing
duties.

On December 23, 1899 the firm were instructed to make the
die and printing plates for the One Shilling 'according to the
enclosed design'. On January 5, 1900 a specimen of the Half
penny in the green ink 'which had been selected by the Post
master General' was forwarded to the firm with instructions
that all future printings should be in that colour. But there were
misgivings about the ingredients of the ink, and on May 21st
Cleave handed De La Rue the following report from Dr T. E.
Thorpe of the Government Laboratory.

The colour of the new £d. Postage Stamp consists of a mixture of
Prussian blue and chromate of lead. The chromate of lead is present
in relatively small amount; but as it

,

together with other metallic
chromates, is classed among inorganic (mineral) poisons, I consider

it highly undesirable that it should form part of the colouring matter
of an adhesive stamp and especially in the case of a stamp which is

used in such large numbers and by young persons.
The adhesive matter of the stamp is Gum Arabic and contains no
admixture of British Gum.

Dr Muller, the firm's analytical chemist, checked the analysis,
and the firm's reply to Cleave, dated May 23, 1900, shows his
opinion of the hare that Dr Thorpe had raised. It confirms also
the extraordinary degree of precision that the stamp printing
contract demanded.

With reference to our interview of yesterday, at which you handed
us a copy of Dr. Thorpe's Report upon the singly fugitive ink used
for printing the £d. Unified Stamps, we beg to say that Dr. Midler's
laboratory analysis shows that lead is present to an infinitesimal ex
tent, indeed according to his quantitative analysis the oxide of lead
contained in 240 stamps amounts to only about 5 milligrammes,
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which, we submit, cannot under any conceivable conditions produce Colour Trials

injurious effects. However, as the contract stipulates that all inks are and Changes

to be free from lead, we will take immediate steps to find another (continued)
green pigment entirely free from lead. We would point out that there
is an extremely limited range of suitable green pigment absolutely
free from lead, and we fear that we may consequently have to some
what modify the tint of the £d. Stamp. We will submit specimens of a
new green as soon as possible.

Regarding your verbal enquiry as to the 1/- Unified Stamps, we

beg to say that they are printed in doubly fugitive green, which is

entirely free from lead.

The firm had a tough nut to crack. Dr Thorpe did not sur
render easily, and his next letter of June 27th explains the colour
changelings for which this stamp is noted.

The new green colour for printing id. adhesive stamps is composed
of a mixture of Prussian Blue and yellow pigment consisting of im
pure Chromate of Zinc.
The yellow colouring matter is of such a nature as to be in part
fairly soluble in cold, and more freely in warm, water.
The sample of green stamps has been printed with the colours
referred to above, but the whole of the yellow matter can be removed
with water only, and the printing thereafter assumes a pure blue
colour. Such a compound of Chromium and Zinc is regarded as
objectionable when used as a component part of a colour intended for
printing adhesive stamps, even apart from its solubility which
would probably allow some portion of the colour being removed
when the stamp is wetted by the mouth.

The firm returned this second report on June 28th, with the
following reply:

With reference to Dr. Thorpe's report (herewith returned) we beg
to say that for some years past we have used the same green ink for
adhesive stamps, and the slight solubility of the chromate of zinc in
water has not in practice been found objectionable.
If a colour entirely free from lead has to be employed, we regret
that we cannot for the present offer any better ink than the green in
question.

Since the objection was raised to the colour originally employed
containing a small trace of lead, Dr. Muller has been carrying on a
series of laboratory experiments, but up to the present he has not
succeeded in obtaining a more satisfactory colour, free from lead,
than the one under consideration.

By now De La Rue and Cleave found themselves involved in
a correspondence on Pigment, with H. J. Helm intruding. On
August 10th they sent 'three sheets of £d. stamps printed in the
new green colour we would propose to adopt'. They also sent
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Colour Trials
and Changes

(continued)

a tube of the new ink. Helm wrote to Cleave on the following
day.

Will you be good enough to obtain from Messrs. De La Rue the
composition of the green colour forwarded with your note of the
10th instant.

The ingredients present in all the colours used for stamps should,
in my opinion, be given to you confidentially, and then an opinion be
sought here as to whether the result of an examination confirms the
statements.

It is, of course, possible that deleterious ingredients may some
times be present which may not be readily detected by chemical
analysis, and every possible precaution should be taken to ensure
their absence.

De La Rue's reply of August 21st paved the way to victory,
although it was not until October 13, 1900, fourteen months
after the proposal to change the colour had been mooted, that
the firm were informed that the ink was approved.

With reference to the request contained in Mr. Helm's letter to
you of the 11th inst., that we should supply him confidentially with
the ingredients present in all the colours used for stamp printing,
we much regret that we do not see our way to fall in with his sugges
tion, and as all the colours, except the \d. green, have stood the test
of time, it would hardly appear to be necessary.
We would point out that under clause 4 of the Contract 'all the
inks are to be free from lead. The fugitive ink is to be quick-drying
and of such a character as to be highly soluble in the hydrocarbons,
but not in water, so that if an attempt were made to remove the Post
Office obliterating mark, the same fluid that might be used for that
object should destroy the colour of the stamp, and ifwe comply with
these conditions we can employ whatever ingredients we find most
suitable. However, as we are anxious to afford Mr. Helm every
assistance in his examination, we do not object to your informing
him that the £d. green colour now under consideration is a Lake, the

colouring matter of which is a derivative of naphthaline mixed with
Prusian Blue.

But Dr Thorpe had not finished with De La Rue. The green
ink was approved on October 13th; he now turned his attention
to their cherished doubly fugitive inks, and the following letter
to Cleave winds up this pleasant digression; it was dated October
26, 1900.

We beg to return the four 1d. Unified Stamps you handed to us,
which had been obliterated by writing 'Herbert Gore' across them,
and from two of which Dr. Thorpe had in a great measure removed
the obliteration.
We confirm the conversation we had with you on the subject, in
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which we pointed out that our 'doubly fugitive' Stamps offer the Colour Trials
maximum of protection and are substantially secure. It would be and Changes
possible to make a more sensitive description of stamp, but this we (continued)
could not advise, as more sensitive Stamps would not stand the
necessary wear and tear.

In the doubly fugitive Stamps, many most difficult and somewhat
opposing conditions have to be contended against, seeing that the
Stamps must be fairly stable against sunlight, that they must with
stand to a reasonable extent the action of water and even of saliva,
that they must stand a fair amount of wear and tear, and that they
must be fugitive under those reagents which would ordinarily be
used to remove, not only printed, but also written cancellations. All
these and many other conditions have to be met, at the same time

the Stamps must be printed with the utmost definition, and that, too,
at a moderate cost.

We believe that, for all practical purposes, our doubly fugitive
Stamps represent the proper compromise between these conditions,
and the experience of nearly half a century confirms this view. During
this lengthened period, not a single instance has come to light in
which the Stamps have been fraudulently tampered with. We there
fore submit that they are substantially secure, and could not be success
fully tampered with by the general public.
It is, of course, quite another matter when an eminent chemist like
Dr. Thorpe brings his great scientific and chemical knowledge to
bear, but even he has not succeeded in entirely removing the
obliterations, although we assume that the cancellation was com
paratively fresh. If he had treated stamps which had been cancelled
with blue-black writing ink some months previously, he would have ex

perienced much greater difficulty, for the ink would by oxidation have
become insoluble in water and much less soluble in chemical reagents.
Moreover the Stamps cleaned by Dr. Thorpe would be detected
as having been tampered with, if submitted to an expert. If you lay
the Stamps together, you can even with the naked eye, see traces of
the final 't' of 'Herbert' and the 'Go' of 'Gore' in the Stamps treated
by him.
In conclusion, we would point out that our doubly fugitive Stamps
are employed in vast quantities in many parts of the world, and that
they have proved to efficiendy protect the Revenue, as they cannot be
cleaned by such reagents or methods as are generally available.

The Day Book gives the following information about the
early deliveries of these two stamps.

August 1899, 5 sheets (1,200 stamps) of '£d. Unified ExpT. Halfpenny
These were the enclosures sent with De La Rue's letter of Colour Change
August 21, 1899; no charge was made for them.
January 1900, 234,000 sheets printed in green (56,160,000
stamps).
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Halfpenny
Colour Change
(continued)

One Shilling
Colour Change

Perforation

These evidently corresponded to the specimen which was
approved on January 5, 1900, and were delivered nearly four
months before the intervention of Dr Thorpe on May 21st; in
fact large deliveries of Halfpenny Stamps were made each
month from February onwards, without reference to changes
of colour. In October 1900 the Day Book mentions 26 sheets
for experimental purposes, 2 against Warrant 97 of July 28th,
and 24 against Warrant 103 of August 3rd. Either the delivery
of 413,720 sheets in October, or of 440,000 sheets in November
may have been the first in the colour finally adopted on October

13th.

Fifty sheets of the Twopence were used for the experiments
sent on August 21, 1899, and a further sixty sheets of the One
Shilling for the paste-up of colour trials sent on November 9,
1899. The registration sheet, and a first supply of 34,000 sheets
(8,610,000 stamps), were included in the April invoice of 1900.

Complaints from the General Post Office about perforation
led to the following letter from the firm to Purcell on March 23,
1886:

We herewith beg to return the General Post Office Memorandum,

Registered No. 45060, in which Mr. Bidwell calls your attention to
complaints that have been made as to the perforation of the Postage
Stamps.
It appears from the analysis of the reports from the London Post
masters, which Mr. Bidwell encloses for your information, that
several of the Postmasters have no complaint to make, but that others
make complaints which may be summarized as follows: —

(1) The sheets divide lengthwise fairly well, but tear when divided
crosswise.

(2) The paper is much thinner than that of the old stamps.

(3) The stamps have a tendency to tear across rather than along
the line of perforation.

(4) The perforation is bad.

Suggestions

(A) If the corner holes of the perforations were enlarged, the
stamps would tear more easily.

(B) That thicker and not su»;h tough paper should be used.

(C) If the lines of perforation ran through the borders, the com
mencing of the tear would be rendered easier.

We will deal with these objections and suggestions seriatim.

(1) We have to remind you that all paper is of necessity stronger in
one direction than in the other. The fibres of the Crown paper run in
the longitudinal direction of the sheets, and hence the paper tears
more easily longitudinally than it does transversely or across the
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fibres. Now it is stated, and we have confirmed the assertion, that it Perforation
is easier to separate the stamps in the longitudinal than in the trans- (continued)
verse direction, and this points to the fact that if any change had to be
made in the paper it would be in the direction of weakening it

;

but it

is needless for us to say that the paper could not be made any weaker
than it is at present, as if it were it would be impossible to deal with it

in manufacture, besides which it would be more apt to tear across the

stamps than it does now.

(2) We are not aware that the paper is any thinner than it used to be,
and we should certainly hesitate to recommend its being increased in
thickness at all, for it has always been considered a distinct advantage
that stamps should be as thin as possible.

(3) If it is really a fact that the Stamps are torn across more fre
quently now than formerly, this must undoubtedly be due to the
paper being weaker, and as we have shown under (1). Imparting in
crease of strength to the paper would certainly render the tearing of
the Stamps along the lines of perforation more difficult than it is at
present.

(4) We must take the strongest possible exception to the statement
that the stamps are badly perforated. The perforation is effected in the
most perfect manner possible, and we are at infinite pains to ensure
good workmanship. If you will be good enough to examine any of
your stamps, you will find that they are perforated without any burr
being left on them at all, and that the holes are perfectly clean cut; and

if you will question the Controller of Stamping we are sure he will
admit that the perforation as carried out by us is far better conducted
than it used to be in his own Department, seeing that we go to much
greater expense in keeping the perforating tools in order than he ever
felt justified in doing.

Answers to Suggestions

A. It would be extremely difficult, nay almost impossible, to make
the corner holes of the perforations larger than the other holes, and
we do not believe that any good result would be brought about by the
change.
B. We cannot understand why it should be suggested that thicker
paper should be used, but not of so tough a nature as the present. The
only object that we can see in increasing the thickness of the paper
would be to increase the strength were that desired, but the strength
could undoubtedly be increased somewhat without there being any
extra thickness.

C. It would be impossible with our present machinery to carry the
lines of perforations through the side borders of the sheets, and a

very large outlay indeed would have to be incurred to effect that
object.

Summary

We contend that the perforation is better done than it ever has
been, and that it cannot possibly be improved, so that if there be any
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Perforation greater difficulty in tearing the sheets than there used to be it must be

(continued) entirely due to some change in the paper. The paper could not be
made any weaker; therefore, the only two modifications which could
be made in it would be: —

(a) To increase its strength without increasing its thickness:

(b) To increase its strength and also its thickness.
It is for your consideration whether either of these changes is de
sirable. We ourselves should not recommend them.

No further steps were taken in the matter until August 6,
1896, when the Deputy Controller, Cleave, wrote to De La Rue.

Some considerable time since we referred to you a suggestion that
the perforating hole at the corner of each Stamp should be larger
than the others to facilitate the tearing apart. Could you oblige me
with a copy of what you reported as the Treasury are reviving the
proposal. I suppose that at any rate the expense would be great.

The firm replied on the same day:

In compliance with your request by telephone, we now enclose you
a copy of our memo of the 10th Nov. 1893. The question of altering
the perforation punches has cropped up at intervals for years past;
but the memo ofwhich copy is enclosed was the last one on the sub
ject, and practically embraces all former correspondence.
The expense of altering our existing perforating dies and punches
would be very great, and the cost of keeping them in repair would be
considerably increased, whilst, as far as we know, no advantage
would be gained.



CHAPTER IX

1888 TO THE END OF THE REIGN

6In March 1888 a violent attack was made in the House of
Commons, taken up by the daily newspapers, on Inland
Revenue expenditure generally and especially on the alleged
favouritism extended to De La Rue in awarding them the stamp
printing contract in 1880 in the face of lower estimates from
some of their competitors. A detailed report on the considera
tion of the tenders and the reason for the firm obtaining the
contract was issued by a Committee specially appointed to look
into the matter, and has already been printed in this volume.*

The firm was naturally exercised. Their contract was due for Renewal of
reconsideration in less than two years' time, and both the debate Contract

and the newspaper agitation that followed it
,

were clear invita
tions to the disappointed firms to renew their efforts in no small
way: at the best it might encourage the Board in their policy of
driving down the rates to a level at which it would no longer be
worth while printing stamps.
On March 23, 1888 the firm, in the person of Warren De La
Rue himself, sent the following letter to the member of the
House responsible for the trouble:

The statement which you addressed to the House last Monday,
with reference to certain of our Government Contracts, having re
ceived new prominence from its republication in a distorted and still
more injurious form in yesterday's Daily News, we deem it necessary
briefly to address you on the subject. The gravamen of the charge
which you bring against us appears to be that the prices conceded to
us in these Contracts are largely in excess of the estimates furnished
to you from an 'unofficial' source. It is we think a sufficient reply if

we point out that all such estimates must necessarily be of a hypo
thetical and misleading character. We respectfully submit that only
those actually concerned in the production of such work as ours, with
its many peculiar features of expense and difficulty, can form a

correct estimate of the cost of production. Even in printing of an
ordinary kind, estimates prepared by experts may, and do, vary to an
extraordinary extent. In illustration of this fact, we may refer to the

*Seep. 95.
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Renewal of enclosed newspaper excerpt, relating to the London School Board
Contract Printing Contract, which shows wide differences, amounting to as
(continued) much as 57 per cent, between the highest and lowest tenders, on a

list of nine selected printers. It cannot in reason be argued that these
great discrepancies in charge are to be accounted for by supposing
that one firm required a profit of more than 50% in excess of other
firms. The differences, we should say, must be referred very largely
to differences of estimate. We submit that this argument holds with
still greater force in regard to the very special lines of manufacture
which we produce for the Government, and that no unfair inference
can be drawn from the suppositious estimate upon which your re
marks were based.

With regard to the other points urged, we may say that at the time
the Contracts were entered into, we were the only firm in England
equipped to perform the work properly, or who were in a position to
satisfy the requirements of the Government. We entered into these
Contracts upon fair and reasonable terms, and have carried them out,
we believe, to the complete satisfaction of the Government. We
venture therefore to take exception to your comments, as in our view
calculated to damage us not only with the Board of Inland Revenue
and other Government Departments, but also in our general business
at home and in foreign countries. We also consider it peculiarly
damaging to us that such strictures should have been publicly passed
upon us on the eve of our entering upon a competition for the re
newal of a Contract under which we have been supplying some of our
most important stamp manufactures.
We have no hesitation in stating that no one is in a position to
frame anything like a correct estimate until he knows the protective
qualities which have to be imparted to the stamps on all the articles
in question, so as to safeguard the revenue against forgery and fraud
of all kinds, nor until he knows the conditions not only of control and
supervision, but also of the liabilities and penalties under which the
work has to be carried on.

That the Post Office was in sympathy with the firm is clearly
shown in the following note from S. A. Blackwood, dated Apr1l
30, 1888.

I shall certainly attend the Committee Meeting tomorrow, and am
extremely glad that your evidence is to be taken.

The firm's evidence was supported by the Committee and
with the issue of its Report the matter ended. But the firm's
anxiety as to its effect on the renewal of the Contract still re
mained. They had failed at the end of 1886 to get a ten years'
renewal as a reward for their services in the preparation of the
new Issue of 1887.
There was a further complication of the dual position held by
Warren De La Rue as Engraver to the Board on the one hand
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and a senior partner in Thomas De La Rue & Company on the Renewal of
other. There might be occasions when these responsibilities Contract

might conflict. For a number of years his elder son Warren (continued)
William had been appointed Deputy Engraver.
Although there is no copy in the Correspondence Book the
firm had written to the Chancellor of the Exchequer on Decem
ber 12, 1888, offering to supply the stamps at the same prices as
those charged under the expiring contract. The Controller of
Stamps, J. S. Purcell, now claimed that the dies and printing
plates, which had nominally been supplied by Warren De La
Rue as Engraver and not by the firm, should be supplied by the
Board, now that the post of Engraver to the Board was vacant
through Warren's retirement. There is no implication that these
dies and plates would not continue to be prepared by the firm,
but there was no assurance that this system would be continued,
and the firm took up the cudgels accordingly. With the departure
of 'Dr Warren' from the firm's counsels the administration of
the business side was now taken over by his younger son
Thomas Andros De La Rue, who succeeded Warren William as
Chairman when the latter retired in 1896. He sent the following
letter to the Chairman of the Board on May 17, 1889.

In our interview of yesterday with the Controller of Stamps upon
the subject of the new Contract, he informed us that the Board had
made an order to exclude the dies and plates. We venture therefore
to address you on this subject, and to remind you that, although dies
and plates have been nominally furnished by the Engraver to your
Board, they have in reality always been supplied by our firm.
In view of the remarks recently made in Parliament, and in in
fluential organs of the Press, you may perhaps not deem it desirable
for any members of our firm to be appointed to the vacant post of
Engraver, or to that of Deputy should the present holder of that
office be promoted to the Engravership. It was, as the Deputy En
graver has informed you, with his concurrence that we proposed to
include the dies and plates in the Contract, and we believe that this
is an easy mode of preventing any inconvenience arising from the
circumstance of his not being a member of our firm
We are led to infer that the objection which you feel to include the
dies and plates in the Contract may have reference to price only,
seeing that the Inspector of Stamping raised the question of price
with us verbally upon the Unappropriated die and plate recently
supplied, and informed us that he would have to report to the Board

upon the subject. We would also point out to you that it would clearly
be impossible for us to produce satisfactory Stamps from dies and
plates furnished by others; added to which we certainly hold that they
are necessarily inseparable from the Contract.
We are anxious to lay the case fully before you; but, as we do not
wish to unduly encumber this letter, we venture to refer you to the
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Renewal of lengthened correspondence which passed between your Board and
Contract ourselves at the end of 1881 and the beginning of 1882, and which
(continued) culminated in the proposal contained in our letter ofMay 25th 1882,

offering to supply plates equal in area to 480 set Postage plates at £80
each, the price up to that time for similar size plates having been

£170. This offer was duly accepted by you, under date the 19th June
1882, and from that time, we submit, virtually formed a part of the
Contract, just as much as the prices subsequently agreed to for

printing the two-colour Stamps and the Unappropriated Stamps
from the temporary plates.
In that correspondence we went most fully into the prices, not
only of plates but also of dies, and the arguments we then brought
forward still hold good, even to a greater extent, seeing that the work
is now even more unremunerative to us, on account of the falling off
of the orders for this class ofwork. You are aware that for this special
work we have sunk a large amount of capital in costly and complicated
machinery. We have also to retain a trained and efficient staff to work
it. Furthermore it may possibly not be within your knowledge that
there are only two engravers in England who can engrave such surface
dies as are used for stamp printing. One is the gentleman retained by
ourselves and the other is a man over seventy years of age. Under
these circumstances we thought it incumbent upon us to train a

younger man up to this work, and we have now a young artist who,
under our head engraver, devotes his whole time to learning the art.
We have not only to pay those two engravers, who are solely engaged
upon producing head dies, but we have also to maintain a considerable
staff of engravers and engineers who are conversant with such work,
and we, of course, have to pay them whether there is work for them
or not, such specially-trained and skilled labour not being obtainable
in the market. We find that in 1887 and 1888 you paid us nothing for
adhesive stamp dies and plates, and in 1887 only £884. 0. 6d. and in
1888 £763. 9. 6. for embossing dies, medicine plates &c., &c., and as
far as we can judge, this will be about the average amount we are
likely to receive, except in the case of the demise of the Sovereign.
You will readily understand that such a small amount of work means
a large annual money loss to us, which certainly would not be com
pensated for even by extra work consequent on an entire change in
the dies and plates.

In our official letter of the 12th Deer. last to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer we distinctly state that our offer is based upon the terms
and conditions of the new proposed Contracts being the same as those
of the current Contracts. We certainly intended this to cover the dies
and plates, and we hold that it does so.
We would remind you that in the recent Stamped Paper competi
tion we were invited to tender for dies and plates, and in accepting
our tender we were informed by your Board that ours was the lowest.
Possibly this may have referred to our tender as a whole, but we may
fairly assume that if our tender for dies and plates had been higher
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than that of all the other firms we should have been communicated Renewal of
with on the subject, and the conclusion we naturally draw is that our Contract

prices were as recently as last year found to be fair and reasonable. (continued)
In that competition, we would remind you, we made absolutely no
reduction upon our former charges, and, therefore, ad inferendum,
the prices set forth on the proposed schedule (a copy of which we
attach for convenience of reference) to the new Contract should be
considered to be fair and reasonable.
We ourselves think it desirable to have the dies and plates inserted
in the Contract, as they most assuredly form a part of it

,

and we beg

respectfully to inform you that, whether they are included or not,
our prices for any new dies or plates required during the term of the
Contract would not be less than those set forth in the attached
Schedule. In this Schedule we have included the prices of embossing
dies and Medicine plates, not that they form in any way a part of the
Contract, but simply as a convenient form of recording them. We
should however, not in any way object to confining this Schedule to the
adhesive stamp dies and plates.
We venture to hope that the foregoing remarks will induce you to
reconsider the question of including the Schedule of adhesive stamp
dies and plates in the new Contract.

Thomas De La Rue sent the following letter to Purcell on
May 22nd:

With reference to the letter I informed you that we had addressed
to Sir Algernon West on the 17th inst. I beg to say that if it will in
any way simplify matters I know that my brother would not object
to resign the post of Deputy Engraver, in fact he informed us that he
had expressed his willingness to do so in his recent interview with
Sir Algernon West. I hope that this step will not be necessary, for I

cannot see any reason why, if the dies and plates are included in the
Contract, he should not hold the appointment as an honorary one,
on the understanding that, if it becomes vacant by his resignation or
otherwise, it should be allowed to lapse.

From this point the correspondence followed the usual
routine. The Secretary to the Board wrote on May 29th to say
that the answer to De La Rue's letter of May 17th was 'No'.
The firm asked them on June 3rd to reconsider their decision.
They pointed out that the English (as they called it) and Indian
Contracts 'were negotiated at the same times on identical lines,
and by the same parties, and yet for the more important one,
(the English) it is proposed to conclude an incomplete instru
ment, whilst the Contract of lesser importance (the Indian) will
include the dies and plates, and so exhaustively record the
arrangements arrived at.'

There is no recorded answer; nevertheless the Firm con
tinued to supply the dies and plates for new denominations
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Renewal of when the occasion arose, and charged them at the same prices
Contract as held good during the Contract now expiring.*
(continued) i^e next Warrant from the Board recorded in the Correspon

dence Book, for the new die and plates for the Tenpence, dated
June 29, 1889, was addressed to 'The Deputy Engraver of Dies,
etc' On August 31st the firm was informed that in future Dies
and Plates would be ordered by a Secretarial letter, not by a
Warrant as in the past. The first of these, dated November 12th,
is addressed to the firm.

Proposed S May 6, 1890 was the fiftieth anniversary of the first adhesive
Postage Stamp postage stamp. While it has been claimed that the new series of
Jub1lee issue 1ggy was m fact a Jubilee Commemoration issue, this can

hardly be borne out by the circumstances of its production. Its
life began with the appointment of the Stamp Committee of
1884, and their function was to rid the country of the new
Unified Issue which was causing so much criticism and con
fusion. The circumstances which very nearly caused Great
Britain to forestall the U.S.A. Columbus Stamps of 1892 as the
first Commemorative Series are ofgreat interest to philately.
The correspondence opens with a note from Purcell to
Thomas De La Rue, whose reply by bearer is dated December
5, 1889.

Give me answers by bearer as roughly as may be to these questions.
I shall not hold you bound to any estimate you may make.
How many one penny Postage & Revenue plates have you in use at
the present moment? What would you put down as the average value
to you of each? How long would it take to produce a new die and new
plates:

1st for a one-coloured Stamp. (about 4months)
2nd for a bi-coloured Stamp. (about 6 months)

Come and see me ifyou can this afternoon.

1d. Unified Stamps

There are at the present time 15 plates (480-set) either in use,
reserve, or nearly completed.
With reference to the value of these plates, new plates (480 set)
should be taken at the contract price of £%o each, and those which
have been used should be valued according to the number of im
pressions already taken, in relation to the average number yielded by
such plates.

We estimate that to produce new dies and working plates for a
one-coloured Stamp about four months would be required, and for a
bi-coloured stamp about six months, but for the latter special print
ing machinery would have to be made, and it is impossible to say off
hand how long this would take.

* See pp. 171. 175.
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Things moved quickly; on December 17th De La Rue sent Proposed
two sketches. It is possible that Boehm's head is the same as that Postage Stamp
referred to in the letter which De La Rue sent to the Mint on J"*»fce 1sstu

May 16, 1882, in the early stages of the negotiations which led (cont1nued)
to the first Unified issue.* It is interesting to note the admiration
which seems to have been given to the design of the One Penny,
and which dominates the early Edwardian essays later on.

We enclose two very rough sketches for the 1d. Unified Stamp Plate 14; 1, 2
with Sir Edgar Boehm's head of Her Majesty. We consider the one in
the oval by far the better.
We are somewhat inclined to think that a head after Angeli's
portrait would lend itself even better than that taken from Sir Edgar
Boehm's bust.

The head engraved after the full length portrait of the Queen
by von Angeli, the Imperial portrait painter to the Kaiser, was
subsequently used by De La Rue for the Indian Rupee duties
and Three Pies, and for several issues for British Colonies.
The suggestion was adopted, and with their letter of Decem
ber 23rd the firm sent a more elaborate group of essays. They
also took care to point out that the structure of their Contract
would be altered if a Singly Fugitive ink were used in order to
make the stamps more attractive.

We enclose 7 designs for the proposed Jubilee 1d. Unified Stamp, Plate 14; 3-g
which we have prepared in accordance with your verbal instructions.
Designs 1, 4, 5 & 6 are after Sir Edgar Boehm's Bust, and designs 2,

3 & 7 after Angeli's portrait ofHer Majesty.
Designs 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5 are drawn in the 'Doubly Fugitive' purple,
but 6 & 7 are in red, which would have to be printed in 'Singly
Fugitive' ink, and would not therefore be available for a Unified
Stamp.
We also venture to remind you that clause 27 of our Contract only
provides for an alteration in the designs of the Stamps and other
articles and not for any change in the quality. Should it therefore
be desired, contrary to our anticipation, to change the 1d. Unified

Stamp from 'Doubly Fugitive' to 'Singly Fugitive' it would necessi
tate an alteration in quality, and consequently an arrangement with
us involving a re-adjustment of the Contract scale for 'Singly Fugi
tive' Stamps. When making our offer for the existing Contract we
treated the work as a whole, and therefore, even apart from the
question of Contract obligations, it would not be equitable to make
any such change, involving the loss of profit to us, without compen
sating us by re-arranging the 'Singly Fugitive' scale.
We feel confident that the abandonment of the safeguard to the
Revenue afforded by the 'Doubly Fugitive' Stamps would inevitably
lead to fraud, and would therefore engender a sense of insecurity
highly detrimental to the public interests.

*Seep. 118.
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Proposed
Postage Stamp

Jubilee issue

(continued)

Four days later Thomas De La Rue, whose relationship with
Purcell was becoming less formal, sent another two essays for
bi-coloured stamps.

My dear Purcell,
Plate 14; 10,11 I enclose the two designs for a bi-coloured Unified 1d., Stamp

which you wish to give to Mr. Raikes.
Yrs. very sincerely,

T. A. De La Rue

There unfortunately the matter ends as far as a new adhesive
stamp is concerned. On June 5, 1890 the Board sent Somerset
House 'a rough proof of the Jubilee 1d. Postage Envelope', and
the original design, 'initialled by Mr Raikes', was returned to
them on June 28th.

Railway
Letter

Postage
Stamps

Plate 17; 1-4

Plate 17; 5

The correspondence opens with the following letter of Feb
ruary 27, 1890. The four specimens for the Threepence Railway
Stamp have been preserved in the Correspondence Book.

re 3<f., Postage & Railway Stamp
We have prepared the four enclosed designs, in accordance with
your verbal instructions, and we hope that one of them may be
approved.

On April 14th a further letter was sent. A copy of the revised
designs is not attached to the Correspondence Book, nor is there
any indication of the new design D.

With reference to our interview of Thursday last, in which you
informed us that the Post Office authorities do not consider the
designs submitted by us on the 27th February for the Railway Letter
Postage Stamp sufficiently distinctive, we now beg to enclose, as
arranged with you, the same four designs with the duty in green on a
white ground. This alteration certainly affords a more marked con
trast to any of the existing stamps than was obtained by those first
submitted. We also enclose an entirely new design marked D.

The firm wrote again on July 3rd. In the absence of any note
on the conversation which preceded the enquiry, or any copy of
the letter from Mr Baines which was returned, it is d1fficult to
make out what was wanted. A proof of the proposed overprint
on the current Threepence stamp is attached to the Correspon
dence Book, but neither the approved Design 2, nor the tracing
for the overprint, have been preserved.

With reference to the letter (herewith returned) of the 30th ulto.
from Mr. Baines, it would be impossible to alter the design 2 for the
Railway Service Stamp, which has been approved, so as to leave a

margin for the figures. The only plan, if this Stamp is finally adopted,
would be to allow the Railway Companies to overprint the Stamp, as
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shown on the piece of tracing paper, which we have edged on to the Railway
design. If it is considered essential to have a Stamp with a margin, it Letter
will be necessary to have recourse to a larger size, and the Judicature Postage

Fee appears to be the most suitable. We have accordingly prepared stamps

the enclosed design for a Stamp of that size. The Figures in this de- lcontmueaJ

sign are somewhat smaller than those on the Stamp forwarded to us
from the London and North Western Railway Company. We our
selves fear that this Stamp will look exceedingly clumsy upon many
of the envelopes most in use, and there is no doubt that the Railway
Companies would have very great difficulty in registering their
number into the tablet left for the purpose. We should therefore
recommend the adoption of the design 2, to be overprinted by any
Companies requiring it

,

as shown on the tracing paper.

From Mr. Baines's letter it does not appear that any other Com
pany but the London & North Western require to number the
Stamps.

It is of course necessary to adopt one of the standard sizes, for any
departure from them would entail the preparation of new striking
and perforating machinery.
We note that it is proposed to immediately prepare 250,000 of the

3d. Unified Stamps, overprinted 'Railway Letter Postage', and we
accordingly enclose a specimen in duplicate of such a stamp.
We could undertake to deliver 250,000 of these overprinted 3d.
Stamps within a fortnight of receiving the sheets to overprint.

The episode closed as abruptly as it had begun with the
following letter to Cleave, dated September 9, 1890.

re Postage & Railway Service Stamps
With reference to our interview of to-day, in which you informed
us that this Stamp has been abandoned, we shall be glad if you will
kindly return the designs to us.

The original enquiry was made by the Postmaster General to Double Reply
the Board of Inland Revenue in a letter dated November 7

, Postage

1894. A copy was sent to De La Rue, and was preserved in the Stamps
Correspondence Book.

I am directed by the Post Master General to state, for the informa
tion of the Board of Inland Revenue, that the question is being con
sidered of establishing a system of prepaying the reply to a letter sent
abroad by means of a double stamp, and that it is desired to ascertain
what would be the cost of manufacturing such a stamp in the usual
way and supplying all Offices in the United Kingdom with a small
stock of the same — say 100 double stamps each.
But, in the first instance, only such a supply would be needed, say
10,000 specimens, as would enable the Department to ascertain the

opinion of Postal Administrations in all parts of the world on the
merits of the system, and to make experiments.
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Double Reply Sample Stamps good enough for preliminary purposes ought, it is
Postage thought, to be made at a comparatively trifling cost, and the Post-
Stamps master General will be obliged if the Board of Inland Revenue will
(cont1nued) ascertain from Messrs. De La Rue the lowest cost at which the supply

for preliminary purposes can be obtained, as well as the cost of
cutting a die and supplying a stock for permanent use if it would be
determined hereafter to adopt the stamp.

The accompanying drawing shews roughly what it is that is re
quired. The double stamp there designed would have to be made in
sheets, and in such a manner that each pair of stamps would be
obviously distinct from surrounding pairs of stamps, and, further,
the perforating lines around each pair should be very thorough, as
the paper would have to be a little thicker and tougher than that
ordinarily used for stamps. To avoid all risk of a pair coming apart
while being separated from other pairs, there should be no perfora
tion between the two stamps of a pair, but it would be well if the white
space between them were a little wider than the drawing indicates.

A specimen was submitted by De La Rue with the following
letter ofNovember 20th:

We herewith beg to return the Post Office letter under date the

7th inst. which you handed to us.

Plate 17; 6, 7 On appendix hereto in duplicate we submit the best specimen of
temporary 2£d. Double Reply Stamps which we can produce. For
their production we shall require to be allowed to make a 20 set
printing plate from the 1£d. die, cutting away all the engraving ex

cept the head. In addition to this we shall have to make two more
plates, one for the lettering and the other for the engraved under-
print. The Stamps would be printing in three operations from these
plates. We propose to print the stamps in panes of 10 double Stamps
on 320-set Crown watermarked paper. We consider your Crown
paper amply strong and tough enough for the purpose, and we
should not recommend you to have a special paper made as suggested.
We would supply the required 10,000 specimen double stamps at
£38, including the three necessary plates. This charge would, as far
as we can estimate, barely cover our actual ouday.

Plate 17; 8 We enclose a design for a permanent stamp to be printed in one
operation. For the production of such Stamps a working die at a cost
of £55, and a printing plate at £80, would be necessary. The double
Stamps, printed in 'Singly fugitive' ink, would under the contract
prices range in price between 5!d. and 1/ad., per 1000, according to
the quantity ordered at a time.

In the permanent design we have as instructed left a somewhat
larger white space between the two halves of the double stamp than
is usually left between the stamps. We regret that in the temporary
Stamps it is impossible to do so.

On March 15, 1895 the firm delivered to Purcell the remain
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der of the stamps they had printed from the head forme of the Double Reply
Threehalfpence, and this closed the correspondence on this
subject.

With reference to our memo, of November 20th last, submitting
specimens of 2id. Reply Stamps, we beg to send you herewith 442
Stamps printed from the head forme of the 1 id. Unified. These, with

38 stamps accounted for below, make the 400 printed under warrant
No. 94.
2 Appendices sent to you containing 12 heads taken
from these sheets. = 24 Stamps.
1 Appendix retained for our book. =12 Stamps.
2 Heads used on the design sent to you. = 2 Stamps.

Postage
Stamps

(continued)

Total 38 Stamps.

The following copy of a memorandum dated February 12,
1895 shows that a completely new issue was contemplated. It
may be conjectured that this was intended to coincide with the
Diamond Jubilee celebrations of 1897, but there is no evidence
in the Correspondence Book as to what may have been behind
the enquiry.

Two original dies
18 Postage Dies from Id., to £5.
18 „ Plates „ „ „ „

@ £200 each

@ £55 »

@ £80 „

NB. It is assumed that the bi-colour Stamps
will be of the same designs, so that the existing
overprint plates will be available

Add reserve plates at Somerset House.
One £d., two 1d., = 3 plates @ £80

Less 10% discount on plates as agreed at inter
view with Board of Inland Revenue on July
12 th 1889

Total for new Dies and Plates

Compensation for plates in use

Five id., Thirteen 1d., Two 1£d., One and Half 2d.,
Two and half 2£d. One and half 3d., Two 4d., One
and half 4£d., One and half 5d., One and half 6d.,
Two 9d., One and half 10d., One and half 1/-., One
and half 2/6., One 5/-., One 10/-, One £1, Half £5,
making 42 plates in all @

It would be difficult to estimate the present value of

Proposed
Change of
Design

£400

£990

£1440

£2830

240

£3070

168

£2902

£80 £3360
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Proposed
Change of
Design

(continued)

each individual plate, and it would be better, there
fore, to make an all round reduction of say 20%

Total Compensation for Plates in use
Add Total for new Dies and Plates

672

£2688

£2902

£5590

NB. Mr. Page took the stock of Plates somewhat hurriedly, and can
not guarantee absolute accuracy.

The reference to the special discount of 10 per cent on plates
'as agreed at interview with Board of Inland Revenue on July
12th 1889' would appear to be a concession made by Thomas
De La Rue when the negotiations for the new Contract were
still in progress. While his final letter of June 3, 1889 was
apparently unanswered it is possible that, with this concession,
he got what he wanted. On the other hand in the invoice for the
new Fourpence Halfpenny plates, submitted in August 1892,
the normal rates were charged of £55 for the die, £80 for the
printing plate, and £50 for the duty plate. There is no record
of a subsequent cred1t note for 10 per cent discount on any of
these items.

Advertisements The habit of printing advertisements on the back of postage
on Stamps stamps had been prevalent in New Zealand for over five years,

when De La Rue sent the following report to Somerset House
on May 3, 1889.

With reference to the letter (herewith returned) from Messrs.
Hunter and Trade, of the Masonic Club, Melbourne, and our inter
view with you thereon, we beg to enclose 240 specimens each of the
id. and 1d. Stamps, which we have, in accordance with your verbal
instructions, printed with an advertisement Tear's Soap' upon the
back, before gumming. These specimens show the most favourable
result which we have succeeded in obtaining.
We would point out to you that, if any such scheme is adopted, it
will, in our opinion, be necessary for the advertisements to be in out
line letters, somewhat of the character that we have adopted, and to
be printed in light-coloured ink. If heavy lettering or dark ink were
employed, the advertisements would show through and materially
affect the appearance of the Stamps.
We venture to remind you that Stamp printing is such a very
delicate process that it is essential that the surface of the paper should
not in any way be interfered with when printing the advertisements,
otherwise it would inevitably lead to many difficulties in the gum
ming and printing of the Stamps themselves. It therefore appears to
us essential that the printing of the advertisements should be en
trusted to us, for we of course are in a position to know what pre
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cautions to take. Under any other conditions we do not see how we Advertisements
could fall in with the scheme. on Stamps

Another reason for entrusting the work to us is that during the (continued)

printing of the advertisements, it would, as usual, be necessary to
hold the printer responsible for the face value.
The cost of production of the Stamps themselves, apart from the
cost of printing the advertisements, would be somewhat enhanced,
for it would be essential that the advertisements should be in fair
register with the Stamps, so that extra care would have to be taken in
the printing, which would of necessity somewhat increase the cost.
We also believe that we should be put to extra expense in our control.
You are aware that it would not be possible to gum the work until
it was dry, and consequently some interval would have to be allowed
between the printing of the advertisements and the gumming of the
sheets, which would necessitate your holding a larger stock of paper
in our factory.
In their letter Messrs. Hunter & Trude do not in any way indicate
their scheme of advertising. Presumably they would require each
sheet of Stamps to carry 240 advertisements i.e., a separate advertise
ment on each Stamp. If this is so, when any one advertisement had
to be changed, it would necessitate making up a new stone, if printed
by lithography, or altering the plate, if printed by typography, and it
is impossible for us to form any estimate of the cost until we have laid
before us the complete scheme of the advertisers. In work such as
yours it would be absolutely necessary to insist upon the changes of
advertisement not being too frequent.
In conclusion we may say that we believe that this is not a new
idea, for we have it distinctly in our mind that it has been mooted on
a former occasion, although we are unable at the moment to lay our
hands upon any documentary evidence of this belief on our part.

It transpired that Hunter and Trude had 'expressed their desire
to obtain the right of advertising on the back of all adhesive
postage and duty stamps issued by the Imperial Government
for the term of three years, and had offered for the same a pay
ment of £50,000 for the 1st year, £100,000 for the 2nd year, and
£100,000 for the 3rd year, payable quarterly in advance.'
The proposal was evidently rejected, for the matter is not
mentioned again.

The extension of the perforations into margins was suggested Perforation
by De La Rue in a letter to Purcell dated October 2, 1899 . extended to

We are at present making a machine to perforate the sheets of •

adhesive Stamps in the short direction, and enclose a specimen
marked B to show what the result will be; the enclosed specimen A
shows the present perforation. The only difference is that the per
forations run off the short margin of the sheet A and the long margin
in B. We assume you will not raise any objection.
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Perforation
extended to

margins

(continued)

New Contract

Edwardian
Essays

The perforation of the sheets in the short direction will offer great
advantage from a manufacturing point of view, for any error, arising
from the expansion or contraction of the sheets due to atmospheric
effects, will not be troublesome to deal with as at present.

The Controller was not unduly disturbed, and gave his per
mission two days later.

With reference to your memorandum of the 2nd instant. Provided
you fulfil the conditions laid down in Clause 6 of the Contract that
the sheets are 'well and efficiently perforated' to the satisfaction of
the Commissioners on the 'principle shown in the Specimen sheet'
annexed to the Contract, it is immaterial whether the perforation
runs off on the short or long margin of the sheet.

The new contract was set out in a straightforward letter from
Thomas Andros De La Rue, now Chairman of the firm, to
Purcell, dated June 16, 1899; it followed various interviews, and
one can read into the amendment of Clause 27 the inevitable
certainty that the Queen would die during the period that it
covered. The paragraphs relating to adhesive stamps are given
below:

The existing Contract to be cancelled as from 31st December next
and a new Contract to be entered into. The new Contract to be for a
term of ten years from the 1st January, 1900, and thereafter to re
main a yearly running Contract, determinable at the end of any year
by six months' previous written notice on either side.
The terms and conditions of the proposed new Contract to be the
same as those of the current Contract except: —

(1) That Clause 27 is to be modified so as to allow of a change being
made in material as well as in design, provided six months' notice is

given by the Government of any such change:

(2) That a clause is to be inserted to the effect that duplicate machinery
for gumming and perforating the English Adhesive Stamps shall be
held by us, as at present, in a fireproof strongroom, situated in a

building entirely separate from the factories in which the gumming
and perforating are carried on.

The work to be carried on by us during the currency of the new
Contract under the same conditions as now exist, whether they are or

are not expressed in the Contract.

Although the War in South Africa had now reached its crisis
there is no emergency clause, such as the business world today
is accustomed to read, covering the firm against increases in
wages and material.

The Queen died on January 22, 1901. Discussions on the
stamps for the new reign began immediately, and on February
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1st the firm submitted a statement showing the cost of new dies Edwardian
and plates, and the compensation for dies and plates rendered Essays
obsolete. It was assumed that the designs would not be radically (continued)
altered, so that the overprint plates would be retained.

We beg to enclose an amended statement of the Cost of plates
required by the Government and the compensation claimed by us in
respect of the plates thrown out of use.
In the rough statement we handed to you we had inadvertently
included the first plates of many duties, which had been paid for by
the Government, and for which we have no claim. We also inad
vertently omitted to include an original Head Embossing Die.

English Contract

Postage 17 Dies (omitting 4£d.) @ £55 each £935

17 Plates, ifoverprint plates are
retained @ £80 „ £1,360

Compensation for Plates, etc.

Adhesive Stamp Plates (480-set) thrown
out of use, not including the first plate of
each duty, paid for by the Government 52

Adhesive Stamp Plates (480-set) reserve
at Somerset House 6

58

Less new Plates enumerated above paid
for by the Government 42

16 @ £40 each £640.
Hardened Steel Post Card Heads
thrown out of use 42 1

Hardened Steel N. Wrapper
Heads thrown out of use 196 @ 30/- each £925. 10s.

617

The possibility of making use of the existing designs was
immediately explored and on February 11th De La Rue sub
mitted two alternative groups of essays, copies of which have
been preserved in the Correspondence Book.

We beg to hand you: —

A. A complete set (mounted on a piece of cardboard) of 12 Unified Plate 15; 1-12
Stamps, £d. to 1/- (omitting the 4jd.), with a three-quarter face
likeness ofHis Majesty the King.
A similar complete set mounted on separate cards.

B. A complete set (mounted on a piece of cardboard) of the 12 Plate 16; 1-12
Unified Stamps, with a quarter face likeness of His Majesty.
A similar complete set mounted on separate cards.
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Edwardian Aa. One 1d. Unified Stamp, with the three-quarter face likeness
Essays reversed.

(continued) Bb. One 1d. Unified Stamp, with the quarter face likeness reversed.
We beg to say that Aa and Bb were reversed by photography.

Plate 15; 13 These stamps are produced from a hand drawing by being
Plate 16; 13 photographed on to a lithographic stone, and only crudely

represent the effect which would be obtained in an engraving.
We believe, however, that they may be of assistance to His
Majesty, when selecting the portraits which he will require to
be adopted for the stamps.
We consider A and B much the best, as the Orders are able to
be shown.

One more essay of interest was submitted for the One Penny
Plate 16; 14 on March 12th. For this a die of the King's head was engraved

in steel. It also is illustrated in the Correspondence Book.

With reference to the design for the new Unified Stamps, produced
by lithography from a hand drawing, which we submitted on the 1 1th
ultimo, we now beg to enclose proofs of the 1d. Unified Stamp pro
duced from a steel die which we have engraved for the purpose of
showing his Majesty the King the effect obtainable in line engraving.
The engraving is from a photograph which we selected as being
suitable, but of course any photograph can be followed.
We should, however, be glad if His Majesty could be asked to be
graciously pleased to consider the following technical points when
making his selection: —

1. It would be exceedingly difficult in line engraving to obtain a
satisfactory result in a full face portrait. Any position from three-
quarter face to profile would be preferable.

2. A portrait looking to the left enables the Orders to be shown.
With reference to embossed Stamps on envelopes, we venture
to point out that it is essential that his Majesty's portrait should
be in profile; it would be impossible to obtain a likeness in any
other position.

We must leave the planning of the new series at this early
stage. The negotiations and developments which led to the
appearance of the first Edwardian series are beyond the agreed
scope of this History.



Plate g

1-7. Remaining duties of third scheme, 8-12. Designs for the high values with coi
submitted on November 17, 1882 with alter- ner letters, sent December 8, 1882. The Tw
natives for the Sixpence. Shillings & Sixpence was ordered on Dei

ember 15th.
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i. Die proof of Small Queen's Head, in- Series, submitted on December 12, 1882.
voiced June 12, 1883. This was approved and the Warrants were
2 - 12. The final scheme for the Unified received on December 18th.
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j. Die proof of Small Queen's Head with
solid background, invoiced March 17, 1886.

2. Die proof of Small Queen's Head with
white background, engraved in October

1892. This differs in many particulars from

the die used for the 1887 duties with the small
head against a white background.

3. The lower half of the approved layout for
inserting 'pillars' on sheets containing stamps
printed in two colours, February 1, 1888.
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i - 10. Ten sketches for the Tenpencc Uni
fied duty submitted on March 15, 1889. 4
and 10 were specially prepared at the request
of the Inland Revenue.

11 - 12. Three further sketches, or 'finished
drawings', submitted on March 22, 1889.
Sketch C (13) was sent in two combinations
of colour, and was approved.
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i - 10. Ten designs submitted for the Fourpence Halfpenny Unified duty
on February I, 1892. Design F (6) was approved on February 20th.
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1, 2. First designs submitted for the proposal
for a One Penny stamp to mark the 50th
anniversary of the One Penny black, Decem
ber 17, 1899. Both show the Boehm head.

3-9. Four further designs with the Boehm

head, and three with the von Angeli head,
submitted on December 23rd.
10, 11. Two further sketches, with the
Boehm head, for a bi-coloured stamp, sub
mitted on December 27th.
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i - 12. Twelve essays from the Unified
Series, with three-quarter face photograph
(Designs A), submitted February 11, 1901.

13. A lithographed essay, showing the three-
quarter face reversed, reproduced from a
hand drawing (Design AA).



Plate 16

I - 12. Twelve essays from the Unified
Series with a quarter face photograph (De
signs B), submitted February 11, 1901.
13. Lithographed essay from hand drawing
(Design BB) with quarter face reversed.

14. Proof from an engraving on steel, in
tended to show the King the effect obtainable
by line engraving; submitted March 12, 1901.
Unfortunately a defective pull was used for
the essay which has survived.



PART TWO

INDIA

CHAPTER X

FROM 1854 TO 1879

As in the case of stamps printed for the Inland Revenue and the
Crown Agents there is little information to be derived from De
La Rue's Archives concerning the issues which the firm printed
for the East India Company. The complete Day Books exist,
but the terms of the firm's contract with the East India Company
included in the rate per 1,000 the cost of supplying the dies,
printing plates and paper, so that information on those three
important points is entirely lacking. As will transpire later, there
was one strange clause in the contract which allowed De La Rue
to charge for a new die and printing plate when the new duty
was a replacement of an existing duty, assuming that the latter
became obsolete as soon as the new duty was issued. The con
tract also did not make clear on which party the responsibility
lay for renewing or supplying a dandy roller.
The manufacture of the stamps during this early period was
supervised by the Inland Revenue, and the dies were made at
the Mint. It is in the Board of Inland Revenue Archives there
fore that most of the early information has been obtained, as the
Board's instructions to De La Rue have been preserved. De La
Rue did not preserve any correspondence until the middle of
1865.

One letter from the early period has been preserved, and it is Original
recorded at the beginning of the first Indian Correspondence Contract
Book. It is printed here in full:

East India House,

14th October, 1854
Gentlemen,
The Court of Directors of the East India Company have had be
fore them your offer to supply annually for five years, the requisite
quantity of Thirty five millions of Postage Labels for India at the
rate of One shilling and sixpence per thousand, any number in excess
of that quantity to be charged at the rate ofOne shilling and fourpence
halfpenny, including all expenses of Paper, Dies, Plates etc., the
Stamps to be delivered packed in cases of an uniform size, lined with
tin and sealed by an Officer of the Inland Revenue Department, the

177
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Original Dies and Plates to become the property of the East India Company
Contract at the expiration of the Contract.
(continued) \ anj commanded to inform you that the Court have accepted the

said offer and that their Solicitor has been instructed to prepare a
form of Contract accordingly.
Messrs. De La Rue & Co.

Supervision A memorandum to the Board of Inland Revenue dated
October 20, 1854 and initialled by Edwin Hill, confirms the
position in regard to supervision.

Under present circumstances (which however must be deemed ex
ceptional) the Supervision exercised by this Department at the
premises of Messrs. De La Rue & Co. occupies the off1cial time of
one man, together with about six hours extra attendance per day.
The expense of the whole of this attendance will be at the rate of
about £170. per annum. Further inasmuch as my Senior and I have
to exercise a general superintendence, it follows in strictness that
some portion of our salaries should be required as applied to this
purpose.
Even when the demand for adhesive stamps shall admit of a re
currence to the ordinary working hours of Messrs. De La Rue's
Manufactory, an extra official attendance of three to four hours per
day will still be required, which will bring the expense to about £140.
per annum for the one man.
At present the Superintendent would not be able to undertake the
additional duty of superintending the preparation of the East India
Postage Stamps nor could that operation be carried on in the room in
which he is placed, but it is most probable that by the time Messrs.
De La Rue & Co., have prepared the necessary dies, plates, etc., for
these stamps, the demand for the adhesive bill stamps will have been
so far supplied as to make room for the new operation in which case
the same individual may superintend the whole.
In conclusion I have to state that I think the question may not un
likely arise whether this Duty may not require the employment of a
man of somewhat higher standing and at a higher salary than the one
now employed.

First Issue The firm's die proof book shows that the Original Queen's
Four Annas Head for the first issue was engraved by Russell, who is believed
Eight Annas to have been a free lance. As will transpire later the engraving

caused considerable difficulty when the duplicate electrotypes
Plate 18; 1 were struck, and die proofs exist which reveal a large amount of

patching and retouching on subsidiary dies. Proofs also exist of
the punches from the subsidiary dies, and it is possible that the
white lettering was engraved on these punches before the
working dies were struck. The work of preparing the original
dies, subsidiary dies and working dies, apart from engraving,
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was carried out at the Mint under the instructions of the Inland First Issue
Revenue. It is not known when De La Rue were in a position to Four Annas
manufacture their own dies, as all Works Records were destroyed Eight Annas

by enemy action. (continued)

The first Day Book entry is dated August 1855, and gives no
definite information about the quantities of each duty.

August, 1855
East India Company
East India Postage Stamps

Aug. 27.
» 29.

12,784,000

5,120,000

17,904,000 at 1/6. £1342. 16. o.

A further 11,520,000 stamps were invoiced on September 30th,
followed by 12497,380 in October and 35,551,000 in March

1856. The quantities therefore are so vast that they can have no
philatelic significance.
The following extract of a report from Edwin Hill, dated July
30, 1856, on a request from the firm for permission 'to retain an
original die in their possession all night', illustrates the extent
to which the production details were personally supervised by
the partners in these early days.

Messrs. De La Rue explained to me that having so large a number
as 240 perfect impressions to take from a single die, there is consider

able danger of the early impressions tarnishing, so as to become unfit
for the electrotype process, hence when once commenced, the opera
tion must be continued with the least possible delay until the form
is completed and immersed in the trough. They therefore are obliged
to keep the die in use incessantly from six in the morning till nine at
night. Further that Mr. William De La Rue, one of the firm, whose
house adjoins the office, would undertake the safe custody of the die
during the night. Under these circumstances I have instructed the
Officer in Charge, to give up the charge of the die to Mr. William
De La Rue for the few evenings required for completing the form
now in hand, leaving the permanent arrangements of the matter for
further consideration.

The firm did not begin to specify the duties, and quantities Second Issue
printed on each, in the Day Book entries, which presumably Half Anna
represent exact postings of the invoices, until March 21, 1859, One Anna
when large quantities of the Half Anna, One Anna and Two Two Annas
Annas are mentioned for the first time. There is a Day Book
entry in August 1856 for 'Engraving a master die of the Queen's
Head' charged at £50, showing that it is a subsidiary die and not
an Original, and also for 'Preparing from the above master die 2
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Second Issue
Half Anna
One Anna
Two Annas
(continued)

special dies for the "One Anna" Postage Duty', charged at £20.
There is no correspondence to throw any l1ght on the trans
action, or to explain why these dies were chargeable, in view of
the fact that the contract threw the onus of supplying all dies on
to De La Rue.
In the meantime the difficulty of making successful electro
types from the working die for the Eight Annas became so acute
that the firm wrote as follows to the Board of Inland Revenue on
October 13, 1857; the letter was signed by Warren De La Rue.

A new form is required for the Eight Anna India Postage. We
have had great difficulties in making an electrotype form or plate of
this duty in consequence of the original steel die being undercut, and
we have never been able to get one quite perfect on that account,

although the plate has been recast a great number of times.
We propose, therefore, to re-engrave the steel die for that particular
rate; and, as more or less difficulty has occurred in electrotyping all
the India Postage Stamps, we would like to make the die we shall
have to prepare serve (in case of need) for the other rates also. We
shall therefore feel obliged by your giving us the necessary authority
to re-engrave a master die for the India postage stamps — and to the
Master of the Mint to receive the die when engraved for hardening; to
take a punch therefrom and to strike us a die to be engraved eight
annas and for hardening this die when engraved. The original new
die and the punch will remain at the Mint for application to other
duties.

This suggestion was submitted to the Board of Inland Revenue
on November 13th, with the following comment by Edwin Hill:

I beg to recommend that such authority be given to them, coupled
with an instruction to cancel the present Master die in my presence
upon the completion of the more perfect die, and from time to time
so to cancel such of the dies that have been derived from it

,

as may

be replaced by dies derived from the new Master die.

The recommendation was approved and the following instruc
tions were sent to the Master of the Mint on November 16th:

Messrs. De La Rue & Co. of 11o Bunhill Row, having been
authorised by the Board of Inland Revenue to prepare a new Master
Die for the East India Postage Stamps, and having to prepare there
from a die for impressing the duty of eight annas, I have the honour
to request that you will be so good as to permit the operations
necessary for completing these two dies to be performed at the Royal
Mint.
The steps required for this purpose appear to be —

1st. To receive the Master Die from Messrs. De La Rue & Co., and
harden it.

2nd. To strike a punch from the said Master die.
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3rd. To strike from such punch a die, and to deliver such die to Second Issue
Messrs. De La Rue & Co., who will engrave upon it the amount Half Anna
of duty — eight annas . One Anna

4th. To receive back such die when engraved, harden it and deliver Two Annas
it to me. (continued)

5th. To deliver also to me the new Master die together with the new
punch.

There is no evidence as to when the new Eight Annas die was
ready, and when stamps were printed from the new plate. This
new die should not be confused with the Eight Annas Die II Plate 18; 2
which appeared ten years later.
On May 8, 1883 the Director General of the Post Office of
India sent from Simla to De La Rue a 'Descriptive List of East
India Postage Stamps' compiled for him by a Colonel G. B.
Mainwaring. The firm was asked to check the document for
accuracy, and especially the technicalities in the descriptions of
the designs. As far as this issue is concerned De La Rue only
contributed the information that the frame and spandrels were
engine-turned, and that the paper was not watermarked.
Mainwaring grouped all five duties under the year 1855.
As an indication of the wear of these early dies it is worth
recording that on July 23, 1859 Edwin Hill instructed the Mint
to make no less than six new One Anna Postage dies. These
dies were delivered hardened, together with the 'Engraved
Punch', and a worn-out die which had been sent as a pattern.
The use of the term 'engraved punch' supports the theory that
part of the engraving was carried out on the punch; in this
case possibly the lettering.

The only information on these colour changes comes from Two Annas
Mainwaring, who again groups them under 1855: Colour

No. 10 — Two Annas— Pink °

Same stamp as No. 9. c of which very few were issued, the simi
larity of the original colour (green) to the half-anna blue occasioned
it to be changed to pink. The selection of pink for this stamp was a
mistake, as the colour bore a resemblance to the 8-annas rose. Like
its predecessor, therefore it had but a very short reign. One set only
was issued; it was succeeded by

No. 11 — Two Annas — Yellow
Same design and stamp as No. 9. c and No. 10.

Mainwaring's numbering refers to issues: he includes in his
list, as issues, several of the early Indian essays.
In 1894 De La Rue dealt with a further questionnaire, which
is preserved in full in their archives, with their answers.* They
* This was almost certainly sent to them by J. A. Tilleard when preparing
his series of articles on De La Rue Adhesive Postage and Telegraph Stamps of
India {London Philatelist, Vol.V).
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Two Annas

Colour
Changes

(continued)

Eight Pies

confirmed Mainwaring, and stated that the Four Annas green
was sent out to India. On being asked why the green stamps
known to collectors were of a much paler shade than the green
of the registered sheet they replied that 'possibly the colour
might vary somewhat'. They disclaimed any knowledge of a
'red-brown, the colour of the first used stamps which have been
seen'. 'No red-brown were printed, but they were printed in
pink, and then altered to yellow.'

In March 1861 the Board of Inland Revenue requested the
Secretary of State for India to make his own arrangements for
the supervision of the printing of the Indian stamps at De La
Rue's factory. It would appear that the last printing supervised
by the Inland Revenue was one for 3,000,000 Two Annas,
1,800,000 Four Annas, and 1,800,000 Eight Pies. This they
consented to do in reply to a request from De La Rue dated
April 23, 1861. There are two Day Book entries in May 1861
which represent part of this printing, and these are the first in
which Eight Pies is specifically mentioned. There is however an
earlier Day Book entry, of July 13, 1859, for 2,073,920 stamps
(320 multiples) of a duty specified as '8'. As there was a Day
Book entry on March 21, 1859, which included 626,880 Eight
Annas, July 13, 1859 may be the correct date for the first con
signment ofEight Pies.
The instructions from the Inland Revenue to the Mint for
the die are undated. They appear however on folio 92 ofVolume
J.9, and folio 106 of Volume J.9 is dated July 23, 1859. The
note is initialled by Edwin Hill.

Messrs. De La Rue & Co., of 11o Bunhill Row having been
authorised by the Board of Inland Revenue to prepare a die for the
Postage Stamps for India being the amount of 'Eight Pie' I have the
honour to request that you will permit the operation required for
completing this die to be performed at the Royal Mint.
The steps required for this purpose appear to be

1st. To strike a die from the India Postage Head punch and to de
liver such die to Messrs. De La Rue & Co., who will engrave
upon it the amount of 'Eight Pie' (or Pies).

2nd. To receive back such die when engraved, harden it and deliver
it to me, together with the punch. I send the punch herewith.

The interest lies in the question as to what 'India Postage
Head' punch was sent. Clearly it was not a punch from the
original Russell head. Coincidence of line suggests that it was
a punch from a subsidiary of the original Joubert die, struck
after a new diadem had been engraved on it. This could have
been prepared earlier than July 1859 for revenue stamps, of
which the firm were already printing vast quantities for India.
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Bearing in mind the difficulties De La Rue had experienced in Eight Pies
getting satisfactory dies for the duties based on the Russell die (continued)
it would not be surprising if they seized the first opportunity of
getting on to safer ground when the need for a new duty arose.

The first entry in the Correspondence Book (Unnumbered) Paper
which concerns Postage Stamps is dated December 14, 1856,
and confirms that the paper for the Indian stamps was supplied
by R. Turner of the Chafford Mills, Tunbridge Wells.

The order for Service Stamps was, according to the Day Book
entry, received on January 31, 1866. The following letter was
sent direct to the firm by the Director General; it was dated
May 3, 1866 from Simla.

You have I believe under preparation a supply of Postage Stamps
for India to be marked with the word 'Service'. We shall be in much
want of them in September next and I therefore write to you direct
to ask you to expedite their preparation as much as you can. I have
asked that they should be sent overland.

No further information is on record, but the Day Book
shows that consignments were invoiced on June 15 and June 30,
1866 respectively against the January order, totalling:
Half Anna, 869,600; One Anna, 869,920; Two Annas,
3,343,040; Four Annas, 1,677,440.
A further large order was received on June 18th. This also
included a supply of Eight Annas — 3,040,000. De La Rue
informed Tilleard that the new Eight Annas Die II was first
used for Service Stamps in July 1867, plate 5B having been
made in April 1867, and for Postage Stamps in September 1867.
What happened to the three million odd Eight Annas, which
were invoiced between August 30 and September 29, 1866, and

presumably were printed from the Die I plate?
Mainwaring's report adds to the confusion. The Post Office
of India had 'no specimens whatever of the provisional Service
stamps of 1867', and asked De La Rue for some; 'they may
however have been overprinted in India'. Mainwaring pointed
out that the stamps were overprinted in two sizes of type, but
this De La Rue denied, showing that they were not aware of the
Indian overprints. They did state however that as far as the
Eight Annas Die II was concerned it is believed that this stamp
was introduced in 1866. This stamp was also used as a Service
stamp, the word 'Service' being overprinted across in black
ink.
These Service stamps were printed on watermarked paper.
To the Tilleard questionnaire De La Rue stated that the water
marked paper was first used in 1865, and was used thence
forward as required.

Service

Stamps
Half Anna
One Anna
Two Annas
Four Annas
Eight Annas
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Four Annas The change in the colour of the Four Annas of the original
Colour change design from black or grey-black to green, dated 1864 by De La
and new Rue m ^g Tilleard questionnaire, according to Mainwaring
des1gn was macie for the same reason that the English penny black

stamp was changed to red, viz., on account of the indistinctness
of the marks when the stamps were obliterated with black ink.
According also to Mainwaring the design of the stamp was sub-
sequendy changed because the colour (green) was 'insufficient
to ensure distinction from the half anna blue stamp'. Main
waring places this in the 1866 group.
The interesting point of this design is again the Queen's head
selected by De La Rue. One would have expected them to use
the new head if it was their policy to abandon the Russell head.
The head actually used resembles the Joubert Original Queen's
Head in line, but the diadem is entirely different from that used
for the Eight Pies, and is more coarsely engraved than one would
have expected. It has been attributed to Pound.
The differences between Die I and Die II of the new Four
Annas design are attributable to variations in the retouching
either of the working die or punch before hardening.

Six Annas and The first letter in the Archives dealing with Indian postage
Eight Pies stamps was written by the Director General of the India Store

Department, the official in Westminster with whom De La Rue
dealt, on May 1 1, 1866. It gave instructions for preparing a new
denomination of Six Annas Eight Pies.

A demand having been received from India for 5,000 Sheets
(320 Labels) of Postage Stamps of a new value viz., six annas and
eight pies, I have to request that you will submit a design for the
same at your earliest convenience. It is requested in the correspon
dence from India that these Stamps should be markedly different in
shape from any now in use in India, as it is intended that they should
be used for Postage between India and this Country. With this view
the Government Officers suggest that the Border should be longer
than that of other Stamps, and the shape a long oval. The selection
of the colour will be left to you.

The design was submitted on May 15th.

In reply we have the pleasure to submit a design which we think
suitable for the purpose, and to be preferred to a long oval as suggested
in the correspondence from India.
We should propose to print the stamps in the bright mauve color,
of which we enclose a specimen. We would further remark that the
lettering round the stamp will be reversed, i.e. the words 'East India
Postage' will be placed on the top of the stamp, and the duty will be
placed on the bottom of the stamp, running from left to right.

The firm quoted £135 for the original die and plate, and the
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estimate was accepted without comment in a postscript to a Six Annas and
letter dated June 15th. The die, plate, and a first delivery of Eight Pies

2,500 sheets (800,000 stamps) were invoiced on October 6th; (continued)

a further delivery of 2,564 sheets (820480 stamps) was invoiced
on October 17th.

The quantities of Indian postage stamps printed against the Procedure
annual requisitions are so large that nothing could be gained by

attempting to tabulate them. The following exchange of letters
early in 1868 indicates the extent to which the firm were already
engaged in this work. In addition they were printing numerous
revenue stamps for India, the postage stamps for Great Britain
from the Threepence upwards, the revenue stamps for Great
Britain, and postage and revenue stamps for the majority of the
Colonies. All these stamps were printed in small sheets on
presses operated by hand. The steam operated press was still a
thing of the future.
On February 10, 1868 the firm wrote to the Director General
as follows:

In reply to your letter of the 7th instant in answer to ours of the

31st January we have the honour to inform you that the paper room
under the charge of Mr. Hosking will hold from three hundred to
three hundred and fifty reams of Postage Stamps packed in cases of

5 Reams each.

Subject to your approval we propose to prepare 350 Reams of
Postage Stamps as under, viz.,

250 Reams Duty Half Anna
70 Reams „ One Anna
30 Reams „ Two Annas

Permission, with certain reservations, was given two days later.

In reply to your letter of the 31st ultimo, I have to inform you,
that you will be allowed to prepare postage Stamps in anticipation of
demands from India, of the description and to the extent proposed in
your letter of the 10th instant, on the understanding that the Stamps
are stored in the Paper Room, under the supervision of Mr. Hosking,
and that they are manufactured entirely at your risk, and no respon
sibility is incurred by this Department until the Stamps shall have
been officially demanded to meet requisition from India, and de
livered in accordance with such order at the India Store Depot.

Similar applications appear in the Correspondence Book from
time to time throughout this period; the risk of the stamps being
superseded was evidently considered well worth taking.
The following letter, sent to the Director General on Septem
ber 22, 1870 shows the method adopted by the firm for keeping
a record of the various printing plates.
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Procedure To facilitate the systematic working of our Control department, it
(continued) is essential that we should keep a perfect record of all the India Stamp

Printing Plates. The want of any means of reference occasions us
serious inconvenience and loss of time, and our difficulty is increased
with every addition which is made to the already numerous variety of
Stamps.
With your sanction we should propose to keep an impression of
each forme, printed on its own paper and in the proper color. Each
label might be cancelled in any manner which you may think most
advisable, but probably sufficient security would be afforded by glue
ing the sheet on to a piece of card board, similarly to the accompany
ing specimen. We likewise wish to retain a blank piece of watermark
paper, which might also be cancelled in the same manner. As these
sheets are only required for our own use, they would seldom be taken
out ofmy Counting House, and when not in use could be kept under
lock and key.
We may mention that the Board of Inland Revenue have acceded
to a similar request, with a proviso that each label and sheet of blank
paper should be cancelled by writing the word 'specimen' across it

,

leaving it at our option to glue the sheets down or not, as we think fit.

The proposal was approved on September 23rd, and the
Superintendent of Stamps was instructed to supply the neces
sary sheets, 'and also blank sheets of each kind of watermarked
paper'. Each sheet was to be cancelled 'in a manner the Superin
tendent of Stamps approves'.

A further letter, dated October 4, 1870 signed by Warren
William De La Rue, throws light on the methods adopted for
checking and packing the sheets. At this time all the perforating
was carried out at Somerset House.

As you are aware, although the India Postage and other labels are
finally packed by us in cases, yet the sheets are collated and sorted in
reams at Somerset House. We, therefore, apprehend that the dis
placement of the sheets of One Anna Stamps complained of by Mr.
Reeves must have taken place whilst they were in the hands of the
Inland Revenue Officials.
During the process ofmanufacture we keep the Stamps of various
denominations perfectly distinct, and they are so delivered to Somer
set House. After they have been perforated, the sheets are counted
and checked by a second Teller who, if he finds them correct, seals
them in packets, in which state they are returned to you. Mr. Hill,
the Superintendent of this branch of the Inland Revenue Dept., has
organized a very excellent and systematic method of carrying on the
work, which renders it highly improbable that any misplacement of
the sheets should arise. To show that I am justified in making this
assertion I have only to remind you that during the many years that
they have been similarly dealt with, no complaint of a like nature to
that contained in the India Revenue letter has ever been conveyed to
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us. All further precautions which might be taken to avoid mistake, Procedure
providing any practicable means could be devised, would still be (continued)
fallible, and I venture strongly to recommend that no material devia
tion should be made from the present system of packing. In extenua
tion of the error referred to, it is only just to call your attention to the
great similarity between the 1 and 4 Anna Stamps, and to the fact
that the missing sheets, 4 Anna, must have been contained in one of
the other cases, which do not appear to have been opened before the
despatch of the letter.

On February 6, 1871 De La Rue wrote one of their customary Renewed of
letters asking permission to print supplies of stamps for stock Contract
against future requisitions. The Director General reminded
them, in his reply two days later, of 'the approaching termination
of your present Contract', and the consequent risk of surplus
supplies not being accepted if the Contract were not renewed.
During the negotiations it was suggested that the inks should
be modif1ed by mixing ordinary 'commercial' ink with the 'in
delible' ink hitherto supplied. This suggestion was due to a
difficulty experienced earlier in getting the 'indelible' inks to
dry quickly enough. The firm pointed out that 'by a modifica
tion of the oil varnish' they had succeeded in overcoming the
problem.
De La Rue submitted their tender on February 28th, and on
March 13th they were informed that their Contract had been
extended for a further period of five years. During the prepara
tion of the New Contract two important points were discussed,
and finally settled in the firm's favour. On May 4th the Director
General objected to the firm's having included in their estimate
a figure for supplying new dies and printing plates.

With reference to your letter of the 28th February last, proposing
revised Prices for the supply of Stamps required for India, I have to
inform you that the proposed charges for the Die and Forme for the
Postage Stamps appears to have been inserted in error, as by the
11th Clause of the present Contract the charge for the Stamps includes
the cost of all necessary Dies, Plates and Forms, and it is therefore
proposed to omit the charge of£ 125 from the new Contract.

Warren William De La Rue handled this very tactfully and
covered the firm against a decision to alter the designs of existing
denominations, as was to happen in 1882. It will be remembered,
nevertheless, that the firm under the Contract just ending, had
in fact not invoiced the die and printing plate for the new Four
Annas design of 1866, which they seem to have been entitled to
do, but did invoice the die and printing plate of the Six Annas
Eight Pies, which they should have supplied without charge.
There is no record in the Day Book of this invoice having been
disputed, or of a credit note to cancel it.
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Renewal of With reference to your letter of the 4th inst., relating to our revised
Contract scale of charges for the supply of Stamps to the Government of
(continued) India, although we wish to treat the subject liberally it appears to us

that we might be placed at a considerable disadvantage by the new

contract being engrossed in accordance with your letter.
The 11th Clause in the current contract to which you refer is ex
ceedingly ambiguous, but it cannot have been intended that, in the
event of any modification being required in the size, shape or general
design of the Postage Stamps, or in their representative values, that
we should be called upon to furnish new dies and plates gratuitously.
We submit, therefore, that the exceptional arrangement embodied in
the above clause has reference only to Postage Stamps of any new
duties which are not intended in any way to supplant or supersede the
existing denominations.

The clause was revised to meet the firm's objection, and at
their request a further clause was added in order to put on a
regular basis the growing necessity for the firm to accumulate
printed stock in readiness for future requisitions.
In view of later developments these two clauses are reprinted
here in full.

Revision of Clause 12

And the Secretary of State in Council doth hereby promise and
agree to and with the Contractors that in case they do and shall in all
things well and truly perform observe and keep all and every the pro
visoes and agreements herein on their part contained but not other
wise, they shall be engaged to manufacture all Stamps of the respective
denominations and descriptions in these presents mentioned which
shall be required by the Secretary of State in Council during the
term of 5 years from the first day of June 1871 and be paid for all
such articles and other things as herein mentioned in cash after each
delivery, and in any event not later than the roth or 11th day of the
month succeeding the month in which each delivery shall be made
according to the list of prices mentioned herein, or in the scale of
prices to these presents annexed, which prices respectively shall
include the reproduction of stamp printing plates of the existing
duties as from time to time they may be required, provided always
that they are identical with the present plates, that is to say that they
are struck from the same or duplicate dies, as heretofore. Any dies
and formes for new denominations of Stamps or modifications of
existing Stamps to be charged in accordance with the annexed scale
of prices. The foregoing is also to apply to postage stamps, with this
exception, that the Contractors shall provide at their own expense all
necessary dies and plates for any new denominations of Postage
Stamps in addition to or identical with and which do not supersede
those at present in use, but that in the event of the introduction of
any Stamps to supersede the existing duties the dies and plates for
such Stamps shall be charged at the annexed rates; the prices men
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Contract

(continued)

tioned for each description of stamps to include the cementing and Renewal of
perforating of the stamps, the charges for paper, stamping and
packing in suitable tin-lined cases, and all other things which may be
necessary for the due delivery of the said stamps in manner herein
mentioned, and for their proper transmission to India, and also all
other charges of the Contractors whatsoever.

Proposed Clause to be inserted in the New Contract

That, in anticipation of requisitions from India, the Contractors
shall be entitled to hold, through the Superintendent of Stamps, a
floating stock of the following quantities of Postage Stamps: —

8 Annas 5,000 Sheets

6 „ 8 Pies 5,000 „
4 » 5,000 „
2 „ 15,000 „
1 » 35,000 „
\ „ 125,000 „
8 Pies 5,000 „

and that the Contractors shall be supplied with a perfect cancelled
impression from each Stamp printing plate of all Stamps of which
the aggregate value of the sheet does not exceed £32. and a single
cancelled Stamp, and an impression printed in black on ordinary
paper, when the sheet represents a value exceeding £48. The Con
tractors will also be provided with a cancelled sheet ofeach description
of watermarked paper. These specimens are to be inserted in the
Contractor's Printing Plate book of reference.

As with their work for other Government Departments the Procedure
firm had always maintained the right to include half and quarter
sheets in their deliveries. A request from the Bengal Presidency
for this to be discontinued led to the following protest in a
letter dated January 23, 1872:

We beg to acknowledge the receipt of your order dated the 19th
instant for Service Postage Labels for use in Bombay, and beg to say
that we will give it our immediate attention, and hope to furnish a
first consignment within six weeks of the present date, and to com
plete the order by the 15th April.
We take this opportunity of calling your attention to the great dis
advantage under which we are placed by being required to supply
only whole sheets of labels, as in the case of the last two Bengal In
dents, numbered 4 and 6 respectively. Upon the faith of our arrange
ment with you continuing in force, that quarter and half sheets
should be received, in entering into our new contract with you we
made a considerable reduction in the price of several of the labels,
and, therefore, feel entided to remonstrate against the restriction
imposed in the two indents above referred to.
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Procedure Their objection was upheld by the Director General, who
(continued) promised to inform the Government of India accordingly.

Gumming The following letter to the General Director of Stores, dated
February 2, 1872, marks the time when the firm changed over
to the principle ofgumming the paper before printing.

We are desirous of so far modifying the manufacture of the Indian
adhesive Stamps as to gum the sheets prior to instead of after print
ing, but before making a change we think it right to ask whether you
would have any objection to this alteration being carried into effect.
We may say that ever since we commenced the manufacture of ad
hesive stamps we have endeavoured to procure gum sufficiently free
from impurities as to be enabled to print upon paper coated with it

,

without prejudice to the formes, but that it was only within the last
few months that we devised a means of effectually clarifying Gum for
that purpose. Amongst the many advantages attached to the proposed
mode of treatment one is that the Stamps are rendered extremely
fugitive by it (i.e. sensitive to re-agents, which would remove
obliterating marks), that the colours retain their bloom, and that,

owing to the sheets not being wetted after printing they are all ex

actly the same size, and can thus be most accurately perforated.

Another important consideration is that the stamps could be sent
direct from the printing office to be perforated, and would therefore,

except in the transit to and from Somerset House, be entirely under

the charge of Government Officials.
Some additional trouble might at first devolve upon the Super
intendent of Stamps, on account of the printed work having to be
stored in his room for a day or so until sufficiently dry to be handled,

but we would have suitable shelves erected for this purpose, and

when once fairly started, we feel confident the proposed arrangement
would in every way be found to work satisfactorily.

The Director General was hesitant, and suggested waiting
for a report from the Government of India on some Court Fee
Stamps before a decision should be given. He added that there
might be 'several objections' to the proposal. The firm returned
to the attack on July 29th when they sent the following letter:

We beg to remind you of our recent conversation with reference to
the correspondence which we had in February last respecting the pro

posal which we then made to gum all your sheets of stamps before,
instead of after printing. We think that perhaps our former letter may
not have been sufficiently explicit, as it would appear that the Super

intendent of Stamps was apprehensive that a great deal of additional
trouble and responsibility would devolve upon him if the proposed
arrangement were carried into effect. This we do not at all contem

plate, as we should of course continue to be alone responsible for the
production and drying of the Stamps. We shall therefore feel obliged
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if
,

as you have been good enough to promise, you will take the matter Gumming
again under consideration. (continued)

Permission for the change was granted on August 7th 'on the
understanding that you will alone be responsible for the pro
duction and drying of the Stamps, and that you cause the
necessary shelves to be erected in the printing room'.

On June 4, 1872 arrangements were made for Turner & Co. New Dandyroll
of the Chafford Mills to return the Indian dandyroll to De La
Rue for inspection and repair. It was in fact sent to Maidstone,
to Amies, and it was decided to re-cover it. The Director-
General claimed that the cost of this work must be borne by the
firm, since their prices included the charge for paper, and 'all
other things which may be necessary to the due delivery of the
said stamps'. The firm argued that they had been guided by the
general principle that 'dandy rolls which are made at the expense
and remain the property of your department should be main
tained in working order, and if necessary be replaced at your
cost'. The Director General would not agree and the dandy
roll was renewed at the firm's expense.

The following interesting note, initialled by Warren De La Service Stamps
Rue, foreshadows the change in the style of overprinting the change of
Service Stamps. It is dated May 21, 1873. overprint

Mr. Hosking came to see me this morning upon a report in which

it was recommended to substitute the letters 'On H.M.S.' for 'Ser
vice' as an overprint for the Postage Stamps, and he asked me to tell
him what would be the cost of carrying this proposal into effect.

I explained that our charge for an overprint forme, including the
Die, would be about £60, this price being based upon our entries on
fo's 46 and 51 of C. Private D.B., and on folio 143 of I.R. Day Book.
Mr. Hosking at present has 3 Service overprint formes. The first is

quite worn out, the second is in good condition — nearly new, and
the third has had a good deal ofwork taken from it.

I contended that we should not only charge for a new plate, but
also a fair proportion for a duplicate one to replace the 3rd which
would still be capable of doing a considerable amount ofwork; that is

to say, if it were found to have run half its life we should charge £30
for the duplicate plate, making in all £90 for the two.

The report, which was sent to De La Rue under a formal
letter dated September 16th, proved to be a formidable docu
ment. It went into great length on the possibility of converting
the existing Service stamps into ordinary postage stamps, so
that they could be marketable. On this there were two schools of
thought, but in the meantime the firm was asked to submit de
signs for new stamps, not overprinted, for the Half Anna, One
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Service Stamps Anna and Four Annas duties. The report gave detailed instruc-

change of
overprint

(continued)

Plate 18; 3-8

Nine Pies

One Rupee

tions as to the design.

While defending, however, the existing system against miscon
ceived ideas of supposed risk or abuse, I think it would be desirable
on the whole to have service stamps manufactured wholly indepen-
dendy of the ordinary postage stamp; and if the Government see fit
to sanction the proposal made in my separate letter of this date,
No. 5773, A, for the alteration of the scale of service letter postage, I
think that the only stamps required will be those of the values of one
half anna, 1 anna and four annas. The service stamps ought, I think,
to be of the same colors as the corresponding ordinary stamps. As
regards the i anna label, perhaps the best way would be to have as at
present the colored oval disc and all within it

,

the rectangular border
substituted with white corners bearing in print the words 'On H.M.S.'
of which one would appear in each corner. Similarly, for the four-
anna stamp, I think the curved label bearing the inscription might be
extended so as to meet the border on both sides; and for the external
reticulated ground might be substituted a white space enclosed in a

narrow border bearing in print the same words as above referred to.
However, these details are matters rather for Messrs. De La Rue &

Co., to work out, and perhaps they might be asked to submit sketches
for approval, bearing in mind that what is wanted is to preserve the

original colors, and to make the two stamps sufficiently distinguish
able the one from the other, if so happen that the two colors are blue
and green, which without some prominent distinctive feature in the
form of Stamp are very apt to be mistaken for each other in artificial
light.

On September 24th De La Rue submitted specimens for over
printed On H.M.S., as well as designs for the new duties. The
new overprints were approved on January 29, 1874, and the
firm's estimate of £60 for a new overprint plate of 320 multiples
was accepted on February 12, 1874.
The overprint plate was invoiced on March 31st, and the
following quantities were charged on May 23rd:
Half Anna, 3,808,800; One Anna, 3,296,800; Two Annas,
1,640,000; Four Annas, 1,651,200; Eight Annas, 511,040.

On September 4, 1873 the firm received the following letter
from the Director General:

I enclose for your information the Papers noted in the margin,
regarding the withdrawal of eight pie and six Anna eight pie Postage
Labels and the introduction of nine pie and one Rupee Labels.

I shall be obliged if you will give me your opinion of this proposal,
and also that you will suggest Designs &c. for the two new Labels
which will be submitted to Mr. Monteath.

I have also to request that you will furnish me with a tender for
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carrying out the alteration but desire that no expense may be incurred Nine Pies

pending the receipt of an official acceptance of your offer. q^ Rupee
The Papers referred contained the following paragraphs of (continued)
instructions:

2. The Government have determined on the abolition of the 8 pie
Postage Stamp Label, and on the substitution of a 9 pie label. As
pointed out in the 4th par., of this Office letter No. 3805, dated 18th
Oc., 1872, the simplest way of effecting this will be by an alteration of
the existing die, the word 'nine' being substituted for the word

'eight'.

3. The Gov't., have also consented to the abolition of the now
obsolete six-anna eight pie Postage Stamp Label, and to the intro
duction of a new Label of the value of one rupee. In communicating
with Messrs. De La Rue and Company relative to the preparation of
a design for the new one rupee Label, it would be well to tell them of
the abolition of the six-anna eight-pie label, and to inform them that
the last named stamp may be utilised either as respects color or other
wise for the new postage stamp in contemplation.

This enquiry concerned two of the special clauses which had
been included in the new contract; the right to charge the dies
and plates for a new duty when it replaced an old one, and the
right to print for stock against future requisitions. Both of these
were raised by De La Rue in their reply of September 12th,
when they submitted designs for the new duties. They did not
comment on the impracticability ofaltering the Eight Pies die.

Referring to your letter of the 4th inst., covering in original the
papers which are noted in the margin and herewith returned, we beg
to enclose two designs which we have prepared for the proposed 1

Rupee and 9 pies Postage Labels. We would suggest that they should
be printed in the colours hitherto used for the Labels which they are
intended to supersede,

viz., 1 Rupee — Grey

9 Pies — Purple

On referring to our Running Contract, we find that our charge for
the Die and Printing Plate for each Duty would be £125, for the two

£250.
In conformity with our Contract the Superintendent of Stamps
holds in stock 2,323 Sheets of 6 Anna 8 pies, and 4,769 sheets of 8 pies
Labels. We presume it would be decided to use these before issuing
the new Duties, as otherwise we should propose with your sanction
to charge them with the first delivery of those by which they are to be
superseded, leaving it to your option either to have them destroyed
or retained in the custody of the Superintendent of Stamps.

In the correspondence that followed the Director General
maintained that while the Nine Pies plate was a replacement of
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Nine Pies the Eight Pies, and was chargeable, the One Rupee was not a

OneRuDee replacement of the Six Pies Eight Annas and could not be

(continued.) charged. He also stated that the firm had printed the outstanding
stock of these two duties at their own risk, but in the circum
stances he was prepared to recommend that the Government of
India should meet half the cost. De La Rue 'perforce' agreed
about the One Rupee plate, but stood firm on the other issue in
their letter ofOctober 25th.
It is true that the arrangement for retaining stocks of labels in the
custody of the Superintendent of Stamps was originally made at our
instigation, but since then a new contract has been entered into,
which not only expressly provides for them, but limits their amount.
Without such a proviso, indeed, we could not have entered into it

,

for on account of the great accession of work, it became a condition
for the proper execution that a sufficient stock of those Stamps which
are required in large quantities should be kept on hand. As it is, the
present arrangement places us at a serious disadvantage by necessi

tating our locking up a large amount of capital in heavy stock which
should properly be kept by your Department as the consumers, and
we regret to say that we cannot accept your offer to pay half the
amount of our claim.
We submit that the authorities in India should keep you informed
of their probable requirements in order that you might instruct us
what stock to keep in hand of each kind of Labels, but this it would
seem they neglect to do, as although it is apparent that the 6 Anna

8 pie Label has been obsolete for some years, it is only now that we
receive an intimation of the fact. If we had happened to have been
slack ofwork during the last few months, we might have brought up
the existing stock of 2,323 sheets to the full complement, 5,000.

The designs were approved on November 19th and the firm
was instructed to print one million of the Nine Pies and 300,000
of the One Rupee. The Government of India agreed to take over
the existing stock of the Eight Pies and Six Annas Eight Pies,
and agreed to their being charged in the November account.
The stock of the Six Annas Eight Pies duty was ordered to be
destroyed on May 2, 1874.
On December 5th the Director-General confirmed 'that the
Head used for the 4 Anna Duty has been selected for the new
Postage Labels.'

The following invoice is dated March 31, 1874:

Taking a transfer from the original Indian Postage

Queen's head — Highly finishing this transfer equal
to the original & engraving upon the die the approved

design & lettering viz., 'East India Postage Nine

Pies'.

Making from the above die a forme containing 320
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Multiples mounted on a truly planed cast iron plate Nine Pies

(this duty is intended to supersede the existing 8 Pie On K t>
Label & is therefore charged) 125. o. o. (ronti^ued)
Ditto ditto for the One Rupee Label which
being an entirely new duty is not charged.

The first deliveries were invoiced on May 23rd, when the
following quantities were despatched to the various Presidencies:

Calcutta: Nine pies, 482,240; One Rupee, 128,000
Madras: Nine pies, 212,800; One Rupee, 75,200
Bombay: Nine pies, 373,760; One Rupee, 1 16,800

The new Six Annas and Twelve Annas duties were ordered Six Annas
in a letter from the India Office dated February 22, 1876, when Twelve Annas
it was stated that they were intended to fulfil International
Postal Union regulations. A. M. Monteath was Director
General of the Post Office of India.

With reference to your communication with Mr Monteath, re- Plate 18; g-11
garding the two new Stamps, required to meet the arrangements
approved of by the International Postal Union, I have to request that
you will proceed with the preparation of the following quantities: —
viz:,

For Bengal Madras Bombay

Postage Stamps, 6 Anna sheets 2,500 1,000 2,000

12 anna „ 1,000 250 500

The above stamps do not supersede any at present in use, and the
cost of the new Dies and Plates, etc., will, therefore, under the terms
of the 12th Clause of your Contract, be defrayed by your Firm.

Once more the anomaly in the current Contract, which was
on the verge of expiring, as a result of which a distinction was
made between new duties which replaced existing duties and
new duties which were additional to those already current, was
brought to light. De La Rue were not prepared in this instance
to agree with the India Office, and the negotiations which fol
lowed in regard to the new Six and Twelve Annas were not
cleared up until three years later. The firm's point of view on
this vexed question was put very firmly in their reply of Feb
ruary 28th. Although there is no evidence in the Correspon
dence Book it would appear that the designs had already been
approved when the India Office had written on February 22nd.
The firm replied:

Acting upon the instructions conveyed in your letter of the 22nd
instant, we have commenced the requisite Dies for the new Six Anna
and Twelve Anna Postage Stamps, and we will proceed with their
completion as rapidly as may be consistent with the proper execution
of the engraving, seeing that the Berne Convention is we understand
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Six Annas to come into operation on the 1st July next, and although (as we
Twelve Annas gathered from what fell from Mr Monteath) the new rates can be
(continued) made up from the stamps now in use until such time as the new ones

are ready, still, he is naturally anxious that they should be shipped
with as Utile delay as possible.
In regard to the last paragraph of your letter, we most decidedly
understood Mr. Monteath to say that although the stamps which now
frank the European letters are for the present to be retained, as being
useful in the making up of values, the new ones would supersede the
old ones on the European correspondence, We respectfully submit,

therefore, that so far as the Contract for manufacture is concerned
the old stamps are to be superseded by the new ones, seeing that the

present arrangement will entail upon us not only more work, but
more cost than if the old duties were to be withdrawn altogether; for
to produce a number of stamps equivalent to that theretofore supplied
we shall have to go to press with two extra formes, as it cannot be

supposed that the change will materially augment the number of
letters interchanged with Europe. For these reasons, therefore, we
trust that upon reconsideration you will coincide with our view,
which is that the new duties do, in the reading of the Contract,
supersede the old ones, and that, consequently, we shall be fairly
entitled to charge for the dies and plates appertaining to them;
otherwise we should be put to a very large outlay in providing such
dies and plates without reaping any advantages.

Nearly six months passed before a reply was received. In the
meantime the stamps were invoiced on May 29th, when the
following quantities were charged:
Six Annas, 721,760; Twelve Annas, 342,400.
On August 18th the India Office forwarded a long letter from
Monteath, written from Simla on May 16th. His argument was
based on the meaning of the word 'supersede'. The fourth para
graph in his letter summed up his reasons for advising the India
Office to reject De La Rue's claim.

4. As already stated every such additional Stamp must so far as it
is used, take the place of other stamps previously used to make up its
value, but although this may be called a partial supersession, it is
obviously not the supersession contemplated in the Contract with
Messrs. De La Rue & Co. The supersession there contemplated is not
termed a partial supersession and to my mind the term clearly refers
to cases where a new stamp is substituted for a previously existing
one. For instance in 1866 it was found necessary to alter the design of
the 4 Anna stamp, the new stamp superseding the old one, and in this
case, as a matter of course, the Government paid for the dies, etc.
Again quite recently it was found necessary to substitute a 9 pie
Stamp for the previously existing 8 pie stamp, and in this case also
as a matter of course, the Government paid for the dies, etc.
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The matter was not allowed to rest, and in the following reply Six Annas
of August 30th one can detect the hand ofWarren William De Twelve Annas
La Rue. It is a tribute to his tenacity that the letter was written (continued)
at a time when the negotiations for the new contract had reached
their peak.

We are in receipt of your letter of the 18th inst., handing us a copy
of a letter from Mr. Monteath on the subject of our letter of the 28th
February last concerning the new 6 and 12 Anna Postage Stamps.
Whilst we quite understand Mr. Monteath's point of view, we
respectfully submit that in a manufacturing sense, with which alone
the Contract is concerned, these stamps will virtually supersede the
old ones, seeing that they will, as Mr. Monteath admits, replace them
on letters whose postage without them would have necessitated the
use of the 2, 4 and 8 Anna Stamps. The effect of the introduction of
the two new duties will be to materially lessen the consumption of
the stamps which were formerly employed in connection with

European letters, whilst the consumption of the former will not be
commensurate with the decreased consumption of the latter, seeing
that where several stamps were before used one only will now be
requisite. Consequently a smaller aggregate quantity of Stamps will
be ordered than formerly, notwithstanding that two additional plates
have to be employed in their production, thereby causing more detail
in the orders and as a consequence greater expense in their execution.
That besides meeting this we should have to bear the expense of
making those very plates whose introduction occasions this inconven
ience and loss to us is a contingency which, we submit was never
contemplated by the Contract. The case to which Mr. Monteath
refers (that of the 8 Pie Stamp having to be raised in value by one Pie)
appears to us to support our argument, seeing that when this change
was effected no question was raised as to the charge which it entailed;
and the only difference between that case and the one under con
sideration is that in the former it was found expedient to withdraw
the 8 Pie duty, whilst in the latter it is found expedient for certain
purposes to retain the old duties.
We think that the obvious interpretation of the Contract is that in
cases where an entirely new stamp is required — one which would
not affect the use of existing stamps, such for instance as would be
called for were a new branch of the service to be opened — the
initial outlay should be borne by the Contractors, because it was
presumed that its introduction would bring them more work; but it
surely was never intended that they should be put to the expense of
furnishing new dies and plates for the production of stamps to take
the place of those existing, thus incurring a heavy outlay without the
prospect of an increase (nay, in the present instance an actual de
crease) in the aggregate consumption of stamps. Were such the case,
we fail to see where our liability would have ended, as it is quite con
ceivable that the number of duties might have been doubled or
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Six Annas tripled, whilst the old ones were retained, which would, according to
Twelve Annas the argument advanced by Mr. Monteath, result in our having had
(continued) t0 provide for all these duties free of charge.

We trust that the foregoing considerations will suffice to establish
the justice of our claim in the eyes ofHis Grace the Secretary of State
in Council, feeling as we do that it is only fair and equitable; and in
the hope of receiving a favourable answer.

The Director General of Stores, now Charles G. Shaw,
suggested that the matter should lie over for two years 'in order
that it may be seen whether the Stamps are superseded or not*.
The firm re-opened the matter on November 4, 1878, and
claimed 'that the arguments advanced in our letter of the August
30, 1876 are valid', but suggested a compromise whereby the dies
and plates should be charged at half price. This proposal was
accepted on February 21, 1879 and the dies and plates, each of
320 multiples, were invoiced three days later. The invoice
stated that the Six Annas plate had been registered on April 26th,
and the Twelve Annas on May 4, 1 876.

New Contract The current five years contract for printing the Indian stamps
January, 1877 was due for reconsideration on July I, 1876, but at the request

of the Indian Government it was extended for six months so that
the India Office in London could consult the Indian Govern
ment as necessary during the negotiations. The correspondence
was exceedingly long-winded, but contained much of interest.
The following table, prepared by De La Rue, gives the details
of the Postage and Service Postage Stamps supplied from
January 1, 1871, to December 31, 1875 inclusive. The Postage
and Service Postage Stamps are lumped together.

Average Stamps
per year during
the five

years

Total Sheets
in the 5 Years

No.
Set
Total Stamps

Duties in the five
years

8 Pies 7,076 320 2,264,320 452,864

9 Pies 3,340 55 1,068,800 213,760

£Anna 768,578 55 245,944,960 49,188,992

1 » 179,606 55 575473.920 11494,784

2 „ 27,877 55 8,920,640 1,784,128

4 » 38.9I4 55 12452480 2,490496
6 As. 8 Pies —

55
— —

8 Annas 26,842 55 8,589440 1,717,888

1 Rupee 4,368 55 1,397,7<5o 279,552

In their first letter of May 25th, which accompanied a cor
rected copy of the previous contract, the firm gave the following
summary of the economic industrial changes that had occurred
since the beginning of 1871 .
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3. Since the existing Contract was entered into, the hours of New Contract
labour have been curtailed to 54 per week, notwithstanding which the January, 1877
rate of wages has not only been fully maintained, but has in many (continued)
instances under the pressure of circumstances undergone a consider
able advance. The like has taken place almost simultaneously in all
branches of industry and the consequence has been to enhance the
price of the materials used in our manufactures to an extent alto
gether unprecedented, so that our Commercial Price Lists have been
subjected to several successive advances since the year 1871 (when
the present Contract was entered into), and as a result our goods are
now selling at prices ranging from 10 per cent to 15 per cent higher
than those at which they then stood. The changes adverted to have,
as a matter of course, in like manner affected the cost of producing
the articles embraced in the Contract under consideration. It follows,
therefore, that while we should be prepared to leave most of the prices
undisturbed, we are, we regret to say, under the necessity of except
ing the Postage Envelopes and the Postage and Service Postage
Stamps, for which we have had to quote enhanced prices.

4. For the envelopes, we should propose to charge the advanced
rates indicated in the enclosed copy of the Contract, and for the
Postage and Service Postage Stamps the prices which were applicable
to them before the coming into operation of the existing Contract.
On that occasion a reduction in price was made which events have
shown not to have been warranted, even had the cost of production
not augmented, seeing that the consumption of the Postage Stamps
has not during the last five years increased in anything like the ratio
we were led to expect (and on the faith of which we consented to the
reduction in the prices in the current contract) by a comparison of
the orders we received for them during the run of the previous con
tract with those received under its predecessor. Moreover, the pro
portionately slight increase which has taken place attaches, unfortu
nately for us, to those which afford the smallest profit, vizt., the
Service Series.

On the vexed question of the cost of new dies and plates De La
Rue wrote as follows:

7. The existing arrangement whereby we have to supply free of
charge both dies and plates for our new duties of Postage Stamps
has operated so much to our disadvantage that we beg respectfully
to intimate that we could not agree to a continuance of such a con
dition in a new Contract. Indeed, we cannot but feel that it is a pro
vision to which we ought never to have committed ourselves, and
which has inflicted great hardship upon us during the last four years
of the Contract, by our being required to provide for possibly three
new duties free of charge. The creation of those duties so far from
increasing the sale of the stamps would, by integrating former duties,
lessen their consumption, whereas it is clearly of advantage in the
manufacture to have large numbers of few duties to produce instead
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New Contract of more detailed orders. We have, therefore, been sufferers by that
January, 1877 multiplication of the duties, how much more so when the expense
(continued) incidental to their introduction has been or may be thrown up on us.

The next paragraph 8. dealt at great length with the problem
of printing for stock certain quantities of stamps for which
requisitions had not been received. At present the India Office
ind1cated the quantities of various duties for which they would
accept responsibility, but De La Rue could make no charge for
them until they were requisitioned. De La Rue claimed that
such stock printing was essential if a regular flow ofwork were
to be maintained in the Indian Printing Room. They now
suggested that they should store this extra stock but that it
should be paid for as and when manufactured.
In paragraph 10. the firm dealt with a difficulty which arose in
regard to the extra stock which was subsequently used for
Service stamps. It could not be perforated until the sheets had
been overprinted. It was suggested that the sheets should be
put into stock before perforation, although the actual process of
perforation was included in the charge, and that the firm should
perforate them free of charge before delivery, after it was known
how many sheets of the various duties would be taken from
stock for over rinting.
In their original letter the India Office had specifically men
tioned that the cost of repairing and replacing Dandy Rolls
should be included in the tender. The firm pointed out that the
cost depended on the pattern required; they suggested therefore
in paragraph 12. that 'it would be better to leave the matter open
to be adjusted by precedent'.
The India Office replied very fully on August 24th. In dealing
with the matters raised in paragraph 7 of De La Rue's letter
they said:

The whole of this Clause must be revised by the Solicitor to this
Department, in order that it may embrace the following conditions,
vizt., every new die or roll, being a new design, and ordered by the
Secretary of State, shall be paid for, but the maintenance of those
dies, Plates, Rolls, &c., of any Design once paid for shall be at the
expense of the Contractors, whether repairs only to be necessary, or
whether a new Die, Plate or Roll of same Design, had to be repro
duced, and further, any alteration or new work of any description
whatever on Dies, Plates, Rolls &c., initiated by the Contractors,
shall be paid for by them, except it be otherwise specially agreed upon
at the time.

The India Office were not prepared to accept De La Rue's
proposal for regulating the printing of stamps against requisi
tions, and in their turn put forward an entirely new suggestion.

Clause 15. This Clause cannot be agreed to in its present farm.
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The Stock of Stamps cannot be taken over until demands are received New Contract
from India and in future the provision of a Stock will not be allowed, January, 1877
but a communication will be made to the Government of India, (continued)
calling upon them to direct that a sufficient stock should be kept in
each Presidency to supply the demands for 18 months or two years,
and that Indents for the full quantities required in each Presidency
for a period of 12 months should be sent so as to reach this country
in each year by the beginning of November. When the orders are
given on these Indents the Contractors will be expected to deliver
monthly a proportion for each Presidency according to the quantity
required for the year.
The Contractors will however be required to increase the monthly
deliveries should information be received from India calling for the
preparation of larger monthly supplies than were originally indented
for, or should additional Indents be received.
The present stock in the custody of the Superintendent of Stamps
will be taken over when required, at the new Contract rates.
In order to allow time for this arrangement to be communicated to
the authorities in India, the rate of production during the coming
year vizt., January to December 1877, will be fixed at 40 Reams per
mensem, of all descriptions of Stamps. The descriptions and values
of the Stamps to be comprised in each monthly lot of 40 Reams, to be
decided from time to time by the Director General of Stores.
From the above quantity are to be deducted any demands received
on Indent which may have lately been received or may be received
during the coming season (say between the present date, August

1876 and August 1877).

As one might have anticipated the India Office approved all
the printing rates except those which the firm proposed to
change. Here they suggested a compromise. De La Rue sent a
further long letter on September 11th in which they expressed
their agreement substantially with the new proposals, but they
refused to move on the question of prices, again pointing out
that they were only reverting to the prices of the previous con
tract, in spite of the general increase in cost. They defined in
the following way the new position as they saw it in regard to
printing for stock.

We infer from your explanation that it is proposed that after next
year we should at the end of each year be furnished with an order for
the quantity of Stamps to be manufactured for the year next ensuing.
Acting upon this order, or upon any amendment thereof which might
become necessary by special demands from India (notwithstanding
the maintenance in each presidency of a stock equivalent to eighteen
months or two years consumption of each description of Stamps),
we should so regulate our production as to deliver in each month
throughout the year one-twelfth of the total quantities ordered.
Pending the coming into force of this arrangement, that is to say up
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New Contract
January, 1877
(continued)

Procedure

Perforation

Paper
Transferred
to Roughway
Mills

to the end of December 1877, we should produce at the rate of 40
reams of stamps per month or any further quantity you might order,
and of such descriptions as you might from time to time direct.
This arrangement would, if we rightly understand it

,

seem to meet

the case, and so dispense with the necessity of keeping any finished
stock on this side, and we should be quite prepared to hold the present
stock until we receive indents upon which to bestow it.

The contract was now accepted and on March 5, 1877 the
Solicitor to the India Office sent the draft for the firm's approval.

The reasons which led to the firm undertaking the perforation
of the stamps they printed, instead of sending them to Somerset
House, have already been discussed.* De La Rue advised the
India Office of this change on October 26, 1877. They estimated
that if would be six months before they could organise a De
partment of their own for this purpose. The India Office
approved the proposal on October 31st.

The decision not to have the paper for the Great Britain
postage stamps made by Turner at the Chafford Mill any longer
also affected the Indian contract. On December 19, 1878 the
firm sent the following letter to the India Office:

The Hon'ble Board of Inland Revenue have for some time past
been dissatisfied with the accommodation provided for their work
at Chafford Mills, and they have, therefore, requested Mr R. D.
Turner to make arrangements for conducting elsewhere the manu
facture of their adhesive stamp watermarked papers. He has now,
with their concurrence, arranged that the work shall be transferred
to Roughway Mills, near Tonbridge, Kent; there to be conducted by
himself in conjunction with Mr. Walter Monckton, with whom he
has entered into partnership. Accordingly we are advised that it is
proposed that the Inland Revenue Controlling Staff shall, in the
course of a few weeks, be transferred to the new Mills.
Under these circumstances, we beg respectfully to intimate
that we propose, unless you see objection to such a course, that the

manufacture of the Indian adhesive stamp paper should be trans
ferred to Roughway Mills, where its manufacture would be subject
to the same control as that hitherto exercised at Chafford Mills.

The Director General of Stores approved the proposed
change in December 30th. He stated that the Roughway Mills,
and also the dandy rolls and moulds, would be inspected shortly
after the transfer.

* See p. 79.



CHAPTER XI

FROM 1880 TO THE END
OF THE REIGN

The long period of experiment through which De La Rue Change of
passed in their preparations for securing the contract for printing Designs
the lower values of Great Britain ended in a completely re
formed factory equipped with new methods of engraving and
printing. It was clear that at any rate the postage stamps printed
for the India Office, even if not those for the Crown Agents,
would have to be made adaptable to similar productionmethods.
The quantities involved in the numerous Crown Agents orders
were comparatively small, as De La Rue once had occasion to
point out,* but the India Office contract was a different matter.
The firm set the ball rolling as early as February 16, 1880, and
their paragraphs dealing with postage stamps are printed in full,
for they throw important light on the changes in manufacture as
well as giving the technical reasons for the changes shown in the
new Ind1an series of 1882. •

We have the honour to address you with respect to a scheme of
economy and reform which we have been maturing for some months
past, ever since, indeed, we started the manufacture of the English
1d. Postage Stamps which, as you are no doubt aware, are now pro
duced by us on our improved system of surface printing.

2. The accession to us of this important work has necessitated our
re-organizing the whole of the manufacture, and as we are always
most anxious to place your Department upon the most favourable
footing in every respect, we lose no time in offering to you the advan
tages which would accrue were we to deal with your Stamps in the
same manner as we propose to deal with the 1d. Postage Stamps.

3. It is, of course, well known to you that the manufactures of the
Inland Revenue and of the Indian department respectively are con
ducted in distinct departments of our Works, and under separate
Controlling Staffs, so that, in effect, they form perfectly distinct
businesses; whence we might, were we so disposed, reasonably
maintain that a large accession of work in the one department does
not imply our ability to apply similar reforms and economies in the

*See p. 483.
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Change of other department, in which no such augmentation of work has taken
Designs place. We feel, however, that having regard to the relations of con-
(continued) fidence in which we stand to your department, you are justly entitled

to every consideration; and it is, therefore, a matter of great satis
faction to us that we have been able to devise a scheme which will
secure to your department large reductions of cost, provided that
such arrangements are concluded as will justify us in incurring the
expense of re-organizing your work in the manner which we are
about to describe.

4. The whole of our adhesive stamp manufacture up to within the
last few months has been conducted by hand processes, but, as we
have said, it became necessary for us in regard to the 1d. Postage
Stamps to initiate what practically amounts to a complete revolution
in the processes of manufacture and in the machinery and apparatus
engaged therein.

5. Several of the processes which have hitherto been performed by
hand, we have now arranged to perform by machine, and we are
prepared to effect the same changes in regard to the Indian Adhesive
Stamp work, and to allow India, in reductions of price, the benefit
which would result from these changes, provided that we are placed
in a position to incur the great expense and labour which would be
entailed by such a total re-organization.

6. Accompanying this, we send in a folio a sheet of the new English
1d. Postage Stamps, from which you will see that those stamps are
arranged in two panes of 120 multiples each, the distance between
the panes being equal to the height of one of the stamps. The sheet
has no lettering round the margin, but has, in the substance of the
paper, watermarks so arranged that a crown falls within each of the
240 stamps. It is a condition of our newly modified system ofmanu
facture that whatever size of stamps may be concerned, they should
be printed in sheets exactly the same size as the 1d. Postage, and that
the stamps should be arranged on the sheets as those stamps are
arranged, viz., in two panes not larger than those of the 1d. Postage,
the interval between the panes being equal to the height of each
particular kind of stamp. Further, that nothing should be printed
upon the margin of the sheets, excepting the crosses which appear
upon the 1d. Postage Sheet, and which are required for registering
the perforation. In addition to this, it is required that the water
marked paper should be made in double sheets measuring 22J x 22I,
and so dealt with in manufacture. It cannot be ensured that the water
mark proper to each stamp shall fall in the centre of the stamp to
which it belongs but only that it shall fall somewhere within the
stamp. These are, as we have said, essential conditions imposed by
the nature of the manufacture and we lay stress upon them, because
we wish clearly to explain the reason that the sheets of your stamps
would have to be arranged in a different manner to what they are at
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present, were the new system of manufacture resorted to in their Change of
production. Designs

7. It would be well, we consider, in the case of the sheets of Indian * '

Stamps to omit all watermarked words from the margins thereof, and
to trim those margins down very considerably; also to perforate holes
through the blank bar of paper separating the panes. Thus no paper
would be left of sufficient area to serve for the printing of counterfeit
stamps upon. On the sheet of 1d. Postage Stamps herewith, we have
indicated in ink the amount of margin we propose to leave, and the
size and arrangement of the perforated holes.

8. The Indian Postage Stamps are of a special and somewhat
smaller size than the English Postage Stamps, the reason for the
adoption of a smaller size on the part of India being that it was
thought desirable to print stamps in sheets of 320 multiples, and at
the same time to avoid increasing the size of the sheets so much as
would have been necessary were the stamps made of the same size
as the English Postage.

9. Only the same number, i.e. 120 of the Indian Postage Stamps
would come within the prescribed size of panes, as in the case of the
English Postage Stamps, for although the panes of the Indian
Postage Stamps would be a little smaller than the English, still the
difference in the size of the panes would not allow of the introduction
of another row of stamps. No reason is known to us, beyond that
which we have mentioned, for the Indian Postage Stamps being of a
different size to the English, and we have to propose that they should
be made to accord with the English Stamps in that respect. We are
led to this proposition from manufacturing considerations, and also
from a desire to give to India Postage Stamps of an improved
character.

10. Four of the Indian Postage Stamps are alike in design, distinc
tion between the duties being obtained simply by variations ofcolour,
whereas it would obviously be a great advantage were distinction in
duty marked by difference of design as well as by difference of colour.
We should propose therefore, to make all the duties unlike one
another in design and to engrave a new head in a more open manner
like the head of the 1d. Postage Stamps, so that the work would come
out clearer than it does at present, and would be suitable for machine

printing, which the present stamps are not. The increased area which
we propose for the stamps would give scope for the diversity of
design which we suggest, and which our experience in these matters
leads us to attach great importance to. The different treatment which
we propose for the Queen's head is not only necessary for the proper
production of the stamps by the machine printing process, but it
would give a better and clearer appearance to the stamps than we
have ever been able to obtain from the existing plates, and it would,
in our opinion, help very much to protect the stamps against the
possibility of forgery.
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Change of Paragraphs 11 to 15 deal exclusively with revenue stamps, of
Designs which De La Rue printed a considerable number.
(continued)

16. The watermark of an elephant's head which has hitherto been
employed for the Postage Stamps is found to work very badly. We
have to suggest, therefore, that in substitution of it the watermark
of a five-pointed star, or some such simple device, should be adopted
for the paper to serve for the Postage and A.B. Court-fee Stamps
should those stamps, contrary to our expectations, be retained.

17. Although, as we have said, the Stamps would under our pro

posed Scheme be printed generally by machine, we should still be
under the necessity of printing the smaller numbers by hand. We
cannot fix the minimum number which we should print by machine,

seeing that it would depend very much upon circumstances.

18. The spoilage made in the new processes of manufacture is far
in excess of that which we have been accustomed to, and consequently
it is necessary that half sheets of all kinds of stamps should be
accepted, for it very often happens that one pane is spoilt while the
other pane is good, in which case the good portion is cut off and
delivered, the bad half being destroyed in the usual way.

19. We believe we have above indicated as fully as it is possible for
us to do without entering into too much detail the nature of the
changes in the Adhesive Stamps manufacture which we have in
mind, and we beg to say that, upon the conditions which we are
about to mention, we are prepared to carry them into effect at our
own cost, and to supply the stamps at the greatly reduced Scale of
Prices set forth in Appendix A.

20. Taking the number of stamps which have been ordered for the
current year, we find, by the calculation which we have entered into

in Appendix C, that the cost of those Stamps at the present rates
would be £12,870: 1: 1, whereas, by the calculation shown in Appen
dix B., it will be seen that under our new scale of prices the same
number of stamps would be supplied for £7,916: 6: 6, showing a
saving on the year of no less than £4,953: 14: 7. to your Department.

The remaining ten paragraphs deal with revenue stamps,
postal stationery and procedure, and do not throw any new light
on manufacturing methods.
The firm undertook to be in a position to start manufacturing
postage stamps by the new process nine months after the signing
of a contract. The rate quoted for postage stamps printed in
singly fugitive inks was 7d. per 1,000. The minimum quantity
for an order was 120,000, and any order smaller than that would
be charged as 120,000. De La Rue suggested a fourteen years
contract.
This letter was answered by the Director General of Stores,
now A. Abercrombie Jopp, on March 18th. He raised a number
of queries, but none of them affecting the paragraphs quoted
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above, except that he demurred at as long a period as fourteen Change of
years for the new contract and suggested eight years as being Designs
more reasonable. He also cavilled at the 1r1inimum quantity (continued)
clause, and asked for a special scale for small orders printed by
hand. His letter closed as follows:

It is of course understood that all the work for the India Office
would, as heretofore, be conducted separately from that for the In
land Revenue Department.
As it will be necessary to refer to India regarding the design and
arrangement of the new Stamps, I request that you will inform me
whether you can furnish me with drawings showing, as nearly as
possible, the proposed designs for the Stamps, and their arrangement
on the sheets.

The firm wrote another very long letter on March 24th.
Briefly they stood firm that the contract should be for fourteen
years, and also on their minimum quantity stipulation. On the
question of design they stated that they were not visualising
wide changes from the existing stamps.

From your request to be furnished with designs we think that in
Paragraph 10 of our former letter, we may have laid too much stress
on our suggestion that the designs of the Postage Stamps (those are,
we think, they to which you refer) should be changed. All we intended
to convey was a desire on our part to improve the character of those
stamps as much as possible; but we did not wish to make it a condition
that the designs or size thereof should be changed. We ask simply
that we should be allowed to re-engrave the Stamps, and that the
head of the Queen should be cut in a more open manner than at
present, so as to assimilate it to the head of the English 1d. Postage
Stamps. It would be a question entirely for your Department to de
termine whether the size of the Stamps should be increased to that of
the English 1d. Postage Stamps and whether the designs should in
some cases be modified. We ourselves think it would be very desirable
that these alterations should be effected, but the conditions ofmanu
facture would not be affected either way. If so required, we should
have pleasure in furnishing you with designs showing the modi
fications we should propose in the Postage Stamps, but these de
signs would be simply drawn by hand and could not be made to
show the mode in which we should engrave the head. That could
not be indicated except by reference to the head in the 1d. Postage
Stamps.

It appears to us, however, that the consideration of the size and
design of the Postage Stamps is hardly before us at the present
moment, a matter which it will no doubt be necessary to discuss fully
as soon as we are favoured with an answer in respect to the proposal
which we have had the honour of making to you. The cost of the
Postage Stamps would not be affected by the character of the designs
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Change of
Designs

(continued)

thereof, or by their being left the present size, or increased to the size
of the English Postage Stamps.

The rest of the letter contains a great deal of recapitulation,
and reveals the fact that information had already been obtained

by telegraph that the Director General of the Post Office of
India had no objection to the multiples on a sheet being changed
from 320 to 240.
Formal intimation from the India Office was sent on July 6th
to the effect that the proposals had been 'approved generally,
but that a further communication will be made to you when a
Deed of Agreement is forwarded to you for your perusal. Such
agreement would not apply to postcards, which will, after the
expiry of the existing contract, be probably printed locally in
India.'
It might have been expected that after having achieved such
a large measure of success in so short a time the firm would have
been gratified. But Warren William De La Rue took the loss of
the postcards hardly; he protested against the decision on July
7th. Two days later he wrote another long letter on the subject
of the postage stamps. This largely recapitulates the salient
features of the changes, but he had the following to say on the
design of the new stamps.

It will be necessary to prepare an entirely new set of Postage dies
and printing plates in order to produce the stamps on the new
system. Whilst preserving the design of the special head which is
used on the India Postage Stamps, we should be desirous of en
larging that head and treating it very much in the same fashion as
the head of the 1d. English Postage Stamp. The black proof of the
that stamp which we give on Appendix A will illustrate the mode of
treatment which we should desire to throw into the engraving of the
new Indian Postage Stamps and which is indeed the best mode of
treating the configuration of the stamps.
We suggest that the opportunity afforded by the change in the
Postage Stamps generally should be taken advantage of to reconsider
the question of the colours of those stamps, so that the colour which
would suit each particular duty best, both in appearance and in
working, might be adopted. We do not think that any very great
changes in the colours would be required, nevertheless it would be
well, we think, that the colours should be subjected to revision under
your approval.
The watermark of an elephant's head which at present appears in
the Postage Stamps has been found in practice to work most un
satisfactorily, and as a new Dandyroll will be required for the new
stamps, we beg to suggest the expedience of adopting a watermark
for them of such a character as would not fail to come out clearly.
The device which has suggested itself to us is that of a five-pointed
star, a sketch of which we give on Appendix A. Such a watermark
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could not fail to work satisfactorily, and it appears to us that it would Change of
be appropriate to the purpose, nevertheless any other equally simple Designs
device could be worked out. At the same time if there be an objection (continued)
to a change, the Elephant head mark might be adhered to, although
we certainly do not think the retention of it advisable.
We believe that we have now discussed the various points neces
sary to lay before you, and it only remains for us to say that it is quite
understood that all expenses in connection with the preparing of the
new postage dies and printing plates, as well as the Dandy-roll will be
borne by ourselves, and, moreover, that the work will be carried out
by us in the best manner according to our custom.
Should the enclosed designs meet with approval it would be need
ful that they be returned to us as patterns for our work. With them
the sheet of English 1d. Postage Stamps might perhaps also be re
turned.

It is demonstrated by the event that the initiative in the pro
duction of the new Indian stamps of 1882 was entirely De La
Rue's. They worked out, and submitted, on paper a scheme
which was in fact carried out to the smallest detail, except for
the lettering on the Twelve Annas, before any kind of drawing
had been prepared. There is no sign of any employee of the
India Office having made any contribution towards the planning
and production of the new stamps, until the time came to fix the
colours. When one remembers the constant interference of the
Crown Agents in the preparation of designs, one can appreciate
Warren William's expressed anxiety 'to place your Department
upon the most favourable footing in every respect'.
The draft for the new contract was forwarded to De La Rue
on October 21, 1880 and returned by them on November 8th.
It included provisions for the firm to continue to supply the
Printed Envelopes.
On November 26th the following letter from the India Office
enabled the manufacture of the new stamps to proceed. It in
cluded the supply of two new duties, One Anna Six Pies and
Three Annas.

With reference to your letters of the 9th and 29th July last, I have
to inform you that the Government of India have approved generally
your proposals for the manufacture of Postage Stamps of India, with
the following exceptions, viz:
The Government consider that the colour of some of the Stamps
should be altered, and that the \ anna Stamps should be green, the
9 Pie — Red, and the 2 Anna Blue. These are it is understood the
prevailing colours used by countries belonging to the Postal Union
for Postal Stamps of corresponding values, and the Indian Post Office
have been especially asked to conform to these colours; the matter
has only been in abeyance pending a favourable opportunity. Blue
and Green are colours always liable to confusion by artificial light; it
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Change of is considered, however, desirable for the sake of uniformity to con-
Designs form to the wishes expressed by the International Office of the Postal
(continued) Union.

In order, as far as possible, to prevent mistakes, it is desirable that
the difference in configuration, and in other respects, between the
new £ anna, and the new 2 anna stamps, should be as marked as
possible. It might perhaps be well to use the Green for the Half anna
which has hitherto been employed in the preparation of the 4 anna
Stamps, and the Blue for the Two anna which has hitherto been used
for the £ anna Stamps.
I request that you will submit Samples of the colours you would
propose, not only for the Stamps of the value above referred to, but
for the other values, included in the contract, and that as far as is
practicable you will select such colours as are the least likely to be
affected by the strong light of India, and are not liable to be imitated
by Photography.
The 12 anna Stamp is to be abolished, being now of little or no use.
The Government desire at the same time to introduce two new
values, viz., a 3 Anna Stamp and a i\ Anna stamp, (3 Annas being
the existing single letter rate for all Union Countries, except the
United Kingdom, and countries served through the United Kingdom
etc., and 1£ anna being the single rate now prevailing for Newspapers,
Books and Samples to the United Kingdom). These new Stamps are
to bear the new superscription, 'India Postage'. In one case the entry
at the bottom will be 3 annas; in the other case one anna six pies, both
entries in words as usual, not in figures. I request that you will sub
mit samples for approval, showing the colour and design, &c., you
would propose to supply.
There are no dates upon which to frame an approximate estimate
of the annual consumption of these new values, but the Government
of India consider that at the outset the following quantities might be
supplied, viz.,

3 Anna Stamps 1400,000

1£ ,, ,, 1,250,000

A further communication will be made to you, when the Secretary
of State for India has decided what numbers are to be provided.
The margin of the new Sheets of English 1d. Stamp is blank, but
the Government of India state that in the case of the Indian Stamps,
it would be a convenience to continue the present method of printing
on the margin, the number, and value of the stamps in each sheet or
Pane. This could perhaps be done without difficulty, by printing in
small type, or in such other manner as may suggest itself to you.
The Design for the Indian Stamps and the Sheet of English rd.,
Postage Stamps are returned herewith, as requested in your letter of
9th July last, but should be forwarded again to this office, with the
fresh samples requested in this Letter. Some of the Designs are con
sidered to be rather bare in appearance and it is desirable that any
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new Designs submitted should be as artistic and varied as possible. Change of
It is agreed that the word East is to be omitted in the new Stamps, the Designs
superscription 'East India Postage' being changed to 'India Postage'. (continued)

On December 3rd De La Rue sent altogether fourteen de- Plate 1g; 1-3
signs. They asked to be excused from submitting a colour
scheme until the printing plates were available, when they would
be in a position to send a selection of specimens in various
colours. They added that it would be impossible to print on the
margins, even in very small type.

We return herewith the first set of six designs. We have gone over One Anna
these with the view of strengthening them somewhat, and in each Six Pies
case we have substituted the words 'India Postage' for 'East India _,, .
Postage'. We enclose eight other designs. These are distinguished
from the first set by bearing the date of this letter, whilst the former
set are dated the 9th July last. Two of the fresh designs are for the 9
Pies and 1 Rupee duties. We have, however, not re-drawn these, but
simply modified two of the existing stamps by painting over certain
parts thereof. In that way we have substituted the words 'India
Postage' for 'East India Postage' and changed some of the details in
the manner we should propose in re-engraving the dies. As it is
wished that the 2 Anna duty should contrast as much as possible
with the \ Anna, we have made a fresh design for the former duty,
which will, we think, be found to carry out the intention. For the 8
Anna Stamp we give an alternative design somewhat more elaborate
than the first one. For the new 3 Anna stamp we give three designs,
and for the new 1 Anna 6 Pie stamp one design. There are to be ten
duties, viz., \ Anna, 9 Pies, 1 Anna, 1 Anna 6 pies (this is a new duty),
2 Annas, 3 Annas (this is a new duty), 4 Annas, 6 Annas, 8 Annas and
1 Rupee (the 12 Anna stamp is to be abolished), for which we enclose
fourteen designs, giving an extra four for selection, seeing that the
duty on any design can easily be changed.
We shall feel obliged if you will kindly return us the rejected de
signs with the selected ones.

The Director General of Stores wrote on December 13th
confirming the designs that had been selected for the ten duties,
and agreed that the choice of colours could be left in abeyance.
He referred De La Rue to their letter of March 24th and pro
posed 'that their manufacture under the new system shall
commence not later than the 14th ofOctober, 1881'.
In the meantime the India Office argued that as De La Rue
were now manufacturing one die and plate less than they had
anticipated when making their original offer, owing to the
Twelve Annas not being required, they could count one of the
two new duties as a replacement, and not make any charge for
die and plates. The firm protested, and even suggested a com
promise whereby the so-called replacement should be charged
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One Anna
Six Pies

Three Annas

(continued)

Retirement of
Warren De La
Rue

New Contract

One Anna
Six Pies

Three Annas

Design and
Colour

Changes

half-price, but the India Office proved obdurate. At the firm's
suggestion however, lettering was added to the crossbar of the
new Postage paper, so as to prevent a mistake being made by
printing on the wrong side of the paper.

A letter dated December 23, 1880 concerning the final draft
for the new contract reveals that Warren De La Rue 'will cease
to be a member of our firm on the 31st inst.' His retirement
coincided with the end of a great period, but his name will
always be connected with the beaut1ful letterpress printing of
the days of Joubert and the hand press.

In the final stages of fixing the new contract one more modi
fication was suggested by the firm.

Clause 30(b). As the stamps will in future be printed by machine
great trouble would be occasioned had each plate to be registered,
and we have to ask that the registration may be confined to the first

plate of each duty and, if it be considered desirable, to the duty die.
This we think would fully secure the object of registration, as the
die is the parent of the plates.

This was agreed, and the new contract was signed on January
25, 1 88 1, although the new prices were not charged until
October 19, 1881, when an order for 2,500 sheets of 320 mul
tiples of the Half Anna Service Postage, was charged at 7^d per
1,000: the charge a fortnight earlier for this quantity had been

1/2^ per 1,000.

The die and plates for the One Anna Six Pies were invoiced on
October 13, 1881. The Three Annas die and plate were described
on the invoice, but no charge was made for them as agreed. It is
reasonable to assume that the dies and plates for the remaining
duties, although not chargeable, were ready by October 13th.

On November 10, 1881 the firm submitted a colour scheme;
with it they sent a sheet showing the International Postal Con
vention colours for the three postage rates generally used for
international letters. There is an interesting note on the colour
of the first new Great Britain One Penny (Venetian Red) of
1880.

It occurs to us to explain that the reason that the English 1d.,
Postage stamp was not printed in the same shade of red as that
adopted by the Postal Convention was that that colour works with so
much difficulty that it could not have well been adopted for stamps
which had to be produced in such large quantities. The amalgama
tion of the 1d., Postage and Inland Revenue Stamps has necessitated
the Unified Stamp being printed in doubly fugitive purple ink, thus
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setting aside to that extent the agreement arrived at in the Postal Design and

Convention. Colour

Changes
Numerous suggestions and criticisms were made by the (continued)
Director General of Stores in a letter dated November 26th,
ending with the following paragraph:

I have made the foregoing remarks as suggestions for your con
sideration, but I should prefer that you took the responsibility of the
selection of colors which shall be such as are not liable to imitation
by photography. It might be an advantage if you could arrange to
have all colours, which you may propose, tested by a competent
photographer with a view to ascertaining the possibility of imitating
them by Photography.

De La Rue submitted a revised colour scheme on December 6,
1881, which gave effect to the India Office suggestions. Evi
dently they were anxious to print the Half Anna in the same
colour as the Great Britain Halfpenny, and they urged the
Director General to adopt it

;

they also replied to the question of
photography.

We have to ask that when the specimens are looked at, a piece of
white paper may be placed over those in juxtaposition to them, as
otherwise the darker colours will be found to kill the lighter ones,
e.g., in the case of the \ anna duty, we consider that when the speci
men A. printed in light green is looked at alone it comes out very
prettily, whereas it is killed by the dark green of specimen B. We
should explain that the £ anna stamp was specially designed by us for

being printed in a light green, and it is for that reason that it looks
brighter than does the 4 anna duty printed in the same colour. We
would suggest that it would be more reasonable for India to follow
England in the matter of colour than France. We are led to hope,
therefore, that the light green may after all be adopted for the \ anna
duty.
As we are familiar with the behaviour of all our colours under the
action of photography, we do not think that any advantage would
result were we to make photographs of the actual stamps, for a

l

though the stamps could unquestionably be photographed, we con
sider that the colours which we have proposed are as far removed
from the colour of a photograph as it is possible to obtain them, con
sidering the range ofcolour which has to be employed.

The colours were fixed on December 19th, but the India
Office would not accept the light green for the £ anna. Ten
copies of the Scheme as finally approved were supplied on
December 28th, and the firm pressed for early registration of
the plates, so that they could go ahead with the printing before
the formes were lifted from the machines. It is curious therefore
to find that the first delivery of One Anna Six Pies and Three
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Design and
Colour
Changes

(continued)

Annas was also invoiced on October 13, 1881, nearly a month
before the submission of the first colour scheme, and to read a
remark in the India Office letter of November 26, 1881 that 'the
colours selected for these Stamps may require revision before
they are finally adopted'.
The quantities invoiced on October 13, 1881 were as follows:
One Anna Six Pies, 1,215,680: Three Annas, 1,402,560.
The following first deliveries were invoiced of the other duties
in 1882:

One Anna, 24/3/82 and 29/3/82, 2,860,000
Eight Annas, 26/7/52, 631,280
One Rupee, 26/7/82, 718,560
Nine Pies, 4/8/82, 233,040
Two Annas, 4/8/82, 1,330,000
Half Anna, 30/8/82 and 1/9/82, 1,200,000

The Four Annas was not invoiced until October 1885, and
the Six Annas plate was not used at all.

Service Stamps On February 13, 1882 De La Rue sent the India Office a
overprint sketch showing the change they proposed to make in the

arrangement of the type for the overprint on the Service stamps.
This was approved on February 17th.

Proposalfor
Unified One
Anna

On June 21, 1882 the India Office sent the following letter to
De La Rue:

I have to inform you that the Government of India have now under
their consideration the question of adopting a unified stamp, similar
to the recently adopted English stamp, for postal as well as revenue
purposes; and I request that you will inform me at what price per
1,000 you would be willing to supply the stamps, and that you will
furnish me with samples, shewing the size &c., of the stamps you
would recommend for the purpose.
It is not at present known whether the Government of India con
template any alteration in the Service postage stamps.

The firm asked to be told the duties required, and the lettering
to be printed on the stamp, and sent a design on June 28th.

With reference to your letter of the 24th inst., we herewith have
the pleasure to enclose a design which we have prepared for the

proposed new 1 Anna Unified Stamp. Seeing the length of the in
scription which has to appear, an elliptical garter would have been
the most convenient form; but as the garter in the \ anna Stamp is of
that shape, we have been driven to adopt a garter of compound form
for the new Stamp. We have, of course assumed that the stamp
would have to be of the size of the Postage.
Our price for such stamps printed in doubly fugitive purple ink
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Anna

(continued)

would be 8Jd per thousand. We do not quote for stamps overprinted Proposal for
with the word 'Service' as you appear to think they may not be re- Unified One

quired.

On July 10th the India Office asked for another design as the
one submitted was 'not considered to be quite satisfactory,
especially as the corner ornament bears some resemblance to
that of the new 1 Rupee Postage Stamp'. They also challenged
the extra cost of printing the stamp in doubly fugitive ink. This
led to a long correspondence, in which the firm after considerable
argument agreed to reduce the price to 8|d per 1,000.
On July 19th the firm submitted the design again, with new
ornamental corners. The India Office sent the following reply
on July 31st:
With reference to your letter of the 19th instant, I have to inform
you that the design for the proposed combined Revenue and Postage
Stamp is not yet considered to be altogether satisfactory and should
the Government of India decide to adopt the combined stamp, it
may be necessary to ask you to endeavour to make some further im

provement in it.

The matter was left in this state until December 21, 1882,
when the firm again approached the India Office with a sugges
tion that the policy of the Board of Inland Revenue of unifying
all postage duties might be considered by the Government of
Ind1a. They sent, with the permission of the Board, a copy of
the scheme drawn up for the Great Britain postage and revenue
stamps. The Director General of Stores replied somewhat curtly
that 'it was not thought necessary to make any suggestions to the
authorities in India on this subject'.
There is no further correspondence on the subject of Unified
postage and revenue stamps.

The following letter, written to the Director General of Procedure
Stores on September 23, 1882 requesting permission to steel Steel facing
face the plates used for printing Stamp Papers, postcards and CopperPlates
other revenue stamps, mentioned the fact that the plates for the
new postage stamps had already been steel faced.

Upon the introduction of the system of printing Adhesive Stamps
by machine, it became necessary for us to apply to the surface of the
copper printing plates a film of steel, as we could not have obtained
good work from a plate with a copper surface. By reason of the
peculiar nature of the steel surface, greater intensity in the colour of
the impression can be obtained than would be possible in printing
from copper, and that too although a thinner layer of ink (this is a
most important point) is actually laid on to steel-faced plates by the
rollers than on to copper plates. In addition to the great superiority
of the work which is obtained from steel-faced plates, there are
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Procedure several other advantages attending their employment, one being that
Steel facing they wear out much less quickly than ordinary plates, and that
Copper Plates throughout their life they remain in the same condition. The lines
(continued) d0 not thicken, as they do after an ordinary copperplate has been in

use for some time.
The Indian Adhesive Stamp printing plates, together with the
Hundi printing plates, are all steel faced, and we are desirous, with
your permission, of treating the remainder of your printing plates
in the same manner.

Obsolete The Dandy Roll with the Elephant watermark bits was
Dandy Roll broken up in accordance with instructions dated November 6,
dies and plates 1882. It was disposed of as scrap metal. On March 28, 1883 De

La Rue was told to 'destroy' the dies and printing plates of the
eleven stamps which had been superseded by the new series in
188 1. These were Half Anna, Eight Pies, Nine Pies, One Anna,
Two Annas, Four Annas, Six Annas, Six Annas Eight Pies,
Eight Annas, Twelve Annas, and One Rupee. The plates and
dies became the property of De La Rue after they had been
defaced in the presence of the Superintendent of Stamps.

Convention Although the postage stamps for the Indian States were over-
State Issues printed from type at the Government Printing Office in Cal

cutta the following letter shows that the firm was consulted at the
outset, and submitted a quotation with specimens. It is dated
February 26, 1885.

With reference to your letter of the 19th inst., enquiring whether
we should be prepared to overprint the Indian Government Postage
Stamps, Post Cards and Postage Envelopes, for certain native States
of India, we are glad to say that there would be no difficulty in our
undertaking the work under the following arrangement: —

For an overprint of a simple character we would make the neces
sary plates free of charge, but if the engraving were complicated we
should have to charge for the plates according to the amount ofwork
in them.
On the understanding that the overprinting could be performed
in the rooms in charge of your officers or elsewhere, as we might find
most convenient, but subject to the articles being counted out to us,
the following would be the prices we should have to charge, in view
of the probable detailed nature of the work: —
Adhesive Stamps — Overprinting 3d. per thousand, with a mini
mum charge of 15/- for going to press with any overprint plate.
Post Cards, Single — Overprinting 1/6d per thousand. With a
minimum charge of 15/- for going to press with any overprint
plate.

Reply Post Cards — Overprinting 3/- per thousand. With a mini
mum charge of 15/- for going to press with any overprint plate.
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Postage Envelopes — Overprinting 9<i. per ream of 480. With a Convention
minimum charge of 15/- for going to press with any overprintplate. State Issues
We should mention that the orders for overprinted Stamps would (continued)
either have to be included in the annual indents or a stock of Stamps
would have to be retained in the custody of the Superintendent of
Stamps, as we could not undertake to print stamps specially.
We have found by experience that black is most suitable for the

overprinting of Stamps, as no colour will stand out sufficiently from
the body of the stamp. Our prices, therefore, are for overprinting the
Stamps, Post Cards, and Postage Envelopes in black, and are based
on the assumption that the whole of the overprinting would be in
black. We specially mention this because in the specimens that you
have sent us the Gwalior crest is printed in green on the Postage
Envelope and in brown on the Post Card, which would involve a
second overprinting.
We herewith return the specimens ofGwalior and Puttiala Stamps,
Post Cards and Envelopes covered by your letter, and we annex in

duplicate Appendices A, B and C, which show the manner in which
we should propose to deal with the several articles for those two
native states.

Any native inscription or device which has to be overprinted
should be forwarded to us printed or drawn in triplicate, as it helps
our engravers very much to have three copies to work from.

There is no further correspondence on the subject.

A proposal for a special issue of stamps for postal service, on Postal Service
parcels and for money orders which would be affixed by the Stamps
authorities and not by the public, led to the following long but Proposal

interesting correspondence. It began with a letter from the
India Office dated June 17, 1885.

I have to inform you that it is under consideration in India whether
the German system of causing all parcel postage and money order
commission to be paid in stamps should be adopted, and in order to
assist the authorities in arriving at a decision, I have to request that
you will be so good as to furnish information on the following points.
It is estimated that a three and a half years' supply of Stamps for
the purposes referred to would probably be some 24 millions. In
what time could you supply from 4 to 6 millions, should a sudden
demand for such a quantity be received?
As the stamps would not go into the hands of the public could a
cheaper description of Postage Stamp than those at present in use be
supplied and if so, at what price?
What would be your charge for overprinting the present Postage
Stamp with the words 'Postal Service'?
It appears that some new values would be required, viz., Rs 1. 4
ans. — Rs. 1. 8 ans. — Rs. 2. 0 ans. — Rs. 5. o, but most of the
Stamps would be of old values.
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Postal Service It is understood that the Belgian Government uses, for their
Stamps Savings Bank purposes. Stamps of a much commoner kind than
Proposal Postage Labels; and I shall be obliged if you can furnish me with
(continued) information on this point.

The firm got into touch with the Belgian Ministry concerned,
and also prepared a number of specimens, so that it was not
until July 21, 1885 that they were able to submit the following
report.

With reference to your letter of the 17th ulto., making enquiries
as to a form of Stamp to be used in India in connection with Parcel
Postage and Money Orders, we beg to say that as reference was made

by you to certain Stamps which are used in Belgium for Savings
Bank purposes, we placed ourselves in communication with the

Belgian Minister of Railways, Posts and Telegraphs, through whose
courtesy we are enabled to furnish you with specimens of the Stamps.
They are given upon our Appendix A, and enclosed you will find a
little pamphlet which the Minister has been good enough to furnish
us with, explaining the manner in which the Stamps are used.
We should remark that within the area of the Stamps in question
space is provided for the insertion in writing of the date of payment
in, and also for the signature of the officer receiving the deposit, but
as it is the duty of that officer to cancel the stamp by means of a hand
stamp with the date in it

,

we do not ourselves see that there is any
valid reason for the insertion of the written date, though the Belgian
authorities appear to attach importance to it. They seem also to
regard the stamps as sufficiently secure against fraud and forgery,
but in our opinion such stamps would be liable to be forged and
otherwise fraudulently dealt with, notwithstanding that they might
never be placed in the hands of the public, for experience has proved
that in India at least special precautions have to be taken even against
dishonesty on the part of officials of the lower grades. We are of
opinion, therefore, that it would be much better, instead of adopting

a special Stamp for the purpose, to employ the ordinary Postage
Stamps overprinted with the words 'Postal Service' in the manner

shown on our Appendix B and if the system is only to be started
experimentally we would recommend that any new duties which

might be required should be obtained by overprinting such new
duties upon existing stamps, as well as the words 'Postal Service'.

By way of illustration we have overprinted a 9 pie Stamp with the
words 'Postal Service 1 Rupee 4 Annas' (See Appendix B). Thus we
think Stamps could be created which would serve a temporary pur

pose perfectly well, and if the Scheme proved a success new dies and
plates could be ultimately ordered for producing Stamps of any new
values which might be required.
Upon Appendices C & D we give specimens of Stamps which we
have produced on the same system as the Belgian Savings Bank

Stamps. It appears to us that the small or 'Postage' size Stamps
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would be quite large enough, particularly as there seems no necessity Postal Service
to leave space for a signature or a written date, for we conclude that Stamps
the Stamps, whether used for the Parcel Post or for denoting Com- Proposal

mission on Money Orders, would be cancelled by a printed oblitera- (continued)
tion. We have copied the Belgian wording and arrangement, however,
to show how much matter could be got in, but if less would suffice
the duty could be made much larger. Our specimens are printed in
'singly fugitive' inks and they would therefore be efficiently cancelled
by a printed obliteration.

De La Rue then proceeded to quote for the various operations
involved, and informed the India Office that they could supply
from four to six million stamps in four months from the date
of the order. On August 4th they confirmed that they would not
make any charge for the printing plates thatmight be required for
overprinting. There is no further correspondence on the subject.

On August 1, 1885 the India Office sent the following letter:

I have to inform you that as the postage on letters from India to
England will remain at 4£ annas for a considerable time, owing to the
decision of the recent Postal Congress at Lisbon to make no alteration
in international rates for five or six years, the Government of India
are desirous of introducing a 4i Anna Stamp.
I therefore request that you will be so good as to prepare and
forward to me, samples showing the design and colour which you
would propose for the new stamp. The Government of India desire
that the stamp should be altogether unlike the half anna and one anna
labels now in use.
I also request that you will inform me at what price you would
supply the 4^ anna stamps. The quantity which it is proposed to
order as a first supply is 6,000,000.

De La Rue submitted a design on August 6th.

We trust you may approve of this, and of the manner in which we
have displayed the duty; but if you would prefer that the \ anna
should be expressed in pies, as in the case of the 1 anna 6 pie Postage
Stamps, we could of course very easily effect that alteration, and make
the inscription read 'India Postage' 'Four Annas 8 Pies'.
We have rendered this design as unlike any of the existing Stamps
as possible, and in order to make a further contrast from them and

particularly from the \ anna and 1 Anna Stamps, to which you
specially refer, we should propose to print the Stamps in one or other
of the three colours shown upon our Appendix hereto. We ourselves
think that the bright green colour would be the best to adopt, and
that is the reason we have drawn the Stamp in green, although it has
been impossible for our designer to match the actual colour which
we should propose to employ and which is shown upon our Appendix.

Four Armas
Six Pies

Plate 1g; 4
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Four Annas For the price of the necessary die and plate, and that of the Stamps,
Six Pies We beg to refer you to the second Schedule of the Contract.
(continued) It WOuld take us from eight to ten months to execute an initial

order for 6 million Stamps.

The design was approved on August 14th, except that the
duty was to be expressed fully as 'Four Annas Six Ties'; the
clerical error in the firm's letter was corrected. De La Rue were
asked to submit proof in due course in bright green, and 'the
reddish brown colour shown in the appendix to your letter'.
The stamps were urgently required and it was hoped that there
could be quicker delivery.
The design was altered and sent on August 17th to be
initialled as approved. The firm said they would try to get a
supply ready in six months time. It was finally approved on
August 24th, except for colour.
On December 4th the firm sent the colour proofs.

With reference to your letter of the 14th August last, in which you
request us to print proofs of the new 4 Anna 6 Pie Stamps in the light
green and the reddish brown of the specimens given on the Appendix
to our letter of the 6th August, we herewith beg to hand you such
proofs, and we would venture to recommend the light green as the
best colour that could be adopted to contrast both by daylight and by
artificial light with the colours of the existing stamps.

The light green was approved on December 12th.
The die and a plate of 240 multiples were invoiced at £125 on
December 23rd. Stamps amounting to 2400,000 were invoiced
on January 30, 1886.

Twelve Annas On November 28, 1885 the Director General of Stores wrote
the following letter:

I have to inform you that it is proposed to re-introduce into the
service in India the 12 Anna Postage Stamp which was discontinued
in the year 1880; and in order to be ready to comply with any requisi
tions that may be received from India, I have to request that you will
submit a design for a new Stamp. The design should be somewhat
similar to that of the old 12 anna stamp, but ornamented in a special
manner so as to distinguish it as much as possible from the other de
nominations of existing Postage Stamps. The colour of the old label
approximated too closely to that of the present one anna label, and I
have therefore to request that you will, if practicable, submit a new
and more conspicuous colour.

I also request that you will inform me on what terms you are
willing to supply such quantities of 12 Anna Stamps as may be re
quired.

The firm submitted a design on December 1st, but suggested
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that the design of the old Twelve Annas stamp 'could not well Twelve Annas
be improved upon, especially as the omission of the word (continued)
"East" would enable us to make the lettering in the top tablet
much bolder than in the old stamp.'
They suggested that the question of colour should be post
poned until they had made the printing plate and could pull
proofs in various colours. These proposals were agreed to on
January 20, 1886. The colour proofs were submitted on June
25th. The firm suggested that the 'bright brown in which
the old 12 Anna Stamp was printed' was the only colour
that contrasted sufficiently with the colours of the existing
stamps.
There is no further correspondence on these trials until
November. By that time the Board of Inland Revenue had taken
over the manufacture of the Indian Postage stamps. De La Rue's
letter of November 2, 1886 is therefore addressed to the Con
troller of Stamps, J. S. Purcell, at Somerset House.

With reference to the papers which are before us in relation to the
change of colour which is desired in the 12 Anna Indian Postage
Stamps, we should be glad of the opportunity of trying the effect of
printing these upon some sheets of the coloured Crown papers. In
printing the Stamps, we could arrange that some of them should fall
upon the plain part of the sheet between the two panes of water
marks. Such specimens of the Stamps as might be required for
transmission to India could be cut out of the plain part of the sheet,
and the rest of the sheet could we assume be destroyed in the
presence of your officers, so that no stamps would exist with the
Crown in them. If you can agree to this course, we shall feel obliged
by your forwarding us three sheets of the blue Crown paper for the
purpose of experiment.

The papers referred to at the beginning of the letter contained
a letter from Simla, dated September 21st, complaining that the
brown proposed was 'very similar to the colour of the new One
Anna postage stamp now in use ', and asked to see further sug
gestions. This was passed on to De La Rue through Somerset
House. As will appear later the firm at this moment were
endeavouring to find an alternative colour for the new Four
Annas Six Pies, the green ofwhich had been objected to by the
Indian authorities because it was too close to the colour of the
Half Anna. They decided to submit suggestions on the coloured
papers which had been made for the new Great Britain so-
called Jubilee Series of 1887, which were shortly to be issued.
On November 11th therefore they made a formal suggestion
that coloured papers should be adopted for the Four Annas Six
Pies as well as the Twelve Annas, and submitted proofs on
Great Britain coloured papers which they had obtained from
Somerset House. A later letter shows that one of these colours
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Twelve Annas was 'pink', although they had in the first place asked for yellow
(continued) and blue sheets, and that the other was yellow.

We understand that the colour we recommended for the new 12
Annas Indian Postage Stamps is considered by the Government of
India to resemble too closely the colour of the One Anna Stamps.
We are certainly surprised to hear this for the two browns in question
are of such a very different quality, that we should have thought it
impossible to confuse them; besides which, the stamps are unlike in
design.

Seeing that there are no less than twelve duties of Indian Postage
Stamps, it is most difficult to find a distinct colour for each one, and
the six alternative colours given in our scheme of the 26th August,
1886 for the 4 Annas 6 Pies Stamps are, indeed, the only ones left
available. We must remind you that the Apple green in which the 4
Annas 6 pies Stamps h ave been printed was objected to on account
of its conflicting with the green of the \ Anna Stamps, and a new
colour has not yet been selected, although it is possible that a despatch
may now be on its road from India on the subject. We would suggest,
however, that even if that be the case, no action should be taken in
the matter, and that the authorities in India be invited to consider the
question of colour for the 12 Annas and 4 Annas 6 Pies Stamps at the
same time, seeing that in that way it is probable a more satisfactory
settlement would be arrived at than if each duty were dealt with
separately.

Provided that the available colours do not meet with approval,
coloured papers will have to be resorted to, but they would — on
account of their extra cost and the difficulty of employing them in the
Stamp manufacture — increase the price of the Stamps by 1d. per
thousand; so if amongst the available colours one could be found that
would suit the 4 Annas 6 Pies Stamps, it would be desirable, seeing
that they are used in rather large quantities. The 12 Annas Stamps
only run into small quantities and a coloured paper might be adopted
for them at but a slightly increased expense.
In order to present the alternative effects which could be produced
at one glance we give on the appendix (we attach this in duplicate)
hereto specimens of the two duties of stamps printed in the colours
shown on our scheme of August 26th '86 — that scheme related only
to the 12 Annas — and also printed on the two coloured papers
which in our view would best withstand the intense sunlight of India.

On April 29, 1887 De La Rue were instructed to print 500
sheets (of 240 multiples) of the Twelve Annas 'on pink paper'
as the specimen of November 11th. The Great Britain paper
proved however not to be fast to light, and De La Rue made a
further suggestion to Somerset House on May 26th.

With reference to your Memo of the 29th ulto., ordering a supply
of 12 Anna Postage Stamps to be printed on red paper, we regret to
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have to report that the red paper upon which the specimen Stamps Twelve Annas

appended to our memo of the 11th November last, and to which you (continued)
refer, has proved upon investigation to be quite unsuitable for use in
India. Before suggesting the use of that paper, we tested it by ex
posure to sunlight in London, and it appeared to behave fairly well;
but it afterwards occurred to us to expose it to sunlight in the country,
with the result that the colour was bleached. The explanation of this
is that certain of the actinic rays are shut off by the London atmo
sphere, and that they have a powerful effect when allowed by the pure
country air to fall upon the exposed paper, and it is evident that in
India, where the sunlight is so much more intense, an exposure even
in comparative shade, would have the effect of bleaching the paper
and altogether changing the appearances of stamps printed upon it.
Hence it is unadvisable to use any but a mineral red for the purpose,
and we have therefore prepared some paper with vermilion, which

may be relied upon as being perfectly stable. Upon the Appendix
hereto we give a specimen of a 12 Anna Stamp printed on the ver
milion paper, and for comparison we give a specimen printed upon
the paper which we have had to condemn, as being unsuitable.

Although the new paper was more expensive than the red
paper of the Great Britain stamps De La Rue were willing to
supply it at the same price. The proposal was approved on June
9th. No decision was then made about the Four Annas Six Pies.
The die and plate of 240 multiples for the Twelve Annas had
been invoiced on June 25, 1886. The first daybook entries for
stamps are dated August 15, 1887, when 503,040 stamps were
charged to Calcutta, 300,000 to Bombay, and 204,000 toMadras.

The following letter was sent to the firm by the India Off1ce Procedure
on August 10, 1886: Control by

As a result of an arrangement entered into by the Secretary of Somerset

State for India in Council with the Board of Inland Revenue I am to "ouse
acquaint you that from the 1st of October next the Secretary of State
will place the control and supervision of your Contracts for the
manufacture of Indian Stamps etc., in the charge of the Inland
Revenue Controller of Stamps, acting in this particular respect as the
Deputy of the Director General of Stores in this Office.
I am therefore to request that after the 1st of October next you
will be good enough to address yourself to the Controller of Stamps
on all matters relating to your Contracts. I am to add that the
Secretary of State feels assured that he may rely on your co-operation
in order that the arrangement now decided upon may be efficiently
and economically carried out.

The firm's first reaction to the change was not favourable.
On August 17th they wrote a long letter pointing out that there
were a number of d1sadvantages. The greater part of the letter
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(continued)

is reproduced in full because of the light it throws on the pro
cedure that governed the circumstances in which the stamps
were printed, and the relationship between the firm and their
customers.

For more than a quarter of a century an officer, the Superintendent
of Stamps, has been stationed here, whose almost exclusive duty it
has been to attend to the work which we conduct for your department,
and it is that officer with whom we have settled all matters of detail.
We have seldom had occasion to trouble the Director General of
Stores on points connected with the actual working of the business,
whilst on the other hand we have been in daily, nay often hourly,
communication with the Superintendent of Stamps, seeing that a
great number of questions arise which necessitates very frequent
communication with a person possessing authority to deal with them.
It appears to us that the proposed change will have the effect of
throwing the responsibility of settling all questions of detail on the
Controller of Stamps and the Inspector of Stamping (a dual control
prevails) at Somerset House. The inevitable result will be that our
powers will be even more taxed than they are at present in the manage
ment of our business, and it is indeed difficult for us to foresee how
we shall be able to cope with the extra work entailed by having to
deal with two gentlemen at a distance, instead of with one on the
spot, in relation to matters involving the proper conduct of your most
difficult, responsible and detailed work.
Passing to another consideration, we beg to remind you that most
of our Contracts with your Department relate to work which has been
going on here for a long time, and that all the established wages and
conditions concerning it are binding on both of the contracting
parties, notwithstanding that they may not be found specifically set
forth in the Contracts. We wish to bring this point clearly forward
seeing that the Contracts themselves are anything but exhaustive
instruments, and do not express with completeness the arrangements
under which the work is carried on, amongst others those relating to
the control, counting, checking and examining by the officers or
assistants of your department. We venture most respectfully but
firmly to submit that no departure can be made, otherwise than by
mutual agreement, from the established usuages in relation to the
indents or orders, or in connection with the work conducted by your
Staff, which would throw any form of additional responsibility upon
us, or which would put us to extra expense or trouble.
Notwithstanding the vast number of Indian Stamps &c., which we
deliver annually, we receive very few complaints indeed, and none
of a grave character, and this immunity from errors is the result of a
system of counter examining and counter checking, which in our
view could not be departed from without leading to disastrous
results. Under arrangement the actual control may possibly be

cheapened, and we may be able to perform some of the check
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1-4. Four designs for a Postage and Rail
way stamp, submitted on February 27, 1890.
5. Specimen for a temporary overprint for
Railway Letter Postage on Threepence Uni
fied Duty, submitted July 3, 1890.
6, 7. Specimens for a temporary Double

Reply Postage stamp, showing two arrange
ments of the lettering. Of each, proofs were
sent with the lettering in blue, brown and
black respectively. November 20, 1894.
8. Design for a permanent Double Reply
Postage stamp. November 20, 1894.
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i. Working die proof with Russell head.
2. Working die proof with head engraved for
Eight Pies.

3-5. Designs submitted for special Service
stamps for India, September 24, 1873.

6-8. Rejected essays for overprint change
on Indian Service stamps, September 24,

1873.

9 - 11. Rejected designs for Six and Twelve
Annas, submitted before February 1876.
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1-3. Designs submitted December 3, 1880
and rejected.

4. First design for Four and a Half Annas,
submitted August 6, 1885.
5-8, 10. New designs submitted with scheme
on January 16, 1891.

9, 11. Alternative designs for Eight Annas
(A) and One Rupee (B), submitted January
16, 1891.

12 - 14. Sketches for new One Rupee design.
15. Design for One Rupee submitted May
26, 1891.
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i - 10. Designs submitted for India rupee duties, November 3, 1893.
11, 12. Specimens showing 'micro-writing' for backgrounds of 6 to 10.
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operations at less than the present cost, but we are satisfied that those Procedure

check operations, both as to quality and count, cannot be dispensed rv,ntroj uv
with. We speak strongly on this point, because we are most deeply Somerset
interested in the satisfactory working of the business, seeing that the House
reputation of our house is at stake, for it would be most damaging to (continued)
us did any work issue from here in an unsatisfactory condition, how
ever free from actual blame we might really be. While, therefore, we
will cordially cooperate with the officers of the Board of Inland
Revenue in any scheme of economy they may propound, we shall
have to ask on our own account (apart from those higher considera
tions which we feel sure you will credit us with, but which we do not
venture to extend this letter by touching upon in this or other con

nections) that the precautions against errors of all kinds may in no
way be relaxed.

We regret to say that it will not be in our power to discuss any
change until after Christmas, for great pressure of work always falls
upon us during the last three months of the year, and this year we
shall be so exceptionally busy as to preclude the possibility of taking
up new questions. We do not however, think that this will delay
matters materially, for the officers of the Inland Revenue could hardly
be in a position to formulate their proposals until they had been in
actual charge for some time.

The Secretary of State for India, in acknowledging the letter,
stated that he had forwarded it to the Board of Inland Revenue,
and had asked them to consider 'with reference to the terms of
your contracts so far as they may affect the system of control'.
In the meantime they should not consider him 'as assenting to
the propositions on this subject which your letter contained'.
Somerset House's letter of September 6th was conciliatory.

I need hardly say that the Board are desirous that your convenience
should be consulted in this matter to the fullest extent consistent with
the interests of the Public Service; and I am to state that although,
as arranged with the India Office, the Controller of Stamps will enter
upon the control and supervision of the Indian Stamps on the 1st
proximo there is no intention of making any other alteration in the
system now in operation until all particulars shall have been fully
discussed between yourselves and that Officer, whose instructions
are to study the convenience of your firm as far as he can consistently
with the Board's engagements to the India Office.

If it proved in fact that any changes they might propose 'were
in any sense an infringement of the existing contracts' the firm
could raise their objections when the proposals were put
forward.
A request that in future all bills and invoices should be sub
mitted through the Board of Inland Revenue called for another
protest from Warren William De La Rue, who had hurt his leg
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in an accident during the latter half of October. This also was
dealt with tactfully by Purcell, and the firm was reconciled to
the alteration in procedure.

The new duty of Four Annas Six Pies had only been issued
for a short time when the India Office wrote as follows on
August 21, 1886.

I have to inform you that the Government of India have requested
that the colour of the 4! Anna Postage Stamp may be altered, because
the present colour resembles the dark green of the existing \ anna
Stamp, and is therefore a source of confusion and mistake especially
by artificial light.
The Government state that the new colour should be unlike that
of any other Postage Stamps now in use in India, and especially un
like the half anna label, and they propose that before the new colour
is finally adopted, specimen stamps may be sent to India for approval,
all orders for the 4£ anna Stamps being suspended until a suitable
colour has been selected.
I have, therefore, to request that you will forward to me specimens
of the 4! anna Stamp in such colours as you may consider suitable.

On August 26th De La Rue submitted six colour trials.
Nothing further transpired until March 16, 1887, when in reply
to a telephone message from Somerset House, a further colour
trial was submitted. This was in the same colour as the Four
Annas Six Pies Embossed Postage Envelope Stamp, which the
firm did not consider suitable.

We consider that this Stamp is eminently unsatisfactory in appear
ance, and that, especially by artificial light, the configuration upon it
is very indistinct. We cannot but think that the authorities in India,

who it was, we believe that made the suggestion that the Stamps
should be treated in this manner, were led to suppose that the same

density of colour could be obtained as in the case of the Embossed
Stamps. This, however, is of course a mistaken notion, seeing that
such an effect could not be produced by surface printing. We hope
that the matter may be referred back to India with a suggestion that
if neither of the six colours given on the Appendix to our memo of
the 11th Nov., 1886 meets with approval, the yellow paper of which
specimens are given on the same Appendix should be adopted.

When the red paper was approved for the Twelve Annas on
April 29th Purcell said that 'the colour of the 4^ Annas stamp
cannot yet be decided upon, another enquiry on the subject
having been addressed to the authorities in India.' On July
22nd he wrote that Specimen No. 6 had been selected 'for the
future colour of the 4I Annas Postage Stamps. At present, how
ever there is no order for the preparation of any stamps at this
rate.'
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The four Annas Six Pies duty was not included in the Indent Four Annas
for 1888/9 issued by the Stamp Department on October 15, Six Pies

1887. Colour change
proposed

The suggestion of adding jubilee lines round the panes of the (contmued)
India postage stamps was put forward by De La Rue on April Jubilee
26, 1887. Lines

It will be within your recollection that, acting upon the authority of
your Board, we have for some time past placed lines round the panes
of all new English Stamp printing plates. This addition to the plates
has proved to be of so material an advantage that we are desirous of
effecting the same modifications in all descriptions of the Indian
Adhesive Stamp printing plates, as we renew them from time to time.
We enclose a dummy sheet, in duplicate, of the i Anna Postage
Stamps, upon which we have indicated the border lines, and it will
be observed that those lines help to cover the plain margins of the
sheets, and in that way help to render them useless to the possible
forger, who would be glad to avail himself of a piece of the actual
paper we use. This is a consideration which appears to us to be of
some, although secondary, importance, the chief advantage of the
lines being the tendency they have to improve the quality of the
printing. We trust in due course to receive a favourable reply.

The necessary permission was given on May 6th.

It transpires that the change in the colour of the Three Three Annas
Annas from brown to brown orange was due to an alteration in Colour
the ink by De La Rue. Following an invoice for a supply of Change
600,000 stamps on July 24, 1888, a letter was received from the
Board of Inland Revenue:

My attention has been called to a fault in the colour of the 3 Annas
Postage Stamps, just delivered to my Officers at the Factory. The
matter was first brought under my notice by Mr. Page who has since
stated that the printing was proceeded with in the face of his ex
pression of opinion that the colour was wrong, it not being in agree
ment either with the recognised standard or with the registration

stamps. Nevertheless I understand that the printing was continued
because Dr. Muller was of opinion that it was the standard which was
wrong. I cannot fall in with this view.
I shall be glad of your observations on the occurrence, and, at the
same time I would suggest that in any future case of dispute between
your firm and the Officers at the Factory in regard to such a matter as
this, you refer to me before actually proceeding with the manufacture
of the stamps. A telephonic communication would at any time secure
the immediate attendance of some one from this office.

The firm carried out further experiments and replied fully
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on September 27th. There would appear to be a clerical error in
the date attributed to the Board's memorandum, which is un
dated in the Correspondence Book.

With reference to your memorandum of July 13th, as we verbally
reported to you at the time, the reason Dr. Muller made a slight
variation from the adopted standard of the 3 Anna Postage Stamps
was that he felt convinced that Stamps printed absolutely to the
standard would not stand the trying light of India.
We printed a variety of specimens at the end of July and have since
had them hanging up exposed to light, the result being that the speci
men on Appendix hereto marked A, which is printed to the colour of
the standard, has faded as we anticipated, whereas the colour in which
the last supply was printed, to the specimen B on Appendix hereto,
has completely withstood the severe test. Under these circumstances
we strongly recommend you to adopt the colour of the specimen B as
the standard for the 3 Anna Postage Stamps.
Regarding the last paragraph of your memorandum, we will be
careful to refer all such matters to you in future, and we can only
assure you that in the case in question we should have done so had
Dr. Muller understood that Mr. Page had raised an objection to our
proceeding with the printing. He thought Mr. Page had only called
his attention to the deviation of the colour, and had left him to decide
whether to continue or not.

On October 3rd Purcell wrote authorising the colour as
specimen B to be used in future, 'seeing that the ink is almost
identical in colour with that hitherto employed.'

The following correspondence took place in September 1889,
when the Inland Revenue wrote as follows on the 17th:

In reference to the proposal to advertise on the back of stamps,
upon which you were asked to report in April last, the following
enquiry has come from the Government of India, viz., Whether, if
the occasion should arise, you would arrange for printing advertise
ments on the backs of adhesive stamps, the prepared lithographic
stones being supplied to you; and, if so, what the charge would be.
If you should find that there are impediments to answering either
question, be good enough to state what they are.

It is possible that the communication in April was verbal, as
it is not mentioned in the Correspondence Book. De La Rue
answered on the following day.

In answer to your enquiry of the 17th instant, we could arrange for
printing advertisements on the backs of adhesive Stamps for the
Government of India, provided that we had the entire preparation
of the lithographic stones, which would have to be most accurately
prepared. We could not undertake to print from stones supplied to us.
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It is impossible for us to form an estimate of the cost until we have Proposal for
before us the complete scheme for, and nature of the changes in, the advertisements
advertisements, but we may say that the cost of the printing of the (continued)
stamps would be considerably increased by printing advertisements
at the backs.

There is no further correspondence on the subject.

In February 1890 the India Office made a suggestion, which Procedure
may have been largely academic, through the Inland Revenue, Paper supplies
that under the terms of their contract De La Rue were bound to
obtain the paper for the Indian stamps, which they supplied,
from the same mill as manufactured the paper for the stamps of
Great Britain. The following letter from De La Rue throws light
both on procedure, and the firm's wide experience at this time.
They wrote on February 7th:

With reference to our interview of yesterday, in which you stated
to us that the India Office had informed you that they are advised
that we are bound under Clause 17 of our Contract to follow the
English Government to any paper-mill at which they may from time
to time elect to have the English watermarked Adhesive Stamp paper
made, we beg to say that we do not construe the clause in question in
this sense.
We submit, and indeed are advised, that the wording of the clause
binds us to have the paper made at the mill which was actually em

ployed at the time the Contract was entered into, and that in order to
admit of the construction which the India Office now puts upon it

,
it

would be necessary for the words 'from time to time' to be inserted
between the words 'are' and 'made' in the third line of the said clause.
We need hardly say that we do not wish to be at all captious in this
matter, and that our only desire is to fully maintain the quality of the
Adhesive Stamps supplied to the India Government. If paper
equally as good as that which we obtain from Messrs. Turner can be
procured from any other mill employed by the Government, we
should be perfectly willing to procure the Indian Adhesive Stamp
paper from the same source, provided the price were not higher. We
would remind you that the English and Indian paper supply is on an
entirely different footing. We have no responsibility whatever as to
the quality of the English paper; all we look to is that it shall work as
well throughout the many processes, to which we have to submit it

,

as that which has hitherto been supplied to us. On the other hand,
under our contract with the Indian Government we are responsible
for the quality of the paper. We know from experience that many
unforeseen difficulties arise in manufacture when any change is made,
and therefore we should be exceedingly loth to leave Messrs. Turner
until we had satisfied ourselves by experience that any other paper
which might be selected by the Government would lend itself equally
well to our processes. We are ourselves of opinion that, although
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many papermakers could make a plain paper, there are very few who
could successfully fulfil the conditions necessarily involved in the
manufacture of the watermarked Adhesive Stamp paper.
Our business relations with the various papermakers place us in a

position to speak with some authority upon this point, and we have
had perhaps more experience than any other manufacturers in the
kingdom in the production of special watermarked paper, for besides
having ourselves initiated several valuable patents in connection with
this subject, our aid and advice has at various times been sought by
continental and Colonial Governments; in addition to which we have
for many years been concerned in the production of almost every
dandyroll of monetary importance which has been made for foreign
Governments, as well as for important banking institutions. In fact,
so high a value is placed upon our technical knowledge that one of
the largest French paper makers has paid us for years past a heavy
annual retaining fee, in order to secure our services in this particular
branch of paper manufacture.
If, contrary to our expectation, an adverse decision be finally given
to the construction we place upon clause 17, we should in that case
venture to maintain that we are entitled to a voice in the selection of
the papermakers who are to be invited to tender.

In the interview which followed, and from a long letter which
De La Rue wrote on March 10th, the discussion developed into
legal technicalities in the wording of the contract. The last
paragraph of the letter brings the correspondence to a close.

We cannot quite realise why the India Office attach importance to

the question under discussion, having regard to our expressed willing
ness to follow the lead of the English Government, provided any new
paper is of as good a quality and works as well as that in use at present.
As, however, it is our earnest desire to meet the wishes of the Govern
ment to the utmost, we will waive our objection to the insertion of the
India adhesive stamp paper in the English conditions of tender

(which is tantamount to our consenting to the very unusual course of
having a contract made for us), provided that no mills are invited to

tender without our consent, and this under the special circumstances

will, we feel sure, be recognized as only reasonable.

A considerable amount of experimental work, and possibly a
warning of the shape of things to come, resulted from the re
ceipt of the following letter, dated December 26, 1890, from the
Inland Revenue; it was written by E. Cleave.

In consequence of the forgeries which have recently been dis
covered, the India Office desire that you should submit designs for a

new One Rupee Postage Stamp. It is to be bi-coloured, and the sug
gestions by the Director General of the Indian Post Office are: —
That the colours should be bright, — red being the main, and
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green that which should be employed for the lettering and minor One Rupee

portions, and Bi-coloured

That the ground work should be fine engine-turning and not

straight lines. J«wAi*u
The report of the Director General goes on to say that the Sey- "r1* . es .

chelles stamp of 4 cents will give an idea of what is required. (I fancy ^con
ue '

that this stamp is of your manufacture). It also mentions the follow
ing: —

Costa Rica at 10 centavos.
Chile at 2 Centavos
Canada at ] cent.

U.S. ofAmerica at 5 cents.
Turks Island at 1/-, and
Holkar at £ Anna

as specimens of fine engraving such as is desired in your new designs.
Certain of these stamps are, I believe, recess-printed, and I think that
we have always understood from you that the surface-printing
system does not adapt itself to engine-turning or other fine engraving.
In submitting your designs, which will have to be subsequently
forwarded to India, be good enough to make your observation on the
foregoing or any other points which may occur to you, and also state
what your charges would be for dies, plates and finished Stamps.
It is to be understood that the One Rupee Postage Stamps, already
ordered for next year, are to be produced in accordance with what
ever new design may be adopted.

The mention of forgery in the opening sentence referred in
the firm's words to crude 'imitations by a home-made process
of reproduction so poor that it could only deceive a person of
the meanest intelligence; against such there is no protection.'
De La Rue's ingenuity was directed against the faker of stamps
already cancelled postally or fiscally; their singly and doubly
fugitive inks defied cleaning. An examination of the stamps
mentioned in the report, however, may have been more dis
concerting. Except for the Seychelles, just issued in the Uni
versal Postage Keyplate design, they were all recess, or copper
plate printed, and three of them were the work of Waterlow,
whose attractive designs were already beginning to influence
the Crown Agents in their demands. At this time De La Rue
were maintaining more strongly than ever the superiority for
security reasons of stamps printed by the letterpress process in
singly or doubly fugitive inks, but within five years they were
forced to change their policy and meet the challenge with
attractive designs printed by the recess, or copperplate, process.
A second letter, dated January 9, 1891, from the Inland
Revenue, signed by Purcell and announcing the obsolescence of
the Four Annas Six Pies, linked the request for a new Two
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(continued)

Annas Six Pies with the demand for the changes in the design of
the One Rupee.

In accordance with a telegram received from India, I have to ask
you to be good enough to consider the order for 4! annas Indian
Postage Stamps for 1891 to be cancelled, as it seems that that stamp
will pass out of use forthwith in consequence of the reduction of the
Postal Charges on letters passing from India to other countries within
the Postal Union.
At the same time, I have to request you to be good enough to pre
pare, with the greatest possible despatch, a design for a new Indian
Postage Stamp at 2\ Annas, which, as I understand, is to take the
place of the 4I Annas Stamp. Having regard to the recently expressed
desire of the India Post Office to have the new One Rupee Stamp bi-
coloured, I think that the new 2\ Annas Stamp should also be of that
character. In fact, as I have already told you by word of mouth, I
think that advantage might be taken of the occasion of submitting
the two new designs to the Indian Authorities to place before them a
new combination of designs for the whole series of Indian Postage
Stamps, which should comprise 5 bi-coloured and 7 of the existing
single-coloured Stamps, as also for the dies, plates and over-printing
plates to be used in producing them.

The correspondence shows that several interviews took place
after the receipt of the first letter of December 26th, and these
are summarised in the following note.

Designs required

I Rupee Stamp, (bi-coloured)
Queen's head of the present size — The rate of duty to be de
noted in figures at each corner — The engraving in the frame work
to be finer and more elaborate than in the present stamp, if it be
possible.
The Queen's head and ground work around it to be green and the
frame work to be bright red as in the design already submitted.
Colour not to be carried to the edge of the perforation.
2\ Anna Stamp — (Single colour)
Queen's head of the present size. The design to approximate
closely to the present 4\ Annas Stamp, the frame work being of the
same shape but more elaborate ifpossible.
The stamp to be printed in dark purple on very light blue paper —

(It would appear that the desire is for something similar in colour
to the English 2 £ Stamps, but it is apprehended that the light blue
paper would never stand the glare of the Indian sun so perhaps the
coloured paper should be omitted and the whole of the Stamp be
printed in dark purple, if that colour can be made fugitive.)
How long would it take to produce and pack 25,000 sheets of the

2.1 Annas Stamps?
Report upon 1 Rupee Stamp annexed which is no doubt genuine,
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but which the people in India have suspicions about in consequence One Rupee
of what appear to be accidental differences ofprinting. Bi-coloured

The firm sent the following report, with a quotation and Two Armas
specimens, on January 16th. six Pies

With reference to your memoranda of the 26th ulto., and the 9th (cont1nued)
inst., and to the various interviews we have had with you thereon, Plate 1g; 5-14
we now have the pleasure to enclose a complete set of specimens, in
duplicate, of the existing Indian Postage Stamps, and also the Scheme
in duplicate (the original with the designs and the duplicate with
tracings of the designs) as settled by you for the proposed new Indian
Adhesive Stamps. In this Scheme the 2\ Annas and the 1 Rupee
Stamps are of the same character as the 4d., 9d., and 10d. English
Stamps and would have to be produced by the same system. It
would consequently be necessary to prepare a new dandyroll for
issue sheets of 160 set. All the other Postage Stamps would be on
issue sheets of 240 set. The new designs, being painted in water
colour, only somewhat crudely represent the effect we shall obtain.
In water colour it is unfortunately impossible to get the same
brilliancy as is obtainable in the printed Stamps.
We hand you on the Appendix hereto our scale of charges for the
dies, plates, dandyroll and bi-coloured Stamps.
It would take from four to nine months to carry the new proposed
Scheme into effect.
We have, pending your further instructions, cancelled the 1891
order for 4£ Anna, and hold that for the 1 Rupee Postage Stamps in
suspense until the new design is decided upon.
In the Scheme for the Indian Adhesive Stamps the 4$ Anna
Postage is omitted, it being assumed that the z\ Anna is intended to
replace it. If, however, 4£ Anna Stamps are required, as well as the
2\ Anna, the present design might be maintained, or, if preferred,
one of the enclosed alternative designs A or B could be adopted. The
two alternative designs referred to are prepared in accordance with
your verbal instructions, in case the Government of India wish to
substitute one or both of them for any of the designs submitted on
the Scheme. The alternative design A, which might possibly be con
sidered to somewhat resemble some of the Colonial Stamps in use,
follows the Seychelles Stamp in character. As instructed by your
memo of the 26th ulto., we have employed a green duty overprint.
We have, however, made the lettering a portion of the Stamp, for in
producing large quantities of Stamps, such as India would require,
it would not be practicable to print the lettering as well as the over

print in green. The Seychelles Stamps are produced by hand in very
small quantities, 60-set to the sheet. The hand process, being expen
sive, can only be employed where very small quantities are required.
With reference to your memo of the 26th ulto., in which you say
that it is desired to have fine engraving, such as appears on certain of
the recess-printed Stamps mentioned by you, we regret to have to
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Plate 1g; 15

inform you that it is impossible for us to introduce such work into

Stamps produced by the surface process. The recess-printed Stamps
do not, as you are aware, offer security to the Revenue, for, being
printed in oleaginous ink, they can be readily reproduced. Unfortu
nately our 'fugitive' and 'Doubly fugitive' inks do not lend themselves
to the intaglio process, and even if they did, there would be the grave
objection of the colour standing up in ridges, and thus, as you are
aware, affording certain facilities to the forger.

With regard to the forgeries mentioned in your memo of the 26th
ulto., we beg to remind you that we have not as yet been afforded an
opportunity of inspecting them. We should be glad to be allowed to
do so.

A long report on the forgery of the One Rupee was sent to
De La Rue nine months later, with a detailed description of the
method adopted. The stamps proved to be imitations, which
had not been reproduced by a direct transfer of a genuine stamp.
With their letter De La Rue submitted a schedule of prices
showing the respective printing costs for the Four Annas, Six
Annas, Eight Annas, and One Rupee printed in two colours of
singly fugitive inks, in panes of 120 stamps, and alternatively in
panes of 20 stamps for the Two Annas Six Pies and the One
Rupee. They also quoted £200 f°r a new Original Head die,

£125 for a Working die and plate (either 240 multiples or 160
multiples) £50 for duty plates and £50 for a new Dandyroll to
fit 160 multiples.
Some months passed while this was referred to India, and the
next letter from the firm is dated May 26, 1891. It seems strange
that De La Rue should suggest green for the new Two Annas
Six Pies in view of the fact that that colour had already been
condemned for the Four Annas Six Pies because it resembled the
colour of the Half Anna too closely.

We herewith beg to enclose a new design for the 1 Rupee bi-colour
Stamp, and also one for the 2 £ Anna one-colour Stamps, to be printed
in fugitive ink. We strongly recommend that the 2^ Anna Stamp
should not be printed on blue paper, as we could not guarantee that
the blue would be permanent under exposure to the strong sunlight
of India. We enclose an impression from our experimental head on
blue paper, and we think that you will agree with us that the blue of
the paper has not the same value as in the English 2id. Stamp. We
specially designed the 2id. Stamp for this coloured paper, and we
put as much solid and open work as we could into it

,

and left out all
tinted work. As we have to use the existing head, the proposed de
sign for the new 2 \ Anna Stamp must be of a uniform tint, similar
to our experimental head, and should you decide to have the Stamp
printed on blue paper, we do not think that it would be as effective as
the English one. We have, therefore, ventured to draw the design in
the green of the 4£ Anna, which we understand is to be discontinued.
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In case this colour should not be acceptable, we enclose two speci- One Rupee
mens of different shades of purple printed on white paper, either of Bi-coloured
which could be used instead of the green.
We fear that we could not promise delivery of 25,000 of the 2\ Two Annas

Anna Stamps under four to five months, as we should have to make -** . '
a new die and plate. (cont1nued)

We have examined the 1 Rupee Stamp, and there is no doubt that
it is genuine. The slight difference which has been pointed out to you
is simply owing to a slur in printing. We return the specimen
herewith.

The stamp referred to in the last paragraph is the one men
tioned in the note of the meetings; it had nothing to do with the
forgery case which was the original reason for the change in the
colour and design of the One Rupee.
On June 4th Purcell wrote approving the designs for the Two
Annas Six Pies and One Rupee, subject to the colour of the
former being fixed later on. They were told to go ahead with the
working dies and plates, and to print 5,000 sheets of the One
Rupee, the plate being 240 multiples. They proposed to ask
India whether the idea of printing the Two Annas Six Pies in
purple on blue paper should be abandoned in favour of printing
it in green. On July 3rd green was confirmed as the colour, and
25,000 sheets of 240 multiples were ordered.
The die and plate of 240 multiples for the Two Annas and
Six Pies were invoiced on September 17, 1891 at the usual price
of £125. A similar invoice appears in the Day Book for the One
Rupee on October 7th, except that there is an additional charge
of £50 for a Duty Plate of 240 multiples. The first supply of
Two Annas Six Pies, amounting in all to 4,080,000 was charged
on October 15th; and 1,215,360 of the One Rupee on October
31st, when further supplies of the Two Annas Six Pies were in
voiced.

On September 25, 1893 Somerset House asked De La Rue to Two Rupees
prepare designs for 'India bicolour Postage Stamps' at 2, 3 and Three Rupees

5 rupees. They were to be 'more elaborate' than the existing Five Rupees

Indian stamps, and of the same size as the Great Britain Two
Shillings and Sixpence. The firm went into this very thoroughly,
even to the extent of engraving a portion of the proposed back
ground, and submitted no less than ten designs on November Plate 20

3rd.

Designs 1 to 5 would come under Table B of the annexed Schedule,
and if any of these are adopted it will be necessary to prepare a new
dandyroll for making the paper, on account of the distribution of
the Stamps on the sheet.

In these designs we have endeavoured to introduce a somewhat
new element, in order to make forgery by the natives still more dim
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Two Rupees cult. We refer to the micro writing, forming a kind of tinted back-
Three Rupees ground in some parts of the ornament. If, however, this does not
Five Rupees meet with approval, the same kind of guilloche work hitherto
(continued) employed can be substituted. As it is exceedingly difficult to show

by means of a hand sketch what this micro writing is, we have
engraved a small portion, and beg to enclose a few rough proofs in
which you will observe that the lines are superposed in such a way
that the letters do not range in vertical lines, on which account they
give particular facilities in discovering any attempt at forgery. We
have also made the ornament run to the edge of the Stamps, which in
our opinion affords some extra security.
In designs 6 to 10 we have not introduced micro writing nor have
we carried the ornament to the edge of the Stamps. These would
come under Table A of the annexed Schedule.
Any design can of course be altered to another duty; also the
colours in which they are drawn could be varied. Indeed, we should
recommend that no decision as to colours should be made until we
have submitted proofs printed from the actual plates. This was, we
would remind you, the course adopted with the English bi-colour

Stamps.
On Appendix hereto we beg to hand you the prices for Dies,
Plates, Dandyroll, and Stamps.
We shall be glad to have all the designs returned to us.

They quoted £125 for working dies and printing plates, £50
for duty plates, and £50 for a dandy roll of 96 multiples.
They reminded the Inland Revenue that 'when the ornament
is carried to the edge of the stamps, it involves printing them in
smaller panes, so the sheet contains fewer stamps'. The sheet of
96 multiples would be divided into eight panes of twelve stamps
each.

This was followed by another letter to Purcell on November
9th, when the von Angeli portrait was mentioned for the first
time. In the designs already submitted De La Rue had used, at
the request of the Inland Revenue, the ordinary Indian Queen's
Head.

With reference to our interview of today, we beg to say that the
Angeli portrait of Her Majesty, as used in the English Foreign Post
Card, would not be suitable for introduction into the Indian Stamps,
as it would not leave sufficient room for the ornament.
If it is desired to introduce into the proposed new 2, 3 and 5 Rupee
Stamps a new head of Her Majesty, it would entail the preparation
of a new original head die, at a cost of £200, as given in the Schedule
of Prices in the Stamped Papers Contract.

Plate 21; 1 We enclose a proof of the head employed in the Stamped Papers,
wh1ch would be too large for the proposed Stamps. If, however, it is
decided to go to the expense of a new original head die, a reduced
head could be engraved, following either the head employed on the
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Stamped Papers, or, if preferred, the head only taken from Angeli's Two Rupees
portrait. Three Rupees

We fear that the head used on the English coinage would be hardly F*ve Rupees

suitable for Stamp work. (continued)

We happen to have a plaster cast of the head of Her Majesty,
which would, in our opinion, be more suitable than the head employed
on the coinage; but we are somewhat doubtful whether even this
would come out satisfactorily on a Stamp. In our opinion the best
head would be that taken from Angeli's portrait. In the course of a
day or two we will send you photographs of the cast and of the head
taken from Angeli's portrait, both reduced to the proper size for the
proposed Stamps.

The original ten designs were returned to the Inland Revenue Plate 21; 2-4
on November 21st, with photographs of the Angeli head sub
stituted.
On April 26, 1894 the firm sent the following letter:

re 2 Rupee Indian Postage Stamps

We beg to enclose a modified design, which we have prepared in
accordance with your verbal instructions, and we trust that it will
meet with approval. We return designs No. 4 and 6 of November 3rd
which you handed to us.
As the 3 and 5 Rupee Stamps are to be produced from the same
Key plate, the overprint plates will have to follow the overprint plate
of the 2 Rupee design.

This modified design was approved on June 6, 1894. The firm
was instructed to go ahead with an Original Queen's Head Die,
a working die and printing plate, three duty plates and a dandy
roll, all as quoted. On October 12th they were instructed 'to
print on unwatermarked paper in different colours, experi
mentally, 4800 bi-coloured Indian postage stamps at 2 rupees.'
The following letter of October 23rd shows what the firm sub
mitted: they gave a receipt for 1,062 stamps altogether.

We beg, on Appendix A hereto in quadruple, to enclose proofs of
the new Rupee bi-colour Stamps, which, for economy's sake, we have

printed in the 2 Rupee value only. We believe that the three top
specimens on sheet No. 1. will be found to contrast well, if adopted
for the 2, 3 and 5 Rupee Stamps. We do not recommend the adoption
of any Stamps with yellow borders, as this colour pales so much by
artificial light.
We also send a loose set of the 30 Stamps on Appendix A, as we
believe they will be required in India to enable the Government to
make a final selection, which might be difficult from Stamps stuck on
to Appendices.
On Appendix B, in duplicate, we hand you, as verbally arranged,
the remainder of the proofs printed by us, and which we do not con
sider as satisfactory as those on Appendix A.
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Appendix A contains 30 proofs and Appendix B 294 proofs. We
have given Mr. Gay, as instructed by you, a receipt for the stamps
used on the Appendices, and have handed over to him the remainder

printed.

The three combinations of colour for the various duties were
approved on March 25, 1895. The Inland Revenue ordered
480,000 (5,250 sheets of 96 multiples) of each duty and asked
for a date. The stamps were promised in 'about 8 weeks'.
The new original Angeli head die, a working die and Keyplate
of 96 multiples, three duty plates of 96 multiples, and a new
dandy roll were invoiced on December 21, 1894. The first sup
ply of stamps, amounting to approximately 480,000 of each duty
plus overs, was invoiced on May 23, 1895.

The first order for the new One Rupee duty overprinted 'On
H.M.S.' was sent by the Inland Revenue on August 8, 1894.
They ordered 5,250 sheets of 240 multiples. This gives an
allowance of 250 sheets for waste. 252,000 stamps were invoiced
on November 15th.

On May 12, 1896 the firm sent to the India Office, by request,
a list of the members who were authorised to sign forms of
receipt or draft. These were Thomas Andros De La Rue, the
younger brother of Warren William; Ernest De La Rue; Dr
Heinrich Wilhelm Hugo Muller; William Thomas Shaw; and
William Palmer Fuller. The departure of Warren William may
not have strengthened the Board. He was the person responsible
for building up the administrative side of the business. The
control of the Inland Revenue and Indian Postage Stamp
accounts was certainly under his direct personal supervision;
he does not seem to have had much to do with the Crown Agents .
Although some of his letters, after this space of time, may seem
long-winded it cannot be denied that h1s persistence and per
severance were remarkable, and that more often than not he won
in the end. He was not afraid ofnailing his colours to the mast.

On April 14, 1898 the Superintendent of Stamps in Calcutta
sent the following letter direct to De La Rue.

I have the honour to state that sheets of Adhesive Stamps fre
quently stick together in such a way that they become useless and
have to be destroyed in large quantities.
2. Of late it has occurred to us that this might be prevented by
inserting sheets of 'flimsy-paper' in between the sheets of Stamps.
3. But it is possible you may be able to suggest some way in which
these sheets which have become stuck together may be afterwards
separated without at the same time permanently damaging the
Stamps.
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4. If you could suggest any means to this end (for this would be Procedure
better and cheaper than employing 'flimsy paper' in the first in- Interleaving

stance) I should feel very much obliged to you. Post office
sheets

The reply of May 6th, sent to the Inland Revenue, reveals (continued)
that De La Rue kept in personal touch with the men responsible
for the distribution of the stamps they printed, although there is
no record of any member having visited India or the Colonies in
order to see conditions for himself. A tour of some of the post
offices in India and the West Indies might have convinced them
that it was impracticable to demand such things as storage under
air-tight cond1tions. It is not impossible that Dr Miiller might
have worked out a formula for a special gum which would have
solved the only manufacturing problem that the firm ever had
to face,* and the only one on which they were vulnerable to
criticism. Complaints against the quality of the gum used were
frequent, and were countered by demonstrated proof that the
gum was satisfactory when the stamps left the works. The firm
maintained this position firmly, and gained the day in spite of
the sceptics in the India Office and Crown Agents' Office, and a
large number of Colonial Postmasters.

With reference to your verbal instructions of to-day, we beg to say
that we find the last complaint of the sticking together of Stamps was
received in March 1888, and it was then found to be owing to the
sheets having been exposed to an undue amount of moisture. We
believe that the present complaint arises from the same cause, no
doubt owing to the Stamps not having been kept in air-tight cases.
When Mr L. G. Wait, Assistant Director General of the Post
Office, India, and Mr. C. Goodburn (of Ajmere), Superintendent
Railway Mail Service, Rajputana, were here in June 1889, they ad
mitted that very often the stocks of stamps at the Post Offices were
not kept in air-tight cases, as they should be.
Further, when Mr. Barnes was over here in June 1890, he stated
that the gumming of the Stamps was found to be invariably good,
when unpacked, even when cases had been kept ten years or more.
This would seem to point to insufficient care being taken in the
Storage of the Stamps at the various Post Offices.
With reference to Mr. Beames's suggestion of interleaving Stamps,
it would be a very costly operation, for if tissue paper were used it
would add 1d. per thousand to the Stamps, and if blotting paper 2d.
per thousand. Interleaving is only adopted in very humid climates,
such as the Gold Coast, etc. It would be much more economical for
the Indian Government to sacrifice any sheets of Stamps that might
be found sticking together than to incur such a large annual outlay
as would be involved in the interleaving of the Stamps.
We feel every confidence that if the Stamps were stored at the Post

* See pp. 476-88.
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Offices in air tight receptacles, no difficulty would be experienced on
this head.

The following memorandum was received from the Inland
Revenue; it was dated August 19, 1898.

New Postage and Service Postage at 3 Pies

Angeli Head as in 2 - 3 & 5 rupee stamps.
Singly fugitive— Single coloured
Carmine, like the 9 pies stamp, which has gone out of use — The
general design to be as far as possible of the type of the 9 pies stamp,
but I do not think this last condition possible with the Angeli head.
If not, prepare an alternative design, as well, with the ordinary head
die.

The Stamps will be wanted in very large quantities.
It is presumed that the die and plate will be £125.

Very Urgent

The new stamp is to come into use on 1st October. Until it is
received overprinted \ anna Stamps will be used — Every effort
must therefore be made to get the die and plate ready and the Stamps

despatched at the earliest possible moment.

The design was submitted on August 22nd and approved on
September 21st. The order was for 400,000 sheets of 240 mul
tiples, or ninety million stamps, plus 10,000 sheets for waste.
The die and plate of 240 multiples were invoiced on November
21st, and 7,200,000 stamps on December 15th.

The changes in colours were detailed by the Inland Revenue
in a memorandum dated December 28, 1899.

In accordance with instructions received from India I request that
you will, in future, print the following India Postage Stamps, in the
colour set opposite to each description :—

3 Pies
— to be dark brown of the same colour as the centre of the

3 Rupees Postage Stamp.

\ Anna — Pea Green — the colour of the present 2 \ Anna postage.
1 Anna — Carmine, the present colour of the 3 Pies.
2 Annas — Violet — the colour of the line border of the present 5
Rupees.
2 £ Annas — Blue — the colour of the present 2 Annas.

(Other colours to remain as at present).
The new colours should be used in the manufacture of the Stamps
included in the Indent for 1900-1901. The order for these will be
sent to you shortly.

This is the last transaction dealt with in De La Rue's archives
for the period under review. As an epilogue it is worth consider
ing the Indent for the year 1900-01, as illustrating the vast
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quantities of postage stamps which at that time were being Three Pies
printed for the India Office alone. Half Anna

Indent No. 1: For the Year 1900-1901, Dated 26th Septem Two Annas
ber 1899. Two Annas

Six Pies
Sheets

Ordered

Allow
ance for
spoilage

To be forwarded to
Calcutta Bombay Madras

Colour
Descriptior i Duty changes

(continued)
Postage Anna \ 25,000 1,000 23,050 2,950 —

„ * 342,248 9.152 190,500 86,000 75,000
.. 1 61,119 2,381 30,800 18,200 14,500

» 2 34*413 987 21,740 7,180 6480
» 2

' 13,085 515 10,510 1,680 M10
.. 3 2,708 192 250 1,680 970
., 4 8.953 477 5,000 2,750 1,650

,, 8 9.746 554 6,000 2450 1,850

» 12 1,908 152 990 620 450
Rupee 1 3.237 163 2,240 280 880

Service Anna \ 57.652 2,648 28,350 14,650 17,300

Postage .. 1 110,576 4424 66,500 28,500 20,000

» 2 9,128 472 4,700 2,800 2,100

.. 4 7.013 387 5.420 1,030 950

.. 8 860 90 925 25
—

The above calculations are in sheets of 240 multiples in each
case.

The dates for the first despatch of the five duties in their new
colours is established by the day book entries, which quote the
requisition of September 26, 1899: Three Pies, 15/6/00; Half
Anna, 10/4/00; One Anna, 28/2/00; Two Annas, 31/5/00; Two
Annas Six Pies, 31/3/00.





PART III
CROWN AGENTS

CHAPTER XII

1857 to 1866

The administration of security printing for the colonies was Transfer
personally conducted by William Frederick De La Rue, son of of Perkins,
the founder and brother of Warren, until his death in 1870. Baconplaies
Towards the end of this period he held the courtesy title of
'Engraver to the Agents General for the Crown Colonies'. Much
of h1s work was carried out in verbal negotiations, and requisi
tions and letters were not filed in, or copied into, Correspon
dence Books until the beginning of 1867. For the first period of
postage stamp printing, therefore, the sole authority are the
Private Day Books. In consequence we are told noth1ng from
De La Rue's angle of the controversy between the Senior Agent-
General for the Crown Colonies, Penrose Julyan, and Perkins,
Bacon and Company, which ended in the latter being forced to
surrender the dies and plates for Cape ofGood Hope, Mauritius,
Trinidad, Western Australia, Ceylon, Saint Helena, Bahamas,
Natal and St Lucia.* After a struggle these were given up on
January 28, 1862, and were passed on to De La Rue by the
Crown Agents as the need arose for further printings.
Since the firm was interested primarily in letterpress printing
the possession of these plates requiring the line-engraved pro
cess, or copper-plate printing as it was familiarly called, may
have been embarrassing, especially as the firm did not hold the
patent for the transfer roll, needed for duplicating dies and
making new printing plates. The absence of correspondence is
therefore a great loss to philatelic students of this interesting
phase ofColonial postage stamp printing.
The Perkins, Bacon plates for Antigua, Barbados, St Vincent
and Turks Islands were transferred much later. Although the
Grenada plates were also delivered to De La Rue they d1d not
in fact print from them,f but they printed several consignments
for the other four colonies. Their success in converting each
colony concerned from line-engraving to letterpress will be
revealed as the narrative proceeds.
Penrose Julyan was not appointed Agent-General until the
end of 1858, and De La Rue did not begin to print postage

* The story is told fully in Perkins Bacon Records, 1, pp. 509-26.
t Perkins Bacon Records, I, p. 239.
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Transfer stamps for the Crown Agents in any quantity until 1860. When
of Perkins, he assumed direct control Perkins, Bacon were passing through
Bacon plates a bad patch. With the huge increase in the demand for One
(cont1nued) Penny and Twopence stamps in Great Britain they had too

much on their plate. First they tried Julyan's patience and then
incurred his wrath by supplying to the Hills of the Inland
Revenue, without obtaining permission beforehand, specimens
of stamps printed for the Crown Agents.
That Julyan was prepared to transfer this substantial amount
of printing to De La Rue is proof of his confidence in the firm's
reputation for security, efficiency and punctuality, built up in
the short period of seven years of printing for the Inland
Revenue and of five years for the Crown Agents.
The Crown Agents also do not preserve their records so that
there is a complete lack of information from that source. It is
clear however that the question of price did not come into the
transaction, for the Day Book entries show that De La Rue took
over this line-engraved printing at the same rates as their rivals
had been charging.

Ceylon The first entry in the Private Day Book referring to postage
One stamps printed for the Crown Agents consists of the invoice for
Halfpenny ^ Ceylon One Halfpenny, and is dated August, 1857.

Engraving head of Her Majesty & making there
from a 4to forme for printing Postage Stamps
Printing 750 sheets each containing 120 Stamps —

90,000 Stamps at 1000 3/6
Packing Case

84. 0.

15. 15. 0.

7. 6.

£100. 2. 6.

The Queen's head with the diadem which appears on this
stamp was not used on any other Colonial postage stamp printed
by the firm, but the price shows that it was an 'adapted' head,
since a new Original Head die would have cost £200.
As has been shown already ,* while all engraving was performed
by De La Rue the actual work of making the steel dies at this
period was carried out at the Mint under the supervision of an
Officer of the Board. The electrotype printing plates were made
by De La Rue from 'leads', which they struck from the die in
its final state, after it had been hardened at the Mint. The com
paratively low price charged for the die is evidence that an
Original die already in existence was used in the first stage of
preparing the working die for Ceylon; the method of adapting
dies is described in an invoice for Indian revenue stamps.f
The firm's invoices, as posted to the Day Books, give no par
ticulars of paper or perforations. It has been established that

* See pp. 13, 14. t See p. 249.
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until April 1872 the firm purchased the paper with the approval Ceylon
of the Crown Agents, and recovered the cost in the rate per 1,000 One
charged for the stamps. The standard rate for a die, when the Halfpenny

effigy of the head ofHer Majesty is used, i.e. the Colonial Head, (conUnued)
was £50. The standard charge for a printing plate of 120 mul
tiples was £50.* To try to allocate the catalogued varieties of
perforation, paper or shade of this or any other stamp printed by
De La Rue to any particular warrant or order would be pure
conjecture, and will not be attempted. The Day Books do not
provide any evidence of this sort, so that it is impossible to give
any ruling as to the quantity printed of any particular variety.
This stamp had a long life, and was reprinted constantly, usually
in quarterly consignments averaging 50,000, until the Colony
changed its currency in 1872 and it became obsolete.
No attempt will be made to construct from the Day Book
entries detailed tables showing the dates and quantities invoiced
of the numerous postage stamps printed by the firm for the
Crown Agents. In some cases the total quantities are so large
that they are meaningless. Even of a stamp as early as this there
were over fifty Day Book entries.

Although the next Day Book entry concerns revenue stamps Jamaica
it is dealt with here because of the fight it throws on procedure R
at this early stage. Thomson Hankey & Co. of Mincing Lane, c^enue
whose West Indian connection dates back to the seventeenth

p

century, placed the order with De La Rue on behalf of the
Jamaica Government. The full details of the transaction are to
be found in the records of the Board of Inland Revenue, to
whom Thomson Hankey sent the following letter on July 13,
1857:

About a year ago the Executive Committee of the Government of
Jamaica instructed us to have prepared two stamps for three half
pence and three pence respectively, which in due time were made by
Messrs. De La Rue & Co.
Lately we have received further instructions to have prepared for
them adhesive stamps of higher denominations of duties, viz. of 1/-,
5/- and 10/- and these likewise have been ordered ofMessrs. De La
Rue & Co. who have already engraved the Master Die.
On informing these Gentlemen of the expressed desire of the
Jamaica Government that some precaution should be taken for
security from forgery and fraudulent issue, as these duties are large,
they stated to us that the Dies for the Government of India are partly
prepared at the Mint, and the stamps are printed under the inspection
of an officer of the Inland Revenue who is superintended byMr. Hill.
With the view of thereby meeting the wishes of the Jamaica
Government, we request the favour of your Honourable Board for the

* See p. 269.
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printing dies for the specific duties to be prepared and the Stamps to
be printed under the same supervision as authorised in the supplying
of those for India.

The Board agreed, and on July 21, 1857 Warren De La Rue
wrote the following letter to Edwin Hill, in charge of the
Stamping Department:

We have received a letter dated yesterday from Mr. Keogh inform
ing us that in consequence of an application from Messrs. Thomson
Hankey & Co., relative to the preparation of adhesive stamps of the
duties 1/-, 5/- and 10/- for the Government of Jamaica, the Board of
Inland Revenue will undertake the supervision of the dies and
stamping of these duties in the same way as is done for India.
The Master Die is ready and I enclose a proof — and I shall feel
obliged by your sending an authority for the Master of the Mint to
proceed with making the punch from the Master die and striking
therefrom three dies for the specific duties named above. These dies
will ultimately, when completed, be hardened at the Mint.
The request to the Master of the Mint should include the following
matters:

1st. To harden the Master die engraved for the Government of
Jamaica.

2nd. To strike a punch from this die and to harden it after it has
been worked up by Messrs. De La Rue & Co.

3rd. To strike therefrom three dies and to harden these three dies
after the engraving of the specific duties 1/-, 5/- and 10/-
thereon,

and to deliver these dies to and receive them from Messrs. De La
Rue & Co., during the course of the operation, as they have to go
several times to the Mint.
A letter marked R.4312/57 from Mr. Keogh to us and a corre
sponding one to the Master of the Mint gives you the authority to
sign such papers as we now require on behalf of the Board of Inland
Revenue.

This letter proves that at that time punches and subsidiary dies
from the master die were made at the Mint, and that the harden
ing of the steel between one process and another was also carried
out at the Mint. The preparation of the die for any one duty,
therefore, involved several journeys.
As this order was out of the usual routine it caused some con
fusion in the various Government departments affected. The
following note by Edwin Hill, dated July 20, 1857, shows the
routine involved in getting the paper.

In respect of the Indian Postage Labels the Warehouse keeper
receives the paper from the Mill, and issues it under Stamping
Warrants to De La Rue & Co.
The Comptroller receives advice from the Mill of the consign-
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ment of the paper to the Warehouse, and keeps the necessary Jamaica
accounts. R
The Excise Officer at the Mill counts the sheets when made, seals ctarnns
the reams and gives them out per consignment as required, advising (continued)
the Comptroller of each consignment.
Instructions are therefore necessary to each of these Officers.

In October Ormond Hill, acting on behalf of the Board,
asked what was happening and was informed that the three dies
had been completed, and two of them were being electrotyped,
but that the Master Die and punch were at the Mint. This was
in fact a case of 'jumping the gun', as red tape decreed that the
Master of the Mint should deliver the hardened dies to the
Stamping Department of the Board of Inland Revenue (Edwin
Hill) and not direct to the firm. In the end Edwin Hill, in a letter
dated November 13, 1857, asked for discretion to modify the
conditions governing 'all the stamps that Messrs. De La Rue &
Co. may be employed by the Board to prepare ... as security
and convenience ofoperation may hereafter dictate'. Presumably
he received the necessary authority.
The two lower duties, Three Halfpence and Threepence,
described as receipt stamps, were invoiced in August 1857 at

2/9d. per 1,000; the three higher duties were invoiced on
November 30th. The wording of the first item is interesting,
and explains why, apart from the Ceylon Halfpenny, Jamaica
should with British Honduras hold the distinction of being the
only colony with a special Queen's head on her postage stamps.
The invoice ofNovember 30, 1857, reads as follows:
Engraving a highly finished head of Her Majesty
to serve as the Original for all future denominations
of Jamaica Stamps 57. 0. o.

Hardening the same & taking therefrom a steel

counterpart for making Master Dies for several
Duties; retouching, turning & hardening the Counter
Die 8. o. 0.

Striking from the Counter Die three Master Dies
for the Duties of 1/-, 5/- & 10/-, working up the
same as Original, turning, fitting and hardening —

at £16. each

Preparing 3 Electrotype Formes, each containing

240 Duplicates, for the Duties of 1/-, 5/- & 10/-.
Mounting them on Cast Iron plates truly planed.
At £85. per form
Printing in Fugitive ink as a protection against
Forger, perforating & Cementing at the back per

10003/6

48.

255. o.

20. 15. 9.

£388. 15. 9.
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Here again the charge for this Original die for Jamaica is
very close to the standard charge of £50 for engraving a working
die from an Original already in existence. The charge of £85 for
the printing plate of 240 multiples is the standard charge.

The Original Colonial head served as the master die for all the
working dies ofColonial postage stamps prepared by De La Rue

Plate 21; 5 tog until the engraving of the 'New Colonial Head, B' superseded it
in 1863, the Bahamas One Shilling being the first stamp for
which the new die was used. These were 'original heads', and
there is no record of any charge having been made to the Crown
Agents for preparing them, just as there is no record of any
charge having been made for the Original Head which Joubert
engraved for the Great Britain Fourpence of 1855.*
A completely new head was a costly business to engrave, as is
seen by the firm's charge of£200 for doing so.
The superimposition of enlarged photographic negatives
reveals the fact that there is complete coincidence of line in the
Queen's Head (omitting the details of the diadem) and ruled
background on the following 'original' dies:

(1) Joubert's Great Britain Head, first used for the Great Britain

Fourpence

(2) Ceylon One Halfpenny

(3) First Jamaica die, used for the One Penny, Twopence, Four-
pence, Sixpence and One Shilling (not the other values)

(4) India Eight Pies of 1860

(5) Original Colonial Head (Sierra Leone)

Sierra Leone

Original
Colonial
Head

The Original Colonial Head was in fact the second to be pre
pared: a die proof, dated January 1, 1859, shows a die in which
the diadem has a prolonged fleur-de-lys immediately above the

Queen's ear; this was rejected. Another progress proof, dated
March 10, 1859, shows the diadem partially engraved in the
design it was to adopt eventually. More important than these,
however, is a die proof of the head, dated December 23, 1858,
in which the whole area of the Queen's head is solid, ready for
engraving. A careful examination shows that the solid area cor
responds in shape to the diadem of the Great Britain Head.
The instructions to the Master of the Mint from Edwin Hill,
based on the suggestions in Warren De La Rue's letter, show
clearly the stages in the preparation of dies.

(1) He was sent an original die 'containing a head only', which had
already been hardened.

(2) From this he made a punch which was delivered to De La Rue
'to be further prepared', or 'worked up' as Warren De La Rue
described it

,

before being hardened.

* See p. 246.
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That the 'further preparation' or 'working up' could include a Sierra Leone
major operation such as removing the diadem is proved by an Q

. . .

invoice of July 31, 1873 to the Secretary of State for India, in Colonial
connection with new dies, printing plates and paper for fiscal jj^
stamps.

Engraving an original surface steel die with the
head of Her Majesty after an alto-relievo medallion
modeled from life by the late Miss S. D. Durant,
hardened complete £200. 0. 0.

Taking five transfers from the above die with the
Crown and earring cut away in the punch so as to
yield blank portions in the several dies. Highly
finishing these dies equal to the original and en
graving thereon distinctive crowns & earrings for
classes 5, 3, 2, & 1. and the lower section of class 4
(the original dies serving for the upper section of the
latter class 5 dies, @ £50 £250. o. o.

Taking three transfers from the class 5 head die.
Highly finishing these transfers and engraving
thereon the approved designs and lettering 'India'
'2 Annas' '4 Annas' and '8 Annas' respectively @
£56 £325. o. o.

This description, if one substitutes Joubert's name for Miss
Durant's, explains exactly how De La Rue could have made the
dies for Ceylon, Jamaica, India and the Original Colonial Die
for £50 each instead of £200. The alteration was carried out on
the punch by the simple act of cutting away from the soft steel
the engraved lines of the diadem.
In 1863, De La Rue adopted a more open style of engraving
with a view to simplifying the printing. To this group belong

(1) New Colonial Head B

(2) Jamaica Head for Threepence and subsequent new duties
(3) British Honduras 'Florin' Head.

Here again the photographic negative test reveals exact coinci
dence in line, both between these three dies themselves and
between them as a group and Joubert's Original Head for Great
Britain. It is possible therefore that Pound re-engraved the
features of the head, and added a new diadem, on a replica of
Joubert's die, struck from a punch from which the diadem had
been previously removed. By this means a saving of£150 would
be made in each case.
Again no charge was made to the Crown Agents for supplying
New Colonial Head B.

The die and plate of 240 multiples for the Sierra Leone Six- Sierra Leone
pence were invoiced at £100 on June 21, 1859. There is no Sixpence
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Malta

One
Halfpenny

mention of these stamps in the Minute Book or Postage Book of
the Board of Inland Revenue, and they were printed for the
Crown Agents. The first printing was 240,000 stamps.
For some reason, although it had a very long life, this stamp
was printed on unwatermarked paper, even after the introduc
tion of the Crown CA paper, until 1885, when strangely enough
it was printed on CC paper. This is unfortunately the sort of
anomaly which cannot be explained by reference to the Day
Book entries: it may have been due to the size of the stamp.

This remarkable local stamp, the Malta One Halfpenny, with
one colour change in 1885, remained on sale for forty-three
years. The Day Book entry of July 21, 1859, which shows that it
was ordered on April 30th, also charges £100 for a die and plate
of 240 multiples. The invoice has a note to the effect that the
paper was bought by De La Rue from W. Turner, of ChafFord
M1ll, Kent. The first printing was 24,000.
The yellow singly-fugitive ink selected for this stamp was
rarely used by De La Rue for stamp printing and was evidently
a source of trouble. The ink-table of the hand-press had to be
washed up specially whenever a supply was required and the
number of sheets printed was only 100, so that the ink-table and
ink-roller had hardly time to assimilate the new colour before
the job was lifted off. As a result there are wide divergences of
shade, and flecks of the previous colour to have been printed on
the press can occasionally be detected in the inking.
Altogether there were 28 consignments invoiced between
July 21, 1859 and January 29, 1884, the last before the colour
was changed to green, and the catalogue sets out to diiscriminate
between 19 of these printings. The quantities and dates are
therefore given below in full in case they may be of help in re
conciling the De La Rue printings with the catalogued shade
varieties;

21/7/59 24,000 23/1/74 48,000

17/8/61 25440 6/4/75 51,120

11/9/62 26,160 20/3/76 42,240

17/4/63 27,600 12/1/77 49,920

11/1/64 24,720 29/9/77 47,760

7/9/64 25,680 18/5/78 51,360

30/3/65 24480 H/1/79 51,120

20/12/65 25440 10/11/79 50,160

2/10/66 49,200 27/8/80 50,640

27/5/68 48,000 28/3/81 50,160

9/12/69 43,680 14/2/82 48,000

21/7/70 47,280 3/4/82 48,240

18/10/71 47,520 9/5/83 48,480

21/10/72 51,360 29/1/84 48,000
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On September 7, 1859 Edwin Hill sent the following in- British
sanctions to the Master of the Mint: Columbia

and
The Board of Inland Revenue having undertaken to superintend Vancouver
the preparation of certain Postage Stamps for British Columbia and Island
Vancouver Island, I have the honor to request that you will allow the Twopence
following operations to be performed at the Royal Mint: viz., Halfpenny

1st. From an original die to be furnished by Messrs. De La Rue &
Co., containing a head only, a punch is to be made, and such

punch to be delivered to De La Rue & Co.
2nd. This punch (when further prepared by Messrs De La Rue &
Co.), to be received back, hardened, and from it struck a
Master Die, which is to be delivered to De La Rue & Co., to be
appropriately engraved.

3rd. The said Master die to be received back, hardened, and from it
a punch taken, and such punch delivered to De La Rue & Co.,
to be retouched.

4th. The punch, when retouched, to be received back, hardened,
and from it one working die struck, such die to be delivered to
De La Rue & Co., who will engrave the words 'Twopence half
penny' upon it.

5th. The said working Die to be received back, hardened, and de
livered to me at this office together with the original die, the
Master die, and the two punches.

The 'appropriate engraving' on the master die before the third
stage was presumably the name of the colony and the ornamental
background.
The engraving on the working die in the fourth stage con
sisted of the duty only. This suggested that the designer planned
the stamps as one of a series ofduties.
The invoice was dated December 29, 1859. The die and
printing plate of 240 units were charged at £90. There was only
one printing, of 235,440 stamps, except for six specimen sheets
for the International Exhibition, which were delivered on April
24, 1862, and invoiced on August 6th.

The One Penny and Twopence Mauritius duties were printed Mauritius
locally, and have provided some of the rarest, and certainly most One Penny
romantic, postage stamps known to the philatelist. In 1848 Twopence
Perkins, Bacon engraved the famous 'sugar bag' design, with Fourpence
tide of colony but no duty, and printed 100,000 stamps in three Ninepence
different colours, which they described as 'red, green, and plum'.
These remained in the colony unissued until 1854, when the red
assumed the status of sixpence, the green fourpence, and the
plum ninepence. In 1857 the Mauritius Government ordered
from Perkins, Bacon 100,000 Sixpenny and 50,000 Shilling
stamps, and they promptly printed 100,000 blue from the origi-
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nal plates, which they allocated in their invoice to the Sixpence,
and 50,000 vermilion which were to serve for the One Sh1lling.
These were the stamps rejected by the Colony, and shown in the
catalogue as 'prepared for use but not issued'.
As a sequel to the difficult negotiations resulting from this
transaction Perkins, Bacon were instructed to supply 100,000
Sixpence red and 50,000 One Shilling blue 'bearing upon them
their respective money values'. These stamps were invoiced on

September 1, 1858 at £84 for each printing plate of 216; ad per
1000 for printing and gumming the blue stamps; and 1j- per
1000 for printing and gumming the red stamps. The stamps
were not perforated.
The enquiry for the new One Penny, Twopence, Fourpence
and Ninepence duties was sent to Perk1ns, Bacon with a tender
form on May 28, 1859.* Penrose Julyan had an opportunity of
comparing the prices of the two firms, and the fact that J. P.
Bacon was asked to call at Julyan's office before the tender was
issued suggests that he was informed of Julyan's intention.
As the invoice shows, there was not a great deal in it in price,
except that De La Rue's stamps were perforated; but Perkins,
Bacon had knocked another nail in their coffin by printing the
new Sixpence in blue and the One Shilling in red, whereas it
should have been the other way round. The order therefore went
to De La Rue.
The Inland Revenue were asked to supervise the production
and Edwin Hill sent instructions to the Master of the Mint on
June 27, 1859, identical with those for British Columbia but
adjusted to suit the final preparation of four working dies in the
fourth stage. This clause now read:

4th. To receive back the punch when retouched, harden it and strike
from it four working dies, delivering them to De La Rue & Co.,
who will engrave them respectively 'One Penny', 'Two pence',
'Four pence', and 'Nine pence'.

The invoice was dated December 6, 1859. Each of the forms,
or printing plates, of 240 multiples was charged at £90 and the
stamps at l1d per 1,000. The quantities printed for the first
order were: One Penny, 117,360; Twopence, 117,840; Four-
pence, 116,880; Ninepence, 112,560.

Jamaica The first issue of Jamaica postage stamps was again handled
Watermark by Thomson Hankey & Co. for the Government of Jamaica. A
Pineapple Board of Inland Revenue Minute of May 3, 1860 authorised
One Penny ^e ^a ^ue to §0 anead under the supervision ofEdwin Hill.
Twopence The design was clearly defined in the letter to Thomson

Fourpence Hankey from the Jamaica Executive Committee, a copy ofwhich
S1xpence

^
* gee Perkins Bacon Records, I, pp. 338-42, where the Mauritius correspon-

One Shilling dence is also printed.
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is in the Inland Revenue Records: 'Her Majesty's Head as Jamaica
previously engraved, with the words "Jamaica Postage" at the Watermark

top of the head, and at foot the words "One Shilling" or "Six- Pineapple
pence" etc., as the case may be, expressive of the value of each Qne Penny
denomination'. There is no mention of a pineapple watermark Twopence
on the paper. Fourpence
The Board on May 3rd asked Thomson Hankey 'upon what Sixpence
kind of paper these stamps are to be printed, and by whom it is One Shilling
to be supplied'. In their acknowledgment of May 15th Thomson (continued)
Hankey said that they were 'not yet in possession of their (the
Executive Committee's) decision about the quality of the paper.'
They followed this up on May 30, 1860 when they said:
'Messrs De La Rue inform us that the makers of the Water
Paper (sic) will beMr Richard Turner ofChafford Mills'.
It is possible that this correspondence caused the Inland
Revenue to realise that for some little time postage stamps
printed on unwatermarked paper had been going out to the
Colonies. Ormond Hill's next note, dated May 31, 1860, has a
reference to 'similar cases' whichmay have that interpretation.

As the watermark is one of the securities against fraudulent imita
tion, the preparation of the watermarked paper is carried on under
the inspection of Officers of the Board who check the number of
sheets made.

I submit that it is best that the same course be followed in respect
of these stamps and in similar cases; and that in the present case
Messrs De La Rue be requested to communicate with me on the
subject in order that I may take the necessary steps for having the
watermark recorder deposited in the hands of the Excise Officer at
Chafford Mill as soon as completed, and for having these officers
duly instructed to superintend the making of the paper and to report
to the Comptroller the quantities of sheets made, &c.

The fact that there was a watermark in the first place was
clearly not due to the Jamaica Government or their London
Agents: similarly there is nothing to show why a pineapple was
chosen, and who chose it. The stamps were invoiced on October
17, 1860 so that the production was put through quickly.
Strangely enough one multiple in the printing plate of the One
Shilling was damaged and not repaired, and the well-known
'dollar variety' persisted until 1912. The invoice gives a full
description of the processes used, except that it does not refer
to perforation. The fact that moulds were charged indicates that
the pineapple paper was hand made.

Making from the original die of H.M. head used
for the Jamaica Receipt Stamps a counter die and

altering it in part, so as to adapt it for the postage
stamp. Transferring the counter die on five dies to
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(continued)

be used as master dies for the postage rates 1d. 2d.

4d. 6d. & 1/-. Working up the Queen's head on each
equal to the original die and engraving a distinctive
device on each respective die; fitting and hardening
the same five dies @ £30 each

Preparing five Electrotype printing plates each
containing 240 duplicates for the several duties of 1d.
2d. 4d. 6d & 1/- postage rates, mounting the
Electrotype plates on cast iron plates truly planed

@ £85 each

Preparing moulds for the manufacture of the paper
with the device of a pineapple repeated 240 times so
that each stamp bears the watermark of a pine

Supplying watermarked paper for and printing in
various fugitive inks soluble in such menstrua as
could be used to remove the obliterating mark in
order to prevent the possibility of reissue of the
stamps after once passing the Post Office — Cement
ing the Stamps at back
817,200 Stamps @ 1/6

150.

425.

48. o. o.

61: 5: 9

£684. 5. 9.

The 817,200 stamps of the first printing were divided as
follows: One Penny, 270,720; Twopence, 70,320; Fourpence,
325,920; Sixpence, 138,960; One Shilling, 11,280.
An order for a further consignment of these five duties was
received by De La Rue in January 1862, who informed Ormond
Hill on January 16th of the fact, and raised the point as to
whether or not the Board still wished to supervise the stamps,
or whether they had 'intimated to Messrs Hankey that the
supervision of the production of these stamps lay in future with
themselves'. They went on to ask permission for Turner to make
a further six reams of pineapple paper, and also requested the
immediate delivery of the five reams lying in stock at Somerset
House. It was agreed that they should allow a margin of from
10 to 15 per cent for spoilage. De La Rue's hint to the Board
was acted upon, and the following excerpt from a letter to
Thomson Hankey dated January 20, 1862 marks the end of the
Inland Revenue's connection with the printing of stamps by
De La Rue for the Colonies.

I am directed to inform you that the Board will upon the present
occasion undertake the supervision of the preparation of the stamps
in question upon the usual terms.
I have however to state that in consequence of the great augmenta
tion in the demand for adhesive stamps in this Country arising
principally from the extension of the application of such stamps to a
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variety of documents especially by acts of Parliament papers, in the Jamaica
two last Sessions, it is found impracticable for the Officers of this Watermark
Department to continue any longer to superintend the manufacture Pineapple

of stamps for the Colonies in addition to their ordinary duties. Qne Pennv
The Board have therefore directed me to inform you that it will be Twopence
necessary to make your own arrangements with Messrs. De La Rue Fourpence
for the supervision of the manufacture of any future supplies of such Sixpence
stamps as may be required for the Government of Jamaica. One Shilling

(continued)
The quantities of this second order, invoiced on March 22,
1862, were: One Penny, 540,720; Twopence, 411,120; Four-
pence, 140,640; Sixpence, 173,280; One Shilling, 12,000.

The original die for the Jamaica Threepence was charged at Jamaica
£30, and became the original die later on for the One Halfpenny, Watermark
Two Shillings and Five Shillings which were printed on Crown Pineapple
CC paper. A comparison of this Threepence head with the heads Threepence
of the original five Jamaica duties reveals that a great deal of re
touching by a different hand, and in a more open style, was
carried out on the punch of the master die of the Head. This
retouching is reproduced exactly in the working dies of the One
Halfpenny, Two Shillings and Five Shillings. There are there
fore two groups of the Jamaica head showing a laurel instead of
a diadem.
The first printing of the Threepence, invoiced on August 11,
1863, amounted to 247,920. The plate was 240 multiples.
It is unusual for the daybook entries to indicate the colours of
the stamps, but on this occasion they were described as 'printed
in green fugitive ink'.

On January 26, 1861 Perkins, Bacon estimated for printing a Mauritius
further supply of 20,160 Mauritius Sixpence in lilac, and 7440 Sixpence
of the One Shilling in green. They received the order and Ninepence
executed it. It must have been a stopgap, because De La Rue One Shilling
also had been given instructions to prepare dies and plates for Colour

these duties, and they were invoiced between June 25th and
^hanges

August 17th of the same year.
The invoice is reproduced in full, and shows that, owing to a
mistake of the Agents General to the Colonies the first printing
of 88 sheets of the Sixpence and 33 sheets of the One Shilling
was in the wrong colours, and the stamps were reprinted.
Although both consignments reached the colony and were
issued there is no record of the reprint having been invoiced.
The quantities were similar except that there was one sheet
less of the green One Shilling.
The registration sheets are mentioned for the first time. It is
very rare to find any reference to them in the Crown Agent's
invoices.
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Trinidad
Perkins, Bacon
plates

The Day Book entry, which is undated, reads as follows —

Mauritius Postage Stamps duties 6 pence & One

Shilling. The form containing 240 duplicate Mauri
tius Postage Stamps duty Sixpence
Postage Stamps duty One Shilling

(8
8

sheets (240 Labels each sheet) duty 6d
= 21,360

* 1 „ Registration

f33 sheets (240 labels each Sheet) duty 1/-

90.

90.

o.

o.

34
8,160

Registration 29,520 7
. 8
.

£181. 7
. 8
.

* These Registration sheets are in the custody of the Agents
General for the Crown Colonies.
Mem. These were first printed in the wrong colours through error
in the instructions given by the Agents General and were afterwards

reprinted in the proper colours producing 88 @ 6d — 32 @ 1/-.

Owing to the absence of Correspondence, and the fact that
the Day Book entries do not indicate the colours of the stamps,
no light can be thrown on the reason for the subsequent changes
in the colour of the Sixpence to violet and back again to green,
and of the One Shilling to yellow. There were four invoices for
Mauritius stamps on C.C. paper between April 22, 1863 and
June 6

,

1866 inclusive, and supplies of the two duties in question
were included in each.
There was only one printing of the Ninepence on C.C. paper,
amounting in all to 24,960 copies and invoiced on April 22 and
May 19, 1863, when the colour was changed to yellow-green.

Trinidad was the first to order stamps printed by De La Rue
from the Perkins, Bacon plates. The rate of 1/1d per 1000 was
exactly the same as that charged by Perkins, Bacon for the last
printing, which had been invoiced on January 2, 1862; the
printing plates had been handed back to the Crown Agents at
the end of the month.
The plate for the One Penny of 1 10 multiples was notoriously
difficult to perforate because of the uneven alignment of the
rows of stamps. The Commissioners of Inland Revenue had
failed to perforate them by machinery, and Perkins, Bacon had
used a hand roller with a pin perforation.* From the fact that
the catalogue records no less than four different methods of per
forating this first order suggests that De La Rue also found it

no easy task. They continued however to struggle with this One

* Sec Perkins Bacon Records, I, pp. 356-67.



Plate 21

1. Head from India stamped papers; sent on
November 9, 1893.
2. Photograph from Angeli portrait, sent on
November 14, 1893.

3. Photograph from a bas-relief by Theed,
submitted November 14, 1893.
4. Alternative photograph from Angeli por
trait, submitted November 21, 1893.

5. Die proof of essay for Great Britain,
showing Queen's head (enlarged).
6. Progress proof of Ceylon die; the diadem
has still to be engraved (enlarged).

7. The 'Original Colonial Head' (enlarged).
8. The 'New Colonial Head B' (enlarged).

9. British Honduras progress die proof (en
larged).
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Proofs of experiments during the preparation of the 'Original Colonial Head',



Plate 23

1. Gambia die proof, February 2, 1869, with
unusually heavy impression.
2. Essay for Western Australia Sixpence
dated 1872.
3. Sketch from Jamaica for Halfpenny,

146/72.
4. Essay for Natal Fourpence, about Octo
ber 1872.

5-7. Rejected designs for Jamaica Two
Shillings and Five Shillings, 1875.
8. Sketch from Hong Kong (reduced) for
Sixteen Cents, December 1876.

9. Sketch from Tasmania (reduced) for
Stamp Duty issue, March 1877.
10. Rejected design for Ceylon, 1877.
11. Design for Transvaal, October 1877.



Plate 24

1. Sketch from Labuan, October 15, 1878.
2. Copperplate essay submitted October

1878. Frame used subsequently for Queen's
head design.

3. Specimen block submitted for Grenada
One Penny, 23 12/81.

4. Design for keyplate series for Western
Australia, 29 6 81.

5. Small Colonial head, originally prepared
for Natal Telegraph stamps, June 1881.
6. Rejected design for Grenada, 27/2/82.
7. Rejected design for Mauritius, 25/1/83.
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Penny for twenty years, which says much for the durability of Trinidad
the Perkins, Bacon plates. Perkins, Bacon

The following quantities were invoiced on May 15, 1862: One plates

Penny, 75460; Fourpence, 16,560; Sixpence, 9,360; One (conunued)

Shilling, 5,760.
The rate of 1/1d included supplying paper, which was un-
watermarked.
Eight more orders of varying quantities were received up to
August 28, 1866. For the next order on April 30, 1867 the 1/6d
rate was reduced to 1/- for a larger quantity than usual (171,600).
On February 29, 1868 the rate for the One Penny reverted to
1/6d, and on August 13, 1868 it went up to 2/-. These new
rates, which almost certainly imply that De La Rue supplied
the paper, held good until they were dropped to 1/10d and

1/4d respectively in the invoice of July 13, 1872. This printing
ties up with the date of issue in the colony of the first Trinidad
stamps with CC watermarks, when the colours of the Fourpence
and One Shilling were changed, although there is no reference
to this in the correspondence. It was followed by a further four
teen invoices for stamps printed on this paper, the last being
dated April 25, 1882. This last invoice contains an item of
70,320 at 10d per 1000, against the usual 1/4d. These may be
the stamps printed on CA paper, which were being cleared out
to make way for the new typographed issue. Another quantity of
122400 Fourpence had been invoiced at 10d on July 19, 1880,
although an intervening supply of 51,360 was invoiced on May
9, 1881 at the usual price of 1/4d per 1,000.

The increase in the cost of the Trinidad One Penny to 2/10d Trinidad
per 1000 for 280,060 on July 19, 1880 does not mean they were Surcharges
surcharged one penny, since they were not printed on CA on Perkins,

paper. A further supply of 272,030 at this rate was invoiced on Bacon plates

May 9, 1881. The 216,150 in the last invoice of April 25, 1882,
charged at 2/4d per 1000, were probably surcharged.
There were six invoices for the One Halfpenny between May
9, 1879 and April 25, 1882, charged at 3/4d per 1000, which
were probably printed on CC paper. The total quantity
amounted in all to 49,630 stamps.
An invoice dated April 25, 1882 is the last for the stamps
printed from Perkins, Bacon plates, which presumably were
printed on CA paper. The quantities were: Halfpenny (sur
charge), 11,000; One Penny (surcharge) 216,150; Fourpence,
70,320.

The first invoice for a printing of the One Penny, Fourpence Bahamas
and Sixpence from the Perkins, Bacon plates for Bahamas is Perkins, Bacon
dated July 10, 1862. The prices charged were 1/4d per 1000 plates
for the One Penny and Sixpence, and 2/- per 1000 for the Four-
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Bahamas pence. These are the same rates as those charged by Perkins,
Perkins, Bacon Bacon, except that the latter charged 1/- only for printing the
plates One Penny; these rates included supplying paper. Although
(continued) there was a printing of these stamps on Crown CC paper before

the end of August 1863, as the invoice for the Crown CC Dandy
Roller shows,* the rate was not changed, so that it is impossible
to tell how many copies were printed on unwatermarked paper.
The fact that the Perkins, Bacon plate only contained 60 mul
tiples meant that there was no difficulty in using the Crown CC
paper, which was divisible into four panes of 60.
If we accept the three catalogued perforation varieties of the
stamps on unwatermarked paper we have the following quan
tities:

10/7/62: 4920, One Penny; 3060, Fourpence; 2040, Sixpence

1/10/62: 5040, One Penny; 3000, Fourpence; 2040, Sixpence

14/1/63: 6220, One Penny; 3120, Fourpence; 2220, Sixpence

The first printing, on CC paper, of the new One Shilling duty
was invoiced on July 25, 1863, and presumably all deliveries
from that date onwards until the middle of June, 1881, when the
Crown CA Dandy Roll was invoiced, were printed on CC paper.
There are two invoices therefore in doubt as to which paper may
have been used:

10/4/63: 3000, One Penny; 4140, Fourpence; 3720, Sixpence

22/6/63: 3000, One Penny; 6000, Fourpence; 4800, Sixpence

It does not follow that every invoice represents a separate
printing. When the quantities supplied are made up of round
numbers one can assume with good cause that only a part
printing has been invoiced.

Ceylon The first invoice for Ceylon stamps printed by De La Rue
Perkins, Bacon from Perkins, Bacon plates was dated July 10, 1862, and the
plates invoice for the special CC paper moulds made for printing from

sheets of 240 multiples which had not been divided into four
convenient panes of60, was invoiced on October 27, 1866.
Including the first printing on unwatermarked paperf there
were nineteen consignments invoiced before October 1866; the

quantities are not tabulated.
On July 10, 1862, the following five values were invoiced:
One Penny, Fivepence, Sixpence, Ninepence and One Shilling.
The first supply of the Two Shillings (three sheets only, or 720
stamps) was invoiced on January 31, 1863. With this consign
ment De La Rue sent fifty-two sheets of the Sixpence and five
sheets of the Ninepence which they had received from the
* Seep. 265.
t There was a T. H. Saunders watermark on the sheets, portions ofwhich
would appear on some of the stamps.
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Crown Agents. These came from the stock surrendered by Ceylon
Perkins, Bacon, who had a contract for regular supplies of Perkins, Bacon
Ceylon stamps, to the Crown Agents on June 24, 1862. A com- plates
plete list of these was not found in Perkins, Bacon's records, but (conunued)
they were printed on the Star watermarked paper and had been

perforated by Perkins, Bacon.
A study of De La Rue's invoices shows that this method of
gradually liquidating the Perkins, Bacon stock continued until
1872, when the currency was changed to cents and rupees. It
was a gradual process, and it happens that in certain deliveries
both De La Rue and Perkins, Bacon stamps of the same value
were packed together.
A further point of interest is the dropping of one of the
rows of stamps on the Perkins, Bacon plates, which are sud
denly described in the invoice as 228 multiples instead of 240.
The values concerned and the dates of the first delivery are as
follows:

16/8/64; One Penny, Twopence
2/9/64; Fourpence, Sixpence
30/5/65; Eightpence
15/8/65; Two Shillings
28/2/66; Fivepence

31/5/66; Tenpence

In the invoice ofMay 31, 1866 there were ten sheets of the Two
Shillings printed as 216 multiples, i.e. lacking two rows.
It is clear that the plate itself was not touched because sheets
of 240 in considerable quantities of every duty were invoiced at
the end of December 1866 and several of them much sooner.
Thereafter when the new CC paper was available the invoices
show the sheets invariably as containing 240 multiples, and it is
justifiable to assume that the omission of the rows described
above was part of an attempt to get over the fact that the normal
CC paper did not fit the Perkins, Bacon plates.
It is noticeable that, after the first printing of 1862 on T. H.
Saunders paper, the One Shilling was not printed again by De
La Rue until December 22, 1868 when it was included in the
invoice for stamps overprinted serv1ce which were sent to the
Colony but not issued. The date of the invoice in which it is first
mentioned otherwise is October 1, 1869 when 25440 sheets
were sent. These were printed on the special CC paper.
It will be remembered that after the surrender of the plate of
the One Shilling there was a complaint to Perkins, Bacon by the
Crown Agents that the plate 'for the one shilling Ceylon Stamp
is very defective, apparently owing to the badness ("rottenness")
of the Steel with which it is made'. Perkins, Bacon made the
typical reply 'that there has been only one Steel Plate engraved
for 1/- Postage Stamps for Ceylon, and that we are not aware
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Ceylon that it is defective.'* There is no reason to suppose that the long
Perkins, Bacon delay in printing further supplies of the One Shilling was due
plates to the condition of the plate.
(cont1nued) f^e following table shows the first invoiced delivery of each

duty of the De La Rue printings, without any indication of the
paper used.

10/7/62; One Penny, Fivepence, Sixpence, Ninepence, One Shilling
31/1/63; Two Shillings
1/4/64; Eightpence

16/8/64; Twopence
2/9/64; Fourpence
28/8/66; Tenpence

Perkins, Bacon's price for printing, gumming and perforating
had been 1/- per 1000, and De La Rue took over the work at
the same figure.

Hong Kong
Unwater-
marked

Paper
First Issue

The Hong Kong first printing on unwatermarked paper was
invoiced on September 10, 1862. Each of the seven 'formes' of
240 multiples was charged at £90. The paper, printing, gum
ming, and perforation were charged at 11d per 1000, and the
following numbers were printed: Two Cents, 216,240; Eight
Cents, 213,600; Twelve Cents, 216,840; Eighteen Cents,
190,800; Twenty-four Cents, 149,280; Forty-eight Cents,
32,160; Ninety-six Cents, 21,600.
This consignment was followed by an invoice dated March
21, 1863, which allows for a full year's supply, packed into four
tin cases, each of which held the colony's requirements for six
months. These quantities complete the number of stamps
printed on unwatermarked paper, as the next invoice refers to
the new duties, Six Cents and Twenty Cents, printed on CC
paper

4 Quarters supply each 1 r 1 Sheets = 444 Duty 2 Cents

4

4

4

4

4

4

108 33 432 55 8

III 55 444 55 12

92 55 368 55 18

76 33 304 55 24

17 55 68 53 48

12 55 48 35 96

527 2108 x 240 =

505,920 stamps

@ per 1000 11d. £23: 3: 9
Packing, in 4 Tin Cases containing each one
quarter's supply & then in one wooden case — 18. o

£24. I. 9.

* Perkins Bacon Records, 1, 433-4.
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The invoice for the first printing from the Perkins, Bacon Western
Western Australia plates was dated December 17, 1862. It Australia
covered 500 sheets of 240 (120,000) of the One Penny, and 100 Perkins, Bacon
Sheets of 120 (12,000) of the Sixpence. The stamps were plates on un
charged at 10d per 1000. watermarked

Hitherto these stamps had been printed on a Swan water- PaPer
marked paper, which Perkins, Bacon invoiced to the Crown
Agents. Although 7975 sheets of this paper were handed to the
Crown Agents on September 5, 1861, after the last Perkins,
Bacon printing, they were not issued to De La Rue.*
There was a second invoice for 372,000 of the One Penny and
70,080 of the Sixpence, dated January 13, 1863. These would
seem to complete the quantities printed on unwatermarked
paper. The next invoice in November 1864 included stamps of
all five duties which were almost certainly printed on CC paper.
The rate was then increased to 1/- per 1000.

The first invoice for Natal in the De La Rue Day Book, dated
December 31, 1862, concerns a large printing of 3050 sheets
(732,000 stamps) of the One Penny, on unwatermarked paper,
charged at 1/- per 1000. This was followed by an invoice dated
August 3, 1863 for 1572 sheets or 377,280 stamps of the Six
pence, on Crown CC paper. The next printing of 120,000 of the
One Penny was invoiced on March 4, 1865, followed by a further

395*760 on March 23. In 1866 there were four invoices for the
One Penny and Sixpence, comprising 2,500,320 and 1,250,640
stamps respectively.

Although the dies, rollers and plates of the Cape of Good
Hope stamps were handed over by Perkins, Bacon to the Crown
Agents on January 25, 1862, that firm printed a further supply
of the Sixpence and One Shilling on March 22, 1862. On June
26, 1862 29 reams of the Anchor watermark paper were handed
over to the Crown Agents.
Perkins, Bacon's price for paper, printing and gumming was

5^d per 1000, and De La Rue charged that rate for their first
printing of 95,520 Sixpence and 37,920 One Shilling on January
31, 1863. It would appear therefore that they purchased the
Anchor paper from the Crown Agents.
J. B. Bacon had intimated to the Crown Agents that one of the
plates was worn, and the possibility of its being renewed was
raised. This may have been the reason for the cleaning of the
plates by De La Rue.| There is no correspondence on the
matter but the new dies and printing plates for printing these
two duties by the letterpress process were ready by April 17,
1863.

* Perkins Bacon Records, 1, 402-3.
t Perkins Bacon Records, I, 329-31.

Natal
Perkins, Bacon
plates

Cape of Good
Hope

Perkins, Bacon
plates
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Cape of Good
Hope

Perkins, Bacon
plates

(continued)

Cape of Good
Hope
Typographed
Sixpence
One Shilling
CC Paper

The following are the deliveries made by De La Rue of the
three-cornered design:

21/1/63: 95,520, Sixpence; 37,920, One Shilling

17/4/63: 46,800, Fourpence

2/12/63: 493,440, One Penny; 480,960, Fourpence

13/4/64: 729,600, One Penny; 736,080, Fourpence

Without any allowance for spoilage these quantities used up 21
reams, 411 sheets ofAnchor paper.

The wording of the invoice ofApril 17, 1863 for supplying the
working dies and printing plates of the new Sixpence and One
Shilling for Cape ofGood Hope shows the origin of the design:

Reducing a design furnished by His Excellency
the Governor of the Cape & Engraving on steel the
same the size of the English Postage Stamp —
Hardening the same and shrinking thereon a wrought
iron ring. Taking therefrom a punch for the purpose
ofmaking special dies. 65. o. o.

Making one special form of 240 Multiples duty6d. 90. o. o.

Making one form of 240 Multiples duty One Shilling 90. o. o.

Cape of Good
Hope

One Penny
Fourpence

St Helena

Perkins, Bacon
plate
overprinted
on CC paper

£245. o. o.

64,080 Sixpence and 19,440 One Shilling were printed on the
new CC paper. They were charged at 1 1d per 1000.

The new plates for the Cape of Good Hope One Penny and
Fourpence were invoiced on January 24, 1865, and the first
supply of stamps in March, when the following quantities were
charged: One Penny, 916,800; Fourpence, 577,920.

When Perkins, Bacon first printed the St Helena Sixpence
they produced 500 sheets, instead of 500 stamps as ordered.
The die, roller and plate were handed over to the Crown Agents
on January 28, 1862, and on June 25 the surplus of the Sixpence
sheets, no fewer than 456 sheets, were also delivered.
The quantities of stamps required for this colony were so
small that when new values were required they were provided
by overprinting the Sixpence plate, printed in a different colour
for each value. The first supply of One Penny and Fourpence
was invoiced on June 5, 1863. The stamps were printed on the
new CC paper and the 'temporary overprint plates' were made
from type; this is proved by the charge being £3. 3. o only. For
a duty plate overprinted on a key plate, for which the required
number of leads were struck from a steel die, the standard charge
for what was described in the Day Book as an 'overprint plate'
of sixty multiples was £12.
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Preparing Two Special 'Overprint' forms for print
ing the duties 'One Penny' & 'Fourpence' on

Stamps printed from the Sixpenny plate

69 Sheets duty 1d x 240 = 16,560

45 » » 4d x 240 = 10,800

Total 27,360 Stamps

Printed first from the Sixpenny plate and afterwards
overprinted one penny & fourpence

— in black @ p. 1000 2/-

6. 6. 0.

St Helena

Perkins, Bacon
plate
overprinted
on CC paper
(continued)

2. 14. 8.

£9. o. 8.

It might be helpful to continue to quote from the invoices to
the end of the printing on CC paper. While they give no infor
mation about overprint varieties or perforation, they provide an

interesting comparison with the dates of issue attributed in the
catalogue.

5/6/63: One Penny, 16,560; Fourpence, 10,800
1 1/1/64: One Penny, 51,360; Fourpence, 30,240;

One Shilling, 12,720
(24,000 Sixpence from Perkins, Bacon
stock packed with this consignment)

30/5/65: One Shilling, 24,852

9/12/67: Twopence, 27,360; Threepence, 26,880
Fourpence, 50,880; Five Shillings, 12,960

7/6/68: One Penny, 48,000; One Shilling, 24,000

3 1/3/71 : One Penny, 49,200; One Shilling, 24,960;
Sixpence, 12,480

31/7/73: One Penny, 47,530; Twopence, 10,320;
Threepence, 11,520; One Shilling, 24,960;
Sixpence, 24,960

6/7/76: One Penny, 66,000; Twopence, 24,000; Threepence,
12,240; Fourpence, 12,960; One Shilling, 34,080; Sixpence,

47.520

14/1/80: One Penny, 75,120; Twopence, 24,000; One Shilling,
48,000; Sixpence, 24,960

The next invoice of August 8, 1884 dealt with the One Half
penny, which was printed on CA paper.

The printing plates for these two new duties for Mauritius Mauritius
were invoiced on June 18, 1863 at £90 each. The quantity ™
printed of each was 124,800, and the stamps were printed on the Five^ruUines
CC paper, which had now become the rule. The usual price of
1 1d per 1000 was charged. The remaining values, except for
the Ninepence, were first printed on CC paper for delivery on
March 23, 1864. Further supplies of these stamps were invoiced
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Mauritius

Threepence
Five Shillings

(continued)

Hong Kong
Four Cents
Six Cents
Thirty Cents

Bahamas

One Shilling

Crown CC
Paper
Dandy Roller

on February 17, 1865, when 67,200 Threepence and 91,200 Five
Shillings were sent. The remainder of the Five Shillings were
overprinted One Shilling in the colony in December 1877.

These three new duties for Hong Kong were printed on CC
paper. The new printing plates for the Six Cents and Thirty
Cents were invoiced on May 18, 1863 and the new plate for the
Four Cents on June 18, 1863.
There were numerous deliveries of these stamps, and also of
the seven duties previously printed on unwatermarked paper.

Hitherto De La Rue had been printing the One Penny, Four-
pence and Sixpence Bahamas stamps from Perkins, Bacon
plates. A demand for a new duty led to the typographed One
Shilling. The interesting point is that this is the first design to
have the new Queen's Head, the second diadem provided for the
Colonies. As in the case of the first, or Sierra Leone head,* there
is nothing in the Day Book which throws any light on this
subject. Neither of these two colonial heads was invoiced, and in
the absence of any correspondence with the Crown Agents there
is no record at this stage of any contract whereby De La Rue
agreed not to charge the original dies. The form 'containing
240 Multiples duty' was charged at £90 in the invoice of July
25, 1863, and this sum covered the cost of the working die of the
value, the cost of striking 240 leads from that working die, and
the cost ofmaking an electrotype printing plate from those leads.
Like the first Colonial Head this new die is also coincidental
in line with the Joubert head for the Great Britain Fourpence,
but it shows signs of broader treatment by the engraver, who
may have also worked over the head while he was engraving the
new diadem, if the Joubert die was in fact used as an Original
for this 'New Colonial Die B', as it came to be called.
Although the first printing was small, being 47 sheets only,
or 11,280 stamps this stamp had a very long life, for it lasted
until the end of the reign.

The Dandy Roller for the first Crown Colonies machine-
made paper was invoiced at the beginning of August, 1863.
The description shows that it made three full sheets at a time
and that after separation each sheet contained four panes of 60
stamps. It is not easy to determine exactly when it first came
into use, but clearly it had been used for some considerable time
before it was invoiced.
Although the invoice appears in the Day Book immediately
before an entry dated August 3, 1863, the marginal figures 8/62
suggest that it had at least been ordered one year earlier.

See p. 249.
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8/62 1 Large Dandy Roller for making Crown Crown CC
Colonies paper 3 Sheets — 22 Inches circum- Paper
ference each sheet sub-divided into 4 to make Dandy Roller

in each division 240 on a sheet. 720 Crowns & (continued)

C.C. on Roller, Crosses &c. &c. Including
case £95. o. o.

Used for Bahamas, B. Columbia, Cape,
Ceylon, Hongkong, Malta, Mauritius, Natal,
Sierra Leone, S. Lucia, S. Helena, Trinidad,
W. Australia

Working backwards through the Day Books from this point
we find the nearest invoice for each of the colonies mentioned to
be as follows:

Bahamas 25/7/63
Cape ofGood Hope 17/4/63
Ceylon 15/7/63
Hong Kong 18/6/63
Malta 17/4/63

Mauritius 18/6/63
Natal 3/8/63
St Helena 5/6/63
Trinidad 11/6/63
Western Australia 13/1/63

The note is clearly wrong in suggesting that either the British
Columbia Twopence Halfpenny or the Sierra Leone Sixpence
had been printed on CC Paper. The inclusion of St Lucia
raises a problem. The first printing from the Perkins, Bacon
plates was not invoiced until January 29, 1864, but the catalogue
dates the first printing on CC paper in the Perkins, Bacon
colours as 1863.
From these dates one might hazard that the CC paper came
into use as from the beginning of 1863, but there is no support
ing evidence.

The invoicing of the first printing for St Lucia from Perkins, St Lucia
Bacon plates as late as January 29, 1864 is a mystery. We have
already seen that they were mentioned in the invoice for the CC
Dandy Roller in August 1863, and they are dated 1863 in the
catalogue.
Perkins, Bacon only printed from the St Lucia plate once,
when they ran altogether 100 sheets in three different colours;
red, blue and green. Of these they supplied 17 sheets of Green,
13 sheets of Blue, and 36 sheets of red. They were not told for
what values these colours stood. They charged £85 for the
printing plate of 240 multiples and 24/- per 100 sheets, or 1/-
per 1000 stamps.
De La Rue printed 23 sheets of green, 42 sheets of red and
thirteen sheets of blue on Crown CC paper. They also charged
at the rate of 1 /- per 1000.

Perkins Bacon
plates

The second printing from the St Lucia plate was invoiced on

St Lucia
Colour
Changes
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St Lucia October 29, 1864. In place of the Red, Blue and Green in-
Colour herited from Perkins, Bacon De La Rue now printed the first
Changes supply of the four colours which were to hold good until the
(continued) method of surcharging the stamps with their duty was adopted

in 1881 . All these printings were on CC paper.
The new colours were described by De La Rue in the invoice:

11 sheets (2,640 stamps), Light Yellow
12 sheets (2,880 stamps), Orange Red

23 sheets (5,520 stamps), Lilac

138 sheets (33,120 stamps), Black

British Although the stamps were not issued until after the appearance
Columbia of the separate Vancouver Island stamps the die and printing
Threepence plate of the British Columbia Threepence were invoiced be

tween February 13 and 17, 1865. From this it is clear that the
design was dictated by the Colony. The stamps (111,360) were
invoiced on March 15th.

British Columbia Die & Plate Duty 3d Postage
Engraving from design furnished by Colony on steel
a new Postage die size of English postage stamp
hardening same and shrinking thereon a wrought
iron ring taking therefrom a punch for the purpose
ofmaking special dies

Making one special forme of 240 Multiples duty
'Three pence'

65. 0. 0.

90.

Vancouver
Island
Five Cents
Ten Cents

Bermuda
One Penny
Sixpence
One Shilling

£155. o. o.

There was a further printing of 1,063,440 stamps invoiced in
February 1867, after which the currency was changed, and the
plate was used as the basis for the overprinted cents issue.

Since the second Colonial head was used for the new Van
couver dies the two plates for the Five Cents and Ten Cents,
which were invoiced on March 27, 1865, were charged at the
usual £90 each.
There was only one printing, which was invoiced on April
10th. This included 114,000 Five Cents and 111,360 Ten Cents;
of these thirty sheets of each value (7200) were delivered to the
Crown Agent's office.

Although one of the oldest colonies in the British Empire
Bermuda was a long time making up her mind about postage
stamps. The first invoice dated July 1865 covers the supply of
printing plates of 240 multiples at £90 each, for the One Penny,
Sixpence and One Shilling, and the following quantities of
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stamps: One Penny, 62,400; Sixpence, 111,840; One Shilling, Bermuda
92,880. One Penny

On August 28th the following note was inserted in the Day Sixpence

Book: 0ne Shilling

Crovm Agents, Bermuda Stamps duty 1d (continued)

274 Sheets duty One penny = 65,760 Stamps were sent free of charge
to replace the 62400 noted above and which were badly printed.

There is nothing to show in what respect the original printing
was defective, and what happened to the stamps.

The first order for British Honduras stamps did not come British
through the Crown Agents but through E. Sheldon, 34, Lime Honduras
Street, London, who is described as the 'Agent for Honduras'. First issue
The stamps were printed on unwatermarked paper and were
charged at a special price, as the following invoice of October
11, 1865 shows:

Postage Dies & Plates for Honduras
Preparing 3 hardened steel dies to denote Postage
duties One penny, Sixpence and One Shilling and

printing plates containing respectively 120 Multiples
duty One Penny, 60 Multiples duty Sixpence and 60

Multiples duty One Shilling 225. o. 0.

Printing 235 for 200 sheets (containing each
120 Penny Stamps in Blue)

60 Sixpenny in Pink
60 Shilling „ Green

in fugitive Printing Ink 1. 0. 0.

Perforating = 56,400 for 48,000 Stamps 10. 0. 0.

Case tin lined & Boxes for dies

£236. o. o.

Presumably the small numbers of stamps required was the
cause of the reversion to the smaller printing plates of 120 and
60 multiples. Although a new diadem was specially engraved
for this design the lines of the head are coincidental with those
of the standard colonial head. It was referred to by the Crown
Agents as the 'Florin' head, and was copied from the British
coin of that value.
Two more orders were placed by Edward Sheldon & Com
pany: one for 12,000 One Penny on May 31, 1869, and one for
24,000 One Penny on May 6, 1871. These were charged at 4/3
per 1000.
Immediately after this order, on May 27th, the dies were
handed over to the custody of the Crown Agents. The next
order, therefore, came from them and was invoiced on June 14,
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Bermuda

Twopence

Ceylon
Threepence

Ceylon
CC moulds

1872. It comprised 24,600 One Penny, 12480 Sixpence, and
12480 One Shilling. The price for printing the 120 multiple
plate was 2/8 per 1000, and for the 60 multiple plates 4/- per
1000. These were printed on CC paper.

The Twopence printing plate for Bermuda was invoiced on
January 29, 1866 at the usual charge of £90. The first printing
of 59,040 was invoiced on February 15, 1866.

Perkins, Bacon had not made a plate for a Ceylon Threepence
duty. On August 28, 1866 the firm included in an invoice for
printing further supplies of the existing duties the cost ofmaking
'One Die and Plate for Threepenny Postage', for which they
charged £90. They also invoiced 22,800 stamps. The plate con
tained 240 multiples.

On October 27, 1866 De La Rue, under the title 'CC moulds
for Ceylon Postage' invoiced 'one pair ofmoulds containing two
sheets of paper 24^x11^", each sheet marked with 240
Crowns and Letterings. Crown Colonies four times'. They
charged £35 for the moulds. The special CC paper, therefore,
for the Ceylon recess-printed stamps was handmade.



CHAPTER XIII

1867 to 1879

Crown Colonies A, the first of the Correspondence Books, Engraving
opens on January 1, 1867, and immediately we are given a clear and Print1ng

picture of what has been going on behind the scenes in the re- (^narSes
lationship between the firm and the Crown Agents. The Agents
General at this time were P. G. Julyan and W. C. Sargeaunt,
and the first letter, dated January 1, 1867, is addressed to them
jointly. It summarises the prices being charged for the various
processes connected with the printing of Postage and Revenue
Stamps. As will be revealed later* the printing prices at this
time include the cost of supplying paper. The following ex
cerpts are relevant to the printing ofPostage Stamps:

Colonial Stamps, Dies, Plates

Referring to the conversation on various occasions between your
selves and our Mr. Wm. F. De La Rue on the above subjects we have
now the honour to submit for your approval a list of the prices which
as will be in the recollection of Mr. Julyan are based upon and in
accordance with those charged to the Inland Revenue and India
Offices.

Steel Dies 5o£ per die when the effigy of the head of Her
for Postage Majesty is used, Special designs in lieu of head in
Stamps proportion.

Electrotype Full sized plates %5£ per plate
Plates Half sized plates 50^ per plate

Postage Stamps Whether from Steel or Copper plates or Letter Press
— One Shilling per thousand when the quantity
printed from a plate is one ream (of 500 sheets) or
more and One Shilling and Six pence per thousand
when the quantity printed from a plate does not reach

500 sheets.

Notwithstanding the existence of this scale the firm as a rule
were asked to submit an estimate for each new order, when the
above rates were quoted. Presumably the Crown Agents re
quired this for submission to the Government of the Colony
concerned.

*See p. 294.
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CC Paper

Natal
One Shilling

Straits
Settlements

Overprinted
on India

That the CC paper was made by two firms is revealed by the
following correspondence, and its manufacture was controlled
by De La Rue, who received orders at intervals from the Crown
Agents to supply it as required. These orders were usually for
fifty reams.
The dandy rollers were made at the Paper Mould and Dandy
Roll Works, Maidstone, the manager or proprietor ofwhich was
Edwin Amies. J. B. Green of the Soho Mill, near Beaconsfield,
one of the firms making the paper, was also interested in the
Maidstone firm, and signed the following letter to the firm dated
March 30, 1867.

The C.C. paper and moulds shall be sent to Mr. Russell when ready
as you request and the Invoice as usual to you.

Russell was the Crown Agents Officer in charge of stamp
printing, and took custody both of the paper and the moulds.
De La Rue paid for the paper, and recovered the cost in their
printing charge.
The following letter dated April 1, 1867, from the Soho Mill
to William Frederick De La Rue suggests that there had been
some complaint of the watermarks not being sufficiendy visible.

Your letter has been sent to me here. The order for C.C. Stamps
has been executed — it was not exceeding 10 rms. and I have sent
about 9\. If any more is wanted of course I shall be glad to make it.
I think there is no box to the moulds. Shall I send them to Mr. Amies
and get him to make a proper box? I hope the paper pleased. I thought
the watermark clear.

Turner wrote also from the Chafford Mills, Tunbridge Wells,
on April 13th:

Before ordering a new Pair of C.C. Moulds (Receipt) I wish you
would again consider the question of a Dandy Roller.
We would bear the expense of a Roller if you would give us the same
price for the paper and let us have the marks off the old moulds.
I hope to see you on Tuesday when perhaps you will have thought
on the matter. We shall send 30 Reams India Postage Paper and 20
Reams Anchor on Monday.

The die and printing plate for the new One Shilling duty for
Natal was invoiced in early February, 1867 at the usual rates.
The first printing was 125,040, and the stamp, which was sub
sequently overprinted postage, had a long life.

The overprinted Indian stamps for the first issue of Straits
Settlements were put in hand in 1866, so that no correspondence
is available. Nine brass dies were engraved, one for each value,
and from these printing plates of 80 units were made. The total
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cost of the dies and plates was invoiced on February 21, 1867 Straits
at £108, or £12 for each value. The following quantities were Settlements
overprinted: 1£ cents, 37,120; 2 cents, 95,680; 3 cents, 99,840; Overprinted

4 cents, 32,640; 6 cents, 24,960; 8 cents, 152,320; 12 cents,
0nIndia

24,960; 24 cents, 80,320; 32 cents, 64,000. The printing sheet (cont1nued)
was 320 multiples or 4 panes of 80.

The order for these first four definitive duties for the Straits Straits
Settlements was placed before the end of 1866. They were in- Settlements
voiced on April 18, 1867 at the usual rates, and the first con- Eight Cents
signment of stamps, invoiced on April 30th, was made up of the Twelve Cents
following quantities: 8 cents, 147,120; 12 cents, 26,160; 24 cents, <-0^?ty

" r

84,480; 32 cents, 68,160. These stamps were reprinted in con- Thhtv-two
siderable quantities. Cents

On May 14, 1867 the Crown Agents sent an enquiry Tor new Straits
Straits Settlements duties. This correspondence is printed in Settlements
full, as an example of the procedure followed on these occasions. Two Cents
The letter forwarding the order was written by Russell. ™? ^ent?

N1nety-s1x
I forward herewith an Estimate for 2 dies and plates for Straits Cents
Settlements postage Stamps, which please return tomorrow if
possible. If you are passing this way will you look in and see Mr.
Julyan respecting the conversion of the 12 Cents die into one of 2
Cents.

The order read as follows:

Be good enough to furnish me with an Estimate at your early con
venience, for the undermentioned Postage Dies and Plates for the
Government of the Straits Settlements, viz. —

1 Die and Plate — duty 6 cents
do. do. „ 96 „

It will be noted that the subsequent negotiations were conducted
personally by William Frederick De La Rue. The suggestion of
using for the new Two Cents the working die of the Twelve
Cents was demonstrated to be impossible and an entirely new
design was prepared for the Two Cents.
De La Rue submitted two quotations on May 20th. The first
quoted for the two values mentioned in the formal letter; the
second, which is reproduced in full, includes the additional Two
Cents referred to in Russell's note.

Estimate for supplying Three Postage Dies and Plates

for the Government of Straits Settlements

We hereby agree to supply of good serviceable quality and make
within Sixty days from the date of order the articles hereinafter
specified, at the price set against each, making together the sum of
£4<>5. o. o.
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Straits
Settlements
Two Cents
Six Cents
Ninety-six
Cents

(continued)

50. 0. 0.

50. 0. 0.

50. 0. 0.

85. 0. 0.

85. 0. 0.

85. 0. 0.

One Original die for Postage Plate duty 2 cents £50
One „ „ „ „ „ „ 6 „ £50
One „ „ „ „ „ „ 96 „ £50
One Electro Forme of240 Multiples duty 2 cents £85
One „ „ „ „ „ „ 6 „ £85
One „ „ „ „ „ „ 96 „ £85

The estimate was accepted by a formal letter of May 25th
signed in this instance by the senior Agent-General, P. S.
Julyan.

Your estimate of the 20th instant for 3 postage Dies and Plates —
duties 2, 6 and 96 cents — for the Government of the Straits Settle
ments is accepted, and I have to request that you will proceed at once
with the manufacture of the same, in order that the Stamps may be
shipped by the Steamer leaving Southampton on the 20th proximo.

The dies and plates were invoiced on June 28th and the
stamps on July 9th. The following quantities were shipped:
Two Cents, 75,360; Six Cents, 74400; Ninety-six Cents,
22,560.
There were numerous reprints.

Procedure The above correspondence may be taken as the normal pro-
Reprints cedure for ordering new stamps .

Reprints at this stage were ordered by letter. The first in the
Correspondence Book is an order for a reprint for Trinidad
dated April 25, 1867.

Be good enough to provide, with as little delay as possible, for the
Government of Trinidad, the undermentioned Postage Stamps,
viz. —

1500 Sheets 1d

25 „ 4d
125 „ 6d
120 „ 1j-

la. some cases the colours are specified, even when there is no

change. The next order for Mauritius, for example, describes
the Twopence as blue and the Fourpence as carmine.

Cape of Good On July 25, 1867 the Crown Agents forwarded, without
Hope comment, the following letter, which they had received from
Sixpence the Colonial Secretary at the Cape. It is of interest as it suggests

a reason for the local surcharge of Fourpence on Sixpence
issued on November 17, 1868. The previous reprint of the Four-
pence (909,600) had been invoiced on October 3, 1866, and
another supply was not invoiced until December 18, 1868
(478,560).
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I am directed by the Governor to request you will be good enough Cape of Good
to cause the undermentioned quantities of Cape of Good Hope Hope
Postage Stamps to be struck off and forwarded to this Colony, viz. — Srxpence
(150,000) One hundred and Fifty thousand ofOne Shilling (1/-) (continued)

(2,400,000) Two millions, Four hundred thousand Sixpenny (6d)
and (900,000) Nine Hundred Thousand One Penny (1d).
Your attention is requested to the large demand for Sixpenny
stamps. This is owing to a decision which the House of Assembly
now in Session has arrived at, and of the passing of which into Law
there is very little doubt, by which the rate of inland Postage will be
increased from Four pence to Sixpence.
As the Stock in hand of the latter value is somewhat small, His
Excellency requests you will urge upon the manufacturer to complete
some portion of the quantity applied for as early as possible, if prac
ticable, in time for transmission by return Mail.

A first consignment of this reprint order, including 840,000
Sixpence, was invoiced on September 5th, and the balance,
with 1,227,360 Sixpence, on September 28th. It was December
14, 1876 before a further supply of the Sixpence was invoiced
and the stamps were again printed from the original plate with
the outer frame-line.

In 1867 the Crown Agents took over from Thomson Hankey Jamaica
& Co., the supply of stamps for the Government of Jamaica. CC Paper
De La Rue submitted a tender for reprinting the Twopence,
Sixpence and One Shilling, which was accepted on May 30,
1867. Evidently there was still a supply of pineapple water
marked paper available, for the stamps were not printed on the
CC paper until the next reprint invoiced on October 1, 1869.
This included the Twopence, Threepence and Sixpence. The
Fourpence first appeared in the invoice dated January 25, 1872,
followed by the One Penny, and One Shilling, invoiced on
August 29, 1872 with the first consignment of the One Half
penny.

The overprinted issues of British Columbia began with the British
simple operation ofprinting a supply of stamps from the Three- Columbia
pence plate in brown and overprinting them two cents. Overprinted
The instructions came in a long letter from W. C. Sargeaunt, dollar

dated September 2, 1867:
currency

I have to request that you will print for the Government of British
Columbia the undermentioned Postage Stamps — duty Two Cents
— viz.—
8,334 Sheets — 1,000 of which to be ready for shipment not

later than the 14th instant.

These stamps are to be printed from the 3d plate belonging to that
Colony — the color to be Brown, and the value to be affixed by an
overprint, in a similar manner to the Stamps in use at St. Helena.
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(continued)

A note that 1ooo sheets were sent on September 14th appears
in the Correspondence Book, and the 240,000 stamps were in
voiced on that date. The overprint forme was charged at six
guineas. A further 360,000 sheets were invoiced on September
26, 1867, and the balance of 6315 sheets (1,515,600 stamps) on
October 16th. That the preparation of further values on these
lines did not proceed just as smoothly is due to a proposal raised

by the Colonial Secretary in his letter of November 12, 1868,
which the Crown Agents forwarded to De La Rue for comment
on December 16th.

A recent change in the Postal system between this Colony and the
Mother Country renders it necessary to provide Postage Stamps of
various denominations not now possessed by the Colony.
The Governor hopes, however, that it will not be necessary to
provide more than one die of a distinctive pattern which will answer
for all the denominations of stamps required, no value being en
graved upon it

,

but the different values being overprinted as has been
recently done in the case of the two cent stamps, and the various
stamps being distinguished by different colours. It may be, however,
that even the fresh expense of one new die may be avoided by utilising
the existing die, in removing therefrom the words 'three pence', and
thus leaving a blank space, upon which the value of the stamp can be
overprinted. If this course is found practicable I am to request that

it may be adopted. I attach in the margin a specimen stamp to illus
trate more clearly what is proposed.

Should it be found that a new die is really requisite it is requested
that the above design may be adhered to.

The quantities of stamps and the different denominations re
quired are as follows: —
Green 500 sheets of 240 multiples from B. Columbia Postage Plate

to be overprinted with the words One Dollar
Light
Yellow 1500 do do do Fifty Cents
Blue 2000 do do do Twenty five Cents
Orange 1000 do do do Ten Cents
Red 1000 do do do Five Cents

In their letter accompanying these instructions the Crown
Agents asked the firm 'to communicate with as little delay as
possible your views on the subject; more especially with regard
to the alteration suggested in the Die now in use.'
In their reply on December 19th the firm disposed of the
Colony's suggestion for altering the plate, commented on the
colour scheme, and advocated a die and keyplate of 240 mul
tiples at £135, and a series of overprint duty plates of 60 mul
tiples at £12 each.

In reply we have the honour to inform you that two objections
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exist to following this course, the first that the die being of hardened British
steel considerable risk would be incurred in softening the die to re- Columbia

move the present duty engraved thereon, namely, 'three pence', and Overprinted

rehardening the same. The second and more serious objection, is that dollar

even if we removed the present duty and succeeded in rehardening currePcv
the die it would be impracticable to overprint the different duties in *. '
the portion of the oval which would then be available for the purpose.
We would recommend as the cheapest and most eff1cient pro
cedure to put aside altogether the present die and make a new one
with plate, having the Queen's head in the centre, as in the majority
of the stamps supplied to the Colonies, leaving a proper sized tablet
in the lower part of the die, so that overprint formes for each of the
different duties required might be made, and we should further
suggest that to ensure complete register, the overprint formes should
not exceed 60 multiples. By this measure we should print the differ
ent colours required, namely, green, light yellow, blue, orange and
red in full sheets of 240 multiples and overprint them from their
respective overprint plates one quarter at a time, which can be done
without separating the sheets into four. We would, however, remark
that in our opinion the colors chosen for the different duties would be
better if a little more varied, for instance, the blue and the green and
the light yellow and orange by candle and other artificial light would
resemble each other somewhat closely, and we think if

,

instead of the
light yellow, mauve were used, and if instead of green a maroon color
were used there would be less liability of confusion in the use of the
stamps.
The cost of the arrangement, such as we propose, would be as
follows. A new original die and plate of 240 multiples £135. Five
overprint plates of 60 multiples @ £12 = £60 and the overprinting
of the stamps beyond the ordinary cost of 1/- per thous. 8d per
thous. making a total charge for the stamps of 1/8 per thous.

This is the first reference to a system which was subsequently
adopted on a wide scale, and led to the introduction of a general
keyplate suitable for any colony, and a duty plate containing the
name of the colony as well as the value of the stamp. This is the
only complete explanation of the method which De La Rue
adopted so widely later on. We are told that it was for the sake
of register that the overprint duty plate was usually made half
the size of the keyplate. The keyplate was printed first, but the
paper was not cut in half before the duty plate was overprinted.
Either the side lay, which determines the position of the paper
on the press, was moved to a new position after the smaller duty
plate had been overprinted the first time, or the position of the
duty plate itself was changed on the press; the keyplate sheets
were then passed through the press a second time. The first of
the alternatives is more likely, as it would not call for any
alteration of the make ready.
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The Crown agents rejected, or 'postponed adopting', this
plan on the grounds ofeconomy. They went on to say:

For the present, the 3d plate must be used for all the new stamps,
the different values being denoted by a broad overprint obliterating
as much as possible the words 'three pence'.
This arrangement will involve an expenditure of £60 only for the
five overprint plates, which will always be available, if at any time it
should be determined to have a new die and plate as proposed by
you.
In order to avoid confusion in color, the Crown Agents will not
object to your substituting a 'Mauve' instead of 'Light Yellow' and
'Maroon' instead of 'Green' as suggested by you.
Be good enough to inform me how soon a moiety of each duty will
be ready for shipment.

Presumably the firm had objected to bright yellow as being
difficult to see, and to the green because of its similarity to blue
in artificial light. After Christmas the Crown Agents had second
thoughts about blue and brown, which the firm had apparently
suggested, although brown formed the basic colour of the Two
pence. They wrote on December 29th:

Referring to my letter of the 22nd instant, I have to state that upon
reconsideration the Crown Agents think it advisable to avoid making
use of the colours blue or brown, in the new stamps required by the
Government of British Columbia, the former being particularly
objectionable, as doubtless there must be many blue 3d. stamps now
in that Colony, which would only require an overprint to render them
exactly similar to the new stamps of 25 cents ifblue should be adopted
for that value.
I have to request that you will therefore suggest some fresh arrange
ment as regards colors for the five new stamps, omitting blue and
brown.
Be good enough to let me have in the course of tomorrow a reply
to the last paragraph ofmy letter of the 22nd instant.

The firm's final suggestions were accepted — maroon and
mauve coming in for l1ght yellow and blue. They promised to
despatch in three weeks' time, possibly earlier. The stamps were
invoiced on February 13, 1869, and the following quantities
were charged: Five Cents, 249,120; Ten Cents, 246,720; Twenty-
five Cents, 502, 080; Fifty Cents, 376,560; One Dollar, 122,400.
There is no explanation of the two perforations, unless it was
due to urgency. On December 16, 1875 the firm submitted the
following invoice:

Defacing all the Stamp Surface dies and plates
for British Columbia & Vancouver Island — disused
on being confederated with Canada. £1. o. o.
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The following instructions were received in a letter from the
Crown Agents dated January 15, 1868:

Be good enough to submit for the approval of the Crown Agents,
designs for a postage Stamp, duty 4 cents, for the Government of the
Straits Settlements, with as little delay as possible.
The number of sheets required will be 300, and must be ready for
shipment via Southampton on the 29th proximo.

The die and printing plates were invoiced on March 17th at
the usual rates, together with 71,760 stamps.

On February 29, 1868, two days after a further printing from
the Perkins, Bacon plates had been invoiced, De La Rue reported
to the Crown Agents that the Ceylon One Penny steel plate,
made by Perkins, Bacon in February 1857, was no longer fit for
use. On April 6th they were instructed to make a new die and
plate. The design was submitted on April 9th and approved on
the same day. It was invoiced on July 18, 1868, and the first
consignment of stamps printed from it

,

amounting to 247,680,
were invoiced on July 31st.

The catalogue gives the date of issue of the first Gambia Four-
pence and Sixpence embossed stamps as January 1869. The
invoice was dated February 2, 1869 but the negotiations, which
were to provide a lesson in economy, began as early as April 13,
1868, when Penrose Julyan sent the following letter to De La
Rue.

The Government of the Gambia are desirous of adopting Postage
Stamps instead ofmoney for the prepayment of letters in that Colony
and have voted the sum of £100 for the dies and Plates necessary for
printing stamps representing 4d and 6d.
As the revenue of the Colony is very small, and the amount set
apart for the service referred to is not sufficient according to the
tariff agreed to a short time since between this Department and

yourselves, I shall be obliged if you can offer any suggestions which
might enable the Crown Agents for the Colonies to attain the object
desired without exceeding the small amount to which the Colonial
Authorities have limited themselves for this service.

In reply the firm agreed that the sum voted would only just
cover the dies for the two duties, but stated that they would be
'willing to make small plates from these dies and charge the
stamps at an increased price until the plates shall have been paid
for', after which they would charge the lower rate for the stamps.
Presumably this offer was referred to the Colony. In the
meantime Heligoland, at that time a British possession, had in
the previous year produced stamps with an embossed head,

Stra1ts
Settlements
Four Cents

Ceylon
One Penny

Gambia

Fourpence
Sixpence
Imperforate
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printed in Berlin. The Crown Agents wrote the following letter,
signed by Sargeaunt, to the firm on September 15, 1868:

I forward to you specimens of the postage labels issued by the
Government of Heligoland and have to request that you will furnish
the Crown Agents with an Estimate of the cost at which you will be
prepared to make four plates from which similar labels might be
printed for the Government of Gambia, stating at the same time
what it would cost per 1000 stamps for paper, printing, gumming,
packing and perforating.
Be so good at the same time to furnish me with a full report on the
present costly process of manufacturing dies and plates for Colonial
Postage Stamps which has been sanctioned by the Crown Agents
with the view of rendering imitation as difficult as possible.

At this distance of time one cannot tell whether the last
paragraph showed a genuine desire for information or whether
it was intended to produce a reply which would effectually
silence criticism by the Colonial Government. The firm were
always ready to dehver a homily on technical matters when they
could do so without revealing trade secrets, and replied fully on
October 10th:

We have to acknowledge your letter of the 15th Sept. enclosing
specimens of Postage Labels issued by the Government of Heligo
land, and requesting us to furnish an estimate of the cost at which we
should be prepared to make for the Government of Gambia four
plates from which similar labels might be printed, and desiring at the
same time to be informed of the cost per thousand stamps, including
paper, printing, gumming, and packing, and furthermore requesting
a report of the process of manufacturing dies and plates for the
Colonial Postage Stamps.
In reply we have, in the first place, to apologise for leaving your
letter so long unanswered, which has chiefly arisen from the absence
of our Mr. De La Rue on the Continent. Until his return we were
unable to furnish satisfactory information on all the points desired.
The four specimens of printed paper used as Postage Stamps in
Heligoland are made in very simple fashion, and we should be
willing to furnish similar ones for about £5 each: that is £20 for the
whole four duties. The stamps printed from these plates in two
colours and embossed would cost from seven to eight pence per
thousand including paper, printing, gumming and packing, but not
perforating. You have requested an estimate for similar stamps to
these, but we think it only right to protest against their being con
sidered stamps in any but a conventional sense for they offer none of
the securities which, in all countries are considered indispensible for
the protection of the Revenue.
The present mode of producing Postage Stamps is as follows:
An original die — usually a head — is engraved on steel, in the
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highest style of art, and from this die when hardened, a counterpart Gambia
is taken from which duplicate dies are made; the original is imperish- Fourpence

able and furnishes means of reproducing fresh counterparts as may S1xpence
be required. From the counterparts thus taken secondary dies are Imperforate

struck, and worked up by the artist to equal the original. *.con ue '
When a postage stamp is required to be engraved one of these
secondary dies is taken, turned and finished, and the special duty
required, with the ornamental engraving, placed thereon. From this

special or 'duty' die, as it is now termed, duplicates are, by mechanical
means, struck in soft metal, and an electrotype plate produced, from
which the stamps are printed. The printing is performed, as you are
doubtless aware, in the presence of your officers, in specially prepared
fugitive ink and, after undergoing certain other processes, the stamps
are gummed, glazed, perforated, and afterwards packed in the
presence of your officers, and shipped for the Colonies for which they
are intended.

The dies from which the plates are made, and the plates themselves
remain always in the charge of your officers, and are never worked
except in their presence.
In addition to these precautions the paper itself bears a special
watermark, which falls in the centre of each stamp when printed, and
the paper is also always in the custody ofyour officers.
We will now remark on the protection afforded. The features of
the head engraved are all produced by fine lines, the slightest varia
tion in which would produce a variation in the likeness, and as the
multiples required in the forme, or plate, are all made from this
original head, you thus obtain perfect identity in each stamp — a
matter of the highest importance. Moreover, being printed in fugitive
ink, any attempt to chemically remove the cancelling mark of a
stamp which has been used, causes the whole of the impression to be
removed.

Another link in the chain of difficulties presented to the forger is
the fact of the complete machinery which is used in the perforation
of the stamps.
We have here shortly given you the principal processes required
for the manufacture of a perfect stamp, in addition to which we
may say that it is necessary to employ skilled workpeople in the
printing.
We forward you herewith a specimen of the old Sardinian Postage
Stamp which was produced in a manner very similar to the Heligo
land specimens received from you, and which were forged to such an
extent that the Italian Government issued a commission for the
purpose of investigating the subject. This Commission, after visiting
France and Gt. Britain, confided to our care the production of the
present current stamps of Italy, for whatever purpose used. We
manufactured for the Italian Government several hundred millions
of stamps in 1863-4-5, and finally, at their request, fitted up for them
in Turin a complete Stamp Factory, after the model of our own, and
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Plate 23; I

instructed artists and workpeople to successfully carry out the pro
duction of stamps.
In 1864 we were applied to by the Belgian Government to furnish
them with original dies and duty plates for their postage stamps, and
this work was carried out in so satisfactory a manner that in the

following year we had confided to us by the same Government the

production of the dies and duty plates for the telegraphic stamps.
We have also furnished dies and duty plates for the Government of
Portugal, and have up to the present time furnished them with the
inks used in printing their stamps.
We need only add that for years we have supplied the whole of the
stamps required for the Indian Government — postage and other
wise — and that for years past we have been large manufacturers of
all descriptions of stamps for the English Government.
We have entered at some length into this matter to show that the

production of stamps, by which so large a Revenue is annually col
lected, is a matter by no means so simple as it would at first appear.

On December 9th Sargeaunt instructed the firm to go ahead
'with the manufacture of dies and plates for printing Stamps of
the duties named in the margin, of the description used by the
Government of Heligoland, ... at the cost of £5 for each duty'.
The following invoice of February 2, 1869 brought the business
to the close so that the Gambia Government who could only
afford to set aside £100 for its new stamps, got them for

£10. 8. 1. The stamps were imperforate and printed on un-
watermarked paper.

Engraving and finishing two Embossing & Printing
dies & plate from each containing 15 Multiples. 10. 0. 0.

Printing from each duty 328 Sheets of 15
Multiples =9840 Stamps @ 8d 6. 7.

Packed in tin 1. 6.

£10. 8. r.

The wording of this invoice does not entirely establish whether
there was a single combined Embossing and Printing die, or
separate dies and plates for each process, but an examination of
varieties suggests that there was a combined die and single
printing plate for each duty.
In a report dated October 1901 on the stamping of documents
the firm emphasised the possibility ofmaking electrotype dupli
cates of the embossing die; the preparation of a working die
combining the embossed head and the engraved frame and

lettering would therefore appear to have been practicable. A die
proof of the Fourpence in the firm's Die Proof book has the
appearance of being pulled from a single steel unit and, as
might be expected, shows signs ofunusually heavy pressure.
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There were two more invoices for stamps on unwatermarked Gambia
paper, giving the following totals : Fourpence

Sixpence
2/2/69: 4,920, Fourpence; 4,920, Sixpence Imperforate
10/3/70: 3,180, Fourpence; 4,500, Sixpence (continued)
21/7/72: 6,165, Fourpence; 2,220, Sixpence

There was an invoice for these stamps on CC paper, imperforate,
dated 23/1/74, when the quantities were 5,190, Fourpence;
5,160, Sixpence.

Although the first stamps were not invoiced until 1874 the Lagos
first enquiry for Lagos postage stamps came to De La Rue from Estimate
the Crown Agents on June 2, 1868. The details of the estimate of 1868
are interesting for, after quoting the usual cost of supplying six
dies and printing plates of 240 multiples, with the alternative
cost of plates of 120 multiples, the firm again put forward the
idea ofprinting from key and duty plates.

6 Postage Stamps Dies — duties 1d, 2d, 3d,
4d, 6d, 1/-
6 Postage Stamps Plates — duties 1d, 2d, 3d,
4d, 6d, 1/-
each plate containing 240 multiples.
Or Dies for the above & Plates of 120 multiples
Or Die and plate without duty — the Value to be
inserted by an Overprint (240 multiples)
Do. Do. Do. (120 multiples)

Each overprint forme

The Lagos order was not placed until 1874, and when the time
came the multiples on the key and duty plates were limited to

sixty.

The first colonial postage stamp of the larger size, officially Trinidad
known as the Receipt size, was the Trinidad Five Shillings. It Five
was printed on the CC paper suitable for Receipt stamps. The Shillings
enquiry was received on September 7, 1868 and the die, plate
of 240 multiples and 3,600 stamps were invoiced on December
8, 1868.

Although the stamps were larger the same price was charged
for the die and plate, as for those of normal size. Only fifteen
sheets were printed, and these were charged at 3/6d per 1,000.
This stamp had a life of twenty-five years before the colour
was changed in 1894, but there was only one more printing, on
January 1, 1870, of 6,420 stamps. The introduction of a revenue
stamp, 'free fee', for Five Sh1llings may have been the reason
for the small quantities.

Ceylon
The production of a series of stamps which were printed, Service

£50 £300. 0. 0.

£85 )C510. 0. 0.

3 be
£555. 0. 0.

£185. 0. 0.

£142. 10. 0.

£20. 0. 0.
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Ceylon shipped and invoiced but not issued is of interest to philatelists,
Service especially when the stamps come on the market, and the cor-
(continued) respondence contains information of technical importance.

The Crown Agents wrote to De La Rue on November 16, 1868
as follows:

The Crown Agents for the Colonies have received from the
Government of Ceylon a Requisition for a supply of 'Service'
Postage Stamps of the following duties, viz. —

72,000 of 1d.
36,000 „ 2d.
18,000 „ 3d.
12,000 „ 6d.
4,800 „ 8d.
4,800 „ 1/-
4,800 „ 2/-

152400

In order to avoid the cost of new dies and plates for these stamps,
it is proposed to print the number required from the several postage
plates now in use, and to insert the word 'service' by an overprint, as
is done by the Government of India. I have therefore to request that
you will inform me whether this proposal can be carried into effect
without difficulty, and furnish me with an estimate of the cost, in
cluding Paper, Printing, Gumming, Perforating, and Packing in the
usual manner.

It is proposed that all the duties should be printed in yellow, with
the overprint in black.

The firm, who were still printing all the duties except the One
Penny and Threepence from the intaglio plates made by Perkins,
Bacon, replied on November 23rd:

In reply we beg to state that the duties of 1d. and 3d. of which the
respective quantities are 18,000 and 72,000, could be overprinted, by
our preparing an overprint form containing 60 Stamps, with the
word 'Service' thereon, which would fall in register on stamps printed
from the plates already in use. The cost of this forme would not, we
think, exceed £12, and could be always available for future supplies.
The extra cost of Stamps so printed would be 8d. per thousand,
beyond our ordinary charge. As regards the duties of 2d., 6d., 8d.,

1/- and 2/- it would not be possible to print these from the same over
print forme as the 1d. and 3d. in consequence of the stamps being
different in size, and also because they are printed from steel plates,
and the paper having necessarily to be damped, the shrinkage is un

equal in almost every impression. We should therefore propose, in

the case of these duties, to prepare a similar overprint form of about
18 stamps, but in type, the cost ofwhich would not exceed £2. 10. o.,
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and this forme could be adjusted to meet the variations and sizes of Ceylon
the stamps. The extra cost for these being printed in small sizes Service
would be about 1/- per thousand beyond the ordinary charge. (continued)

This would seem to be proof that plates had hitherto been
made for all temporary overprint formes in which existing
surface printed stamps were surcharged and overprinted, but
that overprints on the Perkins, Bacon plates were overprinted
direct from the type setting.
This tender was accepted on November 30th, and the details
on the invoice of December 22nd shows that plates were made
for the two typographed stamps and that the remainder were
overprinted from a setting of 15, not 18, types. There is no
reference, either in the letter of acceptance or in the invoice, to
the colour in which these service stamps were printed.

This was another case of an economical price for a small
colony. St Christopher required 12,000 One Penny and 12,000
Sixpence and they had £80 to spend. The Crown Agents sent a
specimen of the Straits Settlements Four Cents for the Sixpence,
and suggested a plate of 20 multiples. For the One Penny, which
was wanted for newspaper postage, they suggested an embossed
stamp like those supplied for Gambia.
The firm again put forward the Key and Duty plan, and this
time succeeded. For the total sum of £64. 12. od they offered a
die, a keyplate of 20 units, two duty plates of 20 units and
12,000 of each denomination. The proposal was accepted on
December 29th, and the die, plates and stamps were invoiced
on February 14, 1870. The quantity of the first printing of each
duty was 13,400.

Since 1855 Tasmania, after preliminary printings in London,
had printed her own stamps from intaglio plates made by
Perkins, Bacon on watermarked handmade paper supplied by that
firm. These orders came from the Crown Agents. On January 8,
1870 De La Rue were asked to estimate on a requisition for
supplying engraved steel plates for One Penny, Twopenny,
Fourpenny and Tenpenny postage stamps, each of 120 mul
tiples. It was specified that the design should be similar to the
Nova Scotia One Cent, printed in New York by the American
Bank Note Company, 'the plates to be of the proper size for
printing on paper a sample of which is enclosed'. The sample
was the double-lined numeral watermarked paper supplied by
Perkins, Bacon.
The enquiry was handled personally, as transpired later, by
William Frederick De La Rue, who was in personal charge of
all Colonial stamp printing and had held the honorary appoint
ment of Engraver to the Crown Agents for the Colonies since

St Christopher
One Penny
Sixpence

Tasmania
One Penny
Twopence
Fourpence
Tenpence
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Tasmania
One Penny
Twopence
Fourpence
Tenpence
(continued)

November 13, 1867.* He seized the opportunity of pressing the
Crown Agents to substitute the firm's letterpress process for
steel engraving, and summarised the various orders that had
been received from the Australian Colonies who did not work
through the Crown Agents — New South Wales, South
Australia, and Victoria. He also stressed the fact that the firm
supplied paper to these three colonies 'suitable for letterpress
printing'. He quoted £100 for die and plate of 120 multiples for
each value and continued:

The design furnished in the Indent resembles so very strongly the
2d. postage plate supplied by us for South Australia that we suppose
you would, for a neighbouring colony, prefer a more decided differ
ence than can be obtained by the mere substitution of 'Tasmania' for
'South Australia'. It would, in our judgment, be desirable to furnish
the Tasmanian Government with one of our special Stamp Printing
Presses, properly prepared for Stamp printing, and that we should
also furnish a moderate supply of ink of each of the colors likely to be
used in printing the stamps. We see by the Indent for the colors that
the quantity of the Violet required would be 40 lbs and of black ink
20 lbs., but we should not propose to supply anything like these
quantities as the waste in copper plate printing is so great that cer
tainly not more than one half the quantity would be required for
letter press printing as compared with the copper plate process.
As regards the paper of which a half sheet is enclosed for the
preparation of the postage plates our stamps would fall in very well
to the watermark. The half sheet bears the watermark of 1 which we
presume refers to the duty to be imprinted on the paper, and that
consequently each duty has its own watermark in the paper. This
plan of having a separate watermark for each duty was in general use,
but for some time past it has been found preferable to use one water
mark for all values of stamps, and in the case of the Victoria Govern
ment, we have now for some two years or more, supplied only one
description of watermarked paper. The New South Wales Govern
ment are at this moment doing away with the special watermark for
each duty, and we are preparing postage paper with the letters
N.S.W. and a crown above them to fall within each stamp when
printed. In following this plan they are doing what is customary with
the English Government, as we print for Her Majesty's Government
the 3d, 6d, 9d, 10d, 1/- and 2/- stamps all on one watermark paper,
thus preventing the necessity of keeping separate stocks.
Should you approve of our furnishing a press — the cost of which
would not exceed £80, we would send in a report of the method
employed by us in printing the stamps, with some specimen sheets
of each of the plates, pulled upon the actual press itself which we
should send out.

* His brother Warren held a similar honorary appointment to the Board
of Inland Revenue.
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This estimate, including the printing press, was accepted on Tasmania
January 18th, and the firm was asked to submit a design. The One Penny
dies, plates and other material were invoiced on April 8th. In the Twopence
meantime the press had been shipped early in March, and in Fourpence

accordance with an undertaking to provide 'instructions of the , en2enc^.,
mode in which to print stamps from surface plates' the follow- (>con

ue '
ing information was supplied on March 10th.

The following things must be carefully attended to in preparing
the Stamp formes for printing.
The Pressman must be more than ordinarily careful in satisfying
himself in the first place that his platen bolts are perfectly tight, or
his forme will slur, and an indistinct impression will be the result.
Having thus carefully prepared his press, he must lay his forme on
and very carefully underlay it

,

pulling it down repeatedly afterwards,
in order that the copper may yield to the underlay.
Having carefully underlaid his forme, he will do well to put half a

quire of thin tissue paper inside his tympans before commencing his
overlaying. The system adopted at Messrs. Thos. De La Rue's is as
follows: — In the first place the plate is thoroughly levelled, the
overlays being fastened to the inner tympan. When this is done the
Pressman cuts out a sheet for the solids, that is to say, the rings and
the more prominent parts of the engraving, which sheet or sheets are
attached to the inner tympan by sewing. If they were put next to the
forme the effect would be too sudden, and the overlays would not
have their proper effect. The condition of the Ink must be attentively
considered with relation to the state of the weather.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
In order to obtain the best effect with these Inks, the Printing
Plate and Inking Slab should be kept slightly warm during cold
weather.

Thin Fugitive Varnish, for the purpose of easing the Inks, should
be employed with the utmost caution; and no ordinary Oil Varnish
must on any account be used along with them. Strict attention
should also be paid to the condition of the rollers; care should be
taken that they are neither too dry nor too damp; if they are too dry
the colour is not delivered equally to the forme. This effect may readily
be detected by the appearance of the fine parts of the Engraving,
which will print white, and become filled up with ink. The roller
will also glide over the slab without biting it

;

its surface will feel dry
and fluffy; and it will totally have lost that tenacity without which it

is impossible to do good printing. On the contrary, if the roller be
too damp, the ink is never properly distributed, the pigment ofwhich
the ink is made is left on the slab, and nothing but varnish is taken up
on the roller. Hence, instead of the full body of ink being transferred
to the forme, the impression presents the appearance (and is so in

fact) of being printed with a stained varnish almost entirely destitute
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Tasmania
One Penny
Twopence
Fourpence
Tenpence
(continued)

Natal
One Penny
One Shilling
overprinted
POSTAGE

of colouring matter. Care must be taken that the plate is not made
too hot, or the ink will be melted, and quickly produce bad work.

At this time De La Rue were printing all Postage and Revenue
stamps on hand presses with a gas heating attachment.

Since August 1869 the stamps of Natal had been overprinted
locally with the word postage in various styles. On March 14,
1870 the following letter was received from the Crown Agents:

I enclose for your information a requisition from the Government
of Natal for 1d. and 1/- Postage Stamps and have to request that you
will proceed at once with the printing thereof.
Before affixing the overprint 'postage', proofs should be submitted
to the Crown Agents for approval.

The requisition was returned to the Crown Agents on May
21st, and is not filed in the Correspondence Book. Apparently it
contained elaborate instructions in regard to the overprint.
The following letter, dated March 22nd, shows that the method
of overprinting the One Shilling with the lettering in a semi
circle was suggested by the Crown Agents:

Mr. Sargeaunt has approved the word 'postage' on the sides of the
Natal 1d Stamp. With regard to the shilling label, he suggests
another form of placing the letters which I will explain to you to
morrow when I shall be down. Please inform Mr. B.

The overprint for the One Penny was printed from a forme
of 240 multiples, and was invoiced for £12 on June 14 1870.
No extra charge was made for the special shape of the One
Shilling overprint. In this case the forme had 60 multiples and
the charge was £3.
The quantities of stamps overprinted were 985,200 One
Penny and 109,360 of the One Shilling.
A further 122,880 One Shilling were invoiced on May 30,
1873. There is no indication in the Correspondence Book or
Day Book as to the colour of ink used for the overprint.
On April 30, 1874 24,960 One Shilling were invoiced. There
is no mention of an overprint, but there is a note 'In dark blue
for Revenue Stamps'. On June 30, 1874 247,680 One Shilling
were invoiced without comment at the ordinary rate of 10d per
1,000 for that quantity, and similarly on June 11, 1879 49,920 at
1/4d, the ordinary rate for 208 sheets.
The next invoice was dated November 22, 1887. This was
the first printing with the colour changed to orange, on CA
paper with the overprint in red. The invoice mentions the over
print but not the colour. The quantity of the first order was
120,000, but it was reprinted frequently.
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There is a letter from De La Rue to the Crown Agents dated Cape of Good
July 12, 1870 which, according to an endorsement in the Cor- Hope
respondence Book, was filed in an Official Letter Book which One Penny

has not survived. That this contains a reasoned argument from w1thout rrame

the firm against the thin frame line surrounding the design of
ne

the Cape of Good Hope stamps seems clear from the Crown
Agents' reply of July 13th.

Referring to your letter of the 12th instant respecting the renewal
of the Cape of Good Hope postage plate, duty 1d., I have to acquaint
you that the Crown Agents consent to the preparation of a new forme
at a cost of £85, as well as your altering the die in the manner pro
posed.

The new plate of 240 multiples was invoiced on October 26,
1870, and the next supply of One Penny stamps was invoiced
on June 8, 1871, when 687,120 were charged.
The charge of £85 was the normal price for a completely new
printing plate of 240 multiples: the arrangement whereby the
replacement of plates due to wear was invoiced at half price had
not yet been made.* On the same day the new die and plate for
the Five Shillings, without frame line, were also invoiced.

On September 8, 1870 in a letter to Ormond Hill, Warren Death of
William De La Rue referred 'to the unsettled state in which we William
have been for the last few months in consequence of the illness Frederick
of my poor Uncle'. On the death of William Frederick De La &e La Rue
Rue he combined the supervision of the printing of Colonial
Stamps with his previous work as deputy to his father Warren
De La Rue in connection with the Inland Revenue printing.
Tradition has credited him with being a most able adminis
trator.
He at once turned his attention to the firm's records, and on Procedure
September 22, 1 870 wrote to Sargeaunt as follows: Reference

Sheets
To facilitate the systematic working of our Control Department it
is essential that we should keep a perfect record of all the Crown
Colonies Stamp Printing Plates. The want of any means of reference
occasions us serious inconvenience and loss of time, and our difficulty
is increased with every addition which is made to the already
numerous variety of Stamps.
With your sanction we should propose to keep an impression of
each forme, printed on its own paper and in the proper color. Each
label might be cancelled in any manner which you may think most
advisable, but probably sufficient security would be afforded by glue
ing the sheet on to a piece of card board, similarly to the accompany
ing specimen. We likewise wish to retain a blank piece of watermark
paper, which might also be cancelled in the same manner. As these

* See p. 309.
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Procedure
Reference
Sheets

(continued)

Tasmania

TAS paper

sheets are only required for our own use, they would seldom be taken
out ofmy Counting House, and when not in use could be kept under
lock.

We may mention that the Board of Inland Revenue have acceded
to a similar request, with a proviso that each label and sheet of blank
paper should be cancelled by writing the word 'specimen' across it

,

leaving it at our option to glue the sheets down or not, as we think fit.

Sargeaunt turned down this suggestion 'as it is beyond the
power of the Crown Agents to grant your request (except on
terms to which it is obvious you would not agree)'. He reminded
him that a complete collection was available for reference.
Warren William De La Rue returned to the attack on Novem
ber 26th:

The paramount importance which we attach to the keeping of a

systematic record of all Colonial printing plates must be our apology
for again calling your attention to the subject. Since the receipt of
your letter of the 27th September, we have made several experiments
with a view to devise some method which would not be open to the
objections made to our previous proposal.
We think that an impression printed on enamelled card, which
could not possibly be used for Stamps, would meet all the require
ments for security, and we, therefore, forward herewith such an
impression for your inspection, and trust that you will not see any
objection to the proposal, as the Specimen book kept by your Con
troller is practically of no use to us.

With this letter the firm sent a vertical block of fourteen
Orange Free State Een Penny, in two rows of seven, each stamp
having the word cancelled in Grotesque Bold condensed
capitals.
This method was approved by Sargeaunt on November 28th.

It will be remembered that when the Government of Tas
mania ordered steel engraved plates on January 8, 1870 William
Frederick De La Rue persuaded the Crown Agents to change
over to letterpress.* In his argument he stated: 'As regards the
paper ofwhich a half sheet is enclosed for the preparation of the
postage stamps our stamps would fall in very well to the water
mark'.
In fact the new De La Rue stamps were approximately 1 mm
narrower and 3 mm shorter than the stamps previously en

graved by Perk1ns, Bacon, so that the watermarks on the paper
which Perkins, Bacon had supplied, and ofwhich there was still
stock in the colony, did not fit. The paper on which the De La
Rue plates were printed in Hobart was borrowed from New
South Wales.
On November 1

,

1870 the Crown Agents forwarded an

* See pp. 284-5.
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original letter from the Colony, which was returned to them by Tasmania
De La Rue, and in their covering letter called attention to the jAS paper
statement in William Frederick De La Rue's letter of January

(continued)
11th. They asked for a full report for the information of the
Tasmanian Government. The firm sent the following reply:

With reference to your letter of the 1st inst. enclosing one addressed
to you by the Government of Tasmania respecting the discrepancy in
size of the Printing Plates we recently supplied to that Colony, and
the watermark on the paper to be printed by them, we are very sorry
for the inconvenience occasioned by this error, for which we are quite
unable to account, as the matter was undertaken and carried out by
our late Mr. W. F. De La Rue, and we find no document which
enables us to trace the error to its source.
All we can now do is to offer to make a money compensation for
the loss, and to express our regret for the trouble occasioned by this
mistake.

It should be borne in mind that it would not have been possible to
make surface-printing plates to fit the paper in stock without in

volving an expense far beyond the value of the paper itself. This,
however, ought to have been pointed out by our late Mr W. F. De
La Rue when he recommended the adoption of surface printing,
which presents many important advantages in regard to security, etc.

There is no evidence of the Crown Agents having accepted
the offer of compensation, and the situation was eased by the
receipt of a Requisition, also on November 1st, for 20,000 sheets
of paper suitable for a plate of 120 multiples, 'to be supplied
either in sheets or books as is the usual with other Governments
... the letters Tas to be employed as a watermark diagonally
across each stamp'.

The requisition included also dies and printing plates of 120 Tasmania
multiples for two new duties — Threepence and Five Slullings. Threepence
The firm sent their estimate on November 4th and it was ap- Five Shillings

proved the following day.
On November 9th the Crown Agents approved an alteration
which the firm suggested for the watermark.

If authorized to do so, we are desirous so far to deviate from the
instructions conveyed in the Tasmanian requisition as to incline the
letters in the watermark in the reverse way to that indicated in the
rough sketch sent for our guidance. The cross of the T prevents the
shank of that letter from being placed suff1ciently on the marginal
lines of the stamp to balance the S, which, on account of its symmetri
cal shape, fits well into the angle. When the letters are inclined from
the left to the right it is much more apparent than when the inclina
tion runs from the right to the left, as will be seen by the accompany
ing sketches — No. 1 being drawn according to instructions with the
L
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Tasmania

Threepence
Five Shillings
(continued)

Tasmania

Ninepence

Cape of Good
Hope
Five Shillings

Western
Australia
Threepence

Plate 23; 2

T, and consequently a gap, at the bottom, where it immediately
catches the eye, while in No. 2, the space being left at the top is less

conspicuous.

The dies and printing plates were invoiced on December 10th
and the paper, which was made by R. Turner at Chafford Mills,
Tunbridge Wells, on January 13, 187 1. The firm had promised
delivery in sixty days, but the Crown Agents pressed for an
advance delivery by the mail steamer, which sailed on December
2 1st. This left very little time, but five 'unmilled' reams went by
the ship. The rest of the order was calendered in the usual way
and bound in books of 500 sheets each.

The Tasmanian Ninepence die and printing plate
ordered on March 21, 187 1, and invoiced on April 17th.

were

The order for the die and plate for the Five Shillings came on
March 27, 1871 as pan of a routine order for reprints of the One
Penny, Fourpence and One Shilling. The choice of colour was
left to the firm. The die and a plate of 240 multiples were invoiced
on June 5th.

Hitherto the stamps of Western Australia had been printed
from Perkins, Bacon's plates. On April 25, 1871 the Crown
Agents sent the Colony's original requisition for a Threepence
duty. As this was returned to them it is not known to what ex
tent emphasis may have been laid on the preservation of the
Swan, but specimens were sent. De La Rue were asked to quote
alternatively for a plate 'bearing the profile ofHer Majesty', and
did so on April 25th. They quoted £70 for the original die of the
Swan and £45 for the working die, against £50 for a working die
with the Queen's head. There is no further correspondence but
the wording of the invoice of July 5, 1871 suggests that De La
Rue's artist spent a day on the upper reaches of the Thames .

Preparing a crayon sketch from nature and en
graving original Black Swan Die 70. o. 0.

Taking a steel transfer from the above die, highly
finishing this transfer equal to the original and en
graving upon it the approved design & wording viz.,
'Western Australia Postage Three Pence' 45.0. 0.
Making from the above die a forme containing 240
Multiples & mounting the same on a truly planed
cast iron plate 85. o. o.

£200.

Only 60 sheets, or 14400 stamps, were printed in the first
instance, and invoiced on July 27th.
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The reasons for colour changes, and the facts that may de- Hong Kong
termine the choice of the new colour, are often unknown or dis- Thirty Cents
regarded. The correspondence over the change in the colour of Colour

the Hong Kong Thirty Cents in 1871 shows the considerable t>hanSe
amount of trouble that was taken by the firm in such matters;
they did not hesitate to put their views to the Crown Agents
when they felt that it was in the interest of the colony for them
to do so. The story starts with a letter from the Postmaster
General in Hong Kong, which was forwarded on March 17, 1871
by the Colonial Secretary, with a request that they should 'send
out without delay 300 sheets of thirty cent postage stamps of the
proposed new colour'. The Postmaster General's letter is dated
March 11th.

I do myself the honor to report that the reduction in the rate of
postage on letters addressed to the United Kingdom to be forwarded
via Brindisi to thirty cents per half ounce has materially increased
the number of thirty cent postage Stamps used.
The color of these stamps assimilates so closely to the color of the
eight cent postage stamp, that it is only with the greatest care that

they are not taken for one another at gas light.
The rapidity with which the letters are necessarily taxed and the
stamps thereon examined, is often such that a great risk is run on
account of the similarity in color of passing an eight cent for a thirty
cent stamp, I have therefore to suggest, with a view to the prevention
of mistakes, both on the part of the Public and in the Department,
as well as for the protection of the Revenue, that the similarity in the
color of the two stamps in question should no longer be allowed to
exist, and that the color of the thirty cent postage stamp should
therefore be altered to that of the 50 cent stamp Duty Stamp, one
of which will be found in the margin hereof; but as the color of
this stamp is so much like that of the 18 cent postage stamp, which
is now and has been for a long time almost in disuse, I would also
propose that when any more 18 cent postage stamps are required
they should be printed in the discarded color of the 30 cent postage
stamp.
Should these suggestions meet with your approval I would request
that the Crown Agents may be instructed to send without delay 300
Sheets of thirty cent postage stamps of the proposed new color, which
should be employed in printing the future half yearly supplies of
these stamps.

In forwarding this requisition on May 5th to the firm the
Crown Agents requested 'that you w1ll comply therewith,
carrying out the suggestions contained in the requisition as
regards the color'. To this the firm replied on May 8th:

We are of the opinion that the modification in the colour of the 30
cent Hong Kong postage stamps suggested by the Post Master
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Hong Kong
Thirty Cents
Colour
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General in his despatch to the Colonial Secretary would not effect
the object in view, as by the adoption of a violet colour for the 30 cent
Stamp, it would be rendered very similar to the six cent stamp. We
should, therefore, recommend the substitution of the existing tint by
a dark brown, and enclose proofs of the stamp in this colour for your
approval.
We return you the original Colonial correspondence which was
forwarded to us for our guidance.

There is no further letter in the Correspondence Book, but
mauve it was! There is a separate invoice, dated June 13th, for

290 sheets, or 69,600 stamps of the Thirty Cents.

The change in Ceylon from a sterling currency to a rupee of
one hundred cents was not marked by any temporary surcharging
of the current stamps, either locally or by De La Rue. These
were to come in spate later on, when the advantages of a decimal
system were applied to the postal rates.
The Crown Agents first wrote on the subject on July 5, 1871
when they asked for an estimate for eight new postage stamps,
ranging from Two Cents to Ninety-six Cents. The Thirty-two
Cents was not mentioned at this stage.

The foregoing Stamps to be produced from a Die and Key Plate
and the duties inserted by overprints. As some of the values to be
printed will be somewhat small in quantity, the overprint formes
should be made in 60 or 120 multiples. Design for Stamp to be sub
mitted for approval.

The original intention therefore was to have a uniform design
for the series. The firm quoted on July 6th and the estimate was
accepted on July 19th. A design was submitted on the following
day, but the Crown Agents' letter of August 3rd explains why
each value eventually had a different design.

Mr. Douglas, the Auditor General of Ceylon, called here today
and approved of the design for Stamp duty labels which accom
panied your letter of the 20th ultimo.
It has been thought better, in the event of the cost not being too
great, to have separate plates for each duty, instead of overprints, and
we request that you will be good enough to furnish us with an
amended Estimate accordingly.
The same remarks apply to the Postage Stamps for which you
furnished an estimate in your letter of the 6th ultimo.

The new dies and printing plates of 240 multiples were in
voiced on September 27th, together with the following supply
of the new stamps: Two Cents, 77,040; Four Cents, 490,800;
Eight Cents, 17,760; Sixteen Cents, 6,960; Twenty-four Cents,
14,880; Thirty-six Cents, 8,160; Forty-eight Cents, 13,920;
Ninety-six Cents, 4,560.
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It will be remembered that the firm had submitted a special Sierra Leone
estimate for the stamps of Saint Christopher, in which the price One Penny
was based on key and duty plates of 20 multiples, in order to Threepence
bring the total cost of the stamps required within the limits of S0111?^?6
the money available.* The Crown Agents suggested a similar

ne '
arrangement when they sent the enquiry for the new Sierra
Leone stamps on November 15, 1871. The firm replied on the
following day:

With reference to your enquiry as to the cost of Postage Key and
overprint plates of 20 multiples for Sierra Leone, and the price of
Stamps printed from the same, we find upon looking into the matter
that, although we are prepared to abide by the existing arrangement
with regard to the St. Christopher Stamps, we could not supply other
Colonies on the same terms. The manufacture of Stamps in such
small sheets is too troublesome to remunerate us at any price which
you could in reason accede to, so that we beg with your permission to
confine ourselves to tendering for formes of 60 multiples.
Our price for a die would be £50, for a key plate of 60 multiples
£21, and for each overprint plate of 60 multiples £12. When a ream
or more than a ream of any one duty are printed, the Stamps would
be 2/6, when less than a ream, 3/6 per thousand.

In accepting the estimate for die and key plates of 60 multiples
on November 20th the Crown Agents stressed that the 'new
Colonial Head B' original die was to be used. The Sixpence,
which had been made from the first Colonial Head, was still
current at this time.
The dies and plates were invoiced on February 21, 1872. The
quantities for this first order were small: One Penny, 12480;
Threepence, 4,200; Fourpence, 6,540; One Shilling, 2,520.

For some unexplained reason Perkins, Bacon had printed the Antigua
stamps of Antigua on instructions received from Houghton and Perkins,
Gunn of 162 New Bond Street. They were requested to deliver Bacon Plates
the dies and rollers to this firm on November 15, 1871, who
handed them over to the Crown Agents.f De La Rue received
the following instructions on November 29th:

I have to request that you will provide for the Government of
Antigua the undermentioned postage Stamps, viz. —

*550 Sheets duty 1d

♦250 „ „ 6d
* Inclusive of postage

There is no further correspondence and it may be assumed
that the footnote refers to the cost of posting the stamps to
Antigua. The stamps were invoiced on December 14th.

* See p. 283. t Perkins Bacon Records, I, p. 507.
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Procedure Hitherto the paper for the Colonial postage stamps had been
Paper supplied by the firm. From time to time they received instruc

tions from the Crown Agents to make fifty reams, and the order
was placed with R. Turner at the Chafford Mills. On December
22, 187 1 Sargeaunt wrote the following letter:

We learn from the Inspector of Stamps to this Department that on
the 30th ultimo 10 reams of C.C. postage paper were handed to him,
and on his making enquiry he was informed that such paper was in
lieu of a similar quantity which had been destroyed a short time
previously and returned to the manufacturer.
It was subsequently intimated to the Inspector by one of your
subordinates that the paper in question was a surplus remaining
over, after delivery of 56 rms on the 30th October last, by Messrs.
Turner, who had expressed an intention to destroy such surplus, but
had been requested by you to forward it to Bunhill Row.
Before offering any remarks on the subject we shall be glad to re

ceive from you a report thereon.

After an investigation the firm sent the following report on
Januarys 1872:
With reference to your letter of the 22nd ult. requesting us to
acquaint you with the circumstances under which 10 reams of C.C.
Postage paper were forwarded to your off1cer by Messrs. Turner in
lieu of a similar quantity of paper which had been destroyed, we beg
to say that we have questioned Messrs. Turner on the subject and
are surprised to find that they have been in the habit of retaining any
surplus of the paper which might be made, with a view to including
it in a future delivery, and that the 10 reams in question were drawn
from the surplus made in executing your order of the 25th September
last. We entertain no doubt that when Messrs. Turner first undertook
your work, the necessity of repulping all the undelivered paper was
duly impressed upon them, and we much regret that they should
have departed from those instructions. We think it

,

however, just to
say that in manufacturing special papers it is impossible correctly to
estimate the allowance for spoilage, so that it frequently happens that

a considerable quantity is made in excess, which Messrs. Turner
explain they could not repulp except at a serious disadvantage, as it

would be comparatively valueless as a material for new paper.
Confirming what we have verbally informed you, there is an ex
cise officer in constant attendance at Chafford Mills to supervise the
manufacture of the Inland Revenue and India Stamp papers, and,
feeling the importance of the Colonial Stamps being checked in each
stage of their production, we venture to recommend that the Board
of Inland Revenue should be applied to to allow their officer also to
control the Crown Agents' Stamp Papers.

The first result of this report was a decision by the Crown
Agents to supply the paper themselves. This was conveyed to
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the firm in a letter of January 12th which is not in the Corres- Procedure
pondence Book. The firm repl1ed on January 23rd: Paper

(continued)
In reply to the enquiry conveyed in your letter of the 12th inst.
we beg to say that if the Stamp papers were furnished by your de
partment, we should be prepared to make a reduction of 2d. (Two
pence) per thousand in the price of all postage Stamps; 4d (Four
pence) per thousand on the price of Stamps of the size of the large
Cape Revenue, as also on those of the size of the Ceylon Revenue,
and 6d. (Six pence) per thousand on Stamps the size of the Foreign
Bill.

There is no further correspondence on the subject, but the
outcome of these negotiations is found in the Day Book.
On April 6, 1872 De La Rue invoiced a quarterly supply of
postage stamps for Western Australia at 1/6d per 1,000. The
next entry of April 7th for St Lucia was invoiced at 1/4d per
1,000. On the following day they invoiced a large supply for
Hong Kong. The quantities for five values exceeded 500 sheets
and were invoiced at 10d per 1,000. The remaining four values,
of which less than 500 sheets each were ordered, were invoiced
at 1/4d per 1,000. From this point onwards the lower rates
were charged except in special circumstances where De La Rue
supplied the paper.

The Sierra Leone Sixpence was a case in point. Possibly be- Sierra Leone
cause of the size De La Rue continued to supply unwater- Sixpence
marked paper when a reprint of 6,720 was invoiced on May 22, Paper

1873. They had also supplied unwatermarked paper for a reprint
of 20,640 invoiced on November 17, 1871.

The deepening of the shade to deep blue of the Cape of Good Cape of Good
Hope Fourpence with frame line was intentional. When sending H°Pe
their requisition for a further supply on January 9, 1872 the z?^1^^
Crown Agents wrote: Colour Change

The local Postmaster suggests that, if practicable, the four penny
stamps should be tinted a shade deeper than heretofore, as by gas
light the colour of that stamp assumes a greenish hue, and is therefore
liable to be mistaken for the 1/- label which is light green.

The firm, in their acknowledgment of January 10th then
suggested 'that if a little black were mixed with the blue ink, as
shown on the enclosed specimen' there would be sufficient con
trast. The specimen was approved on January 13th.

When the Crown Agents decided to take over the supply of Paper
paper they had evidently not only debated the question of Crown CA
changing the watermark from CC to CA but had gone to the
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Paper
Crown CA
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Bahamas
One Penny

length of making experiments. On February 15, 1872 the firm
sent the following quotation:

With reference to your verbal enquiry respecting our price for re
covering the C.C. Postage and large Revenue dandy rolls with 'C.A.'
and 'Crown' bits, to make them uniform with the new roll which is in
course of preparation, we beg to say that our price for re-covering
each roll would be £40 (Forty pounds).

Apparently they were not told to go ahead, for later corre
spondence* suggests that the following letter, written to the
Crown Agents on June 1, 1873 refers to the Crown CA roll for
revenue paper:

As a slight alteration is required in the new 'C.A.' Stamp Dandy roll
which we recendy sent to Messrs. Turner for the purpose of being
tested, we shall feel obliged if you will allow it to be returned to us,
and give the Inland Revenue Officer at Chafford Mills the necessary
instructions.

There is nothing more at this time, either in the Correspon
dence Books or Day Books, which gives any further information,
and the watermark on postage stamps was not changed for
another ten years. The letter shows however that the Crown
Agents adopted De La Rue's suggestion that the making of the
paper at the Chafford Mills should be supervised by the Inland
Revenue Off1cer.

On June 1, 1872 the Crown Agents forwarded a requisition
from Nassau for 400 sheets of One Penny and 400 sheets of
Fourpence.

You will observe that the words 'Interinsular postage' are to be
erased, be good enough to furnish me with any remarks you have to
offer on that point.

The firm again seized the opportunity of pressing for the
Perkins, Bacon engraved plate to be replaced by one of their
own manufacture for letterpress printing in their acknow
ledgment of June 5th:

With reference to your letter of the 1st inst. wherein you request
us to remove the wording 'Interinsular Postage' from the 1d. Bahama

Postage Stamp plate, we beg to say that this is not practicable, as the

plate is engraved upon the copper plate principle, and the lettering
is therefore cut intaglio instead of in relief. If it is thought indispen
sable to have a stamp with these words omitted, we would suggest
that the present plate should be replaced by one on our system, which

would produce the same character of Stamps as that of the One
Shilling postage Bahama Stamp.

* See p. 345.
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We shall be glad to know whether under existing circumstances Bahamas
you would wish us to execute the requisition for the 1d. duty from One Penny
the present plate, or proceed with the preparation of a new one, at a (continued)
cost of, for the die £50, and the plate £85.

On this occasion they were immediately unsuccessful for the
Crown Agents decided that 'a communication will be addressed
to the Colony on the subject'. In the meantime they were told
to use the existing plate.

The first instance in the Correspondence Books of any Procedure
suggestion from the Crown Agents that the firm were slow in Recess
completing an order consists of a letter dated June 5, 1872 in Printing
reference to a supply of Trinidad stamps from Perkins, Bacon
plates.

Referring to my letter of the 13th April last I have to request that
you will inform me when the Trinidad postage stamps therein men
tioned will be ready for shipment as a considerable time has already
elapsed since the order was transmitted to you.

The order in question called for 1,000 sheets of One Penny,
80 sheets of Fourpence, 100 sheets of Sixpence and 100 sheets
of One Shilling. The firm's reply of June 7th reveals the em
barrassment at that time of being forced to print stamps by the
line-engraved process, but makes it clear that there was no
question of farming out the work to another firm; nor would
this have been practicable under inspection. There is no evidence
of the size of the plant possessed by the firm for printing this
process, and the Printing Records have not survived.

Referring to your letter of the 5th inst., wherein you request to be
informed how soon we can promise the delivery of the Trinidad
Postage Stamps ordered by you on the 13th April last, as we were so
fully engaged upon the Natal Stamps we canvassed the printing trade
in order to try and obtain some further assistance, but without suc
cess, as we have empirically found that none of the Copper plate
printers who are out of employment are capable of doing this class
of work, so that we could pursue no other course than (as the Natal
requisition was received by us before that from Trinidad) to give it
precedence. We will now, however, make every exertion to complete
the Trinidad requisition, and trust to be able to deliver the stamps by
Monday fortnight next.

The order for Natal was dated April 2nd and called for 3,000
sheets of One Penny, 1,000 sheets of Threepence, and 500
sheets of Sixpence. All of these were to be overprinted postage.
At the same time there was an order on hand for small quantities
of sheets of the four St Lucia colours. The St Lucia Stamps had

Natal
Threepence
Sixpence
overprinted
POSTAGE
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been invoiced on April 17th; the Trinidad stamps were invoiced
on July 13th, and the Natal order on July 15th. The Bahamas
stamps, ordered on June 5th, were invoiced on July 11th. The
change in the process of printing the Ceylon stamps must have
eased the situation although, like those for Western Australia,
they had been supplied against an annual requisition for quar
terly deliveries, and could therefore be printed more or less at

the firm's convenience.

In the meantime the firm had fortified their letter of June
7th by the following description, dated June 8th, of the diffi
culties they encountered when asked to overprint stamps

printed by the 'copper plate system'.

Referring to your letter of April 2nd last, wherein you ordered a
supply of the Pence series of Natal Postage Stamps, we have nearly
completed this order, but beg to say that owing to the great difficulty

presented in registering an overprint upon such small stamps printed
by the copper plate system, we feel that we cannot in future under
take to overprint them as heretofore. The paper has to be damped
before printing, and the result is that each sheet shrinks to a different

size, and in order to in any way register the overprint, we have first of
all to guage the sheets and sort them according to their approximate
sizes, but the variations between the sizes of the various piles thus
formed necessitates a frequent re-imposition of the overprint forme.
This involves a great deal ofwork, as it not only takes up the time of a
compositor but also occasions the overprint forme being again and

again made ready by the printer, as it would not otherwise have to be.
We would recommend that for the execution of any future requisi
tions, unless the overprinting of the word 'Postage' can be dispensed
with, that a new forme should be prepared for each of the pence
series with this word, in addition to those which are already em
bodied in the Stamps.

This was acknowledged by Sargeaunt on June 12th. He
asked the firm to 'submit for the inspection of the Crown Agents
specimens of the Natal stamps alluded to'. This led to the order
a year later, on July 28, 1873, for new dies and plates.

The requisition, including the new Tenpence, from Mauritius
was sent to the firm by the Crown Agents on June 5, 1872.
Attached to this was a diagram prepared in the colony to indicate
the stamps and their colours: One Penny, Brick; Twopence,
Light Blue; Fourpence, Pink; Sixpence, Dark Green; One
Sh1lling, Orange. The new Tenpence was to be in 'Red Morocco',
with the Queen's head in Gold. The Crown Agents did not call
attention to the last peculiar request in their usual covering letter.
In their reply of June 8th the firm quoted the normal rate for
a die and plate for the Tenpence and went on to say:
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It is impossible to meet the requirements contained in the requisi- Mauritius
tion that the Queen's head in the 10d Stamp should be printed in Tenpence
gold and the body of the Stamp in red, as we cannot print adhesive ~.
stamps in two colours, neither is it practicable to print them in Changes
gold, so that we presume you would wish red maroon alone to be Qne Penny
used. Sixpence
The Queen's head embodied in the existing Mauritius Postage One Shilling
Stamps is different to that which we now use for your department, (continued)
but we conclude that we are right in assuming that if this Tender is
accepted, you would prefer our using the new head in preference to
the old one.

The estimate was accepted without comment on June 12th,
and the die, printing plate of 240 multiples and a supply of
stamps (124,320) were invoiced on August 29th.

The order for the new Jamaica One Halfpenny was sent on Jamaica
June 14, 1872. The Postmaster sent a sketch, and stipulated that One
it should be 'similar in general design to the other postage labels Halfpenny
in use'.
The firm quoted their usual rates and the estimate was
accepted on June 25th.
The die, plate of 240 multiples and stamps (494,640) were Plate 23; 3
invoiced on August 29th. On November 29th the Crown Agents
forwarded a letter from the Colonial Secretary of Jamaica com
plaining that the charge of £$0 for the die compared unfavour
ably with the charge of £30 made in 1860 to Thomson Hankey
& Co. for the dies of the other stamps. This is the first instance
of any colony complaining about prices, and the firm took a
strong stand.

It will be within your recollection that prior to the 1st January 1867
we supplied the Crown Agents with Postage Dies and plates for the
gross charge of £90 — £30 being for the Die and £60 for the Plate.
It was found however that these prices did not re-imburse us the
necessary outlay, much less leave us any profit; of this we convinced
you and a new schedule of prices was on the above date agreed upon
between us. These are only calculated to afford us a sufficient profit
upon this class of work which involves high artistic and mechanical
skill, and we may say that no other Government Department is
supplied by us on such advantageous terms as your own.
Although we previously supplied the Jamaica Government through
a private firm instead of through your department, we still did not
think it equitable in the case of the Dies to charge our full prices to
that Colony when all the Colonies which we were supplying through
your department were being charged at the reduced scale of prices.
But if

,

after the 1st January '67 when the revised schedule had come
into force, Messrs. Thomson & Hankey had applied to us for any
new Dies we should have charged them as to you, in accordance with
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the new rates given in the revised schedule above referred to, viz.

£50 each.
We trust that this explanation will be deemed satisfactory and we
herewith return you the original letter from the Government of
Jamaica which you sent for our perusal.

There is no further correspondence on the subject.

The following correspondence in the middle of June 1872 is
interesting in that it shows that the colonial stamp printing was
developing. Hitherto the firm had allocated three hand presses
to Crown Agents orders. It begins with a note from the Crown
Agents.

Several Colonies having recently made requisition for Postage and
Revenue Stamps, which will occupy some time in printing, the Crown
Agents will be glad if you will furnish them with one or more presses,
in addition to those now in use, in order to prevent cause for com
plaints from the Colonies concerned. This is the more necessary as
you are about to print Natal Bonds which will occupy one or two
presses out of the three now available, and the remainder will not
supply the stamps fast enough.

The firm replied on June 19th:

With reference to your letter of the 18th instant wherein you re
quest us to make an addition of one or two presses in your Printing
Room, we beg to say that before receiving this communication we
had already ordered a new press to be devoted to your work, and we
think that this, together with those which are at present in the room,
will be found quite sufficient to ensure the prompt execution of all
your orders. If, however, the latter should still further increase, we
will, of course, take immediate steps to increase our producing power.

The requisition for the new British Honduras Threepence
was forwarded by the Crown Agents on July 15, 1872. The
colour stipulated was 'dark chocolate'. The Colonial Govern
ment also asked if it would be economical to remove the word
'Six' from half of the printing plate of 120 multiples for the Six
pence and substitute 'Three'. The firm pointed out that this
was impossible, and quoted for a new 120 multiple plate. This
was accepted on July 17th, and the die and plate, together with
9,120 stamps, were invoiced on August 14th.

The idea that the Queen's portrait on postage stamps should
be kept up to date was first mooted in a letter from the Colonial
Secretary of Bermuda dated June 15, 1872, when ordering the
new Threepence die and plate.

I have the honour to request that you will take steps (under para.
V. Act 28. 1864) to provide 10,000 (Ten thousand) Threepenny
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Stamps (Postal) now required by the reduction of postage to British Bermuda
North America; the device on the said stamps to be Her Majesty's Threepence

effigy, with the words 'Bermuda Threepence', the colour to be easily (cont1nued)
distinguishable from those of the present stamps, of each of which I
transmit you as a sample. Also we should prefer the effigy to be in a
dhTerent style, viz: — one representing Her Majesty at her present
age in her ordinary head dress of ceremony all which may be copied
from any good recent engraving or Photograph.

Apart from this letter there is no correspondence on this
subject between the firm and the Crown Agents on this revolu
tionary suggestion. One can only conclude that the proposal,
with all its implications as a precedent if it were adopted, was
discussed verbally. On September 24th the Crown Agents
wrote:

I have to request that you will proceed with the manufacture of a
Postage Die and plate — duty threepence — for the Government of
Bermuda — at a cost of £135, and that you will print from such plate
10,000 stamps.

The letter was signed by R. Russell, the Crown Agents'
Officer. The die, plate of 240 multiples and 9,840 stamps were
invoiced on November 30th.

The order for the new Straits Settlements Thirty Cents was Straits
sent on September 6, 1872. The following remarks appeared on Settlements
the requisition: Thirty Cents

The present die for 32 cents labels will do if it is possible to alter
the 2 into 0, if not, a new die must be made.
The label to be of an hexagonal form similar to the English Six
penny Stamp, with the value and name of Colony on it

,

and of a

•colour to be easily distinguishable at night.

The asterisk is an endorsement, and against it is added 'say
maroon'. In their reply of September 11th the firm pointed out
that it was impossible to alter the Thirty-two Cents die, and
quoted for a new die and plate of 240 multiples. The design was
approved on September 18th, and the invoice was sent on
November 30th, when 62,880 stamps were charged.
The Thirty-two Cents did not become obsolete and several
further suppl1es were sent to the Colony at intervals.

On July 28, 1873 the Crown Agents ordered new dies and Natal
plates for the Natal One Penny, Threepence and Sixpence. One Penny
With it there is filed a copy of the letter which the Crown Agents Threepence
sent to the Colony on September 23, 1872, with the firm's letter Sixpence
of June 8

,

1872.* The paragraph quoted shows that the firm had

a strong advocate for their process ofprinting stamps. Plate 23; 4

* See p. 298.
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Natal The Crown Agents are of opinion that the time has arrived when
One Penny the Government of Natal should dispense with the further use of the
Threepence plates — 1d. 3d. and 6d. for producing Stamps by the obsolete
Sixpence copper plate process and adopt those for surface printing as in the
(cont1nued; casc 0f {he Home, Indian and many Foreign Governments as well as

most of the British Colonies.

After giving the costs of making separate dies for each value,
and alternatively a key die and three duty plates, the Crown
Agents advocated the former 'as giving greater security to the

Colony by rendering imitation more d1fficult'. The dies, plates
of 240 multiples and stamps were invoiced on December 16th,
with the following quantities: One Penny, 362,880; Threepence,
119,760; Sixpence, 120,960.

Sierra Leone The duty die and plate of 60 multiples of the Sierra Leone
Twopence Twopence was invoiced on May 22, 1873, with 15480 stamps.

Further supplies of the other four duties were printed at the
same time, all on CC paper except the Sixpence.

Procedure As the following formal letter, dated October 23, 1873 shows,
Appointment no personal successor to William Frederick De La Rue was

appointed as Engraver to the Crown Agents for the Colonies.
The office was held by the firm as a whole.

We appoint you Engravers to this Department in succession to the
late Mr. William Frederick De La Rue who was appointed to that
office by our letter of the 13 th November, 1867.
We regret that there is no salary attached to this appointment,
which you will understand is revokable at the pleasure of the Crown
Agents for the Colonies for the time being.

Dominica The firm received the order for the new Dominica stamps
One Penny from the Crown Agents on December 16, 1873. They submitted
Sixpence a design on December 23rd, with an estimate for supplying a
Shilling die, keyplate and three duty plates of 60 multiples. This was

accepted on the same day and the die, plates and stamps were
invoiced on April 15, 1874.
The following quantities were sent: One Penny, 28440; Six
pence, 13,980; One Shilling, 14,100.
The quantities supplied later were comparatively small.

Lagos An estimate for printing Lagos stamps on the key and duty
One Penny plate system had been submitted as early as 1868.* An order
Twopence was received from the Crown Agents on January 6, 1874 for a
Fourpence ^^ a keyplate of 60 multiples and four duty plates at the
S1xpence standard rates. It was stated that the stamps should be 'of a

similar design as those supplied to Sierra Leone in 1871'.
*See p. 281.
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In acknowledging this on January 16th the firm stated: 'We
presume however that while adhering to the general arrange
ment of the Sierra Leone stamp you would wish it to be dis
similar in the ornamental deta1ls?' They submitted a design
which was approved on the same day. The invoice was dated
May 12th, and a small quantity was printed for the first order:
One Penny, 1,980; Twopence, 1,980; Fourpence, 1,920; Six
pence, 2,040. Orders for reprints however were received at
regular intervals.

The size of the Natal Five Shillings was due to a suggestion
from the firm. In the colony's requisition for a new die it was
asked that the stamps should be printed on dark red paper.
In their letter of March 9, 1874 the Crown Agents invited
suggestions and the firm replied on March 23rd:
Referring to your letter of the 9th instant covering a requisition in
original from the Government of Natal dated the 15th January last,
for 5/- Postage Stamps to be printed on dark red paper, we beg to
remind you of the conversation which we have had upon the subject,
in which we explained that we could not undertake to dye your white
Postage paper so as to endure the various processes to which it is sub
jected, and that a strict compliance with the requirements would, there-
lore, involve having some coloured watermarked paper specially made.
We understood that, seeing the smallness of the Order, you would
not wish to incur this expense, and that the distinctive character,
which is evidently aimed at, must be obtained by increasing the size
of the Stamp. We accordingly enclose for your selection three de
signs which we have prepared of the same size as the English 5/-
Postage Stamp.

Our price for the Die would be
for a forme of 60 Multiples (arranged after
the enclosed diagram)

For the Stamps.
When a ream or more than a ream are

printed at a time 3/4d. less 4d. for paper —

When less than a ream are printed at a time

4/4d. less 4d. for paper

The design and estimate were approved on March 28th, and the
die, printing plate of 60 multiples and 4,320 stamps were in
voiced on June 30th.
There is no indication of colour in the invoices, and a note of
the total printings may therefore be helpful.

Lagos
One Penny
Twopence
Fourpence
Sixpence

(continued)

Natal
Five Shillings

£50.

£25.

3/-d. a thousand.

4/-d. a thousand.

30/6/74 4,320

26/8/82 3,120

25/9/82 9480
26/7/97 18,000

20/2/99 18,000
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Tasmania On July 24, 1874 the firm invoiced 48 reams of a new making
TAS paper of Tasmania paper, and a further 24 J reams on August 31st.

This was hand made paper, milled on the upper surface. Then-
quotation of May 20th had been for 100 reams. On September
29th they sent the following letter to the Crown Agents. A copy
was filed on folio 31 ofC.A. Vol. 2 Correspondence Book.

Referring to the Indent which we have recently executed for Tas-
manian Postage Paper, it has suggested itself to us that it would be a
great advantage to the Colony if in future supplies machine made
paper were to be substituted for hand-made.
It will be within your recollection that when the initial Indent was
under consideration in 1870, it was surmised that the paper would be

required in such small quantities as to render it impracticable to
manufacture it by machine; but from the extent of the last Indent
(100 reams), it would appear that the Colonial authorities might be
able to arrange never to order less than 50 reams at a time, the small

est quantity which could conveniently be made by machine.
On account of its texture, machine made paper possesses such
marked advantages over hand-made for surface stamp printing that
the Home, Indian, and almost all the other governments which we

supply have adopted it in place of the hand-made which was formerly
employed, and we venture to think that if an opportunity is afforded
to the Tasmanian Government printer of testing its working
properties, he will also desire to make a change in its favour for it is
really impossible to obtain a satisfactory impression upon hand-made

paper from a surface stamp plate.
We would, therefore, suggest that with your permission, a ream of
plain* Postage Paper should be sent to the Colony to be experimented
with; a moiety being glazed as the 'TAS' hand-made paper, the other
half being sized and finished in the manner we prepare all our stamp
papers before printing, so as to ensure perfect impressions.
The price of the machine paper would be the same as that made
by hand, but providing it were elected to have it prepared we should
have to charge 6/- a ream extra, enhancing the price to 31/- per ream,
bound in books as heretofore.
We find that we have a skeleton Dandy roll which we could cover
with the watermark at present on the 'TAS' Moulds without any
charge to the Colony; but it would be well if an early decision could
be arrived at, so that the roll might be prepared in anticipation of
further Indents, as otherwise a delay might be occasioned in execut

ing the next one, providing it were wished to have machine made

papers.

There is no acknowledgment, but the Colonial Treasurer
reported to the Crown Agents on August 7, 1875 that the tests
had been carried out and that the Government printer reported
'that "sized and finished" is the one which he prefers for print-

* The firm originally wrote 'CC and substituted 'Plain'.
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ing Postage Stamps on, and will accordingly be ordered when a Tasmania
fresh supply ofPostage Paper is required.' TAS paper
As a result there is an endorsement on the Day Book entry (continued)
for the 24I reams invoiced on August 31, 1874; 'Future supplies
take machine-made at an increased price see C.A. Vol. 2. Fol.

31.' There is a blank invoice in the Day Book for April 11, 1877
for a '4 sheet (each sheet 120 set) Dandy Roll for producing the
Tasmania Postage Paper by machine instead of as heretofore by
hand'. This was invoiced to the firm by Amies on April 8, 1876,
but the charge was not passed on to the Colony. This paper was
used when De La Rue printed postage stamps for Tasmania in
1878. The bits showed the letters slanting and were not the same
as those which had been used for the hand-made paper mould.

On November 18, 1874 the firm invoiced duty plates of 60 Lagos
multiples for a new Threepence and One Shilling for Lagos. Threepence
The first printings were 3,000 and 3,120 respectively. A further One Shilling
small quantity was despatched on December 14th.

Julyan became Sir Penrose Julyan, K.C.M.G., C.B., at the Procedure
beginning of 1875, and on January 14th the firm addressed to Reserve Stock
him, under his new tide, the following letter:

In order to facilitate the execution of your Stamp Requisitions,
we should be glad if it could be arranged for Mr. Macdonald to keep
the undermentioned quantity of Stamps in stock, it being understood
that they should not be charged to your Department before they
were required to satisfy a requisition.

ofPostage
Stamps

Colony Duty Description

Natal 5/- Postage

Ceylon Revenue all all

Hongkong all Postage

Malta £d. Postage

Western Australia all Postage

St Lucia all Each colour

Number of sheets
100

1 year's consumption
1 year's consumption

400
1 year's consumption

100

Ceylon, Hong Kong and Western Australia were three
colonies who worked on the principle of quarterly shipments of
a number of stamps in various quantities. The other three
mentioned in this list were peculiar: Natal because of the size
of the stamp, Malta because of the difficulty of mixing the
colour correctly, and St Lucia because of the plate being printed
in four different colours.
Julyan's reply was not helpful:

With reference to your letter of the 14th instant I have to acquaint
you that the Crown Agents consent to your printing the several de

scriptions of Stamps for the Colonies mentioned in order to meet
periodical demands. It must however be understood that if either of
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Procedure
Reserve Stock
ofPostage
Stamps

(continued)

Procedure

Paper

Gold Coast
One Penny
Fourpence
Sixpence

Jamaica
Two Shillings
Five Shillings

the Colonies referred to make any alteration in the values or designs
of the Stamps, or that it should become necessary for other cause to
destroy the stock, that all cost and charges resulting from such

changes are to be borne by you and will not be defrayed by this
Department.

Warren William De La Rue filed the following note in the
Correspondence Book, dated January 19th:

I called this afternoon to see Mr. Julyan upon this letter, and ex
plained to him that it would be contrary to our principle of doing
business to bear the cost of any stock of Stamps which might be
rendered useless by such a change as that of the currency, etc., and
that, rather than consent to the arrangement which he proposed, we
would, with his permission, leave the existing plan of procedure un
disturbed. This Mr. Julyan (sic) acquiesced to.

It would appear that at the same interview Warren William
De La Rue pressed Julyan for a reconsideration of the decision
that the paper should not be supplied by the firm. The following
letter was sent by him on January 18th:

I have again gone into the question of 'Stamp Paper' and find that
there are circumstances connected with it

,

which preclude our

making any alteration in the process of supply. I regret therefore that

I am unable to meet your wishes in the matter.

This led to a second note by Warren William in the Corre
spondence Book, also dated January 19th.

I called to see Mr. Julyan this afternoon on the subject of this
letter, and laid our case very strongly before him, but he said (which

I have great reason to doubt, however, and even if he is correct, do
not see how it affects the question, as the system of control would
remain just the same ifwe supplied the paper) that each Colony had
been advised of the system ofmanufacture, and that if it were in any
way disturbed a fresh communication would have to be sent to them,
and he did not see sufficient reason for thus re-opening the question.

Although there are no letters in the Correspondence Books
De La Rue gave the Crown Agents an estimate for a Gold Coast
die, key plate of 60 multiples and three overprint formes in
December 1872. The order came on February 10, 1875 for One
Penny, Fourpence and Sixpence. They were invoiced on June
8th, and the following quantities were printed for the first order:
One Penny, 4,200; Fourpence, 9,600; Sixpence, 15,360. The
stamps were printed frequently.

A requisition was received from the Crown Agents on March
9, 1875 for a further supply of stamps, including the new Two
Shillings and Five Shillings. In his letter of February 24th to
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the Colonial Secretary the Postmaster of Jamaica made the Jamaica
following reference to the designs for the new values: Two Shillings

Five Shillings
In view of the great experience of the Imperial Post Office in such (continued)
matters, I have requested the Secretary of the General Post Office to
be so good as to cause the necessary designs and colors to be furnished

by his Department to the manufacturers on application, and I have
accordingly furnished as a guide to the selection a specimen of each
of the Postage Labels at present in use.

There is no record of any communication from the firm,
verbal or in writing. On May 1st Sargeaunt wrote again on the
subject:

Be good enough to furnish me with an estimate for two Postage
Dies and plates of 60 Multiples — duties 2/- and 5/ for the
Government of Jamaica, and submit designs for approval.
The quantity of stamps required is as follows.

£3,000 worth 2/-d.
2,000 worth 5/-d.

The invoice for dies, plates and stamps is dated July 14, Plate 23; 5,6,7
1875. The printing plates had 60 multiples. The small plate
possibly accounts for the guillotine 12J perforation. This is the
only recorded printing on CC paper, the quantities being: Two
Shillings, 28,320; Five Shillings, 7,680.
There were two consignments of the Two Shillings, and
three of the Five Shillings, invoiced in 1897, when the total
numbers were: Two Shillings, 16,020; Five Shillings, 9,120.
These represented one printing.

Perkins, Bacon handed over their plates to the Crown Agents Barbados
on November 17, 1874. In advising the Colonial Secretary of Perkins, Bacon
Barbados, to whose direct instructions they had been work1ng, Plates

they said: 'We cannot however refrain from expressing our
regret that you have been led to seek elsewhere your future
supply, as we know from past experience that the Crown Agents
will not only not employ us to print the plates engraved by us in
the first instance, but favor the rival plan of printing from the
surface, instead of from line engraving.'* In fact De La Rue
continued to print from their plates until 1882.
The first order was invoiced on March 19, 1875, and included
Halfpenny, One Penny and Sixpence. When the second order
for Fourpence and One Shilling was received on June 15th
instructions were given to change the colour of the One Shilling,
'to be of a lighter colour and similar to the enclosed.' It was
printed in violet.
The quantities of these first printings were: Halfpenny,

* Perkins Bacon Records, I, p. 42.
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Barbados
Perkins. Bacon
Plates

(continued)

Cape of Good
Hope
Halfpenny

British Guiana
First Ship
Issue

125,040; One Penny, 225,840; Sixpence, 26,510; Fourpence,
36,000; One Shilling, 55,000.
The Threepence was first invoiced on May 13, 1876, when
6,120 were despatched.
Altogether there were eleven consignments of various quan
tities and values.

The Requisition for the new Cape of Good Hope, undated,
was received early in September, 1875, with the instructions
'The Stamps to be "black — half shaded" in colour'. There is
an endorsement in MS, 'i.e. Stone-grey'.
The following note by Warren William De La Rue, dated
October 19th, appears in the Day Book. The fact that such notes
as have so far been recorded refer invariably to interviews with
Sir Penrose Julyan suggests that some sort of conf1rmation was
considered desirable.

I went up with Mr. Macdonald this morning to see Sir Penrose
Julyan in respect to the colour of the above Stamps, as I read the in
structions 'Black half shaded in colour' to mean grey, whereas Mr.
Macdonald thought it was wished that the stamps should be printed
in black.
Sir Penrose considered the instructions very vague, but decided to
have the stamps printed in grey, as he thought the black very ugly.

The die, plate of 240 multiples and 442,080 stamps were in
voiced on November 19th.

Since 1853 the postage stamps of British Guiana, apart from
emergency local printings, had been lithographed by Waterlow
& Sons to the instructions of the Colony's own London agent.
The Crown Agents took British Guiana under their wing, and in
a letter dated February 11, 1875 pressed for the adoption of
surface printing, on the grounds of better workmanship as well
as security. They also advocated the substitution of the Queen's
head for the Colony badge. On April 30th they quoted De La
Rue's prices for Key and duty plates, either from a special de
sign or from the Queen's head.*
The Correspondence Book no longer records these transac
tions, but on September 15, 1875 the firm was instructed by the
Crown Agents to proceed with a new Original Die, a Special
Working Die, a Keyplate of 60 multiples, and nine duty plates.
The approved design was enclosed, and a proof was requested
urgently. The Government Secretary was in London on fur
lough at the time, and Sargeaunt wrote the following letter to
the firm on September 22nd:

Referring to my letter of the 15th instant and the designs forwarded
* The correspondence is fully reported in the London Philatelist, Vol. LI,
pp. 27-30.
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to this Department by you for British Guiana Postage Stamps, I have British Guiana
to acquaint you that the six proofs have been submitted to the First Ship

Government Secretary for his approval. I return one herewith bear- Issue
ing the initials 'W.G.' and 'W.C.S.' and have to request that you will (cont1nued)

prepare a design in accordance there with, as it is imperative that the
device of the Ship (with the motto surrounding it) should be a promi
nent feature in the new Stamp.

The dies and plates were invoiced on February 26, 1876, and

£70 was charged for 'Engraving an original die with a ship in
full sail'. The working die was charged at £45, and the plates
had 60 multiples. The following quantities were invoiced:
One Cent, 121,200; Two Cents, 120,000; Four Cents, 29,280;
remaining duties, each 30,000.
Substantial quantities of the lower duties up to Twelve Cents
were supplied on CC paper. Of the Twenty-four Cents there
were three consignments invoiced, totalling 98,280 stamps, but
of the Forty-eight Cents and Ninety-six Cents there is on record
only the original Day Book entry of February 26th for 30,000,
of each duty.

The new Halfpenny for Sierra Leone was ordered by the Sierra Leone
Crown Agents on November 15, 1875. The overprint plate of Halfpenny
60 Multiples was invoiced on December 13th, with 30,600
stamps.

On October 30, 1871 the firm suggested to the Board of Procedure
Inland Revenue that the life of a printing plate should be limited Replacement
to 35,000 impressions, or sheets, and that it should then be re- ofWorn

placed by a new one which they were prepared to supply at half P1*111111^
cost.* The Board approved the proposal on November 17th.

"lates

On November 19, 1875 the following letter was sent to the
Crown Agents:

In compliance with your request, we now beg to address you upon
the subject of your conversation with our Mr. W. W. De La Rue on
Wednesday last with a view of bringing the matter formally under
the consideration of the Crown Agents.
Although we have prepared (if we are not mistaken) a greater
variety of stamp printing plates for your Department than for the
Board of Inland Revenue, yet as your plates are called upon to furnish
many fewer impressions, it is only in one or two instances that they
have become so much worn as to require replacing, whereas in the
case ofmost of the English Stamps several plates are worn out every
year. Formerly, we always had a difficulty in getting the plates con
demned when they were so worn as to be no longer efficient, seeing
that the Controller of Stamps was naturally anxious that every plate
should be made to yield as many impressions as possible. The con-

* See p. 29.
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Replacement
ofWorn
Printing
Plates

(continued)

sequence of this was that when a plate became so worn as to be past
its work, we were called upon to produce stamps under conditions
which precluded good work and this moreover at a great cost to our
selves, seeing that the plate had to be cleaned after every six or seven
impressions. This led to our going very fully into the matter with the
Board of Inland Revenue, and as a result we are now working under
an arrangement by which every plate is condemned after 35,000
impressions have been taken from it

,

and is then replaced by a new

plate at half the price of the original, the Board paying the full price
of the original plates; the repeats remain their entire property.
It is obvious that this arrangement is greatly to the benefit of the
Department, seeing that the plates, overtaxed as they invariably
were, could not (as shown by a return of their behaviour) be brought
to yield on the average more than 70,000 impressions; but now that
two plates are provided for that number instead of one, the standard
of the work is wonderfully improved. This improvement is naturally

a source of great satisfaction to us, but not only so for the change has
very much facilitated the printing by enabling us always to have a

sharp plate to work from.

It is only in the case of the 1d. Cape Postage that a plate has been
condemned by you, but there are two which in our opinion are past
their work (Cape 4d. Postage and Ceylon 4 Cents Postage), and it is

our desire to have them withdrawn and replaced by such as will turn
out perfect work without undue effort on our part, which urges us to
bring the matter before you, with a view of coming to a definite
arrangement for the future.
We believe that the Colonies would be much benefited by the

adoption on your part of the like arrangement as that we have entered
into with the Board of Inland Revenue, seeing that they would thereby
get improved and more clearly defined stamps at the same cost, nay
in some cases they would effect a considerable economy. This would
have been the case as regards the Cape, for the first 1d. Postage plate
was completely worn out and had to be withdrawn when it had
yielded but 33,637 impressions and replaced by a new one at the full

price, whereas under the arrangement proposed, but half the cost
would have fallen upon the Colony.
As the commerce of the Colonies increases and their population
multiplies, the consumption of Stamps will undoubtedly be aug
mented, and as a consequence the plates will be more rapidly worn
out than at present. Under these circumstances we are very desirous
of coming to an arrangement which shall prevent a repetition of the
unfavourable conditions under which we were working for the Board
of Inland Revenue, and which shall enable us to keep up the stamps
manufacture to the highest standard.

The letter closed with details of the sheets (each containing
240 stamps) printed from the Ceylon Four Cents plate, and of
all the Cape ofGood Hope plates.
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The Crown Agents approved the proposal on December 21st, Ceylon
and instructed De La Rue to make new plates for the Ceylon Four Cents
Four Cents and Cape of Good Hope Fourpence, (without new plate
frame line). These were invoiced on April 11, 1876. They were Cape of Good
not described as Plate 2 in the invoices. In a postscript to their Hope
letter Sargeaunt said: 'In all similar cases which may arise the Fourpence
Crown Agents must be consulted before plates are renewed.' new plate

The following entry in the Day Book is dated December 16, Ceylon
1875: Destruction

of obsolete
Defacing all the Ceylon Stamp intaglio and surface dies, rollers &

plates bearing the old (i.e. the English) currency £4. 10. o.

The overprint forme of 60 multiples with the word off1c1al
was invoiced separately on March 27, 1876. The order for this
plate, and a note of the stamps to be printed from it

,

had been
received from the Crown Agents on January 18, 1876:

I am directed by the Crown Agents to request that you will pro
vide for the Government of British Guiana the undermentioned
Postage Stamps, on which the words 'Official' must be legibly
printed, viz.

British Guiana
Official

12,000 1 cent

18,000 2 »
6,000 4 »
6,000 8 „
6,000 12 „
6,000 24 »

P.S. It is understood that the word 'Official' will necessitate an over
print forme.

There is no Day Book entry from which the quantities can be
checked, nor is there any record of further printings, although

a Six Cents is catalogued. The remainders of these stamps were
surcharged in the Colony in 188 1.

The suggestion that the Antigua plates should be overprinted Montserrat
montserrat was made by the General Post Office in London Overprinted
in a letter ofMarch 20, 1876, dealing with an application for the Antigua plates
Colony to use Antigua stamps in the island, 'it being considered
unadvisable to incur the expense of preparing a set of separate
dies for Montserrat stamps.' The Postmaster General sent a St
Helena stamp, 'the value of which has been changed in the
manner above indicated.' The Colonial Secretary on April 21st
wrote to the Crown Agents ordering 100 sheets One Penny and

50 sheets Sixpence so overprinted.
On June 23rd the firm invoiced 11o sheets (13,200) of One
Penny and 5

8 sheets (6,960) of Sixpence at 3/4^ per 1,000,
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Montserrat

Overprinted
Antigua plates
(continued)

showing that the Crown Agents supplied the paper, They did
not make any charge for overprint plates. The sheets were in
multiples of 120.
Two further supplies of the Sixpence were sent on November
6, 1877 (52 sheets) and April 30, 1881 (51 sheets). The over
printed One Penny was printed eleven times, and remained in
current use until the separate issues for Montserrat were sus
pended in 1890.

Sierra Leone The requisition of May 8, 1876 from Sierra Leone included
Three the new Three Halfpence duty, to be completed if the cost of
Halfpence the duty plate would not exceed £12. The Crown Agents for

warded this on June 6th to De La Rue for a report, who replied
on June 8th:

We beg to say that the tablet at the base of the stamps would not
admit of the insertion of the wording 'Three Halfpence' in full, so
that we beg to submit for your approval the arrangement shown upon
the enclosed proof as being the best we have been able to devise.
The price of an overprint plate carried out after this sketch would
be the same as that of former ones, viz. £12.

On June 9th the Crown Agents approved the 'design sub
mitted for the 1£d duty, and to request that you will proceed
therewith; making the letters as delicate as possible, in order to
give the greatest effect to the value.'
The duty plate of 60 multiples, and 60,300 stamps, were
invoiced on July 27th.

St Lucia On May 16, 1876 De La Rue invoiced a routine printing for
Perkins, Bacon St Lucia of (One Penny) Black, (Sixpence) Lilac and (One
Plates Shilling) Orange Red. On July 11th the Administrator pointed
Proposal for out faal the stamps supplied for One Shilling had by an over-
Surcharge sight been printed in Yellow, which was the colour of the Four-

pence. He was retaining the Yellow but asked for a further sup
ply of Orange Red. The replacement of49 sheets in orange-red
was invoiced on September 13th.
The Administrator also asked 'the cost of having the value
placed upon the stamps with a view to prevent such mistakes
for the future'. The Administrator's letter was sent to the firm
who, after apologising for the error, went on to say:

Referring to the enquiry as to the cost of having the value printed
upon the Stamps, we beg to remind you that during the last six years
the Government of St. Lucia have confined themselves to four
colours for these stamps, viz., lilac, yellow, orange-red, and black.
Each of these colours no doubt represents a different duty, so that it
would appear that there are four Postage rates to be provided for.

Mr. de Vaux's suggestion is
,

as we understand it
,

that in addition
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to the distinction of colour the duty should be printed on the stamp. St Lucia
As, however, there is no vacant space or tablet into which it could fall, Perkins, Bacon

it would necessarily have to appear right across the face of the stamps Plates

so as to form what would be a most disfiguring obliteration of them. or0^?S
or

Whilst we fully realize the importance of having the duty clearly de- (mnrjnJLi ")
fined on the stamps so as not to depend upon colour only for dis
tinction, we cannot recommend the carrying of it over the face of the
stamps, the character of which is at present far from satisfactory,
partly because of their being printed by the old copper-plate process,
and because the plate, which never was a good one, has now become
somewhat worn. We would, therefore, suggest that a new set of
surface plates should be prepared on the same principle as those we
have made for Sierra Leone and other small Colonies; which consists
in having a Key forme (printing plate) with a blank tablet and as many
overprint or duty plates as there may be duties, so that the stamps
may be printed with the duty tablet in blank, to be filled in by a
second printing in the same colour; thus imparting to the stamps the
same appearance as if they were printed at one operation. We append
a few stamps in elucidation of this process, which will not only show
the high character of the work but demonstrate that they can be
printed in any variety of colours that may be required.
Our price for the requisite Steel Key die would be £50;
For the Key forme of 60 multiples £21.
For each of the overprint (i.e. duty formes) £12.
For the Stamps (printed on your paper), when a ream or more than
a ream are furnished at a time 2 4d. per 1000; and when less than a
ream are furnished at a time 3/6d. per 1000.

The surcharging did not take place until 1881, and De La Rue
had to wait until 1882 before the Perkins, Bacon plates made
their final bow. In the meantime two further consignments of
stamps were invoiced on September 26, 1878 and March 28,
1881 respectively.

While the point at issue in the following letter is not important Procedure
it is interesting as a record of the method adopted by the firm in Method of
packing stamps for the colonies. Complaints of any sort are packing
exceedingly rare.

We regret to learn by your letter of the 16th inst., (to which is
appended a copy of a letter from Mr. J. Douglas, the Colonial
Secretary at Singapore) that the contents of one of the two cases of
Straits Settlement Postage Stamps invoiced by us on the 11th May

1876 were found when unpacked to have been damaged by water.
While we are much concerned at such a mischance, we respectfully
submit that, in the absence of any positive evidence of defective
packing, blame can hardly attach to us in the matter, seeing that
every reasonable precaution was taken on our part to ensure careful
packing and moreover that the Stamps were not shipped at our risk.
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Procedure Although it is our custom to cause the metal lining of our packing
Method of cases to be securely soldered, still the joints cannot be expected to
packing stand the strain to which they would be subjected by a severe jar,
(cont1nued) sucn as we feai^y t00 0ften experience in the process of loading and

unloading. It is quite possible that although the wooden case in
question may not bear evidence of ill treatment, the joints of the
lining may have been so strained as to admit water, and consequently,
notwithstanding that it may have left us (as we doubt not that it did)
quite waterproof, it may, by rough treatment in transit, have become
leaky. For the above reason, we must respectfully ask you to take
into reconsideration your request that the damaged stamps should be
replaced at our expense, as we submit that in default of positive
evidence to the contrary it is but fair to assume that the case was
properly packed by us, that operation having been done under the
immediate charge of a careful man, and under the supervision of
your controlling officer.

Procedure The following letter from De La Rue to the Crown Agents,
Partial written on November 13, 1876 in reply to a remonstrance from
Delivery of the Cape of Good Hope, shows that complete sheets were not
Spo1led Sheets rejected when the defect was of such a nature that half, or even

a quarter, of the sheet could be saved. In this connection it will
be remembered that the CC Dandy Roller was constructed to
produce four complete panes of 60, each with a margin, from a
plate of 240 multiples. A quarter sheet, therefore, represents a
pane. Such half or quarter sheets would be cut out of spoiled
sheets after perforation.

In handing you the enclosed invoice in quadriplicate for the first
instalment ofCape Postage Stamps, under your order of the 6th ulto.,
we beg to state that in compliance with the instructions conveyed in
the Colonial requisition (a copy of which you enclosed for our
guidance) we have made shipment of entire sheets only. At the same
time, we venture to hope that in view of the explanation into which
we are about to enter, the Colonial authorities will consent to receive
a proportion of future supplies in quarter sheets as heretofore. If this
be not conceded, we should, though reluctantly, have to ask for an
increased price upon the stamps, seeing that the exclusion of the
quarter sheets would occasion a far greater percentage of spoilage
than is calculated for in our estimates. In the course of the Stamp
manufacture, certain sheets, from one cause or another, become

spoiled, and have to be set aside as waste; but as the defect for which

they are condemned seldom spreads over the entire sheet, it is our
habit to have the sheets subdivided, with a view of saving those
quarter sheets which are good. By this means the percentage of
spoilage is much reduced and a corresponding saving effected, not

only in the price, but in the quantity ofyour watermarked paper which
is consumed. These remarks apply equally to the Revenue Stamps of
the Postage size as to the Postage Stamps themselves.
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We will, with your permission, complete the order now in course of Procedure
execution with entire sheets, hoping that you may deem it expedient Part1al

to consult the Colonial authorities as to the desirability of reverting ? .Yf?^
to the old practice in the execution of future requisitions. spo1led Sheets

(cont1nued)
On January 30, 1877 the Cape Government confirmed to the
Crown Agents that they would accept 'a proportion of future
supplies in quarter sheets', but asked that they should be packed
separately.

On December 8, 1876 the Crown Agents sent the order for a Hong Kong
new die and plate for a Hong Kong Sixteen Cents. They enclosed Sixteen Cents
a sketch, with particulars of the Chinese characters. The die and
plate of 240 multiples were invoiced on April 17th, together with Plate 23; 8
992 sheets (238,080 stamps).
The Correspondence Book contains the following letter
written by the Colonial Secretary to the Crown Agents on July
20, 1877:

At the instance of the Postmaster General of this Colony, I am
directed by His Excellency the Governor to request you to be good
enough to arrange with Messrs. De La Rue & Co. that all further
impressions of our new plate of 16 cent stamps be printed in a lighter
yellow.

Mr. Lister says that the samples of colouring sent home by the
Mail are almost certain to be affected by the heat and damp of the
passage, and that an ounce or two of freshly powdered sulphur will
supply a perfect specimen of the shade required.

In fact this stamp was not printed again. Local stocks were
surcharged 10 Cents in 1880.

The order for a new One Penny plate for Cape of Good Hope Cape of Good
was sent on December 18, 1876. It was invoiced at the special Hope
rate of£47. 10. o. on May 1 1th. It is described as Plate No. 3/2. One Penny

Plate 3/2
The stamps of the Virgin Islands had since 1866 been litho
graphed by Waterlow & Sons to the instructions of Nissen and
Parker. The Crown Agents sent the following letter to De La Virgin Islands
Rue on December 16, 1876: One Penny

I am directed by the Crown Agents to request that you will pro
vide with as little delay as possible for the Government of the Virgin
Islands 6,000 1d Postage Stamps.
The plate, as you will doubdess remember, has been recendy
placed in the possession of the Crown Agents.

The 'plate' would presumably be a single copper plate en
graving from which transfer pulls would be taken for building
up the printing stone. The following note follows the Crown
Agents' letter in the Day Book:
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Virgin Islands (Told Mr. S. we should have to charge between 6/6 to 8/6 per
One Penny 1,000. He wishes us to do them cheaper than N. &. P. who charged
(continued) 7/g per Ij00o. We may arrange the sheet either 12 or 24 set as we

like.)

The stamps were invoiced on February 2, 1877 as '271 sheets
of 24 multiples'. They were charged at 7/- per 1,000.

Mauritius In November 1875 the firm had been warned that a change in
Tenpence the Mauritius currency was impending, and had furnished
surcharged estimates for all values of Postage and Revenue stamps on the
Halfpenny

i^ey &n^ ^uty piate svstem When a new Halfpenny had been
required in 1876 the stamps were produced locally by sur
charging existing stocks of the Ninepence and Tenpence. At the
same time the Mauritius Government indented on the Crown
Agents for 1,000 sheets of Halfpenny stamps. The following
letter, which shows that it was the Crown Agents who decided
to continue to supply a surcharged stamp, was sent to the firm
on January 5, 1877. The Mauritius Government had asked
for a design, and had stipulated that the colour should be dark
red.

I enclose copy of a requisition received from the Government of
Mauritius for supply of 1,000 Sheets of jd. Postage Stamps. As a
change is about to take place in the currency of the Colony, the
Crown Agents do not think it desirable to incur the cost of a separate
Die and Plate, and have decided on an overprint for the duty. Be good
enough to submit proof ofoverprint.

There is no record of further correspondence. The new Ten-
pence plate was used, printed in rose instead of maroon. The
overprint plate of 60 multiples was invoiced on February 22nd,
together with 236,640 stamps. The plate was charged at £12,
which shows that it was an electroplate made from lead moulds
in the usual way.

Tasmania The order for the Tasmanian Stamp Duty stamps, which
Revenue used were also used postally, was sent to De La Rue on March 26,
for Postage 1877. There were to be four duties: One Penny (5,000 sheets),

Threepence (2,000 sheets), Sixpence (2,000 sheets), and One

Shilling (1,000 sheets). A new master die, a working die, a Key
plate of 120 multiples, and four overprint plates were required.
On April 9th the firm sent the following reply:

Having entertained some doubt as to the accuracy of the drawing
of the 'Ornithorhynchus paradoxus' which was forwarded from Tas
mania, we have inspected a stuffed specimen of that animal at the
British Museum, and we find that it differs in many particulars from

the drawing above referred to. We enclose a tracing of some sketches
which we caused to be made at the Museum, which having been
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taken with the Camera lucida from the animal itself must of necessity Tasmania
be faithful. As you will observe, the beak, claws and many other parts Revenue used
of the animal are very different from what they appear in the drawing. for Postage
This being so, we do not like to proceed with the engraving without (cont1nued)
asking whether you would not prefer that we should represent the
animal itself, after the specimen at the Museum rather than follow
the defective drawing. We should not of course propose to depart
from the general designs of the vignette; but what we should with
your permission wish to do is so to modify the details as to render
them correctly.

We enclose a photograph of the original drawing for comparison Plate 23; 9
with our sketch.

The sketch was approved on April 11th and De La Rue were
told to go ahead with the dies. The original design was also re
turned. The dies, plates and stamps were invoiced on September
25th. When advising the Crown Agents that they were ready the
firm were at pains to point out that, although the stamps were
required for Revenue purposes, they had been printed in singly
fugitive inks. They also remarked that the colours specified dif
fered from the colours of the corresponding postage duties, and
that it would be desirable to keep both uniform. On the design
and printing they wrote:

Owing to the nature of the design, we experienced considerable
difficulty in engraving the vignette for the 'Stamp duty' stamps;
nevertheless we trust that we have succeeded in producing not only a
secure but an effective stamp. The amount of work which has been
thrown into the vignette will be appreciated by reference to the black
proof, which we give upon Appendix B, from the original die. This
proof being taken on enamelled cardboard shows the refinement of
the work even better than the stamps themselves, and as will readily
be understood from an inspection of it

,

the printing of such stamps is

attended with no little difficulty. We venture to think, therefore, that
the Colonial authorities have been well advised in deciding to allow
the printing-plates to remain with us rather than have them sent to
the Colony to be worked from there, as are the Postage plates, for in

dependently of any other consideration the climatic conditions in
Tasmania must, it appears to us, tell most unfavourably against the

quality of such work.

The working die was charged at £45, the Keyplate of 120
multiples at £42 and each overprint plate of 120 multiples at
£1S. The original die was invoiced as follows:

Preparing studies of the Ornithorhyncus Para
doxus from Stuffed examples in the British Museum
and Engraving an Original Vignette die after the
sketch furnished by the Colony as corrected by those
studies. £70. o. 0.
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Ceylon The dies and plates of 240 multiples for the Ceylon Thirty-
Thirty-two two and Sixty-four Cents were invoiced on June 22, 1877 at the
Cents standard rates. The new stamps were included in the Quarterly
S1xty-four order, the completion of which was also invoiced on that day.

Plate 23 . 10
Tl1e first Printmgs were 41 1 sheets (98,640) ofThirty-two Cents,
and 408 sheets (97,920) of Sixty-four Cents .

Natal Hitherto the firm had more or less had their own way as far
Fourpence as printing Postage Stamps for the Colonies was concerned.

Perkins, Bacon were still clinging to St Vincent and Turks
Islands: Waterlow had disappeared from the scene. The attack
came from a new quarter, inspired by the Government ofNatal,
and the ensuing correspondence is as instructive as it is interest
ing. It will be remembered that De La Rue had submitted as
far back as June 1872 an estimate through the Crown Agents to
Natal for producing the Colony's stamps by surface printing.*
In July 1873 they received orders for plates for One Penny,
Threepence and Sixpence. On August 17, 1877 the Crown
Agents sent the following letter, signed by Sargeaunt and
addressed personally toWarren William De La Rue:

The Govt. of Natal has been in communication with another
London house respecting the supply of their Postage and other
Stamps (without charging anything for dies or plates) at a great re
duction on your prices and unless you can see your way to reduce
your charges in a like manner to the Cape reduction, I think you will
lose their work. Please call on me to discuss the subject.

The meeting took place before the end of the month, and the
firm sent the following formal letter to Sargeaunt, now a C.M.G.,
on September 13th.

Referring to our conversation some few days back, we beg here
with to confirm the verbal estimate which we then gave you, and
upon which you instructed us to act, by saying that we will, in this
instance, undertake to print the new 4d. Natal Postage Stamps from
a plate of 120 multiples at the same rate as those of the existing duties,
i.e. 10d. per thousand. Thus, although the cost of the die will remain
at £50, the plate will only cost £50 in place of £85, the price of a full
size plate of 240 multiples, so that a saving of no less than £35 will be
effected to the Colony upon the initial outlay.
With regard to the Tender which you informed us had been
presented to the Colonial authorities by a London house for the supply
of Postage Stamps at the price of £10. 10. 0. per thousand sheets of
240 multiples (10£d. per thousand stamps) without any charge for
plates, we beg to say that it is evident that this tender must be for
intaglio-printed or lithographed stamps which, as you are aware, are

* See p. 298.
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of inferior quality and afford but little, if any, protection against
forgery. We should have no difficulty in supplying such stamps at
even a cheaper rate than that which you mentioned, but it would be a
source of great regret to us were so important a Colony as Natal to
relinquish the security which they at present enjoy by the employ
ment of our surface-printed stamps. These stamps are admittedly
more expensive than those produced by the other methods, but this
is chiefly due to the initial outlay (parenthetically we may point out
that this assumes the character of a permanent investment) which has
to be incurred in dies and plates. The elaboration of these which our
process entails, however, is, we submit, well repaid by the highly
protective properties which we are enabled to impart to our stamps,
seeing that it is just as important that they should be secure against
forgery or illicit use a second rime as it is that bank notes should be
rendered protective.
It has occurred to us that in order to put the Colonial authorities in
possession of the conditions which attend our stamp manufacture,
and the safeguard it affords against fraud, it might be agreeable to
you to transmit to them the enclosed Abstracts of a Report which we
recently had occasion to present to a foreign government. These
Abstracts would not only be found to explain our particular system
ofmanufacture and the reasons why it is preferable to any other, but
would also be useful in pointing out the functions which our different
kind of stamp-printing inks are designed to serve. As you are so well
aware, the 'singly fugitive' inks in which Postage Stamps are printed
are not suitable for Revenue Stamps, which have to be cancelled by
writing, but yet we believe that the Shilling Natal Stamps, which are

printed in blue, are used for revenue purposes. Should this be the
case, and should it be the habit to cancel the stamps by writing across
them, we recommend the employment of the 'doubly fugitive' purple
ink in which the English 1d. Foreign Bill Stamps at the head of
Appendix E to the enclosed Abstracts are printed, for stamps printed
in this, or in either of the other two 'doubly fugitive' colours are alone
efficiently cancelled by writing. Possibly, however, it may be cus
tomary to cancel the Natal Revenue Stamps by a printed obliteration,
in which case the 'singly fugitive' blue ink in which they are at present
printed is fully protective.
In conclusion, we beg to say that in conformity with your instruc
tions, we will, whilst preserving the general design of the existing
Natal 6d. Postage Stamp in the new 4d. Stamp make such slight
changes as will help to distinguish it from its fellows, seeing that it is
found disadvantageous to depend upon colour alone for contrast
between stamps. It appears to us a pity indeed that the Colonial
authorities desired to have an existing type of stamp repeated, as we
believe it would have been a considerable advantage to have had a
distinct design for the new stamp, so that it might have presented a
more striking contrast to the others than it is possible to make it do
under existing circumstances.

Natal
Fourpence
(continued)
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Natal The outcome was that the die and plate of 120 multiples were
Fourpence invoiced on October 29, 1877 at £100 instead of the normal
(continued) ^135 for die and plate of 240 multiples, but the 1,028 sheets of

120 multiples (123,360 stamps) were invoiced at the 240-
multiple plate printing rate of 1od per 1,000.

Mauritius Although there is a letter in the Correspondence Book as early
Change of as November 25, 1875, recording an estimate for supplying
Currency nine new dies and printing plates, following a personal
Surcharges discussion between Sir Penrose Julyan and Warren William

De La Rue on the possibility of a change in the Mauritius
currency, no further reference is found until October 17, 1877,
when two invoices appear. These cover printing sheets from
the old plates and surcharging them in the new currency with
temporary overprint formes:

519 Sheets. Duty 2 Cents.

103 1 „ ,, 4 »
1773 » » 8 „
1024 „ » 17 »

513 » » 25 »

501 „ » 50 »

5361 Sheets of 240 Multiples = 1,286,640 Stamps

238 Sheets. Duty 13 Cents.
@ 10d.

257 » „ 38 Cents.

72 ,, „ 2 Rps. 50 Cents.

53. 12. 2.

567 Sheets of 240 Multiples = 136,080 Stamps

@ 1/4d. 9. 1. 5.

£62. 13. 7.

The invoice for making the temporary overprint plates from
type and overprinting the above sheets, reads as follows. It will
be noted that the duty was removed from the printing plate of
the Tenpence, not from the die.

Preparing 9 small temporary overprint formes
varying in size according to the quantity of stamps
which had to be produced, cutting away the duty
from the old 'Tenpenny' plate so that it might not
conflict with the overprinted duty of '2 cents' £11: 10: 0.

Overprinting the above enumerated 5928 sheets
and postage stamps from the small temporary forme

At per sheet 1jd. £30. 17: 6.
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The nine new dies for the Mauritius Rupee and Cents issue
were invoiced on December 31, 1877 at £50 each, together with
a printing plate of 240 multiples for each duty at £85 each.
The first printing was invoiced on March 20, 1878 when the
following quantities were charged: Two Cents, 120,960; Four
Cents, 249,600 sheets; Eight Cents, 427,920 sheets; Thirteen
Cents, 60,240 sheets; Seventeen Cents, 241,920 sheets; Twenty-
five Cents, 121,200 sheets; Thirty-eight Cents, 60,720 sheets;
Fifty Cents, 118,320 sheets; Two Rupees Fifty Cents, 17,520
sheets.

Mauritius
Rupee
Currency
Issue

On April 12, 1877 the Transvaal was by proclamation Transvaal
annexed to the British Crown. The current Republic stamps Enquiry
were temporarily overprinted, and on October 3, 1877 the
Crown Agents asked De La Rue to quote for dies and plates for
six values bearing the Queen's Head and 'Transvaal Postage'.
The firm submitted designs on the assumption that 'the ad- Plate 23; 11
hesive stamps would be printed in fugitive inks and carried out
in the same manner as those we manufacture for Gambia'. The
plate 'with adjustable pieces to produce 6 different duties' was
quoted at £j, and the stamps at 10d per 1,000.
On October 24th the firm were asked to quote for non-
fugitive inks, and reduced their rate to 7d per 1,000. This letter
dealt at great length on the disadvantage of using non-fugitive
inks, and went to the length of submitting specimens of stamps
so printed, treated with benzine to show their lack of security.
This was one of the rare cases of an estimate for Postage
Stamps being unsuccessful.

Hitherto the plates which the firm had manufactured for Tas
mania had been sent to the Colony for printing, together with
supplies of handmade watermarked paper, but a Dandy Roll for
machine made paper, with tas watermark, had been made at
the firm's expense in April 1877.* In March 1878 De La Rue
were asked to quote on a Requisition for new plates for the One
Penny and Twopence, already sent to the Colony, and a new
die and plate for an Eightpence duty. The plates were to be of
120 multiples. They were also asked to quote for printing
20,000 sheets One Penny, 20,000 sheets Twopence, and 2,000
sheets Eightpence. The requisition stated:

Dies will be furnished by the Crown Agents for the Colonies for
the preparation of the Plates for the 'Penny* and 'Two penny' Stamps.
That for the 'Eight penny' Stamp is to be of precisely the same de
sign and executed in as good style, as the penny and two penny
stamps. The colour of this stamp is to be distinctly different to any of
those used by the Tasmanian Government, patterns of which are to

* Sec p. 304.

Tasmania
One Penny
Twopence
Eightpence
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Tasmania
One Penny
Twopence
Eightpence

(continued)

be seen at the Office of the Crown Agents. One or two colours should
be submitted with the tender for approval. The penny and two penny
stamps to be of the respective colours of the patterns of those values.
The plate for the penny and two penny stamps as well as all the dies
are to be handed over to the Crown Agents on completion of the
present order, in a perfect condition. The plate for the eight penny
stamp is to be forwarded to the Colony.
The printed stamps are to be packed and sealed up in quantities of
500 sheets, with the contents certified to by the Crown Agents' In
spector on the outside of each packet. The packets are then to be
placed in strong iron bound and battened cases, with zinc linings.
The plate carefully wrapped in blanket of felt, to be packed in a wood
case enclosed in an outside zinc lined box battened and hooped with
iron. The ink to be in a square tin and enclosed in a wood case.
The prices quoted for the stamps are to include all expenses con
nected with the printing and of gumming and perforating the stamps
ready for use but not the supply of the paper which will be provided
by the Crown Agents.
The eight penny stamps and plate are to be shipped as soon as
possible.

There is a memorandum by Warren William De La Rue
dated March 18th: 'Mr Marsh told me that it is the intention to
retain the 1d. and 2d. plates in England.' It is clear that the
Crown Agents had now adopted a policy of obtaining com
petitive prices from firms with little or no experience in stamp
printing. In their reply the firm dealt both with this aspect and
the quality of stamps printed in the Colony from their plates.

In handing you the enclosed Tender for Tasmanian Postage
Printing Plates and Stamps, we venture to call attention to the fact
that in the Specification no stipulation is made as to the kind of ink
which is to be used nor as to the quality of work which is to be pro
duced. The specimen stamps referred to in the Specification have
been printed in 'fugitive' ink supplied by us to the Colony, and they
would, therefore, be efficiently cancelled by a printed obliterating
mark, seeing that benzine or any other re-agent which could be
employed to remove such an obliteration, would destroy the stamps.
We have tendered for stamps printed in 'fugitive' inks, as well as for
such ink in the case of the 10 lbs. which have to be sent to the Colony
for printing the 8d Stamps with, and we submit that our competitors
should be required to quote for the same quality of ink, and that
samples of what they may propose to supply should be compared
with samples of our fugitive inks. In passing we may remark that the
only way of making a fair comparison would be to take some old
stamps which are thoroughly dry, printed some in their inks and
others in ours, and hand them over to a chemical expert to test
their behaviour under the action of benzine and the other hydro
carbons.
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The specimen colonial stamps are very badly printed, and as we Tasmania
cannot for a moment suppose that they are to be the standard of One Penny
quality we have quoted for high-class work such as we are in the Twopence

habit of executing for your Department and we think that this is a E1ghtpence

point which should be borne in mind, no less than the fact that the (.contuluecv

manufacture would be conducted in a department exclusively de
voted to your work. Further, as we are thoroughly conversant with
all the processes of surface stamp manufacture, we could undertake
to execute the order with despatch, and we are willing indeed to be
bound that the whole should be completed within 8 weeks from the
date thereof, whilst a moiety of the 1d. and 2d. stamps, and the whole
of the 8d. Stamps with the plate, should be shipped within 5 weeks of
the receipt ofyour instructions.
We find from an analysis of our books that 236^ reams of the
Postage Stamp paper have been supplied to the Colony since the
commencement, and as there are 7 duties about 34 reams of the paper
may be assigned to each of them. Each ream contains 500 sheets, so
that 34 reams = 17,000 sheets, which is a very small quantity to pro
duce from a surface stamp printing plate. The condition of the
specimen colonial stamps, however, leads us to suppose that the

plates have been unduly worn, and are quite unfit for the production
of good work, so that we are driven to the conclusion that the condi
tions under which the stamps are produced in the Colony would not
allow of the plates lasting for more than about 17,000 impressions.
The arrangement with your Department provides for plates to last
for 35,000 impressions, so that it is apparent that the Tasmanian
Government are entitled to have the 1d. and 2d. plates at the reduced

price at which we have tendered; whilst we are fully convinced that
they would not continue to have their stamps printed in the Colony
were they once to see the superiority of our printing, we have put the
8d plate in also at the reduced price so as to facilitate the transfer of
the work here.
We should further explain that as we can arrange to produce the
8d. plate without a special die, we have refrained from quoting for
same, understanding as we do that it is desired to economize as much
as possible.

In the quotation no charge therefore was made for the new
Eightpence die, although it is clear that a working die at least
had to be made. The three new printing plates of 120 multiples
were quoted at £21 each. The printing prices were quoted at
8£d per 1,000 for the One Penny and Twopence, and 10d per
1jOOO for the Eightpence.
The Crown Agents either had a difficult customer to deal
with, or they had decided to have the whole subject investigated
with a view to establishing De La Rue's claims to superiority
over their competitors. The following correspondence, there
fore, although lengthy, is too important to summarise. It was
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Tasmania
One Penny
Twopence
Eightpence

(continued)

opened by a letter from the Crown Agents, dated March 26th,
and signed by F. Ommanney.

With reference to your tender for Postage Stamps for Tasmania, I
have to request that you will furnish the Crown Agents with speci
mens of stamps of a nature in all respects similar to those which you
propose to supply. The Crown Agents are desirous of satisfying
themselves as to the quality of the surface printing and as to the
degree of protection afforded by the fugitive character of the ink
employed, and in order that the tests may be applied in a satisfactory
manner, the specimens should consist of stamps which have been
printed some time, and are thoroughly dry.

The firm's reply was dated April 1, 1878.

Referring to your letter of the 26th ulto. we beg to hand you here
with three rough impressions in duplicate of the Cape of Good Hope
£d. Revenue Stamp printed in the fugitive inks which we should
propose to employ in the manufacture of the Tasmanian Postage
Stamps under requisition from the Colony. These stamps are taken
from the same sheets as those which accompanied our Report to Mr.
Sargeaunt of the 30th June last in connection with the colours of the
Cape of Good Hope Revenue Stamps. They are, therefore, nine
months old, and the inks are perfectly dry. The pink and green are
the same colours in which the 1d. and 2d. Tasmanian Postage Stamps
have hitherto been printed respectively (we have been in the habit of
supplying the fugitive pink and green inks to the Colony), whilst the
dark brown is the ink which we should recommend for the new 8d.
stamp. We send you a small bottle of benzine, together with a camel's
hair brush, and if you will be pleased to apply the liquid to the stamps
with the brush, you will find that their colour will be gradually
washed away. In order to show this effect, we have touched the corner
of one of each of the duplicate stamps with benzine. Any of the other
hydro-carbons would have much the same effect upon the stamps;
at the same time benzine is the most convenient to employ. Although
the stamps are fugitive under the action of the hydro-carbons, they
are stable under the action ofwater, a property which is, of course, an
essential condition of their fitness; in other words, they should not be
printed in water colours, in which case they would rub and blur when
moistened in the mouth for the purpose of being attached to a letter,
or if slightly damped accidentally in their transit through the post.
We should observe that although the ink employed in printing a
stamp were other than fugitive, it might at first sight appear to be
fugitive under the action of benzine, for if the ink in question were
slow-drying, it would require some time before becoming absolutely
set, and hence the benzine would have an effect upon it
,

seeing that

oleaginous matter, until it is thoroughly oxydized, is soluble by
benzine. The danger of the use of slow-drying oleaginous inks for
stamp printing is very great, for reliance is likely to be placed upon
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their apparent fi1gitiveness, notwithstanding that that property be Tasmania

merely ephemeral. The authorities concerned would, by testing the Oae Penny
new, and consequently undry, stamps, find them fugitive, and thus Twopence

be led to cancel them by a printed obliteration in the belief that the E1gntpence

stamps would always remain fugitive. When, however, the ink should ^con
u '

become dry (and it would do so very rapidly in a hot climate like that
of Tasmania) there would be little difficulty in removing a printed
obliteration without damaging the stamps. Fraud has, indeed, been
committed to an alarming extent by such an operation — especially
in Italy, where, before our assistance was sought for in the matter, it
was shown that the Revenue lost annually a very large sum by the
fraudulent cleansing of stamps for use a second time.
The enclosed proofs are but somewhat roughly printed, as they
were pulled hurriedly, merely for the information of the Government
of the Cape of Good Hope as to the colours which it was proposed to
use for their stamps in future. In order, however, to bring before you
the character of work which we should throw into the Tasmanian
Postage Stamps, we enclose a black proof from the 3d. die.
We feel it but due to ourselves to point out that although our com
petitors may possibly be able to show you some specimens of surface
stamps printed in inks of an apparently fugitive character, we have
reason to doubt their ability to satisfy you that they have printed
genuinely fugitive surface stamps, or any surface stamps indeed,
otherwise than in sample quantities, or that they are in the practice
of manufacturing them on a scale commensurate with the require
ments of the Tasmanian requisition, and we respectfully submit that
unless they can convince the Crown Agents of their having full ex
perience in the matter, it would neither be consistent with public
policy, nor with fairness to ourselves, to let them gain experience
from the information which would be afforded by the handing over
to them of the existing printing plates and dies. The speciality of our
competitors is intaglio or copperplate printing, and if

,

as we believe,

they are not fully conversant with the system of surface stamp
printing, they could only hope to produce the stamps after having
gathered sufficient information from the apparatus which would be
handed to them to indicate the direction in which they would have
to proceed. They would have to make repeated experiments in the
hope of hitting upon the right course to pursue, and this not only to
our prejudice, but also, we submit, at the expense of your Depart
ment, seeing that not only would the execution of the order be un
duly delayed, but the work produced could not but fall much below
the standard which years of experience have enabled us to attain.
Further, we submit that it would assuredly be undesirable that the

special process of stamp printing employed for the Imperial Govern
ment, and for the Government of India which has to contend against
extraordinary aptitude for fraud on the part of the natives, should be
revealed to more persons than are requisite for the carrying out of the
work to the satisfaction of those Governments, whilst the same
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Tasmania
One Penny
Twopence
Eightpence
(continued)

argument with little less force, applies to the work which we execute
for your Department.
We cannot but feel that we have conducted the work entrusted to
us by your Department for the last 20 years in a manner which
should ensure the confidence of the Crown Agents, seeing that we do
not remember to have received a single substantial complaint as to any
of the many millions of stamps which have been forwarded by your
instructions to almost all parts of the world. The work is not only of a
high class but is of a confidential nature, and it has to be performed
in a Department expressly set apart for it. These considerations, no
less than those which we have before mentioned, lead us to feel that
we are justified in asking respectfully that you will fully satisfy your
self that our competitors can not only submit samples of stamps such
as ours (which we may be allowed to question), but that they are in
the practice of producing such stamps. We believe it to be the uni
versal rule that before Government work is entrusted to any firm,

they are required to prove their ability to execute the same satisfac
torily, and we submit that unless our competitors are accustomed to the
manufacture of Surface, fugitive Postage Stamps, they cannot be con
sidered competent to undertake the fulfilment ofthe Indent in question.

The end of this transaction came as an anti-climax with
Ommanney's letter of June 11th:

I have to acquaint you that your tender of the 18th March last for
Plates, printing Stamps &c. for the Government of Tasmania, is
accepted at the sum therein stated — viz. £249. 10. o.
At the same time I beg to remind you of the urgency of the demand
for the 8d. postage plate and to request your immediate attention
thereto, with the view of its being shipped at an early date.

The plates and advance supply of stamps were invoiced on
September 5th. The balance of the first printing went on Nov
ember 7th, so that altogether this first printing contained
the following quantities: One Penny, 2,409,600; Twopence,
2,409,480; Eightpence, 240,000.
Six further large printings of the One Penny and Twopence
are recorded up to October 14, 1881. On April 24, 1882 the firm
supplied new plates of 120 multiples for each of these values
(Plates No. 3). There is no record of De La Rue having made a
die or plate for the Halfpenny, the crude appearance of which
confirms that it was produced in the Colony.

Ceylon The requisition for the new Two Rupees Fifty Cents Ceylon
Two Rupees was forwarded by the Crown Agents on September 7, 1878. It
Fifty Cents was specified that the stamps should be the 'Receipt' size, and

the plate 100 multiples.
When submitting the design for the stamp the firm suggested
that it should be printed in maroon, 'as that colour is not em-
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Ceylon
Two Rupees
Fifty Cents
(continued)

Twelve Cents
Sixteen Cents

ployed for any of the Ceylon stamps', and stated that the plate
would be '120 multiples with a blank row on either side, giving
100 actual stamp pieces'. The tender was accepted in October
4th, and the design approved, 'subject to the alteration in design
verbally mentioned at the interview with Mr. W. W. De La Rue
this day'.
The die and plate of 100 multiples was invoiced on December
31st. The printing plate is described as 'a forme of 100 multiples
with engine-turned border of 10 multiples on each side making
the 120 multiples'.

The printing was 311 sheets, or 31,100 stamps.

The enquiry for the first Labuan stamps was sent by the Lab1um
Crown Agents on October 15, 1878; they asked for 'a similar Two Cents

design to that furnished by you some few years since for Six Cents

Gambia'. The consequent negotiations are of great interest, and
led to the manufacture by the firm of their first recess-engraved
plate for postage stamp printing. The design was pantographed
ten times on to an electrotyped copper plate.
In spite of the reference to Gambia De La Rue submitted a
design in copperplate, showing sago palms, on the lines of the Plate 24; 1, 2
sketch which had come from Labuan. Attached to this sketch
were four current Japanese stamps to show the colours required
for the four duties.
When the Crown Agents on October 17th stated that the
stamp was to contain the Queen's head, the same frame was
used, turned vertically instead ofhorizontally.
The firm quoted 8d per 1,000 stamps 'without making any
charge for preliminary preparations' and this was accepted on
November 4th, with the following rider: 'You are at liberty to
print two years supply for shipment to the Colony, and a further
quantity to be kept in stock'.
The invoice of December 31, 1878 makes extraordinary
reading, in view of the amount ofwork in the preparation of the
plates, and the time devoted to its supervision. The firm was
determined to overcome the challenge to their supremacy which
they had had to face from another London house.

352 Sheets. Duty 16 Cents

147 » » I2 »
294 » » 6 „
152 jj 55 2 „

945 Sheets of 10 multiples = 9,450 Stamps
@perM.8d. 6.

Case lined with tin 1 .

3.
6.

7. 9.
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Lab1um
Two Cents
Six Cents
Twelve Cents
Sixteen Cents

(continued)

Procedure

Inspection

This rate of 8d per 1,000 was maintained so long as the orders
came through the Crown Agents, and no charge was made for
the plate of the Eight Cents on July 22, 1880 or of the Forty
Cents on August 10, 1882. The last consignment for the Crown
Agents was invoiced on May 4, 1886.

The meticulous accuracy, both in production and behaviour,
demanded from a firm of security printers must always be a
source of wonder to anybody not engaged in that pursuit. The
following story of a missing sheet of Labuan stamps, taken from
the Correspondence Book, gives some idea ofwhat the firm had
to endure. It begins with a confession to the Crown Agents
dated January 9, 1879:

We very much regret to have to report that a sheet of the 12 Cent
Labuan Postage Stamps has apparently been mislaid. These stamps,
as you are aware, have passed through an exceptional course of
manufacture, and owing to a misapprehension on the part ofour drier,
the sheets were not checked on our behalf on their being handed to us
by your officer. It is possible, therefore, that we did not receive the
right quantity, the more so as the sheets were interleaved in such a
manner as to render the operation ofcounting them extremely difficult.
We have made a most exhaustive but vain search for the missing sheet,
which leads us to think that we did not receive the right quantity. Never
theless, the responsibility of the apparent loss rests entirely with us,
and we are not only exceedingly sorry that any such irregularity should
have occurred, but we are prepared to forfeit the representative value
of the stamps, should you deem such a course imperative. But if you
can kindly excuse our doing so on this occasion, we will in future take
the like precautions with the Labuan stamps as we do with all other

stamps we manufacture for your Department.
We should explain that the stamps are printed 10 on a sheet, so
that each sheet of the 12 cent duty represents 120 Cents.

It was answered on January 14th by Captain F. Ommanney,
R.E.j who had recently become a Crown Agent, presumably in
place of Sir Penrose Julyan, whose name no longer appears in
the correspondence.

Referring to your letter of the 7th instant respecting a missing sheet
of Labuan Postage Stamps — duty 12 cents — the Crown Agents
are led to infer from the concluding sentence but one, that the same

precautions were not taken with these stamps as with others manu
factured by you for this Department; they presume however that the

precautions referred to are those taken by your viewer for your pro
tection and that there was no omission of any of the steps necessary
for the protection of the Crown Agents. If this view of the matter is
not correct the Crown Agents will consider whether they should not
call upon their Inspecting Officers for further explanation.
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The firm sent a further explanation on January 16th: Procedure

Inspection
With reference to your letter of the 14th inst., we very much regret (continued)
to find that our letter of the 7th inst. was not sufficiently explicit, and
in reply to your enquiry we beg to state that precautions were taken
in respect to the control of the Labuan Postage Stamps precisely
similar to those used in respect to all the other stamps we manufacture
for your Department, excepting that in the case of the 12 Cent
Stamps our drier did not count the sheets as he received them from

your officer. His excuse for not having done so is that the colour was
so wet that he was afraid of spoiling the stamps. We have severely
censured him for not having referred to us in the matter. Had he done
so, we should have made arrangements for the partial drying of the
stamps in the printing room, so that on his receiving them from your
officer, they would have been in a fit state to be counted without
injury.
We will in future ensure the counting of these stamps as received
from your officer in precisely the same manner as all others; and it
was such an undertaking which we wished to convey in the sentence
of our former letter to which you especially refer.
Trusting that the above explanation will be satisfactory, and with
apologies for having given you the trouble of requiring it at our
hands.

The incident closed on January 20th.

With reference to your letter of the 16th inst. and previous cor
respondence, I have to acquaint you that in view of the explanation
afforded, the Crown Agents do not purpose to ask you to pay the cost
of the missing sheet of Labuan 12 Cents Postage Stamps.

To quote the requisition, dated March 14, 1879, from the British
Colonial Secretary the new Fourpence British Honduras was Honduras

required 'in consequence of the Postal Union regulations'. This Fourpence
is the first reference in the records to the U.P.U. He asked that
the colour should be purple, and said he would accept a plate of
30 multiples for the sake ofeconomy.
The die and plate of 30 multiples and 16,050 stamps were in
voiced on July 12th.

The requisition denoting a change of the colour of the Ceylon Ceylon
Four Cents to dark red was sent by the Crown Agents on June Four Cents
II, 1879. The first consignment after this date of the Four Colour Change
Cents was invoiced on October 17th, when 1,220,640 stamps
were charged.

On June 12, 1879 the firm applied for permission to replace Procedure
the plates of certain stamps which were badly worn. It would Worn Printing
appear that the '35,000 rule' was not being strictly observed. Plates
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Procedure
Worn Printing
Plates

(continued)

Cape of Good
Hope
One Penny
Plate 5

British Guiana
New Keyplate

Hong Kong
Two Cents
Plate 2

Four Cents
Plate 2

Six Cents
Plate 2

Thirty Cents
Plate 2

We have to report that the 1d. Cape of Good Hope Postage Plate,
and the 2, 4, 6 and 30 Cent Hong Kong Postage Plates, are so much
worn that they are unfit for further use. We, therefore, venture to
recommend that new Plates should be struck. We are prepared to

supply these at half the price (i.e. £42. 10s. each) of the original
Plates, as per our letter of the 19th November 1875. We should
mention that the Hong Kong Plates have been in use for more than
fifteen years, and that the 1d. Cape plate has yielded over 46,000
impressions, a great number for a plate so finely engraved.
The British Guiana Postage Key-plate has had so much work
thrown upon it (i

t having yielded above 53,000 impressions) that,

although it is of comparatively recent date, it is worn out. When the
surface printed Postage Stamps were instituted for this Colony, we
believe it was thought that the Stamps would be ordered in but in
significant quantities, and that you were, therefore, led to adopt a

forme of only 60 multiples. The fact is, however, that a very con
siderable quantity of Stamps are ordered annually, so that itwould be
worth while to print them from a forme of 120 multiples. We, there
fore, venture to suggest that a new forme should be struck of that
size. If you can accede to this suggestion, we will undertake to supply
such a forme at half price, i.e. £21. 5s.

A considerable saving would thus be effected in the price of the
Stamps, for we could charge them at a reduction of 3d per thousand,
making the prices, exclusive of paper:—

When a ream or more than a ream are ordered and supplied at a

time 2/1d per thousand.

When less than a ream are ordered and supplied at a time 3/1d per
thousand.

The estimate was accepted on June 21st. The new Cape of
Good Hope One Penny plate (No. 5) was invoiced on July 9th,
together with the new British Guiana keyplate of 120 multiples.
The new Six Cents and Thirty Cents Hong Kong plates (No. 2)
were invoiced on November 28th. With them the firm also in
voiced new plates (No. 2) for the Hong Kong Two Cents and
Four Cents.



CHAPTER XIV

1879 to 1882

The development of the system of supplying a Keyplate which The Uniform
could be used for various colonies grew out of a letter addressed Keyplate
by the Auditor General of the Leeward Islands to the Colonial
Secretary. It was dated May 15, 1879, and was prompted by the
regulations of the U.P.U.

As the Colony will be admitted into the General Postal Union on
the 1st July next it will be necessary to provide postage stamps for the
several Presidencies to suit the changes in the rates of Postage.
From the 1st July the rates will be 4d per fifteen grammes for
letters, 1£d. for Postage cards and 2 Ad. for a packet not exceeding 4
ounces of commercial papers. The Registration fee 2d. for each letter
or postal packet.
It will therefore be necessary to provide 4d Stamps for Antigua,
St. Kitts, Dominica and Montserrat. Nevis and the Virgin Islands
have already stamps of that denomination, and for all the Presidencies
Stamps for 2£d. and a sufficient number of Post Cards will also be
required for each Presidency.
I respectfully submit that it would be more economical to have one
postage stamp for the Leeward Islands with an initial letter to denote
the Presidency from which it is issued (so long as separate accounts
are kept with each Presidency) unless there were an objection to use
a Leeward Islands stamp conjointly with those now in existence.
It will I presume be necessary to have the sanction of the Post-
Master-General for the use of the new Stamps.
I enclose a requisition for Stamps mentioned above estimated to be
sufficient for six months. In making the estimate I have been guided
by the number of letters passing through the Antigua Post Office as
furnished byMr. Gray.
I beg to mention that the dies of the Postage Stamps for the several
Presidencies at present in use are in the custody of the Crown Agents,
except those of Nevis, which are in the hands of Nissen and Parker,
Stationers &c. of London.

There is no indication as to whether the significance of this
proposal was realised at the time. The firm's tender groups the
four colonies who were ordering surface printed stamps for the
first time on a single Keyplate, putting the name of the Colony
on the duty plate.

331
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Antigua
Twopence
halfpenny
Fourpence

Nevis
Twopence
halfpenny

Montserrat
Twopence
halfpenny
Fourpence

Virgin Islands
Twopence
halfpenny

St Christopher
Twopence
halfpenny
Fourpence

Dominica

Twopence
halfpenny
Fourpence

Leeward Islands

Leeward
Islands

Dominica

Halfpenny

Requisition No. 896 of 16th May 1879 Adhesive Stamps
Antigua, Nevis, Montserrat & Virgin Islands

Die for the production of Key-forme £50
Key-forme of 60 multiples from above die 21

Overprint forme of 60 multiples to print the name
Antigua and the duty 2^d. on Key-sheets 12

Do. Do. for duty of4d. 12

2^d. overprint forme do for Nevis 12

2$d. „ „ „ „ Montserrat 12

2$d. „ „ „ „ Virgin Islands 12

They then quoted for the duty plates for the two colonies for
whom they had already printed stamps.

St. Christopher and Dominica
Two overprint formes of 60 multiples to print the duties
of 2£d. and 4d. on sheets printed from the existing St.
Christopher and Dominica Key Postage formes . . . @ £12 £24

£67
The acceptance of the tender, in the light of what subsequently
happened, was casual. It was dated June 20th and signed by R.
Russell, an assistant in the Crown Agents Office.

Your Estimate of the 19th instant for Adhesive Stamps and Post
Cards for the Leeward Islands, is accepted at the cost therein stated,
and I have to request that you will proceed at once with the manu
facture of the several articles required.

The Day Book entries show separate invoices for each colony.
They are dated November 7th, and follow the tender strictly
as far as the details are concerned, except that an error was made
whereby the St Christopher printed sheets were charged as
containing 60 multiples instead of 20. This was adjusted by a
Credit Note on December 31st. The first quantities invoiced
were:

Antigua Twopence halfpenny, 1620; Fourpence, 7980
Nevis Twopence halfpenny, 780
Montserrat Twopence halfpenny, 780; Fourpence, 1860
Virgin Islands Twopence halfpenny, 300
St Christopher Twopence halfpenny, 1460; Fourpence 7240
Dominica Twopence halfpenny, 900; Fourpence 3120

A new duty plate for Dominica Halfpenny was also included in
the invoice for that Colony, and the first printing from it was
15420.
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The change of the Hong Kong Two Cents to rose was ordered Hong Kong
by the Crown Agents on June 20, 1 879. Two Cents

Forty-eight
The Government ofHong Kong have requested the Crown Agents Cents
to give directions that the colour of the two cents postage Stamp Colourchanges
should be altered to the tint herewith enclosed. It is also requested
that a supply of these Stamps be forwarded at once. You will there
fore be good enough to proceed with the printing of the usual half
yearly supply.

As a result the half yearly supply due in September was in
voiced on July 28th. The first consignment of the Two Cents
rose was 150,000.
With this consignment went 30,960 of the Forty-eight Cents.
This stamp had previously been printed in the rose colour now
adopted for the Two Cents, and presumably the colour was
changed to brown. There is no information about this change in
the Correspondence.

The colours of the new Bermuda Halfpenny and Fourpence Bermuda
were specified by the Colonial Secretary as Light Chocolate Halfpenny
and Full Bright Red respectively in a letter dated August 21, Fourpence

1879. He also asked that the Halfpenny should be the same
pattern as the Twopence, and the Fourpence the same as the

Sixpence.
There is no further correspondence apart from this letter,
which was received from the Crown Agents on September 8th

1879. The dies and two plates of 240 multiples were invoiced on
January 28, 1880. The quantities were: Halfpenny, 481,440;
Fourpence, 480,480.

New duty plates for the Gold Coast Halfpenny and Twopence Gold Coast
were invoiced in September 23, 1879 with the following quan- Halfpenny
trties: Halfpenny, 24,660; Twopence, 24,900. Twopence

On September 8, 1879, when sending a list of the annual re- Cape of Good
quirements ofCape of Good Hope postage stamps, the Treasurer Hope
of the Colony informed the Crown Agents that the Inland Fourpence
postage rate had been altered from fourpence to threepence. He Surcharged

called for 12,000 sheets of a new Threepence, and 5,000 sheets Threepence

of Fourpence 'to replace an equal number which, to meet the
emergency, are at present being converted into 3d.' He asked
that the new stamps should be 'maroon' in colour.
There is no further letter in the Correspondence Book, but
the outcome was that in November 11th the firm invoiced 'a
temporary overprint forme for 3d. Postage Stamps at £6, and
3,000 sheets of 240 multiples (720,000 stamps) of the Fourpence,
printed in maroon and overprinted in black with Threepence.
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Cape of Good The new die and plate of 240 multiples for the Cape of Good
Hope Hope Threepence were invoiced on December 22nd, and 6,042
Threepence sheets (1,450,080 stamps) on January 30, 1880. A further 5,051

sheets were invoiced on February 25th.
Although said to be printed in maroon both these stamps, and
the earlier overprints, are considered to be 'pale dull rose'. On
June 1st the Colonial Secretary wrote to the Crown Agents
complaining that the colour 'appears to be almost identical with
that of the penny stamps at present in use'. On being asked for
an explanation the firm replied as follows on June 28th:

With reference to your letter of the 24th inst., covering some
letters, herewith returned, which you have received from the Cape
of Good Hope in respect to the colour in which the 3d. Cape Postage
Stamps have been printed, we beg to say that in the first Indent for
these Stamps it was requested that they should be printed in maroon,
and that the request was strictly complied with, seeing that the

stamps were printed in a pure maroon. We ourselves noticed that the
maroon resembled somewhat closely the red of the 1d. Stamps, but
having received instructions in respect to the colour we did not like
to trouble you with any question in regard to it

,

especially as the

Indent was marked 'Urgent'.
The 3,000 sheets of 3d. Postage Stamps which have just been
printed to meet the usual quarterly supply have also been printed in
maroon. We venture to suggest that the best course to pursue would
be to ship those stamps, and to propose to the Colonial authorities
that the 3d. duty should in future be printed in brown to match the

specimen given upon the margin.

The colony rejected this specimen as resembling 'too closely
the colour of the sixpenny postage stamps used here'. They en
closed a 'sample of the colour (dark maroon as per margin) which

it is proposed should in future be adopted'. The next supplies
were printed in a pale claret, which was deepened later.

Gambia Five new duties for Gambia were ordered by the Crown
Halfpenny Agents on February 14, 1880. In their requisition the Colony
One Penny requested that the new stamps should be perforated, but for the
Twopence existing two values of Fourpence and Sixpence they stipulated
Threepence «as at present as per pattern subjoined', and added: 'With the
One Shilling exception of the 6d and 4d stamps for which dies are already in

existence all the other stamps are to be perforated'. This point
was taken up by De La Rue when sending designs for the new
stamps on February 21st, and all the stamps were perforated.
The new printing and embossing plates of 15 multiples were
invoiced on June 4th. The following quantities of stamps were
printed: Halfpenny, 2,010; One Penny, 990; Twopence, 5,100;
Threepence, 975; Fourpence, 4,350; Sixpence, 4,050; One
Shilling, 1,050.
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There is a note in the Day Book that no deduction was made
for the CC paper.

Plates for new Hong Kong Five Cents and Ten Cents duties Hong Kong
were ordered by the Crown Agents on April 5, 1880. The colour Fiye Cents
of the Five Cents was to be blue, and the colour of the Ten Ten Cents
Cents was to be the same as the Eighteen Cents, the use ofwhich
value was to be discontinued. The colony's requisition was
dated February 16th, and supplies of the Eighteen Cents, over
printed 5 cents locally, were issued in March. The stamps were
required urgendy.
The firm's estimate was accepted on April 8th, and the new
dies and plates of 240 multiples were invoiced on July 16th.
The first consignment of stamps was invoiced on July 26th,
comprising 154,080 Five Cents and 150,200 Ten Cents.

An overprint plate of 60 multiples was invoiced for Nevis on Nevis
May 14, 1880, and 4,980 stamps were printed. With these went One Penny
a further 27 sheets (1620 stamps) of the Twopence halfpenny.

On May 15, 1880 the Crown Agents sent a requisition from
Natal for a new Halfpenny stamp. It was 'to be of the same pat
tern as the stamp attached, but of dark green colour, and to have
the words 'One Half-penny' clearly printed on each stamp in
place of 'Sixpence' as on the pattern. Remembering no doubt
the trouble when the Fourpence stamp had been ordered* the
firm on May 28th wrote at some length on the colony's sugges
tion. They also raised the problem which led to the change of
the colour of the One Shilling.

Provided the instructions contained in the Requisition were strictly
complied with, distinction between the £d. and 6d. stamps would
depend entirely upon difference of colour; whereas experience has
shown it to be of importance that distinction between duties should
depend not only upon difference of colour, but upon difference in
configuration. A stamp should indeed be recognisable by its design
alone, for in bad light colours are apt to assimilate one to the other,
besides which many people are partially or totally colour-blind.
Another reason too, in favour of rendering duties unlike one another
in design is that by doing so an additional impediment is thrown in
the way of the forger, and the possibility of a low duty of stamp being,
by fraud, made to represent a high duty is prevented.
The cost of a die after a new design would be the same as if an old
design were repeated, so that we venture to think that the desirability
of adopting a new design for the £d. stamp could hardly be questioned.
We enclose a design, which we trust may meet with your approval,
particularly as it represents a very simple form of stamp, such as
would be appropriate for a low duty.

•Seep. 318.

Natal
One
Halfpenny
One Shilling
Colour change
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Natal
One
Halfpenny
One Shilling
Colour change
(continued)

In connection with what we have above stated it is well for us to
remind you that in ordering the 4d. in 1877, the Colonial authorities
made a request similar to that which they have repeated on this oc
casion, to the effect that the new stamp should be of the same design as
the 6d., but you decided, for the reasons we have stated, by the modi
fication of the corners to render the new stamp as unlike the 6d. duty
as could be done whilst preserving the hexagonal form in that stamp.
Passing to colour. The stamps have no doubt been ordered to be
printed in green in conformity with the Notice issued by the Inter
national Postal Convention that all \d. stamps should be printed in
that colour; but no such stipulation exists as to the colour in which

1/- Postage Stamps should be printed, and we think, therefore, that
it would be very desirable if the green colour of the 1/- Natal Postage
Stamps was changed to a burnt umber or yellow like the specimens
given upon the margin, for it would appear to us undesirable for two
duties so different in value as 1/- and £d. to be printed in green, even
though different shades of that colour be employed. We believe that
the green 1/- stamps we have been in the habit of supplying are
always used for Postal purposes, but we are not quite clear upon this

point, and if any reference has to be made to the Colony upon the
matters herein raised we venture to think that it would be desirable
ifwe could be informed what the established colours for printing the
1/- stamps in in future are to be considered. They have at various
times been printed in green, chocolate, and blue. The green has
sometimes been supplied with the word 'Postage' overprinted under
neath the Queen's neck, but at other times without that word. In
order to avoid mistakes in the execution of Indents, we ask that it
may be understood on this side what colours the stamps will be re
quired in in future, and what branch of Revenue (Postal, Fiscal &c.

&c.) each colour is to represent. Further, whether the 1/- Postage
Stamps in future are to be overprinted with the word 'Postage' or not.

Some of this makes strange reading when one recalls that De
La Rue had only just completed a new series of stamps, em
bracing four colonies, where in fact 'distinction between duties'
did 'depend upon difference of colour', and not 'upon difference
in configuration'. Furthermore within a month they were
advocating the use of that same design for a series of five new
values for Cyprus.
The Crown Agents approved the design of June 4th and told
De La Rue that their letter would be forwarded to the colony by
the next mail. The colony replied to the Crown Agents on
August 14th, accepting the firm's proposal for the Halfpenny,
and stating that 'in future indents will specify that 1/- postage
stamps are to be printed in orange'; the One Shilling green
would become a fiscal.
The die and plate of 120 multiples for the Halfpenny were
invoiced on August 10th, together with 120,720 stamps.
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On May 28, 1880 the Crown Agents ordered a further supply Virgin
of the Virgin Islands One Penny, which had been lithographed Islands
by De La Rue from a plate engraved by Waterlow.* The firm One Penny
took the opportunity of pressing in their letter of June 7th for
its replacement by a new plate for surface printing.

With reference to your order of the 28th ulto. for some 1d. Postage
Stamps for the Virgin Islands, we beg to remind you that hitherto
these stamps have been printed from the stone, but that now there is
a Key plate for the Leeward Islands, it would be desirable to make an
overprint plate for the 1d. Virgin Island Stamps. The cost of the over
print plate would be £12, and the price of the stamps printed from
the surface would be a great deal cheaper than those printed from the
stone; so that as the surface work is far superior in every respect to
the Lithographic work, we make no doubt that you will authorize us
to carry out the suggestion which we have ventured to make. We
marginally attach a specimen of the lithographic stamp and a speci
men of the 2£d. Virgin Island surface Postage Stamp, so that you may
see the difference in the quality of the work. The new 1d. Stamp
would, of course, be printed in green instead of the brown of the 2^d.
Stamp.

The Crown Agents approved the suggestion on June 9th, and
the overprint forme of 20 multiples was invoiced on July 8th,
with 3,000 One Penny stamps, and a further 3,000 Twopence
halfpenny. There were further supplies of the One Penny,
amounting to 5,640 on May 6, 1881, and 15,000 on February
29, 1884. In December 31, 1888 the Colony reverted to the
lithographed stamps, possibly for the sake ofeconomy.f

On June 29, 1880 the Crown Agents wrote to De La Rue Tobago
enclosing a requisition from Tobago. Neither their letter nor First Postage
the requisition is in the Correspondence Book. The firm replied ^ssue

on the following day:

With reference to your letter of yesterday, it appears to us that the
best way of carrying out the Requisition for Tobago Postage Stamps
will be to make a new Key-plate with the word 'Postage' inserted
therein, as indicated upon the stamp marginally attached. Our charge
for this Key-plate would be £24. Overprint plates exist for all the
duties that are required.
The colours which we should propose to print the stamps in are
given upon the fly-leaf, and we shall be glad to hear that these colours
are approved by you, and that our proposition in regard to the Key-
plate also meets with your acquiescence.

The Crown Agents approved their suggestion, and also 'the
colours submitted by you for the several duties'.

* See p. 315. t See pp. 469-70.
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Tobago
First Postage
Issue

(continued)

Cyprus
Great Britain
Overprints

On October 4th the Day Book shows the following entry:

Tobago Postage Stamp

£. s. d.
Prel1minary Expenses thereon 24. o. o.

This is followed by a second invoice, also dated October 4th,
headed 'Tobago Postage and Revenue Stamps', showing that
the following duties and quantities were despatched: Halfpenny,
1,200; One Penny, 1,200; Fourpence, 1,200; Sixpence, 7,440;
One Shilling, 6,000.
The preliminary expenses presumably included the new work
ing die and a Keyplate of 60 multiples. For the overprint plates
the One Penny, Sixpence and One Shilling from the Tobago
Revenue plates may have been used, and the remaining two
could have been borrowed from Dominica, or all the Dominica
overprint plates could have been used.
On January 22, 1881 the following additional quantities were
invoiced: Halfpenny, 6,000; One Penny, 9,000; Fourpence,
15,000. There were two more printings before October 1883,
when the first Twopence halfpenny stamps were printed on CA
paper.

The correspondence leading to the printing of the first defini
tive issue for Cyprus opens with a letter from the Crown Agents
on July 2, 1880, but the firm had had considerable experience of
work for the Colony before that date. On June 4, 1878 Great
Britain had taken over the administration of Cyprus on behalf
of the Sultan of Turkey, who remained nominal sovereign. It
did not become a Crown Colony in the accepted term until the
annexation on November 5, 1914, following Turkey's declara
tion ofwar on Great Britain. On September 6, 1878 Warren De
La Rue received the following letter, marked 'Immediate and
Confidential', from the Board of Inland Revenue.

I am to direct you to prepare in conformity with the verbal in
structions which you have already received, printed Type for over
printing unappropriated stamps of the Shilling and Pence series with
the word 'Cyprus'.
The required number of sheets is sent herewith for the purpose of
being overprinted, together with a surplus to provide against mis
adventure in printing.
I am to add that the Board have pledged themselves definitely to
the Treasury that these stamps shall be ready on Tuesday next only
perforated and in a proper state for use, and they rely therefore on

your delivering them without fail at this Office on Monday next by

5 p.m. at latest.

These were revenue stamps, but when the time came to over

print the postage stamps of Great Britain for use in Cyprus the
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Inland Revenue in a letter dated June 13, 1879, instructed De Cyprus
La Rue to overprint the two values Halfpenny and One Penny Great Britain
printed by Perk1ns, Bacon, as well as the Twopence halfpenny, Overprints

Fourpence, Sixpence and One Shilling printed by themselves. (cont1nued)
The Controller stated: 'I shall be glad if you will let me know
when you are ready for the stamps. In the case of the £d and
1d I will send you imperforated (sic) sheets.' On June 20th they
sent 150 sheets ofHalfpenny and 1,500 sheets ofOne Penny.
The invoice was not posted to the Inland Revenue Day Book,
and may have been in one of the official Day Books which were
destroyed when the firm's offices were bombed.
The quantities overprinted are revealed in a tabulated list of
the Colony's requirements, based on the assumption that the
supplies 'sent to the Acting British Postmaster at Cyprus on
August 8, 1879' were sufficient for two years. These are given in
sheets or panes of the face value of £1. The figures in paren
theses represent the sheets sent to De La Rue by the Inland
Revenue on June 20th, also in units of £1 each. When doing so
they asked the firm to keep to the numbers as closely as possible,
'as any surplus would be useless'.

One Halfpenny, 143 (150); One Penny, 1,412 (1,500); Twopence
halfpenny, 3,329 (3,500); Fourpence, 244 (250); Sixpence, 84 (100);
One Shilling, 144 (150)

On February 12, 1880 the firm was consulted by the General
Post Office, and on February 23rd furnished them with a
schedule of prices for making dies and plates of 240 multiples
of the One Penny and Twopence halfpenny; and a Key die,
keyplate of 240 multiples and duty plates of 60 multiples for the
Halfpenny, Fourpence, Sixpence and One Shill1ng. They
quoted for an annual supply of stamps printed from these plates.

On July 2, 1880 the Crown Agents forwarded the correspon- Cyprus
dence from the High Commissioner to the Colonial Office, dated Turkish

May 10th and 12th. It amounted to a request for an estimate of Currency
the cost of five new duties: Half, One, Two, Four and Six
Piastres. They stated that 'Mr Sargeaunt thinks a cheap postage
stamp might be provided, such as that now in course of pro
duction for Tobago.' The firm quoted on July 7th for a working
die, a Keyplate of 120 or 60 multiples, and five duty plates of
120 or 60 multiples.
On August 24th the Crown Agents sent further letters, dated
August 18th and 21st, from the General Post Office to the
Colonial Office which more or less repeated what the High
Commissioner had said. They asked De La Rue to furnish them
with an estimate and designs. The firm replied on August 27th:

We have ventured to prepare the designs in accordance with the

arrangement of which you approved verbally some few weeks back,
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Cyprus that is to say, we have made use of your existing key-plate, which
Turkish obviates the preparation of an original die and Key-forme, for which
Currency we estimated on the 7th ulto. The enclosed specimens are actually
(cont1nued) printed from the existing Key-plate, and the lettering is drawn in by

hand. We have followed the instructions as to colour contained in the
letter of the Post Office to the Colonial Office under date the 18th
inst. for \ Piastre, 1 Piastre and 2 Piastres. As we were without in
structions for the 4 and 6 Piastres, we have ventured to adopt for the

4 Piastres the colour of the 4d English Postage Stamp and for the 6
Piastres the colour of the 6d English Postage Stamp.

It will be noted that the Keyplate prepared for the Leeward
Islands, and so invoiced, has become 'your existing Keyplate'.
The designs were approved by the Crown Agents on October
26th. Once again there was a lengthy correspondence from the
High Commissioner to the Colonial Office, the principal point
in which was a request from the local Postmaster that the Half
Piastre and One Piastre should be printed from plates of 360
and 180 multiples respectively in order to produce sheets of the
face value of £1. His letter to the High Commissioner included
a careful dissection of the various combinations of panes
adopted by De La Rue for the stamps of Great Britain, and
asked that there should be six panes of 60 multiples on the Half
Piastre sheet, and three panes of 60 on the Piastre sheet.
The firm took up this point in their reply on October 30th.

With regard to the arrangement of the sheets, the only plan of
carrying out the suggestion which has been made would be to have a
new Key-plate of 180 multiples. This would enable us to give pound
sheets in every case, excepting the £ Piastre duty, where the sheet
would represent 10/- in value. The price of such a Key-plate would be

£68. The stamps would have to be printed upon your 'C.C.' Postage
paper the reverse way to what they are ordinarily, and the watermarks
would not fall coincidently with the stamps. This is, however, per
haps of small importance.
It occurs to us to suggest as a settlement of the matter that the first
supply of stamps might be printed in sheets of 60 and that in the
meantime the High Commissioner might be consulted as to whether
he would wish to have a 180 set Key-forme prepared for further
requisitions.

The Crown Agents wrote on November 11th, requesting the
firm to proceed 'on the terms of the original estimate'. The
stamps were invoiced on February 15, 1881: Half Piastre,
199,800; One Piastre, 101,340; Two Piastres, 180,840; Four
Piastres, 10,800; Six Piastres, 5,760.

Lab1um The new Ten Cents for Labuan was invoiced on July 22,
Ten Cents 1880. No charge was made for 'preliminary expenses' and

5,050 stamps were printed from a sheet of 10 multiples.
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On January 5, 1881 the Crown Agents sent a requisition from Grenada
Grenada for three new duties, required by the U.P.U. regula- Halfpenny
tions. In a postscript at the foot of his letter to the Colonial T^J2f

ence

Secretary of December 7, 1880 the Postmaster General of «aIrPenny
Grenadawrote: 1™$™*
These Stamps to be struck off Revenue Stamp Die, and coloured
as follows: — 4d dark blue, 2^d pink, £d mauve, The value to be
printed in black letters across the bottom of the Stamp above the
word 'Grenada'.

A duplicate of the correspondence was sent to Perkins, Bacon,
who still printed the stamps for Grenada.* De La Rue again
put forward the Leeward Islands keyplate and quoted as
follows on January 7th:

Overprint Formes exist for all the duties so that by preparing a

plate from the Leeward Island Key-plate with the word Grenada in
serted in the top tablet the expense of special overprint plates would
be saved. The cost of such a Key-plate would be £24. o. o. Stamps
per 1,000 2s. 4d.

Perkins, Bacon quoted 1j- per 1,000 for overprinting the
Revenue stamp plate and received the order on January 13th,
and despatched the stamps on February 28th. On December

23rd the firm sent a long report, of which extracts are given
below, to the Crown Agents on the stamps supplied by Perkins,
Bacon, and submitted specimens of a postage stamp that they
could supply at 1/- per 1,000.

Understanding that you require from us certain information in

respect to surface-printed stamps for the island of Grenada, we have
thought it well to prepare some specimens in order to illustrate the
character of work which we could throw into such stamps and also
the properties of our fugitive inks.
The present Grenada stamps, which are printed by the copper
plate process are unprotective to the revenue, seeing that they could
be readily cleansed from either a printed or written obliteration, as it
is impossible to print by the copperplate system in fugitive inks.
Surface-printed stamps are of such a refined character as to afford
great protection against forgery, whilst they are printed in inks that
would render their re-use impossible.
At the head of the Appendix to this letter we give two specimens of
Grenada Postage Stamps printed respectively in blue and pink
fugitive inks. Under these stamps will be found two similar stamps
which were first cancelled by means of a hand-stamp with endorsing
ink, and then washed in benzine. It will be noticed that the benzine
has affected the colour of the stamp more than the obliteration, and
indeed, as the fugitive inks are soluble in benzine and the other

* Perkins Bacon Records, I, pp. 228-34.

Enquiry
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Grenada

Halfpenny
Twopence
halfpenny
Fourpence
Enquiry
(continued)

Plate 24; 3

Grenada

Halfpenny
One Penny
Twopence
halfpenny
Fourpence
Sixpence
Eightpence
One Shilling

Plate 24; 6

hydrocarbons, a printed obliteration cannot be removed from stamps
printed in them without irreparably destroying the stamps. We
have a great variety of colours in the singly-fugitive inks which can
be used for Postage Stamps, a different colour being taken for each
duty.

By the adoption of a peculiar method of printing, we could under
take to supply such stamps as those given on our Appendix, without
having to make any charge for dies or plates, at the uniform price of
1/- per thousand, and we hope that it might be found that such stamps
would be more serviceable than those at present in use.

The block of twelve stamps submitted to the Crown Agents
with this letter has been preserved in the firm's archives.
The 'peculiar method of printing' undoubtedly refers to the
building up of the printing forme with the rows arranged tete-
beche. Only the central portion of the Leeward Islands die for
the keyplate was used, and the appearance of the stamps
suggests that they were produced by a single printing. The Day
Book entry gives no help, as it makes no mention of die or
plates and merely confirms that the sheets had 60 multiples.

There is no further correspondence in the Correspondence
Book until February 27, 1882, when the firm once again quoted
the Crown Agents for a special die, a keyplate, and overprint
plates at the standard rates of £50, £21 and £12 respectively.
They also quoted the usual 2/4d and 3/4d per 1,000 for print
ing. They enclosed a new design. Evidently the Crown Agents
asked the Colony for a decision, and the negotiations closed
with the following letter from the Colony dated September
26th, which the Crown Agents forwarded on October 12th.

With reference to your letter No. 105/826 of 26th June 1882, I
have the honour to inform you that this Government has decided on
accepting the offer ofMessrs De La Rue & Co., put forward in their
communication of 23rd December 1881, to supply stamps, similar
to those shown in the appendix to that document, at a uniform rate
of one shilling per thousand.
I annex an Indent of such Postage Stamps as, at present, are re
quired by the Postmaster, the estimated cost of which is £18. o. o.
and I have to request you to be good enough to take the necessary
steps to have the requisition complied with, and the stamps for
warded to this Colony at an early date.

The Administrator specified the colour for each duty except
the Eightpence, which was to be the 'same colour as the English

4d'. He ordered 500 sheets of all values except the Eightpence
(450) and the One Shilling (50), which he estimated to cost £18.
These calculations proved to be based on sheets of 120 multiples,
and the quantities were consequently doubled with the consent
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of the Crown Agents, because the sheets contained 120 multiples Grenada
only. Halfpenny

The stamps were invoiced on January 12, 1883. De La Rue OnePenny
were themselves critical of the design. 'The Grenada stamps,' ?^2Pence
they said, when writing to the Crown Agents on November 24, £.alrPenny
1882 on the St Vincent enquiry, 'are somewhat crude in appear- sjxDence06
ance on account of the inscription not being enclosed within Eiehtpence
tablet lines; but they possess the same chemical properties as the One Shilling
more perfect stamps'. (continued)
This Grenada 'makeshift' haunted De La Rue for some years,
and in the absence of Works Records* the method of manu
facture, although information is added from time to time, is
never clearly described.

The Leewards Islands keyplate was now firmly established Turks Islands
as a potent weapon with wh1ch to meet the competitor, and a Fourpence
useful factor in enabling De La Rue to deal with the rapid Perkins, Bacon
growth of their Postage Stamp printing, for from 1880 onwards "'ates

they had been printing the Halfpenny, One Penny, Three half
pence and Twopence of Great Britain in large quantities for the
Board of Inland Revenue. On March 4, 1881 a request from
the Crown Agents for a new Fourpence for Turks Islands was
couched in the following terms:

Be good enough to furnish the Crown Agents with an Estimate for
providing the Government of Turks Island with twenty thousand
four-penny postage stamps, to be printed from the Leeward Island
key-plate, the name of the Colony and the duty being inserted by
an overprint, and state the probable time when shipment can be
made.

The usual price of £12 for the duty plate and 3/4d or 2/4d
per 1,000, according to the quantity, was quoted. De La Rue
informed the Crown Agents that 'no standard of colour has been
fixed for Postage Stamps of the value of the 4d by the Inter
national Postal Convention'. On March 17th they were sent a
sheet containing specimens of the stamps in use in the Turks
Islands, and were asked to recommend a colour for the new
Fourpence; they suggested 'a bright blue, of the shade used for
the Gold Coast 1d Postage Stamps'. They were told to go ahead
on March 22nd, and the correspondence ended. In their invoice
however they not only charged the new duty plate and 20,220
stamps of the Fourpence, but also further supplies of the One
Penny, Sixpence and One Shilling. These had previously been
printed by Perkins, Bacon from plates of 30 multiples manu
factured by them. This first printing on CC paper was small:
One Penny, 6,000; Sixpence, 2,010; One Shilling, 2,100.
The Perkins, Bacon stamps had been overprinted locally

*See pp. 367, 425-8, 449.
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Cape of Good
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Crown CA
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during 1881 to provide the new One Halfpenny, Twopence-
Halfpenny and Fourpence duties which the U.P.U. regulations
demanded. The Crown Agents collected the plates from Perkins,
Bacon on March 18, 1881.*

A new plate No. 6 for the Cape of Good Hope One Penny
was invoiced on March 17, 188 1. On the same day the firm sent
the following letter to the Crown Agents about the Ceylon Four
Cents plate:

We have to report that the four cents Ceylon Postage Plate is worn
out and unfit for use. The plate has yielded no less than about 60,000
impressions. A new plate would be provided under our existing
arrangement at half the price of the original plate, and we shall be
glad to hear that we may put one in hand.

This was under the 35,000 rule.
One of the conditions of the new contract for Great Britain
stamps which De La Rue secured in 1880 was the fact that all
printing plates would be supplied by the firm without charge.
Up to that time there had been an arrangement with the Inland
Revenue for replacing the worn Great Britain plates at half price
after 35,000 impressions.
De La Rue were told on March 21st to make the new Ceylon
plate, Four Cents No. 3, and it was invoiced on May 30th for

£42. 10. 0, 'at half price as per special agreement'.

It has already been recorded that a Dandy Roller with CA
bits, suitable for postage paper, was in existence as early as
1872!, although nothing more has been heard of it. On March
22, 188 1 the firm wrote the following letter to the Crown Agents:

Messrs Turner & Co., of Roughway Mills have consulted us, as
the makers thereof, about the present condition of the C.C. Postage
Dandyroll. We consider that the roll, which has been in use since the

end of the year 1862, is fairly worn out, and that it would be wise, in
order to ensure the out-turn of proper paper, to make a new roll. We
should mention that the watermarks which we are at present pro
ducing are made upon a greatly improved system to that on which the
marks on the roll in question were produced.
The price of the old roll was £95. A new one of like size would cost
the same amount but Messrs Turner & Co. advise us that instead of
having a 3-sheet roll, they would prefer a 4-sheet one, the cost of
which would be £105. A 4-sheet roll would last one-third longer than
a 3-sheet one, apart from which the improved system of making the
watermarks would tend to render the roll even more durable than the

old one has been.

The proposal to renew the roll was accepted by the Crown
* Perkins Bacon Records, I, p. 283. t See p. 296.
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Agents, who stipulated that the new bits were to bear the letters Paper
CA instead ofCC.

With reference to your letter of the 22nd instant relative to making
a new Dandy roller for producing watermarked paper for printing
Postage Stamps for the Colonies obtaining supplies through this

Department, I have to acquaint you that we approve of your pro
posal. Instead however of using the letters 'C.C and the words
'Crown Colonies' we have to request that you will substitute the
letters 'C.A.' for each stamp, with the words 'Crown Agents' across
the centre of the sheets, and 'Crown Agents for the Colonies' on each
margin, in the same manner as on the paper now in use for printing
Revenue Stamps.
Be so good as to proceed with the manufacture of the new roll as
soon as possible — the size to be 4 sheet-roll and the cost £105, and
on its completion the marks on the old roll are to be removed and
destroyed, in the presence ofour Inspector.

The new Dandy Roller was invoiced on June 29, 1881, but as
the paper was invoiced direct to the Crown Agents by the mill
there is no evidence as to when it was available for printing, and
the Day Book entries give no information on the subject.

'CA: Postage Dandy Roll
A 4 sheet Postage Dandy Roll each sheet contain
ing 240 watermarks 'C.A' and a crown over. Each
sheet divided into 4 panes with lettering 'Crown
Agents for the Colonies' in side margins and 'Crown

Crown CA
Watermark

(continued)

Agents' across the central bar £105.

British
Guiana
Interleaving
sheets before

packing

Instructions were received from the Crown Agents on April
13, 1881 that in future consignments of stamps for British
Guiana sheets of tissue paper were to be placed between sheets
of stamps. The following additional entry appears in the invoice
for the next consignment of stamps, dated July 6th. 'Inter
leaving each sheet of stamps with tissue paper and packing and
sealing the sheets in parcels of 50'. The work was charged at 4d
per parcel.

On April 30, 1881 the firm received the following instructions Trinidad
from the Crown Agents: Perkins, Bacon

Plates
I have to acquaint you that the Government of Trin1dad have surcharged
requested that in future supplies of Stamps known as the penny de- Halfpenny
nomination, the value may printed thereon as is done in the case of One Penny
the halfpenny Stamp.
Be good enough therefore to proceed with the manufacture of the
necessary overprint forme to be in readiness for the next demand.

Similar instructions for the surcharging of the Halfpenny
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have not been recorded, but the following invoices of despatches
can be reconciled with the surcharged Halfpenny stamps on CC
paper on sale in the colony from June 1879: 9/5/79, 3,080;
15/10/79, 6,930; 10/2/80, 14,080; 17/4/80, 11,110.
On May 9, 1881 the firm invoiced 23430 Halfpenny; 272,030
One Penny; and 51,360 Fourpence, but it would seem to be
too early for these to have been printed on CA paper, in which
case the One Penny was not surcharged.
There is one more invoice, April 25, 1882, for Trinidad
stamps before the new surface-printed issue. This was for
23,430 Halfpenny; 272,030 One Penny; and 51,360 Fourpence.
These would be on CA paper, and tie One Penny would be
surcharged. There is no mention of any charge for an over
print forme, either for the Halfpenny or One Penny.

The initiative in the matter of replacing the Perkins, Bacon
plates for Barbados by a set of key and duty plates was taken by
De La Rue. On May 4, 1881 they seized the opportunity when
they reported that the plate for the One Penny was no longer
serviceable.

We have to report that the Barbados 1d Postage Printing Plate is
quite worn out and unfit for further use seeing that with the utmost
care we can only obtain the most imperfect impressions therefrom.
We venture to recommend therefore, that a surface Key-plate should
be made for this Colony with an overprint plate for the 1d. duty. By
this means, at an expense of £50 for the Key die, and £85 for a Key
plate of 240 multiples, provision would be made for any variety of
new stamps which might be required from time to time, and for the
existing duties as the plates wear out, the only ouday for each new
duty being £20 to provide an overprint plate of 120 multiples.
The price for the stamps would be less than that charged for the
present intaglio printed stamps, for we would undertake to supply
them on the surface system at 1s. 8d. per thousand, when quantities

of a ream or more than a ream of any one duty were ordered at a time,
and at 2s. 3d. per thousand when less than a ream were ordered.

In order to indicate the manner in which we should propose to
treat the surface stamps, we herewith beg to hand you a design for

your consideration and await your instructions in the matter.

This was followed up by a further letter from the firm, dated
May 11th, enclosing 'a short Report, to forward to Barbados, on
the subject of Stamp Printing'. The report explained very
simply the technical processes of copperplate and letterpress
printing, and emphasised the superiority of letterpress, both in
quality of workmanship and security against forgery or fraud.
A copy of the Hong Kong Five Cents stamp, which was still
being printed from a plate made from the early 'fine' die of
Joubert, was enclosed as a specimen of engraving and printing.
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A One Penny Great Britain stamp, treated with benzine, was Barbados
sent to show the result ofusing fugitive inks . First surface
The Crown Agents were clearly impressed by the Report, printed issue

although De La Rue had been drumming this information into (continued)
them for the last twenty-five years, and replied on May 14th:

I have to inform you that we will forward to the Government of
Barbados by next mail a copy of your letter of the 4th inst., submit
ting a design and estimate for the supply to that colony of surface
printed postage stamps. We will also at the same time transmit to the
Colonial Government a copy of the report enclosed in your letter of
the 11th inst., explaining the advantage of surface printed stamps as
compared with stamps produced by the intaglio process.

On August 12th the Crown Agents asked the firm how long
it would take to make a die, and key and duty plates. They were
told from two to four months, and early instructions were re
quested 'as we are exceedingly busy in our Engraving Depart
ment'. On October 17th the Crown Agents forwarded a requisi
tion from the Colony for a die, keyplate, and overprint plates
for seven duties: the Twopence halfpenny was not included.
The firm acknowledged the order on October 19th. In his
letter to the Crown Agents the Colonial Secretary had stated:

We are already in possession of nearly a year's supply of penny
stamps and should it be necessary to indent for stamps of the other
values before the necessary plates are completed it is presumed that

they can be supplied from the old plates.
I am directed to request that as soon as the Key die and plates are
engraved, you will be so good as to inform me of the fact, and to take
steps for the destruction of the old plates.

The Correspondence Book contains a Minute from the
Colonial Postmaster to the Colonial Secretary dated January 27,
1882:

The requisition for stamps etc is annexed; I would be glad if it
could be sent on by next mail. The postage stamps are urgendy
needed. With regard to the design, colour etc., I think that the Crown
Agents and Messrs De La Rue had better be left unfettered by any
instructions from us with the exception perhaps of suggesting that
the new issues should follow as closely as possible the stamps in use
in the United Kingdom of similar values. We have in hand at present
about 3 years supply of 3d stamps — about 8 years supply of 6d —
about 12 years supply of 1/- and about 5 years supply of 5/- stamps.
The overprint plates for these values which have I believe already
been ordered may be stopped if not too late.
It will be necessary to order an overprint plate for the twopence
halfpenny stamps and a printing plate for the embossed envelopes
and wrappers and the registered envelopes.
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He ordered 500 sheets of the Halfpenny, 1,000 sheets of One
Penny, 500 sheets of Fourpence, and 500 sheets of Twopence
halfpenny.
The firm submitted their proposals on the subject of colours
to the Crown Agents on February 24, 1882:

We beg to append a scheme which we have prepared for the colours
of the Postage Stamps. The colours of the three lower duties — £d.,
1d., and 2£d.— have been settled by the International Postage Con
vention. With regard to the other colours, we should explain that
those which we propose for the 6d. and 1/- rates are the same as those
used in England. The 3d. and 5/- English stamps are printed in
carmine (the English 5/- stamp is of a large size and thus does not
conflict with the 3d. rate, which is of the usual Postage size); but as
we have proposed that colour for the Barbados 1d. stamp, it could
not of course be used for any other duty. The colour of the 4d.
English stamp is so like that which is used for the 6d. stamp that it
might lead to confusion if it were adopted. These remarks will show
that we have made the scheme of colour accord as nearly as possible
with the colours of the English stamps. It is well for us to explain that
the reason the English 1d. stamps are printed in purple is that those
stamps are now used for Revenue as well as for Postage purposes.
Hence they have to be printed in 'doubly fugitive' purple ink, by
which means alone can they be rendered susceptible of being can
celled by writing and by printing ink. The English authorities were
thus driven to depart for that duty from the colour settled by the
Postal Convention.

These proposals were accepted in full on March 9th.
There was no need for a further printing from the Perkins,
Bacon plates, for the die, keyplate of 240 multiples and duty
plates of 120 multiples for all eight values were invoiced on
April 14, 1882, together with supplies of Halfpenny, One
Penny, Twopence halfpenny, and Fourpence. The first de
liveries of the remaining four values were invoiced as follows:
Threepence (12 sheets only), 24/10/84; Sixpence (10 sheets),
One Shilling (19 sheets and Five Shillings (10 sheets), 23/8/86.
The invoice of August 8, 1886 charges fourteen shillings for
overprinting the word 'Specimen' on 400 each of the Sixpence,
One Shilling and Five Shillings 'for distribution among the
countries comprised in the Postal Union'.

The order for new dies and plates of 240 multiples for the
Straits Settlements Five Cents and Ten Cents duties was re
ceived from the Crown Agents on May 12, 1881. Throughout
1880 and 1881 the demand for these stamps had been met in the
colony by surcharging other duties, principally the Eight Cents
and Thirty Cents, locally. When quoting the standard rates on
May 16th the firm asked the Crown Agents in future to 'make
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it a practice to initial all designs which you may approve, as then Straits
there would be no possibility of a mistake'. There is, however, Settlements
no record of any such mistake having been made in the past. The Five Cents
dies, plates and stamps were invoiced on September 21st. The T611^11^^
first printing was smaller than might have been expected; (contmued)

24,480 of Five Cents and 120,000 of Ten Cents.

On June 8, 1881 the firm quoted for fourteen denominations Western
of revenue stamps for Western Australia, ranging from One Australia
Penny to Ten pounds in value. They were told to proceed on Postage

June 10th. As the new stamps were urgently wanted, and their Stamps

production would take from seven to eight months, the firm overpr1nted

suggested on June 13th that they provide overprinted Postage
Stamps for temporary use, and this was approved. The firm then
made a determined effort, in a long letter dated June 29th, to
get the copper-plate printed postage stamps from Perkins,
Bacon plates replaced by letterpress. After demonstrating the
superiority of the surface-printed system in security against
fraud and forgery they went on to say:

For many years past all the higher duties of English postage stamps
have been printed by our surface system, and that system has now
been adopted for all duties, even those so low as £d. and 1d., seeing
that it was found undesirable any longer to retain the employment
of the copperplate system of printing in the production of even the
lowest duties of stamps. Although we take every care in printing
stamps of the five duties in question, the work is very far from satis
factory, and we are, therefore, led to hope that it may not be long
before the Colonial authorities decide to adopt surface printed
stamps for all their rates of Postage.

The letter was written in duplicate so that a copy could be
sent to the Colony, but on th1s occasion the attempt failed. Plate 24; 4
Letterpress was used in 1885 when a new Halfpenny duty was
required, but otherwise the Perkins, Bacon 'Swan' still held the
field for several years.

The following entry appears in the Day Book at June 23, Colonial
1881: SmallHead

The Crown Agents for the Colonies
Small Queeris Head

An original die of the Colonial Queen's Head engraved to a small Plate 24; 3
size for the Natal Telegraph Stamps.
We undertook to engrave this die free of charge, see our letter
C.A.6/132.
No invoice of this entry was sent to the Crown Agents as although
we gave the die over to their officer it is really our property.
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St Lucia
Perkins, Bacon
Plates

surcharged —
Halfpenny
Twopence
halfpenny

Turks Islands
Halfpenny
Twopence
halfpenny

The regulations of the U.P.U. at last compelled the Govern
ment of St Lucia to have the values printed on their stamps.
Green and Red were selected for the new background colour of
the Halfpenny and Twopence halfpenny, which were to be sur
charged. These instructions were forwarded by the Crown
Agents on June 29, 1881, with a copy of the Treasurer's letter
dated June 9th. In that letter a further supply of Yellow and
Black stamps was ordered, but surcharging was not specified
in their case.
The two overprint formes were invoiced on August 26th at

£3. 3. od each, indicating that they were 'temporary' overprint
plates from type, with the following supplies of the two sur
charged duties: Halfpenny, 12,720; Twopence halfpenny,
13,200.
On February 25, 1882 the firm invoiced overprint formes for
One Penny, Twopence, Threepence, Fourpence, Sixpence and
One Shilling. The Twopence and Threepence are not reported
as having been used.

The following letter was sent to the firm by the Crown Agents
on July 29, 1881, in reference to a letter from the Commissioner
of the Turks Islands stamps, asking for a supply of Halfpenny
and Twopence halfpenny stamps, and pointing out that 'there
will be very little demand here for the stamps of the value of
2^d and £d, but if you can use the die of another Colony that
has a Keyplate for stamps of these denominations, please for
ward a ream ofeach which can be ofany colour different to those
now in use'.

I transmit, herewith, a letter from the Government of Turks
Islands asking for a further supply of Postage Stamps, and have to
call your attention to the 2nd paragraph, and request that you will
inform the Crown Agents whether the stamps can be produced from
the General Key plate now in use, adapting for the duties the over
print values of other Colonies.

This is the first time that the Leeward Islands Keyplate has
been described as the 'General Keyplate now in use'. The fact
that the title of the colony must be incorporated in the duty
plate made it impracticable to adopt the Commissioner's
suggestion. De La Rue pointed this out in their reply of August
9th, but offered to print 'one ream of stamps of the value of
2£d and one ream of the value of £d at 3/4d per 1,000'. The
following note by Warren William De La Rue shows how they
proposed to recuperate themselves for the two duty plates.

I saw Mr. Sargeaunt on this and explained that we proposed to
charge 1/- per thousand above our ordinary prices until sufficient
orders had been placed for this extra 1/- to cover the £12 usually
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charged for the overprint forme, when our price would be reduced to Turks Islands

2/4d per thousand if a ream of stamps is ordered at a time. Halfpenny
__ , . . ,

,,,./.
Twopence

The stamps were 1nvo1ced on November 11th, and the g1st of halfpenny
the above note was added to the Day Book entry. The following (continued)
quantities were charged: Halfpenny, 30,420; Twopence half
penny, 30,480.

The Thirty Paras Cyprus stamp was introduced for the pay- Cyprus
ment of postage on soldiers' and sa1lors' letters, as indicated in a Thirty Paras
letter from the Island Postmaster to the Chief Secretary, dated
January 7, 1882, which the Crown Agents forwarded to De La
Rue on January 14th. In that letter the Postmaster mentioned
that the stamps which had been surcharged provisionally
would be used up in three months' time. He asked to see a
specimen for approval, and this was handed to the Crown
Agents on January 25th. The specimen was approved on March
4th, and the stamps were invoiced on May 10th. No charge was
made for the duty plate, and the stamps were charged at 3/4d
per 1,000, when 23,640 were invoiced.

The new duty plate of 60 multiples for the Nevis Fourpence Nevis
was invoiced on January 31, 1882. The first delivery consisted Fourpence
of 5,040 stamps. On this invoice is a charge for the overprint Sixpence
plate for the Sixpence, with a note to the effect that it had been
omitted from the invoice of March 25, 1881. That invoice
however concerned a supply of the Nevis One Penny (5,400
stamps). The first supply (1,020) of Sixpence stamps was in
voiced on May 9, 1883.

The firm reported on February 27, 1882 that the Tasmania Tasmania
One Penny and Twopence plates were worn and unfit for One Penny
further use, having each yielded more than 60,000 impressions. ^ate 3
Instructions to make new plates were given on March 2nd and Twopence

they were invoiced on April 24th at £21 each. Each plate was 3

120 multiples as before, and was described as No. 3.
On July 6th the Crown Agents forwarded the following letter
from the Colonial Treasurer for the firm's observations; it was
dated May 10th.

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt ofyour letter 103/816
dated 14th March last, addressed to the Honourable the Colonial
Secretary, informing him that you had authorized Messrs. De La
Rue & Co., to prepare new 1d. and 2d. Tasmanian Postage plates,
the original ones being worn out and unfit for use.
In reply I have to intimate to you my approval of your action, as a
case of emergency.
I have, however, to inform you that the Secretary to the Post
Office has reported to me that the plates referred to have only been in
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Tasmania
One Penny
Plate 3
Twopence
Plate 3
(continued)

use four (4) years, whereas the plates formerly supplied by Messrs.
De La Rue & Co., have been used in this Colony for nine (9) years;
he conceives, therefore, that the plates recently condemned ought not
to have become unserviceable so soon, if they had been properly
made.

2ndly. It appears to the Secretary that as Messrs. De La Rue & Co.,
now receive considerable orders for stamps for this Colony, the ex
pense of providing new plates should be borne by them.

3rd. He has pointed out that the proposed charge would not be
correct. The original cost of each plate was £21, half price, therefore

(if allowed) will only be £10. 10. o, not £25 as stated in your letter, at
which rate the first cost would be £50.
I forward the foregoing remarks for your guidance feeling assured
that you will protect the interests of this Colony in the matter referred
to.

There is no further correspondence so that it would appear
that the matter was disposed of verbally. The quality of Tas-
manian printing had already been dealt with at some length, and
the plates had already been charged at less than half the usual
price.*
There is no record of a credit note.

Antigua The order for the new Antigua Halfpenny was received on
Halfpenny March 18, 1882. The firm wrote on April 3rd to suggest that

the stamps should be printed 'in the green used for the £d
English stamps'. On the following day the Crown Agents asked
'to be informed of the colours in use for the other values, and
whether you would recommend any alteration in them'. This
led to the following letter dated April 11th:

In reply to your letter of the 5th instant, we enclose specimens of
the present Antigua Postage Stamps. We think it would be desirable
to retain the existing colours for the four duties in question, 1d.,
2ld., 4d., and 6d. We may remark that the 6d. Stamp is printed in
green; but it is copperplate printed, and the green we have proposed
for the £d duty is very different in shade. The copperplate stamps
are so different in character to the surface stamps that we do not
think there can be any connection between them, even if the greens
were alike. The 6d. stamp might, if you preferred it

,

be printed in

purple.

On April 26th the Crown Agents approved the colour for the
Halfpenny and the duty plate of 60 multiples, with 92,400
stamps, was invoiced on May 10th. The last paragraph of then-
letter stated:

Be so good as to furnish us with any observations you have to offer

* See p. 323.
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as to assimilating the colors of similar values of Stamps for the Antigua
Colonies generally, more especially with regard to those in use under Halfpenny

the International Postal Convention. (continued)

This enquiry led to a full discussion on the question of the Standardisa-
colours for the Colonial postage stamps, which was confirmed tion of colours
in the following letter to the Crown Agents dated May 3rd:

With reference to the last paragraph of your letter of the 26th ulto.,
and to our Mr. De La Rue's conversation with you thereon, we think
that for the smaller Colonies no better scale of colours would well be
adopted than that covered by our letter of the 24th February last to
serve for the new Barbados Postage Stamps, and if you agree with
this opinion, we shall have pleasure in making any future scale of
colours accord with that scheme as nearly as possible.

The Barbados scheme,* as now approved for general use,
laid down the following colours:

Halfpenny, Green Threepence, Purple
One Penny, Red Fourpence, Brown
Twopence halfpenny, Blue Sixpence, Dark Grey

One Shilling, Orange-Brown
Five Shillings, Bistre

Nevertheless standardisation was still a long way ahead.

The issue of the new Cyprus postage stamps with Turkish Cyprus
currency in 1881 had left large quantities of unsold surcharged Disposal of
Great Britain stamps in the hand of the local postmaster. These surcharged
were sold by the Cyprus Government to Messrs Stanley Great Br1ta1n

Gibbons & Co., at that time at 8 Gower Street, London, W.C.,
for £250, and were shipped to the Crown Agents on April 6,
1882. The firm was consulted by the Crown Agents in a letter
dated April 25th and replied:

With reference to the enquiry which you have put to us through
Mr. Russell, in respect to a consignment of obsolete Postage Stamps
which is on the way to this country from Cyprus, for the purpose of
being handed over to Messrs. Stanley Gibbons & Co., of 8 Gower
Street, we beg to report that it has always been considered by the
Department with whom we transact business to be inexpedient to
allow obsolete stamps to be put into any kind of circulation, and that
it is the invariable practice for them to be destroyed.

On May 26th they informed the Crown Agents 'that the
obsolete Postage Stamps, Post Cards, Newspaper Wrappers and
Registered Envelopes consigned to you by the High Com
missioner of Cyprus . . . could not have cost that Government
more than about £50'.

• See p. 348.
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Cyprus
Disposal of
surcharged
Great Britain

(continued)

St Lucia
Perkins, Bacon
Plate
surcharged
One Penny
Fourpence
Sixpence
One Shilling

St Christopher
Halfpenny
Colour
changes
One Penny
Twopence
halfpenny

Standardisa
tion of colours

They returned the list of the quantities of the various kinds
of stamps involved, but a copy was retained in the Letter Book,
and shows that the following postage stamps were thus re
maindered: Halfpenny, 13,573; One Penny, 135,202; Twopence
halfpenny, 228,969; Fourpence, 10,972; Sixpence, 1,015; One
Shilling, 1,222.

On February 25, 1882 the firm invoiced overprint plates for
the St Lucia One Penny, Twopence, Threepence, Fourpence,
Sixpence and One Shilling. These were 240 multiples, and were
charged at the usual rate of £3. 3. od each for temporary over
print plates from type.
The following overprinted stamps were charged: One Penny,
22,320; Fourpence, 10,080; Sixpence, 9,600; One Shilling, 2,640.

On May 3, 1882 the firm sent the following letter to the
Crown Agents as a result of an order for new Halfpenny stamps
for St Christopher:

The introduction of a \d. Postage Stamp for the island of St
Christopher necessitates the selection of a new colour for that duty,
and as it happens that the 6d. stamp is printed in green, whereas

according to the regulations of the Postal Convention the £d. duty
should be of that colour, the present scheme of colour for the stamps
must we think be disturbed. That being so, we would suggest a re
vision of the whole scheme, such as we have shown on the Appendix
hereto. By this means the \d., 1d., and 2£d. stamps would be printed
in the colours required by the regulations of the Postal Convention
and the 6d. stamp would be of the same colour as the English 6d.
stamp. The scheme we propose accords with that for the new Bar
bados Stamps covered by our letter of the 24th February last.
P.S. We have forgotten to mention that the colour for the new 1d.
St Christopher Post Card has to be decided upon. We would suggest
that the Card should be printed in carmine to accord with the colour
which we have proposed for the 1d. stamps.

The new Halfpenny stamps, with the One Penny, Twopence
halfpenny and Fourpence in the new colours, were invoiced on
May 19th, with the following quantities: Halfpenny, 10,040;
One Penny, 19,040; Twopence halfpenny, 8,040; Fourpence,
1,190.

No charge was made for the duty plate of 20 multiples.

It is clear that the supply of postage stamps for the Colonies
had developed on so large a scale that the details of their manu
facture no longer could be the subject of direct conversation
between the partners of the firm and the two Agents General
in person. Letters for the Crown Agents are now written at a
lower level, and in consequence the Crown Agents tend to place
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on De La Rue's shoulders the responsibility of deciding such
matters as colour. One gets the impression that the firm's
position at this period was exceedingly strong. While there are
exceptional cases, on the whole it was De La Rue who dictated
the colour changes at this period; even so there will be occasions
when they have not had things entirely their own way as far as
standardisation is concerned. Their immediate object was
clearly to get all the Colonial postage stamps printed in colours
corresponding to those they were using for the Great Britain
contract, all ofwhich postage stamps were now being printed at
Bunhill Row. If inkmaking had been standardised to the extent
of providing reasonable accuracy between one making and an
other the task of the philatelist in fitting into a uniform scheme
the colours in which the stamps were printed would have been
easier.

Standardisa
tion of colours

(continued)

On April 25, 1882 the firm invoiced the following Trinidad
stamps from Perkins, Bacon plates, reprinted in the normal
course of their Colonial work: 100 sheets, Halfpenny (11o
multiples); 1965 sheets, One Penny (11o multiples); 293 sheets,
Fourpence (240 multiples).
On May 3rd they sent the following letter to the Crown
Agents:

Having completed your recent order for Trinidad Postage Stamps,
we venture to suggest the desirability of the Colonial authorities
being consulted as to whether they would not prefer surface printed
stamps in future; seeing that it is really impossible to execute their
indents satisfactorily by the old method of printing. The plates are so
worn as to render printing therefrom exceedingly difficult, and owing
to the sheets having to be damped it is impossible to perforate them

properly. We have taken every pains in the execution of the recent
order, but we feel that the stamps are turned out in anything but a
satisfactory manner. We hope, therefore, that it may be decided to

employ the surface system of printing in future, particularly as by
this means far greater protection would be afforded to the Revenue,

seeing that surface printed stamps are printed in fugitive colours,
which are destructible under the action of benzine and such reagents
as would remove an obliteration, whereas copperplate printed stamps
are unavoidably printed in oleagenous ink which is not sensitive
under the action of benzine. Hence copperplate printed stamps can
be readily cleansed from an obliteration for re-use. The 5/- Trinidad
Postage Stamp is printed by the surface system, as indeed are almost
all the stamps we manufacture for your Department, even for the
smaller Colonies.
We have ventured to prepare a design, which we herewith enclose,
for a surface printed stamp. In this design we have made provision
for the overprinting of duties, by a second operation, in the white

Trinidad
Halfpenny
One Penny
Twopence
halfpenny
Fourpence
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Trinidad
Halfpenny
One Penny
Twopence
halfpenny
Fourpence
(continued)

Cape of Good
Hope
Twopence

tablet at the bottom of the stamp, so that it would only be necessary
to have one Key die and plate and as many overprint plates as there
are duties.

Our prices would be as under: —

For a Key die and plate of 120 Multiples aC100.
For each duty overprint plate of 60 „ £12.
For the stamps when a ream or more than a
ream of any one duty were ordered at a time.
When less than a ream were ordered at a time.

2/1d. per thousand.

3/1 d. per thousand.

Upon the Appendix hereto, we give a scheme of the colours which
we should propose for the surface printed stamps. The green of the
jd. and the red of the 1d. stamp are the colours settled by the Postal
Convention. The colours proposed for the 6d. and 1/- duties are those
employed in England for those duties of stamps, and the 4d. colour is
very much the same shade as that at present used for the 4d. Trinidad
Stamp.

On July 25th the Crown Agents informed De La Rue that
'the Colony have decided on adopting the surface printing
system'. The design sent with the firm's letter of May 3rd was
approved, and duty plates for Halfpenny, One Penny, Twopence
halfpenny, Fourpence, Sixpence and One Shilling of 60 mul
tiples each, as well as the Die and Keyplate of 120 multiples,
were requisitioned. In the meantime the following supplies
were ordered: Halfpenny, 72,600; One Penny, 187,000; Two
pence halfpenny, 40,000; Fourpence, 30,000. The die, plates
and stamps were invoiced in December 8, 1882.

A letter from Cape Town to the Crown Agents, dated April
25, 1882, shows that the new Twopence was required to meet
the provisions of the Postal Consolidation Bill, which had
recently become law. The Colony asked that it should be of 'a
dark umber brown, provided that a shade can be obtained which
will not be capable of being mistaken for the reds and maroons
at present used'. A quarterly supply of 960,000 would be re
quired, and supplies were to be in the Colony by July 1st.
Newspaper Wrappers were also wanted. The firm wrote to the
Crown Agents on May 17th:

With reference to your letter of this afternoon, covering a copy of a
letter received from the Cape of Good Hope respecting a supply of
2d. Postage Stamps and £d. Newspaper Wrappers, we beg to say that
the instructions are fully understood by us, and that we will immedi
ately take steps to prepare the necessary Postage die after the pattern
of the other dies.
In regard to the new Newspaper Wrappers die we would strongly
recommend that this should be of a different design to the 1d. die,
so that distinction between duties may not depend upon colour alone.
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We, therefore, herewith enclose a design which we have prepared for Cape of Good
such a die, attached to which is a specimen of the colour we should Hope
propose to print the Wrapper in. Twopence

We regret to say that with the utmost exertion it would be im- (contmuedj

possible for us to get a consignment of the new stamps and Wrappers
ready until about the middle of July next, so that it has occurred to us
that you might wish to have some temporary 2d. Stamps prepared by
overprinting in the manner shown upon the enclosed specimen, the

stamps being of course printed in burnt umber as directed in the
Cape of Good Hope letter and overprinted in black. A consignment
of such stamps we could supply within three weeks from the present
date, so as to be in ample time to reach the Colony by the 1st of July
next. If you decide to have such temporary stamps, we shall be glad
to hear as soon as possible how many we should prepare. In the
meantime, we will use every exertion to get forward the permanent
stamps and the Newspaper Wrappers.

On May 23rd the Crown Agents informed De La Rue that
the Government of the Cape of Good Hope did not approve a
temporary postage stamp. They asked them to hasten the pro
duction, with a view to shipment not later than the middle of
July.
The die and plate of 240 multiples, with 600,000 stamps,
were invoiced on July 27th; a further 374400 were invoiced
two days later.

Although the catalogue states that the second and larger style Cyprus
of overprinting the Half Piastre with duplicate fractions was i Piastre
carried out in London, there is nothing either in the Corres- overprint

pondence or Day Books to show that De La Rue overprinted
them.
On May 3, 1882 the Chief Secretary wrote to the Crown
Agents complaining 'of the facility with which the colour of the
Cyprus \ piastre stamp can be changed'. He asked that it
should be changed for the next issue, and stated that 'the sur
charging of the stock in hand will be done locally'. He enclosed
the Island Postmaster's report for the Crown Agents' reference,
dated April 26th.

I beg to draw attention to the postage stamps on attached sheet.
It will be seen that the colour of the £ piastre postage stamp has been
changed by the application of adds from green to a light blue, closely
resembling the colour of the 2 piastre stamp.
My attention was drawn to the possibility of so altering the colour
of the half piastre stamp by observing the change in an old stamp
which had passed through the post and been obliterated, and by ex

periment is was found that any acid would effect an almost instan
taneous change from green to blue in the lowest value stamp, but that
as far as I have been able to ascertain up to the present time no
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Cyprus change of colour is effected by the application of diluted acids to any
\ Piastre of the higher values of stamps.
overpr1nt Nearly all the countries of the Postal Union have signified their
(cont1nued) assent to a proposition that three Universal colours should be used

for the 5, 10 & 25 centime, or the three lowest values of International
postage labels, viz., Green, red and blue respectively and as, in sort
ing letters, it is not possible to do more, during a press ofwork, than
glance at the colour of the stamps in deciding if the proper postage is
aff1xed it is of great importance that the colour or the shape can be
relied upon to denote the value.
All the Cyprus Postage Stamps are alike in pattern except in the
printed value at the bottom of the stamp, and this value is frequently
so far covered by the obliterating stamp as to render it diff1cult ex
cept by very close scrutiny to decipher.
In the United Kingdom every postage is of a different pattern so
that any change of colour effected for purposes of fraud would be
useless, but it will be seen by the two specimens of English postage
stamps on annexed sheet that the application of acid, although it
partially removed the green colour, still what remains is green.
I would therefore submit that the £500 worth of Half piastre
stamps still on hand should be surcharged as shown on the margin,
and that the next \ piastre stamps obtained from Messrs. De La Rue
should be printed in the same colour as that used for the English Half
penny stamp.
The printing of the surcharge could be done locally.

The Crown Agents forwarded this correspondence to De
La Rue and invited their observations. They replied on May
22nd:

We herewith return the papers in original covered by your letter of
the 19th inst., and we beg to say that the green hitherto used for the

Cyprus I Piastre Postage Stamp is that which has been employed for
a great number of years in printing the English 1/- Postage Stamp,
and that the colour has never been complained of. Their composite
nature makes it exceedingly difficult to obtain a green that will not
change under the action of acids; but some time ago we were fortu
nate enough to discover a green which remains practically unchanged
when treated with acids, and this has been employed for the English

£d. Postage Stamp, to which reference is made in the Cyprus corre

spondence. We will in future, as requested, use this colour for the £
piastre stamp, and trust that it may give satisfaction.

The following note appears in the Letter Book:

N.B. The half piastre stamps complained of were printed in pale
drop green, which treated with acids had turned to a bright blue. The
colour of the £d. Postage Stamp treated with acid remained practi
cally unchanged — No copy of the Schedule was necessary as these
remarks sufficiently explain the specimens upon it.
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The sequel to this report was a letter from the Crown Agents,
dated June 2, 1882, suggesting that the ink used for the Great
Britain One Halfpenny should be used for all Colonial Postage
Stamps printed in green, to which De La Rue replied on June
15th:

With reference to your letter of the 2nd inst. we venture to suggest
the inexpediency of employing the green of the English £d. Postage
Stamps for your Colonial stamps, excepting where it accords very
nearly with the colour at present used. It appears to us that confusion
might arise were the established shades of green departed from, and
that no good would result from the change, for although the £d.
green happens to be a colour which is not easily acted upon by
chemicals, still it no doubt could, like all colours, be changed by
certain treatment. Every known colour is susceptible to modification
under certain chemical conditions, and all that can be attempted in
stamp-printing is to take such colours as are not subject to material
change under the action of sunlight, and which do not interfere with
the fugitive character of the stamps.

The Crown Agents accepted this opinion, and informed De
La Rue in June 22nd that they did 'not desire the green of the
English £d Postage Stamp to be used for Colonial Stamps, ex
cept in such cases as it can be advantageously employed'.
This seems to be the end of the Cyprus complaint. Up to that
time there had been two consignments of the Half Piastre in
voiced, totalling 379,800. The next consignment, consisting of
3,368 sheets (202,080), was invoiced on December 4, 1882.

The Government of St Vincent had always placed their
orders for postage stamps direct with Perkins, Bacon, so that
their dealings with that colony were not affected when Penrose
Julyan in 1862 withdrew all the dies and plates of stamps that
Perkins, Bacon had printed to the instructions of the Crown
Agents. Towards the end of the connection there had been
complaints about colour and gumming, and on one occasion
Perk1ns, Bacon sent one sheet more than they had advised. In
the end they handed over dies and plates to the Crown Agents on
February 20, 1882, and on March 1st Jacob Perkins Bacon wrote
bis famous letter to the Lieutenant-Governor of St Vincent.*
On May 26, 1882 the Crown Agents sent De La Rue cor
respondence from St Vincent which comprised a report from
the Treasurer of the Colony 'respecting the character of the
stamps now supplied to that colony', and a copy of J. P. Bacon's
letter to the Lieutenant-Governor. They requested them to re
port on each of them.
The Treasurer's report had been dated January 19th, and
read as follows:
* The full story will be found in Perkins Bacon Records, I, pp. 259-71.

Cyprus

I Piastre
overprint
(continued)

St Vincent
Transfer of
Perkins, Bacon
Plates
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St Vincent
Transfer of
Perkins, Bacon
Plates

(continued)

I have the honour to bring to your Excellency's notice the inferior
manner in which the postage stamps of this Colony are prepared.
I enclose for your Excellency's inspection a sheet of one penny, and
3 four penny Saint Vincent stamps, supplied by Messrs. Perkins,
Bacon & Co. 22 penny Barbados stamps supplied by the Crown
Agents, and 2 English penny stamps.
Your Excellency will be able after inspection of all these stamps to
judge of the superior merits of those supplied by the Crown Agents.
I need not refer to the advantage to the Colony on the score of
security in having the stamp dies retained in the hands, and the
printing done in the presence of a representative of the Crown Agents.

The letter from J. P. Bacon, from which certain paragraphs
are quoted below, was accompanied by a separate letter from
the Lieutenant-Governor to the Crown Agents with the com
ment: 'I shall be glad ifyou can see your way to comply with the
request contained in the last paragraph of this letter'. Bacon
wrote:

We deeply regret the decision to which your Excellency appears to
have arrived, to discontinue the use of the Steel Plates prepared by us
and paid for by your Government. We do not for a moment dispute
your right to do so, but as you have enclosed to us a copy of the
letter of the Treasurer drawing an unfavourable comparison between
the stamps supplied you and those furnished through the Crown
Agents by Messrs. De La Rue & Co., we trust we shall be excused if
we draw attention to two or three points suggested by that letter.
It speaks of the inferior manner in which your stamps have been
prepared (by us) and states that samples of the different modes of
manufacture are enclosed for your guidance. As no explanation is
given on the nature of the inferiority assumed, it is difficult to meet,
especially as the question of superiority is often simply a matter of
taste. As a work of art, Copper Plate Engraving must rank higher
than Surface Printing, both as to the Head and the background; the
lines in surface printing being necessarily coarser than those ofCopper
Plate. As to security from forgery the same remark applies, there
being no comparison under a magnifying glass between the lines of
the Head in each case, while in the case of the background, that of
the present English 1d. Stamp is simply ruled work which requires
no skill at all, whereas the background in our Stamps consists entirely
of geometrical lathe work which it would be exceedingly difficult to
imitate by hand.
Taking the Stamps as a whole, there are many ladies who practise
Wood Engraving as an amusement, who could produce a colorable
imitation of the surface stamp, who could not attempt to copy a line
Engraving.
It may be simply intended by the word inferiority however that the
one kind of stamp looks better to the eye of the writer than the other.
This would reduce the question to one of taste, and here of course
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there could be no argument. What one person admires another may St Vincent
dislike, and abandon for no other reason. Transfer of
We must admit that just at present the Public taste is in favour of Perkins, Bacon
the greater smoothness produced by surface printing, the amount of P*ate?
colour employed being so much less; but we must maintain that the vcontmuecU

advantage is obtained at the sacrifice of the greater security of the old
method ofproduction.

* • *

With reference to the question of the security obtained by having
the Stamp Dies retained in the hands, and the printing done in the
presence of a representative of the Crown Agents, this does not affect
the question of the abandonment of the Plates engraved by us, as
your future orders could just as easily be executed by us should you
so direct, under the orders of the Crown Agents, as hitherto without
such supervision.

The Crown Agents adopted the suggestion in the last para
graph by the simpler method of transferring the plates to De La
Rue.
The firm's immediate reaction to the receipt of the plates is
shown in a telegram from Russell of the Crown Agents' Office
to Warren William De La Rue: 'The population of Saint
Vincent in eighteen seventy one was forty one thousand cannot
find a later return'. Below this is the note: 'Antigua 1869,
36,000 — pop.'
It was hardly to be expected that Jacob Perkins Bacon's
challenge would be ignored, but De La Rue's attempt to woo
the Colony over to surface printing failed: the Perkins, Bacon
plates were not superseded until 1899.

We return herewith the letters covered by your letter of the 26th
ulto, respecting the character of the stamps at present used in St.
Vincent.
Amongst others, we have perused the letter of Messrs. Perkins &
Bacon, addressed to the Lieutenant-Governor, in regard to which
we can come to no other conclusion but that their remarks have been

prompted by a feeling of trade-jealousy, as we cannot suppose that
they are so ignorant of the matters upon which they write as really to
imagine that 'there are many ladies who practise wood engraving as
an amusement who could produce a colourable imitation of the sur
face stamp.' Further it is ridiculous to suppose that surface-printed
stamps have superseded copperplate-printed stamps, as they have
done almost entirely, simply because 'public taste is in favour of the
greater smoothness produced by surface-printing.' It appears to us
that it would be ungenerous to discuss Messrs. Perkins & Bacon's
remarks in detail, and we will therefore, content ourselves by handing
you the enclosed Abstracts from a Report which we drew up some
time ago, and by comparing the character of the surface-printed
stamps with those which are at present being supplied to St. Vincent.
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The Abstracts in question will be sufficient to show the different
systems of stamp manufacture, and the very great advantages which
attend that system which we chiefly employ, and the reasons for its
almost universal adoption; whilst the specimens on Appendix A. to
this letter will show the marked difference subsisting between the St.
Vincent stamps and those which we are producing. Specimen No. 1
is a black proof from the present £d. St. Vincent plate; No. 2 is a proof
from the English Dog License die; No. 3 is a proof from one of the
Ceylon Postage dies; and No. 4 a proof from the Tasmanian Key-die.
As will be seen by the use of a magnifying glass, the engraving of the
dies from which proofs Nos. 2, 3 and 4 have been taken is of the very
finest description, so much so that the amount of skill which is
thrown into the production of such dies renders the stamps produced
by means of them fully protective against imitation; and it is simply
because surface-printed stamps are so much more secure than those

printed by any other system that they have been adopted almost

universally.

We have taken proofs from the whole of the St. Vincent plates
which have been handed over to the charge of your inspector here.
We find that these plates are more or less worn, but that they are still

capable of yielding a good many more impressions. The stamps
printed from them could not, however, be rendered fugitive — a
most important property, as shown by the Abstracts of the enclosed
Report, seeing that unless Postage Stamps are fugitive under the
action of benzine, and such detergents as would remove a printed
obliteration, they are not secure against being cleaned for use a second
time.

Revenue stamps ought to be fugitive both under the action of such
re-agents as would remove writing ink and such as would remove a

printed obliteration. We could not print stamps from the existing St.
Vincent plates in any but oleaginous inks, such as would be non-
sensitive to detergents. We venture, therefore, to recommend as very
desirable the destruction of the present plates and the substitution of
surface printed stamps for the copperplate stamps at present in use.
On Appendix B. we give two designs of the stamps which we
should propose — one for the postage and the other for the Revenue
services. The Postage Stamps would be printed in fugitive ink, the
Revenue Stamps in doubly fugitive ink. These stamps would be

printed from the general Colonial Key-plate and, therefore, all that
would be necessary would be to prepare an overprint plate at a cost
of £12 for each of the Postage and Revenue rates, making for the five
Postage and one Revenue rate an initial outlay of£72.
The price of the stamps would be as under: —

Postage Stamps

When a ream or more than a ream were ordered
at a time

When less than a ream were ordered at a time
2/4d per thousand.

3/4d per thousand.
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Unfortunately there is a letter missing which clearly rounded St Vincent
off the story and was accompanied by a Requisition for stamps Perkins, Bacon

printed from the Perkins, Bacon plates. It is referred to in the Plates
following letter from the Crown Agents dated September 14th. ;?ne Penny

rourpence
Referring to my letter of the 15th August last respecting a supply
of postage stamps for the Government of St. Vincent, I have to re
quest that the quantity required may be handed to our Inspector in
sufficient time, for shipment to be made by the Mail Steamer of the
2nd proximo. It is necessary that this should be done as a telegram
has been received from the Colony, stating that the Stamps are
urgently needed.

On October 3rd the firm invoiced 60,000 One Penny (60
multiples) and 14,790 Fourpence (30 multiples) at 2/9d per 1,000.

The first consignment of Labuan Forty Cents was invoiced on Labuan

August 10, 1882. No charge was made for the 'preliminary ex- Fortycents

penses', involving a plate of 10 multiples. The first del1very
consisted of2,100 stamps.

The conversion of St Lucia to surface printing was heralded St Lucia
by the following letter from the Administrator, dated August First Issue
26, 1882, which was forwarded to the firm by the Crown Agents of Surface

on September 13th with a request for alternative estimates and
^imtK'

designs, as the General Keyplate or like the Grenada specimens. stamPs

I have been informed that in the General Post Office Dept. it is
thought essential that every postage stamp should have the value
printed on the face of it

,

as part of the design and I am anxious that,

if practicable, stamps of the value of £d., 2£d., 4d., and 6d. should be
obtained for this Government with their respective values forming
part of the design and appearing as part of the impression.

I should, therefore, be obliged if you would inform me what would
be the cost of procuring plates — of 120 Stamps each, 10 by 12, for
printing St. Lucia Stamps of the above values and of the same de
scription as are at present supplied, with the addition of the value in
each case.

You may perhaps be able to suggest, from your experience in these
matters, some other method by which the object in view may be
attained, and with less expense.

The firm submitted their quotation on September 20th, Halfpenny
describing as 'the more perfect stamps' those printed from the One Penny
General Keyplate. They supplied a colour scheme for Half- Twopence
penny, Twopence halfpenny, Fourpence and Sixpence, 'the halfpenny

colour for each duty corresponding with that which has been
adopted by you for other Colonies'.
The Grenada design had been formally accepted by that
Colony in a letter to the Crown Agents dated September 26th,
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but the Crown Agents' attempt to establish it for St Lucia, and
later for St Vincent, failed. On January 3, 1883 the Crown
Agents wrote that the Government of St Lucia had adopted
design No. 1 (the Keyplate), and instructed De La Rue to make
overprint formes for Halfpenny, One Penny and Twopence
halfpenny at £12 each, and to print 200 sheets of each duty.
The plates and sheets were invoiced on February 21st. The
stamps were printed in Postal Union colours.

An outbreak of fire at the Anchor Works on October 1, 1882
destroyed the drying room, which at the time contained the
quarterly consignment of stamps for Western Australia, except
the Threepence. The firm reported the matter to the Crown
Agents on October 4th.

We regret to have to report that a fire took place at the Anchor
Works last Sunday afternoon, resulting in the total destruction of our
drying room, in which there happened to be some of the Western
Australia Postage Stamps printed in fulfilment of your recent Requi
sition. These stamps, being printed by the old copperplate process,
had to be placed in the drying room, in order that they might be dried,
for the gumming and subsequent processes.
On the fly-leaf, we give a statement of the number of sheets of each
of the four duties which were in the drying room and the state in
which they were found after the fire had been extinguished. The
damaged sheets and ashes are in the custody of your officer. We have
taken immediate steps to reprint the stamps in question, and trust that
in due course we may receive your authority to burn the damaged
sheets.

The following fist of damaged sheets accompanied the letter:

1d. Duty. 310 sheets 240 on sheet Quite destroyed.
2d. „ 828 „ 120 „ „ Seriously burned all round the

edges.

4d. „ 18 „ 120 „ „ Slightly burnt round the edges.
6d. „ 82 „ 120 „ „ Do. do.

The replacement was ready for despatch by November 14th,
when the following quantities were sent: One Penny, 292
sheets; Twopence, 797 sheets; Fourpence, 14 sheets; Sixpence,
77 sheets. There is no evidence that this emergency consignment
was perforated 12 instead of the usual 14. There was also a
consignment of Threepence (66 sheets) despatched as part of
this quarterly supply. Again it cannot be established that this
was the consignment printed in sage-green, and perforated
12, which was not issued but is known unused. As the Three
pence was surface printed the stock was not damaged in the
fire.
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The first suggestion that the Colonies should have unified Unified
duties, so that the stamp could be used for Revenue purposes as Colonial
well as Postage, was put forward by De La Rue, who had been Stamps

printing a unified One Penny for Great Britain since 1881, when PostaEe ^
dealing with an enquiry from St Vincent for revenue stamps. o^nue t
In doing so they made a further attempt to persuade the St
Vincent Government to adopt surface printed stamps. In view
of the importance of this development subsequently the firm's
letter is printed in full. It is dated November 3, 1882.

With reference to our letter of the 19th ulto. and to our conversa
tion with you thereon, we beg to say that the design enclosed in the
above referred to letter, ofwhich we give you a tracing, marked No. 1
on the Appendix hereto, was made on the supposition that it would
be preferred to have for the St. Vincent Revenue Stamps a stamp of
distinctive design to any which are at present in existence. If, how
ever, your general Key plate could be employed, a saving of £100
(£50 for the die and £50 for the plate) would be effected in the esti
mate contained in the letter to which we have referred. On the
Appendix (Example No. 2) we give an impression taken from the
general Key die with the words 'St Vincent Revenue' and the duty
drawn in the top and bottom tablets.
We understood you to suggest that it might be possible for the
Colonial authorities to employ the same stamps for Postage and
Revenue purposes. We therefore show, by Example 3 on the Appen
dix, how a stamp for both services could be produced by means of
your general Key plate, for by simply overprinting the words 'St.
Vincent' and the duty, it seems to us that the stamp could be em
ployed for every purpose of collecting Stamp revenue in the Colony.
If it were desired clearly to state on the face of the stamp that it was
to be used both for Postage and Revenue purposes, it would be
necessary to go to the expense of a new Key die and plate, as it would
not be possible to introduce so long an inscription as 'St. Vincent
Postage and Revenue' within the tablets of the general Key plate. On
the Appendix (Example No. 4) we give a sketch of a stamp with the
full inscription inserted, and, as we have previously said, the adoption
of such a stamp would entail an expense of £100 for the die and Key
Plate.

The only practical objection that occurs to us to the employment
of the same stamps for the two services is that confusion might
possibly arise in the Post Offices through all the stamps being printed
in the same colour; viz., purple, which, as we have previously shown,
is the only safe colour that could be employed for them. The over
printing of the groups of values in different colours, as suggested by
us, would, however, no doubt assist in making a contrast between
duties, but reliance would chiefly have to be placed on the users of
the stamps to carefully read the wording of the values.
As it appears from the St. Vincent Stamp Act that Postage Stamps
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may be used for Revenue purposes, we venture to suggest, in case
you should decide to refer the questions herein discussed to the
Colonial authorities, that a supply of the various denominations of
Postage Stamps should be put in hand, so that they might be used
temporarily for the Revenue services. It must be borne in mind, how
ever, that the stamps, being printed by the copperplate system, will
neither be singly or doubly fugitive, and that they are, therefore,
particularly insecure. It appears to us, however, that there is hardly
any alternative but to employ them until the proper kind of stamps
can be supplied.
We return you the St. Vincent Stamp Act which you were kind
enough to lend us.

The requisition from St Vincent had asked for Revenue
stamps of the denomination of One Penny, Threepence and
Fourpence. There was no Perkins, Bacon Threepence plate.
In replying on November 8th, the Crown Agents ignored the
possibil1ty of making new plates for surface printing, and asked
for a list of the postage stamp plates already in existence 'so that
we may be able to judge how far, by making use of such stamps,
we could meet the present requirement of the Island Govern
ment for Revenue Stamps.' The firm sent the following answer
on November 9th:
In reply to your letter of yesterday, we beg to inform you that there
are plates here for printing the following duties of St. Vincent Postage
Stamps: —

i±, 1d., 4d., 6d., 1/-d., and 5/-d.

We could furnish a small supply of the 1d. and 4d. Stamps within a
month from the date of your order. We could also supply 6d. Stamps
printed in purple, and overprinted in black with the words 'Three
Pence', within the same time, provided you think that such stamps
would do temporarily to represent the 3d. duty.
We propose to overprint the 6d. Stamp, because it appears to us
safer to overprint a stamp of a higher duty with a lower denomination
than to overprint a lower denomination of stamp with a higher rate.
e.g. if the 1d. stamp were used for the purpose, there might be a
temptation for dishonest people in the colony to overprint the stamp
with the rate of 3d.

It is surprising that the Crown Agents did not adopt the
suggestion in the last paragraph ofDe La Rue's letter, for it is an
elementary principle when stamps are surcharged that the basic
stamp should be of a higher value than the new surcharge, even
when it is printed in a special colour. The Crown Agents
stipulated that the One Penny plate should be used 'as the tint
will be a distinguishing feature, and any attempt to tamper with
the stamps would readily be discovered by the Colonial
Government.'
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In the meantime the firm had not allowed the proposal for
surface printed stamps to be ignored and, after verbal dis
cussion, they sent the following letter on November 24th:
With reference to our letter of the 3rd inst. and to your verbal
enquiry thereon, we beg to say that provided the printing plate
which we have prepared for printing the Grenada Stamps was used
for printing Postage Stamps for St. Vincent, we could supply such
stamps at the price of 1/- per thousand without charge for dies or
plates. The Grenada Stamps, of which we annex a specimen, are
somewhat crude in appearance, on account of the inscription not
being enclosed within tablet lines; but they possess the same chemical
properties as the more perfect stamps.

In place of the word 'Grenada', the words 'St Vincent' or 'St.
Vincent Postage' would have to appear at the top of the stamps. We
append proofs showing the size which these words could be printed
so as to fall within the allotted space.
The above stamp is printed in 'doubly fugitive' purple so as to be
secure under a written or a printed cancellation, seeing that it is in
tended for Revenue as well as for Postage purposes. If, however it
were decided to employ distinct stamps for the two Services, the
Postage should have the words 'St. Vincent Postage' in the top
tablet and each duty be printed in a distinct 'Singly fugitive' colour.
The Revenue Stamps would then be printed with the words 'St.
Vincent Revenue' at the top in the same ink for all the duties, i.e., the
purple which is the only safe colour to employ for Revenue Stamps.
The prices throughout would be 1/- per 1000 Stamps.

This letter was not answered. On the same day, November St Vincent
27, 1882, the firm received the following letter from the Crown One Penny
Agents:

I have to request that you will provide for the Government of St
Vincent the undermentioned postage Stamps, the duty being inserted
by an overprint, and a proof in colour submitted to us for approval
before commencing the printing, which can be done from the 1d.
Plate:

120,000 Stamps, duty 2|d.

Alternative specimens were submitted on November 30th,
and the 'Maroon' was approved on December 4th.
The temporary overprint forme from type was invoiced at
£3. 3. od on January 12, 1883, with 2,074 sheets (124,400
stamps), charged at 3/3d per 1,000.
A letter from the Lieutenant Governor, dated December 27,
1882, in which he gave instructions for the new revenue stamps,
dealt finally with this first attempt to produce unified stamps for
the Colonies. 'It would be inconvenient to have stamps for
Postage and Revenue purposes which could be used inter
changeably,' he said.

surcharged

2^d
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The end of 1882 saw De La Rue firmly established with the
Inland Revenue and Crown Agents. They had converted both
bodies to their methods; they had a magnificent record for
efficiency, punctuality and security; they had eliminated com

petition. Their efficiency had brought with it a utilitarian
attitude towards stamp production which was to lead to the
most uninspired period of stamp design that Great Britain or
the Colonial Empire were to experience. The keyplates had
banished competition, and the fine engraving of Joubert had to
give way to the coarser style of Pound, which coarsened still
more as the demand for quick printing at cheaper prices led to
the development of power-driven machinery. De La Rue were
standing alone on a rocky island of their own manufacture; how
long could they continue to sell to the Colonies, with the
acquiescence of the Crown Agents, stamps which it suited them
to print rather than stamps which the Colonists wanted to see?
They were dealing with becalmed civil servants, and they could
disperse any criticism with a breath of the magic word 'security'.
Th1s Elysian calm was not easily broken.

When sending to the Crown Agents on December 22, 1882 his
requisition for a new Sixteen Cents stamp the Colonial Secretary
ofMauritius stated:

You will observe that the stamps hitherto of the value of 17 cents will
only now be of the value of 16 cents of a rupee, a change which has
been ordered in consequence of representations from the bureau of
the Union Postal in regard to the rates of postage levied in Mauritius
on letters addressed to countries forming the Postal Union.

The firm submitted a design and estimate on January 25th;
they quoted the usual £50 for the die and £85 for a printing
plate of 240 multiples. On delivery they said: 'We will lose no
time in executing the order, but it is difficult for us to give you
the exact date by which we could complete it.'
On February 3rd the Crown Agents asked De La Rue to
quote for a die and keyplate for Mauritius, with overprint
formes for the various values. The firm confirmed that a key

368
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plate of 240 would still cost altogether £135, but that overprint Mauritius
plates of 120 multiples would cost £20. A die and keyplate of Seventeen
120 multiples would cost £92: 10: — and overprint plates of 60 Cents
multiples £12. They went on to say: surchargedr * J }

Sixteen

We beg to remind you that the Requisition is for 1,200 sheets of the Cents
stamps in question, and it seems to us that it depends on the con- (continued)
sumption of these stamps whether it would be more economical or not
to have a special plate or a Key-plate 'of either one or other of the
sizes. The habit of the Colony appears to be to order considerable
quantities of stamps at long intervals of time.

On February 12th, a fortnight before the locally surcharged
16 Cents on Seventeen Cents stamps were issued in the Colony,
the Crown Agents asked what would be the cost of overprinting
stamps printed from the Seventeen Cents plate. The firm replied
on the following day:

In reply to your letter of yesterday, the only plan by which the 17
cent Mauritius Postage Stamps could be converted into stamps of the
duty of 16 cents would be overprint the lower duty across the face
thereof, with a black line to obliterate the old duty. We annex a 10d
Mauritius Postage Stamp converted into £d. duty in the manner we
have indicated. The expense involved would be that of a type over
printing forme, costing £3:3:0.
The stamps would cost:
when a ream or more than a ream were ordered at a time 1s. 8d. per
thousand.

when less than a ream were ordered at a time 2s. 3d. per thousand.

They were told to go ahead on February 17th and also to send
'another copy of the design for the new 16 Cent Postage Stamps
as forwarded with your letter of the 16th ulto.' A tracing was
sent on February 22nd.
The overprint forme, with 1230 sheets (295,200 stamps), was
invoiced on May 3, 1883.

The first supplies printed from the plates invoiced on Decern- Trinidad
ber 8, 1882 for the Trinidad Sixpence and One Shilling were Sixpence
charged on June 21, 1883. The quantities were: Sixpence, ®as Shilling

36,960; One Shilling, 12,000.

On June 28, 1883 the Crown Agents informed De La Rue Mauritius
that the Government of Mauritius had decided to adopt the Sixteen Cents
suggestion of a special die and keyplate of 120 multiples, with
duty plates of 60 multiples, as the future policy for Mauritius
postage stamps. They were asked to submit a design for the
proposed keyplate, which they did on July 2nd. Th1s was ap
proved on July 5th and the die and plates were invoiced on
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Mauritius October 30th. The first consignment of Sixteen Cents stamps
Sixteen Cents was not invoiced until June 3, 1885, when 991,200 were des-
(continued) patched.

The new keyplate was used once more for the Fifteen Cents
in 1893, and then gave way to the new coat-of-arms design.

Virgin Islands On February 1, 1883 the firm acknowledged instructions for
Halfpenny 5,000 copies of a new Halfpenny for the Virgin Islands. The

Crown Agents agreed that a new duty plate should be supplied
for £12 to print with the General Colonial keyplate, as in the
case of the Twopence halfpenny of the same colony. On Feb
ruary 28th De La Rue raised the question of colour, since the
One Penny Keyplate Design had been printed in green, to
match the lithographed Nissen & Parker design which it had
superseded, howbeit only temporarily.
Although green was the international colour for the Halfpenny
they suggested that 'it would be undesirable to disturb the
existing colours of the stamps', and that the new halfpenny
should be printed in blue or carmine. The Crown Agents replied
as follows on March 10th:

In reply to your letter of the 28th ulto., I have to inform you that
in view of the desirability of adopting the International scale of
colours for Postage Stamps whenever practicable, we do not think it
would be desirable to print the £d. Virgin Islands Stamp in a colour
which would increase the difficulty of adopting the International
scale hereafter.

We are therefore of opinion that the present supply of £d. Stamps
should be printed of some colour as purple, grey or yellow, and that
on all future occasions the Id. Stamps should be printed in green, the
1d. stamps in red and the 2id. stamps in blue, by which means in the
course of a short time the three duties will be brought into accordance
with the International scale.

Virgin Islands

Colour
Changes

Halfpenny
One Penny
Twopence
halfpenny

The next two consignments for the Virgin Islands, which
under the above arrangements had the colours adjusted, were
invoiced as follows:

27/8/83: Halfpenny, 9,840; One Penny, 4,860

29/2/84: Halfpenny, 14,760; One Penny, 15,000; Twopence
halfpenny, 5,040

These were the only consignments of One Penny to be printed
in carmine from the keyplate. The next consignment on Decem
ber 31, 1888 was lithographed from a stone of 24 multiples, and
continued to be printed thus until the individual issues of the
Leeward Islands group were suspended at the end of October
1890.
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On March 5, 1883 the Crown Agents sent a requisition from Straits
the Straits Settlements for a further supply of stamps. Owing to Settlements
the need to conform to the U.P.U. regulations four colour 0,1,™
changes were necessary; the Two Cents became red, and Changes
changed colours with the Four Cents; while the Five Cents
became blue and changed with the Twelve Cents. De La Rue Two Cents
had already a printed stock of the Two Cents and Four Cents in Four Cents
the old colours and these were despatched at once and invoiced ^.lve Cents

on March 12th. They had been printed in response to a telegram welve Cen

received by the Crown Agents on February 22nd. The Crown
Agents were anxious in case confusion should arise.

We should be glad however to be informed whether you would
advise any special of over-print to be placed on the stamps, which are
printed in new colours, with the view of preventing confusion and
mistakes in the Colony in distinguishing between them and stamps of
the same colour, but different value, issued previously.

De La Rue, when replying on March 13th, suggested that the
Crown Agents should 'advise the Colonial authorities to destroy
any stock of Postage Stamps printed in the old colours which
they may have in hand on the arrival of those printed in the new
colours'. They thought the employment of overprinted stamps
might cause confusion, but sent two specimens of the Four Plate 25; 1
Cents stamps, one overprinted '2c' and the other 'New Issue'.
In the former case four overprint formes would be required at
£3. 3. od each: in the latter only one would be necessary.
Straits Settlements, whose record for locally surcharged
stamps stands exceedingly high, was spared on this occasion, for
the Crown Agents wrote on April 6th:

In reply to your letter of the 13th ulto. I have to inform you that
we do not think it advisable to incur the largely increased expense
which would be entailed by over-printing the Postage Stamps which
are in course of being printed in new colours for the Straits Settle-
ments, and we will, in place thereof, suggest to the Colonial Govern
ment to destroy any existing stock of stamps in the old colours, before
commencing the issue of the new stamps.

The Four Cents (60,240), Five Cents (6,240) and Twelve
Cents (60,000) in the new colours were invoiced on May 21,
1883. The first supply of the Two Cents red was invoiced on
September 4th, when 489,840 stamps were charged.

On March 20, 1883 the Crown Agents, in forwarding a letter Hong Kong
from the Postmaster General on the question of the colour of Colour
the Ten Cents, suggested that 'there is a great similarity in the Change

colours of several of the duties . . . the present opportunity n Cents

might advantageously be taken for rearranging the present scale
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of colours and for bringing it
,

as regards the three lowest duties,
into conformity with the International Postal Union scale'.
The letter from the Postmaster General of Hong Kong was
dated December 18, 1882.

I have the honour to suggest that a communication be made to the
Crown Agents requesting them to have all further supplies of 10 cent
stamps for this Colony printed in green instead of lilac.
By a mistake, for which this office was not responsible, the ten cent

stamps have been printed exactly the same colour as the existing thirty
cents value, which is very inconvenient.
The mistake was this: — I sent home an 18 cent stamp as a speci
men of the colour required.

I wanted the same colour as that stamp then was. But Messrs De
La Rue & Co. discovered that it was a quite different colour modified
by fading, and printed the new stamps of the colour it had been
originally, viz: the same as our thirty cent value.
It will perhaps be observed at home that our 24 cent stamps are
green. That is the case, but they are withdrawn from circulation and
there is little probability of their being issued again. I consider the
same green will be the best colour for our ten cent stamp in future.

The firm replied with a careful survey of the whole situation
as regards the colours used for Hong Kong, after excusing them
selves for any blame for the fact that hitherto the Ten Cents had
been printed in mauve. The elaborate suggestions they put
forward for distinguishing between the various duties proved to
be abortive, because from early in 1882 onwards the Colony
confined itself to orders for the Two Cents, Five Cents and Ten
Cents until the introduction of the surcharged values in 1885.
In effect they deepened the shades of the Two Cents and Five
Cents, and changed the colour of the Ten Cents to green. The
Crown Agents approved the new colour scheme on April 12th,
and proposed to suggest to the Colony that it should be adopted
for all future supplies. In the meantime they gave the following
instructions:

We understand that the usual periodical April supply of stamps
has just been printed off, and that it includes 1,200 sheets of the 10
cents value printed in purple.
These Stamps we should wish to be shipped to the Colony in the
usual course, but I have also to request that you will take in hand and
print off a further supply of 10 Cent stamps, in the dark green
assigned to that value, in the new scale of colours.
These stamps we will send out to the Colony as soon as they are
ready, and wewill suggest to the Colonial Government the expediency
of adopting them, and of destroying the existing stock of Stamps
printed in purple.

The half-yearly supply was invoiced on April 23, 1883 and
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included 1,230 sheets (295,200 stamps) of the Ten Cents printed Hong Kong
in mauve. The first consignment of the new green Ten Cents, Colour
consisting of 1,220 sheets or 292,800 stamps, was invoiced be- ^a°|e
tween May 4th and May 9th. This is one of the occasions when .

en rentjL
the colour of a stamp is mentioned in the Day Book entry. ^con ue '

The arrival of the stamps in the Colony led to a long and in
teresting correspondence. On July 24th the Crown Agents
passed to De La Rue copies of a letter from the Colonial
Secretary in Hong Kong and a remonstrance to him from the
Postmaster General, who wrote:

I have the honour to return herewith a correspondence on the
subject of the colours of the Postage Stamps of this Colony between
the Crown Agents and Messrs De La Rue & Co. which you referred
to me under date of the 25th instant. I beg to report as follows: —
The only stamps we are at present getting from England are those
of 2 cents, 5 cents and 10 cents values. In all other denominations,
owing to no check having been kept on the supply in former years,
we have far more in hand than will ever be used, and I cannot recom
mend the obtaining of any new ones, as the old stock is in perfectly
good order.

The only stamps therefore to which any change of colour can apply
are the 2, 5, and 10 cents labels.

There is no objection to the slight modification of tint of the 2 cent
stamp (Postal Union colour) proposed by Messrs De La Rue & Co.
But the sort of slate coloured green in which it is proposed to print
the 10 cent stamp in future will not do at all, nor shall I be able to
make use of the 1,200 sheets of 10 cents value which I regret to learn
have been printed in this shade. It is indistinguishable from the colour
of the existing 4 cent stamp, a value ofwhich we have more than 6,000
sheets (25 years' consumption) in stock. Even should we get out new

4 cent stamps (which I cannot consent to) of the modified tint
suggested by Messrs De La Rue & Co. the colours are still too much
alike, and similarity between the 10 and the 4 would cause much more
inconvenience than similarity between the 30 and the 10.
I have therefore to recur to my original request that the 10 cent
stamp may in future be printed exactly the same colour as the old 24
cent stamp now disused. There is no special hurry; if the new colour
be sent out with the second shipment of this year, that will do. I shall
go on using purple ten cent stamps till green ones arrive. The slate
coloured impression will, I fear, have to be destroyed.
Whilst quite sensible of the amount of trouble and care the Crown
Agents bestow on these subjects, I must nevertheless venture to
suggest that when so distant a Colony as this requisitions for a parti
cular sort of stamp it would be better to send exactly what is asked
for.
It is very embarrassing, at the end of seven or eight months, to
find that something different has been sent, and the reasons which
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Hong Kong
Colour
Change
Ten Cents
(continued)

seem to justify the alteration in London are generally found to be no
reasons by those on the spot, who knew what was wanted, and why
it was wanted of that particular kind. I am not now alluding to the
unfortunate mistake about the colour of the 10 cent stamp. That
appears to have been inevitable. I could not know that the pattern
sent was a faded stamp. Messrs De La Rue & Co. could hardly know
I was ignorant of it. The Crown Agents did point out the similarity
in colour, but there are inconveniences in changing the colour of any
stamp, so I resolved to make the best of it

,

and did so, till one of the
officers of this Department was involved in a considerable loss, by
mistaking a sheets of jo's for a sheet of1o's.

I hope, however, that the Crown Agents will now be able to indulge
me with the colour I ask for, which is that of the 24 cent stamp, and
no other.

In forwarding this report to the Crown Agents on June 11th
the Colonial Secretary revealed the extraordinary situation of
stocks of stamps in the Colony. This brings out the inherent
weakness of the system of placing with the Crown Agents a

standing order for half-yearly supplies. Until 1882 the Postal
authorities in Hong Kong had been receiving with complacency
regular supplies of unwanted stamps which had been added
without demur to their already overloaded stock. It will be seen
later that a similar situation had developed inWestern Australia.*

I am directed by His Excellency the Governor to acknowledge the
receipt of your letter No. 11 1/740 of April 18th in reply to mine of
February 7th last, in which you were requested to arrange that the
10 Cent postage stamps at present in use in this Colony should in
future be printed in green. At the same time I enclosed some mul
tiples of the disused 24 cent stamp of this Colony as specimens of the
colour required.
In reply you inform me that you have been good enough to have
all the colours of our postage stamps revised, and have had a supply
of 10 cents stamps printed in a new green, which has been assigned
to that value.

Unfortunately two circumstances, with which you were probably
not acquainted, have not been taken into consideration in effecting
this revision, namely (1) that comparatively few values of stamps are
now in use here, and (2) that of some of these very large stock are in
hand, and there is no prospect of new stamps being required in these
values.

I enclose for your information, specimens of all the values of
Postage Stamps now in use in this Colony, and may add that while so

many remain in stock (representing a value of nearly two millions of

dollars) the Government would not be willing to introduce new
colours.

* Seep. 391.
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The firm replied to this correspondence on July 26th. Their Hong Kong
reply makes it clear that the first supply of Ten Cents green to Colour
which the Postmaster General took exception was the rare blue- Change

green shade, of which very few of the 1,220 sheets of 240 mul- Jen r^111 *
tiples can have survived. (cont1nued)

We herewith beg to return the correspondence covered by your
letter of the 24th inst., from the Government ofHong Kong.
We are exceedingly sorry to hear that the Colonial authorities take

exception to the colours in which the 1,220 sheets of 10 cent Postage
Stamps, shipped in May last, were printed, and upon receiving your
instructions to do so, we are prepared to put in hand a similar quan
tity of stamps to be printed in the colour of the obsolete 24 cent
stamps, charging only half price for our work on them.
In our letter of the 2nd April last, covering the new Scheme of
Colours which you had required us to draw up, we called attention to
the fact that the colour we proposed for the 10 cent duty was darker
than that of the obsolete 24 cent stamp, and we explained that our
reason for making it of a darker shade was that it might not conflict
with the lightish green which would have to be used, in accordance
with the regulations of the International Postal Convention when a
stamp is introduced into Hong Kong of the value of id. We append a
specimen of the obsolete 24 cent stamp, and a specimen of the 10 cent
stamp printed in the green which is taken exception to. As you will
notice, there is not an extreme difference in the shade, and we must
confess that we are surprised at it having been considered in the
Colony that the green which we have employed would conflict with
the grey of the 4 cent stamp. It seems to us that the colours are so
dissimilar that they could not well be confused, but, as we have said,
we shall only be too pleased to meet the wishes of the Colonial
authorities.

We need hardly say that we had no idea that such large stocks of
stamps existed in the Colony, and we thought with you that the new
Scheme of Colours proposed could with advantage be adopted
without much sacrifice of stocks. We note, however, that no change
is to be made in any of the colours, excepting in the case of the 2
cents, which are, we understand, to be printed in carmine, as pro
posed by us.
We should remark that the 2 cent stamp (light drab) which is

appended to the Colonial correspondence is not of the colour at
present used for that duty. In your letter of the 28th June 1879, we
were instructed to change the colour from drab to a reddish brown,
and the latter is the colour which has been used from that date in

printing the stamps.
We regret to say that our memory does not serve us as to who settled
the existing scale of colours of the Hong Kong Postage Stamps, seeing
that it has been in force for so many years.
We shall be glad to hear at your convenience whether our reading
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Hong Kong
Colour
Change
Ten Cents

(continued)

Dominica

Halfpenny
One Penny
Twopence
halfpenny
on CA paper

St Vincent
Perkins, Bacon
Plates

Sixpence
One Shilling

Universal

Colour Scale

of the Colonial correspondence is right as to the only change of colour
which is approved of being that of the 2 cents duty, and as to whether
we are at once to put in hand a supply of 1,220 sheets of the 10 cent
stamps printed in the green hither to used for the 24 cents.
Again expressing our regret that any inconvenience should have
resulted from the supply of the 10 cent stamps being printed in a
darker green than was asked for.

There is a wide range of shades in the Hong Kong Four
Cents, as can only be expected in the case of a stamp printed in
a 'made up' colour on several occasions, and not from a straight
ink. Among these shades there are some with a suspicion of
green. Nevertheless De La Rue had good reason to ask how
anybody could confuse the colour of the Four Cents with the
first Ten Cents bluish green printing.
The final colours were settled by the Crown Agents on August
24th, when they informed De La Rue that 'the next half yearly
supply of 10 Cent Stamps for Hong Kong may be printed off in
the light Green colour of the obsolete 24 cent stamp'. The Two
Cents in future was to be printed in the 'slightly brighter shade
of carmine laid down for that duty by the Postal Union'.
The next half-yearly supply (the second for 1883) was in
voiced on October 5th. It comprised 819 sheets of Two Cents,
823 sheets of Five Cents, and 1,234 sheets of Ten Cents, all of
240 multiples. The sheets were charged at the standard rate of
1od per 1,000 so that the Crown Agents did not take advantage
of the firm's offer to replace the Ten Cents at half price.

An order for a supply of 500 sheets each (30,000 stamps) of
the Halfpenny, One Penny and Twopence halfpenny postage
stamps for the Presidency of Dominica was sent on March 12,
1883 by the Colonial Secretary in Antigua to the Crown Agents.
The latter ordered the stamps on April 2nd, and they were in
voiced on May 22nd. These were presumably printed on CA
paper in the usual way. If the catalogue dates of issue are correct
the Twopence halfpenny was held back in the colony for a year
and the One Penny for three years.

On June 26, 1883 the firm invoiced 6,120 Sixpence and 9,300
One Shilling St Vincent postage stamps from the Perkins,
Bacon Plates. The requisition had only been received on June
13th, with a request that the stamps should be ready for ship
ment on June 17th, which proved impracticable.

Early in June 1883 negotiations began between De La Rue
and the Crown Agents for the establishment of a generally
accepted scale or scheme for the colours of the Colonial postage
stamps, bearing in mind that the colours for the Halfpenny, One
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Penny and Twopence halfpenny equivalents had been deter- Universal
mined by the regulations of the International Postal Convention. Colour Scale
The firm had agreed with the Crown Agents to supply them (continued)
with a formal letter, accompanied by specimens where necessary,
to submit to each individual Colonial Government.
Before beginning their experiments the firm asked the Crown
Agents for information about the equivalent sterling value of the
different currencies used in various colonies, and received the
following extraordinary reply on June 14th:

In reply to your letter of the 12th inst. in which you request that
you may be informed how many cents are equal to a penny in the
Colonies of Ceylon, Straits Settlements, British Guiana, Mauritius
and Labuan, and also what is the value of the 30 Para Cyprus Stamps,
I have to acquaint you that it will be sufficient for the object in view
if the approximate equivalent value is taken which, in the case of the
cents will be 2 a penny, and as 10 Paras are equal to 3 pence, the

30 Para Stamp represents a duty of 9 pence.

De La Rue's answer on June 18th may be taken as a model.

We are obliged for your letter of the 14th inst. but we thought that
in those Colonies where Dollars are employed the Cent is of a dif
ferent value to what it is where Rupees are employed, e.g. in the
Straits Settlements the Dollar is divided into 100 Cents, and it is
obvious we think that the Cent must in that Colony be worth about
twice as much as in Ceylon.
With regard to Cyprus, we were informed by the extract of a
despatch you transmitted to us under cover of your letter of the
26th October 1880 that 9 Piastres go to the shilling and 180 Piastres
to the Pound. Now as there are, we believe, 40 Paras to the Piastre,
it would appear that 30 Paras go to the penny. We should, however,
be glad to be enlightened on these points at your convenience.

The Crown Agents' answer may also be taken as a model of
the understatement used as a weapon of defence.

With reference to our letter of the 14th and to your reply of the
18th inst. respecting the value of a penny represented in Cents, and
the value of the 30 Para Cyprus stamp, I have to acquaint you that
the value of the Cent is as understood by you, viz: — approximately
two to a penny in those Colonies where the Accounts are kept in
dollars and Cents, and four to a penny where the accounts are kept in
rupees and Cents; on this point our letter above referred to was not
sufficiently explicit.
As regards the 30 Para Cyprus stamp we find the value of this
stamp as quoted by us was that appertaining to a silver coinage,
whereas that of bronze coinage in which 30 Paras equal a penny,
should have been communicated to you.
For your guidance generally, I forward to you herewith a pamphlet
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Universal in which is given the currency of the various Colonies, and I have to
Colour Scale request that when you have done with it

,

you will hand it to our
(cont1nued) Inspector who will be authorized to keep it for purposes of reference.

The firm then proceeded to prepare a number of colour
schemes, with a formal letter ofexplanation to the Crown Agents .

Each letter mentioned the stamp which had been selected to
illustrate the various colours prepared. The following letter for
British Honduras, dated July 25th, is the first in the Correspon
dence Book.

British Honduras

With reference to our interview with you some time ago as to the
colours in which the British Honduras Postage Stamps are printed,
we understand you to express a desire that the colours should be

brought into accord with the regulations of the International Postal
Convention, by which it is provided that stamps equal to \d. should
be printed in green; those equal to 1d. in carmine; and those equal to
2id. in a bright blue. It has appeared to us that ifany change be made,

it would be desirable to revise the colours generally, and we have.
therefore, drawn up a new Scheme of Colours for your approval,
This we give on the Appendix hereto, hinged to a Scheme showing
the existing colours, in such a manner that the two Schemes can be

easily compared. In order to save labour, the stamps on the new
Scheme have all been printed from the 1d. plate.
Trusting to hear in due course that the colours we have proposed
meet with approval.

On October 1st De La Rue received the following letter in
reply from the Crown Agents:

British Honduras

The new scheme of colours for the British Honduras Postage
stamps submitted with your letter of the 25th July last, having been
approved by the Colonial Government, I have to acquaint you that as
stocks of stamps of the existing colours become exhausted, fresh
supplies are to be printed in the colours of the new scale.

The following summary of the various Colonies on behalf of
whom a formal letter was sent, shows the date of the proposal,
the nature of the specimen used for the colour scheme, and the
reaction of the Colony concerned.

Mauritius, July 23, 1883. No indication of specimens used.
Specimen ofnew keyplate prepared for Sixteen Cents enclosed.
Approved November 6th: colours to be changed as fresh
supplies ordered.

Gold Coast, July 31, 1883. Keyplate without duty overprint.
Approved April 7, 1884, with requisition for new colours.
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British Guiana, July 25, 1883. Keyplate without duty overprint. Universal
Postponed on December 15th, because Colony had large Colour Scale
stocks of some of the stamps affected. (continued)

Dominica, July 31, 1883. Keyplate without duty overprint.
Approved on September 28th. New colours to be adopted as
fresh supplies are required.

Nevis, August 1, 1883. 'In order to save labour, we have not
overprinted the name of the Colony or the duty of the stamps in
the New Scheme, so that the stamps in it look somewhat lighter
than they will when the tablets are filled in with the overprinted
wording.'
No reply, owing to the Colony being combined with St
Christopher.

Tobago, August 1, 1883. Keyplate without duty overprint.
On May 14, 1885 the Crown Agents sent a letter from the
colony dated April 9th, in which they apologized for the delay
and approved the scheme.

Ceylon, August 28, 1883. No indication of specimens used.
Approved November 10th. Colours to be changed as fresh
suppl1es ordered.

Cyprus, August 28, 1883. Keyplate without duty overprint.
'The necessary change in the colour of the 30 Para stamp can
be effected by adopting for it the colour (carmine) hitherto used
for the 1 Piastre stamp, and for that stamp using the purple
hitherto employed for the 30 Para stamp'. The Crown Agents
point out 'that the £ Piastre Stamp (one penny) should stand
first in order' and returned the Scheme for revision. It was re
submitted on September 10th.
On January 23, 1884 the Crown Agents informed De La Rue
that no colour changes were required.

Jamaica, August 28, 1883. No indication of specimens used.
Approved January 14, 1884. The Colonial Secretary asked
the Crown Agents 'to ascertain that there is no objection on the
part of the Imperial Post Office'. The G.P.O. were asked by the
Crown Agents to give their sanction, and did so, subject to the
regulations of the Postal Union being observed.

Labuan, August 28, 1883. Two Cents plate.
On October 22nd the Administrator agreed that the lower
duties should be changed whenever existing stocks were ex
hausted, but 'could see no reason why (none having been pointed
out by Messrs. De La Rue & Company) the colours of the
stamps now in use should be changed'. When the Crown Agents
sent this letter to De La Rue they observed: 'The Adminis
trator's objections appear to be founded on a misapprehension
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Universal of the circumstances of the case.' De La Rue replied that the
Colour Scale change in the lower duties involved changes in all the other
(continued) duties except the Sixteen Cents. This was in blue, a colour which

they wished to keep clear for a possible new duty equivalent to
Twopence halfpenny.
The colour scheme was eventually approved on April 17,
1884.

Lagos, August 28, 1883. Keyplate without Duty overprint.
Approved April 7, 1884; colours to be changed as fresh
suppl1es ordered.

Natal, August 28, 1883. No indication of specimens.
Urged that next printing of Halfpenny should be in correct
shade of green. One Shilling to be yellow.
Approved November 24th; colours to be changed as fresh
suppl1es ordered.

Sierra Leone, August 28, 1883. Keyplate without duty overprint.
Approved October 22nd; colours to be changed as fresh
suppl1es ordered.

St Vincent, September 21, 1883. One Penny plate. The over
print omitted from Twopence halfpenny.
Approved November 29th; colours to be changed as new
suppl1es required.

Turks Islands, September 25, 1883. Keyplate only, no name or
duty.
De La Rue urged the replacement of the Perkins, Bacon One
Penny, Sixpence and One Shilling by surface-printed stamps,
on the grounds of security.
The new colours were approved on February 20, 1884, but
the proposal to scrap the Perkins, Bacon plates was rejected: 'In
a small Colony like Turks Islands it would not be worth while
for anyone to attempt to imitate the postage stamps.'

Antigua, September 26, 1883. A copy of the letter sent by the
firm is not in the correspondence.
The local Postmaster said he was not aware of any regulation
of the 'International Bureau', and saw no reason why the colours
should be changed. He did not 'think it advisable to abandon the
old 1d. and 6d. Plates'.
De La Rue sent him a copy of the Official Circular dated
February 8, 1879.

Montserrat, September 26, 1883. Keyplate only, no name or

duty.
Replacement of Perkins, Bacon One Penny and Sixpence
(overprinted) again urged for security reasons.
Approved November 29th. Colours to be changed in new
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order. De La Rue's proposal for Fourpence not accepted as Universal
being too close to the One Penny. De La Rue suggested purple, Colour Scale
and stated new order already printed. Approved by Crown (continued)
Agents on December 4th. No mention of replacement of One
Penny plate.

St Helena, September 27, 1883. Sixpence plate. De La Rue
pointed out that the Colony had no Halfpenny or Twopence
halfpenny stamps.

St Lucia, September 27, 1883. Three low surface-printed
already in right colours. Specimens of Antigua stamps sent to
show the appearance of the Fourpence, Sixpence and One
Shilling if surface-printed.
It was suggested that the Fourpence should be printed in dark
brown instead of yellow; colours of Sixpence and One Shilling
to be unchanged. The replacement of the remaining three
Perkins, Bacon plates was strongly urged for security reasons.
All these proposals were adopted in the Colony's requisition
of January 10, 1884, forwarded to De La Rue on January 30th.
Western Australia, September 28, 1883. Fourpence plate for
copper plate; Threepence for surface-printed.
De La Rue pointed out that no Halfpenny or Twopence half
penny stamps were issued; suggested One Penny to be changed
from yellow to carmine. They strongly urged replacement of
Perkins, Bacon plates 'considering the crude appearance of the
old copperplate printed stamps, and the fact that the plates are
much worn', as well as for security. They proposed using the
Halfpenny and One Penny postcard dies. Of the latter they said:
'Indeed at the time the post card plate was made, it was thought
that the die might be ultimately thus employed.' They suggested
key and duty plates for the remaining four values.
Proofs ofboth postcard dies were included in an Appendix.
A decision was postponed in a letter from the Crown Agents
on January 4, 1884 because there was 'sufficient stock to meet
demands for more than two years to come'. The proposal for the
new Halfpenny, however, was adopted on February 15th.

The question of colour changes for the other colonies was
dealt with during negotiations for supplies ofnew stamps.

On June 29, 1883 De La Rue returned to the Crown Agents a Nevis
requisition from the Leeward Islands for the following Nevis Overprinted
postage stamps to be overprinted 'St Christopher Revenue': revenue
One Penny, 2,000; Fourpence, 2,000; Sixpence, 4,000; One
Shilling, 5,000. They promised to supply them within two
months, and had them ready in the middle of September.
A later letter from the Crown Agents written on October 31,
1883, when further supplies were ordered, makes it clear that
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Nevis
Overprinted
REVENUE

(continued)

Gambia
Colour
Change
Threepence

Virgin Islands
Colour
Changes
Halfpenny
One Penny

Bermuda

Twopence
halfpenny

De La Rue overprinted the stamps revenue and the name St
Christopher was overprinted on the One Penny and Sixpence
on the Colony. These were subsequently used for Postage. The
quantities originally invoiced on September 13th were: One
Penny, 2,040; Fourpence, 2,040; Sixpence, 4,140; One Shilling,
4,980.

On July 5, 1883 the Crown Agents sent to De La Rue a letter
from the Gambia Government in regard to the lack of contrast
between the colour of the Threepence, light blue, and the Six
pence, dark blue:

Some confusion having arisen from the great similarity in colour
between the Gambia 6d. and 3d. Stamps it would, I think, be ad
visable that some change should be made, and I have therefore in
structed the Acting Postmaster to communicate with the Postmaster
General on the subject. I propose with his concurrence that in future
the 3d. Stamp should be printed black, or at any rate some dark shade
which would throw out the whole medallion of the Queen in strong
relief, and be unlike any of the other colours at present in use at
the Gambia. As soon as they can be printed I should be obliged if
you would be good enough to forward 500 sheets for use in this settle-
ment.

The firm replied that 'there are many objections to using
black for stamp printing', and suggested grey. They took the
opportunity of sending the new colour scale, in which all stamps
were printed from the Halfpenny plate, and showed grey for the
Threepence. The new colour was approved by the Crown
Agents on August 9th, and the stamps were invoiced on August
27th, when 500 sheets (7,500 stamps) were despatched. There is
nothing in the correspondence to suggest that on their arrival in
the colony the surviving blue stamps were destroyed.

The order for the fresh supplies of the Halfpenny and One
Penny Virgin Islands which were to be printed in the Inter
national Postal Convention colours was received on July 16,
1883, and invoiced on August 27th. The quantities charged
were: Halfpenny, 9,840; One Penny 4,860.

On July 23, 1883 the Crown Agents forwarded a Bermuda
requisition for a Twopence halfpenny stamp, which stated:

I have the honour to request that you will be good enough to order
to be engraved for the service of this Colony a die for a postage stamp
value two pence half penny, the value to be impressed at the foot of
the stamp thus '2£d', and the pattern to be the same as the existing
three-penny stamp, example in the margin.
It is decided that the colour shall be 'red brown', but I am directed
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to delay sending any requisition for a supply of the new stamp until Bermuda
the stock of threepenny stamps has been exhausted. Twopence

It is not clear why the firm should not have adopted this (cominued)
suggestion. The principle of a common design was threatening
to become adopted generally, and the firm seemed to be en
couraging the Colonies to accept it

;

nevertheless they took the
opposite view when they sent a specimen on July 25th.
We herewith beg to return the Requisition, covered by your letter
of the 23rd inst., from the Government of Bermuda, making a de
mand upon you for a Postage die and plate for the duty of 2£d. and to
enclose a design which we have prepared for this stamp. We have
made this design as unlike any of the existing stamps as possible,
rather than follow the design of the 3d. stamp, as was suggested in
the Requisition, seeing that it is of the first importance that the
difference between Postage Stamps should be marked by design, and
not depend upon colour alone.

They quoted the usual price of £50 for this die and £85 for
the printing plate of 240 multiples, and then sent the new colour
chart. In this they showed the new Twopence halfpenny in blue
and assigned red brown to the Twopence, which had hitherto
been printed 'in a slaty blue'. On July 27th the Crown Agents
asked for 'another design' for the Twopence halfpenny, which
was apparently sent to the Colony, for it was not approved until
October 8th. De La Rue promised three months for delivery.
The die and plate were invoiced on March 7, 1884, but the
first supply of stamps (243,360) was not despatched until Sep
tember 22nd.

The requisition for new postage duties for One Pound and Bahamas
Five Shill1ngs from the Bahamas was sent to De La Rue on Five Shillings
August 14, 1883. The specimens enclosed showed the large One Pound

Official Receipt size for the One Pound, and an unusual size for
the Five Shillings.
The firm prepared designs and submitted an estimate on Plate 25; 2, 3

August 20th. The size suggested for the Five Shillings was that
of the normal postage stamp, and its colour was blue. In reply
the Crown Agents asked for an alternative estimate for a key-
plate and dutyplate design, and asked that the colour of the Five
Shillings could be changed so as to leave blue free for a possible
Twopence halfpenny later.
De La Rue however submitted designs from the general key-
plate, in which the duties were drawn by hand, but pointed out
that this meant the dropping of the proposal for a larger One
Pound. Apparently they had misinterpreted the Crown Agents'
intentions, for on September 4th they were asked to quote for a

design similar to the existing One Sh1lling 'under the overprint
system of stamps'.
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Bahamas
Five Shillings
One Pound

(continued)

On September 5th the firm submitted 'two stamps printed
from your Shilling plate, and have, as you will observe scratched
out the value tablets'. After quoting the usual prices they went on
to say:

Should the Government of Bahamas decide upon having a Key-
plate, they would derive the advantage of only having to go to the
expense of £12 for any new duty of the Postage Stamp size which
they might require, and further it would enable them to abandon at a
very small cost the copperplate process of printing which is still used
for several of their duties, but to which, as you are aware, there are
objections.

The new designs were submitted to the Colony and approved
on November 15th, when a new die and printing plates of 60
multiples were ordered. The colour proposed for the Five
Shillings was rejected because it approached too closely to the
colour of the existing Fourpence stamp. There was no reference
to the suggestion that the old Perkins, Bacon plates should be

replaced by surface printed stamps. The matter was again raised
in the firm's acknowledgment, which also re-opened the whole
question of colour.

The International Postal Convention has made a regulation that
stamps of the value of id. should be printed in green, those of the
value of 1d. in carmine, and those of the value of2£d. in a bright blue.
Now, although at present there are no Bahamas Postage Stamps of
the value of £d., it is very likely, we think, that such a rate may here
after be introduced, and it is, therefore, desirable that green should
be reserved for that duty, instead of being employed as it is at present
for the 1/- stamps. We propose, therefore, that the 1/- stamps should
in future be printed in grey. The 4d. stamps are printed in a very pale
pink colour, which we think might be greatly improved. We have
shown the alterations which we should propose to effect in the colour
of this stamp, and of the 1/- stamp, upon the Appendix hereto, which
consists of two Schemes of Colours hinged together in such a manner
that the existing Schemes and the Schemes proposed by us can easily
be compared. On the new Scheme we have attached specimens of the
colours which we should propose for the two new duties, viz. 5/- and

£1. We have in mind that the Colonial authorities in their requisition
for these stamps gave certain colours to be matched. For the 5/-
stamp blue was asked for, but this colour should be reserved for a

possible 2id. stamp. For the £1 stamp brown printed on an orange
paper was suggested, so we have proposed a brown printed upon a
white paper, seeing that you have no orange paper which would come
in for the purpose.
As soon as the Key-plate has been made, any new duty can be
obtained therefrom at the cost of £12 for the overprint plate, and we
venture, therefore, to hope that it may be decided to substitute for
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One Pound

(continued)

the present 1d., 4d., and 6d. stamps, which are printed by the old Bahamas

copperplate system, stamps printed by the surface system from the Five Sh1llings

Key plate and in this hope we have appended to our Scheme speci
mens of the colours which we should propose for surface printed
stamps were they adopted. We cannot lay too great stress upon the
desirability of employing that system, in place of the obsolete copper
plate system of printing, for the security to the Revenue would be
greatly enhanced by the introduction of surface printed stamps. This
will be understood by reference to the enclosed pamphlet, in which
the nature of our fugitive printing inks is explained. The copperplate
printed stamps are unavoidably printed in oleaginous ink, and this
allows of the removal of a printed obliteration without the stamps
being destroyed.

They followed up this letter with another on November 26th,
with which they submitted a further design in black, 'made with
the object of obtaining a larger blank tablet for the insertion of
the duties. In the first design the duties would come very small
indeed, besides which there would be difficulty in registering
them properly in the limited space at command.'
This design was approved on December 3rd, and the firm
was instructed to go ahead with the die and duty plates for Five
Shillings and One Pound. No instructions were given as to the
colours in which they were to be printed. On December 12th
the Crown Agents informed the firm that the proposal concern
ing colours had been submitted to the Colony, and that in the
meantime they could go on with the die and plates. Victory came
with the answer from Nassau dated January 19, 1884, which the
Crown Agents forwarded on February 6th:

In reply to your letter with reference to Key Die and Plate and
proposed new colours for stamps and the information contained in
Messrs De La Rue & Co's pamphlet and letter enclosed therein, I
am desired by the Administrator of the Government to convey to you
His Honour's thanks and approval of your recommendation.
To avoid mistakes I return herewith Messrs De La Rue & Co's
sheet of 'existing and proposed Schemes of Colours', and would state
that those stamps with the initials 'R.C.C meet the requirements of
your recommendations without interference with any international
colour.

It is understood that in future all our stamps should be printed in
the new surface system with double fugitive ink.

It remained only for De La Rue to point out that the surface-
printed stamps would be printed in singly fugitive inks, and that
the doubly fugitive ink was confined to Revenue Stamps printed
in purple.
On May 12, 1884 De La Rue invoiced the die, keyplate of 60
multiples, and duty plates for the One Pound, Five Shillings,
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Bahamas
Five Shillings
One Pound

(continued)

Bahamas
One Penny
Fourpence

Tobago
Twopence
halfpenny

Malta
Issue of 1885

Sixpence, Fourpence and One Penny. They also invoiced 160
sheets (9,600) of the Five Shillings and 82 sheets (4,920) of the
One Pound.

The One Penny (30,840) and Fourpence (14,620) were first
invoiced on June 27th. The Sixpence was not invoiced until
July 8, 1890.
One hundred specimens each were printed of the One Penny
and Fourpence.

The Twopence halfpenny for Tobago was ordered by the
Crown Agents on August 27, 1883. The stamps (60,000) were
invoiced on October 24th. No charge was made for a new duty
plate, although De La Rue quoted for one in their estimate of
September 3rd, when they sent a specimen with the duty drawn
in by hand. It was eventually decided to use the Dominica Two
pence halfpenny duty plate.

Except for the Halfpenny duty, which was confined to local
postage, Malta at this time used Great Britain postage stamps.
In 1883 it was agreed to transfer control of the Post Office to the
Malta Government, and on September 17, 1883 the Crown
Agents forwarded for De La Rue's reference the following re
port from the Island Postmaster as to probable requirements,
dated September 4th:

I think it right to annex for the information of H. E. the Governor
particulars of the sale of Postage Stamps of the United Kingdom at
this Office during the financial year ended in March last as a guide to
the Island Government in regard to the approximate quantities of the
several denominations of stamps which will have to be provided for
use after the Transfer. To these quantities must be added say 1,000
stamps of each denomination for distribution among the countries of
the General Postal Union, through the International Bureau at
Berne, and for sale to collectors, and in estimating the £d. stamps re

quired, it will be necessary to add together the sales of Imperial and
Island £d. stamps respectively.
I am inclined to doubt any present necessity for the issue of 5/-
stamps, these having heretofore been sold chiefly to be sent as remit
tances, so that the denominations required would be £d., 1d., 2d.,
2^d., 4d., 5d., 6d., and 1/-, together with registration envelopes of
the two sizes, 1d. (single) and 2d. (reply) Post Cards, and Id. and 1d.
Newspaper wrappers.
I presume that the new Malta postage stamps would be ordered
through the Crown Agents for the Colonies; and as I was verbally
informed by the Crown Agents in London last year that their manu
facturer, Messrs De La Rue, made a considerable reduction in the
price when 500 sheets or upwards were printed, viz.
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For less than 500 sheets — 1/4 per thousand stamps, Malta
For 500 sheets or upwards — 10d per thousand stamps, Issue of 1885

there might be some advantage, apart from the saving in dies, in not ^con '

issuing 5d. or 6d. stamps in the first instance; but in estimating the

quantities required, to add to the 2£d. stamps to be ordered double

the computed sale of 5d. stamps, and to add to the 2d. and 4d. stamps
respectively the amount of the computed sale of 6d. stamps. It need
scarcely be added that even 10d. per thousand is a much higher
charge than the cost of printing stamps in still larger quantities at the
Inland Revenue.
I may add that it is desirable that the new stamps should not too
nearly resemble those of the United Kingdom and that the colour of
each denomination should differ from that of the corresponding
Imperial stamp. If the Royal effigy could be projected upon the eight
pointed Maltese Cross, a distinction would be effected which might
not perhaps be wholly unpopular in the Island.

The Appendix showed the following quantities of Great
Britain stamps sold in Malta during the year ending March

1883:

Halfpenny (Great Britain) 86,400 Fourpence 19,500

Halfpenny (Malta) 169,780 Fivepence 9,600

One Penny 243,600 Sixpence 15,000

Twopence 43,800 One Shilling 12,500
Twopence halfpenny 474,000 Five Shillings 560

De La Rue submitted three specimens with an estimate on
September 26th, and also forwarded a colour scheme. In this
the existing Malta Halfpenny was shown printed in green and
for the other colours the Antigua Halfpenny was used. They put
forward the following proposals:

It appears from the correspondence that in the first instance at
least the Postage Stamps are to be limited to the following six rates,

id., 1d., 2d., 2^d., 4d. and 1/-. A printing plate is in existence here for
the \d. stamps, so that it becomes necessary to provide only for pro
ducing five denominations. The design marked A is for a Key-stamp,
the duty being inserted by a second or overprinting. The two other
designs, viz. those for the 1d. and 2 \<&. stamps are for stamps printed in
one operation like the id. duty. It appears to us that considering the
quantity ofstamps which is used annually of these two denominations,
it would be cheaper to provide for them a full-sized printing plate
rather than that they should be produced by the somewhat expensive
process of being printed and overprinted from small plates. The other
duties, being used in but small quantities might, however, well be
produced by that system. As requested, we have in all three designs
introduced the Maltese cross as an element of ornament, but it must
be understood that the designs are simply hand drawings, and but
very roughly represent the effect of finished engravings.
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Malta On December 10th the Crown Agents informed De La
Issue of 1885 Rue that their designs and estimate had been approved.
(continued) They also sent an order for 200 sheets of the Halfpenny, to be

printed in green. There was some speculation as to the mean
ing of the requisition, which is not copied into the Correspon
dence Book. Eventually it was agreed that the firm should
proceed with dies for Twopence, Fourpence and One Shilling
while the Crown Agents obtained further information about
colours and quantities. On January 11, 1884 they informed
De La Rue 'that no decision as to the colour of the stamps
. . . can be arrived at for the present, and that as regards the
exact quantities to be supplied, instructions will be hereafter
given'.
On the 11th of January the Crown Agents sent a requisition
for 200 sheets of the Halfpenny, to be printed in yellow, 'for
issue during the period that the Post Office remains under Im
perial Control.' The Malta Government asked that the green
stamps already ordered should be put into stock. As the green
stamps had not yet been printed the order of December 10th
was printed in yellow. The stamps were invoiced on January
29th. Both the Malta Government and the Crown Agents de
scribed the Halfpenny yellow as 'local halfpenny postage
stamps'.
When the instructions finally came on June 3rd they were
marked Very Pressing, as supplies were required in Malta by the
end of the month, because the Post Office was being handed over
in July. Orders for One Penny and Twopence Halfpenny
postage stamps were included in the requisition.
In their reply of June 4th, which was marked Immediate, the
firm promised to get ready a good supply of the Halfpenny, One
Penny and Twopence halfpenny postage stamps to reach Malta
by the end of the month. 'This is the utmost that can be done.
The requisition to complete will take from six to eight weeks
from now.' On June 23rd De La Rue invoiced 688 sheets, Half
penny (165,120); 1,072 sheets, One Penny (257,280); and 2,128
sheets Twopence halfpenny (510,720). All were printed from
plates of 240 multiples.
On July 5th they invoiced 1,017 sheets, Twopence (61,020);
680 sheets, Fourpence (4,080); and 250 sheets, One Shilling
(1,500). These were printed from plates of 60 multiples. Of each
duty 100 specimens were supplied.
The dies and plates had already been invoiced on May 24th.
Separate dies were charged for the One Penny and Twopence
Halfpenny at £50 each. Another key die was invoiced at £50,
and with this went a keyplate of 120 multiples and three duty
plates of 60 multiples for the Twopence, Fourpence and One
Shilling. Separate printing plates of 240 multiples were invoiced
for the One Penny and Twopence Halfpenny.
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The order for the Nevis Halfpenny was sent to De La Rue on
September 28, 1883. The new overprint plate was invoiced on
November 6th, together with the following supply of stamps in
the new colours: Halfpenny, 169 sheets (10,140); One Penny,
83 sheets (4,980); Twopence halfpenny, 85 sheets (5,100); Four-
pence, 83 sheets (4,980).

The order for the new Halfpenny duty for Montserrat was
sent by the Crown Agents on October 30, 1883. The requisition
also included supplies of One Penny, from the surcharged
Perkins, Bacon Antigua plate, Twopence halfpenny, and Four-
pence. 'As no reply can be expected for at least another month
respecting the change of colours' the Twopence halfpenny and
Fourpence were still printed in red-brown and blue respectively.
The letter approving the new colours was forwarded on Novem
ber 29th, but by that time the stamps had been printed off. A
change in the colour allocated to Fourpence was suggested, and
the firm recommended purple.
A special overprint forme for the Halfpenny was invoiced on
December 15th, together with 160 sheets (9,600 stamps). Of the
Twopence halfpenny red-brown and Fourpence blue, ofwhich
this was the only printing on CA paper, the following quantities
were invoiced: Twopence halfpenny, 8,040; Fourpence, 3,900.
The first consignments of the Twopence halfpenny and Four-
pence to be printed in blue and purple respectively were in
voiced on November 27, 1884, with the following quantities:
Twopence halfpenny, 7,800; Fourpence, 3,600.

Although the new colour scheme had been approved on
September 28, 1883 the next printings ofDominica stamps were
not ordered until 1886 (Halfpenny and Fourpence), 1887 (One
Penny), and 1888 (Twopence halfpenny and Sixpence). The
first printing on CA paper had been invoiced on May 22, 1883,
when 500 sheets each of the Halfpenny, One Penny and Two
pence halfpenny were supplied in the old colours.

The colour chart for Sierra Leone was approved on October
22, 1883. The first printing with the new colours was invoiced on
May 15, 1884, when over 1,000 sheets (60 multiples) each of the
Halfpenny, One Penny, Twopence and Fourpence were invoiced.

Only three changes of colour resulted from the approval by
Mauritius of the suggested scheme on November 6, 1883. On
June 3, 1884 De La Rue invoiced 1,234 sheets of the Two Cents
and 5,098 sheets of Four Cents, each of 240 multiples. They also
invoiced 106 specimens of each.
On May 10, 1886 they invoiced 125 sheets of Fifty Cents,
with 400 specimens.

Nevis
Halfpenny
Colour
Changes
One Penny
Twopence
halfpenny
Fourpence

Montserrat
Halfpenny
Colour
Changes
Twopence
halfpenny
Fourpence

Dominica
First CA
printing

Sierra Leone
Colour
Changes
Halfpenny
One Penny
Twopence
Fourpence
Mauritius
Colour
Changes
Two Cents
Four Cents
Fifty Cents
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Ceylon
Colour
Changes
Two Cents
Four Cents
Twenty-four
Cents

Trinidad
Postage Dues

Natal
Colour
Changes
Halfpenny
One Penny

Saint Vincent
Colour
Changes
Halfpenny
One Penny
Fourpence
Sixpence
One Shilling
Five Shillings

On November 10, 1883 the Crown Agents informed De La
Rue that their new colour scheme had been approved. The
Two Cents, Four Cents and Twenty-four Cents were affected.
Although invoiced in quarterly supplies the quantities of sheets
despatched suggest that each consignment was printed separ
ately. On December 27th the firm sent 998 sheets of Two Cents
and 5,114 sheets of Four Cents, each of 240 multiples. There is
no mention of any specimens in the invoice. On July 15, 1884,
as part of a quarterly supply, they invoiced 100 sheets (24,000) of
the Twenty-four Cents. They also invoiced 100 specimens,
which indicates a change in colour. The stamps were only used
in the Colony for surcharging purposes.

On November 13, 1883 De La Rue received instructions to
prepare a die and printing plates for stamps which are still in use
today. These were the Postage Dues for Trinidad, the first of
their kind to be mentioned in the correspondence. The Colony's
requisition was dated October 23rd, and the stamps were required
by January 1st. They were described as 'Surcharge Stamps'.
The firm sent the design and estimate, with proof of the over
prints, on the following day. In view of the simplicity of the
design they quoted £30 for the die and plate, and £3 each for
the overprints. Altogether there were nine overprints, and the

quantities varied from 25 to 400 sheets of 6b multiples. When
approving the design and estimate on November 15th the Crown
Agents said: 'We trust that this order may be pressed forward as
much as possible but we cannot approve the suspension of other
orders except in so far as regards work that is not pressing.' The
order was invoiced on January 29, 1884.

De La Rue heard on November 24, 1883 that Natal had
accepted their colour proposals, and that fresh supplies were to
be printed accordingly. These only affected the Halfpenny, which
was changed from blue green to dull green, and the One Penny,
which was deepened to Carmine.
A supply of nearly two and a half million One Penny was in
voiced on April 5, 1884. The first printing of the Halfpenny
(246,240) was invoiced on February 17, 1885.

The colour scheme submitted for St Vincent involved
changes in every denomination. It was approved on November
29, 1883, and the first printings of each value invoiced after that
date were as follows: Halfpenny, 5/6/84, 18,000; One Penny,
10/3/85, 60420; Fourpence, 10/3/85, 9,720; Sixpence, 7/9/88,
3,300; Five Shillings, 7/9/88, 500.
The first Day Book entry for the One Shilling (1,560) is dated
June 23, 1891. There are several orders for Revenue One
Shilling stamps before that date.
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The new colours for Jamaica were finally approved on
January 17, 1884. The four values concerned were the Half
penny, One Penny, Twopence and Sixpence. The first printings
of these stamps to be invoiced subsequently were: Halfpenny,
21/1/85, 241,2005 One Penny, 21/1/85, 488,640; Twopence,
21/1/85, 867,120; Sixpence, 31/12/89, 19,680.

On January 30, 1884 the Crown Agents sent a requisition
from St Lucia for further supplies of Halfpenny and Twopence
halfpenny, and supplies of the Fourpence, Sixpence and One
Shilling, with the instruction: 'New style to be adopted in
accordance with Messrs De La Rue & Co's recommendation in
their letter of 27 Sep '83.'
The duty plates were invoiced on April 28th, with the follow
ing quantities of the new duties: Fourpence, 200 sheets of 60
multiples; Sixpence, 40 sheets of 60 multiples; One Shilling, 40
sheets of 60 multiples.

When submitting their colour scheme for Western Australia
De La Rue suggested using the Halfpenny postcard die for pro
ducing postage stamps of that value. This was confirmed
by the Crown Agents on February 15, 1884. 'The colour of
the stamp should be green . . . unless you are of opinion that
there would be any danger ofmistakes being made between the
new stamp and the existing stamps of the 1/- Duty'. In the
requisition the Colony had left the choice of colour to the Crown
Agents. The firm replied that the stamps could 'safely be printed
in the International green, seeing that the appearance of the
stamp would be very different to that of the 1/- duty.' The
estimate of £85 for a printing plate of 240 multiples was ap
proved on February 22nd.
For some years De La Rue had been sending Western Aus
tralia quarterly supplies of the One Penny, Twopence, Three
pence, Fourpence and Sixpence. It was now discovered that
large stocks had accumulated in the Colony, and as from the last
quarter of 1883 the quarterly despatches were confined to the
Fourpence only. Printings of the remaining values were resumed
in the third quarter of 1885, except the Threepence. According
to the Day Books this was not reprinted until October 16, 1895.

On April 7, 1884 the Crown Agents informed De La Rue that
Gold Coast had accepted their colour chart. The Halfpenny,
One Penny and Twopence were the duties affected, and an
urgent requisition for supplies of these, and also of the Four-
pence, accompanied the letter. The requisition contained a
peculiar request.

His Excellency the Governor desires me to ask that the Stamps
may be supplied without being gummed at the back, as those now in

Jamaica
Colour
Changes
Halfpenny
One Penny
Twopence
Sixpence

St Lucia
Fourpence
Sixpence
One Shilling

Western
Australia
Halfpenny

Gold Coast
Colour
Changes
Halfpenny
One Penny
Twopence
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Gold Coast
Colour
Changes
Halfpenny
One Penny
Twopence

(continued)

Lagos
Colour
Changes
One Penny
Twopence
Fourpence

Lab1um
Colour
Changes
Two Cents
Six Cents
Eight Cents
Ten Cents
Twelve Cents
Sixteen Cents

store have in consequence of the dampness of the climate become
'stuck together' and a number of sheets have been wasted.

The Crown Agents, in their letter, stated simply that the
stamps were to be ungummed, but the firm did not accept with
complacence what amounted to a criticism of their production
methods.

We herewith beg to return the correspondence covered by your
letter of the 7th inst., in which requisition is made for Postage Stamps
by the Government of the Gold Coast. We can, of course, easily
supply these stamps ungummed, but we fear there will be great diffi
culty in using them in that state. If the stock of stamps has stuck to
gether as is described in the Requisition, it must be due to their having
been stored in some improper manner — either in a damp place or
under heavy pressure. We have never had a similar complaint before,
although we supply stamps to every part of the world. The gum which
we use is specially devised to resist the action of a humid atmosphere.

On April 21st the Crown Agents asked 'whether you can
suggest any means to prevent the stamps sticking together'. De
La Rue replied that the sheets might be interleaved 'with paper
somewhat rough on the surface', and that it might entail an
extra 1d per 1,000 stamps. In the end the Crown Agents de
cided that half the order should be ungummed and the other
half gummed and interleaved.
The stamps were invoiced on May 15th. The following quan
tities were printed on ungummed paper: 100 sheets, Halfpenny;
100 sheets, One Penny; 50 sheets, Twopence; 51 sheets, Four-
pence. The sheets had 60 multiples. Precisely the same quantity
was sent on gummed paper, interleaved. The normal rate of 3/40!
per 1,000 was charged in each case, and the interleaving cost 1d
per 1,000.
When the next order was received on September 17th the
requisition asked for all stamps to be interleaved.

The Lagos colour scheme was approved on April 7, 1884. It
involved the One Penny, Twopence and Fourpence. Lagos had
also adopted the quarterly supply system, and the next consign
ment was invoiced on April 28th. It consisted of 60 sheets ofOne
Penny, 61 sheets of Twopence, and 62 sheets of Fourpence. All
sheets had 60 multiples.

De La Rue were instructed by the Crown Agents on April 17,
1884 that the new colours had been approved by the Colonial
Government, and that fresh supplies should be printed accord
ingly. This involved all values except the Forty Cents. It was
some time before these instructions could be completely fulfilled,
as the Day Book shows:
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29/8/85. Two Cents, 10,000; Eight Cents; 9,900

4/5/86. Ten Cents, 10,220; Sixteen Cents, 2,000

23/3/92. Six Cents, 5,200; Twelve Cents, 5,120

As the last order was printed for the British North Borneo
Company the paper was unwatermarked.
The usual 400 specimens were supplied, and this item in the
Day Book entries confirms the change of colours.

The following standing instruction was received from the Procedure
Crown Agents on June 9, 1884: Specimens

With reference to our letter of the 17th January last, I have to in
form you that we have been authorized by the Governments of: —

British Guiana, Sierra Leone,

Ceylon, Straits Settlements,

Jamaica, Tobago, and
Malta, Trinidad

to furnish the General Post Office with one hundred specimens of any
new duty of Postage Stamps, Post Card, etc., and of any existing
duties printed in new colours, for distribution among the countries
of the Postal Union, and I have to request that you will make a note
that in future one hundred such specimens will have to be prepared
for that purpose, in addition to the quantities mentioned in the re

spective requisitions.

We shall doubtless receive a similar authority in due course from
all the other Colonies for which we act.

There is no indication that these specimen stamps were to be
overprinted spec1men.

These fiscal stamps of St Christopher, subsequently used for St Christopher
postage, were the subject of a long and complicated correspon- overprinted
dence lasting over nine months owing to the obscure instruc- sa1nt k1tts
tions and counter-instructions received from the Colony. n ev 1s

On May 21, 1884 De La Rue invoiced a temporary overprint
revenue

plate of 20 multiples from type at £3, and charged the following
quantities of overprinted stamps: One Penny, 10,200; Three
pence, 10,000; Sixpence, 5,000; One Shilling, 5,000.
On August 7, 1884 they invoiced a further 20,320 of the One
Penny, and 5,100 of the One Shilling, and on August 9, 1886
there was another printing of 5,120 of each of these duties.

On July 3, 1884 the Crown Agents wrote to De La Rue for a St Helena
supply of a St Helena Halfpenny. Halfpenny

I enclose for your information and guidance the accompanying
requisition from the Government of St. Helena for 100 sheets of
Postage Stamps of the value of £d.

surcharge
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St Helena As we do not possess any specimen of a St. Helena Postage Stamp
Halfpenny of the £d. duty we conclude that none have previously been supplied,
surcharge and I have to request that you will consider and report to us whether
(cont1nued) it will be cheaper to supply a id. Stamp manufactured from the

existing plate and with the duty overprinted upon it
,

or to send out a

stamp printed in the same manner as the Grenada Stamps.

De La Rue's answer was amusing, for it begs the Crown Agents
to forget once and for all that problem child of surface-printing,
the Grenada printing plate.

We herewith beg to return the Requisition from the Government of
St. Helena for £d. Postage Stamps, covered by your letter of yester
day, and to say that if these Stamps be printed in the same manner
as all the other St. Helena Stamps, the cost of the temporary plate
would be £3. 3. o., and that of the stamps 1/10d. per thousand, which
would bring the cost of the 100 sheets, or 24,000 Stamps to £2. 4.
We should be glad if you could kindly adopt this method of pro
ducing the stamps, as that employed in printing the Grenada Stamps

is quite unremunerative to us; indeed, considering the detail of the
orders we find that we are put to loss on account of them. Another
reason for adopting the old course in regard to the St. Helena Stamps

is that they are of a special size.
No reply has been received from St. Helena in regard to the Scheme
of Colours covered by our letter of the 27th September 1883; but we
presume you will decide to have the £d. Stamps printed in a green.

The Crown Agents approved this suggestion on July 8th but
made no comment on the last paragraph. The firm pressed for a

decision in a letter dated July 9th, which was apparently not
acknowledged.
In the invoice of August 8th the duty plate was described as a
'temporary' overprint forme. One hundred sheets of 240 mul
tiples were printed.

Ceylon It is very rare that complaints figure in the correspondence
Sheets with the Crown Agents: that there were not more in view of the
sticking at liability of gummed sheets to stick together when stored in hot
edges Colonies with a prolonged rainy season is a high tribute to the

gum used by the firm. So far British Guiana, in those days a

forest swamp largely below sea level, had asked for their stamps
to be interleaved, and experiments were in train with the Gold
Coast. The Ceylon complaint however suggested that the packed
sheets were caked together through water having entered the
packing cases, not that the gum was sticking. The firm wrote to
the Crown Agents on July 17, 1884:
We herewith beg to return the letter from the Government of
Ceylon, covered by your letter of the 15th inst. in which a complaint

is raised as to the edges of the sheets of stamps being stuck together,
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so as to make the counting of them a difficult and tedious operation. Ceylon
We are very much surprised to receive this complaint, and we shall Sheets

feel obliged if you will be kind enough to request the Colonial sticking at
authorities to explain more fully what they complain of, and if edges
possible to send a few of the sheets which have been stuck together. *.con

ue '
Every possible care is taken by us in the preparation of the gum, and we
cannot understand how the sheets could adhere, unless the tin-lining
of the cases was defective and damp got through them. Even greater
precautions than heretofore shall be taken by us to ensure the cases
being thoroughly well soldered, but in order to be quite clear on the
subject we shall be glad to have further particulars, as above requested.

On September 23rd the Crown Agents forwarded for ex
amination two specimen sheets which they had obtained from the
Colony, and the firm reported on the following day.

We herewith beg to return the letter from the Government of
Ceylon and its enclosures covered by your letter of yesterday. The
sheets of stamps which you have forwarded for our inspection are
slightly stuck together at the edges in some places, but the gum is in
perfect condition, and this sticking together of the edges can only
have arisen through the tin-lining of the case in which the Stamps
were forwarded to Ceylon being defective, or, more probably, through
the Stamps having been placed in a position where they were exposed
in Ceylon to damp at the edges of the sheets. We do not remember
having received a similar complaint before, and we think that you
may rely upon not having a repetition of it. We regret to say that we
cannot suggest any precautionary course that could be adopted be
cause even if interleaving sheets were used, the gum would stick to
the interleaving sheets in the same manner as it has stuck to the face of
the sheets of stamps if a packet of interleaved stamps were exposed to
the same conditions which these stamps must have been exposed to.
As we have previously stated, the gum is of the very best quality, and
we find that upon the sheets in question in perfect condition.
We need hardly say that we will take every possible precaution in
regard to the packing of future supplies.

The Colony had approved De La Rue's colour scheme on British
October 1, 1883; it involved changes in the One Penny, Sixpence Honduras
and One Shilling. The first order thereafter, invoiced on Colour
September 11, 1884, included 48,000 One Penny stamps. An Changes
order for 6,000 Sixpence was invoiced on October 31st. The

One Penny

first supply of One Shilling (3,000 stamps) was invoiced on o^slnr
October 4th 1886; of this stamp 400 stamps, overprinted

ne *,

spec1men, were supplied to the Postal Union.

The change of the Barbados Fourpence from grey to brown Barbados
was made at the request of the Colony because it was considered Colour Change
to be too close to the colour of the Halfpenny. When sending Fourpence
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Barbados

Colour Change
Fourpence

(continued)

Barbados

Threepence

Tobago
Colour
Changes
Halfpenny
One Penny
Fourpence
Sixpence

this request on September 15, 1884 the Crown Agents pointed
out that any alteration could only be applied to the Fourpence.
The firm in their reply pointed out that it was not easy to decide
what to use, because in their colour scheme for Barbados a dis
tinct colour had been assigned to each of the eight values. They
suggested printing the grey much lighter. To their surprise the
proposal was rejected on September 24th, and they were asked
to submit something more positive. They sent proofs in three
other colours on September 6th.
On October 3rd the Crown Agents wrote asking for further
specimens, suggesting black for one and a brown like the Gambia
Fourpence for another. The firm, as on a previous occasion,*
excused themselves from sending a black proof because 'it
would be much more easily forged than if printed in colour'.
They submitted specimens in the colour of the Gambia Four-
pence, and also in a 'very dark Grey'. The Gambia shade was
accepted. The new colour was invoiced on October 24th, when

530 sheets of 240 multiples were despatched. With them went
the first consignment to be printed from the Threepence plate,
which had been invoiced on April 14, 1882. Only 12 sheets of
240 multiples were sent.

The colour scheme for Tobago was submitted on August 1,
1883, but was not formally approved by the colony until April
9, 1885; De La Rue received the instruction on May 14th. A
supply of the Fourpence, however, which had been invoiced on
April 1st, had nevertheless been printed in the new colour.
On May 17, 1886 the firm invoiced 18,000 Halfpenny and
6,000 Sixpence. These were in the new colours, and 400 over
printed Specimens of each were also charged. It was not until
June 25, 1889 that the firm invoiced any One Penny stamps in
carmine, when they sent 3,600 stamps and 400 overprinted
Specimens, proving that the colour had been changed for the
first time.

Turks Islands
Colour
Changes
Halfpenny
One Penny
Twopence
halfpenny
Fourpence
Sixpence
One Shilling

The new colours were approved on February 20, 1884. The
duties involved were the One Penny, Sixpence and One Shilling
printed from Perkins, Bacon plates, and the Halfpenny, Two
pence halfpenny and Fourpence of the General Keyplate issue.
One Penny (30,000) and Fourpence (60,000) were first in
voiced, presumably in the new colours although no specimens
are mentioned, on April 28, 1884; the Halfpenny in a lighter
green (30,000) and One Shilling (3,000) on December 22, 1885,
also without specimens; the Sixpence (1 5,000 and 400 specimens)
on February 4, 1889. The Twopence halfpenny was not changed
until August 13, 1892, when 30,300 stamps and 400 specimens
were invoiced.

*See p. 382.



CHAPTER XVI

THE CEYLON ISSUES OF

1885 and 1886

Few requisitions can have led to more radical changes in the Ceylon
design and production methods of British Colonial stamps than 1885
the Ceylon correspondence which the Crown Agents forwarded Surcharges
to De La Rue on November 11, 1884. It saw the pioneer 'Uni
fied' stamp, serving the dual purpose of Postage and Revenue:
it saw the first movement towards the keyplate design of a small
Queen's Head combined with the expression of the value in
large figures instead of words; it saw the germ of the idea of
printing stamps in two colours. All these radical ideas occurred
when De La Rue were on the verge of carrying out the extensive
experiments which led to the production of the Great Britain
'Jubilee' issue of 1887, and there can be no doubt that the ideas
behind those experiments were germinated during the con
sideration of the problems arising from the Ceylon enquiry.
Moreover the correspondence brings out very clearly the respect
shown by the Crown Agents for the firm's judgment, and bears
testimony to the foresight which they exercised, and the trouble
they were prepared to take, in the handling of the Crown Agents'
business. The portions of the correspondence referring to
postage stamps are reproduced here for the picture they give of
the firm at the peak of their reputation for security printing by
the letterpress process. At first sight the Crown Agents' letter,
except that it was marked Immediate, cannot have suggested
that it would lead to anything beyond the ordinary day's work.

I transmit for your information and guidance the enclosed corre
spondence (to be returned) on the subject of certain alterations which
are about to be made in the postal rates by the Government of
Ceylon, and have to request that you will furnish us with estimates
and designs for the new duties of Postage Stamps, Post Cards, and
Postage and Registration Envelopes, in accordance with the details
given in the letter from the Commissioner of Stamps and inform us
of the time required to execute the order.
I have also to request that you will state how soon a supply of
temporary overprinted Stamps, Cards and Envelopes could be got
ready for shipment, at the same time submitting specimens of the

397
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(continued)

Ceylon overprints you would propose to adopt in case of its being impossible,
1885 as we conclude is the case, to get the new duties ready at the time
Surcharges required by the Government.

The correspondence included a formal letter from the Colonial
Office to the Crown Agents, forwarding the following letter
dated October 10, 1884, from the Governor of Ceylon to the
Earl ofDerby, Secretary for the Colonies:

I have the honour to request that you will be so good as to cause
the Crown Agents to be instructed to procure and send out the next

quarterly supply of postage stamps in conformity with the directions
contained in the enclosed copy of a letter from the Commissioner of
Stamps, and so as to arrive before the end of the current year.
2. The alterations suggested by the Commissioner are necessitated
by the decision which I have arrived at in concurrence with my
Executive Council to slightly raise the rates of postage, both foreign
and inland, from and after the first of January next.

3. As regards inland postage it is proposed to raise the unit, for a

single rate, from 4 cents to 5. The higher rate will not be more than
the equivalent of one penny, it will produce an increase of revenue
estimated at from Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 60,000 per annum without the
addition being felt and without diminishing the number of letters
sent, and it will afford the additional advantage of rendering the postal
unit the same as the unit of our revenue stamps, which will be a great
convenience in various ways besides adding to the revenue.

4. As regards Foreign postage, packets to and through England are
now carried at a heavy loss which is borne by general revenue and the
tax payers have thus to contribute largely to the advantage of the
comparatively few who are engaged in foreign correspondence. The
increased rate of 28 cents which is proposed for single letters will still
leave a considerable deficit to be supplemented from general revenue,
but it is unfortunately the highest rate that can be levied under the
Regulations of the international postal Union by which the Govern
ment ofCeylon is bound.

5. In view of the shortness of the interval which remains for ob
taining the necessary stamps, I have the honour to suggest that the
Crown Agents may be instructed to give the matter their immediate
attention. They have already in the meanwhile been requested by
telegraph not to send out any more postage stamps pending further
orders.

The letter from the Commissioner of Stamps did not waste
words, but it contained the germ of the unified stamps to be.
It was dated September 23, 1884:
In view of the intention to alter the postal rates from the 1st
January next, I have the honour to suggest that the Crown Agents be
instructed not to despatch the next quarterly supply of stamps, but
that if they and those of other denominations which are supplied at
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uncertain intervals are in stock to get their values altered by sub- Ceylon
stituting new printed values according to the following memo. 1885

Surcharges
Values to be printed (continued)

Present Values on the stamps

Rs. 2.50 to be reduced to Rs. 1. 12

.96 do .56

.48 do .35

.36 do .30

.32 do .28

.16 do .15

.24 do .10

.8 do .5*
* To be printed 'Revenue and Postage' as it will be available for
both purposes.

The firm's answer ofNovember 13, 1884 is in reality a perfectly
clear summing-up of the situation at that date for the Crown
Agents' benefit. It also flashed a danger signal that the Ceylon
authorities might be asking for far more overprinted values than
they were likely to require in view of the composition of their
standard quarterly order. The letter deals with the envelopes as
well as postage stamps.

We herewith beg to return the correspondence covered by your
letter of the 11th inst. on the subject of certain alterations required
in the rates of Postage Stamps, Post Cards, Postage Envelopes, and
Registration Envelopes, by the Government ofCeylon.
As the new series of designs will take some time to complete, we
beg now to address you upon the proposed temporary Stamps, Post
Cards and Envelopes.
The standing quarterly order is as under: —

Postage Stamps

1,000 sheets of 2 cents
5,000 sheets of 4 cents
100 sheets of 8 cents
100 sheets of 24 cents

Envelopes

50,000 4 cent Envelopes

There are no Stamps or Envelopes in hand at the present moment.
No mention is made of the 2 and 4 cent Postage Stamps in the cor
respondence, so that we assume that all that is required to be im
mediately supplied are Stamps of the 8 and 24 cent rates overprinted
as stated.

Seeing that the 8 cent Stamp, overprinted 5 cents, is to be used for
Revenue and Postage purposes, we should recommend that those
Stamps be printed in doubly fugitive purple ink.
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Ceylon We enclose a pattern of each of the values of Stamps overprinted in
1885 the manner we would suggest also a pattern of the 4 cents Envelope
Surcharges overprinted with the new duty.
(cont1nued) Each of the overprint formes for the Stamps would cost £3. 3. o.

and the Stamps overprinted complete: —

When a ream or more than a ream of any one duty are ordered at a
time, 1/4 per thousand.

When less than a ream of any one duty are ordered at a time, 1/10 per
thousand.

If you decide for the 8 cent duty to employ doubly fugitive ink,
these prices would be increased by 2d per thousand.
The Envelopes would cost 3/- per thousand to overprint, as they
would have to be done singly.
Concerning the designs which you require we shall be glad to hear
whether we shall be right in making each value of Stamp as unlike
the other as possible. This has always been done in the case ofCeylon
Postage Stamps.
Further, we should call your attention to the fact that no mention
is made of three of the rates of postage, viz: 2 cents, 4 cents and 64
cents and two of the rates of the Post Cards, 6 cents and 8 cents.
Awaiting your instructions respecting the designs.

In the days when the firm's relations with the Crown Agents
were largely conducted through personal interviews with the
Agents General themselves, De La Rue's proposal to confine
the surcharging to the stamps in common use, as a temporary
measure, might well have been adopted. The Crown Agents
however replied on November 17th as follows:

In reply to your letter of the 13th inst. I have to inform you that we
are of opinion that in the designs for the new Ceylon Stamps the
various duties should, as at present, be as dissimilar as possible and
that the 5 cent Stamps which is to be used for Revenue, as well as
Postal purposes should be printed in doubly fugitive purple ink, and I
have to request that you will proceed with the preparation of the new
designs, and inform us how soon the Plates could be executed and
what is the earliest date at which we shall be in a position to ship the
new Stamps, Envelopes, and Post Cards.
As regards the provision of temporary Stamps, Post Cards and
Envelopes we are disposed to think that a supply of all the eleven new
duties enumerated in the papers which accompanied our previous
letter are desired, and not merely of the three duties suggested in
your letter and we should be glad to know what is the earliest date at
which a supply ofall the new duties could be got ready for shipment.
Upon receipt of this information we shall be able to judge what
course to take in the matter, and whether it will be necessary to tele
graph to the Colonial Government of the subject.

The firm's reaction was a natural one; on the following day
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they asked to be told the quantities required and attempted to Ceylon

get the question of colours settled satisfactorily. 1885
Surcharges

With reference to your letter of yesterday, we must ask you to be (continued)
good enough to state how many temporary stamps, Post Cards,

Postage Envelopes and Registered Envelopes you would propose to

supply of each duty. With this information before us we hope to be
able to name an early time for the fulfilment of the order.
We would propose the following modification in the approved
Scheme of Colours in connection with the necessity which has arisen
of printing the 5 cent Stamps in Doubly Fugitive Purple: —

nlJ _, . New Duty Present „ ,_ ,Old Duty . . . j ~ , Proposed ColourJ
overpr1nted Colour r

8 Cents 5 Cents Yellow Doubly Fugitive Purple
16 Cents 15 Cents Purple Carmine (hitherto used

for the 4 Cents value
which appears to be no
longer required)

While they succeeded in getting a clear instruction on the colour
query, the Crown Agents were not prepared to be definite as to
quantities, and even implied that it was up to the firm to make a
decision on the basis of what they could produce most speedily.
They wrote on November 19th:

In reply to your letter of the 18th instant, I have to inform you that
on the absence of a more detailed statement of the requirements of
the Government of Ceylon, in regard to an immediate temporary
supply of Postage Stamps, Post Cards, Postage and Registration
Envelopes, it is impossible for us to form a correct estimate of the
quantities which should be sent out.
Assuming, however, that provision had to be made for a quarterly
supply of the several articles, the following would appear to be the
quantities which would have to be prepared, viz: —
Postage Stamps 10 cents, 100 sheets

Postage Stamps 5 cents

(combining the 4 and 8 Cents Postage and 5 cents Receipt),
5,600 sheets, Postage Envelopes 5 cents, 50,000 sheets

together with the following Stamps etc. supplies of which will, we
conclude, be hereafter demanded at uncertain intervals, viz: —

Postage Stamps Rs. 1.12 — 100 sheets
Postage Stamps .56 — 100 sheets
Postage Stamps .35

— 100 sheets
Postage Stamps .30 — 100 sheets
Postage Stamps .28 — 100 sheets
Postage Stamps .15

— 100 sheets

The object however of our previous letter was to ascertain what
quantities of the foregoing you could get ready for early shipment and
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Ceylon

1885
Surcharges

(continued)

to obtain from you any suggestion as to the first supply to be sent out,
pending a larger supply to be sent hereafter.
I have to add with reference to your proposed change in the Colours
of the Stamps, that we should prefer the 15 cents Postage Stamp being
printed in the yellow hitherto used for the 8 cents duty, leaving the
carmine available if necessary for future requirements.

In a letter dated November 21st the firm agreed with this
assessment of the probable requirements of Ceylon, except that
they proposed to print 6,600, instead of 5,600, sheets of the Five
Cents by providing for the 1,000 sheets of the Two Cents which
also had been omitted. On this understanding they promised 'to
execute the order in about eight weeks'. The correspondence
was opened again by De La Rue, who had been working on the
designs for the new stamps, on November 28th:

With reference to your letter of the 17th inst. and to previous cor
respondence, we herewith beg to enclose designs which we have pre
pared for the new Ceylon Adhesive Postage Stamps, Embossed

Stamps and Post Cards.

With regard to the Adhesive Stamp designs we beg to refer you to
the Appendix hereto for the considerations which weighed with us in

Plate 25;4 to 13 their preparation, but there is one point which we are desirous of
calling special attention to here. It is that in the 5 Cent Stamp, it
would seem more consistent to make the inscription read 'Postage
and Revenue' rather than 'Revenue and Postage' for the stamps will
surely be used more for Postage than for Revenue purposes.
The price of each of the new Adhesive Postage Stamp dies would
be £50.
The price of each of the new Adhesive Postage Stamp printing
plates 01*240 multiples would be £85.
The price of the 1 R. 12 Cents plate of 100 multiples would be £50.

* * *

It would take fully from seven to eight months to complete the dies
and plates and get a first supply of the Stamps, Envelopes, and Post
Cards ready for shipment.
Trusting that the designs may meet with approval.

APPENDIX

The designs for the proposed new series of Ceylon Postage Stamps
have been made to contrast one from the other as much as possible,
for experience has shown it to be of the first importance that duties
should be unlike, not only in colour, but also in general configura
tion.

5 Cent Adhesive Stamp. In order to get the long inscription 'Ceylon
Revenue and Postage' as well as the duty into the stamp, it has been
necessary for us to prepare a fresh design, seeing that the design of
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the 8 cent Stamp, which it was suggested might be used for the 5 cent Ceylon
Stamp, would not have been suitable. * 88 5

10 Cent Stamp. Here we have also made a fresh design, because the Surcharges

24 Cent Stamp, which it was suggested might be changed into a 10 (cont1nued)

Cent Stamp, resembles too closely the design of the 96 Cent Stamp
which has been adopted for the new 56 Cents stamp.

15 Cent Stamp. Here we have followed exactly the design of the
existing 16 Cent Stamp, taking in accordance with your instructions
the colour of the existing 8 cent Stamp in substitution for the purple
of the existing 16 Cent Stamp, seeing that that purple would have
conflicted with the purple it will be necessary to print the 5 cent
Stamp in, in order to render them 'doubly fugitive'.
28 Cent Stamp. We have made a fresh design for this duty, because
the design of the existing 32 Cent Stamp, which it was requested
might be changed into a 28 Cent Stamp, resembles too closely the

design which we have prepared for the new 5 Cent Stamp.

30 Cent Stamp. We have followed the design of the 36 Cent Stamp,
as was requested.

35 Cent Stamp. For this duty we have made a new design, because
the design of the 48 Cent Stamp, which it was suggested might be
converted into a 35 Cent Stamp, resembled too closely the old 16
Cent Stamp, which has been used for the 15 Cent duty.

56 Cent Stamp. We have followed the design of the existing 96
Cent Stamp, as requested.
1 Rupee 12 Cent Stamp. Here we have followed the design of the
existing 2 Rs. 50 Cent Stamp, as was requested, with the exception
of some slight modifications which we have thought it desirable to
make in the ornament surrounding the octagon.

In the meantime the Crown Agents had decided to telegraph
to the Colony, and sent final instructions on November 28th for
the overprinted stamps. That the authorities in Ceylon adopted
with some zeal the suggestion to overprint locally is common
knowledge to philatelists.

I have to inform you that on receipt of your letter of the 21st in
stant, relative to the provision of a temporary supply of Postage
Stamps, Post Cards etc. for the Government ofCeylon, we forwarded
a telegram in the following words to the Colonial Government: —

'Temporary Stamps new duties cannot ship under two months
suggest overprint locally Instructions must be sent by telegraph. New
Plates eight months'.
to which we have received the following reply.
'Your telegram twenty second Stamps for eight months consump
tion five cents marked postage and revenue ten thousand sheets ten
cents three hundred sheets fifteen cents two hundred sheets twenty
eight cents three hundred sheets thirty cents hundred and fifty sheets
fifty six cents hundred and fifty sheets one rupee twelve cents sixty
sheets Post Cards two and a half cents thirty thousand.
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Ceylon I have now to request that you will proceed with the preparation
1885 of the quantities of the several articles required, in accordance with
Surcharges fae foregoing instructions and that you will expedite the order as
(cont1nued) much as possible, and inform us how soon a portion of the five cent

Postage and Revenue Stamps and the two and a half cent Post Cards
together with the whole of the other stamps — the quantities ofwhich
are limited — can be got ready for shipment.

De La Rue confirmed their promise of delivery 'within seven to
eight weeks from the present date'.
Before considering the wider development of the negotiations,
it is advisable to complete the details of this surcharged issue.
The demand and counter-demands became so conflicting that it
is no wonder that De La Rue began to ask themselves whether
these surcharged stamps were really wanted. They were
eventually invoiced on March 10, 1885 and shipped on March
13th, fifteen weeks after receipt of the instructions to go ahead.
On March 17th the Crown Agents asked for an explanation of
the delay, since they had promised the Ceylon Government that

shipment of at least a portion of the supply 'would be effected
within eight weeks'. The firm replied on March 19th:

In reply to your letter of the 17th inst. we very much regret the
delay which took place in regard to the stamps and other articles
therein referred to, but this was in some measure, at least, due to the
uncertainty which we were in as to how the stamps should be printed.
We beg to remind you that, after the correspondence to which you
specifically refer, other letters passed between us in regard to the
supply of stamps generally, and a delay unavoidably took place which
would not have occurred had the instructions from the Colony been
more explicit. We apologize, however, for any delay which may have
arisen on our side, and can only trust that it has not caused incon
venience.

The seven 'Temporary Overprint Formes' were charged at

£3: 3:
— each for formes of 240 multiples, the usual rate for

'Temporary' surcharges, as against the normal charge of £12
for a duty plate or 'Overprint Forme' of 60 multiples. As has
been shown already* such Temporary Formes usually consisted
of electroplates from type settings, whereas the standard 'Over
print Forme' was prepared by engraving the lettering on steel,
striking the required number of leads and making the electro
plate from the leads. For the sake of register these duty plates
were invariably of 60 Multiples and were usually worked in
conjunction with a keyplate of 120 multiples.
The following quantities of the various stamps were invoiced;
all from plates of 240 multiples except in the case of the One
Rupee Twelve Cents, which was 100 multiples. There were 106

* See p. 262
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specimens of each value, charged at the same rate as the stamps. Ceylon
Five Cents, 2,477,760; Ten Cents, 758,000; Fifteen Cents, 1885
49,400; Twenty-eight Cents, 73,920; Thirty Cents, 37,680; Surcharges
Fifty-six Cents, 36,720; One Rupee Twelve Cents, 6,500. (continued)

As the new stamps were not ready in time a further supply of
36,000 surcharged Twenty-eight Cents was invoiced on Decem
ber 7, 1885.

In the meantime much had been written, and endured, by De Ceylon
La Rue, since their letter of November 28, 1884 with designs New duties
and descriptions for the eight new duties was posted to the of 1886

Crown Agents. On December 5th they received the following
^ive Cents

letter, enclosing a requisition from the Colony: T ntv-fiveS
With reference to your letter of the 28th November and to previous Cents
correspondence relative to the preparation of Postage Stamps, Post Twenty-eight
Cards etc. for the service of the Government of Ceylon, I transmit Cents
herewith for your information a requisition we have just received One Rupee

from the Colonial Government for Postage Stamps, Post Cards, Twelve Cents

Postage and Registration Envelopes required to be supplied quarterly
until further orders, and I have to request you will furnish us with
your recommendations on the subject.

In his letter of November 1st to the Colonial Secretary the
Commissioner of Stamps detailed the following quarterly supply
of sheets, until further notice: Two Cents, 1,000; Four Cents,
100; Five Cents marked Postage and Revenue, 5,000; Eight
Cents, 100; Ten Cents, 120; Fifteen Cents, 100; Twenty Cents,
100; Twenty-five Cents, 100; Twenty-eight Cents, 100; Thirty
Cents, 50; Fifty-six Cents, 50; One Rupee Twelve Cents, 30.
He went on to say:

It may be expected that the demand will be larger for 5 cents
Stamps marked 'Postage and Revenue'. I think it would be well to
telegraph to the Crown Agents to send out the first quarterly supply
from time to time as quickly as it can be printed off.
As suggestions to be conveyed to the Crown Agents, I offer the
following: —
That the expense of making new dies might perhaps be saved if the
existing dies could be altered by the removal of the old printed values
and substitution of the new ones as well as by the insertion in the
centre of the stamp of a numerical figure representing the amount of
the Stamps value.

I enclose specimens of the Stamps altered in the manner above
suggested. But I imagine that as the 5 Cents label is to be used for both
Postal and Revenue purposes, it will be necessary to have a new die for
it cut on the same pattern as the label in use in the United Kingdom.

The firm summed up the position again for the Crown Agents
in their reply ofDecember 8th:
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Ceylon
New duties
of 1886
(continued)

We herewith beg to return the correspondence from the Govern
ment of Ceylon, covered by your letter of the 5th inst.
Mr. Wright's letter upon which action has hitherto been taken is
dated 23rd September, whereas his last letter is dated 1st November.
We assume that the last letter must correctly convey the wishes of the
Colonial Government.
The telegram asks for a supply of all the stamps mentioned in the
letter dated 23rd September (excepting the 35 cent duty), viz: — 5
cents, 10 cents, 15 cents, 28 cents, 30 cents, 56 cents, 1 Rupee 12 cents.
The letter of the 1st November asks for a supply of all the above
named seven duties and also for a supply of 2 cents, 4 cents, 8 cents.
These are old rates, which exist; and, in addition, for 20 cents, 25
cents. These do not exist.
No mention is made in this letter of the 35 cent Stamp.
If it is a fact that 12 or (including the 35 cent Stamp) 13 duties have
to be provided, instead of only 7, the designs for the new Stamps, and
even the Scale of Colours for the temporary stamps, must be modi
fied, so we shall feel obliged if you will kindly let us know at your
convenience which letter is to be acted upon. We assume that in any
case the quantities requisitioned for in Mr Wright's letter of the 1st
November need not be sent this quarter of those Stamps which will
be supplied under the telegram.
It is of course not possible to alter the existing dies in the manner
suggested by Mr. Wright.

It will be noticed that there is no reference to the suggestion
that the duty might also be indicated by large figures in the
centre of the stamp. This had recently been done in the Straits
Settlements by an additional surcharge on Stamps already sur
charged locally Four Cents and Eight Cents, and it is reasonable
to assume that the Ceylon Commissioner of Stamps, W. D.
Wright, may have seen copies, at least of the Eight Cents sur
charged in black.
The Crown Agents made a further attempt to clear up the
situation, and then invited De La Rue to exercise their ingenuity
once more in a letter dated January 14, 1885:

With reference to your letter of the 8th of December, I have to
inform you that we consulted Sir John Douglas and also Mr. Wright,
who has just arrived in this Country, upon the subject of the Postal
duties required by the Government of Ceylon, but neither of them
were able to explain the conflicting instructions which we had re
ceived from the Colonial Government.
We therefore telegraphed to the Colony on the 2nd instant in the
following words: —

'Does telegram 27 November specify all Postal requirements,
Instructions Conflict.'

and we have now received the following reply: —
'Referring to your telegram of 2nd January my telegram of 27th
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November ordering (? orders) by telegraph what is requisite Ceylon
pending preparation new dies my letter of 7th November sub- New duties
sequent quarterly instalments.' of 1886
It appears therefore that the letter of the 7th November represents (cont1nued)
the permanent requirements of the Colonial Government, and I have
to request that you will consider and inform us in what manner in
your opinion these requirements can best be met, and what modifica
tions are required in the designs and colours of the new Postal scale.
We are inclined to think that, having regard to the desire to save
the cost of new dies which is expressed in the enclosure to the letter
of the 7th of November, it will be necessary that such of the duties as
are not required in large quantities should be produced by the Key
Die and overprint system.
The letter of the 7th of Nov. and the designs which accompanied
the letter of the 28th Nov. are returned for facility of reference.

De La Rue now departed from their usual practice, and in their
reply of January 21st gave the Crown Agents advice on how in
their opinion the whole problem should be tackled. The solution
they proposed foreshadows exactly what eventually happened.

In reply to your letter of the 14th inst., concerning the new series
of Postage Stamps which will have to be prepared for the Govern
ment of Ceylon, we herewith beg to hand you an amended Scheme of
Colours which we have prepared for the Stamps in question, and
which appears to come out satisfactorily, considering the great num
ber of duties which has to be provided for.
We gather from your letter that you invite our observations upon
the matter generally, and we have, therefore, to say that it appears to
us that the Ceylon Government are running into more duties of
Stamps than they require, and that it would be wiser to limit the
number of duties, and to provide a different die and plate, of dis
tinct design, for each, than to resort to the system of printing stamps
from a Key-die and overprinting them. We must remind you that
very special precautions should be taken in Ceylon, as in India,
against forgery and fraud, and we should regard with some apprehen
sion the introduction of Stamps in that Island uniform in design, the
only distinction between duties being that of colour. We suggest,
therefore, the expediency of adhering to the system which has always
obtained in Ceylon of having stamps as much unlike one another as
possible, and in order to save expense to limit the number of duties.
It appears to us that many of the duties are superfluous and might be
dispensed with without inconvenience. Thus not only a saving in the
cost of the necessary dies and plates would be effected, but a greater
distinction in colour between duties would be arrived at, for the
fewer the duties the greater the contrast of colour can be made.
We shall be glad ifyou will kindly take our remarks into considera
tion, and then advise us exactly what you would wish in regard to the
designs, which we have retained for the purpose of having modified
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after the receipt of your instructions. Should you, contrary to our
expectations, desire to have a Key-forme and overprint plate for some
of the duties, we shall be glad to know which duties you would like
so treated, and we will prepare designs for them.
We return you the letter in original which you were kind enough
to forward to us for reference.

The Crown Agents next wrote on January 31st:

In reply to your letter of the 21st inst., I have to inform you that
we have availed ourselves of the presence in this Country of Mr
Wright, the Treasurer and Commissioner of Stamps of Ceylon, to
discuss with him the subject of the new Postal duties required by the
Colonial Government, and we have arrived at the conclusion that the
only satisfactory mode of dealing with the question will be to place
before the Government the various methods by which its require
ments can be met, and to request definite instructions on the subject
after the whole question has been considered in the light of local ex
perience.
We should therefore be obliged by your furnishing us with designs
and estimates of the cost of producing the new duties of Postage
Stamps in the following manner viz:

a. By separate dies and plates of distinct design for each duty.
b. By the Key forme and overprint system, for all the new duties
except for the 5 Cents and Rs. 1.12 rates which being required
in large quantities as regards the first, and of different size as
regards the latter, will necessarily require separate dies and
plates.

The distinctive designs which you had prepared prior to the receipt
of the letter of the 7th of November from the Colonial Government
will, with the necessary modifications in the values, meet the
requirements of example 'a', with the exception of the 5 cents
Stamp which we are of opinion will look better if printed with the
name of the Colony at the top and the words 'Postage' and
'Revenue' on the left and right of the Stamp respectively rather than
in the manner proposed in the design.
We have discussed with Mr Wright the possibility of simplifying
the Postal scale and he is disposed to think that the new 20, 25, and

30 cents duties could probably be dispensed with, but that this is a
question that could only be settled positively in the Colony. We pro
pose therefore to raise the question of the simplification of the Postal
scale when writing to the Colonial Government, but we should be
glad of any remarks which your experience of the Postal requirements
of this Country may lead you to think would be of use to the Govern
ment of Ceylon.

For your convenience in considering the question I return the
letter of the 7th of November and have to request that you will take a
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note of the quantities of Stamps, Envelopes and Post Cards both of Ceylon
existing and new duties of temporary design which will require to be New duties

sent out quarterly pending a final decision upon the whole subject. of 1886

These quantities will of course be modified in accordance with the (continued;

supplies which have been already ordered in pursuance of the
telegram ofNovember 27th.

No further supplies were sent out of the surcharged temporary
stamps. Such quarterly supplies as were invoiced consisted of
the Two Cents, Four Cents and Eight Cents, until the first of
the new stamps, the Five Cents, was despatched on October
16th.

By the time the Crown Agents replied on February 16th a
further complication had arisen:

With reference to your letter of the 10th inst. I forward herewith
for your information a further letter (to be returned) which we have

just received from the Government of Ceylon, in which application
is made for an additional duty of Postage Stamp, viz. 35 Cents.
We regret very much the many changes which have been rendered
necessary in the designs for the new stamps, in consequence of the
insufficient information furnished by the Colonial Government and
that we are obliged in consequence of this further instruction to re
quest that you will make the necessary provision for this new duty in
the scale of colours and designs which accompanied your letter, and
which are herewith returned for that purpose.

The letter from the Ceylon Colonial Secretary contained an
instruction to 'strike' a die for a Thirty-five Cents:

With reference to the 4th paragraph of your letter No. 14/199 of
the 28th November last, I am directed to acquaint you that no men
tion was made of 35 cents Postage Stamps in my telegram of 27th
November last as there was no urgent necessity for stamps of that
denomination, but I am to request that a die of this description may
be struck and that 50 sheets of 35 Cent stamps may thereafter be sent
out quarterly with the supply ordered by my letter No. 284 of 7th
November last.

De La Rue returned the designs to the Crown Agents on
February 18th. They included a special design for the Thirty- Plate 26; 1,2
five Cents, and also a keyplate design indicating that value. They
allocated bright purple to the new stamp, since the special de
sign or the keyplate design were too unlike the proposal for Five
Cents to risk confusion. When acknowledging this letter the
Crown Agents confirmed that no further temporarily over
printed stamps would be required until further notice. They
ordered however two quarterly supplies of the stamps in which
no change would appear to be contemplated — Two Cents,
Four Cents and Eight Cents. The first was to go as soon as
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possible, and the second on the date the normal second quar
terly supply would be despatched.
At th1s point the firm were given breathing space, but when
further instructions were received from the Crown Agents on
April 23rd it transpired that they had to begin all over again.

With reference to previous correspondence on the subject of the
production of the new Ceylon Postal duties, I forward to you here
with for your information and guidance, a communication which we
have just received from the Colonial Government giving in detail the
denominations of Postage stamps and Post Cards for which provision
will have to be made, and I have to request that you will furnish us
with your report thereon.

It will be seen from this report that the Commissioner of
Stamps, or Postmaster General, had given more thought to the
tentative suggestion that large figures, indicating the value,
should be printed in the centre of the stamps. The letter, dated
March 28th, from Ceylon to the Crown Agents read as follows:

With reference to your letter No. 14/415 of the 20th February
last, I am directed to acquaint you that it has been decided that
Postage Stamps of the following denominations only should in future
be kept in stock, vizt. 2 cents, 8 cents, 15 cents, 25 cents, 28 cents,
andRs. 1.12.*
If new dies are required for denominations other than 5 cents and
Rs. 1. 12 a new type of Stamp should be adopted as recommended in
the annexed Extract from a report by the Commissioner of Stamps;
but if not, I am to suggest the utilization of the 4 cent die as a Key
die for all the other denominations.
The Post Cards may be printed '3 Cents', as suggested by you,
instead of '2^ Cents'.
In order to avoid any misunderstanding I enclose a Memorandum
marked B setting forth the stamps that should be sent out quarterly
in accordance with the above decisions when the new Stamps are

ready. In the meanwhile I am to request that the temporary Stamps
applied for by letter No. 320 of28th November last may be forwarded .
The designs and Scale of Colours received with your letter are
herewith returned as requested.

Extract referred to.

Touching the third point, the 5 cent Postage and Revenue Stamp
and the Rs. 1. 12 Postage Stamp must necessarily have separate dies.
But there is no reason, and the Postmaster General whom I have
consulted, agrees with me in this opinion, why the other Stamps
should not be printed from a Key die and plate, as suggested by the
Crown Agents. The Postmaster General urges, however, that, as he
has before this reported, it would be much more convenient if the
* Although omitted in the letter the new Five Cents was included in
Memorandum B.
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value of each stamp were more conspicuously shown and shown in Ceylon
figures instead of in words. In his office he has specimens of Stamps New duties
used in different countries and he indicates those of France, Luxem- 0f J886

bourg and Norway as affording excellent types of what would be a (cont1nueaJ
convenient kind of design for the new Ceylon Stamps, and if it be
necessary to engrave a new die and plate for our stamps, I certainly
agree with him that the opportunity should be taken of adopting a
design of a somewhat similar character, the value of each stamp being
shown in conspicuous figures in the centre of the stamp. If, however,
it be thought undesirable to introduce an entirely new type of Stamps
it is difficult to understand why the plate heretofore in use for 4 cent
Stamps cannot be utilized as the Key die for our future Stamps. It
would seem that if the words 'Four Cents' were obliterated, the blank
space left could be printed over with the different denominations of
the new Stamps as easily as could be done if a new plate were en
graved leaving this space blank as in the specimen forwarded by
Messrs De La Rue & Co. With the reduced number of Stamps to be
printed from the Key die plate, there will be no difficulty in selecting
for each a suff1ciently distinct colour.

Memorandum B indicated the quantities to be supplied
quarterly of the seven stamps mentioned, and gave packing
instructions.
De La Rue's suggestion that the Government of Ceylon were
ordering more stamps than they required had been fully justi
fied. At this stage their attention hardly seems to have been
turned to the proposals for a new design; they were still think
ing in the terms of the General Keyplate. They replied on April
24th:

We herewith beg to return the correspondence from the Govern
ment of Ceylon covered by your letter of yesterday. It appears there
from that only four new duties of Postage stamps have now to be
created, viz: 15 Cents, 25 Cents, and 28 Cents. These to be printed
from a Key forme and overprinted. Rs. 1.12. This to be a special form
of the large size stamp. We presume that our design for the Rs. 1. 12
Stamp has been approved by the Colonial authorities.
With respect to the suggestion that the old 4 cent plate should be
utilized as a Key plate by cutting away the duty in the bottom tablet,
we have to say that the plate has yielded more than 66,000 impressions

and it is really worn out. Consequently, we cannot recommend its
being employed in the manner suggested. We, therefore, beg to en- Plate 26; j
close herewith a design which we have prepared in accordance with
the instructions conveyed from the Colony, with the duty expressed
in larger figures. If this design meets with your approbation we will
make some tracings in order to show the combinations of colour
which we should propose for each of the three duties.
The cost of the Key plate, Key die and overprint plates for stamps
of this design would be the same as we have already tendered.
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No doubt De La Rue expected that this tedious and expensive
negotiation was now over. But although the Crown Agents
approved the designs for the Five Cents and One Rupee Twelve
Cents on May 7th, they were not so helpful about the new key-
plate. Nevertheless it will be noticed that they expected the firm
to tell them what a French stamp looked like.

In reply to your letter of the 24th ofApril, I have to inform you that
you have correctly understood that only three duties of Ceylon
Postage Stamps — viz. 15 Cents, 25 Cents and 28 Cents will have to
be produced from a Key Plate, and that the duties of 5 Cents and Rs.
1. 12 are to be produced from special plates, the designs for which I
return herewith approved.
As regards however the design for the new Key Plate which you
have submitted, we should be glad to know whether it resembles in
any way the stamps of France, Luxembourg or Norway, which the
Government of Ceylon has suggested as being applicable, and
whether any reasons exist against the adoption of conspicuous figures
in the 'Centre of the stamp' as desired by the Colonial Government.

The firm explained that their design did not entirely dis
regard the proposals of the Ceylon Government, and fought
hard for the retention of the Queen's Head. After acknowledging
the approval of the design for the Five Cents and One Rupee
Twelve Cents they wrote on May 8th:

With respect to the Key stamp, we beg to say that it would not be
possible, conjointly with the introduction of the Queen's head, to
display the duty in any larger figures than those shown in our design.
The figures in the design are practically the same size as those in the
Norwegian and Luxembourg Stamps, although no head is introduced

into those Stamps. They are somewhat smaller than the figures in the

French Postage Stamps. The peculiar device, however, of the latter
Stamps allows of an exceptionally larger tablet for the introduction of
the duty. If it be decided to omit the Queen's head, the duty might
of course be displayed somewhat in the same manner as in the new
Hong Kong Stamp duty Stamps, but we should strongly deprecate
the omission of the Queen's head, as it affords so very much security
to the Stamps, besides which we should imagine that Imperial con

siderations would lead you to desire its retention.

This was followed by a personal discussion of the whole
problem, from which emerged the proposal that the duty plate
could be printed in a different colour of ink from that in which
the keyplate had been printed, instead of in the same ink as
hitherto, without increasing the price. This discussion was con
firmed by De La Rue on May 12th, and a design was submitted
for a stamp without the Queen's Head, and with large figures as
the central motive. When one bears in mind the low standard of
design that was considered acceptable at this period, to which
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the Unified Series of 1884 was bearing witness in Great Britain, Ceylon
it is not an exaggeration to state that at this moment the whole New duties
trend of British Colonial Stamp design was in jeopardy, and of 1886
that the adoption for Ceylon of the design submitted by De La (cont1nued)
Rue on May 12, 1885 might well have led to a succession of
stamps of such a humdrum character that in comparison the
second and third keyplate issues would have commanded the
respect due to an early 'Chalon Head'.

With reference to our letter of the 8th inst., and to our conversa
tion with you thereon, we beg to explain that there is no reason why
the second printing in a Key stamp should not be made in the same
colour as the body of the stamp, so that in the case of the design
which we sent you on the 24th ulto, and which bears that date, the

15c. might be printed in red just as well as in blue, if it should be
preferred for the whole stamp to be of one colour. We enclose a
design bearing to-days date which will show you what we mean. We, Plate 26; 4
however, ourselves think it would be an advantage, and increase the
artistic appearance of the stamp, to print the overprint in a separate
colour, but this is purely a matter of taste. The cost of the stamps
would not be affected whether the overprint were of the same colour
as the body of the stamp or of a different colour.
In accordance with your request, we herewith beg to hand you two
designs which we have prepared of Stamps without the Queen's head,
and with the duty displayed in large figures. In one design the duty is Plate 26; 5, 6
given as 15c.; in the other the figure 15 is placed in the middle and
the word 'Cents' printed at the bottom. In each case the centre tablet
bearing the figures would be overprinted, and the overprints might
either be of the same colour as the body of the stamp or of a different
colour — whichever might be preferred.
It has been decided that the 2 cent stamp shall be printed in green;
the 5 cents in the doubly fugitive purple; the 8 cents in a yellow; and
the 1R. 12c. in a maroon. Consequently, there are several colours left
open wherewith to print the three duties which have to be created by
means of a Key and overprint plates, viz. the 15 Cents, 25 Cents, and
28 Cents, and a carmine might be taken for the first, a bright blue for
the second, and a brown for the third, or indeed any of the colours
not already appropriated shown on the Scheme covered by our letter
of the 21st January last.
With regard to the form of stamp, we cannot too strongly advise the
retention of the Queen's head as the central device, for it would be
absolutely impossible to impart anything like the security against
forgery and fraud which our treatment of the head affords to stamps
executed after the designs herewith enclosed. The Queen's head is
the essentially protective feature in the stamps, and no ornamental or
engine-turned work which we could introduce would be an efficient
substitute for the Queen's head as a protecting agent.
We think that the figures which we have shown in the designs with
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the Queen's head are quite large enough for all practical purposes,
particularly so as each duty of stamp would be printed in a different
colour or in different combinations of colour provided it be decided
that the overprinting should be in a different colour to the body of the
stamp.

The cost of the Stamps themselves would be the same whether
they were printed with the Queen's head or not, and the only saving
that would be effected would be in the cost of the Key die, for which
we should have to charge £40 were the Queen's head omitted, in
place of£50 for a die with the Queen's head.

On June 2nd the Crown Agents asked the firm for a delivery
date for the Five Cents and One Rupee Twelve Cents, and in
formed them that 'the designs furnished by you for the three
duties of Postage Stamps to be produced from a Key Plate have
been forwarded to Ceylon for the decision of the Colonial
Government'. They asked for a date if the designs should be
approved. The firm replied that it would take about three
months. The verdict of the Ceylon Government was conveyed
in a single sentence of a letter to the Crown Agents dated
August 9th, which was forwarded to De La Rue on September
8th:

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letters Nos.
14/364 and 14/703 of the 15th May and 12 June last respectively on
the subject of the new Ceylon Postal duties, and to request that
design B may be adopted as the Key die for the production of 15, 25
and 28 Cent Stamps.*

The firm acknowledged these instructions on September
10th, and no further reference was made to the possibility of
their being printed in two colours.
The dies and plates for the Five Cents (240 multiples) and
One Rupee Twelve Cents (100 multiples) were invoiced on
October 13, 1885. The first consignment of the Five Cents,
2476 sheets or 594,240 stamps, was invoiced on October 16th;
the One Rupee Twelve Cents was first invoiced on December
7th, when 4,800 stamps were charged.
The closing stages in the preparation of the new Twenty-five
Cents and Twenty-eight Cents did not proceed as smoothly as
one might have expected. On February 11, 1886 the Crown
Agents, pressed by the Colony who had asked in a letter of
January 19th for a 'quarterly supply of the 25 cents and 28 cents
Postage Stamps as soon as the new Key die is completed', began
to urge delivery.

I transmit for your information and guidance, the enclosed letter
which we have received from the Government of Ceylon, requesting
that a quarterly supply of 25 Cents and 28 Cents Postage Stamps

* See plate 26; 4
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printed from the new Key-plate, may be forwarded as soon as they Ceylon
can be completed, and I request that you will proceed with the order New duties
at once, and inform us how soon the Stamps can be got ready for of 1886

shipment. (cont1nued)

As the Stamps now asked for will be shipped a considerable time
in advance of the next quarterly supply of the various other Stamps
&c., to be sent to the Colony, and as it is possible that the stock of the

25 Cents and 28 Cents Stamps will in the meantime be a good deal
decreased, it appears to us desirable that the specified quantities of
those duties should be repeated and despatched with the quarterly
supply. I therefore request that you will be guided accordingly.

This was fortified by a telegram to De La Rue from the
Crown Agents on February 18th:

How soon can supply of 25 cents and 28 cents Ceylon Postage
Stamps be got ready for shipment. We do not think the colours of the
scheme furnished show an appearance in the stamps. Will you send
up another scheme of stamps as the 5 cents and 25 cents appear
dangerously alike.

This may hardly seem to be the most tactful moment to
choose for an argument about colours, but De La Rue's position
with the Crown Agents had now reached such strength, amount
ing almost to a monopoly, that one cannot help noting a growing
tendency in their correspondence to dictate the tune as well as
to collect the money. They replied on the same day:

In reply to a message which we received through the Exchange
Telegraph this afternoon, we beg to say that we think we could

supply some of the 25 and 28 Cent Stamps in about a fortnight from
the date ofyour order to proceed.
We have to suggest that, if the colour proposed in our Scheme of
the 16th inst. for the 25 Cent Stamp is considered too much like the
colour of the 5 Cent Stamp, the maroon in which the 1 R. 12 Cent
Stamps are printed should be adopted for the 25 Cent duty. There
could not in our opinion be any objection to that course, seeing that
the 25 Cent Stamp will be of a very different size, and a totally differ
ent design to the 1 R. 12 Cent Stamp.

The Crown Agents by now were becoming 'scratchy', and
their letter of February 19th hinted at exasperation: the tone
was sharper than usual.

In reply to your letters of the 16th and 18th instant, I have to in
form you that as the 25 and 28 Cents Postage Stamps are urgently
required by the Government of Ceylon, as you have already been
informed, we must ask you to press them forward with the utmost
rapidity and we regret that so much time has been lost in settling the
question of the colours in which they should be printed, which might
have been settled at leisure if it had been raised at the proper time.
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The information you have placed before us is not sufficient to
enable us to decide what would be desirable colours, inasmuch as
the Specimen tablets you have sent us do not we consider represent
correctly the appearance the stamps would have when printed. We
must therefore leave with you the responsibility of deciding what
colours it will be advisable to adopt, bearing in mind that it is not
desirable that two duties shall be of such similar colours as to render
confusion likely or to necessitate a change hereafter.
The 15 Cents Stamps will be in time if printed for the April
quarterly supply.

Their feelings cannot have been mollified by the sermon
which the firm thought good to inflict upon them three days later:

With reference to your letter of the 19th inst., we beg to say that
we think you have addressed us under a misapprehension of the state
of the case.
We raised the question of colours for the three new duties of
Stamps in the third paragraph of our letter of May 12th 1885, and
until the plates were nearly ready our attention was not called to the
fact that you had not favoured us with any reply to that portion of
our letter, and hence our letter of the 16th inst.
However urgent a Stamp order may be, the preliminary stages
must be proceeded with with all care and deliberation, and we know
of no means by which they can be hurried. Certainly no time has
been lost in this instance, as we were not ready to print from the Key-
plate until to-day, and even now the overprint plates still have to be

registered before they can be used; besides which the sheets must be
printed in the proposed colours for one of us to pass in the usual
course before the order can be proceeded with, and this would have
been the case even if the colours had been definitely settled by you.
The delay which will be caused in sending you specimens to see can
not exceed a few hours, as we make no doubt that you will approve of,
if not all, at least one of the colours, so that we can go on printing.
We will, therefore, with your permission adopt that course.
Our further experiment in connection with the new series of
English Stamps shows the very great advantage of making an over
print of a different colour to the body of a Stamp, and we much re
gret, therefore that the form of design recommended in our letter of
the 24th April 1885 was not adopted. If it had been the colour diffi
culty would have been one of very easy solution.
We note your instructions as to the quantities to be supplied, but

you do not specifically say if those quantities are to be shipped each
quarter or not. We shall be favoured by your instructions on this
head.

Clearly a stage had been reached when a personal explanation
was essential to both parties; this occurred, and the long trans
action closed with three short notes, polite if cold.
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The Crown Agents wrote on February 24th: Ceylon
New duties

With reference to the concluding paragraph of your letter of the 0f jggg
22nd instant, I forward for your information the enclosed copy of the (continued)
statement which accompanied the Colonial Secretary's letter of the
24th March, forwarded to you with our letter of the 23rd April, 1885,
giving the quantities of the Ceylon Postage Stamps and Cards which
are required to be supplied quarterly as soon as the new Plates are
ready.

Having settled with your representative on the 22nd instant the
scale of colours for the new Stamps, it only remains for me to request
that you will furnish us with Specimens thereof for transmission to
the Colonial Government.

This crossed a letter from the firm dated February 25th:
With reference to Mr. Richardson's interview with you upon the
22nd inst., when you settled the colours for the three new duties of
Ceylon Postage Stamps, acting upon the instructions which you con
veyed to Mr. Richardson, we herewith beg to hand you, in duplicate,
a Scheme showing the colours at present appropriated to all the
Ceylon Postage Stamps. We trust this Scheme will serve your pur
pose, as it would be a long time before we should be able to make up
one with the Stamps themselves.
P.S. This letter was written before the receipt of yours of yesterday,
but it be taken as an answer to your letter.

The last word remained with E. E. Blake, the official at the
Crown Agents' office in Downing Street directing negotiations
with the firm, and later to become an Agent General. He wrote
on March 7th:

In reply to your letter of the 25th February, I have to inform you
that the Scheme ofColours for the Ceylon Postage Stamps submitted
therewith, is in a form quite suitable for our purpose, and may be
adopted by you in all future similar cases.
We conclude that, in accordance with your promise made on the
18th ultimo, the first supply of 25 Cents and 28 Cents Postage
Stamps printed from the new Key plate, will be completed by the
8th instant, so that they may be despatched without fail by the Mail
Steamer leaving London on the 10th instant.

It must not be overlooked that these negotiations were carried
out during the same period that the firm was struggling with the
complicated and fruitless negotiations over the Tasmania Two
Shillings and Sixpence and Ten Shillings,* and the Gibraltar
issues.t
That tempers were getting frayed is indicated by the following
letter of July 8, 1886 from Blake to Thomas Andros De La Rue,
younger son of Warren, who had taken over the supervision of

* See pp. 431-6. t See pp. 438-41.
p
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the Colonial postage stamp printing from his elder brother
Warren William. The occasion was a quotation for revenue
stamps for Trinidad which had already dragged out over eleven
letters and looked like becoming an academic argument.

I am very sorry you have thought it worth while to raise any diffi
culty about letting Trinidad have its new Fee Stamps printed in
doubly fugitive inks without being charged extra for them.
The 4d. or 8d. on the total order which you would gain can be of
no importance to you and it is very inconvenient to us to have
different principles obtaining in the case of different Colonies.
I am most anxious that the Stamp work should go smoothly and to
avoid any recurrence of the kind of correspondence which we had
last winter. I should therefore be glad if you would come and see me
and talk the matter over the next time you are in this neighbourhood.

The new keyplate of 120 multiples and three duty plates of 60
multiples were invoiced on March 6, 1886:

Taking a transfer from the small Colonial Queen's
Head Die, highly finishing this equal to the original
and engraving thereon the approved design and let

tering 'Ceylon Postage'

Making from the above die a plate of 120 Mul
tiples

50. o. 0.

42. 10. o.

Making 3 Overprint Plates of 60 multiples each
duties 15 cents, 25 Cents & 28 Cents @ each 36. o.

£128. 10. 0.

With them were charged the first supplies of the Twenty-eight
Cents (73,560 stamps) and of the Twenty-five Cents (28,560
stamps). The final item in this invoice contains the charge for
overprinting stamps with the word spec1men. Hitherto there
has been no mention of overprinting, and the specimen stamps
have been included in the quantities of normal stamps printed
at the standard rate. As will transpire later, however, all Speci
men stamps were overprinted, although they may not always
have been charged in the relative invoice.*

Overprinting with the word 'Specimen' the speci
men stamps of the values 25 Cents & 28 Cents re
quired for distribution among the Countries com
prised in the Postal Union, each value 3/6 £0. 7. 0.

On April 12th De La Rue invoiced the first printing of the
Fifteen Cents as part of a Quarterly Supply. They charged
123,000 stamps, plus 106 Specimens, at the standard rate of

* See p. 441.
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2/1d per 1,000. There was no mention in this invoice of an
extra 3/6 for overprinting the Specimens.
The Small Colonial Queen's Head was De La Rue's property,
as were the other Queen's Heads used as 'master dies', since

they were not invoiced to the Crown Agents. This small Head
was kept in the custody of the Crown Agents, and had so far
been used for the Natal Telegraph stamps.*

* See p. 349.

Ceylon
New duties
of 1886
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CHAPTER XVII

1885 to 1886

Hong Kong
Surcharged
Twenty Cents
Fifty Cents
One Dollar

Plate 26; 7

The instructions for the new Twenty Cents Hong Kong, sur
charged on Thirty Cents, were given in a letter from the Crown
Agents dated January 1, 1885. The colour in which the Thirty
Cents plate was to be printed had been stipulated by the Colony.

I transmit herewith for your information and guidance a Requisi
tion (in original to be returned) for Postage Stamps required by the
Government of Hong Kong of the duty of 30 cents printed in the
orange colour allotted to that duty before 1871 and overprinted 20
cents.

You will observe that 500 sheets of the stamps are to be forwarded
with the next half-yearly supply, and 300 sheets with each subsequent
shipment, and that 100 specimens are to be furnished to the General
Post Office.
I have to request that you will submit to us a specimen of the pro
posed Stamps and inform us at the same time what will be the cost of
executing the order and when the stamps can be ready for shipment.

In the requisition the Postmaster General requested that the
overprint should be in 'bold black type'.
The firm submitted a specimen on January 5, 1885 and
quoted £3.3.-. for a 'temporary overprint forme', which would
be an electroplate from a type setting. On January 7th the
Crown Agents asked for another specimen.

With reference to your letter of the 5th inst., with which you sub
mitted a specimen 30 cent Hong Kong Postage Stamp overprinted
with a 20 cent duty, I have to inform you that we understand the
Colonial Postmaster to desire the overprint to be in the largest size

possible, arranged thus: ~

and I have therefore to request that you will furnish another specimen
prepared in accordance with this view.

De La Rue sent another specimen on the following day. 'We
have not been able to procure the proper duty to stamp, but we
think our specimen will show the effect of the overprint.' The
use of the phrase 'to stamp' suggests that this was a type im
pression. Instructions were given to proceed on January 18th.

420
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The order for similar surcharges ofthe Forty-eight andNinety-
six Cents for Fifty Cents and One Dollar respectively were re
ceived on February 3rd. The Colony asked that the Forty-eight
Cents should 'be printed in the colour last adopted (light brown)',
and the Ninety-six Cents 'in the colour hitherto assigned to
them'. Specimens were sent on February 4th and approved on

February 7th; 250 sheets of each were to be sent with the next
half-yearly shipment, due in April.
The overprint formes and stamps were invoiced on May 18th,
when the following quantities of the new duties were charged:
Twenty Cents, 120,000; Fifty Cents, 60,000; One Dollar, 60,720.
The usual 106 specimens of each were supplied, but they
were added to the above quantities in each case and charged at
the standard rate: there is no mention of overprinting
SPECIMEN.

Hong Kong
Surcharged
Twenty Cents
Fifty Cents
One Dollar

(continued)

The increase in the number of specimens of new postage Procedure
stamps required by the General Post Office for circulation to Specimens
Postal Union countries from 100 to 106 was requested in a
letter from the Crown Agents dated February 23, 1885.

The Crown Agents forwarded the requisition for the new Malta
Malta Five Shillings on March 24, 1885. The Colony asked for Five Shillings
'a distinctive design, which should be a good deal larger than
those already supplied, clearly exhibiting the eight-pointed cross
ofMalta.'
De La Rue sent a design on March 27th, quoting £50 for the
die, and £50 for a plate of 120 multiples .

We herewith return the correspondence from the Government of
Malta covered by your letter of the 24th inst., and beg to hand you a
design which we have prepared for the proposed 5/- Maltese Postage
Stamp. We have drawn this in carmine as that is the colour which
has very commonly been used for 5/- Postage Stamps, and we do not
think that the stamp could conflict with the 1d Stamp, which is also

printed in carmine. If, however, you would prefer it
,

the stamp

could be printed in the deep yellow appropriated to the 5/- duty in
the Scheme appended to our letter of the 26th September 1883, but the
Stamp would not look so well printed in that colour as in the carmine.

In a letter dated April 23rd the Colony wrote to the Crown
Agents approving the design 'with a sl1ght alteration in the
Malta Cross as noted in the design prepared by Messrs De La
Rue & Co.' This was forwarded to the firm on April 30th, who
resubmitted the design on May 4th and were told to go ahead on
May 9th. There was some delay in ascertaining the quantity to
be printed, and the final instructions were acknowledged on

July 9th, when the stamps were promised within from ten to
twelve weeks' time.
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Natal
Threepence
surcharged
Twopence

The die and plate were invoiced on September 23rd, to
gether with 15,000 stamps. A nominal charge of 4d was made
for the 106 specimens.

On February 23, 1885 the Crown Agents sent a requisition
from Natal for Postage and Telegraph stamps. A copy of this
does not appear in the Correspondence Book and De La Rue
returned the original. When doing so they pointed out that it
included an order for a new Twopence and asked for further
instructions.

It seems strange to us that an order should have been sent for a
new duty of stamps without any remark being made by the Colonial
authorities, so we hesitate to prepare a design for a new die and plate
until we are advised by you that no mistake has been made.

On February 27th the Crown Agents decided that 200 Three
pence stamps should be printed 'instead of that number of 2d
stamps, regarding which latter duty a communication has been
addressed to the Colonial Government'.
On May 1st the Crown Agents sent the following letter,
marked 'Immediate'; there had been a recommendation in the
requisition for 'an overprint for the new twopenny stamp'. The
Colony did not wish to incur the cost ofmaking a new plate.

With reference to our letter of the 27th February last relative to
the provision of 2,000 sheets of 3d Postage Stamps for the Govern
ment ofNatal, I forward herewith for your information a letter which
we have just received from the Colonial Government requesting that
Stamps overprinted with the duty of 2d. may be supplied. I have
therefore to request that the 2,000 sheets of 3d stamps which we
conclude are completed, may be overprinted accordingly, and that

you will furnish us with a specimen of the overprint you would pro
pose to adopt.

From the following reply, and the instructions they eventually
received, it would appear that De La Rue had changed the
colour of the Threepence to grey, leaving blue vacant for a Two
pence halfpenny according to tie colour scheme, in accordance
with the instructions they had received on November 24, 1883.*

We beg herewith to return the letter from the Government of
Natal covered by your letter of the 1st inst., and we annex a specimen
of the 3d Stamp overprinted 'Two Pence' in black.
In accordance with the instructions contained in your letter of the
27th February last, we have printed a supply of the 3d. Stamps,
which we presume you now wish us to overprint in black in this
manner. We should remark, however, that the only difference be
tween the new 2d. stamps and the 3d. would be the overprint, and we,

* See p. 380.
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therefore, suggest the expediency of your allowing us to ship the 3d. Natal
Stamps as they are and to print some 3d. stamps in a dark blue, such Threepence

as proposed in our scheme of April 2nd 1883 for the 12 Cent Hong surcharged

Kong Stamps, and overprint them 'Two Pence'. Twopence

The cost of the necessary temporary overprint forme would be ^con
ue '

£3. 3. o. and the extra charge for overprinting the Stamps 6d per
thousand.

The Crown Agents, however, thought 'it advisable to adhere
strictly to the demand from the Government of Natal'. They
approved the specimen, and asked for a duplicate to send to the
Colony.
The temporary overprint forme was invoiced on June 6th at

£3. 3. 0, indicating a type setting, and the stamps were in
voiced as Twopence. There were 2,036 sheets of 120 multiples,
or 244,320 stamps.

In the absence of an original letter from the St Lucia Govern- St Lucia
ment the following letter dated May 18, 1885 from De La Rue Threepence

to the Crown Agents heralds the beginning of the printing of
the General Keyplate in doubly fugitive ink, with the duty plate
in a second colour.

We acknowledge your letter of the 14th inst., covering an original
letter from the Government of St. Lucia, which we herewith beg to
return to you.
We note that the Government of St. Lucia have decided to aban
don the Stamps overprinted with the word 'Revenue'. We would
however, remind you that your order of the 16th March is already
executed with the word 'Revenue' overprinted.
We further note that the Government of St. Lucia will in future
indent for Stamps of the value of £d., 1d., 2jd., 3d., 4d., 6d., and 1/-
but, as we informed you in our letter of the 26th March, we have no
overprint plate for the 3d. duty, and we should therefore be glad to
receive your instructions to prepare one. Our charge for the same
would be £12.
We also note that the values 1d., 3d., 6d., and 1/- are to be printed
in doubly fugitive ink, and we would propose to adhere to the Scheme
for Colour of the Revenue Stamps covered by your letter of the 26th
March.
Regarding the colours to be used for the three duties of Postage
Stamps, we would point out to you that, to be consistent with the
Scheme adopted by the Postal Union and by most of the Crown
Colonies, it would be necessary for us to print the id. Stamps in
green and the 2 id. in blue. For the 4d Stamp we would suggest
brown, as proposed by us in the Scheme submitted on September 27,

1883. Of course if the Government of St. Lucia insist upon red it
might be used for one of the values, and in that case it would be better
to use it for the 4d. duty, but it is a question whether this would be
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St Lucia

Threepence
(continued)

St Lucia
One Penny
Sixpence
One Shilling
Colour
Changes

wise, as hereafter they may wish to employ this colour for a 1d.

Postage Stamp, red, we would remind you, being the colour adopted
by the Postal Union for 1d. Postage Stamps.

The proposal was confirmed, and the new colour scheme
tabulated, in the Crown Agents' letter ofMay 21st.

In reply to your letter of the 18th inst., I have to inform you that
we approve of future supplies of St. Lucia Postage and Revenue
Stamps being printed in the following colours viz: —

Duties Colours

Id Green

2^d Blue

4d Brown Overprinted

1d Doubly fugitive Purple Purple

3d Do Green
6d Do Blue

1/- Do Red

We have made the alteration — from Green to Purple — in the
colour of the 1/- Stamp in order to prevent conflict with the id.
Stamp.

The supply of 1d. Stamps now ready for shipment having been
overprinted 'Revenue', it will be necessary to furnish 500 additional
sheets of Stamps of that duty omitting such overprint. I have there
fore to request that you will prepare the stamps and inform us how
soon they can be ready for shipment, at the same time stating what
alteration in the price of the stamps of the four last mentioned duties
will be occasioned by the omission of the word 'Revenue' from them.
I have also to request that you will state whether a plate belonging
to some other Colony, could not be made available for overprinting
the duty upon the 3d. Stamps when required.

In acknowledging these instructions De La Rue pointed out
that it was impossible to use the Threepence duty plate of
another colony because the duty plates contained the name of
the colony as well as the duty.
The first requisition requiring changes of colour was received
on June 1, 1886. This included a supply of the One Penny and
of the new Threepence, the duty plate for which was ordered at
the usual £12. These were invoiced on June 30th.
The following supplies were sent: One Penny, 43,600;
Threepence, 2,820. By that time the number of specimens re
quired by the G.P.O. had been increased to 400, and this
quantity was overprinted of the Threepence. Since no specimens
were supplied of the One Penny it was presumably not printed
in doubly fugitive ink with a purple overprint. On September 6,

1887 a further supply of the One Penny (41,520), and supplies
of Sixpence (12,000) and One Shilling (6,000) were invoiced.
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Overprinted specimens of all three volumes were also invoiced,
so that this would appear to be the correct date for the first
supply of One Penny in doubly fugitive ink.

The requisition from Labuan which the Crown Agents sent Labuan
to De La Rue on July 24, 1885 stipulated that the Two Cents
should be printed in red and the Eight Cents in green. The firm p w? ~Jnts
pointed out that according to the approved colour scheme the

lg r nts

Eight Cents should be in purple, and this was approved by the Colour
Crown Agents on July 27th. The stamps were invoiced on Changes
August 29th, when 10,000 Two Cents and 9,900 Eight Cents
were supplied. No specimens were charged. This was noticed
by the Crown Agents on September 8th, who asked for them to
be prepared.

The first requisition to come from Gambia after the institu- Gambia
tion of the colour scheme in 1883 was sent by the Crown Agents One Shilling
on July 29, 1885, and called for Fourpence and One Shilling. Colour
There was no correspondence on the question of colour, and no Change

specimens were invoiced when the stamps were charged on

September 3rd. De La Rue printed 3,275 of One Shilling and
7,560 of Fourpence. As the Crown Agents had approved the
new colour scheme for Gambia on August 9, 1883 it is probable
that the One Shilling was printed in violet. The Fourpence was
not affected.

On September 8, 1885 the Crown Agents asked De La Rue Grenada
to report on the cost of supplying unified Postage and Revenue One Penny
stamps for Grenada. The Colonial Secretary wished to know Postage&
'the expense of altering the die'. The firm sent the following Revenue
letter on September 18th:

We beg to acknowledge your letter of the 8th inst. covering an
original letter, herewith returned, from the Government of Grenada.
Their letter does not make it quite clear to us whether they propose
to have an original Key-die and plate prepared as suggested in our
letter of February 27th 1882, or whether they wish stamps pro
duced from the special forme at present in use, but carrying the
words 'Postage and Revenue'. We therefore think it better to enclose
designs for both kinds of stamps. The design marked A. is intended Plate 26; 8
for Stamps to be produced from a Key-die and plate upon the terms
stated in our letter referred to above of February 27th 1882. We
would point out to you that if any of the Stamps were required
carrying the word 'Revenue' or 'Postage' alone, it would be necessary
to have a separate Key-die and plate for each kind of stamp; but as
all the stamps, with the exception of the id., would in all probability
have to carry the words 'Postage and Revenue,' we are of opinion
that it would not be considered an objection by the Government of
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(continued)

Grenada to use this form of stamp also for the \d. The design
marked B. shows the stamp we could produce from the special
forme at present in use. Of course the stamps produced to either of
the designs A. or B. would, for Revenue purposes, have to be printed
in our doubly fugitive purple ink with the duties overprinted in
various colours.

The use of the phrase 'the special forme at present in use',
which implies one forme common to all values, brings the
solution of the method adopted, and the reason for the tete biche
arrangement, one step nearer. On the other hand the proposal
to print the stamps in two colours, were design B accepted, shows
that the firm were already reconciled to abandoning the single
forme system.
The Crown Agents replied on September 22nd that in their
opinion B would suit the Colony's requirements, and asked if
stamps 'of that description can be supplied at the prices at
present charged for Grenada Postage and Revenue Stamps re
spectively'. Hitherto the postage stamps had been charged at

1/- per 1,000, and had been printed in quantities of not less than
500 sheets. No charge had been made for the forme.
The firm's reply of September 23rd therefore put the Grenada
stamps of the future on the same level as those for other colonies:

Replying to your letter of yesterday, we beg to inform you that we
could supply Stamps produced to the design B. covered by our letter
of the 18th inst. upon the terms of our letter of the 23rd of last May,
viz: —

2/4d. per thousand when a ream or more than a ream is supplied
at a time.

3/4d. per thousand when less than a ream is supplied.

The Crown Agents immediately asked them if the price
could remain at 1/- per 1,000 if the stamps were still printed in
their present colours, and not in doubly fugitive inks, only the
wording of the upper tablet being changed. The firm replied on
October 6th:

With reference to your letter of the 25th ulto., the insertion of so
much wording as 'Grenada, Postage & Revenue' in the upper part
of the stamp would entail a different treatment than that which we
adopt for the present Postage Stamps, so that the lowest price at
which we could produce such stamps in singly fugitive inks would be

1/4d. per thousand when a ream or more than a ream are supplied
at a time:

2/4d. per thousand when less than a ream are supplied at a time.

We suggest that it would well repay the Government of Grenada
to pay the extra price for doubly fugitive inks.

Beneath this letter is a 'Note' which provides the final evi
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dence required to justify a reconstruction of the method by Grenada
which the special forme was constructed. One Penny

MEMO. A die would have to be cast and leads struck instead of Posta8e &

simply setting up type.
(continued)

This note first of all proved, if any proof is necessary, that De
La Rue engraved overprint formes (as opposed to temporary
overprint formes) on a steel die, struck the required number of
leads, and grew the electroplate for printing. The Grenada
forme however consisted of (1), ten strips of six Queen's Heads
from leads, with the blank spaces above and below the head cut
off the electroplate, each strip being mounted separately; (2),
six double strips of Grenada postage from type set six
times tete beche, two of which ran into the margin (one at the
top and the other at the bottom of the pane); (3), five double
strips of the duty from type set six times tete beche. These
various strips, after being electrotyped, could be locked up in a
printing chase, and the sheets run off at one operation. By setting
the lettering tete beche it was possible to adjust the forme for
a different duty simply by substituting in the printing chase five
duty strips of the duty required. The ten strips containing the
heads and the six strips with Grenada postage had not to be
disturbed.
This is conjectural, but it seems to be a practical explanation
of the reason for the tete beche arrangement, which otherwise
seems unjustifiable, whether type, or electrotyped strips from
type, were used in the forme. Electrotyping seems more prob
able, since it would only involve setting a complete line once,
and the electrotyped strips could be more easily handled.
Without the tete beche arrangement ten changes would have been
necessary each time the duty was altered.
It has been seen that on two occasions De La Rue referred to
these stamps as not being 'perfect'.* This might mean that they
considered the printed results from an electroplate grown over
a wax impression of the type as being inferior to the result
obtained from a lead mould struck from a steel die. It might
however indicate that, in their fight against the competition
which was the prime cause of the Grenada makeshift, the firm
had abandoned one of their most important principles and,
having made a single 'master' strip of six Queen's Heads from
leads, took nine duplicate electroplates from it for the remaining
strips. This however is unlikely: De La Rue's insistence on
quality, and the fact that there is no record of their even having
considered adopting such a method after they had secured the
contract for the Great Britain One Penny on such terms that
they were made responsible for supplying all the printing plates
required free of charge, suggest that they were psychologically

* See pp. 363, 367.
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incapable of economizing in such a manner; it is therefore
dangerous to conjecture on these lines.
Unfortunately all De La Rue's Works records were destroyed,
and one only can rely therefore on circumstantial evidence;
nevertheless this becomes very strong as one progresses through
the Day Books and Correspondence Books that have survived.
The Striking Books, which supply the strongest evidence of
their methods, were not started until March 28, 1893.
Evidently the Crown Agents decided to refer the firm's letter
of October 6th to the Colonial authorities, for on October 20th
they sent a requisition for 500 sheets each of the existing One
Penny Postage, One Penny Revenue and Sixpence Revenue.
When the requisition eventually came twelve months later, on
October 5, 1886, design B was not returned by the Colonial
Government. Again no charge was made for the forme of 60
multiples when 183,840 stamps, plus 400 specimens, were in
voiced on December 7, 1886.

Cyprus The order for the Twelve Piastres Cyprus was sent to De La
Twelve Rue on September 23, 1885. The choice of colour was left to the
Piastres firm, and the duty plate was invoiced on December 29th, to

gether with 15,000 stamps and 106 specimens.

Lagos The Lagos Halfpenny was ordered urgently on October 13,
Halfpenny 1885. The firm submitted a design in green two days later and

promised delivery in three weeks. The overprint forme of 60
multiples and 3,600 stamps were invoiced on November 24th.
No specimens were mentioned.

Gambia

Twopence
halfpenny

Threepence

Colour
Change

When De La Rue sent the colour scheme to Gambia for
approval they allocated blue to a possible Twopence halfpenny.
A requisition for this stamp was received from the Crown
Agents on October 17, 1885, containing in red ink 'These
stamps cannot be blue as suggested, the 6d. and 3d. values being
already of that colour.' The firm replied as follows when sending
the design and quotation:

We have produced the enclosed design in blue, because that is the
International Postal Convention colour for Stamps of the rate of
2£d., and the red note upon the Requisition is incorrect, seeing that
according to the new Scale of Colours, which were approved some
time ago, the 3d. Stamps are to be of a grey and the 6d. Stamps of an
olive green; indeed some of the former duty have already been
printed in the grey, although no 6d. Stamps have as yet been printed
in the new colour, as none have been ordered since the Scheme was

approved. The bright blue in which the 3d. Stamp used formerly to
be printed is, therefore, free for the 2jd. Stamp and we assume that
you will decide to adopt that colour.
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The design, in blue, was approved on October 23rd, and the
plate with 7,500 stamps, was invoiced on December 31st. De
La Rue's letter established that the 7,500 Threepence, invoiced
on August 27, 1883, were printed in grey.

On October 23, 1885 the Crown Agents sent an order for Straits

postage and revenue stamps for Straits Settlements. Settlements

I have also to request that you will furnish us with an estimate and Thirty-two
a design for a new Postage Stamp of the duty of 3 Cents, which the Cents

Colonial Government have intimated should be printed in a dark red sin.charged

colour, at the same time stating how soon a supply of 100 sheets of
ree n s

such Stamps could be produced.

De La Rue sent their quotation for a £50 die and £85 plate in
October 27th. Clearly a greater use of the small Queen's Head Plate 26; g
was already in their mind, although they had not yet completed
the new dies they were engraving for Ceylon.

With regard to the design, we should explain that we have intro
duced into it the small Queen's Head, so as to render it as unlike any
of the existing Stamps as possible, and we have treated the design
generally with the view of obtaining great dissimilarity from the
present duties. We have drawn it in dark red, in accordance with
your instructions; but we cannot help feeling that it might be ex

pedient to print the Stamps in a different colour to a red, as two of
the duties are at present printed in that colour.

The proposal was rejected in favour of a temporary sur
charged stamp, but the seed had been sown. The choice of
stamp to serve as a basis for the new stamp was left to De La
Rue. The Crown Agents replied on November 3rd:

In reply to your letter of the 27th October, I have to inform you
that as the estimate of the Government of the Straits Settlements
does not provide for so great an expense as the cost of a new die and
plate for the 3 Cents Stamp, we do not feel justified in incurring it
without reference to the Colony, and we have therefore decided to
send out as a temporary measure 100 sheets of an existing Straits
Settlements Postage Stamp overprinted with the duty of 3 Cents,
and I request that you will furnish us with the necessary Estimate
and design, adopting such stamp for the purpose as you may consider
desirable, and stating how soon the Stamps can be ready for Ship
ment.

I have also to request that you will inform us whether we are right
in supposing that the design which you have furnished is suitable for
the production of various duties of Stamps under the overprint
system, and that you will furnish us with the necessary particulars
to assist the Colonial Government in arriving at a decision as to the
description of Stamp which it will be advisable for it to adopt.
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Plate 26; 10
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We agree with you as to the desirableness of the Straits Settle-
ments Government reconsidering the Colours in which its Postage
Stamps are printed, but as the temporary 3 Cents Stamp will be so
dissimilar in appearance to any existing duty the dark red colour

specified should be adhered to.

The firm sent the design on November 9th and explained
why they had selected the Thirty-two Cents. Their letter shows
that at that time the keyplate and duty system, let alone the
General Keyplate, was only considered applicable to colonies

requiring comparatively small numbers ofpostage stamps.

With reference to your letter of the 3rd inst., we append hereto a
specimen of the 32 Cent Straits Settlements Stamp printed in a dark
red and overprinted in black with the duty of 3 Cents. We have em
ployed the 32 Cent plate as being the most suitable for the purpose,
seeing that the other duties, except the 96 Cents, would not lend
themselves so readily to being overprinted in the required manner,
as in the other duties the overprint would more or less cover the
word 'Postage'.
In reply to the question which you raise as to the design enclosed
in our letter of the 27th ulto., we beg to say that that design was not
prepared with the view ofmaking a Key die and overprint plates, and
it would be necessary for us to prepare a somewhat modified design
to show how that process of manufacture could be carried out, pro
vided you wished us to do so.

The price for the Key die would be £50, for the Key plate £85;
and for each overprint plate of 120 multiples £20.
We should be glad to know whether you wish us to prepare a fresh

design, but we should remark that we think the system of overprint
ing the Stamps would only be applicable where comparatively small

quantities are ordered. We find that the Straits Settlements require
some of their duties in large quantities.

The modified design, showing how 'the proposed stamp could
be produced by the overprint system', was submitted on Nov
ember 16th.
The 'temporary overprint plate' was invoiced on December
10th. The word 'plate' was used in the description, which is
evidence that it was customary for the type setting to be electro-
typed; it was charged at the usual £3. 3. o. The quantity was
24,000, plus 106 specimens. On March 20, 1886, the Crown
Agents informed De La Rue that a special die and plate for the
Threepence would not be required.

When writing to the Crown Agents on October 27, 1885 the
Lieutenant Governor of St Vincent said that the colour of the
Fourpence 'was not considered good, it would be better if their
colour was different, say a light blue'. He was presumably refer
ring to a supply of9,720 Fourpence invoiced on March 10, 1885.
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In replying De La Rue reminded the Crown Agents of the St Vincent
colour scheme, in which blue was allocated to the Twopence Fourpence

halfpenny. They sent a specimen 'in a darker shade of reddish Colour
brown', and this was approved on December 1st. The order was Change
invoiced on January 11, 1886, when 15,000 Fourpence, and 106 (continued)
specimens were supplied.

Although they do not appear in the catalogue Two Shillings Tasmania
& Sixpence and Ten Shillings stamps, overprinted 'Postage & Two Shillings
Revenue', were printed and invoiced to the Crown Agents on * SixJJf.?,^e
Februarys 1886.

Making 2 temporary overprint Formes 'Tasmania

Postage & Revenue.' 'Two shillings & Sixpence,'
and 'Ten Shillings.' @ each 3/3/- 6. 6. o.

205 sheets. Duty 2/6 Temporary Postage & Revenue.
200 „ „ 10/- „ „ „

405 sheets of 120 = 48,600 Stamps. @ P34 M. 3/6 8. 10. 1 .

Ten Shillings
overprinted
Postage &
Revenue

5,000 sheets. Duty 1d. Postage.
5,000 „ „ 2d. „

10,000 Sheets. @ per 1,000 Sheets. 85/- 42. 10. 0.

Case lined with tin. 9. 0.

£57. 15. 1.

The Government Indent of October 23, 1885, transmitted to
De La Rue by the Crown Agents, read as follows:

To be shipped to Hobart, by steamer direct, as soon as possible
One new plate, containing one hundred and twenty (120) impres
sions, for printing Tasmanian Postage and Revenue Stamps of the
value often shillings (10/-). Colour to be in light slate.
One new Plate containing one hundred and twenty (120) impres
sions for printing Tasmanian Postage and Revenue Stamps of the
value of two shillings and sixpence (2/6). Colour to be in pink.
Design herewith for both values. It is desired that the design of Plate 27; 1
the present 2d. and 1d. Stamps be followed by engraver as closely as
possible, introducing the word 'Tasmania' and the words 'Postage
and Revenue' as per sketch.

Two hundred Sheets of one hundred and twenty (120) impressions
to the sheet of Tasmanian Postage and Revenue Stamps of the value
of ten shillings (10/-). Two hundred sheets of one hundred and
twenty (120) impressions to the sheet of Tasmanian Postage and
Revenue Stamps of the value of two shillings and sixpence (2/6).
To be gummed and perforated, ready for use. The paper to be
watermarked (TAS) as heretofore. The Stamps to be packed and
sealed up in one package, with the contents certified on the outside.
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The Plates to be shipped with the Stamps.
Packing list to accompany invoice.

The firm took up the cudgels on behalf of their doubly fugitive
inks, and replied on December 8th:

With regard to the two new duties of Stamps which are required,
viz., 2/6d. and 10/-, we beg to point out to you that if the instructions
conveyed in the Requisition are followed implicitly, there would be
very little difference in design between the two new duties of Stamps
and the existing Postage Stamps, and that the Stamps would not be
of such a character as to be efficiendy cancelled by writing ink.
Further, that the pink colour proposed for the 2/6d. rate would
conflict with the colour of the 1d. Postage Stamp.
Experience has shown that it is very important to render duties of
Stamps as unlike one another as possible, not only in colour but also
in design, and we ourselves do not like the present series of Tas-
manian Postage Stamps in so far that they all resemble one another
in design. We should be sorry for what we consider a wrong prin
ciple to be carried further, and we suggest that the new duties of
Stamps should be made as unlike to one another and to any of the
existing Stamps as possible. To that end, following the precedent
which has been set in England, and also in many other countries, we
should recommend the employment of a larger size of Stamp for the
10/- rate: — further, that both the new duties should be printed in
Doubly Fugitive inks, as they are the only safe inks to use for Revenue

Stamps.
If you will kindly take into consideration these remarks and advise
us how you would wish us to act in the matter, we will at once pro
ceed with the necessary designs.

The Crown Agents replied on December 1 1th.

With reference to your letter of the 8th inst., I have to request that
you will inform us whether you are acquainted with the colours and
duties of the different Postage Stamps now in use in Tasmania, and
if so, whether the specimen forwarded herewith correctly represent
the existing Stamps of values indicated thereon.
You will observe that stamps of the respective duties of 2d. and
8d. are not included; a specimen of the former duty is however, in
our possession.

This letter is followed in the Correspondence Book immedi
ately by a Note, representing the first piece of evidence of
philatel1c research having been carried out at Bunhill Row.
The words printed in italic are written in red.

12th Dec., 1885.
TAS. Post Stamps — a Scheme sent in C.A. letter

7th Dec., 1885, from Colony dated 7th Jan., 1877.
1d. Red. agree with Lincoln.
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3d. Dk. brown. Lincoln, Dk. brown, brown, chocolate. Tasmania

4d. Yellow. agrees with Lincoln. Two Shillings

6d. Cop. plate purple. $SnS^
9d. Blue. agrees with Lincoln.

1 en Sh1ll1ngs

10d. Black agrees with Lincoln. Postaee&
1/~ Cop. plate — light red brown. Revenue
5/- Maroon. — Lincoln says Mauve. (continued)

8d/| Lincoln says Purple.

pot given.
2d.J Green, Lincoln.

The fruits of this temporary relaxation were conveyed to the
Crown Agents on December 14th.

We herewith return the specimens of Tasmanian Postage Stamps
covered by your letter of the 11th inst. and in reply to the questions
therein raised, we beg to say that we have no definite means of
ascertaining whether your specimens are printed in their right colours,

seeing that although we supply the inks to the Government of Tas
mania, we are not certain for what particular duty each colour is used.
We have, however, compared the specimens with descriptions in a

Stamp dealer's Catalogue, and we are inclined to think that they are
correct.

The 1d. Stamp we print ourselves, and it is always pink.
The 2d. Stamp — a specimen of which you do not give — we also
print ourselves and it is green.
The 8d. Stamp is printed in the Colony from plates supplied by us,
and we believe a purple is employed.

On December 16th De La Rue were instructed to go ahead
with the designs.

In reply to your letters of the 8th and 14th instant, I have to in
form you that although we agree in your opinion that it is desirable
that duties of Stamps should be as dissimilar as possible we do not
feel justified in applying the principle in the case of the new duties
of 2/6d. and 10/- ordered by the Tasmanian Government inasmuch
as the Indent expressly states that the design of the existing 1d. and
2d. duties is to be followed as closely as possible.
I have therefore to request that you will prepare designs for the
new duties in conformity with the terms of the Indent, but in the case
of the 10/- duty the Stamp be of the larger size usually adopted for
that value.

We conclude that the engraving of the necessary Plates will take
such a time as to afford the opportunity of referring to the Colonial
Government with respect to the colour in which the Stamps should
be printed and we should be glad if you would furnish us for trans
mission to the Colony with a description of the properties of singly
and doubly fugitive inks respectively.

So large did Doubly Fugitive Ink loom in the firm's mind at
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Tasmania
Two Shillings
& Sixpence
Ten Shillings
overprinted
Postage &
Revenue

(continued)

this time, for they were in the throes of their experiments for
the new Great Britain stamps, that they had a pamphlet 'fully
describing the properties of these inks'. They sent the Crown
Agents a copy for the Colonial authorities on December 22nd,
as well as designs for the stamps. They also made the following
point:

If the Stamps have to be doubly fugitive, they must be printed
here, seeing that we could not undertake to supply the inks in ques
tion, nor indeed could they be worked in the Colony, being of a very
special character. We cannot, however, give a quotation either for the
Stamps or Plates, until it has been determined how the plate for the

10/- duty should be arranged. You will remember that the Tas-
manian Stamps are printed upon a special paper, with the watermark
TAS in it; and that paper, being arranged for Stamps of the Postage
size, would not fit accurately a larger size of Stamp. We find, how
ever, that a forme of 63 multiples of Stamps of the size of the 10/-
design would fall upon a sheet of the Tasmanian Postage paper in
such a manner that at least a portion of the watermark would appear
in each Stamp and the whole of the watermarks would be covered by
the Stamps. We are, however, inclined to think that as this arrange
ment might not be considered altogether satisfactory, you may de
cide that the 10/- Stamp should either be of the smaller size, as
requisitioned for, or that it should be printed, in the event of its being
printed here, upon the large C.C. paper, which is specially applicable
to the size of Stamp we have designed.

The Crown Agents now decided 'to furnish the Colonial
Government with a supply of provisional stamps with the
words "Postage and Revenue" overprinted upon them', and to
send out the correspondence and designs to Tasmania with a
request for a decision by cable. They informed De La Rue of
this on December 24th, and asked them to go ahead with 100
sheets of each, the Two Shillings and Sixpence in doubly
fugitive purple, and the Ten Shillings in doubly fugitive green.
The firm replied on December 28th that they proposed to use
the One Penny plate, 'as we believe you always prefer the lowest
duty to be used in the creation of such temporary stamps.' They
also agreed to prepare new designs and estimates for the per
manent stamps.
The Crown Agents were not too happy about this proposal,
because the Twopence Tasmania was printed in green already.
They asked De La Rue to consider using the stamps of some
other colony. De La Rue replied on December 31st.

With reference to your letter of the 29th inst., seeing that the 2d.
Tasmanian Postage Stamp is printed in a green, and one of the other
duties in a purple, there certainly would appear to be some danger in
employing the Tasmanian plates in the preparation of the proposed
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temporary 2/6d. and 10/- Postage and Revenue Stamps, for it would Tasmania
be possible for someone in the Colony to overprint low-duty Stamps Two Shillings
so as to represent the higher-duty Stamps. & Sixpence

The suggestion made in our letter of the 28th inst. was advanced Ten Shillings

in the belief that you were adverse to Stamps of a high duty being overpr1nted

overprinted. postage
&

Seeing that there are no Colonial Stamps of the Postage size of the (continued)
duty of 2/6d., we now propose with your concurrence to overprint
Stamps printed in the Doubly Fugitive Purple from the Jamaica
Postage 2/- or 5/- plates (we should prefer the latter ourselves) with
the words 'Tasmania' 'Postage and Revenue' '2/6', and Stamps
printed in Doubly Fugitive Green from the Jamaica 10/- Revenue
plate with the words 'Tasmania' 'Postage and Revenue'.
The overprints in each case to be in black, and the Stamps to be
printed upon the C.A. and C.C. papers, seeing that the formes
would not fit the Tasmanian paper.
We await your reply before proceeding with the work.

The firm now considered the question of designs, and sent a Plate 27; 2 to 13
letter to the Crown Agents of inordinate length on January 6,
1886, accompanied by no less than thirteen designs lettered
A - N, with the relative estimates. There is no new point of
interest in this letter.
On the following day they sent specimens for the overprint;
from the Crown Agents' letter of January 13th it is clear that
these were printed 'from our General Key Plate'. This is sup
ported by a letter of the Crown Agents two days later about
Gambia.*
The indent was increased from 100 to 200 sheets so as to give
the Government of Tasmania more time to consider the corre
spondence, which now included De La Rue's letter of January
7th.
As already shown, the temporary overprint formes and stamps Plate 27; 14, 15
were invoiced on February 9th. On March 6, 1886 the Treasurer
at Hobart wrote to the Crown Agents. He said that they had
been using stamps to the value of Two Shillings & Sixpence and
Ten Shillings which had been engraved in the Colony;f these
were not considered satisfactory, and they had been hoping to
get new stamps from De La Rue at £24 a plate. They stated the
firm were now quoting £92, and that the Indent should there
fore be cancelled. They also said that as there were already Two
Shillings and Sixpence and Ten Shillings at present issued
'there is no necessity for forwarding temporary stamps, such as
you proposed to send out, as they would be quite useless.' If
stamps could be supplied they preferred designs D and E.
The receipt of this letter led to two lengthy discussions with
* See p. 442.
t The fiscal stamps engraved by Alfred Bock in Hobart, and first used in
1863. They were authorised for postage in 1882.
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Tasmania
Two Shillings
& Sixpence
Ten Shillings
overprinted
Postage &
Revenue

(continued)

Gibraltar
Bermuda
overprinted
Gibraltar

the Crown Agents, in which the firm defended their position,
and demonstrated the impossibility of carrying out the Colony's
wishes.
The designs which De La Rue had sent on January 6, 1886
were returned by the Agent General of the Colony on March 1,
1887 with a note that no alterations of the designs were con
templated at present.

One of the longest correspondences in the Correspondence
Books centres on the production of the stamps of Gibraltar. It
begins on December 11, 1885 when the Crown Agents referred
De La Rue to a telegram sent on the evening of the previous
day by the Governor of the Colony, which read as follows:

Can I begin to use from 1st January Postage Stamps like Antigua
with word Gibraltar above, pending settlement of dies. If so, please
issue necessary instructions to Crown Agents for 200 £d. Postage
Stamps, 2d. ditto, 4d. ditto, 6d. ditto, 1/- ditto, 2000 \d. Post Cards,
200 1d. Post Cards, Registered Envelopes 500 small and 200 large,
1000 id. Newspaper Wrappers; should be ordered immediately.

The Crown Agents suggested it might 'be possible by making
use of some of the Plates in the custody of our Inspector'. De
La Rue answered on December 14th, agreeing that it could be
done, and proposing 'to employ for the Postage Stamps the
Bermuda plates'. They also asked the Crown Agents to find out
what the annual consumption was likely to be, 'in order that the
best mode ofmanufacturing the permanent stamps, etc, could
be arrived at.'
A second telegram now arrived adding '2000 1d. 2000 2$d'
to those already ordered. Up to this time De La Rue were
thinking in terms of sheets, not stamps, and wrote to the Crown
Agents on December 14th:

We herewith beg to return the copy of the corrected telegram from
the Governor of Gibraltar covered by your letter of yesterday, and
we have pleasure in stating that at least a good supply of the 1d. and

2£d. Postage Stamps can be forwarded with the Stamps now in

progress.
The £d. and 1d. English Postage Stamps are issued from the
Stamp Office in sheets of 240, but not so any of the other duties now
on order for Gibraltar, seeing that the sheets of 240 are cut up into
what are termed 'Issue Sheets',

the 2d. and 2£d. into sheets of 120.
the 4d. „ „ „ 60.
» 6d. „ „ „ 40.
» i/- » » » 20.

The English Stamps must have been supplied to Gibraltar in the
size of sheets we have named, and as we could not well undertake
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to cut up the 240-set sheets into issue sheets (this operation is Gibraltar
always performed at the Stamp Office) we propose to supply the Bermuda

undermentioned quantities of 240-set sheets of each duty, and we overprinted
should be glad of an early intimation that you approve of our doing G1braltar

(continued)

Temporary Gibraltar Postage Stamps

so

Ordered by Telegram
i-» _ n. ... Number on
Duty Quant1ty <Issue, Sheet

Proposed Supply
rv. ^^ Number on
Quant1ty

Sheet

id. 200 sheets 240 200 sheets 240
Id. 2,000 33 240 2,000 33 240
2d. 200 33 120 100 33 240
2id. 2,000 33 120 1,000 33 240

4d. 200 39 60 50 33 240
6d. 200 33 40 34 33 240

1/od. 200 33 20 18 33 240

In the meantime the Crown Agents had received a further
telegram about annual requirements so worded that it became
clear that the Governor had referred in his original telegram to
stamps, not sheets. This was confirmed by a further telegram
from Gibraltar on December 22nd.
De La Rue, in view of their original promise, had been going
ahead with the order in accordance with their interpretation of
the original telegram, and reported to the Crown Agents as
follows on December 23rd:

We append a Table, from which you will see that the quantity of
Stamps already shipped, or nearly completed, far exceeds the quan
tity ordered, whilst a certain supply of each kind of Post Cards and
Newspaper Wrappers ordered have already been delivered, so that
we trust that the requirements of the Government of Gibraltar will
be fully satisfied.

Duty
Total ordered in Total supply, either
two Telegrams shipped or nearly ready

id. 10,200 !Stamps 48,000 Stamps
1d. 22,000 33 120,000 33

2d. 4,200 33 24,000 33

2id. 32,000 33 120,000 33

4d. 5,200 33 11,040 33

6d. 3,200 33 8,160 33

1/od. 1,200 33 4,320 33

The second telegram, referred to in the above table, had been
forwarded by the Crown Agents on December 22nd, and had
increased considerably the numbers of stamps ordered on
December 10th. The surplus therefore was not nearly so large
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Gibraltar
First
Permanent
Issue

as it might have been. In some cases it proved to be insufficient
to meet the demand.*
The firm were asked on December 23rd to send the usual 106
specimens of each stamp as soon as possible.
It was not until May 20, 1886 that these stamps were invoiced,
when it transpired that Case No. 1, containing all the stamps in
the third column of the table, was shipped on December 22,
1885, followed by the following shipments:

February 9, 1886: Halfpenny, 22,800; One Penny, 114,000; Two
pence halfpenny, 127,200
March 18, 1886: One Penny, 48,480
April 22, 1886: Halfpenny, 48,720

The 'temporary overprint forme' was charged at £3. 3. o,
showing that it was a type setting. A further supply was in
voiced on July 9, 1886: Halfpenny, 48480; One Penny, 24,000;
Twopence halfpenny, 24,480.

In the meantime the Crown Agents had written to De La Rue
on December 24, 1885, asking them to prepare designs and
estimates 'bearing in mind that the Gibraltar stamps should be
produced in the most economical manner possible'. The letter
from the Governor which they enclosed stated:

I have decided, should there be no objection, that the Stamp
should be a 'Queen's Head' with the word 'Gibraltar' above, and
should be similar in size to the Malta Stamp, the various denomina
tions being shown in different colours and the value given in English
currency. I should be glad by this order being executed as speedily
as possible.

I propose to leave it to the Crown Agents to decide the various
colours of the Stamps, though I desire that both the Stamps and the
colours should be of a neat description, without incurring any un
necessary expenditure.

The following are the numbers of each denomination required by
as early a date as possible.

Denomination Quantity

id. 240,000

1d. 600,000

2d. 24,000

2^d. 768,000

4d. 18,000

6d. 8,000

1- 4,000

* A letter to the Crown Agents on January 6, 1886 reported that the firm
held approximately 60,000 One Penny and 60,000 Twopence temporary
Gibraltar stamps after the first consignment had been shipped. These were
included in the shipment of February 9th.
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As the requisition did not state whether the above quantities Gibraltar
represented an estimated annual consumption the Crown First

Agents asked De La Rue to go ahead with the designs and Permanent

estimates while they consulted the Colony: this the firm was Jssue.
reluctant to do. (cont1nued)

With reference to your letter of the 24th inst., we will with your
permission wait until you can furnish us with the estimated annual
consumption in Gibraltar of Stamps, Post Cards, Newspaper
Wrappers, and Registration Envelopes, before we proceed with our
designs and estimates, because the most economical system ofmanu
facture depends upon the quantities that have to be produced.
We think it would take fully four to five months to complete all the
dies and plates which it would appear will have to be made for the
permanent Stamps and to furnish a supply of Stamps and other
articles.

On December 31st the Crown Agents confirmed that the Plate 28; 1 to 4
quantities in the Requisition were in fact an estimate of annual
requirements. The designs were sent on January 7, 1886.

In making the designs and arranging the proposed mode ofmanu
facture, we have followed the course adopted in the case ofMalta, and
it will be found that for three duties (id., 1d., & 2jd.) of the Stamps,
we have prepared a special design, seeing that those duties are re

quired in large quantities. The remaining four duties, which are
required in small quantities, we propose to produce by the overprint
system. The Maltese stamps do not bear the word 'Postage', and as in
the requisition it was stated that the stamps should contain the

Queen's head with the word 'Gibraltar', we have not inserted the
word 'Postage' in the designs, but this could easily be done should
you so desire.
In the Appendix hereto will be found the scale of colours in which
we should propose to print the stamps.

They quoted the usual standard rates: £50 for the die and

£85 for a plate of 240 multiples for the three lower duties; £50
for the die and £42. 10. o. for a keyplate of 120 multiples, and
£12 for each duty plate of 60 multiples, for the remaining
duties.
The designs and estimate were approved by the Crown
Agents on January 18th, but De La Rue were instructed not to
proceed with the Halfpenny die until some misunderstanding
about quantities had been cleared up with the Colonial authori
ties. The question of colour was then discussed.

The colours proposed for the 2d., 4d., and 1/- Postage Stamps are
not in accord with the colours in which the temporary stamps have
been printed, and as we think it would be desirable to adhere to the
colours to which the Colonial Government will have become accus-
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tomed, this question appears to require further consideration, and
we shall be glad to be furnished with your report whether any ob

jection exists to adhering to the present colours.

The firm accordingly submitted on January 20th a revised
colour scheme 'which accords with the temporary stamps',
which was approved on January 29th. In the same letter the
Crown Agents returned the design for the Halfpenny, which
was also approved. They informed De La Rue that the estimated
annual consumption of this duty was 240,000.
On February 1st the Crown Agents forwarded the following
letter from the Colony, dated January 26th, to De La Rue, and
asked 'at what stage ofmanufacture the Dies for the Stamps are
at the present time'.

I have the honour to request that before the Die of the permanent
Stamps for Gibraltar is finally decided upon, the same may be sub
mitted for the approval or otherwise of His Excellency the Governor.

This is the first recorded instance of a Colony asking to see a
proof from the die before the stamps were printed. De La Rue
replied that 'the stamps have only gone through the first stage
of preparation, and that, therefore, any alterations that might be
desired could be carried into effect'. This would imply that they
had not got beyond the stage of taking a punch from the Colonial
Head. They returned the approved designs and a duplicate of
the colour scheme. These were sent back to the firm by the
Crown Agents on February 17th with the information that they
had been approved.
A further requisition defining the quantities of stamps to be
printed from the new plates was received from the Crown
Agents on February 19th, with a request for a 'safe' promise of
delivery.

Should it hereafter be found impossible from any cause to strictly
comply with the promise now to be made, it will be necessary that
you should give us early information thereof in order that we may
give due warning to the Colonial Government.

The continuous correspondence which was proceeding
simultaneously about quantities of temporary stamps required
for maintaining the postal services in Gibraltar was clearly be
coming irksome both to the Crown Agents and De La Rue.
The firm therefore put forward a proposal to regulate the
position in their reply of February 22nd.

With regard to the question of time we do not think it safe to
name less than about five months for a supply of all the articles.
We will, should you so desire, write and tell you eight weeks, or any
other period you may fix upon, before the expiration of five months
from now, exactly how the work is progressing, so that in the event
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of there being a necessity to prepare any more of the temporary Gibraltar
Stamps or other articles ample time would be allowed. It seems to us, First
however, that much the better course, and that which we always Permanent

recommend, is that the stock of temporary stamps in store should be Issue

maintained at about a quarter's consumption, so as to provide v.contmuedJ

against any possible contingencies, such as a fire at our establishment,
a ship foundering, &c., &c. The difficulty and risk of an attempt to
exactly fit in the exhaustion of the stock of temporary Stamps with
the arrival of the permanent Stamps is great.

This proposal was accepted by the Crown Agents to the ex
tent that 'on the last week ofMay next' the firm would report on
the position and state whether the stamps would be 'ready for
shipment in time to reach Gibraltar by the 1st August next'.
The Crown Agents agreed to 'urge upon the Colonial Govern
ment the importance of never allowing its stock of Stamps, etc,
to run unduly low'. On the same day they sent a requisition for
200 sheets of 240 multiples of the Temporary One Penny, and
on April 1st they sent a requisition for 200 sheets of the Tempo
rary Halfpenny.
On May 24th, in accordance with the arrangement, De La
Rue informed the Crown Agents that it would be impossible for
the stamps to be completed by the time stipulated and asked for
an extension of four weeks. In consequence they received a
further requisition on June 16th for 200 sheets of the Tempo
rary Halfpenny, 100 of One Penny, and 100 of Twopence half
penny.
In acknowledging these instructions De La Rue confirmed
that they would keep to the extended date, and did so. The dies,
stamps and plates were invoiced on August 7th. The final
figures of the first consignment were: Halfpenny, 115,200; One
Penny, 366,000, Twopence, 12,960; Twopence halfpenny,
343,680; Fourpence, 9,600; Sixpence, 8400; One Shilling,
5,040.
The overprinted specimens amounted to 400 of each, and
were charged extra at 3/60" for each value.

The first supply of the Bermuda Threepence to be printed on Bermuda
C.A. paper was invoiced on December 3, 1885, when its colour Threepence
was changed to grey. The quantity amounted to 48,480. Colour Change

On January 2, 1886 the firm was informed that as from April Procedure
1st the quantity of specimens should be increased from 106 to Specimens

306. Their letter to the Crown Agents of January 4th proves
that in the past all specimens had been overprinted, although in
fact they were not always invoiced with the stamps.

With reference to your letter of the 2nd inst. we have noted your
requirements as to the specimens of stamps to be furnished up to the
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Procedure 31st March, and the additional quantity which have to be furnished
Specimens after the 1st April next, and these instructions shall have our best
(continued) attention.

If you require us to supply you with the specimens on the occasion
of each order being completed, we fear that we shall have to make
some small charge for overprinting them. Until recendy we have
allowed the specimens to accumulate and overprinted the lot to

gether, thus rninimizing the expense.

On January 12th the Crown Agents wrote again to say that
the number of specimens was to be increased to 351, and De La
Rue took the opportunity of confirming the overprinting charge.

In reply to your letter of the 9th inst. we could undertake to over
print with the word 'Specimen' Stamps, Post Cards, Newspaper
Wrappers, Postage Envelopes, and Registration Envelopes, in
batches of not more than 400 specimens, at a charge of 3/6d. for each
duty or description of article; e.g. if you required from 100 to 400
Stamps of the duty of 1d. overprinted with the word 'Specimen' our
charge would be 3/6d. for the lot. Similarly, our charge would be

3/6d. for overprinting in the same manner Stamps say of the duty of
2d., and so on.

On February 15th the Crown Agents accepted this estimate,
and at the same time informed De La Rue that the quantity of
Specimens in future was to be 400, 'of each new duty or colour'.

Gambia On January 18, 1886 De La Rue sent an estimate to the
Enquiry Crown Agents for supplying stamps for Gambia reproduced

from the General Keyplate, with temporary overprint plates,
that is

,

electroplates from a type setting. This suggestion fol
lowed from the Tasmanian experiments which were then in
progress, when the firm submitted specimens prepared on these
lines.*

Labuan
Ten Cents
Sixteen Cents
Colour
Changes

Natal
Urgency
of orders

The first order leading to the colour changes of the Labuan
Ten Cents and Sixteen Cents was sent to De La Rue on Feb
ruary 3, 1886. The Stamps were invoiced on May 4th, and the
following quantities were printed: Ten Cents, 10,220; Sixteen
Cents, 2,000. The usual 400 Specimens were also supplied.

It will be remembered that Natal had always proved a 'diffi
cult' customer, and their requisitions had invariably to be
rushed through. On February 9, 1886, for example, the Crown
Agents advised receipt of a telegram for 5,000 half sheets of the
Halfpenny. De La Rue promised half the order 'in ten days to a

fortnight', and the whole in three weeks. The Crown Agents
asked them to improve on this, and have 'some less portion than

* See p. 435.
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half the quantity .
in their heels.

by next week's mail'. But De La Rue dug

In reply to your letter of yesterday, we regret to say that it will be
quite impossible for us to get any of the £d. Natal Postage Stamps
ready for shipment by next mail. We went very carefully into the
matter before writing our letter of yesterday, and stated therein the
utmost we could do to forward the order.

Following the alarms and excursions of the winter, with its
accumulation of letters, requisitions and counter requisitions
from Ceylon, Tasmania and Gibraltar, a simplified method of
procedure for correspondence was adopted. The first double-
column entry of this kind in the Correspondence Books con
cerns the new One Shilling duty for Antigua, and is reproduced
here complete as a specimen.

Natal
Urgency
of orders
(continued)

Antigua
One Shilling
Twopence
halfpenny
Fourpence
Colour
Changes

Antigua
21

9th March, 1886
The annexed Requisition for
Postage Stamps and Post Cards
is forwarded to you for execution.
The Postage Stamps are to be
printed in the colours of the pro
posed scheme submitted with

your letter of the 26th Sept.,
1883.

As regards the Postage Stamp
of the new duty of 1/- you are
requested to furnish an estimate
of the cost of the necessary over
print plate and a specimen of the
colour you propose to adopt for
it.

Messrs. De La Rue & Co.,
BunhillRow,E.C.

March 10th, 1886

Requisition returned herewith
for Postage Stamps and Post
Cards: —

\d. 500 sheets.
1d. 350 „
2§d. 200 „
4d. 500 „
6d. 100 „
1/- 100 „
1£d. Post Cards 1000

Overprint plate for 1/- duty
(60 set) £12.
Purple colour proposed for 1/-
duty.

Time abt. 6 weeks.

11th March, 1886
The proposed colour for the
duty is approved, but in adopting

it
,

you must bear in mind that it

will be necessary to alter the
colour you have assigned to the
6d. duty in the event of its being
hereafter surface printed.
Your estimate for the over
print plate is accepted.

12th March, 1886

Noted.

The overprint plate for the One Shilling and the stamps were
invoiced on May 4th. The usual quantity of 400 specimens were
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Antigua
One Shilling
Twopence
halfpenny
Fourpence
Colour
Changes

(continued)

Mauritius
Fifty Cents
Colour
Change

Labuan
Plates of
thirty
multiples

Dominica

Fourpence
Colour
Change

Gambia

Sixpence
Colour
Change

charged for the One Shilling, but although the colours of the
Twopence halfpenny and Fourpence should have been changed
no specimens were mentioned in the invoice. The quantities
were: Twopence halfpenny, 12,000; Fourpence, 30,000; One
Shilling, 6,000.
Specimens were sent for these two duties with the next
printing invoiced on May 23, 1887, when the quantities were
Twopence halfpenny, 12,240 and Fourpence, 30,300. It is
possible therefore that the colours were not changed until 1887.

The first requisition for the Mauritius Fifty Cents in the new
colour, orange, was sent to De La Rue on March 11, 1886. The
stamps were invoiced on May 10th, when 6,250 were charged,
together with 400 specimens.

On February 3, 1886 the firm received a requisition for
further supplies of Labuan stamps, which they invoiced on
May 4th. These stamps were printed from copper plates, en
graved by the pantograph method, of 10 multiples. On April
21st the firm sent the following letter to the Crown Agents:

Some of the Labuan Postage Stamps, viz., the duties of 2 Cents,
8 Cents and 10 Cents, are now ordered in such considerable quan
tities that the small plates which exist for producing them are inade
quate for the purpose. We propose, therefore, with your concurrence,
to make larger plates for the three duties in question. The present
plates are 10 set, and we propose to make plates of 30 set. We would
undertake this work free of charge, and we do not think that any
objection could be made in the Colony to receiving the three duties of
stamps we have named in the larger sheets. We shall feel obliged if you
will be good enough to acquiesce in the arrangement we have proposed .

The Crown Agents referred the proposal to the Colony, and
it was approved on July 28th.

On March 22, 1886 De La Rue invoiced a supply of the Dom
inica Fourpence. This was the first time that duty was printed on
C.A. paper and the colour was changed to grey. The quantity
charged was 30,420, and there is no mention of specimens.

The requisition for the first supply of Gambia Sixpence
since the approval of the new colour scheme was sent to De La
Rue on April 27, 1856. It stipulated that the stamps should be
printed in Olive Green. On June 3rd the firm invoiced 7,650
stamps and 400 Specimens.

Dominica The order for the first Dominica Halfpenny to be printed in
Halfpenny green was sent on June 1, 1886. The invoice was dated June
Colour Change 30th, when 30,000 stamps and 400 specimens were charged.
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The overprint plates for the Sixpence, One Shilling and Five Barbados
Shilling in the Barbados Queen's head issue were invoiced on Sixpence
April 14, 1882, but the first requisition for stamps from them One Shilling
was not received until June 28, 1886. The colours had already Five Shillings

been fixed, and the stamps, with 400 specimens of each, were
invoiced on August 23rd. The following quantities were
charged: Sixpence, 2,400; One Shilling, 4,560; Five Shillings,
2,400.

The St Christopher One Shilling was ordered on July 26, St Christopher
1886. The firm proposed to use the overprint plate of the 'St One Shilling
Kitts-Nevis 1/- Revenue Stamp', thus avoiding a charge for a
new plate at £12. The colour was fixed as purple, like the
Antigua One Shilling. On August 23rd, 4,000 stamps and 400
Specimens were invoiced.

On August 3, 1886 De La Rue wrote the following letter Heligoland
in reply to an enquiry from the Crown Agents dated July 22nd: Enquiry

Some time ago we procured a collection of the Heligoland Postage
Stamps and Post Cards from the insular Postmaster, and upon
reference to those specimens we find that there are seven duties of
Postage Stamps and a Single and a Reply International Card of the
value of 1 Jd. or 10 pfennigs.
These Stamps and Post Cards appear to us to be of foreign pro
duction, and they are of workmanship quite different to what we are
accustomed to. It would, however, perhaps be possible for us to pro
duce such Stamps and Post Cards were the existing printing plates
forwarded to us for the purpose, but we cannot say at what rate we
could produce them. The presumption is that we could execute
orders at the same prices as those at present charged. We propose,
however, that your general Key plate should be utilized for the pro
duction of the Postage Stamps, and that overprint plates should be
made for each of the seven values. Upon the Appendix hereto we
give a sketch of the manner in which the overprinting of the word
'Heligoland' and the duty, in English and in German, could be

arranged in the two tablets of the Stamps, and on that appendix we
give eight specimens of the Cyprus 30 Para Stamp printed and over
printed in such a way as to show how different effects could be ob

tained by the employment of greens and reds. We have been in
formed by you verbally that it is desirable that the Heligoland
Stamps should always be printed in those two colours. Only seven
out of the eight combinations would actually be required.
In order to produce Stamps of the same highly sensitive and deli
cate nature as the Cyprus Stamps, for Heligoland, it would be but

necessary to create seven overprint plates at a cost of £12. each,
and for the Post Cards to make two printing plates at a cost of £3.
each.
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Heligoland
Enquiry
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The Stamps themselves would cost: —

When a ream or more than a ream were supplied at a
time 2/4 per thousand.

When less than a ream do. 3/4 „
The Stamps would be supplied in sheets of 60 set.

We should remind you that Stamps produced by our system are
most highly protective, and that our Stamps are exclusively em

ployed not only by the English, Indian and many foreign Govern
ments, but also by almost all the Colonies. Without going to great
lengths, it would be difficult to describe the advantages which would
attend their employment in Heligoland, but we shall be happy to
reply to any enquiries which may be put to us on this head, and we
enclose a pamphlet which describes the properties of our sensitive
stamp inks.

This was acknowledged on August 18th with the note that no
further action was to be taken. Unfortunately no tracing of the
sketch has survived.



CHAPTER XVIII

1886 to 1889

The higher values for the West African Colonies were not re
quired primarily for postage, but for use by the Registrar in
Court in payment of fees. This was made clear by the Acting
Colonial Secretary of Lagos when sending to the Crown Agents
the requisition for postage stamps of the value of Two Shillings
and Sixpence, Five Shill1ngs and Ten Shillings. This letter was
forwarded to De La Rue on August 18, 1886. The firm quoted
the usual charge of £12 for each overprint plate, and then
suggested that if the Lagos stamps were to be used for revenue
purposes the keyplate should be printed in doubly fugitive ink.
They submitted a new colour scheme on these l1nes. The
Crown Agents decided however, that the six lower duties should
continue to be printed in the same colours.
The new duty plates and stamps were invoiced on October
12th, and the following numbers were charged: Two Shillings
and Sixpence, 900; Five Shillings, 600; Ten Shillings, 420.
The specimens were not invoiced until a further supply was
included in the Quarterly consignment invoiced on March 31,
1887.
In the meantime the Crown Agents had passed De La Rue's
suggestion to the Colony, who replied on October 13th:

Lagos
Two Shillings
and Sixpence
Five Sh1llings
Ten Shillings

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt on the 9th instant of Lagos
your letter of the 6th September last No. 141/63 covering a letter Colour
from Messrs. De La Rue & Co., upon the subject of printing Changes
Stamps for Lagos in their doubly fugitive inks, and I am obliged to
you for submitting the question for consideration.
2. It is required that all Stamps should be available for use either
for Postal or Judicial services, and if the doubly fugitive ink stamps
can be so used without distinction, I think it desirable to adopt the
more protective method and shall be glad if you will arrange accord
ingly.

3. I am assuming that the use of Purple and Green inks will not
conflict with the arrangements made as to colours with the Inter
national Postal Union.

4. Messrs. De La Rue's letter and Appendix are returned here
with as desired.

447
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overprinted

The firm replied on November 19th with the obvious retort
— the example in this matter of Postal Convention colours set
by Great Britain herself. The real culprit, however, was the
doubly fugitive ink, which De La Rue had by now established
firmly in the Inland Revenue and Crown Agents Office as the
only possible ink in which any revenue stamp could be printed
with propriety. Under the new system of correspondence the
firm expressed their view concisely:

Letter returned herewith.
If the Stamps were printed in the doubly fugitive inks the regula
tions of the Postal Convention would undoubtedly be overridden;
but they have been entirely overridden in the case of England, and
the new series of Stamps, which are about to be issued by the Gen'l
Post Office, do not conform with them in any way.

A Jamaica requisition, including the first supply of Three
pence since the adoption of the new colour scheme, was received
on September 1886. The new stamps (40,080) and 400 Speci
mens were invoiced on October 4th.

On November 26, 1886 the Crown Agents sent De La Rue a
somewhat complicated correspondence from the Governor of
the Cape of Good Hope. Two paragraphs were of importance,
and of interest to the philatel1st as indicating the extent to
which, even at this early date, sales to stamp collectors were
considered a legitimate item in a Colonial budget.

3. The cost of a die is estimated at about One hundred and fifty
pounds, but as new types of stamps are generally largely purchased
by Stamp-Collectors, it is believed that about Thirty pounds of this
amount may be recovered by the sale of stamps which will not be
used in payment of Postage or revenue.

4. The estimates for the current year do not, however, authorize
this expenditure, and for the purposes of the current financial year,
I have arranged for the purchase of a supply of Cape Colonial
Stamps, to be overprinted with the words 'British Bechuanaland'.
But I would suggest that the Crown Agents might be invited to
ascertain the cost of cutting a special British Bechuanaland Die, and
of printing the required supplies of Revenue and Postage Stamps,
with a view to including the charge in next year's Estimates, if it
should prove to be reasonable.

The Crown Agents asked for designs and estimates for a key-
plate with overprint plates, and for a special die and printing
plates, but De La Rue wished to make sure first of all that the
stamps were to be printed in doubly fugitive inks. In their reply
ofNovember 29th they also asked the Crown Agents to confirm
the Colony's schedule of the probable requirements for three
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years; it allowed for no less than fifteen Postage & Revenue duties, British
ranging from One Penny to Twenty Pounds and, unintention- Bechuanaland
ally no doubt, gave the stamp-collector every opportunity to Un-
indulge in his hobby. appropriated

On December 2nd the Crown Agents confirmed the use of ""■

doubly fugitive inks, and asked the firm to get on with a design; overPrmt"j
'we have to request that you will follow that of the new Ceylon * '

stamps as nearly as possible.' Clearly the new small Queen's
Head with tablet of figures of value was to be the stamp of the
future. This design was submitted on December 7th, with a Plate 28; 5
colour scheme for fifteen values based on the Ceylon Fifteen
Cents. This was followed, at the Crown Agents' request, by a
design for the standard keyplate on December 10th. Plate 28; 6
On December 31st the Crown Agents stated that the costs
were beyond the Colony's means and asked 'at what rate you
could supply the necessary stamps printed in doubly fugitive
inks, if produced on the same principle as the Grenada stamps'.
The firm replied on January 7, 1 887:
The system of printing the Grenada Stamps consists in the word
ing being set in type, but seeing the long superscription which is

required at the head of the British Bechuanaland Stamps, that
course would not be practicable in their case. It would, therefore,
be essential that overprint formes should be provided for each duty.
We could prepare overprint formes of a temporary character at a
cost of £3. each.

The firm submitted another design and colour scheme. Plate 28; 7, 8
These were based on the Grenada design.
On January 8th the Crown Agents said they wanted to 'avoid
the necessity of having special overprint plates; probably
Stamps without the words "Postage and Revenue" would answer
the requirements'. The firm sent specimens showing the tide of
the Colony alone overprinted; this essay is still in De La Rue's file.
In the meantime the firm had agreed on January 1 1th to pre
pare a set of dies and plates for Unappropriated stamps for the
Board of Inland Revenue, Somerset House, at a special rate.
On February 21, 1887 they received the following memorandum
from Somerset House.

An application is made to the Board to supply English Stamps —

which will probably be partly Postage and partly Unappropriated —
to the number of 35,000 for use in Bechuanaland.
The Colony is very poor and I do not think that permanent over
printing plates can be contemplated. Will you, however, state by
what temporary process you could do the overprinting of the name
of the colony and what price per thousand stamps.

The firm replied on March 1st, when the following corre
spondence ensued:
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With reference to your Memo of the 21st ulto. we hand you on the
Appendix hereto specimens showing how the Pence, Shilling and
Pound series of Unappropriated Stamps could be overprinted from
type with the words 'British Bechuanaland Postage and Revenue'.
This mode of treatment would save the expense of formes; but we
should have to charge double the Contract price for overprinting.
We send the Appendix in duplicate and we have kept a copy for
ourselves; consequently 3 1d., 3 1/-, and 3 £1. Stamps have been
used. We return you herewith the remaining 9 of the 1/- Stamps
which were sent us to experiment with, and we enclose 9 1d. and 9
£1. Stamps, which, together with the 3 used of each duty, make up
the 12 that we retained when returning to you the stock of those
Stamps on Saturday.

These two notes were followed by another letter on March
2nd:

With reference to your telegram of to-day, as we cannot wire
back, owing to a defect in the instrument, we beg to say that we be
lieve that about 12 duties are required by British Bechuanaland. We
would suggest that in your reply to the Colonial Office, you should
state what duties of Unappropriated Stamps are in existence, for it is
obvious that you can only supply Stamps of the duties for which you
have plates.

A note in the Correspondence to the effect that the stamps
were ordered by Warrant No. 7 — April 4.87 closed tie
negotiations.
The invoices for these stamps were not posted to the Inland
Revenue or Private Day Books; the quantities of the twelve
values ordered as compiled for the Crown Agents by De La Rue
in their letter of November 29th, were: One Penny, 3,600;
Threepence, 1,500; Sixpence, 7,500; One Shilling, 8400; Two
Shillings, 3,750; Two Shillings and Sixpence, 350; Five Shil
lings, 1,300; Ten Shillings, 2,900; One Pound, 1,550; Five
Pounds, 550. The Twopence and Fourpence did not appear in
that list, and an asterisk appeared against the Two Shill1ngs and
Sixpence as not being required. These figures, therefore, may
have no significance, and in view of the scale of the subsequent
overprinting of these stamps locally the numbers may have been
much larger, or further supplies may have been ordered.

On July 12, 1887 the Inland Revenue handed De La Rue a
further requisition from the Administrator of British Bechuana
land for seven duties. The closing sentence of the Adminis
trator's letter makes interesting read1ng.

As some time will necessarily elapse before an answer can be ob
tained from the Home Government as to the additional requisition
now submitted, I shall be compelled to get an interim supply of
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stamps from the Cape Post Office authorities. Care will, however, be
taken to keep the quantities obtained within the actual requirements;
any surplus can always be disposed of to Stamp Collectors in England.

Although seven denominations were mentioned in the Ad
ministrator's letter the firm only seem to have considered the
Halfpenny. They wrote on July 19th:

With reference to our memorandum of the 12th inst. we hand you
on the Appendix A. a specimen of the £d. Unified Stamps overprinted
with the words 'British Bechuanaland'. Our price for the overprinting
would be the same as we charged for similarly overprinting from type
the Unappropriated Stamps, viz. double the Contract price.
If you approve of the examples of overprinting we herein submit
to you we shall feel obliged by your instructions to proceed with the
requisition, and we must ask you to determine what quantities you
will order in view of the information contained in the requisition
from British Bechuanaland.

The last paragraph suggests that the firm expected to be in
structed to overprint all seven denominations; there are no
entries in the Inland Revenue or Private Day Books which give
details of dates or quantities, but only the Halfpenny was over
printed.

Simultaneously with the Bechuanaland issues Great Britain British
stamps were also overprinted for British Post Offices in Turkey Levant
and the Levant. There is however only one reference to these
stamps in De La Rue's archives, when on May 31, 1888 the
Day Book shows that the firm charged 105 sheets of 1 12 multiples
of the Two Shillings and Sixpence (1 1,760) stamps, overprinted
Twelve Piastres, at j/6d per 100 sheets.
Neither these Levant stamps, nor the Bechuanaland stamps,
were mentioned in a letter from the Inland Revenue to the firm,
dated June 12, 1885, which informed them that in future War
rants would be issued when Inland Revenue stamps were over
printed. The letter detailed I. R. Official, Govt. Parcels, Cyprus,
and Military Telegraph stamps.

The British Honduras One Shilling in grey was first invoiced
on October 4, 1886. The quantity supplied was 3,000 stamps
and 400 specimens.

Early in February 1887 the Crown Agents informed De La
Rue that the Colonial authorities in Lagos approved their pro
posal for printing all the stamps in doubly fugitive inks for
Postage and Revenue purposes, except the Halfpenny and One
Penny, which were to remain as they were. In the colour scheme
the One Shilling had been allocated doubly fugitive green for

British
Honduras
One Shilling
Colour Change

Lagos
Colour
Changes
Twopence
Fourpence
Sixpence
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the keyplate and singly fugitive green for the duty plate. It was
now realised that it would resemble the Halfpenny very closely,
and the colour of the duty plate printing was changed to black.
The stamps were invoiced on March 31st, when 4,800 were
sent of each of the four lower duties, with 400 specimens.
Specimens were also sent of the three high duties with the fol
lowing quantities: Two Shillings and Sixpence, 1,080; Five
Shillings, 840; Ten Shillings, 360. This was a half-yearly supply.

The first printing of the three low duties for Gambia in the
new colours, ordered on December 24, 1886, was invoiced on
March 21, 1887. The quantities supplied were: Halfpenny,
73,110; One Penny, 30,000; and Twopence, 15,000. Four
hundred specimens were also supplied.

The requisition involving the change of the colours of the St
Helena Threepence and Sixpence was sent to De La Rue on
March 3, 1887. The following stamps, with 400 specimens,
were invoiced on April 25th: Threepence, 24,000; Sixpence,
47,280.

The Dominica One Penny was changed from doubly fugitive
purple to red when the firm dealt with the requisition received
from the Crown Agents on March 18, 1887; this stipulated
Postal Union colours. On April 16th 30,000 stamps and 400
Specimens were invoiced.

The letter from Hong Kong on the proposed unification of
the Postage and Revenue Stamps of that colony, dated March 7,
1887, is not in the file. De La Rue's reply to tie Crown Agents
on April 26th contains many points of interest, although, as will
be seen later, it did not answer some of the questions asked by
Hong Kong's obviously efficient Postmaster General, A. Lister.

With reference to your communication, covering a letter from the
Government of Hong Kong dated 7th March last, asking us to report
upon the proposed unification of the Hong Kong Stamps, we regret
to hear that this step is under consideration, for if it is adopted the
existing printing plates would, we think, have to be discarded and
new dies and plates would have to be prepared for any duties which
it is decided to issue in the unified form. This would entail a more or
less large initial outlay and, besides, the price of the Stamps would
be considerably enhanced.

The only English Stamps which are unified are the duties ranging
from 1d. to 1/-. For higher rates distinct Stamps are provided for
each service, and indeed no public convenience would be met by the
issue of Unified Stamps of greater value than 1/-. We give on
Appendix A. specimens of the English Unified Stamps, and we
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would point out that in consequence of there being only two inks (a Hong Kong
purple and a green) which fulfil all the conditions required for Uni- Proposal for
fied Stamps, it was decided, after a long and exhaustive enquiry into Unified Series

the whole subject, by the Commission appointed for the purpose, to (cont1nued)

obtain the necessary distinction between the various duties, partly by
making use of coloured papers in addition to white, and partly by
printing the Stamps in two colours. The white paper, as being the
cheapest, was retained for the Stamps most in use; the coloured
papers are used for the Stamps coming next in point of consumption,
and the printing in two colours, as being the most expensive, is em
ployed for the Stamps least used. By these means, and by the em
ployment of very distinctive designs, a result has been attained which,
we are happy to say, has given great satisfaction.

On Appendix B. we give a list of all the Hong Kong Postage and
Revenue Stamps, and we shall have pleasure in laying before you a
complete scheme for the proposed issue of Unified Stamps in the
Colony, so soon as you can ascertain for us information on the follow
ing two points: —

(a) The number of duties to be provided for.
(b) The wording both English and vernacular that the Stamps
would have to bear.

It is obviously desirable that the number of duties which are
unified should be as limited as possible, not only on account of
economy, but also because the difficulty of making a marked dis
tinction between duties increases with their number.
The wording should be curtailed as much as possible, for ifmuch
wording is introduced no field is left in the area of the Stamp for the
design. We suggest that the words 'Hong Kong' should be given in
English only, without the title 'Postage and Revenue' adopted in the
English Stamps, and that the duty should be expressed in figures,
thus 2c, 5c, and so on, with, if absolutely necessary, the duty given in
Chinese characters, in as an abbreviated form as possible.
With a view of curtailing the initial outlay, some of the existing
Stamps might be retained, provided the present lettering can be
allowed to stand. We cannot, however, advise definitely upon this
head, nor indeed upon the question generally, until we know how
many duties have to be provided for; but we may say that in any
scheme which we put forward when this point is determined due
attention will be paid to the necessity of employing coloured papers
that would not be affected by the strong sunlight ofHong Kong.
With reference to the experiment made by the Postmaster-
General of Hong Kong in the removal of crayon marks from a
Stamp printed in our 'doubly fugitive' ink, we would remind you
that such Stamps are not prepared for cancellation by means of a
crayon or pencil, but for cancellation by means of a writing or an
obliterating ink, and any attempt to remove such cancellations
would destroy the Stamp. We would suggest that strict injunctions
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should be given in the Colony that all Revenue Stamps are in future
to be cancelled by either written or printed cancellations. To render
Stamps capable of being efficiently cancelled by crayon or pencil, it
would be necessary that they should be fugitive under the application
of water. Apart from other considerations, it must be at once
apparent that such a high state of sensitiveness is quite inadmissible
in the case of adhesive Stamps, as they actually have to be moistened
before they can be made to adhere, so that in the mere act of sticking
them on they would be destroyed were they printed in colours
soluble in water.
P.S. It would be necessary for us to be furnished in triplicate with
any Chinese characters or figures which would have to appear in the

Stamps. We find it impossible to work accurately from less than
three copies of any unfamiliar characters.

The Appendix contains a 'check list' of the various Hong
Kong values, and a table of the denominations and quantities
supplied in 1885, with both their invoiced and face values.
One must confess to some relief that this did not lead to the
adjustment of the Hong Kong design at this period of Victorian
taste. The Crown Agents sent the firm's report to the Colony,
and on November 15th sent a minute from Lister for De La
Rue's comments; this was dated October 5th.

I should really be obliged if Messrs. De La Rue & Co., would
answer the two questions I asked, in reply to which I have got only
the vaguest information, I asked
(1) If the printing of stamps in two colours adds materially to their
cost, and, if so, to what extent.
IfMessrs. De La Rue would state what 500 sheets of stamps cost to
print in one colour, and what in two, this question would be answered.

(2) Whether tinted paper for stamps is more expensive than white,
and, if so, to what extent.
IfMessrs. De La Rue & Co., would state what 500 sheets ofwhite
paper cost as against the cost of 500 sheets of tinted, giving different
prices for different colours if necessary, this question would be
answered.

I also asked if anything could be done to prevent the cleaning of
stamps with benzine. I infer from Messrs. De La Rue & Co's., reply
that nothing can be done.
I may just correct one mistake into which Messrs. De La Rue &
Co., have more than once fallen. Stamps do not fade here from sun

light, but from being exposed half the year to a very damp atmo

sphere and half the year to a very dry one. But the only colours in
which any appreciable fading has been noticed are the obsolete 18
cents and perhaps the obsolete 8 cents and yellow 3 cent receipt
stamp. The other colours stand remarkably well.

On November 21st De La Rue replied to these questions.
They quoted a rate for two colour printing on the assumption
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that 60 multiples plates were used, and that one colour was
doubly fugitive and the other singly fugitive. As to the second
question the Crown Agents were reminded that they supplied
the paper to De La Rue. On the third question they wrote:
With reference to the enquiry as to the cleaning of Stamps with
benzine, we beg to say that neither our 'Singly Fugitive' nor our
'Doubly Fugitive' Stamps can be cleaned, if properly cancelled. The
'Singly Fugitive' Stamps should be cancelled by an oleaginous
obliterating ink, and the 'Doubly Fugitive' Stamps by such an ink,
or by writing across them with good writing ink. Of necessity a crayon
obliteration would not afford protection, as it could even be removed
by rubbing it with bread or india rubber, or by washing it with water.

On November 24th the Crown Agents asked them to sup
plement their report by quoting the cost of printing the stamps
in one singly fugitive colour. But the fact that the stamps were
to be available for Revenue purposes prevented De La Rue from
visualising their being printed in any other medium than
doubly fugitive inks, ofwhich there were only purple and green,
'and so ifmore than two duties of "Postage & Revenue" stamps
are required, it will probably be held desirable to have recourse
to Stamps printed in two colours.'
Here the matter was allowed to remain in the meantime.

When the Crown Agents sent a requisition from Natal on Natal
June 10, 1887 the firm pointed out that last time they had Twopence
supplied the Twopence by surcharging the Threepence. The
Crown Agents told them therefore to print the stamps from the
General Keyplate. The usual charge of £12 for the Overprint
Forme of 60 Multiples was invoiced on August 20th, together
with 243,120 stamps and 400 Specimens.

The firm sent the following letter to the Crown Agents on
July 4, 1887:
We have to report that the Postage Stamp printing plates men
tioned below are so much worn as to be unfit for further use, and we
must ask you to be good enough to authorize us to put in hand new
plates, so that they may be in readiness for future orders. In accord
ance with the existing arrangement the new plates would be provided
at half the original price.
1d. Natal Postage Plate.

Renewal of
plates
Natal
One Penny
Jamaica
One Penny
Twopence

1d. Jamaica „ „
2u. „ „ „

Plate made Printedfrom plates

Oct. 1873 — 1d. Natal Post. 106,000 sheets (including
12,000 in hand)

Oct. 1860 — 1d. Jamaica „ 39,960

Oct. 1860 — 2d. „ „ 61,625 »
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The Crown Agents asked to be told the size of the plates, the
cost of new ones, and how many impressions had been pro
duced from the old plates. This continued assumption of com
plete ignorance by the Crown Agents about what was going on
in the production of the vast numbers of postage stamps which
they were ordering must have tried De La Rue's patience, but
their behaviour continued to be exemplary. They pointed out
that the plates were 240 multiples, the cost would be half price,
or £42. 10. as already arranged, and they repeated the state
ments in regard to quantities which they had given in their
previous letter. They added that 'some plates yield far more im
pressions than the stipulated quantity, while others barely yield
that quantity. The wear of the plates depends upon physical
conditions which are entirely out of our control'. The quantity
at which a plate was qualified for replacement was 35,000 im
pressions, or 8,400,000 stamps.
The new Natal One Penny plate No. 2 was authorised on
September 20th and invoiced on November 22nd. The report
ing to the Colony of the defective Jamaica plates led to a new
design for Unified stamps.

Virgin Islands A requisition from Virgin Islands was sent to De La Rue on
Fourpence July 18, 1887 for a further supply of the Fourpence, which had
lithographed been lithographed by Nissen & Parker in 1886. After some cor

respondence this was fulfilled by De La Rue agreeing to make
up a stone of 24 multiples, without charge, from the copper
plate die held by the Crown Agents. They did not charge for the
stone, and invoiced the stamps at 7/- per 1,000 on September
12th, when 1,200 stamps and 400 Specimens were supplied.
The firm had attempted to get surface printed stamps substi
tuted, and submitted a proof of the Antigua Fourpence in
brown, overprinted Virgin Islands.

St Lucia
Colour
Changes
One Penny
Sixpence
One Shilling

The remaining three duties of St Lucia to be printed with
the keyplate in doubly fugitive ink, and the duty plate in singly
fugitive, were ordered on July 25, 1887, and invoiced on Septem
ber 6th. The following quantities were supplied: One Penny,
41,520; Sixpence, 12,000; One Shilling, 6,000. The usual 400
Specimens were also charged.

St Helena De La Rue were reconciled to the fact that the Perkins, Bacon
Proposal plate for St Helena, with its attendant range of overprints, had
for Fivepence come to stay. When the following enquiry came from the Crown

Agents on August 17, 1887 they did not attempt to persuade the
Colony to adopt surface printing; the quantities of the various
values that they were in the habit of ordering were so small that
it was not worth while.
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Please cause the following estimate for the current supply of an St Helena
established and customary service to be sent out by Post: Proposal

1 Die for printing sheet of 240 stamps with value of five pence on 10T F1vepence

each — Stamp to be like the existing ones unless it is proposed in (cont1nued)
England to adopt stamps to the altered age of Her Majesty as is being
done with coins.

The firm replied on August 18th: they quoted 'Nil' for the
die, and the usual £3.3.0. for an overprint plate from type.

It would appear from the terms of the requisition that the Insular
authorities are under the impression that in order to produce a new

duty of stamps all that would be requisite would be a die, whereas a
printing plate, involving a much greater outlay than the die itself,
would also be necessary. The consumption of stamps in St. Helena
is so small that the provision of a costly printing plate would seem to
be out of the question, and we suggest, therefore, that the 5d.
Stamps should be produced on the same system as has been em

ployed in the case of many other duties, viz., by overprinting from
temporary overprint formes.
The cost of the forme would be £3. 3. 0., and the cost of the
Stamps 1/10d. per thousand.

This was evidently referred to the Colony and the proposal
was dropped in the meantime.

The following letter was sent to the Crown Agents by the Procedure
General Post Office in London, and is filed in De La Rue's Cor- Specimens
respondence Book. It is dated October 7, 1887.
With reference to my letter of the 9th of January 1886, respecting
the number of specimens of new Colonial postage stamps &c., re
quired to be sent to this Department for distribution, through the
International Bureau of the Postal Union, among the various Postal
Administrations of the Union, I think it right to point out specifi
cally, in order to prevent any misunderstanding, that the necessity
for sending 351 specimens to this Office exists only in the case of
British Colonies comprised in the Postal Union.
In the case of such Colonies as have not yet entered the Union, it
will suffice to send to this Department six specimens of each new
issue of postage stamps &c.

As De La Rue had a standing instruction to supply 400 speci
mens it would appear that the Crown Agents retained 41 for
their own use or reference.

On October 20, 1887 De La Rue informed the Crown Agents Ceylon
that the plate for the Ceylon Five Cents had yielded 50,000 Five Cents
impressions, and was unfit for further use. They were asked to Postage &
print one more supply from it while the matter was referred to Revenue
the Colony. Permission was given on January 6, 1888, just after new P'ate
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Ceylon

(continued)

Jamaica
One Penny
Twopence
Unified

Plate 2g; 1 to 4

a further 3,157 sheets had been invoiced on December 31st.
Plate No. 2 was invoiced on April 11th, and the first printing of
786,480 stamps (3277 sheets) was charged on the same day as

part of a quarterly supply.

On July 14, 1887 the firm had asked permission to make new
printing plates for the Jamaica One Penny and Twopence.
This application had been forwarded to the Colony by the
Crown Agents, and elicited the following reply from the
Colonial Secretary on October 11th:

I am desired by the Governor to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter No. 148/334 of the 20th July last and in reply to ask you to be
so good as to give the necessary instructions to Messrs. De La Rue
& Co., for the preparation of the new Stamp Key Plates to which you
refer.

2. As, however, by a recent law of which I enclose a copy for your
information, one description of stamp can now be used for both
Postage and Revenue purposes the new plates should have the
words 'Jama'ca Postage and Revenue' instead of 'Jamaica Postage'
only as heretofore.

3. A requisition for the stamps required will be forwarded to you
by next mail.

The firm wrote to the Crown Agents on November 3rd, tell
ing them that the alteration would make new dies and printing
plates necessary. They quoted the usual £$0 for the die and £85
for a printing plate of 240 multiples.
The Crown Agents then asked them to consider unifying the
whole series of Jamaica stamps, and of adopting the key plate
system. As it was intended for study by the Colonial authorities
De La Rue's answer was perforce lengthy. It covered all the
arguments put forward on similar occasions. They sent two
designs: a small Head with coloured duty tablet (figures in

white) for the lower values, and a small Head with white duty
tablet (figures in colour) for the higher values. They submitted
a colour scheme but suggested that the Halfpenny might con
tinue to be printed from the existing plate in orange, to dis
tinguish it from the Twopence, which was to be printed from a
keyplate in green doubly fugitive ink, and a duty plate in green
singly fugitive ink.
It must be remembered that the dies of all Jamaican stamps
hitherto had been struck from the special Jamaica Queen's head,
in which a fillet of bay had been substituted for the diadem: the
small Colonial Head now suggested showed a diadem. On
November 26th the Crown Agents asked if the larger Jamaica
head could not be retained: they also wanted the plates if
possible to be of 120 multiples. De La Rue had stipulated 60
multiples for bi-colour printing. The firm could not agree to
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these changes, if the 'description of Stamp' shown in their Jamaica
specimen was required. One Penny
On the same day the Crown Agents also sent the next requi- Twopence
sition, which the Colony had advised would be ready shortly. Unified

De La Rue suggested on November 30th that this order, in view (continued)
of the Act, should be printed in doubly fugitive ink, and over
printed with the words 'and Revenue' or 'Postage and Revenue'.
The Crown Agents considered however that as the Act was
'permissive' only this requisition could be carried out in the
same way as the previous one. The old One Penny and Two
pence plates therefore had to supply a further 5,000 and 3,750
sheets respectively, and the question of replacing them was
again submitted to the Colony by the Crown Agents.
The designs were approved on April 17, 1888, and the key
die and plate of 60 multiples, and two overprint plates of 60
multiples for the One Penny and Twopence, were invoiced
on October 22nd.

The order involving the change of the colour of the Natal One Natal
Shilling to orange was sent by the Crown Agents on November Colour
11, 1887. The stamps, overprinted in red, were invoiced on Change
January 13, 1888, when 120,000 stamps were changed. Sped- One Shilling

mens were not included in the invoice, as Natal had not joined
the Postal Union.

Permission was asked on November 21, 1887 to replace the Straits
Straits Settlements Two Cents plate after 36,000 impressions. Settlements
This was granted on February 13, 1888, and Plate No. 2 of 240 Two Cents
multiples was invoiced on May 25th. The first supply of stamps ^ate 2
from this new plate (3,150 sheets) was invoiced on December
7th.

Ever since the Ceylon correspondence, culminating in the Unified
new tablet type ofdesign with the small Queen's Head, it is clear Keyplate
that the idea had been consistently to the fore in the subsequent Postage
negotiations between De La Rue and the Crown Agents. The Keyplate
following letter therefore from the firm to the Crown Agents,
dated December 1, 1887, does not come as a surprise:

With reference to our various interviews with you respecting the
proposed new key plate for the production of Colonial Unified
Stamps, we beg to enclose a design marked A, which we hope may Plate 2g; 5
meet with your approval. In that design the words 'Postage Revenue'
are alone shown in the body of the Stamp, the name of the Colony,
as well as the duty, appearing as an overprint, so that any Colony
could enjoy the use of the key plate, at an expense of £12. for an
overprint plate of each duty which might be required.
We are prepared to make a key die and a 60-set key plate, free of
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Unified charge, upon the understanding that the die and plate remain our
Keyplate property, in the sense that although they shall be kept in the custody

Postage of your officer, they shall not be removed from our establishment; it
,

Keyplate however, being at any time open to you to require their destruction.

(continued) The price for Stamps printed from the key plate in 'Doubly
Fugitive' inks, and overprinted with the name of the Colony and the
duty in 'Singly Fugitive' inks, would be 2/6d. per thousand when a

ream or more is ordered at one time, and 3/6d. per thousand when
less than a ream is ordered at one time.

Plate 2g; 6 We enclose a second design, marked B
,

for a 'Postage' key plate,
so arranged that the value tablets and the name tablets are of exactly
the same size, and hold the same positions, as in the design A, the
object of this being that the same overprint plates could be used with
both key plates. If this design meets with your approval, we are like
wise willing to prepare a die and plate free of charge, upon the con
ditions stated above.
Our price for Postage Stamps printed from the key plate in 'Singly
Fugitive' inks, and overprinted with the name of the Colony and
duty, also in 'Singly Fugitive' inks, would be 2/4d. per thousand
when a ream or more is ordered at one time, and 3/4d. per thousand
when less than a ream is ordered at one time.

The two key plates would take about four months to complete.

This offer was accepted in a brief memorandum dated
December 24, 1887.

We accept the offer made in your letter of the 1st instant to pre
pare a Key die and 60 set printing plate for the production of Unified
Stamps in accordance with the design submitted therewith, and we

propose as soon as you can furnish us with specimens of the Stamp
to be produced therefrom, to communicate with the Colonies on the
subject.

The design is herewith returned, and we retain the further design
B. as we think it will be sufficient to proceed with the Unified
Stamps in the first instance.

It will be seen therefore that officially, whatever may have
transpired behind the scenes beforehand, this momentous
transaction went through as smoothly as any colour change for
one of the smaller islands in the Leeward Islands group.

Bahamas The order for the new Twopence halfpenny Bahamas was
Twopence sent to De La Rue on December 5, 1887. The Colonial Post-
halfpenny master's requisition had curious instructions for the wording of

the new denomination.

250 Sheets containing 60 stamps each of a light blue colour similar
to the one attached hereto marked A, to be in other respects like the
Bahamas Stamp of the value of one penny save that the words 'one
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penny' are to be struck out and the figures '37) 2£d. (87' (as marked Bahamas
in Stamp marked B) inserted in lieu thereof. Twopence

halfpenny
In the absence of any local occasion for celebration 1t would (continued)
appear that the colony proposed to take the opportunity of
commemorating the Silver Jubilee of Queen Victoria when the
need for a Twopence halfpenny arose.
De La Rue submitted two designs, both based on the Bahamas
Keyplate, the second ofwhich had the normal lettering of value,
and this was approved by the Crown Agents on December 14th.
The overprint forme of 60 multiples, 15,000 stamps and 400
specimens were invoiced on January 10, 1888.

At the end of the year the various printing prices were Prices
stabilised into standard rates. The position was a little compli- Standard

cated as regards plates of 60 or 120 multiples, since various Printing
rates had been quoted in the first instance because of special Rates

conditions, and had been maintained throughout subsequent
dealings with the colony concerned. These were now consoli
dated into a scale, except for the two 'difficult' customers —
Natal and Tasmania — whose exceptionally cheap rates were
allowed to stand. No doubt neither De La Rue nor the Crown
Agents wished to arouse their respective Treasurers. The final
settlement appears as a Memorandum dated December 7, 1887,
in CA Letter Book Volume 18.

Stamps produced by one printing only

Mr. Richardson called to see Mr. Chadwick upon his letter of Dec.
6th, and pointed out to him that up to the present time no definite
prices had been fixed for Stamps printed from either 120 set or 60
set plates. The only instances in which Stamps were printed from
120 set plates were the

1d. British Honduras charged at 1 6d. & 2 6d.

3d. „ „ „ 1/10d. & 2/10d.
Id. & 4d. Natal both charged at 10d. and 1/4d. and the
1d. & 2d. Tasmania charged at 85/- per thous'd.

sheets = 8 \d. per thous'd Stps.

Most of the above prices were settled by Mr. W. W. D. with Sir
William Sargeaunt at the time that another London House were
putting in prices.

The only 60 set Stamps are the 6d., & 1/- British Honduras
Postage charged at 2/10d. & 3/10d.
2/- & 5/- Jamaica Postage charged at 2/4d. & 3/4d.

and the 3d. Jamaica Telegraph do. 2/4d. & 3/4d.

Mr. Richardson told Mr. Chadwick that should Stamps be more
largely produced in one printing from 120 set and 60 set plates our

prices would in future be as under: —
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Prices
Standard

Printing
Rates

(continued)

Zululand
Great
Britain
overprinted

240 set plate

10d. per thousand when a ream or more is ordered at one time.

1/4d. per thousand when less than a ream is ordered at one time.

120 set plate

1/6d. per thousand when a ream or more is ordered at one time.

2/6d. per thousand when less than a ream is ordered at one time.

60 Set plate

2/- per thousand when a ream or more is ordered at one time.

3/- per thousand when less than a ream is ordered at one time.
The above prices are to be charged in future except in the case of
Tasmania, where the exceptional price of 85/- per 1000 sheets is to be
continued, and Natal, 10d and 1/4d per 1000.

To us, reviewing these rates in the sixth decade of the
twentieth century, after the economic disturbances of two Great
World Wars and their aftermath, the stable conditions of wages
and material costs under which De La Rue worked during their
first thirty years of printing postage stamps for the Crown
Agents seems a fantasy. Their margin of profit may have been
small, and rigid attention to technical detail was no doubt re
quired to maintain it

,

but they usually knew how they stood.

The overprinting of the Zululand stamps does not rightly
come into the preview of postage stamps printed for the Crown
Agents, but it is dealt with here for convenience.
The negotiations between De La Rue and the Inland
Revenue when stamps of Great Britain were overprinted for
use in the Empire were conducted in the most informal way.
Only two letters survive dealing with the Zululand overprints,
and there is no entry in the Inland Revenue Day Book.
The first letter was sent by Purcell, the Controller of Stamps,
on January 10, 1888:

I have received a request from the Colonial Office to have the
following quantities of Postage Stamps overprinted with the word
'Zululand': —

1d. Stamps.
2d. „
3d. „
4d. „
6d. „

50,000

10,000

8,000

8,000

5,000

I shall be glad to know what will be your charge for the work
involved.

The firm replied on the following day:

With reference to your letter of yesterday, respecting some Postage
Stamps you require overprinted with the word 'Zululand', we beg to
say that we should be happy to undertake the order, and would, as
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on former occasions for similar work, charge a low price upon what Zululand
we might find the actual cost after completion. Great

We cannot well furnish an estimate beforehand for work of this Britain

detailed nature. overprinted

N.B. I understand that est. shall not exceed £10. T. D. & Co. (continued)

There is no further correspondence dealing with the remain
ing six duties which the firm overprinted in a similar way.

On January 24, 1888 the Crown Agents sent a requisition
from the Virgin Islands which included a further supply of the
Sixpence, previously lithographed by Nissen and Parker, and

fam1liarly known in the Colony as 'Rumbolds', after the
Governor of the day. The firm suggested that they should repeat
what they had done in the case of the Fourpence, and make up,
without charge, a stone of 24 multiples from the copperplate.
They invoiced 4,800 stamps and 400 specimens on March 17th.

The first order from Western Australia involving the change
of the Twopence from orange to grey was sent by the Crown
Agents on January 24, 1888. In acknowledging the instructions
De La Rue assumed that it was independent of the annual
supply.
This made the Crown Agents think, and they asked De La
Rue to do nothing more in the meantime. On February 1st the
firm reported that the old Perkins, Bacon plate for the One
Penny was unfit for further use. They suggested that they might
substitute a surface printing plate, like the Halfpenny and
Threepenny plates, and they later informed the Crown Agents
that th1s could be made for £85 for a plate of 240 multiples from
the existing postcard die.*
On July 11th the Crown Agents informed them that the
special order must still be suspended, but that they could go
ahead with the annual order, except for the Twopence. This
was subsequently cancelled and both the standing order and

special order were printed from the old plates in the new
colours, and the following quantities were invoiced: 2/10/88:
One Penny, 720,000; Fourpence, 60,000; 6/1 1/88: Twopence,
623,040.

Under cover of this printing of the annual supply for Western
Australia the firm went on with the preparation of completely
new plates for surface printing. On July 12th their proposal to
make a One Penny Plate from the postcard die was approved.
They also submitted on July 19th a design for a keyplate which,
with duty plates, would serve for the Fourpence, Sixpence and
One Shilling. In view of the large quantities they submitted a

* Seep. 391.

Virgin Islands
Sixpence

Western
Australia
Colour
Changes
One Penny
Twopence
Fourpence

Western
Australia
New Surface
Printed Issue
One Penny
Twopence
Fourpence
Sixpence
One Shilling
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Western
Australia
New Surface
Printed Issue
One Penny
Twopence
Fourpence
Sixpence
One Shilling

(continued)

Plate 2g; 7, 8

special design for the Twopence, as a single printing plate of
240 multiples.
It was understood that the special order for the One Penny
and Fourpence, received on January 24th, would be fulfilled
from these new plates, for which De La Rue asked five months
for manufacture.
On July 26th, however, De La Rue were instructed to print
the supplies demanded of the One Penny and Fourpence
immediately from the existing plates in the new colours. 'Only
such quantities of the other duties as will use up the paper
already prepared are to be supplied.' The design for the new
Twopence was returned in order to have its colour adjusted to
fit the approved scheme.
On August 2nd the Crown Agents told De La Rue that the
preparation of the keyplate for the Fourpence, Sixpence and
One Shilling should be delayed until the Colony had approved
the proposal.
All the suggestions were finally approved on November 2nd,
and on April 2, 1889 De La Rue invoiced a One Penny plate
of 240 multiples; a die and plate of 240 multiples for Twopence;
a die and keyplate of 120 multiples, and three overprint plates of
60 multiples for the Fourpence, Sixpence and One Shill1ng. The
dates and quantities of the first supplies of these new values to
be invoiced were: 16/10/89: One Penny, 974,160; Twopence,
726,720; Fourpence, 60,000; One Shilling, 60,000; 17/12/90:
60,000, Sixpence.
The Day Book entry states specifically that the One Penny
Plate of 240 multiples was made 'from the 1d. Post Card Stamp
Die'.

British
Honduras

Currency
Change
Two Cents
Three Cents
Ten Cents
surcharged

British
Honduras
Fifty Cents
surcharged

The change of currency in British Honduras led to an urgent
requisition for supplies of the existing stamps overprinted with
the new values. De La Rue received the instructions on Feb
ruary 9, 1888 and submitted proof from a type setting. This
was approved on February 11th with a promise of eight weeks
for completion, but following a telegram from the colony on
March 27th the first supply was ready for the April 4th mail.
The three temporary overprint formes were invoiced on April
11th at the usual £3. 3. 0. each, and the following stamps were
despatched: Two Cents, 120,600; Three Cents, 119,640; Ten
Cents, 75,400. The usual 400 Specimens of each were also
supplied.

The order for the first supply of the Fifty Cents, to be sur
charged on the One Shilling, was sent on April 16, 1888. The
temporary overprint forme, with 6,300 stamps and 400 Speci
mens was invoiced on June 21st. The requisition also asked for
another 120,000 each of the Two Cents and Three Cents.
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On May 14, 1888 De La Rue reported that the St Christopher
Keyplate had yielded more than 50,810 impressions, and was
unfit for future use. They suggested that the new keyplate
should be 60 multiples instead of 20 multiples as before. They
quoted £21 for a 60 multiple plate. This led to the first enquiry
for the new 'Universal Colonial Stamps printing plate'.

With reference to your memo of the 14th instant, we have to re
quest that you will inform us of the stage the universal Colonial
Stamps printing plate is now in. The worn out St. Christopher Key
plate appears to afford an opportunity for bringing the subject of the
production of Stamps from the new plates to the notice of the St.
Kitts Government.
You are also requested to state the price at which stamps could be
produced, from a 60 set plate as estimated for in your Memo. above

quoted.

De La Rue replied that the 'Colonial Postage Stamp Keyplate'
would be finished in about eight week's time; they quoted the
standard rates.
Nothing further is recorded on this subject, and only one
more order was printed before these stamps, like those of the
rest of the Leeward Islands, gave way to the Universal Postage
and Revenue Keyplate issue in 1890.

The order involving the change of colour in the Dominica
Twopence halfpenny and Sixpence was sent to De La Rue on
May 28, 1888. The stamps, including 400 specimens of each,
were invoiced on June 26th, when the following quantities were
supplied: Twopence halfpenny, 30,300; Sixpence, 6,000.

St Christopher
Keyplate

Dominica
Colour
Changes
Twopence
halfpenny
Sixpence

A requisition from St Vincent sent by the Crown Agents on St Vincent
July 24, 1888 included the Sixpence, the colour of which was Colour
due to be changed to violet. On September 7th, 3,300 stamps Change
were invoiced, with 400 specimens. S1xpence

The colour of the Sierra Leone One Shilling was changed to Sierra Leone
red-brown with the requisition received on August 10, 1888. Colour
The stamps (18,000) and 400 Specimens were invoiced on Change
October 31st. One Shilling

According to a letter from the Colonial Secretary of the Gold
Coast to the Crown Agents, dated July 27, 1888, the cause for
the introduction of the One Shilling and Two Shillings was due
to a decision that Court fees could be paid by postage stamps,
and not purely for postal reasons. The requisition was sent to
De La Rue on August 23rd. Overprint plates were made for
printing with the Gold Coast keyplate, and were invoiced on
October 22nd, when the following quantities were charged: One

Gold Coast
One Shilling
Two Shillings
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Gold Coast
One Shilling
Two Shillings
(continued)

Universal

Postage
Keyplate

Universal

Unified
Keyplate

British
Guiana

Overprinted
Revenue

Stamps

Shilling, 1,740; Two Shillings, 2,700. Four hundred Specimens
ofeach were also invoiced. Both these stamps were subsequently
included in the Quarterly Supply.

On August 31, 1888 De La Rue informed the Crown Agents
that the two new Universal Keyplates were ready.

With reference to our letter of the 1st December last, we beg to
inform you that the new 'Universal' Postage Stamp Keyplate and
the new 'Universal' Unified Key plate are now ready. On Appendix
A we hand you specimens of the Postage Stamps printed in the
colours adopted by the Postal Union, and on Appendix B twenty-
four different specimens of Unified Stamps. We find that we can
print these Stamps from 120 set Key plates and overprint them by
means of 60 set duty plates. Our prices, therefore, without making
any charge for the use of the original Key plates, would be:
For Postage Stamps, printed in singly fugitive ink and over
printed with the name of the Colony and the duty in singly fugitive
ink,

2/1 per thousand when a ream or more than ream is ordered at one
time, and

3/1 per thousand when less than a ream is ordered at one time.

For the Unified Stamps, printed in doubly fugitive ink and over
printed with the name of the Colony and the duty in singly fugitive
ink,

2/3 per thousand when a ream or more than a ream is ordered at
one time, and

3/3 per thousand when less than a ream is ordered at one time.

The only initial outlay which would have to be incurred by any
Colony wishing to make use of these Key plates would be for any
necessary 60 set overprint plates at £12 each. The overprint plates,
we would remind you, will be available with either the Postage or
the Unified key plate.
We understand that you propose to offer these Stamps to such of
the smaller Colonies as are unwilling to incur the expense of special
dies and plates, and we shall be glad to receive your instructions as to
the number of specimen sheets similar to the Appendices hereto you
wish us to prepare.

There is no immediate acknowledgment, but it seems clear
that the circumstances leading to the preparation and employ
ment of these keyplates were the subject of personal negotia
tions between the firm and the Crown Agents.

There is no reference in the Correspondence Book to the
negotiations which led to De La Rue charging on September 4,
1888 the following British Guiana temporary stamps, made by
overprinting stamps specially printed from the Postage Key
plate in doubly fugitive purple ink. These stamps were used for
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series

postage stamps while the new issue to be described subse- British
quently was being prepared. Guiana

The Day Book entry shows that there were fifteen overprint Overprinted
plates charged |a

t

the usual £3. 3. o. for plates made from a Revenue

type setting, and that no less than 123,000 were invoiced of each Stamps

duty, except the Two Cents. Of this duty De La Rue invoiced (contmued)
307,800.

Although there is no letter to that effect in the files it is clear British
that the Crown Agents had already circulated the Colonies Guiana

about a Unified Keyplate before De La Rue announced that it New Keyplate
was ready. In a letter dated August 17, 1888 the Government
Secretary of British Guiana referred to two letters on the sub
ject when sending the Crown Agents a requisition for new
Postage and Revenue Stamps of seven denominations. 'The
Governor will be glad if you will cause the necessary alteration
to carry out this unification to be made in the design of the
present postage stamp dies.'

This was referred to De La Rue on September 5th, and on
September 14th they wrote: 'It appears to us desirable that the
new stamps should be of the type recendy introduced, because

it affords far greater distinction than any other between duties
by means of the peculiar form of overprint. We have prepared
the enclosed design A. in that spirit therefore, and in it we have
shown the ship and the legend. . . .' They quoted £$0 for the
key die, and £42 10. for a keyplate of 120 multiples. Each over
print plate was quoted at the usual £12.
On October 30th the Crown Agents forwarded a Minute by
the Commissioner of Stamps in British Guiana which was not
so favourable, but not surprising in view of the amount of sur
charging their revenue stamps had received.

From a perusal of the correspondence respecting the stamp of the
future, we observe that it is contemplated to change the design of the
stamp altogether, which would make it necessary to order new plates
for the whole series. This appears to us to be an unnecessary expense
and not only so, but there will be imported into our stamp business
an element of danger which a new series of stamps must always in
volve. We therefore suggest that the present postage stamps, viz. 1, 2,
4, 6

,
8
,

12, 24, 48 cents be altered by printing over the word 'Postage'
the words 'Postage and Revenue', either in ink of a different colour
from the stamp itself, or in ink of the same colour.

They then proceeded to enumerate the colours, and added
three new values to those already suggested.
The firm reported fully on November 2nd, pointing out that
the use of doubly fugitive ink ruled the Commissioner's
proposals out of court; they also pointed out that overprinting
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British
Guiana
New Keyplate
series

(continued)

was expensive, and would cost £40 4. 0. on this single requi
sition. After expressing their hope that British Guiana would
adopt one of the designs A or B sent with their letter of Septem
ber 14th they said:

We cannot follow the Senior Commissioner's argument that a new
series of Stamps must impart an element of danger, and his sugges
tion ofmaintaining the present design would we fear prove imprac
ticable, seeing that all the duties of Stamps must be printed in purple
or green, and must entirely depend upon the colour of the overprint
for distinction between themselves. We enclose an existing postage
stamp marked C printed in 'Doubly Fugitive' purple, and with the
overprint drawn in in green, which will we think illustrate our point
that such small overprint tablets would not afford sufficient dis
tinction even when unobliterated, and by artificial light, the greatest
confusion might occur which would be entirely guarded against by
having a good mass of colour in the duty tablet, as shown in the de
signs A and B returned herewith. If design C were adopted, it would
be necessary to prepare new overprint plates for each duty, at a cost
of £12 each, so that the only saving that would be effected by adopt
ing it in place ofA or B would be the cost of the key die and plate.
We have to report that the existing key plate is now nearly worn
out, as over 100,000 impressions have been produced from it

,

so that

in any case the expense of a new key plate will soon have to be in
curred. The present time is therefore a favourable one for adopting

a new stamp to either design A or B.
We hold the order in suspense pending your further instructions.

This intervention was completely successful, for on December
6th the Colony informed the Crown Agents that design A had
been adopted. The firm quoted five months for delivery, and
the die, keyplate and ten overprint plates of sixty multiples were
invoiced on July 17, 1889, with the following supply of each
duty, and the usual 400 specimens of each: One Cent, 510,000;
Two Cents, 829,000; Four Cents, 50400; Six Cents, 25,020;
Eight Cents, 90,020; Twelve Cents, 25,200; Twenty-four Cents,
25,500; Forty-eight Cents, 24,600; Seventy-two Cents, 25,500;
Ninety-six Cents, 24,900.
The following letter from the firm, dated April 2, 1889 proves
that the stamps overprinted in September 1888 were intended
to act as a stop gap while the new Postage Stamps were being
prepared, although the nature of the overprint qualified them for
use for Revenue purposes only.

Letter returned herewith. With reference to our memo of the 9th
of January last, we therein stated that we could not promise a supply
in less than five months, so that we should hand the Stamps to your
Inspector about June 9th. We are well forward with the necessary
dies, but regret that we do not see our way to anticipate that date for

delivery.
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Under the circumstances it would, we submit, be prudent to print British Guiana
a further temporary supply at once, so as to reach the Colony in New Keyplate

June. We await the favour of your instructions as to whether this is ser1es

to be done, and if so what quantities should be supplied. (cont1nued)

The change of the colour of the Nevis Sixpence from green to Nevis
brown took place when the Crown Agents sent a requisition for Colour

2,000 stamps of that value on September 17, 1888. They were Change
invoiced on October 15th (2,100) with 400 Specimens.

S1xpence

On November 1, 1888 the Crown Agents sent a Jamaica Jamaica
requisition containing an order for 1,152,000 One Penny and New

996,000 Twopence from the new keyplate. In acknowledging Keyplate
this requisition on the next day the firm wrote:

In our letter of Nov. 23rd last we stated that the printing of stamps
in two colours would necessitate the use of a 60 set key plate.
Since writing this we have perfected our system of printing in two
colours, and can now use a 120 set key plate. We therefore suggest that

you should authorize us to increase the 60 set key plate ordered by
you on April 17th to 120 set, at a cost of £21. 10/-. By adopting a 120
set key plate the price of Stamps will be reduced to 2/3 per 1,000
when a ream or more of any one duty is ordered at one time, and 3/3
per 1,000 when less than a ream is ordered at one time.
The present order is so large that the cost of increasing the size of
the key plate will be saved on it alone.

The Crown Agents agreed, and the cost of increasing the
plate was invoiced with the stamps on February 7, 1889. Four
hundred specimens ofeach were also charged.

The fact that the Virgin Islands One Penny was again printed Virgin Islands
from the lithographed design, although an overprint plate One Penny
existed for the General Keyplate, was due to the Colony having 9ne Shilling

specified lithography on the requisition, possibly without in- l1thographed
tention to make a change. The original requisition was sent by
the Crown Agents on November 13, 1888 and called for supplies
of the Fourpence, Sixpence and One Shilling As the last value
was new De La Rue asked if they should make an overprint
plate for the General Keyplate or make up a lithograph stone.
They recommended the former and asked for colour instructions.
After getting a quotation in each style the Crown Agents de
cided upon lithography, and recommended bright yellow. On
December 4th the firm replied as follows:

With reference to your order of the 13th ulto. for 1/- Virgin
Islands Postage Stamps, we fear that the Stamps if printed in a
yellow will not give satisfaction, especially by artificial fight. We
therefore recommend that the stamps should be printed in red, which
we believe is the colour hitherto used for this duty.
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Virgin Islands
One Penny
One Shilling
lithographed
(continued)

British
Honduras

Twenty Cents
surcharged
on Sixpence

Turks Islands
Colour
Change

Sixpence

We attach a Stamp printed in yellow and one printed in red. We
hold over the order pending your decision.

As the One Penny and, in their opinion, the Fourpence were
also printed in red the Crown Agents asked for, and approved,
a specimen in brown on December 10th. On the same day the
following requisition was sent (on the usual two-column form)
and is reproduced in full.

Virgin Islands

73/1888 10th Dec., 1888
The annexed Requisition for 1d.
Postage Stamps is forwarded to you
for execution. How soon can the
stamps be ready for shipment.

Messrs. De La Rue & Co.,
Bunhill Row, E.C.
Dec. 13th 1888
Requisition returned
herewith for: —

10,000 1d Postage Stamps

printed in red by the litho
graphic process.
Time — about 3 weeks.

The stamps, with 400 specimens of the One Penny and One
Shilling, were invoiced on December 31st: One Penny, 9,840;
One SbMng, 1,200.

The surcharged British Honduras Sixpence in the new cur
rency was ordered by the Crown Agents on December 31,
1888, together with further supplies of the Ten Cents and Fifty
Cents. The quantity invoiced on February 19, 1889 was 30,000,
with 400 specimens.

The first printing of the Turks Islands Sixpence from the
Perkins, Bacon plate since the approval of the new colour
scheme was invoiced on February 4, 1889, following a requisition
received on December 31st. The colour was changed from black
to brown. The quantity supplied was 15,000, with 400 speci
mens.

Gold Coast
Five Shillings
Ten Shillings
Twenty
Shillings

On February 12, 1889 the Crown Agents sent a requisition
from Gold Coast, which led to the production of the first
stamps from the new Universal Unified Keyplate. In his letter
of January 5th the Colonial Secretary said:

These stamps will be required almost exclusively for bringing to
account payments for legal processes, and it would I think be ad
vantageous that they should be of the same size and description as
the stamps at present used for similar purposes in the English Law
Courts. It is thought that they should bear the words 'Postage and
Revenue' so as to be available for use in connection with the Parcel
Post and with Postal purposes generally, and that the words 'Gold
Coast' should be printed at the sides.
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When sending the requisition to De La Rue the Crown Gold Coast
Agents asked them to furnish 'alternative designs and estimates Five Shillings
for the direct production, and from the new Key plate, of the Ten Shillings
stamps referred to in the annexed requisition'. The firm replied Twenty

on February 18th: Sh1ll1ngs

(cont1nued)
The only method of producing the required 'Postage & Revenue'
Stamps from the existing Gold Coast plate is to print the Stamps in
doubly fugitive ink from the Key plate and overprint them in singly
fugitive ink with the duty and the word 'Revenue' as shown on
Appendix.
For the sake of economy the word 'Revenue' is overprinted at the
same time and therefore in the same colour as the duty.
As such overprints are somewhat unsightly, we should recom
mend the adoption of Stamps printed from the Universal Unified
Key plate as shown on Appendix. The cost of both kinds of Stamps
would be the same, . . .

For some reason the Crown Agents were not satisfied, and
asked the firm to 'complete your report by furnishing an estimate
of the cost of supplying Stamps from new plates for the Colony'.
As the Colonial Secretary had indicated that he would only re
quire one sheet of the Twenty Shillings this is surprising. A
new design was submitted on February 22nd,* involving a £50 Plate 2g; 9
key die, a £21 keyplate of 60 multiples and three overprint plates
at £12 each. On February 25th the Crown Agents ordered the
stamps to be printed from the Universal Keyplate and asked
that they might be ready for the next April quarterly supply.
They were invoiced on May 9th, with 400 specimens of each.
The first supply consisted of 660 Five Shillings, 240 Ten
Shillings, and 120 Twenty Shillings. The Twenty Shilling is a
scarce stamp in mint condition and very rare postally used; on
the other hand no less than 17 consignments, comprising alto
gether 13,320 copies, were invoiced between May 9, 1889 and
February 2, 1894, when the colour of the stamp was changed to
purple doubly fugitive ink and black on red paper. It will be seen
therefore that the Colonial Secretary was right in his prophecy
that very few would be used for genuine postal services.

On February 19, 1889 the firm invoiced a supply of stamps Natal
for Natal which included 500 sheets (12,000) of the Threepence. Colour
The colour was changed to grey, but no specimens were sent. Change

Threepence

On April 1, 1889 the Crown Agents sent correspondence on Gibraltar
the subject of the changes in the postage stamps due to the Change of
alteration of the Gibraltar currency. There were eventually to Currency
be eight new duties, and the existing supply of stamps was to be overprints
overprinted. 'This surcharging cannot be conveniendy or

* Seep. 591.
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Gibraltar
Change of
Currency
overprints
(continued)

properly executed in the Colony and therefore it will be neces
sary to instruct the Crown Agents to carry out the work.' The
firm reported on April 2nd:
To carry out the instructions in the letter (returned herewith) it
will be perhaps considered desirable to produce all the eight required
duties from the existing Key plate, in which case eight overprinted
plates at a cost of £12. each will be required. In view, however, of the
large quantities taken of the 5 Cents (old £d.), 10 Cents (old 1d.) and
25 Cents (old 2^d.) it may be decided to have special plates as hitherto
for these duties. If so, a die for each duty at a cost of £50 each, and a
plate (240 set) for each duty at a cost of £85 each, will be necessary.
We are in some doubt whether the word 'Cents' or 'Centimos'
should be used, and shall be glad to be favoured with your instructions.
We gather that it is contemplated to overprint in black the existing
stock of Stamps held in the Colony with the new duties. If this is so,
temporary overprint plates at £3. 3. 0. each for each duty will have
to be provided and our price for overprinting in black would be 6d.,
per 1000 Stamps.

On April 3rd the Crown Agents forwarded a telegram from
Gibraltar asking how long it would take to overprint 500,000
postage stamps, to which the firm replied: 'It would take about
a month to make the necessary overprint plates and to overprint
say 500,000 stamps.' The use of the word 'plate' provides
evidence, if any is needed, that temporary overprints were
usually printed from electroplates of the type setting, and not
from the actual type itself.
The Colony advised the shipment of the stamps on April
17th and De La Rue were told to go ahead with the overprinting
on May 7th. In the invoice the following quantities were
charged, but no specimens: Five Centimos, 57,6005 Ten
Centimos, 100,800; Twenty-five Centimos (on Twopence),
55,200; Twenty-five Centimos (on Twopence halfpenny)
241,200; Forty Centimos, 15,000; Fifty Centimos, 15,160;
Seventy-five Centimos, 12,800.

Gibraltar On April 12, 1889 the Colonial Secretary replied to the Crown
New Currency Agents regarding De La Rue's original estimate of April 2nd
Issue for the new stamps:

If you concur in Messrs. De La Rue's recommendation, that new
dies and plates for the 5 centimos (old id.), 10 centimos (old 1d.),
and 25 centimos (old 2id.), stamps should be supplied at a total cost
of £150 for the dies and £255 for the plates, I am to authorize you to
give the necessary instructions for their preparation; but I am to
draw your attention to the fact that the Secretary of State in his
Despatch No. 20 of the 5th February last, stated as follows —

'The cost of new dies need be but trifling as the Crown Agents have
a Key plate with a moveable top and bottom, which can be made to
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suit any Colony at a very little cost.' The aggregate of £405 in Gibraltar
addition to the £60 required for the Key plates of the remaining five New Currency
stamps can hardly be called trifling. Issue

It should be borne in mind also that these changes in the face (cont1nued;
value of the postal issues have been decided upon under distinct
direction from Lord Knutsford.

After detailing the various quantities required the requisition
closed with a postscript in red ink: 'It is presumed that the 2d.
die will be ut1lized for the new 'One Peseta Stamp.' The firm
reported again on April 24th:
With reference to the paragraph in the Colonial Secretary's letter
as to 'moveable top and bottom' he clearly has in his mind stamps
produced from Key-plates and overprinted with the duties. In our
memo of the 2nd inst., we proposed to produce the required stamps
in this way from the Gibraltar Key plate. We, however, thought it

right to call your attention to the large quantities of 5, 10 and 25
Centimos Stamps, and for economy's sake to suggest the preparation
of special dies and plates for these duties. The initial expense is
doubtless the greater, but unless the duties are again likely to be
changed, the Colony would in the long run effect an economy by
ordering them. We await the favour of your early instructions as to
which course is to be followed.

On being asked to 'advert to the point of utilizing the old dies
for the One Peseta stamp' the firm pointed out that as that stamp
was printed from the old Gibraltar keyplate it would only be
necessary to make an overprint plate for the One Peseta. After
some discussion as to the advisability of having special plates of
240 multiples for the Five, Ten and Twenty-five Centimos the
Crown Agents eventually decided on duty plates for all values
to be printed with the existing keyplate, and De La Rue were
instructed to go ahead on May 13th. They promised delivery
in five months.
The stamps, with Specimens, were invoiced on November
5th, when the following quantities were supplied: Five Centimos,
96,600; Ten Centimos, 192,000; Twenty-five Centimos, 240,240;
Forty Centimos, 24,000; Fifty Centimos, 12,000; Seventy-five
Centimos, 12,000; One Peseta, 12,000; Five Pesetas, 12,000.

The change in the colour of the One Penny surcharged 2\ St Vincent
Pence St Vincent to blue was made with the requisition sent on Colour

April 16, 1889. 30480 stamps, with 400 Specimens, were in- Change
voiced on June 7th. 2* Pence

The new Gold Coast Threepence, in the existing Gold Coast Gold Coast
Keyplate design, was ordered on April 18, 1889, and invoiced Threepence
on May 30th. The overprint plate was charged at £12, and
1,920 stamps, with 400 Specimens were supplied.
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Seychelles The negotiations which ended in the first Colonial issue in
First Issue the design of the Universal Postage Keyplate began unusually

with a direct communication to De La Rue by the Adminis
trator; it was dated April 5, 1889.
I shall be obliged if you will kindly furnish me with the following
information respecting Postage and Revenue Stamps.
My object in writing to you direct is that I first desire to know the
cost of any change which I might wish to recommend before I bring
the subject forward for the consideration and approval of higher
authority.

I send samples of Mauritius Postage Stamps, a Mauritius Inland
Revenue Stamp, and a Barbados Postage and a Sierra Leone Revenue

Stamp, and shall be obliged by your kindly favouring me with
answers to the following questions.
Is it possible to substitute for the word 'Mauritius' or Barbados on
the Postage Stamps the word 'Seychelles' without having a new die
made. The portion with the price is I believe a movable part. Is the
portion containing the names of the Colony also movable? and if
not so in the stamps sent, is it movable in any other Colonial stamp
and if so is it possible to arrange for the word Seychelles being in
serted in place of the name of any other Colonies.
Similarly in respect to the Revenue Stamp, is it possible to use
that portion of plates in your possession, by simply making a new
movable portion with the words Seychelles thereon. and if so what
would be the cost of such alteration for a sheet or sheets of 60 stamps
to the sheet.

You will of course see that my principal object is to save expense.
The adoption of any change would greatly depend upon the price
and the finances of these Islands are very low at present.
Presuming that neither of these suggestions can be carried out,
will you be so good as to inform me the cost of a new die plate of 60
Stamps to the plate ofordinary pattern and size, Postage and Revenue
Stamps separate, with say movable portions for different prices of
cents thereon for Postage and different prices for Revenue.
Further, presuming that it was desired to adopt a thoroughly dis
tinctive Postage for the Seychelles with a device suitable to the

history or tradition of the Islands, what would be the difference be
tween the cost of such a plate and the now generally adopted pattern
with Her Majesty's head thereon.
I shall be obliged by your sending me a reply at your earliest
convenience.

The firm informed the Administrator that such matters were
the business of the Crown Agents, and sent on the correspon
dence to them on May 2nd; it was returned on May 4th for a
report, and specimens.
On May 20th De La Rue recommended the new Universal
Postage Keyplate, which was now ready, and submitted speci
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mens of a Two Cents and Three Cents. They pointed out that Seychelles
any duty plates made for this keyplate could be subsequendy First Issue
used with the Unified Keyplate. They did not submit a sped- (continued)
men for a 'distinctive stamp'. but as an alternative quoted from

£100 to £200 for the original die 'according to the required
device', £50 for the working die, £42. 10. for a keyplate of 120
multiples, and £12 for each overprint plate.
This report was sent to the colony, and on September 9th the
Crown Agents sent a requisition for eight values from the
Universal Postage Keyplate and duty plates. De La Rue sub
mitted a scheme of colours on September 12th, which was
approved on September 17th. One statement in the Adminis
trator's letter of July 4th, when he urged on the Governor of
Mauritius the desirability of accepting De La Rue's estimate, is
significant of the new attitude now beginning to spread among
Colonial civil servants:

I would here mention that the sale of new Stamps to Postage
Stamp Collectors, out of Seychelles, a circumstance which always
arises when new varieties of stamps are issued, would in a few
months recoup this Government for the original outlay.

The overprint plates and stamps were invoiced on February
11, 1890 when the following quantities were supplied: Two
Cents, 36,6005 Four Cents, 36,600; Eight Cents, 73,800; Ten
Cents, 28,800; Thirteen Cents, 29,400; Sixteen Cents, 91,800;
Forty-eight cents, 28,800; Ninety-six Cents, 18,000.

The change in the shade of the Sierra Leone Sixpence,
although not referred to in the Correspondence Book when the
requisition was sent on July 24, 1889, was considered sufficiently
marked for 400 Specimens to be supplied when 17,580 stamps
were invoiced on September 3rd.

The change of the colour of the Jamaica Sixpence to yellow
took place with the requisition sent on October 15, 1889; 19,680
stamps with 400 Specimens were invoiced on December 31st.

The requisition from St Helena sent to De La Rue on
November 26, 1889 contained instructions for a Three Half
pence stamp. In the ordinary way this would involve printing
the Perkins, Bacon Sixpence in a distinctive colour and over
printing from an electroplate of a type setting. De La Rue sent
a St Vincent stamp to show the colour, but also sent a specimen
from the Universal Postage keyplate, and requested the Crown
Agents 'to call the attention of the St Helena Government to
the greater protection afforded to the revenue by surface printed
stamps'. They also sent a special design in case the Colony
might prefer a special keyplate of their own.

Sierra Leone
Colour
Change
Sixpence

Jamaica
Colour
Change
Sixpence

St Helena
Three
Halfpence
Colour
Change

Fourpence

Plate 2Q;
10 to 12
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St Helena
Three
Halfpence
Colour
Change
Fourpence

(continued)

Procedure

Delivery dates

Gumming

Difficulties

The Crown Agents approved the Universal keyplate on
December 6th without reference to the Colony, but asked for a
different colour from the blue which De La Rue had submitted.
Their revised specimen in reddish brown and green was ap
proved on December 12th. The overprint plate, 120,000
stamps and 400 Specimens were invoiced on March 14, 1890.
Specimens were also sent of the Fourpence, of which 48,000
were supplied with the colour changed to brown.

Apart from the quarterly supplies, which the firm were able
to foresee, the Colonial authorities were giving less and less time
for the printing of their requisitions. It had almost become the
habit for the letters from the Crown Agents accompanying
Requisitions to stress the urgency of the orders, and to ask for
impracticable dates. On December 10, 1889, in connection with
a requisition for 1,320,000 Jamaica One Penny received on
October 15th the firm took a strong line:

We will do our utmost to deliver a portion of the 1d. Postage and
Revenue Stamps to your Inspector within a week. We take this occa
sion to ask you to impress upon the Colony the necessity of holding a
larger stock, for these constant urgent demands from the various
Colonies make it exceedingly difficult for us to properly conduct the
Colonial Stamp printing, and should the least hitch occur here, the
Colonial Postal Service could not receive the supplies in time. It is
usual for most Governments to hold a year's supply; India indeed
holds a 2\ year's stock. In our opinion the Colonies should hold at
least a year's supply.

The Colonial Secretary had revealed that within a month of
sending the requisition there was only three months' supply of
the One Penny in the Island.

During the latter part of 1886 and throughout 1887 the firm
had to counter a number of complaints about indifferent gum
ming. It began with a letter to the Crown Agents, dated July 31,
1886, concerning the Virgin Islands One Shilling despatched in
December 1885. 'We are unable to separate the sheets one from
another, and almost the entire supply is useless. . . . The Half
penny Stamps supplied at the same time ... are very far from
satisfactory.'
De La Rue sent the following reply to the Crown Agents on
August 3rd:

We very much regret that a complaint has been made in regard to
the last supply of 1/- Postage Stamps, but we are convinced that
those stamps left here in proper condition, for it would not have been
possible to gum them had not the printing ink been thoroughly dry,
whilst the gum we employ is of such a character that it dries very
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quickly. The Stamps too would not have been passed by your In- Gumming
spector unless they had been in proper condition. The only ex- Difficulties
planation we can offer, therefore, of the Stamps sticking together is (continued)
that they must have been exposed to moisture after they left here.
The gum we employ does not easily deliquesce, but an undue ex
posure to moisture would of course render it sticky. This is we be
lieve the first complaint we have ever had of Stamps supplied to
Turks Island, and unless the Stamps were exposed to moisture upon
receipt there, we can but conclude that the tin lining of the case must
have been damaged in transit, when a claim should be raised against
the Shipping Agents.

After suggesting interleaving as a remedy they asked that the
defective stamps should be returned for examination, as 'we
believe we should then be able to prove conclusively that the
above assertions are well founded'.
They were given the opportunity on November 17th, and
replied two days later:

We are very sorry to say that we find it exceedingly difficult to offer
any explanation as to the state which the Stamps are in; but it is an
indubitable fact that they must have been exposed to the action of
great moisture, as otherwise they would never have stuck together as
they have done. We have analysed the Stamps, and we do not find
any sea salt in them; consequently we are led to the conclusion that
they must have been exposed either to the action of fresh water or to
that of steam. No other cause could have resulted in such an effect as
has been produced in the Stamps, which are stuck together as if they
were pieces of millboard. Seeing that this is the first occasion on
which such a complaint has reached us, we think there is no likelihood
of its recurrence.

The firm agreed to replace the defective stamps free of cost,
and no doubt both they and the Crown Agents hoped that they
had heard the last of the trouble, for complaints about the
quality ofDe La Rue's work were practically unknown.
Unfortunately it cropped up again on March 7, 1887 when
Cyprus complained about 'insufficient quantity of gum on the
stamps last received. This it is said, coupled with the thinness
of the paper upon which they are printed, causes them not to
adhere properly to some textures ofpaper'.
The firm's argument now developed as an answer to the
statement in the last sentence.

We are very sorry to receive a complaint of insufficiency of gum
upon any of the Cyprus Stamps, and we cannot in any way under
stand it

,

as all the Stamps we produce are gummed in the same man
ner and by the same machines and staff or workpeople. We would,
however, suggest that a few of the sheets complained of should be
returned to us to test, and so that we may go fully into the matter.
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Gumming We would point out that under certain conditions of the atmo-
Difficulties sphere the gum is liable to dry with a dull appearance. instead of
(continued) looking bright, and we think that this may possibly account for the

complaint now raised. Anyone looking at such a sheet might jump to
the conclusion that there was not sufficient gum upon it

,

although it

bore more than the usual quantity.

With reference to thin paper being used for the Postage Stamps,
we beg to state that this is done advisedly, for clearly a thin supple
paper properly gummed will adhere more readily than a thicker and
consequently harsher paper.
Of course no gummed paper will adhere well to undersized paper,
or to paper with an exceptionally rough surface such as cartridge.
We shall hope to receive the sheets we ask for in due course.

A requisition received on March 15, 1887 for a further supply
of stamps brought a complaint from Straits Settlements. 'In
the case of the 2 Cents furnished in the last Indent, the sheets
had to be damped before they could be separated and the Post
Office complains that they would not stick properly.' The
firm still refused to admit that anything could have gone
wrong.

We regret very much to receive a complaint respecting the gum
ming of the Postage Stamps last supplied, and we cannot at all under
stand it

,

seeing that they were gummed in exactly the same manner,
and at the same time, as the Revenue and Judicial Stamps supplied
under the same Requisition. We need hardly assure you that every
possible care is taken in the gumming of the Straits Settlements
Stamps, and that they are treated precisely in the same manner as all
those we manufacture. We can only suggest that the Colonial
Government should be requested to return for examination some of
the sheets of Stamps that they complain of, which will no doubt
enable us to report fully to you on the subject.

The stamps from Cyprus were forwarded for examination by
the Crown Agents on April 15th; the firm reported three days
later:

We herewith return the 360 i-piastre and the 360 2-piastre
Stamps sent for our inspection in compliance with the request con
tained in our Memo. ofMarch 7th.
We have carefully examined the Stamps and are pleased to be able
to report that they carry the usual quantity of gum. We have tested
them upon the enclosed varieties of papers numbered 1 to 5, and
find that they adhere readily and firmly on all of them. Now paper
No. 5 is a very severe test, being rough unfinished paper such as is

hardly every used. We are at a loss to understand the complaint re
ceived from the Government of Cyprus, and can only surmise that
the Stamps must have been used on common and insufficiently sized

paper, in which case the paper would tend to absorb into itself the
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gum on the stamp, thus depriving the stamps of a great portion of Gumming
the gum, so that they would not adhere. Difficulties
We will in future be careful to apply a slightly thicker layer of gum (continued)
to the Cyprus Stamps, but we must of course be careful not to lay it
on too thickly as that would lead to other troubles.

The Crown Agents agreed on April 20th that in future the
Cyprus stamps should have a slightly thicker layer of gum. But
seven days later they had to write again about a complaint re
ceived from Lagos, and were evidently becoming sceptical
about De La Rue's arguments.

In referring to you the accompanying letter from the Government
of Lagos, we have to observe that the complaint therein made is the
fourth that has reached us and, therefore, it is evident that there
must be something wrong with the gumming of recent supplies of
Stamps. The remedy suggested in the case of Cyprus Stamps must
be applied to all in future.

To this general instruction the firm could only give their
assent. Further complaints were received from Barbados in
July and Hong Kong in October. In both cases De La Rue ex
pressed their hope that the measures now being taken would
obviate the difficulty. To detached observers seventy years after
the event it would seem obvious that in some way a defective
supply of gum had been received from the manufacturers, for
which De La Rue could not be blamed, and that an approach on
these lines might have turned aside wrath and if anything en
hanced the firm's reputation for care and efficiency. But now,
when they seemed to have emerged successfully from the diffi
culty, a complaint from Gibraltar, sent on November 1st,
spurred them to the attack once more.

We much regret to receive the complaint of an insufficiency of
gum upon any of the Gibraltar stamps last delivered, and we are
quite at a loss to understand it

,

for all these stamps were gummed in
precisely the same manner and by the same machinery as all the other

stamps which we produce.
Further we have procured pieces from the margins of the specimen
sheets of the delivery in question which are retained by your In
spector and we find that they carry a sufficiency of gum. We have
stuck these pieces on to the enclosed three envelopes and have then

tried to separate them, the result being that the adhesion is so perfect

that the paper has actually split in the operation.
We shall be glad if a few of the sheets complained of can be re
turned to us which will enable us to go fully into the matter.

The Crown Agents sent some sheets on November 28th with
the following observations:

The annexed letter and Stamps received from the Government of
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Gumming Gibraltar are referred for your report with reference to your memo
Difficulties of the 3rd instant.
(cont1nued) The new stamps are, in 3 out of 4 sheets sent home, obviously in

adequately gummed.

De La Rue were not prepared to accept this verdict and, after
making exhaustive tests sent the following report on December
ISC

We have carefully tested the Stamps and have to report that they
all in our opinion carry a sufficiency of gum. We have tested them
upon the enclosed six varieties of envelopes, numbered 1 to 6, and
they adhere thoroughly well on all of them, although some of the
envelopes are made of paper which it is very difficult to get gum to
stick to. We have further stuck pieces taken from the margins of the
sheets upon the enclosed four varieties of envelopes numbered 7 to
10, and as you will see they adhere so firmly that we could not
separate them from the envelopes without splitting the paper. This
is a very severe test, and we are therefore at a loss to understand the

complaint received from the Government ofGibraltar.
Under certain atmospheric conditions, the gum dries on the sheets
after application by us somewhat dull, as in the case of the sheets of
Id., 1d., 2d., and 41I. Stamps, but this does not in any way militate

against its adhesive qualities.

As arranged with you, a slightly thicker layer of gum is now being
applied to all the Colonial Stamps, which will we hope obviate any
further complaint.

The Crown Agents were now clearly anxious to bring the
controversy to an end. Although their respect for De La Rue's
efficiency would no doubt have given them reason to suspect
that there was in fact much to say for the firm's arguments, the
task of pacifying indignant Colonies rested on their own
shoulders. They wrote again on December 6th:

With reference to your memo of the 1st instant relative to the
Gibraltar Postage Stamps, we have to point out that the pieces taken
from the margins of the sheets are not a fair test, and that it is obvious
from the numerous complaints which have of late reached us from
all parts of the world that there must be something wrong with your
recent system of gumming, and we request that you will take steps
to obviate the recurrence of complaints in future. We have given
instructions to our Inspector to demur to the receipt of any stamps
which appear insufficiently gummed.

This led to a personal interview, which was confirmed by De
La Rue on December 9th:

With reference to our interview with you yesterday, we beg to
confirm what we then told you, that the Stamps are now gummed in

exactly the same manner, and by the same machinery, as all the



Plate 25

1. Two specimens for overprinted Straits
Settlements Four Cents, sent March 13,
1883; both were rejected.

2, 3. Designs for Five Shillings and One

Pound Bahamas, submitted August 20, 1883.
4 - 13. Ten designs for the eight new
Ceylon duties, submitted November 28, 1884.
The Five Cents (5) was approved.
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1, 2. Designs for Ceylon keyplate series and
Thirty-five Cents duty, 19 2 85.
3. Design for Ceylon Fifteen Cents duty,

244 »5.
4-6. Revised design for Fifteen Cents
Ceylon Queen's head, and alternative sug
gestions for design with figures only, 125 85.

7. Rejected specimen for overprinting Hong
Kong Twenty Cents, 51 85.
8. Rejected design for Grenada One Penny
Unified, 18 9 85.
9, 10. Straits Settlements Three Cents design,
27 10 85 (9), altered to a keyplate design (10),

16,11/85.
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1. Tracing of design received from Tasmania
for new high duties, December 1885.
2-7. Tracings of designs A to F, submitted
January 6, 1886. D (5) and E (6) were ap
proved, but the order was cancelled.

8 - 13. Designs G - M, submitted 6/1/86.
14. Proof of Two Shillings & Sixpence over
print, invoiced 9 2 86.
15. Proof of type setting for Ten Shillings
overprint plate of 60 multiples.
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1-4. Designs for Gibraltar, including key- 6. Second Colonial keyplate design, 10/12/86.
plate issue, 7, 1 86. 7-8. Design for British Bechuanaland,
5. First British Bechuanaland design, with based on Grenada, with alternative suggestion
fifteen duty tablets, 7/12/86. for lettering, 7/1/87.
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Stamps manufactured by us have been for years past, and that Gumming
nothing but the purest gum is used, and further that the margins of Difficulties
the sheets carry the same of gum as the Stamps themselves and (continued)
therefore pieces torn from the margins show, we submit, the charac
ter of the whole sheet.
We find upon reference that six complaints have been received as to
deficiency of gum. In the case of Lagos and Barbados we did not see
specimens, but in the other four cases, viz., Cyprus, Straits Settle
ments, Hong Kong and Gibraltar (the one now in question) speci
mens were sent to us, and in each case we found a sufficiency of gum;
in fact in all these cases we stuck the Stamps on to a great many
different qualities of paper, ranging from the very smoothest to the
roughest, and in every case they adhered so firmly that they could
not be parted without actually splitting the paper.
We are led to believe that the complaints must have arisen through
the gum having dried up with a dull appearance, and, as we ex
plained to you, this is due to atmospheric causes entirely beyond our
control. As we believe we convinced you yesterday, a sheet of paper
which has dried up dull in this way, although it has the appearance of
having very little gum upon it

,

may have such an ample supply that

it will stand the severe test referred to above, viz., that an attempt to
raise the Stamps will result in the splitting of the paper, showing
that the gum sticks with such tenacity that it is actually stronger than
the paper.
Of course, Stamps require to be properly moistened before they
are laid on. If that be done, they will not fail to adhere.
We are now applying a slightly thicker layer of gum to the Stamps,
which will we trust obviate further complaint. As we explained to
you, we have to be careful not to apply too thick a layer, for if the
layer is too thick, other difficulties present themselves.

The Correspondence Book from now onwards contains a

continuous series of pin pricks on this question of gumming,
but the firm maintained stolidly that their process was satis
factory, that the sheets were properly gummed, and that the
complaints arose from the fact that the stamps were not kept in
stock under proper conditions by the Colonial Post Office. They
maintained this until relations with the Crown Agents on this
subject at any rate seemed to be reaching breaking-point.
British Guiana, Bahamas,' Ceylon, Grenada and Straits
Settlements all entered the lists, but nothing shook the in
flexibility of the firm, under the leadership of Warren William
De La Rue, who had the profound knowledge of Dr Miiller to
guide him. Two letters written in reply to a Grenada complaint
indicate the very strong line they took. On September 6

,

1888

they wrote:

We very much regret to find that upon applying moisture to the
gum on those Stamps it washes off the paper. This must be due to
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Gumming the gum having undergone a process of decomposition, and it would
Difficulties have been impossible for us to have applied it to the paper in such a
(continued) state as it is now in. We fear that the Stamps must have been exposed

to some adverse climatic influence, or that they got damaged in
transit, for we have never known gummed paper which we have
had in stock, however long it may have been laid by, undergo any
such change.

We venture to suggest that the Colonial authorities might be
advised to keep their stamps in air-tight cases, and if that precaution
be taken we are sanguine that no further trouble will arise.

When the Crown Agents reasoned that 'the Colonies are
necessarily exposed to very different climatic influences to those
which obtain in this country' they answered:

It is true that several complaints have recently been received re
specting insufficiency of gum on the stamps, but we beg to remind you
that upon investigation they have often proved to be unfounded.
This complaint, however, is of a totally different character, and it
stands alone. It is not a question of insuff1ciency of gum, but of the
gum not adhering, and the reason that the gum does not adhere (the
layer of it is fully adequate) is that it has undergone chemical decom
position. We have only once before in the whole course of our ex
perience received a similar complaint, and we know no means by
which to guard against such a casualty. Nothing we could put in the

gum would prevent its being affected by certain climatic influences,
and we submit that in the storage of such delicate articles as Stamps
every care should be exercised. Such care has to be taken even in

England, and far more is it required in damp and hot climates.
The other complaint of a like nature we have received came from
Egypt, and upon investigation it was proved that the Stamps after

being taken out of our cases were allowed to stand in a damp place
for a day or two, and were then put in the air-tight cases used for

storage. The result was that a species of fermentation set in, which
destroyed the adhesive properties of the gum.
We need hardly assure you that we are doing everything in our

power to turn your Stamps out satisfactorily.

A special check was now put into practice, and when another
complaint was received from Natal at the end of 1889 De La
Rue wrote as follows:

We regret to receive the complaint as to insufficiency of gum upon
the Postage and Telegraph Stamps, especially on the 1d. Postage.
We are quite at a loss to understand this complaint, for we always
test every delivery by taking the pieces from the margins of the waste
sheets, and all the test pieces taken from the recent deliveries adhere
thoroughly, indeed quite as well as the pieces taken from the last
delivery, which we hand you on the enclosed piece of paper. We be
lieve that your Inspector is also in the habit of testing each delivery.
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A particularly violent attack from Jamaica was followed by a Gumming
complaint from Tobago, and when forwarding this on April 15, Difficulties
1890 the Crown Agents wrote:

"
(continued)

We have looked further into the question and find that no com
plaints of deficient gumming appear to have been made until the last
few years which clearly points to some alteration in the manufacture
of the Stamps, and this we understand has taken place, the sheets
being now gummed by machinery instead of by hand as formerly. In
these circumstances as no change is stated to have occurred in
the quality of the gum used, the application of it would appear to be
what is infault, and we must demand that steps may be taken to ensure
that such an adequate quantity of gum is applied to the sheets as
will prevent the recurrence of the very numerous complaints which
have reached us from the Colonies in all parts of the world of de
ficiencies in this respect.

The firm again refused to be brow-beaten on a scientific
principle on which they believed they were right, and answered
fully and vigorously on April 21st.

It is quite true that all the complaints which have been received as
to deficiency of gum are since the commencement of 1887.
The alteration from gumming by hand to gumming by machinery
took place in the year 1880, and is, we submit, a vast improvement
in every way, for by machinery we are enabled to lay a much more
uniform and even layer of gum on the sheets of paper. Instead of the
gumming having been deteriorated by the introduction ofmachinery,
as you seem to imply, it has been materially improved, and is, in our
opinion, better now than it ever was.
As we have on previous occasions informed you, we buy the best
gum in the market, under laboratory test, and to overcome any slight
variations that there may be in the different parcels, we make it a
habit to mix 50 or 60 tons together before bringing the gum into use.
We feel satisfied that the gummed work leaves us in good and perfect
condition, and that the complaints received are due to influences
entirely beyond our control; either the Stamps are improperly stored,
or possibly in damp climates, a comparatively short exposure to
climatic influences may deteriorate the gum. We use the same
machinery and the same gum for every kind of Stamp manufactured
by us, and, without troubling you with the figures of the numerous
countries for which we manufacture Stamps, we give you below the
number of sheets (240 set) gummed in the years 1887, 1888, and 1889
for the English Government and for yourselves:

1887 1888 1889

English 8,731,000 8,706,000 12,697,000

Crown Agents 134,000 124,000 168,500

by which you will see that the work done for you does not amount to
\\% of that done for the English Government alone. During the
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Gumming years 1887, 1888 and 1889 we only received one complaint about the

Difficulties English Stamps, viz., in March 1887, as to the gumming of the \d.
(continued) Stamps, and the Postmaster at Cambridge, to whom the complaint

was made, stated in his report that it was unfounded, as the Stamps
were sufficiently gummed, and, after testing the stamps complained
of, we confirmed his statement. Now we submit that had any of the
English Stamps been defectively gummed, we should have heard of

it
,

the public being very quick to make complaint. It may therefore
be assumed that the total 30,134,000 sheets of Stamps supplied to the
English Government in the years 1887, 1888 and 1889 were satis

factory, and seeing that your Stamps are gummed by the same

machinery, and with the same gum, the total number of 426,500
sheets gummed for you in those years must be held to have been in as

satisfactory a condition as the English.
On the Appendix hereto we tabulate the whole of the complaints
received from you as to deficiency of gum, which amount to 16 in all,
received from 13 Colonies (two complaints each from Cyprus,
Bahamas and Straits Settlements). Bahamas, after making the first

complaint, subsequently wrote admitting it to be unfounded. Fifteen

complaints are therefore left to be dealt with. In six cases none of the
Stamps complained ofwere sent to us, and we are therefore unable to
express any opinion as to their condition. In the other nine cases
Stamps were forwarded to us to test, and in six out of the nine, viz.,
Cyprus, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Straits Settlements, Natal and
Jamaica, we most carefully tested the gum and found it to be in a

satisfactory condition. It will be within your recollection that the
Stamps were tested on a great variety of papers and were forwarded
to you. In the other three cases, viz., Bahamas, Grenada and Tobago
we found that the Stamps had been exposed to adverse influence of
moisture, which was quite sufficient to account for the decomposition
of the gum.
We have entered thus fully into the matter, as we are anxious to
remove the impression which seems to exist in your mind that blame
attaches to us, and we think that you will now admit that any com
plaints received are due to causes beyond our control. It is impos
sible for us to take any further precautions than we do to ensure good
work, and we clearly cannot be held responsible for any deterioration
in the gum which may take place after delivery to your Inspector.
We are in the habit of testing every duty of Stamps after printing,
just before delivery to your Inspector, and we may fairly assume that
he on his part tests the deliveries, and that should he find anything
defective in the gumming he would call our attention to it. That no
such complaint has ever been made by him is further evidence that
the Stamps were handed over by us in good condition.
We are forced to the conclusion that long immunity from com
plaints may have engendered some laxity in the Colonies in the
proper precautions which should be taken in the storage of Stamps.
This remark applies to those few cases where the gum has deterio
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rated. In those cases in which the complaints made were proved by Gumming
our tests to be unfounded, we can only surmise that the Stamps had Difficulties
been used on very low and somewhat 'undersized' qualities of paper. (continued)
As you are aware, an 'undersized' paper partakes of the nature of
blotting paper and tends to absorb the gum. In recent years low
quality paper has come much more into use and is largely employed
in the Colonies.

APPENDIX

Complaints received from the Crown Agents as to insufficiency of
gum upon adhesive Stamps.

Colony

Lagos
Cyprus

Straits

ments

Settle-

Date of
Complaint

April '87
April '87

June '88

June '87

Barbados

Hong Kong

Gibraltar

Ceylon

British Guiana
Bahamas

Grenada

Jamaica

Tobago

Natal

June
July
Oct.

'88

'87

'87

Dec. '87

Jan. '88

Jan. '88
Mar. '88

Feb. '89

Sept. '88

Jan. '90

Feb. '90

April '90

Remarks

X No Stamps sent to us.
O We test and report gum to be satis
factory.

X No Stamps sent to us.

O We test and report gum to be satis
factory.

X No Stamps sent to us.
X No Stamps sent to us.
O We test and report gum to be satis
factory.

O We test and report gum to be satis
factory.

X No Stamps sent to us. Colony re
ported last supply to be satis
factory.

X No Stamps sent to us.
Complaint was withdrawn as un
founded.

We test and report gum to have de
teriorated through exposure to
moisture.

We test and report gum to have de
teriorated through exposure to
moisture, possibly through de
fective tin-lining to packing case.

O We test and report gum to be satis
factory.
We test and report gum to have de
teriorated through exposure to
moisture, except £d., Postage,

which was in a satisfactory con
dition.

O We test and report gum to be satis

factory.
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Gumming Extract from above

Difficulties Thirteen Colonies send complaints (Cyprus, Bahamas & Straits
(continued) Settlements two each) making 16 complaints in all. Bahamas with

drew one complaint, thus leaving 15 to deal with.
Six complaints (marked X) reached us without Stamps being for
warded, so we cannot express any opinion as to their condition.
Nine complaints remain in which we had stamps sent to us, and
with which we can therefore deal. Six of them (marked O) viz.,
Cyprus, Gibraltar, Straits Settlements, Hong Kong, Natal and

Jamaica were unfounded. On testing the other three, viz., Bahamas,
Grenada and Tobago, we found that the gum had deteriorated
through exposure to moisture.

In the face of such a demonstration of the efficiency with
which the firm investigated a problem the Crown Agents
attempted to be conciliatory; they replied on May 9th:

We have been glad to receive and have to thank you for the very
full report which you have made to us under date 21st April of the
circumstances attending the gumming of Stamps; there are, however,
one or two points in connection therewith, which are not quite clear
to us.

The climatic conditions ofmany of the Colonies from which com
plaints have been received are entirely different to those of this
country and your comparison does not seem therefore to furnish a
satisfactory test of the adhesive property of the gum. The question
would appear to be what has been the experience in India and other
tropical countries in connection with the stamps supplied to them
since the introduction of gumming by machinery, and on this point
we should be glad to have your report.
We can quite understand that the system ofgumming by machinery
is an improvement, especially as regards uniformity of application,
but apparently a much thinner layer of gum is applied by this pro
cess than by hand, and possibly owing to adverse climatic influences
this may be the cause of the want of adhesion which has been com
plained of from Colonies in all parts of the world and which does not
appear to have been experienced until recent years.

The firm had quite rightly adopted the policy that this
controversy had to be settled once and for all, and that no loop
hole could be left for further misunderstanding. They took up
the Crown Agents' points strongly on May 12th:

In India a 2J to 3 years' stock is held, and although the climate in
many districts is very humid, we have received but few complaints.
Dealing with the same years as in our memo of the 21st ulto., viz.,
1887, 1888 and 1889, we find that three complaints were received
from India as to insufficiency of gum. In one case we did not see the
specimens; in another we found that the gum was satisfactory; and in
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the third that the gum had been deteriorated by exposure to moisture. Gumming

Seeing the length of time that the Stamps are stored in a trying Difficulties
climate like that of India, you will, we think, agree with us that the (continued)
small number of complaints is startling. In June 1889 Mr. Wait, the
Assistant Director General of the Post Office, India, called to see us
upon the complaints forwarded from India and he admitted that the
one referred to above was unfounded. He further stated that he was
of opinion that, even in the case where the gum had deteriorated,
we were in no way responsible, for he felt sure that the Stamps
reached India in a satisfactory condition.
The only other complaint received was from Egypt, as we in
formed you in our memo., of September 6th 1888. We subsequently
ascertained from the Assistant Postmaster that the Stamps had

probably been exposed to a moist atmosphere for an undue length
of time when they were unpacked for checking the quantities, and
that they had been put away in hermetically sealed cases in a damp
condition thus causing a kind of fermentation to set up, which de
stroyed the adhesive qualities of the gum.
We can apply any thickness of gum by machine, but if we
place too thick a layer upon the paper, other difficulties and dangers
are created. If the gum is too thick, it loses its flexibility in dry
weather, and it is liable to crack, and in damp weather a too thick

layer of gum is liable to absorb the moisture and cause the sheets to
stick together. The amount of gum we employ is the result of long
experience and many experiments, and is

,

we submit, as thick as can

safely be applied. You are mistaken in thinking that the layer is

thinner than we used to put on by hand. When we took up machine

gumming, we at the same time introduced a process of filtering the
gum, which makes it clearer and more transparent, and hence it may
have a somewhat different appearance. It goes without saying that
the filtering only removes the impurities without in any way affecting
the adhesive qualities of the gum.

For some time further complaints were dealt with in a

routine way, but De La Rue were at last vindicated completely
through a complaint from Zululand about the gurnming of the
overprinted Great Britain stamps. The Agent General, E. E.
Blake, submitted this to the Secretary of the Inland Revenue,
with the accompanying letter, on May 19, 189 1:

Referring to your letter of the 12th March, 1889, C.572/1889, ad
vising the supply, by the Inland Revenue Department, of certain
overprinted Postage Stamps for the Government of Zululand, I have
the honour to transmit herewith a copy of a letter which we have re
ceived from the Colonial Government representing that the Stamps
were insufficiently gummed. I also enclose a copy of a report which
we have obtained from Messrs. De La Rue & Co., to whom we re
ferred in the first instance.
As similar complaints have reached us during the last few years
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Gumming from all parts of the world, and we have failed to obtain any satis-
Difficulties factory explanation from Messrs. De La Rue as to the defect, we
(continued) should be much obliged by your informing us whether the Inland

Revenue Department or General Post Office have had a like ex
perience in the matter, and if so whether you have succeeded in find
ing out what has been faulty in the gumming of the Stamps.

The Inland Revenue's reply of May 29th is filed in the Cor
respondence Book:

The Board of Inland Revenue have had under enquiry Mr. Blake's
letter of the 19th instant, transmitting a copy of the letter from the
Government of Zululand in which it is represented that the over
printed Postage Stamps recently supplied for that Colony were in
sufficiently gummed.
With reference to this particular complaint, I am to acquaint you
that the Stamps in question were taken from the Stock at this Office
and subsequently overprinted by Messrs. De La Rue & Co., and the
Board are satisfied that such Stamps were in proper condition as to
adhesiveness when they left this Country, as is shown by specimens
of gummed paper now in the Board's possession, which are portions
of one of the sheets forming the consignment.
With regard to the enquiries contained in the last paragraph of Mr.
Blake's letter, I am directed to acquaint you that for some years past
there has been a singular absence of complaint in regard to the ad
hesiveness of Stamps used in the United Kingdom.
In a solitary case of an Indian Stamp in which there was ground
for complaint, it was found that the gum had most probably perished,
owing to excessive humidity of atmosphere.
I may add that it has been found to be altogether unsafe, particu
larly in certain tropical climates, to use more than the quantity of gum
now employed, for, where there is an excess quantity, it is readily
liquefied by the dampness at night and so the sheets stick together. The
gum now used is considered to be sufficient, but the Board would
suggest that the sheets of Stamps not in actual use, shall be kept in
closed receptacles which would exclude humidity of atmosphere, and
thus lessen the probability of the gum becoming impaired.

With this letter any show of controversy on the question of
adequate gumming between the Crown Agents and the firm
ended as far as the correspondence was concerned. The Crown
Agents, like the farmer, may have consoled themselves with the
belief that the giraffe was not true, but De La Rue's policy of
standing firm had been justified. Complaints continued to come
in from time to time, and Zululand in particular was unrepen
tant, but the position had been won and was maintained. It is
because of this victory that so much space has been devoted to
the single process in De La Rue's production of postage stamps
that was ever criticised on the grounds of quality.



CHAPTER XIX

1890 to 1892

On February 5, 1890 the Crown Agents forwarded a letter from Jamaica
Jamaica containing the following suggestions for 'Official Official
Postage Stamps' of the duties ofOne Penny and Twopence: One Penny

Twopence
1. Each Stamp is required to have the word 'Official' across its
face.

2. The above Estimate includes the initial cost of new Dies and
Plates under the Key-Plate System; but it is suggested that the Crown
Agents be asked to consider and decide: —

First — Whether the present 1d. and 2d. Key and Duty Plates for
the Unified Postage and Revenue Stamps may not also be used for
the above referred to Stamps; the word Official being added in the

printing.
Second — Whether the Die and Plates which were used prior to
the Unification of the Postage and Revenue Stamps might not be
made available.

It will be an economy in either case.
3. If new Die and Plates be absolutely necessary the word
'Official' may be engraved in thus.

4. The Stamps being solely for Official purposes need not be
printed in 'Doubly Fugitive' but in Single Fugitive Inks.

The firm reported on February 7th that the old plates had
already been destroyed as being unfit for use, and proposed
therefore to overprint the existing unified stamps with the word
off1c1al. They proposed red singly fugitive ink for the One
Penny and grey for the Twopence.
The estimate and design were approved on February 10th,
and in acknowledging the instructions De La Rue promised
delivery in three months. On February 19th the Crown Agents
asked for an advance supply to be ready for the steamer closing
on March 5th. The temporary overprint forme (at £3. 3. od),
964,800 One Penny, 243,400 Two Pence, and 400 Specimens of
each were invoiced on March 29th.

The St Christopher Sixpence, changed to olive-brown, was St Christopher
invoiced on March 5, 1890; 500 stamps were supplied, and 400 Colour change
Specimens. Sixpence

489
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Nevis
Colour change
One Shilling

Leeward
Islands
Universal
Unified
Series

Plate 2g;
13,14

The Nevis One Shilling was changed to pale violet with the
new supply invoiced on March 5, 1890. There were 2,040 stamps
and 400 Specimens charged.

The proposal for the unification of the postage and revenue
stamps of Antigua, St Kitts, Nevis, Montserrat, Dominica and
the Virgin Islands was made to the Colonial Office by the
Governor of the Leeward Islands on January 23, 1890.

I have the honour to submit to your Lordship the expediency of
establishing one uniform set of stamps for postage and revenue pur
poses, for use throughout the Colony of the Leeward Islands.
2. The stamps for judicial fees are now uniform, but as showing
what I should almost call the absurdity of the present system of using
different stamps for these purposes in the different Presidencies, I
may mention that there are now over eighty different stamps so used.

3. I propose to ask the General Legislative Council to pass a
measure to secure uniformity in this respect, and I do not anticipate
any objection. Each Presidency will rece1ve for its own Treasury the
amount realized by the sale of stamps within the Presidency, but
the stamps would be available for use in any part of the Colony.
4. The Crown A ents, in a letter numbered 167/540 of the 2nd
August last, written with regard to a requisition for stamps for St.
Kitts-Nevis, reported that new dies would be necessary,* for the

Presidency, and forwarded the enclosed specimens. After consulting
the Federal Executive Council I think a stamp similar to specimen C.
would be suitable, if altered as on the specimen, but with the value
marked in white letters on the green label, instead of using figures, if it
be practicable to do so.

5. The adhesive stamps which would be required for postage and
revenue are id., 1d., 2 id., 4d., 6d., yd., 1/- and 5/-, and ifyour Lord
ship approves, I have the honour to ask that the Crown Agents
might be requested to send a design in showing the colours for each
value as above indicated, with the value marked in letters, and an
estimate of the cost of the dies, which ought soon to be saved.

The Crown Agents sent the correspondence to De La Rue
on February 26th with a request for a report and alternative
designs for special plates and the Keyplate system. On March

5th the firm sent two groups of Postage and Revenue designs,
one with the duties denoted in white lettering on a solid ground,
and another with coloured lettering on a white ground.
On March 18th the Crown Agents asked to what extent 'our
existing Key plate and overprint could be made available in
giving effect to the requirements of the Colonial Government'.
The firm pointed out that the existing Keyplate did not bear
any lettering, and would have to be overprinted, which would
* In fact De La Rue reported that the St Christopher keyplate required
renewal. See p. 465.
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involve the cost of a temporary overprint plate and an addi- Leeward
tional 6d per 1,000 for printing. They pressed for the new Islands
Universal plate to be used, because the large duty tablet gave Universal

greater colour distinction. Unified

The Crown Agents wrote again pointing out that the words ^ene?
'Postage and Revenue' were unnecessary, and asking to see ^con

ue '

specimens of their own Keyplate in doubly fugitive ink with the Pla*e 2g; J5
name and duty in a second colour. These were sent on March

24th.
The order for 'a uniform set of Stamps for Postage and
Revenue' was finally placed on May 30, 1890. The firm promised
delivery in four months. The selection of design had been made
by the Colonial Government on May 7th. The Sevenpence duty
was required for parcel post.

The stamps selected are those shown in Appendix B for the pence,
and for the shillings those shown in Appendix A with the value
marked in letters on a white ground with the object ofmaking a dis
tinction between pence and shillings which can be easily noticed.

The overprint plates, stamps and specimens were invoiced
on October 15, 1890. The first supply consisted of the following:
Halfpenny, 75,6005 One Penny, 123,2405 Twopence halfpenny,
70,080; Fourpence, 50,040; Sixpence, 9,960; Sevenpence,
50400; One Shilling, 5,280; Five Shillings, 2,640.

On February 26, 1890 De La Rue reported that the Keyplate Jamaica
used for the Jamaica One Penny and Twopence required re- Renewal of
newal. The Crown Agents replied as follows: Keyplate

With reference to your memo. of the 26th instant, relative to the
defective condition of the Jamaica Postage & Revenue Keyplate, it
appears to us that the matter requires full consideration before we
can authorize any expenditure on a new plate, as altho' the impres
sions yielded are in excess of the stipulated number, the fact of the
plate having been so very short a time in use, raises the question
whether some change in the system of producing the stamps is not
necessary, and further whether the present system ought ever to have
been introduced.

The firm replied fully on March 3rd:

It will be within your recollection that in our letter of Nov. 23rd
1887 we suggested that the 1d. and 2d. Stamps, being requisitioned
in large quantities, should be produced from separate (240 set) plates,
which would necessitate an outlay of £50 for each die and £85 for
each plate, if the Stamps are to continue to be 'Postage & Revenue',
for the existing dies only bear the word 'Postage'.
We would remind you that the prices given in our letter of Nov.

23rd 1887 were referred to the Colonial authorities, who no doubt
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Jamaica went into the question of cost etc., before deciding to have the 1d.
Renewal of and 2d. 'Postage & Revenue' Stamps produced from a key-plate,
Keyplate which is of course available for all other duties. The fact of the Key
(cont1nued) plate being worn out is due to the large number of 1d. and 2d.

Stamps produced from it.
We cannot see what ultimate advantage as regards the wear of the
plates the Colony would reap from abandoning the Key-plate
system. Plates yield on an average 35,000 impressions, and mani

festly if several duties are produced from the same Key Plate, that
plate will require frequent renewal, but in the long run the Colony
will expend much the same amount on renewals, whether Stamps
are produced from a Key-plate or from separate plates for each duty.

For some reason the Crown Agents attached unusual im
portance to the possibility of a Keyplate requiring renewal, and
they asked for further information on March 13th:

We are quite aware that the expenditure would not be materially
different upon plates whether the Stamps are produced from a Key

plate or from special plates, but as the cost of supplying stamps under
the former system is very much greater than that of the latter,
especially when large quantities are supplied, we again refer the

correspondence to you for any further observations you may have to
make, before writing to the Colonial Government on the subject.

The firm sent the following reply:

With reference to our memo of the 3rd inst. the reason why we in
our letter of Nov, 23 '87 recommended special plates for the 1d. and
2d. Stamps was that, provided no change is likely to be made in the

Stamps, it would in the long run be the more economical way of pro
ducing them. The average life of a plate is 35,000 impressions, and
taking 240 set plates the yield of Stamps would be 8,400,000 at 1/-
per 1000, against 2/3d. per 1000 for Stamps produced by the Key
Plate system; thus the saving effected by adopting separate plates
would be 1/3d. per 1000, equal to £525 on the life of the plate,
against which must be set the cost of the die, £50, and of the plate
£85; thus if a 240 set plate runs its average life, £390 would be saved
on each duty by adopting special 240 plates.
Against the above argument must be set the risk of any unforeseen
event necessitating a change in the plates.

The Jamaica Government approved the renewal of the key
plate in a despatch dated May 6th, and 'One repeat Jamaica
Postage and Revenue Key Plate, 120 set No. 2' was invoiced on
August 7th.

Fiji Islands In reply to an enquiry from the Crown Agents dated Feb-
Estimate for ruary 28, 1 890 De La Rue submitted a range of specimen de-
Unified Series signs for various duties of the Universal Unified Keyplate

series for the Fiji Islands.
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The changes and adjustments required to supply a unified Hong Kong
series for Hong Kong without scrapping the existing plates, on Colour
which correspondence had already taken place,* were worked Changes

out by A. Lister, the Hong Kong Postmaster General. He sub
mitted to the Colonial Government the following tabulated
scheme, which clearly explains the changes, which resulted in
all the Hong Kong stamps being printed in doubly fugitive
ink except the Two Gents and Five Cents, which remained in
singly fugitive red and blue respectively. The Stamp Duty
stamps were also authorized for Postage.

for Unified
Series

Stamp Surcharge

Two Cents None

Five Cents None

Ten Cents None

Twenty
Cents

As at
present

Thirty Cents None

Fifty Cents
As at
present

One Dollar

Stamp Duty
Two Dollars

Stamp Duty
Three
Dollars

As at

present

None

None

Colour, etc.

Red
Postal Union Tint
as at present

Blue
Postal Union Tint
as at present

Doubly Fugitive
lilac. On red paper,
the same as the

Imperial 6d. Stamp

Doubly fugitive
green

Doubly fugitive
Green

Doubly fugitive
lilac

Doubly fugitive
lilac. On red paper,
the same as the

Imperial 6d. Stamp

Doubly fugitive
Green

Doubly fugitive
Lilac

Required
in

Oct. 1890
Sheets

6,000

4,000

4,000

500

300

300

300

Half-yearly
supply

Sheets

2,000

1,200

Stamp Duty
Ten Dollars

5

Dollars
100

1,300

135

100

75

75

100 —

100

Doubly fugitive
lilac. On Redpaper,
the same as the

Imperial 6d. Stamp

The Crown Agents had apparently tried to dissuade the

♦See pp. 452-5.
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Hong Kong
Colour
Changes
for Unified
Series

(continued)

Colony from adopting coloured papers, as is shown in the
following paragraph from the letter accompanying the above
table:

I have carefully considered the objections of the Crown Agents to
the employment of coloured paper, as stated in their letter No.

151/423 of December 6th 1887, and in deference to those objections,
I have confined myself to one kind of tinted paper only, whereas but
for these objections, three kinds would have been better. Our annual
issue of Ten Cent Stamps will average 2600 sheets, so that the stock
of 5000 or 6000 sheets of paper which the Crown Agents will have
to keep on hand for us will not represent more than two years' supply.
The use of one kind of tinted paper cannot be dispensed with.

The Crown Agents forwarded this correspondence to De La
Rue on April 2, 1890, who sent specimens of the ten duties,
'printed in accordance with the scheme covered by the Requisi
tion.'

The 10 cent, 1 dollar and 5 dollar Stamps are printed on two kinds
of red paper — that to the left hand being the paper used for the
English 6d., and that to the right hand for the Indian 12 Anna Stamp.
The red Indian paper is more expensive, being made from vermilion,
and is employed because the red used for the English 6d. Stamp
would fade in India in the strong light, whereas that made for India
is not appreciably affected.

The design and estimate for the new Five Dollars Stamp
Duty, subject to a larger figure 5 in the overprint, was approved
on April 29th. The specimens were sent to the Colony, and
the following letter dated June 11th was received by the Crown
Agents from the Colonial Secretary:

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 2nd
May last concerning certain stamps required by this Government
for Postal and Revenue purposes, and to express the general approval
of the Officer Administrating the Government to the same.
2. But on examining the specimens attached I observe that in the
instances marked A.B.C.D, the Chinese characters on the left hand
margin differed in value from the value given on the additional im
press in English.

3. His Excellency is pleased to agree with my suggestion that this
is deceptive, and might lead to fraud or the ignorant use of improper
stamps on the part of the Chinese. The Postmaster General states
that to alter these figures in Chinese would require new overprinting
frames, and that no inconvenience has arisen from the existing prac
tice and that it is now too late to modify the instructions sent to the
Crown Agents.

4. I have however to request you to be so good as to bear these
discrepancies in mind, and should it be practicable on the present
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occasion, or when new printing frames are required, to make the Hong Kong
necessary alterations. Colour

Chsnffcs
A correspondence then took place between the Crown Agents for Unified
and the firm in regard to the possibility of overprinting the Series
Chinese Characters . On July 18th De La Rue wrote: (continued)

We beg to report that we fear that we could not successfully intro
duce an overprint in Chinese characters into the side of the tablet,
for this would be at right angles to the Cent or Dollar overprint.
Even if we could, the present temporary overprint plate would not
be available. We should have to engrave an overprint die for each
value and produce plates therefrom at a cost of £30 each, including
the die.

The better plan would be for the Government of Hong Kong to
replace the stamp printing plates when they are worn out by new

plates carrying the correct Chinese inscription in the left hand
tablet.

This would only entail an extra expense of £50 for each die over
and above the price ofnew plates £85 each.

This is the first written evidence that overprint formes or
plates were reproduced from an engraved overprint die,
although the fact is established by proofs of these dies in the
Striking Books. This type of overprint, used for example for
the duty plates which print with keyplates, should not be con
fused with the £3. 3. od electroplates from a typesetting used
for what De La Rue always described as 'Temporary Overprint
Formes or Plates'.
The Crown Agents, who at this period must have been com
pletely unmoved by any aesthetic considerations, put up the
following proposal on July 23rd:

We have to request that you will inform us whether an overprint
plate could not be made to show the duty in Chinese Characters,
over the head, and a line cancelling the old duty on the left side of
each Stamp, and if so, what would be the cost involved.

The firm replied on July 24th:

We regret that we made a clerical error in our memo of the 18th
in quoting £30 for the permanent overprint plate and die, the price
is £20.
We could carry out your suggestion and show the duty in Chinese
characters over the head and a line cancelling the old duty, but even
if carried out in this way, permanent overprint plates at £20 each
produced from a die would be necessary, for we could not obtain

type suitable for such an overprint.

The Crown Agents were not to be put off. They wrote again
on July 29th:
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Hong Kong
Colour
Changes
for Unified
Series

(continued)

Plate 30; 1

Windward
Islands

Proposal for
Un1fied Series

Plate 30; 2

Bahamas

Sixpence

We request that you will state whether complete overprint plates
combining the existing overprint as well as the duty in Chinese
characters over the head, and a line cancelling the old duty, can be

adopted.

The firm now sent tracings to show how the cancelling might
be carried out ifoverprint dies were engraved.
We could prepare overprint plates combining the existing over

prints as well as the duty in Chinese, similar to the enclosed tracings,
from which you will see that we have made the overprint Chinese
characters thicker than those on the Stamps. When printed in black,
we think that they would sufficiendy obliterate the existing Chinese
characters. If the tracings are approved, we shall feel obliged by
your initialling and returning the same to us to work from.

The final decision was made by the Colony in a letter written
to the Crown Agents on November 24, 1890, and passed on to
De La Rue on December 31st.
The cost of a new die will probably be inserted in the Estimates
for 1892, but in the meantime His Excellency is reluctant to authorize
the expense it would entail; therefore the order for Stamps will have
to be carried out as it at present exists, and as indicated in your letter
ofthe2ndofMay.
Whatever obliterations may be necessary will be executed in Hong
Kong.

In the meantime the firm had gone on with the printing
without introducing the Chinese overprint, presumably with
the Crown Agents' approval, although no record exists of it
having been given. The new stamps, with Specimens, were
invoiced on August 22, 1890, in the quantities specified. A Fifty
Cents essay, dated 1893, is preserved in the Archives.

On April 10, 1890 De La Rue sent to the Crown Agents, at
their request, a range 'of specimens of the duties of stamps at
present in use, produced from the new Universal Postage &
Revenue Key plate', for theWindward Islands. The name of the
colony and duties had been drawn in by hand.
No doubt this proposal was suggested by the recent amalgama
tion of the Leeward Islands group as far as postage stamps were
concerned; if the suggestion had been adopted it would have
affected St Lucia, St Vincent and Grenada. Although geo
graphically in the Windward group Barbados had had its own
House ofAssembly for many years.

Although the overprint plate for the Bahamas Sixpence was
made in 1884 the first printing was not ordered until May 12,
1890. The stamps were invoiced with the half yearly supply on
July 8th, when 12,000 were charged with 400 Specimens.
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A new plate for the Gambia Sixpence, authorized on Novem- Gambia
ber 11, 1889, was invoiced on May 20, 1890. The first printing Sixpence
from the plate was invoiced on December 5, 1893, when 30,000 New Plate

stamps were charged. The plate still contained 15 multiples only.

The following letter was sent to the firm by the Crown Labuan
Agents on June 5, 1 890: Transfer to

British North
The administration of the Colony of Labuan having been handed Borneo
over to the British North Borneo Company whose address is 15 Company
Leadenhall Street, E.C., we have handed over to the Company all
Property belonging to the Government, and the Company has

applied to us for the printing plates from which the Postage Stamps
and Post Cards supplied for the use of the Colony have been pro
duced. We find however, that the plates were never charged for by
you, and we have therefore instructed our Inspector to deliver them
to you, and have referred the Company to you.

On June 7, 1890 the Crown Agents sent a requisition from British Guiana
British Guiana. The letter from the Colonial Secretary was not Colour
filed but it evidently criticised the colour of the duty plate of Changes
the Eight Cents, and suggested that it should be printed in 'rose', p.11?^11*
the accepted description of the colour in which it was already ElSnt Cents

printed. De La Rue suggested that, in order to avoid any
possible confusion with the Forty-eight Cents, the duty should p:™ Cents
be printed in black. This was approved on June 13th, and
105,000 stamps in the new colours, with 400 specimens, were
invoiced on September 4th.
In the meantime a telegram had been received on July 29th
for a supply of One Cent, followed by a requisition of the same
date for a large quantity of various duties, including One Cent,
'body green as mass ofcolour is preferred,' and a new Five Cents
with the same specific instructions. De La Rue acknowledged
this requisition, and sent specimens of the above stamps, in
green and blue respectively, on August 19th; these were
approved four days later.
The new overprint plate for the Five Cents was invoiced on
December 4, 1890, with 408,000 One Cent, and 102,000 Five
Cents. No specimens were charged ofeither duty.

On October 9, 1890 the Crown Agents sent De La Rue a Straits
letter from the Colonial Authorities in the Straits Setdements Settlements
asking the cost of 'a new die for a postage stamp for any one of Local
the Protected Native States'. The firm suggested either a new Postage
die from the Colonial Queen's Head die, with keyplate and over- Stamps

for

print plates, or stamps printed from the Universal Postage Key- NaUve States

plate. They submitted specimens of the latter, having the word
1mper1um in place of the name of the State. They continued:
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Straits
Settlements
Local
Postage
Stamps for
Native States

(continued)

If, contrary to our expectation, a special design is required for the
stamps, we shall be happy to prepare one, upon being furnished with
the lettering which is to appear, which, if in vernacular, should be
sent to us in triplicate, carefully written.

These specimens, with the usual estimates, were forwarded
to the Colony by the Crown Agents on October 31st. The
Colonial Secretary sent the following reply on January 7, 1891:

With reference to your letter No. 181/677 of the 31st October last,
I am directed by the Governor to inform you that His Excellency has
decided that the Protected Native States shall have a Postage Stamp
of their own for local use, and that the device, which will be the same
for all the States, shall be a tiger rampant or otherwise, the way in
which the tiger shall be represented being left to the judgement of
your artist.
His Excellency has addressed the Secretary of State on the subject
(see despatch No. 501 of the 23rd December 1890) and requisitions
for the Stamps will be forwarded shortly. In the meantime, I am to
request that if the Secretary of State has no objection you will at once
give the necessary orders for the preparation of the Key-plate which
will follow the specimen enclosed in your letter above quoted, sub
stituting the tiger for the Queen's head and for 'Imperium' the
several names of the States — Perak, Selangor, Sungei Ujong, Negri
Sembilan, Pahang and possibly Johor. If Sungei Ujong or Negri
Sembilan is too long, then a contraction must be adopted, e.g., S.
Ujong and N. Sembilan.

The Crown Agents sent this letter to De La Rue on February
5th, and they sent three alternative designs on February 16th,
indicating their preference. They quoted £75 for the original
die of the tiger, and £45 for the working die; £21. 5. 0 for the
keyplate of 60 multiples and £12 for each overprint plate.
This letter was followed by personal negotiations which De
La Rue confirmed on February 26th.

With reference to our memo of the 16th instant, and our several
interviews thereon, we now beg to return enclosed the three designs
sent with that memo and handed back by you at one of our interviews.
We also enclose six new designs prepared in accordance with your
verbal instructions.
We return herewith the Selangor Police Force design which you
handed to us.

In reply to your verbal enquiry we beg to say that the preparation
of the necessary dies and plates to produce stamps to any of the en
closed designs would occupy about four months.

On the same day the Crown Agents sent the firm the design
which they had selected, which was D, but on March 18, 1891
two new designs L and M, were submitted personally to E. E.
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Blake, who 'cancelled the design previously selected by him, Straits
and approved of L in its place', according to a note in the Cor- Settlements
respondence Book. Local

The approved design was sent on March 24th, with the first Postage

requisition. This comprised a One Cent (100,000), Two Cents Stamps for

(100,000), and Five Cents (50,000) for Perak; and a Two Cents /J"1^ uedfS
each for Selangor (200,000), Sungei Ujong (25,000), Negri *

Sembilan (2,000), and Pahang (25,000). The dies, plates and
stamps were invoiced on October 29th, the delay being due to a
defect in the original engraving. The cost of the die, working
die and keyplate was divided over the various States, at
the Crown Agents' request, in accordance with the quantity
of stamps supplied: Sungei Ujong, £6. 13. 7; Selangor,
£54. 10. 2; Negri Sembilan £0. 12. 9; Pahang, £6. 13. 10; and
Perak, £67. 14. 8.
Although intended for local postage the usual 400 Specimens
were supplied ofeach stamp.

De La Rue reported on October 15, 1890 that Plate No. 2 of Ceylon
the Ceylon Five Cents Postage and Revenue was unfit for Five Cents
further use, and that it had yielded 53,340 impressions. The re- ^ate 3
placement was authorised on October 18th, but the plate was
not invoiced until July 8, 1891, as it was suspended from Oc
tober 27th to March 10th pending an uncertainty as to the
Colony's future requirements.

On October 15, 1890 De La Rue asked for permission to re- General
new the Crown Agents' General Keyplate, invoiced on Novem- Keyplate
ber 7, 1879. It had by now yielded 61,519 impressions. This was Die ".
approved on October 18, 1890.
As is well known the new plate was made from a working die
which differs materially from the die used for the original key
plate; it is popularly referred to as Die II.
The new plate was invoiced on January 21, 1891, and the cost
was divided over certain of the Colonies who at the time were
issuing stamps printed from the General Keyplate: Cyprus,
£j. 1. 8; St Lucia, £3. 10. 10; Zululand, £3. 10. 10; Nevis,
£3. 10. 10; Montserrat, £3. 10. 10.
Although Montserrat and Nevis shared in the cost none of
their stamps were printed from the Die II plate, as they were
using the new Leeward Islands Unified Keyplate series; the
same applies to Antigua and Virgin Islands, who did not, how
ever contribute towards the cost. The inclusion of Zululand in
the invoice would appear to be an error for Natal, as the Two
pence of the latter colony was printed from plates made from
both Dies. The colony of Turks Islands was not included in
those who shared the cost of the new plate, although it con
tinued to use the General Keyplate, and Die II was used for the
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Twopence halfpenny in 1892, for the printing of the One Half
penny in 1894, and the Fourpence colour change in 1895.

Natal A certain Mr Brodziak approached the Natal Government
Proposal for on August 19, 1890 with an offer of £1,500 for the first year,
printing £2,000 for the second year, and £2,500 for the third year for the
advertisements exclusive right to advertise on the back of postage stamps of the

Colony for the period named. The proposal was passed on to
the firm by the Crown Agents for comment on November 3rd.
The firm k1lled it effectively in their reply:

Correspondence returned herewith, covering a copy of a letter
from Mr. Brodziak, offering the Government of Natal the sum of
£6000 for the right of advertising on the backs of adhesive Stamps
for a period of three years, and proposing that we should print the
advertisements from type. This would be impossible, for, as sug
gested by Mr. Bird in bis letter, the type impressions would show
through and injure the appearance of the Stamps. Mr. Bird is
also correct in thinking that we have had similar proposals before us,
indeed, amongst others, an offer was made to the English Govern
ment, which, speaking from memory, we think was £25,000 to

£30,000 a year for the right of advertising on the back of the Imperial
Stamps for a period of five years. We believe that this offer was
rejected, partly because of the many manufacturing difficulties
presented in carrying it out, and partly because it was considered
'infra dig.' for a Government to lend itself to such advertising
schemes.

The only possible way to print the advertisements would be by
lithography in outline letters, in light coloured inks, and this would
not, we believe, satisfy intending advertisers. Apart from this con
sideration, we should strongly recommend the Government to Natal
not to entertain the proposal, for we foresee the greatest difficulties
to all concerned in carrying out any such scheme.
Stamp-printing, we would remind you, is a very delicate process,
and it is essential that the surface of the paper should not in any way
be interfered with, when printing the advertisements, otherwise it
would inevitably lead to difficulties in the gumming and printing of
the Stamps themselves.

In addition to the considerable cost of printing the advertisements,
which would have to be done before gumming, the price of the
Stamps themselves would be enhanced, for it would be essential that
the advertisements should fall accurately on the backs of the Stamps,
so that extra trouble and expense would occur in the printing. After

printing the advertisements, an interval would have to be allowed
for the work to thoroughly dry before gumming, and this would
necessitate your holding a large stock of paper in our factory in pro
cess ofmanufacture.
The cost of your control also would, we should say, be con
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siderably enhanced; in fact, it appears to us that the work of your Natal
controlling officers would be doubled. Proposal for

It is possible that if the Government decline to do the printing pr1nting
for Mr. Brodziak, he may suggest being allowed himself to print ad- advert1sements

vertisements on the back of finished Stamps. This, we venture to (,cont1nuecl)

point out, is quite impracticable, for the ink would inevitably come
off in the mouth when the Stamps were damped.

The first printing of the Lagos Threepence in doubly fugitive Lagos
purple with the overprint in chestnut, ordered on November Colour
17th, was invoiced with a quarterly supply on December 19, Change
1 890, when 2, 100 stamps and 400 Specimens were changed. Threepence

The reduction of the Foreign Rate in the Postal Union from Postal Rates
Fourpence to Twopence Halfpenny led to a number of urgent
orders at this stage.

The Natal postal authorities were notorious for not ordering Natal
until the last minute. Their requisitions usually came by tele- Twopence
gram, and the order for 360,000 Twopence halfpenny stamps halfpenny
was no exception. The firm replied on December 2, 1890:

Telegram returned herewith for 360,000 — 2\d. Postage Stamps
and 60,000 — 1\d. Post Cards.
We would suggest making a 240-set 2\d. Postage plate at a cost of
£50. for the die and £85. for the plate.
Pending the preparations of this plate, which would occupy some
three months, resort might be had to temporary stamps, pro
duced in blue from the Natal 3d. Postage plate, and overprinted with
the duty 2\d. from a temporary overprint forme, which would cost

/3.3.od.

The Crown Agents approved the manufacture of a plate of
240 multiples, but said nothing about a temporary overprint,
which however was put in hand locally by the Colony.
The firm submitted a design on December 9th, which was Plate 30; 3
rejected by the Crown Agents who asked 'whether a stamp
showing the duty in tablet would not be more effective?' A re
vised design was sent on December 12th and approved three
days later. The die, plate and 600,000 stamps were invoiced on
May 5, 1 89 1. Natal had not joined the Postal Union and no
Specimens, therefore, were charged.

The Twopence halfpenny Jamaica was also ordered by Jamaica
telegram, wh1ch the Crown Agents forwarded on December 2, Twopence
1890. De La Rue pointed out that if it were required for Postage halfpenny
and Revenue the new stamp might be printed from the Jamaica
keyplate; otherwise they suggested a special die and plate of
240 multiples, remembering no doubt the correspondence they
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Jamaica
Twopence
halfpenny
(continued)

Gold Coast
Twopence
halfpenny

British
Honduras
6 Cents

surcharged on

Threepence

had had with the Crown Agents when the Keyplate was due
for renewal.* The special plate would take three months.
The Crown Agents on December 8th confirmed that the
Twopence halfpenny was to cover Postage and Revenue and that
an overprint plate should be made for the keyplate. The firm
suggested printing the tablet in blue.
The overprint plate, 291,600 stamps and 400 Specimens
were invoiced on February 3, 189 1. In this case also there was a
local surcharge.

The Gold Coast Government telegraphed for a new Two
pence halfpenny on December 6, 1890. They asked for 250
sheets in 'orange colour value in green figures'. The firm sug
gested to the Crown Agents that they should supply 'stamps
from the Universal Postage Keyplate printed in blue (the 2id.
colour) and overprinted in green'.
The Crown Agents asked 'whether the distinctive Gold Coast
Postage Stamp would not be more appropriate for design', to
which De La Rue replied:

If you desire it the Gold Coast Key-plate can be used, but in view
of the telegram asking for the duty in figures, we do not think that this
is what the Colony requires. We would also remind you that the last
three duties supplied were produced from the 'Universal Postage &
Revenue' Key plate, with the duty in figures. The Gold Coast key
plate does not lend itself to the duty in figures.
By making use of the Universal Postage Key-plate, the Colony
obtains also the advantage of having an overprint plate which is
available for producing Stamps from the Universal 'Revenue' and
'Postage & Revenue' key-plates.

The Crown Agents requested them on December 17th to
print the stamps from 'the special Gold Coast Keyplate and the
Dominica overprint plate (2^d. in figures) to be made use or,
the stamp to be blue and the overprint bright orange. 15,000
stamps and 400 Specimens were invoiced on January 16, 189 1.

On January 5, 1891 the Crown Agents sent the following
letter, dated December 19, 1890, from the Colonial Secretary
ofBritish Honduras:

I have the honour to request that you will procure the engraving
of a die for a new Six Cent Postage Stamp for this Colony, to be used
for letter postage under the reduced scale to be adopted in the British

Empire on the 1st January next.
I enclose in duplicate a Requisition for this supply, and shall be
glad if you will take steps for procuring the Stamps as soon as
possible.

* See pp. 491-2.
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British
Honduras
6 Cents

surcharged on
Threepence
(continued)

The Stamps should be printed in sheets of twenty five, and should
be of the colour generally adopted throughout the Colonies for the
equivalent 2 J d. Stamp for letter postage within the Postal Union.
It may expedite the receipt of the Stamps in this Colony if they
are sent out in the Secretary of State's mail bag.

The firm pointed out that a plate of twenty five multiples was
impracticable, and suggested either a 60-multiple plate at the
cost of £50 for a working die and £21. 5. o. for the plate, or an
overprint plate of 60 multiples for the Universal Postage Key-
plate.
The Crown Agents replied on January 13, 1891, and told the
firm 'to execute the present order by supplying 3 cent stamps
overprinted "6 cents" '. They also asked for designs from the
British Honduras Keyplate and the Universal Postage Keyplate.
These were sent on January 19th and submitted to the Colony.
The temporary overprint plate, 75,600 stamps and 400 Speci
mens were invoiced on February 17th. Again there was a local
surcharge in the Colony.

The order for the new Twopence halfpenny Sierra Leone Sierra Leone
was sent to the firm on January 23, 1891. They submitted a Twopence
specimen from the Sierra Leone Keyplate on January 26th, halfpenny
which was approved three days later. The overprint plate,
120,000 stamps, and 400 Specimens were invoiced on April
14th.

On February 3, 1891 the firm suggested that the Lagos Lagos
requisition for a new Twopence halfpenny should be supplied Twopence
from the Lagos Keyplate in blue, with a blue overprint. This halfpenny
was approved, and the overprint plate, 10,800 stamps and 400
Specimens were invoiced on April 15th. The overprint plate
was charged at £12, indicating that it was grown from leads
from a steel die, so that there is no explanation of the variations
in the size of the lettering for the duty.

The requisition which contained the new St Lucia Five St Lucia
Shillings and Ten Shillings was sent to De La Rue on February Five Shillings
27, 1891. They proposed printing the keyplate for each duty in Ten Shillings
doubly fugitive green, with a blue overprint for the Five Shill1ngs
and a red overprint for the Ten Shill1ngs. But as green was the
colour of the Halfpenny Stamp the Crown Agents asked them
to use doubly fugitive purple in each case. This meant a change
in the suggested colours for the duty plates, which now become
orange for the Five Shillings, and black for the Ten Shillings.
The overprint plates and following quantities, with 400 Speci
mens of each, were invoiced on May 11th: Five Shill1ngs,
30,600; Ten Shillings, 120,000.
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British
Honduras
Two Cents
Three Cents
Six Cents
Twelve Cents
Twenty-four
Cents

Hong Kong
Proposal for
new duties

Following the above correspondence which led to the Six
Cents British Honduras a requisition arrived from the colony
on March 9, 1891 for a new set of stamps in the new currency
from the Universal Postage Keyplate. The firm put up the
following colour scheme:

We would propose to print the 2 cents in red, 3 cents in brown,
and the 6 cents in blue, which are the colours at present in use. We

presume that we are to print the duty in the same colours.
We would suggest printing the 12 cents in purple with a green
overprint, and the 24 cents in orange with a green overprint. We
would propose using dark figures on white grounds for the self-
coloured stamps, viz. 2, 3, and 6 cents, and light figures on dark

grounds for the 12 and 24 cents, where the overprints are in different
colours. We will put in hand the necessary overprint plates upon
receiving your instructions.

On March 13th the firm submitted a scale of colours, 'printed
on the new stamp in the usual manner.' This showed an alterna
tive specimen for the Twenty-four Cents with the duty in blue,
which was approved.
The overprint plates and the following quantities of stamps,
with 400 specimens of each, were invoiced on June 16th: Two
Cents, 30,360; Three Cents, 30,600; Six Cents, 60,000; Twelve
Cents, 12,000; Twenty-four Cents, 6,000.

The change in the postal rates, which led to local overprints
in Hong Kong of Seven Cents and Fourteen Cents on the obso
lete Ten Cents and Thirty Cents respectively, was the cause of
the following letter of July 28, 1891 being written by De La Rue
to the Crown Agents:

We beg to report that new dies, at a cost of £50. each, and plates
(240 set), at a cost of £85. each, would be necessary for each of the
7 cents, 14 cents, 21 cents, 35 cents and 70 cents Postage Stamps now
required, unless indeed these duties were produced temporarily by
overprinting existing stamps in black, as was done in the case of the
20 cents, 50 cents, 1 dollar and 5 dollars Stamps. If this plan were
adopted, temporary overprint plates, at a cost of £3. 3. od each
would be necessary.
Should it be decided to order new dies and plates, it might be
considered desirable to make these new duties available for 'Postage
& Revenue' purposes. We raise this point, as the unification of the
Stamps has already been under consideration.
We shall be glad to receive your instructions as to whether you
wish us to prepare designs, and, if so, we must ask to be furnished
with the vernacular written in triplicate.

It was unlikely that the Hong Kong Government would
approve such expenditure, in view of their refusal to have
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permanent designs for the Twenty and Fifty Cents, and nothing Hong Kong
further transpired apart from the local overprints, which had Proposal for
been issued before the matter was referred to the Crown Agents. new duties

(continued)
On August 20, 1891, two months after the five new duties in British
the Universal Postage Keyplate design had been invoiced to Honduras
British Honduras, a requisition came from the Colony which One Cent on
included an order for 500 sheets of One Cent to be overprinted One Penny
on one of the old plates, in purple or such colour as the Crown
Agents might approve. The firm suggested green, which was
approved, and chose the One Penny plate. The temporary over
print plate, 30,240 stamps and 400 Specimens were invoiced on
October 6th.
One would have expected that either this order, or the next,
would have been printed from the Universal Postage Keyplate
with a new overprint plate; but this did not happen until 1895.
In the meantime three more orders, totalling 284,280 stamps,
were printed with the temporary overprint.

The second attempt of Bechuanaland to get stamps of their British
own was started in a letter from the Acting Receiver General of Bechuanaland
the Colony, dated February 27, 1890, which was forwarded by Great Britain
the Administrator, Sir Sidney Shippard, to the Governor of the overprinted
Cape, Lord Loch, on March 6th. By him it was sent to Lord
Knutsford, the Secretary of State on March 14th. Once more it
was urged that the bill would be fully met by the purchases of
stamp collectors.

I have the honour to transmit the enclosed copy of a minute from
the Secretary to the Administrator of Bechuanaland covering a
Requisition for Postage and Revenue Stamps, Post Cards and News-
wrappers required for issue in that territory.
Your Lordship will observe from the Reports of the Postmaster
General and the Chief Distributor of Stamps which are attached to
the Minute that it is very desirable that the Stamps most in use, viz.,
the penny, twopenny, fourpenny and sixpenny stamps should be of
different colours.
No provision has been made in the Estimates for the current year
for the cost of preparing the dies necessary for the adoption of dis
tinctive stamps as was suggested in Your Lordship's despatch No.
109 of the 16th April 1890, but in view of the fact that such cost
would be more than covered by the additional sales of the new issue
to Collectors, I would strongly recommend that the necessary ex
pense should be incurred if

,

as I apprehend, the Commissioners of
Inland Revenue are unable to supply stamps of different colours for
the values in question.

This effort does not seem to have gone beyond the Colonial
Office, and the attempt was repeated in 189 1

, when Lord Loch
sent another Minute, this time from the Chief Distributor of
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British
Bechuanaland
Great Britain
overprinted

(continued)

Stamps, to Lord Knutsford on August 10, 1891. This led to
correspondence between the Crown Agents and De La Rue.
The main objection in the Colony to the 'Unappropriated Dies'
series was the identical colours of the various duties; as Lord
Loch pointed out to Lord Knutsford.
On the question of the necessity for a change of colours the
Chief Distributor of Stamps had been most eloquent.

On the grounds of economy, it is most important that this change
should be made, for it cannot be doubted that a serious loss falls upon
the revenue, owing to the similarity of the stamps for postage pur
poses, which makes it exceedingly difficult, in the hurry of defacing
a number of stamps, to detect a deficiency in the denomination
used, and I cannot but think that there are many such deficiencies
which escape notice in the Post Offices on this account.

Asked by the Crown Agents to report on the correspondence
the firm suggested on September 2nd that they should prepare
a special key die for Postage and Revenue Stamps, a keyplate to
be printed in doubly fugitive purple or green, and overprint
plates in various colours.
The Crown Agents then asked for an estimate for supplying
the stamps from the Universal Unified Keyplate, and also
'whether the Stamps sent home by the Bechuanaland Govern
ment, and which were supplied by the Inland Revenue Dept.,
could be produced in various colours and at what cost?' The
firm quoted the usual £12 for each overprint plate of 60
multiples, and then said:

The Inland Revenue Department would have to supply Stamps
similar to those sent home, and as they are Postage and Revenue

Stamps, they would have to be printed in doubly fugitive colours,
viz., purple and green. We could then print the overprints in differ
ent colours, to contrast with the Stamps.

De La Rue submitted specimens for British Bechuanaland
from the Universal Unified Keyplate on September 9th. The
matter then passed to the Inland Revenue; evidently faith in the
Stamp Collector was not enough.
There is only one short memorandum from De La Rue, dated
October 23, 1891, in the Inland Revenue Letter Book, which
deals with the subject. It was addressed to J. S. Purcell, the
Controller of Stamps at Somerset House.

On Appendix hereto we beg to hand you one each of the following
English Unified Stamps overprinted 'British Bechuanaland' £d., 1d.,
2d., 3d., 4d., and 6d. We also enclose four loose specimens of each
duty. These, with one of each retained for our book, make six of each
duty due to us. Will you therefore hand to bearer six of each in ex
change.
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There is also no Day Book entry which would indicate the British
quantity printed. Of the four duties most in demand for postage Bechuanaland
the Chief Commissioner suggested that the following quantities Great Britain

represented approximately two years requirements: One Penny, overprinted

3,000; Twopence, 4,000; Fourpence, 2,000; Sixpence, 1,000. (c011111111^)

The numbers represented stamps, not sheets.
On December 2, 1891 De La Rue charged the Crown Agents
£2. 1. od for 'packing British Bechuanaland Stamps, etc., in

4 tin lined cases'.

The first Bermuda Halfpenny stamps printed in green were Bermuda
invoiced on September 18, 1891. They formed part of a requi- Colour
sit ion received on July 25th. 120,000 were sent, with the usual Change

400 specimens.
"

Halfpenny

The firm were even consulted by the Crown Agents in regard Leeward
to the disposal of the various Leeward Islands unissued stamps Islands
which had become obsolete on the introduction of the unified Obsolete
keyplate issue. The letter from the Government in Antigua is Stamps

unfortunately missing; possibly the firm did not consider it
worth while copying. On September 1 1, 1891 the Crown Agents
wrote as follows:

The enclosed letter from the Government of the Leeward Islands
is referred for your perusal, and you are requested to furnish us with
a list of the newspapers &c., which especially interest themselves in
Stamps.

De La Rue suggested the Philatelic Record and Stamp News,
'both ofwhich are published by Theodor Buhl & Co., 11 Queen
Victoria Street, E.C.'

On October 8, 1891 the Crown Agents sent De La Rue the Barbados
following letter from the Barbados Colonial Secretary dated Arms of the

September 23rd: Colony

It is the wish of this Government to substitute the Arms of Bar
bados for the Queen's Head on the Postage Stamps of the Colony.
I enclose several specimens of the Arms in question and shall be
much obliged if you will kindly have designs drawn and sub
mitted for approval, and also an estimate of the cost of engraving the
dies.

If a new die be adopted could the present dies be sold for the use
of some other Colony?

The firm replied on October 12th:

With reference to the letter returned herewith, we beg to enclose a
design for a Key die and plate bearing the Colonial Arms in place of
the Queen's head, and trust that it will meet with approval. The
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Barbados design, being hand drawn, only crudely represents the effect we
Arms of the should obtain in the finished die. We have inserted the duty 1d. to
Colony show the general effect.
(cont1nued) yj& consider that in the long run it would be an economy to adopt

Stamps with the Colonial Arms, as they would not be liable to
change. Of course the existing dies and plates could not be sold to
any other Colony, as they bear the word 'Barbados'.

It seems strange, at this lapse of time, to see how entirely
utilitarian was the outlook of that age. The suggestion that
Barbados might like to have good-looking stamps, and to change
them from time to time, would clearly have been regarded as
heresy of the worst kind. With a monarch halfway between her
Golden and Diamond Jubilee it might be economical to adopt
the Arms of the Colony, and avoid the expense of a new set of
dies with each new reign. Unless one grasps the fact that cost
was the only consideration governing the negotiations between
the Crown Agents and De La Rue they make little sense, and
the colonies have to take what is given them. Fortunately in the
case of Barbados what they were given proved to be what they
wanted; the Colonial Secretary wrote on November 21st:

In reply to your letter No. 192/982 enclosing a design from Messrs.
De La Rue & Co., for a new postage stamp, I beg to say that the de
sign is very much admired and this Government wishes the necessary
dies &c., to be proceeded with.

Overprint plates are required for the following values, eight in all,
v1z:

£d., 1d., 2^d., 5d., 6d., 8d., 10d., 2/6d.

The colours we leave to Messrs. De La Rue & Co's experience,
but we wish the appearance of the Stamps to be as attractive as
possible, and as they need only be printed in Singly Fugitive ink
attractive colours can be used. •

Other values of Stamps we leave for future consideration, as there
is a large stock in hand here.
The dies &c. now in use should be preserved as hitherto for the
present.
A Requisition for Stamps from the new dies will shortly follow.
I enclose the specimens and design as requested.
We are very much obliged to you for the pains you have taken in
this matter.

The requisition was forwarded to De La Rue by the Crown
Agents on February 12, 1892, but considerable correspondence
took place on the question of colours, and it was not until April
14th that the details were finally approved. The Crown Agents
insisted on seeing specimens printed from the new plates, and
as they were not ready De La Rue used die proofs 'in its present
state', and hand drawn duties. The fact that of the eight duties
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ordered the four higher values were printed with the duty in a Barbados
different colour was due to the Crown Agents. Arms of the
The original die (£70), working die (£50), keyplate of 240 Colony
multiples, eight overprint plates of 120 multiples, stamps and (continued)
Specimens were invoiced on July 4, 1892. The following quan
tities were supplied: Halfpenny, 150,000; One Penny, 254,400;
Twopence halfpenny, 250,800; Fivepence, 101,760; Sixpence,
5,520; Eightpence, 5,520; Tenpence, 61,200; Two Shillings and
Sixpence, 5,760.
A further supply of the Queen's Head Threepence and Four-
pence was invoiced on September 9, 1892, (104 sheets of each)
but the Queen's Head One Shilling was not printed again.

The new Twenty-five Cents and Fifty Cents Straits Settle- Straits
ments duties were ordered in a requisition sent to De La Rue on Settlements
October 22, 1891. The firm submitted two special designs each Twenty-five

involving a working die and plate of 240 multiples; the Twenty- ~?j?tsr
five Cents in blue grey and the Fifty Cents in sage green. The ^ c^nts
Crown Agents however thought this was an opportunity to
introduce the Universal Postage Keyplate. Specimens in this
design were submitted on November 4th, but with them De La
Rue sent 'alternative designs for a Straits Settlements Key die
and plate, as we believe the Colony may prefer to have its own
special Key stamps?' This suggestion was ignored, and after
some further discussion about colours the designs were ulti
mately approved on November 11th.
The overprint plates, stamps and Specimens were invoiced
on January 27, 1892; 121,200 copies were charged of each duty.

The times required for delivery were getting shorter and General
shorter. A flagrant case occurred with a requisition for Ceylon Urgent
which the Crown Agents forwarded on November 24, 1891. Deliveries

In acknowledging the order on the following day the firm pro
tested strongly.

Requisition returned herewith.
We note that certain Post Cards and Registration Envelopes are

required to be delivered so as to reach Ceylon by the end of Deer. It
is, of course, impossible to comply with this request, for working
under the greatest pressure, it will be three weeks at least before we
can make delivery to your Inspector. We venture again to ask you to

impress upon the Colony the importance of sending their indents so
as to leave reasonable time for manufacture. So many requisitions
are now received as urgent that it is getting more and more difficult
to comply with them.
We will endeavour to make deliveries to your Inspector so as to
enable him to make the shipments in time to reach the Colony by
the dates specified.
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Grenada The 'Surcharge' stamps, as they were called, for Grenada
Postage Dues were ordered on December 31, 189 1. A special key die and plate
One Penny were made, and overprint plates for the three duties, at special
Twopence prices owing to the nature of the work. These plates, with
Threepence 1,200 of each duty, were invoiced on March 23, 1892.

Selangor The Five Cents for Selangor was ordered on January 5, 1892.
Five Cents The overprint plate, with 10,020 stamps and 400 Specimens,

was invoiced on March 3rd.

Straits The order for the One Cent Straits Settlements was received
Settlements by De La Rue on February 5, 1892. Although the Universal
One Cent Postage Plate had just been used there was no time for a new
Surcharged on overprint, and a temporary overprint plate was prepared
E1ght Cents accordingly. The plate, 984,000 stamps, and 400 Specimens

were invoiced on March 10th. 1,200 sheets of the Eight Cents
had been printed in the usual orange, before it was known that
the new stamps were to be green. The orange stamps were not
surcharged.

Newfoundland De La Rue supplied the Government of Newfoundland,
Universal through the Crown Agents, with stamped envelopes and news-
Unified paper wrappers. A letter in the Crown Agents Correspondence
Keyplate Book 20, dated February 8, 1889, closes with the following
Essay paragraph:

As requested by you, we enclose on Appendix B proofs of Unified
Stamps printed from the Universal plate. Most of the Governments
as you are aware, are now unifying their stamps, and we think that
the Government of Newfoundland may be glad to adopt the same
course. The only preliminary expense that would be involved would
be the necessary overprint plate, for which our charge would be £21
for each duty required. Our price for stamps printed in doubly
fugitive ink, and overprinted in singly fugitive ink, would be 2/6d per
thousand when a ream or more is ordered at one time, and 3/6d per
thousand when less than a ream is ordered at one time. We would re
mind you that such stamps can be cancelled by either written or a
printed obliteration, and that they offer the greatest security to the
Revenue against fraud of all kinds.
As there are only two doubly fugitive colours available, viz. purple
and green, the necessary distinction between duties is obtained by
varying the colours of the overprints, as illustrated by the three
specimens on Appendix B.

Plate 30; 4 The specimen enclosed was an essay for a Newfoundland
Two Cents duty, for which an overprint die had clearly been
engraved specially.
The Correspondence Book also contains an extract from a
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letter dated April 13, 1889 from the Postmaster General of
Newfoundland to the Colonial Secretary.

Appendix B shows the proofs of Unified stamps printed from the
Universal plate. While it is true that a number of the Governments
have adopted the unified stamp system, I think it undesirable at
present that Newfoundland should fall into line in this respect. Not
only is it a case that the distinctive stamps in use emblematize the
staple industry of the country and serve as advertisements to the
world, but further there is and always has been a large sale of our
stamps to foreign countries, which sale equals the cost of the dies
used from time to time, and would be lost were the unified system to
be adopted. I think there is no doubt as to the advantages which
would result by drawing supplies from England instead of Canada.
The first cost of the plates would be expensive, but this could only
occur once, whereas supplies afterwards would be at a reduced cost
and of superior quality compared with present imports. I would
therefore respectfully recommend that when the stocks on hand
shall have been disposed of, it should be replaced by supplies from
England, although this would involve the payment of dies used in
Canada.

There is no further correspondence on the subject, and over
twenty years were to elapse before the firm engraved postage
stamps for Newfoundland.

Newfoundland
Universal
Unified
Keyplate
Essay

(continued)

The first printing of the Labuan Stamps direct for the British Ldbuan
North Borneo Company was invoiced on February 11, 1892. Un-
These were presumably printed on unwatermarked paper, and watermarked

the following quantities of sheets were sent: Paper

Thirty Multiples: Two Cents, 167; Eight Cents, 160; Ten
Cents, 164.
Ten Multiples: Sixteen Cents, 500; Forty Cents, 502.
A further supply of 520 sheets of Six Cents and 512 sheets of
Twelve Cents, both 10 multiples, was invoiced on March 23rd.

An order invoiced on August 3, 1893 was the subject of the Labuan
following letter from the Secretary of the British North Borneo Lithographed
Company, dated October 22, 1894: Stamps

Our notice has been drawn to the fact that the Labuan Stamps sup
plied to us as per your Invoice of Aug. 1893 were lithographed, and
not taken from the plates as before. We shall be glad to know whether
this is so.

The firm's answer went straight to the point.

Replying to your letter of yesterday, we beg to say that we reserve
to ourselves the right of printing the Labuan Stamps either direct
from the plate or by lithography. When the quantities are small, it is
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Lab1um

Lithographed
Stamps

(continued)

Straits
Settlements
One Cent

Western
Australia
Twopence
halfpenny
Fivepence

Gold Coast
Keyplate
No. 2

Sungei
Ujong
Five Cents

Lagos
Obsolete

Stamps

more economical for us to print direct from the plate, as it is some
what cosdy to make up a stone. If, on the other hand, the quantities
are large, we should always take transfers from the plate and make up
a lithographic stone. On the last occasion the order warranted our
printing them by lithography.

The numbers lithographed were as follows: 100,000 each ofTwo
Cents, Six Cents, Eight Cents and Ten Cents; 50,000 each of
Twelve Cents, Sixteen Cents, and Forty Cents.
A final printing of 100,020 Two Cents was invoiced on May
13, 1895, after the colony was using overprinted North Borneo
stamps. These also were presumably lithographed.

The permanent Straits Settlements One Cent in the Universal
Postage Keyplate design was ordered on March 10, 1892. The
first specimen submitted was taken from the Universal Unified
Keyplate, and a revised specimen from the Postage plate was
sent on March 17, and was approved two days later. The over
print plate of 60 multiples was invoiced on June 23rd, when
977,400 stamps were printed, with 400 Specimens.

The overprint plates for the Western Australia Twopence
halfpenny and Fivepence, to work with the Western Australia
Keyplate invoiced on April 2, 1889, were charged on March 15,
1892.
The quantities printed were 121,200 Twopence halfpenny,
and 60,000 Five Pence, with 400 Specimens of each.

On May 5, 1892 the firm reported that the Gold Coast Key
plate of 60 multiples, which had yielded 58,000 impressions,
was unfit for further use; the Crown Agents authorized its re
newal on May 10th. The new Plate No. 2 was invoiced on
September 2nd, and was first used for the quarterly supply
invoiced on October 17th.

The order for the Five Cents 'tiger' for Sungei Ujong was
received on May 16, 1892. The overprint plate, with 10,080
stamps and 400 Specimens, was invoiced on August 9th.

On June 2, 1892 the Crown Agents forwarded a letter from
the Government of Lagos, asking what would be the cost of
overprinting 133,118 stamps of six duties no longer required, if
they were returned for that purpose. They were to be converted
to One Penny, Twopence, and Twopence halfpenny. After
quoting £9. 9. 0. for three temporary overprint plates and
,£3. 6. 7. for overprinting the firm said:

The drawback to this scheme is that, as six duties would be re
turned to be overprinted, and as only three overprints are to be used,



Plate 2g

1-4. Designs for Jamaica Unified, 3 11 87.
5, 6. Designs for Universal Unified and
Postage keyplates, 1/12/87.
7, 8. Design for Western Australia keyplate
and Twopence, 12 7 88.

9. Design for Gold Coast keyplate, 22 2 89.

10. Proof from St Vincent plate showing
colour for St Helena Three Halfpence, 1889.
11, 12. Alternative designs for St Helena
Three Halfpence.
13
-
15. Essays for first Leeward Islands

issue, March 1890.



Plate jo

1. Hong Kong essay for Fifty Cents dated
1893.
2. Windward Islands essay, April 10, 1890.
3. Rejected design for Natal Twopence Half
penny, December 9, 1890.
4. Essay for Newfoundland, February 8,
1889.

5, 6. Designs for Mauritius One Cent,
January 1893.
7. Design for Sierra Leone keyplate, Feb
ruary 22, 1893.
8 - 14. Essays in Universal keyplates and
design for Cyprus Five Shillings, September
7, 1893.



Plate jr

i. Design A, based on drawing from Colony,
for Straits Settlements Native States Unified
Series, April 23, 1894.
2. Design B, also submitted April 23, 1894.

3
-
14. Designs Q3) to N(14), submitted

May 16, 1894. There is a note above N(14)
stating that 'the two top corner duty tablets
have been enlarged'.



Plate 32

1-6. Universal Colonial and Postage key-
plate essays for Turks Islands, January 1894.
7. Design for Natal keyplate, 9 2 94.
8 - 10. Designs for Natal Watermarks,
9/2/94; the rosette dated February 13th.

11, 12. Designs for St Helena, 1 10 94.
13. Design for Mauritius, 12 11 94.
14. Rejected design, sent December 5th.
15, 16. Sketches (reduced) supplied for
Mauritius Arms design.
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two different kinds ofStamps would have to bear the same overprinted Lagos
duty. Obsolete

The cost of producing a similar number of new stamps would Stamps
come to somewhere about £16 and therefore, taking into considera- (cont1nued)
tion the return freight etc., we should say that the Colony would do
much better to destroy the existing stock and order new stamps.

There is no further correspondence on the subject. The only
known local surcharge is the Halfpenny on Fourpence issued in
1893.

The Crown Agents sent on June 3, 1892 a requisition from Barbados
Barbados for a supply of six duties with the Queen's Head Local
design, 'to guard against the possibilities of supplies running Surcharge
short before the stamps of the new design are received.' De La Halfpenny on
Rue, in replying on June 8th, stated that 'the new plates are Fourpence

actually on the press'; it would be quicker therefore to supply
this requisition from them. The Crown Agents then asked when
the new stamps would be ready, and were informed that they
would be 'delivered to your Inspector, as promised, by July
19th'. The following letter from the Colonial Secretary, dated
June 16th, explains the reason for the local surcharge:

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt yesterday of your
telegram as follows: — 'Cannot supply old stamps before new arrive
telegraph instructions' and to confirm reply to you this day as follows:
'Cancel requisition 25'.
Owing to this unexpected delay our stock of Stamps has run very
low, in fact we shall have to surcharge stamps of the value of £d., a
practice almost unknown in our post office. I shall therefore be very
much obliged ifyouwill expedite as far as possible the despatch of the
stamps, more especially those of the value of one halfpenny.

De La Rue reported on June 20, 1892, two days after the Trinidad
consignment of over 6,000 sheets of stamps, that the Trinidad New Keyplate
keyplate had yielded 76,228 impressions, and was unfit for
further use. The matter was referred to the Colony, and on
September 22 the Crown Agents stated that the Government of
Trinidad asked for 'a new Postage Keyplate next year'. When
returning the letter from Trinidad De La Rue quoted the state
ment that the Colonial Authorities did not propose to alter the
design.
A further supply ofover 6,000 sheets was invoiced on October
5th, and the new plate was not charged until April 8, 1893. The
first supplies to be printed from the new plate were invoiced on
June 28, 1893.

A requisition, including a new One Cent, was received for Selangor
Selangor on June 23, 1892. The new overprint plate, with One Cent
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Turks Islands
Fourpence
proofed in
grey black

Selangor 60,300 stamps and 600 Specimens, was invoiced on September
One Cent 6th, the day after De La Rue had acknowledged the instructions
(continued) t0 increase the quantity of specimens from 400 to 600. *

Turks Islands The change in the colour of the Turks Islands Twopence
Colour halfpenny was suggested by De La Rue when the first requisi-
Change tion since the approval of the Postal Union colour scheme was
Twopence received on July 5, 1892:

There is a little confusion in this requisition, as it is stated that the

Stamps are required to be printed in the same colour as the last issue,
viz. that of the Postal Union. The last lot of stamps printed were in
copper red, whereas the Postal Union colour is blue. With your con
sent, we would propose therefore to print this supply in blue, the
more so as the 2jd. was printed in blue on the colour scheme sub
mitted by us on the 25th September 1883, which scheme was sub

sequently approved by the Colonial letter of the 23rd January 1884.

The f1rm invoiced 30,000 stamps, with 400 specimens, on
August 13th.
When the Crown Agents approved the specimen in blue for
the Turks Islands Twopence halfpenny on July 8, 1892 they
commented as follows:

The colour of the 4d. Stamps in the colour scheme enclosed in
your letter of the 25th Sept. 1883 is however too much like blue and
we have to request that you will suggest a new colour for this stamp.

The firm sent the following answer:

We attach a specimen of the 4d. stamp printed in a grey black
which we think contrasts well with the other duties.

The Fourpence had already been changed from blue to grey
with the consignment invoiced on April 28, 1884, when 400
Specimens were supplied. The Fourpence was not printed again
until a supply was invoiced on April 8, 1895: the colour was
then changed to doubly fugitive purple for the keyplate and
blue for the overprint. 6,300 stamps and 750 Specimens were
charged. The grey-black specimen, however, was sent to the
Colony, and was returned by the Crown Agents on October 21,
1892, with an instruction that 'it is approved, and should be
adopted when any stamps of that duty are required'.

Barbados In accordance with instructions received from the Crown
Five Shillings Agents on June 11, 1892 De La Rue submitted on July 14th 'a
Colony Badge specimen of the 5/- Postage stamps printed in the colours we

would recommend for adoption'. On August 4th the Colonial
Secretary wrote as follows to the Crown Agents:

I have the honour to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of your
* See p. 515.
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letter No. 200/984 of the 18th ultimo, forwarding a specimen of a Barbados
five shilling postage stamp for approval should stamps of that value Five Shillings
be ever required. Colony Badge

I beg to say that this specimen is approved but at present there is (cont1nued)
no prospect of stamps of the value of five shillings being required.

In the meantime the Crown Agents had sent to De La Rue on
July 28th a requisition from Barbados for eight duties to be
printed with the Queen's Head design, and these included 1,200
of the Five Shillings, or five sheets of 240 multiples. The Three
pence, Fourpence and One Shilling were also included in this
requisition, but no comment or suggestion was made, either by
the Crown Agents or the firm, that this requisition should be
executed from the new Keyplate.

A requisition for 240,000 Three Cents Ceylon was sent by the Ceylon
Crown Agents on July 27, 1892. The firm suggested that they Three Cents
should be produced from the Ceylon keyplate and sent a speci
men printed in the colour they recommended. It was approved
on August 4th, and the stamps were invoiced on October 17th,
with 750 Specimens.

De La Rue reported on August 13, 1892 that the British British Guiana
Guiana Keyplate had yielded approximately 65,000 impressions New Keyplate
and was unfit for further use. This was approved, after sub
mission to the Colony, on October 8th, and invoiced on May
18, 1893, with supplies of 504,000 One Cent and 201,000 Five
Cents.

The following letter from the Crown Agents, dated Septem- Procedure
ber 2, 1892, led to the increase in the quantity of stamps over- Specimens
printed Specimen from 400 to 600.

The enclosed letter from the General Post Office, relative to the
supply to that Department in future, of 581 specimens, instead of
351, of each new Postage Stamp etc., is forwarded for your informa
tion and guidance.
The additional specimens of Turks Islands' Postage Stamps now
required, will be supplied by the Colonial Government.

The fact that 351, instead of the 581 now stipulated, of the
Turks Islands Twopence halfpenny blue had been supplied on
August 17th was the reason for the matter being raised by the
General Post Office. Henceforward five copies were to be sent

by the International Bureau to each Postal Administration in
the Union.
A further letter from the General Post Office, dated Septem
ber 12, 1892, was sent by the Crown Agents on September 15th:

With reference to my letter of the 26th of August and your reply
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Procedure

Specimens

(continued)

Mauritius
One Cent
surcharged on
Two Cents
Fifteen Cents

of the 1st instant respecting the distribution of postage stamps etc.
among the members of the Postal Union, I beg leave to acquaint you
that, according to the latest information received here from the
International Bureau of the Postal Union, it will be necessary for
each member of the Union to send to the International Bureau in
future for distribution among the various administrations belonging
to the Union 730 specimens of each new postage stamp, post card,
stamped envelope or wrapper issued by it.
I have to request therefore that you will be good enough to send
that number of specimens of each new postage stamp etc. issued in
the British Crown Colonies to this Department in future for trans
mission to the International Bureau, together with six additional

specimens for record in this office as usual — making 736 in all.
With regard to the new Turk's Islands' 2jd stamp of which 351
specimens have already been sent here and 230 additional specimens
applied for — making 581 in all — it will now be necessary to apply
for 155 more specimens, in order to make up the number now re
quired, namely 736; and I shall feel obliged if you will communi
cate further with the Colonial Government accordingly.

The Crown Agents agreed that as it would be very expensive
to print the small quantities required to complete the Speci
mens of the Turks Islands Twopence halfpenny and Ceylon
Three Cents they should be drawn from the printed stock.
On June 14, 1893 the ft™1 invoiced the cost of overprinting
155 Selangor One Cent stamps, returned from that colony for
the purpose, in order to make up the shortage in the order in
voiced on June 23, 1892.

A requisition from Mauritius was sent by the Crown Agents
on October 3, 1892 for two new duties. In consequence of a law
amending the local postal rates, which was due to come into
force on January 1st, the Two Cents and Sixteen Cents duties
had become obsolete: they asked if the plate of the Two Cents
could be changed to One Cent. The firm replied as follows:

With reference to the suggestion of turning the 2 Cents Postage
plate into a 1 cent, we regret that this is not possible.* To produce 1
cent stamps printed in one operation, a new working die, at a cost of
£50, and a 240 set printing plate, at a cost £85, will be necessary.
To produce the 15 Cent Stamps from the Key plate, a new over
print plate, 60 set, will be necessary at a cost of£12.
If you desire it, the 1 cent Stamps could also be produced from
the Key plate, in which case the only initial outlay would be £12 for

a 1 cent overprint plate, 60 set, and the Stamps would then have to
be supplied in sheets of 120.
The requisition states that the 1 cent Stamps are to be printed in

* It should be mentioned that on May 18, 1893 the firm supplied 8 further
610,080 Two Cents.
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mauve. We fear that such Stamps might be found to conflict with the Mauritius
existing 38 cents Postage Stamps. One Cent

On October 1 1th the Crown Agents approved the suggestion .I.wo Cents
for the Fifteen Cents overprint plate. On the subject of the One Fifteen Cents
Cent they wrote: (continued)

With regard to the 1 cent Postage stamp, which is required, we
conclude that the 2 cents stamps could be printed in mauve and over
printed temporarily in black and an instalment of the 800,000 should
be supplied, for use in the Colony, pending a reference which we
will make. How soon could an instalment of all these stamps be
supplied?
Please submit a specimen of the overprinted 1 cent stamp in
mauve, but different as far as possible from the present 38 cents
stamp.

The firm quoted the usual charge of £3. 3. 0 for a temporary
overprint plate from a type setting, and 6d. per 1,000 extra for
printing. They suggested supplying 400,000 of the temporary
stamp, and submitted a specimen, which was approved on
October 17th.
The temporary overprint plate, 408,000 stamps and 750
Specimens of the One Cent, and the overprint plate, 510,000
stamps and 750 Specimens of the Fifteen Cents, were invoiced
on December 1st. A supply of Sixteen Cents was surcharged
One Cent locally.

On January 4, 1893 ^ae Crown Agents sent the requisition Mauritius
for the permanent Mauritius One Cent stamp, the colour of One Cent
which was to be mauve. The firm submitted a design like the
Two Cents but before approving it the Crown Agents asked to Plate 30; 5, 6
be shown 'a design for the stamp on the tablet principle'. This
was submitted on January 13th. The first design was approved
on January 17th, and on January 23rd, at the firm's request, the
Crown Agents returned the 'tablet' specimen: it is still in the
records.
The working die and printing plate of 240 multiples were in
voiced on April 27th at the usual £50 and £85 respectively. The
quantity of stamps charged was 402,480, with 750 Specimens.

The requisition for the new One Cent Negri Sembilan in the Negri
'tiger' series was sent on October 18, 1892. The new overprint Sembilan
plate was invoiced on January 24, 1893 at the usual £12, with One Cent
48,000 stamps and 750 Specimens.

On November 28, 1892 De La Rue reported that the Ceylon Ceylon
Two Cents plate, of 240 multiples, had yielded about 46,000 Two Cents
impressions, and required renewal. In replying the Crown New Plate
Agents asked 'the cost of preparing a new plate for the 2 cents
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Sierra Leone
Proposal for
Universal
Unified Series

Ceylon of the same design as the 15, 28 and 25 cents Stamps, but for
Two Cents printing in one operation'. They wished to give the Colony the
New Plate opportunity of substituting 'the new design for the present old
(continued) one'. De La Rue replied that it would cost the usual £50 for the

working die and £85 for the printing plate of 240 multiples. On
February 8th De La Rue were told to renew the existing plate.
A further supply of 1,410 sheets (338400 stamps) was in
voiced on March 9th, presumably printed from the old plate,
and the new plate was invoiced on April 20th. On June 3rd an
invoice included 1,778 sheets (426,720 stamps); no doubt this
was the first printing from the new plate.

The Sierra Leone keyplate of 60 multiples was reported as
being unfit for further use on December 6, 1892, it having
yielded about 50,000 impressions. An order had just been com
pleted for approximately 2,000 sheets each of the Halfpenny,
One Penny, and Twopence halfpenny. The Crown Agents
communicated with the Colony in the usual way, and on Feb
ruary 20, 1893, forwarded a letter from the Colonial Secretary
suggesting that 'the new Sierra Leone Postage Key plate be
designed to service for Postage and Revenue purposes . . .
"Postage and Revenue" being marked on the plates'. He detailed
the existing nine Postage duties, plus three Revenue duties: Two
Shillings, Five Shillings, and One Pound.

The size and various colours of the combined stamps should be
like the present Postage Stamps, but His Excellency desires me to
represent that it would be an improvement if the figures denoting the
values could be printed larger.

Plate 30; 7 The firm on February 22nd sent a design for a special key-
plate, and quoted the usual £50 for the working die, £21. 5. o
for a printing plate of 60 multiples, and £12 each for the twelve
overprint plates.
On March 6th they submitted a colour scheme for the twelve
duties from the Universal Unified Keyplate, 'overprinted from
a 6d. duty plate in the colours we should recommend for
adoption'.
The designs were returned by the Colonial Authorities with a
note that as they had sufficient stamps for two years the matter
would be held over until the Estimates for 1894. I11 fact further
supplies from the existing keyplate and overprint plates were
invoiced on June 11, 1894, July 31, 1895, March 3, 1896, and
May 15, 1896.

Pahang The requisition calling for the new Pahang Five Cents was
Five Cents sent to De La Rue on December 13, 1892. The overprint plate

was invoiced on March 3, 1893, with 4,800 stamps and 750
Specimens.
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The fact that the Jamaica keyplate required renewal after Jamaica
68,000 impressions was reported to the Crown Agents on Keyplate
December 29, 1892, but no reply was received. On August 10, **o. 3

1893 a further requisition was sent by the Crown Agents, to
which De La Rue replied on the following day:

With reference to the 1d. and 2^d. Postage Stamps, which are
printed from a Key plate, this plate is worn out, as stated in our
memo of the 29th December last, in which we requested authority
to make a new plate. We shall feel obliged if you will say whether for
the present order these stamps shall be printed from the old plate,
although we fear the stamps would be scarcely satisfactory; or will
you give us authority to make a new plate, which will take from 3 to
4 weeks.

We could deliver to your Inspector a supply of the £d., 1d. and
2£d. Postage Stamps in 10 weeks, and the finish of the order in 4
months after receiving your instructions.

On August 15th the Crown Agents authorised the new plate.
It was invoiced as Plate No. 3 on December 30, 1893. The first
order from it

,

invoiced on the same day, amounted to 22,584
impressions.

The requisition involving the colour change of the Fourpence
St Vincent to yellow and the surcharging of Fivepence on the
Sixpence was sent by the Crown Agents on December 29, 1892,
and returned by the firm on January 5, 1893, with the following
report:

We note that the 4d. Stamps are to be printed in claret or maroon,
and not as the last supply in chocolate. The 5d. stamps to be sur
charged on the 6d. printed in green. An overprint plate will be
necessary for the 5d. stamps at a cost of £3. 3/-. We affix the two
required specimens.

On January 10th the Crown Agents wrote criticising the
colours of both specimens:

With reference to your memorandum of the 5th inst. it appears to
us that if the 4d. Stamp is printed in the colour of the specimen en
closed by you, the similarity between it and the 1d. Stamp will be
too great and we have therefore to request that you will endeavour to
obtain more distinction and submit a further design.
Green being the colour of the £d. Stamp, it will not do to have the
5d. stamp also printed in the same colour. We would suggest a light
yellow for the 5d. stamp and request that you will submit a design
accordingly, taking care to make the colour as distinctive as possible
from that of the 1/- Stamp.

De La Rue submitted two more specimens for the Fourpence,

St Vincent
Colour
Change

Fourpence

Fivepence
on Sixpence
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St Vincent
Colour
Change
Fourpence

Fivepence
on Sixpence
(continued)

one of which was in grey, and a yellow specimen for the Five-
pence. The Crown Agents replied on January 17th:

It appears to us that better distinction would be gained in the case
of the 4d. and 5d. Stamps which are required for the Government of
St. Vincent if the 4d. Stamp were printed in bright yellow and the
5d. Stamp in the maroon similar to the first design which you sub
mitted for the 4d. stamp. You should therefore proceed with the
execution of the order accordingly. We shall require a design of each
for transmission to the Colony.

On March 10th the Crown Agents sent a note from the
Colonial Secretary, who had received the specimen of the Five-
pence, requesting that 'the new 5d. Stamp should not be sur
charged as shown in the pattern but should have the original
value ruled out and the surcharged value printed across the
centre of the Stamps.'
The firm replied that the stamps had been printed and
handed to the Inspector. The temporary overprint plate, 3,000
Fourpence, 11,700 Fivepence, and 750 Specimens of each were
invoiced on March 11th. The plate was charged at £3. 3. o.
showing that it was electrotyped from a type setting.
On June 2nd the Crown Agents sent a further requisition for
6,000 Fourpence and 12,000 Fivepence.

The 5d. Stamps should however, have the original value ruled out,
and the Surcharged value printed across the centre of the Stamp.
Please send a specimen ofwhat you propose to supply.
The usual 736 Specimens will be required for the General Post
Office. How soon will the Stamps be ready for shipment?

The firm sent the specimen on June 6th, and at the same time
quoted £3. 3. o. for a new temporary overprint plate. This led
to the following reply three days later:

With reference to your memorandum of the 6th instant we have to
inform you that we do not feel justified in incurring the extra expense
of a new temporary over-print plate for the 5d. Stamp and request
you to proceed with the manufacture of the stamps as before
supplied, although the overprint is decidedly unsatisfactory.

To this Memorandum the firm added the word 'Noted'.
When they came to overprint the Threepence on One Penny in
1897 they nevertheless adopted exacdy the same style of sur
charge.



CHAPTER XX

1893 to JUNE 1895

The change in the colour of the Bermuda Twopence from blue Bermuda
to purple, and the first printing of the One Shilling on CA paper, Colour
with the colour also changed from green to yellowish brown, Changes

took place with the requisition sent to De La Rue on March 17, J^°^^?y
1893. The stamps were invoiced on May 9th, with 750 Sped-

ne *,

mens of each: Twopence, 72,000; One Sh1lling, 24,000.

De La Rue reported the One Penny Natal plate of 240 mul- Natal
tiples as being unfit for further use on Match 24, 1893. It had One Penny
yielded about 85,000 impressions. The new plate was authorised Plate No. 3
on May 31st, and invoiced as Plate No. 3 on November 1st.

The instructions that in l'uture the Mauritius Fifteen Cents Mauritius
was to be printed in blue instead of brown came with a requisi- Proposed
tion on April 5, 1893 for a further supply of the Two Cents. The Colour
firm suggested that as blue was already allocated to the Eight Change
Cents the colour of that duty should in future be changed to Eight Cents
brown, but further supplies were not again requisitioned.

On April 27, 1893 De La Rue quoted the Crown Agents for Hong Kong
interleaving the Hong Kong sheets of stamps, and for number- Numbering of
ing consecutively sheets of any size. The proposed method of sheets
carrying out this numbering was explained to the Colonial
authorities by the Crown Agents when sending the firm's
estimate.

With reference to the numbering of the sheets, this can also be
done, but instead of having each package numbered consecutively
(1 to 500) it would in our opinion be better to give each denomination
of Stamps running numbers for the whole of each shipment with a
prefix letter to vary with each shipment. Thus the first shipment of 1
Cent stamps would be marked A. 1 to 2023, the second B. 1 to 2023, etc.

The Colonial Secretary wrote to the Crown Agents on June
15th approving the suggested method of numbering. It had
been decided that the stamps need not be interleaved. The
numbering began with the Half Yearly Supply invoiced on
February 23, 1894. It was described as follows:

521
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Hong Kong
Numbering of
sheets

(continued)

Ceylon
Th1rty Cents

Numbering each duty of Postage Stamps A.1 onwards = 4,924
sheets @ per 100 sheets 1j- £2: 9: 2.

This method of wording was strictly followed henceforward,
and the last shipment within the limits of this survey was in
voiced on July 18, 1899, with the code letter R.

On May 29, 1893 the Crown Agents forwarded a letter from
the Colonial Secretary of Ceylon asking for a quarterly supply
of 24,000 Thirty Cents, to be printed from the keyplate already
being used for the Fifteen, Twenty-five and Twenty-eight
Cents.

On June 2nd the firm sent a specimen printed in violet with
the duty in brown. This was approved on June 14th. The over
print plate, 24,000 stamps and 750 Specimens were invoiced on
September 4th.
In the meantime the Crown Agents had written to Ceylon
saying that they had had some difficulty in selecting the colour
for the new duty owing to the great number of duties which
appeared to be in use in Ceylon, and had asked for a complete
range of specimens. This letter was submitted to the Colonial
Postmaster General, who sent the following 'report' on July
6th:

Seen. I see no necessity for using two colours and should prefer to
have the whole stamp (new 30 Cents) printed violet.
If the value of the Postage Stamp is printed large, the colour is
immaterial.

He was evidently consulted again, for he sent a second 're
port' on July 24th:
I adhere to my opinion. There is no occasion to use two colours,
and I much prefer the 28 Cents, 25 Cents and 15 Cents Stamps,
Specimens enclosed, to the two coloured 3 Cents Stamps.

On being sent these documents for 'perusal' De La Rue re
plied that the Thirty Cents had already been shipped; they
asked if future supplies of this stamp, and also the Three Cents,
were to be printed in one colour only. The answer was given by
the Colonial Secretary to the Crown Agents on November

14th:

Referring to your letter No. 63/T of the 7th September last, re
porting that the first instalment of the new 30 cent Stamps has
ready been shipped and that future supplies of these Stamps and of
the 3 Cent Stamps can be printed in one colour from the existing
plates without further charge if desired, I am directed to state that it
1s desired by His Excellency the Governor that the two separate
colours should be mainta1ned notwithstanding the slight extra cost
involved.
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The Twopence halfpenny St Helena, called for in a requisition St Helena
sent on June 5, 1893, was produced by surcharging the Sixpence Twopence
plate, printed in blue, from a type setting. No attempt was made halfpenny on
to persuade the Colony to have an overprint plate from the Sixpence

Universal Postage Keyplate, although the new Three Halfpence
was already in existence in that form.
The design was approved on June 15th and the temporary
overprint plate (at the usual £3:3: 0), with 69,600 stamps and
750 Specimens, was invoiced on September 5th. It is very rare
to find recorded varieties in stamps overprinted by De La Rue,
but there are known instances of double surcharge and double
printing of the plate in the case of this stamp.

Seychelles
Three Cents
Twelve Cents
Fifteen Cents
Forty-five
Cents

When the Administrator of Seychelles sent a requisition
including four new postage duties to the Crown Agents on June
l5, x893 he wrote:

The colours of the new stamps must be left to Messrs De La Rue
who will doubdess devise as artistic and pleasant a blending of colour
in the new values as they have done in the earlier ones.

The firm submitted the designs on July 7th, and these were
approved on July 12th. The four overprint plates were invoiced
on October 11th with the following stamps: Three Cents,
71,160; Twelve Cents, 47,160; Fifteen Cents, 96,240; Forty-
five Cents, 47,160.
In addition to the usual 750 Specimens of each De La Rue
also supplied a further 1,200 Specimens of each at the Colony's
special request. They also printed 600 extra Specimens each of
the Two Cents, Four Cents, Eight Cents, Ten Cents and
Thirteen Cents, of which a further supply had been ordered at
the same time.
The Universal Postage Keyplate used for these stamps had
the characteristics known to philatelists as Die II: there is no
record however of any renewal of the original keyplate, due to
wear or for any other reason. Since both Universal Keyplates
were supplied by De La Rue free of charge they would not in
any case be mentioned in the Day Books; yet when the time
came to renew the Universal Unified Keyplate in March 1895
the Crown Agents were advised.*

The Crown Agents sent to De La Rue on August 14, 1893 Cyprus
a demand from the Chief Secretary of Cyprus, for postage 9 Piastres
duties for One Shilling, Two Shillings and Five Shillings, 18 Piastres
supplied eventually in the equivalent Turkish currency. This 45 Piastres
proved to be an interesting enquiry, because as a result the
firm submitted specimens in all three keyplate designs: the
General Keyplate already used in Cyprus, the Universal Plate30; 8 to 14

*See p. 543.
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Cyprus Postage Keyplate, and the Universal Unified Keyplate. They
9 Piastres also submitted a special design for the Five Shillings in a larger
1 8 Piastres size.
45 Piastres The Appendix containing these various designs was sent to
(cont1nued) tjlc Q)iony by the Crown Agents on September 7th, and the

General Keyplate design, already in use, was approved for all
three duties by the Colony on March 8th, 1894. The only colour
change was in the One Shilling, (9 Piastres); of which the key
plate was to be printed in bistre instead of yellow. The firm sent
revised designs on these lines, with the Turkish currency, to the
Crown Agents on April 10th. These were approved, and the new
overprint plates, stamps, and usual 750 Specimens were in
voiced on June 25, 1894. The first printing was: 9 Piastres,
19,680; 18 Piastres, 14,760; 45 Piastres, 6000.

Lagos The requisition for three new Lagos duties was sent by the
Fivepence Crown Agents on October 2, 1893. The firm sent three designs
7! pence with colour suggestions on October 17th, and these were ap-
Tenpence proved on the following day, except that the Crown Agents

asked for the lettering '7£ pence'.
The three overprint plates, stamps and 750 Specimens ofeach
were invoiced on December 30th, when the following quan
tities were charged: Fivepence, 5,160; i\ Pence, 5,220; Ten-
pence, 5,100.

Mauritius The requisition for the change from brown to blue of the
Fifteen Cents colour of the Mauritius Fifteen Cents was sent on November
Colour 27, 1893. The Crown Agents asked for a specimen but the firm
Change sent a specimen of the Eight Cents previously printed in that

colour instead, pointing out that if it could be approved it
would save the unnecessary expense of 'putting on and making
ready the Key and Overprint plates'. This specimen was
approved on December 4th, and 356,040 stamps, with 750
Specimens, were invoiced on January 26, 1894.

Zululand Hitherto Zululand stamps had consisted of eleven Great
Universal Britain duties overprinted by De La Rue. On December 10,
Unified Series 1892 the firm submitted to the Crown Agents a colour scheme

for the Colony's requirements, based on the Universal Unified
Keyplate. This was in response to an Indent from the Colony
to the Crown Agents, for One Penny Postage Stamps. In his
letter to the Resident Commissioner, dated October 14th, the
Distributor of Stamps had gone to considerable trouble in
planning what he imagined would be the Zululand stamp of the
future:

With reference to an interview concerning a new issue of Stamps
for Zululand, I beg to submit the following suggestions for Your
Honour's consideration.
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All Stamps
The Queen's head to be of the same size and design as on the Zululand
present stamp of one penny. Universal

The Stamps to be of self colour viz., ground of a certain shade of Unified Series

colour. The Queen's head and the words Postage & Revenue of a (cont1nued)
darker shade of the same colour vide specimen.
The word 'Zululand' in bold letters on top of the stamp.
The value at foot as 1 Penny 1

2 Pence 2

5 Shillings 5
20 Pounds 20

The word 'Postage' in a quarter circle on the left side.
The word 'Revenue' to match on the right.
On Stamps whose value is expressed in pence the word 'Zululand'
and the value to be in black letters or (and) figures.
On those whose value is in shillings the same words and figures in
red.

On those whose value is in pounds the same words &c., in gold or
yellow.
There will be no difficulty in keeping the issue of Stamps for
different Heads of Revenue apart and distinct in my books.
I submit specimen of a proposed penny Stamp regretting that skill
and material fail me to make a more perfect one.

On January 8, 1894 De La Rue were instructed to print
200,000 One Penny stamps from the Universal Unif1ed Key-
plate in doubly fugitive purple, with the duty in red, the stamps
to reach the Colony before the end of March, and overprint
plate, stamps and 750 specimens were invoiced on February
22nd. In their letter of January 8th the Crown Agents went on
to say:

We should be obliged if you would furnish us with another copy
of the enclosed colour scheme (which we should like to have re
turned), with the exception of the 1d Stamp overprinted in black
and the £1. series in green, for transmission by as early a mail as

possible to the Colony.
It appears to us that the overprints do not show up well on the £.
series on red paper, and we should be obliged ifyou would endeavour,
by using some other colours, to get a better result. In order to save
the labour of hand printing, the Specimens might be all printed in
one duty, the proposed values being shown against each stamp, as on
former occasions, and if any colours can be found to be clearer on the
red paper, specimens should be attached to the original appendix, as
well as to the copy for the Colony.

On January 11th the firm sent a duplicate of the Appendix,
with the following observations:

We enclose another copy of our Appendix of the 18th ult., omit-
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Zululand ting the Stamps which you have crossed through in pencil, and sub-
Universal stituting a black overprint for a green in the £5 . Stamp .
Unified Series We may say that some time ago we experimentally printed for the
(continued) English Government stamps on red paper overprinted in a very large

variety of colours, and the ones we sent to you were specially
selected by us as giving the best results. The red paper of necessity
somewhat neutralizes the colour of the overprint. No doubt the
black overprint in the £5. Stamp is an improvement on the green
originally submitted by us.

These suggestions were eventually approved, but not before
the Colony, at the Crown Agents' suggestion, had deleted six
of the proposed duties, including one for a Twenty Pounds
stamp; they stood firm however on the need for a Five Pounds
stamp.
The Halfpenny and Five Pounds were approved on March

29th. The overprint plates, stamps and 750 specimens were
invoiced on June 20 1894; 100,800 Halfpenny, and 1,200 Five
Pounds.
The remaining duties, except the Two Shillings and Six
pence, were ordered on September 4th and invoiced on Decem
ber 5th. In addition to the overprint plates and 750 Specimens
of each, the following quantities were charged: Twopence half
penny, 100,800; Threepence, 50,040; Sixpence, 100,800; One

Shill1ng, 50,400; Four Shillings, 12,000; One Pound, 4,200.
The Two Sh1llings & Sixpence was invoiced on January 9th
1896, when 750 Specimens and 12,000 stamps were charged.
Three more consignments of the Halfpenny and One Penny
were invoiced, the quantity each time being 900 sheets (120
multiples) of each duty, but the other duties were not reprinted
before the series became obsolete.

Straits
Settlements
Colour
Changes
Three Cents
Five Cents
Eight Cents

On November 1, 1893 De La Rue had been sent a Straits
Settlements requisition for a large supply of six postage duties,
including the Three Cents and Eight Cents. They promised to
deliver the stamps to the Crown Agents' Inspector within ten
weeks.
On December 8th the Crown Agents informed De La Rue
that they had received a telegram stating that the Eight Cents
ought to be blue, and the Three Cents red. At that time the
Eight Cents was printed in Orange, and the Three Cents sur
charged on Thirty-two cents printed in magenta. The firm
answered on December 11th:

We regret to have to inform you that the whole of the 8 cents and
3 cents Postage Stamps are already printed in the usual colours, and
that it is therefore impossible to carry out the instructions contained
in the telegram on the present occasion.
We shall be glad to be informed whether these instructions are to
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be followed in future. If so, it will necessitate printing the 5 Cents
Stamps, which are at present in blue, in some other colour, and the
2 Cents Stamps, which are at present in red, also in another colour.
We would remind you that both these Stamps are at present printed
in the colours of the Postal Union, and we think it would be a great
pity to have to make any alteration. If however, you decide that the
telegram is to be acted upon in future supplies, we shall be happy to
furnish specimens of the 2 and 5 Cents Stamps printed in some other
colours.

The stamps ordered on November 1st were invoiced on Dec
ember 3rd. On January 16, 1894 the Colonial Secretary wrote
to the Crown Agents explaining that as far as the Postal Union
Colours were concerned Eight Cents and Three Cents had now
taken the place of Five Cents and Two Cents.
A requisition for Five Cents was sent on March 7, 1894, and
these were changed to dark brown; a further requisition for
Eight Cents and Three Cents, in blue and red respectively, was
received on March 21st. These three stamps, with the usual 750
Specimens of each, were invoiced on June 6th in two shipments,
one to Singapore and another to Penang, totalling in all: Three
Cents, 733440; Five Cents, 437,280; Eight Cents, 862,400.

This long correspondence opened quietly. It was important
in that it hastened the moment when both De La Rue and the
Crown Agents began to look beyond the limits of utility and
economy, and discovered that it cost little if anything more to
produce attractive stamps.* The letter from the Straits Settle
ment Government, which the Crown Agents as usual sent to
De La Rue on December 12, 1893, simply asked for a new die
and key plate for the Perak Government, 'so that in future the
stamps should appear as "Postage and Revenue".' They also
asked for a Three Cent stamp to be added to the denominations
already in use.
The Crown Agents asked the firm for designs, and suggested
that one of the earlier designs, submitted when the Native
Postage Keyplate was being prepared, might be suitable. To this
De La Rue replied on December 18th:

Letter returned herewith. With reference to the Requisition for a
new Postage and Revenue Native States Key Die and plate, we have
to report that the designs previously submitted would not be suitable,
and we beg to recommend the adoption of the enclosed design, which
is drawn to allow of any of the existing Native States overprint plates
being used. We feel sure that this will meet with your wishes, as it
is highly probable that the other Native States will follow the lead of
the Perak Government.
* The fact that Waterlow had re-entered the field and was already working
at the new North Borneo stamps may have already been known, and could
not be disregarded.

Straits
Settlements
Colour
Changes
Three Cents
Five Cents
Eight Cents

(continued)
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(continued)

Plate 31; 1, 2

A new working Key die would be required at a cost of £45, and a
new 60-set Key plate, at a cost of £21. 5s. A 3 Cents overprint plate,
at a cost of £12, will also be necessary, as there is no overprint plate
in existence of that denomination.

On March 23, 1894 the Colonial Secretary sent the following
letter to the Crown Agents:

With reference to your letter No. 129.T. of the 29th December
last, regarding a new die and Key plate for Postage and Revenue

Stamps for Perak, I am directed by the Governor to inform you that
it has now been decided to have a new design for the Postage and
Revenue Stamps of all the Native States, and to enclose for your
guidance, a design prepared in Perak which it has been decided to

adopt with the following modifications.
For the Kris, or dagger, shown in the design, the figure marked
No. 1. in the enclosed photograph should be substituted in the centre
of the stamp and the values in Malay and Chinese can be omitted
altogether, the spaces at the bottom corners on each side of the figure
3c being left blank.

The firm submitted two designs, both fortunately preserved,
based on the Colony's sketch, the second being adaptable to the
various Overprint plates already being used with the Tiger
postage keyplate.

Letter returned herewith. We have prepared the design A. for a
Postage and Revenue Key plate for the Native States, following as
closely as possible the design sent from Perak. If this design, how
ever, is adopted, none of the existing Native State overprint plates
will be available, and consequently a good deal of unnecessary ex
pense will have to be incurred in the preparation of new overprint
plates. We should therefore recommend you to adopt a stamp to the
enclosed design B. which has been prepared to admit of the use of
the existing Native State overprint plates. The cost of a Key die to
either design would be £45. and of a 60-set plate £21. 5. o. The
existing overprint plates will be available for design B, whereas 60-
set overprint plates, at a cost of £12 each, would be necessary for
design A.
We return the design and photograph forwarded from the Colony.
We should, however, require the photograph to work to should
either of the designs meet with your approval.

Following an interview with the Crown Agents De La Rue
sent on May 16th 'twelve further designs for Postage and

Plate31;3to14 Revenue Stamps lettered C to N'. The Crown Agents were still
trying to avoid any kind of what appeared to them to be un
necessary expenditure, and wrote for further information on
May 19th, especially as to the cost of designs L, M, & N, which
were large stamps, the precursors of the elephants, and the
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possibility of altering the rest to suit the existing overprint
plates.
No doubt the Crown Agents' insistence at all times on the
quotation of prices with which they must have been thoroughly
familiar was due to the desirability of sending a copy of the
estimate to the Colony. The firm sent full details on May 21,
1894:

For designs A & B submitted on the 23rd April and design C sent on
the 16th inst. it would be unnecessary to engrave an original die, and
we should propose therefore to prepare a working die only, which
would cost £52, or rather more than the ordinary working dies.
If any of the designs D to N were selected, it would be necessary
to engrave an original die, at a cost of £70, from which a working Key
die would have to be made, at a cost of £45.
The cost of a 60-set Postage Size Key plate for designs A to K
would be £21. 5. o, and of a 60-set Receipt size Key plate for
designs I to N would be £42. 10s.
The adoption of designs I to N would necessitate printing the
Stamps on your large CC paper. 60-set duty overprint plates, Postage
size, would be £12 each, and 60-set duty overprint plates Revenue
size £15 each.

They then quoted the usual printing prices from the Schedule,
and regretted that 'it would be impossible to alter these designs
to admit the use of the existing overprint plates'.
Designs I - N were revolutionary, in that they foreshadowed
the use of the larger stamp for surface-printed pictorial designs.
The twelve new designs were forwarded to the Colony and on
August 22nd the Colonial Secretary sent the following decision:

The designs which you enclosed have been sent for inspection to
the Residents of Perak and Selangor and after some correspondence
His Excellency has approved of the selection of two of them, namely
E (tiger) for stamps of the lower values (i.e. below 8 cents) and N
(group of elephants) for stamps of the value of 8 cents and upwards,
should these be required.
There would seem to be no objection to continuing to use the
present designs (tiger springing) for one of the lower values (say one
cent) if you advise this and it would seem to be possible to adapt the
selected design E so as to admit of the use of the existing Native
State overprint plates.
As soon as the necessary information has been received from the
native States, as to the several values which are required, specific
instructions will be sent to you.

On September 19th De La Rue emphasised once more the
impossibility of adjusting Design E to print with the existing
overprint plates. 'It is in our opinion immaterial', they wrote,
'whether the 1 Cent Stamp is printed from the existing Key-

Straits
Settlements
Native States
Unified Series

(continued)
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(continued)

plate rather than from the new proposed Keyplate to design E.'
They asked if they might proceed to engrave the dies and make
keyplates to the selected designs E and N pending further in
structions. Evidently the Crown Agents thought it desirable to
refer their remarks to the Colony, and the necessary authorisa
tion was not given until October 25th.
On November 19th De La Rue were instructed to prepare
the following overprint plates for Design E:

Perak: One Cent, Two Cents, Three Cents, Five Cents.
Selangor: Three Cents, Five Cents.
Sungei Ujong: Three Cents.
Negri Sembilan: Three Cents.
Pahang: Three Cents.

On January 4, 1895 the Crown Agents wrote as follows:

With reference to our memorandum of the 19th Nov. and previous
correspondence, we request you to proceed with the manufacture of
the 8, 10 and 50 Cents overprint plates for Perak for use with the
new Tiger's head design (E).

De La Rue pointed out on January 7th that the Colonial
Secretary's letter ofAugust 22nd made it clear that the Elephants
design was to be used for the Eight Cents, and all duties up
wards; the overprint plates therefore should be prepared for the
larger stamp. The next day brought a requisition which made it
clear that the Eight Cents was to be in Design E and the Ten
Cents and Fifty Cents in Design N.
On January 1 1th the firm suggested that in view of the quan
tities ordered the new Tiger keyplate should be 120 multiples
instead of 60. This suggestion was approved on January 25th.
In the meantime the Crown Agents on January 16th had cleared
up the misunderstanding about Design N.

In reply to your memorandum of the 7th inst. we have to inform
you that the 8, 10, and 50 cents overprint plates for Perak should be
prepared for use with the new Tiger's head design E which has been
adopted for all Cent values — the Elephants design N being held
over for future dollar series of stamps.
We regret that this was not explained to you in our memorandum
of the 4th inst. and thank you for calling our attention to the apparent
mistake.

They asked for a colour scheme showing the overprints
suggested for the Tiger keyplate duties for all the States.
On February 11th De La Rue reported that the die for the
Elephants was ready, and that they were engraving the duty
tablets a little larger than in the original design, seeing that the
dollar values might run into two or three figures. But on the
following day a last minute hitch was threatened by a request
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from Selangor that the plates should be 100 multiples or 50 Straits
multiples as against 120 multiples and 60 multiples. This the Settlements
firm were able to get cancelled by pointing out that it did not Native States
save anything but on the contrary increased the price con- Unified Series

siderably. They also reminded the Crown Agents 'that this (continued)

enquiry only emanates from Selangor', and that the stamps for
the other States must be printed in the same way. The Crown
Agents agreed that things should remain as arranged, and asked
De La Rue to let them know 'by telephone what is the earliest
date delivery can be expected?' They promised ten weeks for
stamps from the Tiger plate, and about three months for stamps
from the Elephants plate.
The Tiger die, working die and keyplate were invoiced on
September 16, 1895. The cost was d1vided equally between
Selangor, Perak, Pahang and Negri Sembilan. Sungei Ujong
was only charged the overprint plate for the Three Cents.
The Elephants die, working die and keyplate were invoiced
on the same day, and divided equally between Selangor and
Perak.
Each colony was charged with its own overprint plates, and
the following quantities of stamps were supplied for the first
order, with the usual 750 specimens in addition:

Selangor: Three Cents, 606,000; Five Cents, 122,400; Ten Cents,
120,480; Fifty Cents, 61,200; One Dollar, 30,300; Five Dollars,
6120. The Fifty Cents was printed in purple and black.
Perak: One Cent, 109,200; Two Cents, 219,360; Three Cents,
219,600; Five Cents, 219,000; Eight Cents, 219,600; Ten Cents,
90,960; Fifty Cents, 44,640. The Fifty Cents was printed in purple
and black.

Negri Sembilan: Three Cents, 30,000.
Pahang: Three Cents, 29,400.
Sungei Ujong: Three Cents, 102,000.

On January 3, 1894 the Crown Agents sent a requisition Turks Islands
which included further supplies of the One Penny and One Overprint
Sl1illing, still being printed from the Perkins, Bacon plates. Plates
The Colony complained 'of the colour of the One Penny not
being fast'. The firm replied with the offer to make three over
print plates free of charge, for the One Penny, Sixpence and
One Shilling, to work with the General Keyplate already used
for the Halfpenny, Twopence halfpenny, and Fourpence, and
enclosed specimens accordingly. They also sent specimens from Plate 32; 1to6
the Universal Postage Keyplate.
The Crown Agents thanked them for their offer, and said they
would 'refer the adoption of new designs of Stamps to the
Colony'. In the meantime the requisition was to be fulfilled from
the existing plates.
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On December 20, 1893 De La Rue reported that the Ceylon
Five Cents Postage and Revenue plate had yielded about 57,000
impressions and was unfit for further use. The new plate was
authorised on January 27, 1894, and invoiced on April 3rd;
7,088 sheets were invoiced on the same day. The number of the
Plate was not mentioned.

The Five Cents Negri Sembilan from the first Tiger Postage
Keyplate was ordered on January 1, 1894. The overprint plate,
with 9,000 stamps and 750 specimens, was invoiced on March
8th.

A requisition for Gold Coast One Pound postage and
revenue stamps, sent on January 2, 1894, stipulated that they
should be printed in purple doubly fugitive ink on red paper.
The stamps (1,200) with 750 Specimens were invoiced on
February 2nd.

Immediately after their offer to supply free the overprint
plates required to see the end of the Turks Islands copper plates
De La Rue made an attempt to substitute a keyplate issue for
the embossed stamps of Gambia. They wrote to the Crown
Agents on January 9, 1894:

We shall shortly have to renew some of the printing and embossing
plates used for the production of the Gambia Postage Stamps. We
therefore think that it would be a favourable opportunity for the
Colony to introduce Stamps of a higher class.
It will be within your recollection that the present kind of Stamps
was only adopted on account of economy, for at that time the Uni
versal Plates were not in existence. The plates are now placed, free
of charge, at the disposal of Colonies not willing to incur the expense
of special dies and plates of their own.
On the Appendix hereto we give a complete scheme of the duties
of Gambia Postage Stamps in use produced from the Universal
Postage Key plate. We are willing to supply free of charge the eight
necessary overprint plates for the existing duties. The Colony being
in possession of these overprint plates can at any time have either
'Postage & Revenue' or 'Revenue' Stamps of the same duties pro
duced from the Universal 'Postage & Revenue' or 'Revenue' Key
plates.

The Administrator sent the following note to the Crown
Agents on March 12th:

As owing to some mistake in the requisition the supply of stamps
recently received will last for many years it would appear that there
is no necessity at present to consider the suggestions of Messrs. De
La Rue, for which I beg to thank you and return herewith the Colour
Scheme enclosed in your letter.
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On January 9, 1894 De La Rue informed the Crown Agents Jamaica
that the sixty-multiple Jamaica One Penny overprint plate had One Penny

yielded about 256,000 impressions . The new plate was authorised
on January 19th.

On February 5, 1894 the Agent-General of the Natal Govern- Natal
ment in London, Walter Peace of 64, Victoria Street, informed Proposed
De La Rue that, although they would continue to receive in- Keyplate
structions direct from the Crown Agents, all invoices were to be Series

sent to him in quadruplicate. A separate Correspondence Book Wltnnew
contains a letter from the firm to Peace dated February 9th:

With reference to the interview our representative had with you
on the 5th instant, we have, agreeably to your verbal instructions,

prepared the enclosed design for a stamp Key-plate, which will admit
of the employment of your existing overprint plates. In order to make
this Key plate, it will be necessary to engrave a steel die at a cost of
£50, from which the Stamp Key plate (120 set) would have to be
made, at a cost of£42. 10.
We enclose alternative designs A and B for the watermark 'Natal' Plate 32;
which has to appear in the paper of each stamp. A dandyroll for 7 to 10
watermarking the paper will be required and would cost £85.*
The cost of the Postage Stamps printed in one operation in our
Singly Fugitive inks would be
When a ream or more of a duty is ordered at one time 1/- per 1000
When less than a ream of a duty is ordered at one time 1/6 „ „
The cost of the Postage Stamps (120 set) printed and overprinted
by the Key-plate system in our Singly Fugitive inks would be: —

When a ream ormore ofa duty is ordered at one time ... 2/3 per 1000
When less than a ream of a duty is ordered at one time—3/3 „ „
The above prices are those hitherto charged through the Crown
Agents for the Colonies with the addition of 2d. per 1000 Stamps for
the watermarked paper.
Our charge for specially overprinting the 1/- Postage Stamps with
the word 'Postage' is 6d. per 1000 Stamps extra.
The 5/- Postage is of a special size, and as the demand is small, it
will probably not be your wish to incur the expenses of a special
dandyroll, but rather to employ the Postage Paper for these Stamps,
although the watermark will not fall accurately on each Stamp.

On March 27, 1895 the Crown Agents sent a requisition for a Turks Islands
Fivepence stamp for Turks Islands. The Colony wished it to Fivepence
be in the style already suggested by De La Rue — the Universal
Postage Keyplate — and asked that it might be printed in two
colours 'as those of the Seychelles or Leeward Islands'. The
specimen ofMarch 30th was approved on April 5th.
* There is a third design filed with these in the Archives. It is the single
rosette, dated February 13, 1894.
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The overprint plate, with 30,000 stamps and 750 Specimens,
was invoiced on June 11th.

The fate of dies and plates, after they have become obsolete,
is a matter of great interest to the philatelist. The amalgamation
of the stamps of Antigua, St Christopher, Nevis, Dominica,
Montserrat and Virgin Islands into a single Unified Leeward
Islands issue had made obsolete a large number of interesting
stamps, including the Perkins, Bacon plates for Antigua. On
March 27, 1894 the following letter was sent by De La Rue to
the Crown Agents:

With reference to the verbal enquiry received from your Inspector,
we beg to say that the cancellation of the Antigua, Nevis, Dominica,
Montserrat and St. Kitts Stamp plates as suggested, so that diagonal
lines should appear on each stamp as shown at side, would be a
tedious operation, and would cost 14/- per plate.
The Virgin Islands Stamps are produced from lithographic stone,
and consequently they would be cancelled by rubbing off the stone.

On May 29th the Crown Agents sent the following letter
from T. H. Thompson & Co., Stamp Dealers and Importers of
Bishop Auckland, with a request for a report:

We are obliged for yours of yesterday. We should like two of the
plates of stamps and if possible should prefer to have the Antigua 6d.
and the Nevis 1/- or failing those the Dominica 6d. or 1/-. ... Of
course we expect that in cancelling the plates, whilst you will take
every precaution to ensure that they shall not be used for printing
from, you will not deface them in such a way as to destroy their
identity — that is that they shall be left in such a state as that anyone
may see what island and value they have represented. We hope you
will soon be able to send us the two plates, the cost of cancelling
which we shall be pleased to send you on learning the amount.

In their reply the firm repeated their quotation of 14/- per
plate, and said that the same price would apply to overprint
plates, which would be 'cancelled by parallel lines running
through the name of the Colony and the duties'. They con
tinued: 'We venture to take this opportunity of suggesting that
it is highly undesirable to allow Stamp plates to go out of your
possession, more especially into the hands of Stamp dealers.'
This advice was not taken, and the following instructions
were received on June 28th:

With reference to your letter of the 30th May we request you to
cancel the 6d. Antigua plate and the Dominica Key forme in the
manner suggested by you. The plates when cancelled should be
properly packed for safe carriage to Messrs. T. H. Thompson & Co.,
2 Cockton Hill Terrace, Bishop Auckland, and before sending them
off an account of expenses incurred should be rendered.
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The remainder of the plates used in the manufacture of the obso- Leeward
lete Leeward Islands Stamps should be destroyed in the presence of ^Jxn^s
our Inspector by whom a certificate of their destruction will be
given.

We have taken a guarantee bond from Messrs. Thompson & Co.
that the plates to be sent to them shall not be used for producing
impressions of the Stamps.

The cost of defacing was invoiced on August 27th.

Obsolete

plates

(continued)

The requisitions for new Three Cents postage duties to be
printed in red for Selangor and Sungei Ujong were received
on June 28, 1894: the Sungei Ujong order also called for a
new One Cent in green, and a colour change in the Two Cents,
now to be printed in the orange of the old Eight Cents Straits
Settlements.
In reply the firm quoted the usual overprint plates at £12
each, but the Crown Agents pointed out that 'they are only
required for use until the settlement of the proposed new de
signs for stamps for Perak and the other Native States'.* They
suggested therefore that temporary overprint plates would be
satisfactory. De La Rue sent specimens which were approved
on July 10th, and it was agreed to divide the cost of the tem
porary Three Cents overprint plate between the two Colonies.
The plates and stamps, with the usual 750 Specimens were in
voiced on September 18th. The following quantities were
charged:

Selangor: Three Cents, 368400.
Sungei Ujong: One Cent, 50,760; Two Cents, 40,800; Three Cents,
51,000.

Since 1885 the Straits Settlements Three Cents duty had to
be obtained by surcharging the Thirty-two Cents. These had
been supplemented by a local surcharge on the Five Cents blue
in 1886. On July 25, 1894 the Crown Agents sent the following
instructions:

We have received a letter No. 4932/94 of the 21st June, from the
Government of the Straits Settlements requesting that no more 3
cents overprinted Stamps be supplied and asking that a new overprint
plate for use with the Universal plate be ordered for that duty.
We request you to put the plate in hand and to note that the next

3 cents Stamps ordered should be printed from the Universal plate
in the red colour of the last supply.
We presume the cost of the plate will be £12.

The Requisition for 720,000 stamps followed on August 14th,
and a specimen was submitted on August 16th. This was

♦ See p. 528.
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300 „ two 35 )

300 „ three » J

300 „ four 33 )
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600 „ two & halfpence — OP'
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approved four days later. The overprint plate was invoiced on
December 5th, with 726,000 stamps and the usual 750 speci
mens.

On August 3, 1894 the Crown Agents sent to De La Rue the
following requisition which they had received from the Colonial
Secretary of St Helena:

The following articles requested to be sent out by Steam Vessel:
Stamps 1,200 Sh. Halfpenny — OP'd. with a large £d.

1d.

2d.

3d.

4d.

1/-
"d. thus — FIVE HALFPENCE,
or I f1vepence — or 2id. on a
yellow or orange stamp — not
blue as at present.

Stamps to be printed from the old 240 set die and are not to be

reproductions of any stamps now in use — varied colours would be
better — if not perhaps the shades of the last colours issued could be
changed.
Demand for stamps so great deemed advisable to stimulate by
increasing the variety.
If the 2 U\. plate can be used again by changing the colour from
blue to yellow — send supply by return Mail.
Order to be executed with utmost despatch.

In replying the firm quoted the usual £3. 3. o. for a tempo
rary overprint plate for each duty except the Twopence half
penny, 'an overprint plate for which is already in existence', and
submitted suggestions for altering all the colours. They stated
that in the meantime they would put in hand the 600 sheets of
the Twopence halfpenny and have them ready for the next mail.
They submitted a proof of the figures they proposed to use for
overprinting the other duties.
On August 9th the Crown Agents requested them to suspend
printing the Twopence halfpenny stamps until further notice,
and on August 15th they were told to supply 'one half of the
quantities in accompanying Requisition, the stamps to be pre
cisely similar in all respects to the existing issues'. This was
done, and the stamps were invoiced in the usual way on Novem
ber 23rd.

On September 25, 1894 the Crown Agents forwarded an
extract from a letter from the Colonial Office:

I am directed by the Marquess of Ripon to request that you will
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obtain particulars of the cost of producing postage stamps for St. St Helena
Helena in each of the following ways, including in each case the cost Proposal for
of any new dies or plates that would be required: — new des1gn

(continued)
(1) by using the Universal Colonial Key plate;

(2) by using a special Key plate with a distinctive design for St
Helena consisting of either (a) a head similar to that on the new
coinage, or (b) a reproduction of the badge of the Colony;
(3) by using the present sixpenny die and overprinting;

(4) by any other means that might be employed.

I enclose a copy of the badge of the Colony, but, if it is decided to
adopt the design for use on stamps, it will be desirable to make some
slight improvements in it. This, however, can be left for subsequent
consideration.

The firm quoted the usual prices for making overprint plates
for the various duties to work with the Universal Postage Key-
plate, the Threehalfpence already being in existence. They went
on to submit alternative designs for an Arms series, and quoted
£70 for the die, £50 for the working die, £42. 10. o for a Key-
plate of 120 multiples, and £12 for each overprint plate of 60 Plate 32; 11,12
multiples. The designs are still in the Records.
After quoting for the temporary overprint plates suggested in
paragraph 3, they stated: 'We do not recommend this plan, as
the stamps have a makeshift appearance.'
They regretted they could not offer any further suggestions.

Nothing further is recorded on these suggestions, but on St Helena
April 19, 1895 the first serious correspondence on a matter Overprint
raised by philatelists began with a request from the Crown varieties

Agents for observations on 'a criticism taken from an American
paper, which has been sent to us through the Colonial Office'.
The letter was not filed, but De La Rue's reply shows that it
refers to the varying widths of the overprints:

With reference to the enclosure returned herewith, we beg to in
form you that the St. Helena Stamps are overprinted from type, and
we find that our compositors have on one or two occasions spaced the
lettering somewhat differently. Of course, any such slight variations
are of no importance except to philatelists.
We regret that it is impossible for us to express any opinion as to
the stated variation in the colour of the Stamps unless we have an
opportunity of seeing specimens.

This reasonable reply would have sufficed to enable the
Crown Agents to pac1fy a normal objector, but the Colonial
Office took a stronger line, and the Crown Agents sent a further
letter, 'forwarded to you for any observations you may have to
offer on the subject.' It was dated May 22, 1895:
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I am directed by the Marquess of Ripon to acknowledge the
receipt of your letter of 9th instant, enclosing a report from Messrs.
De La Rue on the subject of the criticism in an American newspaper
of the last issue of St. Helena \d. Stamps.
Lord Ripon desires me to say that Messrs. De La Rue in stating
that 'of course any such slight variations are of no importance except
to philatelists' clearly show that they do not appreciate the importance
of the point at issue.
In the letter from this Department of 15th August you were in
structed that 'the Stamps sent out, instead of being different, are to
be precisely similar in all respects to the existing issues,' and on the

17th August you were requested to have an advertisement inserted
in the philatelic journals in which it was announced that the Secretary
of State thought it right to give notice that there would be 'no change
in any of the Stamps at present.'
Lord Ripon is ready to admit that there may be difficulty in
exactly matching the colours of the Stamps, but he cannot but regret
that in the circumstances more care was not taken about the lettering,
as the alterations made in this respect, after the issue of the advertise
ment above referred to, have exposed the Secretary of State to a
charge ofbreach of faith.

It may be conjectured that the real trouble was Lord Ripon's
determination to prevent British stamps from being exploited
philatelically. His circular on the need to limit commemorative
issues laid down a policy which still holds today. It would
appear therefore that he had regarded the phrase 'demand for
stamps so great deemed advisable to stimulate by increasing the

variety' in the Colonial Secretary's letter quoted above as an
expressed desire to exploit philatelic sales, and that the reduc
tion of the order to half, and the decision not to make any change
in the style of the overprint, was due to his intervention. He
may also have refused to countenance the new Arms issue. The
whole incident is a happy one, for it prompted the firm to write
the following iUuminating report to the Crown Agents:

Letter returned herewith. We regret to learn that so much im
portance is attached to the temporary overprints from type. We
venture to point out that the Stamps proper are in all cases absolutely
identical (except slight unavoidable variations in colour) as the

printing plates are struck up from the same original. We beg to
inform you that we overprint Stamps temporarily for the English,
Indian and many other Governments, from type, and such over

prints have not hitherto been regarded as being in any way part of
the Stamp, in so far as protection to the Revenue is concerned, for it
would obviously be open to any printer to create such Stamps for
philatelic purposes, by purchasing sheets of Stamps, and then over
printing them from type; indeed it is known that this is sometimes
done.
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Dealing with the St. Helena £d. Stamps, we find that they were St Helena
overprinted from 1884 to 1889 from a type forme. When the 1893 Overprint
order arrived, this forme was not in a fit state for use, and it had to be varieties

entirely reset, when the opportunity was taken of closing up the (cont1nued)
lettering a little, so as to obtain a better register. When the 1894 order
was sent it was stated that the Stamps were to be identical with the
existing issue, and so we naturally made use of the forme as it then
stood; consequently the 1894 delivery will be found to be identical
with the 1893. The comparisons which have been instituted are be
tween the 1893 and 1894 Stamps and those previously supplied.

The firm then took the opportunity of pressing for the com
pletion of the Keyplate series, and offered to submit a colour
scheme. They also reminded the Crown Agents of the outstand
ing estimate for the new Arms series.
That there were difficulties in matching the shades is evident
from the following note in the Correspondence Book, dated
October 23, 1894, dealing with this last printing of the St
Helena Threepence. It is addressed to B. Bartlett, the Crown
Agents' Inspector, and is the only recorded instance of a
written record of this kind.

With reference to the Stamps we inspected today, we regret to find
that the colour is somewhat redder than the standard sheet. Although
the colour was matched to the standard at the time, we think that,
in consequence of the paper having been kept in a damp condition
too long, the red constituent of the colour has somewhat transfused,
hence the red appearance. We shall be glad if you will pass the present
supply, and we will have the ink tested in our laboratory, with a view
to obviate this defect in future.

The incident closed with an amende honorable by Lord Ripon:

I am directed by the Marquis of Ripon to inform you in reply to
your letter of the 7th June that it was Messrs. De La Rue's own
letter of the 25th April which led him to suppose that they had not
carried out his instructions with regard to the last supply of Stamps
for St. Helena, and that he has learnt with satisfaction that the \d.
Stamps supplied in 1894 were precisely similar in all respects to those

supplied in 1893.

The Pahang One Cent green, in the first Tiger Postage Key- Pahang
plate series, was ordered on August 14, 1894. The specimen One Cent
was approved on August 20th, and the new overprint plate,
21,000 stamps and 750 specimens were invoiced on October 19th.

A proposal for a new Arms of the Colony design for Grenada, Grenada
which in fact ended in the introduction of five duties in the Uni- Proposal for
versal Unified Keyplate design, would appear to have been Arms Design
raised by the Crown Agents when forwarding a requisition from
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Grenada
Universal
Unified Series

the Colony on October 27, 1894. This was accompanied by a
report from a special committee who had been considering the
question of un1fying the postage and revenue stamps of the
Colony. The only design referred to in the report was the
Universal Unified Keyplate as used in the Leeward Islands. De
La Rue submitted a design for a Grenada Postage and Revenue
Plate 'embodying the Arms of the Colony' on November 2nd,
and quoted the usual £70 for original die, £50 for working die,

£42. 10. 0 for a Keyplate of 120 multiples, and £12 for each
duty overprint plate. In addition to these designs they submitted
a range of specimens for eleven duties in the Universal Unified
Keyplate design, quoting £12 only for each duty overprint plate.

On January 9, 1895 the Crown Agents ordered a supply of
the Twopence halfpenny, Threepence, Sixpence, Eightpence
and One Shilling in the Universal Unified Keyplate design.
The firm submitted a colour scheme on January 16th, which
was approved on January 21st, subject to the duty tablet of the
Eightpence being altered from red to black. The Crown Agents
wished to reserve red for the One Penny, in case all the duties
were eventually to be printed from the Universal plate.
The new plates and stamps were invoiced on May 4, 1895,
with 750 specimens. The following quantities were charged:
Twopence halfpenny, 60,000; Threepence, 36,000; Sixpence,
17,880; Eightpence, 11,760; One Shilling, 11,760. With these
five duties the stream of Grenada postage stamps, after a
turbulent journey, at last began to flow in normal channels.

Mauritius
Arms of the
Colony
Three Cents

Plate 32;

13 to 16

The requisition from the Colony which led to the first
Colonial Arms Issue was not copied into the Correspondence
Book. The accompanying letter from the Crown Agents, dated
November 7, 1894, read as follows:

The enclosed Requisition from the Government of Mauritius for
Wrappers and Stamps with the Arms of the Colony is forwarded to
you for your report and estimate of the cost as well as designs of the
stamps you would propose. We also enclose a copy of the Arms taken
from our book of Colonial arms, on which the motto appears. It will
not, of course, be necessary for this to appear on the stamps.

Only a single duty, Three Cents, was included in the requi
sition. It was described as 'Postage' and the order was for
800,000. The design, submitted on November 12th, repre
sented closely the stamp as finally issued. The usual price of
£jo for the original die, £50 for the working die, £42. 10. o
for a Keyplate and £12 for the duty overprint plate was quoted.
On November 30th the Crown Agents asked for a design for
a stamp which could be used for Postage and Revenue purposes,
based on the design already submitted. This was sent on
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Mauritius
Arms of the
Colony
Three Cents

(continued)

December 5th, with the reminder that the stamps would now
have to be printed in doubly fugitive ink.
On March 11, 1895 the Crown Agents returned the design to
De La Rue with the information that the principle of combined
Postage & Revenue stamps had been adopted, and that in
addition to the Three Cents the other duties were to be printed
in this design.
The approved design which they forwarded was the first
Postage design submitted in November 12th. On De La Rue
calling attention to this, they were informed that nevertheless
the first design was to be used, as the Government ofMauritius
had decided to adopt it

,

and that the stamps would be used for
both Postage and Revenue. They asked the firm to go ahead, and
to submit a colour scheme in due course. This colour scheme
was not submitted until August 12th, and included a wide range
of duties. In the meantime it was decided by the Crown Agents
that the Three Cents should be printed 'entirely in doubly
fugitive purple ink, as a provisional measure pending the settle
ment of a complete colour scheme'.
The original die, working die, keyplate of 120 multiples, and
overprint plate of 60 multiples were invoiced on September 25,
1895, with 814,320 Three Cents stamps and 750 specimens.

The addition of three new duties from the Universal Postage
Keyplate for British Honduras followed a requisition sent by the
Crown Agents on December 4, 1894. The firm submitted
specimens on December 6th 'in the colours we should recom
mend for adoption'. The colours of the Five Cents and Ten
Cents corresponded to the existing Six Cents and Twelve
Cents, which they were evidently replacing. The colours were
approved on December 10th, with the request that they should
be 'rather brighter'.
The overprint plates were invoiced on February 23, 1895,
when the following quantities were supplied: One Cent,
121,440; Five Cents, 72,480; Ten Cents, 36,000.
The usual 750 specimens of each duty were also charged.

On December 19, 1894 De La Rue reported that the Gib- Gibraltar
raltar Keyplate of 120 multiples had yielded over 60,000 im- New Keyplate
pressions and was unfit for further use. The application was Twenty
referred to the Colony, and led to a suggestion from the Post- Centimos

mistress that the new plate should be 100 multiples, as being .rwo Pesetas

more convenient for a Colony with a decimal currency. New
duties for Twenty Centimos and Two Pesetas, in place of the
existing Seventy-five Centimos and Five Pesetas, were also
requisitioned.
De La Rue replied on January 30, 1895 that the new keyplate
could be made with 100 multiples without difficulty, but the

British
Honduras
One Cent
Five Cents
Ten Cents
Postage
Keyplate
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New Keyplate
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Two Pesetas
(continued)

cost of printing per ream would be the same, whether for 10o
multiples or 120. The existing overprint plates could be altered
from 60 multiples to 50 at a cost of £2 each, and 'it will be
requisite to cancel the watermarked space left in the middle of
the sheet by filling them in with printed matter'. They enclosed
a tracing showing how this could be done.
The suggestion for the alteration in the size of the plate was
abandoned by the Colony in view of the extra cost, and on
March 7th the Crown Agents instructed De La Rue to make a
new keyplate of 120 multiples and overprint plates for the two
new duties. They were asked to submit a colour scheme, and
did so on March 12th. The colours corresponded to a scheme
which had been sent with the Colonial Postmistress's report.
These were challenged by the Crown Agents on March 15th.

Although the specimens of the new stamps are printed in the
colours asked for by the Colony, the 5 centimos and new 2 Pesetas
will still be liable to confusion by gaslight, as explained by the Post
mistress's memorandum, and we think the new 20 Centimos might
possibly in certain lights conflict with the 10 and 50 centimos. We

request you, therefore, to submit specimens of the new stamps in any
other colours you can suggest which would show greater distinction.
In this case it will be better that the Stamps should be printed in
crude colours rather than in better colours which might in certain
lights cause confusion.

The firm were emphatic in their disagreement. 'We cannot
agree that the 20 Centimos Stamp is at all likely to conflict with
the 10 or 50 Centimos Stamps in certain lights, as we consider
the colours quite distinctive.' They sent with this statement a
complete new colour scheme 'showing all the colours as settled

by the Postmistress of Gibraltar', with three further available
colours for the Twenty Centimos, and a fugitive black for the
Two Pesetas.
The Crown Agents were still not satisfied, and wrote again
on March 27th.

We have examined the specimens submitted by you on the 21st
and find that of those proposed for the 20 centimos those numbered
1, 2 and 3 clash with the 50 centimos by gaslight. If you can suggest
an improvement on No. 4 we should be glad to have a specimen.
In view of the difficulty of getting eight wholly distinctive colours
which will not clash in any artificial light, we think it would be
better to have overprints of different colours for the Peseta series.
We request you, therefore, to furnish specimens of such Stamps,
the body of the 2 Pesetas being printed in both of the proposed
colours.

The firm remained unconvinced, and showed signs of im
patience. They sent the new specimens on April 1st, using the
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Five Pesetas overprint plate for the Two Pesetas colour trial,
but prefaced their letter with the following blunt statement:

We beg to say that we cannot agree that the No. 1. and 2 colours pro
posed for the 20 Centimo Stamps clash with the 50 Centimo, and we
regret that we cannot offer any more distinctive colours.

The Crown Agents surrendered on April 5th, except that they
decided upon colour No. 4 for the Twenty Centimos. The over
print of the One Peseta was to be changed to blue in future, and
black and red were chosen for the new Two Pesetas.
The new keyplate, and the overprint plates for the Twenty
Centimos and Two Pesetas were invoiced on June 18th. On
that day De La Rue also invoiced the first printing of the One
Peseta in the new colours: 6,240 stamps and 750 specimens.
The first printing of the two new duties was not invoiced until
November 12, 1895, when the following were supplied: Twenty
Centimos, 241,920; Two Pesetas, 60,000. The usual 750 speci
mens of each were charged.

The order for the Perak Three Cents Postage, made by sur
charging the Five Cents printed in red, was received on January
9, 1895. The temporary overprint plate already used for
Selangor and Sungei Ujong served, and 90,600 stamps, with

750 Specimens, were invoiced on March 21st.

Gibraltar
New Keyplate
Twenty
Centimos
Two Pesetas
(continued)

Gibraltar
Colour
Change
One Peseta

Perak
Three Cents
on Five Cents

The Two Cents for Perak, printed from the first Postage Key Perak
plate in yellow instead of red, was also ordered on January 8, Colour
1895 and invoiced on March 21st; 90,000 stamps and 750 Change
specimens were supplied. Two Cents

The Selangor Two Cents Postage was changed from red to Selangor
yellow under a requisition sent by the Crown Agents on Feb- Colour
ruary 11, 1895. The stamps (182,800) and 750 specimens were Change
invoiced on March 22nd. Tw0 Cents

The letter from the Colony, dated February 6, 1895, request- Turks Islands
ing that the colour of the Turks Islands Fourpence should be Colour
changed from grey to doubly fugitive purple and blue is not Change
copied into the Correspondence Book. The stamps (6,300) with Fourpence

750 Specimens were invoiced on April 8, 1895.

On March 19, 1895, De La Rue reported to the Crown Universal
Agents that 'the Universal Postage and Revenue plate, which Unified
has yielded over 34,000 impression, is worn out, and no longer Keyplate
fit for the production of good work'. They proposed to make a
new plate at their own expense. This was approved on March
22nd.
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Natal De La Rue also reported on March 19, 1895 that the Natal
Halfpenny Halfpenny Postage plate had yielded over 78,000 impressions,
Plate and should be renewed. On the following day a requisition for

5,000 sheets of this duty was received, but as the Crown Agents
insisted on referring the renewal to the Colony, in case a change
in the design was required, they instructed the firm to use the
old plate for the new order. The new plate was ultimately
sanctioned on April 19th.

British The 'old Postage Stamp plates' for the British Honduras One
Honduras Penny, Threepence, Fourpence, Sixpence and One Shilling
Obsolete were ordered to be destroyed in a letter from the Crown Agents
plates dated April 11, 1895.

British Central On April 17, 1895, De La Rue informed the Crown Agents
Africa that the stamps they had printed for the British Central Africa
First Government were ready and that they had been told to apply
lithographed for delivery instructions. The negotiations leading to the first
1ssue issue of stamps for the Nyasaland, or British Central Africa,

Protectorate had been conducted by the firm direct with H.M.
Commissioner and Consul General, Mr H. H. Johnston. Sir
Harry Johnston, as he soon became, was a forceful and spec
tacular character, not easy to contradict and not easy to please.
He was particularly proud of his claim to be the designer of the
British Central Africa stamps. His first instructions had been
given in a letter to De La Rue dated December 1 1, 1894.

Plate 33; 4 Herewith the large drawing for the Stamp design. The Scroll of
the motto at the bottom may need some slight readjustment to fit

into the stamp: otherwise I wish the design to be engraved facsimile,
especial care being taken (1) to make the Royal Arms distinct (a wee
bit larger perhaps, without enlarging the inescutcheon) (2) and

represent accurately and disuncdy the map of Africa on which the
supporters are standing.

The heraldic definition of this Coat of arms should be: —

Shield: Sable, a pile or, over all a fimbriated cross argent, with an
inescutcheon bearing the Royal Arms or; Supporters: two

negroes with pick and shovel standing on map ofAfrica.
Crest: A coffee tree in full bearing.
Motto: 'Light in Darkness'.

My special wishes in regard to the printing of the stamps would be
that the design ofCoat ofArms should appear in black and white on a
coloured ground, with a black, white and yellow border round the
stamp. I am, however, prepared to abandon all or any of these ideas
upon their being shown to be very expensive or inconsistent with
neatness and clearness.
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It is the first estimate which is all important: as if it is beyond my British Central
means it is better to know and not waste your time and mine. I do Africa
not mean to say that if it is beyond my means I shall rush off to some First
other engraver. I shall simply abandon the idea at present of having l1thographed
a special stamp for the protectorate and go on using the B.S.A. Co's *ssue.

stamps. *. '
The colours I should like in the different stamps are: —

^d. Stamp Orange

1d. „ White*
2d. Green»

4d. Chestnut brown>3

6d. Blue3

8d. Rose3

1/- Pale Sepia3

2/- Violet3

2/6 Scarlet?3

3/- Yellow3

5/- Olive3

10/- . Flesh or salmon colour3

*White ground with design in black.

£1. Stamp Dark Green

£10. „ Lemon Yellow (?)
£2$. „ Deep Red.

This letter evidently confirms a discussion which the Com
missioner had held with Thomas Andros De La Rue on Decem
ber 10th, for the latter sent a personal note with the estimate a
week later. The firm's reply of December 17th, when they sub
mitted five designs, is of great interest, for it details the com
parative costs ofprinting by lithography.

With reference to our interview of the 10th inst., we beg to enclose Plate 33; 1, 2, 3
designs A, AA, B, C and D. Designs A Postage size and AA Revenue
Size follow your drawing. B. C. and D Postage size are alternative
designs, admitting of the 'Arms' being somewhat larger than in A.
We would propose to produce the Stamps by the lithographic
process, in the same manner as the attached stamp, which met with
your approval. To produce such Stamps, it will be necessary to pre
pare an original Arms plate, at a cost of £%, and also an original duty
plate at a cost of £8. In the original duty plate, the space for the duty
would be left blank, so as to enable it to serve for making the electro
type plates, in which the duty would be engraved, at a cost of £3
each, so that the total initial cost would be: —

One Arms plate £%.
One Duty plate with tablet blank £8 .
Fourteen Duty electrotypes @ £3. each £42.

Total £58.
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The firm then quoted the costs of printing various quantities
in two colours, and although not revealed in the estimate the
invoice subsequently showed that they were allowing for sheets
of 120 multiples in the Postage size, and of 60 multiples in the
Revenue size. They suggested that the larger Revenue size
should be adapted for the duties higher than One Shilling, at
the cost of an additional £16 for a second Arms plate and Duty
plate. The estimate was accompanied by approximate invoices.
Mr Johnston wrote at some length on December 18th and
was obviously pleased with the firm's proposals.

I am obliged to your firm for the interest you have taken in this
matter of the British Central Africa postage stamp. I had better
submit the estimates to the Foreign Office before giving a definite

reply but I think we shall be able to bring the matter within our
means and conclude a contract with you as soon as possible. I think
both the estimates submitted are reasonable, and, so far as my
personal predilictions go I should probably decide to adopt one which
would be mid-way between the two, and effect a little economy on
the dearest estimate by omitting a few values. This would leave more
money at my disposal for postcards etc. Could you let me have the
estimate for post cards as soon as possible? I am anxious to get
everything settled before I go and the date of my departure is
January 6th.

I must express my admiration of the charming renderings you
have sent in of the design. I will decide as quickly as possible on the
one that seems to me the most suitable. I think, however, that there
is no doubt about the Revenue Stamp.

Another letter dated December 20th from the Commissioner
confirmed most of the details. The Eightpence, Two Shillings
and Ten Shillings duties were dropped, and the Halfpenny
stamp was subsequently confined to postcards. The firm was to
undertake the control of the printing at their normal charge of
2d per 1,000; the sheets were to be interleaved with blotting
paper at 2d per 1,000. He also confirmed the colours in which
the eleven duties were to be printed. On the subject of the
designs he wrote as follows:

In regard to the selection of the most suitable design from among
the specimens submitted to me: the Revenue Stamp is quite satis
factory, marked AA. For the postage stamp I think I prefer 'D' with
the modification which I have suggested on the margin of the design.
What I dislike about D in the design submitted is having the motto
at the sides. If, without interfering with the edge of the map of Africa
you could squeeze in the motto 'Light in Darkness' along the top of
the slide containing the value I think this design D would meet our
purpose. If this would not answer, then perhaps the motto might be
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repeated at each side on separate scrolls not connected with the British Central
scrolls either at top or bottom, and in letters not larger than those Africa
employed in design A. I want you to take special pains with the map F1rst
of Africa, and to be careful that the rivers and lakes are engraved uthographed

exactly as on my original design. fSSU^i H'l
In reality the design which pleases me the most is design A, but it *.

is thought at the Foreign Office that it is rather small for showing the
Royal Arms on the shield. I should be glad however if you would
return me design A to keep, as it may be useful for reference.
I should be much gratified if I could see one or two proofs of the
selected stamps before I leave England on the 6th January.
I should also like before I go to leave instructions with you as to the
supply of special sets of these stamps to the General Post Office, and
to one or two other persons.
By the bye, the pile in the shield supposed to represent gold is not
quite dark enough in the reproduction. It should be covered with
the dots used in heraldry to indicate or. This would make the white
cross look a little whiter.
In further reference to the designs, I object to D as it stands be
cause I think it looks ugly to see those two flaps on either side joined
to the scroll containing the value with the motto cut in two. I should
like this motto to be completely detached from either end if it is put
at the sides, and not to be divided, but to be repeated. It might how
ever be simpler to introduce it along the top of the value slide.

In acknowledging the order the firm wrote as follows on
December 2 1 st:

We have altered design D according to your instructions, and we
trust that it will now meet with your approval. If so, we shall be glad
if you will return the design initialled by you, in order that we may
put the necessary stamp plate in hand. We think that you may wish
to have the approved design AA before you when considering D,
we therefore enclose it. We shall be glad if you will send us back this
design also when returning D.
We note your instructions as to printing all the Stamps with the
central design in black and the duty overprints in the colours given
by you. We venture, however, to point out that we think it will be a
mistake to put the duty overprint on the 1d. Stamps in black also, for
in that case the stamp would be completely black, and might not
show the obliteration, which would also be in black, with sufficient
distinctness. We would, therefore, with your consent, propose to
print the duty of the 1d. stamp in red.
When carrying out the designs, we will take special care to follow
your instructions as to engraving the rivers and lakes in the map
exactly as on your original design. We assume that you will wish us
to enclose the original designs in the case with the Stamps.
We very much regret that it will be impossible for us to engrave
and submit proofs of the Stamps before Jany. 6th for we close for a
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British Central few days at Christmas time. We understand, however, that you are
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(continued)

going to India, and if you will give us your address, we will forward
specimens of the Stamps to you as quickly as possible.

It may have been a tactical error to suggest that Commis
sioner Johnston had made a mistake, or even to attempt to be
helpful. The three notes, dated December 22nd, show a marked
change in his attitude. These were brought to the firm by
the Secretary to the British Central African Administration
Office.

Note on Design D.
I wish the raised motto at the bottom taken away and altered as in
AA, and the inner line wholly removed. I want the words 'British
Central Africa' to be printed in the ground colour of the stamp, not in
black. One of the tags at the end is to be in pale tint; the central tag
is to be white. The value is to be in figures at the corner as shown in
the other designs, but care must be taken that it does not actually
trench on the outline of the map. The motto is to be done on a small
scroll as in the original design (AA), and if there is any space under
neath the motto, instead of filling it with some unmeaning dot or star,
put in a minute Scottish thistle (as sketch in pencil on D).

Note on Design AA.
I wholly object to the inner line, and the dots on the shield are too
large. The dots should be almost invisible, so as to give merely the
pale tint of the gold.

I think there is some serious misunderstanding about the colour of
the Stamps, and I am rather annoyed that the design was not adhered
to. The inner line must be taken away. I do not like the motto raised.
'British Central Africa' is not to be in black and white, except on the
Revenue Stamp; and it is to be merely the colour of the Stamp.
Messrs. De La Rue have completely misunderstood me about the
Post Cards. I sent them a specimen post card with a black, white and
yellow border, which I wanted reproduced with a very slight altera
tion in the title, which was to be 'British Central Africa Protectorate'
instead of 'British Central Africa'.
I also wished the design of the Registered Envelopes to be followed
with the slight alteration that I made at the back. I did not want a
separate design altogether, but I wanted the things reproduced
exactly as I sent them with the slight alteration of the tide and the re
placing of the British South Africa Co's Arms by those of the British
Central Africa Protectorate.
Again the Postal Wrappers may do but they are not striking.
They are also in error about the colours in which the stamps are to
be printed. The Stamps are to be only in two colours, viz., the black
and white design and the ground colour of the Stamp. The values
are not to be printed in a different colour to the ground colour of the
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stamp. I want to impress on Messrs. De La Rue particularly that the British Central
Stamps are only to be printed in two colours, that is to say, the Coat
of Arms in black and white and the rest in some one colour and
white. The background of the 1d. Stamp I intended to be pure
white, but if they object to that it may be pale grey, the grey being
simply made by a pale tint of black, or by black lines. If they make
the ground colour of the 1d. Stamp grey, they must make the ground
colour of the £d. stamp ochre but I would prefer that the 1d. Stamp
should be simply plain black and white like the engraving.
If they would take the trouble to send other proofs with these
suggested alterations, I should be much obliged.

The Secretary's visit was followed by a long letter from the
Commissioner himself dated December 22nd:

My Secretary called at your office yesterday morning, but in case
there should be any uncertainty about the instructions he gave, I add
the following notes: —

1. In regard to the printing of the British Central Africa stamps.
Our stamp will have the design of the Coat of Arms printed in black
and white on a coloured ground.
2. The coloured ground for each separate value will be exactly
that which I set forth in my original letter.
3. The duty value of the Postage Stamps will be indicated by a
figure at each corner at the bottom of the stamp. This figure will be
in white on a ground which is to be the same colour as the general
ground of the stamp, though it may be a darker tone: precisely in
fact like one of the designs of the 6d. stamp submitted to me. In the
6d. stamp the ground colour is blue; in other values it is various other
tints, but in all cases I do not want more than one general colour for
the background. In the case of the 1d. stamp it is proposed that the
general ground of the stamp should be white or grey, in fact, that no
colour should be employed. In that case the value of the stamp will
be printed in white on black. That is to say, the little tablet on which
the 1d. is printed will be black. I hope I have made this quite clear.
What I will not have is red or any other colour but black and white
introduced into the 1d. stamp.

4. In the case of the Revenue Stamps, the design first submitted
and chosen is to be adopted, and the same rule is to prevail, namely,
that besides the black and white design there is to be only one colour
on the stamp in various tones, and the value will be in white letters.
In the case of the Revenue Stamp, the words Br1t1sh central
Afr1ca may be printed in black, in the case of the Postage Stamp the
words Br1t1sh central Afr1ca may be printed in the ground
colour of the stamp, in short I adopt the designs as they were
originally sent in, only the colour adopted was merely for the 6d.

stamp, viz., blue. In the case of the other values I have already stated
what colours are to be adopted.

5. I wish all the lines at the side which were added after the de-
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British Central signs were first submitted to me, to be removed. The whole stamp
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should be as simple as possible.
6. In case any little ornament or star is required to fill up the space
in the stamp, such as for instance on either side of the value in the
Revenue stamp, or below the motto scroll on the postage stamps,
instead of an unmeaning twiddle or star I should like either a Scot
tish Thistle or an English Rose. In all designs of this description
every single thing should have a definite meaning.
P.S. I have slighdy altered the Pro-forma Invoice. We only want
10 Working Duty Plates — not 11 — no plate for the £25 Stamp is
required.

On December 24th, a Monday, Thomas Andros De La Rue
sent Johnston the following letter:

I trust that the enclosed letter from my firm gives you all the re
quired information. I would point out that the Stamp designs being
hand-drawn only somewhat crudely represent the effect we shall
obtain in the finished engraving. Of course you understand that the
blue tint would be rendered by lines in the engraving and not by a
wash.

We close until Thursday and I am leaving town on Saturday. If
you wish to see me on either Thursday or Friday, I could see you here
or call upon you at any time or place you might appoint, on either of
those days. In the event of your wishing to see me, perhaps you
would not mind kindly dropping a line to my private address, 52
Cadogan Square, S.W.

Only the opening paragraph of the formal letter dealt with
the question of the design.

With reference to the instructions left by your Secretary on Satur
day, and those contained in your letter of yesterday, we beg to say
that we hope that we have righdy interpreted them upon the enclosed
altered designs for Adhesive Stamps. If the designs are now in order,
we shall be glad if you will initial them for us to work to. If, on the
other hand, further alteration is required, we shall be happy to
amend the designs in any direction you require.

The typhoon which had been beating on Bunhill Row for the
last fortnight blew itself out. On December 26th the designs
were approved and initialled. The letter also brought the good
tidings that the Crown Agents would take over in April.

I am afraid I made a stupid mistake in reviewing the former pro
forma invoice. I thought that the electrotype working dies had some
thing to do with the embossed die stamp. Since I find it is not so I
must revert to the former invoice that you sent me as we shall require
a £25 Stamp. In regard to this latter, since it costs no more to have
5,000 than to have 1,000 (except for the small charges for inter

leaving and checking), I will have 5,000 of these stamps instead of
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1,000. This will cause a small addition to the total of £270. 16. 4. British Central
of 1/6d. making the said total £270. 17. 10. to which may be added Africa
the probable cost of £1 . for packing in a tin-lined case. First

I quite approve of the designs as they now stand, and return them l1thographed
initialled for engraving. 1ssue

(continued)

I am sorry that extreme pressure of work compels me to defer the
pleasure of a visit to your establishment, but I hope yet to come there
before I leave.
There are several things which I think you might be able to do for
us, and I will communicate with you later on, possibly through our
Agents. It has been finally decided by the Secretary of State that the
Agents for the British Central Africa Administration in London
shall be the Crown Agents for the Colonies at the Colonial Office,
but as this arrangement will not probably come into force until the
1st April next it will be necessary for you to address your business
communications for a short time longer to myself or to such person
as I may appoint to represent me after I leave England and until our
business is taken over by the Crown Agents.

On March 13, 1895 the ^Im sent the following report to the
Secretary:

We thank you for your letter of yesterday, informing us that you
have requested the Crown Agents to settle our invoice.
With reference to your P.S. we much regret that, owing to the
large number of our workpeople invalided through the prevailing
epidemic of influenza, it will be impossible for us to complete your
Stamps by the end of this month.

On April 17th De La Rue advised the Crown Agents that the
stamps would be ready for shipment in a week's time, and they
sent the invoice to the British Central African Administration
Office on April 24th.
In addition to the four original plates and eleven duty plates
the following quantities were charged: One Penny, 102,240;
Twopence, 51,480; Fourpence, 101,160; Sixpence, 199,560;
One Shilling, 100,320; Two Shillings and Sixpence, 97,080;
Three Shillings, 99,600; Five Shillings, 49,200; One Pound,
49,040; Ten Pounds, 6,000; Twenty-five Pounds, 6,000.
In addition 736 Specimens of each duty up to One Pound
were sent to the G.P.O., and 1,000 of each duty up to Five
Shillings were sent to the Crown Agents 'to be sold to persons
who require them'. Twenty copies each of the One Pound and
Ten Pounds were sent to the Crown Agents for the same pur
pose, but no copies of the Twenty-five Pounds. The G.P.O.
received four copies only of the Ten Pounds and Twenty-five
Pounds.
The account was returned to the firm by the Crown Agents
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British Central on May 7, 1895 with a request for information as to the kind of
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plates used for printing the stamps, and a schedule of prices
according to which they had been charged. They also asked that
the original and working plates should be handed over to their
Inspector.
In their reply De La Rue pointed out that the stamps had
been lithographed, and enclosed the schedule of prices. On the
question ofhanding over the plates they said:

We venture, however, to point out that by special arrangement
with Mr Johnston we ourselves have been controlling the work, and
we understood from what he said that he intended us to continue to
do so. We wrote to him on the 25th ulto. asking for a definite instruc
tion as to whether we were to continue to control, or whether it was
to be handed over to you. We shall therefore to glad to hear whether

you wish us to hand over the plates at once or await his reply.
As we undertook the control the waste has already been destroyed
in the presence of our Mr. T. A. De La Rue, who checked the quan
tity. We have shown his signature against each item in our working
book to your Inspector of Stamping, to whom we have also handed a
complete statement of the quantities printed, and of the manner in
which they were disposed of.
We, as usual, retained two sheets of each of the stamps, as speci
mens for colour.
The Post Office specimens were delivered by us on the 29th ult.,
in accordance with the instructions received from Mr. Johnston.

On June 27th the Crown Agents asked 'in what circumstances
it was decided to send out stamps on plain paper, which offered
no guarantee against fraud. This seems all the more important
to us as we understand that stamps of this issue are being offered
for sale in London below their face value'. The firm replied that
it was not possible to incur the cost of the dandy roll, and that
they printed 'many stamps on plain paper for such Govern
ments as do not feel disposed to go to the expense of a Dandy
Roll'. They added that they had heard noth1ng about the sale
of the stamps in London. To this the Crown Agents replied that
further supplies, if required, must be printed on their water
marked paper, and asked how this would affect the schedule:
they were told that it would reduce the price of the smaller
stamps by 2d per 1,000, and of the larger stamps by 4d per 1,000.
That strange things were happening with this issue in the
stamp market is clear. On December 12, 1895 the Crown
Agents forwarded a letter from Whitfield King, the well-known
Ipswich stamp dealers. This has not been copied into the Cor
respondence Book, but the following statement by De La Rue
in their reply shows the point under discussion:

With reference to the letter returned herewith from Messrs.
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Whitfield King & Co., they clearly must have been misinformed by British Central
the Postmaster General of British Central Africa, for 6,000 of the Africa
£25 Stamps were sent out to him at the same time as all the other
duties. We believe that a good number of the Stamps have come
back for sale in this country.

In the meantime the Crown Agents had stirred up Mr H. H.
Johnston with the following letter dated July 24, 1895.

In a letter dated the 1st of March which Mr. Wheeler addressed
to us respecting the transfer to us of the Agency business of the Pro
tectorate he informed us that Messrs. De La Rue and Co. had been
instructed to supply us with sets of the new stamps recently ordered
for the Protectorate for sale to Collectors.
We have now received from Messrs. De La Rue & Co., 20 speci
mens of each of the £10 and £1 values and 1000 of each of the re
maining stamps, post cards and envelopes and we have discharged
their invoices and the amount £368. 13. 8. will be found debited in
our accounts for the present month.
As regards however the proposed sale by us of the stamps I beg to
say that up to the present time we have not felt able to undertake
such business on behalf of the Colonial Governments for which we
act, as the business if undertaken for one would have to be ex
tended to all, and it would involve an immense amount of petty detail
work for which this Office as at present organised is not quite suited.
In any circumstances however we could not have undertaken the
sale of the new Stamps of the Protectorate as we find that they are
printed on plain paper and they afford therefore no protection what
ever against fraud, and it would be impossible for us to say whether
any particular stamps which might be produced to us for verification
were genuine or forgeries.
We would therefore recommend that the existing stamps should
be at once replaced by stamps printed on watermarked paper, which
is the case with all the stamps we supply for the many Colonial
Governments for which we act, and as soon as the new Stamps shall
reach the Protectorate the whole of the Stamps printed on plain paper
should be withdrawn and destroyed. The cost of the watermarked
paper is small and Messrs. De La Rue's charge for manufacture
would be reduced by 2d. and 4d. per thousand in the case of the small
and large stamps respectively.

I beg to add that the Secretary of State for the Colonies has pro
hibited the creation in the Colonies of stamps merely for the sake of
their sale to Collectors, and has required that only such duties as are
actually required for Postal & Revenue purposes shall be created.

The reply, though revealing, was not very convincing: for
four years the overprinted stamps of the British South Africa,
printed on unwatermarked paper, had been in use in the Pro
tectorate, and Mr Johnston's reference to the 'usual watermark'
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(continued)
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British Central has the nature of a subterfuge. His excuse for the presence of
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stamps on the London stamp market was of the flimsiest; there
can be no doubt that he wanted a scapegoat, and his choice of
De La Rue did him little credit. He replied to the Crown
Agents on October 4th:

In reply to your despatch No. 12.T. regarding the Stamps of the
British Central Africa Protectorate, I have the honour to make the
following remarks: —

The stamps manufactured and sent to us by Messrs. De La Rue
have not given satisfaction. We think the printing coarse, the colours
very fleeting — some of them being easily washed off by the applica
tion of water, and the paper on which the stamps are printed is with
out the usual watermark. These defects may possibly be due to my
anxiety at the time of giving the order to cut expenses down as low
as possible, though I certainly do not remember in the terms of the
contract agreeing to any such omissions and defects as bad printing,
bad colouring, and want of the usual watermark. However this may
be, it is clear that the present kind of stamps gives too serious faci
lities for forgery to be overlooked. If therefore you can manage to
get a further supply of stamps printed at a cost not exceeding X100 I
would recommend a reprint being made which should supersede the
existing Stamps, but as there is no provision for this further expendi
ture in this year's estimates, the payment would have to be postponed
till next year, and even then it may be necessary to approach the
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs for permission to increase the
estimates for 1896-97 by some small sum such as £50 or £75 to meet
this unlooked for expenditure, though our increase in postal revenue
is so marked that we might be able to promise on the other hand a
similar addition to our local revenue. Having regard, however, to the
present want of provision for this reprint of stamps, it would be well
that you should not undertake it until you have submitted the tenour
of this despatch to the Foreign Office for consideration.
I gather that Messrs. De La Rue have now handed over to you the
whole plant of our stamp manufactory, so that you are completely
independent of them. I trust this is the case because I am bound to
say that they have not pleased me in the way in which they have en
graved the die or printed the stamp. I went to Messrs. De La Rue
simply at the advice of the General Post Office, to whom I was re
ferred by the Foreign Office. The dies such as they are must still be
used for a number of years to come until we can afford better ones,
but I certainly think a reprint of the stamp on proper paper has be
come necessary. In making this reprint I should like you to adhere to
the existing colours attributed to each value, with two exceptions —

the £1. stamp might be a very pale blue instead of its present buff
colour, this buff, in an obscure light, causing it to resemble too closely
the 3/- stamp, so much so that in some cases mistakes have been
made, and the £25 stamp which should be of a more decided green.
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In reprinting the penny stamps the background might be made less British Central
obtrusively dark and coarse, and the whole stamp resemble a good Afr1ca
deal more the excellent penny stamp of the British South Africa Fi151

Company. In short, I repeat, I am very much dissatisfied with the hthographed
way in which Messrs. De La Rue have carried out this contract, and 'ssue.
I feel that our stamps cannot be compared in appearance with those *.
of the British South Africa Company which were manufactured by
Messrs. Bradbury & Wilkinson. I enclose a penny stamp of the
British South Africa Company for reference.
I note the objections which you raise to the sale of stamps on our
behalf in London. I asked you to undertake this sale not somuch for
the purpose of assisting stamp collectors as because at present, with
no money order system in vogue, payments for small advertisements
in the Gazette and other small payments might be made to us in
British Central Africa stamps which advertisers could purchase from
you in London. But in the face of your objections I have nothing
further to urge, and you might refer all applicants for stamps to the
Postmaster General, Blantyre, who will issue them on demand at
their face value on prepayment. If it should be decided between your
selves and the Foreign Office that no immediate reprint of Stamps is
necessary until the exhaustion of the present issue is nearer at hand,
you might forward to the Postmaster General at Blantyre the supply
of the Stamps furnished you by Messrs. De La Rue.

De La Rue's reply to this letter, which the Crown Agents sent
to them on December 18th, revealed the whole of the trans
action in a realistic way, and there can be no doubt that H. M.
Commissioner and Consul General at Zomba had been look
ing for the greatest possible return from the least possible
outlay.

With reference to the correspondence returned herewith, we very
much regret to learn that Mr. Johnston is in any way dissatisfied with
the Stamps supplied to the British Central Africa Protectorate.
When Mr. Johnston first called upon us, we explained to him that
surface-printed Stamps offered the greatest possible security, and we
mentioned to him roughly the cost of introducing such Stamps, which
he found to be prohibitive. We thereupon said that the next best
were copperplate printed Stamps but here again the amount he had
at disposal on the Post Office was not sufficient to justify him in in
curring the necessary initial outlay. We then told him that the only
alternative was to produce Stamps by lithography, and we showed
him a specimen of such stamps, which he considered sufficiently
satisfactory. We, however, thought it right to tell him that litho
graphed Stamps did not in our opinion afford the same protection to
the Revenue, but he did not seem to consider this ofmuch moment,
as he said 'How could Stamps possibly be tampered with in Central
Africa?' The reason watermarked paper was not employed was that
Mr. Johnston was not prepared to go to the expense of the two dandy
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British Central rolls requisite for producing paper in the Postage and Revenue sizes.
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We told him that for some countries, where expense was an object,
we printed the Stamps on plain paper, and that although the water
mark no doubt afforded great additional protection, it was not in our

opinion indispensable. It will be seen that financial considerations
determined the adoption of lithographed Stamps upon paper not
watermarked.

As regards the quality of the work so produced, we beg to inform
you that an original copper plate was engraved for each size of stamp,
from which transfers were taken, in transfer ink, on transfer paper,
for laying down on the lithographic stone. This process of necessity
causes a loss of sharpness and definiteness, especially in the fine line
work; but we submit that the results obtained in the Stamps are as

satisfactory as can be procured by lithography, and are not open to
the strictures passed upon them by Mr. Johnston. It is not fair for
Mr. Johnston to compare these lithographed Stamps with those of
he British South Africa Company, which are printed by the more

expensive copper plate process. If Mr. Johnston had been prepared
to incur the necessary initial expense for Stamps produced by the

Copper-plate process, we should have printed stamps fully equal, if
not superior, to those he calls attention to, and the fine lines of the
background would have been much more definitely rendered than is

possible by lithography.
The colours in which the Stamps are printed are strictly in accord
ance with the instructions given us by Mr. Johnston, and are the
most stable procurable in their respective tints. We are therefore sur

prised that Mr. Johnston has found them 'fleeting', by which term
we assume he means prone to fade. We should hardly have supposed
that they were liable to do so, even in the strong sunlight of Central
Africa. With reference to his statement that some of the colours can
be washed off by the application of water, it is impossible for us to
report upon this head without more definite information as to the
kind of washing adopted, which might of course have been such as
to effect a complete abrasion of the surface. We shall therefore be
obliged ifwe can be furnished with further particulars.

The Crown Agents made no comment: they acknowledged
the letter on December 31st, and asked for an estimate of the
cost 'of a similar supply of stamps to the last, but printed on
our watermarked paper'. They also asked for an estimate of the
cost of supplying stamps of a similar design by surface printing
and also by copperplate.
De La Rue quoted a total of £183 : 15 : 10 for a reprint by
lithography. They pointed out that the details of the design
were too small 'to be satisfactorily rendered by surface printing'.
For a suitable design the total bill for dies and plates would be
£465, plus the usual printing prices according to schedule.
The Copper Plate process was also not entirely suitable be
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cause 'it will be exceedingly difficult to obtain a good register British Central
between the colours of stamps of the present design, for the Africa
paper has to be somewhat damped before each printing, and is Second

therefore liable to become distorted. The total cost of original lithographed
plates and printing plates would amount in this case to £256, lssue.
plus printing.' (cont1nued)

The Stamps were reprinted by lithography on Crown CA
paper, with Crown CC for the higher duties, and invoiced on
June 20, 1896.
The usual 750 specimens were supplied of each duty and the
sheets were inter-leaved with blotting paper (so described in the

invoice) at 2d per 1000.

A requisition from Seychelles for a One Cent postage stamp Seychelles
was forwarded by the Crown Agents on May 4, 1895, and on One Cent
May 7th De La Rue sent 'alternative specimens of these stamps proposal
printed in the colours which best contrast with the many other
duties already in use'.
They promised delivery in ten weeks.
On May 16th the Crown Agents stated that no further action
was to be taken in the matter.

On May 18, 1895 the Crown Agents forwarded the following Cyprus
letter, dated May 7th, which they had received from the Chief Colour
Secretary of Cyprus. Changes

It has been recommended that the Postage Stamps should be
printed in two colours. The suggestion is that the body of the Stamps
should bear the same colour as at present and that a different colour
should be used for the lettering, i.e., for the word 'Cyprus' and the
words or figures denoting the value.
I shall be much obliged if you would obtain from Messrs. De La
Rue & Co., their suggestions as to what would be the best colours for
the lettering of the various Stamps and also whether the cost of the
Stamps would be increased by having them printed in two colours
and the amount of increased cost, ifany.
The new Stamps of the value of 9, 18 and 45 Piastres are already
in two colours and the above remarks do not therefore apply to these

stamps.

De La Rue submitted a complete colour scheme on May
22nd, which was accepted without question on July 15th. The
stamps were invoiced on October 19th, and in add1tion to the
usual 750 Specimens of each duty the following were supplied:
Half Piastre, 221,520; Thirty Paras, 48,000; One Piastre,
53,640; Two Piastres, 90,480; Four Piastres, 13,440; Six
Piastres, 9,360; Twelve Piastres, 4,560. This comprised an
annual requisition.
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Hong Kong The date of the Hong Kong Four Cents grey with the Crown
Four Cents CA watermark is fixed by the following letter which De La Rue

wrote to the Crown Agents on June 25, 1895:

With reference to your memo of the 6th March, covering an
amended requisition for the half-yearly supplies of Postage Stamps,
we beg to say that we are in some doubt as to the colour in which the

4 cents Stamp is to be printed, seeing that 15 years have elapsed since
this duty was supplied. We assume that as the 2 and 5 cents stamps
are printed in singly Fugitive ink, the 4 cents may also be in Singly
Fugitive ink, in which case no doubt they should be printed in the

grey submitted on our colour scheme of April 2nd 1883, which was
practically the colour in which the Stamps had previously been printed.
We shall feel obliged ifyou can favour us with your instructions as we
are about to proceed to print the stamps.

On July 9th the Crown Agents replied that they had 'no
reason to suppose that any change is desired in the colour', and
it was again printed in grey. The quantity was 486,000.

Trinidad The correspondence dealing with the adoption of the Brit-
Britannia annia design by Trinidad is huge. The Crown Agents on June
design 24, 1895 forwarded the complete papers received from the

Colony, consisting of no less than ten documents, including
notes from the Governor to the Colonial Secretary about the
Postmaster General's leave. As a result the preliminary negotia
tions were carried out with the Crown Agents by the Postmaster
General in person.
The introduction of Postage and Revenue Stamps, which was
the prime cause of the change, was due to the abolition of
separate Fee Stamps. The following letter from the Postmaster
General, J. A. Buhner, is interesting in that it shows how the
design was originally conceived:

I have thought it might perhaps give His Excellency the Governor
a better idea of the proposed new issue of Trinidad Postage and
Revenue Stamps if I manufactured from the South Australian and
Old Trinidad Stamps, a stamp such as is recommended by the

'Stamps' Committee and I beg to submit two specimens herewith.
Of course, I have had to use stamps of such colours as I could
obtain to best suit my purpose, and it is understood that the whole
of each denomination of stamp would be printed in one colour.
Thus, halfpenny stamps would be green, 1d. Stamps red and 2£d
stamps blue.

If His Excellency approves the issue of a new set of stamps I beg
to be authorized to arrange with the Crown Agents, whilst I am in
England, to obtain from Messrs. De La Rue proofs of the two new
dies, required for the new issue, to be sent out to Trinidad for
approval.
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The small size to be used for £d., 1d., 2£d., 4±, 5d., 6d., and 1/-. Trinidad
The large size to be used for 5/-, 10/- and 20/-. Britannia

design
In his letter accompanying the above minute Buhner stated (continued)
that he did not think the cost of the design 'will exceed £2 and if
I am permitted to instruct Messrs De La Rue to prepare these
designs I shall, of course, stipulate that the Government of
Trinidad is in no way bound to incur any further expense'.
De La Rue sent the designs on July 1st: they had been drawn
'inadvertently' in red, but they were intended to be printed in
doubly fugitive purple or green, with coloured overprints. They
quoted the usual £jo for the master die, £45 for each of the
two working dies, and £42 : 10 :- for each of the keyplates, which
would be 120 multiples for the small stamp and 60 multiples for
the large. They quoted £12 for the small duty plate, and £15
for the large one — both of 60 multiples. Buhner visited Bunhill
Row on July 3rd and wrote to the Crown Agents as follows:

I yesterday handed to Messrs. De La Rue & Co., papers 10734/95
on the subject of the proposed new issue of Postage and Revenue
Stamps for Trinidad and explained that the centre of the Stamp,
representing Britannia, should if possible be larger, even if it necessi
tated the preparation of new overprint plates for the various de
nominations up to and including 1/- so that the space at the bottom
of the Stamp now taken up by the value of the stamp, might be
utilized for enlarging the figure of Britannia.
Messrs. De La Rue explained that there has so far been some
difficulty in obtaining good results where the value of the Stamp has
been denoted by small figures in a shield at the upper corners of the
Stamp but they promised to reconsider the matter and submit
further designs.

On July 9th De La Rue sent the new designs, in the prepara
tion of which they had obviously taken a lot of trouble.

We thank Mr. Buhner for suggesting that the overprint plates for
the Postage size might if necessary be superseded, but as the duties
occupy the smallest possible space in these overprints, nothing
would be gained by carrying this suggestion into effect, and it would
therefore only involve unnecessary expense to the Colony.
We beg to enclose rough designs on tracing paper, marked C, D,
E, F and G. C and D show two larger size Britannias than submitted
in the original designs, and either border E or F could be substituted
for that shown on C. If these are laid on, so that the four black lines
on the tracings E and F fall over the lines on C, it will show the posi
tion the borders should hold in respect to the figure. These borders

may also be used with figures D. In this instance the crosses should
be superposed. In the same way Postage size border G can be used
with either of the figures C or D. If Mr. Buhner will let us know
which figure and which border he selects, we will then make and
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Trinidad submit to you carefully finished designs. Possibly Mr. Bulmer may
Britannia feel disposed to have the larger Britannia C for the Revenue Size
design Stamps and the smaller Britannia D for the Postage size Stamps. If
(continued) this is so, it would entail the preparation of two original dies, at a

cost of £70 each, whereas if he makes the one size figure common to
both stamps, one original will suffice.
We have, as instructed by Mr. Bulmer, introduced the six-pointed
Star into the design.
We must ask to have the whole of the designs returned to us, as
we have not retained any duplicates.

When forwarding these designs to Bulmer on July 12th the
Crown Agents said they did not appear to them 'to be at all
satisfactory'. Nevertheless Bulmer selected C, with certain
modifications to the 'double triangle' for the three high duties,
and the figure marked A with border G for the lower duties.

Plate 33; 3, 6 On July 29th De La Rue sent two designs corresponding to
what had been chosen, drawn in purple and green, the doubly
fugitive colours. 'The design being hand drawn only somewhat
crudely represent the effect which we shall obtain in the finished
steel dies.' These two designs, which are still in the Records,
were submitted by the Crown Agents to the Colonial Office.
On October 15th the Crown Agents forwarded the following
letter which they had received from the Colonial Office; it was
signed by the Governor of Trinidad, and was addressed to Mr
Joseph Chamberlain.

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch
No. 246 of the 23rd ultimo forwarding designs for the new Trinidad
postage and Revenue Stamp.
2. I have submitted these designs to the Executive Council, and
that body agrees with me in the following criticisms: —

a. The design on the whole is approved, but could be much im
proved by a few small changes.

b. The head-dress is far too heavy and large. It appears to be a
bishop's mitre, with a triangle in front, and a cross on that.
Something much lighter should be substituted, either Bri
tannia's helmet, or a small cap as in the design of the old
Trinidad Stamp.

c. The figure is too squat, especially in the small stamp. This
could be improved by bringing the spear and shield more to
the front and the elbows close to the sides, and also by
making the opening of the neck of the dress a triangle in
stead of a square.

d. The right forearm is out of drawing being twice the size of the
other.

e. The ship requires more finish. In the old design it may be seen
that the ship has a bowsprit and forestays and the sails are
shaded.
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3. I do not wish to appear hypercritical in these remarks, but Trinidad
desire to obtain the most beautiful stamp possible, and I trust that Britann1a
the artist will not be offended if I suggest that most of his departures des1gn
from the figure on the old Trinidad stamp are not improvements. (cont1nued;

4. If the new stamps are to be ready for issue on the 1st January
next, there will not be time for another design to be sent out for
approval, but I trust that you will give instructions that my sugges
tions above may be carefully considered and carried out, in which
case I think the result will be satisfactory.

De La Rue's reply on October 28th contains the first reference
to their use of photography in the preparation of a design:

Letter returned herewith. We quite agree with the criticisms upon
the figure, which was somewhat roughly sketched in by hand, and,
as stated in our memorandum of July 29th last, only crudely repre
sented the effect which we should obtain in the finished steel dies.
We could not do more when preparing designs which might be re
jected, and for which no charge is made.
It is impossible to make a thoroughly satisfactory drawing upon
so small a scale, and we have therefore prepared an enlarged drawing
for our engraver to work to, and have photographed it down to the
two requisite sizes. We have made drawings in black of the approved
borders and have stuck them over the enclosed photographs, so as to

show the general effect of the proposed stamps. We return the two
designs covered by your memo, as you may wish to compare them
with the photographs.
We fear that it will be impossible to deliver the Stamps in time for
issue on January 1st next; we will, however, lose no time in getting
on with the work when we receive your final instructions.

These two designs were approved on November 5th, and in
structions in regard to the overprint plates required were sent
on November 27th, but De La Rue reported that they could use
the existing plates, and only required to make a small one for the
Fivepence and three for the higher duties.
The Crown Agents were not too happy about the design for
the overprint for the high duties, which seemed to them to re
semble each other too closely. De La Rue sent further sketches
on December 6th with the following note:

We beg to enclose alternative sketches for the 5/- overprint, a sketch Plate 33; 7 tog
for the 10/- and another for the £i, which we trust are sufficiently
different to meet your views. These overprints would of course be
printed in different colours.
We shall be glad to receive your early instructions as we are
anxious to put the overprint plates in hand.

The second Five Shillings sketch, and the sketches for the
other two duties, were approved on December 9th. The original
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Trinidad dies, working dies, keyplates and duty plates, with the usual 750
Britannia Specimens of each stamp, were invoiced on July 25, 1896. The
design following quantities of stamps were supplied against the first
(continued) requisition: Halfpenny, 243,600; One Penny, 604,800; Twopence

halfpenny, 290,400; Fourpence, 18,000; Fivepence, 49,200; Six
pence, 36,600; One Shilling, 51,000; Five Shillings, 6,300; Ten
Shillings, 3,300; One Pound, 3,180.



CHAPTER XXI

JULY 1895 to 1897

A most important development in the history of De La Rue as British East
printers of postage stamps followed the receipt of the following Africa
note from the Foreign Office; it was dated July 13, 1895.*

Sir Percy Anderson presents his compliments to Messrs. De La
Rue and would be obliged if they would send a gentleman to the
Foreign Office to discuss the question of a stamp for the new British
Protectorate in East Africa. He should be instructed to ask for Mr.
Walrond Clarke who will be happy to see him any afternoon next
week.

The result of the visit was confirmed on July 17th. As this is
the first occasion that the firm quoted for a complete series
printed by the line-engraved, or copper plate process, the letter
is given in full.

With reference to your letter of the 13th instant, we beg to inform
you that we called to see Mr. Walrond Clarke, and have prepared the
enclosed rough sketch on tracing paper for the British East Africa
Protectorate Stamp. If this rough sketch properly embodies your re
quirements, we will draw a carefully finished design to submit to you
for approval.
The specimen Niger Coast Protectorate Stamp handed to us is
produced by the copper-plate printing process, and our preliminary
charges for stamps of the size of the enclosed sketch (English Postage
size) printed by this process would be as under: —

Engraving an original Stamp plate, with the duty left blank, £20.
Making therefrom printing plates 60 set (English Postage size) £10.
for each duty required.
Our price for the Stamps would be: —

For Stamps of any one kind and duty ordered at one time: —

s. d.

5,000 and above, price per thousand Stamps 10. o.

10,000 „ „ „ „ „ „ 7. 0.

* On February 6, 1890 the firm had received an enquiry for printing postage
stamps for the Imperial British East Africa Company. They quoted for print
ing by lithography, and subsequently submitted on March 11th an estimate
for printing a Unified Arms series by the surface process. This came to nothing.

563
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British East s. d.

Africa 25,000 and above, price per thousand Stamps 4. 6.

(continued) 50,000 „ „ „ „ „ „ 3. 6.

100,000 „ „ „ „ „ „ 1. 10.

Less than 5,000 of a duty to be charged as 5,000.
These prices are for Stamps gummed and perforated, and include
either plain paper or our own special watermarked paper, a specimen
ofwhich we enclose.

There is a note in the Correspondence Book dated July 22nd,
immediately after this letter:

I explained to Mr. Walrond Clarke that ifwe controlled the manu
facture of these Postage Stamps there would be an extra charge of
1d. M, and he added this to our letter.

It is not clear what watermark appeared on the paper speci
men: there is no record of the single rosette Dandy Roll being
in existence at this date. As De La Rue explained to the Crown
Agents later,* they had two methods of making printing plates
for 'copper plate' printing. The first was the transfer roll, by
which the plate was constructed by rolling or rocking the re
quired number of impressions into a softened steel plate, which
was subsequently hardened. This was the invention of Jacob
Perkins, but by now all three of the London Security Printers
who were printing adhesive stamps regularly had the necessary
equipment. The second method was peculiarly De La Rue's
own. They engraved the die, or plate, and from it they struck
the required number of leads, and grew an electro plate over
them, exactly as they made the printing plates for the surface-
printed stamps. The duties were engraved on the printing
plates; there is no evidence to show whether this engraving was
carried out by hand, punch, or pantograph.
The design was approved on September 18th. A note of the
duties required, and the quantities to be printed, was sent on
October 25th. The firm sent a colour scheme on November 14th.

On Appendix B we give a complete colour scheme, printed by the

copper-plate process from the original (in which the duty space is left
blank, the duties having been filled in by hand) for the 15 duties of
Postage Stamps ordered by you. In this scheme we have adopted the
Postal Union colours for the \ Anna, 1 Anna and 2$ Annas Stamps.
The scale of prices for the postage stamps printed by the copper plate
process was given in our letter of July 17th last. We much regret,
however, to find that in that letter we, through a'clerical error, quoted

£10 instead of £14 for each duty plate. We will of course, if desired
by you, charge the plates now on order at £10 each, but we should
have to charge plates at £14 each for any subsequent duties which

might be required over and above the 15 duties now on order.
* See p. 586.
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We shall be glad to be informed whether you will send from your British East
Office to control the printing of the Stamps, etc., or whether you Africa
desire us to undertake it

; if so, our charge for control, in addition to (continued)
the prices quoted, would be 1d. per 1,000 Postage Stamps and 1/6
per thousand each for post cards and envelopes. We may mention;
as we informed you verbally, that we undertake the control for many
Governments.

When Stamps are supplied to countries with a humid climate, it is

advisable to interleave the sheets of stamps with either a thin ordinary
paper or blotting paper. Our charge for interleaving with ordinary
paper is 1d. for 1000 Postage size stamps, and 2d., per 1000 for inter

leaving with blotting paper. For your guidance we would say that
we interleave Stamps for British Guiana, Gold Coast, Turks Islands,
Oil Rivers Protectorate, British Central Africa, Sierra Leone and
Sarawak, and in most cases we employ blotting paper. We venture to
ask you to impress upon the British East Africa Protectorate authori
ties the paramount importance of storing the Stamps in air-tight re
ceptacles, for the gum, if exposed to adverse climatic influences, is

liable to deteriorate and lose its adhesive quality.
Replying to the last paragraph of your letter, we beg to say that we
are now preparing the duty printing plates from the original, and that
we hope to be able to complete the order in about eight weeks.

It is usual to send 736 Specimens of Stamps, Post Cards, etc.,
overprinted with the word 'Specimen' to the General Post Office, for
Postal Union purposes. Our charge for overprinting such speci
mens is 10jd. per hundred, and we shall be glad to receive your
instructions as to these and any other specimens which you may
require.

These points were all confirmed on December 6th, except
that the firm were held to the £10 for each duty as far as this
order was concerned.
On January 10, 1896 the Foreign Office handed over the ad
ministration of this order to the Crown Agents, who wrote to
De La Rue on January 15th instructing them 'to hand over the
plates, dies, etc. to our Chief Inspector, as well as all the proofs
which may have been struck and to inform us when the stamps,
which are to be printed on our C.A. watermarked paper, will be
ready'. The firm said they hoped to have the stamps ready
within two months.
'One Original Stamp plate with the duty left blank', and
fifteen 'Working Duty' plates, with approximately 5,000 of each
duty, and the usual 750 Specimens of each, were invoiced on
April 8

,

1896.

On July 17, 1895 the Crown Agents instructed De La Rue to Gibraltar
destroy the overprint plates for the Gibraltar Seventy-five Obsolete
Centimos and Five Pesetas postage stamps. plates
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Zululand
Two Shillings
& Sixpence

Plate 34; I, 2

Selangor
Unified
Series

The requisition for the new Two Shillings and Sixpence duty
for Zululand in the Universal Unified Keyplate design was sent
by the Crown Agents on November 19, 1895. De La Rue sub
mitted a specimen on the following day, but this was rejected by
the Crown Agents: 'the 2 is shown considerably larger than the
6. We request you to furnish a specimen with the figures drawn
as nearly as possible the same size'.
The revised specimen was approved on November 27th and
12,000 stamps with 750 Specimens were invoiced on January 9,
1896.

Five more duties were added to the new Selangor Unified
series as the result of a requisition sent by the Crown Agents on
November 26, 1895.
Specimens were submitted for the Twenty-five Cents, Three
Dollars and Ten Dollars on the following day; the approved
colour scheme had already fixed the colours for the Two Dollars
and Twenty-five Dollars.
The specimen for the Twenty-five Cents was not approved,
and two more were submitted on December 4th. On December
9th the Crown Agents sent the following letter:

We have examined the specimens for the 25 cents Stamps submitted
by you on the 27th Nov. and 4th December and find that by artificial
light there is not sufficient distinction between any one of them and
some of the colours already existing.
As the colours now under consideration will be common to all the
Native States and as nine duties have been asked for (and more may
be required in the future) than was originally contemplated when the
colour scheme of the 2nd May was approved we think it would be
better if the stamps of the cents series were printed in purple up to
ten cents and above that value in Green. This would entail printing
the 50 cents Stamps for Selangor and Perak in the new colour, and
we request you to submit specimens of both the 25 and 50 cents in
green, so that the colour for the next issue of the latter may be de
cided upon beforehand. The higher values of the dollars might be
printed in red paper, and before finally settling on the 25 dollar
Stamps now ordered, we should like to see a specimen on that paper.
The colour settled upon for the §100 (& possibly S25) must therefore
be considered as cancelled. When the colours are finally decided, we
should be glad to have a complete set of the Stamps of all the duties,
as in the event of new duties being required it is inconvenient to
compare the specimens with our books as no one of these is likely to
have a complete set of all the duties in existence.

The firm submitted the specimens on December 17th. These
included three specimens each for the One hundred Dollars and
Five hundred Dollars duties, two of each being on red paper,
although De La Rue advocated that only one of these duties
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should be on red paper. They suggested that the Fifty Dollars
should be printed in doubly fugitive purple on white paper. They
promised to submit a colour scheme in due course. The Crown
Agents approved the Twenty-five Cents specimen on December
23rd, but said that 'the colours for the other dollar series cannot
be decided upon at present, but in the event of any indents for
50 Cents Stamps for any State arriving before a reply is received
to a letter we are writing this week the question of change of
colour must be considered'.

Selangor
Unified
Series

(continued)

On December 30th the Crown Agents sent a requisition from
Negri Sembilan, which included a Fifty Cents, as well as a
Fifteen Cents and a Twenty-five Cents. They asked for a
specimen for the Fifteen Cents in green, which they approved
on January 7th. The proposal to use green as the colour for all
stamps of a higher value than Ten Cents was approved by tele
gram on February 4th. The Crown Agents wrote:

In the case of this indent the colours for the 15 and 25 cents have
been settled and a specimen of the stamp you would propose for the
50 cents should be submitted.
This will entail an alteration in the next supply of 50 cent stamps
for Selangor and Perak which will be printed in the same colours as
those to chosen for Negri Sembilan.

The firm recommended black for the Fifty Cents overprint,
and this was approved on February 14th.

In the meantime a requisition for four new Postage and
Revenue duties had been received from Perak on January 14th;
these were One, Two, Five and Twenty-five Dollars.
These new Unified stamps for the Native States in the Straits
Settlements were invoiced as follows:
Selangor, March 13, 1896. Five new overprint plates, and the
following stamps with the usual 750 specimens of each: Twenty-
five Cents, 9,240; Two Dollars, 5,040; Three Dollars, 3,000;
Ten Dollars, 1,200; Twenty-five Dollars, 1,200.
Negri Sembilan, April 2, 1896. Three overprint plates, and
the following stamps with the usual 750 specimens of each:
Fifteen Cents, 3,600; Twenty-five Cents, 3,600; Fifty Cents,
3,600.
Perak, May 15, 1896. Four overprint plates, and the following
stamps with the usual 750 specimens of each: One Dollar,
9,000; Two Dollars, 9,000; Five Dollars, 9,000; Twenty-five
Dollars, 9,000.
The Fifty Cents in green for Perak was first invoiced on May 27,
1897, when 54,600 stamps and 750 Specimens were charged.
The Selangor Fifty Cents in green was not invoiced until April
13, 1898, when 60,600 stamps and 750 Specimens were supplied.

Negri
Sembilan
Unified Series

Perak
Unified Series
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Copper Plate The increased interest now being taken in the production of
Printing attractive pictorial stamps printed by the copper plate process,

exemplified by the North Borneo and Niger Coast issues printed
by Waterlow, led to the following letter to De La Rue from the
Crown Agents, dated January 9, 1896:

We should be obliged if you would inform us what the cost of
plates would be for producing new duties of Stamps printed by the
copper plate process for Colonies which already possess copper plates,
such as St. Vincent, Turks Is., or St. Helena.
We should also be glad to be informed what are the advantages
and disadvantages of copper plate printing as compared with surface
printing.

Although before the year was out they were to embark on the
production of several new and interesting series of stamps by
the copper plate process De La Rue were still hesitant; then-
loyalty to the principles of doubly fugitive ink was deep seated.
The report which they submitted on January 13th, however,
does for the first time admit that stamps printed by the copper
plate process could possess certain aesthetic qualities denied to
surface printed stamps. This was as far as they were prepared
to go at this stage, but it represents a decided step forward in
policy. The methods they employed, or proposed to employ,
were still left in obscurity.

REPORT

upon the comparative merits of Stamps produced by the Surface, Copper
plate, and Lithographic Processes

Before entering fully upon the comparative merits of the different
processes of Stamp printing, we feel that it will not be out of place to
remind you that some years ago the English Government appointed
a Special Committee, which included some of the ablest experts, to
enquire into the whole question of Stamp Printing, and that the
Report of this Committee was entirely in favour of surface-printed
Stamps, such as are now supplied by us to the English, Indian and

many other Governments, as well as to you for most of the Colonies.
It was then, after the most careful investigation decided that our sur
face-printed Stamps are those which offer the greatest safeguards to
the Revenue; indeed there can be no doubt but that for Stamps
printing the surface process, as regards security to the Revenue is far
before the Copper-plate printing process. On the other hand, it must
be admitted that more artistic effects can be obtained by the copper
plate process, owing to the gradation and softness of colour which
that process allows of, for an intaglio plate can be engraved to differ
ent depths, thus allowing of a greater or less mass of colour being
imparted to different parts of the device. Against this superior artistic
effect, however, must be set the inferior security, and security to the
Revenue must after all remain the paramount consideration. This
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seems to have been recognised by the European Powers, as is proved Copper Plate

by the fact that such countries as France, Germany, Austria, Italy, Pr1nting

Russia, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, Sweden, Norway, etc., (continued)

employ the surface process.

Surface Process

With reference to this process, as you are aware the design is en-
grayed in relief on a solid steel die, and the greatest elaboration per
mitted by the size of the design is thrown into the engraving. From
this steel die, after hardening, the plates are made by striking any

required number of lead matrices, from which the necessary electro
type printing plates are obtained, the leads being then melted down

as useless. The inking, prior to printing, is effected by passing a roller
over the plate, which leaves a mere layer of ink, which is transferred
to the sheet by the usual printing press or machine. This in itself is a
great gain, as the ink lies upon the paper in the thinnest possible film,

instead of in ridges and dots, as is the case in copper-plate printed
Stamps. The small amount of ink on the paper would render the
cleaning of the Stamps much more difficult than in the copper-plate
printed stamps, where the body of ink is greater, even if the same ink
were employed, which is not the case, for we use for surface printing
our special 'Singly Fugitive' and 'Doubly Fugitive' inks, which are
not available for the copper-plate process. We would remind you
that our 'Singly Fugitive' and 'Doubly Fugitive' inks offer the

greatest protection to the Revenue, which is proved by the fact that,

although they have been in use between forty and fifty years, no case
of forgery, as far as we are aware, has occurred.
The 'Singly Fugitive' inks, of which we have a great variety of
colours available, are termed 'Singly Fugitive' because they retreat or

disappear under the attacks of solvents such as could be employed to
remove from a stamp a printed obliteration, that is to say they are
soluble in the detergents which might be used for such a purpose, so
that if a Stamp were cancelled with a proper obliterating ink, it
would be impossible to remove the obliteration without destroying
the Stamp. Our 'Doubly Fugitive' inks, of which we have only three
colours available, purple, black and green, are so called because they
are sensitive under a written as well as under a printed cancellation,
and disappear under the action of any re-agents which could be em
ployed for the removal of either a printed cancellation or one written
with proper writing ink. In addition to the security offered to the
Revenue against an improper use of Stamps by cleaning them, both
our 'Singly Fugitive' and 'Doubly Fugitive' inks offer safeguards
against forgery by direct transfer to stone.

Copper-Plate Process

This process of printing is exactly the reverse of the surface print
ing system, for instead of the plate being engraved in relief, it is en
graved in recess, the only advantage of which, as explained above, is
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Copper Plate that it enables a better artistic effect to be obtained. Electrotype
Printing working plates are taken from the original plate, and the colour is
(continued) applied to the working plates by means of pads or rollers. After the

colour has been applied, it has to be wiped off the surface of the plate
by means of rag and finally by the palm of the hand, thus leaving the
colour in the recessed portions of the plate. Impressions are then
taken in the usual manner on damp paper, by passing it through a

copper-plate printing press, the consequence being that the colour
stands up in ridges on the sheets. When the colour is thoroughly dry
such stamps do not afford such security as surface printed Stamps
against the removal of printed obliterations by means of re-agents,
and afford no security against the removal ofwritten obliterations. In
addition to this, as they are printed in oleaginous ink, they do not
afford protection against forgery by direct transfer to stone.

Lithographic Process

A plate has to be engraved in exactly the same manner as for cop
per-plate printed Stamps. Transfers are taken from this plate in

oleaginous transfer ink, for laying down on the lithographic stone,
and the stamps are then printed by the usual lithographic process,
and have all the objections of copper plate printed stamps, in
addition to which the printing is not so satisfactory, for the ink on
the transfer paper stands up in ridges, and when this laid down by
pressure on the stone, it becomes crushed and the reproduction on
the stones is therefore somewhat blurred, and if

,
as is often the case

in Stamp work, the details and background are rendered by fine lines,

it gives a broken appearance to the lines when they come to be

printed.
To sum up: we are convinced that it is most desirable in all cases
where financial considerations do not prevent it

,

to adopt surface-

printed Stamps. As the initial outlay involved in the production of
such stamps is sometimes greater than a small issue of stamps may
justify, it becomes necessary to employ Copper-plate printed
Stamps, or even possibly lithographed Stamps.

Grenada
One Penny
Universal
Unified Series

Sierra Leone
Unified Series

The disappearance of the Grenada One Penny Postage and
Revenue, printed tete beche, came with the requisition of Janu
ary 25, 1896, when the Crown Agents stated that it was to be
printed from the Universal plate and asked for a specimen. This
was approved on January 31st, and the overprint plate, 120,000
stamps and 750 Specimens were invoiced on April 17th.

On March 6, 1893 De La Rue had quoted for supplying Sierra
Leone with twelve duties in the Universal Unified Keyplate
series; they submitted a colour scheme accordingly.* No de
cision was arrived at because the Colony estimated that they
had two years' stock in hand. On December 31, 1895 the

*Seep. 518.
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Colonial Secretary wrote to the Crown Agents requesting them Sierra Leone
to go ahead with the scheme as the amount required had now Unified Series
been included in the estimates. He sent a requisition for eight (continued)
duties, but drew a distinction between Postage Stamps and
Revenue Stamps; in fact he asked for 50 sheets of Threepence
Postage and 100 sheets of Threepence Revenue.
When forwarding this requisition on February 3, 1896 the
Crown Agents asked De La Rue to print half the quantity of
the One Penny, which was urgent, from the existing plate while
they cleared up the position with the Colony. In acknowledging
these instructions on February 4th De La Rue asked for
authority to put in hand the die, keyplate and overprint plates.
The use of the word 'die' shows that the firm was thinking in
terms of the special keyplate they had designed and for which
they had quoted on February 23, 1893; not the Universal
Unified Keyplate quoted on March 6th. Evidently they were
told not to proceed, and nothing further happened until April
9th, when the Crown Agents sent them the following letter:

With reference to your memorandum of the 4th February we
enclose an amended indent for Postage & Revenue Stamps to be
printed from the Universal Plate, as soon as the colours have been
decided upon.
We request you to put the overprint plates required for the duties
now ordered in hand as soon as possible and to furnish us with an
amended Colour Scheme (The one dated 6th March, '93 is enclosed
for reference and should be returned with the new one).
The colour scheme should include the id., 1 \d., 4d. and 6d. duties
in case they are required in the future, but the O. P. Plates for these
duties should not be put in hand.
The shilling series should be in Green, in order to get a better
contrast, and a specimen for the £1. stamps should be shown on red

paper in purple ink.

The firm sent the colour scheme on April 15th, and asked
that the sheets might be 120 multiples instead of 60 multiples
as provided hitherto for the colony. The scheme was approved
on April 22nd, and the overprint plates, stamps and the usual
750 specimens of each duty, were invoiced on September 3,
1896. The following quantities were charged: One Penny,
61,680; Twopence, 3,360; Twopence halfpenny, 30,480; Three
pence, 9,360; One Shilling, 3,360; Two Shill1ngs, 3,360; Five
Shillings, 3,360; One Pound, 3,360.
The stamps were interleaved with blotting paper at 2d per
I'00°. Ceylon

Five Cents
De La Rue reported on February 18, 1896 that the Ceylon Postage &
Five Cents printing plate No. 4 was worn out; it had yielded Revenue
over 72,000 impressions. This was referred to the Colonial Plates
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Ceylon
Five Cents
Postage &
Revenue
Plate 5
(continued)

British Central

Africa
Colour
Changes

Mauritius
Arms of
Colony

Government, and before a reply was received it became neces
sary to print the next quarterly supply; on March 5th the f1rm
asked permission to use the worn plate, which was agreed to on
March 6th. The new plate 5 was authorised on March 26th, and
invoiced on August 28th.

As already mentioned* the whole British Central Africa
lithographed issue was reprinted on C.A. paper after the Crown
Agents had taken over the control. The firm submitted a colour
scheme on February 14, 1896, which contained an alteration in
the One Pound from yellow to blue and in the shade of the green
in the Twenty-five Pounds. It was to be exactly the same as the
Twopence. De La Rue had attempted to make the One Penny
more attractive by arranging to print it in two colours, but the
Crown Agents would not agree to the additional cost.
This was an unfortunate order for De La Rue, for on Feb
ruary 27th they had to inform the Crown Agents 'that our
Printer has spoilt the whole of the Stamps in hand, and that we
are therefore compelled to ask your Inspector to reject and

destroy them as waste'. This is the first instance of such a mis
take, and it cost the firm £15. 8. 9. It is of interest to note that
the cost of C.A. ordinary postage size paper was 25/- per ream
of 500 sheets, and of the large, or Receipt, size 47/- per ream.
The following note to B. Bartlett, the Crown Agents' Inspector,
dated May 19th may indicate the nature of the spoilage:

re British Central Africa

We assume that, as in other cases, we shall be allowed to send half
sheets of stamps.
In some instances the top half of the sheet is somewhat out of
register, whereas the lower half is good.

Although the high duties of Mauritius Postage and Revenue
stamps did not appear until 1902 the matter was first raised in a
letter from the Crown Agents to De La Rue dated February 24,
1896.

We request you to furnish a specimen of a Revenue size stamp for
Mauritius, struck from the arms design from which the new 3 cent
stamps have been printed, but with the margin filled up by scroll
work or any design you would recommend. The duty tablets might
also be made comparatively larger than those of the small stamps.
The cost of the necessary plates for introducing such stamps should
be stated as well as the additional cost of the original die which would
be required if it was found inadvisable to utilise the small arms for
the larger stamps.
We should be glad to receive the design and particulars of cost at

* See p. 556.
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an early date (not later than Monday next the 2nd March), as we wish Mauritius
to write to the Colony by the Mail of the 7th March. Arms of

Colony
The firm submitted a design on February 27th and quoted (continued)
the usual prices of £45 for a working die, £42. 10. 0. for a key-
plate of 60 multiples (being the equivalent of 120 multiples in
the usual postage size) and £15 for each duty plate of 60 mul
tiples. They added: 'We do not think that any improvement
would be effected in the appearance of the stamps by going to
the expense of another larger original die.'
On October 12th the Crown Agents sent 'for your report' a
long letter from the Colonial Secretary of Mauritius, enclosing
a Second Interim Report of the Postal Department Enquiry
Committee. De La Rue's reply of October 14th, and their later
letter of October 20th, cover all the relevant points in this cor
respondence.

Letter with enclosures returned herewith. We have retained copies,
and will report when we have prepared the necessary colour Scheme.
In the meantime we beg to enclose the Revenue size Stamp design,
which we have altered as requested, by introducing the words

'Postage and Revenue,' and we trust that it will meet with your
approval.
We regret that it is impossible to make any alteration in the existing
working die and Key plate; therefore, if the words 'Postage &
Revenue' have to be added to the postage size design, it will be
necessary to make a new working die, at a cost of £45, and a 120-sct
Key-plate at a cost of £42. 10s. The original design submitted by us
on Nov. 12th, '94 was as the stamp at present appears. On Dec. 5th,

'94 we sent in an alternative design, at your request, embodying the
words 'Postage and Revenue' which, however, was not adopted.
We notice from the printed 'Second Interim Report of the Postal
Department Enquiry Committee', covered by the Colonial Secre

tary's letter under date Sept. 14th, that it is intended to frame a
regulation enacting that the new issues of stamps from the existing
Arms Key plate shall be available for both Postage and Revenue pur
poses, so as to obviate the necessity of the words 'Postage and
Revenue' being added to the existing postage size stamps.

The requisition for One Cent, Two Cents, Four Cents and
Eighteen Cents postage stamps was received on October 20th,
and the design for the 'Revenue size' stamp was approved on
October 21st, when the firm was instructed to proceed with the
manufacture of the overprint plates for all the duties mentioned
in the Report of the Committee. These included Five Cents, 0ne £ent
Eight Cents, Fifteen Cents, Twenty-five Cents, Fifty Cents, xW0Cents
One Rupee, Two Rupees Fifty Cents, and Five Rupees. pour Cents
A colour scheme was submitted on October 30th, and amended Eighteen
on November 5th. After further adjustments the colour scheme Cents
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Mauritius
One Cent
Two Cents
Four Cents
Eighteen
Cents

(continued)

was finally approved on January 12, 1897. The Large size Postage
& Revenue die and keyplate, with overprint plates for the three
Rupee duties, were invoiced on April 30th. Nine overprint
plates for the Cent duties, to fit the keyplate already made for
the Three Cents, were also invoiced. Only four duties, however
were printed: One Cent (305,160), Two Cents (609,120), Four
Cents (605,400) and Eighteen Cents (606,000). The usual 750
Specimens of each of the four duties were also charged.

Barbados On February 3, 1896 the Crown Agents asked De La Rue to
One Farthing prepare specimens for a One Farthing Barbados, which was

urgently required for the newspaper postal rate in the colony.
Three different shades of black were submitted, and one of
them, with a red overprint, was approved by telegram on
February 26th. The firm promised about twelve weeks for de
livery, but amended this subsequently to the middle of April.
The overprint plate of 120 multiples, to print with a keyplate of
240 multiples, was invoiced on April 17th, with 256,320 stamps
and 750 Specimens. A second requisition for a further 250,000
was received on May 16th.

St Helena
One Penny
Twopence
Twopence
halfpenny
Fivepence
Tenpence

Five more duties in the Universal Postage Series for St
Helena were ordered by the Colonial Office in a letter to the
Crown Agents dated May 13th, 1896. These were manufactured
from Die II, but there is no record ofwhat this die was, and why
a new keyplate should have been necessary. The colours had
been specified by the Colonial Office, and De La Rue submitted
a scheme on May 19th, which was approved on June 1st, subject
to a modification in the shade of blue, which was to be printed
'in the usual Postal Union shade of blue'. The Colonial Office
had asked for dark blue.
The first of October had been fixed for St Helena's entry
into the Postal Union, and it was asked that the stamps should
be sent by the mail of August 15th, or on September 12th at
latest.
The overprint plates were invoiced on September 23rd
with 750 Specimens of each duty and the following quantities
of stamps: One Penny, 101,400; Twopence, 100,800; Two
pence halfpenny, 101,400; Fivepence, 60,600; Tenpence,
60,600.

Grenada
Obsolete
Plates

On May 29, 1896 the Crown Agents received an instruction
from Grenada to arrange for the destruction of all the obsolete
plates; only the Halfpenny Postage and the six new duties in the
Universal Unified Keyplate design were to be retained. De La
Rue were told that the matter would be arranged as usual by the
Chief Inspector.
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The Crown Agents sent the following letter to De La Rue on British Central
July 2, 1896: Africa

Surface
We request you to furnish full particulars of the cost of the plates Printed
etc., which would be required in order to introduce a new issue of Stamps
stamps for the above Protectorate by the Surface Printing process.
The design would be the present device, showing the arms, and
the duties would be shown by overprint plates. As it is probable that

doubly fugitive colours will be adopted the designs should be so
arranged that the duties are easily distinguishable.

Alternative estimates of the cost of plates should be given, showing
the cost of A — Small Stamps, B — Large Sized Stamps, with
Arms the same size as the small ones, C — Large Stamps with pro
portionately larger arms.
If you have sufficient data to enable you to submit a design of the
Stamps you would propose, we request you to do so, but if not, the
original sketches of the stamps will probably be received by Sir
H. H. Johnston, who is now in this country, in the course of a few
weeks.

The number of duties will be slightly decreased.

The firm submitted alternative designs for both sizes of
stamps on July 13th, using the same size of Arms to avoid the
cost of two original dies. On the question of colours they said:

If A. and B. are adopted the Arms would be printed in a 'doubly
fugitive' black which we now have in addition to the purple and
green; the borders containing the duties would be printed partly in

'doubly fugitive' and partly in 'singly fugitive' inks. We could employ
the 'doubly fugitive' purple and green for the borders of the two
highest duties of each size, and the borders of the other duties would
have to be printed in 'singly fugitive' inks. We do not think that you
will object to this, as the fact of the Arms being printed in 'doubly
fugitive' black would, in our opinion, sufficiently safeguard the
Revenue.
If designs AA, and BB, are adopted, the body of the stamps would
be printed in 'doubly fugitive' purple or green, and distinction be
tween the duties would be obtained by varying the 'singly fugitive'
colours of the duty overprints in the tablets.
We consider that A. and B. will give the more satisfactory results.

They proceeded to quote the usual prices for the original die
(£70), two working dies (£45 each), two keyplates (£45 each),
and the necessary overprint plates at £12 and £15 each, accord
ing to size.
Designs A and B were approved on December 7th, and the
firm were instructed to send a colour scheme in due course.
They were asked to complete the order by the end of the
financial year on March 31st. On February 8, 1897, they sent
the following interesting letter to the Crown Agents:
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British Central

Africa
Surface
Printed
Stamps

(continued)

With reference to our memo of July 13th last, in which we quoted
£42. 10. 0. for a Postage size Arms plate (120 set) we regret to say
that an unforeseen technical difficulty has arisen in making the plate
120 set, and we must therefore ask you to allow us to make it 60 set,
at a cost of £21. 5. o. the Stamps to be produced under table 4 of the
Schedule. The difficulty is that to ensure satisfactory perforation the
duties which are 60 set must be printed first. We would remind you
that this is the first time we have produced Stamps in which the duty
plates carry the principal portion of the design, and we had over
looked this technical difficulty until pointed out by our foreman.

It would have been very much more expensive if the duty
plates had been increased to 120 multiples, as there were no less
than ten of them, and the quantities anticipated would not be
large enough to compensate for the extra cost by a saving in the
printing rates.
In view of what transpired later the Crown Agents' letter of
February 23rd is quoted in full:

We return the Scheme of colours (dated today) which appears to
agree with those given in the Indent dated 23 rd July; but we must
point out that the general effect of the Stamps is much duller than in
most surface printed stamps, and we hope that, when printed, the
colours will show up brighter and give a better result than in the
Colour Scheme now enclosed.

The firm replied that they would do their utmost 'to keep the
colours of the borders as bright as possible', and the dies, key-
plates, overprint plates, stamps and Specimens were invoiced
on March 25th. The following quantities were charged: One
Penny, 36,000; Twopence, 24,420; Fourpence, 24420; Six
pence, 24,120; One Shilling, 12,120; Two Shillings & Six
pence, 6,000; Three Shillings, 36,120; Four Shillings, 6,000;
One Pound, 3,120; Ten Pounds, 3,120.
The sheets were interleaved with blotting paper at 2d per
1,000: 750 specimens of each duty were supplied.
The verd1ct of Sir Harry Johnston was not out of keeping
with his claim to forcefulness; he wrote to the Crown Agents on
April 23rd:
I have looked at the stamps, they are very disappointing produc
tions and shatter the last remnant of faith I may have had in the firm
of De La Rue. The engraving of the central design is clumsily and
dirtily done. As a contrast to this wretched piece of work look at the
engraving of the British South Africa Company's Stamps.

To have the work of a competitor waved in front of them was
too much for De La Rue. They wrote a strong letter of protest
on May 4th:

With reference to the extract from Sir H. H. Johnston's letter, we
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beg to say that we cannot in any way admit that the engraving of the British Central
British Central Africa Stamps is at all inferior in quality. We enclose Africa
a proof in black, taken on a card from the Arms die, after hardening, Surface

by which you will see that the engraving is excellent. Pr1nted

We are surprised that Sir H. H. Johnston should extol the en- StamPs

graving of the British South Africa Stamps, which are, in the trade, *. '

considered to be somewhat crude.

As you are aware much more artistic results are attainable in the
printing by means of the copper-plate process, owing to the grada
tion and softness of colour which that process admits of, for an
intaglio plate can be engraved to different depths thus allowing of a
greater or less mass of colour being imparted to different parts of the
device, whereas by the surface process it is only possible to impart
an uniform layer of ink to the sheet. Stamps printed by the copper
plate process do not, however, afford anything like the same pro
tection to the Revenue as Stamps produced by the surface process;
consequently the English Government, and all the important con
tinental Governments, have adopted the surface process for Stamps,
for it is universally recognized that security to the Revenue must,
after all, remain the paramount consideration.

In order to prove to Sir H. H. Johnston that we can, if required
to do so, produce as good Stamps by the copper-plate process as

anyone else, we hand you, on Appendix hereto, a few specimens
which we have printed by that process.
We always recommend the adoption of surface-printed Stamps
but, of course, when Governments insist upon the most artistic
effects, and to that end are willing to sacrifice security, we are com

pelled to give way and produce Stamps by the copper-plate process.

Sir H. H. Johnston is quite right in thinking that the elaborateness
of the design has rendered the great reduction, including as it does
such minute detail, incompatible with clear printing, and we would

strongly recommend him, should he at any future time make designs
for another issue of stamps, to bear in mind that such designs have
to be reproduced by printing processes not compatible with the re
finement possible in a proof, and that it is therefore desirable to treat
them as broadly as possible.

This letter was forwarded to Sir Harry Johnston by the Crown
Agents, with the observation that they agreed with De La Rue
'that security to the Revenue must always be the first considera
tion in connection with the production of stamps'. That adven
turous diplomat's answer is preserved in the firm's records
without comment:

The proof enclosed 'after hardening' is satisfactory. I still however
remain unenlightened as to why in the printing of the Stamps the
design should come out so blurred and often unrecognisable. I remain
u
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British Central unsatisfied with the appearance of the Stamps but the elaborateness
Africa of the design may have rendered great reduction incompatible with
Surface dear printing. Let us however leave this subject for the present and
1 r1nted t^^ t0 tjje hawthorn coming into bloom and the lilac bushes in full
, Ps ,. flower everywhere. In the sad autumn of the year I will resume my
^ ' enquiries into the suitable engraving of Stamps if I have to design

another issue for another dependency.

British Guiana On July 16, 1896 De La Rue informed the Crown Agents that
Keyplate the British Guiana Keyplate of 120 Multiples had produced

over 82,000 impressions and was unfit for further use. The new
plate was authorised on August 21st.

Malta On September 9, 1896 the Crown Agents sent four sketches
Copper Plate from the Chief Secretary of the Government of Malta, with a
Designs request for an estimate and designs. The firm replied on Sep

tember 30th:

Letter and the sketches which were forward from the Colony are
returned herewith.

Plate 34; 3,4,5 We beg to enclose finished designs, prepared in accordance with
these sketches, which we trust will meet with your approval. The
designs are for Revenue size Postage Stamps, which is essential, in
order that your watermarked paper may be available. We propose
to produce these stamps by the copper plate process, and the cost,
assuming all the designs to be adopted, would be as given overleaf.

Engraving Original plates — Design F. £20.
Engraving 5 Original plates to Designs A. B. C. D. E. @
£8. each £40.
Preparing therefrom 6 (60 set) Working Plates of the
superficial area of 120-set Postage £20. each £120'

Total cost of engraving & plates. £180.

The Stamps, printed by the copper-plate process, would come
under Table C.4 of the Copper Plate Schedule.

It is clear from the above estimate that sketches were sent for
six duties.
On May 28, 1897 the Crown Agents sent a letter from the
Malta Government which was not copied into the Correspond
ence Book. De La Rue's reply of June 8th shows that three of
the designs sent the previous year, referring to the Fourpence
halfpenny, Fivepence and Two Shillings & Sixpence, were
returned approved. Further designs were required for a Ten
Shillings duty. This was again designated Design F. The
Crown Agents replied on June 10th:

We think design F. would be improved by making the Serpent
falling into the fire rather more distinct.
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When the designs are received back, they will be again forwarded Malta
to Malta. Copper Plate

Designs
Nothing further transpired until March 28, 1898, when the (continued)
Crown Agents sent the following letter from the Chief Secre
tary, dated February 15, 1898:

With reference to your letter of the 17th June, 1897 No. 362 T, I
have the honour to state that the designs (herewith returned) for the
'Four pence halfpenny' 'Five pence,' 'Two shillings and sixpence,'
and 'Ten Shillings' postage Stamps have been approved.
It has been suggested that the design of the 'One farthing' Stamp
(also enclosed) should be a reproduction of the view 'G' with the
man-of-war 'H' instead of, and in the same position as, the steamer
shown at the entrance of the Harbour on the photograph, and I am
to request you will have the goodness to ask Messrs. De La Rue &
Co., to submit another design of this stamp with the above altera
tion, and to state the rate at which they would supply it.
In view of the 2nd paragraph of your letter of the 7th October
1896 No. 316.T, the 'Two shillings and sixpence' and 'Ten shillings'
Stamps should be of the same size as the present 'Five shillings' Stamp,
and the 'One farthing' 'Fourpence halfpenny' and 'Fivepence'
Stamp should be of the ordinary size.
The dies for the new stamps (with the exception of the 'One far
thing' stamp) may be taken in hand.
The Postmaster-General desires to be informed as to how many
Stamps will make up a sheet of each denomination, in order that he
may draw up the usual Requisition for the supply of the stamps as
soon as they are ready for use.

After acknowledging these instructions, and enclosing alterna- Plate 34; 6, 7
tive designs for the One Farthing, one in the Postage size as
requested, and one in the large size 'to show how much better
this size lends itself to a design of this character', De La Rue
went on to say:

We much regret that the designs which we sent on September

30th 1896 should have been so long under consideration, for just at
present we have so much work in hand that it is impossible for us to
give a definite date for delivery. We will, however, push on with the
engraving as possible and write you more definitely a little later on.
We will, as requested, send you a colour scheme as soon as the
plates are ready.

This letter reveals the great development that had taken place
in the printing of stamps by the copper plate process. Within
less than two years De La Rue found themselves overloaded
with orders; it could no longer be said that 'security to the
Revenue must be the first consideration'.
On April 19th the Crown Agents asked what the cost of the
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Malta
Copper Plate
Designs

(continued)

Seychelles
Eighteen
Cents
Thirty-six
Cents
One Rupee

plates for the two designs for the One Farthing stamps would
be. In replying the firm took the opportunity of confirming a
mistake in the estimate previously submitted. This may throw
light on the relative cost of the two methods of engraving for the
copper plate process mentioned by De La Rue in their note on
the Control of Copper plate Printing addressed to Bartlett.*
Although it is conjectural, and there is no evidence, one would
expect the method of engraving a steel die and making the plate
with the aid of the transfer roll to be considerably more expen
sive than the lead moulded electro, with the duties engraved by
pantograph ifnot on the original die.

As we informed you verbally, we made a mistake in quoting £$'
for the original of the design submitted on June 8th '97 and of the
designs C and D submitted on Sept. 30th 1896; in each case the price
should have been £20.
However, having made the mistake, we will of course charge £8.
only for the designs adopted.

The design for the One Farthing stamp was approved on

June 18th, 'the plate for which is not however, to be put in hand.'
The requisition for the other four duties, with instructions for
the colours, was sent on October 28th, ten days after the
Original plates, at £8 each, and Working plates, at £20 each,
had been invoiced. The following quantities of stamps, with the
usual 750 Specimens of each duty, were invoiced on January 6,
1899: Fourpence halfpenny, 120,000; Fivepence, 119,040; Two
Shillings & Sixpence, 60,000; Ten Shillings, 60,000.

The requisition from Seychelles calling for three new duties,
Eighteen Cents, Thirty-six Cents and One Rupee, in the Uni
versal Postage Keyplate design was received on September 10,

1896. In submitting the colours on September 30th De La Rue
suggested that the duty for the One Rupee should be 'in a dark
letter on a white ground' in view of the 'very great number of
duties in use'.
On October 19th the Crown Agents sent the following in
structions, together with a letter from the Colonial Office:

With reference to our memorandum of the 30th September we
request you to furnish a scheme of the colours you would propose
for the whole series of Seychelles Stamps.
You will see from the enclosed correspondence that certain duties
have been abolished and the colours of these stamps may be utilised.
The 4, 8 and 18 Cents are the equivalents of the £d., 1d., and 2 id.,
and the Postal Union colours should be adopted for these duties.
It is uncertain yet whether the two and three cents may be re
quired in the future, so the safer course will be to print the 4 cents

♦.See^p. 586.
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in Green with a different coloured overprint to the old 2 cent Stamp,
ofwhich there may be some in use in the Colony.
The same remark applies to the 18 cents (new) and 10 cent (old)
Stamps.

The new scheme was sent on November 2nd; it included
provision for a Two Cents and Three Cents later, if required
again. This was approved on November 5th, and De La Rue
promised the three new duties in about eight weeks.
The overprint plates, the usual 750 Specimens of each duty,
and the following stamps were invoiced on December 18th:
Eighteen Cents, 72,000; Thirty-six Cents, 72,240; One Rupee,
36,000.

On September 10, 1896 the Crown Agents sent De La Rue
the requisition from St Vincent which led to the firm making
for the first time printing plates from the Perkins, Bacon steel die,
and by the same process. The reason for this interesting event
is to be found in the following extracts from a letter sent by the
Administrator of St Vincent to the Governor of the Windwards
Islands, which was forwarded to the Colonial Office, referred to
the Crown Agents, and finally dealt with by De La Rue. It was
dated July 13, 1896:

The question of providing new stamps to complete the series now
issued has been under the consideration of this Government.
Since the introduction of the uniform rate for International Postage
the 2£d. and 5d. Stamps have been provided by surcharging a 1d.
blue stamp and a carmine 6d. stamp respectively.
As these stamps are more used for postal purposes than any others,
it is thought desirable that plates to represent these values should
be obtained and the system of surcharging other stamps put an
end to. *.**.*
There is a strong feeling that the distinctive character of the St.
Vincent Stamps should be maintained and for this reason it is pro
posed to adhere to the present design rather than adopt the Universal
Key Plate although the initial cost of the latter course might be some
what less.
It is proposed that the 2.\d. Stamps should be blue as at present
and the 5d. Stamp of the same colour as may have been most
generally adopted by countries in the Postal Union.

Seychelles
Eighteen
Cents
Thirty-six
Cents
One Rupee
(continued)

St Vincent
Twopence
halfpenny
Fivepence

As the design of the Stamps will be the same as that now in use I
apprehend that no excuse will be necessary for preparing a design,
and that the cost of the plates will be the only additional expense to
be incurred.
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St Vincent
Twopence
halfpenny
Fivepence

(continued)

The firm sent the following estimate to the Crown Agents on
September 12th.

Letters returned herewith. On Appendix hereto we beg to hand
you designs for 2£d. and 5d. adhesive Stamps and id. Post Cards
prepared in accordance with the Administrator's instructions and
printed in the colours which we should recommend.
Following paragraph 6 of the Administrator's letter we propose to
print the 2£d. Stamps in the Postal Union blue, but as there is no
Postal Union colour for the 5d. Stamps we would suggest printing
them in the colour given on the Appendix, which will afford a good
contrast to the existing duties.

The cost of carrying the scheme into effect will be for taking trans
fers in steel from the existing St. Vincent roller and engraving the
duties therein and making from these transfers hardened steel
rollers for producing the plates, £5. for each duty.
The working duty plates of a superficial area of 60-set Postage
Stamp plate would be £12 for each duty and the stamps would be
supplied under the St. Vincent prices given in the Special Schedule.

The Crown Agents apparently hesitated to take the plunge.
On September 20th they asked the firm to quote, with Speci
mens, for supplying the stamps in the 'Universal Keyplate',
presumably Postage, and for an Arms of the Colony design,
based on the St Vincent Five Shillings. 'We think this might
be arranged for a small size stamp by the omission of the

Plate 34; 8 to 1 1 Crown.' These specimens were submitted on October 16th, and
the usual surface printing prices were quoted.
The reply from the colony took the form of a requisition for
2,000 sheets of each duty (60 multiples) in accordance with the
quotation of September 22nd, which the Crown Agents for
warded on February 2, 1897.
On June 25th, the firm invoiced the rollers at £5 each and the
printing plates of 60 multiples at £12 each. They charged
121,200 Twopence halfpenny and 116,520 Fivepence, with 750
Specimens of each.

Tobago The error by which the One Shilling Tobago was printed in
One Shilling the colour of the Sixpence was pointed out in a letter from the
Orange Brown Colonial Postmaster to the Commissioner dated September 14,

1896. This was forwarded by the Crown Agents to De La Rue
for a report on October 5th.

The recent supply by the Crown Agents to this Government of the
one shilling postage stamps are I observe not the recent old colour,
but a new issue; and as this issue is identical to the present sixpence
stamp, in colour, size and watermark, also the lettering value of both
stamps being printed in the same colour and size, I have the honour
to ask that Your Honour will be good enough to direct that the late
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one shilling stamp be supplied in future for postal purposes or that Tobago
the colour of one of the two stamps in question be changed, as it is One Shilling
unfair to me to have the stamps so similar. I have found it a great Orange Brown
inconvenience already in selling as I can hardly distinguish the re- (contulued)
spective stamps at a glance. I am certain that mistakes will occur in
the sale which will continually cause me to be out ofpocket, especially
as the Government do not allow me a percentage on the sale of
Stamps or for 'shorts'.

An interview took place between E. E. Blake, the Agent
General, and Thomas Andros De La Rue, and the firm con
firmed their regret in writing. A fresh supply was sent by the
mail on the following day, although the Postmaster's reply made
it clear that the stamps had been issued. His letter clearly refers
to a supply of 6,000 One Shilling which was invoiced as part of
an order on August 10, 1896; the previous order for this duty,
also 6,000, had been invoiced on July 1, 1895.
There is an interesting postscript to this correspondence. On
April 28, 1897 the Crown Agents sent the following letter to De
La Rue:

With reference to your memorandum of the 6th October last
we should be obliged if you would let us know from whom you re
ceived the first information of the one shilling Stamps having been
printed in a wrong colour.
A despatch has been received from the Government of Trinidad
in which the following passage occurs.
'The facts were however known in England before the telegram
was sent, and by the mail which arrived four days after the telegram
and by which the telegram was forwarded on to Tobago, large
orders for these mis-coloured stamps were received.'
The telegram referred to was to stop the sale of the Stamps and
was sent off on the 2nd Oct. and was forwarded from Trinidad by the
Mail Steamer which left Trinidad on the 7th Oct., arriving at Tobago
on the 8th October.
We should be glad ifyou could throw any light on this matter.

The firm replied on the following day:

Mr. J. Tilleard of 4 Lombard Court, E.C., a well-known phila
telist,* wrote privately to our Mr. T. A. De La Rue, enclosing some
of the Stamps in question which had reached him, and asking
whether they were genuine, as he noticed they were printed in the
wrong colour. Our Mr. T. A. De La Rue immediately called upon
Mr. Blake and informed him of the unfortunate mistake that has
been made and received his authority to reprint the Stamps in the
right colour, which was done free of charge.

* J. Tilleard was at this time Honorary Secretary of the Royal Philatelic
Society, or London Philatelic Society as it was then called.
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Jamaica On October 5, 1896 De La Rue reported that the Jamaica
New plates Postage and Revenue Keyplate of 120 multiples had yielded

about 120,000 impressions, and the One Penny overprint plate
had yielded approximately 180,000. New Plates were authorized
on November 26th, and were invoiced on March 2, 1897.

St Helena The St Helena One Halfpenny in the Universal Postage
One Keyplate design was ordered by the Crown Agents on October
Halfpenny 29, 1896, with a request that a portion of the order should catch

the mail of November 28th. The specimen was submitted on
October 30th and approved on November 3rd. The overprint
plate, 102,000 stamps and 750 specimens were invoiced on
November 28th.

St Helena On October 30, 1896 the Crown Agents called for a report on
Sixpence the state of the St Helena Sixpence plate. De La Rue replied
plate on November 3rd that it was made of steel and appeared to be

in good condition. 'It is impossible to say, even approximately,
how many more impressions it is likely to yield.' They then
quoted for 'rolling in a new 240 set plate, including adapting to
our machinery the 6d roll in the possession of your Inspector'.
This would be £34.
They closed the report with a strong recommendation that
the Universal Postage Keyplate should be adopted for security
reasons:

. . whereas stamps printed by the copper-plate process do not afford

equal security against the removal of printed obliterations, nor
against forgery by direct transfer to stone; see our Report to you,
under date Jany., 13th last, upon the comparative merits of Stamps
produced by the Surface, Copper-plate and Lithographic processes.

The Crown Agents sent the following instructions on April 3,
1897:

With reference to your memorandum of the 3rd November last
we authorise you to destroy the St. Helena sixpenny plate and the

li£d. overprint plate (with the Universal plate).
If any type or temporary overprint plates used for overprinting
the old stamps are in existence they may be destroyed, or the type
distributed.
Our Inspector will furnish the usual certificates.

It cannot be stated with any certainty which, if any, of these
St Helena surcharged stamps were overprinted from electro
plates, or whether all were surcharged direct from a type setting.
As the Sixpence stamp, which served as the master, was printed
from a plate of 240 multiples on damped paper there might be
considerable shrinkage; the firm admitted that they shortened
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the width of the setting of the Halfpenny overprint to overcome St Helena
this difficulty.* Sixpence plate

(continued)

The first letter which led to the completion of the Sierra Sierra Leone
Leone Universal Unified Keyplate series was sent to De La One
Rue on November 13, 1896. It contained a requisition which Halfpenny
included 100 sheets each of the Threehalfpence and Five- X ,5

e

pence, and the firm were asked to submit a complete colour Halfpence

scheme, but not to proceed with the overprint plates for the two p^?^^
new values 'until the necessity for the new duties has been Sixpence
finally decided on'. This was sent on November 24th.
On December 2nd the Crown Agents asked for some modi
fications in the colour scheme and told De La Rue to go ahead
with the two new overprint plates. A new Sixpence was also to
be provided for; the revised colour scheme was submitted two

days later.
The Crown Agents were still not satisfied; they asked for
further alterations with the intention that the 'lower series of
pence would then have coloured tablets and the higher (3d and

above) white tablets'. They also authorized De La Rue to pro
ceed with the overprint plates for a Halfpenny in the Un1fied
series as well as Sixpence. The old plates for all these duties
were to be destroyed 'when the new ones to take their place are
finished'.
The new colour scheme was sent on December 21st, but was
still not approved. Changes were again required in the Four-
pence, Fivepence and Sixpence, and a new colour scheme in
duplicate, with the stamps arranged in four lines. This was sent
on January 12, 1897, but again there was dissatisfaction with
the Fivepence. From further specimens sent on January 19th
the one with the tablet in black was finally selected, and the
colour scheme adjusted.
Four of the new overprint plates were invoiced on March 12,
1897, with 12,000 each ofthe Three Halfpence and Fivepence and
the usual 750 Specimens.
The new Halfpenny stamps (361,200) were invoiced on April
23rd, with 750 Specimens.
The Fourpence overprint plate, with 12,240 stamps and 750
Specimens, and 23,160 of the Sixpence with 750 specimens,
were charged on June 12th.
All the sheets were interleaved with blotting paper at 2d per
1,000 stamps.

On November 19, 1896 the Crown Agents forwarded a letter Bermuda
from the Colonial Secretary of Bermuda asking for 'a new die Proposal for
for a Postage Stamp of 5d value, provided that the first cost of Fivepence and
such die does not exceed £100 It is left to you and to Messrs Arms of the

■See pp. 538-9.
Colony design
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Bermuda

Proposal for
Fivepence and
Arms of the
Colony design
(continued)

Plate 35: 1, 2

Copperplate
Printing
Methods

De La Rue and Co., who have, I understand, designed all
stamps previously issued by this Colony, to decide on the design
and colour of these proposed new stamps'.
The Crown Agents asked for a design 'similar to the present
series', and also for one 'embodying the badge of Bermuda'.
After quoting the usual £50 for a working die and £85 for a
plate of 240 multiples the firm submitted alternative designs
for an Arms Keyplate with duty plates. One (A) had the duty
printed in a tablet; the other (B) 'which we think will give the
more satisfactory results', showed the whole of the border in
corporated in the duty plate. Thiswould cost £jo for the original
die, £45 for the work1ng die, £42. 10 for a Keyplate of 120
multiples and £12 for the overprint plate.
The matter did not go further in the meantime.

A most important note, written by De La Rue to B. Bartlett,
the Inspector to the Crown Agents, on December 4, 1896,
throws a good deal of light on the technical methods adopted
by the firm. He had apparently asked for the position to be
clarified in writing.

re Control in making plates for copper-plate printed Stamps

With reference to our interview of to-day, we beg to confirm what
we then told you, viz., that in making plates for copper-plate printing
we adopt two systems, the first being to make a working roller for
each duty of Stamp and roll in the required steel printing plates; the
second being to roll in an original plate of 60 set (more or less, as the
case may be) with the duty left blank. In this case lead impressions
are taken from the original plate, under hydraulic pressure, and

electrotype copper plates are grown from the leads. Of course,
original rollers, working rollers and original plates would always be

kept in your custody but we venture to suggest that when the plates
are rolled in, your assistant should, each morning, take the roller to
our engraver, in the rolling-in room, and fetch it again at night, to
be locked up in your safe. When original plates with the blank duties
are employed, the plate could be sent down in the custody of your
assistant, for us to take the required number of lead impressions for
producing the working plates. Taking the lead impressions is only a
question of a few minutes each. Your assistant would see the lead
impressions put into the battery for the working plates to be grown,
and he would see them taken out of the battery and the leads de
stroyed. The working plates should then be handed to us to engrave
the duties in, without control, it being understood that all proofs —

whether from plates rolled in or electrotyped — should be taken under
your control. Our reason for making this suggestion is that if your
assistant were to be present during the process of rolling-in the
plates or engraving in the duties upon the electrotype copper plates,
it would take him fully four to five days for each duty, and it would
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appear to be hardly necessary for him to be in attendance during Copperplate
either of these operations. Printing

The first method is perfectly clear; it is the method introduced , entjns d\
by Perkins, Bacon, and now made available to any other security
printer after the lapse of the patent; the only point not definitely
established is whether De La Rue engraved the original dies by
hand and lathe in the Perkins manner.
The second method adopted when, as in the case of British
East Africa, there is a common design to a number of duties,
shows an adaptation to copperplate printing of the surface
printing method ofprinting from electrotype plates. In this case
however the electro was grown over a single lead impression
from a rolled-in plate of 60 multiples, not from sixty separate
leads locked together in a chase. The transfer roll therefore was
used on all occasions. What is not clear however is by what
method the duties were engraved upon the electrotype copper
plates. To what extent were they pantographed or punched? If
the duty for each multiple were engraved separately one would
expect a crop of constant varieties. On the other hand we are
told that four to five days were spent on rolling the plate and
engraving the duties in a plate of 60 multiples.
There is no further light on this point in the records, and the
wording in the Day Book for copperplate printing is not suffi
ciently explicit to indicate, from the prices charged, how the
stamps were printed. The destruction of the Works records of
the period still leaves certain points open to conjecture.

On October 19, 1896 a Special Committee recommended to Natal
the Natal Government that there should be a unified series of Proposal for
stamps for all revenue purposes, each stamp bearing the words Unified Series
'Natal Postage and Revenue'. Fourteen duties, ranging from
One Halfpenny to Ten Pounds, were suggested.
The Agent General for Natal in London consulted the Crown
Agents, who sent the correspondence to De La Rue on Decem
ber 12, 1896. They asked for an estimate and designs for 'a new
series of stamps with the Queen's Head, and the Arms of the
Colony as an alternative'. The 'same sized arms' were to be used
for the larger stamps as well as the smaller. They suggested that
the existing Natal Twopence halfpenny might serve as a model
for the Queen's Head designs.
On December 22nd De La Rue submitted four designs, two Plate 35; 3 to 6
bearing the Arms of the Colony (A, B,) and two the Queen's
head (C,D,). Both groups were based on a keyplate and duty-
plate system. They quoted the usual prices.
The Crown Agents then asked for a colour scheme in dupli
cate, 'printed from any stamp which may be available, as long
as the duty tablets are about the same size as the one on the

specimens.' This was supplied on January 12, 1897.
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Natal
Proposal for
Un1fied Series

(continued)

Gambia
Universal
Postage Series

The matter remained in abeyance, and was not mentioned
when amended instructions for the standing half-yearly order
were sent on March 16th.

On December 24, 1896 the Crown Agents forwarded a
requisition from Gambia for further supplies of the Halfpenny,
One Penny and Twopence halfpenny. In his letter the Ad
ministrator of the Colony suggested that 'it would be more con
venient if the stamps now applied for were struck off in sheets
of sixty each'. The firm pointed out that this was impracticable,
and after stating that they proposed 'to execute the present
requisition ... as heretofore in sheets of 15' went on to say:
As the question of having stamps in sheets of 60 has been raised
by the Colony, we beg to remind you that on Jany 9th 1894 we sent
you a memorandum offering to supply, free of charge, the eight
necessary overprint plates for producing Gambia Stamps from the
Universal Postage Key plate,* and we at that time sent a colour
scheme, which you returned to us on April 5th 1894, saying that as
the Colony had several years' supply of stamps in hand, they did not
then wish to consider the question of a change. Possibly the Colony
would now like to reconsider the question, and we therefore send
you the colour scheme of Jany 9th 1894.
We venture to think that not only would the Colony have an
improved Stamp, but also that the Revenue would be increased by
the new issue, for doubtless large quantities would be sold to phila
telists, in addition to which the present issue, if superseded, would
become more valuable.

Delivery to your Inspector in 8 weeks.

On March 4, 1897 the Crown Agents forwarded another
letter, dated February 5th, from the Administrator, in which he
reported that the Colony 'would be prepared to start this change
when the present stock is exhausted'. They considered that they
had sufficient stamps to last a year, and as no provision had been
made in the 1897 Estimates the stamps should be ready for
delivery early in 1898 . The Crown Agents asked for an estimate,
and confirmation that the new stamps would be in sheets of 120.
De La Rue replied that there would be no charge for the over
print plates which would replace the existing five duties, and
that the usual price of £12 for an overprint plate of 60 multiples,
to print with the keyplate of 120 multiples, would be made for
any further duties. At this period the Twopence, Threepence
and Fourpence duties were not being ordered. To this the
Crown Agents replied on March 9th:
In reply to your memorandum of the 5th inst. we have to inform
you that your offer to supply overprint plates for the existing duties
ofGambia Stamps, free of charge, has not been overlooked.

* See p. 532.
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It has not, however, been considered advisable to accept the offer, Gambia
for which we thank you, as the charge is one which should properly Universal
be borne by the Colony. Postage Series

(continued)
The firm made their characteristic comment 'Noted', and
asked for authority to make the overprint plates for the Half
penny, One Penny, Twopence halfpenny, Sixpence and One
Shilling, 'upon the understanding that they are not charged till
next year.'
On May 17th the Crown Agents asked De La Rue to confirm
that the Gambia plates were so worn as to be impossible to use
again; this they did on the following day. The final authority
came on June 8th, when they were told to make overprint plates
for the Halfpenny, One Penny, Sixpence and One Sh1lling.
The Twopence halfpenny was to be held up in view of the
possibility ofan alteration in the international postal rates.
The Twopence, Threepence and Fourpence plates were
authorised on August 19th, and a further colour scheme was
requested. This was submitted on August 24th, with the
following note ofexplanation:

In the Colour Scheme of Jany 9th 94 the lettering and duty were
painted in by hand, but, to expedite matters, we have on this
occasion used our Specimen 'Imperium' plate, which, being printed,
shows the colours even better than the hand painting.

This was returned approved on September 23rd, with the
information that 'the suggested change of the international rate
of postage was not agreed to by the Washington Postal Con
gress'. An overprint plate for the Twopence halfpenny was
therefore ordered.
The eight new overprint plates were invoiced on November
13th, together with 250 sheets each (30,000 stamps) of the
Halfpenny, One Penny, Twopence and Twopence halfpenny,
and 125 sheets each (15,000 stamps) of Threepence, Fourpence,
Sixpence and One Shilling The usual 750 Specimens were
supplied ofeach duty. The keyplate used was Die II.

The requisition for a Pahang Five Cents in the new Unified de- Pahang
sign, was sent on February 2, 1897. The new overprint plate, with Five Cents
14,640 stamps and 750 Specimens, was invoiced on April 13th. Postage and

Revenue

The following letter from the Postmaster General of Trinidad Trinidad
to the Colonial Secretary, which the Crown Agents sent to De New Issue
La Rue for their reference, is of special interest to philatelists. Sales
It was dated January 7, 1897, an^ was sent to De La Rue on
February 8th. They had been urging the Crown Agents on
several occasions to persuade the colonies to place their orders
more in advance.
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Trinidad
New Issue
Sales

(continued)

Perak
Twenty-five
Cents
Three Dollars

Colour
Change
Fifty Cents

It is not due to any want of foresight on the part of this Depart
ment that three telegrams in twelve months were necessary in order
to keep up the supply of Postage Stamps, but rather to the fact that
the Crown Agents for the Colonies led this Government to think
that the new design of Postage Stamps would be sent out early in
1896.

On this promise the old stock of stamps were thought to be much
more than sufficient to tide over the time, but during my absence in
England a rush was made for the 5/- Stamps, and all were sold out in
a couple of days — ordinarily the stock thus sold would have lasted
10 years.

As I did not think it right that a corner should be made in these
Stamps, I immediately on my return telegraphed for a further supply
with the result that the market was swamped and the prices fell from
about 10/- each to face value (5/-).
Again in August '96 not having heard any news of the new Stamps
being shipped and finding the id. and 2id. being exhausted I again
telegraphed for those denominations.
The telegram of the 9th December was necessitated by an unpre
cedented demand from Stamp dealers all over the world for the new
design of Stamps, such a demand as no foresight could have pro
vided for.
The greatest care has always been exercised in keeping up a suffi
cient stock of Postage Stamps in this Colony, and this is proved by
the fact that not a single Stamp surcharged on another denomination

has been issued by this Colony during the past 13 years.
Surely any little inconvenience caused to the printers or the Crown

Agents by telegraphing for further supplies is more than compen
sated for in the extra sum paid for printing and commission.
If the Crown Agents will see the orders for this Colony properly
carried out, I do not apprehend now that the main rush is over, that
it will be necessary to telegraph again. I shall of course take such
steps as I think will prevent it.

In spite of the Postmaster General's protestations De La Rue
received on February 19th a requisition for eight postage duties
comprising over 2J million stamps, with 25,000 Surcharged
Postage Due stamps, Envelopes, Postcards and Newswrappers
with a request that the order should be delivered in the colony
by April 30th. De La Rue at first promised ten weeks delivery,
which they amended to five weeks for a first supply. The com
pletion of the order was not invoiced until May 24th.

The requisition including the new Twenty-five Cents and
Three Dollars duties for Perak, and involving the change in the
colour of the Fifty Cents, was sent to De La Rue on February
25, 1897. New overprint plates were not necessary and the
stamps, with 750 Specimens of the three duties mentioned, were
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invoiced on May 27th. The following quantities were charged: Perak
Twenty-five Cents, 36,000; Fifty Cents, 54,600; Three Dollars, (continued)
9,300.

On March 4, 1897 De La Rue invoiced to the Government of Western
Western Australia the cost of making three working plates for Australia
Twopence halfpenny, Sixpence and One Shilling duties from Twopence

the Original Swan Die at £50 each, and supplying printing halfpenny
plates of 240 multiples for each duty at £85 each. They also ^ ^Un
charged the cost of a Dandy Roll for the 'W. A. Crown' postage

ne ' ng

paper. Hitherto they had printed these stamps from key and
duty plates.
The keyplate had originally consisted of 120 multiples, and
had been increased to 240 multiples according to an invoice of
April 15, 1896. At that time the overprint plates, including those
for the three duties mentioned above, had also been increased
from 60 to 120 multiples.
Supplies of the three values were printed from the new plates
and invoiced on April 6th: Twopence halfpenny, 3,009,840;
Sixpence, 1,200,000; One Shilling, 1,200,000.
There is nothing in the Day Book to suggest that any paper
had yet been manufactured from the new Dandy Roll.

Since 1889 Gold Coast had issued three duties in the Uni- Gold Coast
versal Unified Keyplate design: Five Shillings, Ten Shillings, Universal
and Twenty Shillings. The decision to print the remaining Unified Series
duties in this design was made in a letter from the colony dated
February 8th which the Crown Agents forwarded on March 9,
1897. Nine duties, ranging from Halfpenny to Two Shillings,
were suggested, to which the Crown Agents asked De La Rue
to add Two shillings and Sixpence, Four Shillings, and Five
Pounds, 'as they may be required for Judicial Stamps'. They
also suggested that the colours on the Scheme should be appli
cable to a set of stamps embodying the Arms of the Colony,
'specimens ofwhich were prepared under requisition 74/1887'.*
Finally they asked if the existing Gold Coast Postage design
could be adapted by printing the centre in doubly fugitive ink,
and the various duties in different colours, with the words
'Postage and Revenue' in the border.
The scheme was sent on March 19th:

We beg to enclose on Appendix A a Colour Scheme which we
should recommend for adoption. On Appendix B we submit alterna
tive colours, which are flyed on, and can be detached, if you wish to
substitute any of them for those given on Appendix A.
You ask for the 5,- and 10 - duties to be a dark letter on a white
* This may be a reference to the specimens for a 'new design' which were
submitted on February 22, 1889, but which were rejected in favour of the
Universal Keyplate design.
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(continued)

Negri
Sembilan
Five Cents
Ten Cents
Twenty Cents

Barbados

Jubilee Issue

tablet, but as overprint plates exist for these with a white letter on a

dark tablet, we assume that you will hardly wish to go to the expense
of new duty plates.
It would, we regret, be impossible to alter the existing Gold Coast
Key plate to bear the words 'Postage & Revenue'. If you desire to
have these it would be necessary to go to the expense of a new key die
and plate.

The colour scheme was approved on February 3, 1898, when
the Crown Agents sent the following instructions:

The overprint plates for all the duties ordered, or in the case of
manufacture for the periodical supply, should be put in hand at once
and the next supply printed from them.
The plates for the duties not at present required should be de
ferred until further instructions.
You will notice that the lower values are to be in purple and the
higher in green — this will necessitate the alteration of the colour of
the 5/- and 10/- Stamps.
The £5. colour must not be considered as definitely settled, and
specimens should be submitted at an early date printed on yellow

paper and on white paper in black ink (like the Hong Kong S1).

The seven overprint plates were invoiced on May 11, 1898.
With them were charged six of the duties, with the usual 750
Specimens of each: Halfpenny, 55,380; One Penny, 141,600;
Twopence halfpenny, 26,240; Threepence, 21,840; Sixpence,
6,960; Two Shillings, 10,080.
The One Shilling (9,000 stamps with 750 Specimens) was in
voiced on May 28th. The colours for the remaining values were
approved on February 9, 1899, including a Five Pounds duty.

The requisition for three new duties in the Unified Series
for Negri Sembilan was sent to De La Rue on May 27, 1897.
The overprint plates, specimens and stamps were invoiced on
August 26th: Five Cents, 12,240; Ten Cents, 12,000; Twenty
Cents, 12,240.

The requisition for the special series of Barbados stamps to
celebrate the Queen's Diamond Jubilee was sent to De La Rue
for a report on June 3, 1897. The firm sent a design on June
14th; it was based on a sketch forwarded from the Colony.
They quoted the usual rates, using the original Arms die, for a
working die for the keyplate (£50), a keyplate of 120 multiples in
the large size (£85), and £15 for each overprint plate of 60 mul
tiples in the large size. They asked six months for delivery. In
reply to a question from the Crown Agents De La Rue amended
the time to four months if the issue were confined to one duty
only.
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The design was approved on July 6th, and all nine duties Barbados
were ordered. The Crown Agents stated: 'A portion of the Jubilee Issue
order might be sent out first if any material difference of time (continued)
would be made in the supply.' To which the firm answered as
follows:

We will do our utmost to deliver to your inspector 1000 sheets
each of the Jd., £d., 1d., and 2id., and the whole of the other duties,
of Stamps in 3^ months and the remainder of the order about six
weeks after that. We note from the Requisition that the colours are
to follow the present Postage Stamps.

In the event the dies, plates, Specimens and stamps were in
voiced on December 10th. Of the four lowest duties approxi
mately 500,000 of each were charged; of the Eightpence 20,000,
and of the remaining duties 10,000 each.
Only one more supply was invoiced. On July 26, 1898 the
following supply was charged: Fivepence, 8,400; Sixpence,
5,280; Tenpence, 2,160.
Instructions were received to destroy the printing plates on
April 14, 1899.

Contrary to their usual practice the Crown Agents did not British East
send De La Rue the letter or requisition from the Protectorate Africa
when, on June 24, 1897, they wrote about the change in size of New design
the Rupee duties ofBritish East Africa. for Rupee

duties

It has been decided that in future all Stamps of the value of one
Rupee and upwards required by the Protectorate are to be of
Revenue size — as is the case for the 10, 20 and 50 Rupees, and of
which supply has been ordered.
You are requested to at once proceed with the manufacture of the

5 printing plates required to complete the Rupee Series, viz., those
for Rs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, and to inform us of the earliest date that you
can, on receipt of a requisition, print from them.

On July 8th the Crown Agents ordered 5,000 of each of the
new duties. They asked for a date, and added: 'It is desired that
no intimation of the supply of these stamps should become
known to the public.'
The firm supplied a colour scheme on July 9th, and quoted
ten weeks for delivery. One change was made by the Crown
Agents; the colour of the Ten Rupees was altered from dark
blue to purple.
On October 5th De La Rue invoiced the original plate with
the duty left blank at £20, and eight working duty plates at £20
each. They also supplied 5,040 of each duty and the usual 750
Specimens of each. The stamps were interleaved with blotting
paper.
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St Vincent The circumstances leading to the supply of the St Vincent
Threepence One Penny surcharged Threepence were unusual, and the
on normal routine was not observed. On July 23, 1897 the Crown
One Penny Agents sent the following letter:

St. Vincent requires
120,000 — 3d. 2,000 Sheets.

15,000 — 4d. 500 „
Postage stamps of the existing designs.

Please inform us by telephone tomorrow morning which is the
earliest possible date that delivery can be made.

The firm confirmed their telephone message on July 28th:

We beg to confirm our telephonic message of Saturday, in which
we informed you that we would deliver the Stamps in five weeks.
We assume that the 3d. duty is to be printed in the light brown
shown on our colour scheme dated Sept. 21st 1883 and approved by
you in your letter of the 29th November, 1883. We await the favour
of your early instructions.

On the same day the Crown Agents wrote:

We conclude from our collection that the 3d. stamps should be in
purple doubly fugitive ink, with 'Threepence' overprinted in block

type, as this would appear to be the only threepenny Stamp which
has been supplied for Postage purposes.
We request you to confirm this.

On the next day the firm sent the following explanation:

The reason you have no specimen of the 3d. stamp in your collec
tion is that none have been printed since the scheme was approved
by you on the 29th November, 1883. We therefore conclude that you
will decide to have the 3d. duty printed in the light brown and over
printed in black, as shown on our colour scheme of Sept. 21st 1883.
We would remind you that you already have a stamp printed in

purple, viz. the 6d.

The Crown Agents' reply was terse:

The 3d. Stamps to be supplied as the last issue i.e., purple, with
black overprint to be in the same position and type as the last issue.

It is clear that the Crown Agents did not realise that St
Vincent never had issued a Threepence Postage Stamp. There
had, however, been a Threepence Revenue Stamp, of which
11,760 had been invoiced on August 29, 1890. They no doubt
had a copy of this stamp in their collection, and it would almost
certainly have been printed in doubly fugitive purple.
Either De La Rue did not consider that it was a matter worth
arguing, or they routed out the word 'Revenue' from the
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temporary overprint plate. At any rate no charge was made for
such a plate when the Threepence postage stamps were invoiced
on September 21, 1897, nor were any Specimens supplied; the
quantity was 120,000.
When the surcharged Fivepence was first invoiced on March

1 1 j 1893 both the temporary overprint plate and 750 Specimens
were charged.

St Vincent
Threepence
on
One Penny
(continued)

The second colony to commemorate the Queen's Diamond Mauritius
Jubilee with a stamp issue was Mauritius. The letter from the Jubilee
Colony, with a sketch showing what was required, was sent to Thirty-Six
De La Rue for a report on August 27, 1897. The design, which Cents
had been drawn 'to a size suitable to our machinery', was sub
mitted on September 1st. The usual prices of£jo for an original
die, £45 for a working die, £42. 10. od for a keyplate of 60
multiples in the large size, and £15 for the overprint duty plate,
were quoted. The design was approved on September 23rd and
the die, plates, Specimens and 307,200 stamps were invoiced on
February 11, 1898.

The system of numbering the sheets of each denomination
consecutively was instituted for British Central Africa with a
requisition sent on September 25, 1897. Each duty began at the
figure 1, and each shipment had a distinguishing letter, as in the
case ofHong Kong. The charge was 1/- per 1,000 sheets.

British Central

Africa
Numbering of
sheets

As an example of the great care which governed the printing British East
of the Colonial postage stamps, the following episode is signifi- Africa
cant: it explains why reversed or inverted watermarks are so Wrongly
rarely found on Crown C.A. paper. The letter to the Crown turned sheets

Agents was dated September 28, 1897:

re British East Africa Postage & Revenue Stamps
We regret to have to inform you that our examiners have just dis
covered that our printer has made an unfortunate mistake in printing

150 sheets of the 1 Anna the wrong way of the paper. We shall be
glad if you will authorize your Inspector to allow us to reprint 160
sheets (60 set), so as to allow for waste. We can print them within
ten days from receiving your instructions. We have handed the
balance of this duty, viz., 517 sheets, to your Inspector to-day.

The Inspector was authorized to issue the paper on October
4th.

The third Colony to honour the Diamond Jubilee by special British Guiana
stamps was British Guiana. On October 1, 1897 the Crown Jubilee Issue
Agents sent a letter from the Government Secretary, which
contained full instructions.
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British Guiana I am directed by the Governor to inform you that it has been de-
Jubilee Issue cided by His Excellency in Council to issue some special postage
(continued) stamps in commemoration of the completion of the 6oth year of Her

Majesty's reign, and I am to ask that you will cause enquiries to be
made as to the cost of this issue under the following conditions.
The Stamps are to be of the following denominations and must of
course be of distinctive colours.
1 Cent, 2 Cents, 5 Cents, 10 Cents, 15 Cents.
It was at first thought that there should be a separate design for
each stamp but as that would, it was believed, add considerably to the
cost, I am to transmit to you herewith four photoprints of scenes in
the Colony from which a choice can be made for a design for all the
denominations mentioned above; or at all events not more than two
designs should be used.
The Council were of opinion that these four designs could be
classed in the following order of choice:

1st and best Mount Roraima
2nd The Kaieteur Falls
3rd The Massaruni falls

4th The Timehri Rocks

I am however to leave the selection of the scene to yourselves and
your expert advisers in these matters.
In addition to the usual indications on these Stamps viz.,

Postage and Revenue

British Guiana

'1 Cent' (or as the case may be).

it is thought desirable to have the year 1897 distinctly shown: the
motto however 'Damus petimusque vicissim' need not be given. If
the views, or either of them, could be more satisfactorily reproduced
on an oblong stamp than on one of the ordinary shape there would
seem to be no objection to the adoption of this form, and it might
possibly have some advantage as marking more distinctly the special
character of the stamps. The name of the view or views selected, e.g.,
'Mt. Roraima', 'Kaieteur Falls', should if possible be given on the
design.

I am to request that as soon as possible after a selection of the de
sign has been made, you will let me have an estimate of the cost of the
plates and of the production of say 500,000 Stamps of each value, and
that you will also inform me how soon after a final decision has been
made as to design, colours, &c. these stamps can be in the hands of
the Government and ready for issue.
With regard to the selection of colours I am also to ask your advice
and assistance, and I am to state finally that it is deemed desirable to
make the issue as soon as practicable.

The firm submitted two designs on October 20th. They said
it would be 'necessary to produce the stamps by the copper plate
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process which, although it does not, as you are aware, offer the British Guiana
same safeguards to the Revenue as surface printed stamps, ad- Jubilee Issue

mits nevertheless of a more artistic rendering'. (continued)

They quoted £8 for either Original Landscape plate, £8 for a
dutyplate with the duty left blank, £20 for a Landscape plate
of 60 multiples, and £20 for each dutyplate of 60 multiples, in
cluding the engraving of the duties. They stated it would be
necessary to print the stamps in two colours, and enclosed a
cancelled Tonga Five Shill1ngs to illustrate the effect which
could be obtained from the copperplate process.
The Crown Agents on October 22nd asked for specimen
sheets (in duplicate) of the proposed colours, but were told that
this was impossible as the firm had 'no available means of pro
ducing specimens of the stamps'. They promised to prepare the
plates and submit a colour scheme as soon as the designs had
been approved by the Colony.
The approved designs and a requisition were sent on Decem
ber 31st, and the firm promised to submit a colour scheme. On
January 5, 1898 they wrote the following letter on the quality of
paper required for printing in two colours by the copperplate
process:

We beg to inform you that when printing copperplate Stamps in
two colours, which necessitates damping the paper twice, we are in
the habit of employing paper 25 per cent thicker than the ordinary
postage paper, and we shall be glad if you will authorize your In
spector to specially order your watermarked paper required for the
execution of this order 25 per cent thicker than your ordinary water
marked paper. We feel quite sure that unless you do so, we shall not
be able to obtain a thoroughly satisfactory result, as the damping of
the paper twice is liable to somewhat seriously affect it

, if too thin.

There was further correspondence in March. On the 15th
De La Rue sent the following letter:

Agreeably to your instructions, we beg to hand you on Appendix

A two colour schemes either of which we should recommend for the
five duties of British Guiana Postage and Revenue Jubilee Stamps.
In case you should not approve of our selection, we hand you on
Appendix B 26 combinations for you to select from. These are only
edged on, so that they can be readily detached.
We regret that we shall be unable to execute the order for these
Stamps to time, unless you will allow us to print the vignette plate
on a machine which is in a room by itself in our 'Mint' Works, which
your Inspector can lock up at night and open in the morning. This
would leave the whole of the six machines in the room under your
control free for printing the borders which contain the duties. We
shall require to make two plates each of the 1 cent and 2 Cent duties.
As your Inspector counts the paper out to us, and as we are held
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British Guiana responsible for it until we redeliver it to him, we think that you will
Jubilee Issue not see any objection to the course we suggest. We showed your
(continued) Inspector the room in which we propose to print the vignettes and,

as we informed him, we should put one of our own controlling StafF
in, to watch the work.
The Stamps being in two colours entail no less than 75,000 print
ings, exclusive of allowance for waste, and, as you are aware, the
copperplate process ofprinting occupies considerable time.

To this letter the Crown Agents sent the following reply on
March 21st:

In reply to your memorandum of the 15th inst., we will in the
special circumstances agree to your proposal to print the vignette on

a machine which is in a room by itself at your Print Works.
We return the colour scheme and we have chosen the colours
marked with crosses.
We hope the engraving of the Kaieteur Falls is an exact reproduc
tion of the photograph, as the rising column of spray on the left of the
picture appears to have a hard look, especially when compared with
the lighter spray to the right of the design.
It appears to be immaterial which colours are used for the various
duties.

We hope there will be nothing to prevent the execution of the order
by the due date.

The firm replied on March 24th:

We beg to say that the reproduction is the best that can be engraved
on such a small scale from the photograph which was sent to us. The
photograph itself has the hard look which you call attention to, and
this is of necessity somewhat intensified when reproduced on a
smaller scale.

We regret to say that the engraving of the plates has occupied
somewhat more time than we anticipated; in addition to which the
steel roller unfortunately cracked in the hardening and the work had
to be done all over again. We therefore fear that it may be about two
months before we shall be able to make a delivery to your Inspector.

Although the invoice for the complete order was not sub
mitted until December 28, 1898 the following letter suggests
that advance supplies were despatched before that date. It was
written by the Crown Agents on October 13th.

The enclosed letter dated 28th ultimo from the Government of
British Guiana is forwarded to you with a request that you will use
every endeavour to complete the remainder of the Stamps in time for
delivery in the Colony by the time named.
In what position is the undelivered balance of the order?

In their reply the firm admitted further manufacturing
difficulties.
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With reference to the letter herewith returned, we beg to inform British Guiana
you that we shall be able to complete the whole of the 5, 10 and 15 Jubilee Issue
Cent Stamps in about a week's time and the 2 cent by the end of (continued)
Nov.
We had an unfortunate accident with the view plate of the 1 Cent
Stamp, as some grit got on it and scratched it. This has necessitated
our preparing a new plate, which will be ready in a day or two, and
we regret that the completion of these stamps cannot be delivered
before the middle of December.

The firm now found themselves confronted by orders for
copperplate printing which they certainly had not visualised
two years earlier.
The following stamps, with 750 Specimens of each duty,
were invoiced: One Cent, 787,500; Two Cents, 884,040; Five
Cents, 306,900; Ten Cents, 153,600: Fifteen Cents, 154,680.

New plates for the Western Australia One Penny and Two- Western
pence were invoiced on October 4, 1897. Australia

New Plates

There is a day book entry, dated October 13, 1897, f0r SUP~
plying the Crown Agents with 750 Specimens each of the Bechuanaland
Bechuanaland Halfpenny, One Penny, Twopence, Fourpence Protectorate
and Sixpence 'for distribution among the countries in the Postal Specimens of
Union'. Otherwise there are no particulars either in Correspon- 1897 issue

dence Books or Day Books of the quantities of the overprinted
Great Britain duties issued in the earlier part of the year, nor of
Specimens of the Threepence duty.

Although their printing and issue does not fall within the Mauritius
scope of this book the colours of the Mauritius One Rupee, Arms Issue
Two Rupees Fifty Cents, and Five Rupees were selected by
the Colonial Government in a letter sent to De La Rue on
October 14, 1897. The One Rupee was to be purple and blue,
the Two Rupees Fifty Cents purple and pink, and the Five
Rupees green and orange. The question was raised by the
Colonial Secretary as to why Mauritius stamps should be
limited to purple and green when the stamps 'in use at home'
were printed in several difFerent colours.
To this question De La Rue made no reply, beyond their
invariable 'Noted'. The following letter from the Crown Agents
however, dated November 4th, may have been prompted by the
query:

We wish to see the effect of printing Stamps in the three doubly
fugitive inks on our three difFerent coloured watermarked papers.
We should be obliged if you would supply a few specimens (of any
kind of stamp) of the purple, green and black inks on our white, red
and yellow papers.
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Mauritius
Arms Issue

(continued)

Hong Kong
One Dollar
Forgery

The firm replied fully on November 29th, and sent a full
range of specimens.

On Appendix hereto, we beg to hand you the asked for specimens.
We have not only printed specimens from a plate in one working of
our own, but we have thought it wise to include specimens from the
Universal Postage and Revenue Key plate, for the effect of the Stamps
printed in two colours is considerably different to that when they are

printed simply in one.
If you are thinking of introducing Stamps on coloured papers, it
would, we submit, be wise for you to order some yellow in the

Postage size, for the effect of the Stamps printed on your buff paper
is not at all satisfactory.

By the time a final decision was made as to the colour of these
three Mauritius duties doubly fugitive black was fully estab
lished, and so were the blue, red and yellow papers.

The following letter from Hong Kong, dated September 16,
1897, was sent by the Crown Agents on October 25th with a
request for a report:

In consequence of the recent forgery of Hong Kong $1 Stamps,
the issue of such Stamps has been cancelled and it has become neces
sary to substitute a stamp of a different colour.
I am accordingly to request you to furnish with the next half-
yearly supply of Stamps 100 sheets of S1 Stamps of a colour different
from that of the Stamp hitherto in use and as distinctly unlike as
possible to that of Stamps of lower values. The exact colour might be
left to the discretion of the manufacturers.

The firm replied on October 29th:

We shall be glad if one of the forged Stamps can be sent to us for
inspection, as it is of course impossible for us to report upon the
Stamps until we have seen a specimen. We believe it probable that a
10 Cent Stamp, which is printed on red paper, has been overprinted
in type with the words 'One Dollar'. If this were done, it might easily
escape detection. If the forgery has been committed, as we anticipate,
by overprinting, the proper course would be for the Government of
Hong Kong to go to the expense of a new special die and plate for the
S1. Stamp. In our opinion, overprinted Stamps should only be used
temporarily, during the preparation of dies and plates.

It would appear that the firm's surmise was correct. On
November 10th they were asked 'to furnish a specimen of a
temporary stamp overprinted as before but on yellow paper or,
in a different ink, on either white or red paper'.
These specimens were submitted on November 16th; they
consisted of one in black on white paper, and three on yellow
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paper in different colours. De La Rue did not submit a specimen Hong Kong
on red paper because that was the style of the stamp to be super- One Dollar

Forgery
(continued)

Sterling
Currency

seded.

On November 19th the Crown Agents approved the specimen
printed on yellow paper in green ink, but three days later they
wrote to say that their Inspector reported that the yellow paper
in his possession was not suitable. They asked for further
specimens on buff paper; these were sent on November 24th in
the three doubly fugitive inks.
On November 26th the Crown Agents decided that the
coloured inks on buff paper 'do not give at all satisfactory
results'. They selected the specimen of November 16th in
black on white paper. The stamps (24,000) with 750 Specimens
were invoiced on December 21st.

On November 13, 1897 the Crown Agents sent the following Gibraltar
letter from the Colonial Secretary of Gibraltar dated October Return to

27th. They also asked for a report on the existing plates.

It is in contemplation to alter the medium in which postal rates
are now charged in Gibraltar, and to fix the same in British Sterling.
The colours and pattern of the Stamps would be unchanged; but it
would be necessary to alter words showing the changes from pesetas
and centimos to shillings and pence.
It is understood that with the stamp plates now used, the type ex
pressing the rate can be changed without a new plate being required,
and I should be obliged if you could inform me at your early con
venience whether this is the case.

It is very desirable that at present no intimation of the contem
plated change should reach the public, and I have therefore marked
this letter confidential.

The firm reported that the plates were in good condition, and
that it would only be necessary to provide overprint plates for
any new duties. The plates had been dismounted, but they
were prepared to remount them free of charge.
On May 10th De La Rue were instructed to prepare overprint
plates for One Penny, Threepence, One Shilling, Two Shillings,
Four Shillings, Eight Shillings and One Pound. They also re
ceived a requisition for a supply of stamps of the seven duties
from Halfpenny to One Shilling.
On June 13th the Crown Agents confirmed that the One
Pound stamps, for which so far no requisition had been re
ceived, would be printed on red paper 'like the Gold Coast and
Sierra Leone £1 stamps. In order to save time we will not ask
you to send up a specimen of the stamp'. On July 11th De La
Rue stated that they were 'in some doubt' as to the colours in
which the Twopence and One shilling should be printed. The
Crown Agents replied on the following day.
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Gibraltar
Return to
Sterling
Currency

(continued)

Negri
Sembilan
Two Cents
Eight Cents

In reply to your memorandum of the 11th inst. we think that the
2d., 6d., and 1/- Stamps would be improved by having coloured
overprints.
We request you therefore to submit a colour scheme of stamps
with the bodies the same as the last supply of similar stamps but
with several different coloured overprints to choose from.

The firm sent five combinations of colour for each of the
three duties on July 13th. They also included the Fourpence,
as it was being produced from the keyplate. They stated that the
keyplate had already been printed for all four duties. The
selected colours were approved on July 15th, and the stamps
were invoiced, with 750 Specimens of each duty, on August
20th, when the following quantities were charged: Halfpenny,
182,880; One Penny, 303,120; Twopence, 59,280; Twopence
halfpenny, 300,720; Fourpence, 59,160; Sixpence, 29,880; One
Shilling, 60,000.
As no overprint plates were charged it is clear that De La Rue
still had and used the original plates for the One Penny and One
Shilling, although the Crown Agents had authorized new ones
on May 10th.

Two new duties in the Negri Sembilan Postage and Revenue
series were ordered on November 26, 1897. The overprint
plates, Specimens and stamps were invoiced on February 25,
1898: Two Cents, 12,000; Eight Cents, 48,000.

British
Honduras

Twenty-five
Cents

Uganda
Protectorate

Copperplate
Series

The Twenty-five Cents for British Honduras in the Uni
versal Postage design was ordered by the Crown Agents on
December 8, 1897. De La Rue submitted six different colour
combinations, one of which was approved on December 22nd.
The overprint plate, with 750 Specimens and 120,000 stamps,
was invoiced on February 16, 1898.

On December 21, 1897 De La Rue received the following
unusually detailed instructions from the Crown Agents on the
subject of a new series of stamps for the Uganda Protectorate.

The Government of the Uganda Protectorate is contemplating
the issue of a series of Stamps and we request that you will prepare
some designs for consideration and submit to us as early as possible.
The enclosed sheet of designs has been handed us by the Com
missioner for consideration and he is inclined to adopt a stamp of the
character of that in use in the British East Africa Protectorate, but
with supporters peculiar to Uganda such as a Banana and Date Palm
or two animals — those most suitable being the Elephant, Zebra, Lion
and Leopard.
The design marked A in the sheet sent herewith it is thought may
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give an idea for a suitable stamp, but the Elephant tusks would Uganda
probably have to be omitted. Protectorate

Copperplate
The firm's attention having been directed to the Br1t1sh East Series
Africa design it is not surprising that they proposed a design on (continued)
similar lines. They spent some time on the preparatory work and
eventually replied on January 24, 1898:

We have the pleasure to enclose two designs, one Postage size for
the Anna duties, and one Revenue size for the Rupee duties, which
follows the plan adopted for British East Africa. We trust that these

designs will meet with approval. We found it impossible to make good
Stamps if we followed too closely the sketches sent us, which we
therefore treated as mere suggestions.

For the production of these Stamps, it would be necessary to pre
pare two original Stamp plates, one for each size, at a cost of£20 each,
and also duty working plates for each duty required. The Anna series
Postage size, 60-set, working plates would be £14 each, and the
Revenue size 60-set £20 each.
The Stamps would be supplied under tables C2 and C4 of the
Copper plate Schedule.
We presume that these Stamps will have to be interleaved with
blotting paper, as in the case of the British East Africa, at a cost of
2d. per thousand.

E. E. Blake, the Agent General, took a personal part in the
handling of this order, and sent the following critical note to
Thomas Andros De La Rue two days later:

I return herewith the designs for the Uganda Stamps and I am
sorry to say that I do not think they will do. The use of the portrait
seems to spoil the stamps and to render them very feeble looking and
conventional and in the case of the Rupee design the oval standing
on a pedestal seems an impossible state of things.
I think the foliage part of the designs is very nice, but the rest re
quires a deal of modification and I must ask you to try again. Why
cannot your designer seek his inspiration in the Chinese, Japanese,
Persian and other Eastern Stamps. Some of these are beautiful in
design, but we never seem capable of turning out good work either
in design of stamps or medals or coins.

This led to the following formal letter from the firm on
February 18th:

We beg to enclose designs C and D, which are modifications of the
designs A and B originally submitted, carried out in accordance with
the verbal instructions given us by Mr. Blake. We also enclose
alternative design E for the Postage size, having an ostrich vignette,
and a design F for the Revenue size, having a lion vignette. We our
selves think that the designs C and D would make by far the hand
somer Stamps.
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Uganda
Protectorate

Copperplate
Series

(continued)

The designs C and D were approved on March 28th, and
plates were ordered for five Anna duties and two Rupee duties.
The firm promised to put the work in hand at once and expected
to complete in about three months.
The original plates, one in each size, were invoiced on August
26th at £20 each, together with five working duty plates for the
Anna size at £14 each, and two working plates for the Rupee
size at £20 each, all of 60 multiples. The usual 750 Specimens of
each duty were charged, with the following stamps: One Anna,
25,020; Two Annas, 24,060; Three Annas, 19,380; Four Annas,
25,140; Eight Annas, 10,020; One Rupee, 10,020; Five Rupees,
10,020. They were interleaved with blotting paper at 2d per
1,000 stamps.



CHAPTER XXII

1898 TO THE END OF THE REIGN

The year of the Diamond Jubilee had been sparsely commemo
rated by the Postmasters General of the Empire. With the cer
tainty of trouble in South Africa, and of the end of a reign that
had outlasted the memory of most living men and women, the
people of Britain were on the stepping stones of a fast moving
stream. It was a time of transition at Bunhill Row also. Warren
De La Rue was now a legend; Warren William had just retired;
Doubly Fugitive ink was giving way to the unmentionable
oleaginous; Thomas Andros was in the chair.

The order for a new St Lucia Twopence duty was sent by St Lucia
the Crown Agents on January 7, 1898. Blue with an orange over- Twopence
print was suggested and a specimen was sent accordingly. The
design was approved on January 13th and the overprint plate
was invoiced on March 17th, with 750 Specimens and 153,720
stamps.

On January 18, 1898 De La Rue reported that Plate 3 of the Natal
Natal One Penny was worn out, having yielded about 118,000 One Penny
impressions. The new plate was authorised on March 23rd, and Plate No. 4
invoiced on May 26th.

The requisition for Selangor stamps sent on January 18, Selangor
1898 involved a change in the colour of the Fifty Cents in the Colour
Unified Series from doubly fugitive purple and black to doubly Change
fugitive green and black: it also called for a new Eight Cents Fifty Cents
duty. Eight Cents

The overprint plate, 750 Specimens of the duties concerned,
and the following quantities were invoiced on April 18th: Eight
Cents: 60,720; Fifty Cents, 60,600.

The honour of providing the first occasion on which a Colony Trinidad
marked by a special stamp issue the commemoration of an event Columbus
in its own history falls to Trinidad. On January 26, 1898 the Centenary
Crown Agents sent to De La Rue for report the following letter
from the Governor of the Colony to Mr Joseph Chamberlain,
who was then Secretary of State for the Colonies:

605
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Trinidad The 3 1st of July 1898 will be memorable in the annals of Trinidad
Columbus on account of its being the 400th anniversary of its discovery by
Centenary Columbus. On that day in the year 1498 he sighted the Trinity Peaks
(continued) on tne South Coast of Trinidad and at the same time first saw the

Main Land of the Western Hemisphere.
It is my intention to celebrate this remarkable event during the
visit of the North American and West Indian Squadron in February
next, on which subject I shall address you in a separate despatch,
but I desire to have a lasting memorial in the issue of a commemora
tive Stamp, in which desire my Executive Council concurs.
The postage for letters between all parts of Her Majesty's Empire
is about to be reduced to twopence, so that a new Stamp of that value
will be required and I think this new twopenny Stamp might well be
made commemorative of Columbus's discovery of Trinidad.
I propose that 500,000 of this Stamp should be sold to the public,
after which a twopenny Stamp of the ordinary Trinidad pattern will
be issued. This commemorative Stamp will be used for Postage pur
poses only so that it may be printed in any colour and of any size.
All details I leave to the good taste of the Crown Agents and Messrs.
De La Rue and Company, but I enclose a photograph of a stained
glass window which is in the Council Chamber here the design of
which I should wish, if possible, adapted to the purpose. The artist
would probably reduce the number of figures and otherwise alter the
picture but I would like the Stamp in its main points to follow the
design in the window.
It is absolutely necessary that the issue should be in Trinidad by
June, 1898, so as to be issued on 31st July.
I may mention that the proposed celebration and the commemo
rative Stamp is exciting considerable interest, and I beg that, should
you approve the proposal, as I sincerely trust you may, the Crown
Agents will be at once instructed to take the necessary steps to give
it effect.

On February 7th the firm sent alternative designs; one in a
single colour, the other in two. 'It will be necessary to produce
these stamps by the copperplate process, as it would be im
possible to obtain a satisfactory result by surface printing.' They
quoted £20 for the original plate, and £20 for the working
plate. If the stamps were printed in two colours there would be
an additional £8 for a duty plate, and £20 for a second working
plate. They went on to say:

We should recommend you to have the stamps printed in two
colours, as we think that a much more satisfactory result would be
obtained. If you decide to do so we shall be glad if you will, as in the
case of British Guiana, have the paper made 25 per cent thicker;
indeed we venture to suggest that you should give a general authority
for the thicker paper to be used for any Stamps printed in two colours

by the copperplate process and we think you will not object to do this,
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seeing that Messrs. Turner have agreed to supply the thicker paper Trinidad
at the same price as the ordinary thickness. Columbus

Centenary
The Crown Agents replied on February 10th: (continued)

We return the two designs which we like extremely, but we think

the Stamp might be improved by introducing the words 'Com

memoration of the landing of Columbus' in larger type, like that of
the present word 'Commemoration'. If this cannot be put in at the
top of the stamp, possibly it might be arranged to take the place of
the pillars.
If, however, the pillars are not dispensed with then we think they
would be improved by being prolonged at the bottom (something
like the panel in the photograph) to take the place of the present
square pedestals.

A revised sketch was approved by Blake and further designs
were sent on February 18th. One of these, suitable for two-
colour printing, was approved on February 19th, and the firm
were told to go ahead. On May 11 they sent no less than thirty-
seven combinations of a colour scheme:

On Appendix A we beg to hand you the two combinations of
colours which in our opinion give the best results for the 2d. Com
memoration Stamp. In case you do not approve of either Stamp on
Appendix A, we hand you on Appendix B 35 combinations for you
to select from. These are only edged on, so that they can be readily
detached.

It would expedite the work and be of assistance to us if you will
allow us to print the vignette plate on our machine, as in the case of
the British Guiana Stamps. We have so much work in hand for you
at the present time that it will occupy the presses at the Anchor
Works for some months to come, even ifyou accede to our request.

The Crown Agents' reply was critical, and they asked for more
proofs.

In reply to your memorandum of the 11th inst. we think the com
memoration stamps would look much better, either printed in one
colour, or with a border of a slightly darker shade of the same colour.
We think the borders are all too heavy and dark and have the effect
of killing the centre part of the Stamp and we should like to see a few
specimens both whole colours and darker borders of the same colour,
of the shades of Sepia, Brown and Black.
We do not think blue or green would give such a good effect.
We have marked three of the colours which appear the best in
pencil.

We have no objection to the stamps being printed on your machine
as is the case of the British Guiana stamps.

The new specimens, with estimate, were submitted on May
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Trinidad 23rd. Nevertheless the Crown Agents were still not satisf1ed.
Columbus They asked to see further specimens 'with a more pronounced
Centenary difference in the borders'. They then raised the point of having
(cont1nued) a smgie colour plate instead ofprinting in two colours .

De La Rue reported that the extra cost of making a new
printing plate would be offset by the saving in the cost of print
ing in one colour, instead of two. They sent further colour trials
on May 27, and at last had an approved colour trial on June 1st,
with a request for urgent delivery.
The firm pointed out that the plates had been ready since
May 11th, when the colour trials were submitted, and that much
time had been lost, but that they would endeavour to get an
advance supply of 1,000 sheets away by the mail-steamer leaving
on June 28th. The complete invoice was not sent until Novem
ber 2 1st. They charged the usual £20 each for Original Vignette
plate and working plate; £8 for the original duty plate and £20
for the working plate; and supplied 539,400 stamps and 750
Specimens.

Virgin Islands
Copperplate
Issue

On February 14, 1898 the Crown Agents forwarded to De
La Rue the papers concerning a new issue of stamps for the
Virgin Islands, which had been using the Leeward Islands Uni
versal Unif1ed Keyplate series since the end of October, 1890.
They asked for specimens. The first document is a letter from
the Colonial Secretary to the Crown Agents dated January 18th.

The Secretary of State having approved of a new issue of adhesive
Postage and Revenue Stamps for the Presidency of the Virgin Islands,
I am desired by the Governor to request that you will be good enough
to obtain and forward at an early date impressions of Stamps of the
following values: Green £d., Blue 1d., Yellow 2£d., Red 4d., Pink
6d., Brown 7d., Mauve 1/-., Claret 5/-.
It is suggested that a single die be used, varying the colour accord
ing to the value as above, and that a moveable value type be used to

denote the values, and that the device of the Virgin &c. should be of
oval shape as per pattern attached.

His Excellency would be glad to be furnished with an estimate of
the cost of the die.
I enclose an impression of the Seal of the Virgin Islands which
may be of assistance when designing the die.

The Crown Agents referred this letter to the Colonial Off1ce
for confirmation, and received the following answer on Feb
ruary 11th:

I am directed by Mr. Secretary Chamberlain to acknowledge the
receipt of your letter of the 8th instant, and to inform you that he
sees no objection to your complying with the request of the Govern
ment of the Leeward Islands that the design for the new issue of
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1-3. Designs A(1), B(2) and C(3) submitted 5, 6. Trinidad designs, 29/7/95.
to Sir Harry Johnston, 17/12/94. 7, 8. Trinidad designs approved, 5/1 1/95.
4. Original sketch (reduced) received from 9. Alternative suggestions for Trinidad over-
Sir Harry Johnston. prints, 6/ 12/95.
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i, 2. Rejected (i) and approved (a) designs
submitted November 1895 for Zululand.

3-5. Designs D(3), A(4) and F(s), sub
mitted for Malta on September 30, 1896, and
rejected.

6, 7. Alternative designs for Malta One
Farthing, April 12, 1898.
8 -ii. Universal Postage keyplate essays
and new designs for an Arms series, submitted
for St Vincent, 16/10/96.
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1, 2. Designs for Bermuda Arms series, sub
mitted November 26, 1896.
3-6. Four designs, A(1), B(2), Q3) and
D(4), submitted for new Natal Unified Series,
December 23, 1896.

7. Design submitted for Ceylon high values,
January 12, 1899.
8, 9. Designs submitted March 28, 1899 for
Mauritius De La Bourdonnais Commemora
tion.
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1-4. Federated Malay States. Designs A(1),
B(2), C(3) and D(4), 27 6 99.
5, 6. Further designs E(s) and F(6), 12/9/99.
7. Design G, submitted 20,999, approved
temporarily 25/9/99.

8. Design H, 27/10/99. Design I was similar.
9 - 11. Designs K(9), L(io) and M(n),
14/ 11/99.
12. Proof from one of the plates made after
approval of specimen K, 6/2/00.
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Postage and Revenue Stamps for the Presidency of the Virgin Islands Virgin Islands
should be similar to the pattern formerly in use, as the character of Copperplate
any stamp printed from a new die will doubtless be markedly dis- Issue
tinct and there is scope for further distinctionj if thought advisable, (cont1nued)
in the style and setting of the lettering.
At the same time I am to suggest that the former design, to judge
from the pattern enclosed in your letter, appears exceedingly poor in
execution and could, without departing from the general scheme, be
so much improved by any competent artist in stamp designing as to
render any confusion with the older issue impossible.

The firm submitted a design on February 25th with a quota
tion for stamps to be produced by the Copperplate process. On
this the Crown Agents commented on March 1st:

We very much like the design which accompanied your memoran
dum of the 25th ultimo which follows the Seal of the Colony.
The figure of the Virgin appears to us, however, to be of a dis-
tincdy classical type. The name of the Island is taken from the ten
thousand of the Roman Catholic Calendar and a more Christian (or
Madonna like) figure, like that of the old 4d. and 1/- Stamps might,
we think, be considered more appropriate. We should be glad if you
would furnish an alternative design with a figure of this description
for consideration.

De La Rue sent an alternative design on March 7th. They
pointed out that the design first submitted 'follows the instruc
tions contained in the Colonial Secretary's letter of January
18th'. The Crown Agents referred it to the Secretary of State,
and the alternative design was approved on March 21st, and
De La Rue were told to submit a colour scheme in due course.
On June 10th the Crown Agents sent the requisition and
pressed for the colour scheme and a delivery date. This the firm
promised to do, but on being pressed again on June 24th they
replied as follows:

We regret to have to inform you that just as we were going to start
making the plate, the original broke in half, and so we have now to
commence the engraving all over again. We will push on with the
work as much as possible.

The colour scheme was eventually sent on September 1st.
It was approved on September 27th and the firm promised
delivery in approximately eight weeks. On October 19th they
were asked not to charge the stamps before January 1st next,
and the invoice is therefore entered in the Day Book at Decem
ber 31, 1898.
The Original plate with the duty left blank was charged at
£20, and each of the eight working duty plates of 120 multiples
cost £20. The usual 750 Specimens were supplied of each and
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St Vincent
Universal
Unified Series

the following quantities were invoiced: Halfpenny, 120,720;
One Penny, 118,920; Twopence halfpenny, 120,000; Fourpence,
35,760; Sixpence, 36,000; Sevenpence, 36,720; One Shilling,
36,000; Five Shillings, 12,000.

The long battle for the retention, or abolition, of the Perkins,
Bacon design for St Vincent closed on February 17, 1898, when
the Crown Agents authorised De La Rue to manufacture the
overprint plates for eight duties for use with the Universal Key-
plate: it was not yet known whether it would be the Postage or
Unified Keyplate. De La Rue stated that it would take about
three months to complete the overprint plates, and that the work
would be put in hand at once.
On April 15th the Crown Agents confirmed that it would be
the Universal Unified plate, and asked for a colour scheme as
soon as practicable. This was sent on June 21st.
The Crown Agents made the following comments on the
colour scheme in a letter of June 27th; the letter inaugurated a
regular system to control the style of the duty tablets.

We think the annexed colour scheme would be much improved
by adopting the Sierra Leone arrangement of dividing the purple
stamps into coloured and white ground tablets.
The £d. and 1d. colours do not require any change but we request
you to furnish a colour scheme more like that of the 12th Jan. '97
under Req. 68 and 80/96 — Sierra Leone — with a few loose speci
mens to choose from.
This arrangement of dividing the series into dark and light tablets
should, we think, be adopted in all cases where there are more than
three or four stamps of the same colours, and a few loose stamps
should be sent in all cases where there are many duties to decide on.

The firm replied on June 29th:

We regret to have to inform you that the whole of the overprints
are made, and therefore in the present series it is impossible to carry
out your instructions. We note, however, for future guidance that in
all cases the series are to be divided into dark and light grounds when
there are more than four Stamps of the same Key-plate colour.
We beg to hand you 8 further loose specimens, in case you should
wish to substitute any for those on our colour scheme of the 21st
instant.

The Crown Agents decided not to make any changes,
especially as 'the only colours which make a distinct contrast are
the blue and lilac, the former ofwhich must be retained in case
of a 2£d stamp being required in the future'.
The actual requisition was sent on September 9th and this
included an order for 500 sheets of a Twopence halfpenny.
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Delivery was promised in approximately ten weeks, and the St Vincent
overprint plates and stamps, with the usual 750 Specimens of Universal
each, were invoiced on August 19th. The following quantities Unified Series
were supplied: Halfpenny, 120,000; One Penny, 180,120; Two- (continued)
pence halfpenny, 60,000; Threepence, 60,000; Fourpence,
30,000; Fivepence, 30,000; Sixpence, 30,000; One Shilling,
12,000; Five Shillings, 6,000.

On February 24, 1898 De La Rue reported that the Hong Hong Kong
Kong Ten Cents plate was worn out, having yielded about Ten Cents
50,000 impressions. On March 5th the Colony telegraphed for new plate
1,000 sheets of the Ten Cents, and these were printed from the
old plate. This was followed by a requisition which included a
further 2,000 sheets of the Ten Cents; the firm pressed the
Crown Agents to instruct them to make a new plate and this was
authorised; the new plate No. 2 was invoiced on July 15th.

The requisition which the Crown Agents sent to De La Rue Grenada
in April 1898 for the Grenada Twopence halfpenny Commemo- Columbus
rative consisted of the following letter from the Governor of the Centenary
Windward Islands to the Secretary of State:

On the 15th August next the 400th anniversary of the discovery of
Grenada will take place, for on that date of 1498 Columbus, after
passing through the straits of Boca del Dragon which separates
Trinidad from the main land of South America, sighted the Islands
of Tobago and Grenada, and called them respectively Asuncion and
Concepcion.
It is my desire, which is shared by my Executive Council, to mark
an anniversary of such interest and importance in the Colony's
history by the issue of a special 2 £d Postage Stamp, of the design en
closed, and subject to the discretion of the Crown Agents as to its
size and colour, commemorative of the discovery, and I accordingly
submit the proposal for your approval.
For sale to the public, I recommend an issue of 500,000 of the
Stamps, after which the plate can be destroyed; and should you
approve of the proposal, I would ask that the Crown Agents may be
authorised to take the necessary steps to give it effect in time to admit
of the issue reaching the Colony about July next.
I append a requisition, in duplicate, on the Crown Agents, for the
supply desired.

On April 27th De La Rue submitted a design based on sketch
B forwarded by the Colony. They had chosen the copperplate
process, and quoted £$ for engraving the original, and £20 for a
printing plate of 60 multiples. They continued:

We can undertake to deliver a first supply of the stamps in ten
weeks from the date of receiving your final instructions, provided
you will allow us to print them on our machine, as in the case of the
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British Guiana Stamps. The whole of our copper-plate printing
presses at the Anchor Works will be occupied on your work for some
time to come, and therefore we trust that you will fall in with our
suggestion.

The Crown Agents returned the design on April 29th with
the following criticism:

We return herewith the papers and design submitted for the
commemoration Stamps requisitioned for, and think that the design
would be improved by doing away with the inside border on each
side, and shewing the stems of the Palm Trees.
The word 'Postage' might also be omitted and the space filled up
1498
- 15th August- 1898, and the duty be shown on both sides

thus2^.
We shall be glad if you will submit another design embodying the
above suggestions as soon as possible.

A further design was submitted on May 5th, and this was
approved two days later subject to one modification in the
lettering: the words in the side panels were altered from 'Two
pence Halfpenny' to 'Postage'. They agreed to the stamps being
printed under the same conditions as the British Guiana
Diamond Jubilee stamps.
The colour scheme of eight suggestions was submitted on
June 29th, and the selected colour was approved on July 1st.
When doing so the Crown Agents suggested that the figures of
the date, 1498, might be larger. The firm pointed out that it was
too late to make any change, as the plate was ready for printing.
Clearly the stamps were sent out in instalments as ready, as
on November 11th the Crown Agents sent a letter from
Grenada, dated October 27th, ask1ng that further supplies
might be suspended. Again it was too late, as all the stamps had
been printed and packed.
The original plate, working plate, 506400 stamps and 750
specimens were invoiced on November 12th. There had been
some difficulty, for a credit note appears in the Day Book at
December 31, 1898 for 425 Sheets CC Receipt paper which had
been spoilt in printing; it was charged at 47/- per ream, or

£1-19-11.

Universal On May 20, 1898 the Crown Agents agreed to De La Rue, at
Unified their own expense, putting in hand a new Universal Postage and
Keyplate Revenue Keyplate to replace the worn one.

Bechuanaland On June 14, 1898, De La Rue charged the Crown Agents the
Protectorate cost of overprinting 750 Specimens of the Bechuanaland Three-
Specimens pence for distribution among the countries in the Postal Union.

Again there is no record in the Correspondence Book or Day
Book giving details of the quantity printed.
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Issue

On June 29, 1898 the Crown Agents sent to De La Rue, with Turks and
a request for designs and estimates, the following letter from the Caicos Islands

Commissioner ofTurks Islands, dated May 14th: Copperplate

I would ask you to be good enough to quote the cost of a die with
the Arms of the Colony, of somewhat similar pattern to the die used
for the present issue of Stamps for the Colony of Mauritius, but
perhaps a trifle larger, with the words 'Postage' and 'Turks and
Caicos Islands'.
The present issues date from the time when the Caicos Islands
were of less consideration to the Dependency than they are now, and
I think it might be well that their name should appear on any future
issue.

I have thought that one die would perhaps suffice, with a space
for labels or plugs of the different values required, and shall be
obliged if you can kindly advise as to this, forwarding also copies of
one or two different designs.

On July 4th the firm sent two designs, A in postage size and
B in the large Revenue size, suitable for surface printing, the
Arms being in the same size in each design in order to save a
second Original die. They quoted the usual price of £70 for the
die, £45 for ±e key work1ng die, £21-5- for a Postage size key-
plate of 60 multiples or £42-10- for the large size keyplate, and
the usual £12 and £15 respectively for the duty plates.
On July 12th the Crown Agents sent the following comments:

We return the two designs which accompanied your memorandum
of the 4th instant. The ship appears to be a correct copy of the wood
cut in the book of Arms, but as the woodcut is extremely crude and
badly drawn we think the design for the stamps might be much im

proved by bettering the drawing from an artistic point of view, while
still keeping to the general idea of the Arms.
This appears to have been done with success in the case of the
British Guiana ship and the Arms of the Turks Islands if artistically
treated might produce a very good result.
The better drawing of the sails and ship, the bow of which should
appear slightly higher out of the water than the stern — would no
doubt have the desired effect, and the omission of the word 'Postage'
would also be an improvement.
We request you to furnish amended designs — the colours ofwhich
we leave to your discretion, but it occurs to us that the sepia gives
rather a heavy look to the sea and foreground.

Further designs were sent on August 10th, labelled AA and
BB. On December 15th the Crown Agents sent the following
letter from the Commissioner, dated November 25th:

Since my letter No. 849/239 of 29th September last was written,
I have been further considering yours No. 50 of 17th August last,
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quoting cost of dies &c., for a proposed new issue of Postage Stamps for
the Dependency.
The total cost of stamps of say the following denominations £d.,
1d. j 2d., 2id., 3d., 4d., 6d., 1/-, 2/- and 5/-, amounts I find to the
very appreciable sum of £304. 15. o, and I have been considering
whether there may be any means by which the object sought can be
effected with a less outlay.
I am not versed in these matters, but it occurs to me to ask whether
it would not be possible to produce at a cost of say from £80. to £100
one complete die with a vacant space or label in which the different
values could be type printed as required.
I note that the dies for the present line-engraved stamps of 1d.,
6d., and 1/- denominations obtained from Messrs. Perkins and Bacon
cost something over £30 each. One die from which sheets could be
struck off in different colours, of a complete stamp with a blank space
in which any value desired could then be printed off, would it seems
to me meet all requirements, for such printing can I imagine be
executed with suff1ciently absolute accuracy to ensure the absence of
undesirable variations.

I attach a very rough example of what I mean, and in connection
with the design would explain that the present is the fiftieth year of
the Dependency's separation from the Bahamas, when it became a
separate Colony, while the name Turks Islands is supposed to have
been derived from a Cactus which I have attempted to depict, known
as the Turks Head Cactus, and which grows here so plentifully. Such
a stamp would, it seems to me, present features of interest.
Of course the size of the stamp would be the usual one or a little
larger if necessary and the central design to suit. I have only used this
for convenience in making a pattern to show what I meant.
P.S.I attach impression ofan old seal showing a Turks Head cactus.

The requested economy led to the substitution of the copper
plate process. Two amended designs C, CC (for one colour) and
D, DD (for two colours) were submitted, and further new de
signs EE (for one colour) and FF (for two colours) embodying
the whole arms of the colony, whereas the other designs only
showed the ship. They sent also the following quotation for
copperplate printing:

As the Colony object to paying the price of the surface printed
Stamps we would suggest producing these Stamps by the Copper
plate process. To do this it would be necessary to prepare an original
plate for each design selected, whether the Stamps are printed in one
or two colours. If only the ship had to appear, the charge for the
original plate would be £%, but if the whole Arms had to be inserted
it would be £20.
If the Stamps are to be printed in one colour only, the cost of each
printing plate of 60-set Postage or 30-set Revenue size, would be £14,
a separate plate of course being required for each duty.
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If the Stamps are to be printed in two colours, an original duty Turks and
plate will be required at a cost of £8 and a printing Arms plate 60-set Caicos Islands
Postage and 30-set Revenue size, would be required at a cost of £14 Copperplate
each. A duty plate would have to be provided for each duty required, Jssue.
at a cost of £14 each. (cont1nued)

They also quoted the usual schedule ofprinting prices.
The matter remained in abeyance until January 4, 1900, when
the Crown Agents asked De La Rue to confirm the Colony's
calculation that £200 would cover the whole cost of supply.
This the firm did on the following day, when they stated that
the bill for the quantities of stamps suggested by the Colony to
the Crown Agents would cost £196:18:4, exclusive of
Specimens.
On January 16th the Crown Agents returned the designs
selected, C and CC and asked for further specimens with the
date altered and 'a few slight improvements in the drawing of
the ship'.

The sail which appears between the two masts should be of the
shape shown on the accompanying sketch and the bows of the ship
should be slightly higher out of the water than the stern. The bow is
rather too much cut away in the original design.

These instructions were accompanied by a rough sketch.
De La Rue revised the designs on January 16th. The Crown
Agents replied two days later:

The designs have been very much improved by the alterations,
but some of the ropes in the higher part of the rigging are too much
dotted and on close examination hardly have the appearance of ropes
— those in the middle and lower part are quite right.
The sail which was altered appears to be better drawn in the large
than the small stamp. In the latter there appears to be a white line
giving the appearance of the sail being split.
There should also be a rope extending from the right corner of the
sail to the deck.

The rope should not be made to look any thicker than the others.
Could not the line of shore be slighdy more distincdy shown? Design
AA. seems to be clearer in this respect and is enclosed for reference.

Altered designs were once more submitted on January 22nd,
and were approved on January 25th. A colour scheme was re
quested in due course, and the firm promised delivery in five
months.
The plates were completed to time and the colour scheme
was submitted on June 27th. The Crown Agents complained
that the Halfpenny and One Penny 'do not appear to be so
bright as those of other Copperplate stamps such as the Virgin
Islands and the B. East Africa -Aand 1 Anna stamps'.
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Jamaica
One Penny
overprint
plate

Straits
Settlements
Five Dollars

Ceylon
Colour
Change
Two Rupees
Fifty Cents

Morocco

Agencies
Gibraltar
Overprints

Further specimens of these two duties were sent on July 4th,
and the Crown Agents then asked what state the plates were in
'as it might be desirable, unless any great delay would be en
tailed, to refer the question of colours to the Colony'.
It would be excusable if the firm had begun to lose patience,
and their reply of July 1 1th pressed the Crown Agents to make a
decision.

We beg to say that the plates are now nearly completed. We shall
be ready to commence printing as soon as you have settled the colour
scheme, so under the circumstances perhaps you will decide to settle
the colours and not refer out to the Colony.

The two original stamp plates and 9 working plates were in
voiced on September 17th, with the following quantities: Half
penny, 90,480; One Penny, 97,080; Twopence, 95,520; Two
pence halfpenny, 98,700; Fourpence, 24,840; Sixpence, 25,020;
One Shilling, 24,660; Two Shillings, 4,860; Three Shillings,
4,920. The usual 750 Specimens of each were also charged.

On July 7, 1898 De La Rue reported that the duty overprint
plate for the Jamaica One Penny Postage and Revenue had
yielded about 153,000 impressions, and was 'unfit for the pro
duction of good work'. A new plate, authorised on August 25th,
was invoiced on September 13th.

The requisition from the Straits Settlements forwarded on
July 20, 1898 contained an order for a Five Dollars duty, to be
made from the Universal Postage Keyplate design. The Crown
Agents asked that 'as the tablets for the existing stamps are
shaded the new duty should have a light tablet'. 'Three or four
colours' were submitted on August 22nd, and the selected colour
was approved on August 25th.
The overprint plate, 750 Specimens and 12,600 stamps were
invoiced on September 26th.

The Two Rupees Fifty Cents of Ceylon had not been printed
for twenty years; on August 17, 1898 the Crown Agents sent a
requisition for 4,000, and sent the plate to their Inspector for
that purpose. The firm promised delivery in four months, and
sent a proof in dark red, as requested, and specimens in six
other colours. On September 7th they forwarded impressions
'in the deepest red' on white paper, and in various colours on
red paper, one of which was approved. The stamps (42,000)
with 750 Specimens were invoiced on October 5th.

The correspondence leading to the overprinting of Gibraltar
stamps for the Morocco Agencies was very brief. The requisi
tion was sent on September 27, 1898 with a note that the usual
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Morocco

Agencies
Gibraltar
Overprints
(continued)

Five Cents

Postal Union Specimens were required. The firm replied with
a specimen showing the proposed Temporary Overprint, and
quoted the usual three guineas for the overprint forme and 6d
per 1000 for overprinting the stamps. This was approved on
October 4th.
The invoice shows that all the Gibraltar stamps used were
printed specially for the purpose. In addition to the usual 750
Specimens of each duty the following quantities were charged:
Five Centimos, 122,160; Ten Centimos, 122400; Twenty
Centimos, 60,840; Twenty-five Centimos, 120,720; Forty Cen
timos, 36,480; Fifty Centimos, 36,000; One Peseta, 36,240;
Two Pesetas, 36,000.

The reasons leading to the surcharged Four Cents on Five Straits
Cents Straits Settlements are complex. On October 11, 1898 Settlements
the Crown Agents informed De La Rue that they had received Colour
a telegram from the Colony which read: 'With reference to Changes

5882 send red Five Cents postage stamps in substitution for JrJ^.^^s
eight cents.' This referred to a requisition received on Sep
tember 2 1st which included 216,000 Three Cents, 36,000
Five Cents and 216,000 Eight Cents. The Crown Agents con
tinued:

The meaning of this telegram appears somewhat obscure as the
three cents stamps which are included in the Requisition are also red.
We propose to write out by the next mail (Friday) and we should
be glad to hear from you as soon as possible if you can throw any light
on the question.
In the meantime we think the manufacture of the eight cents
stamps should be suspended, but if any are already made they could
be sent out, and the five and three cents should be printed in their
usual colours.

The firm agreed that the telegram was obscure and recom
mended that the Crown Agents 'should wire out for further
information'. In the meantime they would suspend the printing
of the Eight Cents.
On October 14th the Crown Agents stated that they had
telegraphed, but in the meantime asked that both the Three
Cents and Five Cents should also be suspended, in case colour
changes were required. To this De La Rue replied that the key-
plate for the Three Cents had already been printed in red, but
that the sheets could be used for other Colonies. The Five
Cents stamps however had already been printed, and they
requested the Crown Agents to have them sent out to the
Colony.
A telegram from the Colony cleared up the situation: 'the
Five Cents stamp will become the equivalent of the penny and
should be printed in red, and the colour of the Three Cents
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should be changed preferably to brown'. No Eight Cents stamps
were required.
De La Rue had already printed 36,000 Five Cents in brown;
it was decided that they should print a further 216,000 in red.
On November 9th another requisition was sent for 1,235,000
Five Cents in red.

Straits On December 12th the Crown Agents advised that they had
Settlements received another telegram from the Colony, referring to both
Four Cents on requisitions, asking that Four Cents should be sent instead of
Five Cents red Five Cents.

We understand that nearly all the red five Cents Stamps under the
above requisitions are printed and we propose to effect the desired
change by means of an overprint.
We request you to send up specimens of the overprint you would
propose as soon as possible.

The firm sent a specimen on December 13th which the Crown
Agents approved on the following day. They asked for immedi
ate delivery.

If some, or all, of the Stamps taken out of case No. 3. can be over
printed in time for delivery to Messrs. Freeland on Monday they
could possibly be shipped by the 'Glengarry', in which case there
would be but little delay in their arrival in the Colony. Please return
this as soon as possible.

De La Rue pointed out that this was impossible, as they had
to make an overprint plate.
The first requisition was invoiced on December 7th. It in
cluded 219,000 of the Three Cents in brownwith 750 Specimens,
36,000 Five Cents in brown, and 216,960 Five Cents printed in
red and overprinted Four Cents, with 750 Specimens. The
temporary overprint plate was charged at £3-3-0 as usual.
Under the second requisition a further 1,236,000 overprinted
Four Cents stamps were invoiced on January 27, 1899.

Straits
Settlements
Colour
Changes
Four Cents
Five Cents

Ceylon
Postage
Keyplate

On March 21, 1899 the Crown Agents sent a further requisi
tion which included 180,000 Four Cents and 24,000 Five Cents.
The former were printed from the old Four Cents plate in red
and the colour of the Five Cents was again changed, this time
to purple. These were invoiced on May 30th, when 750 Speci
mens were also supplied.

On December 9, 1898 De La Rue reported that they had
printed over 60,000 impressions from the Ceylon Postage Key-
plate, and asked that it should be renewed. This was authorised
on February 7, 1899, and Plate No. 2 was invoiced on March

7th.
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The requisition for the new Six Cents and Seventy-five Ceylon
Cents duties in the tablet series for Ceylon was sent by the Six Cents
Crown Agents on December 19, 1898. It also called for two new Seventv-five
values: One Rupee Fifty Cents and Two Rupees Twenty-five Cents
Cents. The Six Cents 'had been decided on as the equivalent of
the penny' and was to be red. A first supply of all duties had to One Rupee
reach Ceylon before March 15th. Fifty Cents
On December 28th De La Rue acknowledged the order and .t/wo Rupees
quoted the usual £12 each for overprint plates for the Six Cents Twenty-five
and Seventy-five Cents; they said it would be necessary to have Cents
temporary overprints for the two high values in view of the
short time available and quoted for two temporary overprint Provisionals

plates at £3-3-0 each. They sent various colour combinations
for the Six Cents and Seventy-five Cents, and samples of the
surcharged high values. They pointed out that as the Six Cents
was to be printed in red it would be necessary to change the
colour of the Four Cents, and provided a selection of four colour
trials accordingly. Delivery was promised ten weeks after
receipt of instructions.
De La Rue were instructed to make the plates on January 4,
1899, but the following modifications were required:

We think the 6 cents stamp would be improved by having an open
tablet with blue, or other bright contrasting colour for the figure.
The 75 Cents should have a shaded tablet and a few specimens of
other colours should be forwarded. This duty should not be printed
in either blue or green as these colours should be reserved for possible
future use for the equivalents of the 2£d and ^d.
A few specimen of both these duties should be forwarded for
selection, including one for the 75 cents in the orange of the Sey
chelles 16 Cents Stamps.

On the question of the permanent designs for the high duties
the Crown Agents wrote:

The plates for the 6 and 75 Cents and the temporary overprint
plates for the R. 1-50 and R. 2-25 can be put in hand and one or two
more colours for the last two duties might be added to the next
colour scheme.
Designs for larger sized Stamps for the Rupee series should be
sent up at a later date — and we think some alteration in the design
would be desirable, and a full estimate of the cost of providing such
stamps from a Key plate instead of from special plates for each duty,
as well as designs for such Stamps should be forwarded.
The colour of the 4 Cents Stamps need not be changed at present
as a red stamp with an open tablet will, we hope, be a sufficient dis
tinction for the present pending the re-arrangement of colours which
we are referring to the Colony.

The colour schemes and designs were sent by De La Rue on
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Ceylon
Six Cents

Seventy-five
Cents

One Rupee
Fifty Cents

Two Rupees
Twenty-five
Cents

Provisionals

(continued)

Plate 35; 7

January 12th. They were not happy about using the colour of
the Seychelles Sixteen Cents for the new Seventy-five Cents as
it resembled too closely the existing Ceylon Three Cents. They
submitted alternative designs for the new high duties and
quoted £50 for the die, £42-10-0 for the keyplate of 60
multiples, and £15 for each overprint plate. It was intended to
print each stamp in two colours.
On January 19th the colours were approved for all values,
but it was decided to send the two designs, after some cor
respondence about cost, to the Colony. De La Rue were warned
that in consequence a second printing of the surcharged stamps
would probably be necessary.
The Six Cents, Seventy-five Cents, and the two surcharged
higher duties were invoiced on March 24th. In addition to the
overprint and temporary overprint plates the following quan
tities were charged: Six Cents, 452,160; Seventy-five Cents,
78,000; One Rupee Fifty Cents, 8,200; Two Rupees Twenty-
five Cents, 3,700. The usual 750 Specimens were invoiced for
each value.
This included the first quarterly supply for the year, as well
as the special requisition under which these new duties were
prepared. In the second quarterly supply, invoiced on May
30th, a further quantity of surcharged One Rupee Fifty Cents
(3,000) and surcharged Two Rupees Twenty-five Cents (1,200)
was included.
The Design A for the new high duties was approved on July

18th and the die, keyplate, overprint plates and stamps were
invoiced when the third quarterly supply was charged on
September 6th. The quantities were 2,760 of the lower and
1,200 of the higher duty, plus the usual 750 specimens of each.

Barbados A new Barbados Twopence made in the Colonial badge de-
Twopence sign was ordered on January 20, 1899. The Crown Agents'

letter explains the reason for it being printed in black and
orange.

The Government notify that no more 2/6d stamps will be required,
and suggest that the new stamp should be printed in slate colour
with the value in orange.
Please submit specimen stamp for approval.

The firm asked to be excused submitting a specimen, as the
instructions were so clear, and the overprint plate of 120 mul
tiples, with 204,000 stamps and 750 specimens, was invoiced
on April 8th.

Pahang The Four Cents duty for Pahang, which replaced the Three
Four Cents Cents, was ordered on February 7, 1898. Although a range of

six colour combinations was submitted by De La Rue on Feb
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ruary 10th the same colour as the now obsolete Three Cents was Pahang
selected on April 5th. The overprint plate, 50,640 stamps and Four Cents

750 specimens were invoiced on May 16th. (continued)

Seychelles
Six Cents

Seventy-five
Cents

One Rupee
Fifty Cents

Two Rupees
Twenty-five
Cents

Thirty Cents

A requisition for four new duties for Seychelles was sent by
the Crown Agents on February 20, 1899. The firm were asked
to 'submit a colour scheme to choose from with a few loose
colours as different as possible from the existing stamps. Most
of the colours to choose from should be with open tablets in
order to give as good a contrast as possible to the existing
stamps'.
The colour scheme, submitted on February 23rd, was
evidently forwarded to the Colony, and was not approved until
September 7th. When doing so the Crown Agents stated that
the colour for the Thirty Cents had also been approved and was
to have a closed tablet, so that all values up to Forty-five Cents
would have closed tablets, while those from Seventy-five Cents
upward would have open tablets. De La Rue were instructed to
make a plate for the Thirty Cents. As there were so many figures
in the tablets of the two high values alternative specimens for
these duties were submitted on September 8th. The Crown
Agents agreed to the abbreviation 'R' appearing before the
figures. The five overprint plates were invoiced on December
30, 1899, but the Thirty Cents duty was not printed. The
following quantities, with the usual 750 specimens, were
charged: Six Cents, 30,000; Seventy-five Cents, 24,000; One
Rupee Fifty Cents, 11,880; Two Rupees Twenty-five Cents,
11,880.

The new Four Cents duty for Perak, to replace the Three Perak
Cents, was ordered on March 7th. The overprint plate, with Four Cents

183,480 stamps and 750 specimens, was invoiced on May 19th.

On March 10, 1899 the Crown Agents sent the following
letter to De La Rue:

The enclosed papers relating to the issue of a special stamp to com
memorate the bi-centenary of the birth of Mahd de la Bourdonnais
are forwarded to you in order that designs — omitting the duty —

and an estimate of the cost, may be prepared with as little delay as
possible — in anticipation of the settlement of the duty — in order
that the stamps may reach Mauritius about the end of July.
Three envelopes with photographs and two plates both of which
are broken, are enclosed.

The firm sent alternative designs on March 28th, with
secondary designs showing the effect of printing either in two
colours. They proposed to print them by the copperplate pro
cess 'in order to obtain a thoroughly satisfactory result'.

Mauritius
DeLa
Bourdonnais
Commemora

tion

Plate 35; 8, 9
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Mauritius
DeLa
Bourdonnais
Commemora
tion

(continued)

They quoted £20 for the original plate and £20 for a working
plate of 60 multiples, with a further £8 for a border plate if the
stamps were printed in two colours. They also quoted Table

C4 of the Schedule which gives the printing prices per 1,000 for
various quantities ranging from 5,000 to 1,000,000. The Crown
Agents replied on April 5th:

We like the A and AA designs but we think it would be an improve
ment to remove the figures '18' at the top and to print the whole of
the stamp in blue with the word 'Mauritius' and the duty in red — or
if possible to cany out the wishes of the Government and to print
the whole of the Stamp in blue, with Mauritius in red and the duty
in white — What would be the cost of printing in three colours.

De La Rue carried out the required alteration, and returned
the designs on April 7th with the following interesting report
on the subject of register, and printing in three colours:

We regret that it is impossible to print by the Copper-plate process
the word 'Mauritius' and the duty in a different colour to the body of
the Stamp, for the paper has to be thoroughly wetted at each printing.
When wetted it expands and contracts as it dries. At the second wet
ting it does not expand to exactly the same extent as at the first wet
ting, and so it would not be feasible to get such minute register as
would be involved in printing 'Mauritius' and the duty in a differ
ent colour to the body of the Stamp. All we can do in a two colour
Stamp is illustrated in design A. In this design a sufficiently good
register is possible, for, if the vignette is slightly out of register, it
runs behind the border and consequently the want of register is not
apparent. The British Guiana Stamps illustrate what we mean.
We also regret that we could not undertake to print Stamps in
three colours by copper plate (leaving aside the difficulties of register),
for the stamp paper would not stand a third wetting. With two wet
tings so much size is taken out of the paper as to make it exceedingly
difficult to gum.

On April 11th the Crown Agents approved Design AA, and
asked the firm to proceed with the engraving of the plate, sub
ject to the actual duty being fixed later, but on April 21st they
said that there was a possibility of the stamp being wanted in
two duties, and asked for an estimate. De La Rue quoted on
April 24th and added the following paragraph:

We think that the design you selected in one colour gives by far the
best result, and we venture to submit therefore, that it is useless to go
to the expense ofhaving the Stamps printed in two colours. Of course,
a good contrast could be obtained between the two duties by printing
them in different colours.

On May 5th the Crown Agents confirmed that there would
be one duty only, of Fifteen Cents.
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The correspondence reveals that there were two printing Mauritius
plates . On July 10th the Crown Agents sent the following note: De La

Bourdonnais
We notice from our Inspector's progress report that only about Commemora-
2,800 sheets of the special La Bourdonnais Commemoration Stamps tion
have been printed and that the printing has been suspended. (continued)
The Stamps should, as you are aware, reach the Colony by the end
of this month, and as many as are finished should therefore be shipped
at once and the remainder at the earliest possible date.

We shall be glad to hear why we were not informed of the cause of
the suspension of the printing and of the probable delay which would
arise from it.
We will ask you, in future, to report any similar cause of delay at
once, in order that we may be able to inform the Government of the
Colony concerned.

The firm's reply of July 12th shows that of the 5,044 sheets
invoiced about half were printed from the second plate.

Unfortunately the plate was spoiled by our printers after printing
2,800 sheets, but we are pushing on as quickly as possible with a new

plate and hope to be able to commence printing the stamps again in
about a fortnight's time. The 5 reams already printed will be de
livered to your Inspector on Monday next, and we hope to be able to
deliver the remainder of the order in four weeks. We much regret
our oversight in not informing you of the accident to the plate and
will take care in future to keep you advised of any such mishap.

The invoice of August 22nd shows that altogether 302,640
stamps were charged with the usual 750 specimens.

It is interesting to note that the errors on the new Virgin Virgin Islands
Islands Halfpenny and Fourpence were pointed out to the Errors
Crown Agents by Whitfield King & Co. of Ipswich on April
7 and 12, 1899. De La Rue made the corrections and reported
on April 18th that the whole of the plates had been examined
and were now correct. The errors were, therefore, confined to
the first printing, invoiced on December 31, 1898.

The requisition for new Halfpenny and Twopence duties in Grenada
the Unified Series for Grenada was sent to De La Rue on April Unified Series
12, 1899. They sent specimens and a colour scheme which were Halfpenny

approved on April 18th. The overprint plates and stamps, with Twopence
the usual 750 Specimens, were invoiced on June 15th, when the
following quantities were charged: Halfpenny, 12,240; Two
pence, 12,000.
On May 26th the Crown Agents had raised the question of
printing the Halfpenny entirely in green, but as the Key-
plate had already been printed in purple the suggestion was
dropped.
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Jamaica
One Penny
Llandovery
Falls

The circumstances leading to the issue of the Jamaica One
Penny pictorial Postage and Revenue stamp are explained in the
following letter from the Governor to the Secretary of State for
the Colonies, dated April 8, 1899, which was forwarded to De
La Rue by the Crown Agents on May 4, 1899 with a request for
an estimate and designs; the stamps would be printed in doubly
fugitive inks.

With reference to previous correspondence on the subject, I have
the honour to inform you that the question whether the Colony
should adopt the Imperial Penny Postage rate has been reconsidered
in Privy Council and that, with the advice of that body, I have now
decided that the Imperial Penny rate should come into force here on
Her Majesty's Birthday, the 24th May next.
It has also been decided to issue a new penny stamp which should
be entirely different from any of those now in use. The proposal is
that the principal feature of the design should be the representation
of a characteristic bit of Jamaica scenery, and I forward with this 3
views which I shall be obliged if you will place in the hands of the
Crown Agents with a view to their having a design prepared from the
one which may be considered best suited for the purpose. I have to
request that the design may be forwarded for the approval of this
Government before being finally engraved. The colour of the stamp
and other details would be left to the Crown Agents, after obtaining

competent advice, to decide. The word 'Jamaica' should of course
appear on the Stamp, with the words 'Postage and Revenue'.

The firm reported fully on June 6th, after considerable ex
periments. Their letter reveals the complete change which had
taken place in their attitude towards the line-engraved or
copperplate process.

We beg to enclose designs in duplication in the Postage and
Revenue sizes prepared from the photograph of the waterfall marked
A, and, we think that you will agree with us that the Revenue size
gives by far the better result and will afford more scope to our en
graver. These designs are prepared for Stamps to be produced by the

copper plate process, as we could not undertake to obtain a satis

factory result by surface engraving.

As the letter from the Colony said that the Stamps were required
for Postage and Revenue purposes we were very anxious ifpossible to
produce them by surface printing as our doubly fugitive inks are only
available by that process. We consequently selected the photograph
B, which lent itself best to surface engraving and engraved it in soft
metal, to show the result which could be obtained. We enclose a proof
in duplicate, which is sufficiently finished to show that the result
would not be satisfactory. We think that you will agree with us that
the Stamps must therefore be produced by copper-plate, and it will
be necessary to inform the Colony that they are not protective against
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a written obliteration and must in all cases be cancelled by means of Jamaica
ordinary obliterating inks. Under the circumstances we would sug- One Penny
gest that the new stamps should be used for postage only and that the Llandovery

present 1d. stamp, which is printed in doubly fugitive ink, should be Falls .
retained for Revenue purposes. If you fall in with this suggestion, of (cont1nued)
course the word 'Postage' would have to replace the word 'Revenue'
in the enclosed design.

* * * *

If you approve of our proposal, we would submit you various
colours to select from when the plate is engraved. It would take us
about four months before we could begin to deliver the Stamps to
your Inspector.
We retain the photographs pending your further instructions.

The report was sent to the colony and the following instruc
tions from the Governor were sent to De La Rue on October
31st:

I consulted my Privy Council in the matter and I have now to
report that it has been decided that the larger stamp of the specimens
sent out, printed by the copper plate process should be adopted with
the following amendments.

(1) The figures '1899' to be printed in the scroll at the foot of the
stamp.

(2) The words 'Llandovery Falls' to be printed below the view.
I would explain that my Privy Council were of opinion that the
danger of obliteration of writing on the Stamp was so infinitesimal
that it need not stand in the way of the adoption of the Stamps for
Revenue as well as for Postal purposes.
I return a specimen of the stamp selected.

The firm submitted an amended design to the Crown Agents
on November 3rd, and promised delivery about three months
from the date of receiving final instructions.
A discussion then took place on the subject of the colour of
the stamp. The Crown Agents wrote on November 8th:

Before putting the plate for the new penny stamp in hand we shall
be glad to hear in what colour (or colours) you propose to print it.
The red in which the stamp should be printed will we fear not give
a satisfactory result.

If possible we should like to see some specimens in various colours.

The firm suggested that they should be authorised to make the
plate and submit proofs from it in various colours. They said
it would be impossible 'to recommend any particular colour
until the engraving is finished, because the effect of Stamps
varies so much in different colours'. This reasonable suggestion
was not adopted by the Crown Agents, who were not sure that
the design 'as at present proposed' would be suitable for printing
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Jamaica
One Penny
Llandovery
Falls

(continued)

Mauritius
Six Cents
Fifteen Cents

Ceylon
Twelve Cents

Colour
Changes
Two Cents .

Three Cents
Four Cents
Fifteen Cents

in red. On November 13th De La Rue assured them that there
would be 'no difficulty in getting a red which would give a good
result'.
On November 15th the Crown Agents suggested that the
firm should put the plate in hand at their own risk, but this De
La Rue refused to do. They sent specimens of the Tasmanian
pictorial stamps for the Crown Agents to inspect. This won the
day, and a requisition for 64,000 sheets of sixty multiples
(3,840,000 stamps) was forwarded on December 22nd. Four
d1fferent colour proofs were submitted on February 6, 1900,
one ofwhich was approved two days later.
The invoice was dated July 10, 1900. The original plate was
charged at £8 and the work1ng plate of 60 multiples at £20.
The first printing consisted of 3,886,830 stamps and 750
Specimens.

The Fifteen Cents overprint plate for the Mauritius Coat-of-
Arms series had been invoiced on April 30, 1897. The first
requisition for stamps of this duty was sent by the Crown
Agents on May 10, 1899, and with it an order for a new Six
Cents in the same series. The overprint plate for the Six Cents
stamps and 750 Specimens were invoiced on June 30th with the
following quantities: Six Cents, 612,600; Fifteen Cents, 306,000.

On May 25, 1899 the Crown Agents wrote the following letter
on the subject of the colours of the Ceylon Stamps:

The postal rates in Ceylon have recently been altered and the
equivalents of the £d., 1d., and 2£d. are now cents 3, 6 and 15 re
spectively. This will entail an entire rearrangement of the colours and
the introduction of a new duty — Cents 12 — and the Cents 8 and
28 and R. 1-12 and 2.50 will not be required.
We request you to supply a colour scheme for the new series and
we enclose a list of the Stamps with remarks to guide you in the
arrangement of the colours.
Any of the Stamps which have become unnecessary, but which
have been put in hand for existing demands, should be sent out, but
future supplies of these four duties for the periodical indent should
be discontinued.

The 12 Cent overprint plate should not be put in hand for the
present — but the duty should be included in the colour scheme.

The changes involved the Two Cents, Three Cents, Four
Cents and F1fteen Cents, and a colour scheme was submitted on
June 22nd. These were approved except the Four Cents, which
the Crown Agents asked to see 'in a much darker yellow, like
the old Ceylon 16 Cents (overprinted 15 Cents) or perhaps the
deep orange, like the body of the Barbados 8d stamp, would give
a better contrast'.
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The colours were finally approved on June 28th in time for Ceylon
the new stamps to be despatched with the next quarterly con- Twelve Cents

signment, wh1ch was invoiced on September 6th. In addition Colour
to the usual quantity of Specimens (750 of each) the following Changes
were charged: Two Cents, 311,520; Three Cents, 60,000; Four Two Cents
Cents, 7,200; Fifteen Cents, 145,200. The cost of the overprint Three Cents
plate for the new Twelve Cents duty was included in this in- Four Cents
voice, but the first supply was invoiced with the next quarterly Fifteen Cents
consignment on November 18th, when 48,600 stamps with 750 (continued)
specimens were charged. The quantity of the new Four Cents
sent with this quarterly consignment was again small, being
8,640.

A suggestion that the colour of the St Lucia One Penny St Lucia
should be changed from doubly fugitive purple to red was made One Penny
when the requisition for a new supply of 50,000 was sent by the Proposed
Crown Agents on May 26, 1899. De La Rue pointed out that Colour
this involved printing in singly fugitive ink a stamp which was Change

used for revenue purposes, and the Crown Agents decided not
to alter the colour.

De La Rue reported on June 1, 1899 that the Lagos keyplate Lagos
was worn out, as it had yielded approximately 68,000 im- New Keyplate
pressions. A new one was sanctioned on August 11th, and in
voiced as No. 2 on October 17th.

The negotiations and correspondence which led to the
preparation and issue of the first unified stamps of Perak,
Pahang, Negri Sembilan and Selangor under the title of the
Federated Malay States is the longest, and most complicated,
which De La Rue and the Crown Agents had so far endured.
It begins with a letter from the Crown Agents dated June 13,
1899, enclosing a letter from the Resident General, written
from his office in Selangor on May 17th:

I have the honour to inform you that it has been decided to intro
duce one set of Stamps for Postage and Revenue purposes in the
Federated Malay States in 1900 instead of as at present, separate sets
of labels for each of the States, Perak, Selangor, Negri Sembilan and
Pahang.

For Stamps of the value of ?1 or even of 50 cents and upwards the
design of the three elephants will, I think, be most suitable; and
should stamps of even higher value than those at present in use be
required I think that this should be used.
For smaller values than 50 cents it may be advisable to have
another design and in that case I should be inclined to adopt the
'Springing Tiger' design. These Stamps must have the letters
'F.M.S.' or the words 'Federated Malay States' embodied in the

Federated

Malay States
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Federated design and the different values can be inserted by means of Key
Malay States plates.

(continued) If however you can suggest better designs I shall be obliged if you
will immediately forward them, as there is no hurry so long as the
Stamps are supplied before the 1st January next, and in making this

proposal it appears to me that the design of the Tiger on the back of
the S.S. Currency Notes might be a good one to adopt for these labels.
Indents for the Stamps required will be forwarded as soon as the

designs are adopted.

It is probable that we shall use the higher values of the same
Stamps for Judicial documents as our Legal Adviser says there is no

objection to that course.

On June 27th De La Rue submitted a report, with four designs
and an estimate.

Plate 36; 1 to 4 We beg to send you the enclosed four designs, A, B, C, D. for
'Federated Malay States' Postage and Revenue Stamps.
A is an entirely new design embodying the Tiger which appears on
the back of the Straits Currency Notes; B and C are adaptations of
the present Tiger designs, and D shows the way in which the Elephant
series of Stamps can be adapted for the dollar series, as requested in
paragraph 2 of the Resident General's letter.

A new original die would be required for Design A, and this
was quoted at £jo. The usual £42 : 10 : - was quoted for the key-
plate of 120 multiples, and £12 for each overprint plate of 60
multiples. Design B involved a new working die to include 'and
Revenue' (£45), and a new keyplate. The existing duty plates
could be used. Only new duty plates would be required for
Designs C and D.
The Crown Agents sent these designs to the Colony on June
30th and wrote again to the firm on August 29th.

With reference to your memorandum of the 27th June we enclose
a copy of a letter, dated 30th June, which we sent to the Government
of the Federated Malay States with designs for the new Stamps.
We have to-day received a telegram saying that the Government

approve the adoption of an improved design A for the Stamps etc., and
of surface printed envelopes, Indents for which will follow.
We request you to furnish us with designs showing a full length
tiger, but not in such a crouching attitude as the one on the Bank
Notes. The outstretched leg might also be improved as the effect is
at present rather heavy.

Plate 36; 5, 6 On September 12th De La Rue submitted two further de
signs, marked E and F, of a full-length tiger. This was criticised
anatomically by the Crown Agents on September 15th.

We request you to furnish us with another design with a tiger like
that of the Bank Notes, which might we think be much improved by
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shortening the outstretched hind leg and by alternating the drawing Federated
of the lower part of the head. Malay States

The cheek and lower part of the mouth might be altered in such a (continued)
manner as to lighten and so improve the shape of the face.
The tiger should look the same way as that on the Bank Notes.

De La Rue submitted a further design which, as a later letter Plate 36; 7
shows, was marked G, on September 20th and this was ap
proved by the Crown Agents on September 25th.

The design of a tiger similar to that in the Bank notes, forwarded
with your memo of the 20th instant, is herewith returned approved
for the Keyplate for Postage and Revenue Stamps, required by the
Federated Malay States.
The Indent for the Stamps will be forwarded to you as soon as
received, but as the Stamps are stated to be required in the States in
January next the manufacture of the Key plate should be expedited.

On the same day the Crown Agents, in a letter marked
'Pressing', sent a letter and indent which they had received from
the Resident General, dated August 30th. They called De La
Rue's attention particularly to the last two paragraphs, 6 and 7,
which were still critical of the design which had already been
approved by telegram. They asked for a colour scheme, and
again reminded the firm that the stamps were required in the
Malay States by January 1st. After confirming the telegram and
details of the indent for twelve duties the Resident General's
Secretary said:

I am to add that the Resident General is of opinion that the design
A would be improved if the tiger's back were made flatter and the
near fore-foot altered, and that he leaves the decision as to the design
of the Postage and Registration envelopes, post cards &c, to you.
The design most suitable for the higher value Stamps ($ and up
wards) is that of the Elephants, but the Resident General is of
opinion that there is great room for improvement to the design as it is
at present.

De La Rue replied fully on September 26th. The letter shows
that the suggestion for the overprinted provisional issue came
from them.

We understand that the alterations suggested in para. 6 have been
carried out in the design approved by you.
Regarding para. 7 it is of course impossible for us to make any
improvement in the design unless we know in what direction the
improvement is suggested. We would remind you that any alteration
in the design would entail engraving a new die and making a new
key plate. We do not quite understand the present criticisms, as this
design was very much admired when it was first introduced.
We will put in hand the 12 necessary overprint plates.
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Federated We will submit a colour scheme for approval, together with the
Malay States required specimens.
(cont1nued) ^re regret that it will be impossible for us to cany out this work in

time for issue on the 1st Jany. It will take us fully four months before
we can make a first delivery, and six months before we can complete
the order, as entirely new dies and plates have to be made. Under
the circumstances, would it not be wise perhaps to issue a temporary
supply of old stamps, overprinted with the words 'Federated Malay
States'?

We shall be glad if you will return the design for the overprints of
the dollar duties, for our engraver to work to. We assume that these
are to be put in hand, in spite of the remarks in para. 7 of the attached
letter, seeing that the 12 overprint plates ordered include 4 for the
dollar series.

This was followed by a personal interview, which De La Rue
confirmed on September 29th:

Agreeably to your verbal instructions of yesterday, we beg to re
turn to you the approved Federated Malay States Tiger Key-plate
design covered by your memo of the 25th instant. In this amended
design the alterations suggested by you in the lower part of the head
and the legs have been carried out, and the design will, we feel sure,
now meet with the approval of the Malay States authorities.
We have, as requested, suspended the engraving of the die and
Key Plate and also of all the overprint plates pending your further
instructions.

Federated

Malay States
Overprinted
on Negri
Sembilan
One Cent
Two Cents
Three Cents
Ten Cents
Twenty-five
Cents

The work on the new stamps was now suspended and the
Crown Agents turned their attention to De La Rue's proposal
for a provisional issue. They wrote on October 13th:

With reference to your memorandum of the 26th ultimo we have
decided to suspend action on the new Stamps until the designs for
both sizes of stamps has been settled and to send out overprinted
stamps for use in the meantime.
We request you to submit designs of stamps overprinted 'Feder
ated Malay States' and to put in hand the following as soon as the
overprint has been approved. 48,000 — 1 Cent; 24,000 — 3 Cents;
to be sent to Negri Sembilan, and 12,000 — 1 Cent; 8,500 — 2 Cents;
22,000 — 3 Cents; 8,500 — 10 Cents; 8,000 — 25 Cents; to be sent
to Pahang. These Stamps should be sent as soon as possible. What is
the earliest date you can name for delivery?
The authority for the above Stamps is the Resident General's
telegram of the 13th instant.

De La Rue submitted overprinted specimens of the two tiger
designs already in existence, and made the following proposal:

On Appendix hereto we beg to hand you specimens of the Tiger
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head design and the springing tiger design, overprinted 'Federated Federated

Malay States'. Malay States

We venture to suggest that the whole of the Stamps should be (continued)
printed from the tiger head design, and that the Negri Sembilan
duty overprint plates should be employed. Our reason is that there
are no 10 and 25 Cent overprint plates for Pahang, and as these

stamps are only required for temporary purposes you will probably
not wish to go to any unnecessary expense in the matter.

They quoted the usual £3-3-0 for a temporary overprint
plate, and reminded the Crown Agents that two overprint plates
would be necessary if it were decided to use both tiger designs.
They promised delivery in six weeks.
The design, the Tiger's head, was approved on October 21st.
The matter of the temporary stamps having apparently been
settled the Crown Agents turned their attention once more to
the designs for the new series of stamps. They wrote to De La
Rue on October 23rd as follows:

We propose to send the three enclosed designs to the Colony but
we fear that if a large number of different duties are required, printed
in the restricted numbers of fugitive inks, a difficulty will arise in the
future if the duty tablets are not larger.
We request you to furnish sketches of different arrangements of
overprints and lettering which will give as much distinction as
possible.
We would suggest, among others, corner tablets as large as possible,
and as an alternative the incorporation of the words 'Federated
Malay States', in the overprints.

For some reason De La Rue fought shy of corner tablets, and
submitted alternative suggestions on October 27th.

We have carefully considered the suggestions you offer and fear
that the corner tablets would hardly be satisfactory. We beg to
enclose two further arrangements H and I, of the design G approved Plate 36; 8
by you. In H we have made the duty tablet considerably larger. In I,
which we think will best meet your views, we make the whole of the
border and duty tablet in a different colour to the tiger vignette. We
believe that this will enable the best contrasts to be obtained between
the various duties.

The cost of dies and plates for carrying out design I would be the
same as that given for the other designs.

The Crown Agents were still not happy about the tablets.
They wrote on November 1st:

We request you to add to designs H and I, tablets with the duty in
figures instead ofwords — in both open and closed tablets.
We wish to make the designs as complete as possible before send
ing them out to the Colony and as there will probably be a large
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Federated number of duties, and the difficulty of getting contrasts will be great,
Malay States it may be found advisable to have some of the duties in words and
(continued) some in figures. Sketches in tablets of the same size, on the side of

the cards will be quite sufficient to show the effect.

On November 3rd De La Rue resubmitted Design I with the
tablets added, 'wh1ch we trustwill be sufficient for your purpose'.
Unfortunately this was not so, and the Crown Agents sent the
following demand on November 7th:

We request you to add to design I, for purposes of comparison, a
tablet with the figures 10c — the same size as the others.
We understand that there is a certain amount of difficulty in
registering Stamps with tablets or shields in the corners, but would
it not be possible to get a good result with duty tablets with the
corners cut off? Thus, either with straight or curved lines at the
corners something like the English 4d. or 9d. stamps. If you can
suggest anything which might be sent out as alternative designs
we should be glad to send them in order to widen the field of choice
as much as possible.

Why the Crown Agents should be so anxious cto widen the
field of choice as much as possible' when dealing with an Ad
ministrator who had already given signs of not knowing his own
mind is at least peculiar; De La Rue's reply of November 14th
was brief enough.

We have, as requested on design I, added 10c in figures.
Plate36; 9 to 11 We beg to enclose three more designs K, L and M, in which we

have embodied your suggestions and we trust that one of these de
signs will meet with your approval.

The Crown Agents were apparently satisfied at last and sent
the designs out to the colony. De La Rue's letter of November
20th was the last shot fired during this state of the operations:

With reference to the Stamp designs which you now have under
consideration, we beg to say that upon going carefully into the matter
we find that it would be necessary, if I, R, L or M designs were
adopted, to print the duties first, 120 set, and then to print in the
Tiger vignette from a 60-set Key plate. This would make an altera
tion in our charges, in so far that the Key plate would be £21. 5. o,
instead of £42. 10. 0, and the duty plates would be £15 each, in
stead of £12. The prices of the stamps would remain the same.

Federated
Malay States
Overprinted
on Negri
Sembilan
One Cent
Two Cents
Three Cents
Ten Cents
Twenty-five
Cents

In the meantime De La Rue were going ahead with the over
printed stamps as arranged on October 13th, all ofwhich, it had
been agreed, were to be produced from Negri Sembilan plates.
The change in colour of the Three Cents from the purple and
carmine of the Negri Sembilan issue to purple and black is
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explained in the following letter of November 1st from the Federated
Crown Agents: Malay States

(continued)
It will be necessary to choose a colour for the overprint of the 3
cents stamps. In our memorandum of the 8th of April, Req. 14/99,
we proposed to utilise the colour scheme of the 10th of February
when the necessity arose. It is however, difficult to see the contrasts
without the existing stamps on one sheet of paper, and we must ask
you to let us have a colour scheme showing all the existing duties of
the tiger's head stamps with others to choose the 3 cents from.
The colour scheme should include not only the duties now ordered
but all for which plates are in existence for any State, as any of them
may be required before the new designs are settled.

De La Rue sent a complete colour scheme, and also ten
specimens for the new Three Cents colour, on November 6th;
one of these was approved on November 8th.
Although De La Rue's proposal to use Negri Sembilan plates
for all these stamps had been approved, and no Pahang Stamps
were overprinted, each colony was given a separate invoice.
It comes as a surprise, therefore, to find that the following
were invoiced on December 15th as having been printed from
Pahang plates: One Cent, 12,720; Two Cents, 8,520; Three
Cents, 22,560; Ten Cents, 8,760; Twenty-five Cents, 1,200.
The usual 750 Specimens of each duty were also included in
this invoice.
A second invoice for 'Negri Sembilan Postage and Revenue
Stamps Overprinted Federated Malay States' was posted to the
Day Book on the same day for 48,860 One Cent and 24,720
Three Cents. No specimens were charged as both these duties
were included in the Pahang invoice.
A separate invoice was made out for the temporary overprint
plate, chargeable to the Federated Malay States.

Federated

The suggestion in the Crown Agents letter of November 1st Malay States
that further overprinted duties would be required before the Overprinted

new designs were settled soon materialized. On November 0nN^Sn
28th a requisition was received from Negri Sembilan for Five F?m i
Cents, Fifty Cents, One Dollar and Two Dollars; and on

Twentv Cents
December 12th Perak ordered a supply of Five Cents, Ten Fifty Cents
Cents, Twenty Cents, Fifty Cents, One Dollar, Two Dollars,
Five Dollars, and Twenty-five Dollars. Since Negri Sembilan Overprinted
had no plates for One Dollar and Two Dollars, and Perak had 0° P^^
no Twenty Cents plate it was decided to use Perak plates for the ^^Ce^
former and the Negri Sembilan plate for the latter. There is one Dollar
however nothing in the correspondence to show why the order jwo Doiiare
for the Perak Fifty Cents duty was printed from the Negri Five Dollars
Sembilan plate, for Perak had a plate of this duty. The dis- Twenty-five
tinction was made in each case for the Five Cents and Ten Dollars
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Federated Cents. The invoices were again made out to correspond with
Malay States the requisitions, and the temporary overprint plate for the
(continued) dollar was again invoiced separately.

The following total quantities were charged:
Perak: Five Cents, 15,170; Ten Cents, 20,160; One Dollar,
17,220; Two Dollars, 13,500; Five Dollars, 3,000; Twenty-
five Dollars, 1,080.

Negri Sembilan: Five Cents, 3,360; Twenty Cents, 15,000; Fifty
Cents, 5,040.
Neither De La Rue nor the Crown Agents made any dis
tinction in the Specimens. The new Specimens for the Five
Cents, Twenty Cents and Fifty Cents all showed Negri Sembi
lan, and only the dollar values showed Perak. No Specimens for
the Perak Five Cents and Ten Cents were sent.
All these Federated Malay States overprints were interleaved
with wax paper, for which De La Rue charged twopence per
1,000 stamps. This wax paper proved unsatisfactory in Malaya,
and blotting paper was substituted from June 1900 onwards
after some correspondence.

Federated
Malay States
Cent Duties

Of the revised designs which De La Rue had sent to the
Crown Agents on November 14, 1899, Specimen K was, after
further correspondence, approved for the 'cent' duties on
February 6, 1900. De La Rue hoped to have the plates ready in
three months, and to make a first delivery of the stamps about
two months thereafter. A decision on the design for the 'dollar'
duties was held in abeyance pending further discussion with the
Colonial authorities. On the question of colour the Crown
Agents wrote:

A colour scheme for all duties should be sent as soon as the first
overprint plate finished enables you to make one, and the centres
might be shown in the three doubly fugitive inks, and in some cases
the borders might also be shown in doubly fugitive inks.

Federated
Malay States
Dollar Duties

Federated

Malay States
Cent Duties

On February 10th the Crown Agents announced that they
had received a telegram saying that the Government 'propose
to adhere to the Elephant design for the dollar series of stamps'.
They asked for copies of the designs. The firm sent these on
February 12th and asked if they could put the overprint plates
in hand. The design was approved on February 16th and the
firm promised delivery in ten weeks. A colour scheme from the
plates was submitted on April 6th, and approved four days later.
The following quantities were ordered: One Dollar, 44,400; Two
Dollars, 25,560; Five Dollars, 28,200; Twenty-five Dollars, 1 ,800.

On May 24th De La Rue sent the colour proofs from the
plates for the 'cent' duties, consisting of the colours they pro
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posed and twenty-one additional varieties. This led to the Federated
following letter from the Crown Agents on May 3 1st: Malay States

Cent Duties
We regret to say that the new stamps are much rougher in appear- (continued)
ance than we expected and we are afraid they will not give satis
faction to the Government of the Federated Malay States. Plate 36; 12
Can anything be done to soften the lines and to take away some of
the crudeness of the appearance?
Before settling for the colours we should be glad if you would add
specimens on coloured papers to increase the scope of choice.

This letter led to direct negotiations, and the firm's formal
reply was dated June 28th:

We regret that you are not satisfied with the appearance of the
Federated Malay States Stamps, as printed from the Key plate,
which follows the design approved by you, and as shown on column
1 of Appendix hereto, in duplicate. Column 2 shows some stamps
with the background fighter. In Column 3 we have followed your
suggestion of having a white background, and we think that the result
is highly satisfactory. This being so, should you decide to have
stamps with a white background, we are prepared to make the
necessary Key plate free of charge, to replace the one already made,
which will be rendered useless.
When you have settled which of the three specimens you will
adopt, we will submit a further colour scheme on white and coloured
papers.
As the die will have to be altered and a new Key plate made, it will
take at least two months from the date of receiving your final instruc
tions before we could make a delivery of the Stamps. Perhaps under
the circumstances you may decide to send a further supply of the
temporary stamps.

The Crown Agents decided to refer the matter to the Ad
ministrator, and pursued the question of further temporary
stamps on July 17th.

We have been in telegraphic communication with the Government
of the Malay States in consequence of the unexpected delay in the
supply of the small stamps — Tiger pattern — caused by the refer
ence of the design to the Colony.
The supply of temporary overprinted stamps is insufficient to last
much longer and we have been asked to telegraph how soon we can
supply stamps from the old plates for the four separate States, viz.,
Perak, Pahang, Negri Sembilan and Selangor — not overprinted.
We request you to inform us how soon a supply of these stamps for
the four States could be finished and shipped. We have no informa
tion as to quantities, but they might be based on the present indent,
and the earliest date for a first delivery of all duties, or for some only
if time could thereby be saved, should be stated.
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Federated It would also be as well to state how much longer it would take to
Malay States overprint the Stamps Federated Malay States, like the last supply, as
Cent Duties it is possible the Colonial Government may have suggested reverting
(continued) t0 t^e 0^ stamps under the impression that the overprinting would

involve a great increase in the time for manufacture.

De La Rue replied on the following day:

It will take less time to produce stamps with the overprint 'Feder
ated Malay States' than it will to produce stamps from the old plates
for the 4 separate States. We would suggest sending half the quantity
ordered under the present Indent, and we should be able to make a
delivery of the overprinted stamps in six weeks and complete the
quantity in 8 weeks.
If it be decided to have the stamps for the 4 separate States, it
would take us three months to make a delivery.

The approaching arrival of Sir Frank Swettenham in London
galvanised the Crown Agents, and they reverted once more on
July 23rd to the possible delivery of the new series.

We request you to inform us as soon as possible, how soon after
the final approval of the new Tiger design, you could promise to make
a first delivery of the new stamps. The Resident General of the
Malay States is expected in England on the 25th instant and we wish
to be in a position to give him full particulars of the respective dates
at which some of the new Stamps and the old overprinted stamps
could be supplied.
It might be desirable to send out a supply of some of the lower
duties first, so we shall be obliged if you would say how much time
could be saved by adopting this course, as well as the earliest time
in which a first supply of all duties could be sent.

The firm, who can be forgiven if these proceedings were
beginning to bore them, took the opportunity of forcing the
issue back to the question of printing the stamps from the plates
as they had been made. They replied immediately:

If from the design which was approved, and of which a plate has
been made, delivery could be made of a portion of all duties in six
weeks from the date of receiving instructions, but if it is decided to
adopt the altered design at present under consideration, it would take
10 weeks from the date of receiving your instructions. A delivery of
the old overprinted stamps could be made in six weeks from the date
of receiving your instructions.
There would be no practical saving of time by adopting this course,
but we might possibly be able to make a delivery of some of the
lower duties a week earlier.

Any hope of getting a settlement was dispersed by the arrival
of Sir Frank, whose verdict was reported to De La Rue by the
Crown Agents on July 30th.
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We have shown the designs for the Tiger stamps to the Resident Federated
General who has just arrived in England. He considers that the light Malay States

background is an improvement, but that the design is still far from CeQt Duties

satisfactory and that the drawing of the left foreleg and paw is too (cont1nued)
thick.
He has also suggested that the Tiger on design E (returned here
with) might give a better result and that it would also be improved by
lightening the background. We should like to see the effect of this
design adapted to the border for which the overprint plates are made.

Before sending a formal answer on August 15th De La Rue
put in hand some experimental work.

We send you on Appendix hereto 3 stamps of the approved design,
with the white background, and the fore leg of the tiger made some
what less thick.
To give you every assistance in coming to a decision, we have
engraved on soft metal the tiger ofdesign E, adapting it to the borders
already in existence, and we now submit two specimens, A and B,
which we think are sufficiendy finished to show the result.
In the event of this design being adopted, it would be necessary
to make a new original Tiger die, at a cost of £70, a working die, at a
cost of £45; and a Key printing plate (60-set) at a cost of £21. 5. o.

Further suggestions were made by the Crown Agents on
August 17th:

We think the effect is much improved by lightening the back
ground of the designs A & B, but we think a further improvement
would be, to do away with all the inner geometrical framework which
forms part of the plate. This would do away with the dwarfing effect
of the corners and the engraving of the jungle and ground might be
brought up to the edges of the frame produced by the overprint plate.
Is there any technical reason to prevent this being done? If not, a
specimen drawn in by hand might show the result.

The firm's reply of August 20th strikes a more hopeful note:

We now send you two further specimens, marked respectively C
and D, in which we have, as suggested, done away with the inner
framework and brought the engraving of the jungle up to the edges
of the border. There appears to be no technical difficulties in the way.

The correspondence which then ensued between Sir Frank
Swettenham and the Crown Agents is filed in the Correspon
dence Book. It consists of the Crown Agents' letter of August
22nd and Sir Frank's reply ofAugust 25th.

We enclose a sheet of specimen stamps (dated 15th instant) in
which Messrs. De La Rue have slighdy lightened the left foreleg of
the tiger from the design following the Bank Note design — as you
suggested at our recent interview.
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Federated

Malay States
Cent Duties

(continued)

We also enclose designs A & B with a tiger following design E of
the 12th Sept., 1899.
At our suggestion Messrs. De La Rue have submitted designs C
and D showing the effect of doing away with the inside border which
forms part of the plate, and bringing the jungle and ground up to the
edges of the frame which is produced by the overprint plate.
We shall be glad to hear whether you consider this is an improve
ment, and if so, whether you prefer the bounding or walking tiger, as
the latter design could be treated in the same way as far as the inner
frame is concerned.

In either case it appears to us that the drawing of the tiger might
be improved — in the bounding tiger the hind leg appears to be in
distinctly drawn and the forelegs too wide apart — but we shall be
glad if you will suggest any improvements in the drawing of which
ever design you consider the best which may occur to you.
A franked envelope is enclosed.
Reply. I have carefully examined the stamps and do not hesitate to
say that I am strongly in favour of the design C. I am quite satisfied
with this (the bounding tiger) as it is and while I realize what an
improvement it is to omit the useless inside border I can't under
stand why the tiger shows up so much better on C & D than on A &
B. Apparently C & D are rather darker but the whole picture seems
so much sharper.
As I said, I am satisfied with this design and I think it is a great
advantage as far as appearances go, to have the stamp in 2 colours
like C rather than one like D.

Inevitably the Crown Agents had to ask De La Rue 'whether
the sharper appearance of designs C and D is due to the plate
or to the ink'. The firm replied on August 31st.

We have perused the Resident General's letter to you and note his
approval of designs C and D.
The difference in the appearance of designs A and B as compared
with C and D arises from the fact that the former were printed direct
on to card and the latter on to paper which has been stuck on to the
card. We now enclose specimens printed from the soft metal, in the
three doubly fugitive colours, on gummed paper, under as nearly as
possible the same conditions as the stamps themselves will be ulti
mately printed.
We shall be glad to know whether the cost of the dies and plate for
the design originally selected shall be charged now, or held over until
the new die is completed.
We return designs A, B, C and D.

One would have thought that enough had now been said, and
that the firm might have been allowed to finish off the order and
think of something else, but the Crown Agents thought differ
ently. A further exchange of letters took place, the Crown Agents
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writing on September 3rd and De La Rue answering four days Federated
later. Malay States

» . r . . . , L Cent Duties
As 1t appears from your memorandum of the 31st ult1mo, that the (continued)
adoption of the bounding instead of the walking tiger will entail a
charge for plates which would not otherwise be incurred, we must
ask you to state in detail what the cost will be.
On examining the three loose specimens we think they do not
show up nearly as sharply as C & D, in fact they do not seem to be
quite as good as A and B. If the new plate should be decided on,
could it not be so improved that the result of the printing on the
gummed paper should be as dark and sharp as designs C & D?
Reply. If the design of the bounding tiger be adopted, it will entail
an extra cost of

A new original tiger die £70.
A working die £45.
A Key printing plate (60-set) £21 . 5s.

Total extra cost £136. 5s.

The three loose specimens were printed in the three doubly fugi
tive colours, and it is due to this that the impressions are not so in
tense as the impressions on C and D which are printed in ordinary
colours.

The doubly fugitive colours cannot be made of a deeper tint, and
in order to print with these inks the engraving has of necessity to be
carried out in a particular manner. We could not therefore promise
that the Stamps would be of a deeper colour than the three doubly
fugitive specimens. We may, however, point out that in printing
from a single die (as is the case with these specimens) we should not

expect to get so satisfactory a result as from a completed stamp plate.

The Crown Agents felt that they must still consult the
Resident General, but on September 14th they told the firm
that he had approved the bounding tiger and the extra expense.
They asked De La Rue to proceed with the manufacture of the
dies and plates and submit specimens of the stamps for ap
proval.
The firm paused to ask whether in fact Design A or Design
C had been approved, and Design C was chosen on September
19th. Two telegrams urging delivery were received in October,
and the colour scheme was submitted 'by striking a few leads
from the original die . . . pending the making of the working
die and the Key-plate' on November 13th. It was approved on
November 19th, seventeen months after the designs were first
sent to the Crown Agents. In this way was brought into being
a stamp which was to be current for thirty-five years, and to
give pleasure to countless schoolboy and schoolgirl collectors.
On July 10, 1900 De La Rue had invoiced the four overprint
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Federated
Malay States
Cent Duties

(continued)

Malta
One Farthing

Hong Kong
Colour
Changes
Two Cents
Four Cents
Five Cents
Ten Cents
Thirty Cents

plates, each of 60 multiples, for the One Dollar, Two Dollars,
Five Dollars and Twenty-five Dollars. On March 19, 1901 they
charged £75 for engraving the original tiger die, £45 for the
working d1e and £21. 5. od for a keyplate of 60 multiples. These
items in the invoice are followed by a note saying: 'The above
dies and plates superseded as per Crown Agents' letter 14th
Sept. 1900/
Similar charges were then made for the second die, working
die and keyplate, with eight overprint plates of 120 multiples
at £12 each.
Owing to the nature of the design the plate containing the
duty and name of the colony formed the keyplate for printing
purposes, and for this reason contained twice as many multiples
as the nominal 'keyplate'.
Three separate invoices for the stamps were made out to the
three States — Negri Sembilan, Selangor and Perak — on
March 19, 1901. The first two received supplies of each of the
eight duties, but Perak was only sent supplies ofthe Three Cents,
Four Cents, Ten Cents, Twenty Cents and Fifty Cents. The
total quantities charged in this first invoice were: One Cent,
148,800; Three Cents, 994,200; Four Cents, 223,680; Five
Cents, 77,520; Eight Cents, 30,000; Ten Cents, 102,720; Twenty
Cents, 64,800; Fifty Cents, 84480.
The Specimens of the One Cent, Five Cents and Eight Cents
were charged to Selangor, and of the remaining five duties to
Perak. The revised quantity of 722 was supplied in each case.

The design for the Malta One Farthing had been approved
by the Crown Agents on June 18, 1898, and on July 8, 1899 De
La Rue was instructed to proceed with the engraving. The
colour, according to the Chief Secretary of the Colony, was to
be that of 'the old Malta Halfpenny stamp (yellow) used up to
the 31st December, 1884'. Three specimens, printed in different
shades of yellow, were submitted on September 14th. The
original plate and printing plate were invoiced on September
15th.
On October 31st the Crown Agents sent a letter from the
Colony approving one of these colours, but no printing order
was received, and it was not until October 3, 1900 that 572,640
stamps were invoiced, with 722 Specimens. This is the begin
ning of the reduction of the number of Specimens from 750 to
722.

On July 8, 1899 the Crown Agents sent a letter from the
Colonial Secretary on the subject of the colour changes required
in order to bring the Colony in line with the International
Postal Union. In addition to the five changes which actually
occurred the Colony asked for the colour of the Twelve Cents



Plate 37

I# Trinidad provisional 3d on Five Pence,
invoiced 13 11/99.
3 - 4. Designs for Southern Nigeria, 3/4/00.
e 6. Designs for Southern Nigeria, 11, 8/O0.

7. Rejected essay for Bermuda One Farthing

temporary overprint, November 1900.

8 - 1x. Designs A(7), B(8), C(9) and D(io)
for Transvaal, 28 11 00.
12, 13. Designs A(12) and B(13) for Bermuda
One Farthing, 10 12 00.

14. Design for Bahamas pictorial One Penny,
T9/12/oo.
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1, 2. Rejected (1) and approved (2) designs,
South Australia One Penny, 24 6,74.

3. Rejected designs, South Australia. Half
penny, 18/ 11/81.

4-7. Rejected designs for Threepence and

Sixpence, and approved design for Unde-
nominated keyplate, South Australia, 1/7/85.
8, 9. Proofs of key die and overprint die
(Five Shillings) from striking book, recording
60 leads from each for printing plates.



Plate jg

i, 2. Designs for Tasmania, 28/5/91.
3, 4. Design (A) for Tasmania keyplate
series, and Universal Unified keyplate essay.
5. Rejected design, Tasmanian Twopence
Halfpenny, 24/5/99.

6. Design for New Zealand, 23/7/72.
7, 8. Sections from three sketches received
from Orange Free State, December 1865.
9 - 11. Rejected designs, Orange Free State
Fiscal stamps, 6/9/76.
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1, 2. Rejected design (1) and proof of over
print, Cape of Good Hope Twopence Half
penny, 17/2/91.
3. Further essay submitted May 28, 1891.

4-7. Cape of Good Hope essays, 4/12/91.

8 - 13. Six designs for Cape of Good Hope
Fourpence Halfpenny, 4/3/92.
14-16. Three drawings of figure Hope,
submitted with the above six designs (8 - 13I
for Fourpence Halfpenny.
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to be changed to vermilion. A colour scheme was submitted on
July 14th; including proofs in doubly fugitive inks. De La Rue
confirmed that the Twenty and Fifty Cents, which were over
printed, and the Thirty Cents were already printed in doubly
fugitive inks, and also the large duty stamps.
On September 18th the Crown Agents received a telegram
from the Colony suspending the printing of all stamps until
further orders, and De La Rue confirmed that they had not yet
put in hand the printing of the half-yearly supply. In the mean
time the Colonial Secretary had written on August 25th ap
proving the new colours, but requesting that they should all be

printed in doubly fugitive inks, as the risk of 'passing "washed"
stamps would be reduced to a minimum'. De La Rue received
this on September 28th, and pointed out that the suggestion
was impossible, as doubly fugitive inks were limited to purple,
green and black. •

On April 12, 1900 the firm was told to print 8,000 sheets of
the Two Cents and 5,000 sheets of the Ten Cents in the new
colours, and promised part delivery on May 1 1th.
The Two Cents (2,024,320) and Ten Cents (1,220,400) were
invoiced on June 26th, with 750 Specimens of each. The Four
Cents and Five Cents were charged with what was described
as a 'Half Yearly and Yearly Supply' on December 28, 1900.
The quantities were 842400 Four Cents and 362,880 Five
Cents, with 722 Specimens of each.
The first printing of the Thirty Cents (48,000) in the new
colour was also invoiced in this consignment. There were also

722 Specimens.

The requisition for four new duties from the Universal
Unified Keyplate for British Honduras was sent by the Crown
Agents on July 24, 1899. A colour scheme was submitted on
July 27th, and this was revised on August 2nd, when the duty
plates were proofed in doubly fugitive green, so as to reserve
the purple for the lower values, in case the Colony should wish
to convert the lower values then printed from the Universal
Postage Keyplate. The colours were approved on August 8th.
De La Rue were asked to improve on the three months' delivery
date but would not commit themselves; in fact the overprint
plates, stamps and usual 750 specimens were invoiced on
October 12th, with the following quantities: Fifty Cents,
60,000; One Dollar, 24,720; Two Dollars, 12,000; Five Dollars,
12,000.

Hong Kong
Colour
Changes
Two Cents
Four Cents
Five Cents
Ten Cents
Thirty Cents
(continued)

British
Honduras
Unified Series
Fifty Cents
One Dollar
Two Dollars
Five Dollars

While the negotiations for the preparation of the new Negri
Federated Malay States stamps were in progress the Crown Sembilan
Agents received on August 5, 1899 a telegram from Negri One Cent
Sembilan for a supply of One Cent and Three Cents Postage
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Negri
Sembilan
One Cent

Northern

Nigeria
Universal
Unified Series

stamps, and Five Cents and Ten Cents Postage and Revenue
stamps. For the Three Cents Postage the Crown Agents
suggested overprinting the old Five Cents postage plate (spring
ing tiger design). In their acknowledgment of August 9th De La
Rue reminded them that the old One Cent and Five Cent over
print plates had been destroyed according to instructions on
January 14, 1896. They proposed therefore to make a new One
Cent overprint plate for the old Postage Keyplate, and to supply
for the Three Cents the Tiger's Head with the duty in a new
colour, seeing that the existing colour, carmine, was reserved
for the Four Cents. On August 15th the Crown Agents stated
that the One Cent should also be in the Tiger's Head design, in
the same green as the Perak One Cent, but decided to retain the
existing colour of the Three Cents.
The overprint plate for the One Cent, with 23,640 stamps
and 750 Specimens, was invoiced on September 15th.

On September 12, 1899 the Crown Agents forwarded a re
quest from the Colonial Office for 'specimens of postage stamps
for use in Northern Nigeria printed from the Universal Plate'.
De La Rue sent on September 15th two ranges of colours, one
from the Universal Postage Keyplate, and another from the
Universal Unified Keyplate.

In each scheme we have, as far as we are aware, followed the duties
of the Niger Coast Protectorate. The \d., 1d., and 2£d. Stamps are
given in the colours of the Postal Union; the other Stamps are pre
sented in various colours, to give you a selection. On each Appendix
the \d. Stamp at the top has had the lettering 'Northern Nigeria'
painted in by our artist, in order that you may see the effect of a
completed Stamp. The other Stamps are overprinted with our 'Im-
perium' experimental plate, and we hope it will be sufficient for you
to judge of their appearance.

A requisition for nine values followed on November 10th,
and the firm were requested to go ahead with the manufacture
of the overprint plates pending a decision on the colours.
On January 8, 1900 De La Rue asked for instructions about
the colours and received the following reply on January 1 1th:

It appears advisable to print the duties which are the same as the
Gold Coast in as nearly as possible the same colours and it would be
desirable not to adopt any of the Gold Coast colours for stamps of
different duties in Northern Nigeria.
The £d., 1d., 2d., 2id., and 5d. colours in the colour scheme of the

15th Sept. will do, but the 6d. should be in whole purple. The 1/-
should be in black (overprint) like the Gold Coast and the 10/-
should be in the same colours as the new Gold Coast 10/-, and the

2/6 should be a colour which will not conflict with any of the other
Gold Coast green stamps.
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We request you to furnish a colour scheme with a few extra colours Northern
to choose from and it would be well to show on the scheme the green Nigeria
Gold Coast Stamps in order that the colours chosen should not con- Universal

flict with them, as some of the duties now in use there may in the Unified Ser1es

future be introduced into Northern Nigeria. (cont1nued)

De La Rue submitted an elaborate colour scheme on January
13th.

Herewith we beg to send you on Appendix A a complete set of the
Gold Coast and Northern Nigeria Postage and Revenue Stamps
placed side by side with the corresponding duties opposite one
another, in order that the effect of the colours may be easily seen.
As requested, we have in all cases of similarities made the Northern
Nigeria Stamps correspond with the Gold Coast Stamps. In those
cases where there are no corresponding Gold Coast duties, we give a
colour which does not conflict with any Gold Coast colour.
On Appendix B. we furnish nine further specimens, in case you
should prefer any of these colours to those on Appendix A.

The colours were approved on January 18th, except that the
Crown Agents thought the colours of the Gold Coast One
Shilling and Ten Shillings 'appear to be very much alike'. They
suggested that the open tablet might be provided for one of
them, if not too late. De La Rue replied that it was too late to
make the change but suggested altering the colour of one of
them: it was decided to retain the Gold Coast colours.
The nine overprint plates, stamps and usual Specimens were
invoiced on February 22nd.
The following quantities were charged: One Halfpenny,
40,560; One Penny, 80,640; Twopence, 19,920; Twopence half
penny, 25440; Fivepence, 10,320; Sixpence, 8,160; One Shilling,
8,640; Two Shillings and Sixpence, 8,160; Ten Shillings, 8,040.

On September 16, 1899 the Crown Agents sent a requisition British Central
for a new Ten Shillings duty for British Central Africa. Colour Africa
specimens were submitted on September 19th, which were sent Ten Shillings
to the Colony with a request for approval by telegram. De La
Rue were asked to raise the question on November 10th if no
reply had been received. They did so, and the Crown Agents
asked to see 'one or two specimens printed in lighter shades of
green than the existing 3/- stamp'. Four specimens were sent on
November 15th, one ofwhich was approved on November 24th.
The overprint plate, 18,000 stamps and 750 Specimens were
invoiced on December 22nd. The stamps were interleaved with
blotting paper.

The change in the second colour of the British Guiana British Guiana
Unified Keyplate Two Cents from orange to red was asked for Colour Change
in the requisition forwarded to De La Rue on September 28, Two Cents
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British Guiana 1 899. The Crown Agents also asked for a colour range for the
Colour Change Ninety-six Cents, hitherto printed in purple and red. De La
Two Cents Rue submitted a proof in red only, using singly fugitive inks,
(cont1nued) ^j gigQ ^ purple ^ad red; a range for the Ninety-six cents was

also sent.

The Two Cents was approved in purple and red and 1,015,800
stamps, with 750 specimens were invoiced on January 8, 1900.

Trinidad The correspondence dealing with this unissued Trinidad
Threepence stamp is printed in full. It begins with a letter reference 98/1899
on Fivepence 0f September 28, 1899 from the Crown Agents to De La Rue,

marked 'Urgent':

The enclosed Requisition for a new 3d. Postage and Revenue
Stamp for Trinidad is sent to you for execution.
An overprint plate to be prepared.
Be good enough to report cost.

Specimen Stamps to be sent to us in two or three colours of the
overprint for approval.
The usual specimens will be required.
The indent is marked 'Urgent* please expedite supply.
When will delivery be made?

The firm replied on October 22nd:

Requisition returned herewith for: —

6,000 — 3d. Postage & Revenue Stamps.
A 60-set overprint plate at a cost of £12 will be required.
On Appendix hereto we hand you a specimen of the Stamps we
would propose. In this, in order to make distinction, we have made
the overprint a white letter on a dark ground as there are so many
duties with solid letter on a white ground that it is impossible to get
any further distinction, and therefore it appears to us necessary to
adopt a white letter on a dark ground.
Delivery to your Inspector in 10 weeks from the date of receiving
your instructions.

The Crown Agents did not approve the specimen, and sent
the following criticism on October 4th:

We do not think the threepenny Stamp you propose gives at all a
good contrast to the stamps of the existing series.
Can you make any suggestion to enable us to decide on a stamp
which will give a better result?
The overprint plate should not be begun until the matter is settled

De La Rue sent a further set of Specimens on October 6th:

On Appendix hereto we beg to hand you eight further combina
tions for you to select from. As the purple is much more largely

employed in the Postage size of the Trinidad Stamps, we think that
the green might give a better contrast.
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In these combinations we have employed a dark letter on a white Trinidad
ground, but of course, ifyou prefer it

,
a white letter on a dark ground, Threepence

as shown on our Appendix ofOctober 2nd could be employed. on F1yepence

We hold over the overprint plate pending your further instructions. (cont1nued)

The proposal to substitute a temporary overprint from type
for a permanent duty was raised by the Crown Agents on
October 11th:

We do not think any of the colours suggested will give satisfactory
results and we propose therefore to send out stamps with the 3d. duty
shown by means of a temporary overprint.
We think the 5d. stamp will be the best to select and we request
you to furnish specimens ofwhat you would propose — the overprint
to be as clear as possible.
We should like to see the overprint shown in a bold figure — 3d. —
as well as the words 'Threepence' and in such colour or colours as will
afford the best contrast.

Alternative specimens on the lines suggested were submitted

on October 13th:

On Appendix hereto we beg to hand you the specimens you ask
for, overprinted with the 3d. in figures and in words.

A temporary plate will be necessary, at a cost of £3. 3. 0, and
the overprinting of the Stamps would be 6d. per thousand.

The Crown Agents approved one of the specimens on October Plate 37; z

18th:

We return the colour scheme of the 13th instant with the 3d., over
print initialled.
The Stamps should be put in hand at once and we hope there will
be no difficulty in finishing them in time for delivery in Trinidad
early in December — with the other stamps ordered under Req.
99/99.

De La Rue promised to have the stamps ready in time and they
were invoiced, at the same time as Requisition 99/99, on Novem
ber 13th. Fifty-two sheets, making 6,240 stamps, were charged
with 750 Specimens and the temporary overprint plate.

The correspondence which led to the change in colours of all
the Mauritius Stamps, and the introduction of coloured papers,
in 1902 was the result of the Report of the Mauritius Stamp
Committee, dated August 1, 1899, which was sent to De La Rue
on October 6th. After commenting on the fact that there were
far too few duties available, and that at least thirteen were re
quired, the Committee made the following points:

Very strong objection has been taken in the Colony from the very
first to the present scheme of colours; they are ugly, in the case of the

Mauritius
New Colour
Scheme
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Mauritius 18 ct. (now 15 ct.) it does not conform with the requirements of the
New Colour Washington Convention, and they are very inconvenient to the public
Scheme and the Postal Authorities.
(cont1nued) .I.ne Committee consider that it is a mistake to have so many

Stamps of the same colour, the values being only indicated by small
labels ofdifferent colours. Mistakes are frequently made by the public
in franking letters, and also by the clerks in selling stamps over the
counter, for which they are liable.
The Committee consider that every Stamp should have a distinc
tive colour so as to be easily recognisable: this system is in use in the
United Kingdom where the scheme of the fugitive colours lilac and
green was abandoned in 1887 and was recognized by the Convention
ofWashington when a distinctive blue was adopted for postal Union
purposes.
The Committee think that both convenience and the convention
require that the 15 Cts. should also be blue, but of a deeper blue.
In the same way the British Empire letters should now have a dis
tinctive colour, in order that the Postal Authorities may, when sorting,
easily distinguish them from Postal Union letters and also from local
letters.

They again recommend, as they recommended in their Report of

3rd May 1899 that the 6 Cts. should be scarlet and the 12 Cts. blood
red.

The local rate of 4 Cts. should be again of a distinctive colour, the
old colour orange might conveniently be reverted to.
The reason advanced for maintaining the existing scheme of
colours is that they are fugitive, and as the Stamps are used both for
Revenue and postal purposes, it is assumed that this is of the first
importance.
There is no doubt that if the Stamps are in fugitive colours any
attempt to erase pen marks will show, because the colour will have
been removed.

But the fact that the colour has flown will not prove conclusively
that the stamp has in fact been used twice, and there is no law which
forbids the use of Stamps which are not of the pristine colour. Nor
could there be such a law, for the colour more especially the green
flies even when touched with a damp finger, and often during the
mere process of affixing it to an envelope.
And this is the most serious objection to fugitive colours in a damp
climate, on a rainy or even damp day the colours have often flown by
the time they are brought from the Post Office; even when kept in a
room they stick together and are spoilt. The Committee consider
that not only colours but the paper and the gum of the present issue
are bad and should be discontinued.

The Crown Agents made the following comments in their
accompanying letter:

The enclosed report of the Mauritius Stamp Committee — dated
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the 1st August — is forwarded to you for any observations you may Mauritius
have to make. New Colour

When returning the papers, we request you to inform us whether Scheme

any thing can be done to enlarge the duty tablet on the small stamps (cont1nued)
— and if so what would be the cost.
We believe that in this case the Key plate contains the whole of the
stamp except the duty tablet — would it be possible to cut off or file
down a portion of the Key plate, and so allow for a larger tablet and
introduce tablets into the corners. If this could be done, an improve
ment might be effected at the cost of a new overprint plates but
might save the expense of a Key plate.
We request you to furnish us with a full report on the cost of any
alterations you can suggest.

In their reply of October 9th the firm took up the challenge
as far as the stamps of Great Britain were concerned, and in
doing so put into the mind of the Crown Agents the idea of
using coloured papers:

Report returned herewith. We would venture to point out that the
Committee are wrong in thinking that the doubly fugitive inks have
been given up by H. M. Government. All the English Postage and
Revenue Stamps from 1d. to 1/- inclusive are printed in doubly
fugitive inks, the distinction in some cases, such as the 2£d., 3d., and
6d. being obtained by printing the stamps on coloured papers. The
2^d. is the doubly fugitive purple printed on a blue paper, the 3d. is
the doubly fugitive purple printed on a yellow paper, and the 6d. is
the doubly fugitive purple printed on a red paper. In all the other
stamps, it will be noticed that the principal part of the Stamp con
taining the Queen's head is printed in either doubly fugitive purple
or doubly fugitive green.
If the Colony wishes to use the Stamps for Postage and Revenue
purposes, it is impossible to make any very great distinction be
tween the Stamps, except by means of the overprints, as there are
only three doubly fugitive colours available — purple, green and
black.

When Stamps printed with doubly fugitive inks are obliterated,
they cannot have the obliteration removed without entirely destroy
ing the Stamp; therefore the remarks in the last paragraph but one of
the Committee's Report do not apply, because the colour will have
flown to such an extent as to make it quite impossible for the stamp
to be used a second time.

We regret that it is impracticable to alter the existing Key plate.
If any alteration whatever is required in the design, it will necessitate
a new Key die, at a cost of £50, a new 120-set Key plate, at a cost of
£42. 10. o, and new overprint plates at a cost of £12 each.
We venture to suggest that if the Colony are prepared to go to the
expense of a new Key die, Key plate, etc., the new ones might be for
Postage purposes only and then the Stamps could be printed in any
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Mauritius required colours. Such Stamps could only be obliterated by means of
New Colour ordinary obliterating ink.
Scheme The existing Key plate might be used for producing Stamps for
(continued) Revenue purposes only in our doubly fugitive inks.

The Crown Agents answered on October 23rd:

As nothing can be done to improve the stamps except by having
entirely new plates, and, as it appears likely that a larger number of
duties may be required, we propose to recommend the adoption of
coloured paper.
We request you to furnish a colour scheme — in duplicate — from
both plates, throwing as many variations as it is possible to obtain
from the three doubly fugitive inks, combined with various papers.
The colour of the ink and paper should be noted on the colour
scheme.

The colour scheme was submitted on November 1st:

We beg to hand you Appendix A in duplicate with a colour scheme
which we trust may meet with your approval.
On Appendix B we hand you a variety of combinations of Stamps
in case you wish to substitute any for those given on Appendix A.

Nothing further transpired until May 17, 1900, when the
Crown Agents sent the following letter to De La Rue:

We have been informed that the following duties will be required
for use in Mauritius and a further communication will be made to
you, as soon as the colours have been decided on.

1 Cent, 2 Cents, 4 Cents, 5 Cents, 6 Cents, 8 Cents, 12 Cents, 15
Cents, 25 Cents, 50 Cents, 1 Rupee, 2 Rs. 50 Cents, 5 Rupees.
An overprint plate for the 12 cents, which appears to be the only
duty not in existence, should be put in hand.

This was followed by another letter from the Crown Agents
on May 31st:

In continuation of our memorandum of the 17th inst, we enclose
further correspondence on the subject of the Mauritius series of
Stamps, from which you will see that a 3 cents stamp will be required.
We request you to furnish us with a scheme of colours based on
the report of the Committee dated 2nd March — with the alterations
rendered necessary by the subsequent correspondence.

The 2 cents colour should be chosen with a view to the correspond
ing stamp on the envelope, referred to in our memorandum of this
date under Req., 11/1900, being printed in a similar colour.
If it is found that the colours chosen by the Committee conflict in
any cases, it would be well to attach a few alternative colours to
choose from.

The report of the Committee, who noted 'with great satis
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faction the efforts which have been made to meet their wishes',
did not raise any new point, but they drew up a list of colours
for the keyplates and overprint plates, and also of coloured
papers, which was adopted when the stamps were issued in 1902.

Three of the Mauritius duties, One Cent, Two Cents, and
Four Cents, were ordered on June 6, 1900, and the firm
promised delivery in eight weeks. The stamps were invoiced on
August 23rd: One Cent, 61,920; Two Cents, 60,720; Four
Cents, 610,200. There were the usual 750 Specimens of each.

A further change as a result of the new colour scheme for
Seychelles submitted on February 23, 1899 was made with the
requisition for 250 sheets of Fifteen Cents in blue sent by the
Crown Agents on October 14th. The new Stamps (30,720) and

750 Specimens were invoiced on November 14th.

De La Rue reported on October 26, 1899 that the overprint
plate for the Trinidad One Penny required renewal; it had
yielded over 173,000 impressions. A requisition for a further
supply of Trinidad stamps, including 960,000 One Penny, was
sent on November 10th, and as the request for a new plate had
been forwarded to the Colony De La Rue were instructed to
use the old plate. Permission to make the new plate followed on
December 8th, and it was invoiced on December 28th. As the
requisition of November 10th was not invoiced until January
18, 1900 it is probable that the 976,800 One Penny charged
were printed for the new duty plate.

The Trinidad requisition of November 10, 1899 included
16,000 of the Five Shillings duty. This was followed by a further
requisition of November 24th which included 6,000 of the Five
Sh1llings. On December 19th the Crown Agents received a
telegram from Trinidad asking for the Five Shillings to be
changed to purple, but in reply De La Rue stated that 'the
whole of the present order is printed'. They sent specimens in
purple with eight different coloured overprints, of which the
one printed wholly in purple was approved on December 27th.
De La Rue's invoice of January 18, 1900, covering the requisi
tion of November 10th, included 15,900 Five Sh1llings. Their
invoice covering the requisition of November 24th was dated
January 20th, and included 6,300 Five Shillings with 750
Specimens, showing that the colour change had been made after
all. Both these invoices had been postponed to 1900 at the re
quest of the Colony.

The following letter on the subject of the colours of the Gold
Coast Five Shillings and Ten Sh1llings was sent by the firm to
the Crown Agents on October 27, 1899.

Mauritius
New Colour
Scheme

(continued)

Mauritius
Colour
Changes
One Cent
Two Cents
Four Cents

Seychelles
Fifteen
Cents

Trinidad
New Duty
Plate
One Penny

Trinidad
Colour
Change
Five Shillings

Gold Coast
Colour
Changes
Five Shillings
Ten Shillings
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Gold Coast
Colour
Changes
Five Shillings
Ten Shillings

(continued)

Straits
Settlements
New Eight
Cents Plate

British Guiana
One Cent and
Two Cents
Duty Plates

Southern

Nigeria
Universal
Unified
Keyplate
Specimen

Seychelles
Colour
Change
Two Cents

Trinidad
New Colour
Scheme

Threepence
Overprint
Plate

We much regret to find that last year's supply of 5/- and 10/-
Postage and Revenue Stamps was printed in the old colour, instead
of in doubly fugitive green, as ordered by your memo of Feb. 3rd
1898. Unfortunately we omitted to make a note of the alteration in
our printing book, and Mr. Bartlett also appears to have omitted to
note it. We much regret the oversight, and beg to inform you that
the Stamps are this year being printed in the correct colour, and that
the usual specimens will be sent in due course.

The stamps were invoiced on January 8, 1900, when 11,760
Five Shillings and 5,040 Ten Shillings were charged, with 750
Specimens of each duty.

De La Rue reported to the Crown Agents on November 17,
1899 that the Straits Settlements Eight Cents Plate had yielded
over 50,000 impressions, and was 'unfit for the production of
good work'. A new plate, No. 2, was invoiced on March 9, 1900.

On November 27, 1899 De La Rue reported that the over
print plates for the British Guiana One Cent and Two Cents
were worn, having yielded over 128,000 and 162,000 impressions
respectively.
New plates were invoiced on March 7, 1900.

The following letter, marked 'Pressing', was sent to De La
Rue on December 9, 1899:

We request you to supply as soon as possible, a specimen (in
duplicate) of a stamp printed from our Universal Postage and
Revenue Keyplate with the words 'Southern Nigeria' in doubly
fugitive ink.
Green with £d duty would perhaps be the best.

Duplicate specimens were submitted on December 11th.

A requisition dated December 22, 1899 added to the colour
changes of Seychelles resulting from the scheme submitted on
February 23, 1899; it concerned the Two Cents. Eight speci
mens, with the keyplate printed in the colour of the obsolete
Sixteen Cents, were submitted on December 28th. One of these
was approved on January 3, 1900, and 60480 stamps, with 750
Specimens, were invoiced on January 26, 1900.

The correspondence already reported on the subject of dis
tinction between the various lower duties of Trinidad, resulting
in the temporary overprinting of a Threepence duty which was
not issued in the Colony*, led eventually to an overhaul of the
colours and the introduction of coloured papers in 1902 on the

* See p. 644.
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Trinidad
New Colour
Scheme

Threepence
Overprint
Plate

(continued)

same lines as the proposed changes for Mauritius. The Crown
Agents first wrote on February 20, 1900:

We enclose a copy of a letter dated 23rd December to the Govern
ment of Trinidad and their reply of the 1st instant, from which you
will see that the Government wish to obtain better distinctions be
tween the different duties of small stamps.
We request you to furnish specimens of the three doubly fugitive
inks on different coloured papers — like the specimens recently fur
nished for Mauritius.
We should be glad if your colour scheme were sent up in duplicate
as the copy which we send to Trinidad may not be returned.

The firm submitted on February 26th the colour scheme
which they recommended, with a 'variety ofother combinations',
and added to them shortly afterwards at the Crown Agents' re
quest specimens of the existing Fourpence, Fivepence and. Six
pence.

This will give an opportunity of seeing whether it would be better
to adhere to one or more of the existing duties printed in purple on
white paper and avoid introducing new duties printed in colours
corresponding with others of the old series.

A scheme finally approved by the Postmaster General of
Trinidad was sent by the Crown Agents on May 7th. As pro
vision was made in the list for a Threepence duty De La Rue
were instructed to put an overprint plate in hand. It was in
voiced on July 28th.

On March 6, 1900 the firm reported that they had printed Ceylon
over 136,000 impressions from the Ceylon Five Cents plate and Five Cents
asked for authority to renew it. This was given on May 2nd and Plate 6
the plate was invoiced on June 22nd as Plate No. 6.

When giving instructions on March 17, 1900 for a new British Guiana
printing of the British Guiana Two Cents the Crown Agents New Colour
wrote: Scheme

We request you to furnish a set of specimen stamps printed from
the British Guiana plate on various coloured papers (in duplicate)
with a sheet of loose specimens like those recently supplied for
Trinidad.
The 1, 2 and 5 cents are the equivalents of the Id., 1d., and 2 AJ.
respectively, and should be in green on white paper, red paper and
blue paper respectively. All the inks should be doubly fugitive, and
the 2 and 5 cents should be in the inks which give the nearest results
to the requirements of the Postal Union.

A complete colour scheme in duplicate, with forty additional
'loose specimens', was sent on March 22nd. In view of the
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British Guiana amount of proofing involved one is frequently surprised at the
New Colour speed with which the firm prepared these schemes. Certain
Scheme alterations were made in the Colony, and the Crown Agents
(continued) sent ^e scneme back for revision on May 29th.

With reference to previous correspondence under the above
Requisition we enclose a letter from the Government of British
Guiana with an enclosure showing the new colours chosen for the
whole series of stamps.
As, however, the colour scheme is rather confused, we should be

glad if you would furnish us, at your convenience, with a clear copy
of the colour scheme, showing the new series on one sheet of paper.
If it would save putting on the plates for this purpose, it would be
quite sufficient if the stamps were cut out of the enclosed sheet and
gummed on to a clean sheet with their respective values marked

against them.

British Guiana
Colour
Changes
Two Cents
Forty-eight
Cents

A requisition 2/1900 for certain duties was sent on June 14th,
with the instructions that 'the next supply of stamps should be
printed in the new colours, with the exception of the 72 and 96
cents duties'. The colours of the latter had been referred again
to the Colony for reconsideration.
A further requisition for 40,000 Twelve Cents, 30,000
Twenty-four Cents and 15,000 Forty-eight Cents was received
on July 6th. It would appear therefore that the only stamps of
which the colours were changed in the new scheme were the
Two Cents, Forty-eight Cents and Sixty Cents. Of these only
the Two Cents and Forty-eight Cents were immediately altered.
The new Forty-eight Cents, with 750 specimens, was invoiced
on August 23rd, when 15,600 were changed. The new Two
Cents was not changed until June 10, 1901 when the quantity
was 1,024,320. By that time the number of Specimens had been
reduced to 722.
The future colour of the Ninety-six Cents, changed only be
cause it resembled the Seventy-two Cents too closely in artificial
light, was decided upon as black and red on yellow paper on
August 3, 1900, although it was not so printed for five or six
years.

Southern The adoption of the von Angcli head of the Queen for the
Nigeria new postage stamps of Southern Nigeria was due to the fact
First Issue that the Crown Agents sent De La Rue on March 19, 1900 one

of the Niger Coast Protectorate stamps, printed by Waterlow
by the copperplate or recess process, to indicate the sort of
design that was wanted. The firm therefore submitted on April

Plate 37; 2,3,4 3rd three designs and an estimate for printing by the copper
plate process, assuming that the design would be the same for
all the duties. In reply to a query from the Crown Agents they
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explained that it would be more cosdy if a separate design were Southern
required for each of the nine dudes suggested. Nigeria

On June 27th the Crown Agents returned Design B and First Issue

asked for 'designs for stamps of a generally similar character, (continued)
but to be produced by the Surface instead of the copper plate
process'. The words 'Postage and Revenue' were to be intro
duced into some of the designs. The firm replied on July 10th:

We return the design marked B dated April 3 last, and we have as
instructed prepared the enclosed designs C & D (both being the same
design but in different colours) for postage size stamps, to be pro
duced by surface printing and by the Key plate system. In designs
C and D we have followed design B as closely as is possible.
In order to save the Colony the expense of an original Queen's
Head die, we have introduced an impression from a die of ours, which
we shall be happy to use free of charge, in which case the cost of pro
ducing the stamps would be £50 for a working die, £21. 5. o. for a
60-set Key plate and £15 for each 120-set duty plate. The stamps
would be supplied under table 5 of the Schedule. As in the case of
the Federated Malay States, the duties would be printed first 120-set
and the Queen's head afterwards from the 60 set Key plate.
Should the Colony require to have separate bordered designs for
each value of stamps, it would increase the cost £15 per duty.

There is nothing in the Correspondence Books to show when
and why the charming von Angeli die was engraved.
The High Commissioner, Sir R. Moor, was in England, and
after consulting with him the Crown Agents wrote to De La
Rue on July 30th:

We return the designs for the proposed new stamps which we have
shown to the High Commissioner, who is at present in England.
He has agreed to adopt stamps of the ordinary postage size and
has asked to see designs with either the borders or the centres follow
ing as nearly as possible the colours of the present issue of Niger
Coast Protectorate Stamps (specimens of which are in the hands of
our Inspector). It would be well to enable him to judge of the effect,
to print some of the specimens on red and blue paper and to arrange
the duty tablets in one of the designs in both corners, and to make
them rather bolder than in designs C. & D. of the 10th instant in
order that he may be in a position to see whether it will be necessary
to have more than one design of overprint.
It will be necessary to have in all cases, either the centre, or the
border, in doubly fugitive ink, but as in the designs C. & D. the
borders are large, it appears to be immaterial as far as the safety is
concerned, which part of the stamp is printed in singly and which in
doubly fugitive ink. It would, therefore, be better to submit speci
mens of both in order that the High Commissioner may see the effect
of both systems.
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Southern

Nigeria
First Issue

(continued)

We return your memorandum of the 10th inst., in which we under
stand there is a clerical error in the amount quoted for the plate.

A new design in three versions, G, Fa and H, in five different
colours, and two new versions E and F of the old design, also in

Plate 37; 5, 6 five different colours, were submitted on August 11th. The new
design had duty tablets in the corners.
The Heads were printed in doubly fugitive inks but the
borders were produced by photography.
On August 2 1st the Crown Agents informed De La Rue that
the design with the single duty tablet had been approved. They
were instructed to go ahead, and submit a colour scheme when
the plates were ready. The Crown Agents considered 'that a
penny stamp with black centre and bright red borders would
meet the requirements of the Postal Union'.
The firm promised to have the whole of the plates ready in
about three months. They sent three suggestions for treating
the overprint plates for the Two Shillings and Sixpence duty.
One of these was approved on September 3rd.
De La Rue submitted the colour scheme on November 2nd.
It showed all the heads printed in doubly fugitive black. As an
alternative they showed a scheme in which the heads were also
printed in doubly fugitive purple and doubly fugitive green,
which was their preference. The approved colours were returned
by the Crown Agents and a requisition was received for the
following quantities on November 9th: Halfpenny, 100,000;
One Penny, 100,000; Twopence, 25,000; Fourpence, 20,000;
Sixpence, 20,000; One Shill1ng, 10,000; Two Sh1llings and Six
pence, 1 10,000; Five Shillings, 5,000; Ten Shillings, 2,500.
As Southern Nigeria had not yet joined the Postal Union no
Specimens were required.
This was the last new issue to be specially designed for
Queen Victoria, otherwise this new Queen's head would no
doubt have figured frequently in the Crown Agents' transactions.

Universal The Universal Postage Keyplate had yielded over 142,000
Postage impressions when De La Rue asked permission to renew it at
Keyplate their own expense on April 1 1 , 1900.

Cayman A requisition for the Jamaica Government for Halfpenny and
Islands One Penny duties for the Cayman Islands dependency of that
Halfpenny colony was forwarded for the Crown Agents on April 27, 1900.
One Penny Hitherto Jamaica stamps had been used with Cayman Islands

cancellations. The order called for 48,000 of each duty, printed
from the Jamaica Keyplate.
The firm pointed out that this keyplate had the word 'Jamaica'
on it

,

and proposed the Universal Keyplate: they submitted
specimens on April 30th. These were approved on May 23rd
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and the overprint plates, with 13,600 stamps and 750 Specimens
of each duty were charged on August 7th.

On May 15, 1900 the firm asked for permission to make a new General
General Colonial Keyplate at half the normal price, the existing Colonial
one having produced 83,000 impressions. The Crown Agents Keyplate
agreed, and the cost was charged against the three colonies still
using it in the following proportions: Natal, £j. 7. 5.; St Lucia,
£4. 15. o.; Cyprus, £9. 2. 7.

The change of the Straits Settlements Four Cents to red
meant that there were two stamps in existence of the same
colour and similar design. This was noticed in the Colony and
on May 11, 1900 the Colonial Secretary asked the Crown
Agents to arrange for the colour of the Two Cents to be changed
the next time that duty was printed. On returning this letter De
La Rue reported that the Two Cents had not been printed since
September 1893, and suggested that one of the colours in the
scheme which they had submitted on March 3, 1899 should be
selected.

This scheme had been forwarded to the Colony, so De La
Rue sent a duplicate on June 18th and certain specimens for a
Two Cents, which apparently did not appear in the scheme.
An olive-green shade was approved by the Colony on July 19th,
but no stamps were printed in that colour.

On June 30, 1900 the Crown Agents sent the following letter
to the firm in regard to 'a new supply of stamps which it is pro
posed should be brought into use in the Protectorate', according
to the High Commissioner, now Lieut. Colonel W. H. Manning.
The Postmaster General of the Protectorate was in London at
the time.

We enclose a letter from the Government of British Central Africa
Protectorate on the subject of a proposed change in the Stamps.
We request you to supply a colour scheme in accordance with the

requirements of the Postal Union, including a green half-penny
Stamp.
To avoid putting the plates up the specimens could all be from one
plate, and Stamps which need not be changed could be procured
from our Chief Inspector.

The firm submitted the usual colour scheme, with 'thirty-one
further specimens of the Postage Size Stamps', and Mr Gosling,
the Postmaster General, was let loose on them by the Crown
Agents in order to obtain 'the technical information necessary
to enable him to settle the colours'. His first visit was summed
up in the following letter of the firm dated July 23rd.
With reference to our interview of the 18th instant, we have given

Straits
Settlements
Two Cents
Proposed
Colour
Change

British Central
Africa
Colour
Changes
One Penny
Fourpence
Sixpence
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British Central

Africa
Colour
Changes
One Penny
Fourpence
Sixpence

(continued)

the question of your colour scheme our full consideration, and are
unable to see any way other than that suggested to you at the time,
viz., that the present issue of 4d. and 6d. Stamps should be allowed
to run out, and new colours adopted for these values, leaving the
present green and red borders available respectively for your £d. and
1d. duties when you join the Postal Union. We shall be glad to hear
from you on the subject, and we shall be pleased to carry out any
suggestion that may occur to you.

A second visit followed as a result of which twenty different
specimens were submitted for the One Penny, 'with the borders
printed in different shades of green and blue, and the centres
some in doubly fugitive purple and some in doubly fugitive
black' on August 25th. In approving the colours on August 30th
the Crown Agents sent a letter from the Postmaster General
which transcended any communication that the firm had so far
received in their dealings with this Protectorate.

With reference to your letter of the 14th July and to previous cor
respondence concerning the re-arrangement of the colours of the
Postage Stamps of the British Central Africa Protectorate in accord
ance with the Postal Union scheme, I have the honour to inform you
that I have had several interviews and some correspondence with
Messrs. De La Rue, and as a result have, subject to your concurrence,
decided upon the arrangement of colours shown in the colour scheme
herewith.

As you are aware it was desired to obtain, without incurring any
considerable expense, stamps of similar colours but with different
values to those now issued, and at the same time to avoid any risk of
confusion between the old stamps and those about to be printed. I
found that an alteration of design would cost more than it was per
mitted to expend; also that it was impossible to obtain, for the over
prints, shades of colour which were both suited to the requirements
of the Postal Union scheme and sufficiently different to be readily
distinguished from the existing stamps of the Protectorate.
Being thus unable either to modify the design or obtain any con
siderable difference of colour in the overprints, it would appear that
the only way in which a suitable distinction can be obtained is to
adopt a different colour for the Key. I was at first opposed to having
the negro in any colour but black, but I find that the appearance of
the stamps with purple negroes is not unpleasing, and it may perhaps
be said that the particular shade of purple used as closely resembles
the actual colour of a negro as does the black of the existing stamps.
For the sake of uniformity in the new issue, the same colour is
suggested for the Key of the 4d. and 6d. values.
If you agree you will perhaps be so good as to order from Messrs.
De La Rue the following quantities of the values immediately re
quired, viz.,
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Penny Stamps 4,000 sheets Sheets to be

numbered and

Fourpenny Stamps 1,000 „ interleaved

with
Sixpenny Stamps 1,000 „ blotting paper.

The stamps of the halfpenny and twopence-halfpenny values,
which are not immediately required, will be ordered from Zomba
when I have returned to Central Africa.

The firm's reply brought these long negotiations to a seemly
close.

We return herewith Mr. Gosling's letter, a copy of which we have
retained.

A supply of Stamps as requested, printed in the newly chosen
colours, shall be put in hand at once and delivered to your Inspector
in 6 weeks.

On September 12th De La Rue invoiced 48,360 of the One
Penny and a further supply (243,300) on October 23rd. On that
day they also charged 61,680 Fourpence and 61,200 Sixpence,
with 722 Specimens of each of the three duties.

The Natal Halfpenny plate was reported as being too worn
for future use, after 114,000 impressions, on June 30, 1900. In
view of the large quantities required of that duty De La Rue
suggested that the new plate should be 240 instead of 120 mul
tiples, and were willing to meet the extra cost. Permission was
given on August 30th, and the new plate 3, although 240
multiples, was invoiced as a 120 multiple plate on October
3rd.

The change of the design of the British Honduras Five Cents
from the Postage to the Unified Keyplate, and to doubly fugitive
black and blue on blue paper, was the result of the following
letter dated July 14, 1900, with De La Rue's reply of July 23rd
annexed:

The enclosed Requisition for 5 Cents Postage and Revenue
stamps is forwarded to you for execution.
Specimens of the stamps you would propose to supply should be
sent up for approval.
As the higher duties are printed in green the lower values should
be in doubly fugitive purple and as the 5 cents is the equivalent of
2id., the overprint should be blue.
How soon can the stamps be delivered?
Alternative specimens on blue paper should be submitted.
Reply. Requisition returned herewith for 1000 sheets 5 cents
Postage and Revenue stamps. We venture to remind you that hither
to the 5 cents stamp has only been printed from the Universal Postage

British Central

Africa
Colour
Changes
One Penny
Fourpence
Sixpence

(continued)

Natal
Halfpenny
Plate 3

British
Honduras
Five Cents
Universal
Unified
Keyplate
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British
Honduras
Five Cents
Universal
Unified
Keyplate
(continued)
Procedure

Specimens

Bahamas

Proposal for
Colour
Changes

Bermuda
One Farthing
on One
Shilling

Plate 37; 7

Plate. Specimens sent herewith, together with alternative specimens
on your new blue paper.
In four weeks from the date of your instructions.

The colour was approved on July 30th and 122,160 stamps,
with 750 Specimens, were invoiced on September 17th.

On September 19, 1900 the Crown Agents informed De La
Rue that the number of Specimen stamps required by the
Postal Union for distribution was to be reduced from 736 to 722.
The quantity of 750, which allowed for more than the Postal
Union Requirements, was reduced to the nett quantity of 722
henceforward.

The following letter dated November 7, 1900 from the Crown
Agents, with the firm's reply of November 14th annexed, out
lines the proposals for colour changes submitted to the Bahamas.
These however were not put into practice until the King Ed
ward stamps were supplied.

We propose to suggest to the Government of the Bahamas the
advisability of printing the £1, and possibly the 5/- Stamp, in doubly
fugitive ink and we shall be obliged if you would, when convenient,
furnish a colour scheme for the consideration of the Government.
We think it will be unavoidable to change the colour of the existing
6d. and possibly of the 1/- stamp so we should be glad to send out
specimens of the various doubly fugitive colours combined with
singly fugitive overprints of good contrasts.
Perhaps the employment of coloured papers would avoid the
necessity for a change in the existing stamps.
Reply. We beg to hand you on Appendix hereto specimens of the
colours we should recommend for the 5/- and £1 Stamps printed in
doubly fugitive black. Underneath these we give eight further
specimens printed in doubly fugitive inks, in case you wish to sub
stitute any of them for the two suggested by us. If you adopt stamps
printed in doubly fugitive black, it will obviate the necessity of
making any change in the 6d. and 1j- Stamps.

The Crown Agents received a cable from Bermuda on
November 10, 1900 ordering '1000 sheets of one shilling
postage stamps, coloured grey, and surcharged one farthing' to
reach Bermuda before the end of the year.
The firm submitted a specimen on November 14th, and
quoted £3 for an overprint plate. They suggested that as the
Threepence was already printed in grey a light green or orange
might be more suitable. The Crown Agents decided to follow
the Colony's instructions and approved the grey specimen on
November 16th.
The temporary overprint plate was charged at the usual
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£3. 3. 0. on December 12th, with 240,000 stamps and 722
Specimens.

Lord Roberts had entered Bloemfontein on March 13, 1900, Transvaal and
and Pretoria fell on June 5th. With the occupation of Koomati- Orange River
poort on September 24th, and the flight of President Kruger to Colony
Laurenco Marques, it seemed that the South African War was
over. The Crown Agents wrote to De La Rue on November
30th:

Transvaal and Orange River Colonies Stamps

We request you to furnish us, as soon as possible, with designs for
Postage and Revenue Stamps for the above Colonies. The headings
will be 'Transvaal' and 'Orange River Colony' and the words
'Postage and Revenue' should appear. The centre should be the
Queen's Head, and we wish to adopt the system of doubly fugitive
centres and very wide borders and large duty tablets, like the new
Fed. Malay States Stamps, which give very good contrasts.
The probable duties will be £d., 1d., 2£d., 6d., 1/-, 2/6, 5/- and

10/- for small stamps and £1 .-£5. and £10 large or Revenue size.
As it is probable that the colours in each case will be the same, it is
very important that the designs should differ as much as possible.
Possibly the adoption of a small sized Queen's Head, at all events
in the small stamps, might give scope for a greater diversity of design.
We should be glad to see alternative designs for both large and
small stamps for each Colony — some with more than one duty
tablet — in the case of the Transvaal possibly four could be intro
duced.

We request you to forward the designs at the earliest possible date,
as we wish to settle the new stamps before the departure of the
Secretary to the High Commissioner who is leaving very shortly for
South Africa. In order to do this we should have to receive the
designs by the middle ofnext week.

The firm replied very fully, with estimates, on November
28th:

We beg to enclose the following eight designs, which we have pre
pared in accordance with your instructions, so that the border con
tains the duty as in the case of the Federated Malay States.
A & B are alternative designs for Transvaal Colony Postage size Plate37;8to11
Stamps.

C. & D are alternative designs for Transvaal Colony Revenue size
stamps. E & F are alternative designs for Orange River Colony
Postage Size Stamps. G. & H are alternative designs for Orange River
Colony Revenue size Stamps. As you are probably aware, we have
for years past supplied the Orange Free States with Postage Stamps,
Revenue Stamps, Post Cards and Postal Orders; but to the Transvaal
we have only supplied Registration Envelopes, and those through a
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Transvaal and house in Holland. The quantities of Stamps taken by the late Orange
Orange River Free States Government, and presumably the quantities which
Colony would be required by the Transvaal Colony, are so large that you
(continued) mav consider it desirable for the £d. and 1d. Stamps for both Colonies

to be printed in one operation from separate plates, as the cost of the
necessary dies and plates would soon be saved.

After quoting the usual rates for the working dies and plates
the firm continued:

Ifyou decide to have the \d. and 1d. Stamps printed at one opera
tion, we would suggest printing the jd. in doubly fugitive green
and the 1d. either in doubly fugitive purple on white paper or in
doubly fugitive black on red paper. The latter would give the im
pression of a red stamp and would conform to the Postal Union regu
lations.

We have not had time to prepare more than the eight enclosed

designs, but any of A, B, E and F, would be suitable for Stamps
printed in one colour.

The Crown Agents wrote again on November 30th, and the
firm's reply ofDecember 4th is annexed:

We should be glad if you would send a specimen of each of the
small stamps on red paper printed in green, black and purple inks, in
order to show the effect of printing the stamps for the penny duties
from a single plate. As the quantities of stamps will be large a saving
would be effected by adopting your suggestion, but it is quite im

possible to see what the result would be like by comparing the Trini
dad or Mauritius stamps as the Queen's Head design may give a very
different result, or it may be found that the difference between the
stamps for the two Colonies might be so slight, as to cause incon
venience.

We should be glad to have these specimens as early next week as

possible, as Mr. Fiddes leaves England soon.
Reply. We have the pleasure to send you designs M, N and O,
drawn on red paper. N. is for a1d. Transvaal stamp and N and O for
a 1d. Orange River stamp.
If you approve of designs N and O, one of them might be utilized
for the £d. duty.
In the printed stamps we should not obtain quite the intensity of
colour that we have got in the hand-drawn stamps, and we therefore
think it well to hand you on Appendix thereto a id. Southern
Nigeria Stamp printed in black on red paper.

Evidently De La Rue's attempt to establish their small von
Angeli head was meeting with resistance in the Crown Agents'
office. Two designs were returned on December 4th, and again
the firm's reply of the following day is annexed.

We enclose two of the designs and we request you to insert in each
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of them the Queen's head as it appears in the Universal plate — as Transvaal and
arranged by telephone with Mr. Hayes. Orange River

Mr. Fiddes will not be at the Colonial Office tomorrow afternoon, Colony
so early on Thursday morning will do for the designs to be at this (cont1nued)
office.

Reply. We beg to return the two designs, in which we have, as

requested, inserted the Queen's head as it appears in the Universal

plate, in substitution of the Angeli head. We venture, however, to
point out that the Angeli head is the one which Her Majesty herself

prefers.

The death of the Queen brought these negotiations to a close.

The alteration of the Jamaica One Penny from a single red Jamaica
printing to a bi-coloured stamp was the result of a telegram Colour
from the Colony to the Crown Agents on November 29, 1900. Change
The firm's reply is annexed to the Crown Agent's letter in the <-)ne PennJr
Correspondence Book.

We have received a telegram from the Government of Jamaica
asking us to cancel the order for stamps under the above Requisition,
if possible. In what position is the work?
Reply. We beg to inform you that we have printed 60 reams of the
1d. Jamaica Stamps out of the 120 reams ordered. We have suspended
the printing of the further 60 reams pending your instructions.
We think it right to inform you that the whole of the paper is cut in
readiness.

The printing of the remainder of the Requisition is complete.

The Crown Agents instructed De La Rue to send out to the
Colony the stamps that had already been printed, and to hold
the balance of the paper in stock. On December 21st they
forwarded the letter from Jamaica, which has not been copied
into the Correspondence Book. The firm's reply of December
24th is annexed.

The enclosed letter from the Government of Jamaica (dated the
4th instant) complaining of the appearance of the new One Penny
stamps, is forwarded for any observations you may wish to make.
What would be the cost of printing in two colours and would it be
possible to utilize the existing plate in any way, if it should be de
cided to adopt this course, either by cutting out the centre or the
borders and so saving the cost ofone of the plates?
Reply. Letter returned herewith. We much regret to gather that
the Colonial Authorities are dissatisfied at the 1d. stamps having been
printed in one instead of two colours. This stamp was, as you will
recollect, printed in one colour to a specimen selected and approved
by yourselves.

There will be no difficulty in making use of the original plate for
producing new working plates for printing the stamp in two colours.
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Jamaica Of course the existing working plate is useless for the purpose. Two
Colour new working plates of the superficial area of 120-set Postage size will
Change be required, at a cost of £20 each, and we shall be glad to receive
One Penny vour instructions as to putting these plates in hand.
(continued) There is no doubt that a much better effect would be obtained in

two colours, as the engraving — which we submit is of the very
highest character — would show up better. At the time, we under
stood that the stamp was ordered in one colour for economy's sake.
If you desire it, we can print the stamp from the existing plate in a

variety of colours, and allow our artist to piece them together. By this
means we should obtain specimens in a combination of colours,
showing the result which would be obtained in a two-coloured
stamp.

On December 31st the Crown Agents reported that they had
received a further letter from the Colony asking that the second
half of the requisition should be printed in two colours. The
firm sent twelve specimens in various combinations on January
2, 1901, and said that it would take from five to six weeks to
make the necessary printing plates, so that a delivery could be
made in nine weeks of the receipt of final instructions. They
said also that two months would be required for 'the completion
of the outstanding 30,000 sheets . . . from the date of the first
delivery.

A 'Working View Plate', duty plate, 1,789,080 stamps and
722 Specimens were invoiced on July 4th.

Bermuda The letter from Bermuda confirming the instructions to
One Farthing supply the overprinted One Farthing Stamps was sent to De
Proposal La Rue by the Crown Agents on December 4, 1900. It asked

for an estimate for the cost of supplying the plates for a
permanent stamp with that duty, and has not been copied.

Plate 37; 12,13 The firm submitted designs A and B on December 10th,
together with a quotation of £50 for a working die and £85 for a

printing plate of 240 multiples. The cost of the working die
shows that it was intended to use one of the existing Queen's
Head original dies.
On January 15, 1901 the Crown Agents received a telegram
ordering a further 2,000 sheets of the surcharged One Farthing,
and delivery was promised in four weeks.

A permanent Bermuda One Farthing duty was not issued
until 1908.

Bahamas Although chronologically an Edwardian the One Penny pic-
One Penny torial stamp of the Bahamas was first proposed in a letter from

Queen's the Crown Agents to De La Rue dated December 15, 1900: they
Staircase forwarded a letter from Government House, Nassau to Mr

Joseph Chamberlain from which the following extract is taken:
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In view of the penny rate of postage which has been established Bahamas
between Great Britain and the majority of her Colonies, it has been One Penny
considered desirable to have a new penny stamp of an original de- Queen's
sign, characteristic of this place, and it has occurred to me that a re- Stan-case

duced fac-simile of the enclosed photograph, which represents a deep (contmued;

cutting through the rock composing the soil of New Providence,
leading to a flight of steps known as the 'Queen's Staircase', would
be a suitable model for the new stamp, with whatever modification it
might be necessary to devise in view of the diminutive nature of the
work required: it would be, I presume, impossible on so small a
scale to reproduce the children and these might be left out without
detriment to the design.

De La Rue sent the following report on December 19th:

We beg to report that the view covered by the Colonial letter of the
14th ultimo is not suitable for reproduction in so small a size as the
ordinary Postage size, and we should recommend a stamp of the
Receipt size; in which a fairly satisfactory result could be obtained.
We beg to enclose a design in the Receipt size for the proposed 1d. Plate 37; 14
stamp. In this we have made use of a border used for the British
Guiana Stamp. If you decide to have a stamp with the view in it, we
will prepare a new design.
The detail in the design is so minute that the surface system of
printing would not be admissible; the Stamps would consequently
have to be printed from copper plate.

On December 31st they quoted for the stamps being pro
duced in two colours. The original view plate and original duty
plate would each cost £8, and two work1ng plates of 120 mul
tiples would each cost £20. The general characteristics of the
British Guiana Kaieteur Falls border were eventually adopted,
with the inclusion of the conch shell as the decorative motif.
The original plate and original duty plate were charged at £8
on August 2nd, with the two working plates of 60 multiples at
£20 each, 246,900 stamps and 722 Specimens.

Queen Victoria died on January 22, 1901. On January 29th Death of

the Crown Agents received a telegram from St Lucia in regard the Queen
to a further supply of the Halfpenny and One Penny duties. In
forwarding this to De La Rue they wrote:

The telegram asks us to consult the Secretary of State as to the
design, and in order to enable us to give full information on the
subject, we request you to inform us whether you have a new design
ready which would be suitable for general adoption, or when you
expect to be in a position to prepare designs.

The firm's reply of January 30th brings to the end, in a typical
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Death of
the Queen
(continued)

manner, a long period in the history of stamp production and
design.

It will be impossible to do anything regarding the new plates until
His Majesty the King has settled which likeness of himself he wishes
to appear, and we hardly think that he is likely to attend to such
matters for another week or two.



PART FOUR

IMPERIAL CONTRACTS

CHAPTER XXIII

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

The Australian Colonies, with the exception of Western Aus
tralia, had been granted responsible government before 1860,
and New Zealand also. The plates which Perkins, Bacon had
made for them had all been shipped direct to the Colonies con
cerned, who were printing, or attempting to print, their own
stamps by the recess process. Victoria was an exception, for she
struggled gallantly to engrave and print her own stamps by
letterpress and lithography. Western Australia had returned her
plates to Perkins, Bacon, and they were included with those of
other British colonies which the Crown Agents transferred to
De La Rue early in 1862.
At the outset the Crown Agents handled the business of Vic
toria, Tasmania, Queensland, and New Zealand as well as
Western Australia, and they continued to handle the Tasmanian
postage stamp and paper orders until 1886. The other three
colonies, however, soon appointed their own Agents General in
London, and are therefore included in this Part Four. New
South Wales and South Australia employed their own Agents
General from the beginning of their deal1ngs with De La Rue.
Since the Tasmanian orders were supervised by the Crown
Agents until 1886 all negotiations up to that time are recorded in
Part Three.

NEW SOUTH WALES
The Day Books are the only source of informattion for the New South
New South Wales orders until 1865. In 1861 it was decided to Wales
have the duties most in demand printed by letterpress, and acting Twopence
on instructions from N. L. Merry & Co., the London Agents for
the Colony, De La Rue made a die and printing plate of 240
multiples for the Twopence. This was invoiced on October 28,
1 86 1, together with 120,000 stamps, printed on unwatermarked
paper. The invoice for the die and printing plate amounted to
£115, and as De La Rue were at this time charging £85 for a
plate of 240 multiples it would appear that they only charged
£30 for the working die.

665
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New South
Wales

Paper
Watermarked

2

One Penny

Paper
Watermarked

1

In August, 1862 the firm sent the following invoice:

To Making one pair wove Mould & Deckle fr. New
South Wales Postage marked on each sheet New
South Wales & figure 2 to fall in centre of each stamp
when printed. £36. 13. 6.

They also sent 15 reams 294 sheets of perfect paper, and 101
sheets of retree. These were not apparently bound into books.
Further supplies were invoiced on December 31, 1862, in
August 1863, and on April 7, 1864, September 1, 1865 and May
25, 1866.

Similar invoices were sent on October 20, 1863 for the print
ing plate of 240 multiples, and moulds and paper, for the One
Penny. In this instance the firm sent 31 reams of perfect paper
and 3 reams of retree.
Further supplies of the One Penny paper were sent on Septem
ber 1, 1865 and May 25, 1866.
The Government Printer evidently had a mishap with the
One Penny plate, for on July 13, 1864 the firm sent '16 blocks
1d New South Wales Postage stamps, mounted singly', which
may have been required for an emergency repair. One month
later, on August 13th, they despatched a new plate of 240 mul
tiples 'from same die as supplied Oct. 20th 1863', which they
charged at £85. They also printed 920 sheets (220,800 stamps)
from this plate, which they invoiced on September 7, 1864.

Printing Plant The Correspondence Book begins with a letter from the firm,
dated September 25, 1865, quoting for making printing plates
of 100 multiples, arranged in two panes, for revenue stamps,
together with a special dandy roller and paper to fit. They also
quoted for a gu1llotine perforating machine, and for a hand
printing-press:

It is true we have adopted a printing press to steampower, but the
result leaves so much to be desired that we recommend the printing
press properly strengthened in preference to a machine.

They went on to inform the Agent General that they had just
furnished 'a complete stamp factory' to the Italian Government,
after having printed stamps for them, and that not only were
they supplying printing plates to the Belgian Government but
'our work-people are at this moment in Brussels, superintending
the production of the postage stamps'. The perforating machine,
which could cut a sheet 20" wide, proved to be four inches
narrower than was required. It was replaced by a twenty-four
inch machine, but the narrower machine was taken over by the
Government Printer also.
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There is no mention in the Correspondence Book of the order New South
for the new Fourpence and Tenpence postage plates of 120 Wales
multiples, which were invoiced on May 24, 1867. With these Fourpence

plates went a supply of ink and paper. The paper was bound into Tenpence
books, each of 150 sheets, size 14" x 12'. There were 65 books Paper
of the 4 paper, and 63 books with the 10 watermark. Two paper Watermarked
moulds were also invoiced. 4 aa<i I0

On November 19, 1869 the firm received an order for a Paper
further supply of watermarked paper and made the following Watermarked
suggestion to the Agent General: Crown over

NSW
As the demand for the Postage Paper now reaches a somewhat

large quantity annually and will no doubt increase, we would suggest
that instead of obtaining fresh moulds and getting the paper made by
hand, it would be desirable either to have a Dandyroller made for
each duty of stamp, viz., 1d. and 2d., or what might be preferable,
one Dandy roll with N.S.W. on it common to all duties of Postage
Stamps. The cost of a Dandyroll would be about £80, and the cost of
replacing the old moulds with new ones would be about £70. We
should add that the Dandyroll will make a much larger quantity of
paper than the moulds would do, as the wear and tear of the latter is
very much greater than that of the former.

The proposal was accepted on November 27th, and at the Sixpence
same time the firm was instructed to 'execute with as little delay
as possible a die for a Sixpenny Postage Stamp Plate', and also
to forward to the Colony the dies for the One Penny, Twopence,
Fourpence and Tenpence, as 'it is intended that all future plates
should be manufactured at the Government Printing Office'.
The sketch for the new Dandy Roller was approved on De
cember 4th. On December 29th the firm suggested that if the
plates were to be made at the Government Printing Office the
correct equipment was essential; they would require 'steel rings
with plungers and a proper striking press, and the mode of
making these things should be properly explained to them.'
The four dies already made were handed over on January 15,
1870. The new die for the Sixpence was handed over on March
15th, and the Dandy Roller (240 bits) was invoiced on May
13th, with seventy-six books of paper, each containing 250
sheets.

The following letter, dated January 10, 1871, to the Agent Printing
General from the firm suggests that the Government Printer in Methods
Sydney was not having too easy a time. De La Rue took the
opportunity of criticising the five duties which were still being
printed in the colony from Perkins, Bacon plates.

In compliance with your request, I enclose a copy of the corre-
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spondence relating to our supplying the Government of New S.
Wales with efficient appliances for making surface printing plates
from steel dies. You will see that we strongly urged the necessity of
their having the proper apparatus, as it is impossible to arrive at any
satisfactory results without it. In the event of our receiving an order
for the ring, plunger, etc., etc., we will give the matter our careful
attention, and afford any requisite instruction in their application.
You mentioned to me that it is the custom of the New S. Wales
printer to use ordinary printing ink for the surface stamps. This
should not be done, as we have supplied special ink for that purpose,
which is mixed with a secret varnish that is soluble in any re-agent
which would remove an obliterating mark; whereas, if ordinary ink
is used, the obliteration might be removed without effacing the stamp.
I find that the one penny postage stamp is being used to print on
Newspaper Wrappers. The roughness of the paper does not permit
of this fine work being successfully printed upon it

,

but we could
make a die on the same principle as the English Half penny News
paper Wrapper and Post Card stamp which, being cut specially for
the purpose, gives a capital impression. I enclose a Newspaper
Wrapper and Post Card for your inspection. Both are printed and
manufactured by us for the Government.
In looking through the specimens of New South Wales Stamps
which you were kind enough to leave with us, I am much struck by
the discrepancy in size and character of design and work which exists
between stamps printed from our plates and the 5d. 6d. 8d., 1/-, 5/-
and Registered Stamps. It appears to us that uniformity in shape and
printing is very greatly to be desired; and besides the many advan

tages which the surface printing possesses over the old and antiquated
Copper plate method in regard to security, the cost of printing is

materially less. We are very anxious that the New South Wales
Government establishment should be in a position to produce none
but the best class of work; and should be happy to furnish them with
surface dies for the above duties.

Paper It is an adage in most Printing Offices that if anything goes
Difficulties wrong in the machine room the machine minder must be con

vinced that the paper is not to blame before he will begin to
search his own conscience. That this was true in Sydney in 1871

is shown in the lengthy correspondence which took place six
months after the above letter had been written.
In reply to an enquiry from the Agent General the firm wrote
on June 28, 1871.

With reference to your letter of yesterday's date respecting the
New South Wales Stamp paper, we beg to inform you that the only
difference between the paper invoiced on May 13th 1870 and Novem
ber 30th 1870 and that supplied prior to the former date, is that it

was Machine instead of Hand-made. Precisely the same kind of
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material was used as for the Hand-made paper, and it was subjected New South
to similar treatment in the finishing processes. Wales

We have ourselves substituted Machine for Hand-made papers Paper

for our Stamp printing as we find it more suitable for this class of D1fficult1es

work, and we can offer no further suggestion as to the cause of com- lcont1nuea.'

plaint than that given in our former letter. We would, however,
recommend that a full report, with specimens of the plain and
printed paper should be applied for from the Colonial Government
with a view to our investigating the matter, so as to make the neces
sary modifications in any future supply of the paper.

As the argument developed it appeared that at first the person
who complained was the Storekeeper, because the margins on
the paper made from the new Dandy Roller were not suff1cient
to provide a large enough butt, or stub, when the sheets were
bound into books. This would have involved a complete re
arrangement of the Dandy Roller, for which the firm quoted
£35. In quoting this the firm urged, apparently for the second
time, that the system of binding the sheets into books should be
abandoned, and that the paper should be merely packed in ream
bundles.
This letter seems to have been ignored, for it is referred to by
the firm when the matter broke out again in 1873. The following
note of an interview between Warren William De La Rue and
Sir Charles Cowper is illuminating. The Colony had hinted that
they might revert to handmade paper.

After some discussion, Sir Chas. Cowper referred to the past cor
respondence, and found that although Mr. Richards the Government
printer had in a letter some time back complained of the machine
made paper, and the change of the watermark which had been
effected by substituting a Dandy roll with the watermark N.S.W. for
the paper moulds which contained a distinctive mark for each duty,
still in an after report, when he had had more experience with the
machine made paper, and had gathered from Sir Chas. Cowper's
correspondence that the change in the watermark had been fully
sanctioned by Capt. Mayne, and had not been arbitrarily made by us,
he admits that he prefers machine made to H.M. paper, but remarks
that he thinks the machine made paper should be somewhat brighter
in color.

The result of this interview was one of those exceedingly long,
and prosy, letters which Warren William was accustomed to
write on such occasions; they had the merit as a rule ofbeing un
answerable on technical grounds, so that the recipient is glad to
regard the matter as closed. It was dated June 11, 1873.
After reminding the Agent General that no reply had been
received to the letter of June 28, 1871, when a report and speci
mens had been asked for, he then explained the circumstances
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which led to the suggestion of a Dandy Roller instead of a new
set ofmoulds, and reminded the New South Wales Government
that they had approved the proposal. He pointed out that 'the
system of stamp manufacture wh1ch we employ has been entirely
elaborated by ourselves', and that 'we must ourselves have used
many hundred reams of exactly the same making, because we
always have to prepare a far larger quantity of material than is
required in the execution of your orders, the excess being run
off on some ofour own stamp papers.'
After stating that 'we cannot get even passable work on hand
made paper and, in fact, it is only where extremely small quan
tities ofunimportant stamps are required . . . that we use hand
made paper,' the writer reminded the Agent General that much
had still to be done to the paper in the Colony before it went to
the press.

We submit that the only proper test for the paper is its working
properties, and it is not fair to judge of it by the usual criterions,
because it is of such a nature as not to admit of being of a bright
colour, besides which its natural tone is considerably lowered by
some chemical finishing processes which it has to undergo.
Regarding the complaint which is made of the paper being too
thick, we should not ourselves venture to use it thinner, but if it is
desired we could reduce the substance to any standard which might
be fixed upon. It is stated that the paper has an uneven surface, and
is inferior in quality to that supplied by us in 1862, and is

,

therefore,

unsuited for the printing of Postage Stamps. We are quite at a loss to
understand these remarks as it rests with the Glazer to impart any
surface which may be required. Parenthetically, we may say that we
find it necessary to mill the paper extremely highly, and think that
this perhaps is not sufficiendy attended to. We cannot admit that the
Machine made paper, i.e., the material from which it is made, is at
all inferior in quality to the Hand made formerly supplied and feel
sure that the Government printer will acknowledge that it is contrary
to all experience to find Machine made paper more reluctant to re
ceive the impression than Hand made.
We imagine that some of the processes which we use to prepare the
paper for printing may be omitted in the Colony, so that we would
recommend that a set of Specimen sheets should be sent us at each
stage of their progress when we will furnish you with a full Report
upon the subject with any practical suggestions which we are en
abled to make. We venture to make this recommendation upon the
assumption that after what we have said it will not be decided to re
vert to the Hand made paper.

As no further correspondence appears on the subject it would
appear that the assumption that 'some of the processes' were
omitted was correct.
In the invoice for the first delivery under an order dated
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September 14, 1877, the usual description of the paper as 'De
La Rue's "N.S.W." Watermarked Postage Paper' is followed by
the words 'specially prepared and glazed ready for printing
(starched on back, milled on front, and numbered on butt and

sheet).' The words within parentheses are written in red ink in
the day book, and therefore did not appear on the invoice.
Judging from the previous correspondence the dandy roll must
have been re-arranged before this order was made. There is no
record of any charge for this work.

New South
Wales
Paper
Difficulties

(continued)

The indent for a die and new printing plate for the One One Shilling
Shilling duty, dated May 6, 1875, and forwarded by the Agent
General on July 6th, read as follows:

One Electro Copper Plate, to print Postage Stamps of the value of
One Shilling.
Plate to contain 120 labels, each label to be lettered 'New South
Wales Postage One Shilling' in distinct characters, and as large as
the size of the Stamp will permit. The design of the Stamp and choice
of Ink to be left to Messrs. De La Rue & Co's. Size of stamp to be
exactly the same as Sixpence Stamp in margin. Die to be sent out
with the Plate.
10 lbs. of Ink, of colour suitable for design, in 1 lb. tins.

The Agent General asked to see the design. The die and print
ing plates of 120 multiples were invoiced on September 9th.
Six proofs of the plate were pulled 'in own colour (Green)', and
De La Rue suppl1ed 10 lb of 'Fugitive Ink as used for the Eng
lish Shilling Postage Stamp'.

Apart from a long technical report on the method of printing
stamps, dated November 28, 1877 and addressed to the Govern
ment Printing Office in Sydney, there are no further letters in
the Correspondence Book until 1892. The Day Books however
show that the Dandy Roll for the Twenty Shillings duty in the
'One Hundred Years' commemorative series was invoiced on
February 15, 1889. There were fifty 'bits', and it was charged
at £65. With it went 53 books of paper, each containing 50
sheets.

A similar Dandy Roll for the Five .Shillings was invoiced on
July 26th, with 51 books of 50 sheets.

Dandy Roller

20/- NSW
in circle

The orders for New South Wales grew in quantity until De
La Rue were despatching a bi-monthly consignment of 150
reams. On February 8, 1892 they reported that the dandy roller
required recovering at a cost of £50. This was authorised on
February 20th and invoiced on June 21st.

Dandy Roller
recovered
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On February 28, 1899 the well-known authority on the phila
telic history of the Australian colonies, A. F. Basset Hull, who as
a Civil Servant in the service ofNew South Wales had charge of
the reference collection of postage stamps of the Post and
Telegraph Department, asked the firm to quote for a new series
of postage stamps to be printed in two colours, 'in the style of
the current Tongan Stamps'. He wrote from a Box Number in
Sydney.
He stated that he was making the request in his private
capacity, 'but I may inform you that I intend submitting the
estimates for the consideration of the Government, should the
proposed federation of the Australian Colonies take place'.
The firm replied in the following letter on April 5th:

We are much obliged to you for your letter of the 28th February
last, and in reply beg to say that we regret that, as you approach us in
a private capacity, we are unable to supply you with the asked for
information, as it is our rule only to furnish quotations to Govern
ments or their authorized agents.
We remember that in December 1889 you wrote an exhaustive
letter to the Tasmanian Government upon their Stamps which was
referred to us, and upon which we sent a full report in June 1891,
saying that we considered it a most opportune time to adopt your
recommendations.

With your technical knowledge of the subject, it is perhaps super
fluous for us to point out that the Tonga Stamps are produced by the

Copper-plate process, whereas all the other Stamps you mention are
all produced by surface printing.
The initial cost of the dies and plates for copper-plate Stamps is
considerably less than for surface-printed; but, on the other hand,
the price per thousand for printing copper-plate stamps is higher
than that for Stamps printed by the surface process.
In conclusion, we venture to suggest that you should adopt the
same course as you did in 1889, by addressing the New South Wales
Government direct, when no doubt they would send your letter to us
to report upon, and we should then be acting in conformity with the
usual official procedure.

VICTORIA
Victoria The following invoice for paper supplied to Victoria refers
Watermarked presumably to the paper used for the 1863 printing of the Four-
Paper pence with the single-lined 4 watermark, and the 1863 printing

of the One Penny with the single-lined 1 watermark. It was sub
mitted to the Crown Agents on May 10, 1862.
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Victoria

137. 0. 0. Watermarked

Paper

76. 0. 0.
(continued)

38. 0. 0.

1. 8. 6.

£252. 8. 6.

2 Dandy Rolls for producing the Watermarks of one
penny & fourpence @ £68. 10.

40,000 sheets of Paper from above from the 'Four-
pence' Dandy Roll @ 38/- per 1000.

20,000 Sheets of Paper from the 1d. Dandy Roll.

Shipping Charges

This was followed by a series of transactions, the recording of
which may be helpful in disentangling the many paper problems
which confront those who make a study of the Victoria printings
ofthis period. The first is an invoice dated October 6, 1862:

2 Dandy Rolls for producing the watermarks of two
pence & sixpence respectively £68. 10/- 137. o. o.

12,500 sheets of paper from above named Dandy
Roll Duty twopence per 1000 38/- 23. 15. 0.

12,500 sheets do. do. Duty 6d. per 1000 38/- 23. 15. o.

Packing in the best manner for shipment 1. 2. 0.

£185. 12. o.

This is followed by an invoice dated January 16, 1864:

1 Dandy Roller for producing the watermark for
Eightpenny paper 68. 10. 0.

30,000 Sheets of Postage paper watermark (1)38/- 57. 0. 0.

15,000 „ » » (2)38/- 28. . 10. 0

35,000 „ » M (4)38/- 66. 10. 0.

15,000 „ » » (6)38/- 28. 10. 0.

15,000 „ ), » (8)38/- 28. 10. 0.

4,500 Sheets Pale Blue Tinted paper do. (1)38/- 8. II. 0.
5,000 „ » Green „ „ (2)38/- 9. 10. 0.

Packing in 10 Tin lined cases & Charged for 295. 11. o.

Delivery in London. 5. 0. 0.

£300. 11. 0.
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The next invoice is dated November 30, 1864:

Two Cases tin lined
24250 Sheets Watermark 1d White

950c „ „ 2d „
9500 » » 4d »

1750 „ „ 8d „
500 „ „ 1/-Blue

at per Mil. 38/-

£1.

86. 9.

45500 Sheets £87. 14. o.

The first invoice for the 'V over Crown' paper was dated
December 6, 1866:

[Size of paper 24I x 14 — 13 lb.] 5 Packing Cases.

One Dandy Roller with Royal Crown, and Initial V.
Making from the above Dandy Roller the follow
ing quantities of postage paper each sheet containing
240 Watermarks with the Marginal lettering and the
whole bound in books of 500 Sheets and each book
numbered one to 500 viz.

37 Rms. 190 sheets white = 18690 sheets.

11 „ Brown » 5500
10 „ Drab = 5000
10 „ Lavender = 5000
10 „ Deep Canary = 5000
8 „ Pale Canary = 4000

86 §fly 1000 sheets white 43190(g) 100/-

p. 1000.

141 „ Brown
201 „ Drab.
84 „ Lavender.
450 „ Deep Canary.

179 „ Pale Canary.

2055 Sheets — 20% less than perfect.
@ 80/- p. 1000.

4. 4. o.

95. o. 'o.

215. 19. o.

8. 4. 8.

£323. 7. 8.

The introduction of the V over Crown watermark rendered
obsolete the dandy rollers with single-line figures as 'bits's
although stocks of these papers in the colony continued to be
used. Instructions were received through the Crown Agents
from the Government ofVictoria for 'the figures to be removed
from each'. A credit note was suggested for the frames if they
could 'be made available for any other purpose'. De La Rue
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delivered the 'bits' to the Crown Agents, but the rollers were Victoria
held to the order of the Crown Agents, as an invoice dated Watermarked
January 27, 1868 shows. Paper

(continued)
Removing Watermarks from six Dandy Rollers
No. 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 & 10 — the Watermarks del'd to
Crown Agents. £2. 14. 0.

The firm had a struggle to get their own way before they were Twopence
allowed to supply a printing plate for the Victoria Twopence of
1870. But for their obstinacy the negotiations might well have
had a disastrous result for the Government Printer in Melbourne.
On March 24, 1868 Penrose Julyan sent De La Rue the
following specification:

Specification of punch, from which to take electrotypes for
printing 2d (Twopenny) stamps for the Victorian Government, to
be ordered from England.
Material: The punch to be of steel usual type height, dressed off
square at sides and foot.

Design: The design to be an improvement in every respect on
present 2d stamp, an impression of which is in the margin; the top
or bottom corners to be left solid to admit of private mark being
added in the Colony. The lettering to be bold, and put in oval,
similar to 6d stamp in margin.
Work: The work to be of very best description — back ground
engine-turned and machine-ruled sufficiently open for letter-press
printing.
Size: The size of design to be exactly same as present stamps, but
the punch to have a protecting line all round, to be cut away in the
electrotypes.
Time: Urgently required.

The specimens attached to the specification were evidently a
copy of the Victoria 1863 Twopence purple and the 1866 Six
pence Prussian blue.The design finally approved was based on
the latter.
In their estimate ofMarch 27th De La Rue quoted £50 for a
die from the Colonial Head, or £210 for a 'die from original
head to be purposely engraved'. They also quoted approximately
£350 for the plant required to produce an electrotype printing
plate, and £185 for a press. This estimate was evidendy de
livered in person by William Frederick De La Rue, who no
doubt put forward the inadvisability of taking the Colony's
requirements seriously. That he failed to make much impression
is shown by the following letter from Sargeaunt, dated April 1,
1868:

Referring to your Estimate of the 27th instant for a Die and
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Victoria Machinery for Postage purposes, I have to acquaint you that the
Twopence Crown Agents for the Colonies have reconsidered the matter since
(continued) the interview with Mr. W. F. De La Rue, and have determined on

sending to Victoria a Punch or Die as indented for by the local
Government. You will therefore be good enough to submit designs
in accordance with the Specification enclosed herewith, from the
'Colonial' Head; the cost of the Punch or Die not to exceed £50.
A communication will be addressed by the Crown Agents to the
Colonial Secretary on the subject of the preparation of postage Dies
and Plates as described in your letter, and the result, if necessary,
shall be forwarded to you at some future time.

Having given the impression that they had accepted the
situation De La Rue returned to the attack, writing strictly from
the technical angle, on April 18th:

We beg to acknowledge your letter of April 1st 1868 referring to
our estimate of the 27th ultimo for a die for Victoria and in reply we
have the honour to inform you that we have commenced the prepara
tion of the same and will proceed with the engraving. Before however
we turn down and finish the die we would most respectfully urge the
desirability of communicating with the Government ofVictoria.
The die if finished as they require it will be comparatively value
less for the purpose of making good and true Electrotypes for if
made usual type height dressed off square at sides and foot the electro

type impressions or casts from the die will have to be in separate
blocks and will not range properly in a forme, whereas if the die be
finished as it is usual for us to make them the multiples struck from
the die can be ranged together and one electrotype plate be made

containing as many multiples as may be required for the forme.
We also would venture to again call your attention to a passage in
our letter of the 27th March in which we suggest the propriety of
making a plate in the first instance — it is a course which we are
convinced will effect considerable saving to the Colony and will
enable them to produce much better stamps.

Evidently the matter was referred to Melbourne, and some
correspondence followed, for it was not until September 14th
that Sergeaunt instructed the firm to proceed with the manu
facture of a die and printing plate. The design was submitted
on October 6th, and approved the following day. The total
price was confirmed at the standard rate of £135, the final letter
being signed by Julyan.
The die and plate of 240 multiples were invoiced on Novem
ber 23rd, and there was a charge of 18/6d for packing in a tin
lined case.

Paper From January, 1871 De La Rue dealt direct with the Agent
General to the Government of Victoria in London, instead of
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with the Crown Agents, and opened a special Correspondence
Book. Their first direct invoice, addressed to G. F. Verdon
C.B., covers the supply of 104 books each of 1000 sheets, and a
new factor is that each sheet was numbered twice, 'once on the
sheet proper and once on the butt No. 1 to 1000'. They also
charged for 8,000 sheets of retree.
On December 22, 1875 the firm invoiced, through Archibald
Michie, Q.C., a 'prepared sample ream of Postage Paper'. It
was bound in a book containing 498 sheets. Contrary to practice
there is no mention of watermark, and presumably it was un-
watermarked paper sent for printing experiments. The sheets
in the book were numbered in the usual way.
A further 15,000 sheets 'of the old make' were invoiced on
September8, 1876.
The Correspondence and Day Books record a continuous and
uneventful supply of paper with the V over Crown watermark
until the end of 1895. On December 23rd of that year, in reply
to a letter dated December 17th, De La Rue informed the Agent
General that they did not propose to tender for the next supply,
which resulted in the introduction of the new white paper. The
watermark also was changed, although De La Rue handed over
the Dandy Roll to the Agent General on February 21, 1896.
The last consignment of paper had been invoiced on March
26, 1895. A pencil note in the Correspondence Book states
that neither De La Rue nor Hollingworth tendered, but
quotations were submitted by Turner, James Spencer, and
Waterlow.
It may be of interest to record the first dates on which the
various coloured papers were invoiced: Blue, February 6, 1874;
Pink, Green, December 7, 1874; Yellow, March 19, 1878;
Mauve, Salmon, Red, July 31, 1889; Brown, Lavender,
Drab, September 17, 1889. From May 3, 1875 a deduction of
6d. per book was made because the sheets were numbered
once only; the butts were not numbered. After May 1888 the
numbering ceased, and the sheets were no longer bound in
books.
From March 1878 onwards the coloured papers were specially
prepared by being 'starched on back, milled on front'. The white
paper was also prepared subsequendy in the same way.
The Dandy Roll was repaired on March 21, 1892.

Victoria
Paper
(continued)

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
From the outset all the printing plates used for the postage
stamps of South Australia were manufactured in London.
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The Correspondence Book opens with an undated Indent
from the Agent General for Southern Australia, F. L. Dutton.
It included an essay on printing stamps by the letterpress
process:

Twopenny Postage Stamp Plates

To contain 240 Stamps each as per annexed design the same style
of shading to be adopted and not Engine-Turning. The words 'South
Australia' to be substituted for 'Nova Scotia' and 'Twopence' for
'Five Cents.' — These plates are to be for Electrotype Surface
printing by ordinary letterpress, (vide subjoined Extract as to process).
Reference may be made to Mr. R. E. Branston, 36 St. Andrews Hill,
London, E.C. for information as to production of plates &c.
The process used for the production of the receipt or as it is now
called the Inland Revenue Stamp, is that of Surface printing, the ink
lying upon a type like surface instead of in an Engraved recess. The
mode of printing is very similar to that of superior hand letter press
printing. The plates are thus made. On a soft steel block a die is pre
pared representing a single stamp exactly as in the former operation
only that in this case the Engraver follows the process of wood en
graving instead of copper or steel plate engraving. The ink surface is
left standing by the graver instead of being recessed. This steel die is
the original or parent die. From it is taken by one or more blows
from a screw press, a steel reverse which when hardened forms a
punch from which another Die similar to the original is made, and
this is the Die from which the printing plates are actually made by
the process now to be described. When a plate is required which is
rather often for the recess plates last much longer than surface plates,
this die is used to strike upon lead, or other soft metal, as many im

pressions of the stamp as may be required to form the printing plate.
These lead impressions are very carefully set up and electrotyped,
and from this electrotype plate are printed the sheets of Stamps. The
Stamps to be arranged truly in line and sufficiently apart freely to
admit of perforation.
Printing Ink No. 5. Deep Orange B. 5 lb.

„ „ „ 7. „ Red C. 5 lb.
as per list of Shackell Edwards, Coppice Row, London. Watermark
paper made expressly for Letterpress printing of fine quality and
good white colour D. 20 Rms.

The Agent General suggested in a letter dated November 11,
1867 that Cowan & Sons, who made the Star watermark for the
recess-printed stamps, might either make the paper to De La
Rue's specification or that the moulds might be used. This pro
posal was presumably dealt with in a letter of December 10th
which is referred to, but not included in the Correspondence
Book. De La Rue were told to go ahead on December 11th and
Turner, of the Chafford Mills at Tunbridge Wells, confirmed on
January 17, 1868 that the moulds would be ready very shortly.
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De La Rue evidently suggested that they should print one South
ream of the stamp before it was sent out. The Agent General Australia
dealt with this also in his letter ofDecember 1 1th. Twopence

As to printing one Ream I think it would be better not to do so, Paper
because we do not know which of the colours the P.O. in Adelaide Watermarked
might elect to use for the permanent issue. But it is very desirable Crown over

that you should print off sample sheets of different colours, as samples S.A.

for their guidance, which please forward to me to be enclosed in my (cont1nued;

despatches. You will send those colours of printing Inks and quan
tities indicated in the Indent.
Finally I think it will be an improvement to add the 'Crown' above
the letters S.A. in the watermark of the paper.

The die, printing plate, pair of paper moulds and ink were
invoiced on March 26, 1868. The die was charged at £50, so
that the Queen's Head used was already available.
There is no indication of the colour in which the proofs were
pulled, nor of the quantity sent out with the plates.

The instructions for the One Penny printing plate of 240 One Penny
multiples were sent by the Agent General on June 15, 1874:

I beg to give you an order to prepare for the South Australian
Government 'An electrotype postage Stamp Plate for surface or

letterpress printing "One penny" value, containing 240 heads, and
to be similar in design to the "Twopenny" Plate furnished by you.
The value "One penny" to be if possible more legible, and the plate
to be mounted on a truly planed iron block. Several proof copies to
be printed, and forwarded with the plate.'

In their acknowledgment the firm asked what the colour of
the new duty was to be, and then continued:

Seeing that there is a possibility of new Duties being brought into
operation from time to time, it is well for us to point out the ex

pediency of making a distinction in the design of the Stamps, as if
they are all of one type, dependence is placed upon the colour alone
for contrast. The Home as well as the Indian and Colonial Govern
ments make it a rule to secure as great diversity of design as is prac
ticable, and we venture to suggest that the attention of your Govern
ment should be directed to the point. By way of example, we append
4 of the Jamaica Stamps to illustrate the manner in which they are
rendered dissimilar, but should mention that the cost of a Die for a
new pattern would be £50, against £25 for one after your old design,
but we think that the extra sum would be well outlayed in the
additional convenience and security obtained.
We must ask you to send us the punch from which to strike the Die.

On June 18th the Agent General confirmed that, according
to the Postmaster General, 'the penny postage plate is to be
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South "similar, but different in design to our 2d. plate", and the colour
Australia he proposes to use is "light green".' Alternative designs were
One Penny submitted on June 24th, one of which was approved, and on
(continued) August 4th the firm stated that the new plate would probably be

ready by the twenty-third. In fact the die and plate, which con-
Plate 38; 1, 2 tained 240 multiples in four panes of 60, was invoiced on August

21st. The firm charged £1. 10. 0. for 'making ready and pulling
proofs of the forme in green, six of which were enclosed in the
case'.

Changed style
of paper
watermarked
Crown over
SA

The change in the shape of the bit of the Crown over S.A.
paper was due to the replacement of handmade by machine-
made paper, involving a new dandy roll in place of the old
moulds. The paper was in future to be bound in books, and in
his letter of June 30, 1875 the Agent General gave the following
instructions:

To provide for binding there will require to be an additional
margin of about 2 inches on the left hand side of the paper; the
object being to cut off the heel, or stump, as in cheques, when issued
to the printer the stump being retained as evidence of the number
and descriptions of sheets issued; but each sheet, when cut out, is to
have the number and denomination of the stamp for which it is to be
used, as previously described.
If the Mould, now in your possession, (from which former supplies
of this kind of paper, was made) will not admit of paper with an
additional width of 2 inches being made, you must get a new mould
made for the purpose.

Warren William De La Rue saw him on July 15th, and sug
gested the desirability of a new dandy roll, rather than a new
pair of moulds, and machine-made rather than handmade
paper, 'although the cost would exceed that of a pair ofmoulds
and the paper would not be any cheaper.' It was left to his dis
cretion to do 'what he thought best for the Colony'. In the
circumstances the Dandy Roll was invoiced at a specially low
price on December 23, 1875 .
De La Rue also invoiced 57 reams of paper, of which 17
reams were bound into books for the One Penny, the sheets
being 'docketed at the top and bottom left hand corners of the
sheets proper (not on the butts) and numbered consecutively
from 1-8,500 in red'. The sheets in the books of 40 reams for
the Twopence were docketed in black. As usual there were 500
sheets in each book. A paper-cutting guillotine, to take a maxi
mum sheet 28" wide, with the necessary equipment, was shipped
and invoiced at the same time.
The paper gave satisfaction in the colony, except that it was
considered that the watermark might be more distinct. On this
point the firm sent the following letter on March 27, 1877.
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We beg to thank you for your letter of yesterday confirming your South
order to us for the Postage Stamp Paper under the Colonial Indent Australia

No. 19/77. Every care shall be taken in executing this order to meet Changed style
the requirements of the Postmaster General as stated in the Indent, 0* PaPer
and in the extract from his letter to you which you gave us in your

watermar ed

letter of the 26th October last. We should, however, point out that it cI0Wn
0VCr

is impossible by the machine process of making paper to obtain so (.continued')
distinct a watermark as by the hand process, and that were we to
make the marks much deeper, there would be a danger of their pro
ducing holes in the paper. When the paper is in the rough state, the
watermarks show very distinctly; but no sooner is the high glaze,
necessary for printing, imparted to it than they in a great measure
disappear. We will, however, do our best to obtain as distinct a
watermark as possible, and we hope that the result will be satis
factory to the Colonial authorities.

A new plate for the South Australia Twopence of 240 mul- Twopence
tiples was invoiced on February 26, 1880. Proofs were pulled in Plate 2
deep orange, of which two were enclosed in the case, together
with the overlay sheets used in their production.

In 1873 the colony of Victoria had issued a new Halfpenny Halfpenny
duty, engraved and printed locally. The Agent General for South
Australia sent a copy of this stamp to De La Rue, together with
the following Indent from the Postmaster General in Adelaide,
dated September 19, 1881:

One Electrotype 'Halfpenny' plate of 480 heads, similar in style to
the accompanying Victorian Stamp, as it is intended to use the same
watermarked paper as the 'Penny' is printed on, the new stamp will
require to be half the size of the 'Penny' stamp.
The above Plate to be mounted on a planed iron block, and
finished in the same manner as those previously supplied by Messrs
De La Rue.

There is a note in the Correspondence Book stating that on
November 23rd the Agent General was handed the design, Plate 38; 3
which he approved and signed. On the same day the firm sent
the following letter to the Crown Agents:

We have received instructions from the Agent General for South
Australia to prepare a Halfpenny postage plate for that Colony, and
as we have no Queen's head sufficiently small for the purpose, we
trust that you will be able to kindly accede to the request which the
Agent General is going to make you to allow two dies to be struck
from the small original head which was used for the Natal Telegraph
Stamps. We may perhaps remind you that this head was supplied
by us without charge. We are led to hope, therefore, that you will
not see objection to the course we have proposed, particularly as
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South some years ago you were good enough to allow the original Colonial
Australia postage head to be used in the production of some New South Wales
Halfpenny postage plates. We require to strike two heads in this instance, be-
(cont1nued) cause two dies will have to be made in order to produce the plate of

the pattern which is required.

On the firm's letter ofDecember 1, 1881, which acknowledged
to the Agent General the information that the Crown Agents
agreed, there is a pencil note: 'This die was not used — we
engraved a double headed die.'
The working die therefore contained two multiples side by
side, so that a forme of 240 leads of normal size produced a
printing plate of480 multiples.
The die and plate were invoiced on February 25, 1882. Proofs
were pulled in green, two ofwhich, with the overlay sheet, were
packed with the plate. An order for twelve pounds of green ink
had been included in the original Indent. There is a memo
randum dated May 5, 1882 to the firm from the Agent General
acknowledging the receipt of the original steel die.

Gummed Hitherto the South Australian paper had been supplied in the
Paper usual way, without being gummed. On October 30, 1882 the

firm sent the following letter to the Agent General:

In reply to your letter of the 26th inst., we herewith beg to hand
you two sheets of plain stamp paper richly gummed. We could
undertake to supply the South Australian Postage Paper thus gummed
and finished for press at an extra charge of 10/- per ream of 500
sheets, bringing the price up to 53/- per ream numbered and bound
complete.
We should mention that our gum is of a most refined and peculiar
character. It will not injure the printing plates, and it does not crack,
as ordinary gum does, being very ductile.
We think, therefore, that the Colonial authorities would do well if
they were to allow us to gum the paper, in addition to putting it
through the other processes, which we have hitherto done.

The Indent for 145 reams followed, making 20 books of 500
sheets for the Halfpenny, 50 books for the One Penny and 70
books for the Twopence, 'the whole to be gummed equal in
quality and appearance to sample attached. The indent was dated
February 1, 1883, and when acknowledging it on March 21st
De La Rue said:

We will be careful in executing this order to gum the paper as
richly as possible, but we could not apply the same description of
gum to it as that on the sample which you enclosed, seeing that that
gum is in part composed of dextrine and is quite unsuitable for ad
hesive stamp paper. Dextrine is deliquescent, and, therefore, ex
posure to slight moisture in the atmosphere would make the sheets of
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paper or printed stamps stick together. Under these circumstances, South

we propose, with your concurrence, to gum the paper exactly in the Australia

same manner as we do the paper on which we print all the English Gummed

stamps. The gum we use is of a peculiar character and is applied in a PaPer.
very special manner, and has always given the highest satisfaction. Qconunued)

On April 30, 1885 the General Post Office in Adelaide sent Threepence
two Indents to the Agent General which De La Rue acknow- Sixpence
ledged on July 1st. The first called for dies and printing plates
of 240 multiples for two new Postage and Revenue duties, Three- yn~
pence and Sixpence. The designs were to be 'similar to the denom1nated

present South Australian postage stamps', and were to be sub- R
o
s age

mitted to the Postmaster General to tie Colony for approval,
who would be in London shortly. The second Indent was for a

die and plate of 60 multiples for a Postage and Revenue stamp 'to
be equal to two Postage Stamps placed side by side', the 'price
being left blank, or space left to insert whatever value required'.
In the specification of the Printing Plate they stated that the
plate should be 'mounted type high, and spaces cut to allow of
insertion in each stamp of type for different values as required'.
The firm sent the designs on July 1st, and wrote as follows in Plate 38; 4 to 7

regard to the last mentioned proposal:

We do not advise the perforation of the plate for the insertion of
type in the manner suggested in the Colony. This is a system which
we have never adopted, but whenever the same Key stamp has to
serve for several duties, we make it an invariable rule to overprint the
duties in a second operation from formes prepared for the purpose.
We should be happy to discuss this question with you personally,
provided you would kindly give us a written appointment, and we
should then also like to explain the reason why we have drawn the

Stamps in purple and green ink, or in other words to discuss with

you the properties of our doubly fugitive inks, which should we
think be employed for printing these Postage and Revenue Stamps.

On July 6th the firm quoted £15 for each overprint plate of
60 multiples, and the designs were approved by the Postmaster
General, Mr C. Todd, on July 14th. On December 23rd De La
Rue reported to the Agent General that the plates would be Plate 38; 8, 9

ready for shipment 'in a week or so', and again raised the ques
tion of inks:

In our opinion, as we informed Mr. Todd, the only inks that
should be used for 'Postage and Revenue' stamps are our Doubly
Fugitive inks, and we would recommend that 12 lbs. of each of the
Doubly Fugitive Purple and Doubly Fugitive Green should be

supplied, at the price we quoted to Mr. Todd, viz., 20/- per lb.
Further, that for the overprints Blue and Red Singly Fugitive inks
should be supplied, say 5 lbs. of each.
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South
Australia
Threepence
Sixpence

Undenominat-
ed Postage
and Revenue

(continued)

Fourpence

Gummed
paper

It will have to be determined what is to be done with the dies. We
suppose that you will decide to keep them in custody at your office in
the usual course.

In this connection we think it only right to inform you that all the
dies in your custody should be thoroughly examined and re-waxed.
We suggest, therefore, that an appointment should be made for one
of your clerks to bring the dies down here, so that we may thus deal
with them.

The Postmaster General was still in London, and there is a
pencil note at this point in the Correspondence Book.

I saw Mr. Todd to-day and told him that, upon reflection, we
could not supply the Doubly Fugitive inks as we found by experi
ment that it would be impossible to work them away from all our ink-
grinding and making appliances, seeing that they get into a bad state.
I considered that it would be unwise to supply the Colony with
Doubly Fugitive inks, particularly so as in our letter of 6th Jany/86
to the Crown Agents we refused to supply those inks for use in
Tasmania.

The date of this note is clearly later than January 6, 1886.
Todd was still in London on February 17th, when he wrote to
express his 'high appreciation of the new stamp plates made by
you, and to thank you for the trouble you have kindly taken in
this and other matters affecting my Department.' He also asked
that a few specimens should be struck off before the plates were
packed.
The invoice ofMarch 9, 1886 shows that De La Rue supplied
overprint plates for the Two Shillings and Sixpence and Five
Shillings only, to work with the undenominated key plate. With
them they sent proofs of the Keyplate in 'special purple fugitive
ink', and the two duty plates in 'free working blue' and 'deep
red'. With the Threepence they sent proof in 'Olive Green fugi
tive ink', and with the Sixpence proof in 'Free working blue
fugitive ink'. They also sent a supply ofall the inks mentioned.
A letter to the Agent General, dated March 15th, makes it
clear that the two overprint formes were supplied in place of the
fount of type at Mr Todd's desire, 'seeing that he was con
vinced that the type would not consider the purpose'.

The Indent for the new Fourpence Postage and Revenue duty
was dated January 23, 1889. De La Rue returned the approved
design, after having made a working copy, on March 21st. The
die and plate of 240 multiples were invoiced on August 20th.
Made ready proofs in purple doubly fugitive ink were also
supplied.

The experiment of despatching paper already gummed did
not prove entirely successful, and the practice was suspended
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following a telegram from the colony to the Agent General on South
March 25, 1889, but renewed again in February 1891. Australia

Twopence

On June 28, 1892 the Agent General sent an Indent for the halfpenny

dies and plates for two new duties, Twopence halfpenny and FlvePence

Fivepence. They also sent artist's drawings for the designs, which
had been prepared in Australia. De La Rue submitted designs,
following these lines, on July 12th.

Your artist in drawing the designs for the Stamps has used washes,
overlooking the fact that for surface printing only line work can be
employed. We therefore enclose designs for the 2£d. and 5d. Postage
Stamps, showing the effect which can be obtained in this manner.
They are drawn, as instructed, to the Postage size, and follow as
closely as possible the designs sent by your Government. We have in
troduced a head from an original Queen's head die of our own, which
we shall be pleased to lend you for the production of these Stamps;
its adoption will save the cost (£200) of a special original head die.
The above remarks anent the 2ld. and 51I Stamps designs also
apply to the Stamp on the Post Card design. On our design we have
again followed that forwarded by you as closely as practicable,
making the stamp of the same size as the Postage Stamps, for our
appliances are not available for the production of Stamps of the
somewhat exceptional size employed by your artist.

The Agent General decided to send the firm's designs to the
Postmaster General in Adelaide, and returned them approved
on October 18th. On November 12th the Postmaster General
wrote direct to De La Rue, asking them to suggest 'some pleasing
and distinctive colours'. A comprehensive colour scheme was
sent on March 6, 1893.

With reference to your letter of November 12th last, we must
apologise for not having answered it at an earlier date, but we thought
it better to delay doing so until we were in a position to send you
proofs in colour from the actual plates. We have now the pleasure to
hand you enclosed twelve stamps each of the 2^d. and 5d., each duty
printed in the eight colours which appear to us to offer the best con
trasts to the stamps now in use, specimens of which you kindly sent
us. Complete sheets will be forwarded with the plates in about a
month's time.

The dies and plates of 240 multiples were invoiced on April 4,
1893; the description of the dies mentions 'an original small head
die ofour own'. Made-ready sheets were supplied for each plate,
but there is no mention ofcolour proofs.
The printing plates were nickelfaced; this is the first time this
process is mentioned in the Day Books. *

* Steelfacing was introduced for the new Great Britain contract in 1880.
See pp. 215-16.
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Second Plate
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New Plate

Halfpenny
G.P.O.
Adelaide

An order for a second plate for the One Penny, of 240 mul
tiples in four panes of 60, was sent from the colony to the Agent
General on October 19, 1896. The Postmaster General asked
for a make-ready, suitable for printing on a Payne's Double
Crown Wharfedale machine, and the new plate was pulled on a
Wharfedale machine accordingly. Six green and one black proofs
were sent with the plate, which was invoiced on January 4,
1897.

A new plate No. 3 for the Twopence of 240 multiples in four
panes of 60 was ordered by the Postmaster General on July 22,
1897. This was also made ready on a Wharfedale mach1ne, and
was invoiced on October 29th. Six proofs in orange and one in
black were sent with the plate.

On August 4, 1898 the firm was asked to call at the Agent
General's Office in order to discuss 'a new \d. Postage Stamp it
is proposed to issue in the Colony'. The letter from the Post
master General had been posted from Adelaide on June 9th.

I saw the Treasurer yesterday with reference to our new Halfpenny
Stamp, and showed him the enclosed specimens, with which he

appeared to be much pleased. It is substantially, so far as the picture
is concerned, the same design as that accepted and approved by you,
but I have altered the border and expressed the postage in plain
figures, which is now the plan usually adopted.
You will see that in one specimen I have the word 'Postage' and in
the other 'Postage and Revenue'; there is, however, in my opinion,
no occasion to have the word 'Revenue', simply 'Postage' would be

quite sufficient. Both the Treasurer and myself think that the trees
between the telegraph post and the General Post Office spoil the
picture and that it would be better to give the whole Southern facade
of the building. To enable the engraver to do this I enclose a larger
photograph of the General Post Office, which shows both the King
William Street and Franklin Street frontages. From this he will be
able to engrave on the die the whole of the Southern or Franklin
Street frontage, leaving out the trees in the specimen.
The Treasurer has an idea that it would be well to have our plates
so made that the centres would be moveable, to enable them to be
taken out and another view or building substituted at the end of
every three or four years. This may be done in two ways: —

1. Two electrotype plates, one for the border and the other for the
picture.

2. To have one plate so constructed that the centre of the picture
can be made moveable.

With regard to the first, the difficulty will be in the printing to
secure a correct 'register,' that is to say, each plate must be applied
to the paper, so that the outline of the picture shall exactly coincide
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with the inner boundaries of the border. Our printer says this will be South
very difficult to accomplish with gummed paper. We now, as you Australia

know, import our postage stamp paper ready gummed, but if we are Halfpenny
to secure a good 'register' the paper would have to be sent out un- **.* .~.

gummed, and that would necessitate a proper gumming machine and . e ** e ..j. uuu L.LT . £7 \a (cont1nued)dry1ng chamber here, wh1ch I am anx1ous to avo1d. v

De La Rue's will, no doubt, be able to suggest the best means of
accomplishing the Treasurer's object, but I am disposed to think
that it would be better to have a fresh die whenever we wish to alter
the central picture, and I strongly recommend this. I may say that I
am writing to you with the full knowledge and approval of the
Treasurer, who thought it would be better for me to communicate
with you on a subject in which we are both mutually interested.

There is nothing further in the Correspondence Book. The
die was invoiced on December 20th at £jo, together with a plate
of 240 multiples and six proofs in green and one in black.
On February 23, 1900 the Agent General wrote as follows:

The halfpenny stamp for which the die and plate were executed
by your firm last year has now been brought into circulation. I en
close one received the other day — I am much disappointed at the
indistinctness of the impressing, it seems a very much less vivid print
than that which you supplied to me from the die. Can it be that the
tint of the ink is at fault? Do you think a darker shade of green would
be clearer?

There is a note on this letter in the Correspondence Book:

'27/2/1900. 1 saw the A. General and told him that these stamps
were badly ptd. I agreed with him that a darker green would no
doubt improve stamp.'

QUEENSLAND
On December 23, 1867 the Crown Agents sent to De La Rue Queensland
a long and complicated blank estimate for supplying paper for Crown over
six Postage and eight Duty Stamps for Queensland. It was Q paper
specified that each stamp should have its own watermark, in
volving fourteen Dandy Rollers, and some of the quantities of
paper required were very small, especially in the case of the Duty
stamps. The Crown Agents went to the length ofasking 'whether
two or more duties cannot be produced from one Dandy Roller
or Mould'.
Instead of quoting for these requirements the firm put for
ward the following suggestions in a letter dated January 9, 1868:

Before furnishing an Estimate of the Paper as specified by the
Colony, we respectfully submit it would be more economical to
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Queensland have but one watermark for the whole of the postage stamp paper
Crown over and one watermark for the Stamp Duty paper instead of fourteen
Q Paper watermarks required by the specification.
(cont1nued) f.jje introduction of Watermarks in paper used for Stamp pur

poses is undoubtedly a safeguard against forgery and is now very
generally adopted, but where various duties of the same description
of Stamp are required it is generally deemed sufficient to have one
device for the whole, thus for the English Postage Stamps we print
the 3d, 6d, ad, 10d, 1/- and 2/- duties on the same watermark paper,
viz. a small flower in the centre of each stamp.
It will be in the recollection of yourselves that the Colony of
Victoria recendy abandoned the system of distinctive watermarks
for each duty and have adopted a watermark consisting of a Crown
and the letter V for all postage Stamp paper.
For Queensland the quantity of paper required is in some cases so
small that we venture to think no harm could arise if

,

until you have
communicated with the Colony, you adopted our suggestion viz: to
furnish the whole of the Postage paper from one Dandy Roller, and
the whole of the Stamp Duty paper from a second Dandy Roller.
Supposing the Colonial Authorities to approve of a single water
mark for each description of Stamp there would arise no difficulty in
furnishing from the same Dandy Roller various tints of paper which
might be chosen to harmonise with the colour in which the particular
Duty of Stamp is printed.
On the next page we hand you an estimate based upon this letter
and if it meets your approval we will at once put the Dandy Rollers
in hand.

The Crown Agents approved the suggestion on January 15th
and the Dandy Roller and postage stamp paper was invoiced on
May 21st. Fifty-six books of 500 sheets each and one book of 308
sheets were delivered. A Dandy Roller for the Duty stamps was
invoiced at the same time and 30 books of paper were made from
it.
The second invoice to the Crown Agents, dated July 9, 1873,
mentions that each sheet was numbered at the top left-hand
corner as well as on the butt of the books. From June 22, 1876
onwards the invoices were made out direct to the Agent of the
Government of Queensland in London, but no Correspondence
Book is available for this period.
There seems to have been no variation in procedure until the

Queensland transactions closed with an invoice dated June 13,
1888.

TASMANIA
Tasmania On July 26, 1886 De La Rue received the first indent for

Tasmanian postage stamps which came direct from the Agent
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General for the Colony in London. This was followed on July Tasmania
30th by the following letter from the Crown Agents: (continued)

I have to inform you that upon the application of the newly
appointed Agent General for Tasmania we have consented to our
Inspector continuing to control the production of such Stamps for
the service of the Government of Tasmania as may be ordered from
you.

You will however take your instructions from the Agent General
for such Stamps, and render to him your invoices.

Hitherto the paper watermarked TAS had been provided by
the Crown Agents. De La Rue's prices to the Agent General
included the cost of the paper, and they therefore took over the
responsibility of paying the mills for the stock remaining in the
Crown Agents' hands.

On June 1, 1887 the Agent General sent an Indent for a Twopence
further 10,000 sheets each of the One Penny and Twopence. On Plate No. 4
July 4th the firm reported that the Twopence plate, of 120 mul
tiples, had yielded 'no less than 84,500 impressions' and offered
to replace it at half cost (£21). The Agent General agreed on the
following day and Plate No. 4, with 1,224,000 stamps, was in
voiced on September 6th.

On May 15, 1889 the Agent General asked if the firm were Control
willing to undertake the control of the production of the stamps,
and they quoted 1d. per 1,000 stamps for doing so. This was
accepted on May 22nd and the Crown Agents agreed that the
original Queen's Head die should be made available for the pro
duction ofnew postage stamp dies for Tasmania.

The indent for these new duties was sent by the Agent General Twopence
on May 20, 1891 . The specification for the design read as follows: halfpenny

The design to be somewhat similar to that of the English 2d. Fivepence
stamp (pattern herewith) the word Tasmania (as in Tasmanian

Stamps) to be substituted for the words 'Postage and Revenue' on

English.
The denominations 2^d. and 5d. to be in open faced figures

(similar to 2nd on English Stamp) for printing in one colour.
The Plates to remain in the charge of the Agent General for future
use.

The plates were to have 120 multiples; 20,000 sheets were
ordered of the Twopence halfpenny, and 10,000 of the Five-
pence. The Crown Agents agreed to their small original head
being used and the firm quoted £50 each for the working dies
and £42 each for the plates. They submitted the designs, and Plate 3g; 1, 2
specimens of the colours proposed, on May 28th. The designs
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Twopence
halfpenny

Fivepence

(continued)

were approved on the following day, and the colours on June
1st. On June 5th De La Rue sent the following letter:

With reference to your order of the 29th ulto., for 2^d. and 5d.
Postage Stamps, we beg to say that we experience considerable diffi
culty with the watermarked paper made from your existing dandy-
roll, in consequence of the watermark being somewhat out of truth.
We therefore propose, with your consent, to make a new dandy-
roll, at our own cost, and enclose a tracing to show the arrangement
we recommend. The only alteration is that the words 'Tasmania'
have to be somewhat smaller in area, to allow of the watermarks
'TAS' being arranged so that one shall fall accurately in each Stamp.
We can arrange for the new dandy-roll to be completed in time to
make the paper to be used for the two new duties, 2£d. and 5d., the
printing plates for which are now in hand.

It will be seen that this change did not affect the actual letters
TAS which appeared on each sheet, but the marginal lettering
was altered. The Agent General agreed on June 8th.
On June 15th the Agent General forwarded a correspondence
that had taken place between Mr A. F. Basset Hull and the
Tasmanian Post Office, and a despatch by the Premier on the
subject of a new series of Keyplate stamps for Tasmania.
In view of the considerable amount of philatelic research into
the stamps of Australia by Basset Hull* his letter is reprinted in
full; it was dated December 13, 1889.
In the course ofmy researches among the records of your Depart
ment I have found several items of information upon which I venture
to base a suggestion with regard to renewing the plates of some of the
stamps now in use, and by substituting the design of the 1d., for that
of the Platypus stamps of 3d., 6d., and 1/-, restoring the whole series
to uniformity.
In their letter of July 11th 1882, Messrs. De La Rue & Co., state
that the price charged for special dies and plates is £100 each, and
for renewing the plates when worn out, £21 each.
When the plates for the 3d., 9d., and 5/- were prepared in 1871 the
dies were retained by the Crown Agents for future requirements and
are now in their possession, together with those of the 1d., 2d., 4d.,
and 10d., engraved in 1870. The 8d. plate was prepared (vide De La
Rue's letter of 11th Mar. 1878) without a special die, probably by
altering the value in one of the other dies, and charged only at the
lower rate of £2 1.
The 4d. Stamp at present in use is printed from an electrotype
plate long since worn out, and the printing in many instances is so
faulty that it could easily be forged by lithography.
At the present time, the values of 8d., 9d., and 10d., are so seldom
* He made valuable contributions to the London Philatelist, and also to the
Society's publications on the stamps of New South Wales, Queensland and
Tasmania.
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used as to be really unnecessary. The dies of the two latter could
easily and inexpensively be altered to 6d, and 1/- and after electros
for those values had been prepared could be again altered to £d.,
2/6d., and 10/-.
This course being adopted the whole series of adhesive stamps
now required for postage and revenue purposes could be made
uniform and prepared in England in the vastly superior style that
characterises the 1d. and 2d. stamps.
The cost I estimate as follows: —

To altering dies and preparing new electros of £d., 3d., 4d., 6d.,
1/-, 2/6, 5/- and 10/- (8) @ say £25. ea. £200. o. o.

and the printing of stamps in supplies as required at 93/- per 1000
sheets of 120.
At present there are three distinct types in use, two values of one
type, the 2/6 and 10/- are produced in the Colony by the obsolete
and unsatisfactory copper-plate process; the 1d. and 2d., and the
Platypus stamps, printed in England, are produced in the finest style
of surface printing. The other values, printed at the Government
Printing Office, though produced from plates manufactured by De
La Rue & Co., are, owing to the want of thoroughly skilled operators,
in reality poorly executed. The beautiful gloss on the English printed
stamps is obtained by 'hot-pressing' after printing. No facilities for
this process are in the possession of the Colonial Government. The
gumming and perforation of the Colonial Stamps also compare very
unfavourably with the English printed ones. If, however, it were
considered desirable to alter the type of the Stamps in any way, a
complete series of all values could be produced from one die, with a
blank label left for the value to be filled in when preparing the
electros from which to print. The cost of ten values under this
arrangement would be about £350.

It would be interesting to know if the Postmaster had been
influenced by this letter when drawing up the specification for
the two new duties: there can be no doubt however that it was
the cause of the new Keyplate issue, based on the approved de
sign for the Fivepence, even if it did not produce a unified
Postage and Revenue Series. De La Rue's essays were, however,
based on the Twopence halfpenny design. The firm replied at
some length on June 18, 1891: obviously a copy of the letter
would be forwarded by the Agent General to Tasmania, and it
had to be comprehensive.

With reference to the original despatch No. 1091, returned here
with, we beg to say that it is impossible for us to alter any of the
existing plates. If any alteration is required in the form of any of the
existing stamps, it will necessitate the preparation of a new working
die, at a cost of £50, and a new printing plate, at a cost of £42. 10. o.
for each duty. It is true that in March 1878 we quoted for a new 8d.

Tasmania

Twopence
halfpenny

Fivepence

(continued)
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Tasmania plate without a special die, as it was then thought feasible to produce
Twopence the plate without making a die. However, contrary to our expecta-
halfpenny tion, we found it to be impossible to do so, and we were therefore

Fivepence obliged to prepare, at our own cost, an 8d. die, which is at present in

(continued) existence and in your custody.
The price, £21. each, mentioned by Mr. Basset Hull for renewing
plates is for renewals of existing plates, and not for entirely new
plates. As the Colonial authorities now desire to have Stamps avail
able for both Postage and Revenue purposes, it will be necessary to
print them in our 'Doubly Fugitive' inks, either from the existing
plates, at a cost of 160/- per thousand sheets, inclusive of paper and
control, or else to prepare a new plate on the lines suggested by Mr.
Basset Hull in the last paragraph of his letter. To carry this sugges
tion into effect, a Key die and plate would be necessary, which would
be available, not only for the existing but also for any future duties
which might be required. We consider the Keyplate system the
proper one for the Colony to adopt, for as only two 'Doubly Fugitive'
colours (purple and Green) are available, Stamps from the existing
plates, printed in these two colours, would, we fear, be found to

Plate 3g; 3, 4 conflict. We enclose a design, marked A, for Stamps to be produced
by the Key-plate system, and we would suggest that the pence series
should be printed in the 'Doubly Fugitive' purple and the shilling
series in the 'Doubly Fugitive' green, distinction between the duties
being obtained by varying the colour and the character of the duty
tablets. The only initial cost to the Colony would be: —

A working Key die £50.
A Key-plate (120 set) £42. 10.
Ten overprint plates (120 set) £15. ea. £150.

Total initial outlay. £242. 10.

If this system is adopted, it would be wise to suspend the prepara
tion of the 2£d. and 5d. dies and plates quoted for by us on the 28th
ulto., and since ordered by you. This we can do, as you will notice
that in the enclosed design for a Key die and plate we have followed
the design of the 2^d. die approved by you, so that the work ex
pended on it will come in. As the dies and plates required for the
production of the 2£d. and 5d. Stamps ordered by you come to
£185, it would be necessary to deduct this amount from the above
initial outlay. Thus the Colony would then only have to incur an
additional expenditure of £57. 10. for all the ten duties, over and
above the amount involved in the preparation of the two dies and
plates now on order. It would therefore appear a most opportune
time to adopt Mr. Basset Hull's recommendation.
Stamps produced by this system involve two printings by special
machinery, such as is adopted for the production of the English bi-
colour Stamps. The cost of Stamps (Postage size) printed in either
the purple or green 'Doubly Fugitive' inks, with the duties printed
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in varying colours of 'Singly Fugitive' inks would be 280/- per Tasmania
thousand sheets of 120, including paper and control. Up to the Twopence
present we have been in the habit of printing bi-colour Stamps in halfpenny
sheets of 240-set; but we do not apprehend that there will be any Fivepence
difficulty in adapting our machinery to produce them in your size of (continued)
120 set. Should we, however, contrary to our expectation, find it
necessary to increase the plates to 240 set, we would do so at our own
cost. In this event, any future overprint plates, beyond the ten duties
now required, would be £20 each for the 240-set, instead of the £15.
quoted for the 120 set, and this would be the only additional ex
penditure entailed in the production of any new duty from the Key-
plate.
On the Appendix hereto, we beg to hand you a colour scheme for
the ten duties now required, and also for the 1d. and 2d., in case
they should hereafter be produced by this system. We understand
that it is for the present intended to print these two duties in 'Doubly
Fugitive' inks from the existing plates. We have also included the

2£d. and 5d., as we assume that you will instruct us to suspend the
special dies and plates for these two duties, and to produce them by
means of the Key-plate system.
The unification of your Postage and Revenue Stamps appears to
us to be very desirable, and indeed this course is being followed by
most of the Colonial Governments, whenever a favourable oppor
tunity presents itself.
The Stamps for Tasmania, printed as proposed in 'Doubly
Fugitive' inks, would be identical in quality to those supplied to
the English Government, and would afford exactly the same pro
tection to the Revenue. Such Stamps are, we would remind you,
sensitive not only under a printed, but also under a written oblitera
tion.

We await the favour of your early instructions as to what course is
to be adopted with the 2 id. and 5d., Stamps now on order.

On the 14th of August the Agent General reported that he
had received a cablegram from the colony stating that the work
was 'to be proceeded with according to the indent'. This was
confirmed by the following letter of that date from the Premier,
forwarded to De La Rue by the Agent General on September
28th:

The Hon. The Treasurer, has expressed his concurrence in the
views of the Secretary to the Post Office in regard to the prepara
tion of Stamps of other values. I quote Mr. Magrath's remarks at
length: —
After due consideration it is recommended that the Indent No.

233 of 2 id. and 5d., Stamps be proceeded with and the word 'Stamp'
be cabled to the Agent General. Messrs. De La Rue & Co., suggest
the present opportunity a fitting one for obtaining a modification of
Postage and Revenue Stamps and as the additional expense to that
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Tasmania incurred for the 2^d. and 5d. stamp plates would not be very large,
Twopence about £189, the Agent General might be instructed by Mail to
halfpenny obtain renewals of existing plates of the following values 3d., 4d.,

Fivepence 10d., 5/-; and those of the value of £d., 6d., 1/-, 2/6 and 10/- could

(continued) De prepared from Key-dies and plates manufactured for the 2^d. and

5d., stamps. As the doubly fugitive inks limit the colours to two it is
recommended that the Stamps be printed in the singly fugitive as
usual in order that the colours may be varied. Mr. A. F. Bassett-Hull
who takes a great interest and is well versed in matters of this nature
coincides in the above suggestions.

De La Rue's reply ofOctober 2nd explains why the Fivepence,
and not the Twopence halfpenny as originally proposed, pro
vided the design for the keyplate Postage issue.

With reference to your letter of the 28th ulto., covering an extract
from a dispatch from the Hon'ble. the Premier of Tasmania, we beg
to say that we do not quite understand the instructions contained
therein, for it would appear that the 2£d. and 5d. Stamps are to be

produced by the Key-plate system, whereas, in your letter of the 14th
of August last, you instructed us to proceed with the indent as
ordered, i.e., from special plates to be prepared from designs
approved by you.
We have to inform you that the die and plate for the 2 id. Stamps
are complete, and that therefore it is impossible for us to make any
change in respect to this duty.
As regards the 5d. we could, if you desire it

,

stop the making of the
plate and alter, free of charge, the die, by taking out the duty, so as
to convert it into a Key die for producing a Key plate available not
only for the 5d. but also for the other duties, £d., 6d., 1/-, 2/6 and
10/-, which the despatch says are to be produced by the Key-plate
system. We enclose a proof, marked A, from the 5d. die, and a
second proof, marked B

,

showing the alteration necessary to convert

it into a Key die.
We understand that the 3d., 4d., 10d., and 5/- Stamps are to be
produced, as heretofore, from special plates.

They revised their estimate because the stamps were now to
be printed in singly fugitive inks, and offered to provide a new
colour scheme. This letter was delivered by hand, and they were
instructed to proceed with the keyplate die as specimen B and an
overprint plate for the Fivepence.
The die and plate of 120 multiples for the Twopence half
penny, and a die and keyplate of 240 multiples, together with an
overprint plate also of 240 multiples, for the Fivepence were in
voiced on December 21st. Both the keyplate and overprint plate
were charged as if they consisted of 120 multiples only. The
number of stamps invoiced were: Twopence halfpenny,
2,446,800; Fivepence, 1,236,000.
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In a postcript to a letter dated March 14, 1892 the Agent
General stated that he had received the following telegram: 'In
future all stamps with the exception of 1d. and 2d. postage
stamps are to be printed from the Keyplate.' On April 11th he
sent an indent for new Halfpenny, Sixpence, Shilling, Two
Shillings and Sixpence, and Five Shillings duties: the colours
were stipulated.
In acknowledging the letter De La Rue pointed out that the
colours requested were confusing as the Two Shillings and Six
pence (Ch1nese blue with burnt sienna overprint) clashed with
the Fivepence (pale blue and brown). They sent a complete
colour scheme and asked that it should be forwarded to Tas
mania. In the meantime they proceeded with the overprint
plates.
There is nothing further about the colours in the Correspon
dence Book and the five overprint plates of 240 multiples, again
charged as 120 multiples, were invoiced on September 7th, with
the following stamps: Halfpenny, 2,476,800; Sixpence, 720,000;
One Shilling, 735,600; Two Shillings and Sixpence, 133,400;
Ten Shillings, 133,400.

Tasmania

Halfpenny
Sixpence
One Shilling
Two Shillings
and Sixpence
Ten Shillings

On May 20, 1892 the firm reported that the Tasmanian One
Penny plate was unfit for further use; it had yielded no less than
167,560 impressions. A new Plate 4 was invoiced on September
28th, and the next indent was forwarded on December 19, 1892,
calling for 10,000 sheets (1,200,000 stamps).

One Penny
Plate 4

On February 5, 1894 the firm was instructed to pack and ship Platypus
to Tasmania the four plates with the Platypus design: One Plates
Penny, Threepence, Sixpence, and One Shilling.

The Indent for the new Five Shillings and One Pound duties
in the keyplate design was forwarded by the Agent General on
September 1, 1896. Both Stamps were to be printed in
doubly fugitive inks, the Five Shillings in purple with carmine
duty, and the One Pound in green with the duty in orange.
The overprint plates of 240 multiples (charged as 120 mul
tiples) were invoiced on December 4th, with 242,000 of the Five
Shillings and 243,600 of the One Pound. Although not so
designated they were clearly used for Revenue purposes.

Five Shillings
One Pound

The requisition for the Tenpence overprint plate was sent by
the Agent General on August 23, 1898, 'the colour to be "ruby
lake" with "green" label.' Samples of the colours were attached.
The plate, with 246,000 stamps, was invoiced on November
28th. Although 240 multiples it was as usual charged as 120
multiples.

Tenpence
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Tasmania The Agent General sent to De La Rue on April 20, 1899 a
Pictorial Series schedule of instructions received from the Colony for a new set

ofpictorial stamps, and asked for an estimate. He also wanted to
know 'the shortest time in which you can guarantee to deliver
the whole of the work tendered for should your offer be accepted.
At the same time it should be noted that it is required that the
1d. and 2d. Stamps should be supplied first.' The schedule was
accompanied by a set of 'views', presumably photographs,
which had been sent from the Colony.

All stamps to be of oblong shape of equal size (33 mm by 20 mm
is suggested as an appropriate size, but they must not exceed the size
of Columbian issue of United States). The view may be placed hori
zontally or perpendicularly as designer considers appropriate. The
word 'Tasmania' to be on top of each stamp, with the value in figures
(very clearly defined) and name of each view at bottom of stamp. The
following are the values of stamps required and the following are the
views suggested for each stamp: —

view 'Lake Marion'.

„ 'MountWellington'.
„ 'Cataract Gorge, Launceston'.
„ 'St Columba Falls'.
„ 'Lake St Clair'.
„ 'Russell Falls'.
„ 'Mount Gould, Lake St Clair'.
„ 'Dilston Falls'.

Discretion is allowed the designer to make any alteration as to the
view for each stamp and views as under are forwarded which may be
substituted for those selected, if the latter are not considered suitable
for representation on stamp: — Lake Hartz, Mount Gould, Spring
River, Port Davey, Corra Lynn, Launceston.
Stamps to be printed in sheets of 120 in singly fugitive ink (one
color each stamp) and to be gummed, perforated and packed as is
now done with Tasmania stamps. To be shipped as speedily as
possible per steam vessel to Hobart, the 1d. and 2d. stamps to be
supplied first, the Agent General to be informed when supply of
1d. and 2d. will be ready for transmission to Colony.

By this time the firm was well embarked on the business of
producing new series of postage stamps by copperplate printing,
and did not hesitate to suggest this process. The indent specified
5,760,000 each of the One Penny and Twopence, and 480,000
each of the remaining six duties, and the firm quoted fully on
May 24th.

With reference to your letter of the 20th ultimo, we beg to en-
Plate 39; 5 ciose eight designs for Postage Stamps (values £d., 1d., 2d., 2jd.,

3d., 4d., 5d. and 6d.), which, in order to obtain a thoroughly satis

Value £d. Colour Green,

„ 1d. „ Red
, 2d. „ Lilac
, 2jd. „ Dark Blue
, 3d. „ Claret
, 4d. „ Orange
, 5d. „ Light Blue
, 6d. „ Violet Lake
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factory result, will have to be reproduced by the copper-plate process. Tasmania
On the Appendix hereto we hand you cancelled specimens of 2/- Pictorial Ser1es

and 5/- Tonga Stamps, which show the effect obtained by copper- (cont1nued)
plate engraving and printing. These Stamps are printed in two
colours, and we think that you may possibly wish to have one or two
of the smaller quantities of your Stamps produced in two colours.
If so, we would suggest printing the 4d., 5d. and 6d. in this way,
leaving the other duties to be printed in one colour.
We must ask you to allow us to supply the stamps in sheets of 60,
instead of 120, and this we feel sure will not be objected to by your
Government, as we shall by this means be enabled to obtain a much
better result.

We have availed ourselves ofyour permission, and have substituted
Hobart Town for the 2d., and Spring River, Port Davey, for the 3d.,
as we do not consider the Cataract Gorge, Launceston, and Lake St
Clair so suitable.
The cost of plates for producing Stamps in one colour, viz., en
graving an original single plate and making therefrom a 60-set print
ing plate, would be £28 for each duty. For Stamps in two colours
two plates would be necessary for each duty, each costing £28.
The Stamps would be supplied at the following rates: —

For Stamps of any one kind and duty ordered at one time

One Colour Two Colours
s. d. s. d.

5,000 or above per 1,000 II. 0. 20. 0.

10,000 „ » 55 7. 6. 14. 0.

25,000 „ 55 5) 5. 0. 9. 6.

50,000 „ 55 55 3. 10. 7. 5.
100,000 „ 55 55 2. 1. 3. 11.

250,000 „ 55 5J 2. 0. 3. 9.

500,000 „ 55 55 1. 11. 3. 7.
1,000,000 „ 55 55 1. 10. 3. 5.
Less than 5,000 of a duty to be charged as 5,000.

After submitting designs and quoting for various letter cards
the firm went on to say:

Your watermarked paper is not available for larger Stamps than
Postage size. It will therefore be necessary to prepare a new dandy
roll, at a cost of £75. We would suggest making this roll for an all-
over watermark as indicated on the enclosed tracing, marked C, so as
to make the paper available for any size of Stamps. If you do not lay
stress on having a watermarked paper of your own, we could, if de
sired, print the stamps on a watermarked paper of our own, a sample
ofwhich (marked D) we beg to enclose.
With reference to your enquiry as to time, we hope to be able to
make a delivery of 1d. and 2d. Stamps in three to four months from
the date of receiving your final instructions.
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Tasmania The designs and estimate for the One Penny and Twopence
Pictorial Series were accepted on June 2nd, and also the quotation for the mul-
(continued) tiple TAS dandy roll; a decision on the remaining duties was

held up pending the settlement of the question ofviews.
Specimens of the two stamps were submitted on July 25th.
Red was suggested for the One Penny, but for the Twopence the
firm 'ventured to substitute a purple for the lilac asked for as
the lilac is too weak and gives a most unsatisfactory result'. They
sent other specimens in various colours in case the red and purple
specimens were not approved. The red and purple specimens
were approved on August 23rd. In the same letter the Agent
General approved the remaining designs 'with the exception of
the design for the 2£d. Stamp (St Columba Falls) for wh1ch it is
suggested that a more appropriate view might be found in this
Department as a subsitute'.
A representative of the firm attended the Agent General's
office to select the new view, and on September 1st submitted a

design showing Tasman's Arch. Two designs were submitted
showing different borders, and one of them was approved on
September 6th.
On September 27th De La Rue informed the Agent General
that the first 10,000 sheets (600,000 stamps) of the One Penny
and Twopence would be ready for delivery, in a fortnight, fol
lowed by a further delivery a fortnight later. The first consign
ment of 7,000 sheets of each was invoiced on October 17th, with
the new Dandy Roll.
The colour proofs for the Halfpenny, Threepence and Six
pence were submitted on October 5th.

On Appendix A we beg to hand you specimens of the £d., 3d. and
6d. Stamps printed in colours following the instructions from the
Government of Tasmania covered by your letter ofApril 20th.
We do not ourselves consider that the violet for the 6d. is quite
suitable, as we think it conflicts somewhat in colour with the 2d.
which we are now printing. We therefore in the margin give an alter
native colour for the 6d. If this is adopted, it would then necessitate
altering the colour of the 3d., and we therefore attach an alternative
colour for this duty also.
On Appendix B we give you a variety of other combinations, in
case you wish to substitute any other colour for those on Appendix A.

On November 14th a similar letter accompanied specimens of
the Twopence halfpenny and Fourpence, in blue and orange,
the colours specified by the Colony. The date on which the
specimens of the Fivepence were submitted is not recorded.
The Sixpence was invoiced on December 18, 1899 (8,000
sheets), of which 500 were sent to the Agent General. On
January 31, 1900 De La Rue invoiced the Halfpenny (7,706
sheets) and the Fivepence (6,000 sheets). The Twopence half
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penny (7,850 sheets), Threepence (7,750 sheets) and Fourpence Tasmania

(7,742 sheets) were invoiced on March 28, 1900. With them went Pictorial Series
a further 1,030 sheets of the Fivepence. The Agent General (continued)
received 500 of these sheets for each duty.
A letter of September 25, 1899, dealing with Insurance, con
firms the method adopted by De La Rue at this time when
printing stamps by the copper plate process.

We also enclose a list of the Copper Plates, amounting to £248 which
will be put into your safe when the order for Stamps is completed.
As far as we can estimate, the value of the Dies and Plates which
are likely to be out of the strong room at any one time and in our
printing factories would be about £250.
In addition to the Copper Plates given on the list, there will be the
rollers and electrotypes which are our property, but are kept in your
custody, and which we would destroy at any time in your presence,
ifwe were called upon to do so.

In replying to a questionnaire sent to the firm by A. Basset
Hull on November 3, 1902, which is preserved in the Corre
spondence Book, De La Rue stated that the plates were made of
steel, not copper; these are not however the printing plates but
the originals, and are the equivalent of the die in surface printing.
The printing plates were electrotypes. In January 1901 the
firm had an accident with two of the printing plates for the One
Penny, and replaced them at their own expense. The trans
actions with the Agent General were terminated after the
following letter, dated September 17, 1901:

I am directed by the Agent General for Tasmania to inform you Transfer of
that he has received a telegram from the Honourable the Premier of Plates to
Tasmania stating that it has been decided to print all future issues of Australia

Tasmanian Postage Stamps in Victoria, and giving instructions that
the postage plates belonging to the State Government should be for
warded to Australia for the above-mentioned purpose as early as

possible.
I purpose calling at your Works tomorrow afternoon with the key
of the Safe to hand you what is required.

On October 5th the Agent General asked about stocks of
watermarked paper on hand, and was informed by De La Rue
that 'we had only a comparatively few sheets of the Tasmanian
paper left over, which we have destroyed'.

NEW ZEALAND m „ , ,New Zealand
Although De La Rue did not engrave any dies or make pr1nt- Paper
ng plates for New Zealand before 1873 their business with that Watermarked
colony begins with the Day Book entry of April 29, 1863 for 50 NZ
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New Zealand
Paper
Watermarked
NZ
(continued)

reams of NZ paper and a pair of moulds 'with letters NZ re
peated 240 times'. They also sent two hundredweight ofgum.
This was the only consignment of paper for postage stamps
supplied by De La Rue before 1873, when they sent a consign
ment of NZ and Star paper with the new plates. The invoice
for the NZ paper had been addressed to the Crown Agents, but
about April 1, 1867 they despatched a supply of paper specially
prepared for printing Revenue stamps in Doubly Fugitive ink.
Their letter of March 27, 1867 advising this despatch was
addressed to the Agent for the Government of New Zealand,
and the firm took the opportunity of suggesting that they might
in future supply printing plates for postage stamps.

It would afford us much pleasure to be allowed to furnish your
Government with a stamp plate either for Postage or other purposes.
We feel sure that it would enable the authorities in New Zealand to

produce work with greater facility than they now possess and we feel
certain that if we were once permitted to do so that the advantages
gained would prove great enough to insure a continuance of their
orders. Besides Great Britain and many of the British Colonies, we
have manufactured large quantities of stamps for Foreign Govern
ments, and in Italy we not only supplied several hundred million of
stamps, but at the conclusion of our contract at the request of the
Italian Government we fitted up a complete stamp factory in Italy.
We should if our suggestion be adopted recommend that with the
printing plate we should furnish a printing press suitable for the work
The ordinary presses are not powerful enough forthe purpose and we
have for some years adopted a stronger press than is usually used.

There is nothing more in the Correspondence Book with
reference to this letter.

One Penny
Twopence
Threepence
Fourpence
Sixpence
One Shilling

On July 16, 1872 Dr I. E. Featherston, the Agent General
for New Zealand in London, sent to De La Rue the correspon
dence that he had received from the Colonial Secretary in
Wellington, where the New Zealand postage stamps were being
printed from Perkins, Bacon's line engraved plates. The first
four paragraphs of the Colonial Secretary's letter of December
7, 187 1 suggested that the stamps in future should be printed
from electrotypes.

Many of the plates from which the Postage Stamps are printed in
this Colony have become so defaced by long usage as to necessitate
new ones being obtained. This is rendered more necessary as the de
mand for Stamps is increasing, and will doubtless continue to increase.
It has been suggested that instead of continuing the present system of
printing these Stamps from plates, it would be more advantageous
for many reasons to print them from electrotypes. The Government
here have no facility for deciding between the two systems, and
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would prefer leaving you to determine the point, as the opportunities New Zealand

you have for procuring information from the Imperial Post Office, One Penny

and other sources, will better enable you to decide which is the most Twopence

preferable of the two systems. Threepence

If you resolve on printing by electro-types I have to request you to purP61106

be good enough to ascertain whether the original plates from which One Shilline
the dies for the plates now in use were made, which were in the (continued)
custody ofMr. Morrison, can be used for taking a number of electro
types from, and if so, that then you obtain and send out to the Colony
two hundred and fifty (250) types of each denomination, viz., one
penny, twopence, three pence, four pence, six pence, and one shilling,

making One thousand five hundred (1500) in all.
Should it be found impracticable to use these plates for the purpose,
and it became necessary to have the electro-types made in the usual
manner, it is desirable that, while retaining the representation of Her
Majesty on the Stamps, the present design should be improved upon
— the two cents stamp ofNova Scotia affords an example. The same
number of types and the same values will be required.
It will also be necessary to send out One hundred (100) rms. of
paper of suitable size and description, showing a watermark of a star
in each impression.

In replying on the 23rd of July the firm quoted their usual
prices for working dies, printing plates and a dandy roller. They Plate 3g; 6
stated that the Crown Agents had agreed to the original die of
the Queen's Head being used. They then went on to deal with
the suggestion that electroplates could be made from the old
Perkins, Bacon dies.

With reference to the second paragraph in the requisition, we beg
to say that it would not be possible in any way to utilise the existing
intaglio dies to produce Surface Stamp Printing Plates, and a Postage
Stamp forme could not be composed of more than 240 multiples
except at a very great additional cost. We presume, however, that it
was not the intention to have more than 240 stamps upon a sheet; but,
as it appears the Colonial authorities were under the impression that
printing plates are built up of single stamps or types, in asking for 250
of each of such types they merely wished to have a reserve of 10 to
replace any which might get damaged. As we have, however, ex
plained to you, our Stamps formes are made in one entire piece, which
is the only practicable way of producing them. In the appendix to the
requisition we notice that a complaint is made of the irregularity with
which the Stamps are ranged upon the existing New Zealand plate,
and also of the steel being soft in patches. With our plates, absolute
exactness in their construction is ensured and the metal being electro-
grown, is perfectly homogeneous.

The letter went at some length into the firm's previous ex
perience in postage stamp printing, and emphasis was laid on
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New Zealand
One Penny
Twopence
Threepence
Fourpence
Sixpence
One Shilling
(continued)

the work they had already done for New South Wales, South
Australia and Tasmania. It closed with a reasoned argument that
on financial grounds the firm should print the stamps as well as
supplying the plates, and mentioned that arrangements could be
made with the Crown Agents for their officer to superintend the
production.
The estimate for the printing plates and paper was accepted
by the Agent General on August 1, 1872, and on the same day
he formally requested the Crown Agents to allow the die of the
Queen's Head to be used.
On December 3rd De La Rue were informed that the New
Zealand Government had decided that the stamps should be
printed in the colony, and asked the firm to quote for certain
equipment and materials; this again included paper. The firm
submitted their estimate on January 16, 1873, but were told on
January 27th that it had not been accepted. On Warren William
De La Rue protesting in person that the dandy roll had already
been made the Agent General asked on February 3rd that this
should be delivered to him, and that it would be purchased 'if it
is found suitable and the price is reasonable'.
On the following day the firm reminded the Agent General
that 'the tender for the Dandy Roll was accepted at the same
time as that for the Postage Plates; but unless we make the paper
we must most certainly decline to supply the Dandy Roll, as we
do not feel at all incl1ned to lend any assistance to our com
petitors after having spent so much thought and capital in
elaborating the adhesive stamp manufacture.'
Apparently the order for the paper had already been placed
with the competitive firm, but the Agent General 'succeeding in
affecting an amicable arrangement' and the competitor agreed
'to have the order retired'.
On March 28, 1873 De La Rue reported that the dies, print
ing plates and dandy roll were ready, and suggested that the
dies, and the die used for striking the watermark bits, should
remain in the charge of the Crown Agents' officer. It was de
cided that the dandy roll itself should remain, with the dies for
the stamps.
On April 28, 1873 the firm sent the following instructions for
printing from their plates:

In the same case will be found the overlay sheeters for each of the
plates. These will, of course, have to be renewed from time to time,
and we would advise that our system of preparing them should be
adhered to. All the plates are properly underlaid, and should on no
account be disturbed in any way, or unscrewed for mounting the
plates. We find that it is necessary in order to get a proper impression
of such fine work to use a parchment and satin tympan such as we
have supplied with the Printing Press. The tympan will require about
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one to two quires of soft paper padding, and the pressure screws of
the press must be so adjusted as to require a good swing of a strong
man to pull over the impression.
The inks are to be used with ordinary inking rollers, but they must
on no account be modified with any but the fugitive varnish; other
wise they would be spoiled. They are specially prepared so as to be
'fugitive' or solvent in any re-agent which could be used to remove

printed obliterating marks. For Revenue purposes, we prepare an
entirely different character of ink, in purple only, which undergoes
a chemical change upon the application of such reagents as would re
move written obliterating marks, so that if it is at any time proposed
to print Duty Stamps by the Surface process, this ink should be used.
It facilitates the distribution of these inks to use an iron inking
table with a few gas jets beneath so that it can be slighdy warmed.
Postage fugitive ink treated with Benzole.
Revenue purple treated with chlorine.
With regard to the paper, this should be sized on one side, and then
milled before printing. The size is laid on with a flat camel's hair
brush, one of which we have enclosed in the case containing the inks
together with a pound gumming brush. We use the size at a tempera
ture of about 1250 F.; specific gravity at this temperature = 103 or
somewhat denser; it is best to use it as stiff as possible. In sizing, the
wet brush is merely passed over the back of the sheets, and then they
are hung up to dry, milled, printed, dried and gummed with the best
gum arabic, after which they are again passed through the rollers, and
are then ready for perforating.

The dies, printing plates of 240 multiples, dandy roll, fifty
reams of paper, ink, a printing press, and roller stocks and
frames, were invoiced on April 28, 1873. A further fifty reams
of paper were invoiced on May 12th. There is no reference in
the Day Book to the number ofmade ready proofs of the print
ing plates that were sent, nor of the colours in which they were
proofed. De La Rue retained one sheet from each, pulled on
glazed paper, and handed the rest to the Crown Agents' officer.
In a letter to Wellington dated November 29, 1892 however,
De La Rue gave the following colours: One Penny, orange; Two
pence, blue; Threepence, purple; Fourpence, red; Sixpence,
brown; and One Shilling, green.

New Zealand
One Penny
Twopence
Threepence
Fourpence
Sixpence
One Shilling

(continued)

Clearly the New Zealand printer was no more successful in
preparing the paper for printing than the New South Wales
printer had been. When the next order was sent from the Colony
to the Agent General on July 30, 1874 the paper already de
livered was described as being 'very inferior throughout'. The
order was confirmed on October 22nd by the Agent General
'upon the understanding that the paper is to be prepared and
glazed in the same manner as the sample shown for the Govern-

Paper
Watermarked
NZ and star
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New Zealand
Paper
Watermarked
NZ and star
(continued)

Pictorial
Issues of 1898

ment of New South Wales.' This paper was made whiter than
the first consignment, which was stated to have a greenish tint.
From June 9, 1876 the paper was bound in books of 500 sheets,
numbered on sheet and butt.

The first 51 reams are numbered in strict accordance with your
instructions, the number on the sheet proper falling on the left hand
side close to its fellow-number on the butt. Finding, however, that
this arrangement occasioned considerable inconvenience to the Crown

Agent's Controlling Officer, we have ventured as regards the remain
der of the order to place the number at the upper right hand corner
of the sheet so as to afford greater facility in checking the numbers
after the sheets are bound. This consignment includes the first of the
reams so treated.

On March 31, 1876 the dies of the One Penny, Twopence,
Threepence, Fourpence, Sixpence and One Shilling were de
livered to the Agent General's office.

The Agent General sent the following enquiry to the firm on
December 7, 1896:

An order has been received for dies required for engraving a new
series of postage and revenue stamps from £d. to 5/-, thirteen in all,
as per designs which have been forwarded from the Colony, and in
reference thereto I shall be glad to see your representative as soon as
you can make it convenient for him to call here.

At this time De La Rue were printing one of their first series
of stamps to be produced by copper-plate, or recess printing —
the pictorial issue for Tonga. They had already installed the
transfer roller for making intaglio printing plates* and had been
using it for postage stamp printing by the recess process since

1895. Nevertheless they do not give the impression of wanting
to tackle the enquiry with the vigour that one would have ex
pected. On December 10th they sent the following letter, signed
by the Chairman, Thomas Andros De La Rue:

With reference to the interview we had with you on the 8th inst.,
we beg to return to you the thirteen designs for Postage Stamps
which you handed to us, and also the Specification of what is re
quired. These designs are most beautifully drawn but, unfortunately,
are only adapted for Stamps to be produced by the copper-plate pro
cess. It would be impossible to give a satisfactory rendering of them
by the surface process, and as we see that this process is indispensable,
it will be necessary for you to have considerably modified designs
prepared.

This letter was taken personally by Richardson, and the Agent
General wrote again on December 21st:

* See p. 586.
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When your representative, Mr Richardson, called here on the 10th New Zealand
inst., he exhibited some specimens of Postage Stamps, with scenery Pictorial

depicted thereon, which had been produced by the copperplate pro- Issues of 1898
cess (continued)

The Agent-General is desirous of showing the Postal Authorities
in New Zealand how satisfactorily the designs they wish to adopt can
be brought out by that process, and he would therefore be much

obliged if you would kindly let him have some of these specimens for
the purpose of transmitting them to the Colony as samples.

A note in the Correspondence Book, after this letter, shows
that Richardson told Kennaway, the writer of the letter of
December 21st, 'that we could not lend a set of the Tonga
Stamps, as they were not yet sent out to the Tonga Government,'
and there the matter apparently ended.

On September 10, 1900, in a letter signed by W. P. Fuller, a South African
director, the firm confirmed telegraph1ng that they much re- WarCom-
gretted that they could not undertake to complete the stamps in memorative

the time required. 'It would be quite impossible for us to under- J*??*
take the work at short notice.' halfpence

TONGA
The first issue of the Tonga Protectorate was surface printed Tonga
in New Zealand from dies and plates engraved in that Colony. Pictorial Issue
In 1895, shortly before the end of the reign of King George I of
Tonga, certain new duties were formed by a lithographed sur
charge, and the same firm of lithographers produced the first
issue of King George II in August 1895. On March 30, 1896 the
Postmaster General sent the following letter to De La Rue:

Acting under the instructions of the Hon. the Premier of Tonga
and as Postmaster General in the kingdom ofTonga I have the honour
to forward a series of photographs for a new issue of stamps for this
kingdom. As a guarantee for the 'Bona Fides' I am sending through
the Honble. R. Beckwith Leefe, Her Britannic Majesty's Deputy
Commissioner for the Western Pacific, which I presume will be
sufficient guarantee for the payment therefore. Mr Leefe will prob
ably place the matter in the hands of the Foreign Office and you are
requested to lodge the dies in that department. I have also to request
that you will execute the stamps in the same style of perfection as the
North Borneo. I have made some alteration in the spelling which
please pay particular attention to. Send them speedily and ship direct
to the Postmaster General Tonga notwithstanding any orders to the
contrary.

P.S. I will leave the selection of colours to your better judgement
2 A
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Tonga and trust that no effort will be spared to make the issue equal to those
Pictorial Issue of North Borneo. The lettering does not please me and I would like
(continued) you t0 improve on it.

The quantities suggested were: Halfpenny, 120,000; One
Penny, 120,000; Twopence, 60,000; Twopence halfpenny,
120,000; Threepence, 60,000; Fivepence, 60,000; and 30,000
each of Fourpence, Sixpence, Sevenpence halfpenny, Tenpence,
One Shilling, Two Sh1llings, Two Shillings and Sixpence, and
Five Shillings.
Five specimen sheets of each duty were to be despatched as
soon as the stamps were printed.
When forwarding the letter from Auckland, New Zealand the
Deputy Commissioner confirmed the position, and stated that
there would be no difficulty about payment. He dealt with two
of the points raised in the Postmaster General's letter:

I may also mention that to a Firm of your standing I have not
thought it necessary to forward the business through the Foreign
Off1ce, as such a course would have caused delay and I am satisfied
the F.O. has just now plenty to occupy its attention, and as it is a matter
of moment to get the stamps as soon as possible to avoid further
surcharge.

P.S. The mention of the term in the Chief Postmaster's letter 'Not
withstanding any orders to the contrary' has reference to any un
authorised interference by any one purporting to be acting under the
orders or by the wish of the Tongan Government, and is pointed
more especially to the late Premier of Tonga, dismissed from office in
1890, and who is apt at times to forget the fact of such dismissal, so
communications had better be sent to the Tongan Government direct
through the Chief Postmaster. R.B.L.

The Foreign Office were at that time in the throes of the
preparations for the trial of 'Dr Jim' after the Jameson Raid.
This was an important order, for by its reference to the North
Borneo stamps it committed the firm to the production of
pictorial stamps in two colours by the copperplate process, just
before they were compelled by the demands of the Crown Agents
to undertake extensive printing of that kind. There can be no
doubt that they gained considerable experience through this
Tonga order. The firm acknowledged the letter from the Post
master General in detail and also wrote a personal letter of
thanks to the Deputy Commissioner which produced the follow
ing reply on July 24th:

Your private note of May 22nd duly received and I am glad that
the order for stamps is in a fair way to be executed.

I am much obliged to you for your kind expressions towards myself
as it is always a great pleasure to me no less than my duty to promote
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British trade, and in the instance in point I used my influence to pre- Tonga
vent the order being sent to the American Bank Note Company. Pictorial Issue

As the Tongan Government will require a good deal of Postal (continued)
Stationery besides the present order I hope the connection may be of
a permanent nature.

On August 4th the Chief Postmaster wrote to the firm saying
that they would like to have a watermark and 'would prefer a
turtle as a watermark if it can be managed'. The firm acknow
ledged this instruction on September 17±, and said they ex
pected to ship the stamps in two months' time. On February 9,
1897 they wrote as follows:

We beg to inform you that we hope to ship your Stamps by steamer
leaving in about a fortnight. We regret that there has been somewhat
more delay than we anticipated when writing on Sept. 17th in getting
the watermarked paper made. We enclose a piece of the paper which
you will see carries an allover watermark, so as to make it available for
all sizes of Stamps.
We enclose a copy of the Schedule under which we work for the
Foreign Office and all other Governments, and also our pro-forma
invoice, amounting to £848. We will, as arranged, draw upon you at
sight for the amount of our claim, attaching bills of lading, &c. The
amount of our draft will be somewhat over £848, as shipping charges
and insurance have to be added, and we cannot get these from the
shipping agents until the goods are actually in their hands.
We feel every confidence that you will be pleased with the manner
in which we have carried out your designs. The Stamps, in our
opinion, are most artistic. We have printed the £d., 6d. and 2/6 duties
in one colour and all the other duties in two colours; the designs for
the three duties in question did not lend themselves to two-colour
printing.
The cost of the Stamps will no doubt, as in other instances, be more
than defrayed by sales to Stamp dealers, and we believe that the de
mand may be much greater than you anticipate, and that you may
have occasion to re-order by telegram; we therefore beg to enclose a
telegraphic code.

Our charge for the control of the printing which we explained in
our letter of May 22nd last, is, as you will see by the enclosed pro-
forma invoice, 2d. per 1000 for Stamps printed in one colour and 4d.
per 1000 when printed in two colours.

Hoping that you will be pleased with the stamps.
The stamps were shipped and invoiced on March 8, 1897.
Altogether the engraving charges amounted to £524, for there
were thirteen original plates at £8, twenty working plates at £20,
and the King's portrait at £20. The quantities corresponded
very closely to the order, and De La Rue charged their usual 2d
per 1,000 for controlling the 180,000 stamps of the three duties

.
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Tonga produced by a single printing, and 4d per 1,000 for the 598,000
Pictorial Issue printed in two colours.
(continued) The Kingdom of Tonga were pleased with their stamps, but

for a group of islands so remote the practice of drawing at sight
on the Bank of England, with the bills of lading attached to the
draft, caused such a commotion that Parliament had apparently
to adjourn its meeting.
The Postmaster General reported on August 21st

I have the honour to request that you will be good enough to sign
and return the voucher enclosed. We are thoroughly satisfied with
the stamps and beg to tender our best thanks for the interest you have
bestowed upon us. Your Australian Agents were somewhat hard in
pressing payment of the draft and refusing to give up the stamps
before payment was received. The N.S.S. Co's Steamer arrived here
on a Saturday morning and remained only a few hours. At that time
Parliament was assembled and in order to meet your agent's request
the Government was put to some little inconvenience. I have no
doubt that had we dealt with your firm direct our business relations
would have been of a more satisfactory nature. We anticipate large
orders for the stamps and hope to cable early for a supply.

Apart from the alteration of the Head when Queen Salote
succeeded to the throne, this early contribution of De La Rue
to recess or copperplate printed stamps could still be purchased
in the post offices of Tonga in 1957.



CHAPTER XXIV

AFRICA

ORANGE FREE STATE
The correspondence with the various Consul Generals for the Orange Free
Orange Free State in London who handled the orders for post- State

age stamps between 1865 and 1898 was very concise and formal. Een Penny

It makes no contribution to our knowledge of the firm's pro- j^
s

^.^.e
duction or administrative methods. It begins with the firm's ten Sh1ll1ng
original quotation of December 8, 1865, addressed to Mr James
Searight of 7, East India Avenue.

In reply to your enquiry about Postage Stamps and Plates for the
Orange State we have the honor to inform you that our charge would
be as under: —

For the original Master die £65
For three dies and plates of the duties
Een penny, Zespence, & Een Shilling
each plate to contain 240 Stamps

£90 per die and plate £270

£335

We should furnish stamps printed from the above plates at the rate
of eleven pence per thousand including paper, printing, gumming
and perforation.
We return the three sketches.

No further correspondence on this first issue has survived,
and the last sentence shows that the designs were sent to De La Plate 3g; 7, 8

Rue with the enquiry.
The original die, three working dies and printing plates were
invoiced on June 27, 1867, with the following quantities of
stamps: Een Penny, 184,800; Zespence, 110,400; Een Shilling,
33,600.

On August 29, 1876 Blyth and Co. asked De La Rue to pre- Revenue used
pare dies similar to the designs they enclosed for nineteen fiscal for Postage
duties in quantities varying from 500,000 to 50,000 of each. The
firm replied at great length on September 6th.
The samples were embossed, whereas adhesive stamps were
specified, and the shapes did not fit any of the standard sizes.

709
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Orange Free
State
Revenue used
for Postage
(continued)

They suggested three keyplates and enclosed four designs in
standard sizes. They also quoted the usual rates for the dies and
plates. The letter closed with the following paragraph.

We should remark that it would be absolutely necessary for us to
have a careful drawing or engraving of the coat of arms as a guide for
our engraver, seeing that it would be impossible for us to work from
the embossed stamps which give but little detail. It would also be
necessary that we should be furnished with the duties which are to
fall in the stamps clearly written or printed, so that we might avoid
mistakes in making the overprint or duty printing plates. And further,
we should have to ask for a statement of the probable annual con
sumption of the stamps, so that we might arrange our system of
printing to meet the anticipated demands.

There was, however, a postscript which is interesting in that
it is the simplest explanation by the firm of their method, for the
sake of register, of printing from a keyplate with twice as many
multiples as the overprint or duty plate, and then printing the
overprint plate separately on each half of the keyplate.

P.S. Upon reading through this letter, we find that we have omitted
to explain the reason why the Revenue Stamps would be so much
more expensive than the Postage Stamps which we have supplied to
you for some years past. It is this — that the Revenue Stamps are so
large that only 120 instead of 240 (as in the Postage) would come in
the sheet as it is impossible to overprint the full sheet at one operation,
and at the same time ensure the overprinted matter falling truly in
the panels left blank for it

,

we could only overprint half the sheet at a

time. This would entail each sheet being printed three times — once
from the Key forme and twice from the overprint forme, so that on
account of this and some other technical difficulties which we will
not attempt here to enter into, the prices above quoted are the lowest
at which we could supply this form of stamp. The stamps would of
course be cheaper were they printed at one operation, i.e. without
an overprint, but this would entail, as we have before explained,
having as many Key formes as there are duties, so that although the

stamps themselves would be cheaper, the first outlay would be greatly
enhanced.

Plate3g;gto11 De La Rue submitted three more designs on September 8th
'in which we have introduced the flags in the coat of arms'. On
February 21, 1877 they returned the drawing of the national
arms of the Orange Free State which had been lent them for
guidance during the engraving. The plates were finished by
March 7th, when a colour scheme was submitted. This was ap
proved on the following day, although it was incomplete, and
De La Rue urged that it should be sent out to the Free State
after it had been perfected.
The original die, three working dies, three keyplates of 120
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multiples, and seventeen overprint plates of 60 multiples were Grange Free
invoiced on May 18th.The quantities of stamps charged were un- State
usually large, totalling in all 2,069,760. Of the One Shilling Revenue used
100,800 were printed in grey and 503,520 in brown; of the Six- *0r Pp513^.
pence 101,160 were printed in brown and 100,650 in grey. (cont1nued)

There were 506,520 of the One shilling and sixpence, 100,200 of
the Two Shillings, and 50,000 plus overs of all the remaining
duties.

From 1874 the Consul General was Philip T. Blyth, writing Vier Pence
from Blyth & Company, 17, Gracechurch Street. On July 10, Vijf Shillings
1877 this firm instructed De La Rue to supply '5000 sheets of
240 stamps each of4d of the same device as the sixpenny stamps
of a different colour, and 1,000 sheets of a Five Shillings duty,
also of the same device but a different colour'. The new working
dies were charged at £30 each, and the printing plates at the
normal price then reigning of £85 each, on October 20th. The
exact number of stamps ordered was invoiced for each duty.

When ordering the dies for the new Half Penny and Drie HalfPenny
Pence duties on July 13, 1882, Blyth & Company stipulated that Drie Pence
the colour of the Half Penny was to be brown 'to match the old
Een penny stamp' and of the Drie Pence blue to match the Vier
Pence.
The dies and plates were invoiced on November 9th. The
stamps were invoiced in two consignments on November 7th
and 2nd respectively, and totalled: Half Penny, 2,491,200; Drie
Pence, 2,500,800.

On September 13, 1883 Blyth & Company ordered a further Colour
printing of 5,000 sheets of Een Penny postage stamps 'as before'. Scheme
The fact that the two low duties were printed in the same
colour worried De La Rue. They therefore wrote the following
letter on October 24th:

With reference to our Mr. Richardson's conversation with you the
other day, we understand that you wish us to print the 1d. Postage
Stamps in the old brown colour, although the same class of colour
has been used for printing the £d Stamps, in accordance with your
instructions in 1882. We are, therefore, proceeding to print the
Stamps in that colour; but we venture to suggest that it would be
wise for you to raise the question of colour generally with your
Government, especially as the 3d. and 41J. stamps are also alike 1n
colour.
You will find attached hereto a Scheme of Colours such as we
should propose, and we have hinged this to a Scheme showing the
existing colours in such a manner that the two can be easily compared.
We have attempted to make each duty as unlike the others as possible,
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Orange Free

State

Colour
Scheme

(continued)

and we think that it would be desirable if our Scheme of Colours
could be adopted.
We ought to explain that some time ago the International Postal
Convention decided that stamps of the value of £d. should be printed
in green and those of the value of 1d. in carmine, and that is the
reason we have selected those colours for the two duties in question
in our Scheme.

There is no further Correspondence on the subject and the
changes of colour suggested were not put into force. While the
Een Penny continued to be printed at regular intervals a further
supply of the Halfpenny was not invoiced until October 30,
1896, and there is no invoice covering a further supply of the
Drie Pence.

Twee Pence

Colour
Change
Een Penny

Colour
Changes
HalfPenny
Zes Pence
Een Shilling

Blyth and Company's order of September 13, 1882 included a
request for 10,000 sheets of Twee Pence Postage Stamps, the
design as before. The working die, printing plate and 2460,000
stamps were invoiced on November 19, 1883.

On June 15, 1894 the Government Secretary wrote direct
from Bloemfontein to De La Rue asking if the alteration of the
colours of their stamps from 'half-a-penny to five shillings'
would involve any extra expense. This would appear to be con
nected with the suggestion of the Postmaster General of the
South African Republic (Transvaal) that uniform colours
should be used throughout South Africa.* The firm replied on
July 10th that no additional cost would be incurred.
On August 10, 1894 a*1 order was received from William
Dunn & Company of Broad Street Avenue for 20,000 sheets of
the Een Penny, the 'color to be altered to purple'. The firm in
voiced 4,854,000 '1d. Postage Stamps in purple' on October

4th. This is one of the rare instances where the Day Book entry
mentions the colour in which the stamps were printed.

De La Rue quoted on August 25, 1895 t0 William Dunn &
Company for supplying 5,000 sheets of the Half Penny printed
in yellow, 4,000 sheets of the Zes Pence printed in blue and
4,000 sheets of the Een Shilling printed in red brown. The order
was placed on the following day, and De La Rue promised de
livery in two months. The stamps were invoiced on October
30th, when the following quantities were charged: Half Penny,
1,218,000; Zes Pence, 979,200; Een Shilling, 979,200.

The new colours were not mentioned on the invoice. The last
transaction in the Day Book is an invoice to William Dunn &
Company, dated September 13, 1899, f0r 10,050 sheets of the

* See p. 728
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Een Penny. The Orange Free State mobilised on October 2nd Orange Free
and hostilities began nine days later, so that it is probable that State
this consignment did not reach its destination. (continued)

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
The letter which the Crown Agents wrote to De La Rue on Cape of Good
May 23, 1882, approving the design for the Twopence Cape of Hope
Good Hope which was printed on paper watermarked Crown
C.A., is the last in the Crown Colonies Correspondence Book
which deals with the postage stamps of that colony. The quar
terly supply of stamps continued and the last consignment to be
invoiced to the Crown Agents was dated October 28, 1882. The
consignment despatched on January 12, 1883 was invoiced to
the Agent General ofthe Government ofthe Cape ofGood Hope,
Captain Charles Mills.
The change was initiated by a considerable correspondence
between the Treasurer of the Colony and the Agent General,
beginning with two letters dated October 18, 1882 and closing
with a telegram dated November 24th calling for 13,800 sheets
of the Twopence. The whole of this correspondence, which was
more confusing than might have been expected from letters in
tended to be 'brief, was sent by the Agent General to De La
Rue to disentangle. It began with the following demand for a
report which the firm alone was capable ofpreparing:

As at present there is a demand for information on the subject of
Stamps, which is not easily gathered into one complete record, it has
occurred to Mr. Treasurer Hutton that some advantage would result
if you could kindly afford some details in the form of a Report. I am
therefore directed to suggest that such a report may be supplied
giving samples of all the descriptions in use with explanations of ad
vantages to be obtained by the adoption of particular characters of
colours, cost per sheet of 240 for Postage and per sheet of 120 for
Revenue Stamps, and the precautions to be adopted with a view to
the prevention or detection of fraud.
Without more particulars entering into a detail of the many points
of interest which will doubtless occur to you, Mr. Treasurer Hutton
trusts that it may be as complete as practicable.
I am at the same time to say that Government would wish to have
the Report in more than one original to admit of at least one being
laid upon the table in each House of the Legislature, as well as one to
be supplied to each of the following: — Treasurer of the Colony,
Assistant Treasurer, Postmaster General, and one to be lodged in the
office of the Distributor of Stamps, Cape Town. It might also be
convenient for each to be bound with a label on the cover indicating
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Cape of Good the destinations or Office to which it appertained. I would also suggest
Hope a copy being retained in your own Office for reference in a similar
(continued) form.

This strangely worded request was followed by statistics of
stamps ordered and stocks held.
They reveal the fact that the total number of Threepence
postage stamps, on CC and CA paper, surcharged by Solomon
of Cape Town for the provisional One Halfpenny was 822,720,
less spoils. There was also a long and confusing description of
the changes and counterchanges that had occurred recently in
defining the quantities of the quarterly supply.
De La Rue attempted to clarify the position for the hapless
Agent General in a letter dated November 29, 1882.

With respect to the Postage Stamps, we think it is perfectly clear
from the correspondence that no more 5/-, 1/- or 4d. Stamps will be
required for the present.
The 6d. Stamps we understand are to be manufactured at the old
prescribed rate of 563 sheets per quarter.
It is stated in the letter of the 20th October that no more of the 3d.
Stamps will be required for many years to come; but in the letter of
the 23rd Oct. it is requested that 168,000 Stamps (this equals 700
sheets) should be furnished quarterly. By referring to the tabular
statement at the end of the letter of the 18th Oct. we observe that the
stock of 3d. stamps, although not excessive, would appear to be
sufficient for a year's consumption. We shall be glad, therefore, ifyou
will kindly determine whether or not any more of this denomination
should be furnished at present, or if you would prefer to refer to the
Colony the question which is raised by the apparent ambiguity in the
letters to which we have referred.
Of the 2d. Stamp, it appears from the letter of the 20th Oct. that
3,312,000 stamps = 13,800 sheets should be put in hand at once, and
that a quantity equalling 1,104,000 stamps, or 4,600 sheets, should be
manufactured quarterly, but in the letter of the 23rd Oct. it is stated
that the quarterly outturn of these stamps should only be 960,000
stamps, which equals 4,000 sheets.
The 1d. stamp is referred to in the letter of the 20th Oct. to the
effect that the old-standing quarterly order of 5,500 sheets should
remain undisturbed. In the letter of the 23rd Oct. this statement is
confirmed, but in the telegram of the 24th Nov. it is stated that no
more 1d. are required.

This precis of the Treasurer's letters, followed by a recapitula
tion to show the Agent General what was required of him,
eventually settled the details of the Quarterly sh1pment, but it
made no reference to the report. This omission was pointed out
by the Agent General in his acknowledgement of De La Rue's
letter. They replied as follows on December 7th:
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With reference to the letter from the Treasurer of the Colony to Cape of Good
you, bearing date the 17th October, 1882, requiring a report in respect Hope

to the Adhesive Stamps in use in the Colony, we beg to say that we (continued)
shall be happy to furnish you with such a Report as appears to be
required, but we find that in order to illustrate clearly the colours in
which the Stamps are printed it will be necessary for us to pull speci
mens of the stamps in such colours. This will necessitate a consider
able amount of work running into much time, and we are so busy at
the present moment in executing your Stamp orders and those for the
Crown Agents, that it will not be possible for us to take up the matter
yet. We think, indeed, it will be fully ten to twelve weeks, if not
longer, before we shall be able to furnish you with a Report.
In the meantime we should mention that lengthy Reports by us
have been forwarded to the Colonial Authorities by the Crown Agents
from time to time, and that full information in respect to the colours
employed in the printing of the Adhesive Stamps, and the properties
thereof, with Appendices bearing specimens of all the colours, are to
be found in our letter to the Crown Agents of the 30th June, 1877, a
copy of which was forwarded to the Colony by those gentlemen. We
venture to suggest that you should direct the attention of the Colonial
Treasurer to that letter, in which he will, we think, find all the in
formation he requires, pending the arrival of the Report.
P.S. It appears to us very likely that you might like to peruse our
letter of the 30th June 1877 above referred to. If that be the case, we
suggest that you should ask the Crown Agents to furnish you with it.
We would volunteer to furnish you with a copy of it

,

but materials do
not exist for making up the Appendices and without them the letter
would be unintelligible.

On March 16, 1883, the firm wrote suggesting that 'the
Crown Agents' officer should be asked to furnish you with a

statement of the cost of the paper and the control of the Postage
and Revenue Stamps, worked out as required by the Colonial
authorities at the rate per sheet. It would be necessary for us to
have this information before we could embody in our Report
the total cost of the stamps, as you would no doubt wish us to do,
in order to make the Report comprehensive'.
The report itself, a lengthy and imposing document, was
submitted on May 1st. It covered with great care the whole pro
cess of stamp manufacture, including gumming and the proper
ties of fugitive and doubly fugitive inks, but it did not enter into
any production details, and does not therefore provide any new
information.

On March 22, 1883 De La Rue informed the Agent General Twopence
that the Twopence printing plate was 'wearing unduly fast', New Plate
owing to the die not being deep enough. They asked permission from deepened
'to soften the die and to cut it somewhat deeper', and then to dfe
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make a new plate at their own expense. This was approved on
March 24th. The quarterly supply of the Twopence for 1883
was 4,000 sheets of 240 multiples, in addition to which a further
13,800 sheets had been ordered on December 1st 1882 and in
voiced on January 19th. It is not likely that the second quarterly
supply, invoiced on April 7th, was printed from the new plate,
but the 4,100 sheets invoiced in August in the third quarterly
supply may have been printed from it. The cost of the new plate
was not posted in the Day Book.

Although the firm had been dealing direct with the Agent
General since May 1882, the production of the stamps had still
been supervised by the Crown Agents' officer. The withdrawal
of these services meant that the Crown CA watermarked paper
would no longer be available for Cape of Good Hope stamps.
This was first raised in the following letter of November 30,
1883 to the Agent General, which also provides an interesting
summary of the procedure:

With reference to our Mr. De La Rue's conversation with you
yesterday, we understand that the Crown Agents have intimated to

you that on account of a re-organisation of their controlling staff here
it will not be possible for them to continue after the end of February
next to control the manufacture of the stamps which we supply to
your Government. It, therefore, becomes necessary that we should
set apart a room for that work, and that a gentleman should be ap

pointed by you to undertake the control thereof. We will provide the
necessary accommodation and afford the officer whom you may

appoint every facility in the execution of his duties. You informed
Mr. De La Rue that the Crown Agents are willing that your off1cer
should receive instructions in his duty from their Head Controller,

Mr. Bartlett, and we will supplement these instructions by such hints
and suggestions as we can offer. Our hours of work, during which it
would be necessary for the officer to attend, are from 8 o'clock in the
morning to J past 7 in the evening, with an interval of one hour (1 to

2) for dinner and half an hour (5 to 5.30) for tea.
Two large fire-proof safes will be required specially fitted for the
reception of the printing plates and a fire and thief-resisting safe will
be required for the reception of the dies.
Further, two dandyrolls will be required for the preparation of the
necessary watermarked paper — one for stamps of the Postage size
and the other for stamps of the Large Revenue size. Hitherto the
safes of the Crown Agents have been used for the custody of the plates
and dies, and their dandyrolls have been employed in the production
of the paper.
We have prepared two designs showing the watermark which we
suggest for the stamps. This consists of an anchor with a piece of rope
attached thereto, that being as we are informed by Mr. Todd an
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emblem of the Cape of Good Hope. Mr. Todd suggested to Mr. De Cape of Good
La Rue that in addition to the anchor three rings might be shown in Hope
the watermark; but we find it would be impossible to represent these Anchor

features satisfactorily in so small an area and we would recommend, Watermark

therefore, the simpler watermark which we have designed upon the lcont1nueclJ

lines of the sketch which Mr. Todd was good enough to make for us.
The price of each of the two dandyrolls carried out after the en
closed designs would be £105, and that each of the fire-proof safes,
specially fitted for formes, they being 66" x 54" x 32" outside dimen
sions, would be £110; and the price of the safe for the dies,
24" x 18" x 17" inside dimensions, would be £35. These prices are
the same as we have charged to the Crown Agents for similar articles.
With regard to the stamps themselves, we beg to explain that the
Crown Agents have hitherto supplied the paper for printing them,
but as we should in future have to supply the paper, we should have
to augment the charges for the stamps by the following amount, in
order to cover the cost of the paper: —

Postage Stamps 2d. per M. extra for paper.
Small Revenue do. 2d. „ „
Large Revenue on white paper 4d. „ „
„ „ on coloured paper 5d. „ „

These charges amount to less than those made to you by the
Crown Agents, besides which we should have to bear the expense of
the paper spoiled in manufacture instead of its being charged to you
as heretofore.

We will undertake to make arrangements with the Inland Revenue Control
Department for the paper to be made under the supervision of their
officers, as in the case of the paper made for the Crown Agents, so
that every ream of paper will be carefully controlled in manufacture
and counted and sealed by the officer at the mill, and consigned by
him direct to your officer here, who will count it out to us sheet by
sheet and obtain our receipt before he hands it over to us to be pre
pared for printing. Upon its being returned to the officer, it will be
counted by him before he allows it to be printed. The printing pro
cess will be carried out under his immediate supervision, and indeed
the system of control throughout will be that which has been applied
for so many years to the stamps which we manufacture for the Eng
lish, Indian and Colonial Governments, which, as you know, amount
to vast quantities annually, representing in the aggregate many
millions of pounds.
We beg that you will favour us with an early reply, to this letter, as
no time is to be lost in the preparation of the safes and dandyrolls, if
the transfer of the control is to be made by the time specified by the
Crown Agents.

The Agent General agreed to the proposal on December 3rd,
and the new Inspector took up his duties on January 7, 1884,
but the transfer was postponed until the end ofMarch.
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In his letter of December 3, 1883 the Agent General had also
approved the designs submitted by De La Rue for the two new
dandy rollers, which were invoiced on March 21, 1884. That it
was first used for the stamps forming the Third Quarterly
supply for that year is proved by the inclusion of the extra 2d
per 1,000 for supplying paper in the invoice dated September
20th. The following stamps were charged: One Penny, 8,480
sheets: Twopence, 6,410 sheets; Sixpence, 2,130 sheets.
A further quantity of these three duties and 3,780 sheets of
the Halfpenny were invoiced on October 17th.
In a special invoice, dated September 7, 1885, 1,032,000
stamps of the One Shilling were charged. The first supply of the
Five Shillings, 240 sheets, on Anchor paper was invoiced
separately on November 29th. The Fourpence was not invoiced
until September 6, 1888, when 4,550 sheets were charged.

Shortly after the take-over the Cape Government asked the
Agent General whether there had been any form of agreement
between De La Rue and the Crown Agents, and apparently
suggested that the work should be put up to competition. The
firm defined their view of the matter in a very long letter dated
May 23, 1884; ofwhich the following is the opening paragraph:

In reply to your letter of the 15th inst., making enquiry from us as
to whether any form of agreement subsisted between ourselves and
the Crown Agents for the supply of the various articles which we
have been in the habit of furnishing to your Government, we beg to
say that the arrangement with the Crown Agents was of more than
twenty-six years' standing, and that it was originally based upon an

agreed scale of prices. These prices have been subject to modification
as the nature of the work varied from time to time, and when any new
article was required an estimate was framed and a tender submitted
for the consideration of the Crown Agents. All the work has been
carried on subject to these terms, and the other work which is executed
by us on like conditions to that which we execute for your Govern
ment is conducted upon the same fines. It would be a very laborious
undertaking to make copies of the tenders, and correspondence re
lating thereto, respecting the various articles which we supplied to
the Government of the Cape of Good Hope through the Crown
Agents, particularly so as much of the correspondence is of so old a
date that it would be difficult to find. Should you, however, require it

,

and will kindly give us time, we will do our best to furnish you with
copies of those letters which are still in existence.

This was followed by a summary of the special arrangements
that had been carried out to enable the firm to control the print
ing, including the provision of a special room in the Anchor
Works 'to be used exclusively for the Cape ofGood Hope work'.

It closed by saying that the firm considered 'the arrangement
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which we have come to with you as a continuation of that which Cape of Good
we had with the Crown Agents and that we will do our utmost to Hope
satisfy the requirements of your Government through your Contract
Department as efficiently as we believe we did through the (continued)

Crown Agents'.
There is no further correspondence in the Correspondence,
and the question of a formal contract did not rise until later.

On July 16, 1885 De La Rue reported that the plates for the One Penny
Halfpenny, One Penny and Sixpence were 'worn out, and no Plate 7
longer fit for the production of good work'. There is no further
correspondence, but on September 7th they invoiced a new One
Penny Plate 7 at half price, which was in time for the fourth
quarterly consignment.

The question of the Halfpenny and Sixpence plates was again Halfpenny
taken up on February 9, 1888 and permission to make new plates Plate 2
at half price was given on the following day. They were invoiced Sixpence
on July 24th. The 21,000 sheets of the Halfpenny, charged on Plate2

September 6th, and 7,000 sheets of the Sixpence, invoiced on
October 19th, were presumably printed from these new plates.

On February 15, 1889, the Agent General passed on to the Contract
firm a suggestion from the Cape Government that 'there should
be an adaptation to the English System generally in regard to
the manufacture of Stamps for the Cape Colony'. To this De La
Rue replied on February 21st.

With reference to your letter of the 15th instant, covering a copy of
a letter dated Jany. 23rd from the Treasurer of the Cape Colony, we
have to report that the Stamps supplied to your Government afford

exactly the same protection against fraud of all kinds as those supplied
to the Imperial Government; in fact they are virtually the same. As
we explained to you verbally in our interview of the 8th of September
last, the only difference is that the Imperial Stamps are produced by
machine, whereas the Cape Stamps are printed by hand; but this
does not in any way affect the quality of the work. It will be within
your recollection that we pointed out to you in our interview that
machine printing is not applicable when such comparatively small

quantities, as the Cape, are required, for in Stamp printing, as indeed
in any manufacture, machines can only be employed when very large
quantities are dealt with.
We find that during 1888 we supplied to your Government
100,600 sheets of Postage Stamps (240-set) and 26,000 sheets of
Revenue Stamps (120-set) making a total for the year of 126,600
sheets, comprising 17 duties of Postage and Revenue Stamps. Now
we are at the present time supplying to the Imperial Government

152,000 sheets (240-set) weekly of the 1d. Unified Stamps alone. In
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Stamp printing, as in all other branches of industry, such quantities
form an important factor in determining the mode of production and
the price.

We may mention that all the Stamps we manufacture, except those
supplied to the Imperial and Indian Governments, are produced by
the hand process, for it is only these two Governments who order
sufficiently large quantities to render machine printing admissible.
We went fully into the question ofprices in our letter of September
11th last, and although we could not see our way to reduce the price
of the adhesive Stamps, &c., we made most important reductions on
other lines.

It would almost appear from the Colonial Treasurer's letter that
the Controller and Auditor General recommends following the course

adopted by the English Government by unifying the Cape Postage
and Revenue Stamps. We have to report that this course would
necessitate the preparation of new dies and plates, at a consider
able cost to the Colony, and that too without in any way cheapening
the production of the Stamps. We therefore presume that the
Colonial Government will upon reconsideration decide to maintain
the existing separate issues of Postage and Revenue Stamps.

After referring the matter to the Colony the Agent General
wrote on April 23rd informing De La Rue that there was 'no
intention of combining the manufacture ofRevenue and Postage
Stamps'. On June 7th he asked whether the stamps could be
suppl1ed under contract 'upon the same terms as those arranged
with the Imperial and Indian Governments'.
After recapitulating the arguments in their letter of February
2 1st they offered a cash discount of 5 per cent on all payments
made to us 'in return for a ten years' contract'. In the end the
period of the contract was reduced to five years and the firm was
forced to increase the discount to 6 per cent in face of a demand
for 10 per cent. The new arrangement was confirmed on August
14, 1889.

On February 26, 1890 De La Rue reported that the Fourpence
and One Shill1ng printing plates were worn out, and received
permission to replace them at half price on the following day.
The new plates, Fourpence Plate 3 and One Shilling Plate 2, were
invoiced at the end of the year on December 3 1st.

On February 10, 1891 the following letter, under the heading
'Dies and Formes for 2^d. Postage Stamp', was sent to the firm
by the Agent General:

By Treasury letter No. 24/998 of the 20th ulto. I have been instruc
ted to desire you to cause the above to be prepared; and as soon as

all is ready, to cause you to execute the enclosed Requisition for

4,200 sheets of the new Stamp.
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The delay which this late order for the Die and Formes must cause Cape of Good
in the execution of the Requisition for the Stamps has been, and will Hope
again be, brought to the notice of the Colonial Government. Twopence

The colour of the new stamp is to be determined upon by me in hallpenny

consultation with you; and I shall be glad to be favoured with your v'0Vlsl9n~
advice on the subject as soon as possible. It is of course desirable f T. 1

that the new stamp should be easily distinguishable from all others.
(continued)

Following a personal interview the firm submitted on Feb
ruary 17th the design for a new stamp and quoted £50 for the P^te 4°, J, 2
working die and £85 for a printing plate of 240 multiples; the
design was in black. They also enclosed a specimen for a tempo
rary overprint, and quoted £6:6:- for the plate of 120 multiples,
and sixpence per thousand extra for printing. They were told to
proceed with the temporary overprint. The plate and 1,008,000
stamps were invoiced on March 31st. No specimens were
supplied as the Cape had not joined the Universal Postal
Union.

The Agent General on April 6, 1891 forwarded a letter from Twopence
the Cape Treasury dated March 18th 1891. It criticised the de- halfpenny
sign which De La Rue had submitted for the new Twopence
halfpenny on February 17th, and objected to the principle of
issuing surcharged stamps.

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. 62 of
18th ulto., enclosing specimens of the new 2£d. Stamp, and of the
overprint of the same value on the Cape 3d. stamp, for approval, and
in reply I am to transcribe for your information the Postmaster
General's report on the matter, to whom your letter and enclosures
were referred.

'I should have preferred continuing the use of the twopence (2d.)
and halfpenny (id.) stamps rather than to have adopted the plan of
an overprint; as the latter naturally leads the public to suppose that
the arrangements of the Department are faulty.
'The permanent design suggested by the Agent General is open to
the serious objection that the word "Postage" is omitted and con
sequently the stamps are liable to be taken as available for Revenue
purposes: possibly the label bearing the figures 2£d. could be made
smaller so as to admit of the marginal printing as before, but as the
marginal design is from an artistic point of view marred very much
by the addition of the label, I think if a new design is being prepared
it might be as well to re-arrange the details of the stamp so as to get
over the objection.

'As regards the colour I think the adoption of another maroon
stamp is undesirable, and I would suggest for consideration that the
printing should be in sage green on buff paper similar to the £2 value
of Revenue stamp in Appendix F of Messrs. De La Rue's report of
1883 upon the adhesive stamps used at the Cape of Good Hope. If
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the overprint stamps have not already been ordered I would suggest
that half of the order for the new stamps be made up in that manner.'

When forwarding this letter the Agent General pointed out
that there could not be any 'pressing need for the new stamp'
since the overprinted stamps had already been shipped, and
made the following suggestions:

(1) Supposing the design herewith returned to you, and to be sent
back to me with your report, were otherwise adhered to, could not

the word 'Post(2*d.)age' (in small capitals) be inserted in the lower
dark border and without additional expense, seeing that the 7 letters
would merely take the place of unmeaning lines.

(2) Please furnish a design, showing the '2£d.' in the upper right
hand corner of the Stamp, so as not to interfere with the figure of
Hope, and the words 'Postage 2i pence' in the lower border, and state
what would be the cost of the necessary working die and Printing
Plate to produce such stamps, as compared with the £50. and £85.
stated to be the cost of the design which the local Authorities at the
Cape criticize.

(3) Please report whether the printing of the design for the 2^d.
Stamp, which may eventually be approved by the Government, 'on
buff paper similar to the £2 value of Revenue Stamp in Appendix F'
of your illustrated Report, dated May 1st, 1883, would be attended
with any difficulty or extra expense?

De La Rue submitted six designs on April 9th, including the
original of February 17th, two correspond1ng to the Agent
General's suggestions, and three new ones of their own: they
expressed a preference for No. 5. They also submitted these
specimens in different colours 'to contrast well with the existing
duties', and one in green on buff paper. They quoted twopence
per thousand extra for buff paper if the quantity were less than
fifty reams, or one penny ifmore than that quantity, because 'it is
exceedingly expensive to make a small lot of coloured paper'.
On May 27th the Agent General informed the firm that
Design No. 3, corresponding to his own second suggestion, had
been selected, but suggested further modifications.

(1) Design. You will observe that design No. 3. on Appendix A has
been selected in tne Colony. But I see no good reason why the figures
'2£d.' in the right hand corner thereof should not be considerably
larger without interfering with the design, especially if the figures
were placed in a rectangular triangle, instead of in a square, the whole
of such triangle being left unshaded. I shall, therefore, feel obliged
if you will favour me with such a design, and, in doing so, bear in
mind that my recommendation that as plates and formes wear out, all
the various duties ofCape Postage Stamps should hereafter be indicated
in figures in this manner.

(2) Colour. On this point the Treasury letter, of which copy is
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enclosed, decides only that the original proposal to print the new 2£d. Cape of Good

stamp in sage-green on buff paper is to be abandoned. The Postmaster Hope
General's Report certainly leads to the inference that he would, as Twopence

colours, prefer black and white; but as black and white are not, halfpenny

correctly speaking, 'colours', and as black stamps cannot probably be CcontmuetlJ

effectively cancelled, I think you will probably agree with me that the
colour of the third stamp on Appendix B (already adopted for the
'overprints') had better be adhered to.

In acknowledging these instructions on May 28th De La Rue
confirmed that the colour would be maroon, and submitted the
altered design for approval. The Postmaster General, however, Plate 40; 3
again pressed for black, and the firm wrote again on July 23rd:

We understand from the Cape Treasury letter that design No. 3.
covered by our letter of April 9th is now to be proceeded with, and
we shall be glad to receive your written authority to do so.
With regard to your enquiry as to whether the 2£d. Postage Stamps
can be printed in black, we beg to say that there is no difficulty in the
way of doing so, but we fear that such stamps would conflict with the
existing id. Postage stamps, which are in such deep grey-black as to
appear black by artificial light. As arranged with you verbally, we
will submit to you specimens of the 2^d. stamp printed in black,
maroon, and olive green (the colour we recommend) before proceed
ing with the execution of any order you may favour us with.

The instruction to proceed with the engraving was given on
the following day, and the firm was asked to submit specimens
in black, maroon and olive green as soon as the dies and plates
were ready.
The working die and printing plate of 240 multiples, with
2,030400 stamps, were invoiced on February 3, 1892.

The change of design which led to the issue of the stamps Change of
showing the figure of Hope leaning on an Anchor, with Table Design
Bay and Table Mountain in the background, can be traced from
the following letter written to De La Rue by the Agent General
on October 3, 1891:

I understand from a Report of Inspector Gates that the 1d. Postage
Stamp Plate is pretty well worn out, and he has enquired whether
the plate that will have to replace it should indicate the value of the
Stamp by figures, or by a figure, placed in the corner as in the
approved design for the new 2£d. Stamp, so as to carry out the
suggestion I recently made to the Colonial Government and com
municated to you in my letter No. 1 106 of 27th May last.
Before deciding this question I asked Mr. Gates to ascertain and
report the cost of this alteration, and he states, in reply, that this
would be £135 for each duty, vizt., New Die £50. and Plate £85.
These appear, indeed, to be the Contract prices, but I would
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Cape of Good enquire whether a new die is really necessary to make the alteration,
Hope or whether that could not be made on the old dies ?
Change of It seems to me also that, as 'repeat' Plates are in the Contract pro-
Des1gn vided for at £42. 10. some smaller charge than that for a new die and
(cont1nue ) plate should suffice for what is required to gradually alter the designs

of the several Postage Stamps in the manner suggested by me, as the
Plates wear out.

In their reply De La Rue pointed out the impossibility of
altering the existing working die of the One Penny: if the change
were made they were prepared to reduce the charge for the
printing plate, and the first plates of any other existing duties,
to £63 ..15:0. The matter was referred to the Colony, and the
following extract is taken from the Treasurer's letter ofNovem
ber 4th.

There is not sufficient provision on the Estimates to admit ofmore
than one new die being paid for this financial year and I would
suggest that any general scheme for the manufacture of new Dies be
postponed until funds are available.
The altered model adopted for the new 2jd. Stamp has somewhat
of a makeshift appearance. I would suggest, therefore, if it is con
sidered desirable to adopt a new form of postage stamp, that an en
tirely new design be adopted. Many of the Colonial Stamps prepared
by Messrs De La Rue & Co., are of great artistic excellence and I
certainly think that the new 2^d. Stamp might be improved upon,
and I am to advise you that Mr. Treasurer Merriman concurs in the
views expressed by the Postmaster-General.

In forwarding this letter on November 24th the Agent General
asked the firm to submit 'an entirely new design for a Cape
Postage Stamp of "artistic excellence" showing its money value
(whatever that may be) in plain figures'.
The firm said that there was no information as to 'the style of
the proposed new form of Postage Stamps', but would be happy
to submit a complete scheme if they could be told more. In the
meantime they sent an Appendix containing the current (1887)
Great Britain stamps from One Halfpenny to One Shilling, and
two rough designs showing the necessity of 'reducing the em
blem considerably' if a similar plan were adopted. They gave an
indication of the costs of a new original die and nine working
dies and printing plates, and also of the additional expense of
introducing bi-coloured stamps. In the meantime they pointed
out that at least nine months would be required for carrying out
the new scheme, and asked for permission to make a new One
Penny plate. The new One Penny plate was authorised at half-
cost on December 5, 1891, but the firm did not make it
,

although
they invoiced a further 10,000 sheets of this duty in March 1892,
and 25,000 more sheets in April 1892.
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The rough designs submitted on December 4, 1891 were not Cape of Good
favourably received in the Colony, and the presence of the Hope
Treasurer in London led to the following instructions being sent Change of

by the Agent General on February 16, 1 892: Des1gn
1 b }

(cont1nued)
Mr. Merriman does not think that the Cape Arms, treated as in „, AO.dto7
the rough design sent home from the Colony, are likely to produce a

'

really artistic design for new stamps. He had at first a wish to see a

design (resembling the Venezuela Stamp) with a view of Table
Mountain and Bay; but, on reconsideration, it has been decided to
invite you to submit a really artistic representation of the female
figure of Hope, leaning upon an Anchor (as in the Crest of the
Colony). It is conceived that with the artistic talent of which your
Firm disposes there should be no great difficulty in producing a
really graceful female figure, as suggested, to take the place of the
ungainly and ungraceful effigy (with the accompanying sheep) now
in use.
It is also suggested for your consideration and that of the artists
you employ, that if the figure ofHope were placed in an oval, the four
corners of the rectangular stamp and its borders would afford ample
spaces for the lettering: 'Cape of Good Hope' — 'Postage' — 'Three
pence' (or 'One Shilling'), and for denoting the money value of each
stamp in plain figures. These suggestions are, however, merely made
for what they may be worth; and I have to request you to favour me
with one or more designs of as artistic a character as possible, in
accordance with the ideas herein expressed, bearing in mind, chiefly,
that the figure of Hope should be the main feature; that the value of
each stamp should plainly appear in figures, as well as letters; and
that bi-coloured stamps are undesirable on account of their higher
cost.

I have, meanwhile, also to request that the fourpenny Stamp, now
existing may be converted into a fivepenny stamp.

The firm submitted six designs, with three drawings of the Plate 40;8 to 16
figure of Hope, on March 4th. They were not regarded as
satisfactory. The drawings were returned on the same day and
De La Rue were asked 'to take no further steps for the present'.
The Agent General confirmed that it was intended to use the
same design for all duties. The order for a plate for a Fivepence
duty was also suspended.
The subject was raised again by the Agent General on October
21st, when he sent a pen and ink drawing which had been
approved by the Cape Government, and instructed De La Rue
to make a new original die which would be ready for use when
ever existing plates required renewal. He also ordered a new
One Penny plate to replace the worn existing plate which had
not been renewed in spite of the authority given in the previous
December. He enclosed a letter from the Cape Government
which contained the following paragraph:
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(continued)

I am to express the desire of the Treasurer of the Colony that, in
the execution, it may be impressed on Messrs. De La Rue & Co. that
their engraving is considerably behind the American Stamps for in
stance, and that it is hoped an artistic reproduction of the original
design will be effected.

In acknowledging these instructions on November 2nd De
La Rue made the following comment:

With reference to the remarks in the letter from the Cape Treasury
No. 169/812 A.G., under date June 1st, comparing your stamps with
the American, we would remind you that the process we employ is
quite distinct from that by which the American Stamps are produced.
All the Stamps manufactured by us are printed by the surface pro
cess, which, as you are aware, was definitely adopted by the English
Government (as offering the greatest safeguards to the Revenue)
after full enquiry had been made by a special Stamp Committee
appointed for the purpose. The nature of surface engraving does not
allow of the same effects being obtained as can be by the intaglio or
copper-plate process, which is that employed by the Americans.
We will pay great attention to the engraving of the new original
die, and feel sure that the Cape Government will be pleased with it.

A further letter from the Agent General on December 22nd
called for modifications in the new design, and asked for further
information about the comparative costs of surface and recess
printing.

Adverting to my letter of the 21st October and to your reply of the
2nd November, copies ofwhich were by me submitted to the Hon'ble.
The Treasurer of the Colony on the 3rd November, I have now to
communicate to you the following copy extracts of his answering
letter, No. 408/132 of the 30th November: —
'The figure as reproduced in the revised design submitted by Mr.
Montford (now in your possession) will do very well, but the back
ground has unfortunately just missed the characteristic 'Table' . . .
and it is extremely desirable that the outline should be as descriptive
as possible. Mr. Merriman will be glad therefore ifyou can arrange for
effecting some improvement in this particular portion of the design.'
In consequence of the desire thus expressed I have asked Mr.
Montford to return to me the rejected copy of his original design, on
which the Table Mountain background has been filled in at Capetown.
Mr. Montford is

,

however, abroad; and his father writes to say that

the design in question has been defaced and cannot be returned. He
sends me only the enclosed rough tracing of what he describes 'as the
part required'.

I shall feel extremely obliged if by means of it, or by means of the
far better small engraving of Table Mountain and Docks herewith
forwarded, your Engravers can improve the background of the new
Stamp, as desired byMr. Merriman.
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The Treasury letter quoted from above further states 'With regard Cape of Good
to Messrs De La Rue & Co's remarks as to the reason for the differ- Hope
ence in finish between British and American Stamps, I am to state Change of
that they fully bear out the strictures in previous letters from this Des1gn

office.' (cont1nued)

If I am correctly informed intaglio or copper plate process is a very
much more costly one for the production of Postage Stamps &c., than
that adopted by the English Government because it offers the greatest
safeguards to the Revenue.

Perhaps — ifmy information is correct — you might think it worth
while to state what you estimate would be the difference in the cost of
Cape Stamps if produced by the American instead of by the present
process?

This last question was dealt with in a private interview, a
summary of which appears as a note in the Correspondence
Book, initialled by Thomas Andros De La Rue.

I saw Mr. Todd this morning on the letter of the 22nd inst., and
told him that we would attend to the instructions therein contained.
I further said that copperplate stamps ifprinted from plates inked by
hand, as they ought to be, would be more expensive than surface
stamps, but that ifprinted from a copper plate printing machine used
for commercial work they might not be more expensive. T. A. D.

As a result of this correspondence the Cape Authorities, who
were obviously greatly impressed by the appearance of the new
Columbus commemorative series issued by the United States,
obtained a quotation from the American printers for supplying
new stamps for the Cape ofGood Hope. The firm at the request
of the Agent General staged some demonstrations to illustrate
the differences between the two processes, with particular
reference to their security against forgery. These demonstra
tions were accompanied by a long report, which provided the
interesting information that the firm had already installed the
transfer roll in April 1893, DUt that so far it nad OIUy Deen used
in connection with the printing of bank notes; it had not been
used for the purpose of making steel plates for printing postage
stamps by the line-engraved, or recess, process.
This long period of correspondence and experiment ended
with the Agent General forwarding a letter from the Cape
Treasury dated May 10, 1893, stating that 'it is not the present
intention ofGovernment to depart from the method now in use'.

The original die, a working die and a printing plate of 240 One Penny
multiples for the One Penny were invoiced on June 12, 1893. New Design
Since the Cape had not joined the Universal Postal Union, and
were not under the necessity of supplying specimens of new
designs, there is nothing in the Day Book to establish the date on
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Dandy Roll

Colour
Changes

which the first printing from this plate was invoiced. The first
supply after June 12th was not invoiced until December 6th,
when 20,000 sheets (4,880,000) were charged. The previous
invoice for a supply was dated April 28th, when 21,670 sheets
(5,200,800 stamps) were issued. In view of the delay in getting
the design settled it is probable that the April consignment was
printed from the old worn plate.

The Dandy Roll had been repaired before this April supply.
The work on it was invoiced on May 2nd.

The correspondence which led eventually to widespread
changes in the colours of the Cape of Good Hope stamps,
opened with the following letter from the Cape Treasurer,
dated September 11, 1894:

With reference to a letter No. 505/94 of the 5th instant from the
Postmaster General, I am directed to enclose copies ofcorrespondence
which have passed in reference to a suggestion of the Postmaster
General of the South African Republic that uniform colours should
be used throughout South Africa for the several denominations of
Postage Stamps, and to request you to ask Messrs De La Rue & Co.,
to be good enough to make suggestions as to the most suitable colours

for general adoption.
It will of course not be possible for the scheme to be universally
carried out until the existing stocks of stamps are sold out.
I attach a paper showing the colours now in use. Additional colours
should be shown for stamps of the denomination of £5, 10/-, 2 6d .,
91I, and sd.

The correspondence attached shows that the proposal
originated in Pretoria, and was supported by Natal. The Post
master General of the Orange Free State had also given his
assent, but this was subsequently withdrawn because 'the
Volksraad had decided to have stamps made of other colours
than those proposed by you'.
On November 1st the firm submitted a colour scheme to the
Agent General:

We have adopted the colours of the Postal Union for the id., 1d.,
and 2id. duties because we think it possible that at some future time
the South African States may enter the Postal Union.

They took the opportunity of tempting the Transvaal to have
their stamps printed at Bunhill Row.

If the proposed colour scheme given on the Appendix hereto is
adopted it would, we venture to submit, be desirable for the South
African Republic to entrust the printing of their Stamps to us, and so
secure absolute uniformity of colour with the Cape, Natal and
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Orange Free State Stamps, all of which are printed by us. We hand Cape of Good
you on our Appendix a specimen stamp with the South African Hope

Republic imprint produced from one ofour Key plates, which we em- Colour

ploy for Governments not wishing to incur the cost of special plates. Changes

Such Stamps would afford the same security to the Revenue as those ^con
ue '

supplied to you, and to the English and Indian Governments. If the
South African Republic feel inclined to entrust the printing of then.
Stamps to us, we shall be pleased, upon receiving from them a state
ment of the duties and quantities of each duty required, to give full
particulars as to cost, etc.

The Agent General forwarded a letter from the Cape
Treasurer, dated August 12, 1895, approving the scheme for
future Cape of Good Hope stamps. He stated that the South
African Republic had agreed to adopt similar colours, but that
neither Natal nor the Orange Free State were able to do so at
present.
In acknowledging these instructions on September 5th, De
La Rue asked if they were to apply to Requisition 361 1, for
stamps now in hand, and this was confirmed.
The following stamps were invoiced under Requisition No. Halfpenny
361 1 : Twopence

Twopence
29/11/95 4,699,200, One Penny. halfpenny
20/12/95 4,800,000, One Penny. Threepence

28/2/95 4,800,000, Halfpenny; 4,188,000, One Penny; Fourpence
1,399,200, One Shilling. One Shilling

19/3/96 1,536,000, Halfpenny; 3,842,800, Twopence Five Shillings

halfpenny.

Of these the One Penny was in the new design, the colour of
which had not been changed. It will be noticed that the One
Shilling blue grcn, grouped with these stamps in the catalogue,
was in fact printed from the new plate 2 before the colours
were altered intentionally.
The following are the dates for the invoices of the remaining
four duties to be changed:

5/8/96 79,200, Five Shillings.
22/10/97 1,444j8oo, Twopence; 1,452,000, Threepence;

1,449,600 Fourpence.

On June 17, 1897 the finr1 reported that the Halfpenny print- Changed
ing plate required renewal and asked if they might put in hand a Design
new working die and printing plate for the new design. Authority Halfpenny
was given on the same day, and the die and plate of 240 mul
tiples were invoiced on October 4th. The first supply of stamps
to be invoiced after that date was 20,000 sheets (4,800,000
stamps) on December 20, 1897.
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The Threepence plate was reported to be unfit for further use
on September 21, 1898, and authority for a new working die and
printing plate was given on the following day. These were in
voiced on March 24, 1899, but the printing plate was not used
within the period covered by this book.

The correspondence which ended in the production of a new
One Penny stamp for the Cape opens with a letter from the
Postmaster General at the Cape, dated February 7, 1899, which
the Agent General forwarded on February 27th. It is possible
that there was a political motive for the change in view of the
imminent danger of war with the Transvaal. It is clear that the
new design was intended to be applied eventually to all values,
and that the proposal was suspended while the war lasted and
abandoned when the decision was made to adopt the King's
head at the beginning of the new reign.

The Treasurer having decided upon introducing a new design for
the postage stamps of this Colony in place of the standing figure at
present adopted, I have caused a design to be prepared by an officer
of this Department, which has met with Mr. Merriman's approval;
and I am instructed to communicate with you in order that a finished
drawing may be prepared by Messrs De La Rue & Company's artist
and sent to the Colony for approval preparatory to the engraving of
the necessary mother die.

The design to be followed should either be No. 1. or No. 2. of the
accompanying specimens — whichever can be most artistically
executed; and in order to guide the artist in the details of the drawing,
original and reduced photographs of Table Mountain and drawings
of the Colonial Coat ofArms are sent herewith.
It is proposed that the stamps of the new design shall be printed in
two colours, the prominent tint of each denomination to be in accord
ance with the approved colour scheme for South African postage
Stamps. In the case of the 1d. denomination, for example, the leading
colour would be lake with the view of Table Mountain printed in
black or brown. Design No. 3. shows the colours that might be

adopted for the 5/- denomination. As printing in two colours is not
provided for in the Stamp Contract entered into with Messrs. De La
Rue & Company, I shall be glad if you will be so good as to obtain
from them an estimate of cost for that kind of printing.

The firm submitted two designs for bicoloured stamps, and
two for single colours, on March 16th, with the following report:

We have the honour to acknowledge your letter of the 27th ultimo,
enclosing a copy of a letter, under date the 7th ultimo, from the Cape
Postmaster General, as we have to report that the sketches sent,
although most artistic, would present certain technical difficulties in
the printing of the Stamps, for it would not be practicable to register
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the words 'Cape of Good Hope' and 'One Penny' if they had to Cape of Good
appear as drawn in the sketches . Hope

We have prepared two alternative designs A and B for Stamps in Change of

two colours, and C and D for Stamps in one colour, which follow as ^es1|(n
closely as is possible the sketches 1 and 2, and we trust that one of S~e "e*my

them will meet with approval. The incorporation of the words 'Cape p. ,

of Good Hope' and 'One penny' in the body of the designs does not, fable
in our opinion, in any way deteriorate from their effect. Mountain

After quoting for stamps printed in two colours they con- (cont1nued)
tinued:

We may mention that the English, Indian and indeed all other
Governments for whom we manufacture two coloured Stamps con
fine them, for economy's sake, to stamps of the smallest issues, and
consequently it is as a rule only the higher duties which are printed
in two colours. We venture to suggest that the same course should be

adopted by the Cape Government, the more so as practically the
whole of the printing plates now in use for producing the Cape
Postage Stamps are in good condition and likely to last for some years.

It seems strange at this distance that even now, when the de
mand for attractive stamps was spreading so rapidly among the
colonies, and the firm had already been driven to producing
attractive stamps by the copperplate series, De La Rue did not
seem to appreciate that a Government might like to see a change
in the design of their stamps for the sake of a change. They had
printing plates in good condition for all nine duties of Cape
postage stamps, and that seemed to be the end of the argument.
After quoting for the dies and plates for single colour printing
they concluded their letter with the following paragraph:

On Appendix hereto we hand you specimens of Sudan Postage
Stamps to illustrate the effect which we can obtain by surface en
graving, and we may perhaps be allowed to add that these Stamps
have been much admired.

In a further letter to the Agent General which accompanied
the above Thomas Andros De La Rue wrote:

I think that the new proposed Stamps in one colour give quite as
satisfactory a result as in two, and that, for economy's sake, if the
Stamp is adopted at all, it should be printed in one colour only.

The Sudanese stamps which he sent were, nevertheless,
printed in two colours.
On April 4th the firm received the following memorandum
from the Agent General.

The back-ground to the one penny is heavy: could it not be re
lieved thus: —

In regard to the view of Table Mountain and the Bay, some
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(continued)

modifications are necessary as it would never be recognised now for
what it is intended. There should be no clouds, and certainly none
coming over the right-hand side, as clouds never arise from that
direction.

The mountain is not perpendicular enough: it does not slope
gradually to the top: the upper portion is precipitous. There is no
pronounced slope in front of the Mountain, on the left hand of the
picture.
The whole of the sky should be lighter, and the fore portion of the
sea also.

The idea is to depict a South African sky, blue, cloudless, and warm,
with a still sea, and the Mountain very clearly defined.
There is also a big gorge in the Mountain, and this should cer
tainly be shown.
The boat should be made more like a large steamer than it is; its
shadow, also, seems too heavy.

A further proof of this portion of the stamp should be submitted
before finally passed, because imperfection in the view will provoke
criticism. At present the view is not at all like Table Mountain. It is
too far off, and not square enough.

An amended design was submitted on May 30th, and was
finally approved on June 2nd, after the shading on the right hand
side of the mountain had been deepened. A further alteration
was made at the Colony's suggestion at the end of July when a
further line was added above the letters of value and a flag at the
masthead of the ship was removed.
The original die, working die and printing plate of 240 mul
tiples were invoiced on October 5th. A consignment of 10,000
sheets (2400,000 stamps) was charged on November 29, 1899.
There were no further transactions, other than reprinting
orders, until the end of the reign.

OIL RIVERS
Oil Rivers A letter from the General Post Office to the Board of Inland

Revenue, dated April 8, 1892, was sent to De La Rue by J. S.
Purcell, the Controller ofStamps at Somerset House. The follow
ing extracts are relevant:

I am directed by the Postmaster General to inform you that he
would be much obliged if the Commissioners of Inland Revenue
would make arrangements with Messrs. De La Rue for the supply of
a stock of British postage Stamps adapted for use in the Oil Rivers
Protectorate by overprinting them with the words 'British Protec
torate Oil Rivers' —
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Six separate lots of stamps so overprinted are required, one for Oil Rivers
each of tie undermentioned Vice-Consulates or Stations: — (continued)

Benin River. Bonny River.
Forcados „ Opobo „
Brass „ Old Calabar River.

and each lot should be made up in accordance with the following
table: —

Postage Stamps

Amount of Duty No. of Stamps
Halfpenny 5,000
One penny 5,000

Twopence 5,000

Twopence halfpenny 5,000

Fivepence 5,000

One shilling 1,000

I am to add that, as the climate of the Oil Rivers district is ex
ceedingly damp, the sheets of stamps should be separated by sheets
of blotting paper, and each lot should be enclosed in a tin-lined case
and sent as freight to the Vice-Consul for whom it is intended.

De La Rue submitted specimens on April 21st, which were
approved on May 5th. The invoice, dated July 2nd, gave the
following particulars:

Overprinting Oil Rivers Stamps &c

Description
Sent to

Oil Rivers

0 tumps sent
to Inland
Revenue

Total „ ,,
Sheets

per
100 £.

s. d.

£d. Unified 30,000 3,600 140 280 5/" 14. 0.

(240 Set)
1d. „ 30,000 3,360 139 278 5/- 13. 10.

2d. 30,000 3480 279 279 5/" 13. 11.

(120 Set)

2£d. „ 30,000 3,600 280 280 5/- 14. 0.

5d. 30,000 3,540 559 559 4/3 1. 3. 9.

(60 Set)

1/- „ 6,000 720 56 56 8/- lot. 8. o.

(120 Set)

A further 22,500 of the Twopence halfpenny was ordered on
November 21st, and on February 23, 1893 the General Post
Office sent the following order:

With reference to my letter of the 5th of April last I beg leave to
inform you that a further supply of Postage Stamps and Registered
Envelopes is applied for by the Postmaster General, Oil Rivers Pro
tectorate.
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Oil Rivers The quantities required are as follows: —

(continued) Number Postage Stamps

2500 Value id.
2500 33 1d.

1500 33 2d.

2500 33 2£d.
IOOO 5) 5d.

500 55 li
for each of the undermentioned Vice-Consulates: Benin, Warri
(Forcados). Brass and Opobo, and

Number Postage Stamps

5000 Value ft
5000 » 1d.

3000 )j 2d.

5000 33 2id.
1000 33 5d.
1000 33 1/-

for the Vice-Consuls at Bonny and Old Calabar.
I am informed that the stock of stamps in the Protectorate is nearly
exhausted and shall, therefore, be much obliged if you will kindly
arrange for the requisite number of postage stamps to be overprinted
and sent to the various Vice-Consulates at the earliest opportunity,
if possible by the direct steamer leaving Liverpool on the 1st of
March.

The above quantities were sent to the Oil Rivers on March
27th, and surplus stamps of each duty to the Board of Inland
Revenue. They were charged at 8/- per 100 sheets, or pulls.

Essays in 18g2 The enquiry for the first definitive issue of the Oil Rivers
Protectorate also came to De La Rue, who sent a long letter to
Sir Claude Macdonald, the Commissioner and Consul General,

Plate 41; 1 at St James's Square on November 23, 1892. With it they sent a
'design for the adhesive stamps from the original Queen's head
die of our own which you selected'. They quoted the usual rates
for a typographed keyplate issue, and closed their letter with the
following paragraph:

The Stamps would be of exactly the same quality as those supplied
to the English, Indian and other Governments, and would afford
security, not only against re-use by cleaning, but also against direct
forgery by transfer to lithographic stone. On Appendix hereto we
hand you two obliterated 1d. English Stamps, one ofwhich illustrates
the result of attempting to remove the obliteration. You will notice
that the Stamp itself, owing to its special and fugitive properties, has
been almost destroyed.

When it became evident that the stamps would probably be
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printed by another firm, Thomas Andros De La Rue sent the Essays in 18g2
following letter on December 14th: (continued)

When I was at Somerset House this morning the Controller of
Stamps informed me that you have it under contemplation to apply
to the Post Office for us to be allowed to use their Post Card head in
the production of an Oil Rivers Post Card plate, any cards produced
in this way to be printed in a different colour to those we supply to
the English Government. I presume that you contemplate this plan
in order to diminish the initial cost, and it has occurred to me that
possibly the initial cost of carrying into effect this scheme proposed
in our letter of the 23rd ulto., addressed to Sir Claude Macdonald,
stands in the way ofyour entrusting the printing of your stamps to us.
I would, if you could favour me with a call any time between 12 and
3 o'clock either tomorrow or Friday, lay before you a scheme which
I think might be acceptable, and by which the whole of the initial cost
could be abolished by somewhat increasing the price of the Stamps.
The reason I ask you to call here is that I am anxious to show you
stamps in course of manufacture, so as to be able to illustrate any
information I give you on the subject.
A further letter, dated December 21st, reveals that the inter
view took place, and that the scheme involved the use of a key-
plate already in existence, possibly one of the Colonial Universal Plate 41; 2, 3
plates.

With reference to our interview of yesterday, we beg to hand you,
as requested, a copy of our letter of the 23rd ultimo addressed to Sir
Claude Macdonald.
As arranged with you verbally, we shall be willing to supply you
with Stamps to the enclosed design marked A, from a Key-plate ofour
own, at an all-round price of 4/- per thousand without making any
charge whatsoever for dies or plates. The interleaving of the sheets of
Stamps with blotting paper would be 2d. per 1000 Stamps extra,
making the price 4/2d. in all per 1000 Stamps. Less than 6,000 of a
duty to be charged as 6,000.
As we informed you, the Key plate would be used for other
Governments, but this would not be of any consequence, as many of
the Stamps manufactured by us for other Governments, as we
showed you, are produced from the same Key plate, distinction being
obtained by the means of the overprints, which consist of the name of
the country and the duty. The various duties of your Stamps would
be printed in different colours, and we would submit a complete
scheme for colours to you as soon as the printing plates are ready.

This last minute effort failed, and on January 3, 1893, the
Commissioner's Secretary informed De La Rue that their
tender had not been accepted, and returned their specimens.
Once again the work was lost to a London firm who had quoted
for the copper plate process, and the loss of two important con
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Essays in 18g2 tracts within three years must have done much to shift the firm

(continued) from the hostile attitude to recess printing they had maintained
for so many years.

Zanzibar
First
Definitive
Issue

ZANZIBAR
Since 1892 De La Rue had been overprinting India Revenue
and Special Adhesive stamps for Zanzibar. Their instructions
for printing Postage Stamps came originally in a letter dated
October 1, 1895, from the Director of Posts and Telegraphs for
the Zanzibar Government, which the Foreign Office in London
forwarded to them on October 29th. De La Rue were told to
communicate direct with the Zanzibar authorities.

I am directed by General Sir Lloyd Mathews, K.C.M.G., First
Minister of His Highness the Sultan of Zanzibar's Government, to
enclose a rough sketch of a postage stamp, and I should be glad if you
will prepare from it a design for Postage Stamps for the above-
mentioned Government.
The flags in sketch should be 'Turkey Red' and I think a little
ornamental border round the photo of His Highness the Sultan
would be an improvement. The Arabic Characters in the lower
corners of the sketch are reproduced below on a large scale so that
you may see them quite clearly. I enclose a photograph of His High
ness the Sultan which may be useful to you in preparing your design.
The different values of the stamps we require are \, 1, 2, 2£, 3, 4,
4j, 5, 7 ' >and 8 annas, Rupee 1, Rupees 2, Rupees 3, Rupees 4, and
Rupees 5. j and 1 anna postcards, 2 i annas Embossed stamped
Envelopes and Registered letter envelopes bearing an embossed 2

annas stamp on the flap.
The colour of J anna stamp should be a bright green and the colour
of the 2\ annas stamp should be 'Turkey red'. The colours of the re
mainder to be of nice delicate shades and no two colours to be the
same. The size of the different stamps up to, and including, the 8
annas stamp, to be the same size as the ordinary English penny stamp
but the Rupee 1, Rupees 2, Rupees 3, Rupees 4, Rupees 5 stamps
should be about half as large again and the ornamental border of an
entirely different character.

I should be glad if you will kindly forward your proofs of the
stamps required as early as possible and should you think it advisable
to make any small alteration in our sketch for the purpose of im
proving the appearance of the stamp, please do so, as I am anxious
that we should have a good and artistic stamp for Zanzibar.

The firm wrote to the Director ofPosts on November 18th:

We beg to enclose photographic designs A and B for the two sizes
of Stamps which you require. A for the postage size follows as nearly
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as possible the sketch you sent us; in B we have put the vernacular in Zanzibar
one line in the lower tablets, which we assume is admissible. We are First

uncertain whether the flag poles should end in a point, as we have Defin1tive

drawn them, or in a crescent. We shall be glad to be instructed upon Jssue
these two points, and also whether we have drawn the vernacular (continuedJ

correctly. The designs have been reduced from drawings on a large
scale, as it is exceedingly difficult to make satisfactory drawings on
such a small scale as Postage Stamps. In designs AA and BB we have
coloured the flags in turkey red, and also have added an outside red
border in lines to balance the red of the flags. We venture to recom
mend you to have the Stamps printed in one colour only, for we fear
that the flags printed in turkey red will be liable to clash with some of
the colours in which the stamps will have to be printed.

De La Rue proceeded to quote for printing the stamps by the
copperplate process at their usual rates of £20 for each size of
original plate, £14 each for the ten working duty plates in
Postage size, and £20 each for the five working duty plates in the
Revenue size. They allowed for printing on their 'specially
watermarked paper', the single Rosette.
They also quoted £2. 10. 0. extra for engraving two sizes of
flags, 1f it were decided that they should always be printed
separately in turkey red, and for working plates in each size.
A complete colour scheme was enclosed, in which the Half
Anna, One Anna, and Two and a half Annas were shown in
Postal Union Colours.
They raised the question ofcontrol, specimens for the G.P.O.,
and interleaving. They also added a special warning about gum.

Before closing this letter, we venture to impress upon you the
paramount importance, in a humid climate, of storing Stamps in air
tight receptacles, for the gum, if exposed to adverse climatic in
fluences, is liable to deteriorate and lose its adhesive quality.

The immediate reaction to this letter was a protest that the
estimate was too expensive, and it was alleged that the stamps
issued by the British Africa Company, printed by another
London firm, were a lot cheaper. The Director asked if it were
possible to produce the stamps by a cheaper process, but he
confirmed that the flags would have to be printed in red on
every stamp.
The firm replied on January 24, 1896, regretting that 'it
would be impossible for us to produce thoroughly satisfactory
stamps by any cheaper process than the copper-plate'. They
were in a position to demonstrate that their prices were in fact
cheaper than those charged by the other printing firm, since
their own working plates were charged at the outset, once and
for all, and not included in the printing rates. This system
operated very much in favour of the customer when further
supplies were required. They added:
2B
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(continued)

It may not be out of place to mention the fact that as a rule the
initial cost of a new issue of stamps is found to be more than covered
by the sale of the Stamps at face value to philatelists.

Instructions to proceed were sent on March 12th:

As you inform me that it is impossible to produce a thoroughly

satisfactory stamp by any cheaper process than the copper-plate, and

as the Zanzibar Government desire to obtain a really good stamp, I
should be glad if you will undertake the printing of the stamps etc.,
etc., for the Zanzibar Government under the terms stated in your
letter of 18th November and the prices given in your schedules, and
forward to me a supply of Stamps etc., according to the enclosed
requisition.
Reverting to your letter of the 18th November 1895, and to the
several points in question, I beg to state that the flag poles are correct
as shown by the design and the Arabic characters on the smaller size

stamp design A & AA are also correct but the Arabic characters in
one line in the larger stamp design B & BB are entirely wrong, or
rather misplaced. I have had these characters written in a straight
line underneath the design, for your guidance and beg you will have
the necessary corrections made. Please also take special care in pro
ducing the photo of H. H. the Sultan of Zanzibar clearly, and ex
actly, as this is most important. As stated in my letter of 1st January
the Zanzibar Government have decided to adopt the designs AA &
BB which show the flags in turkey red and wish to adhere to the
Postal Union colour scheme, but will you, as far as possible, adopt
such colors in this scheme as will clash as little as possible.

When acknowledging these instructions on April 10th the
firm said that it would be fully three months before they could
ship the stamps.
The next communication was dated August 28th, when De
La Rue wrote the following letter to the Postmaster General of
Zanzibar:

It is with great regret that we have seen in the papers the announce
ment of the death of the Sultan.
With reference to the Stamps we have in hand for you, we beg to
say that the printing plates are practically finished, and as these plates
constitute the greater part of the cost, we believe that we shall be
acting in accordance with your wishes by proceeding with the print
ing of the Stamps. There can be but little doubt if these Stamps were
issued, even for a limited period, pending the preparation of a new
series, the cost of the Stamps would be more than covered by their
sale to Philatelists in this and other countries.
We hope to be favoured with your instructions for any new series
of stamps that it may be decided to introduce.

This letter did not reach Zanzibar until October 6th. It drew
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the immediate cable 'Stamps urgently required send immediate', Zanzibar
confirmed somewhat heatedly in a letter deploring the delay. First
The firm was asked to deduct the cost of the cable from their Definitive
invoice. Issue

De La Rue wrote on October 17th promising the despatch of (contmuecl)
an advance supply of stamps on October 29th. Their invoices
show that the first consignment was shipped on October 28th
and the balance on November 30th. On November 7th they
wrote to acknowledge the letter which had confirmed the cable.

We have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of
the 6th ulto., and in reply can only express our great regret that the
execution of your order has occupied a considerably longer time than
we anticipated. We assure you that your order has received our most
careful attention, and that the delay has been quite unavoidable. The
fact of the matter is that the introduction of the flags has presented
some considerable difficulties of a technical nature which we did not
fully appreciate, and we may safely say that there are no other Stamps
in which two colours had to be 'registered' to such a nicety. The word
'register' means the fitting of one colour into another, and we found
that the usual mode of procedure was not applicable. We therefore
had to cany out a series of experiments, and it was some time before
we obtained success.

The quantities of stamps invoiced in the first order was: Half
Anna, 10,800; One Anna, 10,200; Two Annas, 10,200; Two and
a half Annas, 10,020; Three Annas, 10,800; Four Annas, 11,760;
Four and a half Annas, 1 1,580; Five Annas, 1 1,400; Seven and a
half Annas, 11,100; Eight Annas, 10,020; One Rupee, 10,800;
Two Rupees, 4,800; Three Rupees, 5,520; Four Rupees, 3,300;
Five Rupees, 4,400.
In each size the plates were 60 multiples: the usual 736
specimens of each duty were overprinted and sent to the G.P.O.
The final explanation of the delay was accepted by the Post
master General, who wrote in a very friendly manner on
January 30, 1897:

It is greatly to be regretted that there was such delay in the des
patch of these stamps, etc., as it not only caused the Zanzibar
Government serious inconvenience, but compelled me to make
several surcharges to meet the emergency. This I am very anxious to
avoid as I have a great objection to issuing any surcharged stamps.
Doubtless you would experience some difficulty in blending the
red flags with the main colours on the different value stamps but you
will be pleased to know that the stamps, etc., have given every satis
faction to the Zanzibar Government, and I beg to thank you for all
the trouble you have taken in their production.
In the event ofmy again telegraphing you for any stamps will you
please send them by parcel post, or at least a small supply to go on
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with, if by so doing they would reach me quicker. This, of course, I
must leave to your discretion.
Had the stamps despatched per s.s. Ameer been forwarded per
Parcel Post a delay of one month would have been avoided. As stated
in my previous letter this vessel did not reach Aden until two days
after the B.I. steamer had left that port for Zanzibar, and your con
signment was lying there one month awaiting the arrival of the next
B.I. steamer — this of course you could not foresee.

Multiple Three years elapsed before the head of the late Sultan was
Watermark replaced and several further printings were ordered of the anna

duties, but only one of the rupees. There is nothing in the Cor
respondence Book or the Day Book to show when the multiple
rosette watermark was introduced. Two orders invoiced on
February 9 and April 5, 1898 respectively did not include the
Four Annas, Four and a half Annas, or Seven and a half Annas,
the last printing ofwhich was invoiced on February 23, 1897.
On September 1, 1898 the firm invoiced a printing (totalling
altogether 174,060 stamps) which covered all the low duties.

Change of At the end of his letter of January 30, 1897 the Postmaster
Design General said:

It is quite possible that some alteration will have to be made in these
stamps, etc., owing to the death of H. H. the late Sultan of Zanzibar.
All that I think necessary will be to substitute the photo of H. H. the
present Sultan of Zanzibar and to slightly alter the arabic characters.
Will you, therefore, be good enough to inform me as to the cost of
producing new stamps, etc., with the above mentioned alterations.

The firm replied on February 26th that it would be impracti
cable to alter the existing plates.

If it is decided to introduce the likeness of His Highness the
Sultan, it will be necessary for you to send us a good photograph to
work to. As new plates will have to be engraved, the borders also
could, if desired, be varied. We, however, believe that you will prefer
to retain the present characteristic border, and if so it will obviate the
necessity of our submitting designs and thus save considerable time.

On April 23rd the Postmaster General ±anked De La Rue,
but said that the Zanzibar Government had not come to any
decision on the matter. The firm referred to the matter again in
a letter dated May 20th, when they said:

We note that no decision has yet been arrived at as to having
Stamps with the portrait of H. H. the Sultan of Zanzibar. Possibly in
any new issue you may wish to do away with the likeness and intro
duce the Arms of the country or any suitable emblem. The cost of
engraving the plate would be the same.
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It is possible that, from their experience of printing stamps Zanzibar
for Egypt, De La Rue were aware that in certain Moslem sects Change of
the reproduction of a portrait was contrary to religious principles. Design
They certainly foreshadowed the change in design which took (continued)
place in 1904 when another Sultan succeeded to the throne of
Zanzibar.
Eight essays were submitted on June 16th, showing four dif- Plate 41;y to 12
ferent photographs of the new Sultan in each of the two sizes of
stamp.
On August 12, 1898 the matter was brought to a head when
the Postmaster General visited Bunhill Row personally and
handed De La Rue an Indent for a further supply of the existing
stamps. The firm confirmed his visit in a letter dated September
2nd.

With reference to our interview with you here on the 12th August,
we now beg to report to you as follows:
Good progress has been made with the new die, which is proceed
ing most satisfactorily. We have yet to go through the process of
hardening, which, as you are aware, is a delicate operation.
It would be at least three or four months before we should be in a
position to print Stamps from the new plate, and we must therefore
leave it to you to decide whether you will destroy the old plates before
your departure from England. If you decide to destroy the plates,
may we suggest that the matter should be kept quite secret; otherwise
we fear there would be an extra rush for Stamps, which might cause
you to run short.
It would be the means of a considerable saving of time if you were
able to give us, before you leave England, the quantities of the new
Stamps that you would require.
With reference to the order for Stamps given by you at our inter
view, the whole of them are now printed and we hope to be able to
ship them in about five or six weeks from this date.

The order was given on September 23rd, and De La Rue next
wrote on April 14, 1899. Evidently Zanzibar was proving to be
one of those 'unlucky' accounts which every manufacturing firm
experiences from time to time.

We very much regret to have to inform you that when your plates
were all completed, we had a most unfortunate accident with them,
and that they were spoilt. This necessitated entirely new plates, and
has consequently caused some considerable delay, which we much

regret, as we are quite aware that it will cause you serious incon
venience.

We have the pleasure to inform you that we have sent you seven
of the duties, as per enclosed invoice, and the whole of the Post
Cards, Newspaper Wrappers and Envelopes. The balance of your
order we hope to ship by the next steamer, leaving in about three
weeks' time.
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Colour
Changes
One Anna
Four and a
half Annas

P.S. We regret that we found it impossible to use the old plates for

printing the flags, as it was not feasible to get them into register. We

consequently had to make new flag plates. When we had the pleasure
of seeing you, we told you that we thought it very doubtful whether it
would be possible to utilize the old plates.
All the old plates will be sent with our next consignment.

The order was charged in two invoices dated April 11 and
May 9, 1899 respectively. In addition to the two original stamp
plates, ten small and five large working plates, original and work
ing Flag plates in both sizes, the following quantities of stamps
were invoiced altogether: Half Anna, 60,000; One Anna, 60,300;
Two Annas, 30,000; Two and a half Annas, 60,000; Three
Annas, 20,160; Four Annas, 20,040; Four and a half Annas,
30,000; Five Annas, 18,000; Seven and a half Annas, 10,020;
Eight Annas, 10,020; One Rupee, 10,020; Two Rupees, 5,160;
Three Rupees, 5,040; Four Rupees, 4,920; Five Rupees, 5,040.
The usual 736 Specimens of each value were overprinted for
the Postal Union. A note in the Day Book confirms that 'Obso
lete stamps, printing plates, and 4 photos of Sultan' were en
closed with the packing case sent on May 9th.

The instructions to change the colour of the One Anna to red
were sent to the firm from Zanzibar on December 15, 1900, to
which the firm replied on January 11,1901:

We have the honour to acknowledge your letter of the 15th ultimo,
and on Appendix hereto we beg to hand you a 1 Anna Stamp printed
in red. The only objection we can see to printing the Stamps in red is
that the flags, which are printed in another red, do not stand out as

prominendy as when the stamps are printed in a contrasting colour.
The change can be made without any cost, as the price of the
stamps printed in red would be the same as that of the stamps printed
in blue.
If you adopt the red Stamp on Appendix for the 1 Anna duty, it
might be found to conflict somewhat with the existing 4! Annas,
which, in our opinion, should then be printed in the dark blue at

present used for the 1 Anna.

The Postmaster at Zanzibar approved the specimen for the
One Anna and also the proposed change in the colour of the Four
and a half Annas on February 19th; he ordered 120,000 of the
One Anna and 20,000 of the Four and a half Annas.

SUDAN
Sudan The liberation of the Sudan by the Anglo-Egyptian forces

under the Sirdar of the Egyptian Army, Major-General Sir
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Herbert Kitchener as he then was, began with a number of pre- Sudan
liminary operations on March 14, 1896. These were completely (continued)
successful, and by July 1897 the province of Dongola had been
occupied, the forces under Osman Digna scattered and the
famous railway across the waterless Nubian desert for a distance
of 234 miles from Wady Haifa to Abu Hamed had been started,
although the terminus was still in the hands of the dervishes,
and was not captured by an advanced thrust up the river until
August 7th.

It must have been with some surprise, therefore, while such Sudan
important movements were on foot, that De La Rue received First Camel
the following letter from the Headquarters of the Egyptian Army Issue
in Cairo, dated June 6, 1897, and signed by the Sirdar himself:

The Soudan having been made into an independent postal area, it
has been decided to have special stamps for that country. I enclose
certain designs, which have been approved and would beg you to Plate 42; 1to6
work out and supply me with drawings and estimates for the stamps
necessary. I should be glad to know if having different patterns for
different priced stamps is a source of greater expense and generally
any suggestions or designs that your firm might like to make on the
subject. I should like the stamp to be slightly larger than the present
Egyptian stamp, and we shall require stamps: —

1 millieme
2 „
3 »

5 »
1 Piastre

2 »
5 »
10 „

List in Arabic characters enclosed.
Subsequently we may require post cards, postal envelopes and

other stamps but for the present I consider it only necessary to deal
with the regular postage stamps.

The firm replied on July 2nd:

We have the honour to acknowledge your letter of the 6th ulto.,
together with the artistic sketches which you forwarded for the pro
posed Soudan Postage Stamps.

We have carefully considered the sketches and have ventured to
modify them in the enclosed designs, marked A and B, so as to make Plate 42; 7
them suitable for producing Stamps by the system described below.
It is only possible of course in such designs to somewhat crudely
represent the effect which would be obtained in the finished Stamps,
when printed in suitable colours from engraved plates.
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We also enclose design, marked C, for the vernacular for all the
eight duties of Stamps which you require. The vernacular is reduced
to the size necessary for the designs, and we should be obliged if you
would check it

,

and also that for 'Soudan Postage' which appears in
the designs.

We assume that the annual quantities of Stamps required will be
comparatively limited, and we have therefore prepared the designs
for the production of the Stamps by the so-called 'Key Plate' system,
which was adopted for the 'Fondation des Fetes hivernales' Stamps
supplied to the Egyptian Post Office in 1895. This system would
consist in having one 'Key Plate' canying the central vignette, which
would be available for all duties, and the borders carrying the duties
would be printed in by a subsequent or second operation, so that the

Stamps, if desired, could be printed in two colours.
The Stamps would be printed by the surface process in our special
'Singly Fugitive' inks, in exactly the same way as the Stamps supplied
to the Egyptian, English, Indian and Colonial Governments. Such
stamps, as you are no doubt aware, are found to afford the greatest
possible protection to the Revenue.

The production of the proposed Stamps by the Key-plate process
would entail an initial outlay of £435, as under: —

One Original 'Camel' Vignette die £I00.
One Working die £50.
One Key Plate (120 set) £85.
Eight Duty Border Plates (60 set) £25. each £200.

£435.

After quoting various printing rates per 1,000, including con
trol, they dealt with the question ofwatermark.

We can supply the Stamps printed on a watermarked paper of our
own, to the enclosed specimen. If, however, you desire to have a

special watermark, it would involve the making of a dandy roller for
watermarking the paper, at a cost of£75. The Egyptian postage paper

is not available for the proposed size of Stamp. We shall be happy to
submit a design for a watermark should you decide to have a special
paper.

The watermark suggested was the single rosette, recently
used for Johore and Zanzibar, and available for both postage
stamp sizes.
From now onwards the correspondence was conducted by the
Financial Secretary of the War Office in Cairo, W. E. O'Leary,
holding the rank of Kaimakam in the Egyptian Army. On
August 12th he wrote ordering the first five duties, and asked for
quotations for smaller quantities for the Two, Five and Ten
Piastres. Specimen B had been approved, and De La Rue were
to supply their own watermarked paper. The choice of colour
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was left to the firm's discretion, and the stamps were to be Sudan
printed by the Keyplate system in two colours. First Camel

As the Sirdar has fully entrusted its selection of colours to you, and ssue.
is anxious that the stamps may be completed as soon as possible, no ^ '

further specimens need be sent. He relies fully on the well known
artistic taste of your Firm.

In his letter O'Leary had proposed payment by cheque on the
Ottoman Bank in London on receipt of goods in Cairo. De La
Rue made an alternative suggestion when acknowledging the
instructions on August 19th.

As regards the mode of payment, we would suggest that the same
method be adopted as that in vogue with the Egyptian Government;
viz., that on the giving of an order a deposit is made, in the joint
names of the Egyptian authorities and ourselves, at the Imperial
Ottoman Bank. On delivery of the goods, the authorities send us an
order on the Bank releasing the deposit money to the amount of our
invoice. We shall be glad to hear that you agree to this suggestion. In
the meantime we are proceeding with the preparation of the neces
sary dies and plates, as per our letter of the 2nd July last.

This proposal led to some correspondence, for in the opinion
of the Cairo War Office it 'savours too much of the old days of
Egyptian Finance anu shows too little confidence in our solva
bility to be very acceptable'; De La Rue finally accepted the
orig1nal proposal.
On August 28th O'Leary asked for a date, 'as I do not
want to run short of the present "Surcharge" issue, nor on the
other hand to have too many in stock'. In replying on September
7th the firm hesitated to give a firm date in view of the amount of
work involved, but hoped to complete the order 'in about six
months from now'. They suggested the advisability of ordering
further supplies of the surcharged Egyptian stamps 'if there is
any danger of the present stock running short'.
In his reply of September 19th the Financial Secretary said
that the time given for completion was 'enormous', and asked
if half the quantity could not be supplied 'in some shorter
period'. He enclosed a revised statement of his requirements,
which were much greater than he had previously suggested.
Two days later he wrote for the usual 730 complete sets of
specimens. The firm replied on September 30th:

We have the honour to acknowledge your letter of the 19th instant,
increasing your order for Sudan Postage Stamps.
We beg to assure you that we are pushing on with the engraving
as quickly as possible, and we have the pleasure to enclose a proof of
your vignette die, after hardening. The engraving of a necessity
occupies some considerable time, as the design has to be cut in relief
out of solid steel. We are now getting forward with the overprint
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plates and we will do our utmost to ship a supply of the Stamps in
about twelve weeks.

While De La Rue were engaged in completing the printing of
the postage stamps an order for Telegraph stamps was sent from
Cairo on November 6th. When quoting for these on November
20th the firm sent a colour scheme for the postage stamps, all
printed from the Two Milliemes plates. This was returned with
some criticisms on November 30th, as a result of which the
Five Milliemes was printed in a darker shade of red than origin
ally proposed. As the Financial Secretary seemed to think there
might be some danger 'of confusion between the duties' De La
Rue sent a further 36 colour combinations 'in case you should
wish to substitute any of them when placing future orders'.
The invoice was sent on December 31st. In addition to the
dies and plates the following quantities were charged: One
Millieme, 240,000; Two Milliemes, 132,600; Three Milliemes,
132,000; Five Milliemes, 240,000; One Piastre, 81,240; Two
Piastres, 60,360; Five Piastres, 60,840; Ten Piastres, 31,560.
The second consignment of the order, comprising 973,200
One Millieme and 1,286,400 Five Milliemes, was invoiced on
January 21, 1898.
The Financial Secretary acknowledged on February 24th the
safe arrival of both consignments 'in a very satisfactory state, and
they are much admired', but certain criticisms were raised later
on in a letter dated July 3rd.
• The watermark in the paper on which you have printed the Sudan
Postal and Telegraph Stamps has given dissatisfaction in certain
quarters — being a cross. The Sirdar therefore desires that future
consignments should be printed on a paper watermarked with a
crescent and star, similar to that used by the Egyptian Postal Ad
ministration.
I understand from you that the paper on which the stamps of the
E.P.A. are printed would not suit— owing to, I suppose, difference
of shape and size of stamps, but as I see that you have printed the
Sudan telegraph stamps on the same paper as those for the Sudan
Post, perhaps it does not make much difference, and you can print
the Sudan Postal and Telegraph Stamps on the paper used by the
Egyptian Post after all.
In any case, please let me know how you would propose to carry
out the Sirdar's wishes.

(2) Another point (which may also affect the watermark question) is
this. The Sirdar is dissatisfied with the size of the Postage Stamp —

and wants to know whether it can be reduced in any way — e.g. say
(a) by doing away with the white space which now carries the per
forations or (b) by reducing the size of the border plates.
Will you kindly let me have your views — and statement of ex
pense involved (if any) or any alteration you propose.
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The firm's reply of July 13th straightened the confusion about Sudan
the watermarks . Change of

Watermark
We have the honour to acknowledge your letter of the 3rd instant, (continued)
and beg to inform you that the Sudan Telegraph Stamps, being
exactly double the size of the Egyptian Postage stamps, can be printed
on the Egyptian Postage Watermarked paper. It will, however, be
necessary to make a new dandy-roll at a cost of £75 for watermarking
the paper used for the Sudan Postage. It however, appears to us
desirable to make a paper with an all over watermark, as indicated on
the enclosed sketch, and such a paper woud be available not only for
the present two sizes of stamps, but also for any further stamps you
may introduce. We indicate in red on the sketch the way in which the
Telegraph Stamps, and in blue the way in which the Postage Stamps
would fall upon the sheet. It would take us fully a month to make the
new dandy-roll and we shall be glad to hear whether you wish to have
the 10 Piastres Telegraph Stamps printed on the Egyptian Postage
paper, or whether you prefer to wait until all your Stamps can be
printed on the 'Star & Crescent' paper.
We regret that it is impossible to make any change in the size of the
stamps without making new dies and plates. We assume that the
Sirdar will in these circumstances continue the present series of
Stamps.

The suggestion for the new watermark was approved on
August 6th, but the Sirdar, whose troops were at that moment
being concentrated at Atbara for the final advance on Khartoum,
was not so ready to be put off in the matter of the size of his
postage stamps.

(1) With reference to my letters dated 3rd and 21st Ultimo, I beg
to request that you will kindly make the new dandy roll for the 'all
over watermark,' mentioned in your letter of the 13th ulto., that
watermark having been approved by the Sirdar.

(2) I am desired by the Sirdar to ask, if you cannot make the per
foration between the stamps come on the border, instead of at present
with a white margin, as the Sirdar is of opinion that this would reduce
the size, and improve the appearance of the stamp.

The firm remained steadfast, and no further suggestions were
made as to alteration in the size of the stamps. Their letter was
dated August 18th.

With reference to the second paragraph of your letter, we beg to
say that it is not possible to do away with the margin between the
Stamps, and we venture to point out that, even if it could be done, it
would not be desirable, as if the perforation were made on the border
of the design, it would tend to greatly increase the danger ofmutila
tion to the Stamps when being torn off.

On the same day the Financial Secretary sent an order for a
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Sudan further supply of stamps, wanted 'very urgently', and asked that
Change of they should be printed on the new paper. As the dandy roll
Watermark would take two months to make it was agreed that this order
(continued) should be printed on the Rosette paper. The new printing was

despatched on October 12th, and consisted of 240,000 each of
the Two and Three Milliemes, and 120,000 of the One Piastre.
No further postage stamps were ordered before the end of the
reign, so that the new dandy roll did not come into use for some
years.

Shades The difficulty of avoiding shades when printing postage
stamps was dealt with fully in a letter which De La Rue sent to
the Financial Secretary on November 17, 1898:

We have the honour to acknowledge your letter of the 9th instant,
calling our attention to difference in the colours of the 5 millieme
stamps attached to your 'Bordereaux' which we herewith beg to
return to you.
We much regret that you should have any cause for complaint but
we feel sure that the bulk of the supplies will be found to be to the
standard colour.
We beg to say that in printing it is impossible to avoid a certain
number of sheets being either of too light or too dark a shade. The
light sheets are printed immediately after washing up, and the dark
sheets occur when the process of printing goes on for too long a
period without washing up the rollers. However, we are in the habit
of examining the work sheet by sheet, and any sheets printed of too
light or too dark a shade should be rejected and burnt with the waste.
We can only conclude that a few dark sheets have escaped rejection
at the hands of our examiners, whom we have cautioned to be more
careful in future.

MISCELLANEOUS
British South De La Rue were given the opportunity ofprinting the first issue
Africa of the British South Africa Company. On June 13, 1890 the
Company Secretary, writing from 19, St Swithin's Lane, sent the following

enquiry:

The Directors of this Company are contemplating an issue of
postage and revenue stamps in the Territories covered by their
Charter and I am instructed to ask you to submit an estimate of the
cost of preparing the design, dies, and plates for an issue of stamps of
the following denominations, 1d., 6d., 1/-d., 2/-, 2/6, 5/-, 10/-, £1,
£2, £5, £10 and of supplying the stamps in sheets of a thousand each.

On the following day he wrote again with further information,
and sent outline sketches to show the sizes of the stamps.
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With reference to my letter of yesterday, I find that I am wrong in British South
asking you to quote for sheets of 10oo stamps each. I think that sheets Africa
of 60 each would be the most convenient form for dealing with them, Company
and would prefer that you should quote me for quantities of between (cont1nued)

500 and 1000 sheets of each denomination. With regard to the sizes,
I annex outline sketches showing the dimensions of what I consider
would be the most suitable size; the smaller outline for values up to
and including 10/- and the larger for the higher values mentioned in
my previous letter.

I understand that there are three ways of producing stamps, viz.,
direct from the steel plate, by lithography, and by the surface process.
Please let me know which of those processes you are quoting for, or if
you prefer it I shall be glad to have quotations for each of the three
processes.

The firm replied on June 17th and quoted 10/6d. per 1000 for
lithography, 'without any charge for designs or drawing on
stone'. They then proceeded to urge the adoption of typo-
graphed stamps printed in 'our secret inks', and recommended
the adoption of the keyplate system. They also suggested that
the cost of a larger stamp for the high duties could be avoided by
having one small keyplate with an Arms design, and printing the
duty plates up to Ten Shillings in purple, and those above that
value in green. They then went on to make the following
suggestion:

If your directors are not prepared to incur the initial expense en
tailed in having special surface-printed Stamps, we would suggest
that English Stamps overprinted with the name of your Company
should be employed. Such stamps have been adopted by the East
Africa Company, and can be obtained at a very moderate charge
through the English Government.
By adopting our surface-printed Stamps your Company would be
safeguarded to the same extent as the English Government. You are
probably aware that our Stamps are the only ones which fulfil the
requirements of the Government.
We are in the habit of undertaking the control of Stamps during
manufacture for such Governments as do not require sufficient
quantities to make it worth while having their own controlling officer.
Our price for control is 2d. per 1000 extra.

There is no further correspondence, and the contract went to
another London House. The stamps were in fact printed by the
line-engraved, or copper plate, process.

This well-known series of stamps, which was issued by The Tati
Tati Concessions Ltd for use in their own territories on the Concessions
Bechuanaland-Rhodesian border but were not given Govern
ment status, was printed by De La Rue. On October 15, 1895
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(continued)

Tati they submitted three designs for printing by the copper plate
Concessions process.

With reference to the interview our Mr. T. A. De La Rue had
with you on the 8th inst., we beg to enclose three alternative designs
A, B and C, for the Stamps you require. These designs are somewhat
roughly drawn by hand, and we therefore send you a photograph, D,
of the elephant, reduced to the right size, which we should make use
ofwhen engraving the plate for the Stamps.
To produce these Stamps, it would be necessary to engrave an
original plate, at a cost of £20, with the duty left blank. From this
original plate, it would be further necessary to prepare an electrotype
single plate and engrave therein the duty, at a cost of £3 for each duty
required. From these duty electrotype plates, 60-set printing plates
would have to be prepared, at a cost of £15. for each duty.

After quoting their usual rates for printing by the copper plate
process they continued:

We must ask you to return all the designs to us, initialing the one
you select, and we would suggest that we should be allowed to pro
ceed with the engraving of the original plate pending your ascertain
ing from Africa the number of duties required.
We return herewith the photograph of the elephant which you lent
us.

On January 30, 1896 they were informed that there would be
six duties, One Shilling, Two Shillings and Sixpence, Five
Shillings, Ten Shillings, One Pound and Five Pounds. In the
meantime Specimen B had been approved, and the firm went
ahead with the printing plates.
A colour scheme was submitted on March 18th. In doing so
the firm wrote:

We beg to say that, in consequence of the fineness of the detail in
the engraving of your stamps, we have found it necessary to make the
printing plates on an improved system, which will increase the cost
of future plates to £20 each. The six existing plates will, however, be
charged at £18 each, in accordance with our quotation of the 15th
October last.

Five thousand copies of each duty were ordered, and the
delivery instructions were sent on May 15th.



CHAPTER XXV

THE FAR EAST

SARAWAK
S1r Charles Brooke, the second Rajah of Sarawak, writing from
Cirencester on January 11, 1888 asked De La Rue to quote for
making dies and printing stamps in accordance with an enclosed
requisition. This called for varying quantities of seven duties
wh1ch the Rajah had reduced to three, and mentioned the fol
lowing requirements:

1. Each sheet to contain not more than 50 Stamps.
2. Stamps to be printed on thin paper and to be of the usual size.
3. Stamps to be packed in a tin lined box, in such a manner that they
cannot possibly stick together.

The firm quoted on January 13th for bi-colour stamps 'of the
same description as the bi-colour English Postage and Revenue
Stamps, which, as you are no doubt aware, are safeguarded
against forgery and fraud of all kinds.' They allowed for the
usual small plates of 60 multiples. They also quoted the cost of
additional overprint duty plates as required. A design was sent
to the Rajah's agents, Woodhouse & Company of 44 Charing
Cross, on January 30th. The two designs in the archives, how
ever, are dated January 17th.

We enclose a design for the stamp which we should propose, and
we must ask you to be good enough to forward it to the Rajah for his
approval. You must kindly explain to him that it is simply hand-
drawn, and that it only roughly represents the effect which the finished
Stamps would have, particularly in regard to the head, which is only
sketched in to show position. The Stamps would be carried out with
the same high finish as the English Stamps.

The estimate was approved by Woodhouse & Company on
February 4, 1888. They ordered supplies of seven duties: Two,
Three, Four, Six, Eight, Twelve and Twenty-five Cents. They
did not mention the design, which presumably was also approved
at this time, and said that they would confirm the quantities
later. They asked that the dies and plates should be placed in
their custody when not in use. To this De La Rue replied on
February 6th:

Sarawak
First
typographed
issue

Plate 43; 1

Two Cents
Three Cents
Four Cents
Six Cents
Eight Cents
Twelve Cents
Twenty-five
Cents

751
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Four Cents
Six Cents
Eight Cents
Twelve Cents
Twenty-five
Cents

(continued)

Five Cents
Ten Cents

One Cent

The Sarawak Stamps will be manufactured under the strict super
intendence of our controlling staff, and when the dies and plates are
done with, they should certainly be kept under your custody; but we
beg to recommend that they should be locked up here by you in a
compartment which we will provide for the purpose in our strong
room, for it would be very disadvantageous to remove them from our
premises, as if they are not kept at a proper temperature and perfectly
free from dirt, they would be subject to be damaged. The course we
recommend is that which is pursued in the case of almost all the
foreign Governments we work for.
We shall feel obliged if you will consult H. H. the Rajah on the
subject and inform us of his decision.

Apart from a letter from Woodhouse on February 8th, con
firming the quantity required of the various duties, there is no
further correspondence until November 19th, when the firm
reported that the dies and plates were ready to be put away in
the safe. The invoice had been dated September 12th. The firm
charged the usual £200 for the original dies of the Rajah's head,
£55 for the working die, £25 for the keyplate and £12 for each
of the seven overprint plates.
The following quantities were charged; Two Cents, 30,000;
Three Cents, 31,800; Four Cents, 6,000; Six Cents, 6,000; Eight
Cents, 30,000; Twelve Cents, 5,400; Twenty-five Cents, 1,320.

The firm sent the following letter to Woodhouse on February
27, 1 891:

With reference to your verbal instructions in respect to the two
new duties (5 and 10 cents) of Sarawak 'Postage and Revenue' Stamps,
we beg to suggest that the 5 cents should be printed in 'doubly fugi
tive' purple, and overprinted in green; and the 10 cents printed in
'doubly fugitive' green, and overprinted in purple, as shown on
attached specimens. These new duties will be found to contrast well
with those in use. Two new overprint plates, 5 and 10 cents, will be
required, at a cost of £12. each.

The estimate was approved on February 28th and the speci
mens on March 19th. A complete set of the Sarawak stamps,
including copies of the new Five Cents and Ten Cents, was sent
to Woodhouse for the Rajah's reference on April 28th, on which
date the new overprint plates and stamps were invoiced. The
quantities charged were: Five Cents, 30,600; Ten Cents, 31,200.

An order for 60,000 One Cent stamps was included in a
requisition from Woodhouse dated March 14, 1892. On the next
day De La Rue submitted a colour specimen which was approved
and the overprint plate was invoiced on April 9th. The exact
quantity of stamps ordered was charged.
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The Treasurer of Sarawak informed Woodhouse that there Sarawak
was a probability that the State would be allowed to join the Fifty Cents
Postal Union. They wrote to De La Rue on March 30, 1897 One Dollar
ordering Fifty Cents and One Dollar stamps. The designs were
submitted on April 2nd and approved the following day. The
Overprint plates were invoiced on June 12th, with 2,700 Fifty
Cent stamps and 1,500 of the One Dollar. There are, however, in Plate 43: 2 to 4
the firm's archives blocks ofprinted and perforated Two Dollars,
Five Dollars and Ten Dollars, with a note that they were pre
pared for use and not issued. They are not referred to in the
Correspondence Book.

Shortly after the despatch of the first supply Woodhouse on
September 1, 1897 ordered 10,000 of each of the Fifty Cents and
One Dollar. They also ordered 10,000 each of new Sixteen
Cents and Thirty-two Cents duties. The designs were sub
mitted and approved on the following day. The overprint plates
were invoiced on November 16th, with 10440 of each duty.

Hitherto De La Rue had printed a unified Postage Revenue
series of stamps for Sarawak. The negotiations leading to the
issue of separate postage stamps opened with a letter from the
Postmaster General, dated May 22, 1899, which Woodhouse
handed to the firm. It called for a supply of all the duties so far
issued except the Three Cents, Six Cents, Ten Cents and Thirty-
two Cents. It then gave the following instructions:

The Stamps of 8 and 1 Cents must be printed in the following
colours: —

Stamps of the value of 8 Cents in dark blue
» n n » » 1 » in Green

The new Stamps are to take the place of those now in use which
have been supplied by Messrs De La Rue & Co.
It is important that the values of the new stamps be printed in
figures not in letters, and that each stamp bear on it the words 'Sara
wak Postage' not the words 'Postage and Revenue'.
The head of His Highness The Rajah which is on the present
stamps is to be continued on the new Stamps.

On July 4th the firm submitted alternative designs A and B
which, according to verbal instructions, enabled the existing
overprint plates to be retained. They quoted £55 for a new
working key die, and £25 for a new keyplate of 60 multiples. The
stamps were to be printed in Singly instead of Doubly Fugitive
inks and would be Twopence per 1,000 cheaper. They also sub
mitted a colour scheme.
Following an interview the firm sent a further design which
only showed the alteration of '& revenue' to 'postage'.

Sixteen Cents

Thirty-two
Cents

Change of
design

New Postage
Keyplate
Issue
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(continued)

Postage
Twenty Cents

Watermark

The cost of carrying out this alteration would be exactly the same
as for the new die and plate given in our letter of yesterday. This
being so, it seems to us rather a pity not to have an entirely new
design.

On being asked for a further explanation De La Rue wrote
again on July 6th:

With reference to your letter of yesterday, we beg to inform you
that it is impossible for us to produce the Stamps except from a

special hardened steel die, which has to be employed under a steam
hammer in striking up the leads for producing the Stamp printing
plate. The leads are struck in a ring, so that when they are put to
gether it leaves exactly the right interval between the stamps for the

perforation.

The altered design was approved on July 7th. Woodhouse re
tained the original designs A and B.
On September 4th De La Rue asked for instructions about
colours, and on the 11th sent a further selection for the Eight
Cents. The date of approval is not mentioned but the new key
die and keyplate were invoiced on October 7th, with the Four
Cents and Ten Cents, and the completion of the order on
October 17th. The following quantities were charged: One Cent,
60,120; Two Cents, 62,100; Four Cents, 61,500; Five Cents,
30,600; Eight Cents, 30,720; Ten Cents, 30,000; Twelve Cents,
15,240; Sixteen Cents, 7,680; Twenty-five Cents, 5,040; Fifty
Cents, 2,100; One Dollar, 1,020.

A demand for a Twenty Cents duty in the new Postage Series
was sent by Woodhouse on January 17, 1900; the design and
colour was approved on January 23rd. The overprint plate was
invoiced on March 6th, with 10,020 stamps.

All the stamps supplied by De La Rue to Sarawak during the
period under review were printed on unwatermarked paper.
An isolated order for 60,000 Two Cents was received in October
4, 1901. As the following letter shows the use of the 'rosette'
watermark was accidental, and explains why subsequent orders
continued to be printed on unwatermarked paper until the
multiple rosette watermarked paper was used in the 1928 issue.
Woodhouse wrote on February 27, 1902:

We are asked to bring to your notice that the 2 cent Stamps ordered
on 4th Oct., 1901 and supplied on 8th Nov., were printed on paper
having a watermark (a Maltese Cross) whereas they should have been
printed on unwatermarked paper as in previous cases.
We have to request you to be very careful that no variation what
ever occurs in the preparation of Sarawak Stamps the Government
most strongly objecting to any such proceeding.
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JOHORE
The original negotiations for printing the definitive stamps of Johore
the Malayan State of Johore were conducted through personal Two Cents
interviews with the Postmaster General, H. W. Bentley, which Four Cents
De La Rue confirmed by letter to a private house in Tunbridge £?vX^°ts
Wells. The first letter is dated March 4, 1891 .

Six Cents
One Dollar

With reference to our conversation of to-day, we beg to inform you
that to produce Postage Stamps by the Key-plate system, similar to
those supplied to Siam, Sarawak, and many of the Colonies, the
following initial expense would have to be incurred: —

An original head die £200
A working die £50
A Key printing plate of the superficial
area of240 set Postage £85

Total £335

in addition to which overprint plates would be necessary for each

duty. It is impossible for us to advise you as to what size overprint
plates would be necessary until we know what quantities of each duty
would be ordered. The overprint plates would be

240-set Postage size £20
120-set „ „ £15
60-set „ „ £12

The price of the Stamps would vary according to the quantities
ordered, and the size of the overprint plates employed, but in no case
would they exceed 3/6d per thousand (Postage size) for minimum
orders of 8,000 of a duty at a time.

Originally it was intended to have four duties only: the Five
Cents was added as the negotiations proceeded. It was decided
eventually to have a Keyplate of 240 multiples and overprint
plates of 120 multiples, and that the keyplate should be printed
in doubly fugitive ink. The firm submitted specimens on March
11th:

We beg to enclose three designs for the proposed Johore Postage Plate 43; 5 to 7
and Revenue Stamps, one ofwhich we trust may meet with approval.
You will notice that in the tablets we have inserted a Siamese duty,
simply to indicate the effect we shall obtain. The Stamps, being drawn
by hand in water colour, must be regarded as sketches only, and only
crudely represent the effect we shall obtain in the finished stamps.

After another interview the firm wrote again on March 18th:

We beg to enclose two amended designs for the proposed Johore Plate 43; 8, 9
Postage and Revenue Stamps, prepared in accordance with your
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Johore
Two Cents
Four Cents
Five Cents
Six Cents
One Dollar

(continued)

verbal instructions. On Appendix hereto we give you a colour scheme
for the four required duties produced from the Siamese Key-plate.
Those to the left, printed in 'Singly Fugitive' inks, are in the colours
which you informed us His Highness the Sultan of Johore selected,
with the exception of the dollar stamp, which cannot be produced
in a white ink. For this duty we have therefore had to substitute
an imperial red, which we trust will meet with His Highness's ap
proval.
As we informed you in our letter of the 10th inst., the 'Doubly
Fugitive' inks are confined to two colours — purple and green. We
would therefore propose to print the cent duties in purple and the
dollar series in green, overprinting them in the imperial colours
selected by His Highness. In order to get a white effect in the dollar
stamp, we have put the duty in dark characters on a white ground,
whereas all the other specimens on the Appendix are headed with
white characters on dark grounds, so as to get as great a mass of
colour as possible in the tablets.

The Sultan was in Marseilles, and on March 24th Bentley
wrote saying that he had approved 'the side face portrait of him
self ', but that all other deta1ls were to be left entirely in De La
Rue's hands.
On May 7th the firm submitted two corrected proofs of the
original head, and on May 19th they were instructed to prepare
a Five Cent duty in addition to the four duties already ordered.
They were asked to obtain from the Chinese Embassy in Port
land Place the value of Five Cents in Chinese characters, and to
arrange that the Embassy should confirm that the engraving of
all values was correct. A colour specimen was submitted on May
2 1st, which was approved two days later. The proof of the
original head had not yet been approved, and three more proofs
from the die were sent to Bentley on May 28th. This was
approved on the following day.

I have now the pleasure to return, enclosed, one of the proofs duly
passed as correct, and to add that I fully appreciate all the trouble you
have taken to produce such a life-like engraving of His Highness on
so small a surface.

The original head die, key working die, keyplates and over
print plates were invoiced on September 17th, with the follow
ing quantities: Two Cents, 101,040; Four Cents, 102,240; Five
Cents, 52,560; Six Cents, 51,840; One Dollar, 16,520.
When forwarding this invoice De La Rue gave the following
warning to the Postmaster General:

We venture to again impress upon you the importance of seeing to
the proper storage of the Stamps, for if an unduly moist atmosphere
gains access to the gum, it is liable to set up a kind of fermentation,
which destroys the adhesive quality. The gum, as is proved by the
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Johore
Two Cents
Four Cents
Five Cents
Six Cents
One Dollar

(continued)

experience of the Indian Government, remains in a satisfactory con
dition for years, when the necessary precautions in storing are taken.

On November 23rd the Postmaster General, who had re
turned to Johore, sent the following letter ofappreciation:

His Highness the Sultan is very pleased with the Stamps, and they
have been generally admired by all.
The ceremony of issuing the said stamps to the Public took place
on Monday last the 16th inst., and I have now the pleasure of posting
you one of our daily papers giving an account of the opening
ceremony.

A new Postmaster General was appointed in September 1893, 0°e Ce111
and the order for the new One Cent and Three Cents duties was Three Cents
sent direct by him from Johore on January 29, 1894.

I have the honour to request you to have a one and three cent
Johore Postal and Revenue stamp struck for the Johore Government
with as little delay as possible.
In all details these two stamps are to be the same as the other values
which you supplied in 189 1.
H. H. the Sultan would like the value of the one cent stamp to be on
a slate coloured ground and the value of the three cent stamp on a
vermilion coloured ground.
I enclose samples of the colours. In the event of your being unable
to put the values on the colours given you can put whatever colours you
think best, as long as they are not the same as the ones now in use.
Of course the stamps will be purple, the same colour as the 2, 4, 5 & 6
cent stamps.
I enclose your samples of the Chinese characters for the one and
three cent stamps. The 'cent' of course is the same as that used on the
other values.
As these stamps are urgently wanted there is no time for you to
send a sample out for approval, so therefore everything will be left to
you.

After an exchange of telegrams the firm promised delivery on
March 26th. The firm, when sending the invoice on March 21st,
explained that the sailing had been postponed to April 4th. As
they considered that the One Cent in slate would have clashed
with the Four Cent in black, and that the colour of the Three
Cents as suggested would be too pale, De La Rue chose purple
and carmine respectively. They invoiced two sets of overprint
plates and 120,000 of each duty.

The following letter was written to the firm by the Postmaster Proposed
General on November 5, 1894: Colour Change

I have the honour to inform you that it is the intention of this
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Johore Government to change the color of their stamps, and I now write to
Proposed ask ifyou will kindly let me have full particulars as to the cost of same.
Colour Change The color of the Dollar Stamp they want to be brown, the value of
(cont1nued) me stamp %1. remaining red as it is at present.

The 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 cents they want Blue, the prices of the
different values remaining the same color as at present.
I should feel much obliged by your letting me know as soon as
possible what the cost would be and let me have a sample of each.
If it is not possible to have the colours required please send samples
ofwhatever colours you think would be the best.
Green is not wanted. The present one dollar stamp ifwetted all the
color comes off.
When sending the samples please send code for same commencing
with 10,ooo so that I can telegraph the numbers of each stamp
wanted.

De La Rue sent proofs of all the duties in the colours specified
on December 7th, but they pointed out that the change would
prevent them from using doubly fugitive inks, and that these
were indispensable because the stamps were used for Revenue
purposes. An elaborate telegraphic code accompanied the speci
men. On May 7, 1895 an order for a further supply of various
duties was sent; 'the stamps all to be the same colour as for
merly'. Whether this was due to the death of the Sultan, or to
De La Rue's objections is not clear.

Change of The 'Minister in attendance on the late Sultan of Johore', as
Sultan's Head he designated himself, wrote to the firm on June 26, 1895 from

Bailey's Hotel in Gloucester Road:

Will you kindly let me know if the Johore Government have sent
you direct, instructions for a new set of Johore Postage and Revenue
Stamps to bear the likeness of the new Sultan?
If you have already received such instructions, I would be glad if
you will be good enough to put yourselves in communication with me
as their representative in this country, and if not, I would like to
commence putting the matter in train with you, with a view to avoid

ing any unnecessary delay.

The designs and estimate were submitted to the Minister,
Abdul Rahman, on July 9th.

With reference to your letter of the 26th ulto., and our two inter
views with you thereon, we have prepared the enclosed designs A,
B and C, one of which we trust will meet with your approval. B and
C are identical as far as the border is concerned, but in C the head is
somewhat reduced, so as to allow the insignia to show more than it
does in B. We ourselves consider A the best of the three designs, for
the border allows of the large head being used and yet shows the in
signia.
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These designs are prepared so as to allow of the existing overprints Johore
being used, and the total cost of carrying the proposed alteration into Change of
effect will be, as we inform you verbally, £335. Sultan s Head

(continued)
As it was proposed to alter the colours of the overprints
Appendixes containing a complete set of all the Johore stamps in
use, and also the stamps overprinted 'in all the available colours',
were submitted with the estimate.
Two further modifications of Design A were sent on July 1 1th:

We have pleasure to enclose fresh design AA, which, as far as the Plate^j; 10, 11
border is concerned, is the same as the design A covered by our letter
of the 9th inst., but with the head of His Highness considerably
larger, agreeably to the verbal instructions you gave us. The omission
of the cloak, however, appears to us to somewhat detract from the
design. We therefore beg to enclose a design marked, AAA, exactly
similar to AA, except that we have restored the cloak.

Design AAA was approved by the Minister on July 16th. He
was, as he put it

,

'comparatively vague' about the quantity of
stamps to be printed.

When these dies are ready, (and I trust you will lose no time in pre
paring them), you will be good enough to send out to Johore an
assorted parcel of the said stamps in quantity as to each 'duty' a
quarter more than the amount you first forwarded on the first
occasion of the issuing of the Johore Postage and Revenue Stamps a

few years ago; taking for your guidance, however, the written or
telegraphic orders which you have since received from time to
time as to the 'duties' most in demand, so that the first assorted

parcel you send out may best meet the requirement of the public in
Johore.

In their reply of July 20th De La Rue pointed out that it would Watermark
be 'about three months before we are in a position to proceed Single Rosette
with the printing of the Stamps', so that there was time for a

specific printing order. They suggested a watermarked paper.

We have a watermarked paper of our own, the employment of
which would, we think, enhance the security of your Stamps, which
have hitherto been printed on plain paper. We enclose a sample of
this paper, and if you wish to we can use it in future. It would not
entail any extra expense to your Government.

There is a note in the Correspondence Book that Abdul
Rahman decided to use the watermarked paper on July 20th.

On November 28, 1895 De La Rue reported to the Postmaster Change of
General of Johore that the new printing plate (the keyplate) was Sultan's Head
now ready and asked for instructions as to the quantities re
quired. The order came by telegram on January 24, 1896, con-
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Coronation
Overprinted
Issue

Ketahkotaan

firmed by letter two days later, with a request that the stamps
should be shipped in February.
The original die, working key die, and keyplate of 240 mul
tiples were invoiced on March 24, 1896, with the following quan
tities of stamps: One Cent, 245,000; Two Cents, 122400; Three
Cents, 182400; Four Cents, 60,000; Five Cents, 122400; Six
Cents, 62,400; One Dollar, 13,800.

The Coronation stamps of the new Sultan Ibrahim were
temporary overprints on stamps of the late Sultan Aboubakar
specially printed for the purpose. The correspondence with De
La Rue was conducted by Paterson and Simons of Lime Street,
the London house of a Singapore firm acting as Agents for the
Johore Government. On November 11, 1895 they sent De La
Rue a copy of the following telegram which they had received in
cipher:

Communicate information to De La Rue & Co.
Send as soon as possible Johore Government 25,000 Stamps, use
the old surcharged word Kemahkotaan a fair proportion all kinds
dollar fewest.

This was accompanied by the following letter:

We think the telegram from Singapore, of which you have a copy,
means that they want 25,000 of the old stamps, but surcharged with
the word Kemah Kotaan. These may be required to use between the
outgoing of the old and the incoming of the new Stamps. There is a
mail due this evening by which you may have letters from Johore, and
we shall be glad if you will let us know tomorrow if you have any
thing by same throwing light on the matter, and what the cost of the
25,000 Stamps would be, as if the amount is small it seems useless
adding to the cost by telegraphing further about this matter.

On November 13th De La Rue sent a specimen of a type over
print, and recommended that they should print the minimum
quantity of each issue, because any order for less than 8,000
stamps would be charged at the 8,000 rate. If this was adopted
there would be 56,000 stamps at 4/- per 1,000, including the
usual 6d per 1,000 for overprint, and the usual temporary over
print forme at £3. 3. 0, making £11. 7. o in all. Paterson &
Simons agreed to the proposal 'as the whole amount only comes
to £1 1. 7. od', and asked if the stamps could go by Friday's mail,
as they seem to be wanted immediately. On the following day
they wrote as follows:

Referring to our letter of yesterday we last night wired our Singa
pore friends to repeat the surcharged words, and it this morning
comes 'Ketahkotaan' which we believe is the Malay equivalent for
'we mourn'. The matter will therefore be in order if you will strike
off the 56,000 stamps with this alteration.
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This was followed by a second letter, also dated November Johore
14th: Coronation

Overprinted
'KemahKotaan' originally came as one word, altho, being eleven Issue
letters, it had to be paid for as two words, and 'Ketah Kotaan' this (continued)
morning came in the same manner so that we think you had better
print it as one word 'Ketahkotaan'.

The stamps were delivered and invoiced on November 27th.
The actual quantities charged were: One Cent, 8,880; Two
Cents, 8,880; Three Cents, 8,640; Four Cents, 8,120; Five
Cents, 9,120; Six Cents, 8,400; One Dollar, 8,800.
On November 27, 1895 Paterson & Simons sent a further order:

We have received the following telegram from Singapore regarding
the Johore Stamps:
'Increase quantity to 300,000 in all, await letters of 12th Novr., in
order to avoid incorrect spelling of surcharged word.'
These letters should be here by Monday the 9th December, and
we suppose the Johore Government want you to go on getting the
stamps ready so that they will merely have to be printed with the
surcharged word after receipt of the letters.

The firm agreed to get the stamps in readiness, and received
the following letter dated December 8th from Paterson & Simons :

By the Mail today we hear from Johore that the surcharge word is Kemahkotaan
'Kemahkotaan'. so that the stamps just sent will be useless. Will you
therefore kindly get a small number with the correct printing ready at
once, and despatch to Singapore, ifpossible by Friday's Mail, leaving
the balance of the order to follow with as little delay as possible.
P.S. Please make the total number of stamps up to 300,000 as the
first 56,000 were incorrect.

These were invoiced, with a new temporary overprint plate,
on December 27th: One Cent, 51,120; Two Cents, 51,240; Three
Cents, 51,360; Four Cents, 51,840; Five Cents, 37,200; Six
Cents, 36,960; One Dollar, 15,720; totalling 295,440 stamps.
A further supply, '300,000 Postage of same assortment and
surcharged as last lot shipped', was ordered on January 6, 1896,
and invoiced on February 17th. The individual quantities varied
slightly, and the total worked out at 301,560 stamps.
A letter dated February 3rd from the Singapore House con
firmed that Kemahkotaan meant 'Coronation'.

On August 31, 1897 the Postmaster General ordered 10,800 Ten Cents
each of new Ten Cents, Twenty-five Cents and Fifty Cents Twenty-five
duties. The colours were to be green, with the colours distin- Cents

guishing the duties chosen by De La Rue. 'As these stamps are F1fty Cents
wanted at once there is no time for you to send samples for
approval'.
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(continued)

Two Dollars
Three Dollars
Four Dollars
Five Dollars

Colour
Change
Four Cents

The three overprint plates were invoiced on January 4, 1898,
with the following quantities: Ten Cents, 11,520; Twenty-five
Cents, 12,000; Fifty Cents, 12,240.

These four new duties were ordered on November 9, 1897.
The only stipulation was that the duty plate of the Five Dollars
was to be printed in yellow. It was at the request of the Post
master General that the size of the word dollar was increased.
The four overprint plates, with the following quantities, were
invoiced on March 21, 1898: Two Dollars, 10,200; Three Dol
lars, 10,200; Four Dollars, 8,400; Five Dollars, 8400.

The instructions leading to the change in colour of the Johore
Four Cents were sent by the Postmaster General on April 13,
1899:

As this Government are desirous of having a new 4 cent Postal and
Revenue Stamp of a different colour, I have the honour to request
you to forward before the end of August next 240,000 4 cent Yellow
stamps, the yellow to be the same shade as the yellow of the three
penny English Stamp. I mean the yellow that the 3d. is on. The value
of the stamp 4 Cents to be in red, both for the English and Chinese as
it is at present.
I am aware that yellow is a singly fugitive colour, but that does not
matter.

The stamps were invoiced on July 4th, and were received on
August 24th. The next new transaction, the order for a fresh
head die for Sultan Ibrahim, sent on January 19, 1903, is outside
the scope of this book.

MISCELLANEOUS
Indian States On April 26, 1890 Messrs Henry S. King & Co of 65, Cornhill,

asked the firm to quote for supplying postage stamps and em
bossed envelopes for half anna and one anna, 'say same quality
as used by the Government of India'. On May 10th the firm
replied that their price 'for any quantity (not less than 250,000
of a duty) of lithographed stamps to the specimens herewith
returned would be 3/- per 1000, gummed and perforated com
plete. There is no indication as to which Indian State was con
cerned, and the matter proceeded no further.

A more important enquiry came from Thacker and Company
for the State of Palitana, for which the firm estimated on March

Plate 43; 12 30, 1892. They quoted for an original head steel die, and sub
mitted a design.
The suggestion was that the stamps would be supplied with
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blank duty tablets, and that the duties would be overprinted in Indian States
India. Nevertheless the firm quoted for overprint plates, and (continued)
sent specimens of the stamps they had printed for Johore.
On July 13, 1893 the enquiry came to them again, this time
through Treacher and Company, and after apologising to
Thacker the firm sent a second quotation, with a design, for Plate 43; 13
which they charged £3, to be refunded if they got the order. In
this instance six duties had been specified in the Indent, so that
the firm quoted for a head die, working die, keyplate and six
overprint plates.
From the specification it is evident that the duties were to be
One, Four, Eight and Twelve Annas, and One and Five Rupees.
The head was to be that of 'H.H. Palitana'.
There is no further correspondence either from Thacker or
Treacher.

On March 30, 1893 the British North Borneo added the fol- British
lowing two paragraphs to a letter ordering a further supply of North
Labuan postage stamps: Borneo

We should also be glad to know the cost ofplates from a new design
for our own stamps, headed 'The State of North Borneo' postage
and revenue, the values to be distinctly shown on a separately
coloured ground.
If you are prepared to supply us with a sketch, the enclosed print
of the Company's Arms may be ofuse, or ifyou would prefer to quote
without preparing a design it may act as a guide as a portion of the
Arms would in all probability be embodied in any ultimate design.

The firm sent the following answer on April 12th:

We are much obliged to you for your enquiry for Postage and
Revenue Stamps for the State of North Borneo. The stamps you
send us are lithographed Stamps, and do not in our opinion, offer
sufficient security to the Revenue. We have therefore prepared the
two enclosed alternative designs A and B for Stamps to be equal in
every respect to those we supply to the English, Indian and other Plate 43; 14,13
Governments. In these designs we have, as arranged with you ver
bally, omitted the vernacular shown in the side tablets of the Stamps
you forwarded to us, for if it is to appear at all, it would have to be
inserted in the duty tablet, as the same Stamp printing plate, under
the system we now propose, is made available for all duties. The
designs, being hand-drawn, are necessarily somewhat crude, and do
not show the result we shall obtain from the engraved plates.

De La Rue proceeded to quote the usual prices for dies, plates
and printing, and then made a special offer to forego the initial
charge for dies and plates, and charge the stamps at a special
rate until 950,000 in all had been supplied. On May 16th they
were informed that the order had been placed elsewhere.





PART FIVE

FOREIGN CONTRACTS

CHAPTER XXVI

THE FIRST PHASE

CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA
Unfortunately no correspondence at all has survived on Confederate
this romantic episode in the early history ofDe La Rue, and one States
has to be content with a summary of the information provided F*ve Cents
in the Day Books. First Plate

The negotiations with the firm were carried out by a Major
B. F. Ficklin and the first invoice was dated January 30, 1862.
It comprised a printing plate of 400 multiples, 5 million Five
Cents stamps, 24 reams of paper size 22" x 18£", 18 lb. of blue
fugitive printing ink and a small perforating machine. A further
8 reams of paper and 6 lb. of ink were invoiced on February
11th. On that date also De La Rue charged £31 for cash paid
on account of men engaged to proceed to the Confederate
States, presumably as printers, and a small French numbering
machine.
In March they charged a further 7405,000 postage stamps, 38
reams ofpaper and 30 Tb. of ink.
The die was engraved by Joubert.

The One Cent duty, which was not issued, was first invoiced One Cent
on March 15 1862. The firm charged a printing plate of 400 First Plate
multiples, 100 reams of paper and 100 lb. of Orange fugitive
printing ink. The invoice included a further supply of 60 lb. of Plate 44; 1, 2
ink.
It is not known by whom the die was engraved.

On March 24th De La Rue charged second plates for both the Five Cents
Five Cents and One Cent duties, each of 400 multiples as before. One Cent
From the One Cent plate they printed and invoiced 400,000 Second Plates

postage stamps. With these they sent a Super Royal printing
press with a satin lined tympan and six inking rollers. These
goods are known to have been shipped by S.S. Bermuda, which
was captured by the Federal warsh1p Mercedes. As a result this
invoice, amounting to £294. 8. 4., was unpaid, and the fact that
the One Cent stamps were not issued may be due to their loss at
sea, although the first plate arrived safely.

765
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Confederate
States
Two Cents
Ten Cents

Plate 44; 3, 4

Printing plates each of 400 multiples were invoiced on
November 7, 1862. The Ten Cents showed the head of Jefferson
Davis as used for the Five Cents, and the Two Cents the head of
Colhoun, already used in the One Cent. There is no record of
any stamps having been printed from these plates. In the same
invoice there was a charge for 20 lb. White Transfer ink, and on
November 10th a Rose Engine for engraving. These items
amounted to £464. 9. o., and the fact that this sum remained
unpaid suggests that the ship carrying them failed also to run
the blockade.
From 1863 onwards the postage stamps of the Confederacy
were engraved and printed at Richmond, Virginia. Altogether
the firm received £3466. 7. 8. from Major Ficklin for the goods
delivered. There is no mention of insurance in the invoices for
the two consignments which went astray.
An old register of stamp specimens contains overprinted
copies of both the One Cent and Five Cents stamps, but no
proofs or prints are to be found of the Two Cents or Ten Cents.

ITALY
Italy The main struggle for Italian freedom, linked with the names
1863 Issue 0f Mazzini, Cavour and Garibaldi, culminated in the meeting

of the first Italian parliament at Turin on February 18, 1861,
when King Victor Emmanuel of Sardinia was proclaimed first
King of Italy. A further ten years of strife, in which Prussia's
defeat of Austria and France played a vital part, elapsed before
the new Kingdom extended to the whole of the peninsula and
the capital, which had been moved to Florence in 1865, was
finally established in Rome.
The proclamation of 1861 meant the end of the separate postal
issues of Modena, Naples, Sicily and Tuscany, and the first
postage stamps of the new Kingdom of Italy were printed in
Turin and issued in March 1862. They consisted of four duties
with typographed frames and embossed heads, followed by a
fifth duty in February 1863 which was lithographed. These were
provisional issues, for the first definitive issue ofDecember 1863
was printed by De La Rue at Bunhill Row.
By a stroke of fortune the correspondence covering the nego
tiations with the Italian Government has been preserved,
although correspondence books were not normally kept until

1867 onwards. As a result the curtain is lifted, and the two men,
hitherto mere names in formal communications between a firm
of Security Printers and off1cials in the Inland Revenue and
Crown Agents offices, come to life. These Italian portraits of
Warren and William Frederick De La Rue dispel once and for
all the idea that those in charge of the Bunhill Row factory had
little but brains and cold blooded eff1ciency to commend them.
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Warren appears as a genial companion, clearly 'the boss', but Italy
combining humour with amazing shrewdness— the kind ofman 1863 Issue
who would meet trifling disaster with a chuckle rather than an (continued)
oath. William Frederick is an Elizabethan, born out of his age,
with the charm that overcomes obstacles both human and
material — the Cavalier as well as the Colonel. One can see how
it was that he overcame the initial difficulties and built up the
Crown Agents connection without bothering to file the corre
spondence; one can also see that the youthful Warren William,
with his father's ability but not his humour, found the task of
following Uncle William's footsteps not too easy after the latter's
death in 1870. 'My poor uncle' might also have expressed regret
for his poor nephew.
The correspondence opens with a letter from William
Frederick written on October 10, 1862 to the Minister of Finance
at Turin, addressed from Bunhill Row although it is clear that
he was in Turin at the time.

Referring to verbal communication I have already had with your
Excellency, I have the honour to submit the following propositions
for the production of Postage and other stamps for the Kingdom of
Italy for a contract of seven years.
1st. My firm will undertake to produce postage stamps of the size
of the English Postage Stamps, with the portrait of the King or any
other approved device, the quality of workmanship to be in every
respect equal to the English Stamps, at the rate of ninepence per
thousand, packed and delivered free on board in London. The
Stamps to be produced under the supervision of an agent of the
Italian Government, in London, and to be printed on watermarked

paper and perforated.

2nd. We would also furnish stamps similar in size and style of work
to the English receipt stamps at the rate of one shilling and one half
penny per thousand at which price we supply the receipt stamps to the

English Government.
Should your Excellency deem it desirable to have the stamps pro
duced in Italy we are willing to furnish you with the necessary plant,
dies and plates, and impart the nature of our process for the sum of

2900/I. This sum includes the following items, the sums set against
each representing the approximate cost.

Each forme would print from 50 to 80,000 impressions. If your
Excellency should deem proper to accept the latter proposal, we
would undertake to furnish competent workmen (at the expense of
the Gov't.), to commence the printing until your own printers had
become sufficiently expert, and one of our firm would, free of further
expense, undertake to superintend the production in the first in
stance, and we would guarantee that the stamps produced by the
Government under our supervision would be equal in every respect
to those produced by us in London.
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Italy Original Dies *
£200

1863 Issue Process £500
(continued) 2 Printing Presses made expressly for stamp work £176

Inking Tables, Rollers, etc. £5<>

Electrotype Apparatus £80
Necessary Tools £60
8 Forms for Printing, that is one for each of the 8
duties @ 120/- £960
Perforating Machine jC450

Chill Cast Steel Rollers for stamps after printing £350

£2,826
Sundries 74

£2,900

On October 13th William Frederick sent the following tele
gram, addressed to Thomas De La Rue, from Turin:

Have order for Original Head and Punch N.S.S. pounds. Process
proposal most likely accepted. Ultimately shall supply Government
Railway Tickets. Kindest regards to Ficklin. Will telegraph when I
leave probably Wednesday. De La Rue.

Major B. F. Ficklin was the officer of the Confederate States
who negotiated the orders for postage stamps which the firm
printed during 1862 for the Confederacy. The telegram was
confirmed by a translation of a note handed toWilliam Frederick
by the Minister on October 14th.

With the present letter the undersigned gives the order to your
hand to engrave the punches to be used for stamps.
The punches must bear the head of the King with a circle of 16
millimeters of diameter surrounded by a circle 2 millimeters large
with the words Victor Emmanuel II, King of Italy.

Warren had accompanied William Frederick to Turin, for the
following letters of October 27th to Commander Sella, the
Minister of Finance, were written by him. In addition to the die
and six printing plates for Postage Stamps he also quoted the cost
of dies and printing plates for a dozen letters of Exchange. At
this time the question of printing the stamps in London had
not arisen.

I have the honour to submit to your Excellency the following
proposition for the production of the several dies and printing plates
required by the Italian Government for the manufacture of certain
revenue stamps, the nature ofwhich has been explained to me by the
Chevalier Perazzi.
I hereby undertake, on behalf ofmy partners and myself, (Messrs.



Plate 41

1. Oil Rivers design for Twopence, 23 11 92.
2. Oil Rivers Twopence Halfpenny design,
21/12/92.

3. Design for Oil Rivers postcard.

4. Sketch received from Zanzibar, 29/10 95.
5, 6. Designs A & B for Zanzibar, 15 / 11 95.
7
- 12. Six rejected designs for Zanzibar,
16/6/98.



Plate 42

1. Colonel E. A. Stanton's sketch for Sudan
(reduced to J linear).
2-6. Five sketches for postage stamps,
approved by the Sirdar and sent with his

letter of June 6, 1897. These have been re
duced to jj linear.

7. Rejected design A, sent July 2, 1897
(enlarged).



Plate 43

I. Rejected design for Sarawak, 17/1/88.
2 - 4. Sarawak duties printed but not issued.
5-7. Designs submitted to Johore, 11 3/91.
8, 9. Amended designs for Johore, 18/3/91.
10, 11. Designs AA(1o) and AAA(n) for
Johore, 11 7 95.

12. Design sent to Thacker & Co., 30 3/92,
for Palitana.

13. Revised Palitana design sent to Treacher
& Co., July 1893.
14. 15. Designs for British North B'orneo,
12/4/93.



Plate 44

1. Progress proof, Confederate States One
Cent.
2. Die proof, Confederate States One Cent.

3. 4. Specimens of Confederate States, from
an old book of proofs.

5
- 12. Italian designs prepared in Turin,
using Wyon's head.

13. Strip of 15c Italian stamps, showing sug
gestions for 20c surcharge.

14. Proof of steel die for Italian overprint.
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Thomas De La Rue & Co.), to do the undermentioned work and to Italy
deliver the matters herein named to any agent you may appoint to 1863 Issue

receive them in London, for the sum of Two thousand seven hundred (continued)
and eighty pounds sterling, namely:

To engrave an original die of the head ofH.M. the
King of Italy for the sum of £200

To take transfers from the original Head on six
dies and to engrave up the transfers to render them

equal to the original head, to convert the dies into
special dies for the required denominations of paper
duties, and to prepare six printing plates (one for
each die) containing each two hundred multiples,
for the sum of £820

To make twelve dies for letters of Exchange, con
taining each one hundred multiples £iA40

To make two dies and two second colour dies for
letters of exchange of high values, also to prepare
four printing plates, two for one duty, two for the
other duty, for the sum of £320

£2,780

The engraving of the several dies to be in our best style, and fully
equal in every respect to the stamp dies we engrave for the English
Government.

The before named sum includes the mounting of the printing
plates on truly planed cast iron plates and the packing of the several
plates securely for exportation.

The second letter, also dated October 27th, dealt with the
printing plant required for making dies and plates, and printing,
in Italy.

In reference to a conversation your Excellency has had on a former
occasion with my partner and brother, Mr. William F. De La Rue
and with myself and the Chevalier Perazzi regarding the probability
of your desiring to have made in Italy not only the stamps required
by your Government, but also the dies and printing plates which
may be required from time to time, I hereby confirm the proposal he
made to you and engage to instruct a competent person appointed by
your Excellency in the art of producing such dies and plates for the
sum of five hundred pounds sterling.
To establish the plant necessary for the production of such dies
and printing plates, and for printing and polishing and perforating
the stamps, an ouday would be requisite amounting to Fifteen
hundred and seventy five pounds exclusive of the Engine-turning
machine, which may possibly be obtained better in France than in
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(continued)

Italy England. I undertake, on behalf of my firm, to supply the following
1863 Issue machinery for that sum:

A powerful press for making transfers £270
Iron work, an annealing furnace and annealing
tests £65
Apparatus for Electrotyping £80
Tools used in the process of electrotyping, in
cluding two gunmetal chases £134
Two printing presses of extra strength, similar to
those used by our firm £ 176
Two inking tables and rollers £50
Rolling machine with chill-cast rollers £350
Perforating machine complete with two sets of
tools, one for each description of stamps, £450

£1,575

In the event ofyour Excellency deciding on mounting an establish
ment for the manufacture of dies and printing plates, I venture to
suggest that the person whom I may be called upon to instruct
should be well acquainted with applied science, especially mechanics
and chemistry, rather than an artist.

These two letters summarised the preliminary negotiations
with the Italian authorities, and on the following day Warren
wrote personally to his father, Thomas De La Rue.

My dear Sir, Turin, October 28th, 1862
I leave this evening for Milan; after having visited the Lions. I
shall proceed thence to Genoa direct; from Genoa to Leghorn by
land, and thence by rail to Florence; this will occupy a week so that a
letter written two days after the receipt of this letter will reach me at
Florence.
This day is the only one I have had since my arrival. All the rest of
the time I have been 'faisant rantichambre,' not in fact but in effect,
that is, I have been waiting the arrival of the minister, then I have
had to wait for an appointment, then I have had to discuss matters
and finally to make the proposals of which the enclosed are a rough
draft.
You will have learnt by telegraph that that for the preparation of
dies and forms has been accepted.
I now come to matters of instruction. The size of the bill of ex
change dies (stamps) will be that of our foreign bill, that is a multiple
of a postage stamp by 3. The head of the King of Sardinia must be of
such a size as to admit of being used with the face looking lengthways
of the stamp or across the stamp; in other words, of the size of our
fourpenny head, not bigger.
In order to clinch this order I have had to instruct Chevalier
Perazzi as to the manner of making temporary stamps. I visited the
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workshop of the present contractor whom Count Spani has super- Italy
seded, and I think I have saved him as I found him to be a man of 1863 Issue
great merit, and I advised Chevalier Perazzi to retain him as the head (continued)
of the stamp department (an Ormond Hill) while I presumed to think
that the Chevalier Perazzi might possibly not find the general direc
tion of the matter to interfere with his engineering pursuits.
In order to draw away the wedge from Count Spani I have promised
to prepare one postage stamp-die and plate without charge in order
that they may be prepared to throw up the agreement if there happens
to be the least hitch.
I called on Sir James Hudson but he is away.
Dr. Muller's was good advice to bring the photographs here
instead of leaving them at Paris. Leverrier however, received me
extremely well.
The fair copy and official acceptance in separate cover.
We are all well; Chevalier Perazzi has done wonders for us. If the
second proposition is received we must treat him with the greatest
consideration because in all probability he will be sent to London
William's point of the wedge has been pretty well driven home, but
it is to him that we owe the order. Mrs. W. is therefore entitled to
some profit on the sale of the bear's skin.
Kindest regards from all to all,

Yours very sincerely,
Warren De La Rue

Work proceeded with the die for the fiscal (Marche da Bollo)
stamps and an advance proof of the King's head was sent to
Commander Sella on November 18th. 'The die is in a very un

finished state but it is sufficiently forward to show that the like
ness promises to be good'. Shortly afterwards the Minister asked
for particulars as to the factory accommodation that would be
required. The firm acknowledged the letter on January 28, 1863,
and in doing so sent proofs ofone of the fiscal dies.

I send you a proof taken today of the 'Lira Una' die, but it will be
considerably improved before hardening by the final touches I shall
give it. You will perceive that the background has been lightened to
the great improvement of the general effect; the minute details of the
features have still to be brought out by some lights here and there.

The details for the factory were posted on January 28th. They
are reproduced here in full, for the limited space required
emphasises the great difference between present day conditions
and those ofnearly a hundred years ago. It is to be noted that no
provision was made for a special perforating room, although a
perforating machine was included in the approximate estimate
ofOctober 10, 1862.

The following dimensions of the various rooms concerned in the
production of Stamps are such as would suffice for the accommoda
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(continued)

Italy tion of a manufacture of the extent the Italian requirements would

1863 Issue extend to:

Production of Stamps and Dies
ft. ft. Square ft.

Engravers' room 20 x 10 = 200

Furnace 20 x 10 = 200

Prep. room, including iron safe 16 x 16 = 256

Electrotyping room 20 x 20 = 400
Press room 20 x 10 = 200

Engineers' shop 20 x 20 = 400

For the Manufacture of Stamps

1,656

Printing room 30 X 20 = 600

Rol ling room 20x20 = 400
Gumming room 40 x 30 = 1,200

Drying room 20 x 10 = 200

Store room 20 x 20 = 400

2,800

A Building 50 x 20— 4 stories high with an outbuilding for the
Furnace would suffice.

On March 2nd Warren De La Rue sent a number of proofs of
the new printing plates for the fiscal stamps. In his letter he
raised for the first time the possibility that the firm might print
part of the original order in London before handing over the
printing plates.

It has occurred to us that it would expedite the issues of the stamps,
if we were allowed to print, cement and perforate a certain quantity
of sheets before delivering the printing plates to your accredited
Agent in London. The printing of these stamps could be done under
the same system of control as is organized for the printing by us of
stamps for our own Government, and the actual printing could be

done in the presence of an Agent your Excellency might appoint.
It is, we believe, intended to print the square stamps in fugitive ink
such as would be destroyed by any re-agents which would remove

ordinary writing ink to be used to cancel them. We have therefore

printed the proofs (of which six have been taken) in black ink in order
that the proofs might not be confounded with stamps in their market
able state.

So far the firm had been concentrating on the production of
the fiscal stamps. On April 13th Leonard C. Wyon, a member
of the famous family of engravers, sent the following letter to
William Frederick De La Rue:
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As it is necessary that the Postage Die of the King of Italy should Italy
be done quickly, if it is to be done at all, I should like to begin it 1863 Issue
directly, at my own risk, or rather at my own pleasure, for I should (continued)
enjoy making a model of such a capital head: so, if you have any
materials for the portrait— medal, bust or photograph — I shall be
much obliged if you will let me have them before you are able to give
the definite order, so that I may devote any leisure time I may have
this week to the model.

On April 21st Warren De La Rue sent him three rings and
two dies, with full instructions:

I send you herewith three rings and two dies, one of the rings
belongs to the die you already have.

With respect to the head of the King of Italy it should be of such
dimension as to be contained in the space of the enclosed Queen's
head with a little bit of the neck cut off. This will allow of the head
itself being as large as the Queen's head as it is not requisite to have
somuch neck.

On May 4th Wyon wrote: 'I send the punch of the King of
Italy and hope it will prove satisfactory. I shall be anxious to see
a paper impression.' It does not necessarily follow that his use
of the word 'punch' implies that he had engraved the design
direct on to the punch which formed the intermediary for sub
sidiary dies from an original, although there is evidence that
lettering, and even ornament, were at this period engraved direct
on to the punch before subsidiary dies were taken from it.
This letter is followed in the Correspondence Book by a sheet Plate44;5to12
headed 'Disegni dei francobolli Postali numero otto' or 'Eight
Designs for Postage Stamps'. The designs consist ofeight essays
for various duties, based on Wyon's die proofs. A note in Italian
on number 3 confirms the suggestion that they were prepared in
Turin.
There is no further correspondence dealing with the prepara
tion of the postage stamps, except in regard to a machine which
was manufactured for the Inland Revenue by Napier especially
for perforating the Italian stamps, and which was paid for by the
firm.
The fiscal stamps had been invoiced on May 22nd. On June
30th the die and plates for the postage stamps were also in
voiced. De La Rue charged £800 for a 'Punch No. 2', eight
special dies, and eight printing plates of 400 multiples.
The first consignment of 2,400,000 postage stamps was in
voiced at od. per 1,000 on August 20th; and further consign
ments at short intervals thereafter. The last invoice was dated
November 29, 1864. There were altogether forty-three ship
ments, and the total quantities and various duties charged were:
One co, 115,746,100; Five ci, 38,405,700; Ten ci, 39462,500;
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Italy Fifteen ci, 143,292,200; Thirty ci, 3,754,100; Forty ci,
1863 Issue 1 1,555,300; Sixty ci, 3,173,900; Two Lire, 1,049,600.
(continued)

Turin Printing In December 1863 William Frederick was again in Turin,
Office accompanied by his wife and daughter, to discuss a proposal

that the firm itself should open a factory in Turin and there
manufacture the postage stamps for the Italian Government.
The only previous reference to this proposal is found in a letter
written to him on December 23rd by Warren De La Rue, deal
ing with various matters which had cropped up at Bunhill Row
during his absence:

I think it very desirable to arrange for the Electro-typing as well as
the engraving to be done in England during the first period of five
years as it will not only entail a considerable outlay, but also a very
numerous staff who must be trained so as to be thoroughly conver
sant with all the difficulties which sometimes arise, and which bother
the most skilled when they do. I have written to Mr Perazzi on this
subject and hope that you will obtain this concession. The other
processes could be carried out with comparative ease.

These negotiations came to a head on December 28th, when
William Frederick sent the following letter to the Minister of
Finance. In a covering letter to Perazzi he stated that the offer
could not be binding after January 1, 1864, and asked for a
quick decision as it was of the utmost importance that he should
return immediately to London.

Referring to the conversation at the interview with which I was
honoured this morning relating to the future manufacture of Stamps
in Italy by my firm, I venture to submit herewith the basis on
which we should be prepared to enter into the undertaking, and I
trust that this letter will enable you to make an early decision on the
subject.

I have seen today the buildings and grounds of the Palais die
Martisi and I found that the situation now occupied by the Bollo Str.
Ordinario with the two court-yards can be readily adapted to the
manufacture of Stamps.
On the supposition that the Government can appropriate that part
of the buildings and the grounds for the purpose with the right to
erect suitable buildings one story high so as not to obstruct the fights
of the upper story, we propose the following conditions.
That the Government will deliver to Messrs. De La Rue & Co.,
the aforesaid buildings, including basement, ground floor, first floor
and court-yards, within six months from January the first 1864.
In the first half year of 1866 Messrs. De La Rue will deliver to the
Government any quantity of Stamps required for the service for six
months and which shall be ordered from Messrs. De La Rue & Co.,
before December 1865.
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This agreement is to last for five years from January 1866 at the Italy
prices already existing. Turin Printing
If at the termination of the proposed Contract the Italian Govern- Office
ment decides to manufacture the stamps by their own officers Messrs. (cont1nued)

De La Rue & Co., will sell all the machinery and plant at a fair
valuation. In the event of the Government declining to do their own
manufactures of Stamps Messrs. De La Rue to be entitled to a
further contract of five years.
In this case Messrs. De La Rue & Co., will consent to a reduction
in the actual price of the postage stamps to sixpence per thousand in
lieu of ninepence, and in the case of the Marche da Bollo Oblunghe
to a reduction on the present actual price of not less than five per cent.
It is understood that the manufacture of all new 'Printed Stamps'
should be confided to Messrs. De La Rue & Co., the paper to be made
in Italy provided it can be procured there at the same price of the
proper quality as abroad. If not, Messrs. De La Rue & Co., to be at
liberty to purchase abroad, and in the event of such being the case the
cost of the control of the manufacture to be paid by the Contractors;
furthermore if the paper be manufactured abroad it shall be admitted
into Italy free of duty.
Messrs. De La Rue will repay to the Italian Government the
monies received on account of the three Italian workmen at present
in London and will continue these services during good behaviour
and will also employ in the proposed factory Italian workpeople
where it is practicable.

That for the protection of the Factory the Government will pro
vide a sufficient Military guard.
That during the first period of the contract, that is during five
years, Messrs. De La Rue & Co., are to be at liberty to engrave all
new original dies in London, and should the Government require a

comptroller for the purpose the Contractors to pay all reasonable

charges for the same.
That until the close of the year 1867 Messrs. De La Rue & Co.,
are to be at liberty to make all printing plates in England under proper
control, the expenses of which to be defrayed by Messrs. De La Rue
&Co.
It is understood that the cost of any fresh buildings and the ex
pense of suitably fitting up the factory shall be at Messrs. De La
Rue & Co's. charge, and that the Government will afford all reason
able help and facilities in fitting up and carrying out the service.
Finally it is understood that the stamps manufactured under this
Agreement are to be equal in every respect to those at present manu
factured by Messrs. De La Rue & Co., as regards paper, printing,
cementing and perforation.

There was no quick decision and William Frederick did not
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Italy get away. He was given the Cross of the Order of St Maurice
Turin Printing and St Lazare but was not able to leave until January 7th. In
Office the meantime Warren De La Rue wrote no less than five letters.
(cont1nued) Ranging as they do over the various points that were exercising

his mind they contain many references to matters outside the
scope of this book, but they are included because of the fight
they throw on the characters of the two brothers, and the sort of
thing that went to build up the daily life at Bunhill Row.
The first letter was written on January 2, 1864. The Hemes
referred to was the second-in-command to Perazzi; there had
been a suggestion that he also should receive an Italian decora
tion, but he had declined it.

My dear William,
I congratulate you most cordially on your obtaining the cross and
also on your success in obtaining the order for the provisional supply
of 300 millions of stamps. If we get nothing else this will well com
pensate for your journeys. I have put the 2 centesimi stamp design in
hand.

We begin stocktaking on Monday and I shall have the boiler maker
repairing one of the low pressure boilers. The pasting and card
cutting will not stop. I have been experimenting with the view to the
more rapid turning out of pasted work and I have data to enable me
to dry in a room 150 feet long by 8 ft. high and 10 wide, 10 gross of
pasted boards per hour!!! The cutting of railways boards at short I
think I can also manage.
I have very much simplified the carmine process and succeeded in
getting at the same time a larger percentage of the colouring matter
down in the form of carmine.
I do not think that Mr. Perazzi could do anything to give Mr.
Herries pleasure which would accomplish that end to a greater extent
than what he proposes to do: Mr. Herries is a man of the most re
fined taste and a lover of works of art and I am sure that he will be
much gratified by the present of porcelain from the Royal potteries
of Italy coupled as it is to be with the letter which is to accompany it.
I have got the second calendering machine going with the case
hardened roller. It answers perfectly so that we have converted an
uncertainty as to results into a perfect certainty in regard to friction
glazing.
I am now occupied with the new pips for the small size Victoria
cards. In the first place I have hit on an expedient, which I feel very
sanguine about, for the production of the forms, more particularly
those to print vermilion. Secondly, I have arranged the forms so as
to print without any loss (of blanks) either from ecarte (euchre) or
full packs. Of course we can put as many blanks as we like. As it was
proposed to print them it would have given 4 blank cards to every
pack, or 8% instead of 2 as now. The fancy aces to be printed with
the honours.
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All is going on well here and I do not see that your presence could
do much good before the end of the next week when the stock will be
all down. Nathan talks ofgoing over to Paris to meet you.
Be sure to give my very kind regards to Mr. Perazzi and tell how
fully I appreciate his friendly feeling and how flattered I for one am
at having earned his esteem.

Your affectionate brother,
Warren De La Rue

Evidently William Frederick was getting despondent about
the outcome of his expedition, and Warren wrote to him again
on January 4th:

My dear William,
I telegraphed to you this morning, in accordance with its purport
I again say that both Nathan and myself feel perfectly satisfied with
the issue of your trip. An order for £1600 to £1700 to be executed in
London at our old prices is something tangible that recommends
itself strongly to one's imagination, perhaps more so than the manu
facture for a series of years in Italy, however intrinsically good that
might turn out. As my good friend Grant used to say, 'it is something
to look forward to.' If we like its looks a little later on it may still be
open to us, or if the cry is ultimately to be 'Italy for the Italians' and
Signor Mollino is inclined to stump up some ready in a handsome
way, why, we could but look at it in that sense and sell ourselves to
the 'divil'. I recollect James Nasmith's visit to Russia when he heard
about the railroads. He went out to sell locomotives but finding our
Americans strongly in possession instead of coming away sulky he
offered to sell them boiler plates, forgings, rivets or himself, and came
away in good humour with some standing orders while his opponents
had to return without a rouble's worth. And I recollect in one of
Marryat's novels that a lady gained time when she fell into the
pirates' hands by temporizing and did not lose her virtue. Well, since
there is as piratical craft in our way we must do the same. Don't shut
the door quite close against the foe; it may stop our chance of bleeding
him.
With our united kind regards to Mr. Perazzi, Nathan's do. to
yourself, and my best love.

I can only add. Take your time dear brother, dear brother take
your time.

Warren De La Rue

The negotiations did not break down, and on January 3rd
William Frederick reported that a contract had been agreed
upon, subject to certain modifications which he had proposed.
Unfortunately this letter, and a copy of the modification has not
been preserved. Warren's reply of January 7th was written to
Paris.

Your letter of the 3rd enclosing a copy of the modification in your

Italy
Turin Printing
Office

(continued)
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Italy
Turin Printing
Office

(continued)

proposal to the Italian Government received. In the first place I have
telegraphed to Emma but as yet have received no answer, so that it is
quite out ofmy power to telegraph to Turin with any chance of your
receiving it

,

as it is now 2 o'clock and you propose to leave today.
You have done the business in capital style. The contract I do not
think will last over the first 5 years because by that time the Italian
Authorities will in one shape or other have become masters of our
methods of working, so that in fitting up the plant we must take care
that we have a good spanking profit supposing we even sink the plant
we erect in Turin. Had Contract been for 10 years then of course we
should have it in contemplation to make such an establishment as
might be developed in allied branches of industry.
The Italian workpeople here are pleased to learn that we are to be
contractors and tendered their services in a nice manner.
As regards the manufacture of paper in Italy it is not a thing for us
to object to provided we have the option of getting it made in Eng
land in the event of their failing to make it well in Italy.
We had a heavy boiler repair which is finished and the brickwork
will be done in time for it to start tomorrow. We want it badly as the
weather here is intensely cold.

The last two letters in this personal correspondence reveal
William Frederick to be 'out of sorts' and Warren beginning to
turn a more calculating eye towards the proposal and its signifi
cance. Perazzi had arrived in London, and Warren was not
having things all his own way. No copy of the draft contract
exists in the file, but the 'last chance' would appear to have been
an addition or modification to William Frederick's proposal of
December 28th concerning which Warren had not been con
sulted. His first letter of January 13th was clearly designed to
cheerWilliam Frederick up.

I am sorry that you are out of sorts but I hope that you will feel the
benefit of a few days rest and come home quite restored again. I shall
be very glad to see you home but I would not for anything like to see
you return unless quite jolly.
As regards the draft Italian Contract do not let anything be sent to
Turin until I have read it carefully over, as in thinking over your
letters there appeared to me some few points it may be desirable to
well consdier before we are finally bound.

Thanks for the venison. In the interim between the announcement
of its arrival and your letter it had become rather elevated, so that I

sent it to a friend who I hope appreciates it in prime condition. Ifnot
he can pass it on to another friend, and thus the single haunch may
be the means of conferring favours on a great number of individuals.
There has been a slight storm in a tea-pot at No. 22 in consequence
ofMrs. Upton and 'Miss' Mary Ann not getting on well together and
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the latter having been despatched before her notice expired. I con- Italy
elude that our Italian friends have not dealt out favours impartially Turin Printing
and this has led to a bad feeling. I have quieted the storm and if there Office
is not an actual peace there is at least an armistice. (continued)
Give my kindest love to Emma and Ellen, also my kind regards to
each of the Messieurs Winan and to Mr. Perazzi.
If Emma will call at 31 Rue de la Chaussee d'Autin, and get a
Ceinture Regente in silk I will fulfil a promise and shall be very
happy to see the article on, on her return, (avec la permission, bien

entendu).

Warren's letter of January 14th, written after he had seen
Perazzi, shows him in a different state ofmind altogether.

I have seen Mr. Perazzi — he lost his portmanteau but I expect we
shall get it soon as I have heard of it by telegraphing for it.
I am sorry you have not yet had the cross but I think it is all right
and that you soon will hear of it.
The last clause in the Contract I do not like at all— it is virtually
placing us in the hands of the Government bound hand and foot.
The clause about doing the transfers in Italy is also objectionable.
I was sorry to hear from Perazzi that the order for 300,000,000
after all has not been given and is contingent on our accepting the
contract.

I have placed the draft you sent in the lawyer's hand to put into
form, but that last clause is a sucker and Perazzi has not given way.
I have only just time to write these lines hurriedly as I have been
hard pressed with work all day.

There was no occasion for further correspondence between
the two brothers. On April 13th a formal letter was sent to
Perazzi; the matter had been weighed more carefully.

We beg to inform you that we have come most reluctantly to the
conclusion to decline the contract for the manufacture of Postage
and Commercial stamps in Italy. After having given the subject our
most anxious consideration we feel that we could not, consistently
with our numerous undertakings in London, conduct in a distant

country a business involving so many serious responsibilities.
We are desirous of expressing through you our willingness to aid
your Government to our utmost in establishing the manufacture of
stamps in Italy. And in furtherance of that object we shall be glad to
supply not only stamps but paper and all materials that may be re

quired as well as plates, dies, steel or any implement which from
time to time may be found necessary during the establishment of the
manufactory in Turin on a firm basis, thus guarding against any
delay detrimental to the public service of your country. In other
words we most willingly place ourselves and the resources of our
establishment entirely at the disposal of the Italian Government.
In giving you this intimation we beg leave to express to you our
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Office

(continued)

high appreciation of the courteous and considerate manner in which
you have fufilled the onerous duties of Royal Commissioner and the
equitable views you have always entertained in controlling a manu
facture which from its very nature involves many difficulties and
serious responsibilities.

The proposal did not end there. Evidently it was raised again
by the Italians in November, shortly before De La Rue invoiced
the last consignment of the 1863 issue that they were to print
before sending the plates to Turin. The following letter is
marked 'Draft' in the correspondence book, and there is a
chance that it was not actually sent; it is dated November 14th.

My dear Mr Perazzi,
I had some talk with William on Saturday and with Mr Nathan
afterwards here concerning our taking up of the manufacture of
stamps for the Italian Government in Italy, after the lapse of two
years during which time we could make them in London. Though
we all are keenly alive to the prospective advantages that such a
favourable introduction would offer we find that there are at present
insurmountable difficulties in the way of our making your Govern
ment a proposal, and with great reluctance, therefore, we forego
availing ourselves of the opportunity your friendship for us induces
you to place in our way.
With assurances of the highest esteem and greatest friendship,

I am, yours sincerely
Warren De La Rue

DueCentesimi The order for this new duty was negotiated by William
Frederick De La Rue on his second visit to Turin, and in a letter
dated January 2, 1864 Warren De La Rue mentioned that he
had already put the design in hand. Either there was no urgency
or the negotiations about the new Turin factory held up the
order. The die and plate of 400 multiples were invoiced on
December 8, 1864 for £100, and the first consignment of stamps
on February 3, 1865. Further consignments were invoiced on
February 13th and 18th, and the total quantity amounted to
two millions.

Quindici
Gentesimi
Overprinted
20c

These overprints were carried out by De La Rue. On October
29, 1864 Perazzi sent the following telegram toWilliam Frederick
De La Rue:

Please to suspend the printing of postage stamps and let me know
the quantity of paper left.

This was confirmed on October 29th in a letter signed by G.
Berutti, evidently an assistant in Perazzi's office, which is not
very illuminating:
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Quindici
Centesimi
Overprinted
20c

(continued)

Very likely some alteration will soon be introduced in the postage
duty for the interior, so that two new dies would be required to
institute the actual un centisimo and quindici centisimi. In order to have
the paper ready to meet the exigence for the new stamps Mr. Perazzi
thinks you might suspend the printing of the old ones. Of course you
may go on with the under printing of the paper.

The last sentence suggests that Berutti thought the water
marking was a separate process applied to the finished paper."1
On the following day Perazzi wrote to Warren De La Rue from
Turin.

It is probable that Monsieur Sella will be compelled to present a
Law in Parliament fixing the tax on the internal letter post of 20 cents
instead of 15. Do you think it would be easy to imprint on the actual
stamps of 15 cents — 20. C— in red ink for example or in some other
colour as on the Stamps enclosed. Would you be so good as to carry
out experiments as soon as possible and to send the results here. As
soon as the matter is decided here I will come to London. I should
be most grateful if you could also give me the price for this imprinting
and the best and most economic way of doing it for the Stamps
enclosed herewith.

It is also probable that it will be necessary later on to alter the 1
cent stamps to 2 cents.

This letter gives the reason for the introduction of the two
new duties, but it will be remembered that the design for the
Due Centesimi had already been put in hand by January 2, 1864.
There is, however, in the firm's archives a strip of three essays
for the overprint, shown as sent from Turin with the letter dated
October 30th. The arrangement of one of these essays was
adopted. There is a marginal note on the telegram that the Plate 44; 13
printing was suspended from October 29th to 31st, and that
there were 54 reams in stock.
On December 8, 1864 the firm charged £10 for engraving the
overprint die, £60 for four printing plates each of 200 multiples, Plate 44; 14
and £1$ for two smaller plates each of 100 multiples. They also
charged for overprinting 10,896,500 stamps in brown ink at 3d.
per 1000.

There is no record ofwhen the order for the Venti Centesimi Venti
was placed, but the die and two plates each of400 multiples were Centesimi
invoiced for £140 on August 28, 1865.
Commander Sella, the Minister of Finance, had sent to Bun-
hill Row, with a letter of introduction, a certain Professor Bigola,
'a very skilful engineer ... a man very simple, very modest and
ofno great appearance, but he made some beautiful works which
* The dandy roller for the Italian paper, indicating that it was machine
made, was supplied to De La Rue by W. H. Smith, and invoiced in January
1863.
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Italy I believe you shall appreciate.' The intention was that he should
Venn eventually be the engraver at the new stamp factory in Turin.
Centesimi Warren De La Rue was not impressed and decided to have
(continued) nothing to do with him. He wrote the following letter to Sella on

February 24, 1865:

Mr. Berutti has introduced to me Signor Bigola, who will tomorrow
show me the work he has done in engraving: I am leaving for a few
days in Belgium, but will be back in the course of a week. From some
conversation with Mr. Berutti, I find that Professor Bigola has come
over to England with the intention of perfecting himself in the
engraving of original dies for Postage Stamps, and for that object to
place himself under my guidance for some months. I am not, how
ever, prepared to undertake such a tuition, and it is a pity that I was
not communicated with before the Professor was sent over to England.

On May 27th, after digesting a long letter from Warren De
La Rue, dated March 13, 1865, on how to run a stamp factory in
Italy, Perazzi sent the following letter to William Frederick:

My dear Colonel,
II Principe will explain to you the reason why it has not been
possible to give you an answer as to the further printing of Stamps
there.

No more stamps are required for the first six months of 1866, and
we cannot give in this year an order for the second part of that year
before the budget be passed.

My Government is of the opinion that it is not convenient to accept
any offer for the manufacture of Stamps in Italy before the factory
be in work. Therefore, the soonest the factory shall be ready, the best
it will be.
Mr. Sella is very much obliged to you for the very active interest
you are taking in ordering and sending to Italy the machineries.
My compliments to Mr. Warren and to Mr. Nathan, and believe
me

Yours sincerely.
C. Perazzi

It is clear from this letter that the original contract for the
1863 issue had covered the postal requirements of Italy for a
long period. William Frederick's reply of June 1st reveals the
fact that his brother's objection to Bigola had not been sustained.

My dear Cavaliere,
I am much obliged to you for your letter. I will do all in my power
to set you going in Italy as quickly as possible but itwill necessarily be
some months before you are quite in work and as your Government
cannot until then decide as to mode of carrying on the manufacture in
Italy — it would be decidedly inconvenient to 'my Government' to
keep open an offer until the Factory be in work. We therefore hold
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ourselves entirely free on this matter. You may rely on all our aid and Italy
assistance in getting you into work and seeing you straight through Venti
your arduous undertaking. II Professor Bigola is getting on famously Centesimi
and will do credit to your skill in selecting him. (continued)

Yesterday was the fete of St. Derby and this time I managed to
win a Five pound Note. II Principe would not go— his mind is all on
the Officina della Carte Valori just now and has no time for pleasure
seeking.

Warren sends his kind regards,
Yours faithfully,

W. F. De La Rue

Warren De La Rue was, indeed, enthusiastic about the pupil
who had been thrust upon him. He wrote the following letter to
the Minister on August 7th:

Since I had the pleasure of addressing you on the subject of Pro
fessor Bigola's progress in surface engraving he has taken in hand as
you are aware an original punch which he has copied from a bust of
the Queen by Mr. Theed, a sculptor much patronized by Her Majesty.
The course of the engraving of this bust has not escaped the usual
mishaps which always arise with this species ofwork; and it is fortu
nate for the acquisition of information on the part of Professor Bigola
that this has been so. With a patience and zeal which are characteristic
of that Gentleman, he has continuously applied himself to the re
covery of the outline of the features of the model which is always
escaping during the progress of surface engraving. This is not the
case in steel plate engraving; hence at times it requires a great amount
of faith in surface engraving to induce an artist to continue an
apparently hopeless task. I can with the utmost confidence state that
Professor Bigola is now thoroughly proficient in my art of surface
engraving of dies for security documents, and is capable of producing
works by this process of as great excellence as by his own art of line-
engraving; and this is the highest praise that could be given to any
one. I may add that I have never had the pleasure of instructing a
gendeman who more readily appreciated the minutia and difficulties
of the new art, nor one more pleasant to work with, and I should not
have the slightest hesitation in confiding to him the engraving of the
most difficult work.
From conversations with Signor Bigola I find that he has executed
ornamental and lettering in steel plate engraving and I believe that
with the exception of Engine-turning he could do all the work your
Government might require for security documents. Engine-turning
being purely mechanical might be safely entrusted to Mr Thiebault
who is a clever mechanical draughtsman and has great delicacy of
hand in mechanical operations.
Signor Bigola is now engaged on a new postage die which I pro
posed he should finish without my superintendence as I feel con
fident of its being well done.
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Italy The accompanying proofs of the progress of the original punches
Venti engraved by Signor Bigola will serve to render evident the difficulties
Centes1m1 peculiar to the style of engraving which it would be extremely diffi-
(continued) cult to surmount without the instruction I am able to give from long

experience.

On August 24th, four days before the die and plates were
invoiced, Warren De La Rue sent a further letter to Perazzi:

Professor Bigola has finished the new 20 cent. postage stamp and

as you will see, by an inspection of the accompanying proof, with
great success. He is perfectly sure of hand and will, as he becomes
more familiar with the work, get gradually more rapid. His sureness
of hand is perfectly surprising and therefore the work he executes
has a smoothness and quietness most agreeable to the educated eye: —
in this particular he surpasses any engraver who has taken up surface-

engraving under my direction.
Although at first I did not accept the office of instructor so readily
as you seemed to expect, I know that you will frankly admit that I
have ultimately done all I could to further your views with the most
anxious desire to please you.

Mr. Berutti will have informed you of the rapid steps towards the
completion of your orders that are being made; the Rose Engine will
be ready at the time promised, March 1866. With the best wishes for
your complete success in the New Govt. Stamp Works.

The special die of the King's head engraved by Bigola was
however used for fiscal stamps.
The contract for printing was dated March 25, 1867, and was
for twenty million stamps. They were charged at 11d per 1000.
The first consignment was invoiced on May 2nd and sh1pped on
May 4th; the ninth and last consignment went on August 20th.

Italy
Plant for new
factory

The Day Books show that the following plant was supplied to
Turin by the firm:

Pair ofmilling rollers for polishing the printed
sheets.

A Rose Engine for engraving.

Four Albion printing presses, fitted with
parchment and black satin tympans.

A second perforating machine, similar to the
one already supplied to Somerset House for

perforating the original De La Rue contract.

In 1866 the firm supplied to the Officina della Carte Valori, as
the new factory was called, 313 reams of Crown postage paper.
There were no further invoices until 1881, when De La Rue

December 22, 1866

February 11, 1867

March 20, 1867

July 10, 1867
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began to supply ink and varnish for postage stamps, and con- Italy
tinued to do so until the end of 1895. During the same period Plant for new
they supplied other items of material, and spare parts such as factory
guillotine knives and perforating pins. (continued)

PORTUGAL
Apart from a reference in a letter of December 23, 1863 from Portugal
Warren to William Frederick De La Rue, when the latter was in 1862
Turin, there is no correspondence to throw light on the follow- Dies

ax^
ing Day Book entries for dies, printing plates, postage paper, plate^ ?*
fugitive ink and equipment which were supplied to the Govern-

tlscai ^>tamPs

ment of Portugal in 1862, through Chevalier de Brillo of Fins-
bury Chambers. Evidently the order was originally placed in the
reign of King Pedro V, and work had been done on the die when
he was succeeded by King Luiz in 1861.
The items in the invoice of June 30, 1862 referring to dies and
plates read as follows:

Engraving an original die for the head of the King
ofPortugal, turning & hardening the same and taking
therefrom a punch, £100. o. o.

Finishing the punch, turning & hardening it and
from it taking six dies for the respective duties of 20,
50, 100, 300, 500, & 1000 reis, and working up the
six duplicate dies as originals and engraving the re

spective duties on the dies, at per die — £25, )CI50. 0. 0.

Making from the 'Vinte Reis' die an Electrotype
form containing 50 Duplicates mounted on a Cast iron
Plate truly planed, £30. o. 0.

Making a plate containing 30 Multiples of each of
the following duties viz., 50, 100, 300, 500, & 1000
reis, all five plates & mounting the same on Cast iron
plates truly planed, 5 (tf 20/-, £100. o. 0.

Engraving & preparation of die of the Late King
of Portugal's head, £40. o. o.

In addition to the above dies and plates the invoice included
a Printing Press with tympan and rollers, showing that the plates
were intended for stamps printed by the letterpress process,
900 lb. of 'dry cement' for gurnming, 100 lb. of violet fugitive
printing ink, 20 lb. of blue fugitive printing ink, 195 good reams
and 5 retree reams of 'Postage paper specially prepared' and
afterwards sized and milled 13!" x 8", and 196 good reams and

4 retree reams of similar paper 11" x 8f", and a counter fitted to
the printing press.
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Portugal
1862

Dies and
Plates for
Fiscal Stamps

(continued)

An endorsement on the Day Book entry shows that these
were in fact revenue or fiscal stamps, for it lists as being con
tained in an iron box a Receipt die for Vente Reis, Foreign Bill
dies for 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 reis, and an unfinished die.
Warren De La Rue's letter refers to a second order for a new
original die, five working dies, and five printing plates of 30
multiples for a new fiscal series, 'Imposto da Sello', which were
invoiced on December 31, 1863. The duties were 20, 50, 200,
300, and 1000 reis. In this case the dies and punches were de
livered with the plates. This is an unusual instance of the firm
supplying a country with fiscal stamps only.

URUGUAY
Uruguay De La Rue received an order from William Gill ofManchester
Postal for engraving two original masters and two working dies for
Stationery embossing postal envelopes, the duties being Five Cents and

Eighteen Cents. These were invoiced, with a supply ofenvelopes,
in May 1866. The dies were sent to Gill and the envelopes to
Maclure and Macdonald, a firm of printers with offices in
Manchester and Glasgow.

BELGIUM
Belgium That both Warren and William Frederick made frequent
1865 Issue business visits to the continent is clear, and in his letter of

February 24, 1865 to Perazzi, Warren mentioned that he was
just leaving for Belgium. There is, however, no correspondence
leading to the printing of the One Franc of Leopold I in 1865,
or the manufacture of the printing plates for the remaining
four values. The invoice of August 1865, which was submitted
in French, includes the original King's head die, working dies

Plate 45; 1 and plates for 10 centimes, 20 centimes, 30 centimes, 40 cen
times, and one franc. It also included two printing presses with
ink tables. The printing plates were each of 300 multiples.
On August 31st the firm invoiced 450,000 One Franc postage
stamps at 9d. per 1000, plus £3 for perforating.
The original invoice shows that the firm made a punch from
the original die within a circular line, another within an elliptical
line, and another without any surrounding line. These were not
charged, nor did they charge for a duplicate of the original die to
serve in case of accident.
In addition to the working dies charged there were four which
had been rejected, one each for the 10, 20 and 30 centimes and
one without any duty. A printing plate for the 10 centimes had
also been rejected.

Expenses The following invoice was submitted on November 9, 1865
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for the expenses of two of De La Rue's workmen who were Belgium
employed in Brussels during the printing of the stamps. Expenses

Printer Travelling Expenses out and (in part) home,
* '

(the Belgian Government having furnished him with
a Ticket to Ghent) including refreshments and
sundry disbursements for interpreter, booking,
Printing Inks, &c. £6. 5. 6.
Wages 36 days (excluding Sunday) @ 10/- £1$. o. 0.
Board and Lodging 42 days including Sundays @ 4/- £S. 8. 0.

Engineer Travelling Expenses out (his homeward
expenses having been wholly defrayed by the Belgian

Govt.) including Refreshments, &c. £2. 19. 9.
Wages 13J days @ 9/- £6. 3. 9.
Board & Lodging 13J days @ 4/- £2. 15. o.

£44. 12. o.

King Leopold I died on December 10, 1865 and Warren De Leopold II
La Rue made strenuous attempts to get the order for the postage Essay
stamps of the new reign. The correspondence which he held with Ten centimes
the Minister of Public works, M. Vanderstichelen, and the
Director General, M. Fassiaux, has fortunately been preserved.
It was conducted in French and is summarised for convenience.
It begins with a note toWarren De La Rue from aM. Frantyen,
of the aclministration of Posts and Telegraphs, dated March 20,
1866, enclosing a copy of the reply which the Minister had given
in the Chambre des Representants, in reply to a question from
a member named Hymans on the subject of the new postage
stamps. The Minister had spoken warmly of De La Rue's work,
and had described their die as a 'type de perfection'. He at
tributed the outburst to trade jealousy, and did not consider
that the incident would have any serious result. He criticised the
depth of colour in the grey ink supplied for the 10 centimes.
Warren De La Rue wrote to the Minister himself on May 4th
expressing his regret on hearing for the first time that the die,
over which he had taken so much trouble to arrive at 'un resultat
exceptionnellement beau', had not received the appreciation it
deserved from some of the members of the House of Repre
sentatives, and that there was apparently strong prejudice
against the employment of a foreign artist. Although this had
led to a Belgian artist being appointed to prepare a die for King
Leopold II, he nevertheless proposed himself to engrave a new
portrait, especially designed for the speedy productionofpostage
stamps.

M. Fassiaux replied that the Minister would be delighted to
see a proof of the die, but Mr De La Rue must understand that
he was engraving at his 'risque et peril'.
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Belgium
Leopold II
Essay
Ten centimes
(continued)

On July 30th Warren De La Rue wrote to say that the death
of his father, Thomas De La Rue, had involved him in so much
extra work that the completion of the new die had taken longer
than he had expected. Nevertheless it had now been hardened,
and he proposed at his own risk to make from it a working die
and printing plate for the Ten Centimes duty, which he would
present to the Minister if approved, or destroy if rejected.
When the Minister, in thanking him, asked that the printing
plate should not be prepared until there had been an opportunity
of examining the die, Warren De La Rue explained that on
August 11th he had proposed to make the printing plate so that

Plate 45; 2 to 4 he could submit a range of colour trials. Eventually he submitted
a number of essays, based on the original dies, with some com
ments, on August 29th.
The Minister wrote very pleasantly on September 19th. He
discussed Warren De La Rue's proposals for modifications and
improvements, and himself suggested that the design could be
improved if the lettering, and particularly the figures, were
strengthened; he considered that the design for the Leopold I
series was open to criticism on that result. He assured Warren
De La Rue that 'if the administration were to adopt your design
you would be given plenty of latitude to propose such orna
mentation as you would consider suitable, and that far from
tying you down to keeping to actual instructions you would be
given the fullest opportunity to take any new line which you
might consider more profitable.'
The proof of the new 10 centimes die was submitted on
October 13th. It had not yet been hardened, and the head had
been retouched after the latest model prepared by Leopold
Wiener. Warren De La Rue went on to say: 'In the event of
your thinking it probable that this design will be accepted I will
complete the work on it

,

and in doing so I believe I can improve
the resemblance a little. But if you prefer I could supply you
with another die which I will begin immediately in accordance
with the indications given in your letter of September 19th last.'
And there the matter apparently ended. Clearly a question in
the House was no more welcome to a Belgian M1nister in 1866
than it would be today.
The die was engraved by Joubert, as is shown in the following
letter from him to Warren De La Rue, dated March 22, 1866:

My dear Sir,
Which of these will you consider the proper size?

Yours truly
F. Joubert

P.S. Would you advise the head standing solid on the background
as Leopold the 1st or light on the background as the 4d. stamp

(Queen's head)?

Plate 45; 5, 6



CHAPTER XXVII

THE SECOND PHASE

EGYPT
Over ten years elapsed before De La Rue were to print any
more postage stamps for Foreign Countries, but a visit from the
Director General of the Postal Administration in Alexandria,
accompanied by a Mr Halton, whom Warren William De La
Rue showed over the factory, led to the following enquiry, dated
March 30, 1878.
It was a difficult moment in Egypt's history, for the corrupt
Khedive Ismail had not yet been deposed by the Sultan, the
army was seething with the discontent which led to the revolt of
Arabi Pasha three years later, and dual control by Britain and
France had not yet been re-established. It is not surprising there
fore that ample financial safeguards should play a considerable

part in the negotiations which followed.
The enquiry, which was written in French, was accompanied
by sketches.

As the Egyptian Postal Authorities are about to proceed to a new
issue of Postage Stamps, I beg you to be so good as to let me know
the terms upon which you could undertake to supply the same on the
following conditions: —

1st. In case the authorities decided to have the Postage Stamps
printed in Egypt on dies or stamps obtained from Europe, what
would be your price for the manufacture of the following dies or
stamps: —

5 Paras Postage Stamp on plates of 100 postage stamps each,
io „ „
20 „ „
1 Piastre Egn.

5 j

2nd. What would be your price for the supply of watermarked
paper in quantity sufficient for the manufacture of 20 millions of
Postage Stamps on the dies or stamps above mentioned?

3rd. What would be the difference in price if the order were limited

3,

100 » 3, M

100 » t j »
100 » 3s »
50 » Jj »
20 » 3' jj

Egypt

1879 Issue

789
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Egypt t0 me dxs without the paper or to the paper without the dies, or if it
1879 Issue included both paper and dies?
(continued)

4th. What would be your price if the whole manufacture of the 20
millions of Postage Stamps (dies, paper and printing) was entrusted
to your house

(A) under the supervision ofan agent of the Egyptian govt.,
(B) under your guarantee against fraud.

The size of the postage stamp as well as the design of the central
figure are shown by the specimens enclosed, the imperfections in
which are of course to be avoided.
Should you comply with my request, I would ask you to be good
enough to inform me as soon as possible your price, as well as the
various periods in which it would be possible for you to make de
livery of the articles above mentioned according to their grouping.

Warren William De La Rue was not the man to lose an
opportunity such as this letter offered, and his reply ofMay 2nd
ran into nearly two thousand words. After criticising the current
Egyptian postage stamps for their lack of security as well as
ind1fferent quality of printing, and describing the properties of
the fugitive inks, of which he sent specimens, he went on to
discuss the design and printing arrangement, first dealing with
the question of size.

As you will see from the specimens of stamps upon the Appendix
the size of our Postage Stamps differs slightly from that of the speci
men Egyptian Stamps you have sent us. They so nearly accord,
however, that we think you would not hesitate to adopt our size;
more particularly as any departure, however slight, from it would
entail great expense.

A description then followed of the method of engraving an
original die for the vignette, and subsequently ofmaking work
ing dies for each duty, and it was strongly advocated that there
should be frames 'unlike one another as possible' to distinguish
the various duties, as well as the usual colour variation. Since it
would be uneconomical to print from sheets of 100 multiples
only it was suggested that there should be two panes of 100
multiples on the sheet. He then quoted the usual prices of £100
for the Sphinx and Pyramid, £50 for each working die, £85 for
each printing plate (whether of 200 or 240 multiples), and £75
for the dandy roll. The stamps were quoted at 1/o£d. per thou
sand from sheets of 240 multiples, f.o.b. London if manufac
tured under the supervision of an official appointed by Egypt,
with an extra 1d. per 1000 if controlled by De La Rue. Ifprinted
in sheets of 200 multiples and then cut in half before packing
there would be a further extra charge of 1d. per 1000.
The following terms ofpayment were suggested:
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The above prices are equivalent to those we charge to the English Egypt
Government, and would be for net cash payment in English money 1879 Issue

within seven days of the completion of any of the dies or printing (continued)
plates, or of the shipment of any of the stamps, the tender being made,
as already arranged between us, upon the understanding that the
order would be placed through a London house known to us, who
would negociate the matter for your Government, and who, in hand
ing us the order, would undertake such responsibility as to payment
and otherwise as would attach to their doing so.

On the question of delivery the firm suggested six months for
producing the printing plates, and stated that they would be in a
position 'to furnish you with a small supply of stamps to get on
with' a few weeks after the plates were ready. They then dealt
with the proposal that De La Rue should supply the plates and
paper but that the printing should continue to be performed at
Alexandria or Boulac.

You will notice that, in compliance with your request, we have
made you a tender for the supply of paper prepared for printing in
Egypt. At the same time we think it only right to inform you that the
manufacture of our kind of stamps is attended with so many diffi
culties that in our opinion it would be inexpedient for you to attempt
the printing of them in Egypt. To say nothing of the difficulty of
obtaining skilled workmen, the climate would most injuriously affect
the quality of the work. We have supplied some of the English
Colonies with printing plates, and all the apparatus requisite for
producing their stamps. They have, however, after a trial generally
abandoned the attempt as hopeless, and requested us to print the
stamps for them. The fact is that stamp-printing is quite a different
art to ordinary type-printing, and it requires men specially and
highly trained for the purpose, working under our immediate and
close personal supervision. Moreover, it can only be carried to a
successful issue in a temperate and equable climate such as that of
England.

On July 6th the Director General accepted De La Rue's offer.
The plates were to be 240 multiples and the firm was to be
responsible for the control. Six duties were ordered involving
altogether fifteen million stamps. The Director General had
however been 'charged to take steps to obtain some reduction
on the price quoted'. The letter closed with the following para
graphs:

Herewith I hand you six large outlines of the Postage Stamps with
an indication of the mottoes to be inscribed on them for each duty.
As to the internal vignette you will please keep as nearly as possible
to the type now in use, of course correcting and perfecting the design.
In order to facilitate this part of the work I enclose two photographs
of the Sphinx and the Pyramids of Gizeh. I leave to your choice the
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Egypt ornament to be placed in the empty spaces, but it is understood that

1879 Issue the colours to be employed shall be of the finest tint and best quality,
(continued) As regards payment I am not in a position to name at present the

house which will be authorized to negociate the conditions with you,
but I hope to be able to do so by the next post.
In order to avoid delay, I beg you to let me know by return of post
any points on which you require further information, at the same

time naming any reduction which you think you can make on the

prices above quoted.

I may add that in view of the imminent exhaustion of the stock of
Postage Stamps now in hand it is urgent that you should deliver with

as little delay as possible some portion of the stamps to be furnished.

A private letter from Monsieur Caillard to Thomas Andros
De La Rue accompanied this letter, which included the follow
ing two paragraphs:

I have forwarded by this post a letter informing you that the
Government has accepted your tender formanufacturing the Egyptian
Postage Stamps — but would be glad ifyou could give better terms.
The Government is naturally tempted by one or two cheaper
offers — cheaper only as regards immediate cost. In the event there
fore of your not being able to consent to a reduction of price I shall
be obliged if you will enable me by your reply to show that the prices
are fairly the lowest you could accept for good work. As you are aware
we are bound to economise strictly in every Department at present.
Owing to the absence of the Minister I have not been able to
ascertain the name of the house that will be charged to negociate the
payment, or take the deposit of the amount of the first payment. I
have the whole amount in the Caisse of the Administration ready to
be paid in, and trust there will be no delay on this score.

This letter was briefly acknowledged by Warren William De
La Rue on July 15th who promised to send the designs 'in the
course of a day or two'. In the meantime the Director General
confirmed the arrangements that had been made for payment, by
sending a copy of a letter dated July 12th which he had written
to the Director of the Bank ofEgypt in Alexandria.

I have the honour to inform you that the sum of £1,500, which has
been paid this day by my Administration into the Bank of Egypt is to
be carried to the Cr. of an A/c. entitled 'Acuninistration des Postes
Egyptiennes and Thos. De La Rue & Co., London.'
As this deposit is to serve as guarantee to Messrs. Thos. De La
Rue & Co., for the regular payment of the sums which will be due for
the execution of certain work which had been entrusted to them by
this Administration, I beg you to take the necessary steps to ensure
that all payments on account of this deposit may only be effected
against an order signed conjointly by the Director Genl. of this Ad
ministration and Messrs. Thos. De La Rue & Co.
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On August 7th the firm sent a photograph of the vignette, six Egypt
designs for the stamps, one design for the watermark, and six 1879 Issue
sets of diagrams. (continued)

We much regret the delay which has taken place in writing this Plate 46; 1 to 6
letter, but it was quite unavoidable, for in order to make the designs
which we are about to refer to we found it necessary to obtain a
model of the Sphinx. It was only after somewhat tedious negotiations
that we succeeded, through the kind offices of a friend, in securing
the loan of a cast taken from a very perfect representation of the
Sphinx, which is in the possession of the Duke of Northumberland.
The cast only reached us two days ago, and since then we have been
fully engaged in preparing our designs, so that although a consider
able interval has elapsed since the receipt of your last communication
we beg to assure you that no time has been wasted on our side.
The photograph of the vignette is taken from a pencil drawing
executed by an eminent artist, who is well acquainted with the sub
jects therein treated. You will notice that the second Pyramid has
been introduced in its proper position, whilst the face of the Sphinx
has been restored. The photograph is not nearly so nice as the draw
ing; but we think it will be sufficient as an indication of what we
should propose. With this sketch and the aforementioned model
before us, we could engrave a vignette which would not only be
artistic but protective. We submit, however, that if the Sphinx had
to be shown in its present mutilated state, an engraving could not be
rendered satisfactorily to so small a scale as we have to work to. We
have, therefore, to ask you to allow us to restore the face of the
Sphinx in the manner indicated on our sketch.
We think that it would be an advantage for a portion of the second
Pyramid to be seen, as shown in our sketch; but this for your con
sideration. You will kindly understand that the photograph of the
sketch merely indicates the general arrangement of the vignette:
details would have to be worked up by our engraver. We should, of
course, show a sky, although none appears in the sketch. The vignette
would, in fact, be worked up to the same degree of finish as those in
the three black proofs which accompanied our letter of the 2nd May
last. The designs are merely drawn with a camel's hair brush in water
colour, and they represent but very crudely the effect of a finished
stamp; they are, indeed, merely intended to show the general arrange
ment. The colours, too, are not such as we should obtain in printing,
for it is impossible with water colour to get the same effect as with
printing ink.
In the hope that you may approve of our stamp designs, we have
drawn, to four times the natural size, in quadruplicate for each
stamp, a diagram of the panels in which the vernacular inscriptions
will have to appear, and we shall feel obliged if you will be kind
enough to have the inscriptions carefully written in each one of these
enlarged panels, so that we may have for each stamp the inscriptions
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Egypt four times repeated and suitably arranged for the positions which

1879 Issue they will have to occupy. We ask for this to assist us in engraving the
(continued) inscriptions, as we are particularly anxious to get them right.

The diagrams must of course, when filled in, be returned to us, and
we must ask you also to return to us the stamp designs, seeing that
we have not retained duplicates of them. The design of the water
mark and the photograph of the vignette need not be returned to us.
Trusting to receive a telegram from you upon receipt in respect to
the vignette, and possibly in regard to the watermark, and hoping
that we may in due course hear through the post that the stamp de
signs please you.
In the event of the whole of the designs meeting with your ap
proval, that is to say those for the stamps no less than that for the
vignette and that for the watermark, you might perhaps kindly in
clude in your telegraphic message this information.

A firm stand was taken in regard to the suggestion that the
prices might be reduced, and the exact method of operating the
account with the Bank ofEgypt was clearly defined.
You ask us whether we cannot offer any reduction in our prices,
and we regret to say that we are unable to do so. The terms which we
quoted to you are analogous to those upon which we supply the
English and Indian Governments (you have no doubt the means of
checking this assertion on our part) although the quantities of stamps
which you order are comparatively very small to those which are
ordered periodically by the aforesaid Governments. We have, indeed,
quoted you the lowest prices at which we could undertake the work of
so high a character, and consequently we regret to say that we only con
firm our former tender, as correctly quoted in your letter under reply.
Passing now to your second letter — that dated the 12th ulto., — we
have had pleasure in noting that the sum of £1,500 has been paid into
the Bank of Egypt at Alexandria to the credit of an Account entitled
'Administration des Postes Egyptiennes et Thos. De La Rue & Co.,
de Londres:' Payments to be made from this deposit only upon an
order signed conjointly by yourself and us. This mode ofmeeting us
in regard to payment is satisfactory providing it be understood, as we
presume it is, that payment for any consignment of stamps shall be
made to us within a week or ten days of the goods being shipped, and
that as soon as the amount on deposit approaches exhaustion the

guarantee fund shall be replenished by your Government. We must
ask, too, that it be understood that in regard to dies, printing plates
and dandy roll payment shall be made for them within a week or ten
days after we are in a position to satisfy you that they have been com
pleted: in other words, that the dandy roll should be paid for as soon
as we can send you a sheet of watermarked paper made from the
same; and that each die and printing plate should be paid for when
you receive from us proofs taken from them.

A telegram duly arrived on August 17th saying that the
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vignette and crescent watermark had been approved, that the Egypt
'value figures should be more distinct', and that the details for 1879 Issue
the panels would follow in a letter. (continued)
This was confirmed in a letter dated August 18th, and the
arrangement for payment was ratified; it was also agreed that in
the circumstances it was not practicable for the prices to be
reduced. The six designs were approved as submitted, subject
to certain modifications in the arabic inscriptions. It was
suggested that if necessary the Twenty Paras could have a
rectangular instead of oval panel at the foot if the modifications
proved difficult otherwise, but no change was made.
Proofs of the Ten Paras and Five Piastres were sent on
November 8th and approved on November 15th. On December
9th De La Rue confirmed a telegram promising to despatch 'a
good supply of all duties of the Postage Stamps by the end of
January'. Proofs of the remaining four duties, and an impression
from each of the six printing plates, were sent on January 2,
1879. Caillard telegraphed on January 9th complaining that the
colour of the Ten Paras resembled too closely the One Piastre.
The firm sent the,following reply:

With reference to your telegram of yesterday, we very much regret
that you should consider that the colour of the 10 Para stamp re
sembles too closely that of the 1 Piastre duty. The former has been
printed in carmine, the latter in maroon, as you directed. The en
graving is, however, of such a refined character that different shades
of colour do not contrast so well one with the other as they would if
the engraving were coarser. The two colours we have used contrast
strongly in bulk.
Unfortunately, we had printed about 6i reams of the 10 para stamps
before the arrival of your telegram. We have now, however, changed
the colour to a purple, as you will see by a specimen sheet which we
enclose, and we trust that the alteration will meet with your approval.

In a further letter dated January 21st, when the new specimen
in purple had been approved, the firm explained that the maroon
shade had been an attempt to follow the shade of the specimen
stamp which Caillard had sent on July 6th.
The invoice for the original die, working dies, printing plates
and dandy roll, the payment for which had been drawn in instal
ments from the joint account, was dated December 31, 1878.
On February 12, 1879 the firm charged the following quantities
of stamps: Five Paras, 1,500,000; Ten Paras (maroon) 720,000;
Ten Paras (purple) 1,284,000; Twenty Paras, 2,000,160; One
Piastre, 2,400,000; Two Piastres, 1,024,320; Five Piastres,
180,000. There was no indication from Alexandria that the Ten
Paras printed in maroon were not issued.
The balance of the order for the One Piastre, a further
5,940,000 stamps, was despatched on March 17th.
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Egypt When completing the financial arrangements for this order in
Custody of a letter dated April 5th, Caillard asked that the dies should be
dies and plates senx to him in the same way as the postage stamps. The firm

protested against this proposal in their letter ofApr1l 16th.

With reference to the last paragraph of your letter, we venture to
point out to you that the Postage Stamp Dies could not be forwarded
to Egypt without great risk, seeing that the slightest corrosion upon
their surface would destroy them beyond reparation. The dies have
to be kept under protecting films, which require constant renewal,

seeing that if the atmosphere were allowed to act upon their face cor
rosion would at once set in. Such care, indeed, is required in the
treatment of the dies, that all those which belong to the English and
other Governments for whom we work are kept here, so that one of
our skilled assistants can have frequent access to them.
Owing to the fineness of the engraving, the Egyptian Stamp Dies
are exceptionally sensitive to the attacks of the atmosphere. We
venture, therefore, strongly to recommend you to allow us to retain
them in our custody, particularly so as recourse has frequently to be
had to them when stamps are being printed, in order that any defect
which may occur in the printing-plates may be remedied by the in
sertion of new stamp pieces. If, indeed, the stamp dies were to be sent
to Alexandria, they would have to be returned to us upon each
occasion ofyour ordering stamps.
In view of these considerations, we trust you will allow us to retain
the dies, and we can assure you that every care shall be taken of them.

Caillard's first reception of this proposal was favourable. He
wrote on April 26th:

Your remarks on the corrosion of the dies which might result from
their transport, or from the slightest negligence in the special care
which objects of this kind require, induce me to accept your proposal,
on condition, however, that this shall not entail any kind of expense
to my Department, and that you will furnish me with a written
guarantee, by which you will hold yourselves responsible for any
fraud or abuse which might result from the deposit of the said dies in
your hands. By the same guarantee, you should undertake to main
tain the dies in perfect condition and to be answerable to my Depart
ment for any deterioration which might arise.

Caillard, however, had not reckoned with the vagaries of the
corrupt Ismail Government. On May 8th he telegraphed for the
dies and plates to be sent to Egypt, and in spite of a strong
protest from De La Rue, who suggested that they should be
placed 'under seal here by some officer appointed by your
Government, or by the Bank of Egypt in London, or that that
Bank should take charge of them in one of their safes,' a letter
from Alexandria dated May 16th confirmed that they should be
shipped. A private letter from Caillard, sent on the same day, to
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Warren De La Rue is of considerable interest for it amply con- Egypt
firms the situation which led before the end of the year to the Custody of
substitution of the honest, if ineffective, Tewfik for Ismail as dies and pk*es
Khedive, and the taking over of the administration of the (continued)
country jointly by Britain and France.

I have written to you officially today to ask you to send on the Dies
and Plates of the stamps and Post Cards.
I am very sorry to have been obliged to take this step but the present
Minister of Finance can find nothing better to do than to upset all
that has been done by his predecessor, or by English officials generally.
He even proposes to reprint all the stamps and cards as he is one of
the old school of Turks and cannot understand the meaning of the
personal guarantee of an honourable house or of an honest man. In
fact His Excellency's experience of such 'phenomena' must be slight
indeed — as they are really phenomena in this country.
Add to this reason the personal spite of an employe discharged by
me for dishonesty and of a rival Arab printer, who are both taken into
the counsel of the Minister, and you have a fair sample of an Egyptian
intrigue, and of the difficulties in the way of an honest English
Official.

The vignette die, six working dies and plates and a printing
plate for post cards were shipped on June 10th. The dandy roll
was not included and its despatch was demanded. It was sent
towards the end of September.
In 1880 W. F. Halton, who had accompanied Caillard on his
visit to Bunhill Row two years earlier, took over the office of
Director General of Posts under the new administration. On
July 27th he telegraphed for an estimate and date for printing a
million Five Paras stamps. On August 4th he sent an order for
3,000,000. and despatched the die, plate and dandy roll. These
arrived in good condition and the stamps were despatched in
two consignments on September 29th and October 20th. The
dandy roll, die and plate were shipped back to Egypt on Decem
ber 11th.
A further order for 17 million stamps on September 5th called
for supplies of each duty. The dandy roll, dies and plates were
shipped home again, and with them went the post card plates.
Many of the latter reached De La Rue in a seriously damaged
condition, and as a result it was decided that in future the firm
would keep them in custody under the responsibility of the
representative of the Egyptian Government in London, who
kept the keys of the cupboard in which they were stored.

On July 1, 1881, De La Rue handed to Halton, who was Essays for
evidently in London, 'designs for the two new Postage Stamps Seven and Ten
which you think you may require, viz., 7 and 10 Piastres'. The piastres
accompanying letter explained that they 'differed as far as Plate 46; 7, 8
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Egypt possible from any existing stamps and from one another'. There
is no further correspondence about them.

Ten Paras When sending the order for a further supply of 17 million
Colour Change stamps on September 5, 188 1 , Halton said:

The colour of each duty is to be the same as that of the stamps
actually in use, except that of the 10 Para duty which you will please
make a grey colour like the specimen herewith.

These were consigned in the first shipment invoiced on
December 9, and amounted to 1,551,200 stamps.

1884 Issue On December 24, 1883 an order was despatched for a further
Postal Union 22\ million stamps, with the following instructions about
colours colours. The Two Piastres was not required.

The 5 Para Stamps are the most urgent, and I beg you to be good
enough to proceed immediately with their printing before any of the
others so that they may be here as soon as possible. No change is to be
made in the colour of this duty, which is to be the same as that of the

5 Paras at present current. It will be necessary that your first con
signment of 5 Para Stamps should be delivered here within 3 months.
As to the other series, their colours are to be modified to accord
with the agreement which was made between the countries of the
Postal Union to adopt uniform colours for Postage Stamps repre
senting the typical rates. Consequently the colours which have been
fixed by my Administration are:

10 Paras light green like the current 5 Piastres,
20 „ Pink „ „ „ 1 „
1 Piastres blue, rather deep.

5 „ Olive grey like the annexed 10/- English Postage Stamp.

Before commencing the printing of these five duties, I should be
glad if you would forward me a specimen of the colours which you
intend to employ.

The firm sent a colour scheme on January 9, 1884, with the
following comments:

We have put in hand the 5 Para stamps, which you urgently re

quire, and the remaining portion of the order shall be pushed on as
rapidly as possible.
Upon Appendix A we give a Scheme of colours which we have
prepared in accordance with your directions. We have printed the
10 Para Stamp in the colour which is used for stamps equivalent to
£d., for the green hitherto employed for the 5 Piastre Stamps is not
the right shade to accord with the International Postal regulations.
The 5 Piastre stamp we have printed in a somewhat fighter shade
than the colour of the English 10/- Postage Stamps, as we found that
the 5 Piastre stamp did not look well printed in so dark a grey. We
hope the Scheme will meet with your approval.
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The Egyptian Government rejected the proposal to alter the Egypt
shade of the green of the new Ten Paras. 1884 Issue

Postal Union
As regards the 10 Para Stamps, my Government do not share colours
altogether your opinion, but considers the colour proposed by the (continued)
International Convention is to be considered a type of colour,
leaving the countries of the Union the right to adopt the shade which
suits them. As the colour of the present 5 Piastres appears preferable,
we beg you to adopt it for the 10 Paras which you are about to reprint.
The adoption of the green of the present 5 Piastres for the 10 Paras
and the colour which you have given the new 5 Piastres. For this new

5 Piastres the Egyptian Government accepts the colour which you
propose.

The order was shipped in five consignments between Feb
ruary 20th and June 27th. The total quantities sent of the stamps
in the new colours were: Ten Paras, 3,030,000; Twenty Paras,
1,764,000; One Piastre, 12,438,000; Two Piastres, 258,000.

On January 28, 1886 De La Rue sent the following letter to Essay for Two
Mr Edgar Vincent of 1, Grosvenor Square: paras and Five

paras
With reference to Mr De La Rue's conversation with you the
other day we herewith beg to append an Egyptian 5 Para Postage
Stamp printed in a special colour of singly fugitive ink, differing from
any at present in use for the Postage Stamps, and overprinted '2
Paras'.

Such stamps we could supply, overprinted complete, at 1/6 per
thousand.

Vincent received a telegram from Cairo on February 10th
instructing him to annul the order for Two Para Stamps; 'They
will not be required as newspapers will be stamped A - L extra
ordinaire.' In acknowledging this telegram to Vincent the firm
reminded him that no further action could be taken in any case
without the receipt of instructions from Halton.
The following letter from Vincent, dated March 24th, 1886
appears in the Correspondence Book without further comment:

The 20 paras design has to be altered and the words '5 ochr el girch'
added in English and Arabic. Could your representative call here at
10 a.m. to discuss how this can be done. The Turkish engraver will
probably be in London in 3 or 4 days.

On March 29th, 1887 an order was sent for 10,300,000 1888 Issue
postage stamps, with the following instructions: change of

The colours of these Stamps are to be absolutely the same as those
of the Stamps at present in use.
The only modification consists in the expression of the values of
the 20, 10 and 5 Para Stamps. In consequence of the new monetary

currency
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Egypt system introduced into Egypt, the subdivision into Paras has been
1888 Issue suppressed and replaced by the division into Milliemes.
change of \ hand you enclosed some figures or sketches on which are traced
currency me inscriptions required, in French and in Arabic, on the 5, 2 and 1
(cont1nued) Millieme Stamps thus substituted for the 20, 10 & 5 Paras.
Plate 46; 9 ton It is of course understood that the border (frame) of each duty is to

be different.

A telegram was despatched on April 7th cancelling this letter,
and new instructions were sent when it was confirmed two days
later.

The administration of Posts has in fact decided to modify slightly
the inscriptions which are intended to serve as patterns for the new
order for Postage Stamps, and which were enclosed in my letter of
the 29th ulto., No. 258.
I have pleasure to hand you enclosed specimens of the inscription
which my Administration really desires to appear at full length as
well as in figures on each of the corners of the stamps of 1, 2 and 5
Milliemes of the new issue, and you will please modify the original
inscriptions accordingly.

A further letter was written on April 16th stating that the new
Postage Stamps must be delivered at Alexandria by the end of
November at the latest, as they were to be brought into use on
January 1, 1888.
When acknowledging these instructions on April 19th the
firm attempted to persuade the Egyptian authorities to change
their minds. The principal change in the instructions was the
transposition of the French and Arabic inscriptions, so that the
latter read across the head of the stamps.

We thank you for your order for Postage Stamps, and note that
you wish to have three new values of 5, 2 and 1 Milliemes, in place of
the 20, 10 and 5 Paras hitherto supplied. It appears to us a great pity
that this alteration is suggested, seeing that it would involve the

preparation of new dies and plates, for it is not possible to alter the
wording in the existing dies and plates in any way. We invite your
reconsideration of that point, for we think it may be possible for you
to continue the employment of the Para Stamps. If you cannot do so,
we recommend that the new Stamps should be the same as those they
take the place of, for we do not think the existing designs can be
improved. They were very carefully considered at the time they were
adopted, and it would be difficult to devise others that would contrast
more than they do (this is the first consideration) with the rest of the
series, besides which we think it would be a great convenience for the
new Millieme Stamps to correspond in appearance with the Para
Stamps they replace.
In view of these considerations, we have sketched the vernacular
inscriptions you have sent us on the existing Stamps — see enclosures



Plate 45

1. Joubert's head die for Leopold 1, 1865.
2. Joubert's head die for Leopold II, 1866.
3. Essay for Ten Centimes, 11/8 66.
4. Essay for Ten Centimes, 29/8/66.
5. Essay for Ten Centimes, 13/10/66.

6. Essay for Ten Centimes, 13 10 66.
7, 8. New head die and design, Belgium Two
Francs, 29/12/81.
9. Working die proof, Two Francs, 21/4/82.
10. Working die proof, One Franc, 21/5/83.



Plate 46

1. Six designs for Egypt, August 7, 1878.
7, 8. Designs for Seven and Ten Piastres,
July 1, 1881.
9 - 11. Designs received from Egypt, March

29, 1887, with Arabic inscription at top.
12 - 14. Rejected essays (a), April 19, 1887,
showing French inscription at the head of the
stamps.



Plate 47

1. Original sketch for special Fondation des 3. Proof of Five Milliemes stamp, included
fetes hivernales series, received in June 1895 in colour trials, October 10, 1895.
(reduced). 4-6. Designs A(4), B(s) and C(6) sent
2. Design submitted June 27, 1895. March 14, 1889 for Egyptian Service stamps.



Plate 48

1. Original Siam Kings's head die.
2. Original Siam key die: proof before hard
ening, 16/11/85.

3. Die from original key die: proof before
hardening, 17/9/90, of new working die for
single printing plate.

4. New key die for Siam: proof after harden
ing) 2/3/91.

5
- 10. Designs submitted June 1877 to
Commissioner of Customs, China.
11 - 13. Essays from die proof book, un
dated.
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A and B. We recommend the arrangement shown on enclosure A, for Egypt
it would, we submit, be a mistake to deviate from the rest of the 1888 Issue
Stamps, by placing the vernacular inscriptions at the top instead of at change of
the bottom of the Stamps. You must be good enough to understand currency

that the characters are but roughly represented in our sketches, and (.contmuecv

that in engraving we would carefully follow your manuscript. Plate 46;
The price ofeach die would be £50, and the price of each plate £85. 12 to 14
The preparation of the dies and plates would take some time and
we should not be able to ship any of the Stamps for about three
months from the date of your order to proceed. Therefore, if your
stock of the 20, 10 and 5 Para Postage Stamps is very low, we suggest
that you should order a small quantity of them to go on with.

The Egyptian Government proved to be adamant, and
approved the specimen which showed the Arabic inscription at
the head of the Stamps. They wrote on May 9th:

My Department cannot pay regard to the considerations which
you bring forward for maintaining the expression of the value of the
Stamps in Paras instead of in Milliemes. In consequence of the intro
duction of a new monetary system in Egypt, the designation in
Milliemes has become obligatory.
After having well reconsidered the question of the mode of placing
the inscriptions on the Postage Stamps, I have likewise decided to
put the Arabic above and the French below. I approve, therefore,
these inscriptions as shown on the enclosure B.
As regards the time for delivery of the order, it is necessary that
the articles should be completed and delivered at Alexandria, without
fail, at the end of November next. We shall not need in the interval
any delivery on account, and consequently you have before you all
the time necessary for manufacture.

The fresh supplies of the three Piastre duties, which were not
altered, were invoiced on August 4th, and the three new duties
were sent on November 18th. In addition to the working dies
and plates the following quantities were invoiced: One Millieme,
2,529,600; Two Milliemes, 1,212,000; Five Milliemes,
1,003,200.

The difficulties which De La Rue had experienced over the Gurnming
gumming of a large number of stamps printed for the Crown difficulties
Agents at this period, also spread to Egypt. In this case the
Government sent back seven cases of stamps which they claimed
were too lightly gummed, and asked that they should be re-
gummed at the firm's expense. De La Rue again took the line
that the stamps were not defective when they left Bunhill Row,
and pointed out that it would be impossible to regum sheets
that had been perforated. On the arrival of the stamps the firm
pointed out that the gum had been partially destroyed by fer-
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Egypt
Gumm1ng
difficulties

(continued)

Ten Piastres

mentation owing to exposure to damp, and that this was proved
by the fact that the sheets were sticking together.

As stated in our letter of the 23rd ulto., it is impossible to regum
the sheets by our machinery. We are glad to add, however, that we
have hit upon a plan by which we can apply an extra layer of gum by
hand, and although it will be a tedious operation, we are willing upon
the present occasion to undertake it for you free of charge. We enclose
a specimen sheet, showing what we can do in this direction. We our
selves consider it quite satisfactory, the only objection being that it
slightly increases the difficulty of separating the Stamps, as the gum
of necessity flows somewhat into the perforations. As we understand
that you must receive some of each duty by the end of the month we
have put in hand three reams of each of the 10 and 20 Paras and 1
Piastre Stamps, pending your reply. If you accept our offer to regum
the whole of the Stamps in question, it will be well for you to send us
a telegram on receipt of this letter.
In separating the sheets which are stuck together we cannot, we
fear, avoid injuring some of them. We will pack the damaged sheets
separately, labelling them as waste.

The ensuing correspondence was protracted, but in the end
the firm regummed as many of the sheets as was practicable,
and shipped them with the first consignment of Millieme
postage stamps on November 18th, free of charge.

In response to a request of June 8, 1888 De La Rue sent on
June 29th a design for a new Ten Piastres duty, and asked for
instructions in regard to the Arabic inscription.
This was approved on July 9th, except that the Arabic in
scription, which the firm had placed at the bottom of the stamp,
was to be moved to the top as in the case of the new Millieme
duties, and a revised design was approved on August 10th, with
the further modification that the French value should appear on
the left and the Arabic on the right.
The new die and plate were invoiced on November 15th, and
54,000 stamps were charged on December 20th.

Postage Due The Postage Dues, or Surcharge stamps as they were then
stamps called, were ordered on June 8, 1888, at the same time as the

new Ten Piastres. A design for the Five Milliemes duty was
submitted on June 29th, when De La Rue said that they would
submit a complete set of designs for the various duties required,
if it were approved. There is no further correspondence, but
the following quantities of stamps were charged on December
20th: Two Milliemes, 115,200; Four Milliemes, 115,200; One
Piastre, 115,200; Two Piastres, 230400.
There was no charge for dies and plates because it had been
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originally intended to lithograph the stamps, as the following Egypt
note in the Correspondence Book, dated July 26, 1 889, shows: Postage Due

When Saba Pasha the Egyptian Postmaster General was here on , E* ..
the 18th inst., I showed him the whole system ofour Control and Mr. '
Richardson's book which I initial after destroying the waste. He
seemed to be thoroughly satisfied with the system.
He was anxious to know how we produced the Surcharge Stamps,
&c., and I had to tell him that when he first asked us to tender for
these, we noticed that the samples he sent us were lithographed, and
we intended to produce them by that same system. However, we
found it impossible to work the lithographed process with our fugi
tive inks, in consequence of which we had been out of pocket on the
job. However, I said that having made a bad bargain, we did not
raise the question in any way but stuck to it.

The following letter was sent to De La Rue from Alexandria Service
on February 5, 1 889: de 1 Etat

My Department intends to issue special stamps for the prepayment
of the postage of official letters. These stamps would be of the same
colour and would have the same border as the postage stamps of the
same values at present in use, but in the centre instead of the Sphynx
and Pyramid they would bear the inscription 'Service de l'Etat', in
French and in Arabic according to the enclosed specimen. They
would comprise the same duties as the stamps at present in use, ex
cept the 1 millieme, which is useless.
In order to avoid the expense of dies and plates, it is desirable that,
as in the case of the Surcharge Stamps, you should so arrange that my
Department may only have to bear the cost ofprinting.
I should feel obliged by your informing me in what manner you
would propose to manufacture these stamps, and by your stating the
price at which you could supply them.
Be good enough at the same time to let me have a specimen of each
duty such as you would propose to adopt.

This was acknowledged on February 15th, and with their
letter the firm sent designs for six duties, and quoted 1/- per
1000 stamps, 'without making any charge for the necessary
printing plates'. They promised delivery in about five months.
These designs were returned from Alexandria on March 2nd
with the following remarks:

After having reconsidered the question my Office is disposed to
adopt but one stamp for the Service de l'Etat, without any duty and
with the simple inscription 'Postes Egyptiennes' and 'Service de
l'Etat' in French and in Arabic. It is of course understood that the
Arabic inscription would be at the top and the French inscription
below, as in the present 2 and 5 Milliemes Stamps.
This stamp should be of a different colour from the Stamps in
actual use and a little larger. I leave the frame- work to your t^St?..
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Egypt I shall be glad if you will be good enough to let me have as soon as
Service possible one or more specimens of the description and colour which
de l'Etat yOU would propose, in order that my Department may be enabled to
(continued) selectone.

I should feel obliged by your informing me at the same time of the
price of the stamps
1st produced by engraving on steel as the stamps at present in use.
2nd by lithography, like the Surcharge Stamps
The annual consumption of these Stamps will be about 1 i million.

When De La Rue replied on March 14th they sent the designs
required, and also suggested that the stamps might be supplied
by overprinting the ordinary postage stamps.

With reference to your letter of the 2nd instant, we enclose alterna-
Plate 4y; 4 to 6 tive designs A and B for the new proposed 'Service de l'Etat' Postage

Stamp, carrying the vignette of the Sphinx and Pyramid. In preparing
these designs we have made them upright in form, so as to offer a
marked contrast to the existing Postage Stamps. It would not be
possible to make the Stamps larger without considerable extra ex
pense to your Government, for the present watermarked paper
would not be available for a larger size. The adoption of either of
these would necessitate a die at a cost of £50, and a printing plate at
a cost of £85. Our price for the Stamps would be the same as for the
other Postage Stamps, viz., 1/1£d. per 1000.
We also enclose a design C similar to those submitted by our letter
of the 15th ulto., but omitting the duty, so as to make one Stamp only
available. If this be adopted, our price for the Stamps would be 1 -
per 1000, without any charge for the necessary printing plate.
On Appendix hereto we hand you a specimen of your 2 Millieme
Postage Stamps overprinted with 'Service de l'Etat' and the vernacu
lar. We may mention that the Service Stamps used by the English
Government are produced by overprinting the Postage Stamps in a
similar manner. Our price for overprinting the Postage Stamps
would be 2d. per 1000.

There are two passing references to the Service de l'Etat
stamps in the Correspondence Book in February 1891, but the
first consignment was not invoiced, according to the Day Books,
until July 8, 1893, when 2,654400 stamps were charged at 1/-
per 1000, with a large consignment of other stamps. It would
appear therefore that Specimen C was eventually approved.

Three A new contract of prices was fixed up in 1891 with Saba
Mi 1licmes Pasha, who had taken over the direction of the Postal Adminis

tration in Egypt and had made a personal visit to Bunhill Row.
As a result it was arranged that an annual statement of require
ments was to be sent to De La Rue, so that they could print the
stamps as economically as possible. When on February 9, 1891
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the order was sent for the 1892 requirements it included Egypt
250,000 of a Three Milliemes duty. On February 13th the firm Three
had sent a design for a Three Milliemes postcard, and in Milliemes

acknowledging the order they asked if this had been approved, (continued)
as it would also be applicable to a postage stamp of that duty.
The design was approved on March 21st, subject to a modifi
cation in the Arabic inscription, and the die, which was de
scribed as a 'Special Postage Duty die', was invoiced on July
1oth, together with a printing plate of 240 multiples, and
252,000 stamps were charged on August 22nd.

When sending the order for 1893 requirements on February Three
27, 1892 Saba Pasha gave the following instructions for colour Milliemes
alterations: Two Piastres

Colour
I have decided to devote the yellow colour of the P.2 Stamps to the Changes
3 Milliemes, which you will therefore be good enough to print in
yellow, and I have to ask you to submit a fresh colour for the 2 P.,
quite different from that of the existing 3 milliemes, which too much
resembles the P. 10.

On March 11th De La Rue sent three proofs of the Two
Piastres, 'printed in the colours which appear to us to be most
suitable'. On April 1st a further proof was sent 'printed in the
lilac formerly employed for the 10 Paras Postage Stamp'. They
suggested that in artificial light this would resemble the Ten
Piastres stamp too closely.
On May 9th the second of the three proofs submitted on
March 11th was approved, but De La Rue were asked to print a
further 300,000 of the Three Milliemes in the original colour
before printing the new order for 300,000 in yellow.
The stamps in the old colour were invoiced on July 20th,
when 311,520 were charged. With these 150,960 Two Piastres
were charged. The next supply of Three Milliemes, 384,000,
which was presumably in the new colour, was invoiced on June
10, 1893.

The enquiry for this limited series of special stamps was sent Fondation des
to the firm on June 11, 1895. It will be noticed that they were fetes
referred to as 'timbres speciaux', not 'timbres-poste speciaux'. hivernales

It would appear nevertheless from the correspondence that they
were given the status of a postage stamp in Egypt, and that they
were the forerunners of the numerous Commemorative series
that that country has issued in recent years. The letter was
signed by Saba Pasha as Director General of the Postal Ad
ministration.

J'ai Phonneur de porter a votre connaissance que le Gouvernement
Egyptien a decide de faire une emission de timbres speciaux a l'occa-
sion de la fondation de fetes hivernales au Caire.
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Egypt
Fondation des
fetes
hivernales

(continued)

Plate 47; 1

Plate 47; 2

Ci.inclus le dessein de la vignette qui a etd adoptee pour ces
timbres.

L'^mission comprendra les 3 valeurs de 1 piastre, 5 milliemes et 3
milliemes, et il ne sera emis que 100,000 timbres de chaque valeur,
soit un total de 300,000 timbres. Le timbre de chacune de ces 3
valeurs sera de la meme couleur que le timbres poste actuel de la

valeur correspondante.

Enfin, ce timbre special devra etre tire sur papier nligrand et devra
avoir une surface double de celle des timbres-poste en cours.

Je vous prie de vouloir bien me faire connaitre le prix de 1'emission
dans les conditions qui precedent et le temps qu'il faudra pour la
confectionner, a partie du jour de la commande.

Je vous serais oblige de me transmettre, en meme temps, un
specimen de la gravure d'apres le dessein ci.inclus.

The firm sent a design on June 27th.

With reference to your letter of the 11th inst. we beg to enclose a
design which we have prepared in two colours for the 'Fondation des
Fetes hivernales' Stamps, and which we trust will meet with your
approval. On reducing your design to the proper size we found that
we could not get the lettering in the end tablets into one line, and we
therefore had to make the end tablets somewhat larger, so as to enable

us to put the vernacular therein in two lines. We are not sure, however,
that we have separated it correctly. We must ask you as usual to send
us all the vernacular carefully written in triplicate.
We suppose that the stamps are only intended to apply to a limited
issue for this year, and that possibly next year you may require
stamps of some other design, in which case the border designs carry
ing the duty prepared for the present issue, would be available for
future issues, provided the size and wording remained the same.
We assume that the Stamps are to be used for postage purposes,
and that they are required to offer the same protection to the Revenue

as the existing stamps. We therefore recommend that they should be
printed in the same manner as all your other stamps, by the surface
process, and if this is done the most economical way of producing
them, seeing that the proposed issue is limited, will be by the Key
plate system, as in the case of the Salt Revenue Stamps, but instead
of printing from 120 set plates, as in that case, it will be better for
economy's sake, in view of the small quantity, to employ 60-set
plates only, which will effect a saving in the plates more than counter
balancing the increased cost ofprinting in smaller sized sheets.

They then quoted £100 for an original figure die, £42-10-0
for a keyplate of 60 multiples, and £2$ each for the three duty
plates. Their letter also included a schedule of printing prices in
two colours on watermarked paper in singly fugitive inks.
They promised to supply the stamps in three to four months
from the date of receiving instructions, and suggested that they
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(continued)

should be sent a telegram if the design were generally approved
so that they could go ahead with the engraving.
The estimate and proposed method of producing the stamps
was approved in a letter dated July 17th, and transcriptions for
the Arabic were sent in triplicate. The stamps were described as
'special postage stamps', and the order for 100,000 each of the
three duties was confirmed.

As regards the design, I submitted it to His Excellency the Minis
ter, who has just returned it to me accompanied by the following
observations: —

'I find that the reduction of the vignette does not give a sufficiently
artistic result.

The left arm of the figure in the foreground forms too straight a
line and is confused with the leg on which the hand is resting.
The boat in the background is too large in comparison with the
figure in the foreground.
Under these circumstances I think Messrs. De La Rue should be
asked to make another and more artistic Vignette, following simply
the original design, and not altering the composition in any way.'

The firm replied on August 1st:

We regret that the design enclosed in our letter of June 27th did
not meet with approval. It is exceedingly difficult for an artist who is
not a miniature painter to satisfactorily reproduce a figure upon so
small a scale. We have, therefore, made a full-size reproduction of
the figure you sent us by tracing, to which we have added the border
and other necessary detail. We have reduced this large drawing by
photography to the required size, as shown on the enclosed photo

graph marked C. By adopting this course we have ensured an accurate
reproduction of the figure, and the only objection is that the Stamp
is shown in one tint whereas it is, as arranged, to be printed in two
colours by the Key-plate system, as indicated by the first design,
which we now return.
If you approve of the new design C, we shall be glad to be favoured
with a telegram, as we are anxious to put the die in hand as early as
possible.

The new vignette was approved on August 19th and De La
Rue were asked to go ahead with the printing. They sent a colour
scheme on October 10th, in a letter which is not without phila
telic significance.

We beg on Appendix hereto to hand you 21 proofs in all, in a Plate 47; 3
variety of colours, of the 3 Milliemes, 5 Milliemes and 1 Piastre
Fetes Hivernales Stamps, for you to select from. Of course any
combination of colours can be appropriated to any duty.
We assume that when the Stamps are printed you will wish us to
destroy the dies and plates in the presence of Lieut. Col. Western,
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hivernales

(continued)

for if this is done, it will add largely to the value of the Stamps from
a philatelic point of view. This course was adopted by the English
Government with reference to the Jubilee issue of Post Cards and
Envelopes, indeed they published the certificate of the destruction of
the dies and plates, signed by their representative and ourselves, in
all the leading daily newspapers.
We suggest that you should send us a telegram stating the number
of the combination of colours you select for each duty, so that we
may proceed to print the Stamps with as little delay as possible.

Three of the colours were approved on October 23rd, and
De La Rue were instructed to destroy all the dies and plates in
the presence of the Egyptian Government's representative,
when it was known that the stamps had arrived safely. In their
acknowledgment the firm stated that the stamps would be
shipped on November 27th.
Advice that the dies and plates could be destroyed was sent
on January 22, 1896 and Colonel Weston visited Bunhill Row
on February 4th for that purpose. A formal certificate of de
struction was signed by the Colonel and Thomas Andros De La
Rue, and witnessed by A. Richardson.

The annual orders for postage stamps continued to come in
regularly until the close of the period under review, in quantities
of about twenty million. There were no further changes, how
ever, and nothing is recorded in the correspondence of philatelic
importance.

BELGIUM
Belgium After an interval of over fourteen years De La Rue again
1883 Issue found themselves corresponding with the Minister of Public

Works in Brussels, following a letter from him dated December
9, 1880.

I have instituted a Commission to enquire what would be the best
means of improving in an artistic point of view the manufacture of
Postal and Telegraph Stamps, and at the same time preventing their
being forged. With respect to the first point: the Commission arrived
at the opinion that to prevent forgery by lithographic transfer and by
photography, the stamps should bear besides the imprint vignette

(frame and figure) a protective ground.
Certain members of the Commission think that this ground could
be a flat tint of the same photographic colour as that of the vignette;
others think it should be an engraved background, in which case the
engraving of the frame should be treated somewhat freely in order
that the second engraving work intended to serve as a protective
background might remain apparent and harmonize with the first.
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In deference to a wish expressed by the Commission, I beg leave to Belgium
apply to you in the matter to obtain your advice on the following 1883 Issue

questions: — 1st. Whether the protective background, be it flat tint or (continued)
engraved, is sufficient to protect from forgery? and whether on the
other hand the employment of this means would not be of such a
nature as to considerably injure the artistic appearance of the Stamp
and to complicate sensibly the work of printing? 2nd. Which of the
2 backgrounds (flat or engraved) would be preferable?
I will ask you to be good enough at the same time to let me know
if you could furnish us with the steel dies engraved to make our
electro-types and on what terms.

The f1rm's immediate answer was shorter than might have
been expected. Possibly with the new Inland Revenue contract
in full operation they were not anxious to make dies and plates
for a Foreign Country which had all the facilities for printing its
own stamps.

In reply to your letter of yesterday, we beg to say that we place
reliance against forgery upon the character of the printing inks we
employ in the production of adhesive stamps, and we believe that
they afford a much more efficient safeguard than any form of under-
print. If, however, an underprint be employed, we should ourselves
consider an engraved one preferable to a continuous or flat one.
Before we reply to the question contained in the last paragraph of
your letter, we must ask you to be good enough to state the number
of dies which would be required.

The Belgian authorities sent very full particulars ofwhat they
had in mind when they wrote again on January 6, 188 1 .

I beg to thank you for the information which you were good
enough to give me in your letter of the 10th ult. You tell me that in
your opinion the best guarantee against forgery of Postage Stamps
lies in the quality of the ink employed for printing them. As I have
not this means at my disposal, it being I suppose a secret of your
house, I am inclined, as advised by you, to make a trial of double
printing in two tints of equal photographic value and with an en
graved safety background. This trial would be limited in the first
instance to one of our values, a new stamp of 2 francs, and if it gave
good results the system would be applied to other Postage Stamps
to the number of 5 or 10 and probably also to Telegraphic Stamps.
I will, therefore, confine myself for the present to asking you for the
two necessary dies for the Postage Stamp of 2 francs bearing the
figure of Leopold II, but first of all I will ask you to let me know
your price

(1) For the first double die (vignette and safety background);

(2) For each of the 5 or 6 following dies, with framework similar or
different, supposing that the medallion, which will be the same for
all the values, can be produced from a single punch and that the same
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Belgium safety background can be employed for all the values, which seems

1883 Issue to me desirable in view of economy.
(continued) jt would be useful, it seems to me, (and on this point I rely on your

experience) if the 2 engravings, whilst harmonizing perfectly, could
present strikingly different traits, so that in the case of a deviation in
the registration the printing would not present a bad appearance.
In short, I should like to know what is the best means of repro
duction by the galvanoplastic system (lead, gutta-percha, or other

material), and how many mouldings will have to be made. This will
assist me to determine the side to which the figure of the Sovereign
should be turned.

In their reply of January 14th De La Rue were reluctant to
supply the required information without an assurance that it
would 'be confined to a Government Department' and not
'reach other hands'. After reminding the Minister that they had
already supplied plates, material and machinery for printing
postage stamps in 1865, they explained the properties of fugitive
inks, and recommended their use rather than an underprint.
They then submitted the usual quotation of £200 for an original
head die, £55 for working dies and £100 for printing plates, and
suggested that they might also be allowed to print some sheets
from the plates.
The M1nister answered this letter on February 26th:

I have the honour to reply to your letter of the 14th ult., the subject
ofwhich has been submitted to a commission.
All the Postage and Telegraph Stamps are manufactured at the
works of this Government at Malines under special supervision and
control. It is therefore scarcely to be feared that your special process
would be divulged.
I thank you for the offer which you have made to undertake the
supply of printed sheets of Postage Stamps—an offer which I cannot
accept for various reasons.
I am disposed to entrust you with the engraving of a steel die for a
2 franc Postage Stamp. If I understand you rightly this die complete,
i.e., with the engraved border or framework would cost £200 sterling.
This is the price which was paid for similar work in 1865.
The other examples, each with a special framework would cost

£55. Kindly let me know whether we agree on this point.
According to your advice I give up the underprint and I think of
making use of your non-oleaginous inks, the qualities of which I
appreciate. I can recommend to my colleague of the Finance Depart
ment the special ink which you employ for Stamps intended to be
cancelled by writing ink. I will ask you, therefore, to kindly let me
know if you would be able to supply inks of any required colour and
at what price.

The matter of a printing plate was held in abeyance as the
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price was considered high, and the Government Printing Office Belgium
was fully equipped for making plates economically. They might 1883 Issue
however require a plate of 50 multiples, as they printed in six (continued)
panes of 50 multiples, 300 to the sheet.
The firm replied on March 3rd. They pointed out that in
addition to the charge of £200 for the head die there would be
£55 for the Two Francs working die. They continued:

It now only remains to us to reply to the observations you make on
the price of the printing plates, and we beg to say that our stamp
printing plates are made in one entire piece, and that as they are made
in a very special manner we could not undertake to supply them at a
less price than that quoted. The possession of such a plate as we
should supply you with would not we fear assist you in the prepara
tion of further plates, but the special duty die would have to be re
sorted to upon each occasion of your requiring a new plate.
We are much obliged to you for having sent us a specimen sheet of
your postage Stamps. This will be useful to us for reference.

On April 5th the Minister confirmed the order for the original
head die and Two Francs working die. The firm were asked to
quote for supplying the ink.

I also agree to pay the price of£1ce for the plate of 300 Stamps to
be supplied with the die, but I reserve to myself the right to see whether
there would not be ground after perfecting our process to have the
other copies of the plate manufactured in the workshops of this
Government, in order to avoid an outlay which appears to me
excessive.

It seems probable from this letter that the Belgian printers
were in the habit ofmaking from a master printing plate dupli
cate electroplates for printing purposes, and, unlike De La Rue,
did not strike a new set of leads from the die each time a printing
plate was required.
The specimen sheet of Belgian stamps raised a new difficulty
which was to cause some delay in engraving the original head,
for De La Rue noticed that the Belgian stamps differed slighdy
in size from those they printed for the Inland Revenue. They
pointed this out in their letter ofApril 7th.
Our tender for the printing plate was given upon the assumption
that the stamps were to be of the same size as the English, and we are
led to hope that you will decide to have them so. It would be a pity
by making them smaller than the English stamps to lessen the size of
the head, and to limit the scope for the designer and engraver un

necessarily, besides which it is important in relation to price that we
should not be driven into making any new machinery and apparatus
such as would be required had a new size of stamp to be produced.

The Minister wrote again on May 28th.
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Belgium With reference to your letter of the 7th April last, I have the honour
1883 Issue to send you herewith, to serve for the preparation of the die for the
(continued) new Belgian Postage Stamps, a portrait of our Sovereign, taken

photographically from a medallion which was approved by His
Majesty. I presume that this model would do for you.
You point out that the dimensions of our stamps do not correspond
exactly with that of the English stamps. There is, it is true, a differ
ence, but it is not such that it need modify the size of the plates, only
the margin for the perforation will be slightly diminished.
I think with you that it is necessary to give the utmost development
possible to the head, but on the other hand it is necessary that the
frame should be arranged so as to make the figures denoting the
value of the stamp very prominent. In this respect, the English £d.
stamp is open to improvement.
I send you herewith a proof of one of our duties, which will show
you what you may already have seen from other specimens, that the
size ofour plates is exactly in accord with that of the English plates.

He asked that the die and plate for the Two Francs should be
supplied as quickly as possible, but the firm were not happy
about the size of the stamp and wrote again on May 3 1st.

Before we prepare a design for the 2 fr. Stamp, we wish to be quite
sure that we understand your requirements, and have to ask, there
fore, in which direction the head is to be engraved: further, whether
we are to make the stamp the same size as the English Postage
Stamps. You are mistaken in supposing that the proof you are good
enough to enclose us is the same size as our stamps. This is not the
case. You have very likely been misled by the fact of the English
stamps which you have compared with your own having stretched
or expanded somewhat. The difference is not great, but it is per
ceptible. We hope to hear from you that we may make our design the
same size as the English.

The Minister wrote again on May 3 1st:

Concerning the size of the stamps and plates, I can but repeat what
I have already said. The Belgian Postage Stamps are, in fact, a little
smaller both in height and in breadth than the English stamps, but
the difference is found in the margin left between the stamps for
perforation, which can be diminished by a millimetre or even a little
more ifnecessary.
I need not tell you that it is absolutely necessary that the printing
plates (of 300 stamps divided into six compartments of 50), should
accord perfectly with our perforation machine. It would be possible
to admit a slight departure in the breadth which we would remedy by
changing the rack), but it is preferable that it should not be so.
I send you herewith, to guide you in your work, a sheet of yellow
paper perforated by our machine. You can also judge by this sheet of
the size ofpaper which we require.
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Clearly the difference in size, slight though it might be, was Belgium
going to cause considerable difficulty in the plate-making, 1883 Issue
possibly when striking the leads. The firm suggested that it (continued)
would be cheaper to alter the perforating machine when they
wrote again on June 10th.

We are glad to find that the Belgian Stamps do not vary so much
in size from the English Stamps as we had expected, but they vary
sufficiently to make us fear that you could not very well perforate
stamps of the English size with your perforating apparatus. The
question then arises, what is to be done in regard to the die and plate,
for we could not make a plate of exacdy the size of the Belgian
stamps without a great deal of extra preliminary work, for which we
should have to charge. It would, however, we think be comparatively
a simple matter for us to modify your punching apparatuses so as to
suit our size of stamps, and we may take this opportunity of saying
that we have introduced a great improvement in the construction of
those apparatuses. Although we can proceed with the design, we shall
not be able to deal with the engraving thereof until we have your
decision as to size.

On the following day they sent the design:

Confirming our letter of yesterday, we herewith beg to hand you a
design which we have prepared for your two-franc Postage Stamp.
You will kindly understand that this design is simply drawn by hand,
and that it but very roughly represents the effect of a finished stamp.
This remark especially applies to the head, which it is impossible to
draw correctly to so small a scale.
We assume that you wish the background of the head to be lined
as in the case of the English Postage Stamps, and not engraved solid,
as in the case of the Belgium Postage Stamps.

The Minister replied fully to these letters on June 20th. He
gave some interesting information about the Belgian perforating
machines.

I have received your letters of the 10th and 11th inst., and I have
the honour to reply to the questions which they raise.
I approve the design which you have sent me for the 2 francs
stamp. It is understood that the medallion will have a lined back
ground as in the English Stamps and not be a flat tint.
I shall be glad if you will inform me whether it would not be pre
ferable, in view of the facility of printing and of appearance, to give a
clear ground to the 2 bands which bear the inscriptions 'Belgique'
and 'deux francs' by putting the letters in relief instead of making
them hollow.
I know that in engraving the character and resemblance of the
model which was sent you will be better represented than in the de
sign made by hand, to which, of course, I understand it was not
possible to give the necessary degree of perfection.
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Belgium You say that our perforating machine would with difficulty be
1883 Issue adapted to your plates. The functionaries who superintend our
(cont1nued) manufacture are not of this opinion. It is true that your Stamps are a

little larger than ours, but the difference may be found, I repeat, in
the white margin which separates the stamps. We have assured our
selves of this by placing on one of our sheets a section of 50 English
Stamps which you sent us; all the dotted lines correspond exactly.
We have in use 3 perforating machines, one with racks worked by
steam, and the 2 others by hand, which strike with one blow a sheet
folded in two. The former made by Messrs. Ravasse, of Paris, gives
as perfect work and as rapid as possible. It can be adjusted according
to the size of the plates, i.e., the rack which acts on the breadth of the
sheet can easily be replaced. On the other hand the perforating
apparatus which takes the sheet in the height is composed of 2 pieces
which can be made nearer to one another, or further apart according
to the total dimensions of the plates. You will understand, therefore,
that it is not possible for me to modify the proportions of our princi
pal machine, the more so as we are to continue to make use of this
machine for all our other values, the plates for which will only be

replaced successively and after a rather long delay. Nevertheless, as
I desire to be quite satisfied on this subject, I shall be glad if you will
send me a sheet ofwhite paper perforated by your machine.
I must return to the question of the size of the engraving. If, as I
suppose, you form your electrotyped plates by means of lead struck
in a matrice of a size rigorously fixed, I should like to know whether
by keeping to this size is it not possible to make the engraving further
from the edge of the die. In this manner there would be somewhat
more margin for the perforation. I am led to make this observation
because the circular medallion, which I prefer to the elliptical medal
lion, leaves but little breadth for the framework of the head on 2 sides
and because it might thereby sometimes be encroached upon in case
ofmuch deviation in the perforation.

The firm replied equally fully on June 22nd:

We have to thank you for your letter of the 20th inst., and are glad
to hear that you like the design which we have prepared for your 2
franc stamp. With regard to the tablets at the top and bottom of the
stamp, we should recommend you to retain the treatment we have

shown, i.e., white letters on a dark background, as by that means you
would get a greater mass of colour on the stamp than if you were to
have dark letters on a white ground, and as distinction between

stamps depends in great measure on the difference of colour, it is
important to have broad effects of colour in the parts where it is
admissible, seeing that most of the stamp has to be so finely engraved.
You may take our assertion in regard to the relative sizes of the
Belgian and our stamps as correct, for we have a more exact means of
determining the difference of size than you can possess. In order to
show you exactly how the matter stands, we send you two sheets of
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our id. Postage stamps imperforated. You will be able by gauging or Belgium
perforating these sheets to see exactly what difference there is be- 1883 Issue

tween the size of the stamps. We must ask you kindly to return them (continued)
to us.

In the design which we sent you, we have provided for as much
white margin round the stamps as we think would be desirable, but
this margin could be increased to any extent you might desire; in
other words, the printed portion of the stamp can be made as small
as you wish, and if you will be good enough to indicate on the design
the limit which you would prescribe for the outer lines, the alteration
would be easily effected. We would, however, strongly recommend
you to keep the printed portion of the Stamps as large as possible, for
the larger it is the more satisfactorily can the engraving be treated,
besides which we ourselves consider a large margin very ugly. The
margin shown in our design is that which is adopted for all the stamps
we produce.

They pressed for an early decision as 'the partner of our house
who has the matter in hand intends to leave London for a holiday
in about ten days'. The answer was dated July 1st.

After re-examination of the matter, I think that we can, without
much alteration in our machines, perforate pretty conveniently
sheets of Postage stamps of the size of English stamps. You can judge
of this by the two sheets which you were good enough to send me and
which I return you herewith. They have been perforated by two differ
ent machines, and the results are satisfactory, excepting that the

sheets were a little displaced in the machine.
It is of course understood that our plates are to contain 300 stamps,
divided into six compartments of 50, according to the specimen which
I sent you. If for reasons unknown to me you cannot make a plate of
300 stamps which would adapt itself perfecdy to our perforator, I
must ask you to observe, as is done in the specimens which you have
sent me, the exact proportions for each of the six parts of 50 stamps.
We can in case of need, cut the plate in two or in six pieces to make it
accord with the arrangement of our machines.
It is understood that in view of the high price of your plates (£100)
we shall only order of you one for each value. We shall thus have the
power to adapt the plates to our perforating machines.
We find a great advantage in having plates formed of several de
tached pieces. In case of accident, we can confine ourselves to re
placing the part of the electrotype which has suffered, and that is
done by us with the greatest facility. On the other hand, when there
is any part of the plate which does not yield a good impression, we
can easily place an underlay under the plate at the place desired. You
have no doubt processes which serve your purpose in these respects,
but we must have regard to the processes employed for many years
by our workmen, which it would be dangerous to reform.
As to the size of your stamps, there is really very little difference.
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Belgium The question is to know whether the engraving could not be reduced

1883 Issue so as to leave between each stamp for the perforation a margin almost

(continued) equal to that which exists on our present sheets—see the specimen
herewith.

It must, moreover, be understood that each forme of 50 stamps is
to correspond to our dimensions in the total size.
I approve of the design which you have sent me.

De La Rue were still not entirely satisfied, and submitted a
further sketch showing the effect of the changes in the design.

There will be no difficulty in giving you the same margin between

the 2 franc stamps as you have between your 10 centime stamps; but,

as we have explained to you before, this would entail our reducing
the design which we sent you, and somewhat interfere with the effect

of that design. As, however, you make it a sine qua non to have the
same width of margin which you have been accustomed to, there is
no alternative but to alter the design accordingly. Unless we hear

from you to the contrary, we shall assume that you agree to our

making the necessary reduction, and we shall at once put in hand the

engraving to the somewhat reduced size.

P.S. Upon re-consideration, it appears to us better to send you, as
we do herewith, a sketch showing how much the 2 fr. stamp will have
to be reduced, in order to give you the margin you require. The black
lines on the sketch show the size of the die, or in other words where
the perforation would have to be. You will see that we have had to
reduce the stamp very considerably.

On July 6th the Minister sent the following short note, which
shows that he was not unappreciative of the firm's difficulty:

I am of your opinion respecting the dimensions to be given to our
Postage Stamp; but I will try to come to an understanding on this
subject with the head of our manufacture at Malines, and as soon as
a decision is arrived at (which will be in a couple of days) I shall have
the honour ofwriting you officially.

Two days later he sent the following report of his efforts to
persuade the Government Printer to agree.

I hasten to reply to your letter of the 4th inst., The head of our
manufactory insists on there being between each stamp a white

margin of 2 m/m., in order to prevent the perforation encroaching
on the Postage Stamps, which sometimes occurs in our sheets. I shall
be glad, therefore, if you will act accordingly which will enable you
I think to increase by about £ m/m. in height and in breadth the size
of the new design which you have submitted to me. Itwill at all events
be possible to increase the medallion which has been reduced to
excess in the design compared with the preceding design. You will
notice that in the former design the circle which surrounds the
medallion is nearer the edge of the engraving than in the other.
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A further sketch showing the stamp as it would appear with a Belgium
margin of one millimetre on the paper, or two millimetres be- l%%5 Issue
tween stamps, was sent on July 12th and approved on July 14th. (continued)
At the end of September it was arranged that the die and plate
should be manufactured under the control of the Inland
Revenue officer, and an advance proof was submitted on
October 13th. This was criticised at some length on October
20th.

The proof from the die which you sent me in your letter of the

13th inst., did not appear to me to be altogether satisfactory, and I
therefore submitted it to one of our masters in the art of engraving,
and I have the honour to append some observations to which this
examination gave rise: —

The shadow which separates the forehead from the eye should
descend a little lower.
The nose is a little too turned up towards the upper part.
The line of shadow which descends along the nose is too black.
The bottom of the nostril should be more accentuated.
The cheek should be made darker.
Put more light in the hair so as to obtain more mass.
Your artist, practised as he is in this kind of work, doubdess does
not forget that in reductions of portraits to a very small size it is not
necessary to observe rigorously all the proportions. There may be
some details which may be a little exaggerated with a view better to
represent the character of the face.
The photographic model which I sent you is a conventional
portrait accepted by His Majesty, and is not of scrupulous resem
blance. There can be no reason for departing from this model, except
to approach more nearly to the truth.
I think it well to send you herewith a photograph of the King taken
from life in half profile. There are none taken full-face.

These proposed modifications were carried out and a further
die proof was sent on October 25th. Nothing further transpired
until December 10th, when a few minor retouches were
suggested. These were made, and further proofs were submitted,
this time in colour as well as black, on December 13th. This was
'approved as a whole', although some further changes were asked
for on December 24th, and the final proof of the original King's Plate 45; 7, 8
head was submitted on December 29th and approved on
January 7, 1882. The frame design was also approved.

I also approve of the design for the border (Frame), but I must ask
you to render the duty 'deux francs' (2 francs) as definite as possible,
and to see whether there would be any means of expressing all the
values in full, and in characters sufficiently strong, especially the duty
of 'vingt cinq centimes' (25 centimes). The word centimes might be
abbreviated 'cent", or 'cs'.
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Belgium This was the first indication De La Rue had received that
1883 Issue there were to be other duties, and they asked for further infor-
(con t inued) mation in their reply of January 9th.

We have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th inst.,
and we shall be happy to carry out your suggestion as to lightening
the neck, so as to bring it into stronger relief.
We will take care to engrave the duty of the 2 franc stamp as
clearly as possible, but we do not understand your remarks as to
other duties, for at present we only have the 2 franc duty before us.
Do you wish us to prepare designs for the other duties of your
stamps? If so, will you kindly give us a list of them, when we shall be
happy to make sketches for your approval. We should recommend
the design of each duty to be as unlike the others as possible, so that
contrast between duties may not depend alone upon colour.

The new duties were confirmed by the Minister on January
17th.

In my letter of the 7th inst., I only mentioned the duty of 25
centimes in order to give you an idea of the longest inscription which
will have to be put in full at the base of the border of the stamp of
the kind for which a Die has been ordered of you.
The values of these Stamps will be 10, 20, 25, 50 centimes, 1 franc
and 2 francs, and they are to appear in full at the place mentioned.
It is for you to determine if this is possible.
I am of your opinion concerning the necessity of varying the
borders for each duty of Stamps, but there is no reason at present to
prepare any other border than that which is intended for the 2 franc
Stamp. The present replies to your letter of the 9th inst.

Plate 45; 9 Two proofs in red and two in black ofthe Two Francs working
die were sent on April 21st and approved on May 12th. An 'ex
perimental plate' was made to confirm the special dimensions
and a pull sent on June 22nd and approved on July 5th. On July
24th the Minister sent formal instructions for the remaining
duties.

I have the honour to request you to be good enough to submit
designs for border for our Postage Stamps of the following values: —
Dix centimes, Vingt-cinq centimes, Vingt centimes, Cinquante
centimes, Un franc.
The value is to appear in full in the space intended for it. The
word 'centimes' can be abbreviated if necessary and expressed by
'cent' or 'cs\
On the terms of our convention, and notably of your letter of the
14th January, 81, the price of the engraving of the dies for border is
£55 each, and that of each plate £100. After approval of the designs
you can proceed with the preparation of the die and plate for each
of the values enumerated above.
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The issue of the five new Postage Stamps is to take place simul- Belgium
taneously, so that it is important that you should push on as much l%%3 Issue

as possible the engraving of the various dies and afterwards the (continued)
preparation of the plates.
I shall be glad if you will letme know the time, reckoning from the
approval of the designs, in which this work could be completed.

The firm submitted the designs on July 27th:
We expect to be very busy with stamp work shortly, and it would,
therefore, be a convenience to us if you could kindly settle on the
designs without delay, in which case we think we could undertake to
produce the dies and printing plates of the five values which you
require within six months from the receipt of your final instructions,
but if delay take place in the settlement of the matter, we fear that we
should have to ask for an extended time.

On August 2nd they wrote again about the plate for the Two
Francs:

We are making rapid progress with the preparation of your 2 franc
plate. We propose, as soon as it is completed, with your concurrence,
to print off (under control) about 2 dozen sheets from the plate, in
order to show the character of work which it will produce. We shall
feel obliged if you will inform us the colour in which you would like
such sheets printed, by mentioning the number of the colour on the
Schedule of Colours which we forwarded to you on the 2nd June
188 1. We will send you the sheets with the plate, and we hope that
you will be kind enough to return us one of them, after it has been
cancelled, for our specimen Book.
We await with interest your reply as to the designs we sent you on
the 27th ulto., as if the work is to be got through rapidly it ought to
be put in hand soon.

On the following day they wrote again, requesting that the
Inland Revenue officer should be formally instructed to super
vise both the printing of sheets for the Two Francs plate and the
making of the dies and plates for the other duties. The Ministry's
letter ofAugust 16th changed the situation.

M. Olin, Minister des Travaux Publics, returning to the decision
taken by his predecessor desires to enlarge our Postage Stamps and
to make them the size of the English Stamps. It would be a question
principally of freeing from obstruction the head of the King, which
in the new design you have given us, is slightly broken by the border.
I must ask you to be good enough to look into the matter, and see
if it is possible whether the die which you have engraved is suitable
for this enlargement. I notice that the sheets of English Postage
Stamps are nearly of the same size as the Belgium sheets so that the
little figures are nearer to one another on the former than on the
others.
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Belgium This presents some difficulties for perforating, which, even with
1883 Issue the greatest precaution, often encroaches upon the vignettes. I should
(continued) De glad therefore to know your opinion upon this important point. I

presume that with a view of avoiding a remaking of your tools, you
would prefer to adopt exactly the size of the English sheets. Be good
enough to let me know as soon as possible your reply to the above

question.
The plate for the 2 francs Stamps, which I presume to be almost
finished, could be utilised till it were worn out. The Minister also
desires borders of an elegant and light form. We will give you speci
mens if necessary.

De La Rue reported fully on this proposal in their reply of
August 18th. They were now in the throes of their experiments
for the new Unified Postage and Revenue series for tie Inland
Revenue, which accounts for their anxiety to complete the
Belgian order.

We have the honour to acknowledge your letter of the 16th inst.,
and beg to inform you that the 2 franc die and plate being finished,

it is impossible for us to make any alteration. Referring to our letters
of the 2nd and 3rd inst., we beg to remind you that we are only wait
ing to hear how you wish this plate dealt with. Should you when

requiring a new 2 franc plate wish to have the size of the stamp
altered, it would necessitate a new working die, which would cost

you £55. The price of a new plate from this die would be the same as
from the present die.

Regarding the 5 new duties for which we sent you designs in ours

of the 27th ulto., we beg to inform you that we can prepare new
designs to the exact size of the English 1d. Stamps at the price of

£155 for die and plate for each duty as quoted in our letter of the

27th ulto. We would remind you that the reason you adopted the

smaller size was to obtain more space between the stamps for the

perforation. If you adopt the size of our 1d. Stamp, it will be im
possible to give you more space between the Stamps than we give

between the English Stamps. We quite agree with you that in con

sequence of the shrinkage of the paper there is tendency for the
perforations to encroach slightly in portions of the sheet on the
stamps, but this has always been held to be unavoidable, and we
should say that the small gain you obtain in the space between the

stamps by adopting the size of your 2 franc stamp would not entirely
obviate this.

We enclose the 1 franc stamp design enlarged to the English 1d.

Stamp size, and we shall feel obliged if you will let us hear as soon as
possible whether you will adhere to the size of your 2 franc stamp
upon which the designs covered by ours of the 27th ulto., were pre
pared. We could, which ever size you adopt if you wish it
,

prepare

fresh designs for the border, so as to bring out the head a little more

prominently. It would be a great convenience to us ifyou could kindly
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settle this point as quickly as possible, as we fear that if your de- Belgium
cision is delayed we shall be so busy that we should be unable to pro- 1883 Issue

duce the dies and plates for the 5 duties within the 6 months in which (continued)
we undertook to do them by ours of the 27th ulto.

On August 31st the Minister confirmed that the five new
duties would be 'the same size as the English Postage Stamps',
and that the Two Francs plate would be 'utilized just as it is
made'. On the designs he wrote:

Among the designs which you have furnished for the 5 borders
there is only one which satisfies me, that of the 10 centimes. The
others are wanting in elegance and lightness. The head should be
more clear. I send you as a model to be followed as nearly as possible
some English and American Stamps which seem to me pretty
successful.

I recommend specially to your attention the specimens marked
with a cross in ink. I should like, contrary to the former manner of
thinking of my Administration, to express, or perhaps repeat, in
figures the value of the stamps and this in view of the Flemish popu
lation. You could for example, according as the design would lend
itself to it

,

put first of all the value in full, 'Dix centimes', or simply
the word centimes abbreviated, ifnecessary, in the following manner
Centes, Cmes, and indicate the amount in figures placed at the two
lower corners.
The American specimens resolve the question perfectly; some by
placing the figures between the two words, Dix (10) centes, above it

,

the others by inserting the figure above the head in the circle.

I should point out that the little final letters employed in the abbrevi
ated words Centes, or Cmes, should not be underlined in printing.
The one franc Postage Stamp can, as well as that of 2 francs, ex
press the value in full letters only.

On September 5th the Minister confirmed that he would like
two dozen sheets of the new Two Francs stamp printed in brown
ink. A further group ofdesigns was submitted on September 6th.

We have the honour to acknowledge your letter of the 31st ulto.,
and we have prepared the enclosed six designs in accordance with the
instructions with which you favoured us. In the 10 Centes stamp, we
have placed the figures in the lower corner only. If, however, you
desire it

,

the figures could appear in the top corners as well, in place
of the ornament. We have prepared two designs for the 50 Centimes
stamp, as it will perhaps enable you to make a better selection. Either
of the 50 Centimes values could, of course, be changed into any other
value.

As requested, we enclose a sheet of paper which we have perforated
by means of the punches we use for the 1d. English Stamps.

The designs were returned on September 27th with the fol
lowing deta1led criticisms:
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Belgium 10 Centimes. Please submit me a second design bearing the value

1883 Issue in figures in the four angles and I will choose between the two. The
(continued) design preferred will be used for the value of20 centimes.

20 Centimes. No objection to the design, but it will be used for the
value of 10 centimes and must be corrected accordingly.

25 Centimes. The design is made heavy by the lateral continuation
of the bands bearing the inscriptions. These bands should have been
bound to one another by a more slender and elegant design, or by an

altogether different and more original design.
Please submit to me two other designs, one approaching more to
the American Stamps which it was wished to imitate, the other bear
ing on each side of the figurehead the figures 25 in long and slender
characters, in place of the two existing subjects. The figures should
be suppressed in the four angles.

50 Centimes. I select the specimen bearing the inscription 'Bel-
gique' in an arc of a circle.
1 Franc. Please substitute the figure 1 (repeated in the two lower
angles) for the indication of the value in full letters.

On October 4th De La Rue sent new designs for the Ten
Centimes and Twenty-five Centimes. They modified the One
Franc design as instructed, and resubmitted three of the designs
already made for the Ten Centimes in the hope that one of them
would be suitable for the Twenty Centimes. When replying on
October 16th the Ministry changed their minds. They approved
the Ten Centimes with one modification, selected one of the
original Ten Centimes for the Twenty Centimes, adapted the
One Franc design for the Fifty Centimes, which they had
previously approved, and again asked for a design for the
Twenty-five Centimes 'of the kind of the two American stamps
herewith enclosed'. Presumably these were two duties in the

1870 U.S.A. series. A further group on these lines was sent on
October 17th. These were all approved on October 25th, except
that the word 'Postes' was to be substituted for 'Centimes' or
'Centes' in all duties. Once more modified designs were sub
mitted, and these were finally approved on November 6th. The
firm said they would expedite the engraving and hoped to have
the plates ready within eight months.

Two Francs The Two Francs die and plate were despatched on November
28th. The working die and plate were invoiced on November
27th, but the Belgian Government would not accept an invoice
for the original head die until it had been delivered to them, and
this was impossible because it was required for use during the
manufacture of the dies and plates for the remaining duties. It
was eventually invoiced on May 21, 1883. The negotiations for
supplying paper and ink were not successful.
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Proofs of the five dies were submitted on January 3 1, 1 883 and Belgium
approved on March 2nd. The dies and plates, together with the 1883 Issue
original head die, were despatched and invoiced on May 21st. (continued)
With them went twelve sheets of the Ten Centimes proofed in ^^

Centimes

one colour, twelve sheets in each of seven colours of the Twenty Twenty
Centimes, and twelve sheets each of the remaining three duties Twentv4ive
in one colour. The colours are given as figure references in the Centimes
accompanying letter, so that they cannot be differentiated. Two pifty
of the colours used for the Twenty Centimes were evidently red, Centimes
as a later letter from De La Rue confirmed that they did not One Franc
contain 'any trace whatever of vermilion or mercury', and could
therefore be used with safety as far as the electrotype plates were Plate 45; 10
concerned.
On July 18th the Minister asked the firm to send the punches
from which the working dies were made. This they refused to
do, claiming that they were their own property, and were not
included in the estimate. They suggested that they should either
be retained in the custody of the Inland Revenue off1cer, or
destroyed under his supervision. The Belgian Government
decided that they should be destroyed.

No postage stamps printed from the One Franc and Two One Franc
Francs plates were issued. On September 28, 1883 the firm Two Francs
were sent the following letter: Change of

My department propose to modify the framework of the 1 and 2
francs Postage Stamps by indicating the duty in figures (1 and 2
instead ofun and deux) according to the specimen below.
I beg you to be good enough to let me know if you can undertake
to engrave, with but short delay, the two new dies necessary for this
purpose (that of 2 francs of the same size as the others,) and what
would be your terms.
It would be understood that you would not have to supply the
plate.

De La Rue quoted £80 per die, which 'is the lowest price at
which we could undertake the work, considering that you do not
propose to order the printing plates from us'. They promised
delivery within three months. They asked for the original head
die to be returned to them. Their offer was accepted on October
8th, and three sketches were sent on the following day. These
were criticised in a letter dated October 16th.

The Minister of Public Works is at present absent and I must
await his return to obtain a decision as to the designs of the new
borders of the 1 and 2 francs Postage Stamps. Nevertheless, I am
convinced that the Minister would not approve any of the designs
which accompanied your letter of the 9th inst., principally on account
of the smallness of the figures indicative of the duties.

Design
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Belgium

1883 Issue
One Franc
Two Francs
Change of
Design
(continued)

As regards the specimens in which you have substituted the word
Pastes for the monetary indication fr. or francs, I have to point out
that this indication is indispensable for preventing the duties in
francs being taken for the duties in centimes which, in the new issue,
bear no indication of the kind. I will, therefore, ask you to be good
enough to make other specimens of border containing this monetary
indication accompanied by very legible figures.

The firm in reply pointed out that they had received conflict
ing instructions and asked if they might submit entirely new
designs, with large f1gures. On October 24th they resubmitted
the original designs, two more designs showing the modifications
suggested, and two entirely new designs of their own.
The latter were 'liked' by the Minister, but modifications
were again suggested, and revised designs were again sent on
November 1st. These were 'not considered happy' and the
Minister in a letter of November 15th asked to see them again
as they had been before they had been altered. This request was
cancelled by telegram, and De La Rue received the following
letter dated November 27th:

In reply to your letter of the 20th inst., I have the honour to inform
you that M. le Ministre, not being fully satisfied with the designs
which you submitted for the 1 fr. and 2 frs. Postage Stamps, has for
the present given up the project. That is the reason why he tele
graphed to you on the 16th inst. to consider as cancelled my letter of
the 15th inst.

You were asked by letter of the 20th ulto. to defer all material work
until the decision ofM. le Ministre, and ought not, therefore, to have
made any outlay.

If you consider that some remuneration is due to you for the de
signs which you have submitted, M. le Ministre is disposed to grant
it to you, and I would ask you to let me know the amount, if any.
You will please arrange with the Commissioner of Inland Revenue
for the return of the original die. This is to be addressed to Monsieur
Missotten, Chef de fabrication principal du Timbres a Malines.

De La Rue stated that they did not propose to ask for any
remuneration, and the correspondence closes with the return of
the Original head die. While stamps were printed and issued of
the four lower values the One Franc and Two Francs plates
were not used by the Belgian Post Office.

SIAM
Siam The first issue of Siamese postage stamps, which appeared in
1887 Issue August 1883, was printed by the recess process by Waterlow &

Sons Ltd. It would seem that the negotiations which led to De
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La Rue printing the second series started at Somerset House, Siam
according to a letter from a Mr W. Wyke of the Siamese Lega- 1887 Issue
tion which was written on May 14, 1 885 . (continued)

The permission which you kindly conveyed through telephone to
Somerset House this morning for Prince Prisdang to visit your Works
on Wednesday next at 11.0. a.m., is accepted with many thanks and
I will, if possible, accompany the Prince on the occasion.
You refer to a photograph which the Prince had promised to send
to you. I am now desired by His Highness to say that he hopes to be
able to send it on to you either tonight or tomorrow morning.

On May 22nd James W. Benson of Old Bond Street, de
scribed as Watch and Clock Manufacturer to H.R.H. the Prince
ofWales, sent the firm three photographs of the King of Siam,
and Thomas Andros De La Rue wrote the following letter to
Wyke a week later:

The writer of this letter was very sorry not to be able to call upon
you this morning in consequence of having a previous engagement at
the Post Office. We are, however, pleased to hear through Mr.
Richardson that you have decided to entrust the production of your
Stamps to us. In the course of about ten days we hope to send you
completed designs, together with our Schedule of Prices.
We understand that you now contemplate doing away with the

larger size Stamp, provided the higher duties of three figures are
sufficiently distinct in the smaller stamps. We presume that you do
this with the view of lessening the original outlay for dies and plates,
and we may at once tell you that by adopting this course you would
effect a saving of £135. As it will be necessary for us to have this
point settled before completing our designs and furnishing the
Schedule of Prices, Mr. Richardson will wait upon you with a rough
sketch showing the higher duties in the smaller Stamps on Tuesday
morning next at 11 o'clock. If that hour is inconvenient to you, will
you kindly appoint any time you like after then? It would be im
possible for us to have the new sketch ready before Tuesday.

It was subsequently confirmed that De La Rue would print
the Siamese stamps for the same prices as they charged the
Crown Agents for the British Colonial stamps, and further that
they would undertake the control of the printing without extra
charge.
Richardson took the design to the Legation on June 2nd, and
on June 5th De La Rue received another photograph of the
King. Fresh designs were submitted on June 11th by Thomas
Andros De La Rue in person, and the terms of a contract were
discussed. A design for the watermark was sent on June 15th,
and everything was ready by January 23rd for De La Rue to go
ahead with the work.
On July 10th Wyke, writing from Paris, asked for delivery by
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Siam the end of September. The copy for the Siamese characters for
1887 Issue 4 and 12 were sent on July 18th, as these two duties had been
(continued) added to the original order, and De La Rue sent the first proofs

of the original head die on July 23rd.

We herewith enclose two proofs from the original head die of the
King of Siam, in its present state. These proofs show the result of a
great deal of work on our part, for we made no less than four essays
before we commenced to cut this particular die. We shall be glad if
you will submit the proofs to H.H. Prince Prisdang, for at this stage
we could make any small alterations that he might suggest; but he
must kindly bear in mind that the proofs, having been printed in
black, do not convey a very correct impression of the result we shall
obtain in actually printing stamps in colour. Nor is it possible by the
surface system of engraving to get a softer effect than we have ob
tained. We do not ourselves see how we could well improve the die.
You will notice that it is very finely engraved.
We must ask for your reply in course of post, seeing how urgent the
matter is.

The Prince was not entirely satisf1ed, and further proofs were
sent on July 25th.
We have duly received this morning your letter of yesterday, and
now beg to enclose fresh proofs of the die. We have had a slight
alteration made in the eyes by the engraver. It may be that the altera
tion will hardly appear sufficient to Prince Prisdang, but we would
ask you to point out to His Highness that as the Stamps have ulti
mately to be printed not in black but in the purple and green, the
staring effect of the eyes will by itself disappear. In fact, if we were to
go to the full extent of softening the eye for the black impression we
might find that the eyes had become altogether too weak in the
finished stamp. However, we are quite willing to make any further
alteration, and this in fact may be done later on when the individual
dies are engraved.

These were approved by the Prince, who was in Paris on the
following day, but De La Rue were asked to suspend all work on
the contract because of a telegram that had just arrived from
Bangkok. As the reason seemed to be some uncertainty as to the
spec1fic duties that were required the firm, in their acknow
ledgment said that they would go ahead with the working die
and keyplate, as this would not be affected by any change in the
duties. It would seem that Prince Prisdang was an optimist, for
in a second letter, marked Not official, he asked De La Rue to
let him have 'a complete collection of aU Indian Colonial stamps'
as specimens. This awkward request was tactfully handled, and
the matter closed with an offer from the firm that their senior
partner should 'take an opportunity of calling on the proper
authorities'.
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On August 2 1st the Paris Legation confirmed that supplies of Siam
the Four Atts, Twelve Atts and Twenty-four Arts would be 1887 Issue
wanted first of all, but that the balance of the supplies covered (continued)
by the contract would eventually be required. The supplemen
tary order for the remaining four duties was sent on September
26th, although the original schedule had in fact visualized eleven
duties. The firm agreed to supply the smaller quantities at the
original contract price. The dies and plates were well in hand by
the end of the year, and on December 31st De La Rue had
reached the stage of submitting a colour scheme. They wrote
asking 'whether the decimal system prevails in Siam'. This re
quest puzzled the Legation, and the firm wrote again on January
4, 1886.

When we submit the scheme of colours for the Minister's approval,
we will explain to you why we wished to know whether the decimal
system obtains in Siam. In the meantime will you kindly inform us
whether it is likely that the 12, 24 and 64 Att stamps will always be
employed in much larger quantities than the lower values? This is an
important point in connection with the colour question. You will
remember that the three higher duties are ordered in much larger
quantities than the lower duties.

The colour scheme, although not mentioned in the Corre
spondence, must have been sent at once, for it was approved on
January 7th. On January 20th De La Rue asked if they might
supply the stamps in sheets of 120 multiples, instead of 240 as
stipulated in the contract. This proposal was not favourably
received, and the firm wrote again on January 26th.

With reference to your letter of yesterday, we really hope that
Prince Prisdang will kindly reconsider the matter, for there are very
good reasons why it would be desirable to print the Siamese Stamps
in sheets of 120 multiples instead of in sheets of 240. When we last
wrote to you we had not made our final experiments, and we could
not say conclusively whether that course would be expedient; but we
now find that we should obtain very much better printing, and
particularly the better fitting of one colour into another, were the
Stamps printed in the smaller sheets. You can perfectly well under
stand that by so printing them we should incur extra expense, be
cause twice as many sheets of the half size as of the full size would
have to be printed; but we are so desirous of making a success of
these Stamps that we should not hesitate to incur this extra expense
to ourselves. We have experienced the utmost difficulty in dealing
with these bi-colour Stamps, and we find that it is impossible to fit
the colours accurately in sheets of so large a size as 240 multiples.
We cannot ourselves imagine what objection there could be to the
smaller sheets, for we make no doubt that when the Stamps reached
Siam, they would, if furnished in sheets of 240, be cut into half
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Siam sheets, seeing that it is always the practice even in England to cut the
1887 Issue sheets for issue down to a smaller size than we print them in. Sheets
(continued) ofmost duties are cut down at the Stamp Office into half, or a quarter,

of the size in which we supply them.
We have no other object in urging the change than to produce as

good work as possible, and we trust that you will be able in due
course to inform us that we may proceed in the manner which we
recommend. We hope your reply will not be delayed, as we cannot
proceed until we receive it.

The Prince gave his consent on February 2nd, and De La
Plate 48; 1, 2 Rue invoiced on that day the original head die at £200, the

working die at £55, the Keyplate at £80 and seven overprint
plates at £50 each. On March 25th they invoiced the following
stamps: Two Atts, 534,000; Three Arts, 528,000; Four Arts,
508,800; Eight Atts, 525,600; and Twelve Atts, 2,544,000. Of the
remaining duties 2,547,600 of the Twenty-four Atts were
charged on July 9th, and 2,037,600 of the Sixty-four Atts on
July 22nd. In every case 600 specimens 'were retained for the
Minister', but although they were supplied to the Government
at the firm's suggestion for the Postal Union Distribution, there
is no record of their having been overprinted.
The Two Atts (500,160) and Twelve Atts (150,000) were
printed a second time in 1891, and the Two Atts (500400) a
third time in 1895.

One Att The Siamese Legation in London on June 18, 1889 asked for
a representative of the firm to call, and on June 25th 'two further
duplicate designs' were submitted for a new One Att duty. On
August 7th De La Rue quoted £55 for the die and £80 for the
printing plate; they also sent a schedule for printing quantities
up to one hundred million. The duty was now described as
One Solat. A design for this duty, in one colour, was sent two
days later.
A long correspondence then followed on the question ofprices.
The Siamese authorities tried to beat the firm down, even to the
extent of asking them to print bicoloured stamps from Key and
duty plates in one colour at the price quoted for printing from
single plates, but De La Rue stood their ground. It was not until
June 30, 1 890 that anything further happened about the new duty.

With reference to our interview with you on Tuesday last, we now
have the pleasure to hand you an amended design for the 1 Att
Postage Stamp, in which we have followed your instructions of
keeping the duty tablets as large as possible, and we trust that the
design may meet with the approval of Count Dithakar Bhakdi. If so,
will you kindly initial and return it to us by bearer, in order that we
may put the necessary die in hand.

Plate 48; 3, 4 This was submitted a second time after minor alterations, and
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finally approved on July 29th. The working die, plate and 120,000 Siam
stamps were invoiced on November 3rd, but no specimens. On One Art
January 27, 1891 a further 500,160 were invoiced, and finally (continued)
501,600 on February 19, 1895.

Following the correspondence which took place while the End of
One Art was being negotiated De La Rue sent a draft contract Contract
to the Legation on July 8, 1890. This contained a new schedule
of rates, in which the prices for small quantities were increased.
Nothing further appears on this subject, but the Secretary of the
Postal Department complained in March 1891 that the quality
of the new One Att stamp was not up to standard, partly on the
grounds that it was inadequately gummed, and partly because
'the colours fused on the slightest application of moisture.' De
La Rue replied vigorously to this letter on April 8th.

We beg to acknowledge your letter No. 442 of the 4th ulto., in
which you bring the accusation against us that the Stamps supplied
to you are of an inferior quality to those supplied to the English and
other Governments. This assertion on your part is

,
we beg to say,

utterly unfounded, for your Stamps are of precisely the same quality
in every respect as the 'doubly fugitive' Stamps supplied by us to the
English and other Governments.
You further state that unless future supplies are better than those
hitherto received, you will have to reject them. We venture to point
out to you that it is not open to you to do so for under the Contract,
in case of any dispute as to quality, the matter has to be referred to
'the Controller Stamps for the time being of the Board of Inland
Revenue, whose decision shall be final'. We invite you to send

specimens of the Stamps complained of to your Embassy in London,
in order that they may be submitted to the Controller of Stamps to
the Board of Inland Revenue for report, and he will, we feel con
fident, confirm our statement as to the quality of the Stamps.
Dealing first of all with the complaint you make as to the adhesive
qualities of the Stamps originally supplied to you, we have tested the
three specimens of the 12 Att Stamps returned to us as being de
fective, and find that the gum has deteriorated through exposure to
moisture. We would remind you that you have had these stamps in
stock since 1886, and that in a climate such as yours unless stamps
are stored with the utmost care in hermetically sealed cases, there is

always the liability for this to occur. We know that the Stamps left us
in good condition, as we tested them before shipment, and further,
we have just tested a piece torn from the border of the standard sheet
for colour which we retained here, and you will notice that on trying
to separate it from the paper upon which it was stuck the paper itself
has given way but not the gum. We think it right to add, moreover,
that you will at all times find it exceedingly difficult to get any gummed
paper to adhere to the kind of paper upon which you have stuck the
specimen stamps forwarded to us.
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Siam With regard to your other complaint, as to the running of the
End of colour of the 1 Att Stamps when the Stamps are thoroughly wetted
Contract with water, this is unavoidable with the doubly fugitive green stamps,
(cont1nued) m fact it is p^ 0f xheii nature .We use exactly the same doubly fugitive

green for your Stamps as is employed for the English Stamps, ofwhich
we never receive any complaint.

We herewith beg to return you the 5 specimens of 1 Att Stamps
and the 3 specimens of the 12 Att Stamps forwarded by you.
In conclusion, we would once more urge you to instruct your
Embassy in London to refer the matter to the Controller of Stamps.
We are most anxious that you should adopt this course, for we wish

you to be convinced that we are supplying you with Stamps equal in

every respect to those supplied to the English Government.

On January 2, 1892 De La Rue were asked to send three com
plete sets ofstamps to the Siamese Minister in Berlin, presumably
so that he could open negotiations with Giesecke and Devrient,
and formal notice of the termination of the agreement in Septem
ber 1895 was sent to the firm by the Siamese Legation on Novem
ber 28, 1894.

MISCELLANEOUS
Apart from their early adventures in Italy and Belgium De La
Rue would not appear to have made any serious attempts to get
orders from foreign countries for printing Postage Stamps during
the period under review, although such orders were an impor
tant factor of the firm's output after the turn of the century.

France I11 l%72 the Board of Inland Revenue asked the firm to allow
M. E. Hely d'Oissel, an Inspector in the French Finance
Ministry, to see the 'process ofmanufacturing adhesive stamps'.
He did so, and on December 24th was given a list of the cost of
stamps, dies and plates. This was followed up in 1873 by a
selection of stamps printed for the Board of Inland Revenue,
overprinted 'Cancel'.

Austria Warren De La Rue was in Vienna in 1875 and called on the
Director of the Austrian Imperial and Royal Printing Office.
On November 9, 1875 they asked the Board of Inland Revenue
to allow them to send him a set of specimen stamps similar to
those sent to France two years earlier. Permission was granted,
and the specimens were sent to the Director, Dr A. Berk, on
August 4, 1876, mounted in an album. This called for the
following acknowledgement on October 17th.

It was but of late on my return from a leave of absence at the end of
Sept., that I found your honoured letter dated August 14 accom
panying the exceedingly beautiful Album of Specimens of Stamps,
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which you were so kind as to bestow on the Impl. & Royal Court & Austria
States Printing Office entrusted to my management. (continued)

The said Stamps, paragons of superior design and execution, are
to serve the purposes of the before-named printing office as proto
types for similar productions, in consequence ofwhich I have assigned
the said Album to take a prominent place in the library of this
Institution.
Furthermore I beg leave in the name of this Public Institution to
express herewith our most obliged thanks for this Collection, and
solicit your kind favour in accepting of a return-present, which I am
despatching simultaneously with these lines.
The afore-mentioned gift of acknowledgment consists in two
framed galvanoplastic relievo portraits of the defunct Empress Maria
Theresa, the defunct Emperor Josef II, both productions of our
Printing Office.
I shall feel highly gratified if you will assign to these two portraits
a suitable place in your celebrated Establishment, at the same time

cherishing the hope that they may be a means of continuing congenial
friendly relations between you and the I. R. Court & States Printing
Office.

An enquiry was received on June 16, 1884 from the Consul Greece
General for Greece in London for stamps and machinery, and
information on the 'fabrication and the value of stamps, the
principles upon which your factory is conducted, and your mode
of checking the number of stamps produced and the quantity of
stamps consumed'.
The firm evidently wrote fully by return, and the correspon
dence closes with the following letter from the Consul General
dated June 20th:

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of this
day and to thank you for the valuable information contained therein,
which I will at once transmit to my Government.
I have no doubt that every preference will be given to your firm in
the event of it being decided to have the stamps printed in England,
in the meantime, however, I believe that the object of the Govern
ment is to ascertain the prices of the best machines and of the cost of
the paper with the intention to print the stamps in Greece.

The following letter, written to the Board of Inland Revenue Prussia
on December 30, 1884 at a tulie when the new unified stamps of
Great Britain had been under fire in the House ofCommons and
a Commission of Enquiry had been appointed, shows that
Warren William De La Rue had visited the Prussian Stamp
Printing Office.

Mr. Purcell has mentioned to me the contemplated visit to the
continent of your practical officers and it appears to me that it would
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Prussia be most desirable if their journey could be extended to Berlin, par-
(continued) ticularly so as the Committee now have before them the question of

embossment and the Prussian Stamps are embossed. I know of
course that you would not agree to embossed adhesive stamps — they
offer no security — but it would strengthen your hands very much were
your practical officers to see the process and know all its disadvantages.
I have been over both the French and Prussian stamp printing
offices and the last time I saw the present head of the Prussian office
he was personally dead against the embossing.

It would be a great satisfaction to us to feel that the question had
been thoroughly ventilated as we know that everything must point to
our process being the best from every point of view. You know we
are not responsible for the present ugly appearance of the stamps, we
were always much against the series.

China In June 1877, in reply to an enquiry from the Commissioner
ofCustoms, a Mr James D. Campbell, De La Rue had submitted

Plate48;sto1o designs for the f1rst issue of the Chinese Imperial Customs Post,
and these are still in the firm's archives. In October 4, 1894 they
quoted for printing by lithography the local stamps for Ichang.
The enquiry came from the Army and Navy Stores, acting on
behalf of the Chairman of the Ichang Public Improvements
Committee. The local post office at this time was conducted by
the Committee of Foreign Landholders, and the Ichang stamps
were not Government emissions. A much cheaper price was
quoted by the German firm who, according to the Chairman,
had printed the local postage stamps ofChefoo.

Bolivia
San Marino

In one of the two volumes of die proofs appear what are
evidendy essays for postage stamps for the Bolivian Republic
and the Republic of San Marino which had reached the stage of

Plate 48; 11, 12 being engraved on steel. They are clearly the work of one man,
and this is borne out by the fact that each has the initials M.R.E.
beneath the frame at the right-hand corner.
There is no correspondence to show whether they were pre
pared by the firm in response to an official enquiry from the
Governments concerned, nor any evidence that they were

engraved at Bunhill Row except their inclusion in the book.
It is curious that provision for a corner-letter system should
be found in the San Marino design.

Norway More significant than the above is a proof of a die engraved
for Norway, and very much on the lines of the actual design for

Plate 48; 13 the first issue of that country. The background pattern suggests
strongly that it is the result of a serious transaction in De La
Rue's engraving department.
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culties, 481; 6d, 1890, 386, 496;
proposed colour changes, 658;

Queen's Staircase, 1d, 1901,

662-3
Barbados: from Perkins, Bacon
plates, 1875, 307; 1d, 2$d, 4d,
1882, 346-8; 3d plate, 348; 6d,
1/-, 5/-, 1886, 348, 445; colour
change 4d, 1884, 395; 3d, 1884,
396; gumming difficulties, 479;
Arms series, 1892, 507-9; local
id on 4d, 1892, 513; Arms 5/-,
proof, 1892, 514; id, 1896, 574;
Jubilee issue, 1897, 592-3;
Arms 2d, 1899, 620
Beaumont and Adams, The Post
age Stamps of Great Britain,
III, 19, 66
Belg1um: printing plates for 10c,
20c, 30c, 40c, 1f, 1865, 786;
workmen in Brussels, 1865,
787; Leopold II essays, 1866,
787-8; 1883 issue, 808-22; dies
and plates, 1883, 823; essays for
1f, 2f, 1883, 823-4

eral, Johore, 755-7
Bermuda: 1d, 6d, 1/-, 1865, 266-
267; 2d, 1866, 268; 3d, 1872,
300; id, 4d, 1879, 333; 2id,
1883, 382; colour change 3d,
1885, 441; colour change id,
1891, 507; colour changes, 2d,
1/-, 1893, 521; designs for 5d
and Arms series, 585-6; id on
1/-, 1900, 658; id essay, 1900,
662

Bettesworth, J. R., Postmaster of
Amersham, 15
Bigola, Professor, Italian en
graver, 781-4
Blake, E. E., Crown Agent, 417-
418; gumming controversy,
476-86; 583, 607; critical of
Uganda essays, 603
Blyth & Co., Orange Free State
Agents, 709-12
Boehm, Sir Edgar, artist, 118,
167
Bolivia, die proof, 832
Bradbury, Wilkinson, printers,
84. 555
Br1t1sh Bechuanaland: Un
appropriated Dies overprinted,
1887, 448-50; Great Britain id
overprinted, 1887, 450; Great
Britain overprinted 1891, 505-
507; 1897 Specimens, 599; 3d
Specimen, 1898, 612
Br1t1sh Central Afr1ca: first
lithographed issue, 1895, 544-
556; second lithographed issue
on CA paper, 5 56-7, 572; colour
changes, £1, £25, 572; first
typographed issue, 1897, 575-
578; consecutive sheet number

ing, 595; 10/-, 1899, 643; colour
changes, 1d, 4d, 6d, 1900, 655-
657
Br1t1sh Columb1a: 3d, 1865, 266;
dollar currency overprints,

2E 833
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1867, 1869) 273-6; dies and
plates defaced, 1875, 276
Br1t1sh Columb1a and Van
couver Island: 2jd, 1859, 251
Br1t1sh East Afr1ca: 1896 issue,
1896, 563-5; change of design,
rupee duties, 1897, 593
Br1t1sh Gu1ana: first typo-
graphed issue, 1876, 308-9;
overprinted off1c1al, 1876,
311; new keyplate, 330; inter
leaving, 345; Universal Colour
Scheme, 379; overprinted rev
enue stamps, 1885, 466; new
keyplate series, 1889, 467-9;
gumming difficulties, 481;
colour changes, 1c, 8c, 1890,
497; 5c, 1890, 497; new key
plate, 1892, 515; new keyplate,
1896, 578; Jubilee issue, 1898,
595-9; colour change 2c, 1900,
643-4; new duty plate, 1c, 2c,
1900, 650; new colour scheme,

651; colour changes, 48c, 1900,
2c, 1901, 652
Br1t1sh Honduras: 1d, 6d, 1/-,
1865, 267; 3d, 1872, 300; 4d,
1879, 329; Universal Colour
Scheme, 378; colour changes
1d, 6d, 1884, 395; colour
change 1/-, 1886, 395, 451;
cent overprints, 1888, 464; 20c
on 6d, 1889, 470; 6c on 3d, 1891,
502; Universal Postage 2c, 3c,
6c, 12c, 24c, 1891, 504; 1c on
1d, 1891, 505; 1c, 5c, 10c, 1895,
541; obsolete plates destroyed,
544; 25c, 1898, 602; 50c and
dollar duties, 1899,641; Unified
5c, 1900, 657-8
Br1t1sh Post Off1ces in Levant:
451
Brooke, Sir Charles, Rajah of
Sarawak, 751
Bulmer, J. A., Postmaster General
Trinidad, 558-62

Caillard, M., Director General of
Postal Administration, Egypt,
789-97
Cape of Good Hope: from Per
kins, Bacon plates, 1863, 261-2;

typographed issue 1863-5,

262; special 6d reprint, 1867,
272-3; 1d without frame line,
1870, 286; 5/-, 187 1, 290;
colour change 4d, 1872, 295;
id, 1875, 308; 4d new plate,
1876, 311; 1d plate 3/2, 1877,
315; 1d plate 5, 1879, 330; 3d
on 4d, 1879, 333; 3d, 1879, 334;
1d plate 6, 1881, 344; 2d, 1882,

356-7; Transfer from Crown
Agents, 713; 2d new die, 1883,
715-16; Anchor watermark,
1884, 716-17; 1d plate 7, 1895,
719; id plate 2, 6d plate 2,
1888, 719; 4d plate 3, 1/- plate
2, 1890, 720; 2jd on 3d, 1891,
72C—1;2jd, 1892, 721-3; change
of design 1d, 1893, 723-8; pro
posal for universal colours in
South Africa, 728; colour
changes, id, 2d, 2 id, 3d, 4d,
1/- 5/-. 1895-7, 729; new
design id, 1897, 729; new de
sign 3d, 1899, 730; Arms design
Id, 1899,730-2
Cayman Islands: id, 1d, 1900,
654
Ceylon: id, 1857, 244-5; ftoni
Perkins, Bacon plates, 1862-3,
258-60; 1864-6, 260; plates
reduced to 228 multiples, 259;

2/- plate reduced to 216 mul
tiples, 259; typographed 3d,
1866, 268; special CC paper,
268; typographed 1d, 1868,

277; Service, 281-3; nrst cents
issue, 187 1, 292; 4c new plate,
1876, 311; obsolete plates de
faced, 311; 32c, 64c, 1877, 318,
2r 50c, 1878, 326-^7; colour
change 4c, 1879, 329; 4c plate
3, 188 1, 344; Universal Colour
Scheme, 379; colour changes,
2c, 4c, 1883, 390; sheets stick
ing at edges, 394-5; new duty
overprints, 1885, 397-405; 5c,
1r 12c, 1885, 15c, 25c, 28c,
1886, 405-19; 5c plate 2, 1887,
457; gumming difficulties, 481;

5c plate 3, 1891, 499; 3c, 1892,
515; 2c new plate 517-18; 30c,
1893, 522; 5c new plate, 1894,
532; 5c plate 5, 1896, 571;
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colour change 2r 50c, 1898, 616;
postage keyplate 2, 1899, 618;
6c, 75c, 1899, 619; 1r 50c on 2r
50c, 2r 25c on 2r 50c, 1899,
619-20; 1r 50c, 2r 25c, 1899,
620; colour changes, 2c, 3c, 4c,
15c, 1899, 626-7; 12c, 1899,
627; 5c plate 6, 1900, 651
China, essays for Commissioner
of Customs, 832
Cleave, Ernest, Deputy Controller
of Stamps, 81, 153-6, 160, 230
Colour Standardisation, 353, 354,
376-81
Commission Report, 1888, 95-7
Committee, Stamp, 126-7, ^o-S,
r47~9j 726; Unified Series
criticised to Purcell by Warren
William De La Rue, 831-2
Confederate States of Amer1ca:
5c, first plate and stamps, 765;
1c, first plate, 765; 1c, second
plate and stamps, 765; 5c,
second plate, 765; 2c plate, 10c
plate, 766
Contracts: Inland Revenue: 1d,2d,
1856, 11-13; Consolidated,
1880, 83-93; modifications, 97-
98; paper (Turner), 1880, 98-
101; 1889, 161-6; 1899, 174;
India: 1854, 177-8; 1871, 187-
9; 1877, 198-202; proposal for
14 years, 206; paper, 229-30;
Cape of Good Hope : 7 18-20
Control: Inland Revenue, 42-4;
India, 178; India transferred to
Inland Revenue, 1886, 233-6;
Tasmania, 689; Cape of Good
Hope, 717-18
Copestake, Moore and Crampton,
indorsements, 39
Copperplate printing: 360-2, 564,
569-70, 577, 586, 597, 606, 622,
750; method used for Tas-
manian pictorials, 699
Corner Letters, 15, 16, 17, 27, 63-
65, 69, 105-6, 121, 123, 126,
152
Correspondence Books, xiii, 1, 37,
177, 183. 269, 443
Crown Agents: scale of charges,
1867, 269; colour standardisa
tion, 353-4; standard printing

prices, 1887, 461-2; copper
plate printing report, 568-70
Cyprus: overprinted Great Bri
tain, 1879, 338-9, 353-4; first
issue, 1880, 339-40; 30 pa,
1882, 351; £p overprint, 357-9;
Universal Colour Scheme, 379;
12p, 1885, 428; gumming diffi
culties, 477-9; General Key-
plate Die II, 499; 9p, 18p, 45P,
1894, 523-4; colour changes,
1895. 5575 new General Key-
plate, 1900, 655

Dandy Roller, 44-9; India, 216;
Crown CC, 264-5, 270; Crown
CA, 296, 344-5; 667, 717
Day Books: xii, 1, 28-29, *77
De La Rue, Ernest, 238
De La Rue, Thomas: xvi; early
experiments, 8-1 1; reports from
Italy, 770-1; death in 1866, 788
De La Rue, Thomas Andros: xix,
91, 238; takes over administra
tion, 163, 174; Inland Revenue:
renewal of contract, 1889, 163-
166, 168; renewal of contract,
1899, 174; Crown Agents:
Ceylon negotiations, 417-18;
correspondence with Sir Harry
Johnston, 545-5o; Crown
Agents negotiations, 583, 603;
New Zealand negotiations, 704-
705; Cape of Good Hope
negotiations, 727; Tati Con
cessions, 750; Foreign: Egyptian
dies and plates, 792, 802-8;
Siamese negotiations, 825-30
De La Rue, Warren: xvi-xviii;
Inland Revenue: early experi
ments, 8-1 1 ; silver facing and
spare plates, 19-22, 29-30, 36;
paper making, 45-7; designs,
55-6; corner letters, 63-5, 91;
engraving dies and plates, 109-
112; 118, 121, 122; letter to
M.P., 161-2; Engraver to the
Board of Inland Revenue, 132,
162-3; instructions to Mint,
180, 246; Foreign: Italian nego
tiations, 766-85; Belgian Leo
pold II contract, 787-8; retire
ment, 212
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De La Rue, Warren William:
xviii, xix, 37, 91, 238; Inland
Revenue: purchase of Somerset
House perforating machines,
74-9j 91, 107; 1d Unif1ed, 113-
118, 123, 126, 128; criticises
Unified issue, 832; negotiations
for Jubilee series, 13 1; report
to Inland Revenue, 137-45, 149;
summary of Stamp Committee
proceedings, 147-9; Deputy
Engraver to Board, 132, 163-5;
India: 186; 1871 contract, 187-
189; fight over 'supersession',
197; objects to transfer of con
trol, 224-6; Crown Agents:
succeeds uncle, 287; reference
sheets, 287-8; stocks and paper,
305-6; 308, 327; Natal corre
spondence 318-20; Tasmanian
correspondence, 321-6; St Vin
cent letter, 359-63; gumming
difficulties, 476-88; Imperial:
New South Wales paper diffi
culties, 669; Foreign: Egyptian
negotiations, 789-92; visits
French and Prussian printing
offices, 831-2; retirement, 238
De La Rue, William Frederick:
xix, 33, 37, 47, 58; house ad
joins factory, 179; Crown
Agents negotiations, 243, 271;
Gambia negotiations, 277-
281; Engraver to the Crown
Agents, 283; Tasmanian nego
tiations, 283-6, 289; Italian
negotiations, 766-85; dies in
1870,287
Dom1n1ca: 1d, 6d, 1/-, 1874, 302;
id, 2jd, 4d, 1879, 332; CA id,
1d, 2id, 1883, 376; Universal
Colour Scheme, 379; colour
changes, id, 4d, 1886, 389, 444;
colour change 1d, 1887, 389,
452; colour changes, 1888, 389,
465; 2idoverprint plate usedfor
Gold Coast, 502; keyplate sold
to Thompson after defacement,
534
Dunn, William, and Co., Orange
Free State Agents, 712-13
Duprd, Dr A., toxicologist, 93
Durant, Miss S. D., sculptor, 249

Edwardian Essays, 174-6
Egypt: 1879 issue, 789-95; cus
tody of dies and plates, 796-7;
essays for 7 pi, 10 pi, 1881, 797;
colour change, 10 par, 1881,

798; colour changes, 10 par, 20

par, 1 pi, 2 pi, 1884, 798-9;
essays for 2 par, 5 par, 1886,
799; change of currency, 1m,
2m, 5m, 1887, 799-801;
gumming difficulties, 482, 487,
801-2; 10 pi, 1888, 802; Postage
Dues, 1888, 802-3; Service de
l'Etat, 1893, 803-4; 3m, 1891,
804; colour changes 2 pi, 1892,
3m, 1893, 805; Fondation des
F6tes hivernales, 1895, 805-8;
specimen of FStes hivernales
sent to Sirdar, 744
Embossing process, 277-80, 321;
Prussia, 832
Engraving methods: preparation
of dies, 13, 14, 109-10; pro
cedure with Mint, 180-1, 246;
Colonial head dies, 248-9;
altering diadems, 249; small
colonial head, 349; copperplate
process, 297, 298, 564, 568-70,
577, 586, 597, 606, 622, 750;
transfer roll, 727
Experimental work for Inland
Revenue, 8-1 1, 138-40

Factories: Star, 44; Type Street,
80; Chiswell Street, 80; Mint
Works, 597; Anchor Works,
364,6o7,612;hours of work, 716
Federated Malay States: 627-
640; overprinted on Negri
Sembilan, 1899, 630-1; 1900,
632-3; overprinted on Perak,
1900, 633-4; plates made for
cents duties and cancelled, 634-
635; plates for dollar duties,
634, 639; new plates for cent
duties, 635-40
Ficklin, Major B. F., agent for
Confederate States of America,
765,768
Fiji Islands, estimate for Unified
series, 492
France, visit from Finance Minis
try inspector, 830
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Fuller, W. P., director, 153, 238;
New Zealand negotiations,

705

Gamb1a: 4d, 6d, 1869, 277-81;
id, 1d, 2d, 3d, 1/-, 1880, 334-5;
colour change 3d, 1883, 382;
colour change 1/-, 1885, 425;
2^d, 1885, 425; enquiry for
keyplate, 1886, 442; colour

change 6d, 1886, 444; colour
changes, id, 1d, 2d, 1887, 452;
6d new plate, 1890, 497; offer
to supply overprint plates free,

1894, 532; Universal Postage
keyplate series, 1897, 588-9
Gibbons, Stanley, & Co., stamp
dealers, 353
G1braltar: overprinted Bermuda,
1885, 436-8; first typographed
series, 1886, 438-41; over

printed Spanish currency, 1889,

471-2; second typographed
series, 1889, 472-3; gumming

difficulties 479-81; new key

plate, 1895, 541; 20c, 2p, 1895,
541-3; colour change 1p, 1895,
543; obsolete overprint plates,

565; currency changes, 1898,
601-2
Globe, 83-4
Gold Coast: 1d, 4d, 6d, 1875,
306; id, 2d, 1879, 333; Univer
sal Colour Scheme, 378; colour
changes, id, 1d, 2d, 1884
(sheets gummed and un-
gummed), 392; 1/-, 2/-, 1888,
465; Universal Unified key
plate, 5/-, 10/-, £1, 1889, 470-
471; 3d, 1889, 473; 2id, 1891,
502; keyplate 2, 1892, 512;
colour change £1, 1894, 532;
interleaving, 565; Unified
series, 1898, 591-2; colour

changes, 5/-, 10/-, 1900, 649-
650
Gosling, J. T., Postmaster Gen
eral, British Central Africa,

655-7
Great Br1ta1n: Draft and Re
ceipt, 1853, 1; Draft or Receipt,
1855. 3. "; 4d, 1855, 2-5; 6d,
1855, 5-6; I/-, 1856, 7-8; 3d,

1862, 15-19; 9d, 1861, 15-16,

24; colour change 4d, 1861, 16,

19-22; 6d, 1862, 22-4; 1/-,
1862, 25; 3d, 1865, 28-30; 1/-,
1865, 30-1; 6d, 1865, 31-4; 9d,

1865, 35; 4d, 1865, 35-7; id
essay, 1865, 40-2; high duties,
51-5; 10d, 1867, 57-8; 2h,
1867, 58-9; 5/-, 1867, 59-62;
6d, 1872, 34-5; 9d essay, 1872,

64; 10d essay, 1872, 64; 2/-
essay, 1872, 64; 3d, 1873, 65;
6d, 1873, 65; 1/-, 1873, 66; 4d,
1876, 66; colour change 4d,

1877, 66; 2id, 1875, 68; colour
change 2id, 1879, 69; 8d, 1876,
70; 10/-, £1, 1878, 72; 1d, 1880,

83-953 101j id, 1id, 2d, 1880,
104; 5d, 1880, 106-8; 1d Uni
fied, 1881, 1 13-17; Unified
series, 1883-4, 117-26; Jubilee
series, 1887, 130-7; 10d, 1890,

150-1; 4id, 1892, 151; colour
change id, 1900, 158; colour
change 1/-, 1900, 159; proposed
issue for Stamp Jubilee, 166-8;
Railway Letter postage, 168-9;
Double Reply postage, 169;
Edwardian essays, 1901, 174-6;
Postal Union colours ignored,
448;
Greece, quotation for stamps and
machinery, 831
Grenada: Enquiry for id, 1id,
4d, 1881, 341-2; first typo

graphed issue, 1883, 342-3; 1d
Unified, 1886, 425-8; gumming
difficulties, 481; Postage dues,

1892, 510; proposal for Arms
series, 539-40; Unified key
plate issue, 1895, 540; id, 1896,
570; obsolete plates, 574; Col
umbus Centenary 2 id, 1898,
611-12; id, 2d, 1899, 623
Gum, 80-2; before printing, 1872,
190-1; difficulties, 392, 394-5,
476-88; 682, 684, 737, 756;
Egypt, 801-2

Halton, W. F., Director General
of Postal Administration,
Egypt, 789, 797
Heligoland, enquiry, 445-6
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Helm, H. J., Government Chem
ist, 155-6
Herries, Sir Charles, Chairman of
Board of Inland Revenue, 95,
102

Hill, Edwin, Stamping Depart
ment, Inland Revenue, 13, 178,
181, 182, 246, 248, 251, 252
Hill, Ormond, Postage Depart
ment, Inland Revenue, 3, 9, 10,
15. 17-21. 27, 29-34, 36-42,
45-7, 50, 53-61, 68, 79, 247, 254
Hill, Sir Rowland, 3, 5, 15; por
trait on id, 41
Hollingworth, paper maker, 46-
50, 677
Hong Kong: first issue, 1862,
260; 4c 6c, 30c, 1863, 264;
colour change 30c, 1871, 291-2;
16c, 1877, 315; 2c plate 2, 4c
plate 2, 6c plate 2, 30c plate 2,
1879j 33°; colour changes, 2c,
48c, 1879, 333; 5c, 10c, 1880,
335; colour change, 10c, 1883,
371-6; 20c on 30c, 50c on 48c,
$1 on 96c, 1885, 420-1; Uni
fied Scheme, 1887, 452-5;
gumming difficulties, 479;
colour changes, 10c, 20c on 30c,
30c, 50c on 48c, $1 on 96c, $2
Stamp Duty, S3 Stamp Duty,
$5 on $10 Stamp Duty, 1890,
493-6; 7c, 14c, 21c, 35c, 70c
proposals, 504; sheets num
bered consecutively, 521-2; 4c
CA, 1895, 558; colour change
$1, 1897, 600-1; 1oc plate 2,
1898, 611; colour changes, 2c,
4c, 5c, 10c, 30c, 1900, 640-1
Hours ofwork, 716
House of Commons, attack on
contract, 161-2, 831
Hull, A. F. Basset, Post and Tele
graph Department, New South
Wales: proposal for New South
Wales, 672; proposal for Tas
mania keyplate, 690-2; ques
tionnaire about Tasmanian
pictorials, 699
Hunter and Trude, Advertising
Contractors, Melbourne, 172-3

Ind1a: 4a, 8a, 1855, 178-9; ia, 1a,

2a, 1856, 179-81; 8a new die,
181; colour changes, 2a, 181-2;
8p, 1861, 182; first Service
issue, 1866, 183; colour
changes, 4a, 1864, 1866, 184;
4a new design, 1866, 184; 6a
8p, 1866, 184-5; Service over
print changed, 1874, 191-2;
9P, 1r, 1874, 192-5; 6a, 12a,
1876, 195-8; 1a 6p, 3a, 1881,
211-12; ia, 9p, 1a, 2a, 8a, 1r,
1882, 212-14; Service overprint
changed, 1882, 214; essay for
Unified !a, 1882, 214-15; Postal
Service stamps proposal, 217-
219; 4a 6p, 1886, 219-20; 12a,
1887, 220-3; colour change
4a 6p, 1888, 226-7; colour
change, 3a, 1888, 227-8; 1r,
1891, 230-5; 2a 6p, 1891, 230-
235; 2r, 3r, 5r, 1895, 235-8; 1r
Service, 1894, 238; 3p, 1898,
240; colour changes, 3p, ia, 1a,
2a, 2a 6p, 1900, 240-1
India Convention States, 216-17
Indorsements, 37-9
Ink: 79-80; singly fugitive, 79,
113, 285, 319, 569, 703; doubly
fugitive, 79, 114-15, 157, 319,
355, 569, 647, 703; copper red,
93-5; Great Britain id, 154-7
Inspection, 26, 328-9
Interleaving: India, 238-40; Bri
tish Central Africa, 557, 565,
643; Gold Coast, Turks Islands,
Oil Rivers, Sierra Leone, Sara
wak, 565; St Helena, 585;
British East Africa, 593; Feder
ated Malay States, 634
Italy: first issue, 766-74; pro
posal for Printing Office at
Turin, 774-80; 20c on 15c,
1864, 780-1; 2c, 1865, 780;
20c, 1867, 781-4; plant for new
factory, 784

Jama1ca: revenue stamps, 1857,
245-8; first postage issue, i860,

^52-5; 3<*, 1863, 255; CC paper,
273; id, 1872, 299-300; 2/-, 5/-,
1875, 306-7; Universal Colour
Scheme, 379; colour changes,
id, 1d, 2d, 1885, 391; colour
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change 3d, 1886, 448; colour

change 6d, 1889, 391; Unified
1d, 2d, 1885, 458-9; new key-
plate 120 multiples, 469; gum
ming difficulties, 483; Official
1d, 2d, 1890, 489; Unified key-
plate 2, 1890, 491-2; 2^d, 1891,
501-2; Unified keyplate 3, 1893,
519; 1d new overprint plate,
1894, 533; Unified keyplate 4,
1897, 584; 1d new overprint
plate, 1897, 584; 1d new over
print plate, 1898, 616; Llan
dovery Falls 1d, 1900, 624-6;
colour change Llandovery
Falls 1d, 1901, 661-2
Jeffrey, Chairman of Stamp Com
mittee, 109, 147
Johnston, Sir Harry, Commis
sioner and Consul General,
British Central African Pro
tectorate, 544-57; 576-8
Johore: 2c, 4c, 5c, 6c, $1, 1891,
755-7; 1c, 3c, 1894, 757; pro
posed colour changes, 757-8;
new design, watermarked, 1896,
758-60; KETAHKOTAAN, KEMAH-
KOTAAN, 1895, 760-1; IOc, 25c,
50c, 1898, 761; $2, $3, $4, $5,
1898, 762; colour change 4c,
1899,762
Jones, Owen, R.A., designer, 55
Joubert de la Ferte, Jean Francois,
engraver: Inland Revenue, 3, 4,
20; Colonial dies, 248-9; Bel
gium, 788
Jubilee lines: Inland Revenue, 56;
India, 227
Julyan,P. G. (Sir Penrose), Crown
Agent, 243-4, 269, 305-6, 308,
320, 328, 675, 676

Kitchener, General Sir Herbert,
Sirdar of the Egyptian Army,
742-4, 746-7

Labuan: 2c, 6c, 12c, 16c, 1878,
327-8; 1oc, 1880, 340; 40c,
1882, 363; Universal Colour
Scheme, 379~8o; colour
changes, 2c, 8c, 1885, 392-3,
425; colour changes, 10c, 16c,
1886, 392-3. 442; plates

changed to 30 multiples, 444;
transferred to British North
Borneo Company, 497; first
printing on unwatermarked
paper, colour changes, 6c, 12c,
1892, 511; lithographed issues,

511-12
Lagos: estimate, 1868, 281; 1d,
2d, 4d, 6d, 1874, 302; 3d, 1/-,
1874, 305; Universal Colour
Scheme, 380; colour changes,
1d, 2d, 4d, 1884, 392; |d, 1885,
428; 2/6, 5/-, 10/-, 1887, 447;
doubly fugitive inks, 447-8;
colour changes, 2d, 4d, 6d, 1/-,
2/6, 5/-, 10/-, 1887, 451-2;
gumming difficulties, 479;
colour change 3d, 1890, 501;
2£d, 189 1, 503; proposed over
printing of obsolete stamps,
512-13; 5d, 7id, 10d, 1893,
524; new keyplate, 1899, 627
Leefe, R. B., Deputy Commis
sioner for the Western Pacific,
705-7
Leeward Islands: first Unified
issue, 1890, 490-1; sale of obso
lete stamps, 507; sale of obsolete
plates, 534-5
Letterpress Printing: instructions
for presswork, 285; general,
569; handpresses and machines,
666, 700, 702-3, 719-20 (see
Production methods)
Levant, see British Levant, 451
Lincoln, stamp dealers, 432-3
Lister, A., Postmaster General
Hong Kong, 315, 371-6, 452-5,
493-6
Lithography, 570

Macdonald, Sir Claude, Com
missioner and Consul General,
Oil Rivers Protectorate, 734-5
Mainwaring, Colonel G. B., De
scriptive List of East India
Postage Stamps, 181, 182, 183
Malta: |d, 1859, 250; colour
change .Jd, 1d, 2d, 2M, 4d, 1/-,
1884, 386-8; 5/-, 1885, 421-2;
copperplate designs, 578-80;
4|d, 5d, 2/6, 10/-, 1899, 580;
id, 1900, 640
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Maur1t1us: 1d, 2d, 4d, 96, 1859,
251-2; 6d, 1/-, 1861,255; colour
changes, 6d, 9d, 1/-, 1861, 256;
3d, 5/-, 1863, 263-4; 10d, 1872,
298-9; colour changes, id, 6d,
1/-, 1872, 298-9; id on 10d,
1877, 316; change of currency
overprints, 1877, 320; new

currency issue, 1877, 321; 16c
on 17c, 1883, 368-9; 16c, 1883,
369-70; Universal Colour
Scheme, 378; colour changes,
2c, 4c, 1884, 389; colour
change 50c, 1886, 389, 444; 1c
on 2c, 1892, 516-7; 15c, 1892,
517; 1c, 1893, 517; proposed
colour change 8c, 521; colour
change 15c, 1894, 524; Arms
series, 3c, 1895, 540; 1c, 2c, 4c,
18c, 1897, 573-4; Jubilee 36c,
1898, 595; Arms series essays,
599; Bourdonnais Commemo
ration, 15c, 1899, 621-3; Arms
series, 6c, 15c, 1899, 626; Re
port of Mauritius Stamp Com
mittee, 645-9; colour changes,
1c, 2c, 4c 1900, 649
McCorquodale, printers, 84
Mint, Royal: steel dies made by,
13, 14; engraving instructions,
180, 246-7
Monckton, Walter, paper maker,
202

Monteath, A. M. Director Gen
eral of the Post Office in India,

195-8
Montserrat: Antigua over
printed id, 6d, 1876, 311-12;
2 id, 4d, 1879, 332; Universal
Colour Scheme, 380; id, 1883,
2^d, 4d, CA, 1883, 389; colour
changes, 2id, 4d, 1884, 389;
General Keyplate Die II, 499
Moor, Sir R., High Commissioner
for Southern Nigeria, 653
Morocco Agenc1es: overprinted
on Gibraltar, 1898, 616-17
Muller, Dr Hugo, director and
chief chemist: 79, 154-7; India
colour change, 227-8; gumming
difficulties, 476-88
Murrell, Dr W., toxicologist,
93

Napier, James N., 73; perforating
machine for Italy, 773
Natal: from Perkins, Bacon
plates, 1862-3, 261, typo-
graphed 1 /-, 1867, 270; Perkins,
Bacon plates overprinted
postage, 1870-2, 286, 297-8;

1/- overprinted postage, 1870,
286; typographed 1d, 3d, 6d,

1873, 301-2; 5/-, 1874, 303; 4d,
1877, 318-20; id, 1880, 335;
colour change 1/-, 335-6; small
colonial head, 1881, 349; Uni
versal Colour Scheme, 380;
colour change id, 1884, 390;
colour change id, 1885, 390;
2d on 3d, 1885, 422-3; 2d,

1887, 455; id plate 2, 1887,
455; colour change 1/-, 1888,
459; gumming difficulties, 482;
2|d, 1891, 501; 1d plate 3, 1893,
521; proposed new keyplate and
watermark, 1894, 533; id new
plate, 1895, 544; proposed new
Unified series, 587; 1d plate 4,
1898, 605; new General Key
plate, 1900, 655; id plate 3,
1900, 657
Negr1 Semb1lan: 2c, 1891, 499;
1c, 1893, 517; 5c 1894, 532;
Unified 3c, 1895, 531; 15c, 25c,
50c, 1896, 567; 5c, 10c, 20c,

1897, 592; 2c, 8c, 1898, 602; 1c,

1899, 641-2; Federated Malay
States stamps invoiced 1901,

640
Nev1s: 2id, 1879, 332; 1d, 1880,
335; 6d, 1881, 351; 4d, 1882,

351; Universal Colour Scheme,
379; overprinted revenue, 1883,
381-2; colour change 6d, 1888,
469; colour change 1/-, 1890,
490; General Keyplate Die II,
499
Newfoundland, essay for Unified
series, 1889,510-11
New South Wales: 2d printing
plate, 1861, 665; moulds and
paper watermarked '2', 1862,
666; watermarked V, 1863,
666; printing and perforating
plant, 1865, 666; 4d, 1od, print
ing plates and watermarked
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paper, 1867, 667; dandy roller
and paper watermarked Crown
over NSW, 1870, 667; die for
6d, 1870, 667; printing and
paper difficulties, 667-71;
printing plate 1/-, 1875, 671;
watermark 20/- NSW in circle,
671; proposal for copperplate
stamps, 672
New Zealand: moulds and paper
watermarked NZ, 1863, 699-
700; printing plates id, 2d, 3d,
4d, 6d, 1/-, 1873, 700-3; Dandy
roller and NZ and star paper,
1873, 703-4; pictorial issue of
1898, 704-5; South Africa
Commemorative issue, 705
Nickel facing, 685
Nissen & Parker, printers, 315,
456
Northern N1ger1a: Universal
Unified series, 1900, 642-3
Norway, die proof, 832

O1l R1vers Protectorate: inter
leaving, 565; Great Britain
overprinted, 1892, 732-4;
essays for 2d, 2£d, 1d postcard,
1892,734-6
O'Leary, W. E., Financial Secre
tary, Cairo, 744-8
Ommaney, F., Captain, Crown
Agent, 324, 328
Orange Free State: 1d, 6d, 1/-,
1867, 709; fiscal stamps used
for postage, 1877, 709-11; 4d,
5/-, 1877, 711; id, 3d, 1882,
711; colour scheme, 1883, 711-
712; 2d, 1883, 712; colour
change 1d, 1894, 712; Uniform
South African Colour Scheme,
712; colour changes, id, 6d, 1/-,
1895, 712
Orange River Colony, essays,
1900, 659-61
Overprint plates, 262, 404, 710;
bi-coloured, 739, 827

Pahang: 2c, 1891, 499; 5c, 1893,
518; 1c, 1894, 539; Unified 3c,
1895, 530; Unified 5c, 1897;
589; 4c, 1898,620-1
Paper, (see Turner), 44-50, 98-

101, 128; India, 183; made at
Roughway Mills, 203; India
contract, 204; Crown CC dandy
roller, 264-5; CC paper, 268,
Crown Agents take over supply,
294-5 , 3o6; CA paper, 295-6,
344-5; paper for copperplate
printing, 597, 606; difficulties
in New South Wales, 668-71
Paterson and Simons, Agents for
Johore, 760-1
Perak: ic, 2c, 5c, 1891, 499; 3c on
5c, 1895, 543; colour change 2c,
1895j 543j Unified series, 1895..
530-1; Unified dollar duties,
1896, 567; 25c, $3, 1897, 590;
colour change 50c, 1897, 590;
4c, 1898, 621; Federated Malay
States stamps invoiced 1901,

640
Perazzi, Chevalier, Controller of
Italian Stamps, 766-85
Perforation, 57-8, 73-9; machines
purchased from Somerset
House, 79; 152, 158-60; ex
tended to margins, 173-4;
India, 202; Belgium, 813-16
Perkins, Bacon & Company,
printers: 1, 11-13, 15, 27, 37-8,
42, 84, 104; plates transferred
to De La Rue, 243-4; Trinidad,
1862, 256-7; Bahamas, 1862,
257-8; Ceylon, 1862-6, 258-60;
Western Australia, 1862-4,261;
Natal, 1862-3, 261; Cape of
Good Hope, 1863, 261-2; St
Helena, 1863-7, 262-3; St
Lucia, 1864, 265; colour
changes, 1864, 265-6; Antigua,
1871, 293; Barbados, 1875, 307-
308; Ceylon plates defaced, 311;
Turks Islands, 1881, 343-4; St
Vincent, 1882, 359-63, 376
Pillars, 149-50
Portugal: dies and plates for
fiscal stamps, paper for postage
stamps, 785-6
Postage Stamp Indorsements, 37-
39
Pound, D. J., engraver, 40, 368
Printing plates: 244, 754; dupli
cates, 21; renewals at half cost,
29; mending defective plates,
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32-3; for Inland Revenue, m-
112; bi-colour stamps, 140,
710, 739, 827; renewals for
Crown Agents, 309-10, 329-30
Printing presses: steampresses
introduced, 63; 145-6; 666, 700;
719-20
Procedure: mending defective
plates, 32-3; Inland Revenue
control, 42; stocktaking, 44;
packing, 186; Crown Agents
orders, 272; reference sheets,
43, 186, 287-8; paper for
Crown Agents, 294-5; recess
printing, 297-8; presses for
Crown Agents' orders, 300;
firm appointed Engravers to
the Crown Agents, 302; reserve
stocks of Colonial stamps, 305-
6; replacement of worn Colonial
plates, 309-10, 329-30; packing
for colonies, 313-14; delivery of
part of spoiled sheets, 314-15;
inspection, 328-9; interleaving
sheets, 345, 565; specimens for
Crown Agents, 348, 393, 421,
441-2, 457. 515-16; reserve
stocks held by Colonies, 476;
consecutive sheet numbering,
521, 595
Production methods: letterpress,
285-6, 279, 322-26; copper
plate, 564, 569-70, 577, 586,
597, 606, 622, 699; 727, 750;
comparative methods, 568-70,
701; factory space suggested
for Italy, 771-2
Prussia, visit of Warren William
De La Rue, 83 1
Purcell, J. S., Controller of
Stamps, Inland Revenue: 130,
143-4; proposals for factory
reorganisation, 145-6; 147, 150,
151, 158, 163, 166, 168, 174:
controls Indian stamps, 226,
228, 231, 235, 236; Bechuana-
land, 506; Oil Rivers enquiry,
732

Queen's Head Dies: 2-4, 40, 42;
for India, 178-81; for Crown
Colonies, 248-9, 264, 349; von
Angeli head for Crown Agents,

652, 653, 661; used for South
Australia, 679
Queensland: Dandy roller and
Crown over Q paper, 1868,
687-8
Queen Victoria: receives speci
mens of Jubilee stamps, 147;
death of, 174, 661, 663

Report to Inland Revenue, 137-45
Reserve stock for India, 185
Richardson, A., De La Rue's
control officer, 461-2, 704-5,
711, 808, 825
Ringer, Dr S., toxicologist, 93
Ripon, Marquess of, Secretary of
State for the Colonies, 538-9
Robinson, J. L., Board of Inland
Revenue, 107, 111, 127
Russell, R., Crown Agents Assis
tant, 301, 332, 353, 361
Russell, engraver, 178, 180

Saba Pasha, Director General
Postal Administration, Egypt,
803, 805
Safes for dies, 717
San Marino, die proof, 832
Sarawak: interleaving, 565; first
Unified series, 1888, 751-2; 5c,
1oc, 1891, 752; 1c, 1892, 752;
50c, $1, 1897, 753; dollar duties
printed but not issued, 753; 16c,
32c, 1897, 753; first postage
issue, 1899, 753-4; 20c, 1900,
754; 2c watermarked, 1901, 754
Sargeaunt, W. C. (Sir William),
Crown Agent, 269, 273, 278,
286, 287, 294, 298, 307, 308,
311, 316, 318, 339, 350,461
Selangor: 2c, 1891, 499; 5c,
1892, 510; 1c, 1892, 513; 3c on
5c, 1894, 535; colour change 2c,
1895, 543; Unified 3c, 5c, 10c,
50c, $1, $5, 1895, 531; 25c, $2,
$3, $10, $25, 1896, 567; colour
change 50c, 1898, 605; 8c, 1898,
605; Federated Malay States
stamps invoiced 1901, 640
Sella, Commander, Minister of
Finance, Italy, 767-70, 781-4
Seychelles: first series, 1890,
474-5; 3c, 12c, 15c, 45c, 1893,
523; proposal for 1c, 557; 18c,
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36c, 1r, 1896, 580-1; 6c, 75c,
1r 50c, 2r 25c, plate for 30c,
1899, 621; 15c, 1899, 649;
colour change 2c, 1900, 650
Shades, 748
Shaw, W. T., director, 238
S1am: first series, 1887, 824-8; 1a,

1890, 828; loss of contract, 829-
830
S1erra Leone: 6d, 1859, 248-50;
1d, 3d, 4d, 1/-, 1872, 293; 6d
paper, 1873, 295; 2d, 1873, 302;
id, 1875, 309; 1id, 1876, 312;
Universal Colour Scheme, 380;
colour changes, id, 1d, 2d, 4d,
1884, 389; colour change 1/-,
1888, 465; colour change 6d,

1889, 475; 2|d, 1891, 503; pro
posal for Unified Series, 1893,
518; interleaving, 565; Unified
series, 1896, 570-1; id, 1id, 4d,
5d, 6d, 1897, 585
Silver facing, 19-22
Skipper and East, printers, 84
Somerset House, perforating
machines, 79
South African War, 174, 659, 713,
730
South Austral1a: 2d plate, 1868,
678; Crown over SA paper,
1874, 678-9; 1d plate, 1874,
679-80; watermark change,
1875, 680-1; 2d plate 2, 1880,
681; id, 1881, 681-2; 3d, 6d,
1886, 683; Undenominated

plate and 2/6, 10/- overprint
plates, 1886, 683-4; 4d, 1889,
684; 2id, 5d, 1892, 685; 1d
plate 2, 1897, 686; 2d plate 3,
1897, 686; id Adelaide P.O.
plate, 1898, 686-7
Southern N1ger1a: Unified
specimen, 1899, 650; first issue,
1900, 652-4
Specimens, Crown Agents, 348,
393, 421, 441-2, 457, 515-163
658
St Chr1stopher: 1d, 6d, 1870,
283; 2id, 4d, 1879, 332; id,
1882, 354; colour changes, 1d,
2id, 1882, 354; overprinted
SAINT KITTS NEVIS REVENUE,

1884, 393; I/-, 1886, 445; key-

plate worn, 1885, 465; colour
change 6d, 1890, 489
St Helena: from Perkins, Bacon
plates, 1863, 1864, 1867, 1871,
262-3; Universal Colour
Scheme, 381; id overprint,
1884, 393-4; colour changes, 3d,
6d, 1887, 452; proposal for 5d,
456-^7; colour change 4d, 1890,
475; Postage keyplate 1id,
1890, 475; 2id on 6d, 1893,
523; overprint change proposal,
1894, 536; proposed change of
design, 1894, 536-7; overprint
varieties, 537-9; Postage key-

plate 1d, 2d, 2id, 5d, 10d, 1896,
574; idj 1896, 584; obsolete
plates, 584-5
St Luc1a: from Perkins, Bacon
plates, 1864, 265; colour
changes, 1864, 266; proposal to

surcharge, 312-13; surcharged
id, 2id, 1881, 350; surcharged
1d, 4d, 6d, 1/-, 1882, 354; key-
plate issue, id, 1d, 2.hd, 1883,
363-4; Universal Colour
Scheme, 381; 4d, 6d, 1/-, 1884,
391; 3d, 1886, 423-4; colour
changes, 1d, 1886, 6d, 1/-,
1887, 424, 456; General Key-
plate, Die II, 499; 5/-, 10/-,
1891, 503; 2d, 1899, 605; pro
posed colour change 1d, 1899,

627; new General Keyplate,
1900, 655
St V1ncent: from Perkins, Bacon
plates, 1d, 4d, 1882, 359-63;
proposal for Unified series,
365-7; 2id on 1d, 1883, 367;
6d, 1/-, 1883, 376; Universal
Colour Scheme, 380; colour
changes, id, 1884, 390; 1d,
1885, 390; 4d, 1885, 390, 430-1;
6d, 1888, 390, 465; 5/-, 1888,
390; 2id, 1889, 473; 1/-, 1891,
390; colour change 4d, 1893,
519; 5d on 6d, 1893, 519; 2id,
5d, 1897, 581-2; 3d on 1d,

1897, 594; Unified series, 1898,
610-11
Stamp Booklets, 127-8
Stamp Committee, 126, 130-3,
147-9, 726, 831-2
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Star Factory, 44
Steel dies, preparation of, 13-14
Steel facing, 215-16
Stocks, reserve for India, 185
Stra1ts Settlements: over
printed on India, 270-1; first
issue, 1867, 271-2; 4c, 1868,

277; 30c, 1872, 301; 5c, ioc,
188 1, 348-9; colour changes,
2c, 4c, 12c, 1883, 371; 3c on
32c, 1885, 429-30; 2c, plate 2,
1888, 459; gumming difficulties,
478; local stamps, 497-9; 25c,
50c, 1892, 509; 1c on 8c, 1892,
510; 1c, 1892, 512; colour
changes, 3c, 5c, 8c, 1894, 526-
527; Unified Native States,
527-31; 3c 1894, 535; $5, 1898,
616; colour changes, 3c brown,

5c brown, 1898, 617-18; 4c on

5c red, 1898, 618; colour
changes, 4c (old plate) red, 5c
purple, 1899, 618; 8c plate 2,

1900, 650; proposed colour
change 2c, 1900, 655
Sudan: first issue, 1897, 742-6;
change of watermark, 746-8;
objection to margins, 747
SUNGEI UjONG: 2c, 189I, 499; 5c,
1892, 512; 3c on 5c, 1c on 5c,
colour change 2c, 1894, 535;
Unified 3c, 1895, 531
Swettenham, Sir Frank, Resident
General, Malay States, 636-40

Tasman1a: printing plates, 1d,
2d, 4d, 1od, 1870, 283-6; TAS
hand-made paper, 288-9; print
ing plates 3d, 5/-, 9d, 1871,
289-90; TAS machine-made
paper, 304-5; 'platypus'
revenue stamps, 1877, 316-17;
postage stamps, 1d, 2d, 1878,
321-6; printing plate, 8d 1878,
321-6; 1d plate 3, 2d plate 3,
1882, 351-2; 2/6, 10/- over
prints (not issued), 1886, 431-6;
2d plate 4, 1887, 689; 2|d, 5d,
189 1, 689-94; keyplate issue,

1893, 695; 1d plate 4, 1892, 695;
platypus plates shipped to
Tasmania, 1894, 695; keyplate
5/-, £1, 1896, 695; 10d, 1898,

695; pictorial series, 1899, 1900,
696-9; pictorial plates shipped
to Australia, 699
Theed, sculptor, 40, 783
Thompson, W., engraver, 2
Thompson, T. H. & Co., stamp
dealers, 534
Thorpe, Dr T. E., Government
Chemist, 154-7
Tilleard, J.A., Secretary, London
Philatelic Society, question
naire on India, 181-3; on
Tobago 1/-, 583
Tobago: first issue, 1880, 337-8;
Universal Colour Scheme, 379;
2 id, 1883, 386; colour changes,
4d, 1885; id, 6d, 1886; 1d,
1889, 396; gumming difficulties,

483; colour change (error) 1/-,

583
Tonga: pictorial issue, 1897,
705-8
Transfer roll, 727
Transvaal: essay, 1877, 321;
essays, 1900, 659-61
Tr1n1dad: from Perkins, Bacon

plates, 1862, 256-7; over

printed 1d, 1880, 257, 345-6;
overprinted Jd, 1882, 257,
345-6; 5/-, 1868, 281; Jd, 1d,
2|d, 4d, 1882, 355-6; 1d, 6d,
1883, 369; Postage Dues, 1884,
390; new keyplate, 1893, 513;
Britannia series, 1896, 558-62;
sales of new issue, 589-90;
Columbus centenary 2d, 1898,
605-8; 3d on 5d (not issued),

1899, 644-5; new 1d duty plate,
1900, 649; colour change 5/-,
1900, 649; new colour scheme,

650-1
Truscott, James, printer, 84
Turin, proposals for printing
office, 774-80
Turks Islands: from Perkins,
Bacon plates, 1881, 343-4; 4d,
1881, 343; Jd, 2jd, 1881, 350-1;
Universal Colour Scheme, 380;
colour changes, 1d, 4d, 1884,
396; colour changes, id, 1/-,
1885, 396; colour change 6d,

1889, 396, 480; colour change
2|d, 1892, 396, 514; 4d proof
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in grey black, 1892, 514; over- Varieties: Great Britain, 149-50;
print plates for 1d, 6d, 1/-
offered, 1894, 531; Postage key-
plate 5d, 1895, 533; colour
change 4d, 1895, 543; inter
leaving, 565
Turks and Ca1cos Islands: first
issue, 1900, 613-16
Turner and Co., paper makers,
ChaffordMill; Inland Revenue,
4, 44-50; 1880 contract, 98-101;
India, 183; paper for India
transferred to Roughway Mills,
203, 204; TAS paper, 288-9;
Crown Agents, 294-5; CA
paper, 295-6, 344-5; quotes for
Victoria paper, 677; makes
South Australia paper, 678

Uganda Protectorate: first
issue, 1898,602-4
Unified Colonial stamps pro
posed, 356-7; 459-60
Uniform Colonial, or General,
keyplate: 331-2, 340, 341, 350;
423; Plate 2 (Die II) 499; new
keyplate, 1900, 655
Universal Colour Scheme, 353,
354-5, 376-81
Universal Postage Keyplate,
1888, 459-60; 466; first used
for Seychelles 1890, 474-5;
Die II f1rst used for Seychelles,
1893, 523; new keyplate, 1900,

654
Universal Postal Union, 69, 329,
331-2, 348, 356, 371, 373, 375,
378-81, 384; colours not ob
served, 448; postal rates, 501;
specimens, 348, 393, 421, 441-
442, 457, 5I5-I6, 658; Egypt,
798-9
Universal Unified Keyplate, 1888,
459-60, 466; first used for Gold
Coast, 470-1; new keyplate,
1895, 543 1 new keyplate, 1898,
612

Uruguay, postal stationery, 786

Vancouver Island: 5c, 10c, 1865,
266

Vanderstichelen, M., Minister of
Public Works, Belgium, 787

St Helena, 537-9
V1ctor1a: Dandy rollers and
paper for 1d, 2d, 4d, 6d, 1862,
672-3; for 8d, 1/-, 1864, 673-4;
V over Crown, 1866, 674; 2d
printing plate, 1870, 675-6;
coloured papers, 677
Vkg1n Islands: lithographed 1d,
1877, 315-16; 2^d, 1879, 332;
1d, 1880, 337; id, 1883, 370;
colour changes, id, 1d, 1883,
370, 382; colour change 2id,
1884, 370; lithographed 4d,
1887, 456; lithographed 6d,
1888, 463; lithographed 1d, 1/-,
1889, 469-70; gumming diffi
culties, 476-7; copperplate
issue, 1898, 608-10; errors on
id, 4d, 623
von Angeli, Professor, Prussian
Court painter: Great Britain,
167; India, 236-7, 240; Crown
Agents, 652, 653, 661

Waterlow & Sons, printers, 84,
308, 315, 337, 527, 568
West, Sir Algernon, Chairman
Board of Inland Revenue, 137,
144, 165
Western, Lt-Col. J. H., London
Agent for Egyptian Postal Ad
ministration, 807-8
Western Austral1a: from Per
kins, Bacon plates, 1862, 1864,
261; 3d, 1871, 290; revenue
stamps, 188 1, 349; sheets de
stroyed in fire, 364; Universal
Colour Scheme, 381; id, 1884,
391; colour changes, 1d, 2d,
4d, 1888, 463; 1d, 2d, 1/-, 1889,
463-4; 4d, 6d, 1890, 464; 2id,
5d, 1892, 512; new plates, 2id,
6d, 1/-, 1897, 591; new plates,
1d, 2d, 1897, 599
Whitfield, King & Co., stamp
dealers, 623
Windward Islands, proposal for
Unified series, 496
Woodhouse & Co., Agents for
Sarawak, 751-4
Wright, W. D., Commissioner of
Stamps, Ceylon, 397-411
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Wright and Creeke: The Adhesive
Stamps of the British Isles, 15,
23j44-5, 59361,70, 72
Wyon, Leonard C, engraver of
Italian die, 772-3

Zanz1bar: first issue, 1896, 736-
740; multiple watermark, 740;

change of design, 1899, 740—42;
colour changes, 1a, 4ia, 1901,
742
Zululand: overprinted Great
Britain, 462-3; gumming diffi
culties, 184; General Keyplate
Die II, 499; Unified series,
1894, 524-6; 2/6, 1896, 566
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